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1

1-SEC-1 Board Approval Information

2

Question:

3

[Ex.1] Please provide all material provided to the Applicant’s Board of Directors

4

regarding its approval of this application and the underlying budgets.

5
6

Response:

7

The process of informing GSHi’s current Board of Directors began in February

8

2019. Following the local municipal election, GSHi’s Board of Directors changed

9

with the replacement of existing members. A new municipal councilor and two

10

independent members replaced past members in February 2019. GSHi held a

11

Board Orientation for new members on February 12th, 2019.

12

orientation focused on the Regulatory regime, including the cost of service

13

application, an overview of GSHi’s Distribution System and the Distribution

14

System Plan. The presentation for those topics is included as Attachment 1 to

15

this interrogatory response.

Part of that

16
17

At the first regular Board of Directors meeting with the new members, GSHi

18

management brought forward a motion to proceed with the Cost of Service

19

application, including a preliminary budget for the cost. The memorandum and

20

accompanying motion is included as Attachment 2 to this interrogatory response.

21
22

At GSHi’s Board of Directors meeting on June 24th, 2019, GSHi Management

23

provided an update on the progress of the application.

24

extract from the minutes:

25
26

Other Business

27

#2019-GSHI-IC-05-07

The following is an
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1

“The Supervisor Accounting/Regulatory with the Supervisor Engineering

2

informed the Board of the initial steps in preparation for the upcoming process for

3

the rate application, Cost of Service. Staff is working on the 2020 budget and the

4

Distribution System Plan (DSP) to meet the new OEB guidelines. Board approval

5

will be required for the GSH 2020 budget and the DSP to meet these guidelines.

6

Possible meeting dates will be discussed to achieve an end of August file date.”

7
8

The draft DSP was sent to the Board of Directors on August 2nd and on August

9

6th, 2019, the Supervisor – Engineering provided the Board of Directors with a

10

DSP presentation. This was for information purposes to allow for comment and

11

revisions as necessary. This presentation is included as Attachment 3 to this

12

interrogatory response.

13
14

On September 23rd, 2019, Management provided its Board of Directors with the

15

opportunity to review and comment on the OM&A and Capital budgets to be used

16

in the application. The memorandum and supporting documents, as well as

17

presentation made to the Board of Directors are included as Attachments 4 and 5

18

respectively to this interrogatory response. During that meeting, GSHi

19

Management discussed the review and revision process for its Board members.

20

Every Friday during the month of October staff sent the Board of Directors

21

exhibits that had been reviewed both internally and by its external consultants

22

and were ready for review and comment by the Directors.

23

Wednesday, workshops were scheduled and Board Members were invited to ask

24

questions on the material they had received. Board Members who were not able

25

to attend the workshops were also invited to reach out to staff to ask their

26

questions or seek clarification.

Each following

27
28

The application, including the underlying budgets, the DSP and the Business

29

Plan, was presented and approved by GSHi’s Board of Directors on October 28th,
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1

2019. The memorandum and motion approving the application, along with the

2

presentation made on that day are included as Attachments 6 and 7 respectively.
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Attachment 1 (of 7):
1-SEC-1 Attachment 1: GSHi Board Orientation February
12, 2019

Board Orientation Presentation

Tiija Luttrell

Supervisor - Regulatory and Internal Audit
tiija.Luttrell@gsuinc.ca
705-675-7536 ext. 2357

Regulatory

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc. and The Ontario Energy Board

Ontario Energy Board (OEB)
“You’re entitled to a sustainable energy system and value for your
electricity and natural gas services. We make sure you get both.” -OEB
• License energy companies
• Set the rules for energy companies operating in Ontario
• Develop new energy policies and provide unbiased advice
to government
• Monitor the wholesale electricity market and energy
companies
• Establish energy rates that are reasonable
• Give consumers tools to help them become energy literate
www.sudburyhydro.com

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc. (GSHI)
Section 57(a) of the Ontario Energy Board Act,
1998 provides that no person is permitted to
own or operate a distribution system without a
license.
• must comply with the OEB Act and its regulations
• must comply with OEB codes

www.sudburyhydro.com

OEB - Rules, Codes and Requirements
• Affiliate Relationships Code (ARC)
• Accounting Procedures Handbook for Electricity (APH)
• Distribution System Code (DSC)
• Reporting and record keeping requirements (RRR)
• Filing Requirements for Transmission and Distribution Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard Supply Service Code (SSSC)
Retail Settlement Code (RSC)
Handbook for Utility Rate Applications
2006 Electricity Distribution Rate Handbook
Electricity Act
Conservation and Demand Management Code
www.sudburyhydro.com

OEB - Policy Initiatives and Consultations
• Review of Customer Service Rules
• Development of Corporate Governances
Guidance
• OEB Consumer Complaint Response Process
• Review of Miscellaneous Rates and Charges
• Low-income Emergency Assistance Program
Emergency Financial Assistance Review
• Activity and Program Based Benchmarking
Initiative
www.sudburyhydro.com

The OEB and GSHI

Reporting and Record Keeping Requirements (RRR’s)

The OEB and GSHI
Rates

“Energy utilities that want to change
their rates must get our approval first.
Same thing if they want to build new
facilities or change their corporate
structure.”
Cost of Service
Incentive Rate Mechanism (IRM)

www.sudburyhydro.com

Cost of Service
• Sets rates to meet a Revenue
Requirement and Return on
Equity
• 2013: Last Cost of Service
• 2017, 2018 & 2019: Deferrals
• 2020: It’s go time?
• Filing Requirements for
Electricity Distribution Rate
Applications: Chapter 2
www.sudburyhydro.com

Cost of Service
• A very tedious and voluminous document
• Start to Finish: 16-18 months
• It takes a village (that includes consultants)
• Labour Investment
• 2 people for 12 months
• 5 people for 4-6 months

• Financial Investment

• 2013 COS – Approximately $300K
• Cost Awards – Approximately $50K
www.sudburyhydro.com

Application Process
Application
Notice

Motions/
Appeals

Written Hearing – Streamlined
•

Rate Order
Decision

185 days

Written Hearing – Standard
•

230 days

Oral Hearing
•

Interventions
Evidence

Interrogatories

280 days

Argument/

Technical

Submissions
Hearing

Settlement

Conference

Conference
12

Incentive Rate Mechanism (IRM)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Used in the years between COS
Formulaic rate increase based on inflation less a productivity factor
Preparation: approximately 1-2 weeks
Follow-up: approximately 1 week
Very simple, straight forward process
Price Cap vs Annual Incentive Rate Setting Index (AIR Application)

www.sudburyhydro.com

Kerry Taylor

Vice President, Engineering & Operations
kerryt@gsuinc.ca
705-675-7536 ext.

Electricity Distribution System Overview

An Overview of the Electricity System

Transformer Stations

•

Transmission lines feed Transformer
Stations (TS)

•

Greater Sudbury (proper) is fed from
Clarabelle TS and Martindale TS

www.sudburyhydro.com

Transformer Stations
• The town of Coniston is fed from Coniston Generating
Station (GS)
• The town of Capreol is fed from Martindale TS
• The town of Falconbridge is fed from Martindale TS
• West Nipissing is fed from Crystal Falls TS

www.sudburyhydro.com

Sub-transmission
• Sub-transmission lines take power from Transformer Stations
to Municipal Substations.
• Sub-transmission lines in Greater Sudbury operate at 44,000
volts or 23,000 volts.
• Greater Sudbury Hydro has approximately 122km of
sub-transmission lines.

www.sudburyhydro.com

Distribution - Substations
Greater Sudbury Hydro owns
and operates 29 municipal
substations within its service
territory .
A failure at one of these stations
could potentially leave 500 to
10,000 customers without
power.
www.sudburyhydro.com

Distribution - Primary Lines
•

Greater Sudbury Hydro primary lines operate at 12,480 volts and 4,160 volts.

•

Greater Sudbury Hydro operates approximately 1,150 km of primary lines,
comprised of:
– 80% Overhead Primary Conductor and Transformation; and,
– 20% Underground Primary Conductor and Transformation

•

When a primary feeder is forced out of service, 100 to 500 customers are
without power.
www.sudburyhydro.com

Distribution - Transformers
Pole mounted and Pad mounted transformers step the
voltage down to levels that are useful in our homes and
businesses.
When a transformer is forced out of service, anywhere from
1 – 50 customers are without power.

www.sudburyhydro.com

Distribution - Meters
Greater Sudbury Hydro has 47,489 customers:
Residential - 42,864
General Service < 50 kW - 4,135
General Service > 50 kW 490

www.sudburyhydro.com

2019 Capital
• The 2019 Capital Budget is $10.6 million. This consists of two distinct
categories: Non-Discretionary and Discretionary.
• The Non-Discretionary category consists of work that is out of our control
i.e. Subdivisions, Commercial Developments and City Road Work. This
portion of the capital is $1 million.
• The Discretionary Category consists of work that we have planned through
our Asset Management Plan and needs identified throughout the year.
www.sudburyhydro.com

Two of our larger projects
Capreol MS Rebuild: In 2000 there was a merger between Capreol Hydro
and Sudbury Hydro creating Greater Sudbury Hydro.
• Included as part of the Capreol distribution system was one municipal
substation.
• There are reliability issues with this substation that require immediate
attention.
• The budget is $1.7 million.
www.sudburyhydro.com

Two of our larger projects
Government Road 44kv Extension: Hydro One has informed us that they
would like to eliminate their 23kv feed into the Coniston town site.
• The plan is for us to extend our 44kv line down Government Road
connecting both of our substations and Hydro One at Highway 17.
• Hydro One has built a 44kv line east of the City of Sudbury to Coniston.
• This will allow redundancy for Greater Sudbury Hydro and Hydro One.
• This project is budgeted at $345,000.
www.sudburyhydro.com

Mark Van der Rydt
Engineering Supervisor

markv@gsuinc.ca
705-675-7536 ext. 2240

Distribution System Plan, 2019

Agenda

1. Genesis of the Distribution System Plan (DSP)
2. Period of time covered
3. a) Distribution System Plans
b) Asset Management Process/Capital Expenditure Plan
4. Smart Grid

www.sudburyhydro.com

The Genesis of the “DSP”

Pursuant to the OEB’s 2013 Renewed Regulatory Framework
for Electricity Distributors (RRFE), LDC’s are required to submit
a Distribution System Plan (“DSP”) as part of their next Cost of
Service (“COS”) application.

www.sudburyhydro.com

Period Covered
Our upcoming DSP will cover the following time period(s):
H isto rical Pe rio d
2015
2016
2017
2018

Bridge Ye ar Te st Ye ar
2019
2020

www.sudburyhydro.com

2021

Fo re cast Pe rio d
2022
2023

2024

Distribution System Plans

Coordinated Planning with Third Parties
GSHI coordinates planning and is formally engaged in dialogue
with the following stakeholders:





Integrated Regional Resource Planning (IRRP) with the
IESO;
Regional Infrastructure Planning (RIP) with Hydro One; and
Renewable Energy Generation planning with the IESO
www.sudburyhydro.com

Integrated Regional Resource Planning (IRRP)

www.sudburyhydro.com

IRRP Impact on the DSP
•

New 230/44kV station at Hanmer TS to replace Coniston GS
(115/22kV).
As part of this project, Coniston loads will be converted from 22kV
to 44kV (2019).

• Hydro One’s proposed project will require GSHI to prematurely
retire three power transformer units located at Lower Coniston
MS30.
GSHI work is expected to be complete June 2019.
www.sudburyhydro.com

Performance Measurement for Continuous Improvement
Section describes the processes, methods and metrics used to monitor our
distribution system’s planning and performance.
At GSHI, these include:
1. Reliability Performance
2. Safety Performance
3. Customer Satisfaction
4. Regulatory Compliance
5. Asset Health Indices
www.sudburyhydro.com

System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI)

SAIDI =

Total hrs of customer interruptions
Total # of customers served

www.sudburyhydro.com

System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI)

SAIFI =

Total # of customer interruptions
Total # of customers served

www.sudburyhydro.com

Safety Performance
Safety Performance is continually monitored and incorporated into
our daily activities, as well as the capital expenditure plan.
Any findings from the yearly Electrical Safety Authority O.Reg 22/04
Audits, coupled with ISO 9001/18001 audits, translate into
adjustments to operating practices, as well as engineering design
changes to eliminate or mitigate identified safety hazards.

www.sudburyhydro.com

ESA Audit Findings (2011-2018)
Audit
Period
Ending
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Annual Compliance Audit
Due Diligence Audit
Needs
Needs
Non-Compliant Improvement Non-Compliant Improvement
0
2
1
4
0
2
0
2
0
1
0
2
0
2
0
3
0
1
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
3

Total Findings
7
4
3
5
5
0
1
4

Regulatory Compliance
Inspection programs currently underway at GSHI:








Pole and Overhead Equipment Inspections – 3 year cycle (1/3 every year)
Pad-mounted equipment Inspections – 3 year cycle
Monthly Municipal Station Inspections
Breaker Maintenance and Testing – 4 year cycle
Yearly Distribution System Infrared Scanning
Yearly Power Transformer Dissolved Gas in Oil Testing
Vegetation Management – 4 year cycle + “spot” improvements

www.sudburyhydro.com

Asset Management Process/
Capital Expenditure Plan

Asset Management Process Overview
GSHI’s Asset Management (AM) objectives serve to deliver on the promise
of a safe, reliable electricity service, at a reasonable cost to its customers:








The AM strategy should seek opportunity for continuous improvement and be
risk-based;
High-quality service delivery to all classes of customer;
Adherence to all statutory and regulatory requirements;
Minimized impact to the environment;
Supportive of local economic development in all operating districts; and
Planned investment should be consistent with good utility practice while
respecting the needs of the customer.
www.sudburyhydro.com

Pacing Investments
The vast majority of capital investments related to optimizing asset lifecycle
cost belong to the “System Renewal” category and represent annual
programs required to sustain the asset base.
As it would not be feasible or practical to address all assets immediately, a
levelized “Flagged-for-Action” Plan is a tool that spreads out (levelizes) the
number of assets to be addressed over a greater period of time.

www.sudburyhydro.com

10 Year “Flagged for Action” Plan

PoleMounted
Transformers

PoleMounted
Transformers

www.sudburyhydro.com

Investment Prioritization - Benefit & Risk Criterion
BENEFIT
Benefit Criterion

1

2
3
4

5

Description of Benefit
Does this work increase stakeholder value
and provide consumers a reliable electricity
Economic
supply at reasonable cost?
Does this work proactively replace assets
Paced asset replacement prior to failure and mitigate future
increased replacement costs?
Does this work maintain or improve system
Reliability Performance
reliability ?
Does this work improve system capacity
without compromising service to existing
System Capacity
customers?
Does this work improve Control Room
Operational Flexibility capability to transfer load and manage the
distribution system?

RISK
Weight

Score

30

1 2 3 4 5

30

1 2 3 4 5

20

1 2 3 4 5

Risk Criterion

1
2
3
4

15

1 2 3 4 5

5
5

1 2 3 4 5

6

Description of Risk
Weight
Score
Does this work mitigate exposure to hazards that would be deterimental
Safety and Environment to public and/or employee safety and/or environmental risks and
30
1 2 3 4 5
liabilities?
Financial
Does this work mitigate negative impacts to GSHI's net income?
25
1 2 3 4 5
Will this work positively impact reliability performance, OEB service
Customer/Reliability
20
1 2 3 4 5
quality indices and/or customer satisfaction?
Does this work mitigate events that would negatively impact GSHI's
credibility and relationship with Regulators and Authorities with respect
10
1 2 3 4 5
Regulatory
to compliance with Codes, Standards, Directives or Laws?
Does this work mitigate any risks affecting the completion of work
10
1 2 3 4 5
Business Efficiency
program achievement?
Does this work have the potential to improve GSHI's image, trust and
Corporate Leadership
5
1 2 3 4 5
credibility with stakeholders and industry?

www.sudburyhydro.com

Smart Grid
In 2014 and 2015, GSU completed a strategic business planning process in partnership
with Siemens, called the Smart Grid Compass approach.
The Smart Grid Compass® is a method to evolve an existing grid to a Smart Grid comprising
Siemens’ global experience in building, operating and maintaining electrical grids. The
approach is used to provide a connected view regarding process improvements made by
leveraging technology to achieve impacts on organizational objectives.
Provides a strategic framework for GSU which outlines objectives and action items to
enhance over 40 business capabilities between 2015 and 2025

www.sudburyhydro.com

Smart Grid Compass Framework
The Smart Grid Compass® Framework, has
at its core the mission to carefully select
and deploy relevant Smart Grid
technologies whose sole purpose is to
benefit the customer.
As part of the program plan, these
technologies will become part of the
landscape at the appropriate time when
the value of the technological capabilities
offered by the vendors exceed the costs of
deployment (i.e. positive business case).
www.sudburyhydro.com
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Distribution
System Plan
2019

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1) Genesis of the ‘DSP’
2) Period Covered
3) Bottom Line Up Front
4) Performance Measurement
5) Asset Management Process
6) Capital Expenditure Plan
7) Remaining Work

GSHI Board of Directors Meeting –
August 6, 2019

GREATER SUDBURY HYDRO | HYDRO DU GRAND SUDBURY

2

The Genesis of the “DSP”
• Pursuant to the OEB’s 2013 Renewed Regulatory Framework for
Electricity Distributors (RRFE), LDC’s are required to submit a
Distribution System Plan (“DSP”) as part of their next Cost of Service
(“COS”) application.
• “The Board needs to regulate the industry in a way that serves present
and future customers and that better aligns the interests of customers
and distributors….and that places a greater focus on delivering value for
money”.
GSHI Board of Directors Meeting –
August 6, 2019

GREATER SUDBURY HYDRO | HYDRO DU GRAND SUDBURY

3

Period Covered
• Our upcoming DSP will cover the following time period(s):

H isto rical Pe rio d
2015
2016
2017
2018

GSHI Board of Directors Meeting –
August 6, 2019

Bridge Ye ar Te st Ye ar
2019
2020

2021

Fo re cast Pe rio d
2022
2023

2024

GREATER SUDBURY HYDRO | HYDRO DU GRAND SUDBURY

4

Bottom Line Up Front
FORECAST PERIOD (PLANNED)
CATEGORY

2020 TEST YEAR

2021

2022

2023

2024

655,216
7,489,160
759,777
868,734

668,320
7,645,426
760,972
886,109

681,687
7,801,058
762,192
903,831

$
SYSTEM ACCESS
SYSTEM RENEWAL
SYSTEM SERVICE
GENERAL PLANT
TOTAL
GSHI Board of Directors Meeting –
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629,773
5,639,680
2,010,554
1,135,000

642,368
9,577,777
567,605
851,700

9,415,007

11,639,450 9,772,887 9,960,827 10,148,768
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Bottom Line Up Front
Forecast Capital Expenditures by Investment Category (2020 - 2024)
General Plant, 9.12%

System Access, 6.43%

System Service, 9.54%

System Renewal, 74.90%
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System Access Capital Expenditures - Historical Period
and Projected
1,200

System Access investments are non-discretionary
and externally-driven. Investments of this type are
typically customer, municipally, regionally,
provincially or regulatory-driven and must be met
by GSHI to comply with the Utility’s Conditions of
Service and the relevant provisions of the DSC.

1,139
1,039

1,000
988

866
788

800
600

694

668 682
763
630

642

655

400
200
0
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General Plant Capital Expenditures - Historical Period
and Projected
4,000

General Plant investments are modifications,
replacements or additions to a distributor’s assets
that are not part of its distribution system.
Examples:
• Land and Buildings
• Tools & Equipment
• Rolling Stock (Fleet)
• Software

3,000

2,825

2,500
2,000

2,339
2,209

1,500

1,135

1,000
999
500
0
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3,500

886

1,155
644

904

852 869
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System Service Capital Expenditures - Historical Period
and Projected
3,000

System Service investments are necessary to
ensure that GSHI’s distribution system continues
to meet its operational objectives related to safety,
reliability, power quality and system efficiency,
while addressing anticipated future customer
requirements for electricity service.

Make-Ready work
for Kathleen MS

2,500

New Feeder @
Gemmell MS11

2,391
2,011

2,000
1,500
1,000
700

675

843

700

845

500
0
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760

761

762

127
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System Renewal Capital Expenditures - Historical Period
and Projected
12,000

System Renewal investments are derived from the
results of studies that are conducted internally by
GSHI staff. Examples include:
Asset Condition Assessment (ACA);
Feeder Reliability Assessment;
Customer Satisfaction Surveys/Consultations; and
Service Territory Load Forecast

Cressey MS3 Rebuild

9,578

10,000
Kathleen MS2 Rebuild

7,801

7,913

8,000

7,489 7,645
6,000
4,000

5,295

6,772
4,906

4,035

5,265

5,640

4,193

2,000
0
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Performance Measurement for Continuous
Improvement
• Section describes the Measures, Metrics and Targets used to
monitor distribution system planning and performance.
• At GSHI, these are organized as three specific Perfomance
Outcomes. They are:
1.
2.
3.

Customer-Oriented Performance
Cost Efficiency & Effectiveness Performance
Asset and/or System Operations Performance

GSHI Board of Directors Meeting –
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Most important
metrics for identifying
prospective System
Renewal investments

SAIDI/SAIFI (Historical Period)
Adverse
Environment Major Event
12%
Unknown/Other
1%
8%
Foreign
Interference
3%
Human Element
1%
Adverse
Weather
14%

Defective
Equipment
13%

Scheduled
Outage
15%

Adverse
Foreign
Environment Major Event
Interference
1%
2%
3%
Human
Unknown/Other
Element
15%
3%
Adverse
Scheduled
Weather
Outage
11%
6%

INTERRUPTION
FREQUENCY
BY CAUSE
(2014-2018)

INTERRUPTION DURATION
BY CAUSE
(2014 - 2018)
Loss of Supply
25%
Lightning Tree Contacts
8%
0%
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Defective
Equipment
25%

Loss of Supply
26%
Tree Contacts
Lightning
1%
7%
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SAIDI5/SAIFI5 (Historical Period)
SAIDI - CAUSE 5 DEFECTIVE EQUIPMENT
2007-2018
45.00%
40.00%

SAIFI - CAUSE 5 DEFECTIVE EQUIPMENT
2007-2018
60.0%

42.83%
39.84%
37.32%

35.00%
30.00%

49.7%

50.0%

40.0%

28.04%

41.7%
34.5%

25.00%
18.39%

20.00%
15.00%
10.00%

11.61%
10.36%
5.37%

5.00%
0.00%

15.57%

14.04%

7.36%

0.78%
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
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36.5%

34.8%
31.2%

30.0%

30.8%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%

17.6%
12.8%

16.5%

14.4%

13.2%

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
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Effect of Historical Performance on DSP
• Due to the negative trending that is being observed with respect to the prevalence
of Cause 5 outages, GSHI is proposing to focus very heavily on a paced System
Renewal – type portfolio of investments in this DSP with the aim to bring these
reliability indices in line with the expectations of both our customers and the OEB.
• Beginning at the substation level and moving down the risk ladder to the
secondary voltage level, GSHI’s investment selection and prioritization process
aims to proactively replace and/or refurbish assets whose unplanned failure would
lead to increasingly unacceptable levels of risk at a paced and reasonable cost.
• As these proposed plans are implemented, customers on the affected feeders can
expect that future Cause 5 “unplanned” outages will immediately be replaced to
some extent by Cause 1 ‘scheduled’ outages with improved service reliability in the
years immediately following the prospective investments.
GSHI Board of Directors Meeting –
August 6, 2019
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Customer Satisfaction
• GSHI has for a number of years worked with independent contractor
OraclePoll Research to glean information on the customer base by
means of an “Annual Customer Survey”.
• The goal of the survey is to identify customer preferences covering a
broad spectrum of possible interactions with the utility ranging from
energy conservation to reliability of service.
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Customer Consultation – Critical Finding
Residential
2014

RATES VERSUS OUTAGES TRADE OFF 2013

2015

2016

2017

2018

201
Commercial
2014
3

RATES VERSUS OUTAGES TRADE
OFF

2015 2016 2017 2018

1-lowest rates – regular outages

2%

4%

4%

3%

2%

1%

1-lowest rates – regular outages

3%

4%

3%

3%

1%

1%

2-low rates – occasional outages

15%

3%

8%

7%

5%

6%

2-low rates – occasional outages

6%

3%

5%

4%

2%

1%

3-neutral – a balance between rates
and outages

44%

55%

47%

54%

59%

61%

3-neutral – a balance between
rates and outages

57%

58%

65%

69%

79%

75%

4-high rates – only a few outages

15%

13%

11%

12%

11%

13%

4-high rates – only a few outages

12%

18%

14%

9%

7%

9%

5-highest rates – no outages

3%

5%

6%

5%

8%

7%

5-highest rates – no outages

9%

3%

2%

1%

2%

3%

Don’t know

22%

21%

24%

19%

15%

12%

Don’t know

13%

14%

11%

14%

9%

11%
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Effect of Historical Performance on DSP
• It is clear from the results of our customer consultations that customers
consistently continue to want to see a balance between rates and
outages, which supports the deployment of a paced distribution asset
renewal strategy. Undertaking such a strategy is further supported by the
data which shows that customers almost universally agree (89%
residential, 95% commercial) and expect that efficient investments in the
system are made “to maintain or improve on the current level of system
reliability, keeping outages to as few as possible and as short as possible.”
• A goal of the GSHI capital expenditure plan will be to leverage its’ asset
management plan to ensure spending levels, particularly in the ‘System
Renewal’ expense category, are appropriately smoothed (levelized), to
meet customer expectations with respect to efficiently balancing the risk
of unplanned outages with costs.
GSHI Board of Directors Meeting –
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Asset Management
Process

Overview
• GSHI’s AM objectives serve to deliver on the promise of safe, reliable
electricity service at a reasonable cost to its customers:
o

o
o
o
o
o

The AM strategy should seek opportunity for continuous improvement
and be risk-based;
High-quality service delivery to all classes of customer;
Adherence to all statutory and regulatory requirements;
Minimized impact to the environment;
Supportive of local economic development in all operating districts; and
Planned investment should be consistent with good utility practice while
respecting the needs of the customer.
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GSHI Asset Management Objectives/Goals
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Criteria

1
Project does
not focus on
stakeholder
safety and/or
the
Safety and
Environment environment

Asset/group of
assets has an HI
score that is
better than
"poor" or "very
poor"

Customer Focus
Sub Criterion

2
Project involves
construction that
addresses
stakeholder safety
and/or
environmental risks
in its design,
however it is not
the primary driver

3
Project involves
construction that
upgrades existing
infrastructure to
be compliant
with O.Reg
22/04

Asset/group of
Asset/group of
assets has an HI
assets has an HI
score of "poor" or score of "poor"
"very poor" and;
or "very poor"
- if wood pole;
and;
highest voltage
- if wood pole;
level is < 750V
highest voltage
- if underground
level is 4/12kV
transformer;
- if underground
padmounted <
transformer;
150kva
padmounted
- if overhead
between 150kva
transformer; 5kVA - and 500kva
167kVA
- is a junction
enclosure

4
Project involves
removal/replacement
/refurbishment/reloc
ation of distribution
system assets to make
ready for an affected
third party or
account for
technological
obsolescence

Asset/group of assets
has an HI score of
"poor" or "very
poor" and;
- if wood pole;
highest voltage level
is 44kV
- if transformer;
Paced Asset
padmounted >
Replacement
750kva
- is a switchgear
- is a major
substation asset other
than a power
transformer
e.g.
- circuit breaker
Project has no Project is not
Project is not
Project is specifically
impact on
specifically chosen specifically
chosen to address a
system
to address a
chosen to
LINES capacity
LINES/SUBST standing
address a
shortfall in the
ATION
LINES/SUBSTAT standing
distribution system
capacity
ION capacity
LINES/SUBST from both a
e.g.
issue, however the ATION
- load perspective, or
- General Plant investment would capacity issue,
- REG perspective
result in a minor
however the
System Capacity
net capacity gain
investment
e.g.
would result in a
- System Renewal
substantial net
capacity gain
e.g.
- Voltage
Conversion

5
Project is
specifically
designed to
address a
stakeholder
safety or
environmental
concern

Asset/group of
assets has an HI
score of "poor"
or "very poor"
and is also a
power
transformer
asset OR asset
obsolescence is
encountered

Project is
specifically
chosen to
address a
SUBSTATION
capacity
shortfall in the
distribution
system from
both a
- load
perspective, or
- REG
perspective

Weight

25%

20%

5%

Criteria

Operational/
Organizational
Effectiveness
Sub Criterion

1
Project does
not focus on
improving
reliability in any
meaningful way
e.g.
Reliability Performance - General Plant

2
3
Project is expected to Project is expected to
have a minor impact have a major impact on
on
- SAIFI/SAIDI metrics
- SAIFI/SAIDI
- OEB service quality
metrics
indices
- OEB service
- customer satisfaction;
quality indices
and
- customer
- not "normally" fed by
satisfaction
a feeder on the "Worst
Performing Feeders"
listing

4
Project is expected to
have a major impact on
- SAIFI/SAIDI metrics
- OEB service quality
indices
- customer satisfaction;
and
- Project is identified as
being "normally" fed by
one of the feeders on the
"Worst Performing
Feeders" listing

5
Weight
Project specifically
addresses a known,
critical reliability
issue
e.g.
- strategic backup
20%
for critical
substations
- backup feed for
large users/critical
customers/load
centers

Project has no
impact on
operational
flexibility
e.g.
Operational Flexibility - System Access

Project is not
specifically chosen to
improve operational
flexibility but
includes, in its
design, construction
or technologies that
result in a minor
benefit to the
distribution system

Project specifically
addresses known
operational flexibility
issues
e.g.
- strategic backup for
4/12kV feeders

Project specifically
addresses a known,
critical operational
flexibility issue
e.g.
- strategic backup
for
substations/44kV
feeders

Project is not
specifically chosen to
improve operational
flexibility but includes,
in its design,
construction or
technologies that result
in a major benefit to the
distribution system
- System Renewal

5%

Criteria

Financial
Performance
Sub Criterion

Financial

1
Project not
expected to
negatively
impact GSHI's
net income

2
3
Project is proactively
Project is proactively addressing
addressing distribution system distribution system assets whose
assets whose criticiality (risk) criticiality (risk) collectively
collectively yield an acceptably yield an average, acceptable
low consequence cost in the consequence cost in the event of
event of an unplanned failure an unplanned failure
e.g.
e.g.
- poles with voltages less than - motor-operated gang switches
750V
- padmounted transformers
- overhead distribution
- underground cabling (looped
transformer
system)

Project has no Project has one primary
impact on
investment driver
business
Business Efficiency
efficiency

Project incorporates several
different drivers to justify
investment

4
Project is proactively
addressing distribution
system assets whose
criticiality (risk) collectively
yield an elevated,
unnaceptable consequence
cost in the event of an
unplanned failure
e.g.
- 4/12kV circuit
- switchgear
- relays, circuit breakers

5
Weight
Project is proactively
addressing distribution
system assets whose high
criticiality (risk) collectively
yield an unnaceptable
consequence cost in the
15%
event of an unplanned
failure
e.g.
- substation power
transformer
- 44kV feeder

Project incorporates several
different drivers to justify
investment; reduced crew
mobilization costs

Project incorporates
several different drivers to
justify investment; reduced
crew mobilization costs;
capital deferral

10%

CRITERION
Description
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7a
N7b
N8
N9a
N9b
N10
N11
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18

Meter Installations
Emergency Plant Replacement
Failed Transformers
Major Repairs to Substations
Battery Bank Replacements
System Betterment
Overhead Services
Underground Services
City Road Work
Subdivision
Commercial
Renewable Generation
Intangible Assets (Hydro-Driven Easements)
Gemmell MS11 (T1); Purchase Major Equipment, Rebuild/Commission
Cressey MS; Detailed Design, preliminary studies, tenders
Tedman Voltage Conv Part 2
Haig St Rebuild - Cressey Stn to Caruso Club; Upgrade to 336mcm, double feeder egress
Big Nickel Mine Rd - Brennan St to Spruce St; New 3ph Ckt; 3F2/3F8 Tie
Ted/Reg/Cress VC Station Capital Switching
Gemmell St New 12k Double Ckt (S4317 to B3809) 11F2
Attlee Ave (S4317 to S4574)17F5
Lasalle 9M2 Extension
Sunnyside (S9919 to S9887) - Relocate 3ph from bush (S10389 to S9939 via Edgewater/Pearson Rd) 20F5
CKSO Rd 24F4
South Bay Rd 10F5
West Nipissing Voltage Conversion
Cable Testing/Rejuvenation
OMS
Building
Vehicles
Tools and Equipment

SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENT

FINANCIAL

BUSINESS
EFFICIENCY

PACED ASSET
REPLACEMENT

RELIABILITY
PERFORMANCE

SYSTEM
CAPACITY

OPERATIONAL
FLEXIBILITY

3

4

2

3

2

2

2

0.53

5

1

2

1

1

1

2

0.45

3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
4
1
2
2

5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
5
4
4
4
5
4
5
2
4
2

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
3
2
2
3
2
1
1
2
1

5
5
3
3
3
5
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
3
1

5
5
5
5
5
5
3
4
3
4
2
2
3
3
4
1
1
1

5
3
3
2
2
3
2
2
4
2
2
2
3
1
3
1
1
1

5
5
3
4
4
3
4
4
5
4
2
2
3
1
5
1
1
1

0.82
0.81
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.74
0.60
0.65
0.53
0.64
0.53
0.53
0.62
0.45
0.63
0.21
0.41
0.28

Project Total

Asset Lifecycle Optimization Policies and Practices
• GSHI’s practices for asset lifecycle optimization are focused on minimizing
the total cost of ownership through effective investment in infrastructure
and management of corporate risk while providing excellence in service
delivery. This is achieved by employing leading AM practices, which
include:
o
o
o
o
o

Enhancing asset performance through implementation of effective
maintenance practices that meet current regulatory requirements;
Optimizing the balance between capital and maintenance expenditures;
Pacing annual investments to avoid expenditure “peaks” and “troughs”;
Applying appropriate replacement strategies (i.e. reactive/proactive) based on
risk assessments; and
Establishing optimal replacement timing for assets replaced proactively.
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• GSHI’s assets are managed on a proactive or reactive basis depending on their
risk.
• Risk is the product of a unit’s probability of failure and its consequence of failure.
The probability of failure is determined by an asset’s Health Index whereas the
metric used to measure consequence of failure at GSHI is referred to as Criticality.
• GSHI institutes proactive capital and maintenance intervention projects where it is
determined that the impact of a potential downgrading condition or risk exceeds
the company’s risk tolerance.
• Maintenance activities are designed to ensure asset performance is within
acceptable operational standards where practicable. Knowledge of asset
condition, typical useful life, failure modes and impact of failure are parameters
that are examined in order to determine whether an asset should be maintained or
replaced.
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10 Year Flagged for Action Total

Asset Category

Substation Transformers
Pad Mounted
Transformers
Pole Mounted
Transformers
Submersible
Transformers
Vault Transformers
Overhead Line Switches
Pad Mounted
Switchgear
Pad Mounted Junction
Enclosures
44 kV
GSU
Wood
Non-44
Poles
kV
All (NonGSU
44 kV)
Concrete
Poles
44 kV
Bell Wood Non-44
Poles
kV
44 kV
Hydro
One Wood Non-44
Poles
kV

First Year

10 Year

10 Year LEVELIZED Flagged for
Action Total
First Year

10 Year

Replacement
Strategy

Quan
tity

Percen
tage

Quan
tity

Percen
tage

Quan
tity

Percen
tage

Quan
tity

Percen
tage

14

30%

17

36%

14

30%

3

6%

proactive

4

0%

54

4%

5

0%

50

4%

reactive

174

5%

793

24%

74

2%

795

24%

reactive

1

6%

15

94%

2

13%

12

75%

reactive

0
40

0%
2%

0
211

0%
11%

0
19

0%
1%

0
227

0%
12%

reactive
reactive

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

1

1%

reactive

0

0%

2

3%

0

0%

2

3%

reactive

0

0%

15

1%

1

0%

39

3%

proactive

240

2%

2600

24%

237

2%

2474

23%

proactive

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

proactive

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

proactive

51

2%

640

25%

58

2%

638

25%

proactive

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

6

2%

proactive

0

0%

6

4%

1

1%

11

8%

proactive

Maintenance Practices
• Maintenance activities are planned and executed to ensure that asset
lifecycle cost is optimized. GSHI’s cyclical inspection programs align
with the requirements of the Distribution System Code and provide an
input to the Asset Condition Assessment (ACA) evaluations.
• Deficiencies that require immediate corrective action are remedied
through issuance of a work order. Remaining deficiencies are
prioritized based on a determination of the likelihood of asset failure
coupled with an assessment of potential consequence (risk) cost of a
failure.
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Maintenance Practices (cont)
• Inspection programs currently underway at GSHI:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Pole and Overhead Equipment Inspections – 3 year cycle
Pad-mounted equipment Inspections – 3 year cycle
Monthly Municipal Station Inspections
Breaker Maintenance and Testing – 4 year cycle
Yearly Distribution System Infrared Scanning
Yearly Power Transformer Dissolved Gas in Oil Testing
Vegetation Management – 4 year cycle + “spot” improvements
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Capital Expenditure Plan

Capital Expenditure Planning Process Objectives
• GSHI’s CEP Objectives:
o

o

o

o

Invest and maintain assets to achieve the lowest long-term cost of
ownership while meeting prescribed codes, statutory requirements,
standards and performance targets.
Meet customer expectations by improving existing infrastructure to
manage growth in support of new and existing customers as well as
renewable energy generation connection requests.
To support the outcomes of the Asset Management process balancing
cost, reliability and risk.
To meet or exceed all requirements with respect to distribution system
safety such that no undue hazards exist for workers or the public.
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Investment Prioritization – Tools and Methods
o
o

System Access - first come, first served; non-discretionary; based on
resource availability
System Renewal – derived from the results of:
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

o
o

Asset Condition Assessment (ACA);
Feeder Reliability Assessment;
Customer Satisfaction Surveys/Consultations;
Fleet Management Strategy; and
Service Territory Load Forecast

System Service – same as System Renewal
General Plant – derived from results of:

Fleet Management Strategy
▶ Building Condition Assessment (recommended); otherwise “Historical” funding
▶ Subject Matter Experts/”Historical” funding for Tools and Equipment
▶
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Pacing Investments
• The vast majority of capital investments related to optimizing asset
lifecycle cost belong to the “System Renewal” category and represent
annual programs required to sustain the asset base.
• Asset Condition Assessments incorporate a 10 year “Flagged-forAction” strategy for each assessed asset category (Optimal).
• As it would not be feasible or practical to address all assets
immediately, a levelized “Flagged-for-Action” Plan is a tool that
spreads out (levelizes) the number of assets to be addressed over a
greater period of time.
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10 Year Flagged for Action Total

Asset Category

Substation
Transformers
Pad Mounted
Transformers
Pole Mounted
Transformers
Submersible
Transformers
Vault Transformers
Overhead Line Switches
Pad Mounted
Switchgear
Pad Mounted Junction
Enclosures
44 kV
GSU Wood
Non-44
Poles
kV
All (NonGSU
44 kV)
Concrete
Poles
44 kV
Bell Wood
Non-44
Poles
kV
Hydro One 44 kV
Wood
Non-44
Poles
kV

First Year

10 Year

10 Year LEVELIZED Flagged for
Action Total
10 Year

First Year

Replace
ment
Strategy

Quan
tity

Percen
tage

Quan
tity

Percen
tage

Quan
tity

Percen
tage

Quan
tity

Percen
tage

14

30%

17

36%

14

30%

3

6%

proactive

4

0%

54

4%

5

0%

50

4%

reactive

174

5%

793

24%

74

2%

795

24%

reactive

1

6%

15

94%

2

13%

12

75%

reactive

0
40

0%
2%

0
211

0%
11%

0
19

0%
1%

0
227

0%
12%

reactive
reactive

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

1

1%

reactive

0

0%

2

3%

0

0%

2

3%

reactive

0

0%

15

1%

1

0%

39

3%

proactive

240

2%

2600

24%

237

2%

2474

23%

proactive

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

proactive

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

proactive

51

2%

640

25%

58

2%

638

25%

proactive

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

6

2%

proactive

0

0%

6

4%

1

1%

11

8%

proactive

10 Year “Flagged for Action” Plan

PoleMounted
Transformers
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PoleMounted
Transformers
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Internal Drivers
(ACA, Fleet, IT,
Customer
Satisfaction,
Reliability, etc)

External Drivers
(Regulatory,
Municipal, RIP/IRRP,
REG, etc)

Determine available Technical
Alternatives that meet desired
outcomes

Strategic
Investments
(Safety, Efficiency,
Corporate
Leadership, etc)

Continuous
Improvement

Identify Needs

Develop Business Cases to support
Preferred Technical Alternatives

Work Execution

Prioritize & Select Investments
Preliminary
Capital &
Operating
Budget

Preliminary
Investment
Portfolio

Corporate Vision &
Strategic Objectives
(Rate Impact,
Corporate Priorities,
Benchmarking, etc)

Expenditure
Attestation

Y

Y

Revision
Required?

Approval by Board
of Directors

Revision
Required?

N

N
Final Capital
& Operating
Budget

Remaining Work
• “Lock-in” Capital spending requirements
• Complete required Project Narratives corresponding to “locked-in”
capital spending requirements

GSHI Board of Directors Meeting –
August 6, 2019
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Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
Tab 4
Interrogatory 1
Attachment 4
Page 1 of 1

Attachment 4 (of 7):
1-SEC-1 Attachment 4: Budget Memorandum and
Budget Information

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc (WiresCo)

Budget Income Statement
Annual budget compared to prior year budget and prior year actuals

Row Labels
Income Statement
Expenses
Distribution - operations (Schedule 2)
General administration (Schedule 3)
Billing and collecting (Schedule 4)
Distribution - maintenance (Schedule 5)
Future pension benefit interest expense
Conservation & demand side management
Expenses Total
Net movement on regulatory deferral accounts
Net Income (Loss)

2020 Annual Budget

2019 Annual
Budget

Budget
Change ($)

($7,667,457) ($6,877,306) ($790,151)
($4,464,764) ($3,952,950) ($511,814)
($2,614,941) ($2,567,289)
($47,652)
($2,214,871) ($1,879,295) ($335,576)
($357,800)
($965,555)
$607,755
($34,389)
($3,682)
($30,707)
($17,354,222) ($16,246,077) ($1,108,145)
$77,124
($77,124)
($17,354,222) ($16,168,953) ($1,185,269)

Budget
Change (%)

2018 Actual

2017 Actual

-11.49 % ($6,542,133) ($6,504,830)
-12.95 % ($3,539,275) ($3,609,735)
-1.86 % ($2,201,799) ($2,273,037)
-17.86 % ($1,959,877) ($1,919,977)
62.94 %
($592,797)
($624,959)
-833.98 %
($9,126)
($2,217)
-6.82 % ($14,845,007) ($14,934,755)
-100.00 %
($178,738)
$235,938
-7.33 % ($15,023,746) ($14,698,817)

See attached schedules for explanation of variances
Future pension benefit interest expense is only the retiree portion of the interest. The active employee interest is now
included in the payroll burden
Conservation and Demand management - building and IT allocations that cannot be recoverd by conservation programs.
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Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc (WiresCo)

Schedule 2 - Budget Income Statement (Distribution operations)
Annual budget compared to prior year budget and prior year actuals

Row Labels
Expenses
Distribution - operations (Schedule 2)
Engineering
Other Distribution Expense
Meters / Smart Meters
Overhead Distribution Lines and Feeders
Control Room Operations
Protection and Control
Substation Building Fixtures
Operations Management
Operations Supervision
Locates General
Energy Supply
IT Redistribution
Distribution Station Equipment
Overhead Transformers
Underground Distribution Transformers
Trouble Call-Outs After Hours
Overhead Subtransmission Feeders
Underground Lines & Feeders
Callout Arrears
Renewable Connection
Underground Subtransmission Feeders
Miscellaneous Material
Total Expenses

2019 Annual
Budget
2020 Annual Budget
Budget
Change ($)

Budget
Change
(%)

2018 Actual

2017 Actual

($1,341,838) ($1,172,554) ($169,284) -14.44 % ($1,035,118) ($1,115,020)
($987,340) ($911,977) ($75,363)
-8.26 % ($863,448) ($735,274)
($797,208) ($839,228)
$42,020
5.01 % ($746,598) ($817,746)
($782,919) ($548,318) ($234,601) -42.79 % ($524,881) ($608,456)
($774,805) ($821,037)
$46,232
5.63 % ($705,809) ($690,174)
($523,494) ($419,305) ($104,189) -24.85 % ($391,188) ($326,372)
($507,966) ($203,007) ($304,959) -150.22 % ($170,895) ($168,452)
($396,151) ($362,824) ($33,327)
-9.19 % ($376,016) ($370,799)
($340,488) ($371,506)
$31,018
8.35 % ($356,670) ($380,262)
($213,852) ($234,597)
$20,745
8.84 % ($361,236) ($201,768)
($193,490) ($200,174)
$6,684
3.34 % ($190,135) ($203,625)
($187,262) ($126,565) ($60,697) -47.96 % ($119,265) ($108,320)
($161,374) ($249,424)
$88,050
35.30 % ($264,296) ($356,700)
($150,316)
($98,716) ($51,600) -52.27 % ($127,724) ($104,178)
($132,332) ($110,984) ($21,348) -19.24 % ($127,112)
($76,126)
($74,250)
($85,148)
$10,898
12.80 % ($102,241) ($102,166)
($55,392)
($52,062)
($3,330)
-6.40 %
($49,133)
($75,411)
($22,150)
($20,538)
($1,612)
-7.85 %
($18,896)
($30,674)
($22,146)
($12,218)
($9,928) -81.26 %
($8,336)
($12,192)
($2,220)
($37,124)
$34,904
94.02 %
($3,137)
($19,778)
($464)
($464)
($1,336)
($7,667,457) ($6,877,306) ($790,151)

-11.49 % ($6,542,133) ($6,504,830)

See page 6 for variance explanation
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Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc (WiresCo)

Schedule 3 - Budget Income Statement (General administration)
Annual budget compared to prior year budget and prior year actuals

Row Labels
Expenses
General administration (Schedule 3)
Regulatory
Accounting
President & CEO / Communications
Innovation
Utility Risk Management
Miscellaneous General Expenses
Finance
Human Resources
Communications/Marketing
Purchasing
QMI
Board of Directors
Project Development / Management
Leases & Rentals (GSHPI)
Property Management (West Nipissing)
Business Execution
Property Management (500 Regent)
Administrative Services
Total Expenses

2019 Annual Budget
2020 Annual Budget
Budget
Change ($)

($697,576)
($538,550)
($453,109)
($397,674)
($380,388)
($370,424)
($356,764)
($355,076)
($271,673)
($189,483)
($118,994)
($114,675)
($98,682)
($70,630)
($35,851)
($15,215)
$0

Budget
Change
(%)

($598,882) ($98,694) -16.48 %
($518,462) ($20,088)
-3.87 %
($468,198)
$15,089
3.22 %
($284,130) ($113,544) -39.96 %
($363,699) ($16,689)
-4.59 %
($361,740)
($8,684)
-2.40 %
($312,457) ($44,307) -14.18 %
($373,978)
$18,902
5.05 %
($248,594) ($23,079)
-9.28 %
($176,066) ($13,417)
-7.62 %
($80,641) ($38,353) -47.56 %
($52,125) ($62,550) -120.00 %
($98,682)
($73,624)
$2,994
4.07 %
($40,354)
$4,503
11.16 %
($15,215)
$0
$0

($4,464,764) ($3,952,950) ($511,814)

2018 Actual

($565,449)
($478,806)
($425,549)
($137,664)
($336,274)
($291,929)
($275,247)
($338,831)
($234,405)
($160,236)
($126,387)
($59,359)
($15,946)
($69,407)
($23,667)

2017 Actual

($567,047)
($478,607)
($416,836)
($35,618)
($262,329)
($352,062)
($297,411)
($355,510)
($251,785)
($170,540)
($127,692)
($46,485)
($147,696)
($42,000)
($57,677)

$0
($26)
($120)
($415)
-12.95 % ($3,539,275) ($3,609,735)

see page 7 for variance explanation
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Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc (WiresCo)

Schedule 4 - Budget Income Statement (Billing & Collecting)
Annual budget compared to prior year budget and prior year actuals

Row Labels
Expenses
Billing and collecting (Schedule 4)
Customer Accounts
Cashiers Mailing
Market Services
Meter Reading
Total Expenses

2020 Annual Budget

2019 Annual
Budget

Budget
Change
($)

Budget
Change
(%)
2018 Actual

2017 Actual

($2,361,599) ($2,329,298) ($32,301) -1.39 % ($1,982,492) ($2,054,265)
($153,691) ($140,703) ($12,988) -9.23 % ($122,267) ($126,019)
($77,151)
($74,788) ($2,363) -3.16 %
($76,149)
($75,859)
($22,500)
($22,500)
$0 0.00 %
($20,891)
($16,894)
($2,614,941) ($2,567,289) ($47,652) -1.86 % ($2,201,799) ($2,273,037)

see page 7 for variance explanation
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Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc (WiresCo)

Schedule 5 - Budget Income Statement (Distribution maintenance)
Annual budget compared to prior year budget and prior year actuals

Row Labels
Expenses
Distribution - maintenance (Schedule 5)
Overhead Tree Trimming
Overhead Maintenance
Maintenance of Overhead Services
IT Redistribution
Pole Maintenance
Maintenance of Underground Services
Substation Equipment
Maintenance of Underground Conduit
44 Overhead Lines
Maintenance Supervision
Transformer Maintenance Underground
Transformer Maintenance
Substation Building Maintenance
Maintenance of Underground Conductor/Devices
44 KV Underground Service
Sentinel Light Maintenance
Meters / Smart Meters
Total Expenses

2020 Annual Budget

2019 Annual
Budget
Budget
Change ($)

Budget
Change
(%)

2018 Actual

2017 Actual

($538,067)
($528,647)
($9,420)
-1.78 %
($506,752)
($432,627)
($315,303)
($241,683) ($73,620) -30.46 %
($259,742)
($262,602)
($171,949)
($121,501) ($50,448) -41.52 %
($131,324)
($124,502)
($160,422)
($126,565) ($33,857) -26.75 %
($119,265)
($104,581)
($152,598)
($208,976)
$56,378
26.98 %
($242,699)
($260,391)
($147,777)
($135,664) ($12,113)
-8.93 %
($104,892)
($200,129)
($133,233)
($136,846)
$3,613
2.64 %
($79,530)
($52,607)
($115,134)
($110,224)
($4,910)
-4.45 %
($163,477)
($159,964)
($111,304)
($38,025) ($73,279) -192.71 %
($22,371)
($93,060)
($95,071)
($95,071)
($80,548)
($75,369)
($5,179)
-6.87 %
($72,290)
($51,515)
($76,202)
($48,629) ($27,573) -56.70 %
($134,873)
($51,248)
($52,381)
($44,591)
($7,790) -17.47 %
($66,953)
($42,540)
($41,875)
($46,234)
$4,359
9.43 %
($22,238)
($48,060)
($13,703)
($12,481)
($1,222)
-9.79 %
($10,164)
($10,569)
($6,037)
($1,493)
($4,544) -304.35 %
($6,994)
($5,444)
($3,267)
($2,367)
($900) -38.02 %
($16,311)
($20,138)
($2,214,871) ($1,879,295) ($335,576) -17.86 % ($1,959,877) ($1,919,977)

see page 7 for variance explanation
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Year over year budget changes in Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc for 2020 over 2019
General wage increase of 2%; payroll burden increased over prior year due to changes in reflecting OPEB
costs. OPEB Interest associated with current employees is now part of the burden.
Wage distribution for operations is based on a 5 year rolling average. OEB requires that we track time
by various cost centres as noted on the Financial statements.

Distribution – Operations:
Engineering – increase in memberships (18,000) for CEATI Strategic Asset Management program in US
funds; Changes in allocation of labour between admin and capital

Other Distribution Expense – includes the training including travel etc for operations employees and
building and IT sla allocations.
Meters: reduction in maintenance and support for the move from Option B to Option C with Sensus for
meter monitoring
Overhead lines and feeders:
Wage and labour burden allocation increased from prior year – allocation of operations labour
is based on a 5 year rolling average
Leases and rentals increase by approx. 83,000 due to increase in pole rental costs
Boot allowance not previously budgeted

Substation Building Fixtures: increase in allocation of labour over previous year. Estimating more work
done by contractors on station rebuild, so staff will be expensed.

Protection and Control: NEW POSITION – 2nd distribution engineer

Operations Management: increase in training and development
Operations supervision: moved some of the administrative costs to maintenance offset by increase in
training and development

Locates: changes in allocation of ops supervision burden ( this needs to be corrected)
IT redistribution: increase in cyber security costs
Distribution Station equipment: allocation of wages reduced
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Overhead Transformers: allocation of wages and overheads

General and Administration
These cost centres are from the Plus company. Where there are charges directly related to the Hydro,
they are charged direct to the correct company. Wages, overheads, and certain expenses are allocated
across all companies. The attached schedule from the Plus company provides explanations to the
overall changes in the individual cost centres as well as the Hydro allocation for each.

Billing and Collecting
These costs are also in the Plus company and distributed between Hydro and Water billing. Costs in
Cashier’s mailing is also distributed to the competitive companies as all payments are processed through
the Admin department.

Distribution – Maintenance
Changes in each of the cost centre categories is mainly due to wages and overhead distribution.

Total wages for Hydro company – both operations and inside workers:

Total raw wages
labour burden rate:

$

2020

2019

6,922,304 $

6,762,639 $

32%

Change YoY

159,664

% change

0.02

30%
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Greater Sudbury Hydro Plus Inc (PlusCo)

Schedule 1 - Budget Income Statement (Shared services)
Annual budget compared to prior year budget, YTD actuals (to April 30, 2019), YTD budget and prior year actuals

Row Labels
Income Statement
Expenses
Shared services expense (Schedule 1)
Customer Service
Accounting
President & CEO
Information Technology
Human Resources
Finance
Utility Risk Management
Innovation
Amortization
Corporate/Regulatory Expenses
Communications and Marketing
Board of Directors
Cashiers Mailing
Purchasing
Business Execution
Project Management/Development
QMS/RMS
Sync Operator
Grant Writer
Corporate Sponsorship
Customer Credit
Market Services Wholesale
General Expenses
Information Systems
AMI Option C
Meter Reading
Administrative Services
Shared services expense (Schedule 1) Total
Expenses Total

Net Income (Loss)

see page 9 for variance explanation

Budget
2020 Annual 2019 Annual
Budget
Change
Budget
Budget
Change ($)
(%)

($2,037,299) ($1,975,000) ($62,299) -3.15%
($805,621)
($800,933)
($4,688) -0.59%
($558,261)
($534,929) ($23,332) -4.36%
($550,244)
($449,870) ($100,374) -22.31%
($503,042)
($475,200) ($27,842) -5.86%
($394,382)
($345,267) ($49,115) -14.23%
($386,966)
($338,989) ($47,977) -14.15%
($350,100)
($234,250) ($115,850) -49.46%
($313,461)
($273,824) ($39,637) -14.48%
($285,986)
($309,710)
$23,724
7.66%
($271,199)
($266,476)
($4,723) -1.77%
($219,350)
($131,250) ($88,100) -67.12%
($203,729)
($186,514) ($17,215) -9.23%
($170,196)
($161,166)
($9,030) -5.60%
($152,151)
($120,547) ($31,604) -26.22%
($123,352)
($123,352)
($117,494)
($110,141)
($7,353) -6.68%
($113,902)
($110,676)
($3,226) -2.91%
($95,395)
($77,960) ($17,435) -22.36%
($77,100)
($52,234) ($24,866) -47.61%
($64,300)
($94,300)
$30,000 31.81%
($63,751)
($62,188)
($1,563) -2.51%
($62,623)
($52,923)
($9,700) -18.33%
($34,340)
($43,575)
$9,235 21.19%
($27,018)
($29,225)
$2,207
7.55%
($22,500)
($22,500)
$0
0.00%

2019 YTD
Amount

2019 YTD
Budget

2018 Actual

($563,487)
($211,636)
($167,643)
($124,475)
($152,404)
($105,969)
($78,807)
($62,923)
($91,275)
($82,370)
($75,887)
($87,844)
($50,041)
($49,352)
($42,035)
($391)
($37,453)
($31,553)
($23,674)
($9,374)
($16,367)
($16,074)
($11,539)
($6,164)

($658,333) ($1,825,420)
($266,978)
($684,616)
($178,310)
($519,281)
($149,957)
($456,558)
($158,400)
($376,345)
($115,089)
($302,825)
($112,996)
($341,999)
($78,083)
($144,910)
($91,275)
($251,731)
($103,237)
($253,456)
($88,825)
($258,327)
($43,750)
($91,558)
($62,171)
($162,075)
($145,184)
($53,722)
($40,182)
($461)
($16,785)
($36,714)
($126,387)
($36,892)
($108,093)
($25,987)
($17,411)
($34,919)
($31,433)
($71,416)
($20,729)
($51,512)
($17,641)
($30,188)
($14,525)
($10,607)
($9,742)
($5,067)
($7,500)
($19,826)
$0
($8,003,762) ($7,259,647) ($744,115) -10.25% ($2,103,804) ($2,419,882) ($6,284,478)
($8,003,762) ($7,259,647) ($744,115) -10.25% ($2,103,804) ($2,419,882) ($6,284,478)

2020 Wires Co share

2,037,298.55
476,561.01
446,609.00
509,254.00
355,075.68
355,763.24
380,387.67
332,595.00
271,673.00
285,986.00
211,535.22
109,675.00
153,691.00
144,666.67
15,215.00
98,681.60
117,494.00
113,902.00
19,079.00
60,138.00
64,300.00
63,751.00
49,609.94
34,340.00
27,018.00
22,500.00
6,756,799.58

($8,003,762) ($7,259,647) ($744,115) -10.25% ($2,103,804) ($2,419,882) ($6,284,478)
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Year over Year changes in Corporate Services budget 2020 over 2019

Wage increase for budget was 2%
Customer Service: increase in postage due to expected rate increases and some additional casual hours
President and CEO: additional professional development
Information Technology: increase in cyber security for network totaling $72,000.
Human Resources: changes in payroll allocation between Risk and QMS and HR
Finance: addition of Professional Development for Catherine, Tiija and Erin totaling $45,000. Tiija and
Erin would not be able to claim their costs in Regulatory or CDM.
Utility Risk Management: increase in IT allocations and additional relief for assistant
Innovation: NEW POSITION Data Integration and Platform Specialist -. The Specialist will assist in the
development and maintenance of data catalogues, 360 degree registers, geospatial processing,
automations and ETL (extract, transform, load) as required to support the organizations’ enterprise
business, operations, asset and geospatial data integrations and services. The role assists in Location and
Business intelligence platform configuration and business unit support.
Corporate/Regulatory: moved training and development to finance
Board of Directors: increase in number of directors an additional 2 on each board; increase budgets for
new director Board governance training and maintenance of memberships.
Cashiers Mailing – additional relief time to cover off lunches each day
Business Execution: additional training and Development
Project Management/Development: NEW POSITION. Project manager to assist in moving pertinent
projects forward.
Grant Writer – IT allocation not previously budgeted
Customer Credit – reduction in collection trips due to winter Moratorium and changing OEB rules
General Expenses: additional budget for consultants and employee recognition budgets
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Total wages year over year

Greater Sudbury Hydro Plus Inc

Total raw wages

$

labour burden rate:

2020

2019

5,070,329 $

4,696,493 $

32%

Change YoY

% change

373,836

8%

138,904

3%

30%

Differences:

4 new board member at $8000 each
increase in board remunerations
New: Data Tech position
Project manager position

Payroll compared to
prior year before
additions:

$
$
$
$
$

$

32,000
28,000
80,792
94,139
234,931

4,835,397 $

4,696,493 $
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Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
Tab 4
Interrogatory 1
Attachment 5
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Attachment 5 (of 7):
1-SEC-1 Attachment 5: Budget Presentation September
23rd, 2019

2020 Cost of Service Update
2009 to 2020 Rate Change = -0.01%

Agenda
• 2020 Budget Income Statement (CH)
• Changes – 2019 over 2020 (CH)
• Context for rate increase (DC)

o

18.77% (rate increase) vs. 17.66% (in FS)
Compound annual growth rate – 2009/2013 vs 2020
Impact on a residential bill

o

Costs driving the increase

o
o

• Revenue Requirement (TL)
• Cost drivers – 2013 to 2020 (TL)

• What’s Next – Proposed Feedback and Schedule (TL)
www.sudburyhydro.com

Proposed 2020 Distribution Revenue
• Distribution revenue = money we collect from customers to run our business
o

Cash is used to pay for both operating and capital expenditures

• OEB’s revenue requirement workform calculates 2020 distribution revenue two
ways and compares the numbers:
o
o

2020 distribution revenue @ current rates
2020 distribution revenue @ proposed rates

At current rates - $23,110,053 collected from customers
At proposed rates - $27,446,881 collected from customers
Proposed rate increase – roughly 18.77%

www.sudburyhydro.com

Discussing in terms of CAGR (% per year)
• CAGR = compound annual growth rate
o
o

o

Percentage (%) increase per year
It gives us a simple percentage we can understand – how much have
distribution rates increased each year in a given time period?
Similar to how we think of property tax increases – as an annual
percentage increase

www.sudburyhydro.com

2013 - Compound Annual Growth % (CAGR)
From 2013 to 2020 …
Distribution
Revenue

Compound Annual
Growth Since 2013

2013 Approved Revenue

$22,254,103

-

2020 @ Current Rates

$23,110,053

0.47%

2020 @ Inflation

$24,747,126

1.53%

2020 @ Proposed Rates

$27,446,881

3.04%

www.sudburyhydro.com

2009 - Compound Annual Growth % (CAGR)
From 2009 to 2020 …
Distribution
Revenue

Compound Annual
Growth Since 2009

2009 Approved Revenue

$23,134,397

2020 @ Current Rates

$23,110,053

-0.01%

2020 @ Inflation

$27,358,081

1.54%

2020 @ Proposed Rates

$27,446,881

1.57%

www.sudburyhydro.com

Residential Bill Impact

2019 Residential Bill

Distributor
GSU
PUC Distribution Inc. (Sault Ste Marie)
North Bay Hydro Distribution Limited
Guelph Hydro Electric Systems Inc
Northern Ontario Wires
Waterloo North Hydro Inc
Synergy North (Thunder Bay)

Distribution
Revenue
$
26.91
$
31.40
$
28.70
$
29.13
$
37.44
$
31.51
$
24.77

Other
Charges
$ 80.63
$ 105.98
$ 83.81
$ 83.05
$ 82.29
$ 78.61
$ 80.38

Total
$ 107.54
$ 137.38
$ 112.51
$ 112.18
$ 119.73
$ 110.12
$ 105.15
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2020 Projected Bill
Distribution
2020
Bill
Revenue
Projected 2020 Vs. Increase
Escalator
Bill
(%) YoY
GSU
4.70%
18.77% $ 112.59 $
1.05% $ 137.71 $ (25.12)
0.24%
1.20% $ 112.85 $ (0.26)
0.31%
1.20% $ 112.53 $ 0.06
0.31%
1.50% $ 120.29 $ (7.70)
0.47%
1.20% $ 110.50 $ 2.09
0.34%
1.05% $ 105.41 $ 7.18
0.25%

Revenue Requirement 2013 vs 2020
2013

2020

Approved

Proposed

13,927,306

17,354,222

3,960,817

4,404,633

Property Taxes

233,561

268,803

Income Taxes (Grossed Up)

467,431

472,638

28,750

34,735

Deemed Interest Expense

2,136,693

2,608,045

Return on Deemed Equity

3,196,320

3,862,177

Service Revenue Requirement

23,950,878

29,005,253

OM&A Expenses
Amortization

Other Expenses
Return

Revenue Offsets

-

Base Revenue Requirement

1,696,775
22,254,103
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-

1,558,372
27,446,881

Cost Drivers
Dollars
$ 22,254,103

2013 Distribution Revenue Requirement
OM&A - Non-discretionary cost increases
OM&A - Labour variance (Hydro Only)
OM&A - Transferred from PlusCo
Succession/increased training - Hydro and PlusCo
OM&A - other misc
Total OM&A

$ 1,001,753
$
528,517
$ 1,518,735
$
221,548
$
173,130
$ 3,443,683

Amortization/Depreciation
Income Taxes (Grossed up)
Deemed Interest Expense
Return on Deemed Equity
Other revenue reduction (Non-Discretionary)
Other expenses
Compound Annual Growth Rate (2013 over
2020)
2020 Distribution Revenue @ Proposed Rates
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$ 3,443,683
$
$
$
$
$
$

443,816
5,207
471,352
665,857
138,403
24,460

$ 27,446,881

Compound Annual
Growth Rate (2013
to 2020)
0.59%
0.31%
0.89%
0.13%
0.10%
0.26%
0.00%
0.28%
0.39%
0.08%
0.01%
3.04%

Cost Drivers - Non-Discretionary
Non-Discretionary Increases
OEB Quarterly Assessments

$

40,000

Pole Attachment Costs

$

82,698

CyberSecurity Costs

$

61,200

Monthly Billing

$

272,066

Change in OPEB Recovery

$

545,789

Non-Discretionary OM&A Increases

$

1,001,753

Other Revenue Reduction

$

138,403

Total Non-Discretionary Cost Drivers

$

1,140,156
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Cost Drivers
Dollars
$ 22,254,103

2013 Distribution Revenue Requirement
OM&A - Non-discretionary cost increases
OM&A - Labour variance (Hydro Only)
OM&A - Transferred from PlusCo
Succession/increased training - Hydro and PlusCo
OM&A - other misc
Total OM&A

$ 1,001,753
$
528,517
$ 1,518,735
$
221,548
$
173,130
$ 3,443,683

Amortization/Depreciation
Income Taxes (Grossed up)
Deemed Interest Expense
Return on Deemed Equity
Other revenue reduction (Non-Discretionary)
Other expenses
Compound Annual Growth Rate (2013 over
2020)
2020 Distribution Revenue @ Proposed Rates

www.sudburyhydro.com

$ 3,443,683
$
$
$
$
$
$

443,816
5,207
471,352
665,857
138,403
24,460

$ 27,446,881

Compound Annual
Growth Rate (2013
to 2020)
0.59%
0.31%
0.89%
0.13%
0.10%
0.26%
0.00%
0.28%
0.39%
0.08%
0.01%
3.04%

Cost Drivers – Net Fixed Assets

2013 Approved: $73,717,375
2020 Proposed: $98,678,256
Increase of 34%
www.sudburyhydro.com

Cost Drivers
Dollars
$ 22,254,103

2013 Distribution Revenue Requirement
OM&A - Non-discretionary cost increases
OM&A - Labour variance (Hydro Only)
OM&A - Transferred from PlusCo
Succession/increased training - Hydro and PlusCo
OM&A - other misc
Total OM&A

$ 1,001,753
$
528,517
$ 1,518,735
$
221,548
$
173,130
$ 3,443,683

Amortization/Depreciation
Income Taxes (Grossed up)
Deemed Interest Expense
Return on Deemed Equity
Other revenue reduction (Non-Discretionary)
Other expenses
Compound Annual Growth Rate (2013 over
2020)
2020 Distribution Revenue @ Proposed Rates

www.sudburyhydro.com

$ 3,443,683
$
$
$
$
$
$

443,816
5,207
471,352
665,857
138,403
24,460

$ 27,446,881

Compound Annual
Growth Rate (2013
to 2020)
0.59%
0.31%
0.89%
0.13%
0.10%
0.26%
0.00%
0.28%
0.39%
0.08%
0.01%
3.04%

What’s Next?
Proposed Feedback & Schedule
• Let’s chat OM&A and Revenue Requirement
• Distribution of Exhibits
o
o

The life cycle of a COS exhibit
Feedback

• Final Board Approval Presentation & Meeting (October 28th)
• Review/Revise as necessary
• Submission (October 31st)
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The life cycle of a COS exhibit

Internal Review

Feedback to GSHI
Staff

External Review
(Lawyer and
Regulatory
Consultant)

Review/Revise

Board of Directors
Review

Review/Revise

Application
presented to Board
of Directors for
approval

Submitted to OEB

www.sudburyhydro.com

What’s Next?
Proposed Feedback & Schedule
• Let’s chat OM&A and Revenue Requirement
• Distribution of Exhibits
o
o

The life cycle of a COS exhibit
Feedback

• Final Board Approval Presentation & Meeting (October 28th)
• Review/Revise as necessary
• Submission (October 31st)

www.sudburyhydro.com
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Attachment 7 (of 7):
1-SEC-1 Attachment 8: Business Plan & COS
Presentation October 28, 2019

Business Plan
2019-2024

OEB Requirement
• As part of the rate application process, the OEB has required all LDC’s
to file a Business Plan which is included in the Executive Summary of
the application.
• The Business Plan should:







Describe the overall strategy for the regulated business
Utility’s goals
Demonstrate that the goals are appropriately aligned to the RRFE
Align with customer preferences and expectations
How these goals relate to what is sought in the rate application
Plan to meet the goals & the outcomes
www.sudburyhydro.com

Direction
Describes strategy of organization
driven by our mission
Outlines the goals, objectives and
targets of the organization
•

Corporate Scorecard
o
o
o
o

Goals
Objectives
Targets
Strategies

Driven by customer preferences &
expectations
•

Oraclepoll survey
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Operational Plan:
Goals, Objectives, Targets, Strategies & RRFE

www.sudburyhydro.com

Operational Plan:
Goals, Objectives, Targets, Strategies & RRFE

www.sudburyhydro.com

Operational Plan:
Goals, Objectives, Targets, Strategies & RRFE

www.sudburyhydro.com

Direction:
GSHi 2019 Corporate Scorecard/RRFE Alignment

www.sudburyhydro.com

Operational Plan:
Goals, Objectives, Targets, Strategies & RRFE

www.sudburyhydro.com

Control
• OEB Scorecard
• Corporate Scorecard
• All other Regulatory
reporting requirements

www.sudburyhydro.com

Continuous Improvement
• Risk Management
• Continuous renewal of GSHi’s Business Plan
o

o

Update for 2020 with BOD approved 2020 GSU Corporate Scorecard
Objectives and Targets
Update for COS application results where required
– Rate Impact
– OM&A Budget
– Capital Budget

• Business plan to drive next COS application
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Cost of Service Application
2020

Agenda
• Overview of Exhibits
• Update on the Process
• Summary of Requested
Approval
• Question Time
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Exhibit 1: Administrative Documents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our Story
Application Summary
Customer Summary
Business Plan
Governance
Customer Engagement
Financial Information
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Exhibit 2: Rate Base
• All the big expensive things….
Component

2020 COS

2013 COS

Average Net
Fixed Assets

$98,678,256

$74,766,353

Allowance for
Working Capital

$8,941,149

$14,218,046

Total Rate Base

$107,619,405

$88,984,399
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COS – Exhibit 2: Rate Base
• Net Fixed Assets & the DSP
2020 COS

2013 COS

Opening Balance

$96,492,060

$71,263,102

Ending Balance

$100,864,455

$78,269,605

Average Balance

$98,678,258

$74,766,353

• Simple calculation driven by Capex and asset disposals
• Increase of 32% since 2013 application
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COS – Exhibit 2: Rate Base & The DSP
Capital Expenditures 2013-2024
$14,000
$12,000
$10,000

Spending (000's)

$11,639

$11,253

$10,483
$8,555

$8,760

$9,418
$8,372

$8,000
$6,000

$9,558

$9,415

2019

2020

$9,773

$9,961

$10,149

2022

2023

2024

$9,650
$8,715

$7,392

$7,635

$7,743

2014

2015

2016

$6,226

$4,000
$2,000
$-

2013

2017
Budget

2018

Actual
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2021

Advanced Capital Modules (“ACM”)
Year

Station Name

Cost of Build

$ We Can Collect in
Rates, per year

2021

Cressey – MS3

$4,988,000

$292,766

2022

Moonlight – MS18

$2,846,000

$176,732

2023

Marttila – MS8

$2,452,000

$152,242

2024

Paris – MS13

$2,465,000

$153,038

COS – Exhibit 2: Rate Base
• Working Capital Allowance
2020 COS

2013 COS

$17,388,957

$13,937,539

Property Taxes

$268,803

$252,078

Cost of Power

$101,557,555

$95,179,964

Working Capital Base

$119,215,315

$109,369,581

Working Capital Rate

7.5%

13%

$8,941,149

$14,218,046

OM&A Expenses

Working Capital Allowance
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Exhibit 2: Rate Base
Component

2020 COS

2013 COS

Average Net Fixed Assets

$98,678,256

$74,766,353

Allowance for Working Capital

$8,941,149

$14,218,046

$107,619,405

$88,984,399

Total Rate Base

www.sudburyhydro.com

Exhibit 2 & 5: Rate Base becomes Cost of Capital
• The Return
Proportion %

Proportion $

Rate of Return

Interest/Return

Long-Term Debt

56%

$60,266,867

4.14%

$2,495,048

Short-Term Debt

4%

$4,304,776

2.82%

$121,395

Total Debt

60%

$64,571,643

Equity

40%

$43,047,762

Total Rate Base:

100%

$107,619,405
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$2,616,443
8.98%

$3,865,689
$6,482,132

Exhibit 3 – Revenue
• 2020 COS Other Revenue: $1,558,372
• 2013 COS Other Revenue: $1,696,775
o
o
o

Pole Rental Revenue
Changes/Discontinued Specific Service Charges
Loss on Disposal of Assets
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Exhibit 3: Revenue – Load Forecast Consumption
960,000
940,000

kWh (in '000)

920,000
900,000
880,000
860,000
840,000
820,000
800,000
780,000

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Forecast

Forecast

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Total kWh (in '000s)

927,397

932,817

889,606

858,583

848,284

883,531

851,565

847,466

Budget kWh (in '000s)

943,516

943,516

943,516

943,516

943,516

943,516

943,516

847,466
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Exhibit 3: Revenue – Load Forecast Demand
1,020,000
1,000,000
980,000

Demand

960,000
940,000
920,000
900,000
880,000
860,000
840,000
820,000

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Forecast

Forecast

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Total Demand

953,208

959,227

932,473

916,216

904,510

906,739

884,603

878,077

Budget kW

992,900

992,900

992,900

992,900

992,900

992,900

992,900

878,077

Axis Title
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Exhibit 4 – OM&A
2013 Board Approved OM&A

$

Labour Complement & Burdens
Other Post Employment Benefit Costs (Retirees)
Costs Allocated from Affiliates
Succession Planning/Training
Bad Debt Expense
Productivity and Business Planning
Governance
Vehicles & Material Costs
Tree Trimming
Construction Write Offs
Insurance
Cost of Service Amortization
OEB Quarterly Assessment
Pole Attachment Costs
Cybersecurity Costs
Monthly Billing Costs
Other Miscellaneous
Total OM&A Change

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2020 Test Year OM&A

$

$
13,937,539

% of
Total
Change

716,506
20.8%
357,800
10.4%
1,518,735
44.0%
221,548
6.4%
(131,185) -3.8%
(61,441) -1.8%
62,550
1.8%
48,682
1.4%
14,171
0.4%
2,832
0.1%
(63,805) -1.8%
90,000
2.6%
40,000
1.2%
82,698
2.4%
61,200
1.8%
272,066
7.9%
219,060
6.3%
3,451,418 100.0%
17,388,957
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Cost Drivers - Non-Discretionary
Non-Discretionary OM&A Increases
OEB Quarterly Assessments

$

40,000

Pole Attachment Costs

$

82,698

CyberSecurity Costs

$

61,200

Monthly Billing

$

272,066

Change in OPEB Recovery

$

545,789

Non-Discretionary OM&A Increases

$

1,001,753
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Exhibit 6 – Revenue Requirement
OM&A Expenses
Amortization/Depreciation
Property Taxes
Income Taxes (Grossed up)
Return
Deemed Interest Expense
Return on Deemed Equity
Service Revenue Requirement
Revenue Offsets
Base Revenue Requirement
www.sudburyhydro.com

$17,388,957
$4,404,633
$268,803
$409,974
$2,616,443
$3,865,689
$28,954,499
($1,558,372)
$27,396,127

Exhibit 7 – Cost Allocation
2013 ALLOCATION

2020 ALLOCATION

1%

3%
20%

19%

14%

64%

14%
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65%

Exhibit 9 – Deferral & Variance Accounts
• Balances we’re disposing of
Account

Amount

Group 1 & Global Adjustment

$(2,343,574)

Group 2

$628,191

IFRS Transition

$4,262,097

LRAMVA

$328,036

Total to be recovered

$2,874,750
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Exhibit 8 – Rate Design & Bill Impact
Total
RATE CLASSES / CATEGORIES

Consumption Demand
(kWh)
(kW)

Residential - RPP
General Service Less Than 50 kW - RPP
General Service 50 to 4,999 kW - Non-RPP (Other)
Unmetered Scattered Load - RPP
Sentinel Lighting Service - RPP
Street Lighting - Non-RPP (Other)
Residential - RPP
Residential - Non-RPP (Retailer)
Residential - Non-RPP (Retailer)

750
2,000
68,500
500
189
507,000
219
750
219
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Total Bill
$

%

$
7.41 6.9%
$
13.75 5.1%
190 $ 220.33 1.9%
$
3.81 5.5%
0.21 $
3.40 11.4%
1,605 $ (522.79) -0.4%
$
6.94 13.3%
$
5.46 3.9%
$
6.74 10.7%

The Road to Here
Staff Prepare
Application
(May – October)

Review/Revise

Application presented
to Board of Directors
for approval
(October 28th)

DSP Workshop
(August 6th)

Board of Directors
Exhibit Review
(October)

Submitted to OEB
(By October 31st)

OM&A and Capital
Budgets Presented to
the Board
(September 23rd)

External Review
(Lawyer and
Consultant)
(September – October)

Weekly Workshops
with Board / Feedback
to Staff

Review/Revise

(October)

Acknowledgement
Letter from OEB
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Completeness Letter
from OEB

The Road from Here
Application
Notice

Motions/
Appeals

Written Hearing – Streamlined
•

Rate Order
Decision

185 days – May 3rd

Written Hearing – Standard
•

230 days – June 17th

Oral Hearing
•

Interventions

280 days – August 6th

Argument/

Evidence

Interrogatories

Technical

Submissions
Hearing

Settlement
Conference
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Conference
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Approval Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•

GSHi 2019-2024 Business Plan
OM&A Budget: $17,388,957
2020-2024 Distribution System Plan
Net Capital Budget: $9,415,007
Service Revenue Requirement: $28,954,499
Results in a Monthly Bill Impact of:
o
o

750 kWh Residential: $7.41
2,000 kWh GS<50: $13.75

www.sudburyhydro.com

Questions?
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1

1-SEC-2

2

Question:

3

[Ex.1] Please provide copies of all benchmarking studies, reports, and analyses

4

that the Applicant has undertaken or participated in since its last rebasing

5

application in 2013 that are not already included in the application.

6
7

Response:

8

In response to this interrogatory, the following documents were identified by

9

GSHi staff and have been included as Attachments 1 – 6:

10
11

Attachment 1

12

Governance Audit of Greater Sudbury Utilities Inc. & Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.

13

– Auditor General, City of Greater Sudbury - 2018

14
15

Attachment 2

16

Lean in Audit – Payroll Workshop – KPMG - 2018

17
18

Attachment 3

19

Lean in Audit – Purchases Workshop – KPMG - 2018

20
21

Attachment 4

22

Review of Cash Flows Relating to Capital Structure (including Interest and

23

Dividend Payments) Of Ontario Municipally-Owned Electricity Distribution

24

Companies – BDR - 2019

25
26

Attachment 5

27

GSHi Customer Satisfaction Survey Report – Oraclepoll Research - 2019

28

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
Tab 4
Interrogatory 2
Page 2 of 2

1

Attachment 6

2

GSHi Enterprise Maturity Benchmark– Internal Assessment - 2019

3
4

GSHi has also included results and discussion regarding its BPI/SI project and

5

Siemens Compass in SEC-28.
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Attachment 1 (of 6):
1-SEC-2 Attachment 1: Governance Audit of Greater
Sudbury Utilities Inc. & Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc. –
Auditor General, City of Greater Sudbury - 2018

Governance Audit of
Greater Sudbury Utilities Inc. &
Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.

August 31, 2018
FINAL REPORT

1. ORGANIZATIONAL BACKGROUND
Greater Sudbury Utilities Inc. (GSUI) is a company, which through its subsidiaries, delivers utilities and
telecommunications goods and services across the Greater Sudbury area. The GSUI group of companies
includes one regulated affiliate – the Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc. (GSH) – and three non-regulated affiliates:
@Home Energy; Agilis Networks; and ConverGen.
GSUI is a corporation incorporated under the Ontario Business Corporations Act (OBCA) with the City of
Greater Sudbury as the sole shareholder. GSUI is governed by a five-person Board of Directors – 3 Members
of Council and two community representatives – appointed by the Shareholder.
In fiscal year 2017, GSUI generated $154.2 million in revenue and $144.1 million in expenses resulting in an
operating surplus of $10.1 million.
Greater Sudbury Hydro
GSH is a local distribution company, incorporated as an Ontario Business Corporation with the GSUI as the
sole shareholder. GSH is regulated by the Ontario Energy Board (OEB), which approves rates and establishes
and monitors performance standards. GSH distributes electricity to approximately 47,362 customers within
parts of Greater Sudbury and parts of the Municipality of West Nipissing.
GSH operates at arm’s-length from the City and is governed by its five-member Board of Directors, which
consists of three Members of Council and two community representatives. GSH operations must comply with
all relevant OEB regulation, in particular the Affiliates Relationship Code that establishes the rules governing
the relationship between GSUI and its regulated and non-regulated affiliates.
The mission of GSH is to provide safe, reliable electricity with good value for its customers, while helping them
take advantage of emerging energy generation and conservation technologies.
As a regulated entity, GSH does not make a profit from selling energy to its customers.
Ontario Energy Board Corporate Governance Guidance
GSUI – in particular GSH – operates in a highly regulated environment with the OEB acting as its chief
regulator. The OEB is introducing new mandatory governance reporting requirements and has published
draft guidance on best practices in corporate governance for regulated utilities, including GSH. GSH has
engaged an outside consultant (Elenchus) to assist it in planning with respect to responding to these new
requirements and guidance.
2. GOVERNANCE AUDIT: APPROACH & EXECUTION
The governance audit was completed based on the assessment framework detailed in the Practice Guide to
Auditing Oversight (“Practice Guide”) published by the Canadian Audit & Accountability Foundation. Based on
the Guide, the following Approach, Objectives and Assessment Criteria were used.
2

2.1 Approach
The audit focused on the oversight structures and systems in place within the GSUI and GSH, including
•
•
•
•

Structure and mandate of each organization
Definition of roles and responsibilities of each organization and its senior leadership team
Oversight exercised by each organization over its respective areas of responsibility, and
Oversight exercised by the City or other relevant government bodies over each organization.

2.2 Scope
The scope of the audit included activities from January 1, 2015 to April 30, 2018.
2.3 Objectives & Assessment Criteria
The key objective of the audit was to assess the effectiveness of the design of oversight structures and
processes. As such, the audit was not specifically designed to assess whether the oversight processes are
operating as designed and/or the outcomes generated by these oversight processes. The table below sets out
the audit objectives and related assessment criteria. More detailed criteria were developed and used to
conduct the audit.
Audit Area
Overall Oversight
Framework

Oversight Roles &
Responsibilities

Performance
Monitoring

City Oversight

Audit Area Objectives
To determine whether the structures
and processes established for the
organization set the framework for
effective oversight
To determine whether the board (or
governing body) has clear oversight
roles and responsibilities and a clear
mandate to carry out specific oversight
functions
To determine whether the board (or
governing body) has put in place
adequate systems and practices to
monitor the organization’s performance
in meeting its established objectives

To determine whether the city/other
oversight bodies has established a clear
framework for the oversight of the
organization

Audit Area Assessment Criteria
The governance structure and mandate
of the organization are sufficient and
appropriate to provide a framework for
effective oversight
The oversight body and its committees
and members have clearly defined
oversight roles and responsibilities

The oversight body has established a
performance management framework
for the organization
Performance targets and pertinent
indicators are in place to enable the
oversight body to monitor properly
organizational performance
The city (or other oversight body) has
defined and communicated its
expectations with regard to
organizational performance and the
reporting thereof
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2.4 Execution
The audit was completed based on a number of key activities:
•
•
•

Documentary Review: Relevant documentation was collected and reviewed in relation to objectives
and assessment criteria;
Interviews: Interviews were conducted with selected members of the GSUI and GSH Board of
Directors, management and City staff; and,
Informal Benchmarking: Limited, informal benchmarking analysis was completed based on available
documentation and stakeholder input.

2.5 Audit Standards
We conducted the audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS).
Those standards require that we adequately plan for the audit; properly supervise audit staff; obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions; and prepare
audit documentation related to the planning, conducting, and reporting for each audit. We believe that the
evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for the findings and conclusions based on the audit.
For further information regarding this report, please contact Ron Foster at extension 4402 or via email at
ron.foster@greatersudbury.ca
3. SUMMARY
GSUI/GSH governance and oversight structures and processes are well designed and are complemented by a
strong management team and strong Boards. However, corporate governance standards and expectations
are rising within the regulated utilities sector as evidenced by the OEB’s enhanced attention to and emphasis
on good corporate governance at rate-regulated utilities.
GSUI/GSH has responded effectively to these evolving OEB expectations through its work with Elenchus and
should continue with this work. In particular, GSUI/GSH should focus on enhancing the documentation of its
governance structures and process and continue to assess opportunities to enhance its corporate governance
in areas such as Board size and composition and the recruitment process and competencies for Directors.
In accordance with the Shareholder Declaration, a Dividend Policy should be formalized for the review and
approval of the Shareholder.
Finally, the City should consider opportunities to improve its Member orientation programs in order to
provide enhanced information to Members considering opportunities on the Boards of various agencies,
boards and controlled corporations (ABCs), in particular, with respect to the role of Members of Council as
Directors at ABCs and the duties owed by Members to the ABC in their role as Director.
Specific observations, findings and recommendations are detailed in the sections that follow.
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4. OBSERVATIONS
The following section sets out the key observations which relate to the design of the oversight structures and
processes in place with respect to GSUI and GSH. Observations related to the operation of these structures
and processes are also noted where relevant.
4.1 Overall Oversight Framework
The oversight framework is generally effectively designed and the governance structure and mandate of the
organizations are sufficient and appropriate to provide a framework for effective oversight. For example:
a) The mandate and roles and responsibilities of the Shareholder and the Boards are documented in a
variety of sources, including GSUI By-Law No.1 and the Shareholder Declaration which is Schedule A
to By-Law 2008-137.
b) A draft Board Mandate is in place. The Board currently follows this Mandate. The Mandate is
considered to be draft as certain provisions are not in force pending proposed changes to the
Shareholder’s Agreement.
c) The Shareholder Declaration indicates that the Shareholder anticipates that the Board may establish
Audit & Finance, Governance and Co-ordination Committees and must establish a Nominating
Committee. The Board has established the following Committees: Audit & Finance Committee, New
Business Development Committee and Human Resources & Governance Committee and Nominating
Committee. Formal Terms of Reference have been established for each of these Committees which
document their roles and responsibilities.
d) There is currently no formal mandate in place for the Board Chair.
e) The Shareholder Declaration – based on the Ontario Business Corporations Act – requires the
respective Boards and Board Directors to act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best
interests of the GSUI or its Subsidiaries (including GSH) and to exercise a reasonably prudent standard
of care, diligence and skill. In addition, the GSUI has established a Code of Conduct that applies to all
Directors, Officers and Employees and that includes provisions related to conflicts of interest and
undue influence.
f)

New Directors are provided with orientation sessions to acquaint them with the strategy and
operations of the GSUI and GSH and key organizational risks and initiatives. The 2015 Orientation
Package included presentations covering the GSUI Corporations, the regulatory environment, GSUI
operations, industry trends and issues and current organizational development initiatives. It also
included a specific session/presentation on the legal duties and obligations of Directors.

g) While there is no formal Director Continuing Education Policy, Directors are provided with the
opportunity to participate in a variety of continuous learning activities such as conference
participation and formal training sessions. In addition, Directors also participate in training provided
by Governance Solutions, Inc.
h) A third party assessment of Board effectiveness is scheduled to be completed by October 31, 2018.
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i)

The Shareholder is responsible for appointing Directors to the Board. Three Directors from each
Board are required to be Members of Council, including the Mayor or his or her delegate. The
additional two Directors for each Board are required to be “Private Directors” – neither Members of
Council nor City employees – and are appointed by Council. No Private Director may sit on both
Boards simultaneously.

j)

The Nominating Committee of the Board is responsible for recommending Private Director Board
appointments to the Shareholder. When doing so, it is expected to consider the Director
Qualifications noted in Section 4.2 of the Shareholder Declaration. In addition, the Committee utilizes
a Skills Matrix that maps current Director’ competencies and identifies current strategic opportunity
areas – i.e., areas of competency that could be improved and, if possible, should be targeted as part
of recruitment process.

k) Section 2 of the Shareholder Declaration establishes the permitted business activities of the GSUI and
its Subsidiaries, which include the activities – e.g., transmitting or distributing electricity – that are
conducted by the GSH.
l)

Affiliates Relationship Code established by the OEB sets out rules that govern the conduct of utilities
as that conduct relates to their respective affiliates in various matters such as: cross-subsidization,
preferential access and unfair advantage. Code requires GSUI to monitor compliance with the Code.
CEO is required to provide formal certification of compliance with the Affiliates Relationship Code as
part of annual submission to the OEB.

4.2 Board Oversight Roles & Responsibilities
The oversight roles and responsibilities of the GSUI and GSH Boards of Directors are defined and documented
and the Boards have documented mandates to execute specific oversight responsibilities. For example:
a) Shareholder Declaration requires the Board to establish various Policies that are subject to
Shareholder approval (see section 4.4 below). In addition, the Board is required to implement a
number of other Policies not subject to Shareholder approval – including: Distribution Rate, Risk
Management, Environmental and Employment Policies – and to develop a long-term Strategic Plan.
b) GSUI management provides the Board with a detailed strategic plan. The strategic plan consists of
two components: i) Distribution System Plan (DSP) which is a detailed five-year rolling plan setting out
the medium term approach to maintaining and renewing distribution assets; and, ii) the Smart Grid
Compass Report that sets out strategic plans across all GSUI business lines. The strategic plan is
reviewed and recommended for Board approval by the New Business Development Committee.
c) GSUI is required to complete an enterprise risk assessment annually and present the resulting
Corporate Risk Matrix to the Audit & Risk Management Committee of the Board. Board is ultimately
responsible for approving the Risk Matrix. The Risk Matrix is updated as required and a root cause
analysis is completed on an area of Non-Conformance or Corrective Action.
d) By-Law #1 provides the Board with the authority to appoint a President (CEO) and other members of
the senior executive team including Vice-Presidents, Secretary and Treasurer. The Board reviews CEO
remuneration but does not complete an annual performance review of the CEO.
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e) Board Committees have specific areas of oversight responsibility. For example, the New Business
Development Committee is responsible for understanding and managing forward-looking strategies
and risks, the HR & Governance Committee is responsible for overseeing human resources planning
and corporate governance, and the Audit & Risk Committee is responsible for overseeing financing
and financial reporting and controls, risk and external audit.
f)

Board receives regular reporting from management on operational performance, including areas such
as asset management. For example, Board recently received and reviewed detailed operational
review completed by external consultant (Siemens).

g) Boards of both GSUI and GSH meet together in order to provide visibility for all Directors into the
strategy and operations of both entities.

4.3 Performance Monitoring & Reporting
The Board has established systems and practices to monitor the performance of the organization and to
assess the extent to which the organization has achieved its established objectives. For example:
a) Directors indicated that Board reporting packages were thorough, providing detailed financial and
operational information and that management was very responsive to any questions from the Board.
b) DSP includes annual goals that are established in each year’s capital budget. Progress is reported
against these goals at each Board meeting in the form of a Capital Expenditure Report.
c) Action Items from Board meetings are captured in Board meeting Minutes and tracked to resolution.
d) The Board receives detailed OEB Scorecard that includes performance measures and Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) for GSH related to: Customer Focus, Operational Effectiveness, Public Policy
Responsiveness and Financial Performance.
e) The Board receives and reviews Annual Report that is presented to the Shareholder and includes
variety of operational performance measures.
f)

Management is currently developing KPI to monitor performance with respect to asset management.

g) While internal audits are conducted quarterly to assess compliance with internal policies, the related
audit reports and identified issues are not formally reported to the Board.

4.4 City (Shareholder) Oversight
The City has established a generally effective framework for the oversight of the GSUI and GSH. For example:
a) Roles of the Shareholder and the Board are detailed in By-Law #1 and the Shareholder Declaration as
noted in Section 4.1 above.
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b) The Board is required to present a detailed Annual Report to a meeting of Council. The Annual Report
consists of three parts: the Annual Report, the Consolidated Financial Statements and a formal
presentation delivered by the CEO, Vice-President – Corporate Services and the Chief Financial
Officer, who are all available to provide whatever additional information may be required by the
Board Members.
c) The Shareholder Declaration requires the Board to establish Capital Structure, Returns, Dividends and
Coordination Policies that are subject to the review and approval of the Shareholder:
•

Capital Structure Policy - determined to be unnecessary by the Board as OEB has established a
deemed capitalization policy for the GSUI.

•

Returns Policy - also deemed unnecessary as returns on regulated assets are established by
the OEB. The Board has established a target internal return rate of 15% for non-regulated
activities though this may be modified by the Board as appropriate.

•

Dividends Policy has not been established but the Board has adopted the position that in lieu
of payment of dividends any service provided to the City will be provided at cost or at a
significant discount from market rates.

•

Coordination Policy was determined to be unnecessary given decision to expand the number
of Members of Council on the Board (see point f below).

As noted above, the Declaration also requires the Board to establish several other Policies that are
approved by the Board only but communicated to the Shareholder.
d) The Shareholder Declaration also requires the Board to report to Council on major business
developments or materially significant or adverse results at the discretion of the Board. The GSUI
regularly reports to individual Members of Council in the event of issues (significant customer issues
or power outages) localized within their area of representation or to the full Council for more
widespread issues and/or for any issues that – in the judgement of the Board and Management –
could be of interest to Council or are likely to come to the attention of Council.
e) Senior City staff – e.g., City Manager – are invited to attend Board meetings. In addition, the CEO
meets regularly with the City Manager to discuss strategy, operations and issues related to GSUI,
including GSH, and to discuss potential areas of mutual cooperation.
f)

The Coordinating Committee mentioned in the Shareholder Declaration was not created as the
decision was made instead to increase the number of Members of Council on the Board from one to
three. In addition, there are regular coordinating meetings of staff who are directly involved in
provision of the water/wastewater billing system and in other areas such as telecommunications
services, landfill gas generation and street light maintenance and capital.

5. FINDINGS
The audit assessed the effectiveness of the design of oversight structures and processes. As noted above, the
audit was not specifically designed to assess whether the oversight processes are operating as designed
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and/or the effectiveness of the outcomes generated by these oversight processes. However, where
operational observations were noted they have been identified above.
Based on the results of the audit, the oversight structures and processes in place with respect to the GSUI and
GSH generally appear to be effectively designed but the following Findings are noted:
1) GSUI/GSH have been reviewing and assessing corporate governance structures and policies in response to
enhanced OEB focus on corporate governance practices and reporting. Current GSUI/GSH corporate
governance structures and policies may require enhancement and/or further formal documentation to
meet OEB expectations in a number of areas (see Recommendations Section below for details).
2) The current Shareholder Declaration is dated and includes references to required Policies and Committees
(e.g., Coordinating Committee and Coordinating Policy) that have never been established for a variety of
reasons.
3) A formal Dividends Policy has not been established or reviewed with the Shareholder.
4) Roles and responsibilities of the Board Chair and the CEO are not documented in formal Mandates.
5) Management reporting to the Board – while comprehensive – could be enhanced by developing a more
formal Performance Management Framework that reports actual performance against Key Performance
Indicators explicitly linked to objectives detailed in the Strategic Plan.
6) City orientation programs for new and returning Members of Council provide only limited context and
information/guidance to Members with respect to the strategy and operations of Agencies, Boards and
Corporations (“ABC”) managed by the City – such as GSUI/GSH – and the roles and responsibilities of
Members when acting as Director for an ABC.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following Recommendations are provided based on the Findings noted above:
1) The Boards and management should continue to work with Elenchus to assess options to enhance
GSUI/GSH corporate governance. In particular, the assessment should include:
a) Review and update of formal, written mandates for the Boards and all Board Committees
b) Review and update of Shareholder Declaration to ensure that Declaration is consistent with current
practice and current circumstances.
c) Formal documentation of Board Chair and CEO roles and responsibilities in the form of written
mandates.
d) Changing composition of Boards – in particular the GSH Board – to include additional Independent
Directors and increase the percentage of Independent Directors on the Board.
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e) Investigating options to enhance the use of the Skills Matrix to assess Board needs and the suitability
of Directors and investigating ways in which the matrix could be applied to the appointment process
for Directors who are Members of Council.
f)

Reviewing current orientation program for new Independent Directors to ensure it remains consistent
with industry practice, organizational needs and OEB expectations.

When completing this assessment, the Board and management should consider the guidance provided in
National Policy 58-201 Corporate Governance Guidelines and in OEB-2014-0255 Draft Report of the Board
on Corporate Governance Guidance for OEB Rate-Regulated Utilities.
2) In accordance with the Shareholder Declaration, a Dividend Policy should be formalized for the review
and approval of the Shareholder.
3) Management should work with the Board to review options to continue to enhance Board reporting
materials in particular to ensure that management reporting includes reporting on performance against
key performance indicators that are linked directly to a wider range of objectives included in the Strategic
Plan and any other relevant strategy or planning documents that support the Strategic Plan (e.g., Asset
Management Plan).
4) The orientation program for new and returning Members of Council managed by the City should include
an enhanced focus on the opportunities available to Members to act as Directors for agencies, boards and
controlled corporations (ABCs), the responsibilities associated with this role – including the duties owed
to the ABC in capacity of Director – and more in-depth background on ABC structures, strategies and
operations.
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Lean in Audit™ Workshop:
Payroll Process
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Date
1
Lean in Audit is a registered trademark in Canada by KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG
International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity.

Overview of Lean in Audit
An our innovative approach leading to enhanced value and quality

Our new innovative audit approach, Lean in Audit, further improves audit value and productivity to help deliver
real insights to you. By embedding Lean techniques into our core audit delivery process, we are able to enhance
our understanding of your business processes and control environment through our walkthroughs – and
allowing us to provide actionable quality and productivity improvement observations.
This report summarizes the insights gathered during the Payroll Process Workshop held on November 1, 2018.

© 2017 KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG
International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved. The KPMG name and logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG International.
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Workshop Findings
PAYMENT (PAYROLL PROCESSED WEEKLY)

HIRING
Role

HR Manager /
Operations

HR Admin

HR Rep /
Supervisor / Crew
Leader / Manager

HR Manager +
CEO

Process

Receives notice
of vacancy

Post jobs
internally for 5
days

5 Interviewees
selected

Second
interview
+ testing
+ref check
+medical

If no applicants:
Newspapers,
EDA Jobsite, and
on GSU website

Formal first
interview
conducted

Hiring decision
made + formal
offer

Receives
resumes to
general HR
email

External
qualifications not
met –
go back to prior
internal that did not
meet quals

During
Orientation
go thru checklist
+ gather bank +
personal info

Sends resume
to supervisor

Predictive Index
Performed

Prepare payroll
change notice

Casual Hirees
sometimes no
posting (review
resumes on
hand

Select one
person for
second process

Pain Point

HR Admin

VP of Dept
(Super / HR
Manager)

Receives
Reviews Payroll
Employee
change notice
Acceptance
(group/ step/
(includes rate of rate of pay/ start
pay)
date)
Receives
employee
information

HR Admin

Payroll Clerk

Employees

Supervisor

Payroll Clerk

Payroll Clerk

Payroll Clerk

Puts emp. Info
into HRIS
system
which goes to
payroll

Accepts change
notice & reviews
emp. info

Fill out paper
timesheets
(daily for
operations,
weekly others)

Reviews &
approves
timesheet by
Tuesday at
noon

Follows up with
Supers (takes
on average 1/2
a day a week)

Runs Report
(Hours proof) &
reconciles /
reviews hours
against
spreadsheet

Runs payroll tax
report & updates

Rate info is linked
to position in
system
Grid

Includes coding
& meal
allowances &
vehicle hours

(On average 5
supers do not
meet deadline)

Reviews coding Runs Report for
/ hours /
employees
allowances
missing hours

Prepares review
package (Register,
Tax Reports, gross
wages, etc.)

Manually inputs
timesheets &
vehicle hours

Print & reviews
pay stubs (high
level review)

Creates req. for
each company
for PR taxes

Extraction of
information from
the HRIS
system is
difficult

Balances payroll
for each
company

Gives pckg to
financial analyst
and finance
manager

Canned Reports
with specified
fields

Updates payroll
and enters into
GL

Gives paper
copy payslips to
employees

Sends back to
HR Admin

Annual updates
to mass rate
change –
updates grid
table

HR info from
acctg. system
(work around)

IDEA

Ability to change
the payroll by
the pay clerk
(Rate Table)

Not reviewing
codes /
allowances / etc
included in
timesheets.

Supervisors not
completing a
proper /
thorough review

Corrections of
pay into (coding,
hours)

David to assist
with the develop
of power pivot
tables

Electronic time
sheets process
(investigate)

Create a list of
the documents /
info needed
from HRIS

Electronic pay
stubs

© 2017 KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG
International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved. The KPMG name and logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG International.
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Workshop Findings
PAYMENT (PAYROLL PROCESSED WEEKLY)
Role

Process

Financial Analyst

Financial
Manager

Receives red
Reviews Payroll
folder & reviews Direct Deposit /
Pay Register /
process & direct
deposits report Bank confirmation

TERMINATIONS / CHANGES
Payroll Clerk

HR Admin

Payroll Clerk

Subsequent
adjustment
made as
needed

Payroll change
notice form
prepared auto alerts
payroll

Reviews s &
accepts change
notice

Submits file to
Bank for
payment
(Thur /Fri)
Employees paid
following
Thursday
Direct deposit
info. by
employee and
bank is available
Flat file
generated (can
be manually
changed)
Receives
confirmation
from bank

Pain Points

Ability to change
info on the flat
file sent to the
bank

IDEA

Exception
reports for the
changes made
in the payroll
system
© 2017 KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG
International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved. The KPMG name and logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG International.
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Workshop Findings
A number of recommendations based on Greater Sudbury Utilities’s observation of the process are summarized below and
prioritized based on Greater Sudbury Utilities’s assessment. Recommendations were translated into an action plan and assigned
an owner and timeframe to realize the benefits.

HIGH

QUICK WINS
David to assist
Create a list of
with the develop
the documents /
of power pivot
info needed from
tables to extract
HRIS
into

Month End
Process
Automation
(Saving of approx.
7 hours of time)

STRATEGIC

Electronic
Timesheet
Process
(Investigate)

Electronic Pay
Stubs

BENEFIT

Exception
Reports for the
changes made in
the Payroll
System

LOW

EASY

PARK

EFFORT

HIGH

© 2017 KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG
International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved. The KPMG name and logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG International.
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Workshop Findings
Quick Wins
Create a list of documents and information needed from HRIS (David Chisholm to
assist with the development of power pivot tables to extract info from accounting
system) – Currently the HRIS system produces pre-developed reports. Required
information such as lists of employee information (such as addresses, etc.) are manually
generated by the HR employees which can take a significant amount of time. In order to
create efficiencies, power pivot tables could be developed to extract the required from the
system.

David Chisholm

February 2019

Use electronic paystubs – The payroll department is printing paystubs for all employees.
The time required and resources used to prepare the paystubs could be utilized elsewhere.
Electronic paystubs could be emailed to employees in order to avoid wastage.

IT Department
(to set up autoemail)

February 2019

Generate exception reports for changes made in the payroll system – Currently there
are no exception reports generated for changes made in the payroll system (such as rate
of pay) that can be easily reviewed by a supervisor. This could result in inappropriate
changes made that are not detected elsewhere and can lead to inappropriate payment or
other errors. This can be avoided by generating an exception report to be reviewed by
appropriate approvers.

IT Department

February 2019

Payroll
Department (to
investigate
systems)

2019-2020

Strategic
Investigate systems for utilizing electronic timesheets – Employees are entering their
time manually either daily or weekly on timesheets. These timesheets are then reviewed
by their supervisor and sent to payroll and are manually updated into the payroll system.
An electronic process would facilitate the approval and payroll payment process by
creating an efficient means of capturing employee time and expenses.

© 2017 KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG
International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved. The KPMG name and logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG International.
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Detail
Heading

Detail
Heading

Detail
Heading

Detail
Heading

kpmg.ca

© 2017 KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of
independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity.
All rights reserved. The KPMG name and logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG International.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any
particular individual or entity. Although we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no
guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the
future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough
examination of the particular situation.
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Attachment 3 (of 6):
1-SEC-2 Attachment 3: Lean in Audit – Purchases
Workshop – KPMG - 2018

Greater Sudbury Utilities

Lean in Audit™ Workshop:
Purchases Process
HELD: November 1, 2018
ISSUED: December 1, 2018

Date
1
Lean in Audit is a registered trademark in Canada by KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG
International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity.

Overview of Lean in Audit
An our innovative approach leading to enhanced value and quality

Our new innovative audit approach, Lean in Audit, further improves audit value and productivity to help deliver
real insights to you. By embedding Lean techniques into our core audit delivery process, we are able to enhance
our understanding of your business processes and control environment through our walkthroughs – and
allowing us to provide actionable quality and productivity improvement observations.
This report summarizes the insights gathered during the Purchases Process Workshop held on November 1,
2018.

© 2017 KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG
International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved. The KPMG name and logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG International.
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Workshop Findings
PURCHASE ORDER / REQUISITION
People

Employee

RQ Clerk

Supervisor of
Accounting

Purchasing Clerk

Process

Contractors
hired when
required

Inventory
system reports
for purchasing
(weekly)
[re-order point]

Approve req’s
daily in system

Prints req
comments,
enters as PO,
prints PO for
review

>2K- Normal PO
If chooses to
Review
2-10k – 1 Quote
order, enter
purchases
10-25 – 2 Quote
purchase req. in against policy &
25-50 – 3 Quote
system
# of quotes
+50k – RFP

Pain Point

Call vendor to
request quote
based on
vendor list

Send back to
employee if
issues on req

Enter purchase
req. in system
and adds quotes

Goes to second
lvl approval or
purchasing clerk

Multiple
individuals can
contact
suppliers for
quote

Idea

RQ Clerk or
Shipping /
VP of Corporate
Services / CFO original requestor receiving Dept.

Reviews all
P.O.’s and
approves

REQ Dept.

Dept. (Orderer)

Receives
inventory,
checks for
quality

Enters goods as
received in
system

PAYMENT

INVOICING RECEIVED
Financial Analyst Dept. (Orderer)

PROCESS

Financial Analyst Financial Analyst

Prints emails &
invoices
received

Reviews
Preps PMT
invoices against Enters invoice in
system
batch in system
what was
received

Disburses goods Disburses goods
to various
to various
departments
departments

Sends to dept. /
orderer
[physically]

Marks as
received + date

Bring packing
slips to inventory
or Financial
Analyst (FA) (on
occasion)

Reviews vendor
statements

Sends to F.A.
(physically)

Cheque runs
are done once
per week

Invoices
distributed around
the building (for
entering into the
system)

Late payments +
interest charges
because of time
lag

Sends PO to
vendor

Receives goods
and checks
quality

Change order
follows same
process

IT items are not
well inventoried

Enters PO and
system does 3
way match

Attaches
invoices and
adds with batch
total

Vendor quote to Who approves
the different
be attached to
purchase req’s /
the purchase
accts?
request

Doing reg. after
Requisition / PO
purchasing and
notification
invoice received.
Need to ensure
purchasing
approval is
obtained in
advance of
purchase

GOODS / SERVICES RECEIVED

Utilize
functionality
within the system
to electronically
approve

25% of the time
the purchase
Printing all PO’s
requisition
needs to be
revised
Electronic PO
approval within
DHS (avoid
printing)

IT inventory
listing?

Create a listing
of all IT
hardware

Invoices to be
uploaded into
the system to
support the
purchase

Consider
following the
purchasing
authority matrix
for PO approval

© 2017 KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG
International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved. The KPMG name and logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG International.
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Workshop Findings
PAYMENT PROCESS
Supervisor of
Accounting
Reviews and
approve batches
and invoices

CREDIT CARDS

VP of Corporate Admin Assistant
VP of Corporate
Financial Analyst
Financial Analyst
Services (CFO)
and F.A
Services
Reviews and
approves
batches

Has key to print
cheques

Alerts admin
assistant to
process PMT

Prints cheques
and reviews
against register

Attaches stub to
invoice and
brings to CFO

Reviews
Stuffs envelopes
electronic
to cheques and
cheque register
puts in slot
and runs

Admin staff

Mngmt / Crew
Leaders

Admin assistant

Superior

Stamps and
mails payments

Management
and crew
leaders have
credit cards for
travel, etc.

Daily - uploads
transactions from
online and enters
receipts /
invoices

Approves each
transaction

Financial Analyst
Reconciles /
follows up on
invoices /
produce chq to
pay invoice

2 signatures
req’d and are
auto printed on
cheques
Multiple levels of
review of the
same or similar
level

No access
review done on
an annual basis

In the review
process consider
changing the
process of the
supervisor review
(PO items)

© 2017 KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG
International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved. The KPMG name and logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG International.
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Workshop Findings
A number of recommendations based on Greater Sudbury Utilities’s observation of the process are summarized below and
prioritized based on Greater Sudbury Utilities’s assessment. Recommendations were translated into an action plan and assigned
an owner and timeframe to realize the benefits.

HIGH

QUICK WINS

STRATEGIC
Utilize functionality
within the system
to electronically
route the approval

BENEFIT

In the review
process consider
changing the
process of the
supervisor review
(PO items)

LOW

Invoices to be
uploaded into
the system to
support the
purchase

Electronic PO
approval within
DMS (avoid
printing)

EASY

Need to ensure
purchasing
approval is
obtained in
advance of
purchase (goods)

PARK

EFFORT

HIGH

© 2017 KPMG LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG
International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved. The KPMG name and logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of KPMG International.
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Workshop Findings

Quick Wins
Consider changing the supervisor review process for purchase order items –
Currently, purchases are being reviewed at several steps within the purchasing process
resulting in multiple reviews of the same information. Purchases are reviewed at both the
purchase request and purchase order level. This results in time spent by supervisors and
other senior staff members that does not add value to the review process over purchases.
By eliminating one of the review steps there will be time savings without risking the
overall control effectiveness.

Finance
Department

February 2019

Utilize functionality in the system to electronically approve electronic purchase
orders and invoices / Electronic Purchase Order / Uploading of invoice to the
system – The process of approving purchases is currently completed manually which can
consume employee time as a result of delivery of the items to the various approvers along
with delays when individuals are out of the office. In addition, resources are being utilized
to print documents and store them once the reviews are complete. By utilizing electronic
approvals within the system, there would be both time and other resource savings. This
can also result in efficiently given that individuals will be able to access the documents for
approval when out of the office.

IT Department
(enabling) and
Finance
Department
(utilizing)

2019-2020

Ensure that purchases are approved in advance of purchase – In many instances
goods and services are being ordered/purchased without approval. This can lead to items
being ordered at suboptimal prices or inappropriate items being ordered which can result in
increased expenditures for GSU and related entities. This can be avoided by ensuring that
no goods or services are purchased or ordered without prior approval being received
following the appropriate approval processes.

Operating /
Warehouse
Groups

2019-2020

Strategic
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1 BACKGROUND
Following discussions, on April 17, 2019 BDR submitted a proposal to GSU (the
“Project”).
In essence the proposal involved BDR conducting research into:
A) Electric utilities in Ontario primarily those that are municipally owned,
B) The record of paying dividends on the common shares of municipally owned
electric utilities and,
C) The extent to which the municipal owners still own the debt deemed to have been
issued by the LDC’s upon restructuring in the late 90’s.
In considering the comparators to be reviewed, we agreed that certain factors need to be
considered such as:
o Not giving significant consideration to LDCs whose shareholders are private
sector entities or that are partially owned by companies that trade on the public
markets. While the dividend policies of such entities provide insight into the
expectations of private sector investors, such entities may be influenced in their
dividend policies by other factors that are not applicable to the publicly owned
LDC sector.
o Not giving significant consideration to LDCs that have recently been (or are
planning to be) restructured/merged or acquired because their recent dividend
policies may have been influenced by recent or expected transactions.
o Placing the focus on data from LDC’s rather than Holdco’s because only LDC
comparisons provide more of an “apples to apples” situation (ie) looking at the
dividends paid by LDCs to their Holdco. Other factors, such as requirements of
non-LDC affiliates for funding, could potentially affect the distribution of funds
within Holdco to the ultimate shareholder(s).
In terms of the data to be developed we agreed to include interest payments made on
shareholder debt and dividends paid on common shares over the two years under review.
We indicated that we would try and exclude any special factors weighing on the
payment of interest or principal on shareholder debt or any decision by an LDC to pay
dividends or increase or decrease dividend payments (such as special or one-time
dividends).
We also agreed to obtain the number of customers either residential or total customer as
deemed appropriate in order to report cash flow to the shareholder both on a gross and
per customer basis (as per a request from GSU).
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BDR proposed that the Project be divided into two Phases. Phase I would be a FactFinding Phase concluding with a Progress Report. Phase II, which would be an
Interpretative Phase, could be initiated at the option of GSU management, subsequent to
the tabling of the Progress Report of Phase I.
GSU management accepted the BDR proposal to conduct the Project.
Subsequently, at GSU’s request, the scope of the Project was expanded to include:
A) More detail on the metrics being considered to include an analysis of payments
made to the shareholder from the capital structure, both on an absolute and a per
customer basis. The latter ratio would take into consideration the relative sizes of
the various utilities operating in the Province.
B) More fact-finding with respect to the various components of LDC debt including
both interest and principal payments and re-financing of various forms of debt
(primarily shareholder debt) and:
C) Research into the levels of customer rates in Ontario and the relative level of rates
applicable to customers in the GSU service area compared to customers in other
parts of the province.

2

THE DATA CHALLENGE

Information about LDC’s can be gathered from a variety of sources including:
(i) Annual financial reports which were typically filed with the Ontario Energy
Board (“OEB”) both on an annual basis and at the time of filing cost of service
applications.
(ii) Merger and Acquisition applications submitted to the OEB (the so-called MAAD
applications).
(iii) Websites developed by LDC’s
(iv) Reports filed by LDC’s with their municipal owners and
(v) Tax returns filed with the Ontario Minister of Finance.
In addition, over the years certain entities such as the Electricity Distributor’s Association
(the “EDA”) have engaged consultants and conducted in-house research on the subject of
LDC dividend policies.
Upon commencing this assignment, BDR was informed by the OEB that the LDC’s
annual financial reports filed with the OEB were no longer available to the public. In fact,
the entire traditional OEB library has been discontinued such that all information about
the regulated energy industry must now be obtained on-line or from other sources (such
as websites, rate applications or other filing sources).
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In addition, BDR was informed by the EDA that no update studies on the subject of this
Project have been undertaken by the EDA over the past ten years, or to their knowledge,
any of their members. EDA staff suggested that this would be a useful subject for study
by the EDA in the future.
BDR immediately set about discovering alternative methodologies (ways) of obtaining
the required data from a sample of about 50 utilities by checking whether annual reports
and financial statements were being made available at the utilities’ own websites.
As reported to GSU at the end of April, (although we were aware and checked some of
the alternative approaches listed above), that it was now apparent that none of these
approaches were likely to provide the required data on a timely basis. At the same time,
we continued pressing the OEB to release the Financial Statements filed by LDC’s.
In addition to pressing the OEB to release publicly filed information, we pointed out that
there was a statutory duty to do so (ie):
•
•

Section 2.1.6 of the Electricity Reporting and Record Keeping Requirements,
Version dated November 29, 2018 requires LDCs to file their audited financial
statements with the OEB.
We checked the confidentiality provisions, and section 2.1.6 data does not appear
to be included as confidential, and presumably would therefore be public.

After various inquiries, BDR did finally receive a response from the OEB and on or about
May 10, 2019, the OEB provided BDR with its own website access to the Financial
Statements for some 57 LDC’s for the years 2016 and 2017.

3 FINDINGS FROM THE DATA
Our review of the data contained in the financial statements provided by the OEB led us
to conclude that several major changes in the corporate and financial structures of LDC’s
have taken place over the past 10 years.
Upon restructuring, the 300 plus LDC’s that were created inherited a fairly conventional
capital and taxation structure. Over the years, there has been a remarkable degree of
creativity employed as LDC Management teams, Boards of Directors and Shareholders
have engaged in a variety of strategies which were designed to suit the particular needs of
the communities involved in the ownership and operations of the utility.
1. There has been a significant degree of consolidation as the number of separately
licensed LDC’s has been reduced from over 300 to about 60 through various
merger and acquisition transactions (primarily initiated by Hydro One).
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2. Of the approximately 60 utilities included in this survey, there are now only about
15 LDC’s who rely solely on internal sources for their on-going financing
requirements.
Prior to restructuring under legislation passed in 1998, municipal electric utilities
typically had very little debt. However, since restructuring and corporatization in
2001, debt has been and continues to be a very cost-effective way of financing
LDC capital programs, and, because it is cost-effective, is encouraged by the
regulatory framework, which assumes a prudent level of debt in the cost of capital
for rate-setting purposes. Shareholder debt in particular has been a very popular
way (from a municipal shareholder perspective) and is one of the most costeffective methods for transferring funds from LDC to its shareholder in terms of
cost of capital.
Upon restructuring in 2001, GSU and the City of Sudbury established what has
proved to be a relatively high interest rate on the shareholder debt. A few utilities
such as GSU have maintained the payment of such relatively high interest rates to
the City, in spite of:
(a) proposals by the Ontario Government to limit the deductibility of certain
portions of the interest cost for tax purposes; and
(b) the OEB’s use of a deemed capital structure and a deemed interest rate for
related party debt for purposes of determining the appropriate level of rates for
various customer classes.
The difference between interest payments made to the City and the prescribed
allowed interest rate on shareholder debt for tax and regulatory purposes can be
considered as a deemed dividend payment. In the case of GSU, BDR understand
that effectively this amount (on an annual basis) is over $1,200,000. 1
LDC’s have generally engaged in various transactions involving external
financing sources for their on-going requirements. LDC’s generally have entered
into a variety of types of financial transactions. For example, either to set rates on
a fixed or floating basis or to establish a variety of different terms for maturity of
debt obligations via creative structures.
The data also indicates that financial institutions generally have been very
comfortable in extending lines of credit to all LDC’s, even relatively small LDC’s

1

BDR understands that (since 2001) the GSH contribution to the shareholder is $3,500,000 annually but
GSH as a whole has contributed $3,800,000 annually in interest payments to the City. In addition BDR
understands that GSU pays the City approx.. $400,000 annually for landfill gas generation.
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(such as ELK, Essex, Festival, Hydro Hawkesbury, Innpower, NOTL, Renfrew
Hydro, Sioux Lookout and Tillsonburg).
As indicated in the table below, in terms of absolute dollars paid to the
shareholder from shareholder debt, GSU ranks third behind Oakville and
Kitchener Wilmot. For all other municipal utilities, the amount is zero.

Oakville Hydro Electricity
Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro
Greater Sudbury Hydro
Burlington Hydro
Waterloo North Hydro
Erie Thames Powerlines
Entegrus
Niagara Peninsula Hydro
Festival Hydro
Milton Hydro Distribution
Brantford Power
Welland Hydro Electric System
Halton Hills Hydro
Kingston Electricity Distribution
Orillia Power Distribution
North Bay Hydro Distribution
Centre Wellington
Energy Plus
Ottawa River
Niagara on the lake
Westario Power
Essex Powerlines
Wasaga Distribution
Newmarket (Tay) Hydro
Bluewater Power Distribution
Espanola
Wellington North Power

BDR

Total interest paid on
shareholder debt
4,020,000
3,773,000
3,531,660
2,347,100
1,956,000
1,483,200
1,363,000
1,248,000
1,138,800
1,072,800
1,016,400
843,750
660,920
643,100
607,600
487,500
362,500
328,300
302,400
260,400
247,200
140,600
136,800
124,320
123,966
61,500
45,400
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In terms of cash payments on shareholder debt in 2017, on a per customer basis,
GSU ranks as the second highest (just below- Erie Thames) as indicated in the
table below. For all other municipal utilities, the amount is zero.
Shareholder Debt
Cash/Customer

Erie Thames Powerlines

$

78.28

Greater Sudbury Hydro
Oakville Hydro Electricity

$
$

74.47
57.03

Festival Hydro
Centre Wellington
Orillia Power Distribution

$
$
$

53.95
52.42
43.93

Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro
Welland Hydro Electric System
Burlington Hydro

$
$
$

39.40
36.61
34.97

Waterloo North Hydro
Entegrus

$
$

34.29
33.13

Halton Hills Hydro
Milton Hydro Distribution
Niagara on the lake

$
$
$

29.78
28.31
27.77

Ottawa River
Brantford Power

$
$

27.22
25.65

Kingston Electricity Distribution
Niagara Peninsula Hydro
North Bay Hydro Distribution

$
$
$

23.32
22.72
20.21

Espanola
Wellington North Power
Westario Power

$
$
$

19.05
12.04
10.58

Wasaga Distribution
Energy Plus

$
$

10.06
5.07

Essex Powerlines
Newmarket (Tay) Hydro
Bluewater Power Distribution

$
$
$

4.73
3.48
3.39

London Hydro
Sioux Lookout

$
$

-

3. Also, over the past 10 years, there has been a significant shift toward LDC’s
paying dividends. In our Progress Report dated April 29, 2019 we estimated
(based on our previous experience) that some 20 utilities paid dividends and that
some 40 did not. Now that we have had a chance to review the data, we find that
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most LDC’s do in fact pay dividends. As the Table below indicates more than 40
LDC’s have a dividend payment policy whereas some 15 have not declared
dividends to date.
The table below summarizes and differentiates LDC’s that pay dividends and
those that do not pay dividends:
LDC’s that pay dividends
Alectra
Bluewater
Brantford
Burlington
ENWIN
Energy Plus
Entegrus
Essex
Festival
Hydro Hawkesbury
Hydro One
Kingston
Kitchener Wilmot
Lakeland*
London Hydro
Milton
Newmarket
Niagara Peninsula
Niagara on the lake
North Bay
Northern Ontario Wires
Oakville
Orangeville
Orillia
Oshawa*
Ottawa River
Peterborough
Sioux Lookout
Thunder Bay
Tillsonburg
Toronto Hydro*
Wasaga

BDR

LDC’s that DO NOT pay
dividends
Atikokan
Centre Wellington
Chapleau
ELK
Erie Thames
Espanola
Fort Francis
Greater Sudbury
Hearst
Hydro 2000
Innpower*
PUC Distribution
Lakefront
Renfrew Hydro
Welland
Wellington North
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LDC’s that pay dividends

LDC’s that DO NOT pay
dividends

Waterloo North
Westario
*Dividend issues/cuts recently
In BDR’s view this change reflects financial pressures not just the pressure that
has been on LDC’s for some time to invest in (rebuild) the electricity
infrastructure but also on the shareholder municipalities to find funding sources to
help them invest (rebuild) the local infrastructure.
In 2016, Thunder Bay Hydro instituted a very modest dividend policy, (which
may have been related to the recent plan to merge with Kenora Hydro to form
Synergy North).
The statistical outcome of this development is that GSU is the largest utility in
Ontario (in terms of customers) that does not pay dividends.
However, there are several other well-known LDC’s that do not pay dividends
such as PUC, Erie Thames, Innpower2, Lakeland Distribution3, ELK and
Lakefront (ranked in terms of relative size).
We would note however (and surprisingly) that there are also several small
utilities that paid dividends (based on the financial results in 2017) such as Hydro
2000, Sioux Lookout, Hydro Hawkesbury, Northern Ontario Wires, Tillsonburg
and NOTL4.
4. We have also conducted some research in an effort to ascertain the basis on which
(the LDC’s that decided to pay dividends) and considerations evaluated behind
the decision to pay dividend in 2017.
We are unable, at this stage of our research, to establish any common patterns.
Generally, in corporate finance theory, analysts look to dividends paid as a
percentage of net income to make comparisons between different entities in the
same sector. While this approach may have had relevance historically, recent
changes in accounting methodology (such as the introduction of IFRS) have
resulted in different definitions of net income which has made the calculation (and
relevance) of dividend pay-out ratios more challenging.
2

Innpower did pay dividends but recently suspended (reversed) its dividend policy.
Lakeland Holdings does pay a dividend to its municipal shareholder as a result of the contribution of the
affiliate power generation company.
4
Ranked by size of customer base from smallest to largest.
3
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Of the utilities that pay dividends, the payout ratio in relation to net income was
quite high (in excess of 25% of net income) for all but five of the LDC’s included
in our survey. Dividend ratios higher than 60% (of which there are a number)
should be the subject of further research as these numbers suggest that such payouts are probably not normal but result from some special considerations.
If this analytical approach is to be continued, it may be more rational and practical
to look at dividends in relation to some agreed definition of Free Cash Flow.
BDR understands that GSU and the City are engaged in discussions about an
approach to a dividend policy. BDR has not analyzed any formulas but suggests
that whatever approach is finally agreed it may be important that the dividend
policy agreed upon is likely to sustainable. There have been examples in the
Ontario LDC sector (most notably in the case of Toronto Hydro and Innpower)
where the dividend established subsequently had to be reduced or eliminated in
response to changed circumstances.
5. We also examined the relationships between the relative size of utilities given that
the largest LDC’s have about one million customers and the fact that there are still
some 20 utilities with fewer than 10,000 customers.
The data indicates that larger LDC’s are paying dividends. For example,
generally, LDC’s with a customer base of over 50,000 customers are paying
dividends.5
Of the utilities that have between 10,000-50,000 customers some 16 pay
dividends whereas some six do not.
Generally, the smaller the LDC the less likely it is that the utility will be in a
financial position to pay dividends. Some of these utilities are constrained by
external lenders (such as the TD Bank) from paying dividends unless certain
financial ratios are met.
Of the utilities that have less than 10,000 customers some four pay dividends
whereas some eight do not.

5

The dividend paid at Thunder Bay Hydro should perhaps be considered as more of a token dividend
(given the special circumstances that have historically been part of the infrastructure locally at Thunder
Bay).
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6. We also considered possible differences between the various regions in this vast
province called Ontario. There may be various regional considerations but the
only trend we could find from the data is that are fewer LDC’s located in northern
Ontario who pay dividends. For example, among utilities that could be called
northern utilities some four pay dividends but some ten do not.
7. We have completed a review of the link (if any) between entities that pay
dividends and those that have maintained a debt relationship with their municipal
owner.
Our research indicates that LDC’s that have continued with servicing debt from/to
their municipal shareholders are more likely not to pay dividends than LDC’s that
have monetized the debt held by their municipal shareholders and have re-financed
their debt using external financing sources.
LDC’s
Dividend
Payors
No Dividend
LDC’s

Debt Internal

External Debt Only

8

Debt both Internal and
External
16

10

4

3

6

8. As per a further request from GSU, BDR reviewed the relationship (if any)
between dividends paid and customers.
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The Table below indicates the gross dividend paid:

Hydro Ottawa
London Hydro
Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro
ENWIN Utilities
Oakville Hydro Electricity
Waterloo North Hydro
Burlington Hydro
Energy Plus
North Bay Hydro Distribution
Oshawa PUC Networks
Entegrus
Milton Hydro Distribution
Newmarket (Tay) Hydro
Niagara Peninsula Hydro
Halton Hills Hydro
Bluewater Power Distribution
Festival Hydro
Essex Powerlines
Brantford Power
Kingston Electricity Distribution
Welland Hydro Electric System
Orangeville Hydro
Orillia Power Distribution
Westario Power
Niagara on the lake
Ottawa River
Wasaga Distribution
Thunder Bay
Sioux Lookout
Tillsonburg
Hydro Hawkesbury
Northern Ontario Wires

Dollars paid in
Dividend
$
15,000,000
$
10,000,000
$
4,200,000
$
4,000,000
$
3,700,000
$
3,500,000
$
3,000,000
$
3,000,000
$
2,700,000
$
2,300,000
$
1,500,000
$
1,500,000
$
1,400,000
$
1,400,000
$
1,200,000
$
1,100,000
$
1,100,000
$
1,000,000
$
800,000
$
800,000
$
650,000
$
600,000
$
600,000
$
600,000
$
500,000
$
300,000
$
250,000
$
200,000
$
180,000
$
150,000
$
84,000
$
60,000
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The Table below indicates the dividend/customer ratio of some 50 LDC’s (some
35 that pay dividends and some 15 that do not pay dividends).
These ratios are skewed by the fact that several large LDCs such as London and
Waterloo North and several relatively small LDC’s such as North Bay and Sioux
Lookout have paid dividends, that may be viewed as specials, (at least in 2017)
that are disproportionate to their customer base.
The more “normal” range seems to be between $20 and about $55 /customer.

Dividend/Customer
North Bay Hydro Distribution
London Hydro
Sioux Lookout
Waterloo North Hydro
Halton Hills Hydro
Niagara on the lake
Oakville Hydro Electricity
Festival Hydro
Orangeville Hydro
Energy Plus
ENWIN Utilities
Hydro Ottawa
Burlington Hydro
Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro
Orillia Power Distribution
Oshawa PUC Networks
Milton Hydro Distribution
Thunder Bay
Newmarket (Tay) Hydro
Entegrus
Essex Powerlines

111.95
63.62
63.34
61.36
54.07
53.32
52.49
52.11
48.52
46.35
45.24
45.21
44.69
43.86
43.38
39.94
39.58
39.34
39.20
36.46
33.61
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Bluewater Power Distribution
Kingston Electricity Distribution
Welland Hydro Electric System
Ottawa River
Westario Power
Niagara Peninsula Hydro
Tillsonburg
Brantford Power
Wasaga Distribution
Hydro Hawkesbury
Northern Ontario Wires

30.07
29.00
28.20
27.01
25.67
25.49
20.55
20.19
18.39
15.75
10.03
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9.

A more comprehensive way of reviewing the relationship between a utility and its municipal
shareholder would be to consider the performance of the utility in terms of the overall cash
delivered by the utility to the City both in absolute terms and in terms of cash/customer. In
absolute terms, the cash payment to the City Shareholder can be ranked as follows. On this basis,
GSU is ranked 8th out of 50 LDC’s.
Total cash paid to
Shareholder

Hydro Ottawa

$

15,000,000

London Hydro

$

10,000,000

Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro

$

7,973,000

Oakville Hydro Electricity

$

7,720,000

Waterloo North Hydro

$

5,456,000

Burlington Hydro

$

5,347,100

ENWIN Utilities

$

4,000,000

. Greater Sudbury Utilities

$

3,531,660

Energy Plus

$

3,328,300

North Bay Hydro Distribution

$

3,187,500

Entegrus

$

2,863,000

Niagara Peninsula Hydro

$

2,648,000

Milton Hydro Distribution

$

2,572,800

Oshawa PUC Networks

$

2,300,000

Erie Thames Powerlines

$

2,583,200

Festival Hydro

$

2,238,800

Halton Hills Hydro

$

1,860,920

Brantford Power

$

1,816,400

Newmarket (Tay) Hydro

$

1,524,320

Welland Hydro Electric System

$

1,493,750

Kingston Electricity Distribution

$

1,443,100

Bluewater Power Distribution

$

1,223,966

Orillia Power Distribution

$

1,207,600

Essex Powerlines

$

1,140,600

Westario Power

$

847,200
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Niagara on the lake

$

760,400

Ottawa River

$

602,400

Orangeville Hydro

$

600,000

Wasaga Distribution

$

386,800

Centre Wellington

$

362,500

Thunder Bay

$

200,000

Sioux Lookout

$

180,000

Tillsonburg

$

150,000

Hydro Hawkesbury

$

84,000

Espanola

$

61,500

Northern Ontario Wires

$

60,000

Wellington North Power

$

45,400
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The cash/customer ratio (shown below) is probably a reasonable way of making a comparison
between different utilities for the fiscal year 2017. In the table below, the ratio for North Bay is
distorted by the fact that North Bay made some special payments to the City in 2017.
On this basis, GSU again ranks about 10th (assuming North Bay is ignored as a special case).

North Bay Hydro Distribution
Oakville Hydro Electricity
Festival Hydro
Waterloo North Hydro
Orillia Power Distribution
Halton Hills Hydro
Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro
Niagara on the lake
Burlington Hydro
Erie Thames Powerlines
Greater Sudbury Hydro
Entegrus
Milton Hydro Distribution
Welland Hydro Electric System
London Hydro
Sioux Lookout
Ottawa River
Centre Wellington
Kingston Electricity Distribution
Energy Plus
Orangeville Hydro
Niagara Peninsula Hydro
Brantford Power
ENWIN Utilities
Hydro Ottawa
Newmarket (Tay) Hydro

Cash/Customer
$
132.17
$
109.52
$
106.06
$
95.65
$
87.32
$
83.84
$
83.26
$
81.09
$
79.66
$
78.28
$
74.47
$
69.59
$
67.89
$
64.81
$
63.62
$
63.34
$
54.23
$
52.42
$
52.32
$
51.42
$
48.52
$
48.22
$
45.84
$
45.24
$
45.21
$
42.68
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Oshawa PUC Networks
Thunder Bay
Essex Powerlines
Westario Power
Bluewater Power Distribution
Wasaga Distribution
Tillsonburg
Espanola
Hydro Hawkesbury
Wellington North Power
Northern Ontario Wires

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

BDR

39.94
39.34
38.33
36.25
33.46
28.46
20.55
19.05
15.75
12.04
10.03
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In terms of showing variances around a mean (between utilities) we made the computations
summarized below. If we accept the GSU value of $74.47 in terms of cash/customer, then we
compute the difference between that and the value for each of the other utilities. The result is that
GSU will have a 0 variance; those with a higher value will be positive, and those with a lower value,
negative. Then we compute the mean (average) and median using all the data, and then only for the
ones with an actual positive cash flow amount, i.e. excluding the zero cash flow utilities. So on the
basis of all, on average the other utilities are lower than GSU by $27.60 or 37%, and the median utility
is lower by $29.25 or 39%. Using only the positive values, the average utility is $12.80 or 17%
below, and the median is $22.10 or 30% below.
All Values
Mean Difference from GSU
Median Difference from GSU

$
$

(27.60)
(29.25)

As % of GSU
-37%
-39%

Only Positive Values
Mean Difference from GSU
Median Difference from GSU

$
$

(12.80)
(22.10)

-17%
-30%

BDR
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North Bay Hydro Distribution
Oakville Hydro Electricity
Festival Hydro
Waterloo North Hydro
Orillia Power Distribution
Halton Hills Hydro
Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro
Niagara on the lake
Burlington Hydro
Erie Thames Powerlines
Greater Sudbury Hydro
Entegrus
Milton Hydro Distribution
Welland Hydro Electric System
London Hydro
Sioux Lookout
Ottawa River
Centre Wellington
Kingston Electricity Distribution
Energy Plus
Orangeville Hydro
Niagara Peninsula Hydro
Brantford Power
ENWIN Utilities
Hydro Ottawa
Newmarket (Tay) Hydro
Oshawa PUC Networks
Thunder Bay
Essex Powerlines
Westario Power
Bluewater Power Distribution
Wasaga Distribution
Tillsonburg
Espanola
Hydro Hawkesbury
Wellington North Power
Northern Ontario Wires
Atikokan Hydro

Cash/Customer
$
132.17
$
109.52
$
106.06
$
95.65
$
87.32
$
83.84
$
83.26
$
81.09
$
79.66
$
78.28
$
74.47
$
69.59
$
67.89
$
64.81
$
63.62
$
63.34
$
54.23
$
52.42
$
52.32
$
51.42
$
48.52
$
48.22
$
45.84
$
45.24
$
45.21
$
42.68
$
39.94
$
39.34
$
38.33
$
36.25
$
33.46
$
28.46
$
20.55
$
19.05
$
15.75
$
12.04
$
10.03
$
-

BDR

Variance From GSU
$
57.70
$
35.05
$
31.59
$
21.18
$
12.85
$
9.37
$
8.79
$
6.62
$
5.19
$
3.81
$
(0.00)
$
(4.88)
$
(6.58)
$
(9.66)
$
(10.85)
$
(11.13)
$
(20.24)
$
(22.05)
$
(22.15)
$
(23.05)
$
(25.95)
$
(26.25)
$
(28.63)
$
(29.23)
$
(29.26)
$
(31.79)
$
(34.53)
$
(35.13)
$
(36.14)
$
(38.22)
$
(41.01)
$
(46.01)
$
(53.92)
$
(55.42)
$
(58.72)
$
(62.43)
$
(64.44)
$
(74.47)
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E.L.K. Energy Inc.
Espanola Regional
Fort Francis Power
Innpower
Lakefront Utilities
PUC Distribution Inc.
Renfrew Hydro
Chapleau
Co-op Hydro Embrum
Hearst
Hydro 2000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(74.47)
(74.47)
(74.47)
(74.47)
(74.47)
(74.47)
(74.47)
(74.47)
(74.47)
(74.47)
(74.47)

10. BDR was also asked to examine the relationship between the level of customer rates
and the cash flows to the City.
Customer rates are generally determined on the basis of the costs allocable to the various
customer classes (including allowances for the cost of capital both debt and equity).
The ranking reflected below (based on numbers in the Statistical Review) is based on an allinclusive residential 2017 bill (ie includes consumption and is not only distribution).
Consumption is assumed to be 750kwh per month with the time of use split based on the
provincial average.
On this basis, Greater Sudbury ranks 60/75 or put another way, in the top 15 in terms of
lowest rates (calculated on this basis).
BDR is not sure what conclusions can be drawn from this Table. Electricity rates in
Ontario are determined based on the prudent costs incurred in delivering the electricity,
including the cost of capital – which involves an allowed rate of return on equity. The
level of customer rates is not directly impacted whether a dividend is paid or not.
Rates might be impacted if the funds involved (in the dividend payment) were retained
by the utility and applied to prudent capital expenditures which would be included in
Rate Base, and lead to an increase in rates at some point in the future.
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Residential Bills 2017, Including 750 kwh of consumption, 65% Off-Peak, 17% Mid-Peak
and 18% On-Peak
https://www.oeb.ca/_html/performance/rates_chart.php

1 Lakeland Power Distribution Ltd. Parry Sound
2 Hydro One Networks Inc. - Low Density (R2)
3 Innpower Corporation
4 Wellington North Power Inc.
5 Hydro One Networks Inc. - Medium Density (R1)
6 Sioux Lookout Hydro Inc.
7 Atikokan Hydro Inc.
8 Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited
9 Hydro One Networks Inc. - Norfolk
10 Canadian Niagara Power Inc.
11 West Coast Huron Energy Inc.
12 Northern Ontario Wires Inc.
13 Algoma Power Inc.
14 Hydro 2000 Inc.
15 Midland Power Utility Corporation
16 Lakeland Power Distribution Ltd.
17 Espanola Regional Hydro Distribution Corporation
18 Whitby Hydro Electric Corporation
19 Niagara Peninsula Energy Inc.
20 Hydro One Networks Inc. - Urban (UR)
21 Rideau St. Lawrence Distribution Inc.
22 Erie Thames Powerlines Corporation
23 Chapleau Public Utilities Corporation
24 Hydro One Networks Inc. - Woodstock
25 Bluewater Power Distribution Corporation
26 Cooperative Hydro Embrun Inc.
27 Energy Plus Inc. - Brant County
28 Renfrew Hydro Inc.
29 Oakville Hydro Electricity Distribution Inc.
30 Orillia Power Distribution Corporation
31 Hydro One Networks Inc. - Haldimand
32 Westario Power Inc.
33 Halton Hills Hydro Inc.
34 Alectra Utilities Corporation - PowerStream Inc.
35 Centre Wellington Hydro Ltd.
36 Kenora Hydro Electric Corporation Ltd.
37 St. Thomas Energy Inc.

BDR

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

112.05
109.43
108.92
107.28
107.23
106.92
106.66
105.95
105.80
105.68
105.55
105.17
104.45
103.36
103.27
103.10
102.72
102.44
102.24
101.78
101.72
100.90
100.73
100.64
100.47
100.17
99.15
98.97
98.86
98.19
97.96
97.95
97.57
97.49
97.39
97.34
97.31
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38 Welland Hydro-Electric System Corp.
39 COLLUS Power Corporation
40 Waterloo North Hydro Inc.
41 Wasaga Distribution Inc.
42 Festival Hydro Inc.
43 Alectra Utilities Corporation - Horizon Utilities Corp
44 Milton Hydro Distribution Inc.
45 Grimsby Power Inc.
46 Orangeville Hydro Limited
47 ENWIN Utilities Ltd.
48 Hydro Ottawa Limited
49 Tillsonburg Hydro Inc.
50 Lakefront Utilities Inc.
51 Guelph Hydro Electric Systems Inc
52 Peterborough Distribution Incorporated
53 Veridian Connections Inc.
54 Essex Powerlines Corporation
55 Alectra Utilities - Enersource Hydro Mississauga Inc.
56 Oshawa PUC Networks Inc.
57 Niagara-on-the-Lake Hydro Inc.
58 Entegrus Powerlines Inc.
59 North Bay Hydro Distribution Limited
60 Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
61 London Hydro Inc.
62 Energy Plus Inc. - Cambridge and North Dumfries
63 Hearst Power Distribution Company Limited
64 Burlington Hydro Inc.
65 Kingston Hydro Corporation
66 Brantford Power Inc.
67 Ottawa River Power Corporation
68 Alectra Utilities Corporation - Brampton Hydro
69 Newmarket - Tay Power Distribution Ltd.
70 PUC Distribution Inc.
71 E.L.K. Energy Inc.
72 Thunder Bay Hydro Electricity Distribution Inc.
73 Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro Inc.
74 Hydro Hawkesbury Inc.
75 Fort Frances Power Corporation

BDR

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

97.25
96.78
96.65
96.62
96.38
96.31
95.81
95.39
95.37
95.31
95.25
95.25
95.04
94.69
94.64
94.64
94.43
94.27
94.13
93.89
93.78
93.71
93.63
93.54
93.41
93.40
93.38
93.20
92.45
91.95
91.46
90.92
90.14
90.12
90.03
89.24
86.36
84.23
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4 APPENDIX A – STATISTICS RE CASH FLOWS TO SHAREHOLDER SELECTED ONTARIO LDC’S
LDC

Atikokan Hydro
Bluewater Power Distribution
Brantford Power
Burlington Hydro
Centre Wellington
Chapleau
Co-op Hydro Embrun
E.L.K. Energy Inc.
Energy Plus
Entegrus
ENWIN Utilities
Erie Thames Powerlines
Espanola
Espanola Regional
Essex Powerlines
Festival Hydro
Fort Francis Power
Greater Sudbury Utilities
Halton Hills Hydro
Hearst
Hydro 2000
Hydro Hawkesbury
Hydro Ottawa
Innpower
Kingston Electricity Distribution
Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro
Lakefront Utilities
London Hydro
Milton Hydro Distribution
Newmarket (Tay) Hydro
Niagara on the lake
Niagara Peninsula Hydro
North Bay Hydro Distribution
Northern Ontario Wires
Oakville Hydro Electricity
Orangeville Hydro
Orillia Power Distribution
Oshawa PUC Networks
Ottawa River
PUC Distribution Inc.
Renfrew Hydro
Sioux Lookout
Thunder Bay
Tillsonburg
Wasaga Distribution
Waterloo North Hydro
Welland Hydro Electric System
Wellington North Power
Westario Power

Total
Customers
1,633
36,585
39,622
67,122
6,915
1,241
2,242
12,344
64,724
41,142
88,422
18,948
3,228
3,288
29,756
21,108
3,748
47,427
22,195
2,697
1,254
5,334
331,777
17,228
27,582
95,757
10,349
157,188
37,896
35,712
9,377
54,919
24,117
5,980
70,491
12,365
13,830
57,584
11,109
33,579
4,300
2,842
50,844
7,301
13,592
57,041
23,048
3,770
23,373

2017
% Dividend Payout
0.00
36.67
25.81
71.43
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
35.00
53.57
54.79
0.00
0.00
0.00
52.63
64.71
0.00
0.00
52.17
0.00
31.34
59.03
0.00
16.13
44.00
0.00
34.25
48.39
60.87
38.46
73.68
93.10
30.00
52.86
60.00
50.00
46.00
50.00
0.00
0.00
62.72
28.57
28.57
50.00
38.04
36.84
0.00
37.50

Total interest
paid on

Dividend/
Customer

shareholder debt

Dollars paid in
Dividend

$
$
$

30.07
20.19
44.69

$
$
$
$

123,966 $
1,016,400 $
2,347,100 $
362,500

$
$
$

46.35
36.46
45.24

$
$
$
$

328,300 $
1,363,000 $
$
1,483,200
61,500

$
$

33.61
52.11

$
$

140,600 $
1,138,800 $

$

54.07

$
$

3,531,660 $
660,920 $

$
$

15.75
45.21

$
$

29.00
43.86

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

63.62
39.58
39.20
53.32
25.49
111.95
10.03
52.49
48.52
43.38
39.94
27.01

$
$
$
$
$
$

63.34
39.34
20.55
18.39
61.36
28.20

$

25.67

$
1,100,000 $
800,000 $
3,000,000 $
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

84,000
15,000,000
1,443,100
7,973,000
10,000,000
2,572,800
1,524,320
760,400
2,648,000
3,187,500
60,000
7,720,000
600,000
1,207,600
2,300,000
602,400
180,000
2,000,000
150,000
386,800
5,456,000
1,493,750
45,400
847,200

15.75
45.21
0.00
52.32
83.26
0.00
63.62
67.89
42.68
81.09
48.22
132.17
10.03
109.52
48.52
87.32
39.94
54.23
0.00
0.00
63.34
39.34
20.55
28.46
95.65
64.81
12.04
36.25

643,100 $
3,773,000 $

800,000
4,200,000

$
$
$
$
$

1,072,800
124,320
260,400
1,248,000
487,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
4,020,000 $
$
607,600 $
$
302,400 $
$

10,000,000
1,500,000
1,400,000
500,000
1,400,000
2,700,000
60,000
3,700,000
600,000
600,000
2,300,000
300,000
-

$
$
$
136,800 $
1,956,000 $
843,750 $
45,400
247,200 $

180,000
2,000,000
150,000
250,000
3,500,000
650,000

$
$
$
$
$

BDR

33.46
45.84
79.66
52.42

0.00
51.42
69.59
45.24
78.28
19.05
0.00
38.33
106.06
0.00
74.47
83.84

$
$

$

Customer

1,223,966
1,816,400
5,347,100
362,500
-

3,328,300
2,863,000
4,000,000
1,483,200
61,500
1,140,600
2,238,800
3,531,660
1,860,920

84,000
15,000,000

$

Cash/

paid to
Shareholder

$
3,000,000 $
1,500,000 $
4,000,000 $
$
$
$
1,000,000 $
1,100,000 $
$
$
1,200,000 $

$
$

$

Total cash

600,000
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5 APPENDIX B – RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIVIDENDS AND DEBT –
SELECTED ONTARIO LDC’S
LDC

Alectra
Atikokan Hydro
Bluewater Power
Brantford Power
Burlington Hydro
CNP
Centre Wellington Hydro
Chapleau Public Utilities Corp.
Co-op Embrun
E.L.K. Energy
Energy Plus (Cambridge)
Entegrus
ENWIN Utilities
Erie Thames Powerlines
Espanola Regional Hydro
Essex Powerlines
Festival Hydro
Fort Francis Power
Greater Sudbury Utilities
Halton Hills Hydro
Hearst
Hydro Hawkesbury
Hydro Ottawa
Hydro 2000
Innpower Ltd.
Innisfil
Kingston Electricity
Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro Inc.
Lakefront Utilities Inc
Lakeland Power .
London Hydro Inc.
Milton Hydro
Newmarket (Tay)
Niagara Peninsula
Niagara-on-the-Lake Hydro
North Bay Hydro
Northern Ontario Wires
Oakville Hydro
Orangeville Hydro
Orillia Distribution
Oshawa PUC Networks
Ottawa River Power
Peterborough Distribution
PUC Distribution Inc
Renfrew Hydro
Sioux Lookout
Thunder Bay Hydro
Tillsonburg Hydro
Toronto Hydro
Wasaga Distribution
Waterloo North Hydro
Welland Hydro
Wellington North Power
Westario Power

Dividend Payor

External
Internal
Debt

Confimed
Y/N

Municipal
Ownership

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not now
Dividend Reversal
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Both
Both
Internal
Internal
Both
Both
Internal
No debt
External
External
Both
Internal
Both
Internal
Internal
Both
Both
None
Both
Both
Internal
External
Both
External
External

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Partial
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partial
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Internal
Both
Both
External
External
Both
Both
Both
Both
Both
External
Both
External
Internal
External
Internal
External
Internal
External
External
Both
External
External
Internal
Both
Internal
Internal
Both

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
y
Y
Y
Y

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partial
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6 APPENDIX C – CUSTOMERS – SELECTED ONTARIO LDC’S
LDC

Atikokan Hydro Inc.
Bluewater Power Distribution Corp.
Brantford Power Inc.
Burlington Hydro Inc.
Centre Wellington Hydro Ltd.
Chapleau Public Utilities Corp.
E.L.K. Energy Inc.
Energy Plus
Entegrus
ENWIN Powerlines Inc.
Erie Thames Powerlines Corporation
Espanola Regional Hydro Distribution Corp
Essex
Festival Hydro Inc.
Fort Francis Power Corp
Greater Sudbury Utilities Inc
Halton Hills Hydro Inc.
Hydro Ottawa Ltd.
Innpower Ltd.
Kingston Electricity Distribution Limited
Kitchener-Wilmot Hydro Inc.
Lakefront Utilities Inc
Lakeland Power Distribution Ltd
London Hydro Inc.
Niagara Peninsula Hydro Inc.
Niagara-on-the-Lake Hydro Inc.
North Bay Hydro Distribution Ltd.
Northern Ontario Wires Ltd.
Oakville Hydro Electricity Distribution Inc.
Orangeville Hydro Ltd.
Oshawa PUC Networks Inc.
Ottawa River Power Corp.
PUC Distribution Inc.
Thunder Bay Hydro Electricity Distr. Inc.
Tillsonburg Hydro Inc.
Wasaga Distribution Inc.
Waterloo North Hydro Inc.
Welland Hydro Electric System Inc.
Wellington North Power Inc.
Westario Power Inc.

Residential
Customers

Total
Customers

1,338
32,763
36,346
80,593
6,115
1,065
10,800
57,573
36,780
79,478
16,965
2,872
27,523
18,797
3,273
42,827
20,188
303,331
16,103
24,318
86,846
9,117
11,208
143,018
49,606
7,970
21,205
5,194
64,073
11,084
52,993
9,676
29,803
45,679
6,413
12,738
50,463
21,093
3,261
20,594

1,637
36,585
39,622
87,122
6,915
1,241
12,344
64,724
41,142
88,422
18,948
3,288
29,756
21,108
3,748
47,427
22,195
331,777
17,228
27,582
95,757
10,349
13,491
157,188
54,919
9,377
24,117
5,980
70,491
12,365
57,584
11,109
33,579
50,844
7,201
13,592
57,041
23,048
3,770
23,373
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METHODOLOGY & LOGISTICS
Overview
Greater Sudbury Hydro (GSH) commissioned Oraclepoll to conduct a telephone satisfaction
survey of its customers. The purpose of this survey process was to obtain customer input across
a range of indicators related to customer satisfaction.
This report represents the findings from the current December 2019 customer satisfaction
survey of Greater Sudbury Hydro (GSH) customers. Baseline survey data was first benchmarked
by Oraclepoll in December 2013 and then tracked in each subsequent December up to this
current 2019 period. In each of these seven (N=7) survey waves there has been a N=400
residential customer sample segment and a N=100 business component.
Within this report, there are the findings from the December 2019 survey of GSH residential
and business customers. Where applicable and possible the results are compared to the
previous survey waves. This report includes an Executive Summary for each of the residential
and business components. Separate Excel reports contain the result by question for each of
these two segments.

Study Sample
Greater Sudbury Hydro provided Oraclepoll with a database of their residential and business
customers to be surveyed. A total of N=400 residential customers and N=100 of GSH business
customers were randomly selected from the database and surveyed by telephone using person
to person live telephone interviewing.
Respondents were screened to ensure that they were 18 years of age or older and were one of
the persons either at the business or residence that was responsible for making decisions
related to their electricity usage including bill payments.

Survey Method
The survey was conducted using computer-assisted techniques of telephone interviewing (CATI)
and random number selection. A total of 20% of all interviews were monitored and the
management of Oraclepoll Research Limited supervised 100%.
Initial calls for the residential component were made between the hours of 5 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Subsequent call backs of no-answers and busy numbers were made on a (staggered) daily
rotating basis up to 5 times (from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.) until contact was made. In addition,
telephone interview appointments were attempted with those respondents unable to complete
the survey at the time of contact. At least one attempt was made to contact respondents on a
weekend.

2

Calls to business customers were first made from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. during weekdays. There
was at least one follow up call after 5:30 p.m. and one on a weekend. In addition, telephone
appointments were accepted and made as per the respondent’s time preference.

Logistics
Interviews were completed between the days of December 1st to December 13th, 2019.

Confidence
The margin of error for the N=400-person residential survey is  4.9%, 19/20 times and  9.8%,
19/20 times for the sample of N=100 businesses.

3

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – RESIDENTIAL
Satisfaction
Residential customers were first asked an overall satisfaction question. The following graph
compares the December 2019 results with the previous six surveys. Results below combine the
total poor (very poor & poor) and total good (good & very good) findings.
Q1. “Considering all aspects of being a customer of Greater Sudbury Hydro, how
would you rate your overall satisfaction with the company as your electrical
services provider?"
Total Good, 80%
Total Good, 70%

23%

20%
8%

Total Good, 74%

2%

2013

2%

Total Good, 72%

1%

2014

2%

2015
Total Poor

Total Good, 76%

13%
9%

15%
8%

21%

20%
6%

Total Good, 77%

Total Good, 70%

8%
1%

2016
Satisfactory

14%
5%

1%

2017
Total Good

1%

2018

1%

2019

Unsure

Current results are consistent with 2018 as 76% accorded a total good response (38% good &
38% very good) for their overall satisfaction, as did 77% in the previous wave. While higher than
findings from 2013 to 2016, they are off slightly from the peak result in 2017. The total poor or
dissatisfied response was down -1% to 8% (2% very poor & 6% poor), while 15% (+2%) had a
satisfactory opinion.
Higher total good ratings were provided by females (79%) compared to males (71%), those 5564 (81%) in relation to 18-34-year old’s (70%) and the income cohorts of under $50,000 (79%)
and $50,000-$74,999 (79%).
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Customer Service
Next, residential customers were asked the following comparative service question rating GSH’s
service against other providers. Results below combine the total poor (very poor & poor) and
total good (good & very good) findings.
Q2. “How would you rate Greater Sudbury Hydro's customer service (i.e. being
responsible and reliable) compared to other service providers such as your heating
fuel, phone providers or your cable TV or satellite companies?"

Total Good, 73%

17%
5%

5%

2013

Total Good, 78%
Total Good, 70% Total Good, 70% Total Good, 69%

15%
6%

9%

2014

8% 9%

13%

2015
Total Poor

12%
10%

9%

2016
Satisfactory

12%
5%

4%

2017
Total Good

Total Good, 74% Total Good, 75%

11%12%

3%

2018

14%
9%
2%

2019

Unsure

The comparative service indicator total positive score of good (39%) and very good (36%) is
75%, a slight improvement of +1% compared to 2018. While the percentage of satisfactory
responses also increased +2 to 14%, there was a -2% drop in the poor score to 9%. Two percent
were unsure (-1%).
The lowest earners in the under $50,000 cohort accorded the lowest good and very good rating
at 65% along with the highest combined poor score at 17% – while those making $50,000$74,999 (83%) and $75,000-$99,999 (83%) gave the best positive rating. Females (79%) were
also inclined to provide a good rating in relation to males (73%) as were older customers 65+
(81%).
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Price & Value
Respondents were probed about how they review their monthly bill. They were first read the
following short statement after which they were asked how closely they look at their
statement.
“In addition to providing you with your monthly Greater Sudbury Hydro electricity bill, Greater
Sudbury Utilities also bills water and wastewater on behalf of the City of Greater Sudbury.”
Q3. “Do you review this combined statement to analyze its
separate electricity and water costs, or only look at the total, which
combines both electricity and water/wastewater charges?”

2017

2018

2019

64%

66%

61%

Only look at total

26%

27%

33%

Don't know / not applicable

10%

7%

6%

Review separate parts of combined statement

Sixty-one percent of customers said they review separate parts of their bill, a -5% drop
compared to 2018. One-third only look at the total (+6%) and 6% were unsure or said this did
not apply to them.
Lower and mid-earners making under $50,000 (65%) and $50,000-$74,999 (64%), as well as
seniors 65+ years of age (72%) were most likely to review separate parts of the combined
statement. More females (63%) also review separate parts in relation to males (57%).
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The following short statement was read to respondents and then they were asked questions
related to the cost they pay for electricity.
“When answering the next two questions, I would like you to only consider the electricity
cost you pay on your monthly utility bill.”
A comparative price question was asked comparing GSH to other essential services. Results
below combine the total poor (very poor & poor) and total good (good & very good) findings.
Q4. “How would you rate your satisfaction with the price you pay for electricity
compared to what you pay for other (essential) services in your area (heating fuel,
phone provider or your cable TV and satellite companies)?"

58%
52%
37%
29%
27%

40%
36%

40%

21%

4%

3%

2014

20%
19%

19%

2015
Total Poor

23%

3%

2016
Satisfactory

2%

2017
Total Good

39%
32%
27%

31% 30%

25%

8%

2013

37%

35%

2%

2018

2%

2019

Unsure

Thirty-nine percent gave a good or very good score, up +2% over 2018 and this is the highest
rating recorded. The number of satisfactory responses also increased +2% to 32% over the
previous survey and 2% remained undecided. There has been a continuing decrease in the
percentage of customers that are dissatisfied with the cost of electricity in relation to other
services as -4% fewer in this wave or 27% provided a poor or very poor score compare to 31% in
2018.
The strongest total good results were provided by customers aged 45-54 (44%) and 55-64
(39%), the highest earners in the $100,000+ bracket (62%) and males (44%) in relation to
females (33%).
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Customers next rated the overall value that Greater Sudbury Hydro provides.
Q5. “Using the same scale from one very poor to five very good, how would you rate
the overall value that Greater Sudbury Hydro provides?”

53%

62%

59%

58%
52%

51%

44%
34%

32%
23%
17%

16%
6%

2013

9%

7%

2014
Total Poor

23%

24%
19%
9%

2015

15%
5%

2016

Satisfactory

12%

13%
4%

2017
Total Good

23%

24%

4%

2018

3%

2019

Unsure

With respect to the overall value that GSH provides, the positive or good and very good rating
has improved once again in this survey period by +3% to 62% – the strongest showing since
data collection began in 2013. The total poor score is now at 12% (-1% over 2018), while a
similar 23% (24% in 2018) accorded a satisfactory score and 3% (-1%) were unsure.
Most satisfied (total good) were males (67% versus 58% females), those aged 55 to 64 (69%)
and 65+ (70%), as well as respondents in the $75,000 to $99,999 (75%) and $100,000+ cohorts
(79%).
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Rating Greater Sudbury Hydro – Image Areas
Respondents were then asked to rate their level of agreement with a series of descriptive
statements about Greater Sudbury Hydro. The table below combines the responses of 4-agree
and 5-strongly agree and compares the results over time.
“I am now going to read some brief statements that may be used to describe Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Using a scale from one strongly disagree to five strongly agree, please respond to each statement
after it is read.”

IMAGE STATEMENTS – TOTAL AGREE
RESPONSES

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Q6. Greater Sudbury Hydro provides customers
with reliable and good service.

77%

75%

73%

72%

79%

82%

82%

Q7. Greater Sudbury Hydro is committed to
effectively managing a balanced budget.

25%

33%

32%

29%

30%

40%

37%

Q8. Greater Sudbury Hydro meets its commitment
to customers.

80%

76%

75%

73%

78%

79%

81%

Q9. GSH provides its customers with information
about programs to help reduce their energy costs.

58%

71%

61%

59%

65%

72%

68%

Q10. Greater Sudbury Hydro is concerned about
public safety and safe work practices.

48%

63%

54%

60%

62%

63%

62%

Q11. Greater Sudbury Hydro encourages efficient
use of electricity among its customers.

62%

72%

74%

71%

75%

80%

74%

Q12. Greater Sudbury Hydro invests in and gives
back to the community.

22%

28%

26%

30%

28%

29%

43%

As in 2018, GSH rated highest in terms of total agreement for providing customers with good
service at 82% (unchanged over 2018), closely followed by meeting its commitment to
customers at 81%, a slight +2% improvement.
The two indicators related to energy efficiency, including encouraging efficient use (74%) and
providing information about programs to reduce costs (68%) followed, although results for both
dropped -6% and -4% respectively.
Concern about public safety and safe work practises was rated lower at 62% (24% were
unsure), but findings are similar to 2018 (-1%). While only 43% agreed GSH invests or gives back
to the community, this represents a +14% gain over the previous survey period – 40% were
unsure.
The question on being committed to effectively managing a balanced budget had the fewest
respondents giving an agree or strongly agree response at 37% (-3%), a high 36% were unsure
or did not know.
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Two new questions were asked in the 2019 survey period. The first probed customers if
they thought GSH is doing enough to give back to the community. A follow-up was then
asked to those respondents that answered no (30%, N=120) or unsure (43%, N=172) about
the areas they would like to see GSH give back.

Q13. "Do you think Greater Sudbury Hydro
does enough to invest in or give back to the
community?"
In question Q12 there were 43%
that agreed GSH invests in and
gives back to the community.
However, Q13 identified that a
lesser 27% feel that it is doing
enough. Three in ten said it is
not doing enough and a
significant 43% were unsure or
did not know.

Yes, 27%

No, 30%

Unsure,
43%

The 73% (N=292)
that said no or
unsure were asked
Q14.

Q14. “In what areas would you like to see GSH invest in
or give back?”
Don't know
Food Bank
Lower the cost (for those in need)
Health care / hospital
School programs / education
Homeless / shelters
Community programs / sports / arts / culture
Help people reduce energy costs
Help low income families
Addiction programs / help with opioid crisis
Updated lines / streetlights / underground wires

31%
14%
12%
10%
9%
7%
5%
4%
3%
2%
2%
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While slightly more than three in
ten were unsure of the areas to
be invested, mentions from
those with opinions varied. They
included helping those in need
through food banks, homeless
shelters and assisting low
income families, including with
their energy costs. Other
mentions related to health care,
school or education supports
and community programs (arts,
culture, sports etc.).

Rating Performance
Respondents were then asked to rate the performance of Greater Sudbury Hydro across four
indicators using a five-point scale (1-very poor to 5-very good). The table below combines the
positive responses of good and very good while tracking the results over time.
“Using a scale from one very poor to five very good, please rate the performance of Greater Sudbury
Hydro in each of the following areas.”

PERFORMANCE RATING AREAS –
TOTAL GOOD RESPONSES

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

83%

92%

90%

88%

89%

82%

85%

Q16. Prompt responses to power outages
when they occur

72%

82%

81%

84%

86%

80%

78%

Q17. Effectively scheduling planned power
outages

57%

54%

66%

64%

70%

68%

65%

55%

56%

68%

66%

63%

61%

60%

Q15. The reliability of power supply

Q18. Effectively communicating with
customers about planned power
interruptions in your area

The highest rated performance indicator remains the one related to the reliability of the power
supply at 85%, an increase of +3% over 2018. Next best scored was the area of promptly
responding to outages at 78% – similar but slightly lower compared to the previous wave by 2%.
Lower rated by 65% was for effectively scheduling planned power outages (-3% lower than
2018) and for effectively communicating with customers about planned power interruptions in
their area by 60% (-1%). While the good and very good scores were for the most part consistent
over 2018, a high 23% answered do not know or unsure for each.
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Rates Versus Outages
A question was asked related to the cost customers are willing to pay for electricity system
maintenance in relation to the security of service delivery or keeping the lights on.
Q19. “I am going to ask your opinion on the issue of balancing the price you pay for maintenance and
renewal of your local electricity infrastructure with the security of your electricity service delivery or
“keeping the lights on”. Please respond on a scale from one having the lowest rates possible with
regular outages to five having the highest rates possible with no outages – 3 would be a balance
between rates and outages.”

RATES VERSUS OUTAGES TRADE OFF

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

1-lowest rates – regular outages

2%

4%

4%

3%

2%

1%

2%

2-low rates – occasional outages

15%

3%

8%

7%

5%

6%

10%

3-neutral – a balance between rates and outages

44%

55%

47%

54%

59%

61%

58%

4-high rates – only a few outages

15%

13%

11%

12%

11%

13%

12%

5-highest rates – no outages

3%

5%

6%

5%

8%

7%

4%

Don’t know

22%

21%

24%

19%

15%

12%

14%

Customers continue to most want a balance between rates and outages at 58%, although
marginally -3% lower than in 2018. There was an increase in the number of customers willing
tolerate outages for lower rates (12% or +5%) compared to 2018 with 10% saying low rates with
occasional outages (+4%) and 2% the lowest rates and regular outages (+1%). Conversely, fewer
or 16% (-4%) want diminished outages for some form of higher rates – 12% high rates and no
outages (-1%) and 4% the highest rates and no outages (-3%). Fourteen percent were
undecided or unsure (+2%).
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Payment Options & Online Management
A series of new questions were asked about payments, the first of which probes about current
methods for paying their GSH bill. Options were read, and multiple responses were accepted.
Q20. “Which of the following methods do you currently use to pay your GSH bill?”
READ OPTIONS

64%

Online/telephone banking through your financial institution

37%

Equal monthly payment plan

32%

Automatic withdrawal from your bank account

8%

Online at Sudbury Hydro Website

3%

Payment at the Greater Sudbury Hydro office

Online or telephone banking was most named by 64% as a method of payment, followed by
automatic withdrawal at 32%, while only 8% pay through the GSH website and 3% at the
office. There are 37% that claim they are on an equal monthly plan in addition to paying
through one of the aforementioned methods.

They were next asked about their preferred method of payment asking the same options. One
response was accepted.
Q21. “ What would be your preferred method of payment?”
Online/telephone banking through your financial institution

64%

Automatic withdrawal from your bank account

22%

Equal monthly payment plan

9%

Payment at the Greater Sudbury Hydro office

3%

Online at Sudbury Hydro Website

3%

Online banking was once again most named by 64%, followed by automatic withdrawal at
22%, while only 3% cited each of the office and website. Nine percent referenced equal
monthly billing.
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Customers were then asked how they receive their bill from Greater Sudbury Hydro. Respondents that
said paper (77%, N=308) were then asked an open-ended or unaided follow-up about what would get
them to move to paperless billing.

Q22. "How do you currently receive your
electricity bill from Greater Sudbury Hydro?"
Electronically,
23%

Paper, 77%

Twenty-three percent said
they get a bill electronically
(22% in 2018). Those most
likely to get an electronic bill
are 18-34-year old’s (36%) and
higher earners making
$100,000+ (32%). Least likely
were seniors 65+ (6%) and
those making the least under
$50,000 (19%).

The 77% (N=308)
that said paper
billing were asked
Q23.

Q23. “What would most convince you to move to
electronic or paperless billing?”
Don't know
It would use less paper
If it would be easier / more convenient
If it would have more information in it (details)
Offer the option / let customers know of option
Nothing no interest
If I could receive bill quicker / on time
If easy to access (current / past bills)
I plan to, just haven't done it yet
If a discount / lower price was offered
Nothing I prefer a hard copy
Keep forgetting passwords
If there was online security

21%
15%
14%
11%
9%
8%
7%
5%
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%

Responses varied but themes included using less
paper, ease or convenience and getting quicker
more detailed information. There were 21% that
answered don’t know and 10% that have no
interest or said nothing would convince them,
preferring paper.
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All N=400 customers were then
asked if they manage their GSH
account online of which 38% said
they yes.

Q24. “Do You currently
manage your GSH
account Online?”

Yes,
38%
No,
62%

Communication
Respondents were asked a series of indicators about communications, starting with a rating
question about how GSH communicates with its customers.
Q25. “Greater Sudbury Hydro communicates to its customers through a variety of methods including bill inserts,
direct mail, social media, its website, newspapers and radio. Please rate the performance of Greater Sudbury
Hydro in communicating with its customers using a scale from one very poor to five very good.”
Total Good, 71%
Total Good, 57%

Total Good, 75%

Total Good, 73%

Total Good, 74%

Total Good, 55%

Total Good, 49%

30%
25%
16%

11%

2013

21%
15%

18%
8%

2014

9%

6%

2015
Total Poor

15%
5%

6%

2016
Satisfactory

7%

3%

2017
Total Good

16%

14%
9%

4%

2018

7%

3%

2019

Unsure

The positive (good & very good) rating for communicating with customers has been consistent
over the past three touch points with 74% rating it as good or very good, up slightly +1% over
2018. The poor rating dropped -2%, while the satisfactory picked up +2% and those unsure
remained the same. Those aged 35-44 (80%) and earning $100,000+ provided higher scores.
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Respondents were asked in an open-ended unaided question about their preferred method to
have Greater Sudbury Hydro communicate information to them.
Q26. “What is your preferred method to have Greater Sudbury Hydro communicate information to
you?”
E-mail from the company
33%
Bill inserts / attachments to e-bill
20%
Social media, such as Facebook or Twitter
18%
Direct mail
15%
Greater Sudbury Hydro Website
8%
Don't know/no preference
4%
Radio
1%
Telephone
1%
Newspaper advertising
1%

An email from the company was most named by 33% (18 to 34 – 55%, 35 to 44 – 43% & 45 to 54
– 40%), followed by bill inserts (55 to 64 – 32 & 65 or older – 36%), social media (18 to 34 – 31%,
35 to 44 – 23% & 45 to 54 – 24%) and direct mail (55 to 64 – 27% & 65 or older – 33%).

In another open or unaided question, residential customers were asked about how they would
most like to communicate with Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Q27.

“And as a customer, what is your preferred method that you would like to communicate with
Greater Sudbury Hydro?”
Telephone
56%
Email
24%
Social media
12%
In person at office
4%
Link or form on GSH Website
2%
Don't know/no preference
2%
Regular mail
1%

When wanting to initiate communication with GSH, telephone is the preferred approach by
56%. Next most named was an email by 24%, followed by social media by 12%, an in-person
visit by 4%, a website link by 2% and regular mail by 1%.
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Website

38%
YES

Q28. “Have you visited the Greater Sudbury Hydro
website within the past 12 months?”
A total of 38% (N=152) of customers, compared to 27% in 2018,
said they have visited the GSH website over the past 12 months .

The 38% (N=152) that visited the site were then asked three follow up questions on the
information that the website contains.
Q29. “How would you rate the quality of the information provided on the Greater Sudbury
Hydro website?”

Total Good, 73%

Total Good, 76%

Total Good, 75%

Total Good, 76%
Total Good, 70%

Total Good, 60%
Total Good, 52%

16%
15%

23%
20%

17%

10%

2013

5%

6%

2014
Total Poor

4%

2015

2%

2016

Satisfactory

17%

13%
10%

15%
8%

11%
3%

2%

2017
Total Good

2018

12%
8%

4%

2019

Unsure

More than three quarters or 76% rated the website quality of information as being good or very
good, a +6% hike compared to 2018, while the negative score dropped to 8% (-3%), as did the
satisfactory rating to 12% (-5%). Four percent were unsure (-1%).
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The N=152 (38%) of website visitors were then asked about the information they were looking
for. Multiple responses were accepted and are illustrated below.
Q30. “What information did you look for?”

Account information
Energy conservation
News or Developments
Rates & Fees
Environment/Safety
Contact information
Outages
Corporate info

36%
21%
16%
12%
6%
4%
3%
2%

Seeking account information was most mentioned, followed by information on energy
conservation, news and updates on rates and fees.

The N=152 website visitors were then asked if they found the information on the website they
were looking for. Eighty-two said yes, they found the information, compared to 79% in 2018.

Q31. “Did the website provide you with the
information you were seeking?”
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82%
YES

Rating Bill Inserts & Links
All N=400 respondents then rated the bill insert or electronic link information provided by
Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Q32. “From time to time, Sudbury Hydro attaches information to your bill in the form of a
bill insert, or for electronic bills in the form of a link. Using a scale from one very poor to
five very good, how would you rate the overall quality of each of the bill inserts and other
printed material you have recieved from GSH?"

Total Good, 71%
Total Good, 67%
Total Good, 62%

Total Good, 60%

Total Good, 68%

Total Good, 61%

Total Good, 48%

30%

15%

14%
11%

7%

2013

16%

14%

2014

15%

9%

15%
8%

2015
Total Poor

18%

16%
12%

Satisfactory

7%

8%

6%

2016

2017
Total Good

16%

11%

2018

8%

8%

2019

Unsure

More than two-thirds or 68% provided a good or very good rating for the overall quality of the
material, +1% over 2018. There was a slight increase in the satisfactory score (+2%) to 16%,
while the negative mark remained constant and the do not know responses were up +1%.
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Energy Efficiency
A question was asked about consumer interest in having GSH providing them with information
about home energy efficiency and cost savings.
Q33. “Using a scale from one not at all interested to five very interested, how interested
would you be in having Greater Sudbury Hydro provide information which could help your
home save money by being more energy efficient?”

79%

76%

75%

9%
3%

2013

76%

83%

81%

16%

15%
7%

79%

4%

2014

11%

4%

2%

1%

2015

Total Uninterested

11%
9%

10%12%

2016
Neutral

8% 9%

Total Interested

9%

2%

1%

2017

6%

2018

2%

2019

Unsure

Demand is strong and has been increasing over the past three survey periods as 83% (+2% over
2018) are interested in GSH providing them information which could help their home save
money by being more energy efficient.
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Billing – Ease of Understanding
Residential customers rated their energy bill and the ease of reading or understanding it.
Q34. “Using a scale from one very poor to five very good, how would you rate how easy it
is to read and understand your power or utility bill?”
100%

80%
70%
66%

60%

54%

67%

55%

52%

50%

40%
25%
22%

24%

23%21%

17%

20%

23%
20%

16%17%

16%15%

15% 14%

8%
3%

2%

2%

1%

1%

2%

0%

2013

2014
Total poor

2015

2016

Satisfactory

2017
Total good

2018

2019

Unsure

There was a small -3% decrease in the total good rating to 67% from the peak score of 70%
recorded last year in 2018.
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Improvement Comments
In a final open-ended or unaided question, all residential customers were probed about what
they felt Greater Sudbury Hydro could do to better service its customers. Most responses as
illustrated below, related to lowering or maintaining rates, outage response times/information,
providing more information about the costs associated with bills and having conservation
initiatives or information.
Q34.

“What can Greater Sudbury Hydro do to better service its customers?”
Don't know
37%
Lower rates
18%
Maintain rates / no increases
10%
Incentives / programs for reducing electricity
6%
Fewer outages / quicker response to outages
5%
Explain cost of energy on bills
5%
More information on how to save / conserve energy
4%
Lower delivery fees
4%
Information on what is involved in the price of hydro
4%
Better communication
2%
Make bills easier to understand / clearer
2%
More information on alternative energy options
1%
More information / notice about power outages
1%
Lower costs / overhead / salaries
1%
Improve the website / make it more user friendly
1%
Improve customer service
1%
Better hours of operation
<1%
Use less paper with Bills
<1%
More consistent with tree removal
<1%
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – BUSINESS
Satisfaction
Businesses were first asked an overall satisfaction question. The following graph compares the
December 2019 results with the previous six surveys. Result below combine the total poor (very
poor & poor) and total good (good & very good) findings.
Q1. “Considering all aspects of being a customer of Greater Sudbury Hydro, how would
you rate your overall satisfaction with the company as your electrical services
provider?"
Total Good, 85%

Total Good, 86%
Total Good, 80%

Total Good, 90%

Total Good, 88%

Total Good, 77%

Total Good, 70%

20%
8%

2%

2013

7% 8%

2014

13%
5%

16%
2%

2015
Total Poor

6%

1%

2016
Satisfactory

10%
3%

1%

2017
Total Good

3%

7%

2018

4%

8%

2019

Unsure

The overall satisfaction rating as represented by the combined good and very good responses
has remained consistent over the past three years and is currently at 88%, down slightly -2% over
2018.
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Customer Service
Next, business customers were asked the following comparative service question, rating GSH’s
service against other providers. Results below combine the total poor (very poor & poor) and
total good (good & very good) findings.
Q2. “How would you rate Greater Sudbury Hydro's customer service (i.e. being
responsible and reliable) compared to your other business service providers?
100%
80%

Total Good, 73%

Total Good, 82%
Total Good, 81%
Total Good, 80% Total Good, 78%
Total Good, 78%
Total Good, 76%

60%
40%
20%

17%
5%

14%
5%

4%

2%

13%
6%
3%

13%
7%
4%

2015

2016

12%
5%

14%
2%

4%

12%
4%

3%

3%

0%

2013

2014
Total Poor

Satisfactory

2017
Total Good

2018

2019

Unsure

More than eight in ten or 82% of businesses provided a good or very good rating for GSH and its
customer service in relation to other providers, a +4% improvement from the previous 2018
period. The negative score also dropped -1% as did the satisfactory (-1%) and do not know
responses (-1%).
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Price & Value
Businesses were read the following short statement after which they were asked about how
closely they look at their statement.
“In addition to providing you with your monthly Greater Sudbury Hydro electricity bill, Greater
Sudbury Utilities also bills water and wastewater on behalf of the City of Greater Sudbury.”
Q3. “Do you review this combined statement to analyze its
separate electricity and water costs, or only look at the total, which
combines both electricity and water/wastewater charges?”

2017

2018

2019

78%

68%

65%

Only look at total

21%

30%

33%

Don't know / not applicable

1%

2%

2%

Review separate parts of combined statement

There was an increase in the percentage of business customers or 33% that said they only look
at the total bill (+3% over 2018), however most or 65% (-3%) claimed to review separate parts
of their combined statement, while 2% were unsure (unchanged).
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The following short statement was read to business respondents and then they were asked
questions related to the cost they pay for electricity.
“When answering the next two questions, I would like you to only consider the electricity
cost you pay on your monthly utility bill.”
A comparative price question was asked comparing GSH to other essential services. Results
below combine the total poor (very poor & poor) and total good (good & very good) findings.
Q4. “How would you rate your satisfaction with the price you pay for electricity
compared to what you pay for other (essential) business services?"

48%
41%
37%
29%
27%

37%

33%
30%
25%

23%

8%

2013

34%

37%

10%

2014

25%
22%

8%

2015
Total Poor

5%

2016
Satisfactory

Total Good

27%

25%

6%

3%

2017

34% 34%

32%

29%
27%

2018

5%

2019

Unsure

Satisfaction (good & very good ratings) with the comparative cost of electricity in relation to
other essential services dropped by -3% over 2018. The negative score increased by +2%, as did
the number of businesses that provided a satisfactory rating (+2%). There were 5% unsure or
that did not know (-1%).
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Business customers also rated the overall value that Greater Sudbury Hydro provides.
Q5. “Using the same scale from one very poor to five very good, how would you rate
the overall value that Greater Sudbury Hydro provides?”

73%
63%
59%

56%

51%

9%

6%

2%

2013

23%

22%

23%19%

70%

62%

2014

11%

2015
Total Poor

23%
21%
7%

20%
15%
5%

2016
Satisfactory

13%
3%

2017
Total Good

10%

2018

15%
12%
4%

3%

2019

Unsure

With respect to the overall value that GSH provides, the positive or good and very good ratings
is at seven in ten, off -3% from the high mark established in 2018. Total poor and satisfactory
numbers were consistent but up slightly (+2% for both) and the number of those unsure was
down -1% to 3%.
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Rating Greater Sudbury Hydro – Image Areas
Businesses were then asked to rate their level of agreement with a series of descriptive
statements about Greater Sudbury Hydro. The table below combines the responses of 4-agree
and 5-strongly agree and compares the results over time. Results are also ranked in terms of
2018 top two (4 & 5) agreement ratings from highest to lowest.
“I am now going to read some brief statements that may be used to describe Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Using a scale from one strongly disagree to five strongly agree, please respond to each statement
after it is read.”

GSH IMAGE STATEMENTS – TOTAL
AGREE RESPONSES

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Q6. Greater Sudbury Hydro provides customers
with reliable and good service.

69%

89%

85%

81%

84%

91%

90%

Q7. Greater Sudbury Hydro is committed to
effectively managing a balanced budget.

25%

21%

21%

19%

17%

27%

23%

Q8. Greater Sudbury Hydro meets its
commitment to customers.

69%

86%

83%

79%

85%

86%

80%

65%

71%

69%

76%

73%

70%

65%

Q10. Greater Sudbury Hydro is concerned about
public safety and safe work practices.

65%

58%

56%

64%

74%

72%

70%

Q11. Greater Sudbury Hydro encourages efficient
use of electricity among its customers.

55%

75%

71%

80%

82%

75%

73%

Q12. Greater Sudbury Hydro invests in and gives
back to the community.

38%

29%

25%

31%

43%

42%

44%

Q9. GSH provides its customers with information
about programs to help reduce their energy
costs.

The highest rated category in terms of agreement was for Greater Sudbury Hydro providing good
and reliable service at 90%, consistent but off slightly (-1%), next by meeting its commitment to
customers at 80%, down -6% over 2018.
Total agreement was next best for encouraging the efficient use of electricity by 73% a -2% dip
over 2018, followed by being concerned about public safety and safe work practises by 70% (2%) and providing customers with information to help reduce energy costs by 65% (-5%).
Lowest scored were the areas of investing back in the community at 44% (+2% compared to 2018)
and especially for being committed to effectively managing a balanced budget where 23% agreed
(-4%).
There were a high number of businesses that answered do not know to questions about
managing a balanced budget (58%), investing back in the community (34%) and to a lesser extent
being concerned about public safety and safe work practises (20%).
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Two new questions were asked in the 2019 survey period. The first probed customers if
they thought GSH is doing enough to give back to the community. A follow-up was then
asked to those respondents that answered no (33%, N=33) or unsure (21%, N=21) about the
areas they would like to see GSH give back.

Q13. "Do you think Greater Sudbury Hydro
does enough to invest in or give back to the
community?"
Forty-six percent of businesses
feel GSH does enough to invest
or give back to the community,
compared to only one-third that
do not. There were 21% unsure.

Yes, 46%

No, 33%

Unsure,
21%

The 54% (N=54)
that said no or
unsure were asked
Q14.

Q14. “In what areas would you like to see GSH invest in
or give back?”
Don't know
Health care / hospital
School programs / education
Food Bank
Homeless / shelters
Help people reduce energy costs
Community programs / sports / arts / culture
Update lines / streetlights / underground wires
Help low income families
Lower the cost (for those in need)
Addiction programs / help with opioid crisis

N=10
N=8
N=7
N=6
N=6
N=5
N=5
N=3
N=2
N=1
N=1
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19%
15%
13%
11%
11%
9%
9%
6%
4%
2%
2%

Mentions varied and ranged
from health care, education,
helping the less fortunate (food
banks, shelters) to community
arts, culture or sports programs
and support for low income
families.

Rating Performance
Businesses were then asked to rate the performance of Greater Sudbury Hydro across four
indicators. The table below combines the positive responses of good and very good while
tracking the results over time.
“Using a scale from one very poor to five very good, please rate the performance of Greater Sudbury
Hydro in each of the following areas.”
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

91%

90%

87%

89%

86%

92%

91%

Q16. Prompt responses to power outages
when they occur

74%

73%

70%

72%

80%

82%

81%

Q17. Effectively scheduling planned power
outages

61%

59%

55%

41%

58%

53%

55%

62%

53%

50%

40%

49%

45%

46%

PERFORMANCE RATING AREAS –
TOTAL GOOD RESPONSES
Q15. The reliability of power supply

Q18. Effectively communicating with
customers about planned power
interruptions in your area

Results for the four performance indicators have remained stable over 2018, with fluctuations
with a ±2% range. Highest scored was once again the reliability of power at 91% and then
prompt response time to outages. Results fall when it comes to effectively scheduling planned
outages at 55% (35% answered unsure) and for effectively communicating with customers
about planned outages at 46% – 40% answered do not know.
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Rates Versus Outages
A question was asked related to the cost businesses are willing to pay for electricity system
maintenance in relation to the security of service delivery or preventing outages.
Q19. “I am going to ask your opinion on the issue of balancing the price you pay for maintenance and
renewal of your local electricity infrastructure with the security of your electricity service delivery or
“keeping the lights on”. Please respond on a scale from one having the lowest rates possible with
regular outages to five having the highest rates possible with no outages – 3 would be a balance
between rates and outages.”

RATES VERSUS OUTAGES TRADE OFF

2013 2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

1-lowest rates – regular outages

3%

4%

3%

3%

1%

1%

1%

2-low rates – occasional outages

6%

3%

5%

4%

2%

1%

1%

3-neutral – a balance between rates and
outages

57%

58%

65%

69%

79%

75%

82%

4-high rates – only a few outages

12%

18%

14%

9%

7%

9%

8%

5-highest rates – no outages

9%

3%

2%

1%

2%

3%

2%

Don’t know

13%

14%

11%

14%

9%

11%

6%

More than eight in ten or 82% of businesses want a balance between rates and outages, +7%
higher than in 2018. Only 2% are willing to have lower prices at the cost of some form of
outage, 10% would tolerate a higher rate for fewer or no interruptions and 6% did not know or
were unsure.
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Payment Options & Online Management
A series of new questions were asked about payments, the first of which probes about current
methods for paying their business GSH bill. Options were read, and multiple responses were
accepted.
Q20. “Which of the following methods do you currently use to pay your GSH bill?”
READ OPTIONS

58%

Online/telephone banking through your financial institution

32%

Equal monthly payment plan

27%

Automatic withdrawal from your bank account

11%

Online at Sudbury Hydro Website

5%

Payment at the Greater Sudbury Hydro office

Online or telephone banking was most named by 58% as a method of payment, followed by
automatic withdrawal at 27%, while only 11% pay through the GSH website and 5% at the
office. There are 32% that claim they are on an equal monthly plan in addition to paying
through one of the aforementioned methods.

They were next asked about their preferred method of business GSH bill payment asking the
same options. One response was accepted.
Q21. “ What would be your preferred method of payment?”
Online/telephone banking through your financial institution

52%

Equal monthly payment plan

21%

Automatic withdrawal from your bank account

16%

Payment at the Greater Sudbury Hydro office

2%

Online at Sudbury Hydro Website

4%

Unsure

2%

Online banking was once again most named by 52%, followed by automatic withdrawal at
16%, while only 2% cited the office and 4% the website. Twenty-one percent referenced
equal monthly billing.
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Businesses were then asked how they receive their bill from Greater Sudbury Hydro. Respondents that
said paper (74%, N=74) were then asked an open-ended or unaided follow-up about what would get
them to move to paperless billing.

Q22. "How do you currently receive your
electricity bill from Greater Sudbury Hydro?"
Electronically,
26%

Twenty-six percent of businesses
said they get a bill electronically,
while the majority or 74%
continue to receive a paper
statement.

Paper, 74%

The 74% (N=74) that
said paper billing
were asked Q23.

Q23. “What would most convince you to move to
electronic or paperless billing?”
If it would be easier / more convenient
It would use less paper
Nothing no interest
If there was online security
Don't know
If I could receive bill quicker / on time
I plan to, just haven't done it yet
Need hard copies / paper record
If it would have more information in it (details)
If easy to access (current / past bills)
If a discount / lower price was offered
Offer the option / let customers know of option
Nothing I prefer a hard copy

19%
16%
14%
12%
9%
7%
7%
5%
3%
3%
3%
1%
1%

Convenience, quicker access and using less paper
were most named, while there were some that
want to be assured of security, the ability to
access past bills as well as have a record of them.
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All N=100 business customers
were then asked if they manage
their GSH account online of which
44% said they yes.

Q24. “Do You currently
manage your GSH
account Online?”

Yes,
44%
No,
56%

Communication
Business respondents were asked a series of indicators about communications, starting with a
rating question about how GSH communicates with its business customers.
Q25. “Greater Sudbury Hydro communicates to its customers through a variety of methods
including bill inserts, direct mail, social media, its website, newspapers and radio. Please rate the
performance of Greater Sudbury Hydro in communicating with its customers using a scale from one
very poor to five very good.

Total Good, 75%
Total Good, 62%

Total Good, 63%

Total Good, 67% Total Good, 66%

25%

23%

19%

Total Good, 70%

26%

22%

18%
12%

8%

6%

7%

6%
2%

2013

2014

2015
Total Poor

4%

4%

2016
Satisfactory

6%
1%

2017
Total Good

Total Good, 74%

18%
7%

6%

2%

2018

1%

2019

Unsure

Seventy-four percent of businesses rated communications as being good or very good, an
increase of +4% from 2018.
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Businesses were asked in an open-ended unaided question about their preferred method to
have Greater Sudbury Hydro communicate information to them.
Q26. “What is your preferred method to have Greater Sudbury Hydro communicate information to
you?”

E-mail from the company
Bill inserts / attachments to e-bill
Social media, such as Facebook or Twitter
Direct mail
Greater Sudbury Hydro Website
Newspaper advertising

57%
14%
12%
10%
6%
1%

Email is the preferred method by which most or 57% want to have the utility communicate with
them, while the remaining responses were spread among bill inserts (14%), social media (12%),
mailings (10%) and through the GSH website (6%).

In another open or unaided question, business customers were asked about how they would
most like to communicate with Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Q27.

“And as a customer, what is your preferred method that you would like to communicate with
Greater Sudbury Hydro?”

Email
Telephone
Social media
Link or form on GSH Website
Don't know/no preference

50%
44%
4%
1%
1%

Email is the preferred method by half of businesses surveyed, while a telephone call is a close
second at 44%.
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Website

41%
YES

Q28. “Have you visited the Greater Sudbury Hydro
website within the past 12 months?”

A total of 41% (N=41) of businesses, compared to 38% in 2018,
said they have visited the GSH website over the past 12 months .

The 41% (N=41) that visited the site were then asked three follow up questions on the
information that the website contains.
Q29. “How would you rate the quality of the information provided on the Greater Sudbury
Hydro website?”
100%
Total Good, 87%
Total Good, 80%

80%
Total Good, 68%

Total Good, 67%

Total Good, 81%

Total Good, 83%

Total Good, 73%

60%
40%
20%

20%
13%

13%13%

18%

17%

3%

15%

14%

9%

6%

10%
2%

2%

3%

0%

2013

2014
Total Poor

2015

2016

Satisfactory

2017
Total Good

2018

2019

Unsure

Satisfaction with the quality of information on the website is high at 83%, although -5 lower in
relation to 2018.
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The N=41 website visitors were then asked about the information they were looking for.
Multiple responses were accepted and are illustrated below.
Q30. “What information did you look for?”
Account information
30%
Rates & Fees
26%
Energy conservation
24%
News or Developments
6%
Outages
6%
Corporate info
4%
Contact information
2%
Report an issue
2%

Most named was accessing account information, getting updates on rates or fees and to find
out about energy conservation initiatives.

The N=41 website visitors were then asked if they found the information on the website they
were looking for. Eighty-three percent said yes, they found the information, compared to 82%
in 2018.

Q31. “Did the website provide you with the
information you were seeking?”
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83%
YES

Rating Bill Inserts & Links
All N=100 businesses then rated the bill insert or electronic link information provided by
Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Q32. “From time to time, Sudbury Hydro attaches information to your bill in the form of a
bill insert, or for electronic bills in the form of a link. Using a scale from one very poor to
five very good, how would you rate the overall quality of the bill inserts and other printed
material you have recieved from GSH?"

Total Good, 72%

Total Good, 58%

Total Good, 61%

Total Good, 75%
Total Good, 70%

Total Good, 60%

Total Good, 46%

29%
22%

20%

17%

14%

17%

15%

18%

14%
9%

8%

7%

5%

3%

2013

18%

2014

2015
Total Poor

5%

2016
Satisfactory

8%

2017

7%
3%

4%

Total Good

15%

2018

2019

Unsure

The good and very good rating provided for bill inserts or electronic bill links is 75%, +5r% higher
than in 2018 and the highest recorded since baseline data has been collected.
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Energy Efficiency
A question was asked about interest in having GSH providing them with information about
energy efficiency and cost savings.
Q33. “Using a scale from one not at all interested to five very interested, how interested
would you be in having Greater Sudbury Hydro provide information which could help your
business save money by being more energy efficient?”
88%

92%

91%

89%

87%

86%

82%

13%
9%
6% 5%

2013

5%
1%

11%
2%

2%

2014

8%

2015

Total Uniterested

2016
Neutral

9%
4%

1%

2017
Total Interested

1%

2018

3% 4%

2019

Unsure

Consumer interest among businesses in obtaining energy efficiency information remains very
strong at 92%.
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1%

Billing – Ease of Understanding
Businesses rated their energy bill and the ease of reading or understanding it.
Q34. “Using a scale from one very poor to five very good, how would you rate how easy it
is to read and understand your power or utility bill?”

84%

81%
74%
64%

61%

61%

59%

24%

23%
18%

20%
19%

23%
13%

9%

6%

17%
9%

8% 8%

9% 9%
1%

2013

2014

2015
Total poor

2016
Satisfactory

2017
Total good

2018

2019

Unsure

A strong majority of business customers continue to find it easy to read and understand their
bills, as evidenced by an 84% positive score in this area.
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Improvement Comments
In a final open-ended or unaided question, all business customers were asked what they felt
Greater Sudbury Hydro could do to better service its customers.
Q35. “What can Greater Sudbury Hydro do to better service its customers?”
Maintain rates / no increases
35%
Don't know
33%
Lower rates
11%
Information on what is involved in the price of hydro
8%
Be easier to reach
3%
Make bills easier to understand / more clearer
2%
More information on how to save / conserve energy
2%
Better hours of operation
1%
Better communication
1%
No interruptions / outages
1%
Improve the website / make it more user friendly
1%
Incentives / programs for reducing electricity
1%
Fewer outages / quicker response to outages
1%

While more than one-third had no comments to add, most mentions related to maintaining rates,
lowering them and providing more information about what constitutes a power bill.
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2019 Enterprise Maturity Assessment
Measuring Digital Transformation – Innovation Office
A model enterprise was adopted to data-inform strategic decisions in the Innovation Office. The model
consists of 51 enterprise success factors in 6 categories measuring organizational health top-down. It
reduces complexity by setting focus on the most crucial aspects of the geospatial program. The
assessment performs a diagnosis and identifies a way forward that concentrates corporate attention on
areas most likely to improve while balancing efforts on developing strategic clarity, alignment, capability
and mindsets through a series of enterprise initiatives.
The assessment is used to gauge the overall organizational enterprise health while providing the
measures required to transform GSHi with location data, technology, visualization, mobilization and
integrations. The model gauges performance of the organizations improvement effort by comparing
results year to year. Below are results from the 2019 assessment compared to the benchmark values
(2018).

2019 Annual Enterprise Capability Maturity Assessment
1.
GIO
GIA

FGG

GRA

VCU

BTM

SLB

BCC
IDC

AHC

GPA

SST

Organizational Structure and Leadership
1.1 GIS manager or coordinator
The organization has a permanent Enterprise GIS management function and position.
1.2 GIS is authoritative
GIS has been established by upper management as the authoritative source of spatial data and
recognized as a critical component of business systems.
1.3 Formal GIS governance
Formal GIS governance is established which may include committee structures, user groups and
working groups. Some structure is in place to coordinate long range planning, stakeholder satisfaction
and ability to leverage EGIS are in place in some organized manner.
1.4 GIS resource allocation
Management has in place policies, procedures, and sufficient resource allocation to maintain GIS
related services.
1.5 GIS vision, comprehensive use & innovation
Management is committed to EGIS and are fostering participation of users in EGIS activities. They have
a vision and foster awareness of the benefits and encourage innovation. Strategic plans are in place
that directs comprehensive use of spatial data. Enterprise planning processes align with EGIS strategic
goals and vision.
1.6 Benefits are tracked & measured
Management measure tangible benefits of EGIS in order to track success and guide decisions and
planning.
1.7 Senior management learning
One or more representatives from top management are interested in learning how EGIS opportunities
can help realize improvements to their core business.
1.8 Enterprise GIS competency & capacity
Committed to competence and capacity building at all levels as it relates to EGIS.
1.9 Inter-department cooperation
An emphasis is placed on integration and coordination of inter-departmental activities. There are
processes and procedures in place for inter-departmetal conflict management and to prevent
duplicative efforts.
1.10 Adaptable hierarchy to align with change
The organization is able to adapt to evolution and change by creating a new hierarchy to align with the
changes.
1.11 GIS Projects align with enterprise vision
GIS projects undertaken work seamlessly within the enterprise framework and aim to help the
organization work smarter and more efficiently.
1.12 Strategic use of GIS by senior management
Senior management recognizes EGIS as a strategic technology and use it to guide in decision making.

Maturity

Likelihood

4.0

4.0

3.0

4.0

1.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

4.0

1.0

4.0

3.0

4.0

2.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

4.0

4.0

1.0

4.0

2.5

4.0

2.2

3.6

Maturity

Likelihood

2.5

4.0

3.0

4.0

3.0

4.0

2.0

3.0

1. Organizational Structure and Leadership Maturity

2.
BUP

EFI
ARD

CSC

Corporate Culture
2.1 Business units have active EGIS participation
There is active participation and involvement of business units in EGIS activities, implementation,
planning, etc.
2.2 Environment of the organization fosters innovation
Learning, change and continuous improvement is an accepted and practiced philosophy.
2.3 Staff accept EGIS as a reliable data source
It is generally accepted that EGIS is the authoritative, reliable source of spatial data for the
organization (system of record).
2.4 Open cross-unit cooperation & information sharing
Interaction amongst employees is open and cross-unit cooperation and sharing of information, ideas,
best practices, and inquiry is common.

AHR

CCT

GCF

EEU

3.
SPM

GCS
GPM
PAS

SPD

DME

4.
GLA

DIE

CWC

2.5 Adaptable hiring practices ensure modern skills
The level of adaptability regarding the organization's ability to change hiring practices to ensure those
with both the requisite modern spatial skill set, up-to-date training and an innovation mindset are
prioritized.
2.6 Core competency improved with training plans
The corporation encourages improvement of core competency which is supported by a
comprehensive training plan.
2.7 Enterprise GIS related communication is frequent & guided by plans
A strong communication and employee engagement plan is in place & align to strategic goals.
Enterprise GIS related communication is frequent at all levels and is tailored to staff and partners with
follow up procedures to evaluate effectiveness of communication.
2.8 Employees at all levels encouraged to use GIS
Employees at all levels think spatially and are encouraged to explore and improve their practices by
incorporating spatial data. This aligns people and process to the corporate vision.
2. Corporate Culture Maturity

Process Orientation
3.1 Staff are "process-minded"
Business process is valued by the organization. Staff are "process-minded" and often are involved in
business process mapping and other exercises and are capable of interpreting and following the
results.
3.2 EGIS process & goals shared across silos
Enterprise process and goals are shared among functional areas..
3.3 GIS operation align with performance management
GIS operations align with performance management.
3.4 Plan to improve & align process to strategic plan
Processes are in place for improving and aligning business to strategic plan. There is a management
commitment to improve their section to improve process.
3.5 Process documentation standardized & central
High level process documentation and task responsibilities are centralized and accessible and the
organization follows a standard methodology for business process mapping.
3.6 Data maintenance embedded in business workflow
Data maintenance procedures, including editing roles, are embedded in business workflow and either
consistently pushed out to data custodians or automated using workflow tools or automation.
3. Process Orientation Maturity

Organizational Capacity and Capability
4.1 EGIS led by appropriate and sufficient staff
Enterprise GIS staff are led by a qualified manager with the appropriate GIS education, experience,
and credentials. There is sufficient staff with the appropriate training for GIS viability. This position is
within or tightly aligned with I.T. requiring competencies with EGIS architecture, business process,
relationship building, stakeholder engagement and project management.
4.2 GIS data interoperatibility exists
GIS data-interoperability exists to enable integration of spatial data from various sources within and
external to the organization.
4.3 Corporate-wide spatial competency
Appropriate employees have a competency in using spatial data and applications/systems supplied by
EGIS.

3.0

4.0

1.0

3.0

1.0

4.0

2.0

4.0

2.2

3.8

Maturity

Likelihood

3.0

3.0

2.0

3.0

1.0

3.0

2.0

4.0

3.0

4.0

2.0

3.0

2.2

3.3

Maturity

Likelihood

2.0

4.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

4.0

NCF

5.
CBC

TBD

EUS

BIG

MBP
ESU

LTC
SDC

USS

PW1

4.4 GIS ‘operators’ no longer have a cartography/map making focus
A GIS / IT team has evolved and is focused on more complex automation and data management
services. Cartography, map making (includes story maps) and basic analysis has become the common
task of the end-user.
4. Organizational Capacity and Capability Maturity

Enterprise GIS Sustainability
5.1 Long term corporate budget commitment
There is a budget for long term commitments for support, licensing, etc. such as an Enterprise Licence
Agreement (ELA). GIS software acquisition is a coordinated effort across departments and the EGIS
budget is seen as a cost of doing business.
5.2 Balance of tech resources & data admin
Planning and controls are in place to balance technological resources with organizational needs as well
as administration of data resources and automations.
5.3 End-users well supported
End-users are well supported with online guides, training material, technical support including service
quality practices. IT staff are used for infrastructure support.
5.4 Blending of IT, analysis, visualization & GIS
There is an active partnership or blending between GIS and IT technical staff as well as a specialization
of analytical & visualization staff.
5.5 Mechanism to maintain business unit participation
Mechanisms are in place to maintain continued participation of the business units.
5.6 External support utilized
External support such as consultants and specialized contract employees can be utilized when
required to assist with activities.
5.7 Long term competency & training plans
Long term competency and training plans are in place and continue to be followed.
5.8 Spatial data is core / mission-critical
Spatial data is core to business applications and is centralized and an essential part of work and eservices.
5.9 Ubiquitous access to web self-service maps
Web based self-service GIS/Mapping tools with ubiquitous access are in place with the list of
applications continuing to grow.
5.10 Data and application backups
Data backup and security for GIS data and applications is defined, reliable, controlled and consistent.

2.0

4.0

1.8

3.5

Maturity

Likelihood

4.0

5.0

2.5

3.5

3.0

4.0

1.0

4.0

1.0

4.0

3.0

4.0

1.0

4.0

3.0

3.5

2.0

4.0

3.0

3.5

2.4

4.0

Maturity

Likelihood

2.5

4.0

2.0

3.5

2.0

3.5

2.5

3.5

5. Enterprise GIS Sustainability Maturity

6.
DOC

PPD

SAC

FQC

Foundational Data and Technologies
6.1 Business unit data owners & data stewards defined
Data stewards are defined for each dataset. Business unit end-user data owners have been identified
and are involved in data maintenance, quality procedures and decisions regarding their related
datasets.
6.2 Production & published database of reliable data
There is both a centralized managed production database as well as a published environment for
consumption and distribution. The data is accessible and reliable. A development environment exists.
6.3 System architecture current
The system architecture design is current with plans in place for future enhancements, expansion and
upgrades.
6.4 Formal QA/QC process
There is a formal QA/QC for each business process. Quality control and data accuracy are built into
editing to reduce human error.

DAI

RIM
BDC

IBS
PW2
PW3
PW4

6.5 Data common & available for integration
Spatial data is published in the organization's common data warehouse. Spatial data is readily
available for integration and interoperability.
6.6 Redundancy of information management reduced
Data duplication is minimized across the organization.

3.0

5.0

2.0

3.0

2.5

4.0

2.0

4.0

6.9 Metadata
Metadata available and maintained for all foundational and business data layers.

1.0

4.0

6.10 Technical Infrastructure
Technical infrastructure in place to maintain and operate the GIS and to meet organizations’ needs.

3.0

4.0

6.11 Foundational Data
Adequate foundational data and secondary data exists to meet business requirements.

2.0

4.0

2.2

3.9

6.7 All foundation datasets modeled & centralized
The organization's enterprise data have all undergone data modeling, are centralized, loaded, and
maintained.
6.8 Direct integration to business systems
Spatial data is an integral part of business systems and direct integration has been established.

6. Foundational Data and Technology Maturity
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1

1-SEC-3

2

Question:

3
4
5

[Ex.1] Please provide a step-by-step explanation of the Applicant’s budgeting
process.

6

Response:

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Starting with its 2017 budget, GSHi began budgeting within its ERP which has
proven to be a worthwhile endeavor and has reduced budgeting errors that
occurred as a result of its prior excel based budgeting spreadsheets.

37

GSHI’s asset management process informs the preparation of the capital budget.

38

Needs Identification

There are four distinct areas that GSHi focuses on to complete its budget:
OM&A, Capital, Payroll, Burdens and Revenue.
1) OM&A
GSHi starts the budget process by using the prior years budget as a baseline
from which to review and make appropriate changes. Each department reviews
the budgets in detail, in comparison to current year spend to date, and up to 3
years of prior year actuals. Each department is responsible to make any
changes within the system to ensure their budgets will satisfy the operations
needs for the year.
Once the budgets have been prepared by the individual departments, Finance
personnel review the budgets in depth and discuss any issues or concerns they
may have.. Changes are made and reviewed again by both the departments and
Finance.
The budget for Corporate Shared Services including President and CEO, Board
of Directors, Human Resources, Accounting, Finance, Billing and Customer
Service, Administrative Services, Innovation, Purchasing and IT is determined at
the same time using the same process and system. Once the shared services
budget has been prepared costs are allocated to affiliate companies based on
the Service Level Agreement.
2) Capital
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There are three high-level categories of inputs that feed the Needs Identification
process: External Drivers, Internal Drivers and Strategic Investments. Each of
these categories are described below:
•

External Drivers: These drivers are initiated outside of GSHI and are
beyond the utility’s direct control. Examples include:
o Regulatory requirements: Codes, Design standards, DSC
requirements;
o Municipal initiatives: Street lighting, Road widening, New
subdivisions;
o Customers: Residential/Commercial/Industrial customer demand
increases;
o IRRP/RIP: New supply feeders, upgraded equipment and load
transfers; and
o REG: New Connections

•

Internal Drivers: These drivers arise from studies construed internally by
GSHI. Examples include:
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

Asset Condition Assessment (ACA);
Feeder Reliability Assessment;
Customer Satisfaction Surveys/Consultations;
Fleet Management Strategy; and
Service Territory Load Forecast
Load forecast/Capacity Planning

Strategic Investments: Strategic Investments are identified through
review of performance measurements for continuous improvement and
are required to maintain alignment with GSHI’s corporate strategic
objectives. Examples include:
o Reinforcement: Enhancing infrastructure to support existing
service capacity in response to growth in load and/or REG
connection requests;
o Safety: Investments that will mitigate hazards to workers and/or
improve public safety;
o Efficiency: Investments that will result in system loss reduction
and/or improved Operations awareness/response.
o Corporate Leadership: Investments that will improve GSHI’s
presence in the community.
o Technical Obsolescence: Replacing obsolete critical equipment
when vendor support is no longer available.

1

Technical Alternatives
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Once Needs are identified, technical alternatives to addressing the need(s) are
developed. The considerations given to development of each technical
alternative include studies (e.g., asset condition assessment, capacity and
growth), impacts on reliability, safety, cost-efficiency and community relations.
Consideration is also given to human resource and material availability.
The level of investment associated with a possible technical alternative is also
considered such that different levels of investment will mitigate different levels of
risk. The minimum level of investment dictates the scope that will mitigate
unacceptable risk. Additional levels of funding allow for greater scopes of work
and would result in higher levels of risk mitigation.

14
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Priority assignment for each proposed project must be determined. Management
assesses the requirement to address a need stemming from an external driver
and are prioritized based on deadlines and resource availability. These are
typically customer, municipally, regionally, provincially or regulatory-driven.
Those proposed projects that stem from internal drivers are partially prioritized
based on the identified risk that arises from asset class condition assessments.
The identified risk is balanced against resource availability to determine an
appropriate timeline for execution. In some instances, both a strategic
investment and internal driver are addressed through the implementation of a
single business case which results in a higher level of prioritization for that
investment.

Prioritize and Select Investments

The selected projects are then estimated using GSHi’s ERP system, which
details the different components (labour, material, vehicle, etc). For projects
such as Failed Transformers, where the details of the project are unknown until
they occur, an estimate is created based on historical actuals (up to 5 years).
The results of the estimates are reviewed and the total by component (labour,
material, etc) are prepared and entered into the budget and submitted for payroll
budgeting.
3) Payroll
The current employee roster is reviewed for any upcoming retirements in the new
year. The Strategic plan is also reviewed to determine if any new positions are
required or if the employee complement is satisfactory. The GSHi payroll system
calculates the annual salary based on current salary for all approved positions
whether filled or vacant and it accounts for various progression increases where
applicable. The negotiated increase is added to the current salaries to calculate
the new payroll total for the budget year. Annual overtime costs are calculated
based on a 5 year rolling average.
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Payroll burden costs, such as Canada Pension Plan, Employment insurance,
EHT, WSIB, OMERS, extended health benefits, life insurance costs are
estimated based on a 5-year rolling average and any expected rate increases
known at the time of budget. This total divided by the gross salaries determines
a percentage burden rate.

To forecast labour for operations personnel, GSHi performs the following steps:
a. Review total labour hours available (with a forecast for vacation,
sick, inclement weather, training, etc) and prepare a labour plan.
This includes considering vacancies from prior years and any
known vacancies at the time of budget.
b. Review historical actuals for 4 years and trending for the current
year to date at the time of budget preparation and determine what
experienced capital and O&M splits were. This data is normalized
for projects that were out of the ordinary based on 2020 plans.
c. GSHi then reviews the capital budget labour requirements
determined through the capital budget process. GSHi compares
the historical capital split experienced in step b above with the
capital hours requirement projected in the budget.
d. GSHi also considers maintenance plans for the upcoming year and
any possible catch-up work required as a result of vacancies when
comparing to prior years.
e. GSHi then allocates the labour appropriately, considering all the
factors derived in the steps above.
4) Burdens
Operations labour burden: The labour plan discussed above considering
estimated sick days, inclement weather, allotted vacation days etc is reviewed
and costs are budgeted. These costs are rolled into a labour burden specific to
operations personnel and is attached to their budgeted payroll resulting in the
costs being redistributed between capital and O&M.
Vehicles: A rolling average of the number of vehicle hours is used to determine a
per-vehicle hour rate. Total budget of the garage cost centre, along with
amortization of all the vehicles are included in the per vehicle hour rate. The
costs are then redistributed to capital and the O &M accounts similar to the
labour redistribution discussed above. Costs within O&M are allocated to the
different departments based on a 5 year rolling average.
Operations Supervision Burden – Direct costs associated with supervising
operations staff are included in the operations supervision burden rate. This is
attached to the operations personnel payroll and is allocated based on the
operations labour to capital and O & M.
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Stores – The costs to run the inventory department including the amortization of
tools is included in the markup for inventory issues. The value of the issues with
the budgeted mark up rate are allocated to capital based on project estimates
and O & M based on a 5 year rolling average.

5) Revenue
GSHi projects the consumption and demand for its rate classes forward for the
fiscal year being budgeted. GSHi applies approved or anticipated distribution
rates to the consumption and demand projected by month. The result is
budgeted distribution revenue for the fiscal year.
Miscellaneous revenues are budgeted based on history and expectations for the
upcoming year.
GSHi also predicts its ROE based on the OEB’s model to determine if its budget
will fall within a tolerable range. The budget is reiterated until the point where
management is comfortable with the result.
Review and Approval
The budget is then reviewed by senior management for approval and reiterated
before it is brought to the Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors are presented with the budget statements, including
significant changes from prior years, along with an expected cash flow for final
approval.
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1

1-SEC-4

2

Question:

3

[Ex.1] Please provide details of all productivity and efficiency measures the

4

Applicant has taken since its last rebasing application in 2013. Please quantify

5

the savings.

6
7

Response:

8

Since its last rebasing in 2013, GSHi has implemented a number of productivity

9

and efficiency measures. Through the use of new equipment and technology, the

10

digitization of internal documents, the launch of employee development

11

initiatives, enhancements to communication practices, and the streamlining of

12

processes and project management realized through the use of electronic

13

devices and location and business intelligence platforms, GSHi has avoided

14

incurring unnecessary incremental costs while continuing to provide an

15

exceptional level of service to its customers.
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EQUIPMENT UPGRADES AND NEW TECHNOLOGY
•

In 2013, GSHi began upgrading electromechanical feeder protection
relays, as well as legacy Remote Terminal Units (RTUs), to new Intelligent
Electronic Devices (IEDs). Since that time, GSHi has made relay and RTU
improvements at ten different substations. The upgrades have allowed
GSHi’s SCADA system to communicate directly with protective devices in
the field, providing field staff and control room operators with more data to
make real-time decisions.
New relays provide staff with power quality and fault current data, the
latter of which has been helpful when pin pointing faulted line sections,
thus reducing patrol times during unplanned outages.
The installation of IEDs, along with upgraded communication
infrastructure, has also provided GSHi with the capability to record and
remotely download major event logs, eliminating the need to travel to site
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to retrieve the information. These efficiencies have allowed staff to focus
on more critical tasks to better serve customers.
•

In 2016, GSHi transitioned from the practice of making a daily secure cash
pick-up to doing so twice a week with the introduction of cheque scanners.
This showed an immediate savings of approx. $3400 in 2016 with annual
cost savings of approx. $5000 each year.

•

GSHi’s Engineering Department now issues service orders through the
Northstar system for each secondary service and crews receive service
orders for all scheduled work via tablet. The crews complete the orders via
tablet once work has been done, which informs the Customer Service
Department as to the specific site location where work was performed and
alerts them to the fact that they will be receiving paperwork.

15
16
17
18
19
20

Without the service orders, if the Engineering system indicated that a
meter was shut off, Customer Service would check with various
departments to determine if there was a reason for shut off. If one couldn’t
be found, staff would be sent to site to confirm no tampering. The service
orders have eliminated time in researching what occurred and also
reduced the number of field trips required.

21
22
23
24

When the need for unscheduled work arises, crew members are now
aware of how to create their own service orders via tablet in the field. The
service orders make various departments aware of work being done and
that follow up paperwork will be required.

25
26
27
28
29

The service orders also help with customer inquiries. For example, if a
customer is looking for a reconnect, GSHi staff can access the customer’s
account immediately to see why the property was disconnected and
quickly determine which department should handle the reconnect.

30
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FILE DIGITIZATION
•

Since 2013, GSHi has employed the software platform Mindoka to digitize
a wide variety of files that were previously stored in hardcopy form.
Retrieving needed hard copy files requires more time than querying an
online repository with robust search capabilities. Previously, when external
stakeholders contacted GSHi with inquiries about information contained in
hardcopy files, GSHi personnel would often be required to take a message
with a promise to return their call at a later time. Then, the call-taker would
have to locate the physical file and manually review its contents, hoping
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the needed information had been filed correctly. Otherwise, it would be
extremely difficult to locate.

This process was both inefficient and time consuming. It greatly lessened
GSHi’s ability to respond to customer needs in real time.
Once the use of the Mindoka system for file storage was made an
organizational priority in 2013/2014, information retrieval speed greatly
increased and queries were answered more efficiently. Being able to
search for needed files electronically saves significant time and reduces
the likelihood of information being lost or rendered inaccessible through
misfiling.
The Engineering Department in particular was an early power user of the
Mindoka system and digitized the following file types:
•

Committee of Adjustments Files

•

Property Records

•

Work Orders

•

Site Plan Files

•

Street Files – Offer to Connects – Records for completed secondary
work

•

Legal Files
o The Registered Easements and Unregistered Easements
o Agreements requiring renewal
o Legal Opinions

It is difficult to quantify the cost savings resulting from greater use of the
Mindoka system, although it is accurate to say that significant savings in
employee time have resulted from this improved file storage process.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
•

In 2018, the Human Resources Department implemented an organizationwide coaching tool to enhance workforce capacity and build skill sets. The
coaching tool provides supervisors with a two-way performance feedback
system that allows for honest discussions with direct reports about their
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responsibilities, goals, achievements, and the professional development
opportunities that are of interest to them. GSHi’s aim in introducing the
tool was to strengthen relationships between supervisors and their reports,
and identify areas for improvement and strategies to support progress.
Workforce development initiatives play a crucial in realizing efficiencies
within an organization by ensuring employees are performing as expected,
and that they are supported in ways that will allow them to continue to do
their jobs well with high levels of satisfaction.
•

GSHi employees have also benefitted from the implementation of an
Emerging Leaders development program. Launched in 2018, the limited
enrollment program consists of a series of prescribed readings, group
discussions and workshops meant to elevate employees’ capacity to serve
as leaders within their departments, thereby supporting GSHi’s succession
planning process.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION TO
COMMUNICATION AND PLANNING

IMPROVE

WORK

PROCESSES,

19
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•

Through one-on-one customer engagement and targeted marketing
campaigns, GSHi has succeeded in increasing the number of customers
receiving electronic bills from 1865 in 2013 to 9673 in 2019 (a 418%
increase). Cost savings were realized as a result of a decrease in
postage, printing and paper costs incurred by the utility.

•

Another significant efficiency has resulted from the introduction of the
Scheduling Tool to enhance capital project planning. Using the tool, GSHi
employees in Operations and Engineering are able to increase
communications between their departments while continuously tracking
project costs, timelines and challenges to ensure that tasks and completed
on time and on budget. The tool has also allowed project coordinators to
better plan their schedules in advance of project start dates.
As the tool’s use because more standard practice, the hope is that it will
assist in preparing future project estimates with greater accuracy.

•

For the past several years, GSHi has leveraged employee skill sets in
order to utilize Power Query and Power Pivot functions in Microsoft Excel
to create financial statements using live data tables from the Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) system. This has created significant month-end
time efficiencies. The qualitative factors observed would be improved
financial information to executive and senior staff on a timelier basis.
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Weekly payroll reports are now generated and distributed to senior
management for employee vacation accruals and statistical reports on
sick time and overtime by employee.

In 2016, GSHi also began utilizing the budgeting module within its ERP
system. Historically, the budget would be prepared outside the system
using Excel spreadsheets. Once the budget was approved by the Board of
Directors, a budget journal entry was completed to enter the budget in the
system.
After the module’s introduction in 2016, GSHi provided training to all the
department heads. These individuals greatly appreciated being more
involved in the process which helped them better manage their own
budgets. By having the budget in the system and utilizing the power of
Power Query and Power Pivot, GSHi has shortened the time required to
complete the budget for presentation to its Board of Directors. Once
approved, the budget is already in the system, so the entry is no longer
required, saving approximately a day of time from one clerk.
•

Since its last Cost of Service application in 2013, GSHi worked to enhance
its digital communication tools and gradually increase its online presence
to better serve its customers.

24
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GSHi uses social media to connect with its customers in order to share
news and information, promote services and programs of value to
customers, and answer inquiries in real time. Since 2013, GSHi has
become active on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and YouTube, with Twitter
and Facebook being its most frequently-used social platforms for
customer engagement. Communications staff carefully monitor social
media accounts to be in a position to interact with customers in a timely
fashion, avoiding the need for Customer Service staff to manage an
increased call volume, particularly during outage events.
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GSHi’s website (www.sudburyhydro.com) has also become a key part of
the utility’s online engagement efforts. It is a source of historical and
corporate information, an access point for personal account information, a
customer feedback intake, and a platform for sharing news, conservation
tips and promotional offers.

40
41

Since its launch in 2016, 77,795 users have visited the site. Year-overyear growth in the of site visitors-- 22,855 (2017), 23,581 (2018), 25,335
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(2019)— suggests that the information provided is in-line with customer
expectations and needs, a belief further reinforced through positive
responses to website-specific questions posed through the annual
customer satisfaction survey. Of those surveyed in 2018 who had visited
the site over the last twelve months, seven in ten (70%) rated the website
quality of information as being good or very good in GSHi 2018 customer
satisfaction survey.
•

Significant efficiencies have also resulted from the implementation of the
innovation program at GSHi in 2015, centralized through The
Workshop/Innovation Office (hereafter the Innovation Office), which itself
was launched in 2017. At the time of the Innovation Office’s launch, a fulltime project manager was overseeing the development of lean innovation
practices and an ideation pipeline created to help improve employee
engagement and garner feedback that could be used in continuous
improvement efforts. Implementation of these ideas often required the use
of external consultants and investment in other types of external
professional services. Limitation of internal capabilities and operational
constraints (time and resources) limited the organization’s ability to move
ahead with a growing number of projects that rely on enterprise system
modernization, data centralization, integration and platform development.

23

In 2018, GSHi ensured it was able to meet the growing demands for

24

enterprise GIS, operational and business data services, integrations,

25

analytics and insights as identified in Siemens’ Compass by hiring an

26

Innovation Officer to lead the Innovation Office moving forward. The

27

prerequisite for having location and business intelligence platforms in

28

place are enterprise geospatial and data engineering capabilities. From

29

2018 to present, projects led by the Innovation Officer have focused on

30

building foundational systems and internal capabilities required to take

31

advantage of the organization’s continued investment in advanced

32

technologies including the ESRI ecosystem of cloud, server, desktop and

33

mobile applications and commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) low code/no

34

code solutions. To mitigate the expense and reliance on external

35

consultants, digital transformation is being directed by the Innovation
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1

Officer whose activities are geared to empowering employees (building

2

internal vs buying external capabilities).

3

Innovation projects undertaken have fallen in the following portfolios:

4

Location Intelligence (2018-Present)

5

Tasks: Review current state of the organization’s asset management,

6

mobile and enterprise GIS technologies. Design, deploy and configure

7

platform infrastructure (server, cloud, security, database, etc.), empower

8

employees with data to support self-service and improve decision making.

9

Innovation, Partnerships and Engagement (2017-Present)

10

Tasks: Introduce Lean Innovation concepts and foster collaboration

11

around technology adoption and process improvement.

12

through rapid experimentation leveraging the work being done with self-

13

service low code/no code platforms (the location intelligence and business

14

intelligence).

15

Business Intelligence (2018-Present)

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Tasks: Review current state of the organization’s enterprise business
analytics and intelligence technologies. Design, deploy and configure
platform infrastructure (server, cloud, security, database, etc.), empower
employees with data to support self-service and improve decision making.

Reduce risk

Specific project details and resulting efficiency gains are found in GSHi’s
response to interrogatory 4-Staff-56 – Innovation (Tab 1, Schedule 56).
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1

1-SEC-5

2

Question:

3

[Ex.1] Please provide details of all productivity and efficiency measures the

4

Applicant plans to take in the test year. Please quantify the forecast savings.

5
6

Response:

7
8
9
10
11

•

GSHi plans to continue its Relay/RTU upgrade efforts in the test year. For
example, upgraded communication equipment, along with intelligent
electronic devices, have been incorporated in the Gemmell T1 substation
rebuild design.
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•

In 2020, the Human Resources Department will introduce a Human
Resources Information System (HRIS) which will be used to house all of
its documents moving forward. This will require a digitization effort, as well
as an ongoing commitment to entering new data into the system so that it
can be queried with speed and accuracy.

•

With respect to innovation projects, from 2020 forward, a larger
percentage of effort will be spent on building up the organization’s
business intelligence capability. This will result in the identification of new
business development opportunities informed by strategic analysis of
business datasets. The streamlining of data storage and task planning will
also result.
Enhancing business intelligence capabilities requires the addition of an
FTE with the skillset needed to perform advanced data modeling,
standardization, cleaning and loading as well as developing and
maintaining the data pipelines, integrations and automations (scripts)
designed to provide data services on self-service platforms (Microsoft
Power BI Online and ArcGIS Online/Portal) for empowered employees. To
build capacity to meet the demands for more centralized integrated data,
data services (feeds) and platform solutions, a Data, Integrations and
Platform Specialist will be hired in 2020.

•

The 2020 Innovation budget reflects the cost of building and maintaining
internal capability to support the accelerated adoption of technology, drive
internal improvement, and increase informed decision-making using
enterprise data services.
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•

In 2020, GSHI will continue its engagement efforts in order to increase the
number of customers receiving electronic bills.
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1

1-SEC-6

2

Question:

3

[Ex.1-2-1, Attach 1, p.34] Please update Figure 6 to include 2018 and 2019 data.

4
5

Response:

6
7

Please see the updated Figure 6 below. GSHi’s 2019 estimated ROE is based on

8

unaudited numbers that are subject to change.

9
10

11

Figure 6 – GSHi’s ROE Trends
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1

1-SEC-7

2

Question:

3

[Ex.1-2-1, Attach 1, Appendix 1] Please provide a copy of the 2019 version of the
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survey.
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Please see Attachment 1 for the 2019 version of the survey.
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METHODOLOGY & LOGISTICS
Overview
Greater Sudbury Hydro (GSH) commissioned Oraclepoll to conduct a telephone satisfaction
survey of its customers. The purpose of this survey process was to obtain customer input across
a range of indicators related to customer satisfaction.
This report represents the findings from the current December 2019 customer satisfaction
survey of Greater Sudbury Hydro (GSH) customers. Baseline survey data was first benchmarked
by Oraclepoll in December 2013 and then tracked in each subsequent December up to this
current 2019 period. In each of these seven (N=7) survey waves there has been a N=400
residential customer sample segment and a N=100 business component.
Within this report, there are the findings from the December 2019 survey of GSH residential
and business customers. Where applicable and possible the results are compared to the
previous survey waves. This report includes an Executive Summary for each of the residential
and business components. Separate Excel reports contain the result by question for each of
these two segments.

Study Sample
Greater Sudbury Hydro provided Oraclepoll with a database of their residential and business
customers to be surveyed. A total of N=400 residential customers and N=100 of GSH business
customers were randomly selected from the database and surveyed by telephone using person
to person live telephone interviewing.
Respondents were screened to ensure that they were 18 years of age or older and were one of
the persons either at the business or residence that was responsible for making decisions
related to their electricity usage including bill payments.

Survey Method
The survey was conducted using computer-assisted techniques of telephone interviewing (CATI)
and random number selection. A total of 20% of all interviews were monitored and the
management of Oraclepoll Research Limited supervised 100%.
Initial calls for the residential component were made between the hours of 5 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Subsequent call backs of no-answers and busy numbers were made on a (staggered) daily
rotating basis up to 5 times (from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.) until contact was made. In addition,
telephone interview appointments were attempted with those respondents unable to complete
the survey at the time of contact. At least one attempt was made to contact respondents on a
weekend.
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Calls to business customers were first made from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. during weekdays. There
was at least one follow up call after 5:30 p.m. and one on a weekend. In addition, telephone
appointments were accepted and made as per the respondent’s time preference.

Logistics
Interviews were completed between the days of December 1st to December 13th, 2019.

Confidence
The margin of error for the N=400-person residential survey is  4.9%, 19/20 times and  9.8%,
19/20 times for the sample of N=100 businesses.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – RESIDENTIAL
Satisfaction
Residential customers were first asked an overall satisfaction question. The following graph
compares the December 2019 results with the previous six surveys. Results below combine the
total poor (very poor & poor) and total good (good & very good) findings.
Q1. “Considering all aspects of being a customer of Greater Sudbury Hydro, how
would you rate your overall satisfaction with the company as your electrical
services provider?"
Total Good, 80%
Total Good, 70%

23%

20%
8%

Total Good, 74%

2%

2013

2%

Total Good, 72%

1%

2014

2%

2015
Total Poor

Total Good, 76%

13%
9%

15%
8%

21%

20%
6%

Total Good, 77%

Total Good, 70%

8%
1%

2016
Satisfactory

14%
5%

1%

2017
Total Good

1%

2018

1%

2019

Unsure

Current results are consistent with 2018 as 76% accorded a total good response (38% good &
38% very good) for their overall satisfaction, as did 77% in the previous wave. While higher than
findings from 2013 to 2016, they are off slightly from the peak result in 2017. The total poor or
dissatisfied response was down -1% to 8% (2% very poor & 6% poor), while 15% (+2%) had a
satisfactory opinion.
Higher total good ratings were provided by females (79%) compared to males (71%), those 5564 (81%) in relation to 18-34-year old’s (70%) and the income cohorts of under $50,000 (79%)
and $50,000-$74,999 (79%).
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Customer Service
Next, residential customers were asked the following comparative service question rating GSH’s
service against other providers. Results below combine the total poor (very poor & poor) and
total good (good & very good) findings.
Q2. “How would you rate Greater Sudbury Hydro's customer service (i.e. being
responsible and reliable) compared to other service providers such as your heating
fuel, phone providers or your cable TV or satellite companies?"

Total Good, 73%

17%
5%

5%

2013

Total Good, 78%
Total Good, 70% Total Good, 70% Total Good, 69%

15%
6%

9%

2014

8% 9%

13%

2015
Total Poor

12%
10%

9%

2016
Satisfactory

12%
5%

4%

2017
Total Good

Total Good, 74% Total Good, 75%

11%12%

3%

2018

14%
9%
2%

2019

Unsure

The comparative service indicator total positive score of good (39%) and very good (36%) is
75%, a slight improvement of +1% compared to 2018. While the percentage of satisfactory
responses also increased +2 to 14%, there was a -2% drop in the poor score to 9%. Two percent
were unsure (-1%).
The lowest earners in the under $50,000 cohort accorded the lowest good and very good rating
at 65% along with the highest combined poor score at 17% – while those making $50,000$74,999 (83%) and $75,000-$99,999 (83%) gave the best positive rating. Females (79%) were
also inclined to provide a good rating in relation to males (73%) as were older customers 65+
(81%).
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Price & Value
Respondents were probed about how they review their monthly bill. They were first read the
following short statement after which they were asked how closely they look at their
statement.
“In addition to providing you with your monthly Greater Sudbury Hydro electricity bill, Greater
Sudbury Utilities also bills water and wastewater on behalf of the City of Greater Sudbury.”
Q3. “Do you review this combined statement to analyze its
separate electricity and water costs, or only look at the total, which
combines both electricity and water/wastewater charges?”

2017

2018

2019

64%

66%

61%

Only look at total

26%

27%

33%

Don't know / not applicable

10%

7%

6%

Review separate parts of combined statement

Sixty-one percent of customers said they review separate parts of their bill, a -5% drop
compared to 2018. One-third only look at the total (+6%) and 6% were unsure or said this did
not apply to them.
Lower and mid-earners making under $50,000 (65%) and $50,000-$74,999 (64%), as well as
seniors 65+ years of age (72%) were most likely to review separate parts of the combined
statement. More females (63%) also review separate parts in relation to males (57%).
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The following short statement was read to respondents and then they were asked questions
related to the cost they pay for electricity.
“When answering the next two questions, I would like you to only consider the electricity
cost you pay on your monthly utility bill.”
A comparative price question was asked comparing GSH to other essential services. Results
below combine the total poor (very poor & poor) and total good (good & very good) findings.
Q4. “How would you rate your satisfaction with the price you pay for electricity
compared to what you pay for other (essential) services in your area (heating fuel,
phone provider or your cable TV and satellite companies)?"

58%
52%
37%
29%
27%

40%
36%

40%

21%

4%

3%

2014

20%
19%

19%

2015
Total Poor

23%

3%

2016
Satisfactory

2%

2017
Total Good

39%
32%
27%

31% 30%

25%

8%

2013

37%

35%

2%

2018

2%

2019

Unsure

Thirty-nine percent gave a good or very good score, up +2% over 2018 and this is the highest
rating recorded. The number of satisfactory responses also increased +2% to 32% over the
previous survey and 2% remained undecided. There has been a continuing decrease in the
percentage of customers that are dissatisfied with the cost of electricity in relation to other
services as -4% fewer in this wave or 27% provided a poor or very poor score compare to 31% in
2018.
The strongest total good results were provided by customers aged 45-54 (44%) and 55-64
(39%), the highest earners in the $100,000+ bracket (62%) and males (44%) in relation to
females (33%).
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Customers next rated the overall value that Greater Sudbury Hydro provides.
Q5. “Using the same scale from one very poor to five very good, how would you rate
the overall value that Greater Sudbury Hydro provides?”

53%

62%

59%

58%
52%

51%

44%
34%

32%
23%
17%

16%
6%

2013

9%

7%

2014
Total Poor

23%

24%
19%
9%

2015

15%
5%

2016

Satisfactory

12%

13%
4%

2017
Total Good

23%

24%

4%

2018

3%

2019

Unsure

With respect to the overall value that GSH provides, the positive or good and very good rating
has improved once again in this survey period by +3% to 62% – the strongest showing since
data collection began in 2013. The total poor score is now at 12% (-1% over 2018), while a
similar 23% (24% in 2018) accorded a satisfactory score and 3% (-1%) were unsure.
Most satisfied (total good) were males (67% versus 58% females), those aged 55 to 64 (69%)
and 65+ (70%), as well as respondents in the $75,000 to $99,999 (75%) and $100,000+ cohorts
(79%).
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Rating Greater Sudbury Hydro – Image Areas
Respondents were then asked to rate their level of agreement with a series of descriptive
statements about Greater Sudbury Hydro. The table below combines the responses of 4-agree
and 5-strongly agree and compares the results over time.
“I am now going to read some brief statements that may be used to describe Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Using a scale from one strongly disagree to five strongly agree, please respond to each statement
after it is read.”

IMAGE STATEMENTS – TOTAL AGREE
RESPONSES

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Q6. Greater Sudbury Hydro provides customers
with reliable and good service.

77%

75%

73%

72%

79%

82%

82%

Q7. Greater Sudbury Hydro is committed to
effectively managing a balanced budget.

25%

33%

32%

29%

30%

40%

37%

Q8. Greater Sudbury Hydro meets its commitment
to customers.

80%

76%

75%

73%

78%

79%

81%

Q9. GSH provides its customers with information
about programs to help reduce their energy costs.

58%

71%

61%

59%

65%

72%

68%

Q10. Greater Sudbury Hydro is concerned about
public safety and safe work practices.

48%

63%

54%

60%

62%

63%

62%

Q11. Greater Sudbury Hydro encourages efficient
use of electricity among its customers.

62%

72%

74%

71%

75%

80%

74%

Q12. Greater Sudbury Hydro invests in and gives
back to the community.

22%

28%

26%

30%

28%

29%

43%

As in 2018, GSH rated highest in terms of total agreement for providing customers with good
service at 82% (unchanged over 2018), closely followed by meeting its commitment to
customers at 81%, a slight +2% improvement.
The two indicators related to energy efficiency, including encouraging efficient use (74%) and
providing information about programs to reduce costs (68%) followed, although results for both
dropped -6% and -4% respectively.
Concern about public safety and safe work practises was rated lower at 62% (24% were
unsure), but findings are similar to 2018 (-1%). While only 43% agreed GSH invests or gives back
to the community, this represents a +14% gain over the previous survey period – 40% were
unsure.
The question on being committed to effectively managing a balanced budget had the fewest
respondents giving an agree or strongly agree response at 37% (-3%), a high 36% were unsure
or did not know.
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Two new questions were asked in the 2019 survey period. The first probed customers if
they thought GSH is doing enough to give back to the community. A follow-up was then
asked to those respondents that answered no (30%, N=120) or unsure (43%, N=172) about
the areas they would like to see GSH give back.

Q13. "Do you think Greater Sudbury Hydro
does enough to invest in or give back to the
community?"
In question Q12 there were 43%
that agreed GSH invests in and
gives back to the community.
However, Q13 identified that a
lesser 27% feel that it is doing
enough. Three in ten said it is
not doing enough and a
significant 43% were unsure or
did not know.

Yes, 27%

No, 30%

Unsure,
43%

The 73% (N=292)
that said no or
unsure were asked
Q14.

Q14. “In what areas would you like to see GSH invest in
or give back?”
Don't know
Food Bank
Lower the cost (for those in need)
Health care / hospital
School programs / education
Homeless / shelters
Community programs / sports / arts / culture
Help people reduce energy costs
Help low income families
Addiction programs / help with opioid crisis
Updated lines / streetlights / underground wires

31%
14%
12%
10%
9%
7%
5%
4%
3%
2%
2%
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While slightly more than three in
ten were unsure of the areas to
be invested, mentions from
those with opinions varied. They
included helping those in need
through food banks, homeless
shelters and assisting low
income families, including with
their energy costs. Other
mentions related to health care,
school or education supports
and community programs (arts,
culture, sports etc.).

Rating Performance
Respondents were then asked to rate the performance of Greater Sudbury Hydro across four
indicators using a five-point scale (1-very poor to 5-very good). The table below combines the
positive responses of good and very good while tracking the results over time.
“Using a scale from one very poor to five very good, please rate the performance of Greater Sudbury
Hydro in each of the following areas.”

PERFORMANCE RATING AREAS –
TOTAL GOOD RESPONSES

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

83%

92%

90%

88%

89%

82%

85%

Q16. Prompt responses to power outages
when they occur

72%

82%

81%

84%

86%

80%

78%

Q17. Effectively scheduling planned power
outages

57%

54%

66%

64%

70%

68%

65%

55%

56%

68%

66%

63%

61%

60%

Q15. The reliability of power supply

Q18. Effectively communicating with
customers about planned power
interruptions in your area

The highest rated performance indicator remains the one related to the reliability of the power
supply at 85%, an increase of +3% over 2018. Next best scored was the area of promptly
responding to outages at 78% – similar but slightly lower compared to the previous wave by 2%.
Lower rated by 65% was for effectively scheduling planned power outages (-3% lower than
2018) and for effectively communicating with customers about planned power interruptions in
their area by 60% (-1%). While the good and very good scores were for the most part consistent
over 2018, a high 23% answered do not know or unsure for each.
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Rates Versus Outages
A question was asked related to the cost customers are willing to pay for electricity system
maintenance in relation to the security of service delivery or keeping the lights on.
Q19. “I am going to ask your opinion on the issue of balancing the price you pay for maintenance and
renewal of your local electricity infrastructure with the security of your electricity service delivery or
“keeping the lights on”. Please respond on a scale from one having the lowest rates possible with
regular outages to five having the highest rates possible with no outages – 3 would be a balance
between rates and outages.”

RATES VERSUS OUTAGES TRADE OFF

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

1-lowest rates – regular outages

2%

4%

4%

3%

2%

1%

2%

2-low rates – occasional outages

15%

3%

8%

7%

5%

6%

10%

3-neutral – a balance between rates and outages

44%

55%

47%

54%

59%

61%

58%

4-high rates – only a few outages

15%

13%

11%

12%

11%

13%

12%

5-highest rates – no outages

3%

5%

6%

5%

8%

7%

4%

Don’t know

22%

21%

24%

19%

15%

12%

14%

Customers continue to most want a balance between rates and outages at 58%, although
marginally -3% lower than in 2018. There was an increase in the number of customers willing
tolerate outages for lower rates (12% or +5%) compared to 2018 with 10% saying low rates with
occasional outages (+4%) and 2% the lowest rates and regular outages (+1%). Conversely, fewer
or 16% (-4%) want diminished outages for some form of higher rates – 12% high rates and no
outages (-1%) and 4% the highest rates and no outages (-3%). Fourteen percent were
undecided or unsure (+2%).
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Payment Options & Online Management
A series of new questions were asked about payments, the first of which probes about current
methods for paying their GSH bill. Options were read, and multiple responses were accepted.
Q20. “Which of the following methods do you currently use to pay your GSH bill?”
READ OPTIONS

64%

Online/telephone banking through your financial institution

37%

Equal monthly payment plan

32%

Automatic withdrawal from your bank account

8%

Online at Sudbury Hydro Website

3%

Payment at the Greater Sudbury Hydro office

Online or telephone banking was most named by 64% as a method of payment, followed by
automatic withdrawal at 32%, while only 8% pay through the GSH website and 3% at the
office. There are 37% that claim they are on an equal monthly plan in addition to paying
through one of the aforementioned methods.

They were next asked about their preferred method of payment asking the same options. One
response was accepted.
Q21. “ What would be your preferred method of payment?”
Online/telephone banking through your financial institution

64%

Automatic withdrawal from your bank account

22%

Equal monthly payment plan

9%

Payment at the Greater Sudbury Hydro office

3%

Online at Sudbury Hydro Website

3%

Online banking was once again most named by 64%, followed by automatic withdrawal at
22%, while only 3% cited each of the office and website. Nine percent referenced equal
monthly billing.
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Customers were then asked how they receive their bill from Greater Sudbury Hydro. Respondents that
said paper (77%, N=308) were then asked an open-ended or unaided follow-up about what would get
them to move to paperless billing.

Q22. "How do you currently receive your
electricity bill from Greater Sudbury Hydro?"
Electronically,
23%

Paper, 77%

Twenty-three percent said
they get a bill electronically
(22% in 2018). Those most
likely to get an electronic bill
are 18-34-year old’s (36%) and
higher earners making
$100,000+ (32%). Least likely
were seniors 65+ (6%) and
those making the least under
$50,000 (19%).

The 77% (N=308)
that said paper
billing were asked
Q23.

Q23. “What would most convince you to move to
electronic or paperless billing?”
Don't know
It would use less paper
If it would be easier / more convenient
If it would have more information in it (details)
Offer the option / let customers know of option
Nothing no interest
If I could receive bill quicker / on time
If easy to access (current / past bills)
I plan to, just haven't done it yet
If a discount / lower price was offered
Nothing I prefer a hard copy
Keep forgetting passwords
If there was online security

21%
15%
14%
11%
9%
8%
7%
5%
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%

Responses varied but themes included using less
paper, ease or convenience and getting quicker
more detailed information. There were 21% that
answered don’t know and 10% that have no
interest or said nothing would convince them,
preferring paper.
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All N=400 customers were then
asked if they manage their GSH
account online of which 38% said
they yes.

Q24. “Do You currently
manage your GSH
account Online?”

Yes,
38%
No,
62%

Communication
Respondents were asked a series of indicators about communications, starting with a rating
question about how GSH communicates with its customers.
Q25. “Greater Sudbury Hydro communicates to its customers through a variety of methods including bill inserts,
direct mail, social media, its website, newspapers and radio. Please rate the performance of Greater Sudbury
Hydro in communicating with its customers using a scale from one very poor to five very good.”
Total Good, 71%
Total Good, 57%

Total Good, 75%

Total Good, 73%

Total Good, 74%

Total Good, 55%

Total Good, 49%

30%
25%
16%

11%

2013

21%
15%

18%
8%

2014

9%

6%

2015
Total Poor

15%
5%

6%

2016
Satisfactory

7%

3%

2017
Total Good

16%

14%
9%

4%

2018

7%

3%

2019

Unsure

The positive (good & very good) rating for communicating with customers has been consistent
over the past three touch points with 74% rating it as good or very good, up slightly +1% over
2018. The poor rating dropped -2%, while the satisfactory picked up +2% and those unsure
remained the same. Those aged 35-44 (80%) and earning $100,000+ provided higher scores.
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Respondents were asked in an open-ended unaided question about their preferred method to
have Greater Sudbury Hydro communicate information to them.
Q26. “What is your preferred method to have Greater Sudbury Hydro communicate information to
you?”
E-mail from the company
33%
Bill inserts / attachments to e-bill
20%
Social media, such as Facebook or Twitter
18%
Direct mail
15%
Greater Sudbury Hydro Website
8%
Don't know/no preference
4%
Radio
1%
Telephone
1%
Newspaper advertising
1%

An email from the company was most named by 33% (18 to 34 – 55%, 35 to 44 – 43% & 45 to 54
– 40%), followed by bill inserts (55 to 64 – 32 & 65 or older – 36%), social media (18 to 34 – 31%,
35 to 44 – 23% & 45 to 54 – 24%) and direct mail (55 to 64 – 27% & 65 or older – 33%).

In another open or unaided question, residential customers were asked about how they would
most like to communicate with Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Q27.

“And as a customer, what is your preferred method that you would like to communicate with
Greater Sudbury Hydro?”
Telephone
56%
Email
24%
Social media
12%
In person at office
4%
Link or form on GSH Website
2%
Don't know/no preference
2%
Regular mail
1%

When wanting to initiate communication with GSH, telephone is the preferred approach by
56%. Next most named was an email by 24%, followed by social media by 12%, an in-person
visit by 4%, a website link by 2% and regular mail by 1%.
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Website

38%
YES

Q28. “Have you visited the Greater Sudbury Hydro
website within the past 12 months?”
A total of 38% (N=152) of customers, compared to 27% in 2018,
said they have visited the GSH website over the past 12 months .

The 38% (N=152) that visited the site were then asked three follow up questions on the
information that the website contains.
Q29. “How would you rate the quality of the information provided on the Greater Sudbury
Hydro website?”

Total Good, 73%

Total Good, 76%

Total Good, 75%

Total Good, 76%
Total Good, 70%

Total Good, 60%
Total Good, 52%

16%
15%

23%
20%

17%

10%

2013

5%

6%

2014
Total Poor

4%

2015

2%

2016

Satisfactory

17%

13%
10%

15%
8%

11%
3%

2%

2017
Total Good

2018

12%
8%

4%

2019

Unsure

More than three quarters or 76% rated the website quality of information as being good or very
good, a +6% hike compared to 2018, while the negative score dropped to 8% (-3%), as did the
satisfactory rating to 12% (-5%). Four percent were unsure (-1%).
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The N=152 (38%) of website visitors were then asked about the information they were looking
for. Multiple responses were accepted and are illustrated below.
Q30. “What information did you look for?”

Account information
Energy conservation
News or Developments
Rates & Fees
Environment/Safety
Contact information
Outages
Corporate info

36%
21%
16%
12%
6%
4%
3%
2%

Seeking account information was most mentioned, followed by information on energy
conservation, news and updates on rates and fees.

The N=152 website visitors were then asked if they found the information on the website they
were looking for. Eighty-two said yes, they found the information, compared to 79% in 2018.

Q31. “Did the website provide you with the
information you were seeking?”
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82%
YES

Rating Bill Inserts & Links
All N=400 respondents then rated the bill insert or electronic link information provided by
Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Q32. “From time to time, Sudbury Hydro attaches information to your bill in the form of a
bill insert, or for electronic bills in the form of a link. Using a scale from one very poor to
five very good, how would you rate the overall quality of each of the bill inserts and other
printed material you have recieved from GSH?"

Total Good, 71%
Total Good, 67%
Total Good, 62%

Total Good, 60%

Total Good, 68%

Total Good, 61%

Total Good, 48%

30%

15%

14%
11%

7%

2013

16%

14%

2014

15%

9%

15%
8%

2015
Total Poor

18%

16%
12%

Satisfactory

7%

8%

6%

2016

2017
Total Good

16%

11%

2018

8%

8%

2019

Unsure

More than two-thirds or 68% provided a good or very good rating for the overall quality of the
material, +1% over 2018. There was a slight increase in the satisfactory score (+2%) to 16%,
while the negative mark remained constant and the do not know responses were up +1%.
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Energy Efficiency
A question was asked about consumer interest in having GSH providing them with information
about home energy efficiency and cost savings.
Q33. “Using a scale from one not at all interested to five very interested, how interested
would you be in having Greater Sudbury Hydro provide information which could help your
home save money by being more energy efficient?”

79%

76%

75%

9%
3%

2013

76%

83%

81%

16%

15%
7%

79%

4%

2014

11%

4%

2%

1%

2015

Total Uninterested

11%
9%

10%12%

2016
Neutral

8% 9%

Total Interested

9%

2%

1%

2017

6%

2018

2%

2019

Unsure

Demand is strong and has been increasing over the past three survey periods as 83% (+2% over
2018) are interested in GSH providing them information which could help their home save
money by being more energy efficient.
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Billing – Ease of Understanding
Residential customers rated their energy bill and the ease of reading or understanding it.
Q34. “Using a scale from one very poor to five very good, how would you rate how easy it
is to read and understand your power or utility bill?”
100%

80%
70%
66%

60%

54%

67%

55%

52%

50%

40%
25%
22%

24%

23%21%

17%

20%

23%
20%

16%17%

16%15%

15% 14%

8%
3%

2%

2%

1%

1%

2%

0%

2013

2014
Total poor

2015

2016

Satisfactory

2017
Total good

2018

2019

Unsure

There was a small -3% decrease in the total good rating to 67% from the peak score of 70%
recorded last year in 2018.
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Improvement Comments
In a final open-ended or unaided question, all residential customers were probed about what
they felt Greater Sudbury Hydro could do to better service its customers. Most responses as
illustrated below, related to lowering or maintaining rates, outage response times/information,
providing more information about the costs associated with bills and having conservation
initiatives or information.
Q34.

“What can Greater Sudbury Hydro do to better service its customers?”
Don't know
37%
Lower rates
18%
Maintain rates / no increases
10%
Incentives / programs for reducing electricity
6%
Fewer outages / quicker response to outages
5%
Explain cost of energy on bills
5%
More information on how to save / conserve energy
4%
Lower delivery fees
4%
Information on what is involved in the price of hydro
4%
Better communication
2%
Make bills easier to understand / clearer
2%
More information on alternative energy options
1%
More information / notice about power outages
1%
Lower costs / overhead / salaries
1%
Improve the website / make it more user friendly
1%
Improve customer service
1%
Better hours of operation
<1%
Use less paper with Bills
<1%
More consistent with tree removal
<1%
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – BUSINESS
Satisfaction
Businesses were first asked an overall satisfaction question. The following graph compares the
December 2019 results with the previous six surveys. Result below combine the total poor (very
poor & poor) and total good (good & very good) findings.
Q1. “Considering all aspects of being a customer of Greater Sudbury Hydro, how would
you rate your overall satisfaction with the company as your electrical services
provider?"
Total Good, 85%

Total Good, 86%
Total Good, 80%

Total Good, 90%

Total Good, 88%

Total Good, 77%

Total Good, 70%

20%
8%

2%

2013

7% 8%

2014

13%
5%

16%
2%

2015
Total Poor

6%

1%

2016
Satisfactory

10%
3%

1%

2017
Total Good

3%

7%

2018

4%

8%

2019

Unsure

The overall satisfaction rating as represented by the combined good and very good responses
has remained consistent over the past three years and is currently at 88%, down slightly -2% over
2018.
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Customer Service
Next, business customers were asked the following comparative service question, rating GSH’s
service against other providers. Results below combine the total poor (very poor & poor) and
total good (good & very good) findings.
Q2. “How would you rate Greater Sudbury Hydro's customer service (i.e. being
responsible and reliable) compared to your other business service providers?
100%
80%

Total Good, 73%

Total Good, 82%
Total Good, 81%
Total Good, 80% Total Good, 78%
Total Good, 78%
Total Good, 76%

60%
40%
20%

17%
5%

14%
5%

4%

2%

13%
6%
3%

13%
7%
4%

2015

2016

12%
5%

14%
2%

4%

12%
4%

3%

3%

0%

2013

2014
Total Poor

Satisfactory

2017
Total Good

2018

2019

Unsure

More than eight in ten or 82% of businesses provided a good or very good rating for GSH and its
customer service in relation to other providers, a +4% improvement from the previous 2018
period. The negative score also dropped -1% as did the satisfactory (-1%) and do not know
responses (-1%).
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Price & Value
Businesses were read the following short statement after which they were asked about how
closely they look at their statement.
“In addition to providing you with your monthly Greater Sudbury Hydro electricity bill, Greater
Sudbury Utilities also bills water and wastewater on behalf of the City of Greater Sudbury.”
Q3. “Do you review this combined statement to analyze its
separate electricity and water costs, or only look at the total, which
combines both electricity and water/wastewater charges?”

2017

2018

2019

78%

68%

65%

Only look at total

21%

30%

33%

Don't know / not applicable

1%

2%

2%

Review separate parts of combined statement

There was an increase in the percentage of business customers or 33% that said they only look
at the total bill (+3% over 2018), however most or 65% (-3%) claimed to review separate parts
of their combined statement, while 2% were unsure (unchanged).
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The following short statement was read to business respondents and then they were asked
questions related to the cost they pay for electricity.
“When answering the next two questions, I would like you to only consider the electricity
cost you pay on your monthly utility bill.”
A comparative price question was asked comparing GSH to other essential services. Results
below combine the total poor (very poor & poor) and total good (good & very good) findings.
Q4. “How would you rate your satisfaction with the price you pay for electricity
compared to what you pay for other (essential) business services?"

48%
41%
37%
29%
27%

37%

33%
30%
25%

23%

8%

2013

34%

37%

10%

2014

25%
22%

8%

2015
Total Poor

5%

2016
Satisfactory

Total Good

27%

25%

6%

3%

2017

34% 34%

32%

29%
27%

2018

5%

2019

Unsure

Satisfaction (good & very good ratings) with the comparative cost of electricity in relation to
other essential services dropped by -3% over 2018. The negative score increased by +2%, as did
the number of businesses that provided a satisfactory rating (+2%). There were 5% unsure or
that did not know (-1%).
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Business customers also rated the overall value that Greater Sudbury Hydro provides.
Q5. “Using the same scale from one very poor to five very good, how would you rate
the overall value that Greater Sudbury Hydro provides?”

73%
63%
59%

56%

51%

9%

6%

2%

2013

23%

22%

23%19%

70%

62%

2014

11%

2015
Total Poor

23%
21%
7%

20%
15%
5%

2016
Satisfactory

13%
3%

2017
Total Good

10%

2018

15%
12%
4%

3%

2019

Unsure

With respect to the overall value that GSH provides, the positive or good and very good ratings
is at seven in ten, off -3% from the high mark established in 2018. Total poor and satisfactory
numbers were consistent but up slightly (+2% for both) and the number of those unsure was
down -1% to 3%.
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Rating Greater Sudbury Hydro – Image Areas
Businesses were then asked to rate their level of agreement with a series of descriptive
statements about Greater Sudbury Hydro. The table below combines the responses of 4-agree
and 5-strongly agree and compares the results over time. Results are also ranked in terms of
2018 top two (4 & 5) agreement ratings from highest to lowest.
“I am now going to read some brief statements that may be used to describe Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Using a scale from one strongly disagree to five strongly agree, please respond to each statement
after it is read.”

GSH IMAGE STATEMENTS – TOTAL
AGREE RESPONSES

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Q6. Greater Sudbury Hydro provides customers
with reliable and good service.

69%

89%

85%

81%

84%

91%

90%

Q7. Greater Sudbury Hydro is committed to
effectively managing a balanced budget.

25%

21%

21%

19%

17%

27%

23%

Q8. Greater Sudbury Hydro meets its
commitment to customers.

69%

86%

83%

79%

85%

86%

80%

65%

71%

69%

76%

73%

70%

65%

Q10. Greater Sudbury Hydro is concerned about
public safety and safe work practices.

65%

58%

56%

64%

74%

72%

70%

Q11. Greater Sudbury Hydro encourages efficient
use of electricity among its customers.

55%

75%

71%

80%

82%

75%

73%

Q12. Greater Sudbury Hydro invests in and gives
back to the community.

38%

29%

25%

31%

43%

42%

44%

Q9. GSH provides its customers with information
about programs to help reduce their energy
costs.

The highest rated category in terms of agreement was for Greater Sudbury Hydro providing good
and reliable service at 90%, consistent but off slightly (-1%), next by meeting its commitment to
customers at 80%, down -6% over 2018.
Total agreement was next best for encouraging the efficient use of electricity by 73% a -2% dip
over 2018, followed by being concerned about public safety and safe work practises by 70% (2%) and providing customers with information to help reduce energy costs by 65% (-5%).
Lowest scored were the areas of investing back in the community at 44% (+2% compared to 2018)
and especially for being committed to effectively managing a balanced budget where 23% agreed
(-4%).
There were a high number of businesses that answered do not know to questions about
managing a balanced budget (58%), investing back in the community (34%) and to a lesser extent
being concerned about public safety and safe work practises (20%).
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Two new questions were asked in the 2019 survey period. The first probed customers if
they thought GSH is doing enough to give back to the community. A follow-up was then
asked to those respondents that answered no (33%, N=33) or unsure (21%, N=21) about the
areas they would like to see GSH give back.

Q13. "Do you think Greater Sudbury Hydro
does enough to invest in or give back to the
community?"
Forty-six percent of businesses
feel GSH does enough to invest
or give back to the community,
compared to only one-third that
do not. There were 21% unsure.

Yes, 46%

No, 33%

Unsure,
21%

The 54% (N=54)
that said no or
unsure were asked
Q14.

Q14. “In what areas would you like to see GSH invest in
or give back?”
Don't know
Health care / hospital
School programs / education
Food Bank
Homeless / shelters
Help people reduce energy costs
Community programs / sports / arts / culture
Update lines / streetlights / underground wires
Help low income families
Lower the cost (for those in need)
Addiction programs / help with opioid crisis

N=10
N=8
N=7
N=6
N=6
N=5
N=5
N=3
N=2
N=1
N=1
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19%
15%
13%
11%
11%
9%
9%
6%
4%
2%
2%

Mentions varied and ranged
from health care, education,
helping the less fortunate (food
banks, shelters) to community
arts, culture or sports programs
and support for low income
families.

Rating Performance
Businesses were then asked to rate the performance of Greater Sudbury Hydro across four
indicators. The table below combines the positive responses of good and very good while
tracking the results over time.
“Using a scale from one very poor to five very good, please rate the performance of Greater Sudbury
Hydro in each of the following areas.”
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

91%

90%

87%

89%

86%

92%

91%

Q16. Prompt responses to power outages
when they occur

74%

73%

70%

72%

80%

82%

81%

Q17. Effectively scheduling planned power
outages

61%

59%

55%

41%

58%

53%

55%

62%

53%

50%

40%

49%

45%

46%

PERFORMANCE RATING AREAS –
TOTAL GOOD RESPONSES
Q15. The reliability of power supply

Q18. Effectively communicating with
customers about planned power
interruptions in your area

Results for the four performance indicators have remained stable over 2018, with fluctuations
with a ±2% range. Highest scored was once again the reliability of power at 91% and then
prompt response time to outages. Results fall when it comes to effectively scheduling planned
outages at 55% (35% answered unsure) and for effectively communicating with customers
about planned outages at 46% – 40% answered do not know.
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Rates Versus Outages
A question was asked related to the cost businesses are willing to pay for electricity system
maintenance in relation to the security of service delivery or preventing outages.
Q19. “I am going to ask your opinion on the issue of balancing the price you pay for maintenance and
renewal of your local electricity infrastructure with the security of your electricity service delivery or
“keeping the lights on”. Please respond on a scale from one having the lowest rates possible with
regular outages to five having the highest rates possible with no outages – 3 would be a balance
between rates and outages.”

RATES VERSUS OUTAGES TRADE OFF

2013 2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

1-lowest rates – regular outages

3%

4%

3%

3%

1%

1%

1%

2-low rates – occasional outages

6%

3%

5%

4%

2%

1%

1%

3-neutral – a balance between rates and
outages

57%

58%

65%

69%

79%

75%

82%

4-high rates – only a few outages

12%

18%

14%

9%

7%

9%

8%

5-highest rates – no outages

9%

3%

2%

1%

2%

3%

2%

Don’t know

13%

14%

11%

14%

9%

11%

6%

More than eight in ten or 82% of businesses want a balance between rates and outages, +7%
higher than in 2018. Only 2% are willing to have lower prices at the cost of some form of
outage, 10% would tolerate a higher rate for fewer or no interruptions and 6% did not know or
were unsure.
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Payment Options & Online Management
A series of new questions were asked about payments, the first of which probes about current
methods for paying their business GSH bill. Options were read, and multiple responses were
accepted.
Q20. “Which of the following methods do you currently use to pay your GSH bill?”
READ OPTIONS

58%

Online/telephone banking through your financial institution

32%

Equal monthly payment plan

27%

Automatic withdrawal from your bank account

11%

Online at Sudbury Hydro Website

5%

Payment at the Greater Sudbury Hydro office

Online or telephone banking was most named by 58% as a method of payment, followed by
automatic withdrawal at 27%, while only 11% pay through the GSH website and 5% at the
office. There are 32% that claim they are on an equal monthly plan in addition to paying
through one of the aforementioned methods.

They were next asked about their preferred method of business GSH bill payment asking the
same options. One response was accepted.
Q21. “ What would be your preferred method of payment?”
Online/telephone banking through your financial institution

52%

Equal monthly payment plan

21%

Automatic withdrawal from your bank account

16%

Payment at the Greater Sudbury Hydro office

2%

Online at Sudbury Hydro Website

4%

Unsure

2%

Online banking was once again most named by 52%, followed by automatic withdrawal at
16%, while only 2% cited the office and 4% the website. Twenty-one percent referenced
equal monthly billing.
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Businesses were then asked how they receive their bill from Greater Sudbury Hydro. Respondents that
said paper (74%, N=74) were then asked an open-ended or unaided follow-up about what would get
them to move to paperless billing.

Q22. "How do you currently receive your
electricity bill from Greater Sudbury Hydro?"
Electronically,
26%

Twenty-six percent of businesses
said they get a bill electronically,
while the majority or 74%
continue to receive a paper
statement.

Paper, 74%

The 74% (N=74) that
said paper billing
were asked Q23.

Q23. “What would most convince you to move to
electronic or paperless billing?”
If it would be easier / more convenient
It would use less paper
Nothing no interest
If there was online security
Don't know
If I could receive bill quicker / on time
I plan to, just haven't done it yet
Need hard copies / paper record
If it would have more information in it (details)
If easy to access (current / past bills)
If a discount / lower price was offered
Offer the option / let customers know of option
Nothing I prefer a hard copy

19%
16%
14%
12%
9%
7%
7%
5%
3%
3%
3%
1%
1%

Convenience, quicker access and using less paper
were most named, while there were some that
want to be assured of security, the ability to
access past bills as well as have a record of them.
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All N=100 business customers
were then asked if they manage
their GSH account online of which
44% said they yes.

Q24. “Do You currently
manage your GSH
account Online?”

Yes,
44%
No,
56%

Communication
Business respondents were asked a series of indicators about communications, starting with a
rating question about how GSH communicates with its business customers.
Q25. “Greater Sudbury Hydro communicates to its customers through a variety of methods
including bill inserts, direct mail, social media, its website, newspapers and radio. Please rate the
performance of Greater Sudbury Hydro in communicating with its customers using a scale from one
very poor to five very good.

Total Good, 75%
Total Good, 62%

Total Good, 63%

Total Good, 67% Total Good, 66%

25%

23%

19%

Total Good, 70%

26%

22%

18%
12%

8%

6%

7%

6%
2%

2013

2014

2015
Total Poor

4%

4%

2016
Satisfactory

6%
1%

2017
Total Good

Total Good, 74%

18%
7%

6%

2%

2018

1%

2019

Unsure

Seventy-four percent of businesses rated communications as being good or very good, an
increase of +4% from 2018.
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Businesses were asked in an open-ended unaided question about their preferred method to
have Greater Sudbury Hydro communicate information to them.
Q26. “What is your preferred method to have Greater Sudbury Hydro communicate information to
you?”

E-mail from the company
Bill inserts / attachments to e-bill
Social media, such as Facebook or Twitter
Direct mail
Greater Sudbury Hydro Website
Newspaper advertising

57%
14%
12%
10%
6%
1%

Email is the preferred method by which most or 57% want to have the utility communicate with
them, while the remaining responses were spread among bill inserts (14%), social media (12%),
mailings (10%) and through the GSH website (6%).

In another open or unaided question, business customers were asked about how they would
most like to communicate with Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Q27.

“And as a customer, what is your preferred method that you would like to communicate with
Greater Sudbury Hydro?”

Email
Telephone
Social media
Link or form on GSH Website
Don't know/no preference

50%
44%
4%
1%
1%

Email is the preferred method by half of businesses surveyed, while a telephone call is a close
second at 44%.
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Website

41%
YES

Q28. “Have you visited the Greater Sudbury Hydro
website within the past 12 months?”

A total of 41% (N=41) of businesses, compared to 38% in 2018,
said they have visited the GSH website over the past 12 months .

The 41% (N=41) that visited the site were then asked three follow up questions on the
information that the website contains.
Q29. “How would you rate the quality of the information provided on the Greater Sudbury
Hydro website?”
100%
Total Good, 87%
Total Good, 80%

80%
Total Good, 68%

Total Good, 67%

Total Good, 81%

Total Good, 83%

Total Good, 73%

60%
40%
20%

20%
13%

13%13%

18%

17%

3%

15%

14%

9%

6%

10%
2%

2%

3%

0%

2013

2014
Total Poor

2015

2016

Satisfactory

2017
Total Good

2018

2019

Unsure

Satisfaction with the quality of information on the website is high at 83%, although -5 lower in
relation to 2018.
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The N=41 website visitors were then asked about the information they were looking for.
Multiple responses were accepted and are illustrated below.
Q30. “What information did you look for?”
Account information
30%
Rates & Fees
26%
Energy conservation
24%
News or Developments
6%
Outages
6%
Corporate info
4%
Contact information
2%
Report an issue
2%

Most named was accessing account information, getting updates on rates or fees and to find
out about energy conservation initiatives.

The N=41 website visitors were then asked if they found the information on the website they
were looking for. Eighty-three percent said yes, they found the information, compared to 82%
in 2018.

Q31. “Did the website provide you with the
information you were seeking?”
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83%
YES

Rating Bill Inserts & Links
All N=100 businesses then rated the bill insert or electronic link information provided by
Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Q32. “From time to time, Sudbury Hydro attaches information to your bill in the form of a
bill insert, or for electronic bills in the form of a link. Using a scale from one very poor to
five very good, how would you rate the overall quality of the bill inserts and other printed
material you have recieved from GSH?"

Total Good, 72%

Total Good, 58%

Total Good, 61%

Total Good, 75%
Total Good, 70%

Total Good, 60%

Total Good, 46%

29%
22%

20%

17%

14%

17%

15%

18%

14%
9%

8%

7%

5%

3%

2013

18%

2014

2015
Total Poor

5%

2016
Satisfactory

8%

2017

7%
3%

4%

Total Good

15%

2018

2019

Unsure

The good and very good rating provided for bill inserts or electronic bill links is 75%, +5r% higher
than in 2018 and the highest recorded since baseline data has been collected.
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Energy Efficiency
A question was asked about interest in having GSH providing them with information about
energy efficiency and cost savings.
Q33. “Using a scale from one not at all interested to five very interested, how interested
would you be in having Greater Sudbury Hydro provide information which could help your
business save money by being more energy efficient?”
88%

92%

91%

89%

87%

86%

82%

13%
9%
6% 5%

2013

5%
1%

11%
2%

2%

2014

8%

2015

Total Uniterested

2016
Neutral

9%
4%

1%

2017
Total Interested

1%

2018

3% 4%

2019

Unsure

Consumer interest among businesses in obtaining energy efficiency information remains very
strong at 92%.
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1%

Billing – Ease of Understanding
Businesses rated their energy bill and the ease of reading or understanding it.
Q34. “Using a scale from one very poor to five very good, how would you rate how easy it
is to read and understand your power or utility bill?”

84%

81%
74%
64%

61%

61%

59%

24%

23%
18%

20%
19%

23%
13%

9%

6%

17%
9%

8% 8%

9% 9%
1%

2013

2014

2015
Total poor

2016
Satisfactory

2017
Total good

2018

2019

Unsure

A strong majority of business customers continue to find it easy to read and understand their
bills, as evidenced by an 84% positive score in this area.
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Improvement Comments
In a final open-ended or unaided question, all business customers were asked what they felt
Greater Sudbury Hydro could do to better service its customers.
Q35. “What can Greater Sudbury Hydro do to better service its customers?”
Maintain rates / no increases
35%
Don't know
33%
Lower rates
11%
Information on what is involved in the price of hydro
8%
Be easier to reach
3%
Make bills easier to understand / more clearer
2%
More information on how to save / conserve energy
2%
Better hours of operation
1%
Better communication
1%
No interruptions / outages
1%
Improve the website / make it more user friendly
1%
Incentives / programs for reducing electricity
1%
Fewer outages / quicker response to outages
1%

While more than one-third had no comments to add, most mentions related to maintaining rates,
lowering them and providing more information about what constitutes a power bill.
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Interrogatory 8
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1

1-SEC-8

2

Question:

3

[Ex.1-3-9, p.1] Please explain why the Applicant filed its application on October

4

31, 2019 and not the date required by the OEB.

5
6
7

Response:

8

GSHi wrote to the OEB on July 23, 2019 informing of a delay in the submission

9

and requesting an extension of the filing deadline to October 31, 2019. On July

10

25, 2019 the OEB acknowledged receipt of that letter.

11
12

GSHi worked as efficiently as possible and dedicated key resources to preparing

13

a complete and quality application. GSHi was not able to start the application as

14

early as it had hoped due to two medical leaves and a vacant Accountant in the

15

Finance area during year-end financial statement preparation and audit requiring

16

team members who would have started the application earlier to focus on the

17

audit instead.

18

Finance/Accounting/Regulatory areas to absorb any type of vacancy without

19

having to re-adjust priorities and deadlines.

GSHi does not have the resources available in the

20
21

Only two members of the team had previous experience preparing a Cost of

22

Service application (from 2013 only) and there was quite a bit of learning and

23

knowledge transfer along the way.

24

members, backfilling their regular positions was not an option so these

25

individuals were required to prepare the application and perform as much of their

26

regular duties to keep the utility moving during the process. In addition to this,

27

team members also had new employees in their departments who required

28

additional time to train them.

Due to the unique skills of the team

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
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Interrogatory 8
Page 2 of 2

1
2

GSHi also noted many areas where it wanted to correct or refine from the

3

previous application and wanted to incorporate these changes in this application

4

and not wait five more years. Some of these items included incorporating OPEB

5

changes into the burdens properly and other budgeting items.

6
7

GSHi also wanted to provide its Board with an appropriate amount of time to

8

review the inputs to the application (Budgets and DSP) and the final product to

9

ensure they were fully and appropriately informed of the contents.

10
11

Given the above circumstances, preparing that application took until October

12

31st, 2019.
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1

1-SEC-9

2

Question:

3

[Ex.1-6-1, Attach 6] With respect to the Phase II Customer DSP Consultation:

4
5

a. Please provide details regarding what changes the Applicant made to the

6

underlying DSP or the application after it received the results of the web

7

survey.

8
9

b. Please provide a copy of the web survey.

10
11

c. The Web Survey Draft Report includes some verbatim responses from

12

participants. Please provide a copy of all verbatim responses that were

13

provided by respondents.

14
15
16

Response:
a) The initial DSP consultation was concluded in 2016.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

In the first draft of the DSP, prospective capital investments to address the
OEB’s four key investment areas (System Access, System Renewal,
System Service & General Plant) were proposed to be about 25% higher
as compared to the prior five years. With the 2019 version of the DSP, the
proposed level of investment is now lower than the initial budget
estimates from 2016, based in part on a desire to respond to customer
priorities for keeping distribution-related costs as low as possible while
maintaining overall system reliability. As such, the overall prospective
level of investment in 2019 for the next five years was decreased by
approximately 8% (as compared with the initial proposal in 2016) and now
represents an approximate 17% increase as compared to the prior five
years.

30
31
32

As stated in the Customer Engagement summary prepared for the 2020
Cost of Service application (Exhibit 1, Tab 6, Schedule 1, Page 18, Lines
26-30 and Page 19, Lines 2-12), GSHi staff took the feedback gathered in
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

the initial DSP consultation in 2016 and utilized the insights gleaned and
recommendations made by Decisions Partners to enhance its customer
engagement process leading up to the preparation of the 2020 Cost of
Service Application. This included a concerted effort to provide customers
with additional information needed to ensure they were able to offer more
informed feedback on the appropriateness of the levels of proposed DSP
expenditures over a five-year period when they were so engaged by
Sudbury Hydro at a future date.
The details of this enhanced consultation process and its outcomes can
be found in Exhibit 1, Tab 6, Schedule 1, Pages 19-36.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

As stated in the Customer Engagement portion of GSHi’s 2020 Cost of
Service application in a section titled Capital Investments and Customer
Engagement (Exhibit 1, Tab 6, Schedule 1, Page 22-27), GSHi provided
an update on its substation renewal project timeline in a primer included
within its annual report to its shareholder. This report was made available
to the public in print form and on GSHi’s website.
The substation projects were listed in the primer with their projected date
of completion, as well as their current age (Exhibit 1, Tab 6, Schedule 1,
Page 26, Figure 1.6.1 -14). The substation renewal projects listed were:
2020 – Gemmell Substation (52 years old)
2021 – Cressey Substation (68 years old)
2022 – Moonlight Substation (57 years old)
2023 – Marttila Substation (57 years old)
2024 – Paris Substation (52 years old)
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
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34
35
36
37

•
•
•
•
•

This project primer provided important context in advance of the launch of
a survey focused on DSP investments planned for 2020-2024. This survey
was conducted by Decision Partners in 2019 during Phase II of GSHi’s
DSP consultation.
Phase II of the DSP consultation was the culmination of the engagement
process that began in 2016, and so the Phase II customer survey was
structured in such a way as to address specific concerns and needs
expressed during this three-year period. Specifically, the survey was
designed to provide a more complete picture of GSHi’s operations and the
investments to be made in the DSP’s four key investment areas.
The Phase II consultation survey explored each of the four key investment
areas in detail. The significance of each area of investment to GSHi’s
operations was explained, with examples of associated activities in each
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37
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investment category given to provide further clarification. Proposed
investment amounts in each area, the percentage of the overall DSP
budget they represent, and a statement on how current investments
compare to those made in previous years were also provided. This
information was meant to offer greater insight into the planning process,
show consistency (or variance) in historical practice, and explain the
rationale driving fund allocation. At the conclusion of each section,
customers were asked to provide ratings on the criticality of investments in
each specific cost center, as well as the appropriateness of investments
being proposed by GSHi.
Overall, web survey respondents reinforced the priorities raised by
customers in Phase 1. Reliable service and controlled costs were again
shown to be the two highest priorities for GSHi’s customers. Next, when
asked about the criticality of investments in each area of the DSP,
nearly all survey respondents rated investments as “Very” or “Somewhat”
critical. The lowest rated area was System Access where many of the
respondents said that Developers or those being connected should bear
the cost of new access. Then, when asked about the appropriateness of
the level of investments proposed in the DSP, nearly all survey
respondents rated investment in each of the areas as “Very” or
“Somewhat” appropriate
After being asked to assess the appropriateness of investments, survey
respondents were then provided with the following summary of the overall
impact that DSP investments would have on their monthly bills and the
total additional cost this would constitute on an annual basis:
“Considering the combined investment decisions described in each of the
four categories we have discussed, the overall proposed level of
expenditure in the next 5 years is about 11% higher than for the previous
5 years. The approximate impact on a typical residential bill would be
$0.52/month or $6.25 per year. This level of investment is lower than our
initial budget estimates, based in part on our desire to respond to
customer priorities for keeping our distribution costs as low as possible
while maintaining overall system reliability.”
When asked to provide their assessment of the expenditures and
resulting bill impacts as described above, nearly all customers (90%)
rated the overall level of investment as “Very” (55%) or “Somewhat”
(35%) Appropriate.
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Towards the end of the survey, when asked to consider everything that
was presented and to rate their confidence that GSHI will continue to
provide safe, reliable, cost effective electricity by implementing the
investments associated with the DSP, nearly all customers (91%) said
they have a “High Degree of Confidence” (60%) or “Medium Degree
of Confidence” (31%)
In its Handbook for Utility Rate Applications, in reference to what it
considers to be the key components of a complete rate application, the
Ontario Energy Board states that LDCs must optimize their planning
process so as to ensure that all investments made are “prioritized and
paced in a way that results in predictable and reasonable rates."
Throughout the course of GSHI’s enhanced engagement activities specific
to informing the 2019-2024 DSP, customers consistently affirmed their
desire to see rates stagnate or rise incrementally.
GSHI acknowledges that the total rate increase requested in this
Application, resulting in part from the activities and associated investments
proposed in the DSP, exceeds the annual rate of inflation, averaged over
five years—a long-time benchmark for GSHI. With this said, GSHI firmly
believes that deferring the asset renewal activities that have been
prioritized over the next five years to reduce or delay increases in
customer rates would be irresponsible. System reliability and public safety
would be compromised to an unacceptable degree. It would not be the
right thing to do.
After carefully considering the outcomes of the enhanced
consultation process and the candid feedback provided, GSHI is
confident in saying that its 2019-2024 DSP has received a strong
endorsement from its customers.
b) A copy of the web survey is provided hereto as Attachment #18.
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c) Copies of all verbatim responses provided by respondents to the

32

web survey are supplied as attachments hereto. The table below

33

provides additional context to the attachments supplied as part of
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the response to this interrogatory:
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Question

Attachment
Reference

Do you have any other top priorities not listed above?

1

Have you heard about or seen any construction related to our
System Renewal program?

2

If so, briefly tell us what you have heard or seen?
Given this brief description, what are your thoughts about our plans
for System Renewal?

3

How critical would you say that investments in System Renewal
are? Would you say ...

4

Why do you give it this rating?
To what degree do you think the proposed level of investment in
System Renewal is appropriate? Would you say ...

5

Why do you give it this rating?
Given this brief description, what are your thoughts about our plans
for System Access?

6

How critical would you say investments in the System Access
are? Would you say ...

7

Why do you give it this rating?
To what degree do you think that the proposed level of investment
in System Access is appropriate? Would you say ...

8

Why do you give it this rating?
Given this brief description, what are your thoughts about our plans
for System Service?

9
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How critical would you say investments in System Service
are? Would you say ...

10

Why do you give it this rating?
To what degree do you think that the proposed level of investment
in System Service is appropriate? Would you say ...

11

Why do you give it this rating?
Given this brief description, what are your thoughts about our plans
for General Plant investments?

12

How critical would you say General Plant investments are? Would
you say ...

13

Why do you give it this rating?
To what degree do you think that the proposed level of General
Plant investment is appropriate? Would you say ...

14

Why do you give it this rating?
Given everything we’ve discussed, to what degree do you think that
the overall proposed level of investment is appropriate? Would you
say ...

15

Why do you give it this rating?
Thinking about everything that we’ve discussed about the
Distribution System Plan, how confident are you that Greater
Sudbury Hydro will continue to provide safe, reliable, cost effective
electricity by implementing the investments associated with

16

our Plan? Would you say ...
Why do you give it this rating?
Overall how would you rate your experience as a customer of
GSH?
Why do you give it this rating?

17

1
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Attachment 1 (of 18):
1-SEC-9 Attachment 1: Question 1

Respondent ID Do you have any other top priorities not listed above?
Open-Ended Response
5608774731
5608392240 No
5608391622
5608387388
5608318089
5608259448
5608245418 No
5608235127
5608232580
5608231956
5608220418 No.
5608217930
5608214170 NO
5608205903
5608203094 Providing good quality jobs for frontline workers
5608199027
5608194623
5608187209
5608151209
5608146413
5608127771 Focusing on GREEN ENERGY Sources
5608118280
5608115667
5608111878
5608109096
5608101940
5608095922
5608039628 no
5608038016
5608034410
5608027935
5608020873
5608018568 no
5608002775 none
time of use is is a problem when one is always home and has to wait to do laundry or
5607981932 cooking at the lower rates.
5607973614
5607971273
5607966268
5607958422
5607957588
5607946663
5607936513
5607934862
5607923175

5607918892
5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018
5607838698
5607829881
5607829767
5607829662
5607825947
5607821194
5607806892
5607806037
5607801688
5607795857
5607779308
5607770311
5607763278
5607754971
5607735776
5607727406
5607724671
5607713316
5607711806
5607697810
5607691675
5607683177
5607622800
5607622170
5607618549
5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482
5607589576
5607588238
5607575700
5607574089
5607569996
5607569944
5607569136
5607550925
5607547354
5607544770
5607542750

Assistance for Low Income Seniors.

No

incentives to by efficient household products

Cost

I’m barely staying a float because of the costs and my family is suffering for it.

No

5607529159 Not really
5607525394 lower cost to customers
I do not. My experiences with GSU has always been very consistent and I am absolutely
5607521668 satisfied. They are also always willing to help!
5607521205
5607520712
5607520658
5607517990
5607501898
Having plenty of trained and dedicated staff on hand to address issues and problems in
5607500927 maintains service.
Replace time of use meters. Not sure with what. At 77 years of age I think the bulk of my
5607497985 use of electricity should not have to happen in the night.
5607497711
5607497501
5607497480
5607496953
5607496836
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931
5607392196
5607369858
5607356998
5607356693
5607307048
5607289714
5607261674
5607155401
5607148829
5607138145
5607126826
5607118162
5607109518
5607070174
5607066340
5606960772
5606866592
5606866519
5606865564 NA
5606862426
5606848133
5606821110
5606778350
5606775700
5606729929 No.
5606707543

5606704822
5606701343
I think we need to look at investing in new and local renewable energy resources to keep
costs down locally, create new jobs and act on climate change. It’s time to look at new
5606697662 innovations instead of building, maintaining and growing old technology.
5606697542
5606695838
5606693342
5606683447
5606679199
5606668545
5606609047
5606582883
5606565661
5606544873
5606530149
5606529390
5606521578
5606515031
5606498033 No
5606457870 Ensuring residential rate increases do not exceed the cost of living increases.
5606377731
5606374916
5606368851 Keep Hydro an Ontario owned business for income earning potential.
5606362865
5606358921
5606358297 Ensuring infrastructure preparedness for extreme weather events
5606352864
5606349846
5606338466
5606333428
5606313190
5606305765
5606291857
5606282880
5606276523
5606270446
5606246635
5606243694
5606240215
5606235091
5606227560
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207
5606138657

5606136667
5606135737
5606133735
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893 Simplier bills
5606117473
5606077871 get rid of those time of day usage they are overcharging everyone.
5606050032
5606046919
5606027567
Emergency preparedness and disaster recovery/contingency plans, in the event of
5606019346 blackouts from solar storms/CME's and tornadoes/high winds.
5606007319
5606003891
5605999905
5605999230
5605997788
5605954398
5605944845 A lot of houses have outdated line from the pole to the house
Yes, lower the rate of the bill, and drop the on peak time for small residential users. It is
not fair that during business hours if we use our washers and dryers or any other electric
appliances we have to pay on peak rates. Charge the businesses, not residential
5605944757 customers.
5605943593
5605935878
5605929744
5605898796
5605895298 5 year payback for investments NOT green energy never pay back
5605889475 No
5605888440 no
5605877568
Paying for waste water is ridiculous. I pay high enough for water as it is. Delivery charges
are also ridiculous. Hydro/water costs are way more than they should be. Having off peak
on evenings and weekends is also ridiculous. Who wants to do their laundry after 7 pm. I
am heading to bed then as I leave for work at 3::30-4:00 am. Also weekends I either work
or am not even home. During the day during the week is the best time for someone in
my household to do laundry, but with that being onpeak hours that isn’t going to happen.
Yet big businesses hog all the onpeak hours. Something so wrong with this system, and I
am so frustrated with it, but what can we do about it. Pay your delivery charges and
exorbitant rates and shut up, that’s what we can do about it. No, I am far from happy,
and fed up. Stop paying your CEOs so damn much money as well, that is what. Unhappy
5605859907 customer!
5605857712
Changing the rate charge based on time usage. Change for 7:00 pm to 6:00 pm. Off
5605842218 businesses more incentives to run at off peak hours

5605834173
5605827346
5605825610
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923
5605770359
5605766635
5605762727
5605754961
5605751987
5605736775
5605720737
5605715168
5605711665
5605710753
5605701839
5605697401
5605696231
5605693202
5605692713
5605691499
5605689578
5605688115
5605671879
5605668215
5605667945
5605649793
5605643288
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605

continue upgrading street lighting with L E D replacement fixtures.

Safety for the community.....and your employees
Affordable green energy is key

More than being 'prepared' (item 3) the key is to be more proactive.

no

not at this moment

Emergency response and preparedness to limit the impact and duration of outages due
5605551802 to severe weather.
5605545450
5605539178
5605519256
5605513558
increase the ability of users to be online with solar equipment so energy that they do
5605508744 not use goes onto the grid
5605506200 Solar conversion
5605504568
5605482165
5605477871
5605474132 No.
5605465929
5605450050

5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747
5605416220 Greater Sudbury Hydro is doing a good job!
Further to the green energy - if we have solar why can't we sell back to the grid?
5605415683 Increase infrastructure to allow.
5605410634
5605404971
5605399087
5605395655
5605338455
5605326811
Include within the infrastructure upgrade to allow customers to supply electricity if able
5605324793 and subsidy their contribution
5605323531
5605323310
5605321593
5605318701 Safety first
5605318102
5605317490
5605315159
5605311781
5605291825
5605286962 ensuring low outage times
5605274533
5605270154 n/a
5605265287
5605260496
5605260445
5605253943 no
5605253232
5605239806
5605230815
5605227438
5605223663
5605222107
5605221688
5605208036 assisting low income families with management and cost offsetting?
5605196421
5605193279
5605189004
5605188579
5605145259
5605128315
5605126505

5605124841

Plow all profits/surpluses back into Sudbury Hydro, give nothing to Sudbury City Mayor
5605123235 and Council, they will only waste the money !!!
5605122768
Proactively enabling/encouraging customers to implement some degree of solar/wind
5605121295 power at their homes
5605116822
5605115345 Customer education and information
5605114112 Inform residents on how to sell solar energy to GSU.
Creating partnerships on infrastructure costs with telecommunication industry. Be
5605112772 proactive with infrastructure for electric cars and residential demand.
5605110526 Easy to understand web page and bill.
5605105613
5605102632 No
Although not a very high priority, looking at what other energy providers are doing, R&D,
5605099908 could prove a very good use of local resources.
5605097643
5605096234
5605095826
5605093147
5605076106 Emergency home backup power generation.
Better tracking of usage as your bills vary greatly month to month. Getting rid of Peak
use rates - we don't all live in a 9-5 world anymore! I pay more because of your arbitrary
5605062132 rules on times of use.
5605054024 not at this time.
5605037259 Lower rates for seniors
5605033990
5604977142
5604972361
5604971290
5604970615
5604970509
5604969420
5604964729
5604950035
5604936179 Decrease the Delivery charges. Do not increase cost to the customer.
5604931460
5604924668
5604915293
5604909239
5604905767
5604883728
5604883529
5604872872
5604867918 We are watching what we are doing at home to save.
5604867813

5604867754
5604859615
5604858779
5604851827

Increase the portion of nuclear generation! Stop wasting resources on wind /
5604848208 photovoltaic "generation."
5604839413
5604837274 avoiding less power outages
5604835309 Reviewing time of day usage
5604826591
5604825747
5604821304 None
5604819422
5604819196
5604818609
5604815539
5604811533
5604803318
5604795035
5604792676 no
5604763520
5604757859 Moving to buried transmission in key areas to mitigate the impact of weather
5604753267
5604748154
lo, k for lower cost electricity and unused electricity where grids are full and not being
5604745166 used ex. Manitoulin Island, Hydro Quebec
5604732195 no
5604728491
5604725181
5604722046
5604712345 Preparing/adapting infrastructure for the impacts of climate change.
5604710647
5604695107
5604694190 Develop a bill that people can understand.
5604693305
5604681552
5604665547
5604660921
5604650745
5604648056 Modifying the ‘peak’ usage
5604645011
5604644641
5604617929
5604580830
5604579320
5604575629
5604574821

5604574282 Limiting increase in price
5604572516
5604567581
5604565759 None
5604564384
5604564110
5604562235
5604559118
5604558353
Expansion of the ownership and management of surrounding communities systems
5604556311 (throughout the City of Greater Sudbury)
5604550977
5604548452
5604545909
5604537180 No
5604528304
5604528108
5604523934
5604516420
5604515658
5604511739
5604494852
5604488672
5604473955 New affordable Solar panels for residential customers. A affordable being the key word.
5604471236
5604468558
5604467158 Safety initiatives
5604465323
5604464793
5604464423
5604462800
5604461238 Environmental impact of dealing with the initiatives mentioned
5604458998
5604458850
5604458118
5604456825
5604456206
5604455333
5604454794
5604454643
5604454389
5604452409
5604451777
5604449790
5604445511
5604445137

5604444817
5604438782
5604436303
5604433973
5604433870 no
5604428179
5604425041
5604423029
5604421868
5604402821
5604385649
5604382979

1) Improvements to Customer services: When calling in, reception never provides a name
or an employee identification unless the caller specifically asks who is at the other end of
the line. 2) Stop charging large deposits to first-time customers. Having been a Hydro
One customer in the past and account holder with other utilities (ie: Union Gas/Reliance,
etc.), the differences are very obvious in regards to service and customer service. (Even
Bell Canada customer service has the courtesy to introduce themselves when answering
the phone) 3) paying for electricity and water on the same bill: In situations where only a
partial payment can be made at times, funds are not distributed evenly to both utilities
though on the bill both electricity and water are totalled together which creates
confusion. This information is not openly shared unless a curious customer asks all kinds
of questions 4) Eliminate the confusion with regards to the business name: I pay a bill to
GSU --or so i thought...! Your email indicates that it is Sudbury Hydro and the logo is
different than what is on my bill......however, in small print, it indicates Greater Sudbury
5604381442 Hydro Inc. Why all the different names? An explanation would be helpful...
5604380765
making sure everyone has hydro even people who have very low income and have
5604380186 trouble paying their bill.
5604379360
5604376786
5604374978
5604374219
5604371497
5604371168
5604370174 Emergency management and communications
5604369096
5604367587
5604366101
5604365563
5604365493
5604365338
5604362719
5604362389

5604362369 No
5604361429
5604361134
5604361072
5604360735 Keep me informed of any changes in your priorities!
5604360302
5604359886
5604359618
5604359399
5604358063
5604356320
5604354043
5604353831
5604353463
5604351809
5604350778
5604350762
5604349957 Research and development to reduce loss of power during transmission
5604347004
5604346129
5604345925
Would love to see incentive programs for residents to install solar projects and feed into
5604345162 grid.
5604344502 None
Reducing the distribution costs...why does it cost more to send the electricity to me than
5604343451 what I use in a month? Some fat cat wallets need to be thinned.
5604342950
Cost of electricity should be the same throughout the day. Peak times now discriminate
5604340786 against people who are home during the day—seniors, disabled, etc.
5604339893
5604334758
5604333207
5604332694
5604331048 Home owner generated,multi-source panels
5604330996
5604328843
5604327835
5604327467
5604326548
5604326270
5604325071
5604324433 NO
5604322291
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172

5604317462
5604317168
5604316253
5604315383
5604315029
5604314300
5604312196
5604308420
5604307604
5604307213
5604306433
5604306302
5604306068
5604306035
5604305829
5604304577
5604304068
5604304041
5604303717
5604303303
5604302723
5604302611
5604302439
5604301061
5604300658
5604297834
5604296499
5604296104
5604295239
5604293929
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
5604291940
5604291033
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889
5604288381
5604288118
5604287719
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048
5604286310
5604285785

Yes Grant's to improve energy efficiency

TURN OFF THE ENGINE IN TRUCKS WHEN NOT IN USE.

Reducing the cost of hydro delivery
No.

Keeping cost increases reasonable.
Nope

Providing rebates/reduce cost for industry

5604285749
5604285387
5604285094
5604284237
5604283171
5604282722
5604282608
5604281650
5604281095
5604280537

We definitely need to move to green initiatives, and I am willing to pay a bit more to do
5604280459 our share in saving our environment.
5604280357 Safety of community
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972
5604277206
5604277185
5604276799
5604276409
5604275680
5604275558 I pay way to March for service charges compared to my bill
5604275500
5604274690
5604274662
5604273968
5604273863
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
5604272124
5604271907
5604271746
5604271645
5604271581
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235
5604271105
5604271098
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728 Nope
5604270253
5604270221
5604270152 be for the common good

5604269953
5604269839
5604269687
5604269611 No
5604269511
5604269461
5604269344
5604269322
5604269306
5604269295 More rebates for seniors so they can continue to afford staying in their own homes.
5604269261
5604269147
5604268994
5604268978
5604268944
5604268932
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538
5604268525
5604268129
5604268103
5604254904
5604254758
5604250673
5604249464
5604241489
5604235771
5604235317
5604231423
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701
5604163090
5604162592
5604152890
5604151377
5604143185 Keeping our products in Ontario/Canada where they belong.
5604125629 n/a
5604125146
5604123573
5604120030

I struggle to understand how time of use works given supply and demand. If more
demand off-peak, would this not require prices to spike for these time periods. Which
5604117306 would create a loss for GSU.
5604116144
5604114778
5604107995
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191 no
5604087065
5604084394
5604077480
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433
5604062671
5604061713
5604061086 Allowing customers to choose all renewable energy for their household
5604055096
5604044456 fire all board members due to high bills
5604042635
5604040258
5604040020
5604039143 No.
5604032280 no
5604029848
5604027854
5604027433
5604027174
5604026488
5604026130
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376
5604020803
5604020547
5604020224 no
5604020123
5604019955 best at lowest cost with savings passed on
5604018768 Cleaning up old infrastructure
5604017808
5604017463
5604016188
5604012720
5604010773
5604010523
5604003848

5604002610
5604002058
5604001844
5604000138
5603989836
5603972575
5603971458
5603965342
5603955878
5603955740
5603948545
5603942687
5603940742
5603939181
5603939123 N0
5603936936
5603931776
5603931035
5603930966
5603928938
5603928380
5603927701 no
5603927144
5603926785
Could consider getting rid of unsightly above ground poles and wires, and planning new
5603925775 installations for underground, like my street.
5603924827
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
5603916190
5603912059
5603908660 Working with future off the grid consumers, i.e. buy back plans for surplus energy
5603907138
5603906616
5603901309 Make management cost more efficient
5603894521
Developing pricing policy that would promote and encourage alternative sources of
electrical energy, reduced electrical use, and intensified urban growth - thereby reducing
5603892723 extent of new transmission infrastructure required.
5603891268
5603888967 No
5603886425
5603878303 would like to know if electricity is being wasted by older electrical panels
5603873980
5603869939

5603862147
5603854129
5603853917
5603850070
5603844505

my delivery charge last month was 28.62 (66.56 % of my monthly bill) this makes no
sense to me it should be no more than the cost of the electricity I use which last month
5603839719 was 13.48
5603838201 green energy is not worthwhile, cost too much for so little.
5603829389
5603827620
5603826947
5603824518
5603823777
5603819038
5603815509
5603813865 Household solar with feed to GSU.
Encourage customers to use renewable energy, put up solar panels where possible.
5603812361 Reward them for doing so.
5603811387
5603809247
5603807838
5603803545
5603799607
5603797713
5603795594
Exploring renewable energy (wind and solar) to make Sudbury more independent like
Sault Ste. Marie. Educating people on energy conservation so we don't waste so much
5603795045 electricity.
5603794864 No
5603794723
5603793990
5603793624
5603791335
5603790413
the cost to the consumers as hydro constantly increases even if not being used at peak
5603789161 times
5603789068
5603787264
5603783584
5603782515
5603777291
when I buy an item in the store how they distribute their items is not my
responsibility....why should have to pay for your business... I want the product....there is
5603774037 overhead for business... why are we paying ur overhead
5603745694
5603735624

5603732849
5603732602
5603729467
5603728003
5603726674
5603725461
5603723462
5603722140
5603719277 No
5603717379 Offers of energy boards for homes
5603713646
5603710170
5603708430
5603708297
5603706458
Infrastructure is crucial - pay now or pay MORE later. I vote for proper maintenance.
Living in the cold north we need a reliable system, that is affordable for all. The future is
green energy - our future generations will need this. I wish I could say one is more
5603706139 important than the other but for me they can’t be separate.
more use of renewable energy including small water power generation with the rivers in
5603705662 the Sudbury area
5603705356
5603703860 Discount for seniors
5603701394
5603698999
5603698726
5603696326
5603696171
5603696031
5603693093
5603692894
5603692535
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174
5603684657
5603680129
5603679368
5603678809
5603678078 no
5603677539 Making sure low/fixed income customers are able to afford hydro.
5603674458 Have an open mind regarding your electrical meters.
5603674434
5603673400
5603673376
5603672984

5603671299
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632
5603668126
5603667328 simplify your monthly billing
Maximize multiple feeds to minimize size of customer outages during work on
5603667280 equipment.
5603666933
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925
5603661725
5603660840
5603660088
5603660014
5603659261 Price increases in billing
Apartment and townhouse renters livng in Co-operative Housing pay disproportionately
higher for electric heat because they cannot make improvements to the structure of their
5603658586 home. Ex. 239 Jogues St., units 1 to 56, Sudbury
5603657522
5603656664
5603655605
5603654288
5603653137
5603653067
5603652815
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034
Encouraging and supporting greater use and implementation of solar power, for both
industrial and private homeowners. We must be responsible to our Planet, and our
5603634029 Children's future. Now!
5603626198
5603625871
5603625394
5603623005
I live in a Condo on William Street and do not have option using nat'l gas to heat the
house. So there should be savings for these type of households. 675 William Avenue,
5603621778 Unit 31, New Sudbury.
5603621405 Better customer service. Staff at the head office are arrogant and poorly trained.
5603620577 Ensuring safety of employees and surrounding wildlife near power plants.

5603619555

Maintaining the system is a priority; we don't want to deal with a"pothole-patrol"
5603619420 system !
5603619178
5603616195
5603615549 No
5603615469
5603615033
5603614188
5603613148
5603613126 Lower the hydro prices !
5603612703
5603612182
Lower ceo pay checks and slash bonus checks , put that money back into the pockets of
5603611988 low income families
5603610977
5603609923
5603609759
5603609723
5603609565
5603608793
5603608627 No
5603607653 Internet over power wires
5603607466
5603605715
5603605545 Improved efficiency in achieving the above
5603603947
5603603490
5603603188
making it easier for customers to go 'green' and send energy back to the 'grid' to ensure
5603602767 the 'grid' doesn't suffer from brown or black outs
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828
5603600690
5603600289
5603599579
5603597140 Offering green energy devices at competitive prices.
5603596750 Decrease distribution rates
5603596629
5603595420
5603595172 No
5603594108
5603593658
5603592389
5603592063

The transformations of the establishments should not affect low costs for the consumers.
5603591397 A percent of the profits should be used for green initiatives.
5603590899
5603590415
5603589152
5603588861
5603588032
5603586086
5603585297
5603584348
5603583886 no
5603583439
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355
5603577885 Would like to see the end of Time of Day Usage
5603577567
5603577249
Why do we need receiving and distribution costs ? Can't we go directly to customer from
5603577003 either one ?
5603576829 Customer service. Tree trimming prevention.
5603576350
5603575091 helping clients become more efficient in their use of electricity
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310
5603573214
5603573116
5603572707
5603572279 Make incentives for renewable energy systems
Maintain a good line of communication between GSP and the customers and work
closely with those that struggle from time to time to pay their bills accordingly. Situations
change and sometimes for the worst being able to approach the company and work with
them is a step that can relieve any stress at that time. Over a five year project, I am sure
they can look into a plan to make the cost more reasonable and affordable for everyone
5603571440 based on their use.
5603571108
5603570775 none
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958
5603564523

5603563541
5603563020 More underground services to residential homes and then everyone else.
5603562796
5603562614 stop charging for lost power, lower distribution fees
5603562501
Move more power lines underground to make our city look nicer - would rate this a 3
5603561531 priority
5603560671
5603560533
5603560337
5603559955
5603559519
Under improving infrastructure I would like to see expanding it to include areas around
Lake Wanapitei I have to pay Ontario Hydro at my cottage and the costs are very high - I
5603559476 would enjoy paying my hydro to Sudbury Hydro at this location.
5603559393 NO
5603559025 Should absolutely be investing in solar/wind to generate electricity in future
5603558791
5603558732
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800
5603556477 Not at this time
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247 service department very helpful
5603555069
5603555012
5603554966
5603554812
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809
5603553284
5603553211
5603552317
5603551128
5603548868
New homes should be required to have solar panels if the homes are greater than 2000
square feet..... this would significantly reduce residential electricity use and replenish
5603548738 some electricity back into the grid
5603548222

5603547631 make hydro affordable to the home owner thus using less gas and oil .
5603547394 nil
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185 As long as the rates remain fair and the distribution optimal.
5603545867
5603545570
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197
5603543753
5603543111
5603542349
5603542246
5603541504
5603540844
5603540233
5603540123
5603539792
5603539781
5603539452
While all the above are high priority, green renewable energy has to be the main focus.
Educating customers to be energy-wise is also extremely important; we have far too
5603538950 many folks who just don't care.
5603538881
5603537599
5603533967
5603532709
5603520556
5603520518 Lowering rates back to levels from before the sale of Ontario Hydro.
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746 Safety
5603514420
5603513933
5603513326 Information on contacts for west nipissing
5603512741
5603512680
5603510755
5603510589
5603510156
5603509669
5603509292
5603508826
5603508213
5603508055

5603507414
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170
5603504124
5603503579
5603503055
5603502436
5603501301
5603501136
5603500874
5603499896
5603499655
5603499606
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201
5603498129
5603497878
5603497641
5603496892
5603496723
5603496188
5603495712
5603495694
5603495634
5603495426
5603495358
5603495258
5603495097
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111
5603493826
5603492980
5603492906
5603492493
5603492260
5603492225
5603491909
5603491791
5603491350
5603490607
5603489844

Keep rate as low as possible

None
No
Eliminate rate increases
no

No

Eliminate waste

No
retire the debt we keep being charged for

Investigate an affordable solar adjunct to our present electrical reliance.

reducing the cost to residential owners

Offer rebates or financing incentives for upgrading our electical that is on private
property. We have 53 residential services and our services are outdated and in bad need
of upgrades but very costly. We rent our streetlights on the old program and you own the
transformers and meters. The rest is left for us to pay and since we are a not for profit
corporation money is tight to upgrade our poles and overhead lines. This is why some
incentives would be helpful. We do own 42 acres and 30 acres are a buffer area in the
meaning that we cant expand with more homes but we have land for wind or solar
installations. Also we are very close to a substation on Desloges Rd. Our address is 1622
Pioneer Rd. My phone number is 249-360-5370 and my name is Steve. Would love to
5603489624 hear back from you with some suggestions for our old system. Thank you.
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618 no .
5603488422
5603488244 Not at this time
5603488176 no
5603487577
Ensuring that the technology for producing energy is safe for consumption to the city's
5603486769 natural resources and to the health of human and all other living species.
5603486662
5603486071
5603485815
5603485814
5603485676
5603485488
5603485360
5603485024
5603484698
5603484597
5603484471 Safety when providing distributing a reliable service
5603484131
5603484127
5603483627
5603483359
5603483327
5603483293
Loyalty appreciation for consumers/the customer... simply apply a discounted billing
cycle throughout the ongoing working & service relationship (like a BUF: "best utility
5603483250 friend") -i'd like it & would truly appreciate it from my BUF!
5603483243
5603483231
Offer more discounts for people who don't use gas. We want to save the planet lets
5603482894 make it affordable
5603482856

5603482815 No
5603481838
5603481766
5603481675 no
5603481238
5603480563
5603480386
5603480355
5603480134
5603480051
5603479480
5603479440
5603479201
5603478577 would rate the above issues as: Reliable > Renewable > Cost effective > Distribution
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648
Before moving to green initiatives, ensure they are economical to the end user to provide
5603477159 reliable continual service.
The objective should be to lower administrative cost, provide environment friendly
5603477088 service at cheaper costs.
5603476922
5603476478
5603475723
5603475540
5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918
5603473862 Outage restoration
5603473624
Implement network changes that will reduce maintenance costs (such as burying lines
5603472969 underground to prevent weather damage)
5603472352
5603472305
5603471813
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022
5603470970
5603470903
5603470858 N a
5603470700
5603470409

5603470259
5603470224 lower cost
5603469638
5603469139
5603469006
5603468881
5603468740
5603468313 No
5603467972
5603467479
5603467225
5603467000
5603466943
5603466935
5603466580
5603466030
5603465791
5603465679
5603465611
5603465540
5603465534
5603465391
5603465015
5603464813
Reduce the delivery fees. They total more than my actual hydro bills at times and are
5603464464 excessive.
5603464213
5603464186
5603463604
5603463593
5603463585
5603463411
5603463329
5603463252
5603462811 How about automating the reading of smart meters
5603461947 No
5603461564
5603461326
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472
5603460459
5603459797
5603459430 no
5603459297
5603459279

5603459104
5603459032
5603458172
5603458169
5603457882
5603457731
5603457716

Keeping the pay rate of staff in every department, from admin, to technicians, to
management, to all, under tight scrutiny. After all, keeping costs low is key to passing on
5603457349 savings to the client.
5603457064 No
5603456932
5603456702
5603456299
5603456256
5603456141
5603456079
5603455998 Keep up your fine service !
5603455871
5603455837
5603455797 No
5603455767
5603455385
5603454856 no
5603454432
5603454403
5603453567
5603453519
5603453004
5603452731
5603452618
5603452358
5603452338
5603451991
5603451985 N/A
5603451844
5603451498
5603451326
5603451306
5603451295
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027
5603450771
Decommissioning and cleaning up legacy properties and spills of transformer oils,
5603450697 askarels, and pesticides.

5603450541
5603450279
5603450209
5603450064
5603450020 no
5603449909 Usage app that helps customer manage their daily usage based on the daily rate.
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798
Nuclear power...just kidding. Reliability of the system is absolutely paramount. From my
5603448776 experience GSU has been reliable so keep up the good work.
5603448541
5603448229 No
5603447962
5603447884
5603447713
5603447535
5603447469
5603447257
5603447111
5603447017
5603447011
5603446857
5603446798
5603446639
5603446477
5603446164
5603445259
5603445068
5603444898
5603443825
5603443180
5603442908
5603442767
5603442579
5603442122
5603441970
5603441948
5603441922
5603441625
5603441555
5603441553

I strongly encourage the development of more green energy incentives for homeowners.

Offer more education and incentives in regards to using les eletricity.
No
Controlled costs for electric cars and homes that heat with electricity
The above 4 are all inter-related and are all high priority

Replacement of Cressey MS? We've had several issues in the past year on the system fed
from this substation and a lot of the distribution assets on these feeders are very old
5603441346 (arrestors, switches, etc)
I think that #3, "being prepared for green energy initiatives and renewable energy" is an
5603441337 extra high priority (8)
5603441301
5603441235
5603441164 Customers should be educated how to reduce the amount of electricity they consume.
5603440961
5603440889
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327
5603440138
5603439968
5603439853
5603439755 It cost too much specially in rural areas
5603439694
5603439435
Zero-carbon energy is the only choice we can make. Everything else, even electricity price
5603439374 is secondary. Distributed production (e.g., roof top solar) is a must.
5603438865
5603438672
5603438526
Research and documentation: Clearly articulate the capital and environmental costs (for
example, loss of habitat, carbon footprint of infrastructure construction) required to
5603438517 service remote and low density residences.
5603438373
5603438198
5603438086
5603437876
5603437869
5603437808
5603437462
5603437286
5603437178
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713
5603436422 making sure carbon tax does not affect rates
5603436402
5603436260
5603436211

5603436198
5603436182
5603436065
5603435785 Ensuring non fluctuating delivery of energy.
5603435704
5603435676
5603435567 no
5603435516
5603435405
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953 Access to Back up technology. Inverters... Rebates incentive to do so
5603434684
5603434650
5603434633
5603434520
5603434429
Rate times are very important to customers. Especially in the winter months trying to live
5603434324 lightless as it gets dark at 5 pm.
5603434229
5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072
5603432896
5603432878
Being on disability pay hydro is fine but the rates should not cost an arm and a leg!!!!!!
5603432846 Famous saving.... My hydro is good, no complaints..
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336
5603432321
5603432320 No
5603432192
5603432131 you chose things that are all very important 5603432126
5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206

5603430948
5603430845
5603430704
5603430549
Green initiatives should include assisting consumers with reducing their NEEDS...
affordability fund was a good idea but like most programs still only helped very, very low
5603430539 income home owners. Middle class needs help too in making our homes more efficient.
5603430295
5603430204
5603430151
5603429957
5603429934 Finding ways to encourage reduced consumption without corresponding rate-hikes.
5603429926 No
5603429869
5603429798
5603429716
5603429715
5603429632 No
5603429477
5603429469
5603429069
5603428999
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818
5603428299
5603428284
5603428213
5603427947
5603427903
5603427894
5603427501
5603427500
5603427418
5603427407
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965
5603426742
5603426722
5603426696

5603426330
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062
5603425997
5603425632
5603425519
5603425509
5603425498
5603425296
5603425282
5603425151
5603424779
5603424721
5603424552
5603424455
5603424428
5603424375

I can't believe the cost of hydro. I wake up at 4am to do laundry just to try and save
money.

No
No

To lower the price for low income and the poor.
Not at this time

Communicating cost mitigating programs and opportunities. In recent years seeing this
5603424359 info from GSH had helped me tremendously.
5603424275
5603424104
5603424060
I'm a senior Senior and we all rely on Hydro for our daily needs, from hot Water in the
5603423833 morning to TV, Coffee makers etc the rest of the day, so go green where you can.
5603423832
5603423779
5603423694
5603423692 I am interested in other ways to lower costs to the consumer.
5603423555
5603423529 No
5603423444
Taxes. We need to eliminate taxes on our billing. We are overwhelmed as Canadian
5603423345 Constantly being taxed. We can t live
5603423289
5603423274
5603423213
5603423207 More info to people about how they can lower consumption in there own home.
5603423159
I would think #1 will ensure #2. I'm not clear on how #3 affects your distribution system
5603423158 so I'm not rating it. I'm surprised to see #4 on the survey; it is a given.
5603423139

5603423091
5603423055 Not at this time.
5603422990
5603422980
5603422792 Not at the moment
5603422441
5603422336
5603422304
5603422162
5603422091
5603421828
5603421825
5603421648
5603421606
5603421437
5603421204
5603421194
5603421054
5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702 No
The usage rates for residential customers that are based on time of day should be
changed. Elderly people should not have to do laundry after 7:00 pm in order to save
5603420674 money.
5603420669
5603420653
5603420609
5603420522
5603420498
5603420448
5603420413
5603420362
5603420333
As a utility you know what is required and what makes sense. As a customer all I ask is to
control waste when spending my money. Waste is not always easy to spot. But your
5603420325 employees make a good resource.
5603420318
Energy conservation strategies; support for low income consumers; incentives for
5603420310 conversion from electrical to more cost effective heating.
5603420277
5603420127
5603420107
5603420098
5603419712
5603419653
5603419643

5603419630 no
5603419541
5603419457
5603419244
5603419241
5603419176
5603419081
5603419076
5603419062
5603418993
5603418922
5603418809 No however I think your initiatives towards a greener approach to energy is a great one!
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726
5603418680 Stop the debt retirement....enough already.
5603418602
Changing monthly from bimonthly increased the cost. Cost reduction is a priority because
5603418597 you as a service provider can reduce cost by eliminating unnecessary activities i.e waste!!
5603418555
5603418530
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312
5603418297
5603418213
Continue to offer incentives to customers who want to become more energy efficient.
5603418188 Continue to educate the public on energy efficiency.
5603418130
Sudbury Hydro should ask itself how its decision on capital expenditures (you call them
5603418072 investments) can reduce the already too high cost of Hydro for a city that is not growing.
5603418043 Prioritizing low income families
5603417809
5603417694 Not at this time .
5603417633
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945 I would like to see billing go completely green. Electronic bill is the way to go.
5603416931
5603416918 None
5603416811
5603416754 No

5603416608 NO.
5603416583 Mitigation against climate change and extreme weather
5603416564
5603416490
5603416486
Green Initiatives and renewable energy should have many sub sections and be one of the
biggest priorities. I'd love to have an assessment done and suggestions made on how we
5603416464 can improve.
5603416457
5603416431
5603416407
5603416260
5603416254
5603416203
5603416201
5603416159
5603416109
5603416084
5603416009
5603415935
5603415933
5603415816
5603415813
5603415771
5603415694
5603415691
5603415582
5603415574
5603415438
5603415390
5603415384
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206
5603415152
5603415115
5603415023
5603414966

Better ways of using electricity by trying to make energy with compost waste into fuel

Green energy

Safety and reliability

Keeping hydro rates at a reasonable level.
Limiting increases for seniors at home during the day !

Value of dependability of power grid in rural areas
Intensive promotion of incentives for consumers who are able to pay for green energy
5603414845 initiatives.
5603414803
5603414732
5603414640
5603414639
5603414539
5603414527

5603414423
5603414400
5603414361
5603414336
5603414320 Get rid of the Smart Meters
Because we live in the North ensuring service is paramount. Perhaps some programs to
5603414291 incentivize homeowners to have alternatives.
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246
5603414236
5603414221 No you seem to have covered key elements already
5603414191 Emergency response when infrastructure is damaged by natural disaster
5603414189 No
5603414168
5603414147
No other priorities, but instead of just being prepared for green initiatives, why not lead
5603414145 them?
5603414139
5603414130 not at this time
5603414129
5603414108
5603414061
5603414054
5603414015
5603414014
5603414007
5603413980
5603413943
5603413928
5603413916
5603413836
5603413823
5603413793
5603413561
5603413527
5603413425 no
5603413398
5603413304
5603413266
5603413242
5603413235
Reducing Hydro Costs as much as possible - the rates have increased to the point that it is
5603413130 putting people in dept and causing a great deal of financial hardship.
5603413123
5603412976

5603412954
5603412832
5603412802 Remove HST from all Customer Bills. This commodity should not have ever been Taxed.
5603412791
5603412784
5603412734
5603412685
5603412610
5603412608
5603412601
5603412540
5603412522
5603412521
5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484
Offering more energy usage monitoring tools for customers and green energy initiatives
5603412440 or battery installations
5603412421
Provide more incentive programs to help reduce electrical costs i.e solar programs. Ive
got 4 properties and id be more then willing to hook them to the gride to help but not for
5603412420 60 grand a house to get less then 400 dollars a year per.
5603412397
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
5603412366
5603412332
5603412329 Stop taking all our money to live.
5603412313
5603412304
5603412202
5603412201
5603412170
5603412145
5603412144
5603412142
5603412138
5603412132
5603412130
5603412104
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984

The costs are already high..lets be responsible with that distribution of funds..it doesnt
5603411980 need to go to top level employees..it needs to do the job
5603411957 Nil
Continue to be environmentally friendly. Continue to push people towards a paper free
5603411953 billing system.
5603411935
5603411918
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867
5603411844
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805
5603411803
5603411790 Somehow make it easier for consumers to pay without worry
5603411748
5603411747
Distribution rates are a joke. The lines are are distributing the power and have been for
5603411691 many years and for that reason there should not be a fee.
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581
5603411548
5603411442
5603411362
5603411357
Continued communication with customers during outages (via Twitter etc) to keep us
5603411323 informed of progress and estimated time of repair completion.
5603411291
5603411283
5603411258
5603411254
5603411241
5603411181
5603411159 Improvement and sustainability of infrastructure
5603411156
5603411083
5603411056
Reviewing existing green energy systems (e.g. wind turbines and solar panel systems) for
5603411014 their cost efficiencies. Do they really save money or cost way more than they are worth??
5603410980
5603410979

5603410892
5603410873
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818
5603410806
5603410800
5603410789
5603410772 Cost to me as a landlord is the major factor
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627
5603410621
5603410600
5603410517
5603410516
5603410512
5603410503
5603410498
Installation of charging stations for electric cars on a more "personal" basis such as
apartment complexes or even designated places in a residential area similar to group
5603410494 mailboxes.
5603410492
5603410475 Stay on core activities; quit dabbling in gas appliance rentals
5603410464
5603410430 survey in French please! decrease the rate
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426
5603317885
5603308258
5603300117 Provide lower distribution rates
5603296288
5603295897
5603244359
5603218091
5603206447
5603199464
5603180939
5603168548
Basically my (and everyone I know) highest priority is just keeping bills low and affordable
5603166129 for everyone.
5603162489
5603150367 Can't think of any at the moment
5603101900
5603091597

5603086522
5603078647
5603047716
5603046498
5603043646
5603029144
5603026349
5603023072
5603005636 actually paying for electricity i use.
5603003964 no
5602998900
5602985471
5602981075
5602978210
5602957258 No
5602957247
Cost of electricity in Ontario is an issue that needs to be addressed. It is difficult for
families to keep up to rates and it is also an issue with respect to business expansion and
5602950802 attraction. Electricity producers and distributors must learn to cut costs to lower rates .
5602947157
5602943012
5602938777
5602933094
5602891031
5602875841 better communication regarding outages - maybe an outage map?
5602874114
5602861395
5602861079
5602840206
5602830812
5602829706 No.
5602828619
5602824787
5602817573
5602793115
5602787510 No
Undo the decision of making Hydro One a private company. Return ownership to the city
5602784569 please
5602776030
5602770157
5602730365
5602663819 Timely response to outages and returning service quickly.
5602646471
5602643955
5602637654
5602633107 No

5602625613
5602608989
5602607435
5602600365
5602576572
5602574661
5602563831 no
5602562741 changing outdated old equipment
5602561570 No
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342
set goals with reducing ghg emissions in line with IPCC! i.ereaching 45% reduction by
2045 and net zero by 2050. Increase efficiencies. Decrease electricity needs. Facilitate
5602540298 proliferation of ev charging stations.
5602531729
5602528955
5602524379
5602522408
5602521403
5602520985
5602515923
5602515517 Local energy system - net metering business plan
5602507768
5602502045
5602479438
5602435869
5602433596 Lower the hydro rate
5602429989
5602412735
5602403584
5602401086
Move transmission lines in urban areas underground. Less risks from our oh so gentle
5602397224 climate.
5602391819
5602390182 Burying power lines
5602389243 Hoping for electrcity for west and of Vermillion Lake on New Cobden Extenssion
5602385852
I would like to see a system, that allowed credits and grid access to add solar or wind
powered electricity to the grid. Like they have in California, please allow a reduced cost
5602381543 for administration for customers who wish to pay bi or tri monthly.
5602378220
5602367643 Customer service
5602360702 Getting rid of time of use periods for residential customers. This is ridiculous!
5602359591 No

5602356970 Minimal environmental impact when doing installation and maintenance.
5602351642
5602351466
5602328231
Make it look nice; stop hacking trees;-). Move wires underground for looks and
5602326214 protection from weather.
5602322086
5602321699
5602317911
5602316275
5602307819 Smart metering, distributed generation
5602307401
5602297738
5602284632 Eliminating HST on a necessary service
5602284106 Enabling green initiatives- e.g. use of solar.
5602281803 Controlling salaries of Hydro Executives and Board members.
5602275012
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959
5602261620
5602259545
5602256745
5602253330
5602253307
5602249717
5602243196
5602187910
5602157586
5602106178
5602102950
5602101458
5602066769
5601996619
5601910195
5601885863
5601875625
5601874109
5601853784
5601688323
5601681107
5601653127
5601642435
5601521920
5600934776

expanding service to areas of Greater Sudbury currently covered by Ontario Hydro

No
No

N/a
No

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
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Attachment 2 (of 18):
1-SEC-9 Attachment 2: Question 2

Respondent ID
5608774731
5608392240
5608391622
5608387388
5608318089
5608259448
5608245418
5608235127
5608232580
5608231956
5608220418
5608217930
5608214170
5608205903
5608203094
5608199027
5608194623
5608187209
5608151209
5608146413
5608127771
5608118280
5608115667
5608111878
5608109096
5608101940
5608095922
5608039628
5608038016
5608034410
5608027935
5608020873
5608018568
5608002775
5607981932
5607973614
5607971273
5607966268
5607958422
5607957588
5607946663

Have you heard about or seen
any construction related to our
System Renewal program?
Response
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

No

If so, briefly tell us what you have heard or seen?

Saw ongoing work at Kathleen subStation

New hydro poles being installed.

The Refurbishment upgrades to the Kathleen St.
substation
Upgrade a. new plant

New Poles and Lines being installed

pole replacment
New poles being installed

renewal of transfer boxes

5607936513
5607934862
5607923175
5607918892
5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018
5607838698
5607829881
5607829767
5607829662
5607825947
5607821194
5607806892
5607806037
5607801688
5607795857
5607779308
5607770311
5607763278
5607754971
5607735776
5607727406
5607724671
5607713316
5607711806
5607697810
5607691675
5607683177
5607622800
5607622170
5607618549
5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

5607589576
5607588238
5607575700
5607574089
5607569996
5607569944
5607569136

Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

Kathleen station rebuild

Kathleen Station

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

In the news paper

kathleen street construction

pole replacement on Third St

Saw Kathleen street sub station retrofit and Malley
construction.

College st.c

5607550925
5607547354
5607544770
5607542750
5607529159
5607525394
5607521668
5607521205
5607520712
5607520658
5607517990
5607501898
5607500927
5607497985
5607497711
5607497501
5607497480
5607496953
5607496836
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931
5607392196
5607369858
5607356998
5607356693
5607307048
5607289714
5607261674
5607155401
5607148829
5607138145
5607126826
5607118162
5607109518
5607070174
5607066340
5606960772
5606866592
5606866519
5606865564
5606862426
5606848133
5606821110
5606778350
5606775700

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Replacing poles

News - the new substation opening near Kathleen
street.
Kathleen St

Kathleen Street sub being on the news.
Metal poles along hwy 69

Men at work along the lines
I’ve seen pole and wire replacements

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

Changing poles in my neighborhood.

Kathleen Substation

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

Article in Northern Life

5606729929
5606707543
5606704822
5606701343
5606697662
5606697542
5606695838
5606693342
5606683447
5606679199
5606668545
5606609047
5606582883
5606565661
5606544873
5606530149
5606529390
5606521578

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

5606515031

Yes

5606498033
5606457870
5606377731
5606374916
5606368851
5606362865
5606358921
5606358297
5606352864
5606349846
5606338466
5606333428
5606313190
5606305765
5606291857
5606282880
5606276523
5606270446
5606246635
5606243694
5606240215
5606235091
5606227560
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207

Yes
No
Yes
No
No

Yes

Upgraded Kathleen station
Cathleen station

Kingsway and McLeod

Old poles replaced with new ones.

No
No
No
Yes, work through hydro line off Lansing to Maley
Within the past year añd present the hydro poles
have and still are being replaced.
Saw poles being replaced
Have not seen

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

No

kathleen streetubstationmuamust

5606138657
5606136667
5606135737
5606133735
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893
5606117473
5606077871
5606050032
5606046919
5606027567
5606019346
5606007319
5606003891
5605999905
5605999230
5605997788
5605954398
5605944845

5605944757
5605943593
5605935878
5605929744
5605898796
5605895298
5605889475
5605888440
5605877568

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

pole replacement
work on Hawthorne street in new Sudbury

Installation of new, larger poles and lines

The construction of the henvey project

I haven’t seen anything. In a way I am glad. It is going
to cost residential customers lots in the long run.

No

5605859907
5605857712
5605842218

No
No
Yes

5605834173
5605827346
5605825610
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923

Yes
No
No

5605770359
5605766635

Yes
No

All I see is here comes a major bill price increase.
That’s what I see, and you are trying to justify it by
making us feel informed with this “survey”.
pole replacements
Kathleen substation upgrade and line/pole upgrades
in Sudbury south areas
NOTHING

Yes
I saw a photo on Sudbury.com the other day (from
the Kathleen station).

5605762727
5605754961
5605751987
5605736775
5605720737
5605715168
5605711665
5605710753
5605701839
5605697401
5605696231
5605693202
5605692713
5605691499
5605689578
5605688115
5605671879
5605668215
5605667945
5605649793
5605643288
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605
5605551802
5605545450
5605539178
5605519256
5605513558
5605508744
5605506200
5605504568
5605482165
5605477871
5605474132
5605465929
5605450050
5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747
5605416220
5605415683
5605410634

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

I’ve driven by the Kathleen street station while it’s
been under renovations
sub station renew
Kathleen st renewal

I live off Kathleen St, saw construction

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

new poles an lines
work on the Capreol substation

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

New poles installed

Yes

new hydro poles

No
Yes
Yes

My dad informed me.
pole replacement in my neighbourhood

No
Yes
Yes

replacment of poles near Capreol

Work being done on Hawthorne St.

5605404971
5605399087

Yes
Yes

5605395655
5605338455
5605326811
5605324793
5605323531
5605323310
5605321593
5605318701
5605318102
5605317490
5605315159
5605311781
5605291825
5605286962
5605274533
5605270154
5605265287
5605260496
5605260445
5605253943
5605253232
5605239806
5605230815
5605227438
5605223663

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

5605222107
5605221688
5605208036
5605196421
5605193279
5605189004
5605188579
5605145259
5605128315
5605126505

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

5605124841
5605123235
5605122768
5605121295
5605116822
5605115345

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Seen pole upgrade on hwy 17 and south end Sudbury
New poles to replace and upgrade distribution
For years now, I've seen Poles being replaced with
much taller ones!
replacing poles and lines
Pole replacement

By reading the above info

New poles in our community.
upgrading poles and wire on Hawthorne Dr

Re renewal of Kathleen and Capreol Substations

new poles installed on our streetgo
Kathleen Station upgrade

Kathleen substation
Kathleen substation project completion in a news
story
Kathleen st. substation rebuild
Kathleen St. substation
upgrade to Kathleen st. substation
Capreol - have seen mru at tracks

5605114112

No

5605112772
5605110526
5605105613
5605102632

Yes
No

5605099908
5605097643
5605096234

Yes
No
No

5605095826
5605093147
5605076106
5605062132
5605054024
5605037259
5605033990
5604977142
5604972361
5604971290

Yes

5604970615
5604970509
5604969420
5604964729
5604950035

Yes
Yes
No
No
No

5604936179
5604931460
5604924668
5604915293
5604909239
5604905767
5604883728
5604883529
5604872872
5604867918
5604867813
5604867754
5604859615
5604858779
5604851827

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Changing the electric poles along Lorne st. in 2018.
kathleen upgrade

No

Nothing

5604848208
5604839413

Yes
No

No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No

I've seen infrastructure upgrades along Lorne St. and
out to Capreol.

The Kathleen St building upgrades were on the news
recently.

saw a report on local news (CTV) how the Kathleen
street substation was upgraded and came in below
budget. Well done!

did you not just show me the Kathleen street
upgrade?
kathleen substation

Wooden poles replacement, cutting trees /
branches...

5604837274
5604835309
5604826591
5604825747
5604821304
5604819422
5604819196
5604818609
5604815539
5604811533
5604803318
5604795035
5604792676
5604763520
5604757859
5604753267
5604748154
5604745166
5604732195
5604728491
5604725181
5604722046
5604712345
5604710647
5604695107
5604694190
5604693305
5604681552
5604665547
5604660921
5604650745
5604648056
5604645011
5604644641
5604617929
5604580830
5604579320
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282
5604572516
5604567581
5604565759
5604564384
5604564110

Yes
Yes

5604562235

Yes

Kathleen Street substation
Seen work being done off Kathleen st

No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

Kathleen St. substation renewal
In the media

on news channel new substation

replacement of hydro polls and parts
Poles replaced

No
No
No
Yes
No
No

Poles being replaced in our neighborhood.

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

All the information you have provided previously to
this question

5604559118
5604558353
5604556311
5604550977
5604548452
5604545909
5604537180
5604528304
5604528108
5604523934
5604516420
5604515658
5604511739
5604494852
5604488672
5604473955
5604471236
5604468558
5604467158
5604465323
5604464793
5604464423
5604462800

No
No
Yes

5604461238
5604458998
5604458850
5604458118
5604456825
5604456206
5604455333
5604454794
5604454643
5604454389
5604452409
5604451777
5604449790
5604445511
5604445137
5604444817
5604438782

Yes

5604436303
5604433973
5604433870
5604428179

Yes

The success of the Kathleen St upgrade

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

I did not see constuction
Kathleen Substation upgrade

Pole line upgrades

?
Renewal of Kathleen station was on the news.
Capreol would ne next. Nice to see you were able to
save building.

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

No
No

Pole replacement

The examples shown in the survey (ie: Kathleen)

5604425041
5604423029

No
No

5604421868

Yes

5604402821
5604385649
5604382979
5604381442
5604380765
5604380186
5604379360
5604376786
5604374978
5604374219
5604371497
5604371168
5604370174
5604369096
5604367587
5604366101
5604365563
5604365493
5604365338
5604362719
5604362389
5604362369
5604361429
5604361134
5604361072
5604360735
5604360302
5604359886
5604359618
5604359399
5604358063
5604356320
5604354043
5604353831
5604353463
5604351809
5604350778
5604350762
5604349957
5604347004

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Mallet drive power lines relocated.

5604346129

Yes

New poles being ungraded throughout the city.

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

news reports about updating stations plus many new
poles along hwys.
Kathleen substation. Notified through twitter and
local news media
Poles being replaced

Work being done at the Kathleen station.

Saw on FB tonight a renewed substation.

nothing

Crews on street changing lines and poles

kathleen substation

Yes

5604345925
5604345162
5604344502
5604343451
5604342950
5604340786
5604339893
5604334758
5604333207
5604332694
5604331048
5604330996
5604328843
5604327835
5604327467
5604326548
5604326270
5604325071
5604324433
5604322291
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172
5604317462
5604317168
5604316253
5604315383
5604315029
5604314300
5604312196
5604308420
5604307604
5604307213
5604306433
5604306302
5604306068
5604306035
5604305829
5604304577
5604304068
5604304041
5604303717
5604303303
5604302723
5604302611
5604302439
5604301061

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Poll replacement

I drive by the Kathleen substation every day

No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

new poles installed

Nothing
susstation improvements

Poles upgraded on Kathleen

5604300658
5604297834
5604296499
5604296104
5604295239
5604293929
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
5604291940
5604291033
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889
5604288381
5604288118
5604287719
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749
5604285387
5604285094
5604284237
5604283171
5604282722
5604282608
5604281650
5604281095
5604280537
5604280459
5604280357
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972
5604277206
5604277185
5604276799
5604276409
5604275680
5604275558
5604275500
5604274690

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

Have seen a lot of work on wires in south end Kelly
lake road area

Maley Drive substation

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Some photos and news

5604274662
5604273968
5604273863
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
5604272124
5604271907
5604271746
5604271645
5604271581
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235
5604271105
5604271098
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728
5604270253
5604270221
5604270152
5604269953
5604269839
5604269687
5604269611
5604269511
5604269461
5604269344
5604269322
5604269306
5604269295
5604269261
5604269147
5604268994
5604268978
5604268944
5604268932
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538
5604268525
5604268129
5604268103

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Mailed Drive sub station

No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

N/A
replacing of poles

Kathleen sub station renewal

5604254904
5604254758
5604250673
5604249464
5604241489
5604235771
5604235317
5604231423
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701
5604163090
5604162592
5604152890
5604151377
5604143185
5604125629
5604125146
5604123573
5604120030
5604117306
5604116144
5604114778
5604107995
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191
5604087065
5604084394
5604077480
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433
5604062671
5604061713
5604061086
5604055096
5604044456
5604042635
5604040258
5604040020
5604039143
5604032280
5604029848
5604027854
5604027433
5604027174

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

New poles lying around
Noticed signs at Kathleen station renewal

5604026488
5604026130
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376
5604020803
5604020547
5604020224
5604020123
5604019955
5604018768
5604017808
5604017463
5604016188
5604012720
5604010773
5604010523
5604003848
5604002610
5604002058
5604001844
5604000138
5603989836
5603972575
5603971458
5603965342
5603955878
5603955740
5603948545
5603942687
5603940742
5603939181
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776
5603931035
5603930966
5603928938
5603928380
5603927701
5603927144
5603926785
5603925775
5603924827
5603924791
5603924093

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

no

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Kathleen st

Yes

new 44kv into coniston

No

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

New metal poles replacing the older wooden ones

5603918131
5603916190
5603912059
5603908660
5603907138
5603906616
5603901309
5603894521
5603892723
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425
5603878303
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147
5603854129
5603853917
5603850070
5603844505
5603839719
5603838201
5603829389
5603827620
5603826947
5603824518
5603823777
5603819038
5603815509

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Nothing happening in West Nipissing.

5603813865
5603812361
5603811387
5603809247
5603807838
5603803545
5603799607
5603797713
5603795594
5603795045
5603794864
5603794723
5603793990
5603793624
5603791335
5603790413
5603789161

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Modernized 7.4 KV system in our neighbourhood.

No

No
No

No
No
Yes

Pole replacement

No
Yes
Yes
No

Crystal Falls dam - to produce electricity
poles being replaced

Have not heard or seen

5603789068
5603787264
5603783584
5603782515
5603777291
5603774037
5603745694
5603735624
5603732849
5603732602
5603729467
5603728003
5603726674
5603725461
5603723462
5603722140
5603719277
5603717379
5603713646
5603710170
5603708430
5603708297
5603706458
5603706139
5603705662
5603705356
5603703860
5603701394
5603698999
5603698726
5603696326
5603696171
5603696031
5603693093
5603692894
5603692535
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174
5603684657

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

5603680129
5603679368
5603678809
5603678078
5603677539
5603674458

Yes

I drive past the Kathleen Street station often and
noticed work going on there.

No
Yes

Replacement of poles on rideau lavoie streets

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Many poles being changed

Poles replaced last year

No
No
No

No

No

5603674434
5603673400
5603673376
5603672984
5603671299
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632
5603668126
5603667328
5603667280
5603666933
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925
5603661725
5603660840
5603660088
5603660014
5603659261
5603658586
5603657522
5603656664
5603655605
5603654288
5603653137
5603653067
5603652815
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034
5603634029
5603626198
5603625871
5603625394
5603623005
5603621778
5603621405
5603620577
5603619555
5603619420
5603619178
5603616195
5603615549

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

New poles going up

Leur efficacité!

No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
Yes

New poles put up in New Sudbury

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

Mostly pole upgrades
None

I see the road crews in action

5603615469
5603615033
5603614188

No
No
No

5603613148
5603613126
5603612703
5603612182

Yes
No
No

5603611988
5603610977
5603609923
5603609759
5603609723
5603609565
5603608793
5603608627
5603607653
5603607466
5603605715
5603605545
5603603947
5603603490
5603603188
5603602767
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828
5603600690
5603600289
5603599579
5603597140
5603596750
5603596629
5603595420
5603595172
5603594108
5603593658
5603592389
5603592063
5603591397
5603590899
5603590415
5603589152
5603588861
5603588032

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Pole replacements on hwy travel and transformer
replacement ii not neighbourhood

New towers going up replacing out of date
equipment

pole replacement

The Kathaleen station renewal affected us.

Kathleen sub-station upgrade

Replacing hydro poles

Saw work at Kelly Lake Road and Copper Street

5603586086
5603585297
5603584348
5603583886
5603583439
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355
5603577885
5603577567
5603577249
5603577003
5603576829
5603576350
5603575091
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310
5603573214
5603573116
5603572707

Yes
No
No

5603572279

Yes

5603571440
5603571108
5603570775
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958
5603564523
5603563541
5603563020
5603562796
5603562614
5603562501
5603561531
5603560671
5603560533
5603560337
5603559955
5603559519

Yes
No
Yes

No

Very little

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

Renewing outdated substations to bring back to
standard
Clean up along the pole line, new hydro lines, poles,
transformers, etc... Lot's of work going in in the area
at different stages.
Pole replacements

Kelly Lake area, transformers
New poles going up to replace old ones.
kathleen

5603559476
5603559393
5603559025
5603558791
5603558732
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800
5603556477
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247
5603555069
5603555012
5603554966
5603554812
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809
5603553284
5603553211
5603552317
5603551128
5603548868
5603548738
5603548222
5603547631
5603547394
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867
5603545570
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197
5603543753
5603543111
5603542349
5603542246
5603541504
5603540844

No
No
No
Yes
No

No
No
No

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

Nothing.
New transformers
New poles being installed

newly installed posts and powerline
None

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

higher cost

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

new poles and wires into capreol

5603540233
5603540123
5603539792
5603539781
5603539452
5603538950
5603538881
5603537599
5603533967
5603532709
5603520556
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746
5603514420
5603513933
5603513326
5603512741
5603512680
5603510755
5603510589
5603510156
5603509669
5603509292
5603508826
5603508213
5603508055
5603507414
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170
5603504124
5603503579
5603503055
5603502436
5603501301
5603501136
5603500874
5603499896
5603499655
5603499606
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201
5603498129

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No

5603497878
5603497641
5603496892
5603496723
5603496188
5603495712
5603495694
5603495634
5603495426
5603495358
5603495258
5603495097
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111
5603493826
5603492980
5603492906
5603492493
5603492260
5603492225
5603491909
5603491791
5603491350
5603490607
5603489844

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Poles on Hawthorn

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

5603489624
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618
5603488422
5603488244
5603488176
5603487577

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes

5603486769
5603486662
5603486071
5603485815
5603485814
5603485676
5603485488
5603485360
5603485024

Yes
No

No

No
No
No
No
Yes
No

I've seen new, higher poles put in

New upgrades substation and overhead lines crossing
part of our property and heading up and over the
hwy. 17 bypass behind us.

Saw men working

witnessed installations of power line on new poles to
downtown and uptown of the city

Pole replacement. Transformer replacement

5603484698
5603484597
5603484471
5603484131
5603484127
5603483627
5603483359
5603483327
5603483293
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815
5603481838
5603481766
5603481675
5603481238
5603480563
5603480386
5603480355
5603480134
5603480051
5603479480
5603479440
5603479201
5603478577
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648
5603477159
5603477088
5603476922
5603476478
5603475723
5603475540
5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918
5603473862
5603473624
5603472969
5603472352

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No

No
No

No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Kathleen St working on the upgrade.

No
No
Yes
No
No

Poles and new substations going up

5603472305
5603471813
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022
5603470970
5603470903
5603470858
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259
5603470224
5603469638
5603469139
5603469006
5603468881
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972
5603467479
5603467225
5603467000
5603466943
5603466935
5603466580
5603466030
5603465791
5603465679
5603465611
5603465540
5603465534
5603465391
5603465015
5603464813
5603464464
5603464213
5603464186
5603463604
5603463593
5603463585
5603463411
5603463329
5603463252
5603462811
5603461947
5603461564

No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

Line/pole changes on Beatrice Ave?

Pole replacement, DS upgrades

Hydro men working in Sturgeon Falls changing poles
and wires

5603461326
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472
5603460459
5603459797
5603459430
5603459297
5603459279
5603459104
5603459032
5603458172
5603458169
5603457882
5603457731
5603457716

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

5603457349
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702
5603456299
5603456256
5603456141

Yes
No

5603456079
5603455998
5603455871
5603455837
5603455797
5603455767
5603455385
5603454856
5603454432
5603454403
5603453567
5603453519
5603453004
5603452731
5603452618
5603452358
5603452338
5603451991
5603451985
5603451844
5603451498

Yes
No

Work on the Kingsway

No
No
No
No
No

Yes

the replacement of poles on both Lorne St. and the
Kingsway.

Kathleen Station

No

No
No
No

Sunnyside Road west + Sandy Cove = Lammi Road

nothing

No
No
No
No
No

Yes
No
No
No
No

Installing new poles in our area

N/A

5603451326
5603451306
5603451295
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027
5603450771
5603450697
5603450541
5603450279
5603450209
5603450064
5603450020
5603449909
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798
5603448776
5603448541
5603448229
5603447962
5603447884
5603447713
5603447535
5603447469
5603447257

Yes
No
No
No

Hydro pole replacement

Yes
No
No
No
No

Replacement of Hydro poles and hardware

5603447111
5603447017
5603447011
5603446857
5603446798
5603446639
5603446477

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

trucks on the road repairing/servicing hydro lines

5603446164
5603445259

Yes
No

5603445068
5603444898
5603443825
5603443180
5603442908
5603442767
5603442579

Yes
No
No
No
No

New hydro poles going up to replace older ones.

No

Nothing

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

New poles and lines.

No
No
No
No

renewal of the distribution (polesand wires) in the
Pennala subdivision

5603442122
5603441970
5603441948
5603441922
5603441625
5603441555
5603441553

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

5603441346
5603441337
5603441301
5603441235

Yes

5603441164
5603440961
5603440889
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327
5603440138
5603439968
5603439853
5603439755
5603439694
5603439435
5603439374
5603438865
5603438672
5603438526
5603438517
5603438373
5603438198
5603438086
5603437876
5603437869
5603437808
5603437462
5603437286
5603437178
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713

Facebook.
Sound decision
Upgrade to 12 kV in Regent, Wembley, area.
Kathleen Substation and related facilities. Upgraded
44kv on lorne st.

No
No

Yes
No
No

Hydro workers are always around fixing and
upgrading poles or replacing the units. Our weather
has elevated every year with storms and high winds.
More expense to fix the damages.

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

No

Pole replacements along Sunnyside Rd

5603436422
5603436402
5603436260
5603436211
5603436198
5603436182
5603436065
5603435785
5603435704
5603435676
5603435567
5603435516
5603435405
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953
5603434684
5603434650
5603434633
5603434520
5603434429
5603434324
5603434229
5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072
5603432896
5603432878
5603432846
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336
5603432321
5603432320
5603432192
5603432131
5603432126
5603431679
5603431678

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
5603430948
5603430845
5603430704
5603430549
5603430539
5603430295
5603430204
5603430151
5603429957
5603429934
5603429926
5603429869
5603429798
5603429716
5603429715
5603429632
5603429477
5603429469
5603429069
5603428999
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818
5603428299
5603428284
5603428213
5603427947
5603427903
5603427894
5603427501
5603427500
5603427418
5603427407
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965
5603426742
5603426722
5603426696
5603426330

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Changing hydro poles in winter in swampy areas

Kateleen Plant

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No

Poles replaced on Madison Ave.
Replacing poles on falconbridge

Pole replacement crews
diversafication

5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062
5603425997
5603425632
5603425519
5603425509
5603425498
5603425296
5603425282
5603425151
5603424779
5603424721

No
No

5603424552
5603424455
5603424428
5603424375
5603424359
5603424275
5603424104
5603424060
5603423833
5603423832

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

5603423779
5603423694
5603423692
5603423555
5603423529
5603423444
5603423345
5603423289
5603423274
5603423213
5603423207
5603423159
5603423158
5603423139
5603423091
5603423055
5603422990
5603422980
5603422792
5603422441
5603422336

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

GSH replaced poles on my street and on my parent's
street.

new turbines being replaced in sturgeon falls
Just people talking about it in general.
I work on hydro dam constriction projects and
substations

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

On Kathleen, sudbury

5603422304
5603422162
5603422091
5603421828

No
No
No
No

5603421825
5603421648
5603421606
5603421437
5603421204
5603421194
5603421054
5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
5603420669
5603420653
5603420609
5603420522
5603420498
5603420448
5603420413
5603420362

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

5603420333
5603420325
5603420318
5603420310
5603420277
5603420127
5603420107
5603420098
5603419712
5603419653
5603419643
5603419630
5603419541
5603419457
5603419244
5603419241
5603419176
5603419081
5603419076
5603419062
5603418993

Yes
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

We have seen people working updating old power
stations.

TraNsformer replacement
Nothing more than the workers doing their job.

Pole replacement

Kathleen st

work on the post in capreol

Capreol construction
Nothing

5603418922
5603418809
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726
5603418680
5603418602
5603418597
5603418555
5603418530
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312
5603418297
5603418213
5603418188
5603418130
5603418072
5603418043
5603417809
5603417694
5603417633
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931

No
No

5603416918
5603416811
5603416754
5603416608
5603416583
5603416564
5603416490
5603416486
5603416464
5603416457

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

5603416431
5603416407
5603416260
5603416254
5603416203
5603416201
5603416159

Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Saw the Kathleen construction. Looks modern and
clean
Kathleen St. station
Madison Ave pole replacement

Yes
No

No
No

New poles put up off the highway for wind mills
Yes

5603416109
5603416084
5603416009
5603415935
5603415933
5603415816
5603415813
5603415771
5603415694
5603415691
5603415582
5603415574
5603415438
5603415390
5603415384
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206
5603415152
5603415115
5603415023
5603414966
5603414845
5603414803
5603414732
5603414640
5603414639
5603414539
5603414527
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361
5603414336
5603414320
5603414291
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246
5603414236
5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147
5603414145
5603414139

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Kathleen St Substation renewal
New poles on Hawthorne Drive.
New poles/wires
Changing hydro poles in various areas
Kathleen St
New hydro poles

No
No
No
Yes

Upgrades, fixes

No
Yes

Website

No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No
No

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

Work going on in Sturgeon Falls on ppoles and line
improvement
Saw nothing

Pole replacement, substation upgrades

5603414130
5603414129
5603414108
5603414061
5603414054
5603414015
5603414014
5603414007
5603413980
5603413943
5603413928
5603413916
5603413836
5603413823
5603413793
5603413561
5603413527
5603413425
5603413398
5603413304
5603413266
5603413242
5603413235
5603413130
5603413123
5603412976
5603412954
5603412832
5603412802
5603412791
5603412784
5603412734
5603412685
5603412610
5603412608
5603412601
5603412540
5603412522
5603412521
5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484
5603412440
5603412421
5603412420
5603412397

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

Changing of poles
Kathleen Street upgrades

work being done

No
No
No

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Pole replacements

5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
5603412366
5603412332
5603412329
5603412313
5603412304
5603412202
5603412201
5603412170
5603412145
5603412144
5603412142
5603412138
5603412132
5603412130
5603412104
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984
5603411980
5603411957
5603411953
5603411935
5603411918
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867
5603411844
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748
5603411747
5603411691
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581
5603411548
5603411442
5603411362

No

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Pole and line replacements.

Yes

Hawthorne Drive pôle and line replacement

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

it will increase reliability, a good thing

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
Yes
No

No
No
No
No

lines in New Sudbury

5603411357
5603411323
5603411291
5603411283
5603411258
5603411254
5603411241
5603411181
5603411159
5603411156
5603411083
5603411056
5603411014
5603410980
5603410979
5603410892
5603410873
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818
5603410806
5603410800
5603410789
5603410772
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627
5603410621
5603410600
5603410517
5603410516
5603410512
5603410503
5603410498
5603410494
5603410492
5603410475
5603410464
5603410430
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426
5603317885
5603308258
5603300117
5603296288

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

Keep poles and lines updated

5603295897
5603244359
5603218091
5603206447
5603199464
5603180939
5603168548
5603166129
5603162489
5603150367
5603101900
5603091597
5603086522
5603078647
5603047716
5603046498
5603043646
5603029144
5603026349
5603023072
5603005636
5603003964
5602998900
5602985471
5602981075
5602978210
5602957258
5602957247
5602950802
5602947157
5602943012
5602938777
5602933094
5602891031
5602875841
5602874114
5602861395
5602861079
5602840206
5602830812
5602829706
5602828619
5602824787
5602817573
5602793115
5602787510
5602784569

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Replacement of poles

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

Kathleen Street project - live nearby

Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

kathleen st.plant

No
No
Yes
No
No
No

new primary lines / brief outages

Closure of John Street substation

5602776030
5602770157
5602730365
5602663819
5602646471
5602643955
5602637654
5602633107
5602625613
5602608989
5602607435
5602600365
5602576572

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

5602574661
5602563831
5602562741

Yes
No
No

5602561570
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
5602531729
5602528955

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

Pole upgrading

No
No
No

5602524379
5602522408
5602521403
5602520985
5602515923
5602515517
5602507768

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

5602502045
5602479438
5602435869
5602433596
5602429989
5602412735
5602403584
5602401086

Yes

5602397224
5602391819
5602390182

Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No
No
No

Driving on Kathleen St. I've seen the ongoing
upgrades.

Watched as poles were replaced along Kathleen st.

Workers repairing lines and coming door to door to
inform us of scheduled outages for repairs etc.

Replaced pole line to my home, transformer, line
switch and cables feeding my house.
New poles and wires

I regularly walk past the Kathleen ststion - The lads
there had time to share their experiences

5602389243
5602385852

No
No

5602381543
5602378220
5602367643
5602360702
5602359591
5602356970
5602351642
5602351466
5602328231
5602326214
5602322086
5602321699
5602317911
5602316275
5602307819
5602307401
5602297738
5602284632

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

work near Bell park a few years ago.

5602284106

Yes

5602281803
5602275012
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959
5602261620
5602259545
5602256745
5602253330
5602253307
5602249717
5602243196
5602187910
5602157586
5602106178
5602102950
5602101458
5602066769
5601996619
5601910195
5601885863
5601875625

Yes
No

Pole relocation & replacement on South Bay Rd
Only what was in this slide presentation about the
Kathleen Street substation.

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

I have noted pole replacement occurring in my
neigbourhood, I was pleased to see the use of local
contractors and staff.

Nothing

Replacing poles in new sudbury

Kathleen Substation

Poles being replaced and still in progress.

5601874109
5601853784
5601688323
5601681107
5601653127
5601642435
5601521920
5600934776

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Kathleen Rebuild
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Attachment 3 (of 18):
1-SEC-9 Attachment 3: Question 3

Given this brief description, what are your thoughts about our plans for System
Respondent ID Renewal?
Open-Ended Response
5608774731 none
5608392240 I think it's necessary
5608391622 THEY SEEM SHORT SIGHTED
5608387388
5608318089
5608259448
5608245418
5608235127
5608232580
5608231956
5608220418

5608217930
5608214170

5608205903
5608203094
5608199027
5608194623
5608187209
5608151209

5608146413

I think it is great! Something that is long overdue and will have big impacts on everyone
Sounds responsible and prudent.
system upgrading is necessary i order to maintain reliability of service
I don’t know
The plan sounds good. Little and often as the consumers are stretched too thin as it is
to take a larger hot on their bill due to major upgrades all at once.
It's important that power distribution is anchored upon a solid foundation is reliable
and maintainable infrastructure. This is a sound plan to keep our lights on.
Very good
I personally believe that keeping up to date on the maintenance and upgrading the
systems are a main focus that the GSU should have. Implementing new ecofriedly
transformers and lowering or rerouting wires to make it so Mother Nature and our
amenities can coexist is also a step in the right direction. Far too many trees are being
destroyed to make room for insignificant buildings or parking lots that if one compagne
can try to make a difference it can be a better place for our Mother Earth.

The proposed infrastructure changes to replace the aging exposed substations and the
power re-routing switching systems is good progressive future reliability thinking .
Better to prevent problems especially if the costs are lower.
Seems a good imove
nothing at the moment
I think it will help sudbury community affordable
Great idea, all for helping the environment and finding new and better ways to power
our city.
I think the plans for system renewal, based on the description, are headed the right
way. I think it is important we keep all equipment up to date, as it is dangerous to have
outdated wiring around, workers and just generally among the streets.
It is extremely important to maintain equipment to ensure safe and efficient delivery of
electricity. Research into technology that could reduce the costs related to the
electricity lost throughout distribution. Implementing GREEN alternatives should be a
top priority. Let us forget the focus on profits and reduce the contribution to climate
change.
I am impressed with your vision
It seems necessary in order to maintain a certain level of service and safety

5608127771
5608118280
5608115667
5608111878
5608109096 maintain a clean and stable product
5608101940 necessary upgrades like everything else
5608095922 Necessary

5608039628 Maintenance is the key to a good reliable system.
5608038016 Needs to be maintained
Definitely need to complete any upgrades that are required for System Renewal, but
5608034410 also need to keep the costs down for the consumer.
5608027935 Good plan. Needs to be done to ensure both reliable energy and safety.
5608020873
5608018568 great,makes good sense,not enough people will heed to learn more abot it
5608002775 sounds good if it all happens
better set money aside to keep the renewals up to date at the most cost effective
5607981932 method
5607973614
5607971273 Important immediate attention
5607966268
5607958422
Seems reasonable; I do not have the expertise to judge whether or not you are
5607957588 addressing this adequately or need to accelerate investment here.
5607946663
5607936513 crews are very good at what they do
5607934862 required for system reliability
5607923175 na
5607918892 Seems reasonable
Due to the current age of certain stations, the system renewal should of started sooner.
It needs to get done
Actually I have not heard to much about it
Very challenging but happy planning has begun to renew our system
not to familiar with all the plans
In the long run it will be better for greater service and lower cost
I think it’s awesome to upgrade the system to eventually limit cost increase. Electricity
5607829767 is 100% part of our daily lives. It should be high priority on our list
5607829662 Good
5607825947
5607821194
As long as the budgets are there and it’s done little by little, I don’t think I’d have a
5607806892 problem with that!
To be honest, I believe you may need to make all these changes but the rates keep
going up. I believe the real problem is the big salaries at the top. Cut those
5607806037 substantially and I would have no complaint about the actual costs to run Hydro
5607801688 Sounds good Replacing as needed is what is nevessary
5607795857
5607779308 It's important to maintaingood working and safe equipment
5607770311 It looks sensible.
5607763278 Good job
5607754971 Great initiative
5607735776 N/A
5607727406 I agree that the system needs upkeep but costs MUST be controlled or minimized.
5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018
5607838698
5607829881

5607724671
5607713316
5607711806
5607697810
5607691675
5607683177
5607622800
5607622170

It is essential to upgrade the services and infrastructure so costs can be contained and
we do not end up with a massive upgrade and out of budget costs
Sounds reasonable.
they sound reasonable.
plan seems sound
It is important to keep up with renewal energy sources and distribution
Very important to have clean and reliable energy offered.
maintaining and upgrading is critical. it's important that residents are confident that
our power supply is stable and consistent
Good idea. I’d like to know more about cost.
The systems need to be repaired and upgraded to ensure they continue to function but
the costs should not be paid for by customers.
A good plan.
Reliable infrastructure will improve hydro delivery, that’s great.
Save environment and our money
Ok

5607618549
5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482 Sounds great
5607589576 The are required
well from the information provided here, it would be pretty important that System
5607588238 Renewal is a necessary expense for continued safety and reliability
5607575700 That we are on the right path
5607574089 NOT HEARD OF
5607569996 It comes down to how much do the customers have to pay
5607569944 OK
I like this idea a lot! I'm very happy with the service I have receive this far . I foresee it
5607569136 only getting better
5607550925
System Renewal seems to be a crucial step in effectively managing the current and
5607547354 future costs. Therefore, it should be a high priority.
5607544770 Changes and investments need to made in order to keep up with all systems
5607542750 Unsure
5607529159 i think it is the way to go
It's good but you must keep in mind of the customers prices....as long as the charges
5607525394 don't increase because of all of these upgrades.
I think its crucial and very productive. Maintenance and system renewal is necessary
5607521668 and a safe way to operate.
Definitely needs to be a high priority.. there have been alot of issues with power
5607521205 failures lately

5607520712 I believe its good as the pros of replacing and upgrading aged parts outweighs the cons
I like it. There has been a lot of issues in my area with power outages so being able to
5607520658 renew or upgrade will be great for myself and other customers with issues.
My thoughts about the plans for the System Renewal are that it is essential to keep our
parts and systems up to date and ensuring that the materials used reduce costs is also
great for the community. Having modern standards that ensure workers and public
5607517990 safety is also essential to any system renewal.

5607501898
5607500927
5607497985
5607497711
5607497501
5607497480

It is important to keep our infrastructure as up to date as possible.
Sounds logical and responsible. WWII era infrastructure is a risk.
Not sure I know enough to describe
It is important to keep up with the times and maintain our City's aging infrastructure
Very important and we need to take advantage of nature's free energy...sun...wind and
use these t ok make electricity.
Sounds necessary and proactive.
Spend some now or more later on patches. Renewal is planned with very minimal down
time while breakdowns are high cost with overtime, down time & possibility of fires &
injury during all kinds of weather.
They seem reasonable
Very good

5607496953
5607496836
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931 This is great and very important
5607392196 I agree with the current plans. A bit at a time is the most effective.
I think it’s necessary to replace old parts with new parts as it is with a lot of things in
life. That’s just how it goes. There’s always new changes and new updates that need to
be made. If this will help against extended outages and continue to provide reliable
electricity, these updates are mandatory and I’m all for it. It’s absolutely necessary to
5607369858 maintain system reliability.
5607356998
5607356693 Seems reasonable to be very strategic in the changes.
5607307048 Great plan to keep providing the required utilities.
5607289714
5607261674 good to keep up with replacement of tired service parts
5607155401 n/a
5607148829 they are good
5607138145 Hopefully will be more environmentally friendly
5607126826 Support fully.
5607118162 Very important for the futur of Sudbury
I think GSH is on the right track. Putting a plan in place over the next five years to
5607109518 upgrade these systems sounds like the right thing to do.
5607070174 It is a high priority that the system keep being upgraded.
5607066340 A must do.
5606960772
5606866592 I agree they are essential
5606866519 I understand the necessity, but caution the timeline.
5606865564 None at this time
5606862426
It is a good idea as long as equipment is not being replaced for replacements sake but
5606848133 the replacement is mechanically necessary and economically feasible
5606821110 important for reliability and efficiency
5606778350 Has to be done to keep the services going.
5606775700 I agree but keep costs low to consumers please
5606729929 50-50.
5606707543 Fantastic plans that will help lead us into a better future for hydro
5606704822 I think its great that GSU is proactive

5606701343 It has to get done
As long as the system renewal will be compatible with newer renewable green sources
of electricity which we should be investing in, I’m all for it. Otherwise, why are we
5606697662 replacing or fixing something that is 75 plus years old ?
5606697542
5606695838
5606693342
5606683447
5606679199
5606668545
5606609047

I think it provides a sound strategy to enhance assets needed to ensure reliable service.
It is something that needs to be done in order to keep everyone's lights on.
It is important to keep equipment up to date
hoping your focus is on upgrading to accommodate and implement green energy
They seem logical.
something has to be done

5606582883 Smart to do it a piece at a time, to help with cash flows and keep user rates reasonable.
5606565661
5606544873
We have critical areas that need replacement or upgrading to ensure continued service
(substations built just after WWII), while other areas might be able to wait (poles still in
5606530149 good condition)
5606529390 Wise thinking ahead
5606521578 so far so good
5606515031 Upgrades are important to ensure efficiency
5606498033 I think it is a high priority, so that when power goes out it is short lived.
5606457870 Replacing obselete and/or aging parts is necessary to assure supply.
5606377731 Good to replace outdated equipment
5606374916 No comment
I understand that infrastructure is important as well as it's maintenance. We live in a
digital age, electricity is a necessary commodity. Balancing the extra cost to the end
customer is also important. Hydro cost uses up disposal income for lots of low income
5606368851 earning families. If prices go up, what's in it for the customer? What are our incentives?
5606362865
5606358921
5606358297 The focus seems reasonable and appropriate.
5606352864
5606349846 Me
5606338466 No comments
I would like to see materials being used that last longer, not just what are cheaper.
Replacing something every few years cause it is cheaper than replacing with a higher
quality material once every 10 years is an issue to me. Not to replace things unless they
5606333428 need to be replaced- make efficiencies within the system, management and work force.
5606313190 excellent
5606305765 Looks OK to me.
5606291857
5606282880 Green energy
5606276523 Think it is always a great idea to keep up with the ever changing technology.

5606270446
5606246635
5606243694
5606240215
5606235091
5606227560
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207
5606138657
5606136667
5606135737
5606133735
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893
5606117473
5606077871
5606050032
5606046919
5606027567
5606019346
5606007319

5606003891
5605999905
5605999230
5605997788
5605954398
5605944845

5605944757
5605943593
5605935878

Yes, keep things updated in a timely fashion. Band-aid system costs more.
must keep upgrading so system oes not fail.
go for it
System should be renewed on an ongoing basis in terms of dollars available.
Good

Without proper upgrades and maintenance all systems are doomed, so do what must
be done
I agree renewal is a priority. Maintenance and updating system ensures public demand
for consistent service
Continual upgrades are a much better approach than last minute emergencies
Seem good
poles could be of more durable material (e.g. metal vs wood) and should be topped by
small solar panels
System Renewal and maintenance is important not like the saying if its not broke don't
fix it, does not work for the long term
Investment is needed for sustainability
necessary
It makes sense to replace these parts to the system before they fail and there is an
unplanned outage.
another costly adventure that will be paid by the taxpayer
makes sense
NO COMMENT
It is crucial to keep the system up to date and well-maintained to allow for reliable
delivery and capacity
It's good to know these efforts are forthcoming and it is very
proactive/responsible/forward thinking.
I agree. Replacing aging infrastructure in the system should be based on priorities based
on system reliability and cost. It should be planned on an annual, basis over the long
term.
Keeping up with crucial changes is paramount.
I think that instead of replacing poles, out systems should go I underground. Bury the
wires, no chance of knockouts during storms and not exposed to our harsh elements.
Maybe a different type of poles your new poles on Lammi”s road have large holes
made by wood peckers.
Interesting
Seams like we are going to get a huge rate increase to offset the cost
$$$$ Residential customers are going to see huge increases in the already inflated
rates. Why don’t any of the houses who keep paying and paying never see new lines to
their homes? This is a new way for you to implement increases to rates is all it is. You
feel by telling us this and giving us a survey we will feel the increases will be justified.
They won’t be. The residential consumer is just going to get shafted again.
Great idea. Upgrades to more modern, reliable, safer equipment
I agree with the plan as long as it is not too much of an increase cost to customers

5605929744 Great improvements to lower costs to residents
Phase changes in to minimize costs to already overtaxed citizens & low income senior
5605898796 citizens.
5605895298 Reasonable cost and time is expected from responsible board and management
5605889475 More renewable energy investment is equally if not more important.
5605888440

5605877568

5605859907
5605857712
5605842218
5605834173
5605827346
5605825610
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923
5605770359
5605766635
5605762727
5605754961

5605751987
5605736775
5605720737
5605715168

Good because are modern society is dependent on electricity technology is always
evolving,upgrading the systems is crutial to keep up to the todays standards as well
considering newer systems can run at a higher capacity and cleaner on the environment
I hate it! I see rates going up. I see this sneakily being implemented in rates for delivery
and everything taking little rises in cost here and there, until my damn bill doubles or
triples again over the next few years. I don’t use much electricity or water for that
matter, but when you factor in waste water and delivery charges, bam, the bill is up
there in cost. So unfair, but how can we change it? We can’t. You are a monopoly and
put up or shut up.
Reliability of the system is of utmost importance and this is dependent on proper
maintenance and implementation of modern technology.
It is more economical and cost saving to practice System Renewal before costly
problems occur. Upgrading now also allows for future power comsumption
good plan ! best to get this done now ahead of failures and cost increases. Large
transformers are super expensive and take longer to replace.
I agree with the plan.
SYSTEM RENEWAL PLANS SEAM TO BE THE BEST KEPT SECRET IN SUDBURY
We need to have reliable supply of our electricity
I don't have any specific comments at this time.
A needed upgrade to provide better, more cost effective and efficient service.Mat
As long as the renovations are more than cosmetic I’m happy with what you’re doing
seem to be on the right direction keep up the good work
Ensure that money is spent where it will make the most impact. Reduce redundancy
and waste. System renewal is very important, but make sure initiatives focus on the
biggest bang for the buck.
Good job by reusing the building
Should have been done in stages earlier
Concern the expense is going to increase rates
if areas are at the end of their service life, I feel it's important to have upgrades to
prevent extended outages
It’s essential

5605711665
5605710753
5605701839
5605697401 Essential
Makes sense. Better to renew the system before components fail than to face
unexpected costs when components fail. The key aspect is to manage things properly.
Sometimes things are replaced even when they are still in good condition (an
5605696231 unnecessary expense).
5605693202 very rewarding

5605692713
5605691499
5605689578
5605688115
5605671879
5605668215

Eventually all equipment needs to be replaced, because of wear and tear or because of
obsolence.

I believe it on track
.
this should provide a safe efficeint system
Agree that these should be priority projects
As a city, we should always work on a 5 year plan moving forward to make sure that we
can meet the demands in an environmentally friendly manor and to be able to meet
5605667945 future demands at a reasonable cost.
5605649793
Things change with time and age, we must change with it in order to sustain our quality
5605643288 of life.
5605639153 Need to catch up to new technology cost
5605631738
Planning to effectively manage costs is important. A reliable system is necessary,
5605552605 making it a wise decision to start working towards renewal a bit at a time.
System reliability is a priority. Utilize well run risk assessments to prioritize the work
5605551802 and the spend. Ensure your critical controls are monitored for integrity.
I think you supposed to go ahead and renew the old system with the most suitable one
5605545450 for your needs
5605539178 It depends on what this means to my monthly bills.
5605519256 The cost seems so high compard to former yeras.
5605513558 Good to ensure sufficient service to customers.
5605508744 I agree that system renewal is a top priority
make sure that Return on Investment is higher. Try to consider the most sound
5605506200 technological investments.
5605504568 necessary
5605482165 Good
5605477871
5605474132 Definitely heading in the right direction.
5605465929
5605450050 it will need to be done sooner or later, right
5605444398 It's great idea
5605439375 Renewal projects should be an opportunity to integrate 'greener' technologies
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747 Need to update system on continuous basis
5605416220 Everything needs to be changed at some point.
It needs to be done - I hope that future demands are being forecasted to be accounted
5605415683 for now.
5605410634
I think replacing and maintaining what is required to deliver electricity in order to avoid
5605404971 interruption of electricity services.
Renewal of existing system is essential. Renewal is always less expensive than having to
5605399087 replace due to failure of system.

By replacing them, it prevents any older poles from actually falling and doing hundreds
5605395655 of thousands of dollars of extra cost....
5605338455 Seems necessary
5605326811 it shows a lot of foresight and good management
If they were built after WW2, perhaps the area and technology should be publicly well
5605324793 documented for historical value
5605323531
5605323310
5605321593
5605318701
5605318102
5605317490
5605315159
5605311781
5605291825
5605286962
5605274533
5605270154
5605265287
5605260496
5605260445

5605253943
5605253232
5605239806

5605230815
5605227438
5605223663
5605222107
5605221688

5605208036
5605196421
5605193279
5605189004
5605188579

Hydro energy is critical in all of our everyday life so maintenance and renewal is critical
All good.
I don’t know
I like the idea of cost saving and modernizing
no opinion
Sounds like a reasonable and sound plan
Good description & info
Interested in seing the final effects of the changes
I think that you have the right priorities.
upgrading is truly needed
It seems to be a good idea, preventative maintenance is always a good thing especially
when people rely so much on things functioning properly
It's a great idea. Technology is only getting more advanced and we must be ready for
what's coming.
Ensures that we have continued service without brown outs and loss of service
Don't know enough about it
Go for it!
I believe Sudbury hydro is continually upgrading our outside plant network, we have
not experienced any power interruptions. I live on Lynwood Dr. and I feel that some
upgrading is required and as my service mast on my home is supporting services across
the street.
I think it is necessary.
Try to keep the costs down
On a recent road trip, I noticed the wooden poles are being replaced with "metal" or
"fibre" poles. I am assuming this is to enhance the longevity, and reduce how often
they need to be replaced? We need to find sustainable methods for System Renewalthat does not mean green initiatives, it means sustainable methods.
Must do what is necessary to maintain the system in good working order.
Needs to be done
Positive! Effective approach
Having a sub station next to our home renewal is a must
yea it makes sense but at the same time, i don't physically see anything being done. i
can agree that, on paper it makes sense... however without knowing what's changing or
being updated or why, specifically, i can't give objective thoughts to this question.
good idea
Systems need to be repaired and updated in order to keep service working properly. If
put off they end up costing more in the long run.
Good news
Preventative maintenance is a logical place to put the majority of the profit to ensure
future reliability and upgrades for future increased demand

5605145259
5605128315
5605126505
5605124841
5605123235

Great plan keep making old parts new

has to be done to remain reliable
Definitely necessary to maintain reliable service moving forward.
Keep up the good work!
its good to renew the assests before they break down on their own.be proactive not
5605122768 reactive
I think it is only prudent to keep equipment in a state of confident operation -- renewal,
5605121295 so it has to be a significant part of the plan
5605116822 Excellent foresight planning
GSH took over a well maintained Capreol hydro back in the day so it and any other Dist.
5605115345 Station should by upgraded/renewed unless new technology could be introduced.
5605114112 Upgrading and maintaining are essential for ongoing service and efficiency.
I think it's important to be proactive on infrastructure costs and upkeep. I think
combining efforts with other industries could help benefit and minimize duplicate
5605112772 efforts.
It's wise, but a fear would be that it will cause bills to increase. The cost of living goes
up and up and up but the employer doesn't seem to have any reality check in keeping
5605110526 that margin realistic or fair.
5605105613
5605102632 Maintaining structures ensures reliable service
5605099908 The focus seems to be directed appropriately.
5605097643 Sound good !
5605096234 Why not invest in new renewable energy generating options
5605095826 I think your plans are realistic and achievable
5605093147
5605076106 Excellent idea to move forward.
Sceptical. Time to limit overhead wires as ice storms are now the norm. Plan for this
and bury the wires and reduce to poorly aesthetic poles and hanging wires all over the
5605062132 place. Limit vegetations (trees) under your lines.
5605054024 n/a
5605037259 Costs must not be dumped onto the consumer
5605033990 good
5604977142 Sounds like an excuse to tack another fee onto our bills.
5604972361 Seems to be the right choice
I think system renewal should include other gials as well, such as built in a way to
5604971290 support the green energy initiatives as well.
5604970615 Keep the system up to date
5604970509 ok
I don't have much knowledge of the plans other than what I have read here, so I don't
5604969420 have much to input other than good to that it's a priority
5604964729 Absolute necessity.
5604950035 Reusing and recycling as much as possible
Do everything you can from your operating expenses. Do not increase cost to the
5604936179 customer.
5604931460 great to see to further reliability of service

5604924668 It is a good, solid plan
In my uneducated opinion - stop replacing technology & poles that have been around
since WWII with the same technology & poles ... haven’t you come up with an entirely
new system or product ... seems like you are doing the same old same old — however
5604915293 as stated I am quite ignorant on this subject matter
5604909239 Needs to be done
I think it is important to keep updating the infrastructure and staying current to ensure
5604905767 that the system is efficient and well- maintained.
I do understand that you must perform upgrades but hopefully at a very reasonable
5604883728 cost to.the customers.
5604883529 n/a
I think it's important to update substations and poles to insure efficient electricity
5604872872 transport.
Wow they have lasted that long it's time to change before something critical happens
5604867918 and will cost more money and cause a ripple effect to essential services.
5604867813 Not aware
5604867754
5604859615 If you don’t keep up your renewal, you will pay more in the future.
5604858779
It seems very appropriate. Old systems have to be upgraded. This wil also make the
5604851827 system more efficient.
5604848208 Preventive maintenance is the only way to maintain reliability.
5604839413 Sounds like a good plan
5604837274 We have to invest to keep the services up to date
5604835309 No thoughts
5604826591
I think it makes sense to invest in system renewal so as to maintain a good level of
5604825747 service for the community.
5604821304 It's good to see preventative maintenance is a priority.
5604819422
Renewal is an essential part of any service especially an essential one like hydro or
water. After all we all renew our cars every so often, this is not to impress our
neighbours, but to ensure we have safe reliable and up to date transport. So therefore
businesses and public utilities have to keep investing in their equipment to ensure their
5604819196 customers have a safe and reliable delivery of the end product.
5604818609 I think it is important to upgrade in order to prevent critical outages.
5604815539 Appropriate for the needs of industry and households
5604811533 I feel that we need to invest in system renewal.
5604803318 Rate increase
A worthy investment. Perhaps this would be the time to invest in materials other than
5604795035 standard even though more costly.
5604792676 must be done
Planned system renewal is always better than having to respond to emergency
5604763520 replacment or repair.
5604757859 This renewal should recognize future requirements that require 5, 10 and 20 year plans

5604753267
5604748154
5604745166

Sounds like there are strong possibilities for system failures if some of these old
transformers are not replaced. Having said that, would it mean that those costs would
be imposed to us the consumers? Or are there government subsidies available?
Makes sense
maintaining it is very important
I would like to see some planning towards burying more lines in a continual systematic
fashion. Ice storms will become more frequent with climate change resulting in more
outages. Although burying lines is more costly initially it would be cheaper than
constant repairs in the long run.
Proactive is much better than reactive

5604732195
5604728491
5604725181
5604722046 Sounds good.
System renewal is good but I am hopeful that GSH is considering the impacts of climate
5604712345 change when investing for the long-term.
5604710647 Important to provide a reliable service
5604695107
5604694190 Do anything needed to keep the electricity flowing.
5604693305 Its a great idea to to keep things up to date and working properly
5604681552 maintaining a stable system
5604665547
5604660921 System renewal is unavoidable, if you wish to ensure excellent service.
5604650745
5604648056 Answered with #8
5604645011 Are the new systems environmentally conscious?
5604644641 makes sense
5604617929 let public know your plan and more transparent
5604580830 Five and required
5604579320 I have no idea
5604575629 Don’ Know your plans
5604574821
5604574282 Sounds like a good plan
5604572516 I don’t know
5604567581 must be done as needed, in advance of major breakdown of service.
5604565759
5604564384 Sounds necessary
5604564110 The plans sound thorough.
I have no thoughts on system renewal although any advancement is a step forward in
5604562235 the right direction.
Not sure.. what's said and done are sometimes 2 different things that depend on how
5604559118 there governed!
5604558353 updating is important in all aspects, especially if systems are outdated.
There is a fine balance between the 'NEED to have' and the 'NICE to have'. We need to
continue to have a reliable distribution system, but not necessarily a "state of the art"
5604556311 system.
5604550977
5604548452

5604545909 As long as it’s environmentally and economically reasonable, then, I say- go for it.
5604537180 Very interesting!
5604528304
keeping up with technology changes covers all aspects of our lives and electrical is no
5604528108 different.
5604523934 It a very good plan
5604516420 Keeping equipment and services current is very important.
5604515658 it was time/much needed upgrades and modernization
5604511739 I think it's great!
It is important to upgrade present equipment to meet the needs of the growing
5604494852 population
I think you should not increase rates but increase peak hour rates, to pay for repairs. As
well you should create categories of usage- add a flat rate charge to cost of bill when
usage is high. While repairs are crucial, motivating people to use less energy and be
5604488672 environmentally cautious is important.
5604473955 This is a must.
5604471236 good ideas
5604468558 System Renewal is probably a wise thing
5604467158 Seems ok
5604465323 none
5604464793 Innovations and new technology should be a priority.
I think it is good to prepare for the future and ensure that transformers that are out of
date a renewed appropriately. As well, use of standard materials are key in order to
5604464423 keep costs down.
5604462800 Must ensure continuity
As the city grows so does demand on electricity. Greater Sudbury Hydro needs to keep
5604461238 pace. Renewal and upgrading is required to maintain an efficient system.
5604458998
5604458850 seem to make sense
5604458118 OK
It is very critical. I believe consistent with Customer priorities for maintaining system
5604456825 reliability.
5604456206 Seems very necessary
5604455333 good
5604454794
5604454643 get it done ASAP
As with all infrastructure on any building, industrial or otherwise, costs should be part
5604454389 of the yearly capital budgets, to lessen a large increase to residential customers
I was not aware that part of our system was so old and I understand the need to
5604452409 replace in order to maintain an adequate service
preventative maintenance is an important investment for all equipment however it
5604451777 must be handled in a cost effective plan
5604449790
5604445511 interesting
It's important to update and maintain components. It could cost more to repair
5604445137 components from neglect then it would to update.

5604444817 Some poles are replaced when not needed Monies can be allotted elsewhere Im sure
5604438782 If the service life is near done then I agree replace the ones that need it.
The first thing I noticed which is concerning is the removal of large, well-established
trees.... and new ones are not visible at all in the updated system renewal picture. If
GSH is attempting to be responsible, either saving the trees to re-plant (if feasible), or
investing in new ones should be included in any plans if they are to be eco-friendly ones
5604436303 which is the way of the future and extremely long over-due.
5604433973
5604433870 sounds good
5604428179 An ounce if prevention is worth a pound of cure
5604425041 Too much focus on renewal.
I hope you go green. If you've got to upgrade our systems that's the ONLY way to go no
5604423029 matter the cost!
5604421868 hydro is a necessity so need to keep it all running well so no power outages
5604402821 Necessary, and long overdue
5604385649 cant wait
5604382979 No thoughts
You mentionned GSH in the lines above... I'm assuming you are referring to Greater
Sudbury Hydro?... That is just one more name added to the list of many (Sudbury
Hydro, Greater Sudbury Utilities, Greater Sudbury Hydro, Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.)...
My thoughts are that a diagram to illustrate the business name would be a good start.
The description of the plan for system renewal was brief and unclear considering that I
am already confused of your business' name. My intuition tells me however that in the
near future, I will see an additional fees added to my bill, with little explanation, for this
5604381442 great System Renewal Plan....!
5604380765
5604380186 I think it needs to be done.
5604379360 I don’t have enough information
Improvements now will benefit the future, and hopefully help in avoiding costly
5604376786 expenses that might be urgent (all at once)
5604374978 Must be done
5604374219 No
5604371497 It is important.
5604371168 I think the public needs to be educated and informed.
5604370174 Critical asset replacement is important
5604369096 As long as the upgrades move us towards more green, renewable energy, it's great!
I think that keeping the operations running smoothly is important, so if that means
5604367587 replacing parts then that must be done.
5604366101
Obviously must do what must do to ensure smooth future delivery. Freeze
management salaries and reduce mgnt expense allowances drastically for 5 years to
5604365563 pay for any increases in costs, instead of adding fees.
5604365493 75% seems a good percentage
5604365338 100% in agreement
5604362719 It sounds nice in theory
5604362389

5604362369 Like it
5604361429
5604361134 Upgrade at the same time
5604361072 It is needed and useful.
Given what you have outlined above, your plans for Systems Renewal are needed and
5604360735 should be acted upon.
If upgrades are needed then it has to be done! It will also create work for local
5604360302 companies
5604359886 system in parts of town are outdated
I think it's a good thing, considering our infrastructure can be updated to kept up with
5604359618 the times.
5604359399 I think it is great that you are replacing parts that are old and not working properly
5604358063 It's required
5604356320
5604354043 n/a
5604353831
Something must be done every year but controlling increases to customers must be a
5604353463 priority.
5604351809 I think it’s important to upkeep the infrastructure. Old equipment cannot be reliable.
Yes the system should be renewed. Planning to replace and upgrade equipment before
5604350778 they fail is important
5604350762 not well informed
5604349957 Exactly what I suggested in the previous question. Great job👍👍
5604347004 Great idea!!
5604346129 I think it’s important
It is important for infrastructure to be replaced as needed to ensure we maintain the
5604345925 services we already have.
5604345162 Obviously its critical to constantly be upgrading.
5604344502 Good plan.
5604343451 If it lowers our monthly bill...great! If it's going to increase our bill...I don't want it.
This is critical to ensuring continued service. We are all concerned about cost, but it is
5604342950 also very important to maintain our infrastructure.
5604340786 Agree.
I like it. Maintenance and replacement if required, is key to reliability and efficiency,
5604339893 and keeping costs low over time.
5604334758 The plan will help the enviroment.
5604333207 I think this system is very important.
5604332694 Critical importance for ongoing generation and supply
5604331048 thoughtful
5604330996
5604328843
5604327835 Might be more effective
5604327467 If it will insure reliability of the system, then it's a must.
5604326548
I have to trust the pros as I don't know enough to criticize. I presume they don't want
5604326270 their bills to go up any more than I do.
5604325071 I need more information.

5604324433 Seems appropriate given the age of the system
5604322291 very good thoughts about System Renewal
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172 Needs to be done to move forward in this age
5604317462
It makes sense to upgrade outdated equipment. A power failure during certain
5604317168 weather (below zero) is dangerous.
System renewal should be completed at no increase in cost to the consumer above
5604316253 inflation.
5604315383
5604315029 More cost effective to upgrade substations now before bigger issues arise.
5604314300 makes sense, important to maintain cost efficiency
5604312196 It's a good plan!
5604308420 They need to be done
5604307604 you are heading in the right direction
5604307213 That's great, having an updated system for the electrical delivery would be great.
5604306433 It is a good idea
The System Renewal is a good idea because it means that it will prevent extended
5604306302 outages and lack of electricity.
5604306068
I hope they increase the reliability of electricity in Sudbury. I find, far too often, that
5604306035 even the slightest storm can cause widespread outages.
5604305829 Never seen or heard about it
ensure it is renewed efficiently and on budget so costs are not out of control and
5604304577 passed along to consumers
5604304068 planned maintenance / replacement is critical to prevent outages
5604304041 Prefer not to comment
5604303717 Sounds like a great idea
5604303303 For future generations
5604302723
You seem to be heading in the right direction. Changing a little bit here and there while
keeping costs to a minimum will certainly improve the quality and will certainly lower
5604302611 costs by hopefully reducing emergency situations.
5604302439 It's a good plan
5604301061 The Plan sounds beneficial in the longterm
5604300658
I think that if it is going to slow down our destruction of natural resources and ozone
5604297834 depletion, very important
5604296499 I feel it is important to maintain to current standards.
5604296104
Maintenance is always a high priority, however, it should not come at an addition cost
(via rate increase). We pay enough for Hydro as it is, the cost of the renewal should be
5604295239 sustained with existing revenues.
Sounds promising, though I'm concerned about increasing delivery rates to compensate
5604293929 for rising costs elsewhere.
5604293485

5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
5604291940
5604291033
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889

It would be great for our environment
Sounds like a good idea to me.
I have little opinion.
Stroked about it!

Ideally, solutions that are competitively priced against existing/tradition power
5604288381 generation
5604288118
5604287719 Good idea to spread costs of upgrades over time
5604287470
5604287115 not ware of it
You should be investing in make the switch to be a self contained system for the city
5604287048 and not relying on the hydro from else were where they can dictate the cost.
5604286310
5604285785 upgrading is always a key to keep equipment working
5604285749
5604285387 Appears to be a well thought out plan.
5604285094
Renewal of obsolete systems is very important, but doing so keeping financials in mind
5604284237 is very important
Everything has to be maintained and this makes the system more reliable also which is
5604283171 huge.
5604282722
5604282608 none
Replace what needs to be replaced I am sure there is a maintenance plan. What you
5604281650 never thought it would break or get old.
5604281095 Hope it works and not just more BS
5604280537 I think it is important
Want to ensure that it's environmentally friendly and that the changes will part of
5604280459 climate change mitigation.
I agree with upgrading before things become an issue, this helps with safety and slows
5604280357 costs on emergency upgrades at the time of an outage or issue.
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972 I think you’re doing a good job on the incentive program
5604277206
5604277185 Moving ahead well
5604276799 ok
Seems to be necessary, and financially responsible as you mention the use of standard
5604276409 materials.
5604275680 Think it’s a great idea if it reduces cost
5604275558 No thoughts
5604275500
5604274690 I think you are on the right track, repair/replace before the end of the life cycle.

5604274662
5604273968
5604273863
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
5604272124
5604271907
5604271746
5604271645
5604271581
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235
5604271105
5604271098
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728
5604270253
5604270221
5604270152
5604269953
5604269839
5604269687
5604269611
5604269511
5604269461
5604269344
5604269322
5604269306
5604269295
5604269261
5604269147
5604268994
5604268978
5604268944
5604268932
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821

Seems like the right area to focus on
Plans appear to be in line with sustainable development and future needs
Sounds good
very efficient
na
Uneasy regarding possible price hikes to pay for it all
It is important to maintain and upgrade infrastructure to ensure electricity is being
provided on a consistent and reliable manner.
I believe it is a great plan. Updating and maintaining transformers and such needs to be
of highest priority in order to prevent unnecessary outages/issues
Not familliar enough to rate this
I'd like to see a system of underground cables instead of poles and overhead wires.
Time to change.
Has to be started and maintsined
System renewal is not a bad investement - however - it should only be applied if it is
absolutely necessary.
On track.
Great idea

A very good idea
Must keep up with the times with new energy options
Unsure
sounds great
Good plan, wish it wasn't appropriate expensive.
I have no idea
N/a
Lower cost is a big thing for everyone
excellent plan
You have good plans
Good plans
N/A
It's something all energy producers should be on board with
None
N/A
Seems like a good plan for the city.
I think system renewal is very important to keep up with changing times.
It needs to be done.
System renewal is vital, our infrastructure needs a massive upgrade across the board.
Sounds great and is needed to maintain safe and modern practices but hope the cost
increase to consumers isn't overwhelming.
I don't have any thoughts on it
X
It sounds appropriate

5604268811
5604268538
5604268525
5604268129
5604268103
5604254904

5604254758
5604250673
5604249464
5604241489
5604235771
5604235317

It's crucial!
The focus should be on green energy replacement
It’s a good idea
No thoughts
black out can occur, therefor reliability is important repair is also critical as our
weather is changing and damaging storms , winds can effect power line
The plan does not mention if this renewal is trying to incorporate new technologies into
your system. I would be interested in knowing if you are considering how to introduce
green and renewable energy equipment into your current infrastructure.
It seems like a reasonable plan
If it is going to run more effectively than go for it as long as it doesnt cost us more to do
the upgrade
Sounds good, we count on your professionalism
Good
indifferent
It is difficult for me to assess priorities. However I do believe that you understand that
maintenance and upgrading your equipment will play an important role in maintaining
services to your customers.

5604231423
5604226382
5604215288 not sure
5604166701 Amazing seems like a good idea
The parts replaced should be of high quality for reliance as well as to help lower costs
5604163090 to customers

our generation has grown to depend on hydro for every facet of our lives, we are
grateful for the dependability of hydro that is life saving at times, but there is progress
needed for certain problems especially for seniors. The higher rates are in effect from
11 am to 5 pm from may 1 to nov 1 so seniors at home are restricted to work at night if
they wish to bake or do laundry.It is seldom that seniors will have all chores done by
11am.The week-end low rates are great but if hydro is cut-off on a Saturday we should
be allotted another day of low rate to replace it. We are impressed at the dedication of
hydro employees during storms across the country but we have to live with those
5604162592 inconveniences the choice is to pay more or live in the off hours. thank you..
5604152890 na
Gradual renewal is the way to go in order to avoid drastic increases in prices that would
5604151377 result if the system was allowed to decline requiring many major upgrades at once.
I agree that things need to be replaced, as long as it’s only things that need to be
replaced. If you’re replacing things just because you’re replacing other things in that
5604143185 area, it’s a waste of resources.
5604125629 We will wait and see
5604125146 Transformers being a critical asset is an engineering decision. I can't second guess that.
5604123573 They sound reasonable
5604120030
5604117306 Can not say

5604116144 I think it's a great plan if there is enough man power to accomplish these goals
5604114778 good idea,do it
I think it's a necessity to have these upgraded for the safety and function of our current
society. However, the environmental and future impact that these investments have
should be considered and explained. If these changes will only impact those who are
currently using these systems for their electricity, then the same cycle will repeat itself
at the end of the service life of the new systems set in place. Can this system renewal
help the current paying population as well as the future generations? This is the type of
5604107995 question that should be asked.
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191 sounds good
Its good to see upgrades it makes me feel safe knowing I wont have to worry about my
5604087065 future electricity needs.
5604084394 Appropriatek
5604077480 They sound reasonable and are needed, given our ever changing technologies.
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433 Seems necessary.
5604062671
I like that the investments will be made over time rather than a one time replacement
5604061713 of all at the same time.
5604061086 Sounds important
Important to upgrade. Assume that the assets have been depreciated over their life
5604055096 and the same will happen with new assets.
5604044456 it always seems good in writing, but its just another way to raise bills.
5604042635 Not sure.
5604040258 needed
5604040020 Good
5604039143 Sounds good for long term usage of consumers.
5604032280 its good things
5604029848 Good project
I think maintenance and replacement of old equipment to keep things running
5604027854 smoothly is important.
5604027433 This is something that's very important and that you need to continue doing.
5604027174 its good for reduce costs
5604026488
5604026130 go ahead
5604023394
5604023256 keep costs down
5604022376 dasdsa
5604020803
I believe renewing the existing system is more important than expansion. Hopefully the
replacement of legacy infrastructure can be accomplished with safer and less obtrusive
5604020547 systems.
5604020224

I'm on board and do hope that the System Renewal process is very forward-thinking
and what I mean by that is that the new work being done is ahead of the minimum
available - the technology being installed should be done so to last and be relevant for a
5604020123 number of years to come.
5604019955 you never know when and how an old system can fail
5604018768 Power transformers are a reasonable priority to ensure infrastructure reliability
5604017808
Safety and reliability are an important factor that need to be considered when it comes
5604017463 to a crucial service like hydro.
5604016188 No
5604012720
I do believe the necessity of upgrading the system is one that eventually will have to
5604010773 take priority
5604010523
I believe that renewal is essential just like everybody that owns a house the need to fix
and maintain is required for things to continue working efficiently. This cost should be
on the home owner just like the cost for system renewal should be bared by GSH and
not fall on the consumer. I don't know anybody that get the neighbors to pay for their
5604003848 renovations.
5604002610 Definitely require upgrade if they are that old.
5604002058 Good
5604001844 seems like it will be good
5604000138 I have not seen or heard of anythin
the systems are the most important part of the distributions systems and ensure
5603989836 continuous smooth operation.
5603972575 I have not seen or heard of the plans so I really can’t speak to it.
5603971458 It's required and important
5603965342 Sounds reasonable
Must be done to avoid expenses when we can least afford it repairs in winter take
5603955878 longer because of temperature as an example or cost more when system fails
5603955740
5603948545
5603942687 Awesome plan, great to see continued improvements coming to Coniston
5603940742
5603939181 Sounds important, especially if some of them are 70 years old.
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776 I am impressed.
Most important. Equipment must be maintained and kept current to provide ongoing
electricity. Equipment must withstand increasing storms and fluctuations in weather
5603931035 patterns.
5603930966 N/a
old transformers may leak PCB's but they still have a long live expectancy. I am sure
5603928938 there are priorities in areas where more power is required.
5603928380 N/A
5603927701 Has to be done I suppose.
5603927144 Keep up the good work

5603926785

Consideration should be given to back-up sustainable systems such as solar and geo5603925775 thermal?
5603924827 Things have to be replaced and up dated
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131 Replace transformers or any “end of life”
5603916190 Cheaper to get them done soon Rather than wait
5603912059 Quite important.
5603908660 Necessary investment
The Systems renewal needs to be based on fact not just desire for change or "the latest
5603907138 technology"
5603906616 my thoughts are positive because consumers should be looking at savings.
5603901309 Not aware of the current physical condition of existing electrical infrastructure
5603894521
Managing renewal cost is important. Our community relies on your expertise to ensure
funds are spent wisely and strategically. However significant deferral of infrastructure
renewal in order to avoid political complaints not acceptable or reasonable. It simply
puts our community at risk and creates an ever increasing infrastructure debt load that
5603892723 we will not be able to manage in the future.
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425 keep up renewal
5603878303 would seem to be very important
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147 none
5603854129 It’s important to be more efficient.
5603853917
Renewal should be on an ongoing basis, well planned, properly financially anticipated
and managed, and carried out so that each year the high priorities areas are addressed
5603850070 and that no area becomes dysfunctional - a very fine balance to maintain.
5603844505
You all make a very good living (higher than average incomes) for working in what is
mostly a better than average organization / work environment for work that no doubt
you all should be qualified to do. The idea that your management would ask your
clients to offer an unqualified opinion about what your priorities should be and forgive
me for putting it this way seems absurd. As a consciencious and reasonably well
educated person who is now semi retired who worked diligently and effectively for all
my career my thought / suggestion is do the job that you are well paid to do and stop
wasting our mutual time by asking me to weigh in on matters that as a lay customer I
am not qualified to comment on recognizing that any "opinion" I might offer would at
5603839719 best be "specious"
5603838201 renew electricity with useful, proven methods: gas, electricity.
Systems cannot be left to themselves. They must be renewed; however, renewal should
5603829389 always be with a thought to the next generation of power generation.

5603827620 You are doing things in a cost effective way.
5603826947
5603824518 They are appropriate.
5603823777 logical / fine
Needs to happen, hopfully designs are ensuring to keep it simple so future repair are
5603819038 not more costly.
5603815509 Keep the cost low.
5603813865 Try to stay ahead of obsolete and worn systems.
It's needed. Everything has a lifespan, substations included. From the photo that you
provided - Kathleen Substation - it looks like you've torn out all the cedars that were
around the fencing. Please replace those, they are an important part of keeping air
5603812361 clean.
Look to integrate alternate energy sources (i.e. green energy) where economically
feasible. Is there an emergency plan to link to the provincial grid in case of a
5603811387 catastrophic failure in GSH grid?
I think it’s a good idea. I would like to see more advertising about it and continue to
5603809247 follow through with it.
5603807838 Crucial that aging infrastructure be maintained. “A stitch in time saves nine”
Looks like your plan has been carefully planned out by people far more knowledgeable
5603803545 than me.
5603799607 Critical area
5603797713 very important
5603795594 N/A
I agree we should at have a long term plan to gradually replace old infrastructure,
5603795045 especially long delivery items such as transformers.
5603794864 Looks good
5603794723 Disruption to the customer
5603793990 Good idea. Replace rather than fix after it's too late
5603793624 I think it’s a great idea to stay on top of maintenance and keep everything working fine.
It sounds to me like these upgrades are necessary for reliable service to customers. The
costs of doing it now, when it's not an emergency situation, would be less than when
parts fail. I like that the company is looking ahead to save money on these upgrades in
the long run which ultimately will keep our bills lower, even if they may have to
5603791335 increase a bit to get these upgrades done now.
5603790413 I believe it is very important and very much needed.
5603789161 equipment would need to be upgraded as electricity is an important asset
I would have to agree that substations need attention before problems occur to
5603789068 eliminate future problems
5603787264 it is good as long as we keep electricity prices in check
5603783584 Update with state of the art infrastructure to reduce power loss and maintenance
5603782515 It is a necessary undertaking to prevent a major breakdown and escalating cost
5603777291 Have to replace old parts and systems so issues don't happen
5603774037 We need green energy...solar
5603745694 Should be done quickly
5603735624 I have concerns about rate increases because the costs are too high already.
5603732849 I think it is important.

5603732602
5603729467
5603728003
5603726674
5603725461
5603723462
5603722140
5603719277
5603717379
5603713646
5603710170

5603708430
5603708297
5603706458

5603706139

5603705662
5603705356
5603703860
5603701394
5603698999
5603698726
5603696326
5603696171
5603696031

Increasing efficiency is always good
Proper planning
Keep low cost
none.
Sounds reasonable
I believe that it is a necessary investment
I would agree with your proposed plan
Be as self sufficient in our life, work to lower the cost
Need to modernize always to take advantage of new technologies
OK
If you are dealing with World War 2 vintage equipment then the priority has to be to
make sure not only a plan but the resources need to be allocated to replace/ upgrade
these.
none
Maintaining present service levels to legacy customers is high priority as they are the
ones that have paid for the present system.
Can’t comment on something I know so little about. That being said the above
statement sounds logical. Are we looking at the big picture (incorporating green energy)
as well as maintaining. Hate to see another situation like we have here with the roads everything patched - no real progress or long term solution.
I have no doubt that replacing equipment that is near the end of its life is not only
prudent but also critical. I know that delivery time on replacement transformer stations
is lengthy and if a unit fails without having spares available can cause lengthy shortage
of power.
I think any work done to make sure our system is kept in working order and as efficient
as possible is a good plan.
Need to keep up to date
good plan
Understandably needs to be done before something goes wrong with the old
equipment and it's even more costly.
I believe there should be plans for renewal
older systems need to be modernized.
I agree some money spent on system renewal now may prevent a great deal of money
having to be spent in the future just to try and catch up. Eg roads!

You have to do what needs to be done to deliver electricity to your customers in an
5603693093 appropriate financial manner
5603692894 On the right track
I think it is good to focus on maintaining/doing preventative maintenance on
5603692535 infrastructure.
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174 Good idea
5603684657
It makes sense as long as any aspect of this that can be done to increase our use of
5603680129 renewable energy is included in the renewal.

5603679368
5603678809 Great keep the costs to the consumer to a minimal
i like it.Prioritise what is most urgent and spread the cost over the years necessary to
5603678078 complete the work.
5603677539
5603674458 System renewal is absolutely necessary.
5603674434 Plans are reasonable.
5603673400 Dont know
5603673376 Good
System should maintained to a level that can provide reliable, uninterrupted energy
supply in all weather situations by passing over minimum financial burben to the
5603672984 customers.
5603671299 Don’t know
5603671289 A must to keep up to date.
5603671089
5603669410
Infrastructure must be maintained and upgraded to take advantage of innovations and
5603668632 provide most efficient, economical electricity.
5603668126 Bien pensé! Bon succès!
5603667328 sounds important
If equipment is coming to the end of its service life, it is good management to schedule
5603667280 replacement.
5603666933 Agree, high priority
5603665564 i know thoughts regarding this
5603664909 I think it’s Great
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925 No comments
5603661725 Oman seems well thought out.
5603660840
5603660088 It's important to maintain reliability of service
5603660014 Its good
5603659261 Every time system renewal is even mentioned our bill go up in cost. Not fair
5603658586 Hide the evidence.... inground where possible
5603657522
5603656664
5603655605 seems to work OK there are few non nature related ourages
With the increased costs of living and owning a home (and keeping it maintained), I'm
5603654288 concerned about costs of (paying for) a company's infrastructure.
5603653137 System renewal is required to prevent infrastructure collapse (like the roads are doing)
5603653067
5603652815 Nothing specific at this time.
I am in agreement with renewal plans and hope this can be done without any major
5603652362 increase on my hydro bill.
5603651446
5603646034 They are focused on the right initiatives.

5603634029
5603626198
5603625871
5603625394
5603623005
5603621778
5603621405
5603620577
5603619555
5603619420
5603619178
5603616195
5603615549
5603615469
5603615033
5603614188
5603613148
5603613126
5603612703
5603612182
5603611988
5603610977
5603609923
5603609759
5603609723
5603609565

5603608793
5603608627
5603607653
5603607466
5603605715
5603605545

5603603947
5603603490

Prioritize implementation with the best and latest technology available; 'Now"
Keep up the good work
From the description sounds like it’s something that needs to get done
None
good
I need hydro as I'm hydro heated wouldn't want it to fail in the winter but then can I
afford to have to pay more?
Sounds expensive and will result in higher rates, not lower rates.
Read and agree. Time to renew. Change is a positive opportunity.
Sounds like it needs attention before it fails.
Renewal is important but it must include a comprehensive service and maintenance
program.
Good if it works
sounds like this is a prep for my hydro prices to go way up. i would have thought that
the use of solar would have helped tremendously to keep costs down.
Good
Needs to be done.
I think it could wait and we should focus more on energy saving and eco saving
120 yrs of experience should direct staff to keep costs below 75% as projected.
It's understandable that renewals need to happen. I hope that consideration to long
term Investments for renewal able energy initiatives are considered in the process
Great
feeling
N/A
Na
Sounds great!
its ok
you have to keep up
I think anyone who is giving service to their customers should keep their attention as
their first priority in maintaining first class products to them. If your service is a private
business be fair to your customers expenses in service. The one problem that annoys us
when you send out your bills is, the nickel and dime costs you list on the bill. The
average majority of customers find it confusing and ignore it. If you have a bill to fix
your computer, the average customer does not know how it works and does not
understand why it costs so much to fix. If you are a non-profit service, keep it that way
and avoid the rise in the monthly bills that you send out.
It has to be done
Sounds essential
I agree you seem to have our best interest planned for.
Sounds like a good investment
No choice
System Renewal is very important. We have been subject to minimal power outages
and with the addition of the new Kathleen station this trend should continue. The
whole system should be kept in tip top condition.
Not sure.

5603603188 No comment
so many infrastructures are old...need to be updated with safe/reliable technology with
back ups that will remain reliable in light of technology that can shut it down such as
hackers/emp charges/the problems that caused the 2002? issues where we lost all
5603602767 electricity
5603601822 has to be done
5603601197 necessary, not urgent
If it needs to be done, then it needs to be done. I’m not sure what else to say about
5603600828 that.
5603600690 Doing maintenance and upgrades before the system fails seems like a smart investment.
5603600289 Too high.
This should be part of budget always I presume even though I do not know much about
5603599579 all of this as all things get old just like people.
5603597140 Using high efficiency transformers and cables. Using solar systems when possible.
5603596750 Would underground wires over time be cost effective
could be done at a rate which is affordable and not beyond your means. In other words
5603596629 over a long period of time if need be.
5603595420 It seems ambitious
I think that Sudbury Hydro understands their infrastructure and I believe that the plan
5603595172 as set up will work just fine for me.
5603594108 there are good best in class methods and procedures to follow
5603593658 Reliability is imprtant
5603592389 sounds very good
5603592063 Good risk management protocol for renewal in priority manner will work
- Making a few adjustments at a time is key. - The current profits should cover all costs.
- The older facilities should be addressed first regardless of the age of the surrounding
5603591397 infrastructures.
5603590899
5603590415 N?A
5603589152 we must have an up-to-date reliable system
5603588861 step by step.
I believe that your system renewal plan is a must to prevent power shortages, I glad to
5603588032 hear Sudbury has a plan for our future.
5603586086 People working
5603585297 It is necessary
GSH must be proactive in determining which substations are to be prioritized for
5603584348 upgrades
5603583886
5603583439 Should be a priority
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355
5603577885 I maintain my car and home so you should also maintain your equipment
5603577567 Interesting and ambitious

I agree with the System Renewal plan, specifically in the initiative of ensuring the safety
5603577249 of your employees.
5603577003 Why is renewal almost 75% of the pie chart
5603576829 How fast can you make it happen.
5603576350
Replacing and/or upgrading equipment dating from WWII is definately I high priority. It
5603575091 is amazing that you have kept it functioning all this time.
5603574826 I think that it's good to be done over a period time to cut costs
5603574750
5603574675 If you believe it is essential moving forward, then it must considered.
5603574310 Adequate
5603573214 I feel the plans are headed in the right direction
5603573116 If you limit number of substations it will limit the overall cost. Has this been discussed
5603572707
This needs to be done but the city needs to make investments in small retrofit
renewable energy products accessible for all. Reduce overall cost of infrastructure and
5603572279 demand over the long term.
5603571440 Good to see our money go to good use.
5603571108 Seems reasonable...but expensive
5603570775 Keep on doing more of the same
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958 Obviously needs to be taken care of
5603564523 Due to climate change, more underground wiring
5603563541 Its required. My neighborhood wires are in terrible shape
If the renewal is going to be more efficient in the long run and the savings would be
5603563020 passed on to the customers then I’m especially all for it.
5603562796 Make green, renewable energy a priority
5603562614 needs to be done but at no additional cost to customers
5603562501 Good plans
Sounds good - how are these capital expense financed? Through debt? Interest rates
5603561531 are low now? If debt can the rate be locked in for 30 or 49 years (interest rate swap)
Upgrading our system is very important and replacing transformers is essential to
5603560671 provide reliable delivery of electricity.
5603560533 It’s a start in the right direction.
5603560337 None
5603559955 Seems necessary to maintain good service and reliability.
Replacing critical infrastructure that’s at the end of its service life is critical to
5603559519 maintaining an efficient and cost effective service.
I support increasing connections to the electricity system from those of us who use
5603559476 electricity in the Sudbury Region and presently fall under Ontario Hydro.
5603559393 I HOPE THAT IT WILL INPROVE AND WE GET LESS POWER BLACK OUTS

Since they are at end of their life. why not look into cost of new way of producing
electricity.....solar/wind/water !!!! possibly initial costs of such a venture would pay for
itself in say...5 years ? Quebec does this and sells their surplus. Smart . Let's start
5603559025 thinking SMARTER.
A consistent, reliable service is critical as we are more dependent on electricity. Letting
infrastructure get older and not having a proper renewal plan increases costs of
5603558791 replacement later.
5603558732 That its necessary to continue to provide hydro
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800 It’s understandable. All things needs to be replaced or updated.
5603556477 Hopefully looking futher than five years
5603555959 important
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381 Very good.
5603555247 sounds good to me!!
5603555069 Limited views
5603555012 Very well planned
Important to maintain current level of service and to meet demand for our growing
future. It will become more important as we try to welcome new businesses through
the community. Considering innovative and environmentally responsible renewals
5603554966 should be a priority.
It’s better to keep everything maintained than to let it go and it costing more for mass
5603554812 rush replacements
Seems very expensive. Is this in line with other communities and other utility
5603554123 companies? We seem to pay more than a lot of cities for our electricity
5603553885 if it will save people money thats great
5603553809 Forward thinking is good .
5603553284 I think it was due for an upgrade.
5603553211 Must continue to do these necessary tasks
5603552317
5603551128 See above
5603548868 Should be a top priority.
Alternative nergy systems such as windmills for supplementary support to the system
5603548738 should be integrated
5603548222
5603547631 the plans are good improvement is a must. keeps workers employed
5603547394 not needed
5603546833 Never really gave it a thought until now
Whatever work needs to be done to increase efficiency and reliability should be
5603546451 completed.
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867 M

5603545570 It sounds very good, but a lot of your consumers cannot afford anymore increases.
5603544362
5603544358 none
5603544197
It is important to maintain and update the system to ensure efficient delivery of
electricity. Failure to do so will result in a situation similar to the dismal state of
5603543753 Sudbury’s roads.
5603543111 it is necessary to provide reliable service in the future
5603542349
5603542246 need to keep upgrading
5603541504 Sounds like it’s something that has to be done .. the plans make sense
5603540844
I feel system renewal is vital as they are becoming very old, but must be done in small
5603540233 increments to keep costs down to customers
5603540123 Keep it a high priority
5603539792 Sounds like a good plan.
5603539781 it's great investment to ensure the reliability of electricity
I agree completely as I do not believe in waiting in something to fail before fixing. Be
5603539452 proactive!
Be very aware that the old adage: if it ain't broke, don't fix it is always a golden rule.
Just because it's old doesn't mean it needs replacing. We need to stop being a throw5603538950 away society.
5603538881 as expected
5603537599
5603533967 Reasonable
5603532709
5603520556 Looks fine to me.
5603520518
5603519763 Unknown
5603517826
5603517746 I would try to get the longest service life from the transformers
5603514420 Happy you are engaged in forward thinking
I agree with upgrading them, they need to be a priority. It’s unfortunate however that
young people who are coming into new homes etc are bearing the brunt of these
expenses while older people have enjoyed a reliable system for many years. There
should be a tax break or incentive of some type for new home owners or people with
5603513933 young families.
5603513326
I’d rate it excellent if you don’t raise rates. Your staff and managers make too much
5603512741 money.
5603512680
5603510755 can’t rate
5603510589 it not bad, but with change come costs
5603510156 I think it would be a good way to start
5603509669 Great plan ,look forward to progress
GUS is updating critical infrastructure that is nearing or is beyond its life expectancy.
5603509292 This is critical to maintain reliable service and I agree with the plan to do this.

5603508826
5603508213
5603508055
5603507414
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170
5603504124

Time for renewal don’t wait til they r broken and people are left in the dark for days be
prepared it the best way to go and
Seems logical

If it needed
I think you should upgrade the system and make it energy and cost efficient for us.
this all seems like common sense maintenance
no idea
Important to do this for future system reliability
Renewal and upgrading of older systems are essential to address potential extra costs
5603503579 into the future and ensure reliable energy distribution.
5603503055 go for it
5603502436 Hope you get at it soon and keep at it, a little at a time.
5603501301
5603501136 It seems like it could be good
5603500874 Could help environment
Of course, aging infrastructure needs to be replaced. This can be done responsibly and
5603499896 efficiently without the need to increase customer cost.
I am for having reliable hydro but at minimum cost to your customers, people on
5603499655 pension are just getting by, how do you plan to get all the money for these projects?
5603499606 Fine
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201 Keep it maintained
Makes sense, would be good if upgrades were done in small batches to benefit from
5603498129 bulk purchases of parts and services
5603497878
5603497641 They seem to be adequate in order to maintain a good system
5603496892 go for it
5603496723 I think it is necessary and a good choice for future.
5603496188 I think it’s a key aspect of providing reliable power
5603495712 I'm thinking of going off grid.!!
5603495694 I think upgrade is good for all
5603495634 Know that you will meet with the increasing rates.
I feel that system renewal and upgrades should regular occurrences. Systematic
upgrades should be at a high level of importance and be done with consideration to the
5603495426 longevity of the plants
5603495358 I believe in keeping things working and up to par
5603495258 Nothing works if the infrastructure is broken
I have seen no real obvious benefits to your system renewal plans. I have seen workers
standing in a group at the same place at the same time. They could be part of this
5603495097 project.
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111 Hope they work in the long run

I’m all for system maintenance of course but I am against expensive upgrades for the
sake of upgrading. The cost of living is so high and additional costs outside of regular
hydro costs are a burden, especially in a time when expenses are at a premium and
5603493826 especially for seniors.
5603492980 logical progress
5603492906
5603492493 System upgrade should be a priority
5603492260
5603492225 Definitely needed
Better to be proactive than reactive. This is smart as in the long run, it saves time an
money, especially if something fails during a weekend, overtime is not required,
therefore saves some costs. You are also able to schedule repairs and upgrades at
5603491909 convenient times.
5603491791 looks good, can we concentrate on going underground?
Given your description of the program, replacement and keeping substations in good
5603491350 repair appear to be a priority.
5603490607 Appropriate
it concerns me that reference is being made to nearing end of life for some sub stations
5603489844 indicating to me a failure to remain ahead of end of life criteria
Your upgrades are very close to us to get upgraded also if some financial incentives are
5603489624 available.
5603489619 Seems like the way go if you want to keep the equipment up to date.
5603489409 Good
5603488618 not sure
5603488422 Keep going...
5603488244 It will make less wast and power outage or breakage
5603488176
Preventative maintenance is better than emergency replacement. It’s important to
focus on the systems and stations that need the upgrades than seeing the funds spent
5603487577 on the ones that are already working well.
5603486769 consider burying power lines for healthier environment
5603486662 They seem to be good so far.
5603486071
5603485815 Systems must be kept up to date to provide services.
5603485814 Better to fix before failure
If the system need to be undated do it. It would be great if a solar program would be
5603485676 available to us. to save some money.
5603485488 .
5603485360 An excellent plan to ensure reliable service
5603485024 I don't have enough information at this time to further comment

5603484698
5603484597
5603484471
5603484131
5603484127

It’s good. I think it is right to renew or replacing the important parts that will cause in
the future more damage or maybe can create danger to workers and even in business.
It needs to be done.
Seems like a reasonable point of interest given how dated equipment is.
No comment
Great idea for futur

5603483627 The plans for System Renewal is a great Idea and could prevent further power outages.
5603483359 Should help in keeping costs under control
5603483327 they sound reasonable
There is need to upgrade the old transformers etc. We have a camp at Long Lake built
in fifties and see how OLD the lines are, ancient colour changes to the parts etc. Power
5603483293 outages are not nice to deal with.
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231 Do it.
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815 Seems necessary
5603481838 It obviously needs to occur.
5603481766
5603481675
System renewal should be ongoing as part of annual operating plan. Doing a portion
each year in order to maintain system to avoid large capital requirements and funding
5603481238 shortfalls.
5603480563 I think it's a well thought out plan.
5603480386 Sounds wonderful
5603480355 Good
Agree - the legal and environmental liability associated with transformer stations of this
5603480134 age is significant.
5603480051 Very interesting
Too much money. If you only have 75% than only do 75%. Can the other 25% not wait
5603479480 another 5yrs?
5603479440 Need to ensure a safe and operational system.
5603479201 I think its a good idea
I want Reliable Service and that only happen if the component parts of the distribution
chain are able to handle the demand and be flexible to allow new energy generation to
5603478577 enter the chain.
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655 Don’t have enough detail to comment
5603477648
A list of critical equipment should be established and capital expenditure should be
5603477159 forecasted based on the risk rating of that piece of equipment failing.
5603477088 Renewal by more environment friendly equipment should reduce overall costs
5603476922 Do whatever needs to be done to keep costs down
5603476478 System renewal is really important.
5603475723 Looks very efficient.
5603475540 Great idea Needs upgrading Lot of money
5603474829 Great
5603474559 It need to be done
5603474130 As long as it doesn’t increase my bill, I’m happy.
5603474129

5603473918 none at the moment
In order to be properly prepared for potential emergencies or just to keep our service
5603473862 at the same level system Renewal should be a priority
5603473624 better now than never I guess
I agree that assets nearing end of life need to be replaced or upgraded. Are their
options for rebuilding assets (such as transformers) that can be explored to reduce
5603472969 costs?
5603472352 That it needs to be done
5603472305 Hopping it wil contribute to rate reductions down the road
5603471813 N/A
5603471779
I am looking forward to this, but am also worried about the increase in price this will
5603471383 cost.
5603471022
5603470970 Older need to be changed asap
5603470903
5603470858 Looks good
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259 Good idea
5603470224 neutral , cost of replacement but long term savings
This is something that "should have been" accounted for on a yearly basis and
5603469638 budgeted for depending on the estimated life of these components.
5603469139
I’m more worried about the ever increasing electricity rates although I do think
5603469006 upgrades are important but I think customers should not be gouged.
I live in one of the oldest parts of town, and therefore assume that these WWII
5603468881 substations would service my area and therefore believe this to be vitally important
5603468740 I'm thoroughly interested to see how the results pan out
5603468313 Ok
5603467972
5603467479 Start now... don’t hesitate
It is better to maintain and prevent system failures than it is to deal with a system
5603467225 failure after the fact. It is more cost effective too.
5603467000 I think it is mandatory to ensure we continue to have reliable service.
5603466943 I hope the upgrades are as green as feasible.
5603466935 Important to maintain reliability
5603466580 Should be interesting?
Good as long as spening is done so responsibly and in a way that eases the tax payers
5603466030 financial burden; and ensures that it does not increase it.
I think its a great idea to maintain the system as long as it wont cause a huge rate
5603465791 increase for residential clients
It has to be done and will obviously cost to get the electricity infrastructure
5603465679 modernized. Delaying modernization would cost more in the long run.
So long as it's not slapping a bandaid on the real problem then it's good...I can't help
wondering about using more renewable resources such as solar to help generate the
5603465611 power needed as opposed to more substations.

5603465540
5603465534
5603465391
5603465015
5603464813
5603464464
5603464213

5603464186
5603463604
5603463593

5603463585
5603463411
5603463329
5603463252
5603462811
5603461947
5603461564
5603461326
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472

Pay now or pay more later.
Good idea...reliable electricity and reliable infrastructure a must
They are good if they are going to benefit in the long range
An ongoing program addressing most critical first is a good strategy.
Has to be done on a continuous programmed basis...electricity will be a major
contributor to power requirements in the future.
Sounds good
I think it is much needed and a good start.
The system does need to be renewed a little at a time each year, so there is no major
renewal required at any one particular time. Regular maintenance is better than no
maitenance.
I would like to see this plan not go over budget.
It is definitely better to prevent system failure than it is to wait for the system to fail.
Renewal is a good idea.
I agree that the old systems should be renewed and be kept up to date. A necessary
fact of life. In places where its feasible underground wiring would be the best solution.
It would save on repairs caused by natural disasters plus it would be much more
esthetically pleasing.
Good
A must to replace aging assets to ensure reliability and limit unforeseen and normally
catastrophic failures.
Given the increase of outages lately, this seems like the only reasonable way to handle
it.
None
Great idea...keep up with upgrades so we the costumers have good hydro service

If it save us money it's ok.
Keep up the good work.
Essential
Good
keep up good work
I agree that it is important to be proactive especially considering some equipment is
5603460459 from the 1950s.
5603459797 It is better to upgrade before there is an issue.
I think that keeping the upgrading the equipment is great, If using the proper materials
5603459430 makes it work efficiently and long lasting then thats great.
5603459297
5603459279 LILO
5603459104
I feel that this survey is for no other reason than to try and condition consumers to the
fact that a substantial rate increase is in order to offset the cost of rehabilitating failing
5603459032 infrastructure.
5603458172
It’s great. It’s always good to have things replaced and renewed before they fail and
5603458169 cause more trouble.
5603457882 Good I think it is needed
5603457731

5603457716 sounds good
Definitely required to ensure that the grid in every aspect is in top condition. Old poles,
substations, lines are all key components in a healthy network. However, it is also
5603457349 crucial not to overspend on things that are optional and do not add any special use.
5603457064 Sounds good
5603456932
5603456702 Must continue to renew.
5603456299
5603456256 Keep doing the right thing at a low cost
5603456141
5603456079 no comment - don't know enough specifics
5603455998 Renewal always important.
5603455871
5603455837 Solid plan
5603455797 Needed
The description is too brief. What areas of Sudbury are you going to work on? Do any
5603455767 areas take priority over other?
5603455385
5603454856 Sounds like you have a plan in place and you are working it.
5603454432 Makes sense
5603454403 no thoughts
I agree that it is important to update the older models to keep the power working as
5603453567 best it can
5603453519 Sounds like you've done your due diligence.
5603453004
5603452731
5603452618 Many need the necessary upgrade for the futur
5603452358
I agree with it if it will prevent maintenance/outages in the future and increase
5603452338 efficiency.
5603451991 Sounds fine.
5603451985 N/A
5603451844 Definitely needed.
5603451498
I think it’s important that we remain sustainable and that our city systems are energy
5603451326 efficient. This would be high priority for me.
I think it’s important to plan ahead, replace equipment and modernize. It’s beneficial to
5603451306 everyone
5603451295 I agree
5603451199 It should be stepped up, havn't see any work being done or spoke about on the news
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027
It is important to keep system renewals going as climate change is bringing more
extreme weather, we need to make sure that service interruptions are kept to a
5603450771 minimum.

5603450697
5603450541
5603450279
5603450209
5603450064
5603450020

Planned replacement and upgrading is preferable to failure based replacement.

I agree it should be maintained .
It must be done for continued un-interrupted service.
Right on target.
not sure
Given that a overall preventative maintenance plan is followed that looks at service life,
5603449909 it seems like you’re being proactive. Transparency is key.
it sounds like you have it under control. As long as you keep doing what you've stated
5603449632 it seems like it will work.
5603449439
5603449071 From just reading what was written here, it seems like an appropriate plan.
5603448798
Good plan. I am a big fan of preventative maintenance and applaud GSU for being the
5603448776 same.
5603448541 I agree. Infrastructure is important.
5603448229 On the right track
5603447962
5603447884 Timely replacement of distribution equipment is critical to insure reliability
5603447713 No comment
5603447535 I think it’s important and timely.
5603447469 My opinion would not change anything
It makes sense to take a bigger/long term project and ammortize the cost of renewal
5603447257 over the long term instead of one major expense.
5603447111 better to maintain than wait for system failure
Normally replacing something before it breaks is cheaper than it potentially breaking
5603447017 and taking something else with it.
5603447011 hopefully it decreases our rates
I think that it is important to keep the System Renewal as up to date as possible.
5603446857 Without reliable equipment we would not have hydro.
5603446798 Efficiency and environment are important
5603446639 I think it is important
5603446477 It appears necessary.
5603446164 Please continue in other areas of the city
there's been maintenance on 2 hydro poles across the street every week for awhile
5603445259 now not sure if related
5603445068 Upkeep is needed to prevent outages and update older stations.
5603444898 Seems to be on track
5603443825 I think they are appropriate
Any plans for investments in system renewal should be innovative and/or creative. It is
much more costly to implement band-aid solutions, rather than well-thought out plans
5603443180 that will be in place for years and years to come.
I feel the existing area is good. Extending our service outside of what we have right now
is not good. It is at great cost to the customer to expand our area. Using what is
5603442908 existing now is best.
5603442767
5603442579 Important

5603442122 If there is going to be a increase in hydro to cover renewal?
I understand its importance but would like to make sure its in the better interest of the
5603441970 client.
5603441948 No thoughts
Keeping up and investing in changing technology and infrastructure can only be a good
5603441922 thing
5603441625 They seem appropriate.
I support the System Renewal Program believing that the rate of return on the capital
expenditure will be high in a short period of time by using modern technology and
5603441555 reducing maintenance costs
5603441553 Great idea
Good idea. I think its important to replace these out of date assets to not only improve
system reliability but to also provide system operators with more operational flexibility
5603441346 for switching failed assets out of the system.
5603441337
5603441301 It seems to be a good plan
You need to raise our rates, because no body planned for future needs and
replacement infrastructure, or else we will lose power for extended periods of time,
5603441235 and everyone will suffer for it.
Continuing our services is essential. Safety and education is important as well as public
5603441164 awareness.
5603440961 Unclear
5603440889 none
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327 much needed
5603440138 Have not seen the plans
5603439968 Gotta be done like with all other aging systems.
5603439853
You as a company are responsible of keeping your equipment up to date, to provide a
service, and keep your customers, balance your books and pay dividends to your
5603439755 shareholder. You should absorb all those costs, to keep making moneys
5603439694 Repair the system as needed in a timely and financially manner.
5603439435 Na
Whatever you do has to be protected against climate change -- flooding, even in non5603439374 flood zones; ice storms; epic snowfall, etc.
5603438865
5603438672 they're okay, as long as the cost isn't recycled back to the customer.
5603438526
Making critical infrastructure a priority seems to make sense, especially if it reduces
costs in the long run and helps avoid the high costs associated with unexpected the
5603438517 problems.
5603438373 good we need hydro to be up to date everyone relies on hydro
5603438198
5603438086 Upgrades are necessary

5603437876
5603437869
5603437808
5603437462
5603437286

Preplanning renewal is important as long as knowledgeable personnel are responsible
for the selection of new infrastructure to avoid acquisition of technology that will be
shortly outdated or where service/parts become discontinued.
I agree it’s important to replace aging parts to avoid major service disruptions if the
parts simply just fail
It is needed
N/A

I believe this upgrade will benefit our city, as stated above the life expectancy of the
5603437178 materials, but it will also be appealing to eye & enhance the look of our city.
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713 makes logical sense.
5603436422 upgrades are good as they keep everything working as it should
How do you know when they are going to fail? How do you know you can't get 10
5603436402 more years out of them, or does it become cost prohibitive to extend it that far?
It’s important for safety to maintain the system and keep it in good shape for all users
and the general public. With the extreme weather we experience up north it can be a
life/death situation if access is interrupted. I appreciate the need to maintain and
5603436260 renew the systems to keep up with user needs.
5603436211 sounds reasonable
I think it is important to keep equipment up to date in order to avoid outages and
5603436198 hopefully use energy efficient equipment and parts in order to keep cost down.
5603436182 I think it’s great
upgrading and replacing end of life equipment and lines before they fail is the best
5603436065 action.
Replacement of non functional units is obviously essential but an overhaul is probably
5603435785 excessive at this time.
I think it's important to maintain and update the systems as they become less reliable. I
5603435704 also think that looking for greener ways to provide energy is important.
5603435676
5603435567 none
5603435516 Good
5603435405 this is a critical part of maintaining a high-quality product and maximizing safety.
I believe upgrades and replacements are needed. Being proactive and not reactive is a
5603435220 good policy.
5603435095 It will be good
5603434953 Must be expored
5603434684 No thoughts
5603434650 No opinion
5603434633 I’m in total agreement with your thinking. System renewal is a top priority.
5603434520 Necessary
5603434429 No opinion
5603434324 Never heard until now about all the new system upgrades.
5603434229 I think it would be a benefit, upgrading and keeping current.
5603434155 Necessary!

5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072
5603432896
5603432878

No comment. Don't know enough about it
Make it happen.
I need to read up on the issues
Great! We need these older things updated.

sounds good
Do not know
I feel that it is good ideal because updating the wires will give work and it will like it was
5603432846 mentioned, be safer for HYDRO customers!!!
5603432700 Sounds reasonable from my standpoint.
5603432690
I agree with the fact that maintaining system reliability is very important but I am afraid
5603432381 that the consumer's costs of hydro will be going up...
5603432359 Somewhat
5603432336
5603432321 I think it is great and well needed!!!
5603432320 It's a good thing.
5603432192
5603432131 completely necessary
Ensure system renewal funds evaluated in parallel with plans for transition to
renewable/green energy sources (I.e. don’t spend money to replace equipment that
5603432126 will soon be outdated and replaced with other renewable/green energy initiatives
5603431679 We have to stay updated and move with technology
5603431678
very important, for maintain hydro supply to all , especially hospitals and seniors
5603431532 homes etc....
5603431415 No actual thoughts
5603431206
5603430948 I think these plans are a great idea to ensure safety for Lineman.
5603430845 Sounds reasonable.
5603430704 Required
5603430549 As long as costs don’t go up too high
5603430539 If prevention/maintenance is cheaper than repair it's a good idea.
5603430295 It looks like it was well done and clean
5603430204
5603430151 nocomment
5603429957
5603429934 Makes sense.
5603429926 Replacing aging equipment before malfunction essential in maintaining good service.
5603429869 It sounds necessary and efficient
5603429798 I agree
Good idea as long as it is done over a period of time that is not a burden to the
5603429716 customer either financially or service wise.
5603429715 It should be a good plan

5603429632
5603429477

Maintaining and upgrading is vital to providing good service. Otherwise you're in the
same situation that we're in with potholes, which is the result of not maintaining and
5603429469 upgrading city infrastructure.
5603429069 Needs to be done.
5603428999 Needs to be done but but the cost shouldn't affect the customers.
5603428992
5603428912 No comment.
5603428818 Has to be done
5603428299 I think it’s long over due
I think it is essential to ensure upgrades are completed to ensure reliability and
5603428284 particularly safety.
5603428213 Always should be concerns for environmental damage and impact to wildlife
5603427947 Theyre important
5603427903 Clean energy
5603427894
5603427501 have not heard anything.
5603427500
5603427418 Needs more green energy planning.
5603427407 Anything to control the costs
5603427279 Maintenance is extremely important
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122 No particular thoughts
5603427013
5603426965 Good to be proactive.

5603426742
5603426722
5603426696

These plans should go ahead but, keeping in mind that taxpayers are not going to be
willing to pay more taxes and or fees. Other than this survey, a committee (volunteers)
should be started to clear some of these hurdles that may hamper your plans.
Completely understand this priority. You mist start at the base.
Good plan
Everything needs to be upgraded I understand that. But to keep increasing the cost, I
don't know how families are going to manage the expense.
Sounds good.
Planning for the future is better than dealing with repairs in crisis mode

5603426330
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062 NA
5603425997 Don't know
5603425632
Renewal of infrastructure is important. This seems to be a measured and thoughtful
5603425519 approach.
5603425509 ok
5603425498 Not sure.
5603425296 Renewal is critical given the age of some of the equipment.
5603425282 Good plans

5603425151
5603424779 Not interested
5603424721 Great plan

5603424552
5603424455
5603424428
5603424375
5603424359

5603424275
5603424104
5603424060
5603423833
5603423832

I think everybody is okay with investing in System Renewal and I think everybody
understands there's a cost to doing so. The problem though is that costs are spiralling
out of control. It's fine to invest in System Renewal but the costs associated with doing
so must come from correcting other inefficiencies and not passed on to the customer.
Like the Kathleen facilities, age came in the picture.
necessary
N/a
Sounds reasonable. Replacing or upgrading components of the system keep it efficient
in delivery and costs.
I think it's adequate. There's a lot of older infrastructure in Sudbury and I'm happy to
see an administration willing to take on the responsibility of modernization, instead of
delaying and passing it on to the next generation of administration
Unsure at the moment
need to keep up to date with new technology
If it needs to be done, you have to do it!
It is necessary and should remain a high priority. We can't continue to expect quality
service if our infrastructure is outdated!

I believe the plan is essential for continued reliability and operations. Investing in green
5603423779 projects is also extremely important for future generations without breaking the bank
5603423694 It makes sense, in order to continue to provide electricity maintenance is required
5603423692 It needs to be updated.
It is better to keep the system updated than to have to replace when it is no longer
5603423555 working. We rely on the system.
5603423529 It’s great
5603423444 No thoughts just want lower rates
5603423345 We need to continue to upgrade. To stay cost efficient
5603423289 I think it’s good to stay on top of things to help everyone’s economy.
5603423274
5603423213 .
It is great to hear there is a plan to update old equipment before it fails. Yo many times
I have seen companies wait for a failure of equipment to replace which probably is
5603423207 more costly than replacing dated equipment before it breaks
5603423159 Would love to see aerial facilities buried! To improve aesthetics and secure network.
5603423158
5603423139
5603423091
5603423055
5603422990
5603422980
5603422792
5603422441

I think the system renewal plan is a good one. It is how I manage my home maintenance
Good for environment
Makes sense to be more efficient
Very important as long as green initiatives are included.
fine
Great if it is going to help with less waste
I appreciate the commitment to upgrade.

5603422336
5603422304
5603422162
5603422091
5603421828
5603421825

No Comment
It should be done to keep the system running as smooth as possible.
no opinion
Be great to get something done
Appears to be a great ongoing plan..
All systems need to be renewed regularly to keep up with technology and demands.

5603421648 Do what you gotta do. We’re saving and planing for renewable energy at our next home
5603421606 Better to upgrade and be proactive than wait for failure and be reactive.
I think it's great to stay ahead of possible failing infrastructure to ensure that future
needs of consumers are met and that it is likely a lot less costly to be proactive than
5603421437 reactive.
This seems to make sense. WWII was ~80 years ago, so those substations definitely
seem due for an upgrade. Ideally, this upgrade would result in another 80 years of use
of the substation (before needing further upgrades). Therefore, I think it is important to
spend the money to do it right. No short cuts. Also, to ensure the upgrades represent
best building/scientific practices while keeping in mind the next generation of people
5603421204 are very environmentally focused.
5603421194 It must be done on a priority basis keeping the cost as low as possible
5603421054 Logical sequence.
5603420964 I like the plans, and find them to be important for the GS Community in the future.
5603420791 No comment
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
I am all for upgrading and maintenance, I am not all for waste when it comes to
5603420669 administration of these upgrades and maintenance.
5603420653 Great system! Needs to be changed before having issues such as power outages.
5603420609 A critical part of continuing to provide reliable service
5603420522 Upkeep and maintenance is very important.
5603420498 Sounds reasonable
I understand the need, and doing it piece by piece is a good thing to reduce cost
5603420448 increases
My concern is that my electricity bill will increase further. The cost of utilities is rising at
an alarming rate, my pay cheque cannot keep up. Projects like this, although necessary
5603420413 scare me. Mismanagement, wastefulness, and corruption come to mind.
5603420362 Plans seem appropriate for the cicumstsnces
5603420333 Fully support it for future growth and sustainability.
Sudbury Hydro has always been trustable . Everything is dependent on electricity.
5603420325 Remove it and life as we know it changes very quickly. Renewal is very nessecary.
5603420318 Unsure
5603420310 It is necessary.
5603420277
5603420127
5603420107 continue to improve services, control costs
5603420098 don't have any thoughts . our thoughts are not taking into consideration
5603419712

5603419653 It is good to take such a proactive approach that absolutely will save costs over time.
Updating/replacing these systems would increase reliability in the delivery of hydro
5603419643 services.
5603419630 it seem to be going well.
5603419541 very good planning is doing preventative downtimes for customers
I do not think it is needed as much as they say. when is the last time you seen a
telephone pole break other then in strong winds. Waste of money and Human
Resources. Focus on standing new poles instead of replacing good Wood so the union
5603419457 has work
5603419244
5603419241 It seems like a reasonable and well thought out plan.
5603419176 I think it is a good idea.
5603419081 It’s a good plan, efficiency is great.
5603419076 Very important
5603419062 Perhaps you should make sure information is passed along to customers
5603418993
5603418922 n/a
5603418809 I think it’s awesome and much needed
5603418776
5603418743 ...
5603418726
We were forced to pay a debt we did not incur (someone's wages were ridiculously
high), now we have to pay for the upkeep of infrastructure that is making money
(ours)...nobody pays for our home's upkeep except ourselves. I do not see any
5603418680 transparency here.
5603418602 Sounds good
5603418597 Fix the inefficiencies first
5603418555 I like them. All infrastructure need continual renewal.
System renewal is good, and hopefully it’s energy efficient and lowers the cost for
5603418530 electricity for the city of greater Sudbury.
5603418438 Very good plan, upgrades before failures
5603418313
5603418312 Has to be done.
5603418297 Infrastructure needs to be maintained.
5603418213 Seems crucial to feel confident in distribution to residences.
It's better to practice preventative maintenance to avoid unecessary outages or
problems. However, it is important to use existing equipment that is still working in a
5603418188 satisfactory manner.
5603418130 It sounds okay
There are not ever increasing requsts for connection with the electricity system.
Sudbury's economy and population are declining. It would be prudent to scale back the
5603418072 expenditure of public money where forecasting must show that the demand is falling.
5603418043
5603417809 Well had to be done to maintain the infrastructure
5603417694 Ive not heard anything about this project. Sorry .

5603417633
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
5603416918
5603416811
5603416754

I think plans for system renewal make sense, ensuring that the infrastructure for
modern tech is in place.
Needs to be done. So geter done
unknown
Everything at some point needs to be upgraded

I agree with this strategy
sounds great as long as it doesn't affect my bill. We pay way too much as it is.
Good idea so we don't do with out
System renewal is important to keep up with latest technology and reduce costs in the
5603416608 future.
5603416583 I think it is reasonable
5603416564
5603416490 hope it benefits us
5603416486
5603416464 I'd love to see more go underground.
5603416457
5603416431 Great idea
5603416407 Yes
5603416260 Sounds like it needs to be done.
5603416254
5603416203 excellent
5603416201
5603416159 Good
5603416109 Great idea, with our households full support.
5603416084 I can’t think of obe
5603416009 It’s good
5603415935 Keep it up! Safety and reliability are important
5603415933 Maintaining reliable equipment is necessary for continued service.
5603415816
5603415813 Sounds good and reasonable.
5603415771 Seems in the best interest of the organization and customer
5603415694 upgrade - up grade
5603415691 Needs to be done to ensure continued access and reliability.
Why were these old systems not part of previous strategic plans? With more climate
5603415582 change initiatives plans should be looked at on a yearly basis.
Looks ok, upgrades and replacements should focus on long term sustainability of the
5603415574 installations versus install costs.
5603415438 System needs to remain functional and reliable and safe
5603415390 It is needed to prevent blackouts
5603415384 Good
5603415317
5603415275 Excellent plan . Keep up the good work .
5603415206 Important
5603415152

5603415115
5603415023
5603414966
5603414845
5603414803
5603414732
5603414640
5603414639
5603414539
5603414527
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361
5603414336
5603414320

Good
Required to ensure proper service
Is the plan available to the public?
Looks like its gearing to better efficiencies
it ok
N/A
Sounds good as long as prices don't increase
Get it done

Necessary due to outdated equipment and changing weather patterns!
If it keeps the power on, go ahead.
Not applicable
I think the system renewal is a no brainer but it needs to happen with programs to get
5603414291 homeowner to upgrade or "renew" their systems as well.
5603414289 I think the plans are excellent and much needed
5603414283
5603414246
Important, but should be phased to reduce sudden rate increases. every effort should
be made to do inspections and extend service life as much as possible, to prevent new
capital or major op-ex expenditures, while taking into account risk. This should be a
data driven exercise, and real vs perceived risk should be considered, given the risk to
5603414236 public services and finances.
5603414221 Plans make sense and do not hit consumer with exorbinate charges all at once.
5603414191 Has to be done or system will fail
5603414189 Right direction
5603414168 Less down time and the system is more reliable
5603414147 Need more information
5603414145 Definitely important!
5603414139
replace as necessary, not so sure that when the system renewals are all completed that
the price increases per KW to cover the Renewal Program will remain the same. Prices
5603414130 never go down.
5603414129 keep it low cost
It’s definitely important to upgrade to newer, safer substations. Technology has.
changed over the years, the demand on the system has grown, we need to be able to
evolve and upgrade to keep up with the demand while keeping workers safe and
5603414108 ensuring positive environmental impacts.
Renewals need to continue to reduce unnecessary long term repair and maintenance
5603414061 costs.
System renewal has to occur. Obsolete parts are dangerous and should be upgraded to
5603414054 the latest standards. Its an unfortunate reality that costs money, but it must be done.
5603414015 Great
5603414014 Better service

5603414007
5603413980
5603413943
5603413928
5603413916
5603413836
5603413823
5603413793
5603413561
5603413527
5603413425
5603413398
5603413304
5603413266
5603413242
5603413235

Everything needs to be replaced. As long as it doesn't increase bills too much I'm cool
with it
I am not aware of the plans
Critical to do this.
Didn’t know about it.
Not sure
important
It makes sense to upgrade and renew when upgrades are required.
Perfect!
i think it's a good investment
Na
I would be interested in more information.

Please do it.

It's a great idea to upgrade equipment that their life expectancy is questionable at this
point. There have been times where a transformer has blown and my area was without
Hydro and Heat for almost 24 hours when it was winter and -35C. I appreciate the hard
work the individuals put in to restoring power and understand that the transformer was
hard to get at, but maybe we should think about ensuring there is always an easily
5603413130 accessible way to reach all hydro equipment (maintained roads/trails, etc...)
5603413123 Good plans
5603412976
5603412954 Seems logical
5603412832 Sounds very reasonable!
Work that is necessary to be as efficiently and reasonable in price as possible. A hold
should be placed on future changes to street lighting to see how effective they are. It
sounds all good at first, but the longevity of the bulbs is at question here. Our
5603412802 personal home LED lights are not showing signs of savings in hydro usage.
5603412791 ??

5603412784
5603412734
5603412685
5603412610
5603412608
5603412601
5603412540

On paper the plan is fine. If this can be done in a way that doesn't cause disruptions in
power or LONG TERM increases I am all for it. I work with Sudbury's sewer and
stormwater infrastructure and understand the importance of replacing old and failing
infrastructure. This costs money and Sudbury is a tricky place as it is so spread out.
This is a required necessity.
We should try to meet the previous years costs.
N/A
it's something that needs to be done in terms of efficiency and continued service
Necessary to avoid long-term failure and maintain reliability
No comment

5603412522
5603412521
5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484
5603412440
5603412421

5603412420
5603412397
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
5603412366
5603412332
5603412329
5603412313
5603412304
5603412202
5603412201
5603412170
5603412145
5603412144
5603412142
5603412138
5603412132
5603412130
5603412104
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984
5603411980
5603411957
5603411953
5603411935
5603411918
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867

System renewal is necessary. The plans appear to be inline with what is needed within
the system. My father built the first transformer station in Coniston...if it's still around,
it most likely needs to be "updated" (along with all the others built in the 40s/50s.
Good work
Very important to keep our system first class and running smoothly
Logical
No thought
no comments
I would hope that the replacement components are sized accordingly for future load
along with redundancy taken in to account.
I think it’s good to maintain and upgrade the outdated systems
Uncertain things will move in a direction that is best to benifit the user since water
rates are rediculous id rather not bathe or wash my car due to the taxing amounts
tossed on the cosumer,
I think it's important
Good idea

Preventative maintenance is a must might as well renew systems to increase efficiency
and reduce long term costs.
Good plan
Will probably raise our price
System renewals are important keep our supply updated
Keep the infrastructure updated, don't let it fall apart like our roads
Very important.
Upgrading is very necessary.
has to be dealt with now
Need to know more
Keep costs down
Sounds good
I think it's on a good track
For me it’s really important to continue investing in the system renewal, so this
initiative has all my support
I think they deserve a very high priority.
Go for it
The plans are good
Agree 100%
I think it’s a great plan, it will succeed and people will support it.
Upgrades are great
System Renewal sounds good to me.

5603411844
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748
5603411747

The plan for system renewal is reasonable and necessary
I can’t comment as I have no info to provide a suitable response
Not sure

Upgrading and replacing old equipment would be a pretty important start, and
I haven’t given it any thought until now.
It’s an operating expense which should come out of the pocket of the company. If you
want to provide you need to spend. The cost won’t break your bank. Don’t make
5603411691 excuses and get it done
5603411653 your the experts
5603411633 What
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581 Continue to renew your systems and transformers.
Very relevant for our growing needs for green initiatives and our continued reliance on
5603411548 electricity.
5603411442 If the plans can be kept in budget, I am in agreement.
5603411362 .
5603411357
Continue to make cost conscious upgrades to avoid having to replace everything at one
5603411323 time.
5603411291 Well focused Good spending structure
5603411283
Should be carried out but with very responsible spending, specially in regards of wages,
5603411258 I've seen far too many hydro employees taking 4 hours to do a 1 hour job.
5603411254 It’s a great ideas
5603411241 Good idea
5603411181 Would need more explanation or comparison to other cities
Infrastructure renewal is important and helps maintain costs at a low level as best as
5603411159 possible
5603411156 Sounds good and appropriate
5603411083 Sounds reasonable
5603411056
5603411014 Thumbs up
5603410980 good idea - it is the backbone of distribution and needs to be maintained/upgraded
5603410979 Sounds like you are on the right track.
5603410892 I think it is important to continue making it a priority.
5603410873 It it required in order to maintain regular usage
5603410857 Get it done fast
5603410829 x
5603410818 Great Idea
5603410806 Plans seem appropriate given the age of some parts of the system.
5603410800 It's a well thought out system to be preemptive rather than wait for the worst to come.

5603410789
5603410772
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627
5603410621
5603410600
5603410517
5603410516
5603410512
5603410503
5603410498
5603410494
5603410492
5603410475
5603410464
5603410430
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426
5603317885
5603308258
5603300117
5603296288

Sounds good
Regular renewal is fine as long as it adds value and lowers costs for the consumer
Keep up the good work.
Really good idea , to stay on up and keep our costs down .
Stay ahead of the game.
get rid of old, possibly unreliable equipment (and people)
It seems to be on track and keeping ahead of system failure.
No comment
System Renewal sounds good, unless of course, clients are hit with increases on their
bill.
I think it’s important to avoid potential problems with the older equipement
I think this is feasible. It's difficult to produce if the equipment is not maintained or
upgraded. ie. our Sudbury roads!
None
No opinion
How does equipment reach obsolescence if you can build these fancy surveys?
could be working but need more information

NA
Hydro wants to keep things running well to save us money.
all the extra " carbon tax " money collected from bills should be put into renewal
it is a high percentage of capital but everything else depends on it being done
We need to keep up to date with new technology and infrastrure
no thoughts
Planning ahead is always a good idea but only while taking into consideration all the
5603295897 other factors that need to be taken care of ($).
5603244359 You have good priorities These are very critical steps that must be taken.
5603218091 Anything being done that will allow cost effectiveness I am for.
5603206447
5603199464 I've only seen repairs to current equipment in my area
5603180939 Great
This plan makes sense. Unfortunately it costs money to keep things maintained and
doing it a bit at a time will hopefully not hit the customers with too much of an increase
5603168548 in premiums.
5603166129 I think it's ok as long as it is necessary..
Ensure future sustainability in upgrades/maintenance that also keeps things
5603162489 economically viable for consumers and GSH
5603150367 Seems like a sound plan
5603101900
5603091597 must get done
5603086522 .
5603078647
We need to upgrade and modernize to increase efficiency and increased consumer
5603047716 demand

5603046498 I think it's a good idea
5603043646 You are basically explaining why they are needed.
do the right thing for consumers while being prudent with short and long term
5603029144 expenditures
5603026349 NA
5603023072 Very high priority in order to ensure safety of all employees.
5603005636 as always the customer will pay the majority of costs in the increased rates
5603003964 i have not seen any system renewals
5602998900 Its critical and we need reliable energy.
5602985471 Newer equipment sounds good.
5602981075 It's a good plan.
5602978210 I think that it is something that needs to be done and that you are on top of it.
5602957258 Very important
5602957247 Seems reasonable that the transformers would be the top priority
5602950802 I have not personally seen any of the work underway.
5602947157 It's a no-brainer.
5602943012 depends on the cost
5602938777 up to date equipment is always an important investment for reliability.
5602933094
i think this renewal will maintain consumption of hydro which is now servicing a lot of
5602891031 more homes that are being built that the amount of new people that arrived here
5602875841 This sounds very important
5602874114 I believe that your plans are necessary
5602861395 This is important & should be kept up.
5602861079 As long as its better greener and cheaper
5602840206 Do what needs doing.
5602830812
5602829706 Sounds good.
5602828619 NOTHING
Substations that are at end of life should be upgraded. Transformers replaced prior to
environmental damage caused by failure. Composite poles may be cheaper thannwood
5602824787 in the long run.
5602817573

5602793115
5602787510
5602784569
5602776030
5602770157
5602730365

Overall maintaining reasonable costs on regulated billing is important to maintaining a
balanced budget for my family and of course, maintaining services. As renewable clean
energy as possible with these two highly important items in mind are top priority. (If
we cannot afford to maintain service there would be no service therefore if new
infrastructure creates impossible costs for residents in the City of Greater Sudbury
another fair and balanced plan should be implemented over a very spread out gradual
period of time matching reasonably with regulated wage and employment rates in the
City of Greater Sudbury to ensure it's residents affordability for services)
Keeping the system in good shape will only save money in the future
NA
Not sure
In agreement.
It is an important part of system upgrade and maintenance of the system.

5602663819 Good - Let's get to it!
5602646471 I'M okay with it. It's not necessary
5602643955 Very good plan
Given the aged and aging of parts and transformers I agree that it is imperative that
5602637654 these receive urgent and ongoing attention and repair.
5602633107 Necessary
5602625613
It appears that the DSP plan for the renewal of the GSU electricity system is reasonably
thought out and planned ...from the overall or high level view afforded in this
5602608989 survey...the devil is in the details...the street level reality.
The work is necessary. Take a look at your executive and trim the fat. Your engineering
5602607435 group alone is policy-heavy.
5602600365 GOOD
5602576572
I agree with your paragraph, stated above, where investments need to be done a bit at
5602574661 a time in order to manage the costs.
5602563831 it's about time
5602562741 excellent
5602561570 Do what you need to do to keep everything working
5602545777 No opinion at this time
5602544859 I think it’s good to have a renewable plan.
5602542342 makes sense
always make any decision you make for System Renewal through the lens of meeting
IPCC recommendations. This will affect the materials you use to the transition to clean
5602540298 energy sources.
5602531729 good
5602528955 No opinion.
Definitely a necessity. Having proper electricity that's reliable is crucial... being
5602524379 proactive is key.
5602522408 a
5602521403 great
5602520985 No other option given
5602515923 necessary
the opportunity to not just renew but to improve the system for future needs. While
5602515517 they are still functional, would be a great time to rethink green and to plan accordingly
Think this is a great initiative but maintaining what is existing is also important. there
are low hanging lines in my area that are often taken care of after a lengthy period of
5602507768 time which is frustrating.
5602502045 Agree, main transformers should be replaced to ensure services are maintained.
5602479438
5602435869 These are not optional investments. They must be done.
I haven’t heard anything about it to comment on it. Hydro rates need to drop and smart
5602433596 meters are garbage and they need to go.
substations likely need to be refurbished or rebuilt to ensure reliability of entire
5602429989 distribution system.
5602412735 It's necessary to maintain service and reliability.

5602403584

5602401086
5602397224
5602391819
5602390182
5602389243
5602385852

5602381543
5602378220
5602367643
5602360702
5602359591

I am concerned about the statement that "standard materials are used to reduce cost".
I think that a system renewal should include an effort to prevent future weather related
outages (such as after last year's micro burst) and such prevention (such as burying
power lines may require non-standard materials and procedures.
Long overdue!!
Sound necessary - cannot ensure reliability without infrastructure upgrades and
modernization, which may also improve overall efficiency
Seems reasonable
Hoping for provision of electrcity to new areas
That you'd better plan it in stages, and prioritize.
I think we should do a phased in system, but one that allows for bypasses of certain
areas in case of emergency so the grid can be more flexible. I do believe we should be
looking closely to see that we mitigate the climate change issues as we renew the
system.
I appreciate the fact that renewal is planned one station at a time, to avoid disruption
of service to most customers.
Move lines underground where possible
Good
No
Completely necessary to maintain continued service. I am a firm believer in preventive
maintenance and repair.
Is there a no comment option
A great way to save money from outages.

5602356970
5602351642
5602351466
5602328231
5602326214 None.
5602322086 Good idea
5602321699 Why have you waited this long before doing maintenance and repair?
It is reassuring when I see old poles replaced and new wiring put in place. It will ensure
5602317911 continuity in service for the future
We need to renew the systems that are at high risk for failure, and that will cause
5602316275 extended outages. Definitely need to replace the oldest parts or the system.
I would restrict transformer and other asset replacement to only those that - if they fail
- affect essential institutions (and there are not many that qualify as essential).
Otherwise, run assets until they fail. Deferred maintenance saves money for everyone.
5602307819 A dollar saved today is worth more than a dollar spent tomorrow.
Look beyond 'modern' standards and look for to 'above standard' infrastructure. With
5602307401 the changing climate I'd rather you be proactive than reactive.
5602297738 na
5602284632 It’s important to continue to do this
5602284106 Essential work
Its a great initiative however, you should also take into consideration concerns from
citizens about trees or structures that are at the end of THEIR life cycle and could
5602281803 damage infrastructure.
5602275012 Appropriate
5602273740
5602267847

5602262959
5602261620
5602259545
5602256745
5602253330
5602253307
5602249717
5602243196
5602187910
5602157586
5602106178
5602102950
5602101458
5602066769
5601996619
5601910195
5601885863
5601875625
5601874109
5601853784
5601688323
5601681107
5601653127

sound good
Not sure
Must to be done.
It's needed to ensure future demands are met.
It is essential.
Not sure
appropriate plan
Havent heard
It is important to maintain the system .
GOOD IDEA
Like all things in Northern Ontario, infrastructure is getting older. Does it need
replacing? Probably. My concern is how will this impact the customer's billing costs?
Upgrading a necessary thing. Can’t wait until crisis
I feel that the system renewal is a much needed process
None
Why not start passing cables underground (where possible).
Needed
I think this plan is good and well needed to ensure the sustainability of the grid and the
ability to provide a critical service
seems appropriate
Hopefully with these changes, the cost won't go up at our end. I do believe that it is
necessary.
N/a
Good. We need to replace substations.

5601642435 I think it's a great idea so we have upgraded system and hopefully fewer power outages.
5601521920 Important to get ahead of failing equipment
It is important to renew aging parts of the distribution grid with new technology, after
5600934776 all, this will increase reliability and efficiency.
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How critical would
you say that
investments in
System Renewal
are? Would you say
Respondent ID ...
Response
5608774731
5608392240
5608391622
5608387388

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5608318089 Somewhat Critical
5608259448 Very Critical
5608245418
5608235127 Somewhat Critical

5608232580 Somewhat Critical
5608231956 Very Critical
5608220418 Very Critical
5608217930 Very Critical
5608214170

5608205903
5608203094
5608199027
5608194623

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5608187209 Somewhat Critical
5608151209 Somewhat Critical
5608146413 Very Critical

Why do you give it this rating?
because we have had some power interruptions lately
which we very seldom had before

Not renewing the system could result in loss of electricity.
Renewal of critical system components is vital to maintain
reliability of the whole distribution system

Obviously I am out of the loop as far as how far gone some
of the components are, however as far as i can tell the
system isn't currently falling apart around us.
outages and brownouts are a not something we should be
faced with.

As these systems age so do the repair and maintenance
costs. The new systems should bring greater efficiency in
delivery , lower repair costs , better ability to switch power
to other areas in events of power disruption , and a safer
work place for hydro workers.
Maintaining the system is important
Keep up with changes
for safety
Its half and half as long as we make change and keep
sudbury familys from going without i think its based on how
fast this starts to change

5608127771 Very Critical
5608118280 Very Critical
5608115667 Very Critical
5608111878
5608109096 Very Critical
5608101940 Very Critical
5608095922 Somewhat Critical
5608039628 Very Critical
5608038016 Very Critical
5608034410 Very Critical
5608027935 Very Critical
5608020873
5608018568 Somewhat Critical

5608002775 Somewhat Critical
5607981932 Very Critical
5607973614
5607971273 Very Critical
5607966268
5607958422

5607957588 Can't Rate
5607946663
5607936513 Somewhat Critical
5607934862 Very Critical
5607923175 Can't Rate
5607918892 Somewhat Critical
5607913684 Very Critical
5607906319 Very Critical
5607850659 Can't Rate

Climate change is causing more extreme weather. These
storms cause severe damage to the existing system. (poles
lines substations). As an essential service provider, how
prepared are you to deal with the damage caused by severe
weather events? Are there alternatives to the existing
system that would not be impacted by extreme weather
events? (tornadoes, down bursts, flooding, ice storms
etcetera)
It is our most important utility
It seems necessary in order to maintain a certain level of
service and safety
Defective hydro can cost the consumer in related service
items
its a no brainer need to keep it operational if no money
spent on maintenance its bound to fail
Work must be done while keeping a close eye on costs.
Nothing lasts forever and has to be replaced in time.
Because it is critical to keep our system current and in
working order.

important,but other renewals priority
you need to keep up with the times or it will end cost you in
the long run if you wait to long to upgrade with the times
see above comment

I don't know how likely failures or, nor the expense if failure
takes place before renewal. So I cannot judge.
infastructure is getting old and needs replacement

System renewal is important but newer renewable energy
sorces are equally important
To avoid prolonged power outages.
the distribution system will be in better shape and more
efficient

5607850018 Very Critical
5607838698 Not Very Critical
5607829881 Somewhat Critical

5607829767 Very Critical
5607829662 Very Critical
5607825947
5607821194
5607806892 Can't Rate

5607806037 Can't Rate
5607801688 Very Critical
5607795857
5607779308 Very Critical

5607770311
5607763278
5607754971
5607735776
5607727406

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

5607724671 Very Critical
5607713316
5607711806
5607697810
5607691675

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5607683177 Very Critical

Upgrade needs to be maintained for great service
Like I said above an upgrade in the system is very important
to maintain it for cost effectiveness and because electricity
is the most important thing in our lives now

To be honest, I believe you may need to make all these
changes but the rates keep going up. I believe the real
problem is the big salaries at the top. Cut those
substantially and I would have no complaint about the
actual costs to run Hydro

It keeps everything working and will cut costs of breakdowns
Safety and reliability are, I believe, the two most important
qualities to maintain and enhance on the electrical grid.
Adequate investment in maintening the grid (including
upgrades and replacements where necessary) are necessary
to achieve these goals. Failing to make the necessary
investments will result in degradation of the system and
higher maintenance and operation costs in the long run
(look at our road system).
..
N/A

As I mentioned above - It is essential to upgrade the services
and infrastructure so costs can be contained and we do not
end up with a massive upgrade and out of budget costs
System renewal sounds like it will provide a solid base for
continuity of reliable service.

Unsure no break downs the equipment dowsnt have PCB in
it, line maintainers are staff while performing their duties

5607622800 Very Critical
5607622170 Somewhat Critical
5607618549 Somewhat Critical
5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482
5607589576

Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5607588238 Very Critical
5607575700 Somewhat Critical
5607574089 Somewhat Critical
5607569996
5607569944
5607569136
5607550925
5607547354

Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5607544770 Somewhat Critical
5607542750 Somewhat Critical

same as 7. i want to be confident in the infrastructure
where i live....hydro, water, sewer etc....

Weak/old infrastructure will not support reliable electricity
delivery.
Good infrastructure

Nothing more important than reliable electricity
Because I don't want to have interruption In services
...if our systems are too old, they could break down; it
would mean longer potential outages, trying to correct old
equipment, then upgrading after that - would be more of an
expense in the long run and more time spent...better do it
before it gets that bad - keeping on top of things, as in
System Renewal, would mean higher safety and reliability,
and would be less complicated to fix any issues that arise

Again, most of us cannot afford any more of a price increase
Seems to work quite well.
Its positive changes .

All things need some type of investment in order to plan
ahead for the future

5607529159 Very Critical

often continuous investment will be less expensive in the
long term

5607525394 Can't Rate

Again the cost will probably increase for the customers!

5607521668 Very Critical

Because like anything else, maintenance and renewal are
crucial to keeping things functioning properly

5607521205 Very Critical
5607520712 Somewhat Critical
5607520658 Very Critical
5607517990 Somewhat Critical
5607501898 Somewhat Critical

4

Because its important that these systems work properly
I just worry that the cost will be put on the customer and I
worry about steep increases in my monthly bill.
It is important to paying customers to receive the best
service they are paying for.
It is important to stay up to date.

5607500927 Very Critical
5607497985 Somewhat Critical
5607497711 Somewhat Critical
5607497501 Very Critical

5607497480 Very Critical
5607496953 Very Critical
5607496836 Somewhat Critical
5607496666 Somewhat Critical
5607495944
5607495931 Very Critical
5607392196 Very Critical

5607369858 Very Critical
5607356998

5607356693 Very Critical
5607307048 Very Critical
5607289714

5607261674 Very Critical

5607155401 Very Critical
5607148829 Somewhat Critical
5607138145 Very Critical
5607126826 Very Critical
5607118162 Somewhat Critical
5607109518 Very Critical

More technology and more development puts a drain on
our system that’s aged.
I realize renewal is necessary but can I afford the costs of
this?
Maintaining a reliable system
If they're getting or are already too old, then waiting for
them to break or fail is not a better solution proactively
fixing them.
Being a industrial mechanic I know the importance of
maintenance & planned upgrades.
System renewal ensures that electricity can continue to be
delivered consistently and efficiently

It is important to upgrade and ensure a safe and modern
system
It would be disastrous if one or more of the systems broke
down due to lack of maintenance.
Investing in system renewals is very critical as without these
updates we will be taking steps backwards in the end, not
forward. As it states above, these are built to modern
standards to ensure worker and public safety. Making
investments will help manage the costs. If we plan to fix
things ahead of time little by little, it will reduce the high
cost of replacing something immediately that breaks down
unexpectedly.
However, it is also important to review alternative
distribution methods to make GSU competitive in its field
and cutting edge in technology.

because if we dont give priority to renewing old service
parts ther will be severe consequences down the road
to ensure that the system is able to handle increased
demand and things can be renewed/replaced before they
get critical/stop working
because

Falling behind will only make the future more expensive.
Because it is important for the futur of Sudbury

5607070174 Very Critical
5607066340 Somewhat Critical
5606960772
5606866592 Very Critical

5606866519 Somewhat Critical
5606865564 Somewhat Critical
5606862426

5606848133
5606821110
5606778350
5606775700
5606729929

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

5606707543 Very Critical
5606704822 Very Critical
5606701343 Very Critical

5606697662
5606697542
5606695838
5606693342
5606683447

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5606679199 Somewhat Critical
5606668545 Somewhat Critical
5606609047

5606582883 Somewhat Critical
5606565661
5606544873

5606530149 Somewhat Critical

Because our lives and safety depends on our hydro system!

I moved from very to somewhat due to concerns around the
cost to the customer. I'm concerned for low income
customers.

Again if system renewal is truly necessary ( and I have to
take YOUR word that is is ) then to me it is somewhat
critical to avoid critical power outages but see my
comments above

don't know the current condition
City of Greater Sudbury infrastructure is so old.
it is crucial to have system renewal to ensure the future is
guaranteed to have better hydro options. Expand and grow.
Waiting will cost a lot more
Less power outages
It’s only critical to replace something if it’s going to
breakdown, unless it’s being replaced with something that
will take us into the future.

To make sure effective service is maintained.
because hydro is now an essential service in cities
You mention that you will be updating this in a timely
manner, which indicated it is to maintain reasonable costs.

Being proactive before a major item fails is essential for
continued energy supply. If you waited for a failure, then
reacted and repaired then, you're at risk of lengthy
downtime of energy supply.

As mentioned above, we have critical areas that need
replacement or upgrading to ensure continued service
(substations built just after WWII), while other areas might
be able to wait (poles still in good condition)

5606529390 Very Critical
5606521578 Somewhat Critical
5606515031 Somewhat Critical
5606498033 Somewhat Critical
5606457870 Very Critical
5606377731 Somewhat Critical
5606374916 Very Critical
5606368851 Very Critical
5606362865
5606358921

5606358297 Very Critical
5606352864
5606349846 Somewhat Critical
5606338466 Very Critical

5606333428 Somewhat Critical
5606313190 Very Critical
5606305765 Somewhat Critical
5606291857
5606282880 Somewhat Critical
5606276523 Very Critical
5606270446 Very Critical
5606246635 Very Critical
5606243694 Somewhat Critical
5606240215
5606235091 Very Critical
5606227560 Very Critical
5606169747
5606145524

5606141207
5606138657
5606136667
5606135737

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

It is better to update equipment before it ceases to work
sounds good
Its important for operations to be up to date
It's important to have our electricity system function
properly. Something we cannot take for granted.
See previous answer.
Replacing failing equipment as required to have more
efficient distribution

Hospitals, emergency services, schools, public services

Following Sudbury Hydro on Twitter, transformer failure
seems to be one of the main causes of unplanned outages.
Increased reliability with upgrades would be good

Just because something is new doesn't mean it is necessary
better. I only want things that require to be replaced, not
wish list items.
Have to provide for equipment degradation (depreciation)
and upgrades.

My thought is if we upgrade our equipment it will eventually
help us all use less leading to paying less.
You do not want to wait until there is a major failure.
if we let sustem operate to long without upgrading it we
could have catastrophic consequences.

We need a reliable system.
It’s important to provide the most efficient and
environmentally friendly energy

Keeping systems and equipment current an well-maintained
is the best way to ensure reliability, which is number 1.
Cheaper than last minute replacement

5606133735 Very Critical
5606124105 Somewhat Critical
5606120981 Very Critical

5606118893 Very Critical
5606117473
5606077871
5606050032
5606046919

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5606027567 Very Critical

5606019346 Very Critical
5606007319
5606003891 Very Critical
5605999905 Very Critical

5605999230 Very Critical
5605997788 Somewhat Critical
5605954398 Somewhat Critical
5605944845 Very Critical

5605944757 Not Very Critical
5605943593
5605935878
5605929744
5605898796
5605895298

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605889475 Somewhat Critical
5605888440

Failures of components of this system are most likely to
cause power loss
Infrastructure needs investment
I & my husband both depend on medical devices which use
electricity as do hospitals & elevators for seniors & disabled.
Maintenance is always important. If even one part fails,
then the whole system fails.
no sure
.
NOT ENOUGH INFORMATION
Efficient planning and effective (reliable and safe) energy
delivery benefits industrial, commercial and residential
clients. Regularly implemented improvements avoid power
outages and help to prevent costly emergency repairs and
help spread out the cost of structural improvements over a
number of years which should help to prevent spikes in
energy costs.
It's clear that the infrastructure investments are necessary
to modernize/update/adapt and ensure things keep running
smoothly in our changing world.
to ensure system reliability
After reading some of these were built after ww2 I’d say it’s
very critical to get these things upgraded before it gets out
of hand
We can not live without power.
It’s the future
It is critical but why should the consumers have to bear the
brunt of the cost
You have collected enough money over the years to keep
your systems up to par. Budget your salaries for top staff.
Huge problem with some of the salaries being paid out.
Existing infrastructure needs to be brought in line with
current safety / use requirements
To avoid failures especially in critical service areas
To improve overall quality.
If junk change it, repairs too high, ASAP renew it.
We need to invest the bulk of the money in renewable
energy sources along with the money for maintenance.

5605877568 Somewhat Critical

5605859907 Not Very Critical

We pay enough every year. The maintenance falls on you,
not us. Stop paying your bosses such big wages and maybe
you could balance stuff out. It is not up to us to cover
maintenance costs. We have paid more than enough over
the years. We pay more because your CEOs make way too
much money is the actual bottom line.

5605857712 Very Critical

Our society relies on a functioning electrical system that is
dependable, efficient and affordable. Money spent on
maintenance, upgrades and modernization on an ongoing
basis is always preferable to fixing problems as they arise.

5605842218 Very Critical

In the long run it is more economical to renew/replace
equipment before it fails. Also the time factor could effect
the overall cost in the future ie the longer you wait before
purchases could see a higher output cost.

5605834173 Very Critical
5605827346 Very Critical

no one would want to take a step back in time and learn to
live without power at least for extended periods!
Service reliability should be the top priority.

5605825610 Somewhat Critical
5605824890
5605817033 Very Critical
5605811923

5605770359 Somewhat Critical
5605766635 Somewhat Critical
5605762727 Somewhat Critical

5605754961 Somewhat Critical

5605751987
5605736775
5605720737
5605715168

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

BECAUSE I DON'T KNOW WHAT YOUR RENEWAL PLANS ARE

I trust my local power company and have been satisfied
with the service. Prices in Ontario are still too high, though but if higher prices are needed for proper system renewal, I
understand that. Once the system has been renewed,
though, a slight price decreased would be welcomed.
May need to be a slow process as to not increase rates in a
shocking timeline.Same reasons as above.
We all need hydro.....so keeping the system current and
efficient is a good idea
well you maintain the system now and do a good job so very
critical would be is system was have major break downs all
the time so I just woved the rating down one
You must keep on top of it. Otherwise infrastructure will
crumble. Its cheaper and more effective to complete
maintenance.
We have very few power outages

5605711665 Very Critical
5605710753 Very Critical
5605701839
5605697401 Somewhat Critical

5605696231
5605693202
5605692713
5605691499
5605689578
5605688115
5605671879

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

we need continued power for our essential services
(hospitals, etc.)
One must invest in the future
I hope that is in hand and has been an ongoing project every
year.
Upgrading and replacement needs to be managed
judiciously. Replacing components that are still in good
condition is not wise. Replacing components before they fail
is ok. It is difficult to find the right balance. Just having a
program of continuous replacement without evaluating
need of replacing items seems a recipe for mismanagement
of resources.
to ensure constant service to our community

Sure don't want to run out of power
.
uniterupted service is very important

5605668215 Very Critical

Systems are near end of life - we are used to having
electricity 24/7 - and rely on this service, unlike other
countries that have systemic failures. Friends of mine are
from Lebannon and have said that power outages is a daily
occurrence - we are not accustomed to lower levels of
service. We have high electricity bills and thus expect high
levels of service.

Very Critical

We must always invest in our future resources and we need
to stay ahead of the ongoing changes facing us.

Very Critical
Very Critical

to keep up with technology and efficiency

5605667945
5605649793
5605643288
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605

Very Critical

5605551802 Very Critical

5605545450 Very Critical

5605539178 Very Critical

Hydro is needed, and must be reliable
Managed well, system renewal will cost less overall in the
long run versus emergency or rushed large capital
expenditures.
technology and science are advancing; by upgrade/renew
system you can achieve lower cost in time, high efficiency
and provide higher quality of service
You must keep up with new development and demand as
well as renewal. Renewal becomes more costly if it is not
managed in a timely fashion and in a long-term planning
fashion.

5605519256 Not Very Critical
5605513558 Not Very Critical

I think that maintaining the system is continual and should
not be top priority as it's a continuous thing.
Spending money to ensure system is maintained.
it is important to maintain the present system at a high level
with upgrades before extending the system

5605508744
5605506200
5605504568
5605482165
5605477871

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

For the future

5605474132
5605465929
5605450050
5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774

Very Critical

People depend on their hydro for so much and when there
is no power, their lives are impacted severely.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605419747 Somewhat Critical

5605416220 Somewhat Critical

5605415683 Somewhat Critical
5605410634
5605404971 Very Critical

5605399087 Very Critical

5605395655 Very Critical
5605338455 Somewhat Critical
5605326811 Somewhat Critical
5605324793
5605323531
5605323310
5605321593

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5605318701 Very Critical
5605318102 Can't Rate

As above, better to keep up rather than face massive
projects later
Old things wear out, rot etc. they need to be replaced.
More up to date equipment becomes available and should
be used.
Personally, I conserve energy, therefore increase demands
are not required. But knowing the irresponsible usage
strains the system, then understand it must be done.

I have seen what it costs to replace due to failure of old
equipment as opposed to renewing before critical
equipment failure.
All kinds of systems all need to be replaced sooner or later
to prevent us all from being stuck without power for DAYS ...
Continual updates likely save money in the long run
we have lived for over 40 years at the same place and we
have experienced very few outages.
These units were installed in strategical locations with
future intents. Thus why they are important
To minimize risk of large scale power outages

It's extremely important to upgrade systems, to produce
electricity in the most efficient and cost saving way possible

5605317490 Somewhat Critical

It is important that this continue because substations at the
end of their life span need to be replaced

5605315159 Very Critical

Because the substations are nearing their working life

5605311781 Very Critical
5605291825 Very Critical

Advancements changes and evolution are often positives
Need to keep system reliable.
Because in the long run it will be cheaper and more
effective to upgrade now instead of running till fail.
Because if this is not done then we could experience serious
failures
Things get worn out over time. We rely HEAVILY on
power/energy for our everyday lives. It's important to
supply and upgrade especially for critical areas such as
Hospitals and grocery stores.

5605286962 Very Critical
5605274533 Somewhat Critical

5605270154
5605265287
5605260496
5605260445

Very Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5605253943 Very Critical
5605253232 Very Critical
5605239806 Somewhat Critical

5605230815
5605227438
5605223663
5605222107
5605221688

5605208036
5605196421
5605193279
5605189004
5605188579
5605145259

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate

Do not know enough
Very important to keep the system up to date.
System renewal is necessary in order to maintain a safe
environment and provide homes and businesses without
power interruptions.
Necessary every once in a while
Systems at end of life need replacing to avoid temporary
fixes while working on more permanent solutions.
However, as time progresses, costs may be reduced for
more permanent solutions as innovative, less costly
products become available. Unsure if windmills are part of
the solution but they certainly cause me to smile when I see
how few of them are actually moving in on windy days
when I visit Manitoulin Island.

Because it leads to better and more reliable service.
It's good to keep our house in order
because, again, i am not seeing anything being done, nor do
i know where the budgeted funds are being spent. if i knew,
i would be able to say it's very critical. my rating of
somewhat is just based on paper "facts".
updated systems are better in the long run
Have to keep grid functioning safely and efficiently

5605128315

5605121295 Very Critical

new technology put into play has to be done to remain a
reliable service to the customer
Electrical plant has been around for a long time. Ageing
plant increases risk of incurring high operational costs re:
increased maintenance requirements and increased outage
potential.
Keep the system reliable.
that is the most important part of the system and the
hardest to fix if something goes wrong
It is important that we do not have failures related to
system components because of age, if competent
assessment suggests it is time to be replaced (i.e., being
proactive).

5605116822 Very Critical

Keep the operating system modern , efficient and reliable.

5605126505 Very Critical

5605124841 Very Critical
5605123235 Very Critical
5605122768 Very Critical

5605115345 Very Critical
5605114112 Somewhat Critical

5605112772 Very Critical
5605110526 Somewhat Critical
5605105613
5605102632 Somewhat Critical
5605099908 Very Critical
5605097643 Very Critical
5605096234 Somewhat Critical

5605095826 Very Critical
5605093147
5605076106 Very Critical

5605062132 Somewhat Critical
5605054024 Very Critical
5605037259 Not Very Critical

I think it's very important to upgrade equipment as required
but I also think it's equally important that newer and/or
different technologies need to be investigated. Like what
said about Capreol.....built 60 years ago.
The system is older and efficiencies are in need of
assessment and improvment.
I think it's very critical to make investments into
infrastructure and upkeep to keep other costs low and to be
prepared for future demand.
Fear of increase

Not knowing the age of the parts makes it hard to assess
Some of our local infrastructure is very old (risk, efficiency,
cost, etc).
System Renewal projects are extremely important to
maintain so that everyone has access to the grind.
As long as they are still working invest in renewable energy
Because electricity is very important. I have friends who
lived through the Quebec ice storm in the 90's and it was no
fun for them
We are so reliant on electricity.
Bill are already very very high. Sceptical that you will
consider this in planning as it is easy to "pass on" costs to
consumers. Do things wisely for our sake.
to be able to continue to serve your customers.
If it means more money charged to the customer, it's a nonstarter!

5605033990
5604977142
5604972361
5604971290

Not Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical

5604970615 Somewhat Critical
5604970509 Very Critical
5604969420 Can't Rate

5604964729 Very Critical
5604950035
5604936179
5604931460
5604924668

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604915293 Can't Rate
5604909239 Very Critical

5604905767 Very Critical
5604883728 Somewhat Critical
5604883529 Somewhat Critical
5604872872 Very Critical
5604867918
5604867813
5604867754
5604859615
5604858779
5604851827
5604848208
5604839413
5604837274
5604835309
5604826591

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Again, sounds like an excuse to charge us more.
You can't wait for equipment to break down
Renewal before failure is critical. Get the system up to a
reliable standard.

When you look at the consequences of not servicing
institutions like HSN with complete reliability that is why I
rate it very critical.
Investments that are planned correctly can carry us further
The system needs to be reliable.
to show interest
I am ignorant on this subject - I cannot form an opinion with
just one side’s explanation
System improvements are crucial to the efficiency of the
system. Looking at our extremely cold winters- no one
wants a system breakdown!
If you do not upgrade failure will occur. Repairs will cost
much more.
It is important to have supplies updated so that everything
is up to date and working properly.
I give this rating because it's a serious matter that has to be
dealt with soon

Somewhat Critical

Same reason as in number 7 above.

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

The need is there .
See #7
Big problem when things fail
if the infrastructure fails we are in trouble
Needs to be done

5604825747 Somewhat Critical

5604821304 Very Critical
5604819422

I personally do not know the condition of some of the
systems but if they are that old then they must bet at the
end of their usable life.
Fixing little problems is always easier and more cost
effective than being reactive in an emergency situation.

5604819196 Very Critical

5604818609 Somewhat Critical
5604815539 Very Critical

5604811533 Very Critical
5604803318 Can't Rate
5604795035 Very Critical
5604792676 Very Critical

5604763520 Somewhat Critical
5604757859 Very Critical
5604753267 Somewhat Critical

As equipment ages the chance of failure increases. It is
difficult to predict when a failure could happen, but when
one does it puts pressure on other parts of the system and
this may speed their demise. The trick is deciding where to
get best value when considering updates.
It is important to put investment in system renewals.
Perhaps upgrades should have been made over the years to
spread out the cost that might be passed on to the
consumer.
Breakdowns are costly to society
As more and more people switch to EVs and electric heat
pumps and install solar on their roofs, we need a system
that will handle the increased demands and the point
source generation from residential and commercial solar
installations.
I’m not sure
Without it failure of critical substation mean no service and
potentially loss of clientele
old stuff should be upgraded
Older equipment is usually more expensive to maintain, so
replacing ageing infrastructure in a timely manner results in
savings.

5604748154 Very Critical

Planned replacement is more cost effective than unplanned
As above
If they are really at the end of their life, then replacement is
important

5604745166 Somewhat Critical

because it is essential to provide continuing power, should
not be left to become like our road infrastructures - to the
point of ridiculousness for political reasons

5604732195 Somewhat Critical
5604728491 Very Critical
5604725181
5604722046 Very Critical

5604712345 Very Critical
5604710647 Somewhat Critical
5604695107
5604694190 Very Critical

maintenance and renewal is less expensive than repairing
complete failures and prevents emergencies.
It's cheaper and easier to keep up than catch up
Seems very important. Ensuring a reliable electricity supply
seems like the whole purpose of GSU.
It is important to keep the electricity on, and one way to do
that is to keep infrastructure maintained and updated.
Understanding current and future climate change,
distribution systems upgrades should consider both
mitigation and adaptation.

We cannot let the system slowly degrade.

5604693305 Very Critical
5604681552 Somewhat Critical
5604665547

5604660921 Somewhat Critical
5604650745

5604648056
5604645011
5604644641
5604617929

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604580830
5604579320
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282
5604572516

Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604567581 Somewhat Critical
5604565759
5604564384 Somewhat Critical
5604564110 Very Critical

5604562235 Very Critical
5604559118 Somewhat Critical
5604558353 Very Critical
5604556311 Somewhat Critical

I am not aware of any issues with our existing infrastructure
I say somewhat critical, for lack of a better term. As you
stated, renewal has to take place over time. Allocation of
funds, and all that jazz.

With the demands of utilities it is very important that the
equipment be updated, the demands of utilities now with
the environmental system we have now a days is critical to
ensure everything is upgraded, the lines need to be cleared
we now see more and more terrifying storms and with
fallen trees, breaking lines, faulty transformers, etc... all this
upgrade is definitely needed, in failure to making everything
easily accessible in case of emergencies the workers can
easily get there quicker and do the repairs needed with the
newer equipment they should have all the necessary tools
and parts available to them instead of having to try and find
parts to repair older models with parts becoming obsolete,
just my thought
Without the systems, supply ceases to exist

Would have to compare cost and efficiency etc between the
current and new System to rate.

Dotn fully understand
I’m not to familiar with it
the dependability and efficient function of a service
determines need for ugrading or replacement, not
necessarily the actual age

It is cost effective to maintain and update rather than
responding to crises.
I wont be a part of any kind of investing so this does not
apply to me Our country is in severe debt as it stands Let's
talk about that first ...
Because it effects our future..
I think it's important as older systems would be more likely
to fail.
SEE ABOVE

5604550977
5604548452
5604545909 Can't Rate
5604537180 Can't Rate
5604528304

5604528108 Very Critical
5604523934 Very Critical
5604516420 Very Critical
5604515658 Very Critical
5604511739 Very Critical
5604494852 Somewhat Critical

5604488672 Not Very Critical
5604473955 Very Critical
5604471236 Somewhat Critical
5604468558
5604467158
5604465323
5604464793

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5604464423 Very Critical
5604462800 Very Critical

5604461238 Somewhat Critical
5604458998

5604458850 Somewhat Critical
5604458118 Somewhat Critical
5604456825 Very Critical

I would need much more education in the area to have a
genuine opinion on the matter.

Having electrical power is essential for living in this age and
for medical reasons you can't have power failing for
important facilities that might be saving lives.
You guys doing great keep up
As stated above we need to be current using new
technology and resourses.
To ensure that customers continue to receive power, it's
critical to have the systems renewal.

Investments is solar, wind, energy is more important.
Maybe think of these situations as trial runs for the future.
And instead of repairs start fazing or testing new ways of
these facilities to get and distribute renewable energy.$32.
8 million seems like a lot when most people are ready for
drastic changes to save the planet. If you invest in more
repairs and increase rates we get no where, but if you
increase rates for a better tomorrow - that is something
everyone wants. I think you should scrap the plan
altogether.
Gotta keep up with times

Improved reliability, hopefully. At least, maintain reliability
Part of core business for GSU

Renewal is important to continue to provide reliable
services to the community.

Without going to extremes , upgrades are a necessary part
of ensuring a reliable service to the public.

Makes no sense to maintain old technology when
replacement in view of benefits of repplacing with new.

5604456206
5604455333
5604454794
5604454643
5604454389

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

ongoing sustainability of power supply

Should be part of yearly maintenance

5604452409 Very Critical

The impact it would have on society in the system fails

5604451777 Very Critical
5604449790
5604445511 Somewhat Critical

these changes are required to provided reliable electricity.

5604445137 Somewhat Critical
5604444817 Somewhat Critical
5604438782 Very Critical

5604436303
5604433973
5604433870
5604428179
5604425041

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

5604423029 Somewhat Critical
5604421868 Very Critical
5604402821 Somewhat Critical
5604385649 Somewhat Critical
5604382979 Somewhat Critical

5604381442 Not Very Critical
5604380765

Other things could be more critical than the investments in
System Renewal, But like I stated above, upkeep/upgrading
is important.
As long as what is needed is renewed
No one want to be left in the dark. Especially hospitals and
other medical facilities.
If it was "very critical"... action would be taken immediately
and there wouldn't be a survey a year ahead of time.

From what I've read here an upgrade is needed I trust this is
accurate information.
we need hydro today so it has to be kept up to well working
standards
While it’s critical, as a working person living in the margins,
controlling costs has to be top priority.
Changes are needed to sustain services

With this provincial conservative government and its cuts,
my opinion is that it may be more critical to maintain status
quo at this time... ? The renewal of natural resources (trees)
is not even considered critical by the present Ford
government. However, unless one is an insider of your
system to be made aware of the issues, it is unclear what is
needed... Again, my mind goes back to wondering what
your business' name is...? I'm suspecting with creating
concerns about the precarity of the current system, it may
be easier to slide in yet one more fee to our monthly bill....!!

5604380186
5604379360
5604376786
5604374978
5604374219

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate

5604371497 Very Critical
5604371168 Very Critical
5604370174 Very Critical
5604369096 Somewhat Critical

5604367587 Very Critical
5604366101
5604365563 Very Critical

System Renewal is the way of the future. It is important to
keep things going for future generations.

need to maintain our infrastructure
No matter what the power source becomes, distribution will
always be essential.
Without System Renewal, interruptions to service are to be
expected.
I want reliable service
I think that replacing parts before they break of get old and
dont work properly is important to keep everything running
properly. Parts that dont work well will create a bad
working system for other parts.

5604365493 Very Critical

Obvious if your age of systems facts above are accurate
Any system failure due to lack of investments is a symptom
ot poor management

5604365338 Very Critical

Essential entities such as hospitals rely on electrical services

5604362719 Somewhat Critical
5604362389
5604362369 Somewhat Critical
5604361429

There are some basic services that have not been
consistently available that are moe important to consumers
No outages, but need to replace

5604361134 Somewhat Critical

Careful not to waste money renewing systems that will be
replaced by greener options

5604361072 Very Critical

It should be functioning at its best for the best service

5604360735 Very Critical
5604360302 Somewhat Critical
5604359886 Somewhat Critical
5604359618 Somewhat Critical
5604359399 Can't Rate
5604358063 Somewhat Critical

Due to the present Climate Change taking place,
investments in System Renewal are very critical, as we may
have more frequent thunderstorms in Summertime which
can cause power outages, and in Winter time more heavier
and longer periods of snow storms that can cause damage
to power lines.
1
Upgrades are necessary to maintain quality service
balance spending across thesyystem
If there are no investments, we will not be able to move
forward.
Reliability

5604356320
5604354043 Very Critical
5604353831
5604353463
5604351809
5604350778
5604350762
5604349957
5604347004
5604346129
5604345925
5604345162

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5604344502 Very Critical
5604343451 Can't Rate
5604342950 Can't Rate
5604340786 Very Critical

5604339893
5604334758
5604333207
5604332694
5604331048
5604330996
5604328843
5604327835

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5604327467
5604326548
5604326270
5604325071
5604324433
5604322291
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172
5604317462

Very Critical

Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

You must update the system and keep it in good shape.

its ot a optio
See response above
As a home owner the continues increase in Costs
To keep everything functional
They should be replaced on an as need basis.

In order to ensure uninterrupted service, renewal is crucial
as well as beneficial to keeping cost as low as possible. Fix
issues before they become major, it typically controls cost.
We're very dependent on electricity. We take this for
granted until there is a disruption in service.
Very dependent on electricity. System failures would affect
quality of life.
Same as above - Maintenance and replacement if required,
is key to reliability and efficiency, and keeping costs low
over time.
We have to think of the future.

preventative/upgrading on an ongoing basis is best (proactive) rather then be reactive (which could be at a higher
cost)
No renewal=no power
Reliable service
very good thoughts about System Renewal

Somewhat Critical

5604317168 Somewhat Critical

Saves money in the long run. Outdated system cost more to
maintain.

5604316253
5604315383
5604315029
5604314300
5604312196
5604308420
5604307604
5604307213
5604306433

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604306302 Very Critical
5604306068
5604306035 Very Critical

5604305829 Very Critical
5604304577 Somewhat Critical
5604304068
5604304041
5604303717
5604303303
5604302723

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5604302611 Somewhat Critical
5604302439 Somewhat Critical
5604301061 Very Critical
5604300658
5604297834 Very Critical

Ensuring system success and future functionality is the
entire purpose of our use.
More cost effective.
need electricity to be dependable
Avoid severe consequences of system failure.
we are very dependant on electricity in every season
It is how l feel
To avoid higher costs to replace down the road, it is smarter
to see the System Renewal as a very critical investment.
The electrical grid in Sudbury needs better reliability.
Because if you don't do timely renewal and maintenance
The system will end up like our roads and infrasstructure
which was never maintained by Jim Gordon
need to ensure equipment is operating correctly and update
before failure
planned maintenance / replacement is critical to prevent
outages

Power outages (planned or unplanned) don't happen very
often. Having a good system in place is vital. People
complain when the power goes out for whatever the reason
which is understandable but I've been to Dominican a few
times and they seem to accept it when the power goes out
every few hours! Wow The only reason I'm not giving it a
"Very Critical" rating is costs. It may be very critical to
upgrade the System but at what costs?
For the benefits that will impact customers, investors and
environment

5604296499 Very Critical
5604296104
5604295239 Can't Rate
5604293929 Somewhat Critical
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605 Very Critical
5604291940 Somewhat Critical
5604291033 Somewhat Critical
5604289957 Somewhat Critical
5604289385
5604288889
5604288381
5604288118
5604287719
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749

I don't know how critical it is
It's important but perhaps not as important as keeping costs
down.

Energy use and future sources are paramount for the health
of the earth.
Seems complicated

Somewhat Critical

Renewable are extremely important, but should be
implemented on a gradual basis into control cost.

Very Critical

Preventing extended outages is a must

Can't Rate
Can't Rate

don't know anything about this

Very Critical

5604285387 Very Critical
5604285094
5604284237 Somewhat Critical

5604283171
5604282722
5604282608
5604281650
5604281095
5604280537

Important for worker safety and create more efficient
energy delivery. Of concern is why weren't these capital
expenditures planned and accounted for in the first instance
and pre-built into energy invoices? Hospital has a back up
power system in place and is already one of the primary
buildings to restore power to in the event of an emergency.

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604280459 Very Critical

Sustem renewal will ensure reliability of the system and will
incorporate additional green technologies.

Because if the system isn’t maintained you lose reliability in
it. This is not a good situation when this many people
depend on it.

Things always go up
Important to have reliable grid
We need to move to more efficient, energy-friendly,
environmentally friendly systems.

5604280357 Very Critical
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972 Somewhat Critical
5604277206
5604277185
5604276799
5604276409
5604275680
5604275558
5604275500

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604274690 Very Critical

5604274662 Very Critical
5604273968 Somewhat Critical

As mentioned above, the cost of preventative maintenance
is substantially less than emergency repairs.

Reliability and preventing a long blackout is so important to
all of Sudbury
There is no point having a system if it doesn’t work
If it can run more effectively it is worth it.
Because in the long run it's important

From what I read above, if this in not done we could
possible experience long outages and lack of electricity. If
we know this we should be ahead of the game.
It affects the reliability of this service and is necessary to
ensure equipment will be working when we need it.
To keep up with being cost effective and up to date. Also a
good idea to be kind to the earth
because its needed to keep up with the demand

5604273863
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
5604272124

Very Critical
Very Critical

5604271907
5604271746
5604271645
5604271581
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235
5604271105
5604271098
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728
5604270253
5604270221

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Because I see the leaning over poles everywhere.
Must invest or it will come back and bite us

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Always good

Very Critical
Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

There are other areas that can be invested in for the
average home owner to assist in reducing electricity costs i.e. program to provide for new windows and doors. The
program should be made available to all people such as the
Affordability Program.

sounds important to update the system
Not sure

5604270152 Very Critical

5604269953 Somewhat Critical
5604269839 Very Critical
5604269687 Somewhat Critical
5604269611 Very Critical

5604269511
5604269461
5604269344
5604269322
5604269306
5604269295
5604269261

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Not Very Critical

5604269147 Somewhat Critical
5604268994 Very Critical
5604268978
5604268944
5604268932
5604268892
5604268839

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

5604268821 Very Critical
5604268811
5604268538
5604268525
5604268129
5604268103

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

we need to stay on top of the most current technology.
I understand why we need to continue down this path, but
costs are ever rising and making normal everyday life harder
to survive
N/a
We need to keep costs down while making sure there is no
interpretation in service
System renewal not only helps the power distribution
system but also telco providers provide better services.
Because it is a good investment
N/A

It is building towards the future, therefore somewhat
important; since it is not a task that needs to be completed
in the immediate future. More emphasis should be placed
the reliability of the current system. I believe system
renewal can take plan in a step wise manner, so prioritizing
tasks within this plan vs prioritizing the whole plan would
increase productivity.
It is important if you want a reliable system
As much as possible, you want to eliminate the customer
having to go without power.

Every provider must keep up with the times and ensure
their product is safe and up to date with the times. Hydro is
an important product to everyone and thus can't sit back
and watch as newer better ways to provide come by.
Infrastructure is aging all over and power is one of the most
important things that everyone needs.
As long as you are renewing with new green tech

5604254904
5604254758
5604250673
5604249464

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate

5604241489 Somewhat Critical
5604235771 Very Critical
5604235317 Somewhat Critical

5604231423 Can't Rate
5604226382
5604215288 Somewhat Critical
5604166701 Very Critical

5604163090 Somewhat Critical
5604162592 Very Critical
5604152890 Very Critical

5604151377 Very Critical
5604143185 Somewhat Critical
5604125629 Somewhat Critical

5604125146 Somewhat Critical
5604123573 Somewhat Critical
5604120030

Long term planning was to take place years ago , $1.00 per
bill to thousand of customer would have filled our needs.
Instead high salaries and hiring, and studies, took place at
the cost of your customers, everyone needs to budget. 20
Year planning customers do for their children's education.
Was this done 20 Years ago for hydro or is the cost going to
be once again on the backs of your customer, that have no
choice they need hydro? Spending adds up to deficiency,
having people do the work and doing it well adds up to cost
savings. Expenditues are to high capital budget is a
problem. Someone needs to look at these numbers and
ask why ? Solution are always in the problem .
This will ensure our service reains reliable
With changes to climate and the increase in extreme
weather events, We need to ensure that we have a reliable
system

I do not know since when these systems have been in place
or the life expentencing of the equipment. I feel that I my
input comes from a place of ignorance and a lack of
experience.

It is important but shouldn’t be the highest priority that it
raises rates so that low income families suffer from the
company’s investments
Because we so depend on hydro.
Let system degrade without gradual upgrades could lead to
system failures that would require major upgrades and
increases in prices.
Things need to be in workable and repairable conditions

I'm not aware that the systems have been neglected so I
didn't opt for "Very critical". Systems must be maintained.

5604117306 Somewhat Critical
5604116144 Very Critical

5604114778 Very Critical
5604107995 Very Critical
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191 Very Critical
5604087065 Very Critical

5604084394 Very Critical

5604077480 Very Critical
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433 Somewhat Critical
5604062671

5604061713 Somewhat Critical
5604061086 Very Critical

5604055096 Somewhat Critical
5604044456
5604042635
5604040258
5604040020
5604039143
5604032280
5604029848

Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Not sure if it is critical, do not understand and I am not
qualified to provide a concrete answer. Somewhat Critical
as systems need to be renewed in any business,
technological, service, or hydro.
Because it could potentially save customers more money
long term
My Family has already seen lack of electricity and probably
due to the old substations, in last year in our home we have
had 5 power outages, 4 of which last over 3 hours If the
reason for outages in our residential home are due to the
end of life from substations, we cannot imagine a power
outage in a hospital or institution where electricty is
imperative to sustain lives. go ahead and do this, upgrade!
Very critical if the current infrastructure is actually reaching
the end of its service life.

Assurance and safety.
Critical public infrastructures like hospitals need reliable
sources of energy, so if System Renewal is necessary to
ensure that reliability, then it is Very Critical.
The consequences of not making these investments are far
more dire/risky and potentially more costly to maintain
older equipment.

We need reliable services.
WW2 era substations coming to the end of their life somewhat critical as their is a time component, however, I
would not expect all to fail at the same time therefore
didn't rate as very critical.
Power failures are bad, especially in winter here
Important to reduce risk, but need to prioritize to ensure
that it is done before current assets fail but not as a makework project either.
there is always a horrible catch with anything hydro
proposes
need power
Important for improving infrastructure.
its good things
Important to stay progressive

5604027854 Very Critical

5604027433
5604027174
5604026488
5604026130
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376
5604020803
5604020547
5604020224
5604020123
5604019955

Very Critical
Can't Rate

See above. If systems are not upgraded as required
reliability will suffer and the cost to fix later will be much
higher. Just look at our roads.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5604018768 Very Critical
5604017808
5604017463 Somewhat Critical
5604016188 Somewhat Critical
5604012720

5604010773 Somewhat Critical
5604010523
5604003848 Somewhat Critical
5604002610 Very Critical
5604002058 Somewhat Critical
5604001844 Somewhat Critical
5604000138 Very Critical

5603989836 Very Critical
5603972575 Very Critical
5603971458 Very Critical

cannot deliver if system fails
Investment in new infrastructure will increase sustainability
of the system and ultimately keep costs low.
Need to ensure a balance between new and old
construction.
Can't cannot

I used to live on a street where hydro service was
underground meaning no hydro poles (Madison Avenue).
Some hydro poles (not really sure how many) would
probably need to be reinforced due to wear and tear over
the many years, some poles leaning in precarious ways. I
remember the total blackout that Sudbury experienced
which to me was very unsettling.
If its a necessity it needs to be maintained. Don't fix it if its
not broken.
We need a reliable source of power.

if you dont invest in the current system, how will it last?
best to be ahead of the game than catch up
if they are reaching end of live and judging by their
age....new technology and fabrication processes will take
strain off the system and improve many areas.
Maintaining the systems leads to increased dependability
and continuous service.

5603965342 Very Critical
5603955878 Very Critical
5603955740
5603948545
5603942687 Very Critical
5603940742

5603939181 Somewhat Critical
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776 Somewhat Critical
5603931035 Very Critical
5603930966 Not Very Critical
5603928938 Not Very Critical

5603928380 Very Critical
5603927701 Very Critical
5603927144 Very Critical
5603926785
5603925775
5603924827
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
5603916190
5603912059
5603908660

Very Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603907138 Somewhat Critical
5603906616 Very Critical
5603901309 Can't Rate
5603894521

Maintenance is better than replacing it when it breaks in
order to keep flawless electricity to all customers
Planned upgrades cost less than emergency repairs aĺ the
time

I know we have a ageing infrastructure and we need to
renew the system to ensure longevity.

Reliability is important so if things break down and don't
work because they are old that is a problem to me.

We cannot be without electricity for long in city so
equipment must be up to snuff and more.

Some things do need to be replaced over time and
preventative maintenance is less costly than if a complete
outage happens because then you are paying overtime to
workers and costs increase. It is important to avoid crisis
situations.
better to be prepared (proactive) than reactive
If the system fails we have no hydro so it’s important
In our modern era, very difficult to live our lives without
electricity

Don’t want lengthy failure.

?
We are going to have the system tested by weather and
extremes of climate. System Renewal needs to look at these
before they occur
because it is important. always new things to improve th
system and save dollars.
Not aware of the current physical condition of existing
electrical infrastructure

5603892723 Very Critical
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425 Very Critical

5603878303 Very Critical
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147 Somewhat Critical
5603854129 Somewhat Critical
5603853917
5603850070 Very Critical
5603844505

5603839719 Can't Rate
5603838201 Somewhat Critical
5603829389 Very Critical
5603827620 Very Critical
5603826947
5603824518 Very Critical
5603823777 Very Critical
5603819038 Somewhat Critical
5603815509 Somewhat Critical
5603813865 Very Critical
5603812361 Somewhat Critical
5603811387 Very Critical
5603809247 Very Critical

Electricity and the electrical grid is very important in
maintaining health and safety in our community. In
addition it will be critical in supporting green initiatives
throughout our community; it works to act as a large batter
for smaller electrical producing strategies. In the long term
it will provide all energy to our homes and business,
outliving and out providing other energy sources; i.e.,
natural gas. We must be ready for this outcome.

if you know things are old and may break down to replace is
more cost effect than paying crews to fix the problem when
it occurs. fixing problems in the winter is more costly.

just do

Because good maintenance ensures the soundness of future
infrastructure and assets

I am pretty sure like most things in life that there are many
ways to maintain and renew any system and the option you
generate and should chose, of course, should be that does
the best job in the most intelligent and economical and on
occasion innovative manner possible .
protect grid from hackers (Chinese, Russians, …)
Our infrastructure must not be left to decay. It underpins
our daily home and work lives.
It is better to replace/repair things before infrastructure
crumbles
See paragraph 2 above.
Almost every thing we deal with need electricity to
function. Power goes out and people panic.
Equipment will fail if neglected.
Given our crucial climate issues, it's critical that GSU/GSH
create systems for renewable energy.
Prevent catastrophic failures - transition to other energy
sources.

5603807838 Very Critical

5603803545 Can't Rate
5603799607
5603797713
5603795594
5603795045
5603794864

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603794723 Somewhat Critical
5603793990 Very Critical
5603793624 Very Critical

5603791335 Very Critical

5603790413 Very Critical

5603789161 Very Critical
5603789068 Somewhat Critical

5603787264 Somewhat Critical
5603783584 Not Very Critical
5603782515
5603777291
5603774037
5603745694
5603735624
5603732849
5603732602
5603729467
5603728003
5603726674
5603725461
5603723462

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

See 7.
I don’t feel qualified to make this rating , however I’m sure
that this plan has been very carefully planned out over a
period of time with great consideration taken as to cost.
Hospitals, the elderly, schools all rely on power. It is
important to avoid outages.
must maintain system
Reliability of of electrical system is important.
Hopefully it helps continue and improve our services
Prediction, but nothing concrete that parts of system are
failing
It's important to update old equipment
I think it’s important to upgrade or fix problems before they
happen.
Because the age of the equipment currently in operation
puts reliable energy service in jeopardy. If we lost power for
a significant amount of time in the winter it could be very
damaging to our properties and put us out a place to live.
I think the infrastructure is still outdated in many areas and
its time for upgrades. With hopefully keeping costs and bill
raises as low as possible.
if the hydro goes down systems such as the hospital run on
generators providing a lot less capability this effects
treatments that are taking place at the time
it has to be done but the price will be payed by the
customer as always soon this will be a luxury to have
electricity people have problems now to pay people on fix
income and low paying jobs people will have to cut back on
many things just to pay their bill
We are so dependent on technology and would be totally
shutdown should the system fail
Replace the older systems
We need to maintain proper distribution of energy

Necessary to maintain the system
Improvement is always good
Good to be up to date.

5603722140
5603719277
5603717379
5603713646

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603710170
5603708430
5603708297
5603706458

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603706139
5603705662
5603705356
5603703860
5603701394
5603698999
5603698726

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5603696326
5603696171
5603696031
5603693093
5603692894
5603692535
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174
5603684657

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Imperator maintain current systems
We need to be green as possible
Technology rapidly changing
Because the old poles looked like they were about to fall
over
To make sure we have a reliability
Present customers depend on the current system.
Hydro is a necessity. We have to keep things in good
working order. We also need to ensure we are investing in
the future with green energy.
see comment above.
of course it is critical.......
Need to kept the system updated

So that we can continue to receive electricty.
every system needs some type of preventative maintenance
work done to prevent failures in the future.
Can prevent significant system failure in the future.
Renew only if required

Somewhat Critical

5603680129 Somewhat Critical
5603679368
5603678809 Very Critical

5603678078 Very Critical
5603677539

It makes sense to renew aspects of the system that are
about to fail, just like with any type of maintenance ie
getting a new roof every 20 years or a furnace. If it is
necessary then do it. If it is a make work project then don't
bother. And again, any upgrades should be make in light of
increased use of renewables,now and in the future.
Like our streets i feel that if left too long without
maintenance they will never catch up on repairs
The system needs upgrading you must find and spend the
money to do this work over the next few years. Maybe
borrow more money and let the next generation share the
cost?

5603674458
5603674434
5603673400
5603673376
5603672984
5603671299
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632
5603668126
5603667328

5603667280
5603666933
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925
5603661725
5603660840
5603660088
5603660014
5603659261

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

5603658586 Somewhat Critical
5603657522
5603656664
5603655605 Very Critical

5603654288 Somewhat Critical
5603653137 Very Critical
5603653067
5603652815 Somewhat Critical
5603652362 Very Critical
5603651446
5603646034 Somewhat Critical

It is much better to repair the worn out substations and
parts before they quit working completely. Hopefully with a
minimum amount of hydro shut off.
Dont know
Keep costs down in future

System needs to be maintained.

Nos vies en dépendent!

Before I lived in Sudbury, I sat on the hydro commission for
the municipality I lived in and I am aware that service can
degrade if maintenance and renewal aren't a priority.
Want a reliable system that can deliver at all time

We want reliable and continuous service.

Its critical
Alot of unhappy customers
Many priorities... matching importance. Other factors to be
analysed to bring reasonable order to investments. Where
is it urgent?

the length of time it takes to replace in case of catastrophic
failure
It depends on whether the company is using its profits to
take care of this or adding additional billing from the
customer to cover those costs.
Because solid infrastructure is important
Sustainability.
Do not want to see any unplanned outages happen to
anyone due to failure of plant that is end of life.
It supports stable and reliable power supply

5603634029 Very Critical

This is "most" critically important, because this is our
responsibility, This is our city. This is our planet. This is our
childrens future. This is the only NOW we have.

5603626198 Very Critical

Without renewal, there is no system. It could cost less to do
it now than to put it off and have the results be catastrophic

5603625871
5603625394
5603623005
5603621778
5603621405

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

Would have to do more research to give it any other rating.
Based on the statement above it sounds critical.

5603620577 Very Critical

Infrastructure looks decent.
Without the necessary changes the system will fail if
overload with more energy needs.

5603619555 Somewhat Critical

Not sure what the life expectancy is for these systems.

5603619420 Somewhat Critical
5603619178 Somewhat Critical
5603616195
5603615549
5603615469
5603615033
5603614188

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603613148 Somewhat Critical
5603613126 Somewhat Critical
5603612703 Somewhat Critical
5603612182
5603611988 Very Critical
5603610977 Somewhat Critical

5603609923 Somewhat Critical
5603609759 Somewhat Critical
5603609723 Somewhat Critical
5603609565

Because Renewal is sometimes the easy way out.......to
replace or repair could be delicate decision making.
Good to invest in clean projects
it's important to replace outdated equipment. new stuff
should be more cost effective
So we have a good system

This should always be a consideration and planned out in
sections based on your knowledge of your materials and
results of their regular inspections. I don't believe that any
renewal Investments should it critical status.
No reason
o keep cost down renewal in a timely manner is important
Without infrastructure upgrades, the system cannot
continue to be efficient
It would be great to be more green, however service
interruptions and costs going up due to renewing systems
may frustrate customers
SYSTEM RENEWAL is important but so is system
maintenance

5603608793 Can't Rate
5603608627 Somewhat Critical
5603607653 Very Critical

I know nothing of your business and financing so I am at a
loss to give any ratings.
Because tou need to so it based on affordable and priorities

5603607466 Very Critical

keeping things updated is more cost affective way of deliver
hydro

5603605715 Very Critical

being up to date works out in the long run for everyone

5603605545 Very Critical

I believe in preventive maintenance and equipment has a life
To maintain your excellant serivice renewal is the only way
to go.

5603603947 Very Critical
5603603490 Can't Rate
5603603188 Not Very Critical

5603602767
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603600690 Somewhat Critical

5603600289 Can't Rate
5603599579 Somewhat Critical
5603597140 Somewhat Critical
5603596750 Somewhat Critical
5603596629 Somewhat Critical
5603595420 Somewhat Critical

5603595172
5603594108
5603593658
5603592389

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603592063 Very Critical
5603591397 Somewhat Critical
5603590899
5603590415 Somewhat Critical
5603589152 Very Critical

We will be lost without electricity... systems rely on it,
hospitals/emergency services and communications, etc. I
have voip so without electricity, I would be totally
disconnected.
personally important
as above
It’s required to ensure continued power supply.
It seems like it would help manage costs and budgets.
(38.2 million price something very wrong with the system
Maybe it s time to review Management. Salary. And
responsabilities.
We need electricity and I guess for me important and again
budget for that.
To save operational costs.
Replacing repairing costly
must upgrade to keep up with future demand, and
population growth.

The infrastructure is the back bone of the distribution
system and must constantly be maintained.
we need to have a robust system to last 50 years
Reliability is important
as long if it.saving us money
Could cost more in long run to be chasing problems after
the fact than mitigating them ahead of time
Because there is still time before the first changes of the
electrical systems are required.
N/A
see above

5603588861 Somewhat Critical
5603588032 Very Critical
5603586086 Somewhat Critical

5603585297 Very Critical
5603584348 Very Critical
5603583886
5603583439 Very Critical
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355
5603577885
5603577567
5603577249
5603577003

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate

5603576829 Not Very Critical
5603576350

5603575091
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603573214 Very Critical
5603573116 Very Critical
5603572707
5603572279 Very Critical

5603571440 Very Critical
5603571108 Can't Rate
5603570775 Very Critical
5603570376
5603569382

In order to have a plan as close to faultless System Renewal
is a must.

Working with outdated equipment or materials will break
down. Progressive rehabilitation is important and will save
money and public outcry if services are are disrupted due to
mismanaged infrastructure, already seen in this city or felt.
to ensure continued supply of electricity

Electricity is a need for many like the hospital and so it
should be reliable.
Infrastructure is important
Safety of your employees*.
Not enough info as per question # 7
Because I know that by the word “invest” the company
want the customer to invest to which I am against. It is to
the company to provide the service they claim they offer so
therefore they need to pay for the expenses related to the
service.
The basic infrastructure should not ever be at risk. Without
it we would be vulnerable to all effects of the environment,
which is currently in flux.
I think that it's an important thing
Maintenance is important.
Needs work
I dont feel that we can afford to have the system fail too
often, especially when its one area going down numerous
times in a row.
System breaks down then no Electricity
This needs to be done to ensure future reliability
It is what we depend on to operate any number of items we
have in our household. It makes it more reliable.
Broken poles can result in power outages

5603568264
5603568039
5603566958 Somewhat Critical
5603564523 Very Critical

5603563541 Very Critical
5603563020 Very Critical

5603562796 Somewhat Critical
5603562614 Somewhat Critical
5603562501 Somewhat Critical
5603561531 Somewhat Critical

5603560671 Very Critical
5603560533 Very Critical
5603560337 Somewhat Critical
5603559955 Very Critical
5603559519 Very Critical

5603559476 Very Critical
5603559393 Can't Rate

5603559025 Very Critical
5603558791 Very Critical
5603558732 Very Critical
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971

Because systems are old??
Climate change, severe weather
Last year an old voltage carrying line broke and fell beside
my house. My young child plays in our yard. Also, the
deterioting wires bring down the look of the neighborhood
The longer you wait the more expensive it becomes due to
inflation.
Renewing old systems important to keep status quo but
new, green initiatives important to reduce costs and keep
our environment clean.
needs to be done

Based on the age they equipment needs to be replaced.
old services cost more in the long run. replace/upgrade is
key to ensuring reliable delivery of your product.
The future of everyone.
Up to date infrastructure is critical to reliable service and
keeping with modern standards.

I want access to Sudbury Hydro at my cottage because of
the service excellence and the reduced costs.

Need to renew system. Since we do need to spend the
money, Let's consult with experts, do a cost analysis, Let's
do it smarter and really give consumers a break. Rates are
simply unsustainable for most retirees or average
households. Let the retirees and low income families keep
their homes and continue to pay taxes. Let's go green.
Let's do a 360 , think outside the box to really make a
difference for the environment and the people going
forward .
Because of the importance of electricity to the people of
our community

5603556800 Somewhat Critical
5603556477
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247
5603555069
5603555012

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603554966
5603554812
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603553284 Somewhat Critical
5603553211 Very Critical
5603552317

Everything needs to to be upgraded and kept up in life, so is
electricity distribution process.
Part of being fiscally responsible and thinking long term
impacts.

Help with cost down and keep updated.
Preventative maintenance saves money
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As a community we need to be prepared to meet the
energy needs of the community.
I think it’s important to keep up on maintenance

If we have better/newer infrastructure it will be able to
support the existing business better and atract new ones.
"If you build it! They will come" Sudbury's yonger
generation will want to stay here in a growing city that will
have more oportunities for them.
Your system will fail. Maintenance is critical

5603551128 Very Critical

Because I understand Sudbury roads are bad because of
past non repair

5603548868 Very Critical

To keep the system running properly for the next 100 years.

5603548738 Somewhat Critical
5603548222
5603547631
5603547394
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical

5603545570 Somewhat Critical
5603544362

Not enough residential and Commercial energy
consumption programs in place which could significantly
reduce consumption such as buildings leaving their lights on
at night and use of timers and solar powered lighting...
insufficient use of LED lighting
the older system hasn't affected myself or anyone i know
but upgrading is always necessary.
cant afford higher cost

As long as profits are not sent somewhere else. Keep it in
the community or province

5

5603544358 Not Very Critical
5603544197

5603543753 Very Critical
5603543111 Somewhat Critical
5603542349
5603542246 Very Critical
5603541504 Very Critical
5603540844
5603540233 Somewhat Critical
5603540123
5603539792
5603539781
5603539452

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603538950 Somewhat Critical
5603538881
5603537599
5603533967
5603532709
5603520556
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746

Very Critical

We are totally dependent on a sufficient supply of electricity
for cooking, cleaning our homes, doing laundry, using
technology and providing light. Also, electric vehicles are
the future.

system renewal is critical in keeping the lines and
equipment from failing

Thinking about the future for my children and grandchildren.

See answer above
Mostly because we are too quick to replace just because it
"looks" old and "might" fail rather than rely on good old
preventive maintenance. So let's not be too quick to
replace brick and mortar with shiny glass and steel just to
show how modern we are.
Keeping everything up to date results in continued customer
service

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Unknown

Not Very Critical

If it ain't broke, I don't fix it yet.
Having experienced breakdown in the system I anticipate
this very important

5603514420 Very Critical
5603513933 Very Critical
5603513326
5603512741 Can't Rate
5603512680
5603510755 Can't Rate

5603510589 Very Critical
5603510156 Somewhat Critical

I appreciate and value the reliability of our electricity.

things need to upgraded as the population increases so does
the demand and this can't happen all at once and cost as
well has to be considered for the project and the customer
If you keep the maintain they less downtime

5603509669 Somewhat Critical
5603509292 Somewhat Critical

5603508826
5603508213
5603508055
5603507414
5603506806

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603505150
5603504170
5603504124
5603503579

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

5603503055 Very Critical
5603502436 Somewhat Critical
5603501301

this should have been done in past years also -- now you
want to panic
Important to do this for future system reliability
to maintain a reliable system that will not let us down in the
winter
it sounds like it is going good and just needs to be slowly
updated to keep costs down.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical

If systems are not maintained, we risk loss of service

Very Critical

5603496892 Very Critical
5603496723
5603496188
5603495712
5603495694

I don't know

It's important to think ahead and be prepared and upgrade
but not if it is going to cost more, ultimately costing the user
more.
Helps environment
If not given critical attention, system renewal can be
unnecessarily costly. Prioritize, plan and execute efficiently
to keep costs under control.
We do need reliable power..
It's important

5603501136 Somewhat Critical
5603500874 Very Critical

5603499896
5603499655
5603499606
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201
5603498129
5603497878
5603497641

You have to comply with new standards updating and
upgrading will save money in the long run its just the initial
cost from there shouldn’t cost unless it’s a lemonade

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

5603495634 Somewhat Critical
5603495426 Somewhat Critical
5603495358 Very Critical

So we can maintain hydro efficiency
things fall apart if neglected....all aspects of a service must
be maintained
It is important but at a gradual pace in order to keep costs
down for customers.
Run down systems eventually cost in the long run
Good for the consumer and the workers
It is quite critical the need to invest in the system renewals!
Have to maintain efficiency

5603495258 Very Critical

5603495097 Can't Rate
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111 Very Critical
5603493826 Somewhat Critical
5603492980 Very Critical
5603492906
5603492493 Somewhat Critical
5603492260
5603492225 Very Critical
5603491909 Very Critical

5603491791 Very Critical
5603491350 Somewhat Critical
5603490607 Very Critical

5603489844
5603489624
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618
5603488422
5603488244
5603488176

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603487577 Somewhat Critical
5603486769 Somewhat Critical
5603486662 Somewhat Critical
5603486071
5603485815 Very Critical

Common sense
I have no way of rating whether I would agree with these
actions. Sudbury Hydro could tell me anything and provide
any reasons and I would not be able to comment as these
items are hidden from the public. Are all elements being
completed really necessary?

Clean energy is important
I gave this rating because I’m so Leary of price increases.
repairs usually cost more in long run than timely modern
replacement
to maintain an efficient system

We are dependent on electricity to power our entire home
(heating,sump pump,lighting, etc.)
Investments in infrastructure saves money over the long
term and keeps the city up to date with next generation
power requirements
It is very important to keep stations in running order.
Old systems create more problems in the long run.
Because of its direct impact on service levels and reduction
in possible future failures , unfortunately living in Coniston
for 63 years the number of outages in the past two years
are so does not bid well for the investment in our area
For the future and ready for a safer system.
Having power on hand is very critical to me.

Less interpretation of loss power to customers

Hesitant that the funds wont be spent more on one that is
working well and doesn’t need the maintenance, and not
enough of the money spent on ones that need the
upgrades. Budget of the funds are important.
investments should expand to 20 years long term plan
There are other areas that can use more help as well.

5603485814 Very Critical
5603485676 Somewhat Critical
5603485488 Not Very Critical
5603485360 Very Critical
5603485024 Somewhat Critical
5603484698 Somewhat Critical
5603484597
5603484471
5603484131
5603484127
5603483627
5603483359

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603483327 Somewhat Critical
5603483293 Somewhat Critical
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231 Somewhat Critical
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815
5603481838
5603481766
5603481675
5603481238
5603480563
5603480386
5603480355

5603480134
5603480051
5603479480
5603479440
5603479201

Cant live without hydro and we have some mean winters
when its likely to fail
Things need to be undated to keep cost down for the
customers.
If you don’t improve the system it becomes more expensive
later on when items start to fail
Because according to information other substation will end
its service life
We need our power for everyday life and keeping then
system working well is crucial.
People cannot survive without a reliable grid.
The cost to replace these systems are very costly.

with substations nearing their end of use it is important to
replace them as cost-effectively as possible
Aging electricity parts need to be replaced for safety of all.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Very expensive, would hate for this to increase my bills
Very critical and will obviously come with a cost.

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

To ensure long term reliability.

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

It’s important to stay ahead of the game

System Renewal is requird to ensure continued reliability
and reduce operating costs for the utility. System Renewal
would also reduce legal and environmental liabilities from
legacy equipment containing PCB's.

5603478577 Very Critical
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655 Somewhat Critical
5603477648
5603477159 Somewhat Critical
5603477088 Somewhat Critical
5603476922 Can't Rate

5603476478 Very Critical
5603475723 Very Critical

5603475540 Very Critical
5603474829 Very Critical
5603474559 Can't Rate
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918
5603473862
5603473624

5603472969
5603472352
5603472305
5603471813
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

As much as we all would prefer to pay less for energy - it is
probably best to pay more for a reliable consistent supply of
energy than pay less for a dangerously unstable supply.

Technology is advancing so fast that equipment will always
need upgrade

To provide the electricity that customers need, we need to
upgrade those units that are getting at the end of their life.
Has with any upgrades usually relates to improving systems.
Given some stations are older than myself it's a priority.
We a So have to consider our environment is no longer
stable given our hot/humid summers and extremely cold
winters. In the event the system is not upgraded we would
face many obstacles.
So we have a good system in place
It’s always good to improved service and make things more
efficient.
to complete this survey

I think that some assets must be scheduled for replacement
(such as large transformers, etc.) as the number of
customers impacted will be large and advance planning will
ease the process. I also think that some assets that are less
critical and don't have a safety risk might be able to be
replaced once they fail in order to get the maximum life out
of that asset.

N/A

Somewhat Critical

5603470970 Very Critical
5603470903

Like other situations in life, upkeep is as critical as the
original installation.

5603470858 Can't Rate
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259 Very Critical
5603470224 Somewhat Critical

5603469638 Very Critical
5603469139
5603469006 Somewhat Critical
5603468881
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972
5603467479

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5603467225 Very Critical
5603467000
5603466943
5603466935
5603466580
5603466030
5603465791

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5603465679 Very Critical

5603465611 Somewhat Critical
5603465540 Very Critical
5603465534 Very Critical
5603465391 Somewhat Critical
5603465015 Very Critical
5603464813 Very Critical

Because i am not very familiar with this topic

Have to be prepared..can't wait for it to "blow up"
Because, lack of proper budgeting for upcoming capital
expenses and end-of-life items, is imo, piss-poor
management!

Technology from WWII trying to service society going into
2020

It will be too costly once it fails
In the long run maintaining existing equipment saves money
as repairs can be done in a more organized and non-urgent
manner. If investment is not made the systems will surely
fail thereby costing more and causing distress to those who
are left without power.
Our system is reliable now but we can't afford to let this
deteriorate.
Future minimal costs
5/10
I dont know enough about our systems.
Very important to maintain
Some elements of the current system are quite old, and
modernization will result in longer term efficiencies. Just
the issues with unpredictable and more aggressive weather
patterns causing electricity outages is a challenge, especially
when you are working to maintain old systems.
It's obviously important to ensure our power needs are
being met but I also wonder about other options like
spending money and investing in other areas as well.
Better to replace a year early than a day late.
If not reliable could cost more and be without for longer
periods
If you plan in the right way you can star right now
It is important to keep all infrastructure updated and in
good operational condition.
There will be an ongoing increase in demand as we move
away from fossil fuels.

5603464464 Somewhat Critical

5603464213 Not Very Critical
5603464186 Very Critical
5603463604 Somewhat Critical
5603463593 Somewhat Critical
5603463585
5603463411
5603463329
5603463252

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603462811 Very Critical
5603461947 Very Critical
5603461564
5603461326 Somewhat Critical

5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Municipal funds should be allocated to the road
infrastructure to reduce the chance of vehicles of colliding
into a pole.
It's important to renew on a regular basis, so there is no
major renewal required at any one given time.
It sounds good but also sounds like: "a make work project".
It is definitely better to prevent system failure than it is to
wait for the system to fail.
I have no way of knowing what condition the systems are in
or how grave the situation is.
see boe comment

Keeping up with the latest technology requires upgrades
It's important to keep up with modern technology and
upgrade the system when needed

Need to continue upgrading and renewal. If you do not the
system will mirror our current road conditions in Sudbury.

be cost effective

5603460459 Somewhat Critical

The stations are still working at this point but unexpected
downtime can be hazardous esp for elderly and the sick.

5603459797 Very Critical

Service upgrades are important to prevent service outages.
Fixing something in an emergency situation could also cause
situations where worker safety could be effected.

5603459430 Very Critical
5603459297
5603459279 Very Critical
5603459104

5603459032 Can't Rate
5603458172
5603458169 Somewhat Critical

I give it this rating because i dont like being out of power for
hours or more, there are consequences to it , older people
that need power to stay alive , food spoilage etc.

Would like to have an independent unbiased third party
evaluation of critical pieces of equipment in the electrical
distribution system before commenting.
Rather it be fixed before it breaks.

5603457882 Somewhat Critical
5603457731
5603457716 Very Critical
5603457349
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702
5603456299
5603456256
5603456141
5603456079
5603455998
5603455871
5603455837
5603455797
5603455767
5603455385

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

preventative maintenance is key to sustainability
Why would it be very critical unless the system is on the
verge of collapse??

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

Haven't rea;;y ever had much of a problem
Key service for all !

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

It will maintain services while making improvements
Need power
without system renewal we have more brown outs.

5603454856 Very Critical
5603454432 Somewhat Critical
5603454403 Can't Rate
5603453567
5603453519
5603453004
5603452731
5603452618
5603452358
5603452338

we need to be prepared for the future generations

Very important to keep renewing the system gradually so
that there is not a massive failure.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Because it is needed, but I do believe soending could be put
towards other things
A renewed system is as reliable one.

Somewhat Critical

Need to keep current at a reasonable cost

Somewhat Critical

5603451991 Somewhat Critical
5603451985 Very Critical
5603451844 Very Critical
5603451498
5603451326 Very Critical

5603451306 Somewhat Critical
5603451295 Very Critical
5603451199 Very Critical
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027

It sounds like it has not been renewed since after WWII.
Because hydro is very important in our daily life
Systems are outdated, need to be replaced to continue
service delivery.

Better to be invest in new systems before systems fails.
It’s important to be prepared and manage costs when
upgrading and replacing equipment. So as not to increase
customer cost.
Delaying costs more in the long run
Old systems fail often

5603450771 Very Critical

5603450697 Very Critical
5603450541
5603450279 Somewhat Critical
5603450209 Very Critical
5603450064 Somewhat Critical
5603450020 Very Critical
5603449909 Very Critical
5603449632 Very Critical
5603449439

5603449071 Somewhat Critical
5603448798

5603448776 Very Critical
5603448541 Very Critical
5603448229 Very Critical
5603447962
5603447884 Very Critical
5603447713 Somewhat Critical

5603447535 Very Critical
5603447469 Somewhat Critical

5603447257
5603447111
5603447017
5603447011

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

I like electricity as it allows my household to run. Especially
in the winter months.
If equipment can be replaced before catastrophic failure,
the decommissioning costs are lower, and environmental
spills and cleanup impacts are also saved. Planned upgrades
allow for installation of equipment with lower line losses,
instead of hurried swapping out of emergency (old) spares.
Depending on the budget , it should be done.
Same answer as previous question.
I don’t want to see antique substations cause major
disruptions in the near future.
to make sure the service is top rate
Without proper maintenance the equipment you use has no
chance of reaching its peak service life.
things have to be maintained. If you let things go too far
the cost will be greater

As with one’s household, upgrading/maintaining is usually
better than waiting until something fails completely.
Reliability of the electric distribution system is one of the
most important issues today. Large failures in the electricity
system can cost people much more in lost food or damages
to their homes than it would to just pay for the
maintenance as needed.
Renewal of infrastructure enables a reliable dependable
system
To insure reliable delivery and to avoid a complete failure of
the system
No comment
When the system fails we understand how much we rely on
it. It important to maintain the system so that it doesn’t go
down.

Upgrades to infrastructure that is old or worn out from
service...focus on essential services such as hospitals to
have the upgrades first. Homeowners need upgrades but
these are not essential services that the public relies on.
as stated above
See answer in 7.
as it may not benefit the consumer in any way

5603446857 Very Critical
5603446798 Somewhat Critical
5603446639 Very Critical
5603446477 Somewhat Critical
5603446164 Somewhat Critical
5603445259 Somewhat Critical
5603445068 Very Critical
5603444898 Very Critical
5603443825 Very Critical
5603443180 Very Critical
5603442908
5603442767
5603442579
5603442122
5603441970
5603441948
5603441922

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5603441625 Somewhat Critical

5603441555 Very Critical
5603441553 Somewhat Critical

5603441346 Very Critical
5603441337
5603441301 Very Critical

5603441235 Very Critical

5603441164 Very Critical
5603440961 Somewhat Critical
5603440889 Can't Rate
5603440580

as things get older things start to fail and that is why we
need to invest in it.
To ensure effeiciency
I value it as somewhat critical because not all citizens can
afford significant price hikes.
System renewal in all areas in order to achieve efficiencies
in the reliability of the network
everything needs to be upgrated
Tired of outages due to overloading or older equipment.
Keep up with technology hopefully reduce costs
This is how power gets from the plant to the end user as
well as incorporating any new technologies
System renewal is imperative to the reliability of power
systems.
I've been without power in the winter for more than 24
hours. It is not a nice experience.
We need power and it must be affordable
Cause things must be maintained.

We have to change - it's not the dark ages here!
As we switch types, new tech will emerge that should
improve distribution and lower costs.
So that our energy infrastructure does not end up in the
same condition as our city road, water and sewer
infrastructure
.
Many old assets on the 4 kV system feeding our families
neighbourhood. Limited sources of backup supply on the 4
kV system in and around Cressey and Centennial MS

Because if things are planned out better, things can be
replaced in a timely fashion, and surveys and fancy names
are not required.
We take advantage of our services. Much education to
consumers is needed and knowledge for reducing
consumption that would help everyone. Regular
maintenance and new, more efficient units is important.

5603440540
5603440333
5603440327 Very Critical
5603440138 Very Critical
5603439968 Somewhat Critical
5603439853

5603439755 Very Critical
5603439694 Somewhat Critical
5603439435 Somewhat Critical
5603439374 Very Critical
5603438865
5603438672 Very Critical
5603438526

5603438517 Very Critical
5603438373 Very Critical
5603438198
5603438086 Very Critical
5603437876 Not Very Critical
5603437869 Somewhat Critical
5603437808 Somewhat Critical
5603437462 Can't Rate
5603437286
5603437178 Somewhat Critical
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713 Very Critical

5603436422 Somewhat Critical
5603436402 Somewhat Critical
5603436260 Somewhat Critical

Need to all ways keep up with new ways to improve
That's the best I can understand it all.
You as a company are responsible of keeping your
equipment up to date, to provide a service, and keep your
customers, balance your books and pay dividends to your
shareholder. You should absorb all those costs, to keep
making moneys

Our distribution systems are too vulnerable to climate
change.

Because you've explained it as being critical and you've also
noted high costs and service interruptions to hospitals as
being potential outcomes of having to deal with unplanned
repairs.

Unless you are continually upgrading the service will be less
efficient and more cost per kilowatt hour.
As a consumer I worry about increase in costs to offset this
but I also agree that upgrades are needed

In the long run our city will benefit from this. Put the money
out now, and save in the future.

some components are dated.
i don't want what i pay to increase just to pay for these
upgrades. the hydro corporations make enough in profits
from the customers that the pres / VPs and all those others
who get large bonuses every year can do without said
bonuses so the average customer and those hard working
people who don't have large 6 figure bonues every year,
have to pay for them.
See above

5603436211 Somewhat Critical
5603436198 Can't Rate
5603436182 Somewhat Critical

5603436065 Very Critical
5603435785
5603435704
5603435676
5603435567
5603435516

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603435405
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953
5603434684
5603434650
5603434633
5603434520
5603434429

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603434324
5603434229
5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5603432896
5603432878
5603432846
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

I work as a Bell tech and see how low system maintenance
and upgrades can have a major impact on the customer and
the workers that have to use and maintain the network. As
such I believe the same is true for the hydro network as well.
I am not sure of the current condition of "the system"
overall.

no

if the system starts to fail and customers lose power, only
then would we truly realize just how important it is to
maintain and upgrade old electrical infrastructure. being
proactive and investing is very critical.

Because I think there are other priorities
I do not have enough knowledge...
It's important
Not educated enough
We cannot go back to the pioneer days, limited trees now
for heating, water levels low etc etc .
It is important
You should stay up-to-date.
Not well enough informed

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

need preventative maintenance systems in place so
equipment is reliable
IT'S time for a change!!!
I'm always concerned about our rates going up.

5603432321 Very Critical
5603432320 Somewhat Critical
5603432192
5603432131 Very Critical

5603432126
5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
5603430948

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

We need to maintain the integrity of the structures long
term
Must be a balance between cost and managing risk.
if a system is outdated it tends to fail and is inefficient so
unable to be reliable and cost effective
See above. Obviously reliability of electricity supply is crucial
but assess spending considers the planned lifetime of this
equipment in relation to eventual replacement due to
newer technologies

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

again it's for prevention of not able to supply hydro

Very Critical

For safety
Everything fatigues. The rate of fatigue depends on the
system and it's expectancy.

5603430845 Somewhat Critical
5603430704 Somewhat Critical
5603430549 Somewhat Critical
5603430539 Not Very Critical
5603430295 Somewhat Critical
5603430204
5603430151 Not Very Critical
5603429957
5603429934 Somewhat Critical

5603429926 Somewhat Critical
5603429869 Very Critical
5603429798 Very Critical

5603429716 Somewhat Critical

5603429715 Very Critical
5603429632
5603429477
5603429469 Very Critical
5603429069 Very Critical
5603428999 Somewhat Critical

Necessary
Reducing consumption means existing system may not be
overtaxed.
Because I am on a pension and my pension is not that big

In case of emergency, It would cost more to try to repair
failing equipment temporarily while waiting for new
equipment to arrive.
very important to upgrade this system
Although a definite need for this, there should not be an
overwhelming increase in customer fees at one time.
Gradual increases are a better way to do it.
Interruptions should be avoided in order to ensure proper
distribution of electricity. Faulty or old equipment must be
replaced to prevent this from happening.

Everything ages, if you don't upkeep now it will be a crisis
later
Renewal is important as it could save money in the long run.

5603428992
5603428912
5603428818
5603428299
5603428284
5603428213
5603427947
5603427903
5603427894

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5603427501
5603427500
5603427418
5603427407
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965

Very Critical

5603426742
5603426722
5603426696
5603426330
5603426194

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

Safety.
Any improvement is important
Not entirely sure I comprehend it fully
maintaining and service works together
Old systems break down, need to maintain and replace
legacy components.

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Can't Rate

Dont know enough about system renewal initiatives

Very Critical

System should be kept up to d.ate
We need to be prepared for what may happen. Preventative
is always the right way to go.

Will cost more to do it later.

5603426181 Somewhat Critical
5603426167
5603426062 Somewhat Critical
5603425997 Somewhat Critical
5603425632

We cannot wait until things break and then deal in a crisis

5603425519 Somewhat Critical
5603425509 Very Critical
5603425498 Very Critical

Important, do not have the expertise to assess criticality

5603425296 Somewhat Critical
5603425282 Somewhat Critical
5603425151
5603424779 Can't Rate

system must be able to deliver continuous high quality
electricity.

5603424721 Somewhat Critical

Very important to keep up to date for reliability in the future

5603424552 Somewhat Critical

See above - I understand the need to invest in System
Renewal but the costs scare me as a customer.

5603424455 Somewhat Critical

5603424428 Very Critical
5603424375 Can't Rate

5603424359 Very Critical

5603424275 Very Critical
5603424104 Somewhat Critical
5603424060 Somewhat Critical

5603423833
5603423832
5603423779
5603423694
5603423692
5603423555
5603423529
5603423444
5603423345
5603423289
5603423274
5603423213

Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5603423207 Very Critical
5603423159
5603423158
5603423139
5603423091
5603423055
5603422990
5603422980

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603422792
5603422441
5603422336
5603422304

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Costs and getting all one can out of existing facilities first.
the older the system the more costly , everything go4es up
over the years, wait too long and it will cost a fortune
Keeping on top of this infrastructure is essential. We are
seeing the results across our communities of ignored
infrastructure and substantial deficits in investments in
important infrastructure.
As explained; failure of older systems can cause outages.
Newer systems are more reliable & efficient.

Because I do not know if the System is in a bad state of
repair or some Board Members just want fancy new
inventions, if it is a wise investment to renew, we chose
people to work for us, I hope, and to decide the need.
See above comments from question 7.

We always need a new system or update it

It’s imporyant for long term savings
.
Infrastructure is only getting older and with the age comes
more chance of failure. We need to bring equipment upto
date to get better cost savings
Without addressing this now the costs can escalate when
erosion does inevitably take place.
Because it is important to keep the system working
Improve enviroment

We have to keep up to be conscious of the environment I

Helps keep the systems up to date.

5603422162 Somewhat Critical
5603422091 Can't Rate
5603421828 Somewhat Critical

5603421825
5603421648
5603421606
5603421437

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603421204 Somewhat Critical

5603421194
5603421054
5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
5603420669
5603420653

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603420609 Very Critical
5603420522 Somewhat Critical

New technology can make people’s lives safety through new
safety equipment and more efficient with better
technologies.
:)

Not being well versed in hydro practices, I cannot say with
certainty how critical the investments are. I have no idea
what would happen if we didn't upgrade, or how likely
these negative outcomes would be.
better to replace things before the cost of doing become
unaffordable. example ... a job that cost 10,000 to fix
develops into a 100,00 dollar if left unattended.
Assures a longer lifespan.

Stuff wears out and needs to be replaced, better to do
before sudden failure, also to take advantage of new te
hnology

5603420448 Very Critical

Maintaining equipment is a priority to keep system working
efficiently
If the material is nearing the end of its life it needs to be
replaced

5603420413 Somewhat Critical

Sometimes old does not mean bad. Are we experiencing
problems with the old system that cannot be remedied in
other ways? Or is this spending for the sake of spending?

5603420498 Very Critical

5603420362 Very Critical

5603420333 Very Critical
5603420325 Very Critical
5603420318 Not Very Critical

The need to provide continued reliable service is important.
I know what it is like to live without the advantages of
electricity. Society is based on creature comforts, this
comfort assists in providing warmth and food. With these
you have a realistic society.
Putting off required renewal just adds to extra costs down
the road.

5603420310 Somewhat Critical
5603420277
5603420127
5603420107 Somewhat Critical
5603420098 Can't Rate
5603419712
5603419653 Somewhat Critical
5603419643 Somewhat Critical
5603419630 Very Critical
5603419541 Very Critical
5603419457 Not Very Critical
5603419244
5603419241 Somewhat Critical
5603419176 Somewhat Critical
5603419081 Very Critical
5603419076 Very Critical

5603419062
5603418993
5603418922
5603418809
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

ensuring reliable service

It is critical, however my top priority is ensuring reliable
service.
to keep the service going well.
it's the link between GSH and the customers who generate
the income
view *7

The winters take its toll on everything. We certainly want to
make sure everything is upgraded and new.
Without it we have nonpower
To ensure reliability of system and to control costs. Old
equipment requires repairs. By delaying update the
possibility of increased costs becomes more likely.
replacing old or failing parts keeps the lights on.

Very Critical

5603418680 Not Very Critical
5603418602 Can't Rate
5603418597
5603418555
5603418530
5603418438
5603418313

So far the system is working well but there are increasing
power outages (two in the past 6 months in my area), so
although it's not crucial yet it is somewhat critical.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603418312 Very Critical
5603418297 Somewhat Critical

If the salaries of high officials weren't out of proportion,
there might be some money left over to help pay for the
infrastructures needed.
Just investing money on infrastructure without looking at
ways of mimizing waste is waste by itself
to ensure a reasonable amount of renewal
It's important to have upgrades

We have to keep our electical infrastucure up to date with
the latest technology to improve efficiency and reliability.
Cost to maintain aging equipment eventually exceeds cost
of replacement.

5603418213 Somewhat Critical

5603418188 Somewhat Critical
5603418130 Somewhat Critical

5603418072 Not Very Critical
5603418043
5603417809 Somewhat Critical
5603417694 Very Critical
5603417633
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
5603416918
5603416811
5603416754

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Since system renewal is so broad an area, it is like asking
how critical is health spending investment. It guarantees
your answer. A question of value requires prioritization
within the category.
Don't t want to see a failure.
Because with the ever growing population we need good
planing for future housing , and infa structure.
Upgrading infrastructure could improve efficiency to reduce
cost.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

I think it’s important not to have power disruptions.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Socially and fiscally responsible.

5603416608 Very Critical
5603416583 Very Critical
5603416564
5603416490 Somewhat Critical
5603416486
5603416464 Very Critical
5603416457
5603416431 Somewhat Critical
5603416407 Very Critical
5603416260
5603416254
5603416203
5603416201
5603416159
5603416109
5603416084
5603416009
5603415935

The system seems to be working fine at the moment
however you must forsee future demands and forseeable
problems. Renewal is always a costly but necessary step in
maintaining a safe, reliable system.

I don't want to be without power
Very important,have to update with latest technology.
Need to be ready and able to respond to demand of service
and keep services reliable

It is forward thinking to renew and be prepared for stresses
on the system.

Very Critical

Uhhhh we need electricity. Seems appropriate to fix or
upgrade things before they fail.

Very Critical

best system on a continuing basis and reliability

Very Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Because it's important

Safety and Reliability

5603415933 Very Critical
5603415816
5603415813 Somewhat Critical
5603415771 Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Do not know all of the details
it is very important due to the hospital or seniors with their
home machine. Electricity has been one of the most
importance in our life
Continued maintenance and updates to keep up and
prevent future issues.
I would like to read about plans for renewable energy
before investing in ancient substations.
Upgrades are necessary
They’re are some aging lines and poles that still need to be
replaced. Not too familiar with substations as I am not too
familiar with that system. Not sure what to look for to see
aging in substations
Preventative measures are important
It's a remote area so we kind of needed it

Very Critical
Very Critical

Renew or regret it .
Service

Very Critical
Very Critical

Required so there is not any disruption in services

5603415694 Very Critical
5603415691 Very Critical
5603415582 Somewhat Critical
5603415574 Somewhat Critical

5603415438
5603415390
5603415384
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206
5603415152
5603415115
5603415023
5603414966

5603414845 Very Critical
5603414803
5603414732
5603414640
5603414639
5603414539
5603414527
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361
5603414336

Somewhat Critical

It is more sustainable in the long term to ensure a more
cost-effective power generation and distribution system
that is more compliant to environmental and safety
standards.
There are plenty of priorities just have to find the medium

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603414320 Somewhat Critical
5603414291 Very Critical

See 7 above

All I know for sure is that we are paying a high rate for
hydro. I don't like the smart meters and I do't like having to
wait till after 7 pm to do laundry. I am grateful that I no
longer have young children residing in my home.
Because if the system fails in Northern Ontario in the winter
most of use are in major trouble.

5603414289 Somewhat Critical
5603414283
5603414246
5603414236 Somewhat Critical

5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603414145 Can't Rate
5603414139

5603414130 Somewhat Critical
5603414129 Not Very Critical

5603414108 Very Critical
5603414061 Very Critical

5603414054 Very Critical
5603414015 Very Critical
5603414014 Very Critical
5603414007
5603413980
5603413943
5603413928
5603413916
5603413836
5603413823

Somewhat Critical

Because if any componets fail that should have been
replaced in a timely manner than consumers are subject to
power outage and other consequences associated with
outages.
System will eventually fail if not updated
We need reliable service
Less down time

I find this hard to rate, as I’m not aware of you often issues
are occurring due to equipment needing renewal.
Hydro prices have go up in the last few years. What
happened with the System Renewal program during those
increases. Was there not any done then. Why was there not
any repairs to the Renewal program done by the last
increases.
It’s definitely important to upgrade to newer, safer
substations. Technology has. changed over the years, the
demand on the system has grown, we need to be able to
evolve and upgrade to keep up with the demand while
keeping workers safe and ensuring positive environmental
impacts.
TO reduce cost using newer longer lasting materials.
Its the work that no one wants to do because there is no
outward reward. But it has to be done in order to stay
compliant with codes and standards for safety.
I dont want to lose power over a broken pole or get a call
because a transformer is acting up.
For vetter development
As before. Only renew if necessary as long as it will provide
a more stable system.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603413793 Very Critical
5603413561 Very Critical

In order to maintain service and to become efficient in the
process, I consider system renewal a high priority.
Safety, reliability

5603413527
5603413425
5603413398
5603413304
5603413266
5603413242
5603413235

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

it is very important

Very Critical

Because I don't want the system to fail.
Yes it needs to be done, but it hurts the people when it
comes to our property taxes, etc... when it could have been
upgraded little by little so as not to be such a financial
burden for it's customers.

5603413130 Somewhat Critical
5603413123 Somewhat Critical
5603412976

5603412954 Somewhat Critical
5603412832 Very Critical

5603412802 Not Very Critical
5603412791 Not Very Critical

5603412784 Somewhat Critical
5603412734 Very Critical
5603412685 Somewhat Critical
5603412610 Somewhat Critical
5603412608 Somewhat Critical

I need to learn more about it to make a good decision

Realize that it is necessary, but does come at a cost and as it
is we struggle to get by so it's a hard thing to balance
Crucial to reliability!

Not technical enough to know any better. Hydro has
often gone in different directions, i.e., attaching electrical
boxes to control the power consumption of home owners
during the day, at great expense, and then to abandon these
projects, leaving the electrical box still connected to the
home owner's furnace at home. What a waste of money,
some salesman did a number on the Engineers at Sudbury
Hydro, wonder how many other unrealistic projects were
under gone in the past and are kept secret from users. If
SR is needed, then stretch it over 10 years not 5 years and
get a mortgage for it; homeowners must get a long term
mortgage to pay for their home, can't pay for things over a
short time like 5 years.... this is UNREALISTIC. Hydro users
are being squeezed out of their home due to the high cost
of Hydro.

I think if sections or taken care of in a priority order it will be
fine. However if nothing is done until a breaking point due
to politics we will be in big trouble.
Prolonging upgrades or delaying maintenance may not be
cost efficient in the long run.
As parts age they should be maintained or replaced before a
critical failure.
N/A

5603412601 Somewhat Critical
5603412540 Somewhat Critical
5603412522 Somewhat Critical
5603412521 Very Critical
5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603412440 Somewhat Critical
5603412421 Somewhat Critical

5603412420 Not Very Critical
5603412397 Very Critical
5603412382 Somewhat Critical
5603412379
5603412376
5603412366
5603412332
5603412329
5603412313
5603412304
5603412202
5603412201

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5603412170
5603412145
5603412144
5603412142
5603412138
5603412132

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5 year process to catch up, or get ahead of failures, sound
necessary at some point soon. Repairs deferred will still
have to be done, best to complete them before failure
Its important to keep uptodate on technology to ultimately
save money for everyone
Because clean energy is important
Hydro is everything in our lives.......keep it going 100%

More efficient and reliable hardware will lead to hopefully
cheaper operating costs and cheaper bills for customers.
This would increase hydro rates delivery rates and inflate
cost by 200% to every person which only 45% will actually
be justified the remaining will be bonuses for the upper
management so give me the ipad before i exploit this to
ctv...
Because we need to be able to maintain our assets

Important, but if it costs people too much it may not be
worth it. Pros and cons needs to be considered.
Because you asked me to rate it.

System reliability.
To keep power outages at a minimum and repairs can be
made quicker.
there are always other considerations
We simply can’t function with reliable electricity
Keep reliable service

5603412130 Somewhat Critical
5603412104 Very Critical

Investing is important for strategic growth and reliability
It’s a high risk if the system becomes obsolete

5603412042 Very Critical
5603411998 Somewhat Critical

ewe rely on the system for heat, refrigeration and AC.

5603411984 Very Critical
5603411980
5603411957 Very Critical

5603411953 Somewhat Critical
5603411935
5603411918 Somewhat Critical
5603411908

5603411870 Very Critical
5603411867
5603411844 Very Critical
5603411829 Somewhat Critical
5603411827
5603411805 Somewhat Critical
5603411803
5603411790

5603411748 Very Critical
5603411747
5603411691
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603411581 Very Critical
5603411548 Very Critical
5603411442 Somewhat Critical

5603411362 Very Critical
5603411357

5603411323 Somewhat Critical

To continue having electricity we need to upgrade at one
time
I agree with system renewal; however, I don’t want
unexpected expenses to increase the cost of the services. I
hope that your company has taken unexpected expenses
into consideration.

Better to have equipment replaced in a proper life-cycle,
then to have outdated equipment fail, and cause
unexpected outages.
If the system is not renewed on an ongoing basis there will
be breakdowns in service

This would be very important for customers, to ensure
continued service...especially during winter months or for
people with medical devices that rely upon electricity.
We need to keep the hydro pm work updated and reliable.
need to keep up the Infrastructure

Everyone needs power. Especially in the winter in this cold
climate.
As more tech and electronics enter our homes we've
become dependant on a reliable electricity source.
If the systems are old and outdated, I would prefer tearing
them down to replace them with green initiatives such as
solar panels and windmills. No use putting in a bunch of
money into old technologies.

Upgrades are important but only to end of life equipment
and not the parts that have useful service life remaining.

5603411291 Very Critical
5603411283

5603411258
5603411254
5603411241
5603411181

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603411159 Very Critical
5603411156 Very Critical
5603411083 Somewhat Critical
5603411056
5603411014 Very Critical
5603410980 Very Critical

5603410979
5603410892
5603410873
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603410806 Very Critical

5603410800 Very Critical

5603410789
5603410772
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627
5603410621

Keep up infrastructure investments but find efficiencies to
cover costs. Don't raise rates!

System is working sufficiently, but still needs to be renewed
eventually, proactivity is always cheaper than reactivity.

If some of the infrastructure is degrading we need to renew
to current regulations and technology
We need power and require sustained and continuity service
It’s important in order to keep things flowing without
interruption
Take a look at our Sudbury roads and infrastructure. Neglect
really shows its ugly head here.
it is the backbone of distribution process and needs to be
maintained/upgraded
Green initiatives are becoming important as the cost of oil
and, means of power generation become more expensive
and increasingly detrimental to the environment. Also - you
have substations at end of life. Time to replace.

Just because
x
Replacing parts are important. IPAD
The condition of the system is important in maintaining
reliability and newer installations should help to control
costs.
Because it helps bring a feeling of reliability rather than wait
for uncertainty of when the next part in the system would
fail.

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Sometimes people over exaggerate the need to upgrade
things that sometimes will last much longer than anticipated.
If it is critical this means lack of planning.
We need to stay modern.
It's become a costs saving factor .

Very Critical
Very Critical

the overall system is only as good as its worst part

5603410600
5603410517
5603410516
5603410512

5603410503
5603410498
5603410494
5603410492
5603410475
5603410464
5603410430
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

If the upgrades don't happen before failure the cost for
immediate repair is higher so controlled system renewal
saves all clients in the long run
I'm not aware of any issues with the system.

Because in order to keep cost to the consumer at a
minimum without drastic increases you need to have
updated systems. The greener we can go the better not
only for our environment but for sustainability as well.

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5603317885 Somewhat Critical
5603308258 Very Critical
5603300117 Very Critical
5603296288 Somewhat Critical

5603295897 Somewhat Critical
5603244359 Very Critical
5603218091 Very Critical
5603206447

They are always improving.
keeping system updated and newer ensure reliable and safe
services
WE don't want the system to end up like the roads!
We need to keep the consumer cost down while
maintaining a high level of service
not sure what I am reading
I suggest a balanced approach. This cannot be a popularity
vote by consumers who are only given partial knowledge
and lack the training to deal with making such complicated
decisions and budgets.
Our life is very dependant on hydro and many medical
facilities need hydro. It can save lives.
If we need to replace it than it is critical.

5603199464 Somewhat Critical
5603180939 Very Critical
5603168548 Very Critical
5603166129 Not Very Critical

5603162489 Somewhat Critical
5603150367 Somewhat Critical
5603101900
5603091597 Somewhat Critical
5603086522 Somewhat Critical
5603078647
5603047716
5603046498
5603043646
5603029144
5603026349

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603023072 Very Critical
5603005636
5603003964
5602998900
5602985471

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5602981075 Very Critical
5602978210 Very Critical
5602957258 Very Critical

You can only do so much with the monies on hand, without
going overboard. Sudbury is fast becoming a city of seniors,
those without work, or cannot work, and on limited
incomes. The days of increasing incomes is starting to
flatline as more people move into the limited income status.
Governments, and the their service forget that each level of
government increases, is accumulative. In other words, The
City of Greater Sudbury sees it as only 3.5% increase (Plus
an additional 1.5% this year, and next!), and added on to
the Feds and the Provincials, actual cost increases are
amounting to about 10% plus a year! Incomes cannot, and
do not, keep up to this!
Without system renewals, the systems could fail leaving us
without power.
Because unless it is necessary to keep bills low and
affordable, I don't really see it as critical.
Without knowing the costs of the projects I cannot make an
informed decision on it's criticalness, though I agree system
renewal is needed/important
If systems aren't maintained, when they breakdown it
usually costs more to fix them
other priorities
.
High consumer consumption rate - air conditionong /
heating / entertainment / computerized systems...
It's important to stay up to date with the stations
Based on what your statements are.
no, not familiar enough with details
Safety of linemen/journeymen is very high priority. They
already complete dangerous work, let’s try to make it as
safe as possible.
i believe you are making excuses to raise rates and the
consumer will pay for it all.
to keep up with rising costs
Its critical for operation.
The need for reliable electricity.
I need to have power to work, so I would say it's important
to have a reliable system.
I feel if this does not get updated we could face a tragedy
that could've been avoided.
It's the infrastructure of our power delivery

5602957247 Somewhat Critical
5602950802 Very Critical
5602947157 Very Critical
5602943012 Can't Rate
5602938777 Very Critical
5602933094
5602891031 Very Critical
5602875841 Very Critical
5602874114 Somewhat Critical
5602861395 Somewhat Critical
5602861079 Somewhat Critical
5602840206
5602830812
5602829706
5602828619
5602824787
5602817573

Somewhat Critical

5602793115
5602787510
5602784569
5602776030
5602770157
5602730365

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5602663819 Somewhat Critical
5602646471
5602643955
5602637654
5602633107
5602625613

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

I think the most critical issue we are facing as a society is
combatting climate change and beginning the process to
switch to renewable energy sources. We should be
demanding that more renewable energy farms or household
resources (i.e solar panels) be used.
If we want a reliable system it needs to be properly
maintained and renewed as required.
If your infrastructure fails I don't get electricity.
Efficient & reliable modern equipment is an on going
process.
The service is required to serve the on going hike in our
population.
things will inevitably break - capital expenditures should not
be put off too long
Your system seem to be maintained on a regular basis
It is not urgent at this time.
We're used to having a continuous reliable supply of
electricity.
Other things need money too!
It is critical that our hydro system is reliable.
Investments from whom? Low income and middle wage
families cannot afford to invest more. Working families
need to maintain budgets as is. Higher profile individuals,
corporations and agencies should be flagged with option to
invest.
As stated above

Need 2 stay current.
It's important to address them before they fail, but they
won't all fail today!
If the system fails it becomes critical. So preventive
maintenance is very important!
See #7
Continued reliability

5602608989 Very Critical
5602607435 Very Critical
5602600365 Not Very Critical
5602576572

5602574661
5602563831
5602562741
5602561570
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

5602540298
5602531729
5602528955
5602524379
5602522408
5602521403
5602520985

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5602515923 Very Critical
5602515517 Somewhat Critical
5602507768 Somewhat Critical

5602502045 Very Critical
5602479438

The old maxim of " pay now or pay later " is applicable to
infrastructure expenditures such as this. GSU must stay on
top of / on target with it's renewal of it's infrastructure and
not postpone or delay renewal investments for later when
deficiencies are identified and know. If renewal
investments are delayed to some unspecified future time
frame...said renewal investments invariably will cost MORE,
resulting HIGHER increases in hydro costs and rates paid by
the end user versus the rate applicable if the deficiency
were addressed earlier.
WE HAVE TO MOVE FORWARD WITH NEW PLANS
Some equipment dates back to the 1940s it's necessary to
upgrade. The wattage usage keeps going up yearly and this
needs to be done.
why not ?
Noone wants their power cut off
Don't really understand it

For me System Renewal means transitioning to clean energy
as much as possible.

For safety!

So many basic factors are affected by reliability of power
service: water treatment and delivery; hospital equipment;
home dialysis and supplemental oxygen systems and safe
food processes. It's difficult, even tragic when power
delivery is interrupted by natural events, but to have it go
down because of organizational issues is not acceptable.
It would be very critical if they were down.
not as important as keeping consistent utilities to people
but important for the future.
I don't want a long outage affecting my home so having
critical components in service that are at the end of their
life concerns me.

5602435869 Very Critical
5602433596 Very Critical
5602429989 Very Critical

5602412735 Very Critical
5602403584

The age of existing infrastructure makes us vulnerable to
serious disruption. This risk can be mitigated.
If it lowers our hydro bill I m all for it
Aging infrastructure serves no one when it fails. Planning
for upgrades with a view to mitigating costs is the right
thing to do.

5602401086 Very Critical

Investment in infrastructure renewal can only cost less in
the long run, if the work is done correctly. It is much more
expensive to try to maintain aging and inadequate
infrastructure under adverse conditions than to make
necessary improvements in a controlled way.

5602397224 Very Critical

Did anyone see what the gentle breezes did to the New
Sudbury area last summer? ? When poles were easy to get,
and cheap, and reliance less than today, it might have been
a good idea. Today, well - you see the bills for equipment.

5602391819 Very Critical

It seems that infrastructure maintenance often gets shuffled
down the list as long as the existing infrastructure is still
working and can still be maintained. But investment now in
the long-term, as long as that long-term vision includes
changes that will facilitate transitions to more renewables
and away from the status quo, is warranted.

5602390182 Very Critical

Outages are extremely inconvenient, and it is easier to
address these in advance than responding to failures.

5602389243 Very Critical

We hope along with others to build permanebt homes on
new Cobden Road Extention on west end of Vermillion Lake

5602385852 Very Critical

We can't afford system failure, especially as it would likely
occur during an episode of bad or dangerous weather.

5602381543 Very Critical

5602378220 Somewhat Critical
5602367643 Somewhat Critical

I see the effects of climate change as an emergency in our
country. Sudbury will be subjected to increasing severity
and longer lasting storms and emergencies, we need to be
adaptive to make sure our systems can sustain the 100 year
storms that will be coming every year or so, and be
upgraded to adapt to the new 100 year reality.
Renewing might mean staying with aging technology, or it
might mean an integration of innovation and sustainable
development.
It’s your core mandate

5602360702 Very Critical
5602359591 Not Very Critical
5602356970 Very Critical
5602351642 Can't Rate
5602351466 Not Very Critical
5602328231

5602326214 Very Critical
5602322086 Very Critical
5602321699 Can't Rate
5602317911 Very Critical

5602316275
5602307819
5602307401
5602297738

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5602284632 Somewhat Critical
5602284106 Very Critical

5602281803
5602275012
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959
5602261620
5602259545

5602256745
5602253330
5602253307
5602249717
5602243196
5602187910

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical

5602157586 Somewhat Critical

No information
Impossible to live without continous supply of electricity.
I don’t think it’s necessary as I’m not sure if we get too
many power outrages

Absolutely can't live here without it. And only will become
more critical as we wean ourselves off natural gas.
If a transformer fails, there will be a prolonged outagewhich could even affect the hospital
It is critical moving forward to ensure hydro is not
interrupted because of old equipment.
I want reliable service. I cannot afford to always be worrying
that my home will be out of power because of a little
lightning. I don't want to get a generator. I don't like off grid
at a cottage. In in the city.
As above.

Important work. But other things need to be addressed too.
Without maintenance the whole thing falls apart
It depends on the rate at which private citizens drift towards
solar or wind energy to replace or supplement their hydro
electric needs.

As above.
If substations, transformers, etc are not upgraded
proactively, increased reliance on electric equipment could
cause issues in areas where equipment is old/degraded or
not sized properly to handle the increased loads.

By keeping parts of the system functioning at it's peak, this
prevents major issues down the road.

5602106178
5602102950 Somewhat Critical
5602101458 Very Critical
5602066769 Very Critical
5601996619
5601910195
5601885863
5601875625

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical

5601874109 Very Critical
5601853784 Can't Rate

5601688323 Somewhat Critical
5601681107 Somewhat Critical
5601653127 Very Critical

HAS TO BE DONE
Maintenance is very important so old equipment needs to
be upgraded
To have the system renewals done properly and efficiently
NA

Electricity is well to ensure our community can function
normally on a daily basis.
Because we don't want to be without power. With the harsh
winter weather in Sudbury, we need to have efficient
transformers and equipment.
Don’t have enough understanding in this matter.

5601642435 Very Critical
5601521920 Very Critical

I think it is very critical and may prevent power outages in
the future.
To limit unexpected power outages.

5600934776 Very Critical

If all we do is maintain 60+ year old equipment, the
operating and maintenance cost will increase at an
exponential rate. These costs will then be distributed to the
end user. Energy rates are high enough as it is and we don’t
want to incite any more unnecessary costs.
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Attachment 5 (of 18):
1-SEC-9 Attachment 5: Question 5

To what degree do you
think the proposed level
of investment in System
Renewal is appropriate?
Respondent ID Would you say ...
Response
5608774731 Somewhat Appropriate
5608392240 Very Appropriate
5608391622 Somewhat Appropriate
5608387388 Very Appropriate
5608318089 Somewhat Appropriate

5608259448 Very Appropriate
5608245418
5608235127 Can't Rate
5608232580 Somewhat Appropriate
5608231956 Very Appropriate
5608220418 Very Appropriate
5608217930 Can't Rate
5608214170

5608205903 Very Appropriate

5608203094
5608199027
5608194623
5608187209
5608151209
5608146413
5608127771
5608118280
5608115667
5608111878

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Why do you give it this rating?
I think to maintain the system renew it should be over ten
yeras

I think that this is appropriate and a reasonable time frame
while staying in budget.

Reliability is key to having a power distribution system. The
cost of Hydro demands that it is available when required.
I
As long as it is within the budget and doesnt leave the utility
scramble g for more money by jacking up rates.
Things of this nature should be done on a timely basis for the
protection of the system.

I am not quite sure of the cost factors , but as is well known
from the past all these changes have a cost and they will
continue to rise. If as proposed the changes are taken in a
budgeted approach over the next few years and they fall
within cost estimates we as rate payers should see benefits in
lower maintenance costs and stable , possibly even lower
consumption rates.
The system must be maintained and expanded if possible.
Ensuring safety and longevitity should be taken into account
too
Without proper maintenance system will fail

Same reason as stated in question 8

5608109096
5608101940
5608095922
5608039628
5608038016
5608034410
5608027935
5608020873
5608018568

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

failure to keep a good system will cost more in the future
its needed
Not enough knowledge in regards to pricing
These figures sound very reasonable.

Very Appropriate

5608002775
5607981932
5607973614
5607971273
5607966268
5607958422
5607957588
5607946663
5607936513
5607934862
5607923175
5607918892

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

reasonable
things need to be made gradually without having to increase
rates dramatically
helps to maintain the most efficient operation

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

system needs upgrading

5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

Has labour & material inflation pricing been considered?

5607838698
5607829881
5607829767
5607829662
5607825947
5607821194
5607806892

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Can't Rate

Can't Rate

Can't Rate

5607806037 Can't Rate
5607801688
5607795857
5607779308
5607770311
5607763278

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Can it be done over 6 years?

find other ways to save money on system renewals - like
discounts for users to use off peak hours I think it’s fair

To be honest, I believe you may need to make all these
changes but the rates keep going up. I believe the real
problem is the big salaries at the top. Cut those substantially
and I would have no complaint about the actual costs to run
Hydro
Replacing things as they become necessary helps to stay on
top of things
Again the importance of reliability
..

5607754971 Somewhat Appropriate
5607735776 Can't Rate

5607727406 Somewhat Appropriate
5607724671
5607713316
5607711806
5607697810
5607691675
5607683177

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5607622800
5607622170
5607618549
5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

i am not educated or experienced in this field. I trust the
experts are doing the right things, and the Board of Directors is
guiding appropriately
3

It needs to get done

Very Appropriate

5607589576 Not Very Appropriate
5607588238 Very Appropriate
5607575700 Somewhat Appropriate
5607574089 Very Appropriate

5607569996 Somewhat Appropriate
5607569944 Somewhat Appropriate

5607569136 Can't Rate
5607550925

5607547354
5607544770
5607542750
5607529159
5607525394
5607521668

N/A
I need to feel that the hydro company does not transfer the
additional cost increases to the customer as the cost for us is
already high!
This allows for us the customer to know what is going on and
can see the investments are being vetted.
This level of investment is needed

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Prices in the construction sector are always inflated, workers
get the least and companies profit large margins.
What is the alternative? If it has to be upgraded then it should
be done

Upgrades are good but it’s the customer that has to pay for it.
That’s why it’s a low priority. It’s barely affordable to us
A bit excessive.
I am not sure the level of investments was a little confusing to
me . I understand that is will take a large amount of the budget
but again I go back to positive changes .
It's taking a major chunk of the total capital budget, although,
it is crucial, are there any innovative cost-effective ways to
approach this priority?

to save money in the long run
Because we want to have efficient and safe power

5607521205 Very Appropriate
5607520712 Very Appropriate

5607520658 Somewhat Appropriate
5607517990 Somewhat Appropriate
5607501898 Very Appropriate
5607500927
5607497985
5607497711
5607497501
5607497480

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5607496953
5607496836
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931
5607392196

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5607369858
5607356998
5607356693
5607307048
5607289714
5607261674

Very Appropriate

5607155401
5607148829
5607138145
5607126826
5607118162
5607109518
5607070174
5607066340
5606960772
5606866592

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

.
Sometimes you have to spend more money at first to get to
where you want to be in the end as long as it's worth it and
will continue to work.

The plan appears to demonstrate a well thought out and
balanced approach.
Sounds good. Worried about the cost.

It seems reasonable.
Cost is important but having a reliable system is even more
vital.

In order to ensure all is done appropriately
It is crucial and repairs/renewals are unavoidable.
As I stated in a response above, it’s necessary to replace old
parts with new parts. Things are constantly changing and new
updates are always needed. New updates and changes require
time and money.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate

5606866519 Somewhat Appropriate
5606865564 Somewhat Appropriate
5606862426

again like my answer previously
presumably the next 5 year budget will have system renewal at
a much lower budget share
because i felt like it
Will ultimately be cheaper.
Important for the future of Sudbury
Same answer as above.

Of course, maintaining the infrastructure is really important, it
just needs to be done in a way to not put too much burden on
the end customer.

5606848133
5606821110
5606778350
5606775700
5606729929

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

5606707543 Very Appropriate
5606704822 Very Appropriate
5606701343 Very Appropriate

5606697662
5606697542
5606695838
5606693342

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5606683447 Somewhat Appropriate

5606679199 Very Appropriate
5606668545 Somewhat Appropriate
5606609047

5606582883 Can't Rate
5606565661
5606544873

Again because I am not in a position to judge the true extent
and necessity of system renewal perhaps you are spending too
much on system renewal I would hope that if your budget for
system renewal is increased from 63 to 75% it is absolutely
necessary because I imagine that increase will translate into
higher electricity costs

don't know current condition
Again, our infrastructure is so old.
It is a very important thing to invest into sp putting any
allotted amount of money into the project makes the
difference in ensuring it will work 100%
Savings by spending now
When things get to old you retire them
I don’t know enough about costs in this area. If you’re paying
people to micromanage people to micromanage people etc
and everyone is making over a million dollars each, then I
believe your cost analysis is over budgeted and the number of
pencil pushers need to be decreased to bring down the costs
of this project.

to maintain or better our current system
limiting pay hikes would aid in off-setting cost to customer
Even though it is more, the increase from the past 5-year
period to this 5-year period is 15%, as opposed to 40-50%
increase.

Without knowing your procurement process, how do we know
$38.2M is adequate or fair? Do you obtain 3 bids or more for
supply of key components? If the $38.2M is the lowest bidder
and an adequate, proven supplier, then it's an appropriate
purchase.

5606530149 Very Appropriate
5606529390
5606521578
5606515031
5606498033
5606457870
5606377731
5606374916

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5606368851 Very Appropriate
5606362865
5606358921

5606358297 Somewhat Appropriate
5606352864
5606349846 Somewhat Appropriate
5606338466 Very Appropriate

5606333428
5606313190
5606305765
5606291857
5606282880

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5606276523 Very Appropriate
5606270446 Very Appropriate
5606246635 Very Appropriate

If importance in the past, was placed only on maintaining and
not upgrading the systems that require the care, then the past
budgets failed the system, causing need to increase the budget
in this area by 12 %. If the budget only reflected maintenance
and did not include plans for replacement or upgrade to the
system parts (substations etc) then the actual expenditures
over the past five years most likely exceeded the budgeted
costs as unplanned repairs and replacements had to be
performed as systems failed. Also, so long as the plans are
efficient, not wasteful then they should be looked at as
reasonable.
It is very important to maintain everything before there is a
major catastrophe
no particular reason
managing costs
Again, see response to question 7.
Stay within cost effective upgrading
same as above. The rising cost has me worried about the end
consumer. My hydro is already expensive enough. How can
Sudbury Hydro reach their goals without increases to hydro
bills?

Would need more information on what would be affected with
the re- allocation of funds before I would give it a higher rating

I do not understand why the percentage of budget has gone up
by 12%, what was being done in the past 5 years that needs to
be changed so dramatically in the next. Why does the next 5
years need to see such a big increase in system renewal, why
not work over 10 years. Not seeing the importance of having
this done over the next 5 years at present.

Replacing what needs to be replaced is a huge job and will cost
a lot.
As we all know costs have risen across the board.
it isnecessary.

5606243694
5606240215
5606235091
5606227560
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

We need to ensure reliability.
It’s worth full investment

Very Appropriate

best way to ensure reliability and efficiency of system

5606138657 Very Appropriate
5606136667 Very Appropriate
5606135737 Somewhat Appropriate
5606133735
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5606117473
5606077871
5606050032
5606046919

Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5606027567
5606019346
5606007319
5606003891
5605999905

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

In order to remain current at time it is necessary to spend
The longer you prolong renewal the cost increases and
becomes more expensive
Perhaps more funding would allow use of newer materials that
would last longer and be more efficient
with time all costs go up and this is no different
see above
Renewal of equipment is key to ensuring that service is at its
best, and that customers continue to get the best service for
their money.
na
.
NEED M0RE INFORMATION
Focusing on system upgrades ensures cost effective and
reliable (safe) energy distribution in the long term and will
allow for future expansion
This appears to be well-structured and streamlined.
need a reliable electrical system

5605999230 Somewhat Appropriate
5605997788 Somewhat Appropriate
5605954398 Somewhat Appropriate

if That’s what it takes to upgrade these systems then so be it.
That’s what we get for living in the modern ages
All costs are rising.
No comment

5605944845 Not Very Appropriate

The consumer will still be bearing the cost of these upgrades

5605944757 Not Very Appropriate

Because it is going to end up coming out the residential
customers pockets that why. It is going to increase our rates
yet again, and they are already way too high. It is not a matter
of prioritizing time to coincide with what is offpeak hours for
you. Your offpeak hours suck for me. The shifts I work I am
sleeping or not home during offpeak hours so I get no savings. I
need Monday to Friday 9 am until 5 pm offpeak hours. That’s
what would work for me. Sorry, I don’t fit into your schedule,
so basically I get screwed.

5605943593 Very Appropriate
5605935878
5605929744
5605898796
5605895298

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5605889475 Somewhat Appropriate
5605888440
5605877568 Somewhat Appropriate

I believe it is appropriate to invest in system renewal for
sustainability of services in future

Reasonable: NOT higher rates on bill.
Again, we need far more renewable energy sources. Schools
and government offices should set the example with 100%
solar/wind energy usage.

5605859907 Not Very Appropriate

Bottom line is you want to raise the rates so we see our bills
double and triple again just like they did over the last decade.
You are trying to justify this increase by telling us how much
maintenance costs you. Stop paying your CEOs so much. That’s
where the money is going. We have paid on the whole as
customers enough to cover maintenance costs period. I don’t
care what you say. It’s just trying to justify wanting to shaft us
the customer by increasing our rates tenfold.

5605857712 Very Appropriate

It would be more expensive if done later rather than sooner.

5605842218 Very Appropriate

5605834173 Very Appropriate
5605827346 Very Appropriate

5605825610 Somewhat Appropriate
5605824890
5605817033 Very Appropriate
5605811923
5605770359 Very Appropriate
5605766635 Very Appropriate
5605762727 Somewhat Appropriate

5605754961 Very Appropriate
5605751987 Somewhat Appropriate

The system is domed to fail if appropriate expenditure is not
met. System failure is far more expensive that system renewal
If we have as many pieces of equipment that are at or near
life's end, best get to it now. Time goes on, prices only
increase, even wages!
It seems a reasonable approach to achieving the objective of
system renewal to ensure reliability.
BECAUSE THIS PROPOSEL ONLY MEANS A POWER COST
INCREASE, AND BEING ON A FIXED INCOME[CCP&OAS] SO
WITH ALL THE COST INCREASES I'M QUICKLEY RUNNING OUT
OF WIGGLE ROOM DO YOU UNDERSTAND THAT ABOUT
PENSIONERS!

Keeping everything up-to-date and in working order is
important.
It is high priority to improve service.
It could be better.....and yet it could be worst
need to keep system in top form and preventive maintenance
is always cheaper than break down repairs
This seems an incredible cost. It is critical work to do, but i
wish it wasnt so costly

5605736775
5605720737
5605715168
5605711665
5605710753
5605701839
5605697401

5605696231
5605693202
5605692713
5605691499
5605689578
5605688115
5605671879

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

I don’t know what condition the current system is in

Can't Rate

Not informed enough to judge.

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5605668215 Somewhat Appropriate
5605667945
5605649793
5605643288
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605

Somewhat Appropriate

Not enough information to decide. This seems to be an
exercise in 'public consultation' in which a lot of information is
not truly provided and statements are designed to bias
opinions. Some of the previous items indicate readiness tones
sources of energy. How much of the funds for system renewal
are going to be used in alternative energy readiness?
for the future off our children and grandchildren

thats a lot of money
Not sure of the method for procuring goods and services. Are
we getting the best goods and services for the best price? Like
most governments, there is waste in the system. What is
being done to ensure that all expenditures in the initiative are
generating value for money?
Unless I had more facts, it's impossible for me to determine if
the 75% proposal is realistic or not.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5605551802 Very Appropriate

5605545450 Very Appropriate

5605539178 Somewhat Appropriate
5605519256 Can't Rate

All costs have increased
See last answer. This assumes expenditure cuts in other areas
do not pose a greater risk to overall reliability compared to
system renewal. It is hard to judge without all the facts.
in order to achieve better performance you need to
continuously improve and look for new tools/options that
become available. What we could not make happened 20
years ago, now with newer technology/tool/materials and
options we can;
I am cautious to see the balance between offsetting the costs
of new builds vs. renewal. I firmly believe that new costs
should be offset by fees against new development - eg:
DALRON
I don't know enough to comment.

5605513558 Somewhat Appropriate
5605508744
5605506200
5605504568
5605482165
5605477871

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5605474132 Very Appropriate
5605465929
5605450050 Somewhat Appropriate
5605444398 Very Appropriate

5605439375 Somewhat Appropriate
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747 Somewhat Appropriate
5605416220 Very Appropriate

5605415683 Somewhat Appropriate
5605410634
5605404971 Very Appropriate
5605399087 Very Appropriate

5605395655
5605338455
5605326811
5605324793

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5605323531
5605323310
5605321593
5605318701
5605318102

Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5605317490 Very Appropriate
5605315159 Very Appropriate
5605311781 Somewhat Appropriate
5605291825 Very Appropriate

Increased percent of the budget so not perfect.
current customers should know that service will continue to be
reliable

Electricity is important and people depend totally on this
service.

Appropriateness is relative - depends on what's not getting
funded since 75% of the capital budget is being allocated

Renewal is important.
As long as funds are appropriately distributed and projects are
strategically ordered, the investment will be worth while.

Every Year, the cost to fix & replace systems do cost more...
One thing I love about Hydro Workers, they are Serious
Workers and they don't SLACK OFF unlike the contractors that
gets hired by the City of Greater Sudbury for ROAD REPAIRS,
that takes until weeks before the ground freezes... No Wonder
that our road have crakes by the time winter is over...
I am not sure if this is a reasonable amount
I think it is very realistic.
As mentioned in previous comment
I give this rating trusting that these are necessary steps to
maintain our hydro infrastructure

Well 75 % is quite a lot, but it's still important
The total system needs to be maintained and run efficiently
and reliably so the proposal seems logical
My guess is that these decisions are thought out carefully and i
respect those researching and planning
Cannot afford to let system deteriorate

5605286962 Very Appropriate

5605274533 Somewhat Appropriate

5605270154
5605265287
5605260496
5605260445

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

5605253943 Very Appropriate
5605253232 Somewhat Appropriate
5605239806 Somewhat Appropriate
5605230815
5605227438
5605223663
5605222107
5605221688

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5605208036 Somewhat Appropriate
5605196421 Very Appropriate

5605193279
5605189004
5605188579
5605145259
5605128315
5605126505

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5605124841 Very Appropriate
5605123235 Very Appropriate
5605122768 Very Appropriate

Doing it right is very important and the best option in the long
run
Even though there is a slight increase hopefully it will not
effect billing costs and will hopefully help to get the work done
quick and with better effectiveness
Those in charge of this renewal know best what needs to be
done. I can't say what things would cost nor the pay scale of
those working on it. With organized management, the project
should follow budget.
Do not know
I believe this rating is appropriate in order to maintain reliable
service

Some maintenance and improvements required once in a while
Wondering if CEO's bonus's are included in the $7.6 million per
year?
System must be maintained

well, i'm just saying... i haven't seen any changes in
infrastructure or delivery systems, period. i don't know where
the money is being spent. it seems legitimate as costs suffer
inflation, however being that i cannot actually see and i do not
know where the money is actually being used, i can't fully
agree with the statement.
investment saves money down the line
75% seems like a large portion of the budget but if systems are
not maintained and updated it costs more in the long run to
keep things working.
I want a stable grid
We want everything to flow in working ordre
needs to be done to remain reliable
Old plant must be replaced to ensure reliability. We all take
electricity for granted, until it's not there.
Preventative maintenance and renewal is essential, nothing
lasts forever, rust never sleeps !
it sounds reasonable based on cost of equipment

5605121295 Very Appropriate
5605116822 Very Appropriate
5605115345 Very Appropriate

5605114112 Very Appropriate

5605112772 Somewhat Appropriate
5605110526 Not Very Appropriate
5605105613

5605102632
5605099908
5605097643
5605096234

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5605095826 Very Appropriate
5605093147
5605076106 Very Appropriate

5605062132
5605054024
5605037259
5605033990

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5604977142 Can't Rate
5604972361 Somewhat Appropriate
5604971290 Somewhat Appropriate
5604970615 Can't Rate
5604970509 Can't Rate
5604969420 Can't Rate

I'll trust that the assessment of an increase in % is largely
based on the age of equipment that has yet to be
replaced/upgraded since it's installment (e.g., shortly after
WWII).
see above comment
It has to be done and the increase seems appropriate.
The rates will not reduce in the long term so getting to the
renewal processes in a timely fashion will be expeditious in the
long run.
I think this is a good investment into System Renewal with the
size of geographic area that Greater Sudbury is and I think it's
important to stay on top of pre existing infrastructure.
May meet and exceed my fear of increase

Why is it a higher percentage than previously. Is it the cost of
materials and labour or is there more to replace, maintain
Sounds about right.
Customers deserve to receive the service they pay for
If we don;t stay on top of upgrades, maintenance and
improvements it only becomes more costly in the end
Sounds fair to me
I see inefficiencies every time I see one of your crews working
(or should I say: one guy working and 5-10 others watching).
You need better efficiencies in your staff and supervisors to
efficiently use the proposed funds we are / will be paying to
complete these projects! You work in the public eye, we are
the payers and want value for our money. Watching staffers
standing around, drinking coffee, watching others work, is not
good use of my money.
a must to be able to meet needs of the future.
Because cost to consumer is not stipulated
You guys just make up things you claim you have to do and
make the customer pay for it so that we can continue to pay
for your service.
Balance between capex and rate hikes and need
I have no idea if this is an appropriate amount to spend. Too
little, too much how would I know?

5604964729 Very Appropriate
5604950035 Somewhat Appropriate

5604936179
5604931460
5604924668
5604915293
5604909239
5604905767

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604883728
5604883529
5604872872
5604867918
5604867813
5604867754
5604859615
5604858779
5604851827
5604848208

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604839413
5604837274
5604835309
5604826591
5604825747

It is absolutely needed. Plain and simple. For those who
disagree, what would be the alternative. Are they asking for
GSU to amortize over a longer time period?
What were you doing with the funds over the last 10 years
that for the next 5 years, it needs to be 75% of total capital
budget rather than 63%?
to show that the consumer cares
I am not qualified to provide an educated rating

Again it requires to be done before systems become obsolete.

I think the more we wait the more it will cost .

Very Appropriate

Same reason as above

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

There is no choice. It has to be done.
See #7

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

While System Renewal is important I would like to see a more
balanced approach where some money is spent on finding new
innovative approaches to energy production and renewal
costs keep rising
Needs to be done

Very Appropriate

5604821304 Somewhat Appropriate
5604819422

It sounds like a reasonable expenditure .
It is a necessary evil and needs to become more of a priority
with the aging systems.

5604819196 Very Appropriate

75% compared to 63% seems like a big jump in percentage
terms, but it still leaves a healthy 25% contingency. The longer
renewal is delayed the larger proportion of capital expenditure
has to be spent because more aged equipment come into the
danger of failure bracket.

5604818609 Somewhat Appropriate
5604815539 Very Appropriate

As a consumer I would like to believe that the proper budget
has been determined for this initiative. I also believe that is
important to be proactive when it comes to upgrades. Again,
perhaps smaller upgrades over the year would have spread out
the costs that will be passed on to the consumer.
Always better to do it before major problems

5604811533
5604803318
5604795035
5604792676

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604763520 Somewhat Appropriate
5604757859 Very Appropriate

5604753267
5604748154
5604745166
5604732195

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate

5604728491 Very Appropriate
5604725181
5604722046 Very Appropriate
5604712345 Can't Rate
5604710647 Very Appropriate
5604695107
5604694190 Very Appropriate
5604693305 Very Appropriate
5604681552
5604665547
5604660921
5604650745
5604648056
5604645011
5604644641
5604617929
5604580830
5604579320
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282
5604572516
5604567581
5604565759
5604564384

Somewhat Appropriate

Because of the reasons I mentioned above.

my grandkids will need a stable electricty system
I'm not sure that it is necessary to use as much as 75% of the
capital budget. Perhaps a little less is more appropriate since it
has been 63% in the past.

Because I am not sure where the monies will come from. It
sounds a lot like it will be added to the consumers' costs.
would need to know where the money is allocated
Energy is the most important commodity. When energy stops,
everything stops.
Seems very important. Ensuring a reliable electricity supply
seems like the whole purpose of GSU.
I simply do not know how much something like this should
cost.

Better to replace equipment than pay useless layers of
management.
seems like a significant amount but if it is warranted then its
fine.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Answered with question #8
Without the systems, supply ceases to exist

Need more information

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604564110 Very Appropriate

Given the information I have it seems like a strategically sound
approach.

5604562235 Can't Rate

5604559118
5604558353
5604556311
5604550977
5604548452
5604545909
5604537180
5604528304

Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

5604528108 Very Appropriate
5604523934 Very Appropriate
5604516420
5604515658
5604511739
5604494852

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604488672
5604473955
5604471236
5604468558
5604467158
5604465323
5604464793

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604464423 Somewhat Appropriate
5604462800 Very Appropriate

5604461238 Very Appropriate
5604458998
5604458850 Somewhat Appropriate
5604458118 Can't Rate

Again, I have zero opinion as I am not a contributing investor
Hard to decide.. seems it depends on how much more your
going to charge the customers and increase the rates which
ontario residents can not afford especially with the new
carbon tax already effecting the rates of everything!!!
Just unsure

Again, more info would be required.

If you don't renew facilities how can you provide reliable
service that is expected by customers.
Very high rating
It's like paying taxes, nothing gets done in there is nothing
coming in.

It needs to be done, but it will need to be done again and
again..... And it will not change the environment, and it will
not help build new energy resources that people want to be a
part of.
Never enough for upgrades
As above
Core business GSU must carry out

It is hard to compare to past investment levels. It would be
nice to compare the amount spent on system renewal to other
communities with similar infrastructure to ensure these
projected values are correct. Overall the system must be
maintained / renewed to be able to function appropriately so
that is the higher priority.
It is not easy to find products the go down in price , televisions
only come to mind. Since residents require more and more
electricity in their homes utilities have no choice but to
upgrade.

5604456825
5604456206
5604455333
5604454794
5604454643

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604454389 Somewhat Appropriate
5604452409
5604451777
5604449790
5604445511
5604445137
5604444817

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604438782 Very Appropriate

5604436303
5604433973
5604433870
5604428179
5604425041
5604423029
5604421868
5604402821
5604385649
5604382979

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604381442 Can't Rate
5604380765
5604380186
5604379360
5604376786
5604374978
5604374219
5604371497

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

5604371168 Can't Rate

Concerned your residential customers will be paying more,
much more for their electricity,
This is a major change so the increase in expenditures is quite
reasonable

Maintaining the system is of great importance. Reliability and
safety are also of importance.
It's just always good business to anticpate and budget for
ongoing repairs and upgrades. The years with less costly
maintenance and repairs and upgrades should balance out the
ones with more. In any business, there are lean years, average
years and surplus years. These upcoming 5 years may be 'lean'
ones, however, the following decades may very well turn out
to be surplus years because of more efficient materials and
equipment.

I don't understand why it would cost so much.
we need the best working equipment.
It’s got to be done.
Needed
This rating is based on uncertainty and distrust. This survey is
sure beginning to sounds like my bill will be increased....
I think it is appropriate to spend this amount now to save in
the future.

Not enough information

Without understanding or seeing the results in the
investments to date, makes it difficult to rate.

5604370174 Very Appropriate
5604369096 Very Appropriate
5604367587 Very Appropriate
5604366101
5604365563 Very Appropriate
5604365493 Very Appropriate
5604365338 Very Appropriate
5604362719 Can't Rate
5604362389
5604362369 Somewhat Appropriate
5604361429
5604361134 Somewhat Appropriate
5604361072 Very Appropriate
5604360735 Very Appropriate
5604360302 Somewhat Appropriate
5604359886 Somewhat Appropriate

5604359618
5604359399
5604358063
5604356320
5604354043
5604353831
5604353463
5604351809

5604350778
5604350762
5604349957
5604347004
5604346129
5604345925
5604345162

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

I'm uncertain how the costs break up for other areas she's
where the additional 12% is being cut from
Needs to happen

Explanation makes sense
For my reasons stated in Item 8 above!
Hopefully this work will help maintain continuous service with
less outages
older transformer first
I'm not entirely sure because I don't know how this will relate
to the average consumer with costs rising/staying the same.
Beyond simple measure

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604344502 Can't Rate
5604343451 Can't Rate
5604342950
5604340786
5604339893
5604334758

Obvious if your stats and financial quotes above are accurate
It is a sensible approach, like any business

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

System has to be maintained.

An increase of 12% is a lot for something you should’ve been
planning for a long time ago. Will your system renewal return
to 63% of your total cost after the 5 years?
Less line loss = more savings

I'm not sure there needs to be an increase of 12%.
Hard to rate without seeing the whole picture of where the
budgets are allocated.
I'm not familiar with the investment priorities that are needed
to maintain the system
It needs to be done.

5604333207
5604332694
5604331048
5604330996
5604328843
5604327835
5604327467
5604326548
5604326270
5604325071
5604324433
5604322291
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172
5604317462

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

see above

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

13% seems high, 70% would be better
very good thoughts about System Renewal

Somewhat Appropriate

5604317168 Somewhat Appropriate
5604316253 Somewhat Appropriate
5604315383
5604315029 Very Appropriate
5604314300 Very Appropriate

5604312196
5604308420
5604307604
5604307213
5604306433

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate

5604306302 Somewhat Appropriate
5604306068
5604306035 Somewhat Appropriate
5604305829
5604304577
5604304068
5604304041
5604303717
5604303303
5604302723

That seems like a lot of expenditures, maybe some other cost
cutting savings could be looked at.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Although I believe system renewal is important, the fact is high
energy bills are crippling many families. Maintain costs (ie
costs not going up every year) is the highest priority for me
right now.
There is no explanation or history with regards to the cost.
Prevent problems from arising instead of dealing with bigger
problems later.

Do not have details of the budget break downs and
location/total number of critical transformers to be replaced
we cannot go back to previous levels

I think it is appropriate, as long as our hydro bills don't increase
dramatically again.

Doesn't seem to be enough money to do what is required.
Contracting, operations and investing must be on an BUSINESS
LIKE BASIS. Too much waste at GSU
investment in the future to prevent downtime

5604302611
5604302439
5604301061
5604300658
5604297834

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604296499 Very Appropriate
5604296104
5604295239 Can't Rate
5604293929
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
5604291940
5604291033
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889

Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604288381 Very Appropriate
5604288118
5604287719
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate

from the info provided above, makes sense

Appropriate if the capital budget has planned for these
expenditures and they will not result in a sudden increase in
bills to the population served.
would need more information around finances and budgets to
give an educated rating
Based on the parameters expressed, it seems reasonable.

Sounds like there is a plan in place.

Letting system deteriorate beyond repair to save money is not
economical.
Upgrades are required - if not upgraded now, costs will most
likely be more in the future
have not idea what this is.

Somewhat Appropriate

5604285387 Very Appropriate
5604285094
5604284237 Somewhat Appropriate
5604283171
5604282722
5604282608
5604281650
5604281095
5604280537

Again, it's all about costs, will this mean a major increase for
ratepayers? Why do we need to do all of this in the next 5
years? Was there a lack of foresight?

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Renewal is necessary in order to achieve priorities and ensure
efficiency.

Again if you do not maintain it will just lead to more problems
and reliability issues.

This has always been an issue.
Needs to be balanced with costs

5604280459 Very Appropriate

5604280357
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972
5604277206
5604277185
5604276799

Somewhat Appropriate

Transformers and substations are critical infrastructure and
need to be modernized if needed.
Haven't reviewed the entire budget but 75% going into System
renewals doesn't leave much for safety programs and other
programs.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604276409 Very Appropriate
5604275680 Very Appropriate
5604275558 Can't Rate
5604275500

Need to spend consistently to ensure we move forward
I don’t know what these sorts of things cost, so I’d trust that
you know what you’re doing

As long as you stay within the budget and not have to pass on
rate increases because it wasn't budgeted properly.

5604274690
5604274662
5604273968
5604273863
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
5604272124

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604271907
5604271746
5604271645
5604271581
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235
5604271105
5604271098
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728
5604270253
5604270221
5604270152
5604269953
5604269839

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Not familliar enough to give a rating
Don't know enough about the industry
Costs have increased

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Everything costs but it is a high price to pay

It’s good
the money is needed to do this

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

My concern would be that with higher percentage of the
budget being allocated to System Renewal, there are other
areas in the Greater Sudbury Hydro that would suffer do to
lack of money.

No reason
Not sure
sounds great keep updating

5604269687 Somewhat Appropriate
5604269611 Very Appropriate
5604269511
5604269461
5604269344
5604269322
5604269306
5604269295
5604269261

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604269147
5604268994
5604268978
5604268944
5604268932
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538
5604268525
5604268129
5604268103
5604254904
5604254758
5604250673
5604249464
5604241489
5604235771
5604235317

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604231423 Can't Rate
5604226382
5604215288 Somewhat Appropriate
5604166701 Very Appropriate

5604163090 Somewhat Appropriate

5604162592 Very Appropriate
5604152890 Very Appropriate
5604151377 Very Appropriate
5604143185 Can't Rate

N/a
Cost of upgrading an aging infrastructure, cost that cannot be
ignored.
Do to the budget
N/A

I believe it is very appropriate since upgrades completed now,
will end up increasing reliability and performance.
na
The systems must be maintained.

Obviously it will cost money to keep up to date
It's necessary
Make sure it’s for green energy.

Again cost assessments take experience and information
related to the industry.

It is important but shouldn’t be the highest priority that it
raises rates so that low income families suffer from the
company’s investments
Because the focus of hydro is to maintain dependable service
for future generations and that could be done by eliminating
wasteful practices.
Good to avoid system failures.
I have no idea what the materials needed would cost. I would
have to trust that prices are not exaggerated.

5604125629 Somewhat Appropriate

5604125146 Can't Rate
5604123573 Somewhat Appropriate
5604120030
5604117306 Can't Rate
5604116144 Somewhat Appropriate
5604114778 Very Appropriate
5604107995
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191
5604087065
5604084394

Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604077480 Very Appropriate
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433 Very Appropriate
5604062671

5604061713 Very Appropriate
5604061086 Very Appropriate
5604055096
5604044456
5604042635
5604040258
5604040020
5604039143
5604032280
5604029848
5604027854

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604027433 Very Appropriate
5604027174 Can't Rate
5604026488

Not enough information. Increase from 63% to 75% is
meaningless if previously some components were not at end
of life, and presently many more are reaching end-of-life.

Not sure if 75% of budget would leave enough for service and
keeping costs down.
It will still cost a lot of money
I'm not in a position to give any type of rating on the proposed
investment distribution.

Again, assurance and safety plus reliability.
See previous answer
Reasonable given the potential consequence of not making
this investment.

Necessary for stability
The past 5 years have likely seen system renewal costs that are
too low to meet the demand therefore need to increase
spending to address costs associated with substations nearing
their end of life.
It's important
Keeping the underlying infrastructure in shape is more
important than all other initiatives
it sounds like a scam to people
you know what is needed

its good things
Reliability is important

Again, see above. Distribution only makes up 17% of our
electricity bill, so any increase to make up the difference
between 63% and 75% of capital budget would likely have a
minimal effect. Global adjustment (which you have no control
over) is a much bigger issue.

5604026130 Very Appropriate
5604023394
5604023256 Somewhat Appropriate
5604022376 Somewhat Appropriate
5604020803

5604020547 Very Appropriate
5604020224
5604020123 Very Appropriate
5604019955 Very Appropriate

5604018768 Very Appropriate
5604017808
5604017463 Can't Rate
5604016188 Somewhat Appropriate
5604012720
5604010773
5604010523
5604003848
5604002610
5604002058
5604001844

Somewhat Appropriate

5604000138
5603989836
5603972575
5603971458

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603965342 Somewhat Appropriate
5603955878 Somewhat Appropriate
5603955740
5603948545
5603942687 Very Appropriate
5603940742
5603939181 Can't Rate
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776 Somewhat Appropriate
5603931035 Very Appropriate
5603930966 Not Very Appropriate
5603928938 Somewhat Appropriate

Investing in renewal before components fail can be done much
more intelligently and at a lower cost than emergency
replacement.

appropriate if that's the true cost
This type of infrastructure is expensive, and also requires
proper resources to plan and execute effectively, which also
costs money.
How are we supposed to actually judge finances?

How much will this affect our Hydro rate especially when we
have electric heat to pay for

spend now, save later... will help consumer keep home
ownership affordable
It is necessary but seems like a large increase.
It should always be maintain in order to Lee similar costs
annually
Not sure why it all has to be done in that time let the experts
decide the priorities

it is needed and I think you are doing a great job
I can't really decide if it's appropriate. I don't exactly
understand where money is going specifically.

If we don’t take care of what we have future long term
disasters will occur.

5603928380 Somewhat Appropriate
5603927701 Can't Rate
5603927144 Very Appropriate
5603926785

5603925775
5603924827
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
5603916190
5603912059
5603908660

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603907138 Somewhat Appropriate
5603906616 Very Appropriate
5603901309 Not Very Appropriate
5603894521
5603892723 Very Appropriate
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425 Very Appropriate

5603878303 Very Appropriate
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147 Somewhat Appropriate
5603854129 Somewhat Appropriate
5603853917
5603850070 Very Appropriate
5603844505

There may be ways to cut that cost. That is a 12% hike.
Am not familiar with costs to do the renewals.

while GSH does not do generation, I think that you should be
involved and advocating for research in this field.

Avoid delays

It's a huge chunk of your budget
Because the comparison is based on %, it is not apparent if
other costs are going to take a cut or just not going to increase
at the same rate as the System Renewal
Upgrade should be self funding via cost cutting ad efficiency
upgrades
Infrastructure is aging and need to be maintained and
upgrades to respond to demand.

as I mentioned above maintaining older infrastructure is lees
efficient than replacing what we know will break down

just do

The work must be done therefore the money must be spent

5603839719 Can't Rate
5603838201 Not Very Appropriate
5603829389 Very Appropriate
5603827620 Very Appropriate
5603826947
5603824518 Very Appropriate

5603823777 Very Appropriate
5603819038 Can't Rate
5603815509 Somewhat Appropriate

5603813865 Very Appropriate
5603812361 Somewhat Appropriate
5603811387 Can't Rate
5603809247 Somewhat Appropriate
5603807838 Very Appropriate
5603803545 Can't Rate

I am familiar with principles of effective cost management
using superior negotiating skills and effectively managing
labour rates in an ethical manner for the equitable benefit for
all parties concerned ... using what appears to be a bogus /
meaningless questionaire to get approval for a 12% increase in
your capital budget with out providing any context or frame
work or presenting a case outline as to "why" that particular
increase (why not a decrease?) unfortunately reflects a
management and organization culture that at least in
appearance is very self-serving ... which means asking clients
to make sacrifices and potentially experience hardship while
the organization makes no mention of offering any sacrifices of
their own ... that approach to managing a client base is at best
questionable and manipulative and if my read is correct
amounts to a type of pernicious and arrogant passive
aggressive "bullying" as opposed to an organzation whose
overarching operating principle / spirit value is to serve the
"public" in the most effective way possible ...
I'm scared that you will waste on unproven methods (like:
windows, …).
You have to take the long view. Do not buy cheap.
Staying ahead of needed work is more cost effective and
efficient in the long run
We have to assure long term reliability in the system.
it is important. please be responsible with the outdated
system components through recycling etc... it's worth the little
bit of extra effort to keep things out of the landfill and it's
environmentally responsible
You are asking me give an opinion about finances that are
beyond my understanding.
All this equipment is expensive.The powerline electricians
must be highly skilled and work safely to make everything
happen.
Given our crucial climate issues, it's critical that GSU/GSH
create systems for renewable energy.
Don't know what things cost or how to appraise their necessity
to replace.
Increasing this level of expenditures is necessary to maintain
system reliability.
Same answer as above.

5603799607 Very Appropriate
5603797713 Very Appropriate
5603795594 Can't Rate

5603795045
5603794864
5603794723
5603793990
5603793624

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603791335 Very Appropriate

5603790413 Somewhat Appropriate
5603789161 Somewhat Appropriate
5603789068 Somewhat Appropriate
5603787264 Somewhat Appropriate
5603783584 Somewhat Appropriate

5603782515 Very Appropriate
5603777291
5603774037
5603745694
5603735624
5603732849
5603732602
5603729467
5603728003
5603726674
5603725461
5603723462

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603722140
5603719277
5603717379
5603713646
5603710170

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Maintenance is required, and maintenance costs money
must maintain the system

I think this is the most important place to spend capital. We
don't want to add on new infrastructure to an aging system.
It can help reduce rates
Not knowledgeable enough to make an opinion
It costs money to get things done

It's a big job that will obviously cost money. I believe the 12%
increase is worth it for a renewal of this magnitude.
I do not know if the plan was well thought out and looked over
many times for accuracy. I don't have much knowledge of this
business and would like to believe that what I am reading is
much needed.

its good but I know the customer will be paying for it down the
road

In this city we have seen how infrastructures have aged and
there has been limited maintenance. We now pay the price.
Prevention of this situation for hydro is crucial
Better to change the system over the next 5 years then much
later when larger issues can arise
Needs to be done

Will only cost more if delayed
Everything has a cost
Don't be too aggressive.
I understand that the nature of this renewal program is very
capital intensive.

5603708430 Very Appropriate
5603708297 Somewhat Appropriate
5603706458 Very Appropriate

5603706139 Can't Rate

5603705662
5603705356
5603703860
5603701394
5603698999

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603698726 Somewhat Appropriate
5603696326 Somewhat Appropriate

5603696171 Very Appropriate
5603696031
5603693093
5603692894
5603692535
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174
5603684657
5603680129
5603679368

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Not knowledgeable enough about this subject. Seems high.
Worry my elderly parents won’t be able to afford their hydro
bill or sell there house if rates keep going up. Where is this
extra 12 percent coming from?
I am afraid that rating it higher would give you the impression
that I am okay with higher hydro bills which I am not . I am
retired and have electric heat so my bills are already high.
It seems to be a god plan to me.
Same

I'm sure costs could be lowered. 12% increase seems fairly
high.
not all systems need to be upgraded at this time.
As already stated, a lack of investment now will result in
significant failure in the future. Dont wait until costs are higher.
I'm not in a position or have the knowledge to give an
appropriate rating

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603678809 Very Appropriate

5603678078 Very Appropriate
5603677539

5603674458
5603674434
5603673400
5603673376

Again you need to spend to keep the costs down by replacing
on a planned time frame not because of an outage!!

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I have no way to judge.
Appropriate but not all at once this should have been ongoing
from the beginning
These improvement need to be done they are overdue. Could
you spread the cost by borrowing more so the next generation
who will also benefit can share the cost as well?
I believe it is very appropriate as long as the hydro bills are not
completely out of reach. ( For seniors and others on low
income)
Dont know
Keeping costs low

5603672984
5603671299
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632
5603668126
5603667328

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603667280 Very Appropriate
5603666933
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925
5603661725
5603660840
5603660088
5603660014
5603659261
5603658586
5603657522
5603656664
5603655605

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Must be on top of it.

Nous voulons garder notre qualité de vie!
At the end of the equipment service life, replacement before
failure is the preferred choice.
Want stability in the system. Preventive maintance is being
pro-active

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Can't Rate

5603654288 Somewhat Appropriate

5603653137 Can't Rate
5603653067
5603652815 Can't Rate

5603652362 Very Appropriate
5603651446
5603646034 Somewhat Appropriate

5603634029 Very Appropriate

Not knowledgeable enough to question your plan

lack of knowledge of the cost of replacements
A per my previous comment. Certainly things need to be kept
up to date, but the cost of running a business should be borne
by the business and its profits... and not extended to the
customer (who has no choice but to get the service through
one source only).
I have no expertise to tell whether that level of funding is
enough to maintain the infrastructure properly.

Having a reliable system is very important and any failure
could have drastic consequences including loss of life.

As I said previously, Now is the time. Lets not look back and
say: "Oh why didn't we do it then, when we should have. Let's
not put our brains on the shelf. Now is our greatest gift. Lets
do it now; for our ...Children. For our Planet.

5603626198 Very Appropriate

5603625871 Somewhat Appropriate
5603625394 Very Appropriate
5603623005 Somewhat Appropriate

I trust that the costs you quote are accurate and they need to
be done
Again I would want to seek more information with respect to
this especially in relation to other municipalities

5603621405 Not Very Appropriate

I want to agree fully with it but am already paying so much per
month due to being heated solely with hydro. And I keep my
house down to as little as 16 'C sometimes. So what will it cost
me with all renewals?
Do like the rest of us and work harder than you do with what
you have. Customer support comes from good customer
service.

5603620577 Very Appropriate

Do what you need to do to go greener, safer and more stable.

5603619555 Somewhat Appropriate

Have to have money in the budget to make the upgrade.
I Want a reliable and good system and well paid employees.
Electricity is vital to our well being.
Just do
can't have outdated equipment on the verge of failing
So we have reliable power.

5603621778 Somewhat Appropriate

5603619420
5603619178
5603616195
5603615549
5603615469
5603615033
5603614188

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603613148 Not Very Appropriate
5603613126 Somewhat Appropriate
5603612703 Somewhat Appropriate
5603612182
5603611988 Somewhat Appropriate
5603610977 Somewhat Appropriate

5603609923 Somewhat Appropriate
5603609759 Very Appropriate
5603609723 Somewhat Appropriate
5603609565
5603608793
5603608627
5603607653
5603607466
5603605715

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

This leaves me more questions about the management of
financial investment. See question #8 response about
responsible maintenance.
Why not

Upgrades are key to maintaining an efficient and profitable
system over the long term

Alwaya good to upgrade to better technologies, however may
cause service interruptions and costs may go up for customers
need money for maintenance
I know nothing of your business and financing so I am at a loss
to give any ratings.
It depends on financial capabilities
I believe it is the right thing to do.
being up to date works out in the long run for everyone

5603605545 Very Appropriate

5603603947 Very Appropriate
5603603490 Can't Rate
5603603188 Somewhat Appropriate

5603602767
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603600690 Somewhat Appropriate

5603600289 Somewhat Appropriate

5603599579
5603597140
5603596750
5603596629
5603595420

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603595172 Very Appropriate
5603594108 Very Appropriate
5603593658 Very Appropriate
5603592389 Very Appropriate
5603592063 Can't Rate

5603591397 Not Very Appropriate
5603590899
5603590415 Somewhat Appropriate
5603589152 Very Appropriate
5603588861 Somewhat Appropriate

While at 63% you haven't fallen behind an increase is
important. Cost of money is reasonable at the present time
and to be proactive now will insure the system remains
reliable.

Just do it.. all this passing of the buck doesn't make sense.
However, this is in the hopes that waste is minimal and that
executives don't make huge wages.
like it
will be required
I have no scope to have an opinion on this
Seems appropriate, but I certainly am no expert in these
matters.
Better negotiate the price, Asap. Don t make sense
consumers cannot take on anymore price increase consumers
need a lower electicity rate. Like the other provinces. .
I am a person who knows little about electricity and also I
really need to see all of this on paper but presume important
to keep things running smoothly and within reason need to
budget better I guess.
We have to invest more to save more in future.
Why the difference in projected and actual costs

Again GSU knows it’s infrastructure better then I do so I trust
that your plan is a reflection of your commitment to keep the
power distribution system in good shape.
everything worth while doing is worth doing properly the first
time

i believe in what they are doing to save customers happy
Do not know enough about what is in the scope of work
involved
Because, to make such significant changes in a short span of 5
years is, to my knowledge and opinion, being over zealous.
Because I'm afraid if I totally agree with GSU you guys will up
our electricity bill to cover the cost!!!
see above

5603588032 Very Appropriate
5603586086 Can't Rate
5603585297 Very Appropriate

5603584348
5603583886
5603583439
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355
5603577885
5603577567

Somewhat Appropriate

the ideal situation would be a lesser portion of the budget, but
the cost of doing business is always rising. Is there a way of
sourcing less expensive options?

Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603577249 Very Appropriate
5603577003 Not Very Appropriate

5603576829
5603576350
5603575091
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310

Look like I said already it is a must but don't go overboard,
make sure your plan does not come back and haunt us
because of some political interference.

Not Very Appropriate

Upkeep prevents failure.

Everything needs modernization at some point. It's important
to maintain your equipment, and "get with the times".
12 % over 5 years seems excessive with information provided
Because I know that by the word “invest” the company want
the customer to invest to which I am against. It is to the
company to provide the service they claim they offer so
therefore they need to pay for the expenses related to the
service. How about the company stop paying their former
CEO’s or even their current ones million of dollars and they
“invest” in their service.

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

See my previous response

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Allocation of funds is critical.
Reasonable level proposed

5603573214 Somewhat Appropriate

We have maintain upkeep on what we have in the meantime.

5603573116 Somewhat Appropriate
5603572707
5603572279 Somewhat Appropriate

Seems a little high, I thought it would be more around 60-70%

5603571440 Very Appropriate
5603571108 Somewhat Appropriate
5603570775 Very Appropriate
5603570376
5603569382

I believe more money should be invested elsewhere
It is appropriate as the plan is over a five year period, keeps
the cost down to make less of an impact on the customer.
The infrastructure is aging and needs refurbishing

5603568264
5603568039
5603566958 Somewhat Appropriate
5603564523 Very Appropriate
5603563541
5603563020
5603562796
5603562614
5603562501
5603561531

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603560671 Very Appropriate
5603560533 Very Appropriate
5603560337 Very Appropriate

5603559955 Very Appropriate
5603559519 Very Appropriate

5603559476 Very Appropriate
5603559393 Very Appropriate

5603559025 Not Very Appropriate
5603558791 Very Appropriate
5603558732 Very Appropriate
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800 Somewhat Appropriate
5603556477 Somewhat Appropriate
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247
5603555069

Not Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603555012 Somewhat Appropriate

That's a big increase
Continued customer services, reliability.
They are in terrible shape. No point in other projects until its
done
Don’t know comparatives
seems very expensive
Gut feeling
a business that does not invest highly in its future will fail.
It’s our future. Or we may not have one.
As important as cost control and green energy initiatives are,
ultimately reliable infrastructure drives customer satisfaction
and ensures minimal issues.
As stated above I want access to Sudbury Hydro at my cottage
which is in the Sudbury Region and pays taxed to the city of
Sudbury because of the service excellence and the reduced
costs.
IT WILL INPROVE OUR LIVES FOR THE BETTER
38.2 million for 5 years is a huge expenditure. We cannot
keep going with the status quo. We must change the way we
do things. Investing in new and sustainable technology will
benefit everyone in the future.
Waiting will mean a higher cost down the road

Since the budget is going up, will our billing go up in cost?
Gut feel
Less monies put towards the consumers means more unhappy
customers.

Very important to keep updated.

Hoping there won’t be an increase in hydro bill as my income is
very low

5603554966 Somewhat Appropriate
5603554812 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

5603554123
5603553885
5603553809
5603553284
5603553211
5603552317
5603551128 Very Appropriate
5603548868 Very Appropriate

5603548738 Somewhat Appropriate
5603548222
5603547631
5603547394
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603545570
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197
5603543753
5603543111
5603542349

Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

When our priority is maintaining our current status we do the
future a disservice. We need to ensure that we are prepared
for the future through a responsible strategic plan that
considers all potential’s for growth and innovation for the
future. This includes upgrading our current equipment to be
prepared for future environmentally responsible opportunities.
Not sure if more should be invested in renewable green energy
or this system

Because of what I said previous
Do it right the first time.
More Spending oversight is needed before these costs get out
of hand and that's what I see Happening Here.... a capital
spending increase of 12% is too much should be looking at
alternative renewable energy sources and equipment
upgrading always has a cost whether your a big company or a
home owner
I don’t know too much about it

Because everything is dropped onto the consumer and we pay
enough as is

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603542246 Very Appropriate
5603541504 Very Appropriate
5603540844
5603540233 Somewhat Appropriate
5603540123 Very Appropriate
5603539792 Very Appropriate

You said it: to maintain the system reliability.

sometimes have to spend money to save on costly repairs
down the toad

Common sense. Don't wait for a catastrophe - plan ways to
avoid it.

5603539781 Somewhat Appropriate
5603539452 Very Appropriate

5603538950
5603538881
5603537599
5603533967
5603532709
5603520556
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746
5603514420
5603513933
5603513326
5603512741
5603512680
5603510755

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

System appears to be at an age where things need to be
updated
When you take an honest look at past practices, was it truly
necessary in some cases to create expenditures? These are
not just pocket change expenditures, so one needs to use a
very critical eye when making decisions.
Ensures reliability

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Because you said that is what it costs
It seems well planned

Not Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603510589
5603510156
5603509669
5603509292
5603508826
5603508213
5603508055

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603507414
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170
5603504124

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603503579 Very Appropriate
5603503055 Very Appropriate

5603502436 Very Appropriate

it is a large % of the budget if other things need attention as
well, this is a huge undertaking and a big chunk out of the
budget which in turn goes to the customer
Because you need to keep up the system

Are consumers rate will go up to much Do the most needed
one to keep rate down

Many infrastructure costs have been put on hold over the
years ... and now we must move forward with this renewal
strategy to ensure energy sustainability into the future. Short
term pain for long term gain.
we went without power on a very cold day this winter and I do
not want to repeat that experience
sounds like you have a good handle on the needs of your
company. Unfortunately it sounds like your getting ready to hit
me with a 12% bill increase.

5603501301
5603501136 Somewhat Appropriate
5603500874 Very Appropriate

5603499896 Can't Rate
5603499655 Somewhat Appropriate
5603499606 Very Appropriate
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495

5603498201 Very Appropriate
5603498129 Very Appropriate
5603497878
5603497641 Very Appropriate
5603496892 Somewhat Appropriate
5603496723
5603496188
5603495712
5603495694
5603495634
5603495426
5603495358
5603495258
5603495097
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111
5603493826
5603492980
5603492906

Unfortunately I think it costs more than it should - parts and
service included
“””
I’m not versed in the details of costs for system renewal. But
capital budget should be spent wisely to ensure a future of
dependable, low-cost service to the customer.
People have no more money, middle class are now the
working poor, it is us that pay for everything
It's important

Everything has to be updated and maintained on an on going
basis so consumers do not get any major interruptions other
wise this could cost even more down the road As long as the
work that is done wil Stan the test of time This is money well
spent
plan spreads the cost and upgrades over a period of time,
which is more manageable
To maintain a good system
appropriate
It’s important to maintain quality Of service with up to date
technology and equipment.
Key aspect of managing the system

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

See above.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Because clean energy is important
Same as my reason above.
feel people in charge know best use of resources

5603492493 Somewhat Appropriate
5603492260
5603492225 Very Appropriate

Better for everyone
Not 100% sure how it fully works.
Have to keep things working and in good condition

preventative maintenance reduces the need for immediate
renewal

5603491909 Very Appropriate

5603491791 Very Appropriate
5603491350 Very Appropriate
5603490607 Very Appropriate

5603489844 Somewhat Appropriate
5603489624 Very Appropriate

5603489619
5603489409
5603488618
5603488422
5603488244
5603488176

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603487577 Can't Rate

5603486769
5603486662
5603486071
5603485815
5603485814

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603485676
5603485488
5603485360
5603485024
5603484698
5603484597

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603484471 Very Appropriate
5603484131 Very Appropriate
5603484127 Very Appropriate

It needs to be done, and cost are not going down,only up,
therefore the cost to upgrade later would probably cost
evenmore.
Agreed. Maintaining and upgrading system means we stay
ahead of problems in a timely manner and any surprises can be
budgeted for earlier
Needs doing.

The information provided is somewhat lacking in that to rate
this one would have to understand the existing state of the
systems and what actual budget requirements are needed
I look ahead and see that it is required.
Good equipment is very important but make sure it is in good
working condition. Wouldn't want a repeat of the outcome
from the smart meters.

Loss of power and break downs

Where is the money for the additional 12% in the proposed
investment coming from? Is it being taken from another
budget or will their be a major increase in our hydro bills?
as the older system is gradually being renewed into the inner
parts of the city as well as to the uptown and downtown we
can gradually expand these investments on a longer period so
the rentability can be shared not only to the present citizens
but also to the new upcoming future residents
The cost seems a bit high. Can it be lowered

Everything costs more
Cannot rate this I don't know that much about it. The rates
need to be fair to the customers.
The work needs to be done
Somewhat reasonable.
It's an issue that needs to be addressed before it becomes a
problem

5603483627 Somewhat Appropriate
5603483359 Very Appropriate
5603483327 Very Appropriate

5603483293 Somewhat Appropriate
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231 Can't Rate
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815 Somewhat Appropriate
5603481838 Somewhat Appropriate
5603481766
5603481675
5603481238
5603480563
5603480386
5603480355

5603480134
5603480051
5603479480
5603479440
5603479201

5603478577
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648
5603477159
5603477088
5603476922
5603476478
5603475723

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate

I gave it this rating because the increase in taxes could be a
result from this investment
It reads like a very reasonable accounting of needs
Costs are necessary to upgrade the old. Look at the roads in
Sudbury. Years ago, Mayor Jim Gordon kept the taxes really
low and not upgrading as needed yearly, so now our road
infrastructure system is in a real mess. It adds up to aging
infrastructure over time; likewise electricity upgrading.

Too much money put foreword for this
I do not feel qualified to make this determination regarding
amount of money spent.

Maintenance of infrastructure in good working condition is
essential for reliable service delivery.
Reliability is always reassuring

System renewal is an investment in the future and cheaper, in
the long run, than repairs following system failure.

If the System Renewal creates a supply chain that allows for
the growing demand and flexibility of integrating renewable
energy (unknown sources for now), we need to be ready.

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

I think initial investments will pay off in the long run.

5603475540 Can't Rate
5603474829 Very Appropriate
5603474559 Somewhat Appropriate

5603474130
5603474129
5603473918
5603473862
5603473624
5603472969
5603472352
5603472305
5603471813
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

The cost of equipment is very high
Not good at knowing what is a great money investment. As
long as the deal is good and you are using high quality parts
and not breaking the bank. I’m happy.

75% of the total budget is a huge proportion

Somewhat Appropriate

5603470970 Very Appropriate
5603470903
5603470858 Very Appropriate
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259 Somewhat Appropriate
5603470224 Somewhat Appropriate

5603469638 Not Very Appropriate
5603469139
5603469006 Somewhat Appropriate

5603468881
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972
5603467479

Would need to review the actual budget in length. Has the
Ontario Premiere seen the figures and do they understand
what your plan is as this will hv a major impact on tax payers.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Investing to prevent power outages is very important. Nobody
likes a power outage.
Sounds like its a good plan.... something achievable and
concrete

Has to be done..
Any extra you need for the planned future... see above....
should be budgeted over at ;least 10 years, THEN, budget it
properly and don;t come back!

People who heat and/or cool their house with electric would
be ignorant to say this is not important. During cold or hot
snaps there is a large demand on the system and people want
the service therefore they should expect monies to be
allocated to that section.

Same as previous.. too costly if wait for fsilire

5603467225 Very Appropriate
5603467000
5603466943
5603466935
5603466580

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603466030 Somewhat Appropriate
5603465791 Somewhat Appropriate
5603465679 Very Appropriate
5603465611
5603465540
5603465534
5603465391

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603465015 Very Appropriate
5603464813 Can't Rate
5603464464 Somewhat Appropriate
5603464213 Somewhat Appropriate
5603464186 Very Appropriate
5603463604 Somewhat Appropriate

5603463593
5603463585
5603463411
5603463329
5603463252
5603462811
5603461947
5603461564
5603461326
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472
5603460459

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

As stated above maintenance is required. Postponing it will
only cost more as prices, etc only increase with time.
Infrastructure is not seen therefore easily dismissed as
unnecessary, however we will surely be upset if the system
fails.
Although system renewal is important, so is managing
affordable monthly bills.
Cost of not doing anything
5/10
Good cause we need continued relia le energy for our homes;
but high percentage of total capital expebduture considering
the poor state of our roads.
Again, very Important to keep up to date
It's good that you're putting more money into system renewal
so long as other items don't suffer for it.
I feel it is important.
See above answer
With changing technologies it is very important to remain up
to date.
Can’t see the overall budget picture...
As long as the money is really going to project and not a
corrupt middle-man.
If things are not renewed, we could become shutdown at any
given time, because renewal was not done.
As long as it is kept within budget.
A larger investment can mean the renewal can be completed
with better quality components and much quicker than in
previous years; however there is always the concern of the
funds of being inappropriately distributed.

constant renewal of aging assets required
You have to be ahead of the game, not playing catch up
Upgrades is important

Same as above

keep cost low
Hard to appreciate what those numbers actually mean

5603459797 Very Appropriate
5603459430
5603459297
5603459279
5603459104
5603459032
5603458172
5603458169
5603457882
5603457731

Somewhat Appropriate

System reliability is more important than cost.
the rating only because i know to get something done right the
first time you need to spend the money

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

Uncertain of the urgency.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

its a balance

5603457716 Somewhat Appropriate

5603457349
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702
5603456299
5603456256
5603456141
5603456079
5603455998
5603455871
5603455837
5603455797

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603455767
5603455385
5603454856
5603454432
5603454403

Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate

i don't know why it was only 63% before and is higher now- are
yu doing more necessary work? is the cost just higher? did you
not spend enough before?
Seeing that I am not a professional versed in the dynamics of
hydro distribution, it would seem that I am ill equipped to
advise you on how much of a monetary investment would be
required. My concern is not squandering money on things not
needed, the time to pay staff to make changes, and to be sure
that the cost does no exceed the original budget.

This is necessary in order to maintain the infrastructure

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603453567 Can't Rate
5603453519 Somewhat Appropriate
5603453004
5603452731
5603452618 Somewhat Appropriate

Top priority

Need power
I have noticed more brown outs and black outs over the years
as the equipment gets older and cant handle the population
increase and usage increase.
It is important to change and prepare for the future

As much information this survey is giving I don’t have other
numbers to compare it it. 38.2 million dollars is a lot of money
but I don’t have any knowledge on what is normal to spend on
such a thing
Money spent is always hard to justify

Keeping reliable service

5603452358
5603452338
5603451991
5603451985
5603451844
5603451498
5603451326
5603451306
5603451295
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603450771 Very Appropriate

5603450697 Very Appropriate
5603450541
5603450279 Very Appropriate
5603450209 Very Appropriate
5603450064 Very Appropriate
5603450020 Very Appropriate

5603449909 Very Appropriate
5603449632 Very Appropriate
5603449439
5603449071 Somewhat Appropriate
5603448798
5603448776 Very Appropriate
5603448541 Somewhat Appropriate
5603448229 Somewhat Appropriate
5603447962
5603447884 Very Appropriate
5603447713 Somewhat Appropriate
5603447535 Very Appropriate
5603447469 Somewhat Appropriate

Because it is important to keep system up and running
The cost of replacing.

No major increase in cost noted by customers
As long as electricity costs remains affordable

The cost is required in order to keep service at acceptable
levels.
Aging infrastructure replacement or realignment on the street,
taking services underground, need for higher poles for
increased clearance and higher voltages; opportunity to charge
rental on poles for cable and fiber optic is available now, but
perhaps less so in the future should these move to the radio
spectrum.
Should be maintained and up to par.
I believe in preventive maintenance.
The faster you upgrade your equip. the less chances for a
major power interruption.
reliability
By not having a proper maintenance plan in place and dollars
associated to it, you have a reactionary approach to your
business.
again.. you can't let things get out of control. If the system
gets too run down it will cost more to fix

If it needs to be a larger chunk of the capital budget to keep
things running smooth, I say go for it.
A good amount to ensure reliability
The planned work should match the life expectancy of the
equipment that needs to be replaced.
No comment
I think it’s an important process and it should be maintained.

5603447257 Somewhat Appropriate

Of course we homeowners don't like to see rate increases but
if the upgrades are done then for a five year portion we can
suffer that...then perhaps provide some incentives too after
that 5 yr term?

5603447111 Very Appropriate

regular maintenance should be cheaper than replacing later

5603447017
5603447011
5603446857
5603446798
5603446639

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603446477 Somewhat Appropriate
5603446164 Very Appropriate
5603445259 Very Appropriate
5603445068 Very Appropriate
5603444898 Very Appropriate
5603443825 Very Appropriate
5603443180 Can't Rate

5603442908 Somewhat Appropriate
5603442767
5603442579 Somewhat Appropriate
5603442122 Somewhat Appropriate

5603441970
5603441948
5603441922
5603441625

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603441555 Very Appropriate
5603441553 Somewhat Appropriate

This is difficult, I can’t afford rates to go up, yet this survey
almost seems like your either asking permission or justifying
rate increases. Just because I agree with the reason doesn’t
mean I want it to happen.
hopefully it will be beneficial to us in the long run
Feel appropriate
It is somewhat appropriate because we must not ignore your
other very important directions (i.e. green initiatives and
incentives for homeowners).
as 8 above
need to do
Common sense. Things get older and need to be updated or
replaced.
This is the backbone to the delivery system
I do not have enough knowledge about investments and
budgets to rate this.
I would say deal with a most needed to least needed at a
certain rate per year. It doesn't all have to be done on this
timeline. People are having a hard time paying bills as it is.
Increased costs to us is not in my budget or the budget of the
majority.
It shouldn't come tax payers
Cause of how costly things have become
By investing in system renewal, the infrastructure should be
more efficient and require less maintenance and lower the
cost of production...so less expensive for customers.
Change costs money
Upgrade now before too late for lower costs and increased
reliability
.

5603441346 Very Appropriate
5603441337
5603441301 Very Appropriate
5603441235 Can't Rate
5603441164
5603440961
5603440889
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327
5603440138

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603439968 Somewhat Appropriate
5603439853

5603439755
5603439694
5603439435
5603439374
5603438865
5603438672
5603438526

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603438517
5603438373
5603438198
5603438086
5603437876

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

The amount of end of life assets on the system and the
importance of bringing distribution automation into the
system. Lack of flexibility in switching failed equipment on the
4 kV system.

i have no idea if your numbers are accurate.
Everything goes up. It cannot stay the same. I'm sure the
calculations are fair and needed.

Need to keep ahead with new ideals
Whatever you think is best... you're the expert... as long as this
isn't simply another back-door profit making thing.
It is up to you to decide where you spend your $$$ but you
should take inconsideration of the expected demands, the
costs, inflation AND what your customers can afford Though I
said v. appropriate, it is your corporate responsibility to keep
the system going

I don't know if this is a lot or a little.

Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603437869 Somewhat Appropriate
5603437808 Very Appropriate
5603437462 Somewhat Appropriate
5603437286

5603437178 Somewhat Appropriate
5603436978

I don't have enough experience or context to express an
informed opinion.

Why not 80% of the budget or higher?

It seems like a very high number but I agree that maintain
updated and functional equipment is important

Again, the benefits for this would be awesome. But i do believe
that there are other things in our city that could use some
enhancement.

5603436744
5603436713 Very Appropriate
5603436422 Somewhat Appropriate
5603436402 Somewhat Appropriate

5603436260
5603436211
5603436198
5603436182

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

5603436065 Very Appropriate
5603435785
5603435704
5603435676
5603435567
5603435516

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603435405
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603434684
5603434650
5603434633
5603434520
5603434429

Not Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603434324
5603434229
5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

stated as above in #8.

Infrastructure costs a lot of money so I’m ok with most of the
budget going towards that. The better the system is the less
you have to spend on maintenance down the track.

The money set for replacement and upgrades directly counters
the cost of unplanned emergency maintenance that could and
most likely result from the lack of such spending.
See above. I am uninformed as to the overall state of the
system

no

reliability and safety is key to any great service, if the electrical
infrastructure is in need of repair/replacement and will require
additional capital budget, than this is very appropriate

Because that kind of money can be used with trying to keep
our costs down.
I do not have enough knowledge...
Very expensive
Hard to understand
10 years should be the payback time . People are already
paying high bills and the cost of living is going up. Seniors are
on fixed incomes. This should be taken into consideration. Also
the top guns are extremely overpaid in wages and bonuses at
the hydro plants. Drop their wages to confiscate some of the
money from that source.
Importance
Not well enough informed

5603433124
5603433118
5603433072
5603432896
5603432878
5603432846
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336
5603432321
5603432320
5603432192

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

ensuring equipment is running properly is a must
Not sure....

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

I feel it is expensive but necessary
Don't know enough o give an accurate rating.

5603432131
5603432126
5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
5603430948

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

if you wait until the system fails it will cost the same for the
equipment but more in manpower to fix the problem prevention is more cost efficient
See above
Because costs raise yearly so it makes sense to me

5603430845
5603430704
5603430549
5603430539
5603430295
5603430204
5603430151
5603429957
5603429934

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603429926
5603429869
5603429798
5603429716
5603429715
5603429632
5603429477

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

The increase is way to high, for seniors on fix income

I don't know enough of the background to fully conceptualize
the system.
Will raise prices eventually
It's not a huge increase in spending in the big picture.
Like I said my pension

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603429469 Can't Rate
5603429069 Very Appropriate

I'm not a systems engineer.
Maintaining equipment is expensive and replacing parts or
equipment completely is costly. Expenditures are unavoidable.
again important to upgrade system

I don't fully understand the money allocation in any aspect of
the budget so I don't feel I can give an informed opinion.
We need to stay ahead of the game.

5603428999
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818
5603428299
5603428284
5603428213
5603427947
5603427903
5603427894
5603427501
5603427500
5603427418
5603427407
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965

Somewhat Appropriate

5603426742
5603426722
5603426696
5603426330
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062
5603425997
5603425632

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Safety.

Same as above
sustain the delevery

Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Good to allocate more to maintain reliability.
Again, our systems should be as such that it can keep up to any
situation that may arise.

Don't know enough to say very.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603425519 Very Appropriate
5603425509 Somewhat Appropriate
5603425498 Very Appropriate
5603425296 Very Appropriate
5603425282 Somewhat Appropriate
5603425151
5603424779 Can't Rate
5603424721 Somewhat Appropriate

5603424552 Somewhat Appropriate
5603424455 Can't Rate
5603424428 Very Appropriate

Again, renewal is important to ensure stability and maintain
reasonable costs

as long as priorities are identified and upgraded then the 12%
increase is appropriate.

Not sure why you must increase the percentage of capital
monies so high to keep up
The more I do this survey, the more it seems GSH is priming
customers for added costs to the end user. Enough is enough.

5603424375 Can't Rate

5603424359 Very Appropriate

5603424275 Very Appropriate
5603424104 Somewhat Appropriate
5603424060 Very Appropriate

5603423833 Somewhat Appropriate

5603423832
5603423779
5603423694
5603423692
5603423555
5603423529
5603423444
5603423345
5603423289
5603423274
5603423213

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

The rationale your presented is reasonable. It’s logical to me.
You have an asset and if It’s not properly managed the asset
loses its value.
I have no concerns with allocating capital to modernize
infrastructure, where it improves efficiency, capacity, reliability
or has a greater service life.

Because you have a Budget and your Customers have Budgets,
I'm an old age Pensioner and have to watch my spending, it's
easy to tell you to just spend, so that's my choice.
I have to trust that you have done your research and have a
much better sense of coat than I. The amount is large and have
to trust that beat practices are in place to ensure financial
responsibility.

Old facilities cause greater repair expenses.
We always need the appropriate change

5603423159 Can't Rate

.
Clearly increasing the percentage for system renewal by 12
percent is a significant investment and shows that you are
serious about this
I don’t know enough about capital projects to assess whether
this allotment is fair or not.

5603423158 Somewhat Appropriate

Can some of the updating be done in 5-10 years instead of 1-5
years to reduce the impact on the capital budget so that price
increases to consumers can be lessened?

5603423207 Very Appropriate

5603423139 Somewhat Appropriate
5603423091 Somewhat Appropriate
5603423055 Can't Rate
5603422990 Somewhat Appropriate
5603422980
5603422792 Somewhat Appropriate
5603422441 Very Appropriate
5603422336 Very Appropriate

Anything that helps the people out with taking them in the hole
Not enough information for me to adequately state. My level
of knowledge is limited in this regard.

The cost
I realize that upgrades are not cheap and will benefit in the
long run

5603422304
5603422162
5603422091
5603421828
5603421825
5603421648
5603421606
5603421437

Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603421204 Very Appropriate

5603421194 Somewhat Appropriate
5603421054 Very Appropriate
5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
5603420669
5603420653
5603420609
5603420522
5603420498

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Things often work better if maintained and improved upon.

Spending in the future is always very important.
:)

Again, I suppose this level of investment is "very appropriate"
given that you believe the upgrade cost is consistent to what
our priorities are - however again, I have not seen the data to
suggest what would happen if these upgrades did not happen,
or happened slower.
If I agree to a higher rating my cost of electricity will surely
increase & that may be too much for me to bear as I am a
senior on a fixed income
This proposed investment is appropriate because of the
nature of the plan.

Seems to be appropriate

5603420448 Somewhat Appropriate

I don’t know enough about the specifics to rate it at the
highest degree

5603420413 Not Very Appropriate

Refer to my comments above. Are there other alternatives?

5603420362 Somewhat Appropriate
5603420333 Very Appropriate

Need to keep costs reasonable as all costs get passed on to the
public either through increases or new tax dollars
As mentioned above.

5603420325 Very Appropriate
5603420318 Somewhat Appropriate

5603420310 Very Appropriate
5603420277
5603420127

No one likes to spend money for nothing. You know more than
anyone what is required. Just plan it well and control waste.
To avert future outages which are costly to consumers in other
ways e.g. lost food, lost productivity for those who work at
home.

5603420107
5603420098
5603419712
5603419653
5603419643
5603419630

5603419541
5603419457
5603419244
5603419241
5603419176
5603419081
5603419076

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603419062 Very Appropriate
5603418993

5603418922 Very Appropriate
5603418809 Very Appropriate
5603418776
5603418743 Very Appropriate
5603418726
5603418680
5603418602
5603418597
5603418555
5603418530
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312
5603418297
5603418213

aging systems and technology requires updating existing
systems

it's of utmost importance to keep on top of this system for
credibility in the community. We need GSH to not have any
disasters that would put customers in harms way.
75% should be more like 60%

I do noy know much on this subject.

If you put off keeping the system up to date not only do you
jeopardize reliability but by delaying renewal of the system
you will increase costs. First of all by costly repairs and also by
increase of materials and labour.

new parts means costs are lower, repairing old parts means
more labor costs, an then having to replace that part anyways.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

I know it needs to be done, but electricity is so high as it is.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

it has tobe done

5603418188 Somewhat Appropriate
5603418130 Somewhat Appropriate

Fix the inefficiencies first. That should be the priority
It has to be done
Fix problems before they arrive

The increase means that not enough has been allocated to this
area in the past....any increase in percentage means a
decrease elsewhere.

5603418072 Not Very Appropriate
5603418043
5603417809 Very Appropriate

5603417694 Very Appropriate

A prudent approach would be to stretch expenditures over say
7 years to keep expenditures within the current percentage of
budget.
Again need to maintain what we have in place.
Time passes all to quickly theses days and we need forward
thinking and saving. To enable growth in future years
Having a strong underlying infrastructure is very important to
me

5603417633
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
5603416918
5603416811

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

Cant let systems rot out from underneath us.
seems like a lot of money.

5603416754
5603416608
5603416583
5603416564
5603416490
5603416486
5603416464
5603416457
5603416431
5603416407
5603416260
5603416254
5603416203
5603416201
5603416159
5603416109
5603416084
5603416009

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Everything is expensive these days ie: material, labour, ect
As stated above.
Upgrades are necessary

5603415935
5603415933
5603415816
5603415813
5603415771
5603415694

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

It has to be done

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Upgrading isn’t cheap.

Very Appropriate

it is not the only thing needed for the system

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603415691 Very Appropriate

Sounds like a lot of money but it is an investment in the system

Seems reasonable to spend to modernize and maintain
it is very important
Spend properly now or suffer the consequences of failure later.

5603415574
5603415438
5603415390
5603415384
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206
5603415152
5603415115
5603415023
5603414966

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Do all substations need to be repaired, if more businesses go
to green energy?
Need to look at all other costs as there may be some ways to
offset these expeditures
Reliability
Agree
As mentioned before

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Solid plan .
Keep rates low

5603414845
5603414803
5603414732
5603414640
5603414639
5603414539
5603414527
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361
5603414336

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603415582 Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603414320 Somewhat Appropriate

5603414291
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246
5603414236
5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147

Any delay or time wasted in this initiative will be more costly
for the consumers in the long term.
Its needed

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603414145 Somewhat Appropriate

Don't have enough info to comment appropriately.

I believe in a fair wage for your employees, and that includes
top management. Is their wage fair or over the top? Nowhere
in this survey are salaries mentioned. I just cannot afford to
pay more and that is what's coming.
I think that system renewal should reflect 60% of the total
capital budget with the other 15% to home incentive program.

need to get the work completed asap
New equip costs money, no way around it
Because it very important
to keep rates low in the future

I think that renewal is required. But with the excessive
amount are we renewing older technology that will be
replaced by greener options before it fulfills its lifespan?

5603414139
5603414130 Somewhat Appropriate
5603414129 Not Very Appropriate

why did you wait so long to do System Renewal repairs

5603414108 Very Appropriate

It needs to be given the proper attention to ensure it’s
upgraded properly.

5603414061 Very Appropriate

money needs to be allocated to renwal now rather than later.

5603414054
5603414015
5603414014
5603414007
5603413980
5603413943
5603413928
5603413916
5603413836
5603413823
5603413793
5603413561
5603413527
5603413425
5603413398

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603413304 Can't Rate
5603413266
5603413242

5603413235
5603413130
5603413123
5603412976
5603412954

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

I understand a lot of infrastructure is outdated and needs to be
replaced as our cities grow and change. I'd rather cut pet
projects and other capital fun things to pay for this rather than
see our rates go up though. The main priority of an energy
system is to have reliable service.
Its important.
Money that's alloted to this project seems fair

It needs to be funded

every improvement counts
Once again, would like to know more but I say it would be very
appropriate

Spending more (75% instead of 63%) of the capital budget on
maintaining the current system makes sense when it the
population is steady. Also, I don't want the system to fail.
Same reasons as above.

Very Appropriate

5603412832 Very Appropriate

If we delay maintenance now the cost will be much more later!

5603412802 Not Very Appropriate
5603412791 Somewhat Appropriate

5603412784 Somewhat Appropriate
5603412734 Somewhat Appropriate
5603412685 Somewhat Appropriate
5603412610 Not Very Appropriate
5603412608 Somewhat Appropriate

5603412601
5603412540
5603412522
5603412521
5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484
5603412440
5603412421

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603412420 Not Very Appropriate
5603412397 Very Appropriate
5603412382 Somewhat Appropriate
5603412379
5603412376

Not technical enough to know any better. Hydro has often
gone in different directions, i.e., attaching electrical boxes to
control the power consumption of home owners during the
day, at great expense, and then to abandon these projects,
leaving the electrical box still connected to the home owner's
furnace at home. What a waste of money, some salesman
did a number on the Engineers at Sudbury Hydro, wonder how
many other unrealistic projects were under gone in the past
and are kept secret from users. If SR is needed, then stretch
it over 10 years not 5 years and get a mortgage for it;
homeowners must get a long term mortgage to pay for their
home, can't pay for things over a short time like 5 years.... this
is UNREALISTIC. Hydro users are being squeezed out of their
home due to the high cost of Hydro. No Hydro EE should
make over $75,000 a year. Neither should the Office
Executives, reduce their wages and salaries.

I can't speak to the fiscal sense as I don't know the broader
picture. I do believe that infrastructure renewal needs to be
mandatory and yearly so it is not seen as someone's 'fault'.
I am not sure how much this will cost the end user.
This is estimate is more than previous years but previous cost
should be accomplished if possible
N/A

Replace these through one-time 5 year plan seems fair.
Infrastructure will need an update soon either way.

That's what it takes
Keeping system reliable

The system has not changed in over 10 years so why change it
now?

5603412366
5603412332
5603412329
5603412313
5603412304
5603412202
5603412201
5603412170
5603412145
5603412144

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Lots of money, but if it will save overtime and ensure
consistent service, it's worth it.
You alwwrip us off

System reliability.

Very Appropriate

Aging infrastructure is a problem

Very Appropriate

has to be done
I don’t have all the details and I am trusting staff are doing
their due diligence

5603412142 Somewhat Appropriate
5603412138 Not Very Appropriate
5603412132
5603412130
5603412104
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984
5603411980
5603411957
5603411953
5603411935
5603411918
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867
5603411844
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

5603411747
5603411691
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581

Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

Improvements to systems are good for the reliability and for
maintenance.
Investing in this initiative is always a win-win

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

Renewal costs will likely be 2x higher than projected.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Its important to maintain a reliable system

Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Can't Rate

Well what else can you do...it won't be free
I Am unsure as I am not qualified to make those decisions
without looking at the books.

I need more information.

5603411548 Somewhat Appropriate
5603411442 Somewhat Appropriate
5603411362 Very Appropriate
5603411357

5603411323 Very Appropriate
5603411291 Very Appropriate
5603411283

5603411258
5603411254
5603411241
5603411181

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603411159 Somewhat Appropriate
5603411156 Very Appropriate
5603411083 Somewhat Appropriate
5603411056
5603411014
5603410980
5603410979
5603410892
5603410873
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818
5603410806

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603410800 Very Appropriate

5603410789 Somewhat Appropriate
5603410772 Somewhat Appropriate

Very short summary of what is needed. More needs to be
explained on previous investments and deferred maintenance.

Having knowledgeable staff who know the current status of
the equipment are the most qualified to make the decisions on
what requires replacement. I support the proposed rate of
replacement as long as it is the most cost effective when all
factors are considered.

I'm unfamiliar with how much of that money goes to specific
actions... It'd be appropriate if it was responsible spending all
the way. It wouldn't be appropriate if the budget is wasteful
and aimed at inefficient actions.

Can cost savings be achieved or mitigated costs somehow

So long as we are cautious that we don’t cut from other
essentials
unsure of all the facts

It has to be done
x
Seems fair
Too limited of knowledge being shared for me to form an
accurate answer but I'm naturally going to assume that the
people working in this industry know more than me in a retail
position.
Sometimes you can achieve what you need by focusing on
doing it more cost effectively and still getting what needs to be
done - done. Monopolies tend to spend more because they
can.
A certain percentage annually should go to renewal. This plan
doesn't seem to take that into account.

5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627
5603410621

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603410600 Somewhat Appropriate
5603410517 Somewhat Appropriate
5603410516 Somewhat Appropriate
5603410512 Somewhat Appropriate

5603410503
5603410498
5603410494
5603410492
5603410475
5603410464
5603410430
5603410388
5603410361

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

important component of it all
The engineers have determined the need for an increase so I
can only assume they know the rate at which replacing
equipment is required
I do not really know your Financial system enough to know if
this is appropriate.

Again, I believe that this is achievable. the cost is
high,however, with the rate of inflation, it's understandable.
It's hopeful that you are able to achieve your 5 year goals.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603352426 Very Appropriate
5603317885 Somewhat Appropriate
5603308258 Very Appropriate
5603300117
5603296288
5603295897
5603244359
5603218091
5603206447
5603199464
5603180939

Evolve with new technologies.
Saving

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603168548 Somewhat Appropriate
5603166129 Not Very Appropriate

Hydro always keeps renewing there systems to benefit their
customers.
upgrades need to be done to sustain system delivery
investing in the future is necessary now or the future will be
dim
Everything cost more so its just makes sense that this cost
would increase also
See my previous comment
Hydro is very important in our lives.

As mentioned above.

I would like to not see our rates increase too much as cost of
living keeps growing however our income does not.
Because I have the feeling like this is all going to cost us way
more.

5603162489
5603150367
5603101900
5603091597
5603086522
5603078647
5603047716
5603046498
5603043646
5603029144
5603026349
5603023072

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603005636
5603003964
5602998900
5602985471
5602981075

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5602978210 Very Appropriate
5602957258 Very Appropriate
5602957247 Somewhat Appropriate

5602950802
5602947157
5602943012
5602938777
5602933094
5602891031
5602875841
5602874114

Numbers seem to add up. However you do not mention how
this capital investment affects the bottom line for the
consumer going forward in the same time span to help fund
this infrastructure renewal.
If the system doesn't work we don't have services

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5602861395 Somewhat Appropriate
5602861079 Very Appropriate
5602840206 Very Appropriate
5602830812
5602829706 Very Appropriate

Past experience dictates
not familiar enough about it.
not familiar enough with details

renewable energy is not being used to the maximum benefit
again to keep up with costs
Its a necessity of life.
63% to 75% sounds resonable.

If we invest now the cost won't be as much if we wait for
something to happen and then have to do it all at once.

I do not feel qualified to make this judgement. I would hope
though that appropriate study has been completed by very
qualified people prior to making this level of commitment; if
not , this should be done and the plan revisited after,

System reliability
it cost money for hydro but it is a need
System renewal sounds important
I'm hoping the electricity rates won't escalate to the point
where we cannot afford to remain in our homes.
Facilities are old, and need to be properly upgraded for
reliability
Assuming experts have helped with this decision, I agree with
it.

5602828619 Very Appropriate
5602824787 Can't Rate
5602817573

5602793115
5602787510
5602784569
5602776030
5602770157

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5602730365 Very Appropriate
5602663819
5602646471
5602643955
5602637654
5602633107
5602625613
5602608989
5602607435
5602600365
5602576572

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5602574661
5602563831
5602562741
5602561570
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
5602531729
5602528955

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5602524379
5602522408
5602521403
5602520985
5602515923

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I am not qualified to comment on this.

What is the 'proposed level of investment'. I cannot rate
appropriateness if I do not know if I am in the bracket as an
investor. If I am considered an 'investor' or that I would pay in
a 'level of investment' this should be clearly communicated as I
would not then feel the proposed level is appropriate.

I don't know the financial investment needed.
we do not need or want system collapse, particularly during
the winter months.
It makes sense to me. The longer we wait the more costly
things get to resolve them.

Limited knowledge
See comment above in Question 8.
GREAT IDEA

Again this is a necessary and high priority for expenditures.
Customers want to know the overall system is reliable.
WE ALL NEED IT

No opinion

Theres no way around it. I think we need to continue to
improve what needs to be improved for reliability, safety and
convenience. It is what it is and it has to be done.

not aware of the plans

5602515517 Can't Rate

a % of the budget does not allow the public to judge without
the complete picture of the allocated budget.

5602507768 Somewhat Appropriate
5602502045 Very Appropriate
5602479438

More important to ensure no outages, or shorter outages.

5602435869 Very Appropriate
5602433596 Very Appropriate

More of the budget needs to be shifted to system renewal.
If it lowers our hydro bill I m all for it
it is not clear how much of the system needs to be renewed in
the 5 year capital planning window. can some of this renewal
be extended to a 10 or 15 year capital plan to lessen the
immediate burden?

5602429989 Somewhat Appropriate
5602412735 Very Appropriate
5602403584
5602401086 Very Appropriate

5602397224 Very Appropriate

5602391819 Very Appropriate
5602390182 Very Appropriate
5602389243 Can't Rate

If we can rid the system of administration, and inject a little
management, we all win. Elsewise, hire a Giroux, and
administer the system to death. We can always use candles,
coal oil lamps, and wood stoves which we fuel with old poles.
It will only cost more if we delay this investment and only
respond to crisis situations instead of being proactive

5602385852 Not Very Appropriate

75% is too much, unless there is an increase to the budget.

5602381543 Very Appropriate

I do not think we could effectively and efficiently go any faster,
but I do think we are moving into unknown territory with
weather and both too much water and too little will have a
devastating impact on our present system. we have a window
of opportunity to increase our resiliency that is limited.
Will this rate of renewal allow for integrating innovative
technology that emerges after 2020, but before 2024? If yes,
then great.
Not enough information

5602378220
5602367643
5602360702
5602359591

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5602356970 Somewhat Appropriate
5602351642 Can't Rate
5602351466 Can't Rate
5602328231

?
I realize wages and price of related parts go up each year,
therefore there will always be an increase. Working more
efficiently is the only answer to lower costs.

5602326214
5602322086
5602321699
5602317911

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

5602316275
5602307819
5602307401
5602297738

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5602284632 Very Appropriate
5602284106 Can't Rate

5602281803 Somewhat Appropriate

5602275012
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959
5602261620
5602259545

Very Appropriate

5602256745
5602253330
5602253307
5602249717
5602243196
5602187910
5602157586
5602106178
5602102950
5602101458
5602066769

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5601996619
5601910195
5601885863
5601875625

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

It's just a number; how should I rate it? It's more than I make
in a year. Glad I don't have to pay the whole shot.
It is very important (see question 8)

If these upgrades make a more reliable system and less
outages. I'm all for it. If it doesn't impact the costs significantly.
I'm all for it.

Important to keep up the system. Too costly to play catch up
later
Not knowledge about repair costs
Everything costs money. It will eventually be downloaded
onto the consumer. What choices do I really have if I want to
continue consuming hydro?
Cheaper to do planned renewal vs. the maintenance cost of
obsolete infrastructure. Also should result in fewer unplanned
outages.

As above.
Equipment and construction is not cheap, so these investment
numbers make sense.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

The system needs to be maintained.

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

As above

5601874109 Very Appropriate

This way the renewal is done right and in a timely manner
Na

With all the events we have seen over the last few years due
to climate change and the increasing demand for electricity it
is best aging infrastructure be replaced before it compromises
the integrity of the service being provided.

5601853784
5601688323
5601681107
5601653127
5601642435

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5601521920 Very Appropriate
5600934776 Very Appropriate

N/a
You are the experts
I didn't rate it.
Make the upgrades now t so the system remains reliable for
the next 50 + years.
This will help to keep operating and maintanence costs down
and increase reliability.
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Attachment 6 (of 18):
1-SEC-9 Attachment 6: Question 6

Given this brief description, what are your thoughts about our plans for System
Respondent ID Access?
Open-Ended Response
5608774731 Let the builder pay for new hook ups
5608392240 Very necessary
5608391622 FOCUS ON WHAT WE HAVE AND NEED ALREADY
5608387388 Much needed for everyone to have access to the system
5608318089 No thoughts at this time.
System access needs to be addressed on a case by case basis and costs to the utility
charged back to the appropriate entity. If the City needs poles moved, the direct costs
for moving them should be borne by the city. Likewise, new customers should be
5608259448 prepared to cover the costs of building infrastucture to accommodate their connection
5608245418
5608235127 Unsure
I would think the cost of relocating poles due to road construction should be covered
5608232580 by the road construction budget, not sudbury hydro.
5608231956 Important, but should be funded by the requestor.
5608220418 Power lines should be buried rather than overhead where feasible.
5608217930
5608214170
Hopefully the new development areas will be underground serviced thus eliminating
5608205903 exposed equipment repair costs.
Road authority requests should be paid by the requester, as should new hookups
5608203094 outside of current infrastructure.
5608199027 It is important to keep up with changes in the community
5608194623 I think its a good plan
5608187209 I think its good its needed
5608151209 Very accurate and address issues that are important.
Based on this description, I find this less important... I don’t think it is as necessary to
accommodate for construction, they are pretty capable of working around hydro poles.
5608146413 Funding could be better spent somewhere else.
5608127771 Again, focus should be on the best way to provide services safely and efficiently.
5608118280 I agree. The more customers you have the better
5608115667 It seems reasonable
5608111878
5608109096 There is an issue with an advanced meter system which could reach into our privacy
you have to do what you have to do changes a necessary may not like it but to bad cost
5608101940 of doing bussiness
5608095922 Necessary
5608039628
5608038016 Good

System Access will also generate monies with these new connections so if changes are
needed for this I think it should be done, while keeping the costs down for the
5608034410 consumer. Should be done without increases to our hydro rates.
5608027935 It looks like you've given this consideration and it's appears well thought out.
5608020873
5608018568 great,a step forward
you need to do what needs to be done but for big project the government should chip
5608002775 in the cost.
5607981932 look into underground cables
5607973614
5607971273 Good
5607966268
5607958422
Seems appropriate. Would there be long term savings by upgrading equipment and/or
5607957588 burying more cables?
5607946663
5607936513 the company needs to conform to these requests
5607934862 required to expand user base
5607923175 na
When moving poles for requests by the Road Authority or for building new sub
5607918892 divisions do you charge a fee to help offset these costs?
New customers should pay for changes in order to connect to Sudbury Hydro's system.
5607913684 Why should other rate payers absorb the costs.
5607906319 No thoughts
5607850659
5607850018 I wish that lane closures were more advertised with better signage.
5607838698
5607829881 This is a necessity as we all need hydro
5607829767 I think it’s good and appropriate
5607829662 Good
5607825947
5607821194
Most of the construction work in Sudbury is several people standing around so if it is
5607806892 done efficiently, I am for it
To be honest, I believe you may need to make all these changes but the rates keep
going up. I believe the real problem is the big salaries at the top. Cut those
5607806037 substantially and I would have no complaint about the actual costs to run Hydro
Perhaps equipment should be located farther in from current roadways to allow for
5607801688 future expansion without having to relocate poles etc thus reducing costs
5607795857
Keeping existing customers safe from breakdowns and commercial customers
5607779308 functioning
Makes sense. Perhaps more of the costs could be passed on to those generating the
5607770311 system access requests (e.g., developers).

5607763278 I think you do good job
5607754971
5607735776 Le plan semble correct
I feel that the ministry and the city of Sudbury or the West Nipissing community should
pay for pole relocations and as I live in West Nipissing and I feel my electricity bill
5607727406 should not include costs incurred as previously mentioned.
Growth for our community is vital. Having the insight to what is happening keeps costs
5607724671 down by not doing the same jobs twice.
5607713316 Reasonable.
5607711806

5607697810
5607691675
5607683177
5607622800
5607622170
5607618549

plan is more reactive to city requirements. seeing our city population has not grown in
numbers simply more distributed to more areas, maybe there could be savings here.
maybe more focus on business development rather than residential
Expansion is not the issue, maintaining existing poles & lines areimportant
Into the right direction
Sounds like a more proactive approach ie- design with future in mind. It's always
better to be planning ahead then reacting
Good idea
No comment
Would hope the city is forward thinking in its plans for road construction such that it
enables Sudbury hydro to map out its own future spending needs/budget with respect
to pole relocations.
Great work.
Save cost on delivery
ok

5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482 Sounds fine
5607589576 Why not move to underground, it would better protect from storms.
Seem to me if our city is expanding, the answer to this question is obvious...you can't
5607588238 build for new customers without the initial investment
5607575700 Not sure
5607574089 awsome
5607569996 It has to come from your already large pockets not ours
5607569944 Ok
5607569136 It doesn't affect me as a resident of sudbury because I live in sturgeon falls.
5607550925
An ongoing business component that supports other local, regional or provincial
5607547354 initiatives.
5607544770 I feel your plans are on the right track.
5607542750 Unsure
5607529159 you have to do it in order to not fall behind
5607525394 No comments
Implementing the new plans are great, connecting power to new residential settings is
and giving them access is alot of work for GSU however very inclusive of its customers
5607521668 and potential costumers.

5607521205 .
I strongly believe in future proofing plans. We are a city that is always under
construction, I would feel better if plans were made to accommodate construction
5607520712 work without impacting residential and commercial service.
Its okay. Our city is always growing so it's nice to be able to provide to the new
5607520658 homeowners.
The plans for System Access is good if construction takes place during the night rather
5607517990 than the day. Depending on the cots as well if they do not affect customers rates.
5607501898 I am not a new customer but it is important to have readily available access.

5607500927
5607497985
5607497711
5607497501
5607497480

Working collaboratively with the city and business to connect and update
infrastructure is very important. Again, it appears a balanced approached is considered
Would underground eliminate replacing poles? Or too expensive?

Very important
Sounds good.
Future access to the system could be planned for & when things are running well be
5607496953 worked on.
5607496836 Sounds reasonable
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931 No thoughts
5607392196 The plans are reasonable and well thought out.
I agree with the plans for system access. If these changes are needed to connect new
5607369858 customers to the system then it’s necessary.
5607356998
5607356693 Seems reasonable.
5607307048
5607289714
5607261674
5607155401
5607148829
5607138145
5607126826
5607118162

Great plan for consolidating projects for what is required in our neighborhoods
seems reasonable
seems reasonable and necessary
good
Hopefully outlying areas could be connected rather than with Hydro One

I dont know where all this money will come from
It is important for new customers to have access to electricity, I can't imagine life
5607109518 without it!
5607070174 It is necessary.
5607066340 Necessary given change in the City.
5606960772
5606866592 This should be a shared cost with grants for construction of the roads.
I think the costs of system access needs to be carried by the developers. That's it,
5606866519 that's all.
5606865564 NA
5606862426

To me it is a balancing act new customers are good as is road construction work
however please be sure that your costs of system access are being passed on to the
beneficiaries of your work where appropriate
important for new customers and reliability
Sounds good.
I agree but keep the costs low to consumers please

5606848133
5606821110
5606778350
5606775700
5606729929
5606707543 Fantastic and well needed.
5606704822 Everyone needs hydro
They should take over the hole area to bring the cost down the and stop duewplcatin.
5606701343 Take over hydro one in the area
Fix what needs fixing and leave it at that. Or do a proper job the first time around so
5606697662 corrections don’t need to be made.
5606697542 I think it is sound and fiscally responsible.
5606695838 I think that this is something that needs to be done.
Why is the Ministry of Transportation or anyone needing the poles to be changed not
5606693342 absorbing that cost?
city should be limiting new residential and commercial construction - Sudbury is not in
need of either - restructuring yes, new no - accommodate them less and make it
5606683447 challenging for them to continue to destroy our lands
5606679199 Appropriate.
5606668545 Do the work after 5:00 p.m....
5606609047
5606582883 This is logical with new subdivision developments and is supported by me.
5606565661
5606544873

5606530149
5606529390
5606521578
5606515031
5606498033

Perhaps I don't understand this area. I think that if the city or province requires poles
to be moved, temporarily or permanently then they should be responsible for the cost
to complete the move. I understand that taxpayers will end up paying for this cost, but
we pay for everything anyway, but at least the cost will be paid for by the responsible
party and not the utility.
For growth in the community one must be able to supply power
sounds reasonable
need to accommodate construction, new builds
I agree. It is so much needed.

5606457870 Investments in system access are necessary to continue to provide power services.
Good planning is needed respecting the fact that hydro is a necessity but it must be
5606377731 done as a gradual process
5606374916 No comment
I wonder who pays for pole relocation with road construction. The end consumer or
5606368851 some else.
5606362865
5606358921
5606358297 No particular thoughts
5606352864

5606349846
5606338466 No comments
I do not agree with this, we live in a rural city, if you choose to live outside where
electricity is that is your own concern not my tax paying money. Also construction is a
temporary concern, I do not feel poles and power distribution should be created just
for something that last a few years. The private companies should be paying for the
5606333428 generators and power sources required as well.
5606313190 Plans are good but does the owner/contractor of these poles pay for their work?
5606305765 none
5606291857
5606282880
Agree that Sudbury is expanding and is in need of more poles/wires to accommodate
5606276523 the growth.
The cost should be picked up by the ministry of transportation or whoever wants this
5606270446 work done, but we all know that in the end the taxpayer gets the bill. We can't win.
5606246635 must service the customers as best as possible no matter what is involved.
5606243694
5606240215
5606235091 We should improve system access.
5606227560 Yes, it would be nice to keep the infrastructure up to date
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207 Growth is what keeps the city going, make required changes
5606138657
5606136667 No choice, this has to be done
5606135737 .???
Ways should be found to avoid relocation due to road construction - such as locating
5606133735 pole lines further away from roadways
5606124105 Good plan
5606120981
5606118893 realistic & strategic
It makes sense. If you do not owrk in coordination with the road authority, you risk the
chance that they damage equipment or poles and then you have unplanned repairs to
5606117473 do.
5606077871 na If you are dealing with the Mayor..he is useless
5606050032 .
5606046919 GOOD PLAN
Improved system access helps to benefit the overall economy of Greater Sudbury and
5606027567 helps to improve infrastructure.
This appears to be a great flexible method to organize and incorporate
5606019346 change/adaptation in an ever-changing world.
5606007319
5606003891 good planning
5605999905 Expands the billing base.

Our cities are expanding, so must our way of connecting people, but I maintain
5605999230 underground systems is the way to go
5605997788 Road construction moves should be billed to who ever is requiring it be done.
5605954398
5605944845 Our bill will be reglecting these costs
$$$ Who is going to cover the costs to implement these changes? Us the residential
customers? How much are you going to gouge is for now? My rates have only been
going up and up. Then they get so high you offer a discount like you are really doing
5605944757 something for us. Unbelievable!
5605943593 Makes sense
5605935878 This plan makes sense
5605929744 To have members connected to great quality electricity
Changes must take into account that many low wage earners & seniors cannot afford
5605898796 the current rates now.
5605895298 Same as before, reasonable pay back assumed.
5605889475 Is there nothing better than poles that need so much work?
5605888440
5605877568 Good
Huge increase in rates coming. Wait for it. We will be paying double and triple what
we’re paying now. Can’t do my damn laundry during the weekday because who can
afford onpeak? So mad at this whole system. Pretty communist if you ask me. I would
go elsewhere for service, but where am I going to go? That’s right, you know full well
5605859907 what you’re doing,
The population of Sudbury and the North in general is declining so there should be
5605857712 some savings in the near future as demand from new customers declines.
System Access is very important, but thought must be given to future development so
that the jobs need only be done once. Proper planning for future development is
5605842218 essential for development and cost effectiveness
Always a good idea to grow the customer base. Do you charge for pole re-locations
5605834173 when requested by the road authority?
5605827346 Good plan, addressing needs.
5605825610 PART OF THE COST OF DOING BUSSINESS AND YOUR POINT BEING?
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923
5605770359 It sounds like a reasonable plan.
5605766635 Seems legitimate.
5605762727 Let’s face the facts....you have to work in unison with the other services in town
5605754961 hard to tell from the brief explanation but seems ok
Efficiency! Look ahead... plan work and new installs to coincide with already planned
5605751987 for.
5605736775 These things are nessasary to move ahead
5605720737 Nothing in particular
5605715168

I agree with the replacement of the hydro poles with the longer ones, so that live wires
5605711665 are high enough to accommodate construction equipment
5605710753 It’s essential
5605701839
5605697401 None.
Your brief description is insufficient to answer the question. Again, as for the other
question this whole survey seems to be misdirected. You may get a large number of
people answering the survey and make decisions on poorly informed opinions. Does
not seem a WISE way to proceed. I truly question the validity of this survey based on
5605696231 how poorly it has been designed.
5605693202
5605692713 It's great
5605691499
5605689578 ok
5605688115 ,
5605671879 sounds good
MTO should be paying for the relocation of poles to accommodate road construction
work. Costs of permits should include a fee (not necessarily a fully cost recoverable
5605668215 fee) that should go towards this sector for new connections.
I feel that it's always advantageous to be proactive vs being reactive. The later is often
5605667945 more costly at the end of the day.
5605649793
5605643288 Do what must be done :)
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605

5605551802
5605545450
5605539178
5605519256

Is the work well enough planned out by the requesters to allow GSU to manage the
work efficiently? If poor planning is increasing cost or the volume grows unexpectedly
can costs be partially or wholly charged back to requesters?
go ahead and invest to be able to provide/facilitate best accessibility according with
people needs
System access should also receive provincial funding.
How do these cost compaare to other cities with the same population?

5605513558 New customers (residential and commercial) should get connected. this is good.
considering climate change, efforts should be focussed on keeping any new expansion
concentrated to the areas currently serviced rather than increasing the foot print. This
5605508744 approach is more environmentally friendly
5605506200 it is necessary for new developments
5605504568
5605482165 Good
5605477871
5605474132 You need to do this.
5605465929

5605450050
5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747
5605416220

good
It's needed

5605315159
5605311781
5605291825
5605286962

Makes sense as population/ businesses are growing or changing, trying to go green
Expansion is always necessary with growing populations
Cannot do without proper access.
got to build new line and poles to reach new customers.
I think it should be good to help delegate where work is needed without having to
jump through hoops relying on only one source. This should be a good thing moving
forward
It's only important when the time arises. Why waste money when things are working
out? Following a budget means not doing work for nothing.
Good that you are looking at these construction costs
N/A
Your on the right track.

Fair
Important!
If system access is required for commercial purposes, (i.e. building a new subdivision),
5605415683 then those fees should be passed on to the developer.
5605410634
5605404971
based on city expansion projections, it seems that it is better to preplan expansion that
to have to pay extra to upgrade existing access later. This would presuppose that city
5605399087 expansion projections are valid.
if it needs to be done, better to do it NOW instead of later when it falls and damages
5605395655 peoples vehicles and properties & possible Lawsuits.....
5605338455 Seems reasonable
5605326811 I think it is a positive step
Please include the options for new customers to be able to contribute to the power
5605324793 grid if they are able and provide them with a rebate of sorts
5605323531 It sounds like a reasonable plan
5605323310 It will help with new.
5605321593
5605318701 I agree with it.
5605318102 fix the old sections also
5605317490 It seems logical

5605274533
5605270154
5605265287
5605260496
5605260445

In most cases, it is necessary and must be done, but should relocation of poles for the
5605253943 Ministry of transportation not be completed on a charge order basis
5605253232 having further access may be beneficial for outlying areas
5605239806 Seems so necessary

5605230815
5605227438
5605223663
5605222107
5605221688
5605208036
5605196421

5605193279
5605189004

Is there any incentive for residents to go "off-grid". We have purchased a generator for
our home - just in case. Wondering if Ontario Hydro be used instead for any of these
"new clients"? In some of the "unorganized" areas, the taxes are less and some
residents have chosen to go off-grid. Can commercial customers absorb a sur-charge
based on useage to reduce increased cost to residents? Are the "smart" meters really
working? Have the proposed benefits been realized to justify the cost to install them?
System will have to be expanded to reach new areas that need service
Needs to be done
Co-ordination and cooperation is essential economically.
It's needed
well, it has to be done.
important
Once again systems need to be kept up to date as do transportation routes. New
construction keeps people employed and helps the city to grow so accommodating
that is also important.
I agree with them

cutting funding to this portion would be devastating for new constructions. of course
this would have to be evaluated per merit. resource allocation would be much better
5605188579 served to a suburb than it would be a country road with 3 clients.
5605145259 Just keep building
5605128315
5605126505 pole relocation should be costed to the authority making the request
5605124841 Appropriate.
You know what is required/what you are doing, govern yourself accordingly, don,t be
5605123235 pushed around.
5605122768 duties should be allocted based on where the biggest need arises
Maybe some or more of the cost of system access for new residential and commercial
customers could be borne by developers as all this new development places a burden
5605121295 on GSH's responsibilities.
5605116822 Necessary but not critical
5605115345 Ok
5605114112 These are all essential and should be the focus of GSU.
Sudbury is not projected to grow in population. Focus should remain on expanding pre5605112772 existing infrastructure.
Well to accommodate road construction, there may not be any choice but to have
things relocatd, like poles... So, hydro will in the long run have the end user\customer
pay and Ministry of Transportation will increase taxes to cover road construction
costs...yeh, to make things safe an I don't dispute that. BUTIt's a Catch 22, not a win
5605110526 win... And in the mix, someone's making money or they would bother.
5605105613
Should the price to connect new residences be borne by those customers and not
5605102632 existing customers who receive no additional benefits
5605099908 Sounds good as a bigger client base will help increase funds for projects.
5605097643

5605096234 Perhaps the money to move these should come from the construction contract
5605095826 Plans are realistic
5605093147
Sounds reasonable because we need to make available power for any new
5605076106 development.
Your grids don't make sense (every time we loose power, in New Sudbury, that means
5-8 times a year) we see and wonder why one street does not have power (again) while
others always loose power! Modernize the system but make sense of it all. The
present system is not reliable and does not make sense. Much of Sudbury relies on
power to control sub pumps year round and with new technologies in most houses,
loss of power is not an option. You are no longer simply a Utility but rather an essential
5605062132 service like Police / Fire / Ambulance.
5605054024
Never mind the new customers - take care of present customers, particularly seniors
5605037259 who are faced with prohibitive bills
5605033990 alright
5604977142
5604972361 Sounds reasonable
5604971290 I believe it is sufficient for this stage.
5604970615 Costs for new connections should be passed on to the new customers.
5604970509 ok
5604969420
5604964729 Needed infrastructure.
5604950035 Information should be accessible
5604936179 Decrease the Delivery charges. Do not increase cost to the customer.
5604931460 It would be a lot better to trim wait time on phone to get connected to proper dept
It seems that Sudbury Hydro is accommodating other fields of work as much as is
5604924668 possible and it shows plenty of company cooperation
5604915293 I fail to see what your plans for System Access are therefore I cannot comment
5604909239 Need doing
You can't stop improvements! It is important to work with the other companies to
ensure improvements are performed correctly while abiding to all the regulations
5604905767 within all parties participating.
5604883728 Seems logical.
5604883529 n/a
5604872872
5604867918 It's a plan were you have no choice but do what needs to be done.
5604867813 N/A
5604867754
5604859615 The change sounds advisable.
5604858779
5604851827 Sounds right.
5604848208 Very good.

5604839413
5604837274
5604835309
5604826591
5604825747
5604821304
5604819422

5604819196
5604818609
5604815539
5604811533
5604803318
5604795035
5604792676
5604763520
5604757859

What else can you do as residential housing and roads change so must the system access
No thoughts

Looks good.

System Access is very important because as the City grows both commercially and
residentially, you need the infrastructure in place to tap into that new revenue stream.
The more consumers the more people that are paying for the service.
All are necessary
I would like to see more underground connections versus poles and lines.
Seems to me that it will be expensive
Great way to acquire new customers
new poles were installed,along wires on moonlight ave. years ago why are the old
poles still there
Seems comprehensive.
Surely this is co-ordinated with the City's long term planning

5604753267 Sounds like access is mandated by the city and M of T. Is there a choice in this matter?
5604748154 Maybe the developers building the new residential and commercial areas should pay
5604745166 makes sense
To minimize costs your plans should be coordinated with the City of Greater Sudbury
5604732195 expansion and Infrastructure plans if not already doing so.
The plan seems to be in line with accommodating community growth and
5604728491 improvement.
5604725181
5604722046 Sounds good. Very necessary for new construction.
5604712345 No thoughts
5604710647 Important
5604695107
5604694190 What is there to say. Expansion is good.
5604693305 This is a very crucial step
5604681552 There should be some barriers for people that decide to move so far out of the city.
5604665547
5604660921 Our city grows, you grow with it.
5604650745
I believe GSU should have access with all the proper channels and following the same
rules applied to road building for foresters, I believe the Ministry should be lenient to
5604648056 help improve road building/road accessing to make improvements
Unsure what the plan is. You seem to state what has historically been used as the plan.
5604645011 Is it staying the same? Will you be asking rural residents what they think?

5604644641 makes sense
5604617929 sounds reasonable
Unfortunate to have the cost increased for home owners rather than the business
5604580830 paying for upgrades
5604579320 I have no idea
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282 Sounds good
5604572516 I don’t know
5604567581 the above listed items are all a part of providing complete and safe service.
5604565759
5604564384
5604564110 The plans make sense.
5604562235 I do not own a vehicle nor do I have a license I have no thoughts
I really just dont want to pay more then I already am. I cant afford anything as it is. If I
was a project manager on one of the constructions sites or if I built homes and was
wealthy then I'm sure I'd be all for it and it would be top priority but as it stands I'm a
5604559118 single mother struggling to pay my morgage..
5604558353 I think it's great if it's successful
Why don't the Road Authorities budget and pay for work to accommodate their
construction activities? The other aspects of System Access are important. Similarly,
Developers need to pay all the additional costs for System Access by new Residential
5604556311 and Commercial customers.
5604550977
5604548452
I think everyone deserves access- but I also think that we should be doing things right
the first time- having to move things over and over because of construction and likely
the ongoing incessant road work this city experiences shouldn’t be happening every
5604545909 year
5604537180 To Improve and make it easy for all of us!
5604528304
Best idea would be to have all electrical buried, my electrical service is underground
and IU never worry about storms or accidents taking down poles.
I like it
Sounds good.
much needed
Great idea!
It is critical to the infrastructure
Again, I truly believe you should use these places as an opportunity to do something
drastically different, not later, now. If you spend, you are providing these new
customers with energy, and you have trial areas that will help determine costs,
5604488672 andcreate ideas and planning for everyone.
5604473955 Great
5604471236
5604468558 No opinion
5604528108
5604523934
5604516420
5604515658
5604511739
5604494852

5604467158 Seems ok
5604465323 makes sense
5604464793
The only aspect of System Access that I am weary about is the relocation of poles to
accommodate road construction. Road construction is an ever growing process in this
city, more so than other cities in Northern Ontario, and I venture to say that because of
this skew resources spent by GSH to accommodate road construction might be
inappropriately immense. I belief a discussion regarding road construction and all of
the organizations involved need to come together to ensure roads are built to last and
5604464423 construction is minimal; thus, freeing up more dollars.
5604462800 Good plan
Utilities such as hydro must bring their product to where population is situated. As
home now fan out farther from downtown so must you follow. As city grows so does
5604461238 arterial roads, and sometimes original distribution wires are in the way.
5604458998
5604458850 Not much choice given the causes
It would be of interest to have general cost knowledge of the average cost for,
servicing a lot/house in new development, servicing of a infill lot, cost of residential
5604458118 poles etc.
5604456825 I just want great service and hope to save some money
5604456206 important as the community grows
I don't see how moving poles because of road work falls under system access.
5604455333 Shouldn't the road budgets be paying for relocations?
5604454794
5604454643 go to the 21 centruey
Investment to accommodate construction work etc, should be part of regular day to
5604454389 day maintenance
5604452409 sounds reasonable
5604451777
5604449790
5604445511 no comment
5604445137 I believe it's a good plan.
5604444817 Fine as long as is not wasted on non critical items
5604438782 Relocations of pole should only be done if they have exhausted there life .
There has always been a great cost to"hook-up" to electricity..... whether it's the city,
the government, a builder or a private homeowner paying for it. I don't see how that
5604436303 can be viewed as "new" expense.
5604433973
5604433870 sounds good
5604428179 Reasonable
5604425041 Plan smartly that we don't have to pay too much for moving poles.
Not much of a choice given these examples. City is growing and poles need to be
5604423029 moved.
5604421868 I agree, todays world was not accommodating to old infrastructures

What thought can one offer - if it’s necessary for workers be done, then it needs to be
done. I would like to see minimizing of the cost for these things to be done, but what
5604402821 can one do?
5604385649
5604382979 Required
This seems like a trick question.... not sure what to respond... I get the impression that
it does not matter what i think... additional fees will be part of your system renewal
5604381442 plan...
5604380765
I think it is something that puts us on the right track to move forward.There are new
roads and new subdivisions going up everywhere in the city and we need to keep up
5604380186 with the growth of our city.
5604379360 NA
It is important to allow for quick access to new customers, subdivisions...reasonable
5604376786 plans
5604374978 this is part of growth and is required
5604374219 I’m not sure
5604371497 Seems legit.
5604371168 System access should be charged to the developers and/or Corporations.
It’s important to coordinate priority projects with other utilities that share the same
corridor. At the end of the day the utilities have the same paying customers. Would be
nice to see a model where projects are concurrently prioritized to get the best value for
5604370174 construction $
5604369096
In order for our communtiy to grow we need construction so we must meet everyones
5604367587 needs
5604366101
How were you paying for connecting new customers before? New customers should be
5604365563 paying for that, not me.
5604365493 Any request should be rated as to its worthiness to the whole system
In agreement.. in order to grow as a city, access to hydro has to be offered with new
5604365338 construction/developments
Not horribly impressed with initial planning if this is a major concern. Especially with
5604362719 the loads of construction planned.
5604362389
5604362369 Everyone needs accessing
5604361429
5604361134 more accessibility to replace Ontario Hydro would be good
5604361072 Should make it easier to access as new customers
Given what you have stated above, I would hope that any investments to
accommodate any new construction and new customers would not be to the
determent of existing customers and their electricity charges, especailly those
5604360735 customers who are heating their homes with hydro and not gas.
It should be the responsiblity of the developer or whomever requests the work to pay
5604360302 for it
5604359886

It sounds good to me - Sudbury has an ever-growing population with new subdivisions
coming up more and more frequently. I think it's important to relocate as necessary to
5604359618 keep our city growing and thriving.
5604359399
5604358063 Needed
5604356320
5604354043 n/a
5604353831
5604353463 Any additions to the existing system should be funded with capital money only.
Thinking ahead and preparing the system for future usage is important for
5604351809 sustainability as well as customer satisfaction.
5604350778 Too brief of a description.
5604350762 How does solar home generation apply to this
5604349957 Acceptable
5604347004 I’m ok with these investments
5604346129 I agree, we need to extend our services
Unless it is needed to ensure people maintain there access or gain access then I don't
5604345925 feel it is a major priority when compared to the other areas.
5604345162 I thought no you're on the right frame of mind.
5604344502 Needed as we are continually growing
Other than connecting new meters, the cost should fall on the people/organizations
5604343451 Makin the requests
I don't want to help pay for developers' needs who profit from sales of new residential
5604342950 areas.
5604340786 Indifferent.
Sounds like there's not much you can do about having to do this work or not, or have
much control over its scheduling. Hopefully the 3% pinch doesn't cause too many
5604339893 issues. But focusing priorities inevitably means other areas must be compromised.
5604334758 I belive it a good idea
5604333207
5604332694 Understandable and necessary
5604331048 na
5604330996
5604328843
5604327835 Access to more customers
5604327467 No comment
5604326548
5604326270 If requests are from businesses or home owners they should pay for it.
5604325071 I need more information before I comment.
5604324433 I think more underground work moving forward is a wiser choice
5604322291 very good thoughts about System Access
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172 Unfortunate that costs are coming due to government work...
5604317462

5604317168 Makes sense. Also unavoidable. We need to respond to growth appropriately
System upgrades and access should be reflected in use and needs by area, not as a
5604316253 whole.
5604315383
5604315029 Not as critical an area.
5604314300 This is necessary anyway
5604312196 good plan!
5604308420 Not as critical
5604307604 keep updating the access
That's a good, have more customers and updating the system would make GSU
5604307213 accessible.
5604306433 Can't answer I believe this
5604306302
5604306068
5604306035 Seems reasonable
5604305829 No fancy words GET REAL
5604304577
5604304068 necessary services, assuming this is also a revenue generation tool
5604304041 No comment
5604303717
5604303303 Foe future generations
5604302723
Cities and towns are definitely growing and will need electricity accommodations and
5604302611 with more people there will be more businesses too!
5604302439
1/Too costly to relocate all poles 2/construction road work can still be done however,
you require another plan than the existing one in place. You need a plan that is
5604301061 effective and that costs are not just thrown away for road construction
5604300658
5604297834 Road works is a necessary demand in this city.
If Road Authorities require existing infrastructure to be relocated, feel it should be a
5604296499 cost borne by the Authority requesting the change.
5604296104
5604295239 Reasonable
5604293929 It's necessary to move infrastructure to allow for new connections.
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
5604291940 Smart...being proactive is better for cost management than reactive policies.
5604291033 No opinion
5604289957 Very good system planned!j
5604289385
5604288889

5604288381
5604288118
5604287719
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749
5604285387
5604285094

Pole relocation should continue to be a priority for existing systems and construction of
new ones. Reliability should always be a focus.
There are always new developments so this makes sense
sounds great
None
very good for new customers
Excellent

As long as current users are paying only for maintenance and improvements to their
5604284237 services and not paying for the cost of expanding services to new developments.
5604283171 Has to be done with all of the new construction in the city.
5604282722
5604282608 none
5604281650 Unsure
5604281095 Make sure to use local contractors
5604280537 Sounds reasonable
5604280459 If it's warranted, it needs to be done.
Spending time and money on System access is important. Making exceptions for
proper/safe construction is great, not as concerned about additional access. Folks who
5604280357 don't have access knew they didn't when they purchased/moved.
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972 Good
5604277206
5604277185 No thoughts
5604276799
5604276409 It is what it is I guess. No complaints
5604275680 Don’t have any
5604275558 Ok
5604275500

5604274690
5604274662
5604273968
5604273863
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246

When investing in new system access you should consider putting the poles behind the
sidewalk (if there are sidewalks) This would decrease relocation of poles and also
provide the boulevard section to be used as a cycling path.
Important to bring services to new areas. Consider underground services to protect
electricity from the elements.
Plans appear to be more strategic rather than reactive.
I think its a good idea to find a system that can be there long term.

5604272161
5604272124 Faster service needed

5604271907
5604271746
5604271645
5604271581
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235
5604271105
5604271098
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728
5604270253
5604270221
5604270152
5604269953
5604269839
5604269687

A strong relationship with all levels of government is key for planning to ensure that
work is not duplicated - i.e. replace polls one year only to find out that a new road is
going in and the new poles will need to be removed to complete the roadwork.
I feel it is a necessity.
get paid from road construction work to relocate poles
I still think poles and overhead wires are outdated, unsightly, expensive and
troublesome.

System access will be a major step up.
Great!
Seems like things are working good

Good idea
Not sure, all I know is that electricity is expensive for my family

sounds great
I don't think there is a way around it, and is changing, population is growing...
No idea
Na
Our roads are also a high priority so helping each other to make things better and more
5604269611 efficient is great
5604269511 Seems reasonable.
5604269461
5604269344 ok
5604269322 Sounds accomodating.
5604269306 It would help serve a larger number of customers
5604269295 As long as it does not cause cost increases in services
5604269261
5604269147 I think it sounds like a proactive idea.
5604268994 Well , it seems like a no brainer, it is amust.
5604268978 The city of Sudbury and the Ministry should be kicking in for a portion of these costs.
5604268944 No thoughts.
Given the high new land development fees that builders pay in Sudbury it would be
appropriate for some of that money to be appropriated to Greater Sudbury Hydro
instead of tacking on additional fees to the System Access plan. Additionaly, builders
5604268932 pay for connection to services already so this seems a little bit like double dipping.
5604268892 I have no thoughts on the plan
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811

5604268538 Focus on green.
5604268525 Good idea
5604268129 Don’t know enough
5604268103
They need to look for better solution One might be underground cables to reduce the
impact of the weather damage like the do in Europe . that would save miles of poles
and wilderness out reach lines down due to wind and fires, lighting cost saving are
5604254904 possible .
5604254758 No issues with this topic. Seems pretty straight forward.
5604250673 Given our city is always growing and changing this is important
5604249464 Good
5604241489 Sounds good
5604235771 Good
5604235317
5604231423 This appears to answer to necessities for your customers. Therefore I would agree.
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701 Realistic plan
If expanding to other customers will help generate more capital for the company to
5604163090 lower rates for everyone by all means do so

5604162592
5604152890
5604151377
5604143185
5604125629

5604125146
5604123573
5604120030
5604117306
5604116144
5604114778
5604107995
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191
5604087065
5604084394
5604077480

It must be a big challenge to keep hydro abreast with the demands in this forever
changing world and all that is new around us but hydro is essential and has to strive to
provide the best service possible while protecting the wellbeing of our planet!!
changes should include underground services for new services
Necessary
Hopefully the resources that are being moved are not being wasted.
Good
I'm under the impression that a new customer is liable to pay a lot to connect to the
grid. Didn't think this was a major component of my electricity bill. I may be
,misunderstanding.
They seem logical
If meaningful, for example, large distribution of homes or businesses. Small distribution
is not feasible.
If it could save us money then it's great
system access is important, however system upgrades rate higher to me having access
to electricity is imperative though!
If the statistics suggest that the population of Sudbury continues to increase, then yes
this is a necessity.

cool
Good to know.
Appropriate
It makes sense.

5604076141
5604071119
5604070433 Necessary
5604062671
5604061713 I think it is a good plan.
5604061086 Sounds necessary
Infrastructure (i.e substations) should be built with growth in mind - a coordinated
5604055096 effort with the city plan.
5604044456 just another way to raise costs and make the "books" look better
5604042635 It makes sense.
5604040258 good
5604040020 Good
5604039143 Sounds good.
5604032280 its good things
5604029848 Ok to move poles for better roads
5604027854 I think it makes sense
If system access is mandated by the City or MoT, they should reimburse you for the
cost. Regarding new residential of commercial construction, this should be part of the
5604027433 development charges.
5604027174 very interesting
5604026488
5604026130 any cost due to relocating should be bore by Road Authority
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376 dfsfdf
5604020803
I would prefer to see more work to hide legacy overhead wires in existing residential
5604020547 neighbourhoods.
5604020224
5604020123 I'm all for upgrades and bettering existing systems for a greener future.
5604019955 keeps up with progress
5604018768 This is of minor interest to me.
5604017808
Giving access to new customers is a crucial step in building but I don't believe that
poles should be moved to accommodate road and regular construction work unless
5604017463 absolutely unavoidable.
5604016188 Sometime ..
5604012720
Again, it seems appropriate to have an underground system, but would that even be
5604010773 feasible, I have no idea.
5604010523
5604003848
Yes I agree all people should have access to power and when infrastructure
requirements are there we need to accommodate the changes to provide for new
5604002610 development.
5604002058
5604001844 everbody needs hydro

5604000138 get'er done... expansion and improvement is inevitable
Good to work with other improvement projects instead of going back later and starting
5603989836 the job over a second time.
5603972575 Seems sensible.
5603971458 Low priority for me
Construction companies should help pay for these change requests to accommodate
5603965342 their construction work.
5603955878 Sounds good but u did not stay "at what cost to other jobs"
5603955740
5603948545
5603942687 Great job so far, no complaints
5603940742
5603939181 I'm all for improvements along Highway 17/400
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776 Sounds good to me!
5603931035 Seems that good planning is in place.
5603930966 N/a
5603928938
I think some of the costs to relocate poles for constructions work should be paid by the
5603928380 Road Authority.
5603927701 none
5603927144 Sounds good
5603926785
Planning for information integration of services is very important. When changes are
made everyone should be involved, i.e. hydro, gas, telecommunications, sewer and
5603925775 water, road work.
5603924827 Sounds ok.
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
5603916190 Can put the line under the new roads when they build them
5603912059
5603908660 Should be thinking about burying all wires not just in new construction areas
5603907138 see the below comments section
5603906616 positive. always looking to save dollars.
What new customers? I would need to understand how future forecast demands are
initiated to justify spending in capital infrastructure. This relates back to customer cost
5603901309 increases.
5603894521
Pricing policy should encourage users to intensify existing urban communities. Change
5603892723 in urban communities should be actively support by GSU system access policy.
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425 keep system access up to date

careful consideration should be given to requests for this service. developers should
have a responsible budget and the city should not receive the services on demand
5603878303 without hydro assessing the costs .
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147 none
5603854129 It’s important for everyone group to have the proper access.
5603853917
Again, good planning addresses this in a timely manner and with no surprises. Projects
5603850070 undertaken should then be in the most cost efficient ways possible.
5603844505
Accomodating construction work and connecting "new" customers as a statement or
explanation is "specious" when you consider that for the most part Greater Sudbury's
population has not changed sigificantly in over 50 years ... if anything it may have
5603839719 declined a bit ...
Maintain old ways of getting electricity: by water, by nuclear plant, even coal. Don't
spy or limit electricity users via meters (new meters) without warnings (or he/she is not
5603838201 politically correct).
Any company or agency that wishes to disturb a site for construction, renovation, or
whatever reason should consult with all related parties: hydro, gas, water,
environmental controls, etc. before they even start. That way, they can all work
5603829389 together and not be eternally digging in the same place!
5603827620 A necessary component of the economic growth process for our city
5603826947
5603824518 Seems logical.
5603823777 fine
I see that often pockets of communities lose power more often than in town. Hopfully
5603819038 this system access will reduce those occurrences.
5603815509 As long as I don't have to pay for it.
Please consider the cost of purchase and renewal costs required when buying new
5603813865 customer distribution areas.
Are you including renewable energy in the System Access plan? It is imperative that
5603812361 you do.
Given the city's reluctance to follow their own official building plan I guess being
5603811387 reactive rather than proactive is the only way to go.
5603809247 Great idea.
5603807838 Sounds reasonable.
5603803545
5603799607 Sounds reasonable that requests would come from construction areas
5603797713 reasonable
5603795594
5603795045 I believe this work is necessary as well.
Some what good. Customers who live in severely remote areas should have to
5603794864 contribute them selves somewhat
5603794723 Other agencies should have a part in investment

5603793990 What about burying power lines?
5603793624
5603791335 It sounds like you're doing what you need to to give everyone access to power.
5603790413 Sounds good if that's where the work is needed!
with increased business generation provides increased budget to apply to required
5603789161 system improvements
5603789068 Our infrastructure is forever changing as the city grows in size
5603787264 it has to be done
5603783584 Need to be done
5603782515 Necessary for future growth
agree with system access. New residential hook ups and commercial will generate
5603777291 revenue
5603774037 none
5603745694 Road work is just as important as energy distribution
I dont know much about your system access. Concerned about rate increases to
5603735624 customers.
5603732849
5603732602 Good.... important to serve the customer
5603729467 Necessary for further growth
5603728003
5603726674 For the best
5603725461 None.
5603723462 Needs to be upgraded
5603722140 It is a necessary part of the business.
5603719277 They seem to be appropriate
5603717379
5603713646 I guess it’s something you have no control over
5603710170 ok
5603708430 Also need to be funded properly as this is the growth of Sudbury!!
5603708297 non
5603706458 Renew existing infrastructure first.
Can’t developers kick in for the cost of some of these fees for new construction? Also,
5603706139 can we get tougher on people who steal their hydro and mess with the meters?
cost for changes and additions must include partial payments by developers and those
5603705662 responsible for the changes.
5603705356
5603703860 Expand
5603701394 good plan
5603698999 Sounds better for everyone
5603698726 Too much road construction going on.
5603696326
5603696171 New customers should pay the bulk of these costs
5603696031
Do what needs to be done, while continuing your service at cost that is affordable to
5603693093 your customers

5603692894 Very reasonable
Based on this description, it is unclear what this investment accommodation is and
5603692535 what it means for GSU customers.
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174 It will be expensive, no?
5603684657
I think that cities should increase density and use infrastructure that is already in place
5603680129 rather than opening up new areas for development.
5603679368
5603678809 Great..
Maybe property owners/developers could wear more of this cost? Or the ministry
5603678078 could pay all of it.
5603677539
Does the City of Greater Sudbury, MTO etc. not pay to replace poles, and accomodate
5603674458 construction work being done at their request?
5603674434
5603673400 Dont know
5603673376 Good
There should a long term planning that includes the future developments for many
5603672984 years to come.
5603671299 Don’t know
New customers need to pay for new system access, it should not be subsidized buy
5603671289 existing customers.
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632 Well thought out.
Si vous pouviez joindre l'informatique et l'électricité, pour éviter de couper et détruire
5603668126 notre nature environnante!
5603667328 be cost conscious
5603667280 The plan seems to be meeting the needs.
5603666933 Important
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
Cost of relocating poles for road construction, this cost should be shared by the
5603661925 Ministry of Transportation and not all by Sudbury Hydro.
5603661725 Connecting new customers should lower costs for all of us.
5603660840
In order to maintain and encourage growth in the City of Sudbury and ensure accurate
5603660088 reporting of electricity, it seems this would be important.
5603660014 Good
5603659261 very low
5603658586 If you can go underground
5603657522
5603656664

5603655605 anticipating future requirements/developments are important
Profits are to be made with any new housing locations; consequently, current
customers should not have to pay for what a company wants to do in order to make
5603654288 those profits.
5603653137 Seems like a status quo type of planned work.
5603653067
5603652815 Adequate.
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034 It seems to be just the standard thing an electricity company would do.
Implement as soon as possible and as efficiently as possible, with the best technology
5603634029 at our disposal...Now
5603626198 This doesn't apply to me
5603625871 Appears to be an ongoing project with the increase of new neighbourhoods
5603625394 None
5603623005 good
5603621778 I have no interest in having to eventually having to pay more for new customers.
I support green initiatives. I feel user related fees are more appropriate than using
5603621405 general treasury approach.
5603620577 Agreed. Sounds well thought out.
As for construction, sometimes this is a make work project more than anything else. As
5603619555 for the rest, it sounds necessary.
It has to be reasonable in general, customers can't have it always their own way. I
5603619420 think we do pretty good.
5603619178
5603616195 no comment
5603615549 Good
5603615469 .
I think the piles should just stay where they are at the moment and just have better
5603615033 placement management for the future ones
5603614188 Recapture some costs through development fees
5603613148 Seems reasonable
5603613126 No comment
5603612703 ok
5603612182
5603611988 The city should have to pay to relocate/ move poles at no expense to hydro!
5603610977 Na
5603609923 Sounds great!
5603609759 ok
long range planning by partners, city and MTO, is necessary to keep pole placement to
5603609723 a minimum
5603609565
5603608793 I know nothing of your business and financing so I am at a loss to give any ratings.
5603608627 As long as we have growth in the city this is a priority
5603607653

5603607466 really do not know much about it.
5603605715 sound good
5603605545 Ok
Keep current and be ready to provide services to new comercial clients should they
5603603947 expand or move to the region.
5603603490
5603603188 No comment

As the city grows, so would system access. A lot of outlying areas are on Hydro One and
I've been told their rates are quite high. I'm not sure why we need all these hydro
'authorities'. I know that when I moved to Sudbury I paid twice as much in hydro as I
did when I lived in Kingston. I'm not sure why this would be. Both cities were of a
similar population. Of course, Sudbury has a larger area. I think access/planning, etc.,
needs to reflect both the size of the area and the population it serves. This question
makes one wonder why there are so many requests. It suggests poor planning. As long
as the access is for the people and not the benefit of some 'corporation', system access
makes sense. However, that being said, I don't want 'through the roof rates' to expand
highways. All levels of government need to plan better and spend smarter.
must be done
as above
Again, it seems necessary
Seems important.

5603602767
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828
5603600690
5603600289
5603599579 Really not sure.
5603597140 You have to invest to connect new customers.
5603596750 Answered above
If the costs of additional hook ups are profitable then it should be a go, for it will pay
5603596629 for itself in the future.
5603595420 na
I believe that it is good that the service be offered to as many as possible. This
5603595172 generates revenue that helps all of us enjoy a sound power service.
5603594108 better planning up front saves money in the long run
5603593658 Access to new construction is important for development of the city
5603592389 sound good
Much depends on the growth of Sudbury and what projects may be completed in the
time frame. Work is important to be carried out as new customers generate future
5603592063 revenues
The changes are required. The time span of 5 years is not-realistic. Has there been
thought on the possibilities of flooding? If yes, what are the steps to deter those
5603591397 obstacles?
5603590899
5603590415 N/A
5603589152
5603588861 change as needed.
5603588032 Again if it is a must control the dollars.
5603586086 I like it

5603585297 If it is needed do it
poor planning from the city. poles should have been installed in a better fashion to
5603584348 avoid relocation
5603583886
5603583439 Another priority
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355
More customers should maybe lower the cost for the rest of us after the cost of
5603577885 connecting them is over.
5603577567 Investing in the future is sound thinking
5603577249 No specific thoughts.
5603577003
5603576829
5603576350
5603575091
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310
5603573214

System access is a small piece of the pie and sounds like a variable cost each year
As long as it means the customers don’t pay more then cool.
Seem reasonable

Always better when everyone works together.
Connection to new Residential and Commercial customers should be at their cost, not
5603573116 the people using the Utility
5603572707
5603572279 Lower priority then other issues
It is good to take in account new workings, and adapt the old to allow further workings
5603571440 to be expanded.
5603571108 Perhaps some of these charges could be billed
5603570775 They make sense to me
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958 Priority should be to existing customers
5603564523 Continue maintenance.
5603563541 The city should pay a portion of this cost
5603563020 Not sure.
5603562796 Perfect time to test newer different alternatives
5603562614 Ministry or City should cover portion of cost if they are requesting the work
5603562501 no comment
5603561531 Any thoughts on reducing the number of poles?
communication with the road authority, builders/developers is very important and
must be done diligently so that poles services etc are done correctly the first time.
5603560671 having to go back and redo is not efficient.
5603560533 Great plan. We must stick to it.

None
Appears to be necessary but not impactful to most consumers.
I think it is a good idea.
I agree 150% this is a very critical initiative
ITS ABOUT TIME
not a priority at this time
This is an important issue for communities to ensure continued improvements to the
5603558791 city.
5603558732 That youre doing a good job
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800 I agree with this plan.
5603556477 ok
5603555959 Looks fine.
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381 Very good.
5603555247
5603555069 These questions are vague
5603555012 Very expensive
5603554966 I am not informed enough on this issue to make a comment.
It is somewhat important, however the city should help cover costs if it’s related to
5603554812 construction.
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809 Solid plan
5603553284
5603553211 Looks good
5603552317
5603551128 Not important to me
5603548868 This is also very important.
5603548738
5603548222
5603547631 sounds good
5603547394 approved
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867
Sounds good put again this comes at a cost to the consumers for evolution and
5603545570 progress it is needed
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197
5603560337
5603559955
5603559519
5603559476
5603559393
5603559025

5603543753 Seems reasonable.
residential customers should not have to pay for accommodating construction work or
5603543111 connecting new commercial
5603542349
5603542246 need to be flexible and adaptable to all forms of access
It would be good to be able to connect more people , but not a huge priority if it’s
5603541504 going to blow the budget. Can you get the MTO to pay to relocate poles ..
5603540844
As stated in next question access to hydro is critical but I am a believer of looking at off
5603540233 grid options as well which is better for environment
5603540123 It's called progress.

5603539792
5603539781
5603539452

Anything that will potentially increase fees needs to potentially find other alternatives
like capping or lowering the salaries of the higher ups. This goes for the entire survey.
they seem well thought out
A necessary part of the operation, need to support growth.
if the City or the Ministry decide it is necessary that GSH systems need to be moved
because the City or the Ministry wish to widen roads or whatever, should it not be at
THEIR cost as opposed to yours? You cannot predict what they want ot plan or do, so
why should their actions be at your expense?
spot on

5603538950
5603538881
5603537599
5603533967 Reasonable
5603532709
5603520556 Good.
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746 New costumers should pay some of the cost to hookup

I believe Sudbury citizens are moving into newer subdivisions and leaving older
5603514420 established neighborhoods behind the distribution system need to follow
Companies and homeowners should pay more for these services, the rates for these
5603513933 services should increase for corporations to offset the system upgrades (high priority)
5603513326
5603512741 Stabilize our rates.
5603512680
5603510755 can’t rate
5603510589 sounds to brief to me.
5603510156
5603509669 Great idea , improvements are always good
Seems like a necessary part of maintaining the system... I like the idea of moving
5603509292 infrastructure underground rather than using poles.
5603508826
5603508213 Good

5603508055
5603507414
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170
5603504124
5603503579
5603503055

I don't know ?????

no comment
no idea
New customers should have charges for connections
System access is required if the city is to expand its services.
this will save money in the long run
Okay. You give me no details as to what the heck your plan is going to change in your
system access investment. If you read your own words, your saying your system access
has been focused on the same needs of the past as in the future, so, what are you
5603502436 asking?
5603501301
5603501136 None
5603500874 Very informative
I believe, given this description, that system access budget should reflect the expected
growth of the customer base. I have a hard time accepting that the projected growth is
5603499896 6%. I would like to see the details.
5603499655 Let the government pay for the changes
5603499606 Fine
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201 This is very nescarry for the future of the city
Reasonable, however Sudbury construction and road work is often poor thought out
and they tend to do things over and over again. Will their be accountability to ensure
hydro does not need to be expensed over and over again to correct the city’s poor
5603498129 planning?
5603497878
5603497641 Keep ahead of the work that is needed in order to maintain an adequate system
5603496892 good
It is a good idea to maintain the current system and think outside the box for new
5603496723 possibilities.
5603496188 It’s important
5603495712 Keep it up
5603495694
5603495634 It’s a must, to be able to grow and serve everyone
5603495426 No thoughts at this time. I would need to research the topic more
5603495358 Very good
5603495258 Needs a lot of coordination not
You tell us that they're required and that this was how you used money in previous
5603495097 years. How do we know?
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111 Great

I think you need to restructure your cost output to the city and the MOT. Let them
share the cost of moving or relocating poles. Suggest that you have a certain budget
allowed for “X” number of poles to be moved or relocated. After they have spent your
5603493826 allotted budget then they have to find the money somewhere else in order to proceed.
5603492980 necessary evil
5603492906
when M.T.O requires poles to be moved for highway expansion them they should bear
5603492493 the cost
5603492260
5603492225 Definitely needed
5603491909 I agree.
5603491791 Staying ahead of these types of infrastructure improvements makes good fiscal sense
5603491350 Must have missed your 'plans'.
5603490607 Reasonable given budget constraints
System access to add new customers will require greater cost to the existing
customers, and increase operating and capital costs, to do this GSU will be looking at
5603489844 putting those costs on the customer
5603489624 See my previous comments on our concerns.
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618 not sure
5603488422 It’s appropriate
5603488244 Safety for all mother vehicles on the road we share
5603488176
Anything new residential in the city that would require relocation is typically part of
subdivision which is investor driven. Same for commercial, there’s an investor behind
it. Why are we budgeting to pay for relocation that is privately funded. There rare new
residential builds that are not in a subdivision are surrounded by existing infrastructure,
and would not need to be relocated, which should be keeping the costs from this
5603487577 portion of the budget to a minimum.
5603486769 the new development should not exceed the city capacity
5603486662 The plans are good. Just hope that it stays on schedule.
5603486071
5603485815 Dont know
5603485814 Sounds like the only option in most cases
5603485676
5603485488 .
5603485360 planning ahead is a good idea. Being ready for construction is a good idea
5603485024
5603484698 I think its good.
Yes the poles need to be moved. I wish the hydro lines in our neighbourhood were
5603484597 buried.

Unless changes are being made by GSH, some costs should be distributed to the
5603484471 municipality/company/residence requesting activation or moving existing structures
5603484131 No comment
5603484127
The relocation of poles to accommodate road construction work could help with
5603483627 shortening the timeline for completion of road work.
5603483359
the plan sounds reasonable but are the new residential and commercial customers
5603483327 within the city proper or are these new subdivisions and suburbs?
5603483293 Quit branching out new subdivisions that have no services available.
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815 I like that it will provide work for workers in Sudbury
5603481838 Change and growth need to occur, and use of electricity is a requirement.
5603481766
5603481675
5603481238
5603480563
5603480386
5603480355
5603480134
5603480051
5603479480
5603479440
5603479201

Relocating poles for road construction should be a cost born by the Road Authorities.
Makes sense!

Good
Appropriate
Very good
No thoughts
The City and developers should offset costs.
It would be good for new customers
Poles have always seemed counter-intuitive. They look ugly, are prone to weather (ice
and wind) damage and now road maintenance inconvenience. Underground
connections sound better as in, 'out-of-sight' (maybe more homeowner digging
accidents), less prone to weather damage and not sure if it would ease road
5603478577 maintenance, other then plows or cars can't hit them ; )
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655 Not enough info
5603477648
Plans to move electrical infrastructure should be passed along to the project owner
5603477159 not the residential consumer.
5603477088 This should be included as a normal yearly upgrading
5603476922 Sounds necessary
5603476478 It’s appropriate
With any community there is always expansion which requires many plans of action to
5603475723 for logistics .
5603475540 Sounds li, e it's a priority

5603474829 Good
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918 survey
I think more thought should go into city planning. We are allowing too many residents
to locate outside populated city areas which drives up the cost of hydro service for
everyone. They should pay a premium if so many kilometres outside service areas or
5603473862 deemed remote
5603473624
5603472969 Agree
5603472352 Agreed
5603472305 Good
5603471813 Focus more on residential needs
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022
Accessibility to Hydro and expansion of service area is important for GSU business
5603470970 growth and accessibility is important for future homeowners in newly developed areas.
5603470903
5603470858
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259 Whatever.
5603470224 additional cost , is it really needed ?
This also should have been properly budgeted in the past to accommodate projected
20 years growth into the future from information derived from the Official Plan
5603469638 process, as that is now underway. Hydro should also be included in the OP process.
5603469139
5603469006 Again I think this is important but at what cost to the customer?
5603468881 No concerns.
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972
5603467479 I agree
Though it is not clear from the above description what exactly you are looking for, I
believe that new construction / subdivisions should be paying for these costs. And it is
a good idea to have investments to cover the expenses that arise maintaining meters.
Though I don't often see these needing repair or changing very often from my limited
5603467225 knowledge.
5603467000 This is critical to allow for growth.
5603466943
5603466935 Costs for new construction should be shared by new customers
5603466580 Not sure

Nice to see planning ahead and thinking bigger picture. Proactive and not reactive
5603466030 solutions. Saves on rework and waste of taxpayers dollars.
5603465791
Not sure. I would hope that some of the costs for these requests are costed back to
5603465679 MTO, etc...
connecting new clients is always important but using resources to relocate poles 5603465611 unless it's permanent - seems like a waste of money
If the City wants something move...let the City pay. Let developers and commercial pay
5603465540 also.
5603465534 Planning ahead is always more cost effective
5603465391 Is good if is done properly whit out increase the services
5603465015 It is a solid plan which addresses all individual needs as well as growing in distribution.
5603464813 Description above is confusing.
5603464464 Sounds good
Yes adding access to your system will allow individuals to have your service in more
5603464213 remote locations around the area.
5603464186 It is needed - very important.
5603463604 Inflation.
Better planning for future expansion is needed so less can be spent on adjusting the
5603463593 system for the city's growth.
5603463585
5603463411
5603463329
5603463252

5603462811
5603461947
5603461564
5603461326
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472
5603460459

As mentioned previously, I would like to see the ugly above ground poles eliminated.
Good
must be able to accept new customers and grow the business
Seems like required work.
Access is required but should not be dependent on the customer to foot the bill for
someone’s gain, they need to foot the capital cost. Developers, Road construction, etc.
Working together so everyone benifits
The construction company should pay for the relocation of the poles.
Required
Agree
Seems reasonable.

5603459797 The Road Authority s not the only one impacted by delays in requests for service.
System Access is a great idea construction is always good,expanding to new customers
5603459430 is going to be costly but it is a good idea
5603459297
5603459279 Hasn't this always been part of your plan?
5603459104
Uncertain what was not working under the previous way. Will costs decrease under the
5603459032 new proposal?
5603458172

5603458169 It’s great. We need that for sure.
5603457882 I think its a good plan
5603457731
5603457716 shouldn't you have been doing all of that before?
I have witnessed the installation of a new distribution line on Lorne Street to replace
the old antiquated line that served that area for ages, only to see all the new poles
relocated back further due to the city widening Lorne St. What a waste in investment,
time and money. If the city and GSH had of been in sync, then certainly this oversight
5603457349 would have been avoided?
5603457064
5603456932
The system should be expanded to serve new customers as much as is possible given
5603456702 the costs. More customers equals sustainability in the long term.
5603456299
5603456256 Make sure you do the right things the first time.
5603456141
To give an answer to questions like these without all the supporting technical
5603456079 information is irresponsible, in my opinion.
5603455998 Always required.
5603455871
5603455837 Good
5603455797 Ok
Not sure what to think. Road construction work seems to be digging the same roads up
5603455767 over and over, which increases costs and ends up having to have hydro redo stuff too.
5603455385
5603454856 Sounds like this is only done on request and there is no plan in place.
5603454432 Plenty of people would prefer to be with gsu over h1
5603454403
I like that it’s being done to help everyone work safely, but why is it positioned in such
5603453567 a way that it’s a hazard for jobs that you know will need to be done?
5603453519 Smart!
5603453004
5603452731
5603452618 System Access is necessary for improving and growth for our City
5603452358
Seems like a waste of money to have to respond to tickets to relocate poles, might as
5603452338 well move them to avoid more wasted money down the road.
5603451991
5603451985
5603451844
5603451498
5603451326
5603451306

I think that developers and new customers should be paying for urban sprawl costs.
Should give priority to underground connection
Seems ok.

It’s important to maintain services

5603451295 Agree
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027
As our city expands, so does the need. Adding to the current system creates a high
demand and only puts pressure on the system. The system must keep up with supply
5603450771 demands.
System access seems to be the wrong term for right of way realignment to
accommodate MTO and Roads. that is capital work that should be at the cost of the
proponent. System acess could be going underground and installing vaults and
padmounts, connecting roof top solar and metering, preparing infrastructure in new
5603450697 subdivisions.
5603450541
5603450279 Our city is growing and we need to accommodate the changes
If service is to be given to new development the developer should be responsible for
5603450209 installation cost.
5603450064 Good ,sounds like the way to go.
5603450020 good
It’s a much needed plan in order to accommodate the growing sector and upgrades to
5603449909 our infrastructure.
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798
5603448776 It seems like it is necessary work.
5603448541 If the relocation is needed, I am for it.
5603448229
5603447962
It would be beneficial to have more customers added to the system. Fixed costs spread
5603447884 out over more customers could help stabilize electricity rates.
5603447713 No comment
5603447535 No issues.
5603447469
Industry growth is important but costs (or a cost sharing model) should be incurred.
New homes in Sudbury area...I think new builds should incorporate the cost for
hookups and service. I live in an older home and will continue to do so...I don't think a
new home is part of my long term plan when there are homes available that are
5603447257 already built.
5603447111 groups or people doing construction should pay bulk of costs
5603447017 Hoping the new connects are being charged to the people requesting them.
5603447011 get it done
I think if we want to have new customers added to the plan then we have to support
5603446857 that upkeep.
Upgrading existing may be more critical than new access if population not expected to
5603446798 grow
5603446639 Not sure what my thoughts are about this

5603446477 I am hoping that GSU will be buying into a much more efficient system.
5603446164 appropriate
5603445259 sounds good
Costs to relocating poles and wires should fall on the shoulders of the Ministtry of
5603445068 Transportation, not on GSU, thus on the community.
5603444898 Sounds reasonable
5603443825 System Access, while important, should also look to discourage outward sprawl
Given that the Greater Sudbury population has not seen a noticeable increase for quite
some time, I am not sure whether there are many new residential and commercial
customers to warrant placing a higher priority on system access rather than the first
5603443180 item discussed.
The new residential and commercial customers should be located in existing service
areas. Not outside of them. I have sent this thought along to my representatives in
council. The cost to move beyond what we have is too much. There are many areas in
5603442908 town with the space for new housing and commercial. Use them first.
5603442767
5603442579 It is needed
5603442122 Its good to have better access
5603441970 Isn't this done presently?
5603441948 No thoughts
5603441922
5603441625 This should fit within conversation at Hydro ONE.
Maintain well what we have now before looking at expansion. Relocation costs should
5603441555 be recovered from the road construction projects
5603441553
I believe that its also important to consider the use of these new connections and
assets to provide backup to radial sections of the system, and areas of town without
5603441346 much redundancy.
5603441337
5603441301 This seems appropriate
the rich landowners that buy, develop and then sell for very large profits should pay for
System Access.... not the people who bought their land in developed areas, because
5603441235 someone already paid for services to be installed.
Our city is growing. Old buildings demolished and new homes are built. Efficient
5603441164 systems must be installed and maintain.
5603440961 Unclear
5603440889 none
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327 important
5603440138 Looks like a good plan
5603439968 Sounds reasonable.
5603439853
5603439755 no comments

5603439694 No comment
5603439435
Move the infrastructure underground. Build so that power-sharing from local,
distributed micro-systems can be accommodated. This way, you won't have to build
5603439374 over what's now being built.
5603438865
5603438672 fine
5603438526
I need more information to respond. This generally seems less important but if I were
5603438517 constructing a building these items might be really important to me.
sudbury is booming so of course more is needed to provide to these customers too
5603438373 much on same grid would not be good
5603438198
If you could move away from Road Authority requests and focus directly on the end
5603438086 customers needs this would be more beneficial.
Some of these costs should be put onto the developer when otherwise replacement
5603437876 would not be required.
Seems reasonable but I’d be curious to hear more about budget, number of expected
5603437869 new clients needing connection etc
5603437808 As long as it is done while keeping costs in mind
5603437462 N/A
5603437286
5603437178
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713
5603436422
5603436402
5603436260
5603436211

If the plan is going to accommodate the construction work, I believe this is a good thing.

when growth occurs, it’s important to provide service.
do what needs to be done
do more fibre to the home and recoup costs that way

the organizations that require pole relocation should pay for it
As long as cost don't sky rocket for customers like myself i don't see any negative
5603436198 impact.
5603436182 It’s very important to have access
Its a good thing as pre planning for the future needs will reduce cost for all. As the plant
5603436065 will not have to be rebuilt as often outside of end of life replacement.
system access has to be made available to new construction and in the case of road
work but how much coordination is there with the city roads and planning depts? We
5603435785 need to consolidate development not continue the spread.
5603435704 I think it's a necessary part of the plan.
5603435676
5603435567
5603435516 Fair

connecting new residence and commercial customers seems like a good strategy to
5603435405 increase business,
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953
5603434684
5603434650
5603434633
5603434520
5603434429

5603434324
5603434229
5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072
5603432896
5603432878

New construction within the city does require change. It is required for the city to grow.
Do what ever needs to be done
It is neccesary
No thoughts
I do not have enough knowledge...
Good plan

The construction work should come out of our tax paying dollars. The average house
pays a lot of taxes and it increases almost annually. New connections should pay to
have connections. If you can afford to build a brand new home the little bit more
money should not affect that. Also government should off an incentive on personal
taxes for the connect fees etc for the newly constructed homes.
I think things are maintained enough as it is
Appropriate.
Not well enough informed to provide a comment
Continue to do what you do.
I need to review
Sounds good but not that important

no comment
Not sure
More Information could of been given out at an earlier date showing the actions that
5603432846 were going to be taken....
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336
5603432321 I think that system access is important
5603432320 Doesn't seem critical.
5603432192
think long term -- move poles so that they won't have to be moved again taking into
5603432131 consideration population growth etc
City should prioritize projects and then system access budget would need to consider
5603432126 accommodating high priority projects only. Rates are already high for consumers
5603431679 Makes sense and as the city grows so do you.
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415 No thoughts

5603431206
5603430948
5603430845
5603430704
5603430549

I think it is necessary to continue building our community.
Seems reasonable.
Somewhat required, the city should focus on preventing urban sprawl
Ok if costs are taken from these new connects
New builds should he covering that cost. Not existing customers. And municipalities
5603430539 should build this expense into their budgets.
5603430295 in some areas
5603430204
5603430151 non
5603429957
No comment, except to suggest that CGS be encouraged to limit its new road
5603429934 construction, or to future-proof when planning new construction.
5603429926 Progress is unavoidable. New customers need electricity also.
5603429869
5603429798 new residential & commercial customers need to be able to access our system
As long as the City and Ministry are paying extra for these accesses, it's fine. But don't
5603429716 burden the residential customer with increased costs.
5603429715 I think it’s a good plan
5603429632
5603429477
5603429469 Seems reasonable
5603429069 Needs to be done to accommodate advancements.
5603428999 👌👌
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818 Also needs doing
5603428299 I think this is how the system should always work
I think less prioritization should be done on new installation and more on upgrades to
5603428284 the existing services
5603428213 Environmental and wildlife concerns
5603427947 Neutral
5603427903 Given this information is a necessary investment
5603427894
there are a lot of frayed lines in my area, i believe the project may be too large for the
5603427501 current team. Increasing the workforce may be necessary.
5603427500
5603427418 Appropriate.
5603427407 Works out better in the long run
5603427279 Sounds great
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965 Seems reasonable.
5603426742 Good idea, again there is a but, this work should be off peak or at night.

5603426722 Measured and appropriate.
5603426696
Companies spend too much money on surveys and planning. Just fix what you have to
5603426330 and keep the costs down.
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062 NA
5603425997 Not surw
5603425632
5603425519 Indifferent
5603425509
5603425498 Not sure.
New customers are important, pole relocations erc.. should have plenty of lead time
5603425296 built in the planning process.
5603425282 TGoodplan
5603425151
5603424779 N/A
5603424721 New system access costs should be recovered from the developer or contractors

5603424552
5603424455

5603424428
5603424375
5603424359

Perhaps find long-term solutions (e.g. placing poles farther away from roads to
accommodate future road construction) so that the customer doesn't have to pay.
Sudbury has always been in the forefront of electrical service. New Subdivisions are
cropping up all over the city. Service is essential.
those poles mostly need to be replaced old old wood. We need to grow as a
community and roads need to be wider, new development of communities so poles
need to be moved
N/a
Makes sense. Appears that all the possible variables have been considered.

5603424275 I wouldn't place as great a priority on these plans as I would for modernization.
5603424104 See if it happens
5603424060 think it’s great to get involved
5603423833 If new housing developments need access, do you have a choice but to provide it?
I hope that there are cost sharing plans in place so the GSH are not solely responsible
5603423832 for moving poles sue to construction, highways, etc.
I think its imperative. However its also important to partner with experienced
contractors, designers and consultants to ensure work is completed in conformance to
5603423779 project specifications
Not sure how this has changed from the past, but if accommodations need to be done,
5603423694 I feel the one who needs the accommodation should be fitting the bill, not GSU.
Again..old poles need to be replaced. Could we not start an underground delivery
5603423692 system, which would reduce loss of power to homes/businesses during storms?

5603423555
5603423529
5603423444
5603423345
5603423289
5603423274
5603423213
5603423207
5603423159

I don't know enough about it to comment
It’s accurate
No thoughts
Its very good!

Many residential meters are aging and devoting more time to the actual consumers
would be beneficial
Don’t like to see make work projects just for the sake of. Needs to be careful
coordination with City infrastructure departments and developers.
System access costs should be charged to the end user and not divided up throughout
the entire customer base
As long as it's not wasting tax payers money for nothing
People need electricity
Seems like an improvement that will be helpful.
ok

5603423158
5603423139
5603423091
5603423055
5603422990
5603422980
5603422792 Better effiviency
5603422441
5603422336 No Comment
5603422304
5603422162
5603422091
5603421828
5603421825
5603421648
5603421606

It helps keep things running properly, while allowing new users to be connected.
no opinion
Be nice to see some upgrades on poles
Not very critical.
Continue with what works

I think the cost ought to be borne by the developers that require the utility and not by
5603421437 current customers unless that means a future reduction of costs to current consumers.
Well, ideally Sudbury really needs to work on preventing further residential expansion
and simply concentrating further residential building in areas that are already
connected. I disagree with the "sprawl" that the city of Sudbury seems to feel is
acceptable. Your plan, as listed above, is lacking certain details. Who pays for the
relocation of poles due to road construction work? I believe that should come from the
city versus GSU. The paragraph above was unclear... In addition, with new
residential/commercial buildings, I believe the developers should be the ones paying
for the majority of the connections. Why should I be paying for it? How does a new
5603421204 neighbourhood benefit me?
5603421194 I think the majority of these costs should be paid by the agencies that request the work.
Investments to accommodate construction, and commercial customers should be
5603421054 funded entirely by these people and not the public.
5603420964

5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
5603420669
5603420653
5603420609
5603420522
5603420498
5603420448

5603420413
5603420362
5603420333
5603420325
5603420318

No comment

None
Good plan!
Just part of continuing to provide service to the customers
The description is pretty vague
Sounds reasonable from what I understood
This is important, but would understandably require less investment
How many new customers are we talking about here? Our population is not growing. In
fact, our aging population and declining birth rates support the opposite. I find this
difficult to comprehend...
It is good to grow customer base
Supported but for moving hydro lines for road construction there may be government
assistance. Sure your on top of that.
Required to expand revenue
Unsure

Improved system access is important to maintain equity for all customers/consumers,
5603420310 especially those in rural areas, and to aid in commercial development in our area.
5603420277
5603420127
make the new customers pay a premium for creating an unnecessary need for new
5603420107 systems
5603420098
5603419712
5603419653 Seems reasonable and appropriate.
Accommodation for road work and new connections are important, but the changes to
5603419643 the distribution system needed were not outlined.
5603419630 good
5603419541 manage priorities and keep the consumer satisfied
5603419457 I believe it is a great idea
5603419244
5603419241 Knowing that moving piles it a necessity at times it makes sense to invest in such things.
5603419176 If we want to city to grow, new lines must be put in.
It’s important especially as someone who owns a home an outlying town and may want
5603419081 to move to another outlying town like Azilda or Chelmsford in the future.
5603419076 Good
It is important to be able to service all customers new and old in a timely manner.
5603419062 Cooperation with the city and ministry of transportation is vital to being able to do so
5603418993
5603418922 i think it will mean people will be able to have access to faster connections.
5603418809 I feel as this doesn’t entirely concern me

5603418776
5603418743
5603418726

If the city is growing, then it would seem appropriate for the city to subsidize some of
the cost.
Sounds okay
NA
I can live with it
I believe it’s fine if other agency’s within the community has access to the system only
5603418530 if it’s for maintenance purposes.
5603418438 No comment
5603418313
5603418312 Sounds like the right idea.
5603418680
5603418602
5603418597
5603418555

Temporarily relocating poles seems wasteful. While I certainly don't have any
5603418297 suggestions, I'd like to see a new methodology that would not require this.
5603418213 Does the city pay anything towards this?
5603418188 It all seems very logical and necessary.
5603418130
There have been a decreasing number of building permits both for industrial and
residential development, and how much of that is born by the developer? What is the
5603418072 trend of Road Authority work?
5603418043
5603417809 Time change and do does process.
5603417694
5603417633 No thoughts
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341 it seems like a required action
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
5603416918
5603416811
5603416754
5603416608
5603416583
5603416564
5603416490
5603416486

I hope costs to connect new customers are not subsidized by other ratepayers
again, it sounds wonderful as long as my bills don't increase
It has to be done
have no problem with system access.
ok
like more in-depth info

5603416464 New subdivision builders should be willing to pay more towards the system access costs
5603416457
It is great plan to accommodate day to day commute on our roads and it increases in
5603416431 our business Travellers coming into the north
5603416407 Yes

5603416260 Seems legit
5603416254
5603416203 very good
5603416201
5603416159 Ideal for inter-utitily-municipality communication
With increased roadwork it will take all organizations working together to achieve
5603416109 efficiency. With that being said I support it.
5603416084 Idk
5603416009
5603415935 Sounds good 5603415933 Manageable.
5603415816
5603415813 Good.
If the work needs to be done then it has to be done. If moving off of city property for
5603415771 development charges could be considered for the developer
5603415694
5603415691 Required for growth.
Did you not historically do this in the past? Don't new customers pay fees to connect to
5603415582 the system?
5603415574 City, MTO etc. should support some of these costs
5603415438 Very important
5603415390 City should plan ahead for development giving GSH planning possibilities.
5603415384 If needed good
5603415317
5603415275 Planning ahead saves time and money .
5603415206 Greatservice
5603415152
5603415115 Good
5603415023 Important
5603414966
5603414845 Good plan to be proactive, knowing priorities in advance.
5603414803 Looks like an improvement
5603414732
5603414640 good
5603414639 NA
5603414539 Makes sense
5603414527 New customer base adds new revenue streams
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361 An obvious necessity due to growth in municipalities.
5603414336 More of tax payers money being thrown around.
5603414320
5603414291 Distribution should be underground. No ifs ands or buts.
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246

5603414236
5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147
5603414145
5603414139
5603414130
5603414129
5603414108

Should be paid for by people requesting this access, not general taxpayers, through
development charges for new construction or other levies, etc.
sound investment
Some of the costs should be covered by the construction companies.
It is very important that safety is a consider
Need more information
Seems reasonable.
Make the city and MTO pay for the pole relocations during construction work.
n/a

Old wooden poles and view obstructions and for road widening purposes I believe this
5603414061 is a requirement to moving forward in a more modernized efficient city.
I think its important to expand. But less important to accommodate road construction.
What is in right now should be the focus, expansion is less necessary. For certain
construction projects, there should be some accommodations, but not all.
Okay i suppose
The look of the city has to be maintained and as well as the safety
Good so far

5603414054
5603414015
5603414014
5603414007
5603413980
5603413943 It appears to be required
Developers should pay 100% of costs of new service requests. MTO should pay 100%
5603413928 of costs for their requests.
5603413916
5603413836 Yes focus on ministry of transportation as our roads are soooo bad.
5603413823 important
5603413793 Make sense
5603413561 Good
5603413527
5603413425 very important
5603413398 Na
5603413304 It’s good
5603413266
5603413242
Shouldn't the cost of moving the poles to build roads be borne by the road budget
rather than by electricity consumers? In general, we spend too much on roads and
5603413235 charge too few user fees for those.
Great idea - as mentioned earlier, having access to equipment is very important and
can make the process much faster for the workers as well as the customers without
5603413130 power when there is an outage.
5603413123 Great idea
5603412976
5603412954 Makes sense
5603412832 All part of the system!

Let the City do it themselves, perhaps Hydro EEs time is best spent elsewhere or
5603412802 farmed out to subcontractors at lower rates than Hydro EEs.
5603412791 Awesome
5603412784
I believe as poles are removed that a plan should be developed to have more
5603412734 underground cables.
5603412685 Construction work should be covering the costs of this.
5603412610
5603412608
Sudbury desperately needs road work, sounds like this is necessary to assist with
5603412601 accommodating other projects.
5603412540 None
Relocation of poles is necessary to accommodate the evolution of our city. It would be
a perfect world if we could eliminate poles and place everything below ground....but I
am sure costs and other factors make this difficult or near impossible.
Very good
Great thoughts
Makes sense

5603412522
5603412521
5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484 no comments
This is important as infrastructure upgrades to the Sudbury area for traffic, and green
traffic initiatives requires more space, and communication upgrades also require more
5603412440 pole space.
5603412421 It’s a good plan
Updating all electricity meters should be a priority since most can be in accurate, my
main house where ive been for 6 months i used barely anything all lights off things
5603412420 unplugged that are not required and still got a 150 dollar hydro bill..
5603412397 For safety I am sure it has to be done
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
5603412366
5603412332
5603412329
5603412313

Makes sense, we must move forward to make other things easier in the long run
Good
Somethings have to be done.
I have no thoughts on this system access

5603412304
5603412202
5603412201
5603412170
5603412145
5603412144
5603412142
5603412138

connecting new customers, residential and commercial, allows for positive growth
Has to be done.
It is a necessary expense
don't know enough about it to say
Necessary

5603412132
5603412130
5603412104
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984
5603411980
5603411957

All improvements are important.
As we grow, so too must the infrastructure.
It could be more efficiently invested
Very appropriate.
They’re good plans

Road construction is a major issue in this city and I’m happy to hear that your company
5603411953 will make that easier for our city.
5603411935
5603411918 Would be great to share costs
5603411908
The infrastructure will always be changing - usually for the better. Why impede
5603411870 improvement?
5603411867
5603411844 Reasonable
5603411829 I support it
5603411827
5603411805 Not sure
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748
5603411747 None at this time but these new projects need to incur a large portion of the cost.
5603411691 No excuses get the job done
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581
Seems like a waste. More planning inline with MTO and Council long term
5603411548 infrastructure plans is needed.
5603411442 Again I would be concerned with budgets.
5603411362 thats fine
5603411357
Reasonable. Costs associated with relocation should be charged to the authority which
5603411323 required the work.
5603411291 Seems right!
5603411283
5603411258 Can't comment on that little information.
5603411254 Good for everyone
5603411241 not a new customer
5603411181 Better planning for the future
5603411159 Are there ways to recoup some costs from city or construction companies?
5603411156 Sounds appropriate

5603411083 Not much can be said
5603411056
I can only assume that we employ staff that would carefully weigh each decision on
5603411014 these expenditures
new customers/ construction should be required to pay a portion of relocation/hookup
5603410980 fees
5603410979 I’m unclear on the necessity for changes here.
5603410892 I think it logical.
5603410873 Excellent Important to ensure all new customers have access
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818 New customers need to be connected!
5603410806 No comments
Not much to ponder about, other than its good to answer or entertain any form of
5603410800 requests.
5603410789
5603410772
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627
5603410621

It seems you are looking at paying for stuff that maybe the city should be paying for.
It isn't very clear or show me what I need.
Good job.
Again short term pain for long term gains .
Providing the services where they're needed...sounds appropriate.
I have none

Increase the cost to private companies seeking improvements or to the federal
5603410600 government (MTO) to accommodate the cost to the utility regarding the changes.
5603410517 No comment
You're not describing your plan. Your plan includes investment to accommodate
construction work, connect new résidents and commercial customers and maintain...
5603410516 This is already being done.
5603410512
5603410503
5603410498
5603410494
5603410492

It’s important to be able to give access to people who might not have access now
I understand the System Access, but don't necessarily agree with it.
None
No opinion

Why would you move poles when the better way is underground ? Moving poles for
5603410475 road plans is not connecting new customers. This is just the bucket you distribute costs
5603410464
5603410430 priority for everybody
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426
5603317885 it needs to be done
5603308258 Better to be customer focussed

Sudbury hydro needs more clients in order to stay in business therefore it's needs to be
5603300117 competitive and accessible
5603296288 what is system access
If relocation is requested, who pays for it. Relocation is different from connecting new
5603295897 customers. One entails a cost, the other revenue.
5603244359 Your plans for system access are good.
5603218091 I don't see this as something that is needed.
5603206447
It's not only the requests of others that have to be covered, but also internal
5603199464 requirements must be met, within reason.
5603180939 Great plan
5603168548 This plan makes sense.
5603166129 The plan is ok.
Be more proactive, consult with CGS and sit at the table to understand which roads are
being proposed to have work done for the next 3-5 years so GSH can plan ahead on
5603162489 which work will need to be done beforehand.
Seeing as there is always new development, the service needs to accomodate the
5603150367 growth
5603101900
5603091597 no coment
5603086522 .
5603078647
Very appropriate given the growth of new residential and commercial construction
5603047716 projects
5603046498
5603043646 sounds good?
5603029144 the plan appears to be reasonable
5603026349 NA
Important to keep all connected as well as adhering to municipal and provincial
5603023072 requests.
it gives me a headache to think of the wasted money that we as a consumer will end up
5603005636 paying for
5603003964 havinng more access to connect new customers makes sense
5602998900 sounds very positive.
5602985471 Sounds good.
New customers generate new income which would help offset cost for any upgrades or
5602981075 infrastructure needed.
5602978210 Wonderful.
5602957258 Let's go
Yes the is much needed in Sudbury because the roads need to be widened and
5602957247 attended to. Things like system access should not hold the road authority back.

It is a given that all new construction requires electricity hook up. If builders choose to
build in more costly areas to hook up they should cover the additional costs. They
should be aware ahead to time where to most costly areas and lesser ones are so they
can make an informed decision. When relocating or replacing poles, putting wiring
5602950802 underground should be considered and done where feasible.
5602947157
5602943012 this is good
5602938777 everyone in the Grater City of Sudbury,should be a customer.
5602933094
5602891031
5602875841 it sounds like a necessary part of day to day operations
5602874114 This is very important
5602861395
5602861079 Good improved
5602840206 Again, do what needs doing to provide appropriate service.
5602830812
5602829706 Sounds good.
5602828619
New customers should pay for required connections. Moving poles to accommodate
5602824787 new roads is stupid when the existing roads are not adequately maintained.
5602817573

5602793115
5602787510
5602784569
5602776030
5602770157
5602730365
5602663819
5602646471
5602643955
5602637654
5602633107
5602625613

From what I understand, you would be the central system access through investment
rather provincial offices? Or would you additionally add investments to accommodate
additional construction work, connect new residential and commercial customers and
maintain electricity meters? Again this depends on WHO the investors are. If
'investors' include families who are unable to afford more for basic services such as low
income and middle working class families, then you are creating a plan that is only
affordable to higher pay scale residents. Also, I do not agree with one corporation
being a central system we pay more dollars into to create when we are already tax
paying into provincially managed services.
This is money that has to be spent
Please do what you can to leave wildlife untouched by any maintenance or upgrades.
Please plant a tree for every tree uprooted
N/A
Smart decision.
I can understand the need to respond to requests from the Road Authority and the
need to connect new customers.
Sounds good.
This is a necessity.
Good plan
Very important towards growth and development and advancement of our community,
for new builds both commercial and residential.
Necessary

Co-ordination with the Road Authority should continue with the proviso that if GSU
identifies a deficiency in it's system, action on the deficiency should not be
unreasonably delayed by inaction on the part of the Road Authority. We are all aware
that the deficiencies in the road infrastructure in Sudbury far out strip the city's
financial ability to address them all in a timely fashion. ERGO, upon identifying a
deficiency in need of action in which the Road Authority has a stake, GSU should
propose an action plan for it's responsible portion along with a start and completion
date and request a response from the Road Authority indicating whether it is able to coordinate it's Road work in a joint plan. If not, GSU should go ahead with it's plan and
lock in it's contruction plan, with the input from the Road Authority vis a vie location of
GSU assets vis a vie the road. The inability of on sister agency to take action should not
preclude the GSU from moving forward with it's own plan when said renewal plan is
5602608989 deemed critical or necessary.
5602607435 ok
5602600365 GOOD
5602576572
It's relevant to provide information to customers and also new customers relating to
5602574661 the system access. The more info we have the better input we can provide.
GREAT news it's about time the poles we have now look's awful and leaning to much
on the one side old . get rid off them good for fire wood sell them to public for cheap
perfect
It seems to be a necessity to keep everyone connected
I think they should reduce the costs and save consumers money

5602563831
5602562741
5602561570
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
5602531729 Good plan
5602528955 NA
Also necessary... theres a lot of changes happening within sudbury when it comes to
5602524379 construction.
5602522408 a
5602521403 great
5602520985 Needs to be done
5602515923 what else can you do, but go with it?
5602515517 too brief to have an opinion
5602507768 Amazing and a necessity.
5602502045 Yes, agree. Poles have to move, new customers have to be connected.
5602479438
5602435869 Makes sense.
5602433596 As long where not affect and have to pay the cost to have it done

cost sharing arrangements should be negotiated with road authorities for relocations.
5602429989 for example, 50/50 sharing on relocation for labour, equipment, etc.
5602412735 Seems logical.

5602403584
5602401086 This seems to be a modest and reasonable plan.
Move poles ? ? Rid yourselves of poles. Also - Road Construction work ?? In Sudbury ??
They cannot fill the potholes fast enough. Refer to above comments on administration
5602397224 versus management.
How many new customers are anticipated, really, with such low growth? Or are you
5602391819 thinking more long-term, e.g. if we have population influx due to climate change?
System access should work with the Road Authority and new developments to ensure
5602390182 that lines are buried and there isn't a duplication of work.
We are impatiently waiting for electricity on New Cobden Extention on the west end of
5602389243 Vermillion Lake
Why bother accommodating the city until they actually provide citizens with some
5602385852 roads, as opposed to pot-hole-filled deathtraps?
Since Stats Canada anticipates less than 5000 new homes will be built in Sudbury for
the next 30 years, I think any new hook ups should be paid for by the contractors, while
customer changes should be automated, to reduce all associated costs. The ministry of
transportation, of course must pay for any costs related to pole relocation for road
construction. For provincial highways this cost should not be downloaded to the local
5602381543 level.
5602378220 See my answer to # 11
5602367643 Status quo
5602360702 We can't maintain the current system. Why are we encouraging more sprawl.
5602359591
If we want this city to grow, residentially and commercially, we hsve to ensure low cost
and available distribution of power to ensure growth is not hampered by unavailable
5602356970 infrastructure.
5602351642
5602351466 sounds like a great idea
5602328231
They should pay the bulk of the cost, esp. far flung developments that are only
5602326214 worsening our sever sprawl problem. Keep it tight.
5602322086 Sounds good
5602321699
5602317911 Sudbury cant grow without hydro leading the way when planning new sub divisions
I feel that the people who are building new residential and commercial properties
should be responsible for paying for the fees associated with accessing the system;
5602316275 same goes for roadwork.
5602307819 Users should pay.
5602307401 Relocation for existing poles yes. New that promotes urban sprawl, no.
5602297738 na
More communication with Road Authority necessary. Don’t waste resources having to
5602284632 move something after the fact. Well thought out planning is needed.
5602284106 Not enough info provided to make a reasonable comment

As long as the transit system remains unsatisfactory and unable to increase ridership,
there will be a demand for more roads and widening existing roads. I would also
expect some component of system access to include the distribution of charging
5602281803 stations for electric vehicles.
5602275012 Appropriate
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959 sounds good
5602261620 Not sure
5602259545 Must be done.
Some of the costs, such as construction work, seem the costs should be covered by
5602256745 other parties.
5602253330 Cost sharing between city, developers, new customers.
5602253307 Don't know
5602249717
5602243196 do developers off set the costs of large scale additions to the grid?
5602187910
5602157586 Keep the access .
5602106178
5602102950 VERY IMPORTANT
Agree on this approach. While having to respond to infrastructure relocation,
assessments should be taken into consideration on how to optimise or maximise
5602101458 system access in the process.
5602066769 Development costs need to be allocated to developers
Accommodating the construction work insures commercial and residential customers
5601996619 can get connected.
5601910195 Na
5601885863 new customers (developers) should cover most (if not all) of the cost
5601875625 Good
This is a good approach as it reduces the inconvenience and extra spending to relocate
5601874109 infrastructure.
5601853784 seems appropriate
We have had construction in our neighborhood and they had to use our power to use
5601688323 their tools. Giving access to more people is mandatory.
5601681107
5601653127 Sounds good
I think it is a good idea and will accommodate all the construction work as well a new
5601642435 residential and commercial customers.
5601521920 It's important for our city to grow and access is required to do so.
5600934776 This is key to ensure that the city is able to evolve and grow.
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Respondent ID
5608774731
5608392240
5608391622

How critical would you
say investments in the
System Access
are? Would you say ...
Response
Why do you give it this rating?
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5608387388 Very Critical
5608318089 Somewhat Critical

5608259448 Can't Rate
5608245418
5608235127 Somewhat Critical
5608232580 Not Very Critical
5608231956 Not Very Critical
5608220418 Very Critical
5608217930
5608214170
5608205903 Can't Rate
5608203094
5608199027
5608194623
5608187209
5608151209
5608146413
5608127771
5608118280
5608115667
5608111878

Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5608109096
5608101940
5608095922
5608039628
5608038016
5608034410
5608027935

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

I believe that it is very important for everyone to have fairness.

My understanding of system access is that the Utility is
"prebuilding " for new customer access or accommodating
construction outside of what the utility needs to distribute
power. I believe these costs should be recoverable by the Utility

Cost of relocating poles should not be sudbury hydros
responsibility.
Thses needs appear to be mandatory.

Can not give any opinion because I do not know what accounts
for the costs.
Thses costs should be pid by those recieving the upgrade or those
who sprawl into new neighborhoods.
because its needed

It is important
It will stream line things that are already being done
We need the system but it has to be protected from hackers and
similar people
To keep up with changes happening today

5608020873
5608018568 Can't Rate
5608002775
5607981932
5607973614
5607971273
5607966268
5607958422
5607957588
5607946663
5607936513
5607934862
5607923175

5607918892
5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018
5607838698
5607829881

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

things needs to be done otherwise you are looking for problems
stay on top of long term projections

Very Critical

It’s important

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

the company needs to conform to these requests

I believe when moving poles & wires to accommodate roads and
developers there should be fees charged to offset these costs

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5607829767 Somewhat Critical
5607829662 Somewhat Critical
5607825947
5607821194
5607806892 Can't Rate

5607806037
5607801688
5607795857
5607779308
5607770311
5607763278
5607754971
5607735776
5607727406

cant rate

Can't Rate
Very Critical

if there is a good system upgrade but the system remains poor to
transport or to access residents or business, it wouldn’t be
effective. Both go along together

To be honest, I believe you may need to make all these changes
but the rates keep going up. I believe the real problem is the big
salaries at the top. Cut those substantially and I would have no
complaint about the actual costs to run Hydro

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

investments will keep our progress moving forward
Access to the grid is crucial for development of any kind.
Because its 2019. We need electricity

Can't Rate
Not Very Critical

N/A
I explained it above in number 10

5607724671 Very Critical
5607713316 Can't Rate

We all pay in the end so keeping costs in check benefit us all.
Accommodating road construction is very important in Sudbury,
but not as critical as other priorities.

5607711806
5607697810 Somewhat Critical
5607691675 Not Very Critical
5607683177 Very Critical

5607622800 Very Critical
5607622170 Somewhat Critical
5607618549 Not Very Critical
5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482
5607589576

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Expansion can be a bad thing
Very critical so the end consumer dowsnt see the whole cost
Resources and funding aren't always easy or economical.
Making informed decisions and constructing, upgrading etc....
ahead of needs is always a good option. Living in Alberta, i saw
many projects where the infrastructure was built years or more in
advance, preparing for future development. It always seemed
like a good plan
3
See this as critical but not as critical as maintaining delivery to
current customers.
When it’s necessary

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5607588238 Somewhat Critical
5607575700 Somewhat Critical
5607574089 Very Critical
5607569996
5607569944
5607569136
5607550925
5607547354
5607544770
5607542750
5607529159
5607525394

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5607521668
5607521205
5607520712
5607520658
5607517990
5607501898
5607500927

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

It is critical, but it depends on growth. I said 'somewhat' because
to me "very critical" speaks more about preventing a crisis in the
city affecting the greater population
because i believe it
If you invest, fine. Don’t charge me more so you can invest
Needs to be done.
New poles and meters needed to give a curate service

you will hinder development in other areas as well

It is about making sure you are staying updated with new homes,
businesses and overall, maintaining to keep things safe
.

See above.
Balanced investments.

5607497985 Somewhat Critical
5607497711
5607497501 Very Critical
5607497480 Not Very Critical
5607496953
5607496836
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931
5607392196

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical

5607369858 Very Critical
5607356998

5607356693 Not Very Critical
5607307048 Very Critical
5607289714
5607261674 Somewhat Critical

5607155401
5607148829
5607138145
5607126826
5607118162
5607109518

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5607070174 Very Critical
5607066340 Somewhat Critical
5606960772
5606866592 Somewhat Critical
5606866519 Not Very Critical
5606865564 Somewhat Critical
5606862426
5606848133 Somewhat Critical
5606821110 Somewhat Critical

I’m not sure. Was going to say not very critical because customers
pay to access hydro.

Because maintaining and repairing is more important than
expanding.
Renewal is more important. Preparing for future customers
shouldn't take away from this.

To offer the best system available

As I stated above, if these investments in the system access are
needed to connect new customers (residential and commercial),
accommodate construction work and maintain electricity meters,
I agree that it’s very critical to invest into these matters.

This seems to be ongoing work. There will always be new
construction to accommodate and requests through the city.

ther will allways be the need for this as construction carries on
important to connect new customers and to work with the
city/construction crews but, due to the nature of system access,
is not the bulk of the work or expenditures
good

Important for the future of Sudbury

You have to keep building your system with new customers.

Again, pass this along to the developers, not the existing
customers.

As noted above system access can be important but I don’t
believe that it rises to the critical level

5606778350 Somewhat Critical
5606775700 Can't Rate
5606729929

Moving poles for construction helps make all services better.
don't know current condition

5606707543 Very Critical
5606704822 Very Critical
5606701343 Very Critical

to ensure proper connection and distribution to the new system.
I beleive the company needs to move forward
New technologies

5606697662 Not Very Critical
5606697542 Very Critical
5606695838 Somewhat Critical
5606693342
5606683447
5606679199
5606668545
5606609047
5606582883
5606565661
5606544873

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5606530149
5606529390
5606521578
5606515031

Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical

5606498033 Not Very Critical
5606457870 Very Critical
5606377731 Somewhat Critical
5606374916 Very Critical
5606368851 Not Very Critical
5606362865
5606358921

People wanting electrical access to areas that aren’t serviced
should be covering those costs. If a developer wants to build,
then that developer should pay to get the electricity there. I don’t
want to be supporting new residential areas that cut down forests
by paying for them to be able to get electricity. If they want
electricity, they should pay for it or build on land that already
serviced and not being used.
I see it as a high priority.
We must keep up with the changes while attempting to keep
costs down.
all residents need access
Connectivity is essential.

I consider this to be an automatic.

If the investment in System Access is mainly to cover the road
work then I stand by my statement above. If the majority is to
connect new customers then I might amend my assessment to
Somewhat Critical as today's society is dependent on electricity
for 95% of general living.
It is required
seemed reasonable
important for the economy
I agree about the needed upgrades. Whether we agree or not our
prices will continue to go up.
See above. You can't fix, maintain or repair without investing in
planning and preparation.
Costs have to be considered in order to upgrade wisely. Don't
waste money or resources
Again, it depends who pays.

5606358297 Somewhat Critical
5606352864
5606349846
5606338466 Very Critical

5606333428 Not Very Critical
5606313190 Somewhat Critical
5606305765 Not Very Critical
5606291857
5606282880

There is more opportunity to be flexible in how you meet these
needs than with maintaining reliability of existing infrastructure

Like I said above, it is an individuals choice to where they live, and
if they live where their are no power lines or it is more expensive
that is there issue not the tax payers. Additionally, no funding or
work should be done for temporary jobs like construction that is
not the cities concern that is the companies for getting large
generators if required.
Seems like it is someone else's problem.
hard to predict anything about access.

5606276523
5606270446
5606246635
5606243694
5606240215
5606235091
5606227560
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207
5606138657
5606136667
5606135737
5606133735
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Everyone should have access to hydro and I’m hopeful that
eventually all highways will get street lights making it safer for
night driving since city refuses to fix our roads properly.
What is critical to some isn't critical to others.
do not think it is totally urgent to do it all immediately.

Very Critical
Very Critical

It can improve economjic development.
Keep the grid operational with less power outages

Somewhat Critical

Maybe other companies or agencies could share the cost

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Should of never installed the time of day meters

Very Critical

5606117473
5606077871
5606050032
5606046919
5606027567

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

see above
It is not the top of priorities and I would assume occurs less than
maintenance of equipment does.

5606019346 Somewhat Critical
5606007319
5606003891 Somewhat Critical

.
NEED TO SEE WORK PLAN IS FOLLOWED THROUGH
It seems to me the existing infrastructure repair is a bit more of a
priority, and this should certainly be next.
system reliability is top priority

5605999905 Somewhat Critical

5605999230 Somewhat Critical
5605997788 Not Very Critical
5605954398
5605944845 Very Critical

5605944757
5605943593
5605935878
5605929744
5605898796
5605895298
5605889475
5605888440
5605877568

Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

5605859907 Not Very Critical
5605857712 Not Very Critical
5605842218 Very Critical
5605834173 Somewhat Critical
5605827346 Very Critical

5605825610 Not Very Critical
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923
5605770359 Somewhat Critical
5605766635 Somewhat Critical

It’s important to expand the way people can get energy brought
to their home but it not a very pressing matter I find.
New construction is less critical than than having large failures
and outages

Everything needs replacing but consumers will be bearing the cost

I don’t want to bear the cost of this, and I know that is exactly
what is going to happen. I know your staff will get wage increases,
you want new vehicles and computers, etc as well. When can I
afford a brand new car and computer? When you keep gouging us
like every utility Person guess I can’t. You have a surplus of our
money. What did you do with the billions of dollars you made
over the years? Stop getting wage increases that are unjust, then
expect us to just keep forking over the money in fake rate
increases, and expect us not to bitch about it.
Seems like a need to do .. not so much a nice to have
To be ahead before major system failures
Great investment
If upgrade required? Do it.
Customers need access. Period.

You have the funds if you allocate properly what we the
customers have been paying you. Check your top end. That’s
where funds are being misappropriated.
I would think that these costs would be passed on to the parties
requiring this work.
This is needed for growth within Sudbury. Growth reduces
overall costs of the city's functioning abilities.
You must have a reliable system first before you can attract new
customers!
It’s the right approach.
BECAUSE DROPPING A POLE IN THE GROUND DOSEN'T TAKE AN
ENGINEERING DEGREE, IT JUST TAKE A GOOD LINESMAN OLD
FASHION KNOWLEDGE

N/A
More concerned with residentia use.

5605762727 Somewhat Critical
5605754961
5605751987
5605736775
5605720737
5605715168
5605711665
5605710753
5605701839
5605697401

5605696231
5605693202
5605692713
5605691499
5605689578
5605688115
5605671879

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

Harmony is desirable.....the better all of you get along the better
things get done
usually you should be making money for this work so that inturn
should pay for this part
Better access is less costly long term
Do what is needed

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Not informed enough to rate.

Can't Rate

Not enough information provided. A survey like this cannot
produce a summary of the opinion of WELL-INFORMED people. It
will provide some numbers (avargea ranking from 1 to 5) that
would be essentially meaningless. Politicians like to play with
numbers like this to argue that consultations were made. I know
these lines may only be transcribed by a machine or read only by
people with little power to do anything but you are asking my
opinion...

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605668215 Somewhat Critical
5605667945 Very Critical
5605649793
5605643288 Somewhat Critical
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605

It is without a doubt
why not
Required to continue to support the economy (new customers
means new homes or businesses which generates construction
jobs at a minimum)
We have to invest in our assets in order to meet the demands.

5605545450 Very Critical

Depends on the quality of the planning and urgency of the
request. I am assuming delays can be tolerated to help push
expenditures out if required?
if people don't have access to electricity in nowadays it's a
significant problem; almost everything needs electricity

5605539178 Somewhat Critical

If the city/province invested more in reducing the number of cars
on road through providing effective public transportation our
roads would be more than adequate. We cannot keep up with
our current infrastructure - why expand?

5605551802 Somewhat Critical

5605519256 Not Very Critical
5605513558 Not Very Critical
5605508744
5605506200
5605504568
5605482165
5605477871
5605474132
5605465929
5605450050
5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747
5605416220

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

for environment concerns of rampant widespread expansion

Very Critical

Future

Very Critical

Everything costs money.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605415683 Somewhat Critical
5605410634
5605404971
5605399087 Somewhat Critical

5605395655 Very Critical
5605338455 Somewhat Critical
5605326811 Somewhat Critical
5605324793
5605323531
5605323310
5605321593
5605318701
5605318102
5605317490
5605315159
5605311781
5605291825
5605286962

It seems to me that Sudbury hasn't grown population wise to
equal the cost of investment in the system access.
Good to connect to customers.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Without access the work can't be done.
customers should not be responsible for increasing system access
- developer should.

Keep down future expenditures
You started something good when you put Hundreds of SOLAR
PANELS in a EMPTY FIELD on the left side of the highway going
towards CAPREOL, Ontario !!! Would also be a perfect ideal if
you can find a huge property to put SLOAR PANELS to provide
standby electricity for Flour Mill Area up to corner of Lasalle BLVD
& Notre-Dame Ave. !!! Also do the exact same thing to provide
standby electricity for West End, Gatchell Area & possibly even
Copper Cliff Area !!!
It is need to grow the community
in order to keep up with new developments, it is a necessary step.
Some new area are built by neglecting their negative
environmental impacts

Very important to accommodate new customers

Expansion
Everybody needs dependable power.

5605274533 Somewhat Critical

5605270154
5605265287
5605260496
5605260445
5605253943
5605253232
5605239806

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605230815
5605227438
5605223663
5605222107
5605221688

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5605208036 Not Very Critical
5605196421 Very Critical
5605193279 Somewhat Critical
5605189004
5605188579
5605145259
5605128315
5605126505

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605124841 Somewhat Critical
5605123235 Somewhat Critical
5605122768 Somewhat Critical
5605121295 Somewhat Critical
5605116822 Can't Rate

Because this is a good step in the right direction. It appears to be
a better system than what is currently in place
I find in our area, the poles are quite far from major/minor roads
that it should not cause any issues during construction season. If
there truly is a need to move these poles, upgrade as needed, just
not in anticipation as this may cost the company money when it's
not truly needed.
N/A
You have to keep up to new development.
It is necessary.
Necessary
Relocating poles to accommodate road construction work doesn't
seem right. If the lines were buried, it may reduce the need to
do this???

We must keep up with the technology!
Progress you can't stop it.
i don't see how it makes sense to have to spend money to help
the region. i'm not trying to sound angsty or whatever, but
seriously... why should GSU have to pay to move power lines and
so on when the city wants to change their location? if the city
came to me and said "we want to move your house 10 feet back
from the street and you're going to have to pay for it", well... that
wouldn't fly.
it is needed for future users
Investment now keeps a system working well and prevents
problems in the future.
Ease for new construction and saves money down the road.
Yes

System Access Investment is an important part of the overall
electrical distribution system.
Spend intelligently. Wants and needs are different.
it needs to be properly funded to assist whith changing times and
changing needs
Some work is necessary for, say, construction, and meters need
to be functioning properly.

5605115345 Very Critical

5605114112 Somewhat Critical
5605112772 Somewhat Critical
5605110526 Somewhat Critical
5605105613
5605102632 Somewhat Critical
5605099908 Somewhat Critical
5605097643
5605096234 Somewhat Critical
5605095826 Somewhat Critical
5605093147
5605076106 Very Critical

5605062132
5605054024
5605037259
5605033990
5604977142
5604972361
5604971290

Somewhat Critical

Delivery and upkeep plus expansion to service other areas is likely
to meet the needs and maintain increase customer satisfaction.
More customers should generate an increase in cash flow.
Sudbury is not projected to grow in population.

It does not benefit everyone. Appears to be mostly costs for new
customers
This doesn’t have as big an impact on existing clients.
If a construction project requires relocation of existing service the
contract, it GSU customers, should pay.

You can’t make future developments without power availability.
We all need to budget wisely and with taxes ever increasing, an
increase on your end will push many into poverty.

Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical

Because costs will inevitably devolve onto customers

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Same as last segment 00

5604970615 Somewhat Critical
5604970509 Very Critical
5604969420
5604964729
5604950035
5604936179
5604931460
5604924668
5604915293
5604909239
5604905767
5604883728
5604883529
5604872872

They - Rd authority, etc., are customers too

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604867918 Somewhat Critical
5604867813 Somewhat Critical
5604867754

TO ATTRACT NEW BUSINESS AND EXPAND RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTY.

Needed, but it's perhaps not as high priority as previous one.

It needs to shown that it is needed
It enough info to form opinion

Must move along with times.

I give those rating because you need to accomadate new
customers and workers

5604859615 Somewhat Critical
5604858779
5604851827 Somewhat Critical
5604848208
5604839413
5604837274
5604835309
5604826591
5604825747

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604821304 Very Critical
5604819422

5604819196 Somewhat Critical
5604818609 Somewhat Critical
5604815539 Somewhat Critical

5604811533 Very Critical
5604803318 Can't Rate
5604795035 Very Critical
5604792676 Very Critical
5604763520 Not Very Critical
5604757859 Somewhat Critical

5604753267 Somewhat Critical
5604748154 Somewhat Critical
5604745166 Not Very Critical
5604732195
5604728491
5604725181
5604722046
5604712345
5604710647

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

Have to keep the system current.
The need will be there if we continue to grow.
Not that many new customers / new constructions are planned.
important component of distribution
Again, needs to be done

Better communication between external parties should be a
priority because re-doing work is inefficient and costly.
As I mentioned in the previous question you have to be ready to
tap into potential new revenue stream's. As the City tries to
attract new businesses and therefore new resident's we have to
be ready to hook them up to th essential utility's that they will
need.
I think it is important in invest in system access so a great number
of consumers can be on the system.
Priority should be based on following the city plans
As we move to an electric economy, we need to make these
investments to prepared for the additional demand and increase
in point source private and/or residential generation using solar,
wind and geothermal technologies..
Build a lager base to support the capital investments and keep
rates lower for customers.
to provide security for the system
Priority should be present customers, then new customers.
Less critical because I assume that weaknesses here don't result
in emergency (costly) repairs
Is the city growing in population enough? I see some new
subdivisions going up but will our growth rate/economy require a
large investment over the next several years?
Growth is important but who pays is the question
if ongoing it should not be a critical investement
planning and coordinating system access is necessary to control
costs

Sounds good. Very necessary for new construction.

5604695107
5604694190 Very Critical
5604693305 Very Critical
5604681552 Not Very Critical
5604665547

5604660921 Very Critical
5604650745
5604648056
5604645011
5604644641
5604617929
5604580830
5604579320
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282
5604572516
5604567581
5604565759
5604564384

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604564110 Somewhat Critical
5604562235 Can't Rate
5604559118 Can't Rate
5604558353 Somewhat Critical
5604556311 Somewhat Critical
5604550977
5604548452

You need to hook up more customers to make more money to
keep the ball rolling.
seems like access is adequate

Well, new neighbourhoods need infrastructure. That's a given.
We will never fix our roads properly it seems, so you will always
be addressing the issue of moving/relocating/replacing poles, etc.
Time is of the essence, if the crews can access quickly customers
have the service quicker
Without the systems, supply ceases to exist
not clear the impact to current customers
Critical for the company to invest

Need more information
That’s how I feel

Providing service which enhances further development is
beneficial to all.
Again, this does not apply to my particular stance
If others are investing sure but i cant even invest in my children's
collage or future.
above

Access is critical. But again- our systems have to work together.
The city should be investing more money in better roads and
other things so that you are repeatedly moving things.

5604545909
5604537180
5604528304
5604528108
5604523934

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical

see above
A give ahigh rating

5604516420
5604515658
5604511739
5604494852

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Everything takes time, it will happen but may not be top priority.

5604488672 Very Critical
5604473955 Very Critical
5604471236
5604468558 Somewhat Critical

5604467158 Somewhat Critical
5604465323 Very Critical
5604464793

5604464423 Somewhat Critical
5604462800 Very Critical

5604461238 Somewhat Critical
5604458998
5604458850 Somewhat Critical
5604458118
5604456825
5604456206
5604455333
5604454794
5604454643
5604454389
5604452409
5604451777
5604449790
5604445511
5604445137
5604444817

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604438782
5604436303
5604433973
5604433870
5604428179
5604425041

Can't Rate
Not Very Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604423029 Somewhat Critical

Everyone needs access but we are prolonging change. Investment
in providing customers with energy who need it are high but
when is change going to happen.
Why bother without access
Essential to economic expansion
GSU infrastructure is located in City road allowance, so it is
imperative GSU works with the City to ensure road infrastructure
is improved and maintained.

It is critical to connect new residential and commercial customers
as well as maintain electricity meters. What is not very critical in
my view is the investment spent on the relocation of poles to
accommodate road construction, as mentioned above in
Question 10.

There is no need to provide access to where the city may grow
but it is necessary to keep ahead of needs to locations where it is
growing. New residential areas and industrial areas etc

If Sudbury is going to grow the cost and availability of first
services are critical.
The more that is invested the more we could save

regular maintenance
it affects new customers only

From what I see and the service I get it seams fine to me . I don’t
have enough knowledge to say otherwise.
Pertinent to above comment (#10)

It is important to keep people safe and happy and get these
things done in a timely fashion.

5604421868
5604402821
5604385649
5604382979
5604381442
5604380765

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5604380186 Somewhat Critical

5604379360
5604376786
5604374978
5604374219

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604371497 Somewhat Critical
5604371168 Somewhat Critical
5604370174 Somewhat Critical
5604369096
5604367587 Very Critical
5604366101

5604365563 Somewhat Critical
5604365493 Somewhat Critical
5604365338 Somewhat Critical
5604362719
5604362389
5604362369
5604361429
5604361134
5604361072
5604360735

Can't Rate

if money not there to do it all, at least we still have the old
erected.

People need services

I think right now it wouldn't really effect me that much but maybe
in the near future.
I pay a lot of money for electricity, I can’t see why I should pay for
someone building $2 million home to have electricity brought to
them
you must invest in new customers
Given recent upgrades to meters, it seems less important than
other investments.
Encourages growth.
Not about system reliability it’s about working together. Not the
most critical function of the utility

I don't want to pay for new customer connections. That should be
billed back to the customer. In the case if a new subdivision, build
it into the new buyers' fees.
But it should not short-change the whole operation

I don'tl ml have sufficient detail to make an informed decision.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604360302 Not Very Critical
5604359886

5604359618 Very Critical
5604359399
5604358063 Can't Rate
5604356320
5604354043 Very Critical
5604353831

Already a pretty good reach
For my reasons stated above in Item #10.
It should not be my responsibility as a consumer to fund these
changes

If there is no change, we will stay the same and not grow as a city.
Without growth, we don't generate more revenue.
Cannot determine

5604353463 Very Critical
5604351809 Somewhat Critical
5604350778 Not Very Critical
5604350762 Not Very Critical

5604349957 Somewhat Critical
5604347004 Somewhat Critical
5604346129 Somewhat Critical
5604345925
5604345162
5604344502
5604343451

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5604342950
5604340786
5604339893
5604334758
5604333207
5604332694
5604331048
5604330996
5604328843
5604327835
5604327467
5604326548
5604326270
5604325071
5604324433
5604322291
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172
5604317462

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

System failure would be very bad for customers. and Sudbury
Hydro.
You charge who ever is getting connected. Why do you need
money form me for that.
city ot growing I population
It doesn’t seem like a savings opportunity nor a great investment
for the future. It sounds like regular day to day costs of operations

It needs to be only as needed and should not take a major part of
the budget.
Properly service everyone

I don't know how much work needs to be done in this area.
Indifferent.
Im not sure

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

Again I don't have the knowledge to make a decision.
Cost of doing business and looking toward the future
very good thoughts about System Access

Not Very Critical

5604317168 Somewhat Critical
5604316253 Somewhat Critical
5604315383
5604315029 Somewhat Critical
5604314300 Can't Rate

5604312196 Somewhat Critical

Helps our community remain competitive to new business etc

Money better spent ensuring systems are working properly and
efficiently.

Dont know more details. what % of future customers would
require how many accesses and what's the distributed cost to us.

5604308420
5604307604
5604307213
5604306433
5604306302
5604306068

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604306035 Somewhat Critical
5604305829 Not Very Critical
5604304577
5604304068 Somewhat Critical
5604304041 Somewhat Critical
5604303717
5604303303 Very Critical
5604302723

5604302611 Somewhat Critical
5604302439
5604301061 Very Critical
5604300658
5604297834 Very Critical
5604296499 Not Very Critical
5604296104
5604295239 Can't Rate
5604293929 Somewhat Critical
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
5604291940 Somewhat Critical
5604291033 Somewhat Critical
5604289957 Can't Rate
5604289385
5604288889
5604288381 Somewhat Critical
5604288118
5604287719 Somewhat Critical
5604287470
5604287115 Very Critical

Maintenance is essential for existing customers.
It is how I feel about this

Seems like something that is required on a regular basis and
nothing new.

necessary services, assuming this is also a revenue generation
tool

It all boils down to costs. If the cites/towns are growing at a rapid
pace, then, yes a Very Critical rating would be required but
hopefully these costs can be recuperated by these new builds.
It will help the city as a whole

Because the cost to relocate existing infrastructure should be
borne by the agency making the request.
don't know what the current state is to determine the level of
criticallness
As it's not as important as continued service in established areas
but still important

Do they know what the projected needs for Greater Sudbury will
be?
Dont know about the investments

Growth is important to the local economy.

Again, there are always new developments so this makes sense
important to run our city

5604287048
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749
5604285387
5604285094
5604284237

Can't Rate

5604283171
5604282722
5604282608
5604281650
5604281095
5604280537

Somewhat Critical

Because of all new construction this is a very important issue with
Sudbury hydro.

Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate

Not enough knowledge

Somewhat Critical

maintaining equipment more important

Very Critical

Necessary

Somewhat Critical

5604280459 Somewhat Critical

5604280357 Not Very Critical
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972 Somewhat Critical
5604277206
5604277185 Somewhat Critical
5604276799
5604276409 Somewhat Critical
5604275680 Somewhat Critical
5604275558 Somewhat Critical
5604275500
5604274690 Somewhat Critical
5604274662 Somewhat Critical
5604273968 Not Very Critical

5604273863 Very Critical
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
5604272124 Somewhat Critical
5604271907 Somewhat Critical

Without this work, access to customers might be compromised.
Infrastructure maintenance and repair is more important but as
mentioned before Safe construction is also a need in our growing
community.

Not sure how this will help
Expansion is needed but costs need to be based on the overall
project ie road changes, not the cost to power
I have access already, so personally it’s not a big deal. But I can
see why it’s necessary.
I don’t know
Important but bill to high

Proper planned pole locations are a must to reduce the relocation.

It’s better to invest in a structure that can be there for years to
come that won’t need to be moved or replaced. Those add
additional costs. We’d like the cost to is to stay low

5604271746 Somewhat Critical
5604271645 Can't Rate
5604271581 Not Very Critical
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235 Somewhat Critical
5604271105 Very Critical
5604271098
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728
5604270253
5604270221
5604270152
5604269953
5604269839
5604269687
5604269611
5604269511
5604269461
5604269344
5604269322
5604269306
5604269295
5604269261
5604269147
5604268994
5604268978
5604268944
5604268932
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538
5604268525
5604268129
5604268103
5604254904

I feel construction projects should have their own budget for
moving poles to allow their work. It should not fully come from
Sudbury Hydro's budget.
Do we know it's needed but to what degree ???
The electricity meters, never been a fan of the wireless meters.
Need to look at new ways of doing business.

Somewhat Critical

I dont know much about relocating pools and stuff. Not too
familiar

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Just the way i feel
Not sure really

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

more access to electricity the better people are
Everyone needs access to services
I think it's important
Na
Everyone should work together to make sudbury better
New customer's should pay for their own infrastructure.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

everything is critical, it is important to manage cost.
Green initiatives is my priority.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

It is a factor in improving the system's reliability.
na
System access is required for expansion.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Focus on green.

Not Very Critical

5604254758 Not Very Critical
5604250673 Somewhat Critical

This seems like it should be given a standard budget and
expansion of your infrastructure should be done as necessary.

5604249464 Can't Rate
5604241489 Somewhat Critical
5604235771 Very Critical
5604235317
5604231423 Very Critical
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701 Somewhat Critical

5604163090 Somewhat Critical
5604162592 Very Critical
5604152890 Not Very Critical
5604151377 Very Critical
5604143185 Not Very Critical
5604125629 Somewhat Critical

5604125146
5604123573
5604120030
5604117306
5604116144
5604114778
5604107995
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

5604087065 Somewhat Critical
5604084394 Not Very Critical

5604077480 Very Critical
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433 Somewhat Critical
5604062671
5604061713 Somewhat Critical
5604061086 Somewhat Critical
5604055096 Not Very Critical

Growing as a community brings changes in our landscape and
neighbourhoods. We need access.

It is important but shouldn’t be the highest priority that it raises
rates so that low income families suffer from the company’s
investments
Because we and our next generation depend on hydro to provide
good reliable service.
developers should be paying to bring in services to new areas
Hydro doesn't have any choice. These are necessary changes to
the system.
It does need to happen, it’s just not critical

See above. Make a distinction between what is meant here by
investments needed to connect new customers and the charges
that customers (especially rural) incur to connect.

No expertise in this field.
To help long term
everyone should have proper access
This can benefit us all.

With climate change we may see need for access in places not
needed before.
It seems System Renewal is more urgent.
As other types of infrastructure change and upgrade, GHS has to
also be flexible and fluid to adapt and change with it.

Necessary

Somewhat critical to attracting and connecting new customers.
Has to be addressed
The new users should have to pay for access

5604044456
5604042635
5604040258
5604040020
5604039143
5604032280
5604029848
5604027854
5604027433
5604027174
5604026488
5604026130
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376
5604020803
5604020547
5604020224
5604020123

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

The system must be accessible by all.

Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

5604019955 Somewhat Critical

5604018768 Somewhat Critical
5604017808
5604017463 Somewhat Critical
5604016188 Somewhat Critical
5604012720

5604010773
5604010523
5604003848
5604002610
5604002058
5604001844
5604000138
5603989836

its all a scam
because it is important.
needed power
It is very important
Other priorities in my opinion.
its good things
Important but not crucial

Very Critical

others that need system moved should also cooperate instead of
just moving hydro
Growth is important both residentially and commercially for
Greater Sudbury, and distribution systems need to keep pace.
Critical for new residence but not to "get out of the way" of
construction.

If you are saying that the system in place today is as old as you
say, I understand that it probably is on it's last leg of being able to
work as efficient as it should for the next 50 years.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5603972575 Somewhat Critical
5603971458 Not Very Critical
5603965342 Somewhat Critical
5603955878 Somewhat Critical
5603955740

I want power to my house
Allowing for movement in the system is required so it can also
adapt as the community evolves.
Construction companies need to take some financial
responsibility for this.
As above

5603948545
5603942687
5603940742
5603939181
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776
5603931035
5603930966
5603928938

Very Critical

5603928380
5603927701
5603927144
5603926785
5603925775
5603924827
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
5603916190
5603912059
5603908660

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

this is 2019, new and improved is the future. We need to stay
with the times and the future.

Not Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical

It is important to connect new customers to share in the costs of
all the new developments and costs maintaining established
areas.
All components are critical to keep the system running

See comment at #10 above
connect more residents

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603907138 Can't Rate
5603906616 Very Critical
5603901309 Can't Rate
5603894521
5603892723 Somewhat Critical
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425 Very Critical
5603878303 Not Very Critical
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147 Somewhat Critical
5603854129 Somewhat Critical
5603853917

5603850070 Very Critical

See above comment
You don't give me any options as to other Systems access needs
that you are not funding so how can I say these investments are
always to save money and improve.
Not aware of the current physical condition of existing electrical
infrastructure
We cannot stop the development of our communities based on
aging infrastrucure.

you need to up to date so it does,t fail
in many cases I see to much interdepartmental inefficiencies.

just do

Good planning and good communication between any of the
involved or potentially involved parties should mean money well
spent without unnecessary expenditures

5603844505

5603839719 Very Critical
5603838201 Not Very Critical
5603829389 Very Critical
5603827620 Somewhat Critical
5603826947
5603824518 Very Critical
5603823777 Not Very Critical

5603819038 Somewhat Critical
5603815509 Somewhat Critical

5603813865 Very Critical

5603812361 Can't Rate

5603811387 Can't Rate
5603809247 Somewhat Critical

5603807838 Somewhat Critical
5603803545
5603799607 Very Critical
5603797713 Not Very Critical
5603795594
5603795045 Somewhat Critical

This is a pretty strange question which begs the question why it is
even being asked in the first place and again smacks of
subliminally trying to manipulate some "hidden agenda" in a
passive agressive manner... when you ask the question(s) "if
electricity is a necessity of life for for the majority of most people
in this modern world. how critical is it to your very survival if you
cannot access it ?!!!? That question mostly answers itself to
such an extent the question comes up why would anyone even
ask that question especially why would the people who are
responsible and very well paid to deliver access to that service be
asking a question like that.
Maintain the old way because WWIII will come in 11 years (no
joke) - www.TheTrumpet.com
This variable depends on projected development plans of
developers and future political decisions
Need to assure for long term reliabilty.
people should be investing and/or buying and living in existing
homes, building new shouldn't be cheap.
If development and housing is being shifted to the outlying areas
hydro need to be accessible and affordable.

Home owners should be allowed to cogenerate electricity to
reduce household costs and improve the reliability of the local
system. This will reduce peak demand from the generating utility.
Local power factor correction could be considered as well.
There is no mention of how you will accommodate or encourage
use of renewable energy by residential, commercial or industrial
customers.
Without knowing for certain what is going to happen in the city's
future plan I think you just have to go with the flow, so to speak.
Not as crucial as system renewal, but still a top priority.
Maintaining control over costs must always factor into decision
making.
The City is growing
doesn't improve reliability of system
System access is important but not as important as replacing
aging infrastructure.

5603794864 Somewhat Critical
5603794723 Somewhat Critical
5603793990 Somewhat Critical
5603793624

5603791335 Can't Rate
5603790413
5603789161
5603789068
5603787264
5603783584

5603782515
5603777291
5603774037
5603745694
5603735624
5603732849
5603732602
5603729467
5603728003
5603726674
5603725461
5603723462
5603722140
5603719277
5603717379
5603713646
5603710170

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

All customers should have access
It doesn't affect me directly

I'm unsure how much new construction is happening where the
new residential/commercial access is required. I do believe we
should do what is needed now and be thinking ahead to the
possibilities of new construction.
Can't rate critical because not known if this is much needed.

no comment

I see it as critical because there is much going on in Sudbury in
construction of roads, residential and commercial buildings, etc.
Hydro needs to keep pace with this.
the work needs to be done to expand
High traffic areas need more maintenance
I dont know much about it

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603708430 Somewhat Critical
5603708297 Somewhat Critical
5603706458 Somewhat Critical

5603706139 Can't Rate

Lower cost
It depends on who really needs it.

Required to maintain proper service

ok
Need to have reliability first to make sure all existing customers
have reliability then next take care of being able to handle growth
If the city or MTO need relocation, they should pay for it.
Not sure of what an alternative solution to road construction etc.
might be. Is there a way to cut some of these costs? Is there lots
of overtime paid to get these jobs done? Is there lots of
time/money being wasted because the other organizations are
not prepared on time requiring crews to wait around?

5603705662 Somewhat Critical
5603705356
5603703860 Very Critical
5603701394 Very Critical
5603698999 Very Critical
5603698726 Somewhat Critical
5603696326

5603696171
5603696031
5603693093
5603692894
5603692535
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174
5603684657
5603680129
5603679368

Not Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Generate more income
It's obviously important and a forefront in your plans. That takes
investment understandably.
Everyone should have access to electricty.
Maintains service for existing customers is important but not so
for new customers unless they pay the greater portion of costs
associated with system access
Not qualified
Not enough information.

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

5603678809 Somewhat Critical

5603678078 Somewhat Critical
5603677539
5603674458
5603674434
5603673400
5603673376
5603672984
5603671299
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632
5603668126
5603667328

I think those responsible for the changes should pay for them.

As per my comments above.

Shouldn't the government be contributing something out take hst
off to allow for the infrastructure repairs and upgrades
Lets spend less on roads then you will not need to relocate poles
etc.find ways for others to pay more of the cost so you pay less.

Somewhat Critical

At times the charges should go to the ones requesting this work.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Dont know
Keep costs low
To keep the cost as low as possible.
Don’t know

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603667280 Somewhat Critical
5603666933 Very Critical
5603665564
5603664909

Prévenir les pannes, autant que possible!
Adding new customers should be a lower priority than system
renewal and reliability.
Reaaly don't have much choice when road is moving

5603664753
5603664625

5603661925
5603661725
5603660840
5603660088
5603660014
5603659261
5603658586
5603657522
5603656664

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

5603655605 Somewhat Critical
5603654288 Somewhat Critical
5603653137
5603653067
5603652815
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034
5603634029
5603626198

Not Very Critical

5603625871
5603625394
5603623005
5603621778

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

no info is given to the working man
Many priorities. Need a bit of flexibility when necessary

to be able to provide power in the future to new customers is
important
As per my comment in 10.
Because it seems like something that should be planned for in
advance.

Can't Rate

Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603621405 Not Very Critical
5603620577 Very Critical
5603619555 Not Very Critical

5603619420 Somewhat Critical
5603619178
5603616195
5603615549
5603615469
5603615033
5603614188
5603613148

It’s important to connect new residential and commercial
customers as they will share in the overall cost of operation and
delivery once connected.

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical

Again, that is very standard and just part of doing business
#1
You can only expand so far
Don’t feel I have enough knowledge on this subject matter to
assess a rating
important
It doesn't apply to me.
Regular maintenance is one thing but a total overhaul needs
more justification. I do not see any significant major
developments happening in Sudbury.
Without access you can’t control or maintain.
Other than supplying hydro to new residential or commercial
areas, the rest can probably wait.
Access is important but also difficult because so much change is
going on; generation and maintenance has priority.

you can't build and expand the city without access to hydro
Save money over time.

That's just a regular part of growing community

5603613126 Not Very Critical
5603612703 Can't Rate
5603612182

5603611988
5603610977
5603609923
5603609759
5603609723
5603609565

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603608793
5603608627
5603607653
5603607466
5603605715
5603605545

Can't Rate
Not Very Critical

5603603947
5603603490
5603603188
5603602767
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828
5603600690
5603600289

Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

5603599579 Somewhat Critical
5603597140 Not Very Critical
5603596750 Not Very Critical
5603596629
5603595420
5603595172
5603594108
5603593658
5603592389
5603592063
5603591397

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

No reason

The city’s planning Authority should join forces in special interest
groups and look at where expansions of road , buildings lot areas
Ext , would likely occur in the next 10-20 years and have a plan in
place to improve where poles or hydro equipment could be placed
Will save money overall
reduce duplication on movement
I know nothing of your business and financing so I am at a loss to
give any ratings.
Because we have low growth rates in Sudbury
I do not know much about it.
sound like a good plan and is what is needed
Economic development and change demands energy is easily
accessable.
No comment
see above
important for infrastructure...
may not always be necessary
Seems important, but not critical.

We need electricity so I presume things have to keep running
therefore those who know electricity would know more than me
but like all things we run our household on need to be kept up I
think this should also. As I said not an electrician or even know
that much about it so that is my thought.
It’s not so urgent to invest in System Access.
Think different way of transporting hydro more effective
to keep rates down. The electric car is coming to prevent gas
emissions and electricity most be kept affortable.

very critical that this gets done
Without these changes, the results will be detrimental.

5603590899
5603590415 Somewhat Critical
5603589152
5603588861 Somewhat Critical

5603588032
5603586086
5603585297
5603584348
5603583886
5603583439
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

N/A

It sounds like the plan has a lot to do with pleasing the city, two
heads are not better than one but the more the better.

we need to ensure continuity of service

Somewhat Critical

5603577885 Somewhat Critical
5603577567 Somewhat Critical

Maintaining what we have should be top priority before adding
new customers.
Maintains costs

5603577249 Not Very Critical
5603577003 Somewhat Critical

Modernizing your systems efficiency should be priority to ensure
efficient customer service, and the safety of your employees.
For the reasons given in your summary below

5603576829 Can't Rate
5603576350
5603575091 Not Very Critical
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310
5603573214 Somewhat Critical

5603573116 Not Very Critical
5603572707
5603572279 Not Very Critical

5603571440 Very Critical
5603571108 Not Very Critical
5603570775 Very Critical
5603570376
5603569382

Because I think it’s another plan to make the customer pay more.
The issues from point 1 are much more important

No point in doing something one year that has to be replaced the
next!
Need to control Urban Sprawl, there are enough existing empty
buildings and areas that have the Utility close that could be
utilized already
Not critical at this stage
It is very important to have these items in place otherwise that
second step would eventually deteriate where the service to the
customer goes down, therefore not reliable.

Failure to invest in the system will eventually lead to failure
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5603568264
5603568039
5603566958 Not Very Critical
5603564523 Somewhat Critical
5603563541
5603563020
5603562796
5603562614
5603562501
5603561531

Not Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603560671 Very Critical
5603560533 Very Critical
5603560337 Somewhat Critical
5603559955 Somewhat Critical
5603559519 Very Critical

5603559476 Very Critical
5603559393 Somewhat Critical

5603559025 Not Very Critical
5603558791 Somewhat Critical
5603558732 Very Critical
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800
5603556477
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247
5603555069
5603555012
5603554966

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

Outside the city areas, costly and hard to access.
There are enough homes in sudbury. Every new build is over
300k. Let them pay a larger portion to connect

need to expand to new homes

staying ahead of demand and placing services in the right place
and at the right time are key to making a business succeed.
Can’t grow if we don’t build to expand.
None
Has to be done to facilitate construction but likely won’t resonate
much with consumers.
I want access to Sudbury Hydro at my cottage which is in the
Sudbury Region because of the service excellence and the
reduced costs.
CANT GO WRONG WHEN YOU IMPROVE THE SYSTEM
at this time, I think the focus should be on renewable resources
for the electricity we generate and the cost of that energy.
Not as important for me as the renewal plan

Sudbury is growing and needs to keep up with the demand on
electricity.
Gut feeling

Very Critical

Good to keep updated.

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

I don't know

5603554812 Somewhat Critical
5603554123

It would be more important to keep up on maintenances than it
would be moving things around just to suit construction that may
only last a season

5603553885
5603553809 Very Critical
5603553284
5603553211 Somewhat Critical
5603552317
5603551128 Not Very Critical
5603548868
5603548738
5603548222
5603547631
5603547394
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867
5603545570
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197

Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

if it is affordable customers will be on the system

Somewhat Critical

For evolution and expansion it is needed

5603543753 Can't Rate
5603543111 Not Very Critical
5603542349
5603542246 Very Critical
5603541504 Somewhat Critical
5603540844
5603540233 Somewhat Critical
5603540123 Very Critical
5603539792 Not Very Critical
5603539781 Somewhat Critical
5603539452 Very Critical
5603538950
5603538881
5603537599
5603533967
5603532709
5603520556

I pay enough now. If people want to build new projects, they
could incur the cost.
Have to be prepared for future growth of both residential and
industry.

Can't Rate
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

New customers need to be connected. Meters must be
maintained. Hydro poles must be moved to accommodate road
construction and old poles need replacement.

you need to be able to expand your coverage ti pick up more and
new customers

Access to hydro is important although a lot of the new generation
is considering off grid options
Plan for the future - don't get caught with your pants down.
Planning should be done to avoid unnecessary changes.
If we don't invest, potential people and business will go
elsewhere.
While access to the system is important, I cannot offer a rating.
We all need road expansion and new installs.

5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746 Not Very Critical
5603514420 Very Critical

5603513933 Not Very Critical
5603513326
5603512741 Not Very Critical
5603512680
5603510755 Can't Rate

5603510589
5603510156
5603509669
5603509292
5603508826
5603508213
5603508055
5603507414
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170
5603504124
5603503579

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

I have never lived in a new home and don’t agree with tax dollars
being spent on poles going up for urban sprawl. I additionally
don’t agree with the spending of pole movement and
management for the city building roads ghat they can not afford
either. These costs should not be handed down to tax payers. We
are paying twice essentially.

money and investments into the System Access will make or
break it with how much gets done with the resources you get
from investors
Important to invest in future

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

I am a senior on fix income I can't afford big increase rate

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

5603503055 Very Critical
5603502436 Somewhat Critical
5603501301

5603501136
5603500874
5603499896
5603499655

It is not system wide critical

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Not Very Critical

5603499606 Somewhat Critical
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201 Very Critical

if you plan for the future you will save money in the long run
I don't really know what is involved.

Obviously with the population growing, changes are needed but
it's just one more thing that is going to cost more.
Unsure
Again, I know little of costs for this type of work.
Why should you move things for the city,
Getting access is be coming more of a crucial item especially with
modern cars

5603498129 Very Critical
5603497878
5603497641 Very Critical
5603496892 Very Critical
5603496723
5603496188
5603495712
5603495694
5603495634
5603495426
5603495358
5603495258
5603495097
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111
5603493826
5603492980
5603492906

Controls development of city, growth and future
You must keep up with the times
all aspects of a service are critical

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Technically, the current system access seems to be sufficient.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

It’s a must. Everything is always expanding

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

Important
Just because. Plus I’m tired of this survey.
does not involve me

5603492493 Very Critical
5603492260
5603492225 Very Critical

no knowledge of situation

Electricity is a priority. So much depends on it
Not as essential as the restoration
Difficult to rate as the smart meter debacle proved.

because of ongoing devlopement in residential and commercial
construction

Work needs to be done on a timely matter. Proper scheduling is
manditory, and scheduling without overtime may reduce some of
the costs to do business.
Foresight in decision making is money well spent

5603491909
5603491791
5603491350
5603490607

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603489844
5603489624
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618
5603488422
5603488244
5603488176

Not Very Critical
Very Critical

At first glance it suggest GSU wanting to expand its territory , one
would have to know where, why costs , benefits and impact on
existing customers
See previous.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Again less waste of repaurs

5603487577 Not Very Critical
5603486769 Not Very Critical

How can relocating due to construction (ie, city or MTO) be part
of the budget. Does the requesting party not pay the costs for the
relocation especially if the equipment is already in good working
condition?

5603486662
5603486071
5603485815
5603485814
5603485676
5603485488
5603485360
5603485024
5603484698
5603484597
5603484471
5603484131
5603484127

Somewhat Critical

System updates are needed to ensure uninterrupted service.

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

It has to be done

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Good idea but overly critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603483627 Very Critical
5603483359
5603483327 Not Very Critical

5603483293 Somewhat Critical
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815 Not Very Critical
5603481838 Somewhat Critical
5603481766
5603481675

5603481238 Somewhat Critical
5603480563 Very Critical
5603480386
5603480355 Somewhat Critical
5603480134
5603480051
5603479480
5603479440
5603479201

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Accommodate new client
We need to keep the road construction moving.
Important to have reliable grid

Allot of citizens and corporate companies, etc... rely heavily on
hydro and it is necessary to keep the economy rolling.

Just not as important as the previous distribution updates needs
Large investments like Kingsway entertainment district etc. Set up
away from existing infrastructure demanding service. There are
more seniors now as baby boomers are aging and we don’t look
forward to increasing taxes all the time. We paid as we went
along.

I haven’t seen any need for it in the area I live sonit doesnt
directly effect me

Needs to happen in order to accommodate growth, but costs
should be born by Road Authorities- or at least shared.

Because System Renewal was rated as critical, and cannot have
two rated at this level

5603478577
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648
5603477159
5603477088
5603476922
5603476478
5603475723
5603475540
5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918
5603473862
5603473624

Not Very Critical

5603472969
5603472352
5603472305
5603471813
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical

Everything can't be critical. First build the stable, flexible and
reliable system - then work on the distribution (That looks good)
to consumers.

Can't Rate
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Not Very Critical
Very Critical

5603470970 Somewhat Critical
5603470903
5603470858
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259 Somewhat Critical
5603470224 Not Very Critical

5603469638 Somewhat Critical
5603469139
5603469006 Somewhat Critical
5603468881 Not Very Critical
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972

We need it for growth.
The present system is ancient

survey

Connecting customers is very important and working with third
parties to relocate poles is also required, but does the City or
Province pay for pole relocations (I believe they should as part of
their construction budgets).

N/A

Not as important as upkeep of previously installed systems but is
key to growth

So so

It needs to be up to date at all times. Hydro is a critical
component of life. Even water can wait 1-2 days... not hydro!

No concern to me.

5603467479 Very Critical

5603467225 Not Very Critical
5603467000 Very Critical
5603466943
5603466935 Not Very Critical
5603466580 Somewhat Critical

5603466030 Very Critical
5603465791

5603465679 Not Very Critical
5603465611
5603465540
5603465534
5603465391

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603465015
5603464813
5603464464
5603464213

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

5603464186 Somewhat Critical
5603463604 Very Critical

5603463593 Somewhat Critical
5603463585
5603463411
5603463329
5603463252
5603462811
5603461947
5603461564
5603461326
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Planning for the future... pay now or later?!?
It feels like expenses that do arise, just not sure how often,
therefore it is difficult to say it is critical though it is necessary I
just don't know to what degree.
This is essential to allow for growth for housing and businesses.
Same as above
Not sure what to think on the subject
Cant be having pole relication in the future. Need to plan ahead
and think big. Placing poles and infrastructure strategically now so
we dont have to rip it up and pay to relocate it now.

Not as high a priority compared to updating existing systems to
prevent or minimize future potential outages/issues.
not sure - making sure new customers are taken care of is
important but I'm not sure how I feel about the rest of it
See comments above.
Is good if is invested in the right way
as demand increases it is necessary to be prepared to meet that
demand.

Not a lot of people moving to Sudbury outskirts.
Because not all accesses require replacing or upgrading, but it is
important for new customers.
We are hooked on hydro. We don't want to live in the dark ages.
Even the best laid plans can be ruined by unanticipated
circumstances. Having a budget to accomodate necessary
changes is important.
Infrastructure is only as good as it is maintained. Pro active
instead of reactive.
Utility should be looking at growth
Again be ahead not behind
Changes are good if a good plan is in place

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Secondary to delivering power
Agree

5603460459 Not Very Critical
5603459797 Somewhat Critical
5603459430 Somewhat Critical
5603459297
5603459279 Very Critical
5603459104
5603459032 Not Very Critical
5603458172
5603458169 Somewhat Critical
5603457882 Somewhat Critical
5603457731
5603457716 Somewhat Critical

5603457349 Somewhat Critical
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702 Somewhat Critical
5603456299
5603456256 Somewhat Critical
5603456141

5603456079
5603455998
5603455871
5603455837
5603455797

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603455767 Somewhat Critical
5603455385
5603454856 Somewhat Critical
5603454432 Not Very Critical
5603454403
5603453567
5603453519
5603453004
5603452731
5603452618
5603452358
5603452338

Needs to happen but are not urgent. Requires good planing.
This comes second in my opinion to service upgrades
I think everyone should be entitled to hydro no matter where you
live,

Need more information to convince me of a heightened
criticality.

be prepared for the future

i won't be a new cstomer and I am old so it is not critical to me
It depends on the specific situation. Requirements vs. wants. Is it
necessary? Or you just want to do it because you have a budget
to spend?

Seems to me one of the drivers for this category is the needs of
roads, developers, etc. The costs should be contained in their
budgets.
Same as above

Keep it updated
I think some of the work is not necessary. The road construction
crew needs to get their act together so that hydro doesn't have to
make unnecessary changes.
Plan for the future
Less critical for those already connected

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Again, I’m unsure of what is really an appropriate amount to
spend
Not everyone cares

Somewhat Critical

Access is important but at a reasonable cost

Somewhat Critical

5603451991
5603451985
5603451844
5603451498
5603451326
5603451306
5603451295
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027
5603450771

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Most access are already available

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Services must be maintained
Everyone should have access to the grid

Very Critical

It only makes sense.

5603450697 Somewhat Critical
5603450541
5603450279 Somewhat Critical
5603450209 Very Critical
5603450064 Somewhat Critical
5603450020 Very Critical
5603449909
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798
5603448776
5603448541
5603448229
5603447962
5603447884
5603447713
5603447535
5603447469

Very Critical

The investment might be by the utility or by the proponent.
Depends where they allocate the funds for the proposed work
involved
Security of service.
This is the nature of your responsibility as a Utilitiy supplier.
for new access to customers
It’s imperative to have proper plans in place to be able to
accommodate the growing needs of our community.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Road work is important I guess.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Maintain and improve the system.
No comment
I believe that maintenance is more important.

5603447257 Not Very Critical
5603447111 Somewhat Critical
5603447017 Not Very Critical
5603447011 Somewhat Critical
5603446857 Somewhat Critical
5603446798 Not Very Critical

Government and industry should be taking on the cost for system
access. New homes should bear the cost as well. I don't believe
older homes with existing access should take on much of the
burden.
expansion is needed but cost should not all be covered by existing
customers
Again a needed service but not as important as fixing the current
structure.
hopefully we don't get dinged for this
I feel they should be putting money aside each month to help
with the cost.
Priority should be given to existing infrastructure

5603446639 Somewhat Critical

5603446477
5603446164
5603445259
5603445068
5603444898
5603443825
5603443180
5603442908
5603442767
5603442579
5603442122

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603441970 Not Very Critical
5603441948 Somewhat Critical
5603441922

5603441625 Somewhat Critical
5603441555 Not Very Critical
5603441553

5603441346 Somewhat Critical
5603441337
5603441301 Somewhat Critical
5603441235 Can't Rate
5603441164
5603440961
5603440889
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327
5603440138

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5603439968
5603439853
5603439755
5603439694
5603439435
5603439374
5603438865

Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

It is somewhat critical because there are so many variables to
consider, this being an important one. It needs to be done.
needed for future
Easier access begets newer housing/community building.
Ensure that the system is operational
Same as above
As said above..
Upgrades are always necessary
Cause access is good
These palns should of always existed so why all of a sudden we
need to invest?

New builds must pay for service. As such some of costs should be
assumed by others. More users increasing costs does not make
sense.
It sounds to me that this work and related expenditures should be
on a cost recovery basis

It is important to be able to connect new customers, but also you
need to make sure the existing system isn't neglected.

no idea what your investment has been in the past.
It costs more to replace old units. Newer is better and more
efficent. Problems cost more to fix old equipment.

Need to keep up with new developments
Gotta do it the best you can without it being a side-door profit
grab.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

it is your corporate responsibility

Somewhat Critical

See above.

5603438672 Somewhat Critical
5603438526

5603438517
5603438373
5603438198
5603438086
5603437876

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

5603437869 Somewhat Critical
5603437808 Somewhat Critical
5603437462 Somewhat Critical
5603437286
5603437178
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713
5603436422
5603436402
5603436260
5603436211
5603436198
5603436182

Upgrades are always needed.

It is important to ensure people have access to reliable hydro

Not Very Critical

I think overall it’s a great idea, but I think it is a lot of work to
relocate.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

again, as stated in #8
I don't know enough about it.

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5603436065 Very Critical

5603435785 Somewhat Critical
5603435704 Somewhat Critical
5603435676
5603435567
5603435516 Somewhat Critical

5603435405
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953

I selected the middle position because it depends on the amount
of effort required and if costs can be recouped through other
means, i.e. via development charges or fees to the requesting
party. Will these investments help reduce future system access
costs or is this an ongoing costs?

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Improved system access helps with the overall growth of the city
in that it allows new and current business establish new locations
and upgrade existing ones with a lowered cost do so from not
having to pay wholey for the access levels needed.
which has priority, solving scattered individual problems or new
developments? I think upgrading scattered problems first before
large general equipment overhaul has priority.

if a new residence is built and requires power or a new
commercial customer required power, I would say its very critical
that this be done for them

Some importance

5603434684 Can't Rate
5603434650 Can't Rate
5603434633
5603434520 Somewhat Critical
5603434429

5603434324
5603434229
5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072
5603432896
5603432878
5603432846
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336
5603432321

Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

It’s important

Obviously the name of the game is money in all aspects of life.
Fair rates to all customers and the increases should NOT be
substantial as I mentioned before, seniors are on a fixed income.
Other things are more important
Not well enough informed to provide a comment

Still need to review

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

moving poles is a part of construction

Somewhat Critical

Accommodating construction work is very important!!
Is anyone making sure these other groups requesting this service
doing their job efficiently? It looks like the possibility of wasted
resources here could be high.

5603432320 Not Very Critical
5603432192
5603432131 Somewhat Critical
5603432126 Somewhat Critical
5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
5603430948
5603430845
5603430704
5603430549
5603430539
5603430295
5603430204
5603430151

I do not have enough knowledge...

Somewhat Critical

NO Comment!!

See above
Construction is happening all over the city and have to keep
things running as smoothly as possible

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Sounds as though it's infrastructure dependent.
Have to build on existing customer base
See above.
Again the cost and I am on a pension

5603429957
5603429934 Somewhat Critical
5603429926
5603429869
5603429798
5603429716
5603429715
5603429632
5603429477
5603429469
5603429069
5603428999
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818
5603428299
5603428284
5603428213
5603427947
5603427903
5603427894
5603427501
5603427500
5603427418
5603427407
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965

Somewhat Critical

5603426742
5603426722
5603426696
5603426330
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062
5603425997
5603425632
5603425519
5603425509

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Progress is unavoidable. New businesses and new subdivisions
are popping up all over.

Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

again important to keep system maintained

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Without access (customers) everything else is irrelevant

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

We have the right to the proper access

Same as above
depends on the demand and feasability

Very Critical

Everything is critical for a commodity such as hydro.

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Should be looked at!

Somewhat Critical

Appears to be a mandatory function.
So that we can move with the growth of our city we should be
looking at implementing these plans. Also, you need to note that
taxpayers will not want or classify these plans as critical if they
have to pay out of pocket.

Can't Rate

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

Has no direct bearing to me

5603425498
5603425296
5603425282
5603425151
5603424779

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

5603424721 Not Very Critical
5603424552
5603424455
5603424428
5603424375

Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603424359
5603424275
5603424104
5603424060

Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603423833
5603423832
5603423779
5603423694
5603423692
5603423555

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603423529 Somewhat Critical
5603423444
5603423345 Somewhat Critical
5603423289 Somewhat Critical
5603423274
5603423213
5603423207
5603423159
5603423158
5603423139
5603423091
5603423055
5603422990
5603422980
5603422792
5603422441
5603422336

Renewal is more important.

N/A
As previously stated these are development costs that should not
be borne by SUDBURY Hydro
Let Ministry of Transportation pay for the relocation of poles.
Same reason as above.

starting to get selfish, but my business can’t function without
reliable electricity and these investments make me more
comfortable to continue investing in my business here in Sudbury.
I would prioritize modernization first

Why do I have to explain it, you give me a choice, I made a choice.
See above comments

We always need fundings to help make the changes appropriate
Always important to stay on top. Never lag behind. Cost more
to catch up

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

Not the most important thing listed so far but still very important
It sets the tone for solid long term planning.
See my answer to #10 above.
Some what informed on it

Somewhat Critical

Cost

Very Critical

Everything seems to depend on system access.

5603422304 Very Critical
5603422162 Not Very Critical
5603422091 Not Very Critical
5603421828
5603421825 Not Very Critical
5603421648
5603421606 Somewhat Critical
5603421437 Not Very Critical
5603421204
5603421194
5603421054
5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
5603420669
5603420653
5603420609
5603420522
5603420498

Can't Rate
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603420448
5603420413
5603420362
5603420333
5603420325
5603420318

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

People will need hydro to get things running in everyday life.

I think that when people find them in the way they should be the
ones paying for its movement.

You have not provided enough detailed information for me to
respond. System Access is important.
see my previous answer

Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5603420310 Somewhat Critical
5603420277
5603420127
5603420107 Not Very Critical
5603420098
5603419712

5603419653 Not Very Critical
5603419643 Not Very Critical
5603419630 Very Critical

Because it is important

It is important to spread areas of access, but more important to
maintain current systems
New customers increase revenue
Do not install to far ahead of future development
Its the next step to expansion.
The majority of commercial and domestic consumers already
have access.However, those without access or with minimal
access may have difficulties that need to be addressed, especially
with a large aging population.

why should existing customers pay for new customers that
contribute to urban sprawl?

Relocating poles for construction for example does not have the
same urgency and impact as other facets of the system plan.

to keep system going well and good for future development

5603419541 Very Critical
5603419457 Very Critical
5603419244
5603419241 Very Critical
5603419176
5603419081
5603419076
5603419062
5603418993

Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603418922
5603418809
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726
5603418680
5603418602
5603418597
5603418555
5603418530
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312
5603418297
5603418213

Very Critical
Can't Rate

need this done on a daily basis
It’s the 21st century everyone needs hydro

Even though it is important as the city expands, we must maintain
and upgrade what we have now.
Something that needs to be done
It is critical to your planning.
without reliable power everyone looses. upgrades means reliable
power.

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Have not heard of any blackouts

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

You have to spend money to keep the system up to date.
No point building out a system if people can't connect.

5603418188 Not Very Critical
5603418130
5603418072 Can't Rate
5603418043
5603417809 Not Very Critical
5603417694
5603417633 Somewhat Critical
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341 Somewhat Critical
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
5603416918 Somewhat Critical
5603416811 Somewhat Critical
5603416754 Somewhat Critical

Fix the inefficiencies first
it is important but I wouldn't say critical
No comment

Necessary for new construction and upgrades however we aren't
exactly booming when it comes to population growth.
Not enough information provided.
Does not affect all end users.
Investment to ensure hydro access to new developments is a
necessity

unknown

I believe improving service for existing customers is more
important, so a balance is required
not sure of all that is needed for this

It showed when after major wind storms important to get to
downed lines.
it is required that you meet request for new connections

5603416608
5603416583
5603416564
5603416490
5603416486
5603416464
5603416457
5603416431
5603416407

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603416260
5603416254
5603416203
5603416201
5603416159
5603416109
5603416084
5603416009
5603415935
5603415933
5603415816
5603415813

Not Very Critical

Yes
I mean it’s not people going without electricity- it’s spending to
accommodate this city’s construction plans- which are usually
ridiculous and usually repetitive.

Somewhat Critical

new customers should at to the benefit of all

5603415771
5603415694
5603415691
5603415582
5603415574
5603415438
5603415390
5603415384
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206
5603415152
5603415115
5603415023
5603414966

Somewhat Critical

If it needs to be done it has to be done for safety or development

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Growth and preventative maintenance

Very Critical
Very Critical

Important to success .
Keep rates low

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Required for city growth

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

it needs well managed money to go forward

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

Not sure - critical at least

Somewhat Critical

5603414845 Very Critical
5603414803 Somewhat Critical
5603414732
5603414640 Somewhat Critical

It's not critical to all customers
Road access is also very important to everyone
If planning is done properly
It depends on condition

The more it becomes accessible, the broader the consumer base
becomes to share the capital and operating cost of the system.
Again other priorities

If the city wants to widen roads, it should be covering the cost of
moving them....However, weather the city of hydro pays for them
the cost will be covered by the residents of this city by either
taxes or increased hydro rates.

5603414639
5603414539
5603414527
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361
5603414336
5603414320

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603414291
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246
5603414236
5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147

Not Very Critical

The money to connect new customers should come out of the
municipality development fee.

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

needs to be looked at but not critical
Not as important as keeping existing system up to snuff
Keep up the times

5603414145
5603414139
5603414130
5603414129
5603414108
5603414061
5603414054
5603414015
5603414014

Can't Rate

5603414007
5603413980
5603413943
5603413928
5603413916
5603413836
5603413823
5603413793
5603413561
5603413527
5603413425
5603413398
5603413304

Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical

Does not affect me personally at this time.

Not aware of whether there were problems with connecting new
customers previously.

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

just described above

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

This is required
Its not nearly as important as a reliable system.
I dont live in the boonies
Safety of the people
Old system kinda works but when upgrading systems everything
needs to increase

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Has to happen

everything they do will help us
I think it’s needed

5603413266
5603413242
5603413235 Somewhat Critical
5603413130 Very Critical
5603413123 Somewhat Critical
5603412976

5603412954 Somewhat Critical
5603412832 Somewhat Critical

5603412802
5603412791
5603412784
5603412734
5603412685
5603412610
5603412608

5603412601
5603412540
5603412522
5603412521
5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484

Not Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

You have to maintain meters and connect customers but screw
the roads.
Same reason as mentioned above.

Some of this work can likely tie into the system renewal work if
there are areas that need to be changed for access that already
need replacing, if planned accordingly.
Maybe not the most important of all services.

Not technical enough to know any better. Hydro has often
gone in different directions, i.e., attaching electrical boxes to
control the power consumption of home owners during the day,
at great expense, and then to abandon these projects, leaving the
electrical box still connected to the home owner's furnace at
home. What a waste of money, some salesman did a number
on the Engineers at Sudbury Hydro, wonder how many other
unrealistic projects were under gone in the past and are kept
secret from users. If SR is needed, then stretch it over 10 years
not 5 years and get a mortgage for it; homeowners must get a
long term mortgage to pay for their home, can't pay for things
over a short time like 5 years.... this is UNREALISTIC. Hydro users
are being squeezed out of their home due to the high cost of
Hydro. No Hydro EE should make over $75,000 a year. Neither
should the Office Executives, reduce their wages and salaries.

It has to be done.

Helping facilitate road work is critical, but maintaining reliability
of power service through maintaining/upgrading substations is
moreso to prevent long-term outages
None
It's needed
Does not eliminate customer power

5603412440 Very Critical
5603412421 Somewhat Critical

5603412420 Very Critical
5603412397 Somewhat Critical
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
5603412366
5603412332
5603412329
5603412313
5603412304
5603412202
5603412201
5603412170
5603412145
5603412144
5603412142
5603412138
5603412132
5603412130
5603412104
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984
5603411980
5603411957
5603411953
5603411935
5603411918
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5603411844
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748
5603411747
5603411691

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

The recent wind storms taking out poles has caused major
inconveniences for customers
If its not accurate then it will cost users even more because they
are not being maintained and should be serviced and replaced
every 10 to 15 years

Investments in the future are always good, but there needs to be
a balance financially to make it worth it.
Same as last time
Twin crew and keep our system updated
Little choice for road construction.

Very Critical

If you don’t spend now you will pay more later

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

not a topic I have read much about
All players in market need good access

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

All improvements are important.

Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
There is no way to escape budgeting for system access, it's part of
doing business

Somewhat Critical

Not Very Critical
Can't Rate

They are critical to the projects but not to hydro itself

5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581

5603411548 Very Critical
5603411442 Somewhat Critical
5603411362 Somewhat Critical
5603411357

system access is critical to ensure revenue for GSH, however, I
question the waste spending on pole relocation for construction
purposes.

Most of this work is not time sensitive and can be done for a
lower cost (eg no overtime required).

5603411323
5603411291
5603411283
5603411258
5603411254
5603411241
5603411181

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

It has to be done.

5603411159
5603411156
5603411083
5603411056
5603411014

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Ever changes in city infrastructure are somewhat non avoidable
Again, sustainable and continuity of service
It’s progress!

5603410980
5603410979
5603410892
5603410873
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818
5603410806

Not Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

existing customers are more important than new customers
Unsure about importance here

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

New customers need to be connected!
Investments are needed to maintain the customer base.

5603410800
5603410789
5603410772
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627
5603410621

Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

Because not all requests can be accommodated yet we still need
to listen to what might become great alternatives
It isn't clear. Is this to get more customers?
Spend money to make money.

not as important as renewal

5603410600
5603410517
5603410516
5603410512

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603410503
5603410498
5603410494
5603410492
5603410475
5603410464
5603410430
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426
5603317885

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical

Very vague description
System Access has to be somewhat of a focus in order to allow
for expansion

Can you manage growth let alone predict it?

Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

5603308258 Somewhat Critical
5603300117 Very Critical
5603296288 Can't Rate

5603295897
5603244359
5603218091
5603206447
5603199464
5603180939
5603168548
5603166129
5603162489
5603150367
5603101900

These types of improvements need to be done but should be at
other's expense who are benefiting by the upgrades.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603091597 Very Critical

5603086522 Not Very Critical
5603078647
5603047716 Very Critical
5603046498
5603043646 Somewhat Critical
5603029144 Can't Rate
5603026349 Somewhat Critical

everyone need hydro
New customers want access and should contribute to investment
strategies so it is a worthwhile endeavor
Same as above
I think all areas are some what critical, which will achieve a
balanced approach. Especially given the questions that arise for
me.

Access to problems must be met.
New customers need electricity.
Everything is ok as it is now.
To keep up with demand
I myself rely on hydro to run medical equipment. it's a life saving
issue for me
Because developers for new subdivisions already profit a lot. Part
of the cost for new access can / should be be billed to them and
not to the rest of us
Community growth = infrastructure investment
Not something I know much about... and how can I know how
accurate all of this info is?
not familiar enough with details

5603023072 Very Critical
5603005636 Somewhat Critical
5603003964 Somewhat Critical
5602998900
5602985471
5602981075
5602978210
5602957258

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5602957247 Somewhat Critical

5602950802
5602947157
5602943012
5602938777
5602933094
5602891031
5602875841
5602874114
5602861395
5602861079
5602840206
5602830812
5602829706
5602828619
5602824787
5602817573

5602793115
5602787510
5602784569
5602776030

if you don't invest in reliability it will turn out to be a huge mess.
So we all have access hydro.
Would I want to be without electricity for any time? No
Yes I agree that new and existing customers should be able to be
connected to the grid

Very Critical

without access there will be not construction. the real issue is
keep costs as low as possible and who covers the cost.

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

Prioritising is important

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

this sounds less critical to me than system renewal
Access seems to be well in place

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

See # 10

Somewhat Critical

Other things need money too.

Somewhat Critical

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5602770157 Very Critical

5602730365
5602663819
5602646471
5602643955

wasted time and energy. renewable energy is the the answer.
to access new customers

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Can you please describe exactly how this will in the end result
look like on residential bills for families. Perhaps providing a
picture of a mock 12 month cycle of billing at current state with
reflective projection for future state would be helpful.

Need 2 stay current & meet the increasing demanding needs.
I feel that there is a lot of construction of new homes in Sudbury
that is not warranted by our population. Our population is an
aging one and unless new industry moves in, our population will
remain static.
It'simportant that new issues are dealt with quickly.
It's nesseccary for growth.

5602637654
5602633107
5602625613
5602608989
5602607435

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5602600365 Not Very Critical
5602576572

5602574661
5602563831
5602562741
5602561570
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
5602531729
5602528955

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5602524379
5602522408
5602521403
5602520985
5602515923
5602515517
5602507768
5602502045
5602479438

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Required for expansion and growth of city

need to spend money to make money
WHEN THINGS NEED TO CHANGE THESE INVESTMENTS ARE
NECESSARY

This way we are better informed and less likely to be surprised by
public announcements that relate to upcoming costs.
it's time

No opinion

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5602435869 Somewhat Critical
5602433596 Very Critical
5602429989 Somewhat Critical
5602412735 Somewhat Critical
5602403584
5602401086 Somewhat Critical
5602397224 Somewhat Critical

5602391819 Somewhat Critical
5602390182 Somewhat Critical

Theres, again, no way around it so I believe it is important.

This sounds like day to day operational costs
Because I feel system renewal is still more important.

Priority must be given to existing system before adding more.
If it lowers our hydro bill I m all for it
The amount of system access work will really depend on how
much new construction occurs in the city.

because it isn't top.
Improvements are probably necessary, of course, but let’s be
smart about it. Plan for more infill, not expansion, as hopefully we
will plan for a future of smart growth not just spreading out.
Concentrate more on immediate needs but try to plan for a
realistic future. E.g. more local EV charging stations, rather than
more remote access?

5602385852 Somewhat Critical

We and others world be able to reside permanent on West and of
Vermillion Lake
Because I don't know enough about it to be more accurate and
investments are needed in everything!

5602381543 Somewhat Critical

The road construction pole relocation costs should be transferred
to the province where applicable. The cost of new residential
hookups should be revenue neutral and paid for by the applicant,
If we were able to automate the customer changes, so that they
were less costly, we could reduce our costs while maintaining the
same level of service.

5602389243 Very Critical

5602378220 Somewhat Critical
5602367643 Somewhat Critical
5602360702 Somewhat Critical
5602359591

5602356970 Very Critical
5602351642
5602351466 Somewhat Critical
5602328231

5602326214 Not Very Critical
5602322086 Not Very Critical
5602321699
5602317911 Very Critical

5602316275
5602307819
5602307401
5602297738

Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

We, the human species of Earth, have got to control urban sprawl
and the destruction of biospheres - migration routes, for instance
- in order to respect all living beings. We know all living beings are
sentient beings. Many countries are giving waterways and
mountains the same rights as people in the eyes of their laws. Is
this investment plan taking these measures into account?
It’s a core mandate

Born and raised in this city and having a career in construction I
have heard of instances where someone needs a building wether
new or used, trying to get their business up and running but the
power they need is not available or upgrades are so costly their
project cannot go ahead.

They should pay the bulk of the cost, esp. far flung developments
that are only worsening our sever sprawl problem. Keep it tight.
No new investments needed - maintain current level of funding

Not really important in my mind. Road construction is not a high
priority in my mind, unless you are expanding the Kingsway and
making it 3 Langer each direction. I'm not planning any new builds
or planning on moving. Connecting new customers is something
that I do not care about.
It's not well explained.

5602284632 Somewhat Critical
5602284106 Can't Rate

Can’t be ignored, but must be better managed
See comment above.
It makes no sense to invest in the generation plants and
substations if the endpoint user isn't also part of the equation. I
don't think Hydro's ambition is to stockpile kilowatts or
megawatts of electricity.

5602281803
5602275012
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959
5602261620
5602259545

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5602256745
5602253330
5602253307
5602249717
5602243196
5602187910
5602157586
5602106178
5602102950
5602101458
5602066769

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5601996619
5601910195
5601885863
5601875625
5601874109
5601853784
5601688323
5601681107
5601653127

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

If you can not connect to the system you can not grow as a city
Na

Somewhat Critical

You really have no choice, right?
I think the investment needs to be done to add new customers,
etc.
For growth of the city.
To allow the city to evolve.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

As above but cannot rate as critical, but necessary
Work such as temporary pole placement and new customer
installs seem to be very minimal and would not require significant
investment or time effort.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

It is important to have access for projects we build etc.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Need to consider optimization of the system.
Cost allocated to users

5601642435 Somewhat Critical
5601521920 Somewhat Critical
5600934776 Somewhat Critical

To allow for increased efficiency and productivity
I do not think it is critical but it is a need.
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Attachment 8 (of 18):
1-SEC-9 Attachment 8: Question 8

To what degree do you
think that the proposed
level of investment in
System Access is
appropriate? Would you
Respondent ID say ...
Response

5608774731 Somewhat Appropriate
5608392240 Very Appropriate
5608391622 Not Very Appropriate

5608387388 Very Appropriate
5608318089 Somewhat Appropriate

5608259448
5608245418
5608235127
5608232580
5608231956

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5608220418 Very Appropriate
5608217930
5608214170

5608205903
5608203094
5608199027
5608194623
5608187209
5608151209
5608146413
5608127771
5608118280
5608115667
5608111878
5608109096
5608101940

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Why do you give it this rating?
As I said in a prior question it should be done of
10 or 20 years
WE CAN'T AFFORD TO LIVE
The Investment will be worth it because once it
is done, its done.

I think these costs should be recoverable by the
Utility in most cases.
N
Too much.

It appears that the proposal does not increase
costs to the customer.

It would be interesting to see how these savings
will be realized in actual terms before venturing
an opinion.
Fair percentage.

5608095922
5608039628
5608038016
5608034410
5608027935
5608020873
5608018568

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5608002775 Can't Rate
5607981932 Very Appropriate
5607973614
5607971273 Can't Rate
5607966268
5607958422

5607957588
5607946663
5607936513
5607934862
5607923175

5607918892
5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018
5607838698
5607829881
5607829767
5607829662
5607825947
5607821194

Work must be done, but within an appropriate
time line

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

good
npot sure at this point and times
stay realistic as possible

Immediate costs have future implications. If you
are underinvesting will we not just end up
paying more later?
investment is adequate

If you extend it to 6 years would these costs
come down

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5607806892 Very Appropriate

it’s good

Just as long as the bills don’t increase

5607806037
5607801688
5607795857
5607779308
5607770311
5607763278
5607754971
5607735776

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5607727406 Somewhat Appropriate

5607724671 Very Appropriate
5607713316 Very Appropriate
5607711806
5607697810 Somewhat Appropriate

5607691675 Not Very Appropriate
5607683177 Very Appropriate

5607622800
5607622170
5607618549
5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

To be honest, I believe you may need to make
all these changes but the rates keep going up. I
believe the real problem is the big salaries at the
top. Cut those substantially and I would have no
complaint about the actual costs to run Hydro

Because I love light
Il est important d'investir
I am pleased that this expenditure has gone
down

Again costs are what will upset everyone.
Knowing where the monies are allocated is key.
It seems reasonable.

Expansion make you more money... I am
interested in saving me money

It seems like a low dollar figure. As previously
noted, i am not an expert in this area so i trust
the judgement of those in charge, including the
board of directors to make good decisions

3

Good

Somewhat Appropriate

5607589576 Not Very Appropriate
5607588238 Very Appropriate

Pricing in the construction sector is over inflated.
It just seems reasonable

5607575700 Somewhat Appropriate
5607574089 Very Appropriate

i also believe it

5607569996 Somewhat Appropriate
5607569944 Very Appropriate

This should not be a billion dollar upgrade.
Sounds good

5607569136
5607550925
5607547354
5607544770
5607542750

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5607529159 Very Appropriate
5607525394 Somewhat Appropriate
5607521668
5607521205
5607520712
5607520658
5607517990

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

5607501898
5607500927
5607497985
5607497711
5607497501

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

It's not a large amount of the budget so impact
shouldn't be that noticeable

Sounds reasonable
hopefully you will be ahead of it and save
money later on
no comments--System access is a very important aspect

New customers require immediate access to
services.
Balanced investments.
Not sure. Just sounded right.

Very Appropriate

5607497480 Somewhat Appropriate

Focus should be on upgrading older systems not
creating new ones or expanding.

5607496953 Somewhat Appropriate

Same reason as above question.

5607496836 Very Appropriate
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931 Very Appropriate
5607392196 Very Appropriate

Seem to be addressing service and cost
effectiveness

It is less than the past 5 years - very reasonable.

5607369858
5607356998
5607356693
5607307048
5607289714
5607261674

Very Appropriate

If it’s less than the past 5 years where it was 9%
of the capital budget as opposed to a now 6%, I
agree that it’s very appropriate for customer
priorities and maintaining costs.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5607155401 Very Appropriate
5607148829 Somewhat Appropriate
5607138145 Very Appropriate
5607126826

seems enough for the future
is in line with the previous 5 year budget and
offers savings this budget
of course

5607118162 Very Appropriate
5607109518 Very Appropriate

Important for the future of Sudbury

5607070174 Very Appropriate
5607066340 Somewhat Appropriate
5606960772
5606866592 Very Appropriate

Everyone appreciates low cost.

5606866519 Somewhat Appropriate
5606865564 Somewhat Appropriate
5606862426

5606848133 Very Appropriate
5606821110 Very Appropriate
5606778350 Somewhat Appropriate
5606775700 Can't Rate
5606729929

It's nice to see the reduction in the overall
budget.

As stated above I don’t see system access as a
critical priority
It is important but reducing cost is the most
important.
don't know current condition

5606707543 Very Appropriate

very appropriate to accommodate future plans
and change.

5606704822 Somewhat Appropriate

I think we need to spend more niw to save later

5606701343 Very Appropriate
5606697662 Not Very Appropriate
5606697542 Very Appropriate

New technologies is the way to go
See above.
I believe in the plan.

5606695838 Very Appropriate
5606693342 Very Appropriate

If it is going to cost less and benefits customers
it should be done

5606683447 Somewhat Appropriate

less is better - keep working on it

5606679199 Very Appropriate
5606668545 Somewhat Appropriate
5606609047

It is less for the next 5-year period.

5606582883 Can't Rate
5606565661
5606544873

Again, we must rely on your ability to manage
your budget and deliver. If your 5-yr plan
includes this at 6% of your budget, perfect.

5606530149 Very Appropriate
5606529390 Very Appropriate

I have explained in the previous sections.

5606521578 Somewhat Appropriate
5606515031 Very Appropriate

i don't think i fully understand
6% of the total capital

5606498033 Somewhat Appropriate

It is very hard for many customers to continue
to pay higher rates. It is needed to have a
reliable system.

5606457870 Very Appropriate
5606377731 Somewhat Appropriate
5606374916 Somewhat Appropriate
5606368851 Not Very Appropriate
5606362865
5606358921
5606358297 Very Appropriate
5606352864
5606349846
5606338466 Very Appropriate

If the budget as planned is enough, then it is
very appropriate, if the savings are reinvested to
generate some additional income towards
future needs.

Not my concern at this time for our family.

As above

No comments

5606333428 Somewhat Appropriate
5606313190 Somewhat Appropriate
5606305765 Not Very Appropriate
5606291857
5606282880

5606276523 Very Appropriate

5606270446 Very Appropriate
5606246635 Very Appropriate
5606243694
5606240215
5606235091 Very Appropriate
5606227560 Very Appropriate
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207
5606138657
5606136667
5606135737
5606133735
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893

I feel if could be even less since I do not feel
construction or others without access should be
given it at present.

With all new developments, new highway being
built and extension. More residential
neighbourhoods being built we are going threw
a building boom and will cost a lot to bring
hydro to new areas.
As a senior on a fixed income we cannot handle
constant rate increases.
there is a 3% decrease in spending from last 5
years.

Economic development may improve .
This is acceptable

Very Appropriate

You have kept the initiatives under budget

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

No other options

Very Appropriate

see above

5606117473 Very Appropriate
5606077871 Can't Rate

If they are lessening it from previous years I
would assume it because they did not require as
much of the budget as they had predicted and
they are allotting that money to other areas of
the budget.

5606050032 Somewhat Appropriate
5606046919 Somewhat Appropriate

5606027567
5606019346
5606007319
5606003891
5605999905

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

WAITING TO SEE THE LEVEL IMPROVE
An improved distribution system will facilitate
System access to benefit overall infrastructure
and economy
This all looks good to me.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5605999230 Somewhat Appropriate
5605997788 Can't Rate
5605954398

Saving money is always paramount
Nice to see a cost going down

5605944845 Not Very Appropriate

Taking up more than what the budget allows
mean a price increase

5605944757 Not Very Appropriate

It is going to cost the residential consumer a lot
more money in rate increases over the next five
years is what you are actually telling me. So
what I pay now, expect it to double in five years
time if not triple, or quadruple? So I complaining
now, but just wait for it is what you are basically
telling me.

5605943593 Somewhat Appropriate

If this is based on your historical data .. then
great plan.

5605935878 Very Appropriate
5605929744 Somewhat Appropriate
5605898796 Somewhat Appropriate

5605895298 Somewhat Appropriate

5605889475 Somewhat Appropriate
5605888440
5605877568 Somewhat Appropriate

I agree with maintaining costs

Not enough information as all questions are
before my answer: Reasonable Please.
Again, no access means no power available to
new users.

5605859907 Not Very Appropriate
5605857712 Somewhat Appropriate

I don’t want the burden if having my bill
increase to double or triple what I am paying
now over the years to accommodate this,
because I know full well we the customers will
be covering these costs. Maybe you pay your
top employees too much money like every
other corporation is the way I see it. I know I am
not alone in feeling this either. All of this
insanity has to stop.
see above comment

5605842218 Somewhat Appropriate

It is sometime more cost effective to charge a
little extra to obtain less cost increases in the
future.

5605834173 Very Appropriate

Because you've already reduced it from 9% to
6% of the capital budget,nice! Always nice to
catch a break were possible!

5605827346 Very Appropriate
5605825610 Somewhat Appropriate
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923

It’s a reasonable level of investment.
SAME ANSWER AS ABOVE

5605770359 Somewhat Appropriate
5605766635 Very Appropriate

It sounds like an all right plan (from reading the
explanation above).
Same as above.

5605762727 Somewhat Appropriate

If you can trim your budget in any area .....you
get my thumbs up !

5605754961 Very Appropriate

as stated above this should be charged to the
end user Construction ,hook ups etc

5605751987 Very Appropriate
5605736775 Somewhat Appropriate
5605720737 Somewhat Appropriate
5605715168

It is required, and the total cost isnt as dramatic
as i could expect

5605711665 Somewhat Appropriate
5605710753 Very Appropriate
5605701839
5605697401 Very Appropriate

5605696231
5605693202
5605692713
5605691499
5605689578
5605688115
5605671879

Can't Rate

I am worried that will cost the consumer
more...however, still agree that changes are
needed
It’s seems fiscally responsible
Need the $ for the renewal.
Not enough information provided to evaluate
this in any meaningful way

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5605668215 Somewhat Appropriate

5605667945 Very Appropriate
5605649793
5605643288 Somewhat Appropriate
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605

5605551802 Somewhat Appropriate

its a lot of money

Why is the budget for this dropping? Is the
decline consistent with the anticipated requests
or costs per project? Hard to rate
appropriateness without data to support
changes.

The percentage and dollar figure appear
reasonable if the money is properly invested .

I think there is opportunity for requesters to
share in the cost burden. The overall budget is
relatively small.

5605545450 Very Appropriate

only one budget for a hospital like HSN is around
500 millions. If you compare that hospital
provides access and patient care services across
all Greater Sudbury and surrounding areas, it
needs lots of money in comparison with what
Expenditures for System Access initiatives cost
for hydro investment which provide services for
the same number of population or approx

5605539178 Somewhat Appropriate

If the city/province invested more in reducing
the number of cars on road through providing
effective public transportation our roads would
be more than adequate. We cannot keep up
with our current infrastructure - why expand?

5605519256 Somewhat Appropriate

You say that the the 3.3 million over a 5 year
period which is less than it was the last 5 years.

5605513558
5605508744
5605506200
5605504568
5605482165
5605477871

5605474132
5605465929
5605450050
5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747
5605416220

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Decreasing budget while ensuring goals are met.
for environmental concerns

Very Appropriate

Access is important

Very Appropriate

The people trust your judgments since you are
working with all the numbers.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Keep things up to date.

5605415683 Somewhat Appropriate
5605410634
5605404971
5605399087 Somewhat Appropriate
5605395655 Can't Rate
5605338455 Can't Rate

5605326811
5605324793
5605323531
5605323310
5605321593

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5605318701 Very Appropriate
5605318102 Can't Rate

5605317490
5605315159
5605311781
5605291825

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

I have nothing to compare it to
given the rate of inflation, a reduction in
expenditure is commendable
Per previous comment

6 % seems very reasonable, and it's a plus that
it's a lower percentage

Costs need to be cut somewhere so this plan
seems logical

5605286962 Very Appropriate

Because everybody has the right to reliable
power from there utilities provider.

5605274533 Somewhat Appropriate

Reduced cost, better service. Win Win

5605270154 Very Appropriate
5605265287 Very Appropriate
5605260496 Can't Rate

I'm glad to see that Hydro has lowered the
expenditures from previous years.
N/A

5605260445 Very Appropriate

That's what your customers want.

5605253943 Can't Rate
5605253232 Somewhat Appropriate
5605239806 Somewhat Appropriate

I do not have enough info on this matter to rate
Seems necessary

5605230815 Somewhat Appropriate
5605227438 Somewhat Appropriate
5605223663 Somewhat Appropriate

5605222107 Very Appropriate
5605221688 Very Appropriate

5605208036 Very Appropriate
5605196421 Very Appropriate
5605193279 Somewhat Appropriate
5605189004 Very Appropriate
5605188579 Somewhat Appropriate
5605145259 Very Appropriate
5605128315
5605126505 Somewhat Appropriate

5605124841 Somewhat Appropriate
5605123235 Very Appropriate

Without knowing the intricacies of the budget, it
is hard to imagine where the cost savings could
be found. I have to live within my budget which
appears to be shrinking while all the service
costs are rising. There has to be a way for
companies to do the same.....yup- very
unpopular opinion....

All areas of investment must be balance and
complimentary.
I strongly agree

on paper it seems right. i like seeing that the
number is actually decreasing. means someone
in land planning is probably doing their job
right... or, the original "system access plan" was
done according to potential future trends. again,
someone in land planning is doing their job
right. again, this is entirely on paper. i know
nothing of the actual physical costs associated
with system access investments.
equal access is important
Investment for future growth is always
important.

Communication should always b proptitised

I would guess your budgeting changes are based
on actual historical analysis.

5605122768 Somewhat Appropriate

5605121295 Somewhat Appropriate
5605116822 Can't Rate

if it will help keep bills down and still cover
operating costs then it should be done

Again, if some of the differential could be made
by charging those desiring the new connections,
that would help make up for the reduction you
have proposed.

5605115345 Very Appropriate

You say it's consistent but can you really
maintain with less?

5605114112 Very Appropriate

3% less than last year indicates GSU is making
progress and reflects success in the budget
forcasting.

5605112772 Very Appropriate
5605110526 Somewhat Appropriate
5605105613

5605102632 Somewhat Appropriate
5605099908 Very Appropriate
5605097643

Seems like it's a good percentage of the overall
budget.

As mentioned above. Mostly costs for new
customers not existing customers
Sounds about right.

5605096234 Very Appropriate
5605095826 Somewhat Appropriate
5605093147
5605076106 Very Appropriate

Shouldn’t be spending much on this

5605062132 Somewhat Appropriate
5605054024

Tired of paying with no visible benefits.

5605037259
5605033990
5604977142
5604972361
5604971290

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604970615 Can't Rate
5604970509 Can't Rate
5604969420

Needs to be done

Whenever I'm told that something will cost less,
it usually ends up costing more

Gsh knows the business
Again, I do not know if this is an appropriate
funding.

5604964729 Very Appropriate
5604950035 Somewhat Appropriate

5604936179 Somewhat Appropriate
5604931460 Very Appropriate
5604924668 Somewhat Appropriate

Reasonable.

It is good that this expenditure is 6% instead of
9%.
high degree

Again not sufficient info on how you spent 9%
over the past 5 yrs nor how you spent 6%last
year - cannot comment whether you should
only be spending 1%

5604915293
5604909239
5604905767
5604883728
5604883529
5604872872

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604867918
5604867813
5604867754
5604859615
5604858779
5604851827
5604848208
5604839413

Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

I think the more you wait the more things
become costly
N/A

Somewhat Appropriate

Seems reasonable.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Because of your explanation.
See #11

5604837274 Somewhat Appropriate
5604835309 Somewhat Appropriate
5604826591
5604825747
5604821304 Somewhat Appropriate
5604819422

if the decrease will not affect distribution then
fine

I think investments early can prevent larger
costs later.

5604819196 Very Appropriate

It seems to me to be an appropriate amount
given that 3% more was invested previously,
this indicates to me that some of the extra that
was invested now means that you got ahead a
little bit and can now reap the benefits of that.

5604818609 Somewhat Appropriate
5604815539 Very Appropriate

I agree with the proposed level of investment.
In line with previous years

5604811533
5604803318
5604795035
5604792676

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604763520 Somewhat Appropriate
5604757859 Somewhat Appropriate

5604753267 Somewhat Appropriate
5604748154 Somewhat Appropriate

5604745166 Can't Rate
5604732195 Can't Rate
5604728491 Can't Rate
5604725181

I know that a person or society gets what it pays
for. Therefore, I think we need to maintain or
increase the expenditures to 9% of the capital
budget.

grow our city
Seems like a reasonable amount.

It appears that the investment for system access
has been reduced. Will this trend continue?
What caused this reduction? Is it related to a
stable city population with little growth?

dont know exactly what the numbers are or
where allocated
need more information to properly rate

You would know the financial requirements of
system access investment best.

5604722046
5604712345
5604710647
5604695107
5604694190
5604693305
5604681552
5604665547
5604660921
5604650745
5604648056

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Answered with number 11

5604645011
5604644641
5604617929
5604580830

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Without the systems, supply ceases to exist

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

seems appropriate

Very Appropriate

5604579320
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282
5604572516
5604567581
5604565759
5604564384

Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate

5604564110 Can't Rate

I do not know what costs are for this project.

5604562235 Can't Rate

No thoughts You should simplify this survey
and explain in detail what's happening. No one
cares about the numbers Ie: dumb it down

5604559118
5604558353
5604556311
5604550977
5604548452
5604545909
5604537180
5604528304
5604528108
5604523934
5604516420
5604515658
5604511739
5604494852

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

If it maintains consistant costs to the customer
then it's very appropriate!!

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604488672 Can't Rate
5604473955 Very Appropriate
5604471236
5604468558 Somewhat Appropriate
5604467158 Somewhat Appropriate
5604465323 Very Appropriate
5604464793

as above
High

If new customers are worried about costs, they
should not have to pay for it alone. Everyone
should contribute to the startup of new
customers in areas where there is no access. But
it is good it is lower.
It's necessay
As above
Core business function of GSU

5604464423 Somewhat Appropriate
5604462800 Very Appropriate

5604461238 Very Appropriate
5604458998
5604458850 Very Appropriate
5604458118 Can't Rate
5604456825 Very Appropriate
5604456206 Very Appropriate
5604455333 Somewhat Appropriate
5604454794
5604454643 Very Appropriate

5604454389 Somewhat Appropriate
5604452409
5604451777
5604449790
5604445511
5604445137
5604444817

Very Appropriate

A decrease from 9% to 6% is nice to hear. Any
decrease to me is acceptable

To maintain cost

unsure how increases will work, and industrial
customers should be paying more of an increase
than residential
affecting smaller % of customers

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604438782 Somewhat Appropriate
5604436303
5604433973
5604433870
5604428179
5604425041

Great that this is only 6% of the budge;
however, I think consideration must be made in
terms of the services GSH provides for
facilitating road construction.

Very Appropriate

You are the experts going by what I am reading.
Again, comments to #10 are pertinent to this.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604423029 Somewhat Appropriate

5604421868 Somewhat Appropriate
5604402821 Can't Rate
5604385649
5604382979 Very Appropriate

Those numbers seem to make more sense in my
opinion.
all is good to complete this work. Are others like
city contribuiting to the cost.?

Needed

5604381442 Can't Rate
5604380765

5604380186 Very Appropriate
5604379360 Can't Rate
5604376786
5604374978
5604374219
5604371497
5604371168
5604370174
5604369096
5604367587
5604366101
5604365563

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

It is good that you keep customers in mind .For
a lot of us our bills keep rising and we have
more money going out but the same amount
coming in especially people like us on a fixed
income.

You’ve considered the most important factors
less the previous budget

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604365493 Somewhat Appropriate
5604365338 Somewhat Appropriate
5604362719 Can't Rate
5604362389
5604362369 Somewhat Appropriate
5604361429
5604361134 Somewhat Appropriate

Seems like a hefty decrease in %
Again, insufficient info to make an informed
decision.
N/A

5604361072 Can't Rate

I am not informed enough in this field

5604360735 Very Appropriate

I would say in order to keep existing customer
electricity charges affordable to them.

5604360302 Somewhat Appropriate
5604359886

5604359618 Can't Rate
5604359399

It is not a great deal of the budget

As mentioned previously, I'm not sure how this
will affect the average consumer with price
increases, so I'm not sure how I feel about it.

5604358063
5604356320
5604354043
5604353831
5604353463
5604351809
5604350778
5604350762
5604349957
5604347004
5604346129
5604345925
5604345162

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604344502 Can't Rate
5604343451 Can't Rate

5604342950
5604340786
5604339893
5604334758
5604333207
5604332694
5604331048
5604330996
5604328843
5604327835
5604327467
5604326548
5604326270
5604325071

Pricing is based on what past pricing guidelines.
Difficult to determine true costs.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

See response above

Again...would need to see the whole picture of
the budget

6%. of capital budget seems to be a fair amount
of expenditures
Not a top priority for me.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604324433 Very Appropriate

I'm sure the cuts will make things more efficient

5604322291 Very Appropriate
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172 Not Very Appropriate
5604317462

very good thoughts about System Access

5604317168 Somewhat Appropriate

It would be nice if somehow private businesses
could pay some of these costs

5604316253
5604315383
5604315029
5604314300
5604312196
5604308420

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604307604 Very Appropriate
5604307213 Somewhat Appropriate
5604306433 Somewhat Appropriate
5604306302
5604306068
5604306035 Somewhat Appropriate
5604305829 Not Very Appropriate
5604304577

5604304068 Very Appropriate
5604304041 Very Appropriate
5604303717
5604303303 Very Appropriate
5604302723

5604302611
5604302439
5604301061
5604300658
5604297834
5604296499

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Understanding system access costs as a
comparison to other areas is not there,
therefore, I cannot make an accurate
assessment.
Not as pressing a matter.

New construction of homes & business is less
important than maintaining what we already
have. Our city does not need to grow much
larger.
Same reason

seems accurate, not a lot of new builds in
Sudbury

important to assist with development of the city
planning and expansion

Investing for future System Access is good but
recuperating these costs from new builds should
be key. A surcharge for a limited time might be
applicable? If I remember correctly, this is what
the towns do when installing new water/sewer
lines. A surcharge is applied for a while then
taken off...

5604296104
5604295239 Can't Rate

5604293929
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
5604291940
5604291033
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889

Not Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5604288381 Can't Rate
5604288118
5604287719
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749

Again, plans are in place

I lack the understanding of the costs.

Somewhat Appropriate

The spend is required and makes sense

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

good investment

Very Appropriate

very good proposal

5604285387 Very Appropriate
5604285094
5604284237 Very Appropriate

5604283171
5604282722
5604282608
5604281650
5604281095
5604280537

I question whether or not these numbers fully
represent the costs involved.

Access is an important part of the renewal

Very Appropriate

Needs to be done and invites new construction
with fewer worries for the developers and
investors.

Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Importance of grid reliability

5604280459 Very Appropriate

5604280357 Very Appropriate
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972 Somewhat Appropriate

Assuming that you have prioritized things
appropriately.
It is a needed process and the budget seems
appropriate

Good

5604277206

5604277185 Somewhat Appropriate
5604276799
5604276409
5604275680
5604275558
5604275500
5604274690
5604274662
5604273968

5604273863
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
5604272124
5604271907
5604271746
5604271645

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate

Seems relative but difficult to know if other nonelectrical projects are not including all costs
including the electrical in the decision making

Again, I trust you guys know what you’re doing
Don’t know enough about it

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

As long as your being efficient with the money
and it’s being invested in structures built to last

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not sure what I'm supposed to be rating.
Everyone approves of saving money.

5604271581
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235
5604271105
5604271098
5604270957
5604270746

Can't Rate

5604270728
5604270253
5604270221
5604270152
5604269953
5604269839
5604269687
5604269611

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

I don't how appropriate the CAPEX is.
Important

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

people need access

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Na

5604269511 Very Appropriate
5604269461
5604269344 Somewhat Appropriate

5604269322 Very Appropriate
5604269306 Somewhat Appropriate
5604269295 Somewhat Appropriate
5604269261

5604269147
5604268994
5604268978
5604268944
5604268932
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538
5604268525
5604268129
5604268103
5604254904
5604254758
5604250673
5604249464

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Can't argue with less cost.

The assumption on my end is that the money
saved from this investment will go to further
help customers in terms of having affordable
payments and have incentives to help reduce
their carbon foot print.

I believe that by being proactive as opposed to
reactive, it seems like you would be able to
effectively budget and plan for System Access
developments.
The city must advance.

Focus on green.

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5604241489 Very Appropriate
5604235771 Very Appropriate
5604235317

5604231423 Can't Rate
5604226382
5604215288

Hopefully rates will not continue to increase

I have never assessed costs for a project of this
magnitude. My opinion is not worth the paper
it is written on.

5604166701 Very Appropriate

5604163090 Somewhat Appropriate

5604162592 Very Appropriate
5604152890 Somewhat Appropriate
5604151377 Very Appropriate

5604143185 Somewhat Appropriate
5604125629 Somewhat Appropriate

5604125146 Can't Rate
5604123573 Somewhat Appropriate
5604120030

5604117306 Can't Rate

5604116144 Very Appropriate
5604114778 Very Appropriate

5604107995 Somewhat Appropriate
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191 Somewhat Appropriate

It is important but shouldn’t be the highest
priority that it raises rates so that low income
families suffer from the company’s investments
because hydro has managed to decrease the
depletion of their capital budget by 3%.
Changes are required.
Again, cannot put a price on things I do not
know the price of.

"To connect new customers" Is there not a
system throughout the territory that is served?
" requests from the Road Authority (e.g., the
City of Greater Sudbury, Ministry of
Transportation) to relocate poles to
accommodate road construction work" Should
this not be budgeted in the related road work?

Not seeing all the financial figures it is not
possible for me to rate. This is like looking at the
total office expenses on a business be 6%. Need
more data to make a decision.
It's helping saving money in the present and
down the road

Should probably allocate more. This is
something that can benefit the entire Sudbury
population.

5604087065
5604084394
5604077480
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433
5604062671

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Invest in the future, do it now to cut cost in
future.
See previous answer
it reflects the need.

Somewhat Appropriate

Seems reasonable budgeting

5604061713 Somewhat Appropriate
5604061086
5604055096
5604044456
5604042635
5604040258
5604040020
5604039143
5604032280

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604029848 Very Appropriate
5604027854 Very Appropriate

5604027433
5604027174
5604026488
5604026130
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376
5604020803
5604020547
5604020224
5604020123
5604019955

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I agree that it is consistent with customer
priority of maintaining costs.
Costs less than it did percentagewise
boooooo to hydro companies
because it is important.
you know what is needed
It is very important
its good things
Maintaining low cost is important

Just make sure you get reimbursed for new
construction and work mandated by the City
and MoT.

Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5604018768 Very Appropriate
5604017808
5604017463 Can't Rate
5604016188 Not Very Appropriate
5604012720

in terms of prioritizing the capital budget, the
total commitment seems appropriate.

5604010773 Very Appropriate
5604010523
5604003848
5604002610 Very Appropriate
5604002058
5604001844 Somewhat Appropriate

5604000138 Can't Rate
5603989836 Somewhat Appropriate

5603972575 Very Appropriate
5603971458 Very Appropriate
5603965342 Somewhat Appropriate
5603955878
5603955740
5603948545
5603942687
5603940742
5603939181
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776
5603931035
5603930966
5603928938

With everything else going up in price, it
Sudbury hydro was to wait, it will only get more
expensive then suggested right now at the rate
mentioned above.

I don't know any plans or dates outlined, how
can one have an opinion without seeing
infrastructure plans for dates and goals

Less is better. To an extent the customers
requiring the changes should be responsible for
the brunt of the costs.

Very Appropriate

Trust u to know what the new construction wiĺ
be

Very Appropriate

Great plan.

Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603928380 Somewhat Appropriate
5603927701 Can't Rate
5603927144 Very Appropriate
5603926785

If there are any ways of saving costs then those
avenues should be looked into. Planning ahead
and not doing unnecessary jobs.
I don't know the real costs.

5603925775 Can't Rate
5603924827 Somewhat Appropriate
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
5603916190 Somewhat Appropriate
5603912059
5603908660 Somewhat Appropriate
5603907138 Can't Rate

5603906616 Very Appropriate

5603901309 Can't Rate
5603894521

5603892723
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425
5603878303
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147
5603854129
5603853917
5603850070
5603844505

I don't know enough about capital planning and
expenditure

Continue working with 9% And get more done
?
see above comments
the remarks would always be the same and that
is to improve the systems we have now and to
save $
Not aware of the current physical condition of
existing electrical infrastructure

Not Very Appropriate

I am unsure the reduced budget plan will
adequately support the demand.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

for the reasons given above.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

just do

Somewhat Appropriate

5603839719 Can't Rate

obviously any reduction in costs is a good thing
but to be able to judge or comment on whether
that reduction could be or should be more or
less would require acess to information not
present in this case

5603838201 Not Very Appropriate
5603829389 Can't Rate

5603827620 Very Appropriate
5603826947
5603824518 Very Appropriate

5603823777 Very Appropriate

5603819038 Somewhat Appropriate
5603815509 Somewhat Appropriate

5603813865 Very Appropriate

5603812361 Can't Rate
5603811387 Can't Rate
5603809247 Somewhat Appropriate

5603807838 Very Appropriate

I care about nature, but, 5% is better - don't use
green energy out-fits (solar panels, huge
propellers (by wind), why? it uses so much
energy to operate but the "rendement" output
is very minimal compared to hydro, coal, …)
I am guessing here.
It appears you've done your homework and
have a plan in place
See paragraph 2 above.

again, building new should only occur if there
are no appropriate existing locations that are
already hooked up

If the investment is set at this, construction and
upgrades will have to be done with the goal of
not wasting money and time. Get it right with
the budget provided.

You can spend it now or you will be spending it
later on outages. If the outages are lengthy your
customers will not be happy and could explore
going off grid.

Same reason as above - There is no mention of
how you will accommodate or encourage use of
renewable energy by residential, commercial or
industrial customers.
see above

If more is spent on renewal, it stands to reason
that other areas will receive less funding.

5603803545
5603799607
5603797713
5603795594
5603795045
5603794864
5603794723
5603793990
5603793624

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Sounds like you have done your homework
reasonable

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

It’s important
Not informed enough
It doesn't affect me directly

5603791335 Very Appropriate

5603790413 Very Appropriate
5603789161 Very Appropriate
5603789068 Not Very Appropriate

5603787264
5603783584
5603782515
5603777291
5603774037

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603745694 Somewhat Appropriate
5603735624
5603732849
5603732602
5603729467
5603728003
5603726674
5603725461
5603723462
5603722140

Can't Rate

Since a larger portion of the budget is going to
system renewal, I believe it is good to try to
save in other areas to keep prices reasonable.
If keeping costs down is true and work still gets
done I am all for it.

will take 6% electricity will rise probably 10%
again customer foots the bill always problems
this cost more than expected 3.3 million will
probably double do the on foreseen problems
has always

I’m just hoping that enough is budgeted
Concerned about any price increases to
customers.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603719277 Very Appropriate

Again everything has a cost
Same as the other answer.

Review of current information shows this would
be appropriate

5603717379
5603713646 Very Appropriate
5603710170 Somewhat Appropriate

5603708430
5603708297
5603706458
5603706139
5603705662
5603705356
5603703860
5603701394

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603698999 Very Appropriate
5603698726 Very Appropriate
5603696326

5603696171 Very Appropriate
5603696031
5603693093 Somewhat Appropriate
5603692894 Very Appropriate

5603692535 Can't Rate
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174 Somewhat Appropriate
5603684657

Doesn’t sound that expensive
ok

At only 6percent of the budget it has been used
to save some capital to keep our overall costs
hopefully down or at the same rate as inflation

Answer provided above

Too similar

It's needed. You have to spend more to make
things happen for the better in the long run.
Kept the cost down in this area. Good job.

Expanding system access for new customers
should represent a lower portion of the Capitol
budget
Seems reasonable

As a consumer, it is unclear to me how this plan
aligns with my priority to maintain cost (aka in
layman's terms: these statements hold no
meaning for me as someone who doesn't
understand how these figures compare and
what the impacts are, other than that it is "less
than the past 5 years"

5603680129 Not Very Appropriate
5603679368
5603678809 Somewhat Appropriate
5603678078 Can't Rate
5603677539

5603674458
5603674434
5603673400
5603673376
5603672984
5603671299
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632

Somewhat Appropriate

5603668126
5603667328
5603667280
5603666933
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925
5603661725
5603660840
5603660088
5603660014
5603659261

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Again, increase density not sprawl. Use
infrastructure already in place.
Not sure

It is somewhat appropriate because I feel at
times the charges should go to the party
requesting the work.
Dont know
Low costs in future
Don’t know

Very Appropriate

Prévenir les pannes autant que possible. Assuré
les soions en santé, éducation, pour les ainés.

Proportion seem reasonable

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603658586 Somewhat Appropriate
5603657522
5603656664

Its critical
N/A
Not knowledgeable to comment... but the plan
is important

5603655605 Can't Rate

it is your budget, you know more than I do

5603654288 Can't Rate

Unable to determine what the costs should be.

5603653137 Very Appropriate
5603653067
5603652815 Somewhat Appropriate
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034 Somewhat Appropriate

5603634029 Very Appropriate
5603626198 Somewhat Appropriate

This is a type of expenditure that is tough to
control - you can't not supply power to a new
sub-division because there isn't any budget to
do that. Similarly, you can't stop road
construction because there isn't budget to move
some poles.
Unknown parameters.

The most appropriate decision that we should
make is to make the most appropriate
decision...Now. Nothing is more important than
our children future, our city's future and our
planet's future.

5603625871 Very Appropriate
5603625394 Somewhat Appropriate
5603623005 Somewhat Appropriate

Seems to align with growth of the city

5603621778 Not Very Appropriate

I seriously don't want to have to pay more.

5603621405 Not Very Appropriate

This appears to be a cash grab survey. You want
to do something and are looking for support
through a survey that is slanted towards your
plans.

5603620577 Very Appropriate

Saving the funding allows redirection to greater
priorities.

5603619555 Somewhat Appropriate

Needed for new developments.

5603619420 Very Appropriate
5603619178

Again, maintenance and reliability is the priority.

5603616195 Very Appropriate

there's no choice in the matter

5603615549 Very Appropriate

The money we save the better.

5603615469
5603615033
5603614188
5603613148
5603613126

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

Reasonable
No reason

5603612703
5603612182
5603611988
5603610977
5603609923
5603609759
5603609723
5603609565

Somewhat Appropriate

also have to plan for the future

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I feel it is very appropriate

5603608793 Can't Rate

sounds resonable

I know nothing of your business and financing so
I am at a loss to give any ratings.

5603608627 Very Appropriate
5603607653

Consitent with customer priorities

5603607466 Very Appropriate
5603605715 Very Appropriate
5603605545 Somewhat Appropriate

I trust the people that know more about it
n/a

5603603947
5603603490
5603603188
5603602767
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603600690 Somewhat Appropriate
5603600289

I'm relying on your corporation to do the
assesment and budget accordingly.

see above
invest in our future
as above

Again, I see the reason for setting the budget
amounts, but I am certainly no expert.

5603599579 Somewhat Appropriate

Nit sure really as I said would have to study all
that.

5603597140 Very Appropriate
5603596750 Somewhat Appropriate

You have to give the priority to other
investment programs.
Answered above

5603596629 Somewhat Appropriate

I do not have enough information on the subject.

5603595420 Somewhat Appropriate

5603595172 Somewhat Appropriate
5603594108 Very Appropriate

5603593658 Very Appropriate
5603592389 Very Appropriate
5603592063 Very Appropriate

5603591397
5603590899
5603590415
5603589152
5603588861
5603588032
5603586086

The budget numbers reflect a consistent level of
care and upkeep along with increasing
customers.

Since priority is to upgrading the present
network, access will follow but is not as
important.
if it saves customers energy costs i;m all for it

Somewhat Appropriate

Yes the changes must be made. No, the time
frame is unrealistic. Yes, such a thing is possible
with proper adjustments.

Somewhat Appropriate

N/A

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603585297 Very Appropriate

5603584348 Somewhat Appropriate
5603583886
5603583439 Somewhat Appropriate
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355
5603577885 Very Appropriate
5603577567 Somewhat Appropriate
5603577249 Can't Rate

5603577003 Can't Rate
5603576829 Somewhat Appropriate
5603576350
5603575091 Somewhat Appropriate

5
It appears that what you are doing is working to
keep and enhance the system. So keep up the
good work
here again we should be looking at better
alternatives for cost saving measures
A must.

If you think you can do it with less all the better.
Controls costs

Your proposed level of investment is an
estimate for 5 years ?

see previous response

5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310
5603573214 Somewhat Appropriate

5603573116
5603572707
5603572279
5603571440
5603571108

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603570775 Somewhat Appropriate
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958 Very Appropriate

5603564523 Somewhat Appropriate
5603563541 Somewhat Appropriate

5603563020 Very Appropriate
5603562796 Somewhat Appropriate

5603562614 Somewhat Appropriate
5603562501 Very Appropriate
5603561531 Somewhat Appropriate

5603560671 Somewhat Appropriate
5603560533 Very Appropriate
5603560337 Somewhat Appropriate

5603559955 Very Appropriate
5603559519 Very Appropriate

Sounds reasonable
It has gone down not up. Why was it so high in
previous years?
Fair amount over 5 years

I hope it doesn't lead to outage

Customer priorities....maintaining present
system
Make customer...city or new residential
build...pay more

With everything going up with no choice about
it, it would be nice to see one thing be done
with the consumer in mind.

Ministry or City should cover portion of cost if
they are requesting the work

Should this not be higher? One must stay ahead
of demand, not fall behind.
Have to start somewhere.

Will satisfy requirements without taking a
meaningful % of budget

5603559476 Very Appropriate
5603559393 Very Appropriate

I want access to Sudbury Hydro at my cottage
which is in the Sudbury Region because of the
service excellence and the reduced costs.
YOU CANT GO WRONG

5603559025 Not Very Appropriate

We could use that extra 3.3 million towards the
new renewable system implementation

5603558791 Very Appropriate
5603558732 Very Appropriate
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800
5603556477
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247
5603555069
5603555012

Priorities need to be shifted for what is most
important to ensure service is not interrupted

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

As long as our charges don’t go up.
Based on numbers

Very Appropriate

Keep up with update

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Much

5603554966 Somewhat Appropriate

I recognize this as a priority but I’m not
informed enough to be able to make further
comment.

Somewhat Appropriate

I would rather see hydro finding appropriate
places for infrastructure than to pour money
into constantly moving things around

5603554812
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809
5603553284
5603553211
5603552317
5603551128

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Same answer

5603548868 Very Appropriate
5603548738
5603548222
5603547631 Somewhat Appropriate
5603547394 Somewhat Appropriate
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867

5603545570 Somewhat Appropriate
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197

5603543753
5603543111
5603542349
5603542246
5603541504
5603540844
5603540233
5603540123
5603539792
5603539781
5603539452

Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

5603538950
5603538881
5603537599
5603533967
5603532709
5603520556
5603520518
5603519763

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Growth in Sudbury is slow right now so I can't
see where spending less for the next few years
will be a problem. If they ever finish the hwy.
69 four lane project then we may see more
demand for growth of the hydro system.

customers are still pay to much

The lower you keep the cost the less it affects
the consumers

You know much more about this than I do. I
defer to your better judgment.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Common sense.

Again, why is someone else's decision costing
you (us)?
it is integral to our growth

5603517826
5603517746
5603514420
5603513933
5603513326
5603512741
5603512680
5603510755

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

Fewer people in Sudbury

Can't Rate
Can't Rate

5603510589 Somewhat Appropriate
5603510156
5603509669 Somewhat Appropriate
5603509292 Somewhat Appropriate
5603508826
5603508213 Somewhat Appropriate
5603508055
5603507414 Somewhat Appropriate
5603506806
5603505150 Somewhat Appropriate
5603504170 Somewhat Appropriate
5603504124 Not Very Appropriate

5603503579 Very Appropriate
5603503055 Very Appropriate
5603502436 Very Appropriate
5603501301

5603501136 Very Appropriate
5603500874 Can't Rate

5603499896 Not Very Appropriate
5603499655 Can't Rate
5603499606 Very Appropriate
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201 Very Appropriate
5603498129 Somewhat Appropriate
5603497878
5603497641 Very Appropriate

cost to the customer is extremely important
factor
Feel it’s the right idea track

If rate stay the same

Administration would have an overview of
energy needs as the city expands and recreates
crumbling infrastructure.
It's a smart move
If it costs you less, that sounds good to me...

It's good to be investing smarter which helps the
consumer.
Unsure
The customer base should grow by 6% over the
5 year period.

Same as above

Better to invest now than to play catch up later

5603496892 Very Appropriate

5603496723 Very Appropriate
5603496188 Very Appropriate
5603495712 Somewhat Appropriate
5603495694
5603495634
5603495426
5603495358
5603495258

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603495097 Can't Rate
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111 Very Appropriate
5603493826 Somewhat Appropriate

do what is needed
Important to keep costs around what they are
now not to pass down higher charges to
customers.
No comment
Sounds reasonable

It’s a huge investment that keeps on growing

You feel it's appropriate so how do we know if it
really is? Provide other opinions from industry
critics and then we can provide an educated
opinion. I have yet to hear a bureaucrat say that
his/her decision to spend money was
inconsistent with taxpayers' opinions.

.
Everything in moderation.

5603492980 Can't Rate
5603492906
5603492493 Very Appropriate
5603492260
5603492225 Very Appropriate

do not appreciate significance

5603491909 Very Appropriate

Maintaining costs are very important.

5603491791 Somewhat Appropriate
5603491350 Somewhat Appropriate
5603490607 Somewhat Appropriate

5603489844 Not Very Appropriate
5603489624 Not Very Appropriate

as noted above

Second guessing what costs will be incurred is
the hardest part of any budget process. You
look like you are on the right track

it is not evident on what benefits will occur to
the existing system
It is also needed.

5603489619
5603489409
5603488618 Very Appropriate
5603488422 Somewhat Appropriate
5603488244 Somewhat Appropriate
5603488176

10
Everything goes up

5603487577 Somewhat Appropriate

If relocation is customer driven and funded (ie/
city, MTO, subdivision) should this budget not
be lower?

5603486769 Not Very Appropriate

we should concentrate to upgrade the
accessibility to the city's actual infrastructure as
it is very important for Sudbury to keep and
promote our lakes and our environment

5603486662
5603486071
5603485815
5603485814
5603485676
5603485488
5603485360
5603485024
5603484698
5603484597
5603484471
5603484131
5603484127

5603483627
5603483359
5603483327
5603483293
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815

Somewhat Appropriate

It's a high amount but it has to get done.

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Good budget

Very Appropriate

It is nice to see that it will take 6% less than the
past 5 years where it was 9% of the capital
budget

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

?

Can't Rate

Not sure

5603481838
5603481766
5603481675
5603481238
5603480563
5603480386
5603480355
5603480134
5603480051
5603479480
5603479440
5603479201

Somewhat Appropriate

5603478577
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648
5603477159
5603477088

Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
first we need the System - then we worry about
distribution

Can't Rate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603476922 Somewhat Appropriate
5603476478 Somewhat Appropriate
5603475723
5603475540
5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918
5603473862
5603473624
5603472969
5603472352
5603472305
5603471813
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022
5603470970
5603470903

I would hope that these initiatives would be
carried out at a fair cost, and that it would not
result in gouging the customer.

Higher than before because more work is
needed

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

have to keep customers happy.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

survey

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate
Not Very Appropriate

N/A

Somewhat Appropriate

Correlation to critical rating

5603470858
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259 Somewhat Appropriate
5603470224 Somewhat Appropriate

5603469638 Can't Rate
5603469139
5603469006 Somewhat Appropriate

5603468881 Very Appropriate
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972
5603467479 Very Appropriate
5603467225 Very Appropriate

5603467000
5603466943
5603466935
5603466580
5603466030
5603465791
5603465679

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Needs to be done

not for me to tell you if the budgeted
investment is appropriate. Just plan it right,
right?

I have not seen that poles in the way are really
an issue at this time.

Same as previous
It sounds appropriate and proportional.

I don't have enough information to determine
what level would be appropriate.
Help bring in new business
Still unaware

Very Appropriate

5603465611
5603465540
5603465534
5603465391

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603465015
5603464813
5603464464
5603464213
5603464186

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603463604 Not Very Appropriate

so long as it makes sense to lower the budget
then it's appropriate

Costs are being controlled effectively.

Always cost more to fix the bugs out, when a
new system is installed.

5603463593 Somewhat Appropriate
5603463585 Very Appropriate
5603463411 Very Appropriate
5603463329 Very Appropriate
5603463252 Very Appropriate

5603462811
5603461947
5603461564
5603461326
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472
5603460459

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Presently not a lot of growth in Sudbury

Staying on top of things allows one to budget
appropriately
Upgrades are important

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Agree

Can't Rate

Not enough information

5603459797 Very Appropriate

5603459430
5603459297
5603459279
5603459104
5603459032
5603458172
5603458169
5603457882
5603457731

With a smaller investment comes the need to
plan for construction and growth proactively so
they can be performed less often.

Very Appropriate

Reduced expenditure is fine as long as the
requests for system access are handled in a
timely manner.
I think that if you can bring down the
percentage by 3% thats good

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Costs seem consistent.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

balance

5603457716 Very Appropriate

5603457349 Can't Rate
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702 Somewhat Appropriate
5603456299
5603456256 Somewhat Appropriate
5603456141

it's less cost and seems to be doing more
I'm not really sure what this entails? It seems
rather vague.

5603456079
5603455998
5603455871
5603455837
5603455797

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603455767 Very Appropriate
5603455385

It costs what it costs.

Need power
this is one area that I feel we should be
spending less on.

5603454856 Somewhat Appropriate
5603454432 Very Appropriate
5603454403

handles what is required but nothing more

5603453567 Very Appropriate

I like that it has plans to spend %3 less that usual

5603453519 Somewhat Appropriate
5603453004
5603452731

Spending a lot if money for not everyone

5603452618
5603452358
5603452338
5603451991
5603451985
5603451844
5603451498
5603451326

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I believe the investment is necessary taking
into consideration hydro rates

customer cost is important

5603451306 Somewhat Appropriate

When necessary services need to be done

5603451295 Somewhat Appropriate
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027

Keeping electricity rates affordable is my priority

5603450771 Very Appropriate

It should have been dealt with earlier.
Unfortunately, it is the best option to keep us up
to date.

5603450697
5603450541
5603450279
5603450209
5603450064

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

5603450020 Very Appropriate

5603449909 Somewhat Appropriate
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798

5603448776
5603448541
5603448229
5603447962
5603447884
5603447713
5603447535
5603447469

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603447257 Very Appropriate
5603447111 Somewhat Appropriate

We read about development charges on new
housing construction, and moving poles to
accommodate road work, I am thinking that
these expenditures are being made from the
wrong pocket, the pocket of the utility rate
payers, rather than from the provincial MTO and
Roads department - city taxpayers. Some of this
work could be built by contractors and paid by
the proponent.
Priorities
It's what you have to do.
maintaining costs is very important

If your projections are able to accommodate
your future tasks at those figures, your budgets
are hopefully accurate. There must be room left
as a surplus in case those figures rise.

It is not really of any benefit to GSU users. More
just to accommodate the work of other agencies
which is necessary work.

No comment
It seems right.

downward trend in this case seems appropriate.

5603447017
5603447011
5603446857
5603446798
5603446639

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603446477 Somewhat Appropriate
5603446164 Very Appropriate
5603445259 Very Appropriate

5603445068 Somewhat Appropriate
5603444898 Somewhat Appropriate

Nice to see it’s less than before.
to hopefully benefit us
Right % of budget

I say that is somewhat appropriate because
although vital to the Sudbury area, it should not
neglect other responsibilities and necessities for
citizens.
no comment
need to be done

Meeting the needs of outer areas will promote
an increase in the housing market.

5603443825 Very Appropriate

Much like the previous point, this is essential

5603443180 Very Appropriate

I believe this is appropriate given the rarely
changing population density of the City.

5603442908 Somewhat Appropriate
5603442767
5603442579 Very Appropriate
5603442122 Somewhat Appropriate

5603441970 Somewhat Appropriate
5603441948 Somewhat Appropriate
5603441922
5603441625 Very Appropriate

Should be even better if we are not extending
work to new areas outside of the existing
network.

Why don't have to answer this?

Planning is important but there as been so much
scepticisme about the money being used mostly
on wasted equipment, managment and salaries
that I am concerned about the plan.

Seems good.

5603441555 Not Very Appropriate
5603441553
5603441346 Somewhat Appropriate
5603441337
5603441301 Very Appropriate

5603441235 Can't Rate

5603441164
5603440961
5603440889
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Given my cost recovery theory, I believe that
the expenditures in System Access initiatives
could be lowered to 3%, whereby a small
amount is absorbed by GSH and the rest by the
agency requesting the work.
Agreed with the statement.

what does that 3% saving equal to in a dollar
amount... i assume not a very large amount,
other wise that would be the number you
highlight in bold on this page.

Nice to see that not everything is always more
exprnsive and budgeting can be reasonable.

Somewhat Appropriate

5603440138 Very Appropriate

5603439968 Somewhat Appropriate
5603439853
5603439755 Somewhat Appropriate
5603439694 Somewhat Appropriate
5603439435

5603439374 Can't Rate
5603438865
5603438672 Somewhat Appropriate
5603438526

Need this to keep up with growth
Gotta do it the best you can without it being a
side-door profit grab.
NA

I don't know what your current level is, relative
to what it should be.

5603438517 Can't Rate
5603438373 Very Appropriate
5603438198
5603438086 Very Appropriate
5603437876 Very Appropriate

5603437869 Very Appropriate
5603437808 Very Appropriate
5603437462 Somewhat Appropriate
5603437286
5603437178
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713
5603436422
5603436402
5603436260
5603436211
5603436198
5603436182
5603436065
5603435785
5603435704
5603435676
5603435567
5603435516

5603435405
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953
5603434684
5603434650
5603434633
5603434520
5603434429

I need more information to understand what
these costs reductions really mean - what will
this look like and who will it effect?

you need to spend more on upgrading poles

Seems fair that efforts have been made to
decrease costs slightly

Not Very Appropriate

Again, I just don’t think it’s really urgent.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

once again - as stated in #8

Not Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Cant really say.
See previous question

Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

6% is a fair value to be placed, other items are
more important

Educated guess...
Lower expenditure this year

5603434324 Not Very Appropriate
5603434229
5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072

10 years instead of 5 years , this is a much more
fair and reasonable expectation from within the
customers.

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Better improvements elsewhere

Very Appropriate

Will review

Not well enough informed

Not Very Appropriate

5603432896 Somewhat Appropriate
5603432878 Somewhat Appropriate

not sure how much costs are for relocating
poles etc

5603432846 Somewhat Appropriate
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336

It's good for the environment.

5603432321 Somewhat Appropriate
5603432320 Somewhat Appropriate
5603432192
5603432131 Very Appropriate

Again it is expensive!!! But necessary
Seems appropriate.

5603432126
5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
5603430948

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

See above re priorities. Also, as an example, if
city roadwork is significantly affecting system
access budget, the quality of the roadwork
should be assessed so as to not require annually
repeating the same roadwork. What’s the root
cause of the high level of roadwork?
Rising costs

5603430845 Very Appropriate
5603430704 Somewhat Appropriate
5603430549 Somewhat Appropriate
5603430539 Somewhat Appropriate
5603430295 Somewhat Appropriate
5603430204
5603430151 Somewhat Appropriate
5603429957
5603429934 Can't Rate

5603429926 Very Appropriate
5603429869

5603429798 Not Very Appropriate
5603429716 Somewhat Appropriate
5603429715 Very Appropriate
5603429632
5603429477

5603429469
5603429069
5603428999
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818
5603428299

5603428284
5603428213
5603427947
5603427903
5603427894

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I like that it's less than the previous percentage.
Seems fair enough now but I believe those cost
to be low
At least it has gone down.
the cost and the price on my pension

Spending less than previous years to get better
service is always acceptable.

should keep capitol budget at 9%. it will add
more money to maintain the system more
efficiently

Again can't comment on budget as I don't have
enough information

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603427501 Somewhat Appropriate
5603427500
5603427418 Not Very Appropriate
5603427407 Somewhat Appropriate

Decreasing the spending doesn't fit well with
growth in the region
Same as above
not an expert

High level of investment is required to update
and replace current infrastructure.

5603427279 Somewhat Appropriate
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965 Somewhat Appropriate

5603426742
5603426722
5603426696
5603426330
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062
5603425997
5603425632
5603425519
5603425509
5603425498

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603424275
5603424104
5603424060
5603423833

Still an important function.
we need this investment, public education
should be top priority.

Not Very Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Not critical

Very Appropriate

5603425296 Very Appropriate
5603425282 Somewhat Appropriate
5603425151
5603424779 Not Very Appropriate

5603424721
5603424552
5603424455
5603424428
5603424375
5603424359

Not everyone is interested!

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603423832 Very Appropriate
5603423779 Very Appropriate

Lack of road building and housing construction
justifies the reduction

Cant
Again as stated I believe the access costs should
be paid by the developer

judging by the size of the budget for system
access, it doesn't appear to be as large an
undertaking as modernization.

Again, I assume you know more about the
money involved than me.

5603423694
5603423692
5603423555
5603423529
5603423444

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

5603423345 Very Appropriate
5603423289 Somewhat Appropriate
5603423274
5603423213

5603423207 Somewhat Appropriate
5603423159 Can't Rate
5603423158 Not Very Appropriate
5603423139 Somewhat Appropriate
5603423091 Somewhat Appropriate

5603423055
5603422990
5603422980
5603422792
5603422441
5603422336

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

It’s great

Continued investment always important

I think that if it is deemed to use less capital
money for This and still maintain the level of
service it is a great idea

See my answers to 10 and 11 above
Dont know much about it

Just guessing, because the numbers don’t really
tell me how much difference this will make. Not
well enough versed on the issue.

Cost to the consumer

Very Appropriate

5603422304 Very Appropriate
5603422162 Not Very Appropriate
5603422091 Somewhat Appropriate
5603421828
5603421825 Not Very Appropriate
5603421648
5603421606 Somewhat Appropriate

5603421437 Somewhat Appropriate

As long as standards are being met, and things
are maintained, it should be easier to move
forward.

Too much money on moving poles and lines.

It's better that little of the capital budget is used
on this. I understand there to be some return on
this investment so I support this initiative.

5603421204 Somewhat Appropriate
5603421194
5603421054
5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
5603420669
5603420653
5603420609
5603420522
5603420498
5603420448

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I am all for anything that cost less than the
previous year

Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603420413 Not Very Appropriate

It is important

This seems appropriate to me
Far-fetched concept that your market is
expanding.

5603420362 Somewhat Appropriate
5603420333 Very Appropriate

Costs should be shared with local governments

5603420325 Very Appropriate
5603420318 Very Appropriate

Growing the system is important

5603420310 Very Appropriate
5603420277
5603420127

5603420107 Not Very Appropriate
5603420098
5603419712

5603419653 Very Appropriate
5603419643 Somewhat Appropriate
5603419630 Very Appropriate

5603419541
5603419457
5603419244
5603419241
5603419176
5603419081

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

This is less than the past 5 years. Reduced
expenditures are always good.

why should existing customers pay for new
customers that contribute to urban sprawl?

Very appropriate, glad to see the overall
percentage of the capital budget reduced!
good
it is good business to make sure GSH is moving
forward with the times
Great to see it lowered

It seems reasonable to me.

5603419076 Very Appropriate

5603419062 Very Appropriate
5603418993
5603418922 Very Appropriate
5603418809 Somewhat Appropriate
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726

5603418680
5603418602
5603418597
5603418555
5603418530
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603418297 Somewhat Appropriate
5603418213 Somewhat Appropriate

5603418188 Somewhat Appropriate
5603418130

5603418072 Somewhat Appropriate
5603418043
5603417809 Very Appropriate
5603417694
5603417633 Very Appropriate
5603417410
5603417365

While costs are very important you must be able
to provide access in order to grow. It sounds like
you are on track by your numbers.
i think its appropriate.

can't rate unless we're given a "real" customer
priority count.
Fix the inefficiencies first
It is needed

it's right.

Without differentiating between cost of
connecting new customers, and cost of
temporarily relocating poles, which I previously
indicated seems wasteful, it is hard to judge.
Expenditure seems in line with past periods.

Not enough information to rate...however if the
need is there, why not...

Can't evaluate with information available, but
I'm assuming the reduction in expenditures
shows some response to demand

Don't want to see a jump.in rates

5603417341 Can't Rate
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931

5603416918 Somewhat Appropriate
5603416811 Somewhat Appropriate
5603416754 Somewhat Appropriate
5603416608
5603416583
5603416564
5603416490
5603416486
5603416464
5603416457
5603416431
5603416407

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

New system access has zero value for existing
customers. Establishing new standards and best
practices with modern or leading edge
technology is a worthwhile exercise.
not sure what is required
People are not happy with rising costs.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603416260 Very Appropriate
5603416254
5603416203
5603416201
5603416159
5603416109
5603416084
5603416009

unknown

Very Appropriate

Yes
Less than typically spent is always good.

renewal is still more importent

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603415935 Very Appropriate
5603415933 Somewhat Appropriate
5603415816
5603415813 Somewhat Appropriate

Cost to the resident is always appropriate

5603415771 Somewhat Appropriate
5603415694
5603415691 Very Appropriate

Looks like an appropriate use of funds

5603415582 Somewhat Appropriate
5603415574 Somewhat Appropriate
5603415438 Somewhat Appropriate

Have the fees for connection gone up? What
made the cost less?

5603415390 Very Appropriate
5603415384 Somewhat Appropriate
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206
5603415152
5603415115
5603415023
5603414966

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603414845
5603414803
5603414732
5603414640
5603414639
5603414539
5603414527
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361
5603414336
5603414320

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Importance
Already the same answer

A comprehensive plan is important .
Service

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

It is necessary to encourage more settlement in
Greater Sudbury.

Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603414291 Not Very Appropriate
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246
5603414236 Not Very Appropriate

This money should come from the city. If this is
to connect new customers then the new
customers had to have paid fees to the city
therefore the city should pay for the poles.

5603414221 Very Appropriate
5603414191 Very Appropriate

breakdown over 5 years is sound

5603414189 Very Appropriate
5603414168
5603414147 Very Appropriate
5603414145 Very Appropriate
5603414139

Investment is the way to ensure things are kept

5603414130 Somewhat Appropriate

Less cost than previous years.

where did the money go for the years that it
was 9% of the budget

5603414129 Not Very Appropriate
5603414108
5603414061 Very Appropriate
5603414054
5603414015
5603414014
5603414007
5603413980
5603413943
5603413928
5603413916
5603413836
5603413823

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Needs to be done to renew infer structure
I agree it should have come down from the 9%.
.
Good savings in my opinion

Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603413793 Very Appropriate
5603413561 Very Appropriate
5603413527
5603413425 Very Appropriate
5603413398 Somewhat Appropriate
5603413304 Very Appropriate
5603413266
5603413242

5603413235 Very Appropriate

5603413130 Very Appropriate
5603413123 Somewhat Appropriate
5603412976
5603412954 Very Appropriate

5603412832 Somewhat Appropriate

System access is required for growth in our
community

like I said before it will be a benefit for me
The change is required

It's correct to spend less on road construction
that requires moving poles.

This would result in a more efficient process and
the work required would be completed in a
timely manner.

As before I suppose reliable delivery
encompasses many areas.

5603412802 Not Very Appropriate
5603412791 Somewhat Appropriate
5603412784
5603412734 Somewhat Appropriate

5603412685 Very Appropriate
5603412610
5603412608

5603412601
5603412540
5603412522
5603412521
5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Not technical enough to know any better.
Hydro has often gone in different directions, i.e.,
attaching electrical boxes to control the power
consumption of home owners during the day, at
great expense, and then to abandon these
projects, leaving the electrical box still
connected to the home owner's furnace at
home. What a waste of money, some
salesman did a number on the Engineers at
Sudbury Hydro, wonder how many other
unrealistic projects were under gone in the past
and are kept secret from users. If SR is needed,
then stretch it over 10 years not 5 years and get
a mortgage for it; homeowners must get a long
term mortgage to pay for their home, can't pay
for things over a short time like 5 years.... this is
UNREALISTIC. Hydro users are being squeezed
out of their home due to the high cost of Hydro.
No Hydro EE should make over $75,000 a
year. Neither should the Office Executives,
reduce their wages and salaries.

Road maintenance importan
Great that we can exceed the previous years
costs with savings

Slightly smaller budget than before to offset the
renewal budget increases. Sounds fair and
responsible.
None
It's neede
Love % coming diwn

5603412440 Very Appropriate
5603412421 Very Appropriate

5603412420
5603412397
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
5603412366
5603412332
5603412329

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

There has to be some sort of accountability for
the increases, this just seems to say all these
numbers to justify price hiking which as a
business this cost is a cost of doing business not
being passed evenly to every consumer due to
the fact of decency on it

Agreed.
That's what, I think

5603412313 Somewhat Appropriate
5603412304 Very Appropriate

System updating is always needed

5603412202 Very Appropriate
5603412201
5603412170 Very Appropriate
5603412145

Road construction requirements.

5603412144
5603412142
5603412138
5603412132
5603412130

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

new construction need to be hooked up
Need to know more

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

All good

5603412104 Can't Rate
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984
5603411980
5603411957
5603411953
5603411935
5603411918
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867

Upgrade is goog

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I don’t have too much information
we don't want costs to escalate.

5603411844
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748
5603411747

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

5603411691 Not Very Appropriate
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581

5603411548 Somewhat Appropriate
5603411442 Very Appropriate
5603411362 Very Appropriate
5603411357
5603411323
5603411291
5603411283
5603411258
5603411254
5603411241
5603411181
5603411159

Just a guess, but hopefully less expenditure in
this area will be possible

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Sounds good
its 3.3 million enough of the excuses to
maximize your profit margins and get the work
done

Difficult to budget construction costs without
knowing future growth plans from MTO and the
city
It is in line with prior years

I assume it reflects the actual work required.

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603411156 Very Appropriate

5603411083 Very Appropriate
5603411056
5603411014 Can't Rate

Again, sustainable and continuity of service

We need to save money, things are getting so
expensive it’s difficult to enjoy life when you are
working to pay bills

5603410980 Very Appropriate

System access is not the most important factor
of the four

5603410979 Can't Rate
5603410892 Somewhat Appropriate
5603410873 Very Appropriate
5603410857
5603410829

As above, unsure of importance.

5603410818 Somewhat Appropriate

New customers need to be connected!

5603410806 Very Appropriate

Does not take up a large part of the budget.

5603410800 Very Appropriate
5603410789 Very Appropriate

5603410772
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Same as before with the last budgeting
question, people who develop these allocations
of money would know way better than I would
on what's needed

If the capital expenditures are lower to equal or
better service, this is good.
A good degree.

Very Appropriate

5603410621 Can't Rate

5603410600 Somewhat Appropriate
5603410517 Somewhat Appropriate

5603410516 Can't Rate
5603410512 Somewhat Appropriate

5603410503 Not Very Appropriate
5603410498 Somewhat Appropriate
5603410494
5603410492 Not Very Appropriate

can't know the costs of possible needs
It is going down so that is a good sign. I feel it
should be a break even for the utility, not a cost
to the budget.

You can't rate when you don't know what the
détails are

The cost should not be part of Sudbury Hydro's
budget - but rather should be absorbed by the
requesting authorities.
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5603410475 Can't Rate
5603410464
5603410430 Somewhat Appropriate
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426

No crystal ball to guesstimate it

5603317885 Somewhat Appropriate

cost have come down, so you must be doing
something right

5603308258 Very Appropriate

You give enough attention to this

5603300117 Somewhat Appropriate
5603296288 Can't Rate

5603295897 Somewhat Appropriate
5603244359 Very Appropriate
5603218091 Not Very Appropriate
5603206447

5603199464 Very Appropriate
5603180939 Somewhat Appropriate

5603168548 Very Appropriate

5603166129 Not Very Appropriate
5603162489 Somewhat Appropriate
5603150367 Somewhat Appropriate
5603101900

Seems appropriate but it is viable, with the cost
of living and increased costs of materiel , this
doesn't seem to make sense

I think you are trying to develop a strategy
based on customer-consumers that only have a
very small part of the information. ;-( Thus if
your strategy comes under question in the
future you will blame the customer's for
choosing for you. This is a weird way to do
decision making - popularity voting.

Nothing like getting things done in a more
modern, and cheaper way that actually works
out for the better.

As mentioned earlier, new customers need this
service - it has to be done.
It's very expensive and think it will be eventually
put on the consumers.

Must take everything into consideration

5603091597 Somewhat Appropriate
5603086522 Somewhat Appropriate
5603078647
5603047716 Very Appropriate
5603046498

5603043646
5603029144
5603026349
5603023072

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603005636 Not Very Appropriate
5603003964 Somewhat Appropriate
5602998900 Very Appropriate
5602985471 Very Appropriate
5602981075 Somewhat Appropriate

5602978210 Very Appropriate
5602957258 Somewhat Appropriate
5602957247 Somewhat Appropriate
5602950802 Can't Rate
5602947157
5602943012 Can't Rate

5602938777 Somewhat Appropriate
5602933094
5602891031
5602875841 Somewhat Appropriate

.

Necessary for community growth

Is this a complicated way to tell us that hydro
will go up? and to expect that it will go up a lot?
not sure

technology is so advance that hydro isn't using it
effeciently
at only 6% of total budget it is relatively low
you need to invest a great deal to get a solid
system.
From 9% to 6% sounds like a saving.

So your spending more on one and less on the
other. Does this balance out? Yes

I do not feel qualified to make this call.

upgrading should be a top priority,fix what has
to be fixed then move on to adding customers.

this sounds less critical to me than system
renewal

5602874114 Very Appropriate
5602861395
5602861079 Somewhat Appropriate

Cost are lower than previous years

5602840206 Can't Rate
5602830812

Don't know the system costing.

5602829706 Very Appropriate
5602828619
5602824787 Can't Rate
5602817573

Experts must have given you input - Right?
Not qualified

5602793115
5602787510
5602784569
5602776030

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Please see previous comments.

5602770157
5602730365
5602663819
5602646471
5602643955
5602637654
5602633107
5602625613
5602608989
5602607435

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Infrastructure investment is necessary.

Limited knowledge

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5602600365 Very Appropriate
5602576572

5602574661
5602563831
5602562741
5602561570
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
5602531729
5602528955
5602524379
5602522408
5602521403
5602520985
5602515923

Sounds about right.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I TRUST THE PEOPLE WORKING ON THE SYSTEM
ACCESS

We all like to see how our payments generate
different initiatives. Now we know that 6% will
be paid over 5 years which is less than 9% for
the past 5 years. I believe it's consistent with
my priorities as well.
why not ?

No opinion

n/a

5602515517 Can't Rate
5602507768 Very Appropriate

5602502045 Very Appropriate
5602479438

It is less than system renewal so seems like a
good number.

5602435869 Very Appropriate

I would expect less money spent in this category.

5602433596 Very Appropriate
5602429989 Somewhat Appropriate

If it lowers our hydro bill I m all for it

5602412735 Very Appropriate
5602403584
5602401086 Very Appropriate

5602397224 Very Appropriate

5602391819 Somewhat Appropriate
5602390182 Can't Rate

5602389243 Very Appropriate
5602385852 Somewhat Appropriate
5602381543 Very Appropriate

5602378220 Very Appropriate

If overall customer and business expansion is
down, it follows that system access will be down
too.

We believe this is consistent with Customer
priorities for maintaining costs

Balance current needs with anticipated further
needs and desires. Surprised this would be a
reduction, so happy about this I guess, but is it
an overall reduction in total amount, or just %
total costs of total costs will increase?

Or world eliminate the hardshops of lack of
electricity
See above

Loopholes for corporate greed - Nestlé, with
water, for instance - make it very difficult to
justify increased costs to consumers.

5602367643
5602360702
5602359591
5602356970
5602351642
5602351466
5602328231

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5602284632 Somewhat Appropriate
5602284106 Can't Rate
5602281803
5602275012
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959
5602261620
5602259545

5602256745
5602253330
5602253307
5602249717
5602243196
5602187910

Simple terms. It is what it is.

Very Appropriate

5602326214 Can't Rate

5602322086
5602321699
5602317911
5602316275
5602307819
5602307401
5602297738

It seems you are looking to us to prioritize
efforts which all must occur to maintain your
business commitments to us, your customers.
Its difficult to speak to appropriate spending
without the whole picture.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Just a number. Still more than I make in a year.
Less funding needed, so lower percentage of
budget is appropriate

There are other more important things to
consider.
Not enough info to decide.
It will create jobs at a time when they are
needed.

As above

Some of the costs, especially for temporary pole
placement, should be covered by other parties
vs GSU.

5602157586
5602106178
5602102950
5602101458
5602066769

Somewhat Appropriate

Access is important,for who ever needs it.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

The cost benefit is good.

5601996619
5601910195
5601885863
5601875625

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5601874109
5601853784
5601688323
5601681107
5601653127

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Taking into account the cost for customers is
always a priority in any business
Na
new customers should pay

To ensure efficiency and reducing costs

Very Appropriate

5601642435 Can't Rate
5601521920 Somewhat Appropriate
5600934776 Very Appropriate

I am not sure about this rating.
It meets the current needs.
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Attachment 9 (of 18):
1-SEC-9 Attachment 9: Question 9

Given this brief description, what are your thoughts about our
Respondent ID plans for System Service?
Open-Ended Response
If they are selling power to the the system they pay cover part of
5608774731 the hook up as they are selling to the system
5608392240 Necessary
THIS S HOULD HAVE BEEN DONE YEARS AGO, YOU ARE FORCING
5608391622 OUR HANDS
5608387388 I love that the industry will increase in the solar energy.
5608318089
This would be a reasonably critical investment in order to maintain
5608259448 reliability in the future/
5608245418
5608235127 Unsure
5608232580 The plans sound solid.
Staying current and adapting to emerging trends is important, but
5608231956 not critical. Innovation for the sake of innovation is irrelevant.
I think that those who feed into the system should not be
compensated for this at rate higher than the rate charged by GSU
5608220418 and possibly even somewhat less.
5608217930
5608214170

5608205903
5608203094
5608199027
5608194623
5608187209
5608151209
5608146413

5608127771
5608118280

Not enough knowledge in the workings of the systems
complicated makeup to comment , however all changes that allow
for quick power recovery to effected areas is a definite plus
especially if it enhances the safety of our workers.
Necessary cost that allows for a system that is not over designed
while also allowing for futureproof upgrades.
agree with your plan
they are good
Amazing for me as for other i cant speak on there behalf
Very accommodating.
I think it’s important to be able to maintain and grow as the need
for electricity increases.
I wish it was more economical for residents to generate their own
power. As a senior, I would like to cover my roof in solar panels,
but fear of not living long enough to repay the cost of the
installation. On a fixed income it is almost impossible to to keep up
with the rising cost of living.

It seems like it is a necessary upgrade in order to keep things
5608115667 running smoothly
5608111878
5608109096 A good plan always helps
5608101940 no thoughts

5608095922 Necessary
5608039628
5608038016 Maintenance needs to be done
System service is an integral part of our hydro operation so if there
are items that need to be added to assist with diagnosing problems
it seems it is a must. That being said if customers are generating
their own power and feeding it back into the system then
5608034410 customers should see a reduction in rates as applicable.
5608027935 It's always good to have a back up for essential services.
5608020873
5608018568 great
5608002775 sounds good to me
5607981932 solar can be a major component
5607973614
5607971273 Reasonable
5607966268
5607958422
Fine, although it is not clear whether planned investment is
adequate or not. Especially in the context of solar panels where the
supply may or may not increase rapidly depending on provincial/
5607957588 federal negotiations.
5607946663

5607936513
5607934862
5607923175
5607918892
5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018
5607838698
5607829881
5607829767
5607829662
5607825947
5607821194

Upgrading the old 4kv system will give more of an adequate
opportunity to provide customers with a more reliable system
required for system integrity
na
It is necessary to keep up with new technology
Agree in system redundancy where applicable. Costs need to be
evaluated to determine best bang for the buck.
Some things need to be upgraded
More incentives for adding technology to the grid should be
included from all government levels.
To keep cost to a moderate rate , maintenance is required
I think it’s awesome and also a priority
Good

5607806892 It sounds like it is useful in the development of the system!

To be honest, I believe you may need to make all these changes
but the rates keep going up. I believe the real problem is the big
salaries at the top. Cut those substantially and I would have no
5607806037 complaint about the actual costs to run Hydro
5607801688 Remote sensors and reroutimgbare excellent ideas
5607795857
5607779308
The cost for grid upgrades to handle customers who generate their
own power should be passed on to them (for example, in the form
5607770311 of reduced payment for their electricity).
5607763278 Why are the questions all the same ?
5607754971
5607735776 Le plan me semble correct
5607727406 I think that the measures taken are appropriate
We do not ever want what happened in the grid many years ago.
5607724671 Preventative measures ensure quick fixes if needed.
5607713316 Excellent
5607711806
having processes in place to accommodate for temporary outages
is a necessary plan. preparing to include renewable resources
5607697810 should be further explored for energy sharing and cost savings
Most of these sensors are for people who want to live in remote
areas, As I live in a suburban area I can't see all the money
5607691675 investments to service the bush
5607683177 Smart to be innovative to reduce your truck rolls and costs

5607622800
5607622170
5607618549
5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482
5607589576

Would rather see more investment in future planning, upgrading,
construction and finding savings for the consumer.
Solar power is needed. Incentives should be given.
A beneficial plan for customers.
Not sure I have any thoughts on this.
That’s great, less interruption the better.
Not interested
ok
Sounds good

Its an awesome proposal - anything that gives us power back
5607588238 during an outage faster is always better
5607575700
5607574089 i believe it is just what we need
Solar should never cost anyone. I’f youre getting free power fro
5607569996 Solar, should our bills not go down?

5607569944 Ok
I think this is great . A short term outage is not unmanageable with
5607569136 proper notification to prepare
5607550925
5607547354 Same as System Access
I feel your System Service is quite detailed and is very important
5607544770 for hydro customers.
5607542750 Unsure
I think it is the way to go, it will make it more efficient down the
5607529159 road
5607525394 Not sure
I think its a great prposal/plan as this would assist in conserving our
energy (power) and be more effective in problem solving during
5607521668 outages
5607521205 .
5607520712 Again the pros outweigh the cons.
I think its excellent. The economy is always changing and we need
to be able to keep up with it otherwise there will be more
5607520658 problems occurring.
I think it is great to have power restored more quickly through the
plans for System Service. Power outages sometimes last days and
5607517990 quicker service is always better.
5607501898 It is important for services to be up to date and readily available.
This sounds ideal. Especially the option to balance green energy
5607500927 and self generated power.
5607497985 Seems to make sense.
5607497711
5607497501 Nobody wants to be without electricity...so upgrades are necessary.
Faster and more efficient restoration of power and grid stability
5607497480 upgrades sounds like good practice.
5607496953
5607496836 Seems forward thinking
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931 This is the logical continuation of what is needed.
5607392196 New technology is required - reasonable plans.
I think it’s amazing that we are planning ahead and making these
5607369858 necessary upgrades using new and advanced technology.
5607356998
5607356693 Very good.
5607307048 Updating is key to staying on top of the technology
5607289714
5607261674 allways looking to the future is a good thing

very appropriate - incorporating technological innovation and
5607155401 increasing capacity while potentially reducing future costs
5607148829 needed
5607138145 Less chance of a repeat from 2003 power outage
5607126826
5607118162 I dont know where the money will come from
It is very important keep electricity flowing n matter what the costs
5607109518 are!
5607070174 Right on line.
5607066340
5606960772
5606866592 You need to keep up with these changes.
5606866519 Sounds reasonable.
5606865564 None at this time
5606862426
In my opinion it would be foolish not to want improvements that
5606848133 minimize service disruptions
5606821110 important for customer service
5606778350 Sounds good.
5606775700 I agree but keep costs low to consumers please
5606729929
5606707543 reliable energy is well needed in our city.
5606704822 GSU has to be proactive i support it
5606701343 Giver
I think this sounds as though planning for change. And change is
5606697662 good.
5606697542 I approve.
5606695838 It is important to make sure that everyone has reliable hydro
It is important to stay ahead of change. It is preventive
5606693342 maintenance.
applaud efforts to accommodate and encourage customer
5606683447 generated power
Reasonable. As more people require electricity, the system needs
5606679199 to grow to maintain reliable service.
5606668545 important
5606609047
5606582883 Interesting, it makes sense to enhance now.
5606565661
5606544873

I support it and hope that this has been an ongoing project from
the major blackout that was experienced in the earlier this century.
I also like the idea of implementing changes 'as we go' since it
sounds more cost effective than making a major change all at one
time. Since customers generating their own power should alleviate
some stress from the system, perhaps GSH in conjunction with the
city, should look at grants and rebates to households that want to
install solar panels or other unobtrusive sources of power
5606530149 generation.
Having a reliable source of energy is critical in severe northern
5606529390 Ontatio winters
5606521578 sure
5606515031 modifications are necessary in order to cope with the changes
I agree. It's so important to have the proper equipment. There are
5606498033 pros and cons being in a power outage.
"Pay me now or pay me later". Costa will continue to rise so it
makes sense to make the changes "as we go" to save in the long
5606457870 run. Common sense has prevailed.
5606377731 It's a good plan and has to be done responsibly
5606374916 No comment
5606368851 Looks important
5606362865
5606358921
5606358297 Forward thinking
5606352864
5606349846
5606338466 No comments
5606333428 I agree with any changes that help with green energy
5606313190 Good Plan
5606305765 none
5606291857
5606282880
Sudbury has grown a lot since the week we had no electricity years
back...we need to ensure that power outages do not occur due to
5606276523 over use of electricity.
Rerouting works well, but I don't have enough knowledge about
5606270446 the other to make a comment.
agree that this has to be done to service exiosting and new
5606246635 customers.
5606243694
5606240215
Redundancy is essential and critical as in the case of Coniston and
5606235091 their outages.
5606227560 The infrastructure must be effectively maintained and modernized

5606169747
5606145524
5606141207 Changes must be made to stay current with new innovations
5606138657
5606136667 Maintenance is cheaper than last minute revamp
5606135737
More attention should go to encouraging customers to generate
5606133735 power, and it should be made easier to do
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893 strategic & necessity
5606117473 it sounds very reasonable.
5606077871 have no thoughts, you are going to do what you want any way
5606050032 .
5606046919 UNDERSTANDING IT BETTER
Improvements in system service facilitate reliable delivery of
5606027567 electricity
5606019346
5606007319
good planning especialy for integrating private generation as this
5606003891 will grow in the future.
5605999905
There’s nothing worst then having power go out for extended
periods in summer and having tu food gonbad, or winter and
having pipes burst in the home. I love the idea of at one point not
waiting so long for power to be restored. And given how
everything is going “smart” in our houses today. I’m very pro for
5605999230 this.
5605997788 Sounds like your on top of it. On the right track.
5605954398
If people are putting power back on the grid with solar panels why
5605944845 does cost keep going up
This is your maintenance costs. Why should we pay for the brunt of
your repairs and upgrades? You won’t be doing us any favours. You
are a business and profit is your goal. Who is paying for all of this?
5605944757 We are, like it or not.
5605943593 Makes sense. safer for everyone.
5605935878 Sounds like a well thought out plan
5605929744 Great investment for solar panels to reduce to the costs.
5605898796
5605895298 Hope your people are reasonable: same word.
5605889475 I agree.
5605888440
5605877568 Good

I am cringing because I foresee a major increase in what I pay now
coming yet again. When do we the customer catch a break? Oh
you will double or triple our bill, then implement a rate cut or
savings to make us think you are really doing something wonderful
5605859907 for us. So fed up with this.
5605857712 More and varied supplies of power would insure dependability.

5605842218
5605834173
5605827346

5605825610
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923

If you do not adapt you are doomed to fail. Modifications are
always needed to stay on top of a efficient running system. No
changes will result in higher cost at a later date. As the saying goes,
"you can pay now or you can pay more later".
Smart doing it as you describe,much more efficient than
dispatching a crew every time there's a problem.
I agree with the approach.
IT'S SOMETHING THAT SHOULD HAVE ALREADY HAVE BEEN DONE
AS MOST MAJOR SITIES AROUND THE COUNTRY HAVE THE
REDUNDANCY SYSTEM IN THEIR WATER WORKS AND HYDRO
SYSTEMS ALREADY WITH THE NEW FACTOR BEING THE PICKING UP
OF FEEDS FROM RESIDENTIAL SYSTEMS.

Modifications are needed given the changes that are occurring (i.e.,
5605770359 people using solar power).
5605766635
This sounds great!.....planning for disasters.....and the growing solar
5605762727 generated hydro
sure but I think the solar and wind are getting too much payback
5605754961 they should get less of a payback
5605751987 Improve the System service incrementally.
Reliable service is very important in the north given our brutal
5605736775 winters
5605720737 Good that it's being planned ahead
5605715168
I feel it's important to prevent any situations where the grid would
be compromised, but feel that consumers who are off the grid
5605711665 have the right to continue to do so.
5605710753 It’s essential
5605701839
5605697401 Sounds reasonable.
5605696231 Too brief to fully understand what the plans are.
5605693202
5605692713 It's great
5605691499
5605689578 Good

5605688115 ,
5605671879 eliminate all green energy to the grid and save us a pile of money.
The first paragraph of the plan description is a little confusing. Not
sure if the plan involves adding remote sensors and controls (as in,
5605668215 not currently present) or adding more - same with redundancy.
I would have liked to see more details of the plan for the System
Service. However, from what I've read, you appear to be on the
5605667945 right track moving forward.
5605649793
Very cool, and remote access could mean savings in the long run
because you wouldnt be sending a whole crew out for something
5605643288 that might be a small fix.
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605

5605551802
5605545450
5605539178
5605519256
5605513558
5605508744
5605506200
5605504568
5605482165
5605477871
5605474132
5605465929
5605450050
5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747
5605416220

This is equally as important as System Upgrades in ensuring reliable
service and appropriate emergency response times.
renew everything possible, including the infrastructure that can be
one of the most expensive sometimes
I support anything that allows the ability for generated power
(green energy) to be supplied to the grid.
Does having solar panels and wind turbines contribute to your 5
year plan and if so, how?
It is good to help with outages and accommodate new
technologies.
our technology needs power I endorse the ability of customers
feeding into the system
very important
It must be done slowly
Go for it.
this is important if storms knock out some wires or poles
all good, makes sense

Necessary
It has to be done.
Catering to residences who turn to renewal sources should be a
5605415683 higher priority
5605410634
5605404971

System service is essential because if you cannot supply power to
5605399087 your customer base. Then who pays the bill?
investing in a lot more Solar Panel farms around Greater Sudbury
5605395655 sure would HELP!!!
seems reasonable but I think those trying to sell power to the grid
should have to cover costs associated with the service system
5605338455 upgrade for there particular project
5605326811
5605324793
5605323531
5605323310
5605321593
5605318701
5605318102
5605317490
5605315159
5605311781
5605291825
5605286962
5605274533

5605270154
5605265287
5605260496
5605260445
5605253943
5605253232
5605239806

again this shows a lot of foresight from the management team.
Agree
All good it will help
I like it a lot,
confused
The modifications will still provide reliable service and address
future needs, so seems logical
Ok
Great idea
You are on the right track.
You have to plan for the future to keep later costs down.
This seems like a great idea, futurizing systems mean less man
hours are spent troubleshooting
Not every customer can afford to upgrade to solar or other means
of electricity. Although this is the way of the future, the present
states that most us rely heavily on Hydro for power. Keep doing
what you're doing in terms of service.
Good that you are looking at green initiatives
Any thing that can cut cost
Good idea.
It seems like a cost saving measure
i think given the history and timelines of infrastructure, the needs
for improvement are there
Gradual implementation seems ok

Would creating artificial "brown outs" during certain periods cause
any relief to the system? These periods could be used ot the do
the system service work. I'm thinking "brown out periods" could
slow down the "intensity of the electricity" (i.e. 350 oven needs to
be 425 to get same power, etc.); dims lights, etc. When this
happens, it discourages folks from turning on all their plugged
electronic devices (home computers, tvs, streaming videos, ipads,
5605230815 etc.) as the "brown out" delays the response time of the devices...
5605227438 Must do what is necessary
5605223663 Needs to be done

The more we can use the technology to determine problems
5605222107 quickly the the better the service.
5605221688
eh... well it's good i suppose. i mean, how much prep work has to
be done on the side of the provider to allow people using
renewable energy sources feed back into the grid? shouldn't that
5605208036 all be on the side of the consumer? i don't get this haha
5605196421 way of the future
5605193279
5605189004 I am glad that this investment is being made.
although i agree off grid clients are becoming more and more
common. it is not to the point of allocating funds to this initiative
since the government has pulled this funding at the moment, once
government funding is re initiated. There will be a rush to get off
5605188579 grid support up and running
5605145259 Great if anyone can access
5605128315
5605126505
I believe customer generation of power will only increase moving
5605124841 forward.
You have the knowledge, you call the shots. And you are
5605123235 responsible for the results/outcome.
do things ahead of time and stay ahead of problems before they
5605122768 arise

5605121295
5605116822
5605115345
5605114112
5605112772
5605110526
5605105613

I phoned in once (after waiting about an hour) about a power
outage and was pleased that the person knew about the outage,
the area that was affected, and the estimated time of restoring of
power. If you can improve on your ability to sense an outage,
locate and determine the problem, and fix it, then that is good for
us all. As I am one who is interested in generating some of my own
power (residential), I am pleased that you are taking this into
consideration, as I feel that GSH should be helping us to reduce
your some of requirements in the long run.
Very necessary for future changes to the generation of power from
other sources.
Ok
Ongoing upgrades and planning for unforseen power shortages is
wise.
I think this will grow over time.
Necessary

We should be utilizing new technology whenever possible and if
5605102632 effective

5605099908
5605097643
5605096234
5605095826
5605093147
5605076106
5605062132
5605054024

Increasing resilience in the system will make it sustainable for the
future (e.g. climate change).
Agree with more solar
Again, realistic
It’s a good plan.
Important for reliability.

I am concerned about consumers who feed their own solar power
into the system. As I understand it, they are remunerated
handsomely. I don't think that's fair for seniors who live in condos
5605037259 and cannot avail themselves of that option.
5605033990 ok
5604977142
5604972361 Good plan
5604971290 I think it is sufficient for this stage
5604970615 MODERNIZATION OF THE SYSTEM MAKES SENSE
5604970509 ok
5604969420
5604964729 Excellent. Seems proactive and responsible
We should always be up to date with the latest technology. By
being at the most recent technology we will be ready for anything
5604950035 that might come up

5604936179
5604931460
5604924668

5604915293
5604909239
5604905767
5604883728
5604883529
5604872872
5604867918
5604867813
5604867754
5604859615
5604858779

Decrease the Delivery charges. Do not increase cost to the
customer. It is absolutely critical to encourage and plan energy
consumers in Sudbury to rely more on renewable resources. It
makes sense to adapt your system to renewable resources.
great to see keeping up with changes to service
None
Your description is so brief I cannot make an educated comment ....
your description appears to be worded for a political agenda as
opposed to be informative
Necessary
I agree with updating as we go...otherwise the costs would be very
expensive.
It sounds like we do not have a choice. The work needs to be done.
n/a
I think we need to move ahead with technology keep up .
n/a

5604851827 Makes sense
5604848208
Please give sufficient notice when taking the system down for
5604839413 known outages
5604837274 It must take into account more people wanting to live off the grid
5604835309 No thoughts
5604826591
5604825747
I think this plan sounds well thought out and includes good
5604821304 improvements.
5604819422
I think your system service is just about right, after all no one
wants a power outage, but when there is one we all want power
5604819196 restored as quickly as possible.
I think the plans of system services is important. Having the ability
to restore power via a control centre would most likely help to
reduce the costs in the lone run as money will not be spent on
5604818609 sending a crew to the site.
5604815539 The proper perspective
I totally agree with and understand that the system service needs
to be modified to accommodate the issues noted in the preamble
5604811533 to this question.
5604803318 Again I see it as price will eventually increase
5604795035 Good investment potential cost savings down the road
5604792676 must always up date the equipment
5604763520 Including plans for alternative energy is wise.
5604757859 Seems appropriate but I am not well versed in this area
It appears that new technology is required to maintain a consistent
5604753267 power supply to the consumers.
This is only done for a just in case. I think it could wait and not a
5604748154 priority
5604745166 should be upgraded as necessary
5604732195 seems appropriate
5604728491 Glad to know there is foresight
5604725181
As solar panels become more affordable, I imagine more people
5604722046 will invest.
I would have liked to have seen consideration of climate change
5604712345 (e.g. vulnerability of systems in an extreme weather event)
5604710647 Important to provide reliable electricity
5604695107
5604694190 Sounds good!
This should help customers with getting their power back sooner
5604693305 which is always a great thing
5604681552 i appreciate quick service

5604665547

System enhancements = progress. Seems like an efficient way to
5604660921 move forward
5604650745
5604648056 Answered with #11
It seems you have taken into account future changes in power. This
5604645011 is good. Continue to do this
5604644641 makes sense
5604617929 good
5604580830 Fine
5604579320 No Comment
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282 Sounds interesting
5604572516
Currently, in our part of the city, I feel we have had improved
service. Seems like fewer disruptions during storms, and outages
5604567581 seem of shorter duration.
5604565759
5604564384
It makes sense to respond to changing weather conditions possibly
increasing power outages. It also is necessary to acknowledge
5604564110 changing power sources such s solar and wind.
You should work on the smaller communities FIRST, they seem to
5604562235 be the ones suffering from prolonged power outages
It's good to be up to date in technology and can save in costs in the
long run by maintaining what we have and to upgrade to more
5604559118 reliable and efficient equipment.
I think as time changes so should the systems! Technology is
always improving so it only makes sense that hydro systems follow
5604558353 suit
Given the threat of more severe weather events due to climate
change (e.g. New Sudbury event last year) plans would be
5604556311 appropriate.
5604550977
5604548452
I think more green energy and solar options should be available for
customers through hydro— help us to sustain and create
5604545909 renewable energy that can turn around and join the grid.
5604537180 Just to make life for all of us!
5604528304
With the increase of gov promoting electric cars our infrastructure
5604528108 can not withstand every home in the city to have an electric car.

5604523934 I like the plan
5604516420 Again it is keeping up with the main stream.
5604515658 very needed to modernize and stay with the times
Good though, I was without power for almost 24 hours last year in
the winter, would be nice to reroute so customers aren't without
5604511739 power for that long.
5604494852 I would think that it goes hand in hand with all of the upgrades

I think you might lose more money if you continue to spend on
repairs. People want renewable energy. Our environment will not
last if we don't take care of it. We as customers are still charged for
energy distributed to us through wind etc., aren't we? You can still
make money if you start transforming the ways you get energy,
can't you? By the time are ways are different is about the time you
would still have customers, less customers sporadically will cost a
5604488672 lot for repairs, zones of change will save you money.
5604473955 Good plan
5604471236
5604468558 Anything to provide uninterupted service is good
5604467158 Seems ok
5604465323 sounds like positive investments and enhancements
5604464793
I agree with system service creating redundancy in the system in
order to ensure access to power by customers is reliable and not
interrupted. It is key to invest in remote sensors for remote
diagnostic purposes. In addition, system enhancements to promote
and facilitate customers who generate their own power is critical
5604464423 to informing green initiatives.
5604462800 Sound investment
It appears to me that you have anticipated most of the future
problems and changes that will happen. Weather changes will
bring more outages. Commercial clients trying to reduce costs will
5604461238 look to alternative power.
5604458998
5604458850 Again seems to be prudent
Linking of customer generated power to the main grid is very
important. The policy of not paying/crediting of the surplus energy
after end of the year adjustments for small customers seems
5604458118 inappropriate.
Sounds great I hope it goes well. Why don't we all use solar
5604456825 systems. In the end the sun is here to help us out. Just saying.
5604456206 seems appropriate given the growth in the community
5604455333 Sounds great

5604454794
5604454643
5604454389
5604452409
5604451777
5604449790
5604445511

do it ASAP
question is repetitive
this sounds reasonable

adequate

Ensuring to continue to provide reliable electricity service while
5604445137 addressing anticipated future needs is a great balance.
5604444817 Seems to be right on the mark
I think people that generate their own hydro is a great thing .wish I
could afford to do the same . I’m not sure about controlling the
5604438782 sensors from a plant. And possibly employees losing there jobs.
I think it's good planning considering the increasing costs of
5604436303 electricity and the condition of our planet.
5604433973
5604433870 sounds good
5604428179 Planning for future events is essential
5604425041 appropriate.
Sounds good to me! Leave more room for people who want to
generate their own energy. It is the better way for the
5604423029 environment.
5604421868 great. tired of outages unexpectedly.
Again, the way the statement is framed, it leaves one with the
impression that there’s no other choice but to do it this way... so
what thoughts can one offer? ‘Gee that sucks that there’s no other
5604402821 choice given how it’s framed’.
5604385649
5604382979 None
Very brief description... more info required to formulate an
educated opinion on this. Hopefully more people turn to
5604381442 generating their own power!
5604380765
I think it's a good idea no one likes being in the dark for long or at
5604380186 all. No wifi OH NO!
5604379360 I don’t have enough information
Rerouting sounds like a great idea! Also if you can find a way to
repair without sending a crew, and fix through remote access, that
would be beneficial...save crew from late night and extreme
5604376786 temperatures
5604374978
5604374219 Bring able to restore power quickly is very important to me
5604371497 More reliable power sounds good to me.

There needs to be better incentives/financial assistance for the
5604371168 average person to be encouraged to generate their own power.
Important to keep up with trends and technology to stay relevant
5604370174 and competitive
5604369096
5604367587 Everything needs upgrading with time
5604366101
Just don't raise my rates or bill new fees - if my monthly bill doesn't
5604365563 go up, I'm happy.
5604365493 It is wise to adjust to new realities of today and tomorrow
5604365338 In agreement.. we need reliable services
Happy but the issue of reaching the report an outage line during
none business hours, which is a huge concern to consumers especially after this being an issue several times this winter, hasn't
5604362719 been addressed at all.
5604362389
5604362369 Great
5604361429
5604361134 good
Love the idea about having my own energy and feeding it into the
5604361072 system. Avoidance of outages is useful too.
5604360735 I would say that they are deemed appropriate, and necessary.
Seems like it is neccessary in order to assist with troubleshooting
5604360302 and in the end would decrease maintenance call costs
5604359886
I'm not sure if this is as necessary as everything else. I can
appreciate the short-term outage, but I think it should be left for
hospitals and necessary 24/7 things. If homeowners want backup, I
believe they can invest on their own, to help the general public
5604359618 save.
5604359399
5604358063 Very important
5604356320
5604354043 N/a
5604353831
5604353463 Power outages are needed to complete the work.
Again thinking ahead of the game will ensure sustainability of the
5604351809 system.
5604350778 Not bad.
5604350762 appropriate
5604349957 Ok
5604347004
5604346129 I agree this needs to be taken care of.

I think it is important to restore power as soon as possible during
5604345925 an outage.
I think a big part of reducing our footprint is a microgrid system
where residents take from the grid when they need and feed back
5604345162 when they don't.
5604344502 Good...thinking towards the future and being proactive
I feel like this is a good plan. More people are turning to renewable
energy and our infrastructure needs to be updated to
accommodate it. The sensors that can lower the amount of time it
would take to diagnose and fix outages would not only save a lot of
frustration from customers, but it would also save money on
sending crews out to figure out where the point of origin of the
outage is and why there is an outage. As long as the cost savings
5604343451 are passed along to us, I am pleased with this plan.
A compromised grid sounds scary. Sounds like we need new
5604342950 technology.
I think individual residents should be encouraged to go green by
installing solar panels at a reasonable cost for there own need to
5604340786 reduce their dependence on the “grid”.
Seems like a necessity considering the ever "greener" approach we
all need to take driving the potential of customers being 'part' of
5604339893 the system, rather than merely consumers of it.
5604334758 Good
5604333207
5604332694 Necessary for ongoing safety and provision of power
5604331048 good
5604330996
5604328843
5604327835 Sounds like it will be much better for customers
A must, and any improvement on the status quo to better serve
5604327467 the community is always a bonus.
5604326548
5604326270 Sounds good
5604325071 I need more information
5604324433 Wise
5604322291 very good thoughts about System Service
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172 Crucial due to green energy consumer trends
5604317462
Makes sense to spread the cost out and continuously upgrade
5604317168 service
This is imperative to the functionality and long term use of the
5604316253 system.
5604315383

5604315029 Appropriate planning for the future.
5604314300
5604312196
5604308420 Nothing
5604307604 It sounds as though you have a good plan/
Updating the system to better diagnose it would be greatly
5604307213 appreciated.,
5604306433
5604306302
5604306068
5604306035 Seems adequate
5604305829
5604304577
5604304068 very good
5604304041 No comment
5604303717
5604303303 For future generations
5604302723
While I agree with having redundancy and remote control over the
power grid, I'm wondering how many new solar systems are
5604302611 popping up?
5604302439
Need to be very careful with modifications, as costs could add up,
and at times its more cost effective with a new system and not to
5604301061 modify
5604300658
Huge amounts charged currently to the delivery of energy which is
5604297834 not good
Extremely important to accommodate population's changing
needs. If residential customers could generate sufficient power for
industry through solar power generation, wouldn't that be
amazing! But then, GSU would be acting more of as an
5604296499 intermediary, than a not-for-profit agency.
5604296104
5604295239
5604293929 The plan should focus on lowering the need instead of meeting it.
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
Again, sounds like plans are in place to deal with outages and
repairs etc. Makes me feel better that there is realistic planning in
5604291940 place.
5604291033 No opinion
5604289957

5604289385
5604288889
5604288381
5604288118
5604287719
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749

Using new tech to increase affiance and reliability is a good goal.
Planning for the future is a must

Seems good
good for customers

Important to ensure there is some capacity in the system in case of
5604285387 an emergency.
5604285094
5604284237 Sounds responsible.
Good idea if it helps with power outages and the length of time for
5604283171 these outages.
5604282722
5604282608 none
5604281650
5604281095 If it works
5604280537 Very important to have ability to generate and sell back power
We need to encourage more industrial and individual solar power
generation and move to net zero buildings. Redundancy is also
5604280459 important.
Great program, from what I have experienced in Sudbury your
5604280357 service has been great
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972 Good
5604277206
5604277185 No thoughts
5604276799
5604276409 Makes sense to me
5604275680 Great idea
5604275558 Ok
5604275500
5604274690 I think you are heading in the right direction.
5604274662 Sounds like a solid plan going forward
5604273968 Seems in line with strategy and modernization
I think having a system like described above is a great idea. The
5604273863 least amount of down time the better
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246

5604272161
5604272124 Need more during times of distress
It is important to remain current as technology is constantly
5604271907 changing.
5604271746 I feel it is important, but not necessarily top priority.
5604271645 go for it
5604271581 Sounds like a good plan - risk management.
5604271494
5604271467
System service is a great investement. Especially when it will come
5604271235 to future outage and residence in need, it will definitely be a saver.
5604271105 Again, great and on track.
5604271098 Sounds good
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728 Good
5604270253 we need changes for the future
5604270221
5604270152 reliable electricity is crucial for a good economy.
I think the world is advancing technology wise and we all need to
5604269953 keep up
5604269839
5604269687 Na
5604269611 Good
5604269511 Sounds expensive
5604269461
5604269344 ok
5604269322 It sounds like a good idea.
5604269306 It definitely needs to be looked at more in detail
5604269295 Power Outages should be done in the middle of the night
5604269261
I think this plan in increasing the efficiency of the current system. I
5604269147 am on board.
5604268994 na
5604268978
5604268944 Good
5604268932 This sounds plausible and smart.
5604268892 No thoughts on the plan
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538 Focus on green.
5604268525 Good idea
5604268129 Don’t know enough
5604268103

5604254904

5604254758
5604250673
5604249464

Shopping malls flat roof stand alone building could bring
incentives to the owners also wind power Europe is more
advanced in this area.
More emphasis needs to be put on renewable energy sources
(such as solar, for example.) This is an important step for the future
of energy, in my opinion.
This is important because if not you could affect other customers
who rely totally on hydro services
Good

Hopefully more people will use solar. We should also be
5604241489 concerned about the risk of computer hacking & ransomware.
5604235771 Good
5604235317
5604231423 I would think that these changes and upgrades are a necessity.
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701 Good plans
If it helps to lower costs for all customers plus provide better
5604163090 service it would be nice
5604162592 System service would result in saving you money.
5604152890
Sounds good - in our society today, electricity is an essential
5604151377 service.
5604143185 It’s alright
5604125629 Good
5604125146 Modernization is desirable.
5604123573
5604120030
5604117306 Seems required given green energy consumers.
I think the plans are on par for what we need to do to keep things
5604116144 flowing
5604114778 upgrades sound like they are needed tot he systeem
I think it's a very futuristic approach and I'm all for it. New
technologies always need to be implemented to reach higher
efficiencies and reduce overall costs. Short-term it might be costly,
5604107995 but these types of investments will benefit us in the long run.
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191 sounds good
5604087065 Its proactive. Good.
5604084394 Appropriate
5604077480 Makes sense.
5604076141
5604071119

5604070433 Great
5604062671
5604061713 System service is an important initiative.
5604061086 Glad it includes plans for solar
Improvements such as these should be business case based...i.e.
5604055096 cost of sending a crew vs cost of diagnosing remotely.
sounds good as usual, until its put into effect and is not what Hydro
5604044456 claims
5604042635
5604040258 good
5604040020 This is also required
5604039143 Sounds great.
5604032280 its good things
5604029848 Seemed very expensive for hydro one
I think its a good plan. Its important to stay ahead of the game and
5604027854 prepare for what the future holds.
5604027433 I am ok with it.
ita best to have our power restored more quickly wen having a
5604027174 power outage
5604026488
5604026130 appropriate
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376 dasdsd
5604020803
Seems very reasonable. Especially any investments in remote
trouble-shooting. Connecting this to real-time public information,
5604020547 such as web-based information portals would be ideal.
5604020224
5604020123 This all sounds like steps in the right direction.
5604019955 spending may save money in the long term
This is less of a priority for me as service interruptions are rare.
However, if inaction on the system services leads to inevitable
service interruptions, then of course these upgrades becoming
5604018768 more necessary.
5604017808
Maintenance "as we go" is probably the most important type of
5604017463 maintenance because it's not one large sum at one time.
5604016188 Sometimes...
5604012720

Given that solar power is made available to the consumer, the cost
of changing to solar is great therefore, I believe that people are
hesitant in doing the change. If providing cost assistance to
consumers, perhaps more people would change from electricity
support to solar panels to heat their house and to run the lighting
5604010773 in their home.
5604010523
5604003848
I agree with the plans but give us fair warning about the power
5604002610 outages. Also the outages should be done at non-peek times.
5604002058
5604001844 not sure
5604000138 these questions are seeming vague and almost redundant
5603989836 good plan
5603972575 Seems appropriate
5603971458 Requires more of a budget
5603965342 Sound very reasonable
5603955878
5603955740
5603948545
Outages are standard to improve the system. New technology and
5603942687 security is needed and well received by myself.
5603940742
I do not make my own electricity on my property so this seems less
5603939181 important to me
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776
Seems that you have good understanding of issues. Many people
moving to green electricity however connections to grid can
become problematic. GSU needs to be able to have reliable
5603931035 connectivity to these new systems.
5603930966 N/a
5603928938
It makes sense to keep things updated and make sure new
5603928380 technology doesn't interfere with service.
I think consumers should be encouraged to generate their own
5603927701 power and allowed to be able to.
5603927144 Sounds good
5603926785
If something goes down it is important to relay information to
5603925775 customers quickly. They have to plan their lives also.
5603924827 Needed to get power on as soon as possible
5603924791

5603924093
5603918131
5603916190
5603912059
5603908660
5603907138
5603906616
5603901309
5603894521
5603892723
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425

Sounds like a great plan
Seems like you're thinking ahead..
very positive
Good idea as long as self funding via cost cutting initiatives
Yes system flexibility and servicing is critical.

the grid has to be kept updated so that it does not fail

not sure about the effectiveness of creating redundancy.Kind of
5603878303 like building an extra wall at home in case of a hurricane!
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147 none
5603854129 Very important to keep up to date.
5603853917
Seems to demonstrate the need for good planning and staying
5603850070 current with information
5603844505
My thought is it appears there are at least technically possible
options for clients to generate their own electricity to such an
extent that at some point it may be possible to completely
eliminate the unattractive and environmentally unfriendly electicall
5603839719 grid
5603838201 Good. Increase efficiency and decrease redundant cost.
5603829389 Solar power is a great idea.
Again, you appear to have a solid plan in place that would/will be
5603827620 workable and adaptable to future needs and change variables
5603826947
5603824518 Logical enough.
5603823777 fine
This all sound good if you are hiring and training staff and ensure
5603819038 equipment is available to meet the needs.
5603815509
Redundant systems offer greater system reliability. Money well
5603813865 spent.
It is nice to finally see mention of enhancements that enable
5603812361 customers to generate their own power.
5603811387 No comment - can't properly assess your plans
5603809247 Great idea and investment especially if there were to be outages.

Maintaining service is critical especially during periods of extreme
5603807838 cold.
5603803545
Remote sensors cause their own issues and will require
5603799607 maintenance and upgrading
5603797713 reducing length of power interruptions is important
5603795594
5603795045 Sounds good.
5603794864 Perhaps Hydro should look at more solar possibilities
5603794723 Planning will reduce costs
5603793990 It's important to include other people's energy
5603793624

5603791335
5603790413
5603789161

5603789068
5603787264
5603783584
5603782515

I think it's great to make these changes "as you go" so it's not a
great financial strain. They obviously need to be made and will
ultimately give us better and more reliable service. It will save
money in the long run with being able to troubleshoot without
having to venture into the bush to find an issue.
I like it. Always good to hear when plans are being made to shorten
power outages.
it is what is reqired
Power outages are difficult especially during the winter months
and for those I. The spring with sump pumps and wells for water.
Anything to help families not have to deal with long power outages
is beneificial
no comment
Must be updated
I believe any steps taken to prevent major issues in future are well
worth the investment

5603777291 I agree with the plan becomes more efficient in the long term
5603774037
5603745694 General upgrades would be more cost effective as a proactive plan
This sounds like a good idea. Most companies have fail safe plans in
place as should this one. Hopefully the customer doesnt have to
5603735624 pay for it with a rate increase.
5603732849
5603732602 Should help to deal with new, greener technology.
5603729467 More customers generating power is necessary to handle peaks
5603728003
5603726674 Upgrades are good
5603725461 Great.
5603723462
This is required to ensure that there is a high reliability on the
5603722140 distribution system.

5603719277 Plan seems appropriate
5603717379
5603713646 Sounds pretty thorough
5603710170 ok
It needs to be allocated funds also to make sure the system is set
5603708430 up properly to handle this.
5603708297 non
5603706458 As needed.
Love this! Seems proactive - adding technology so we can generate
5603706139 our own power. Love seeing money put here.
including renewable resources is the way of the future as cost for
fossil fuels increases. solar, wind and adding small hydro-electric
5603705662 generating stations on some of the local rivers.
5603705356
5603703860 Maintaining & upgrades
5603701394 well done
I trust you're making the right decision. You are the experts and it
can't be fun being flooded with impatient calls when the power
5603698999 needs restoring. It'll put more faith in the system.
5603698726 People maybe should not feed into the system.
5603696326
I agree reroute get of power and technology for trouble shooting is
5603696171 very important
5603696031
5603693093 Good stuff, as long as it doesn't drive up rates
5603692894 Good concern re future demands...
I appreciate the focus on redundancy and suggesting that GSU will
not be working in a reactive way by solving problems "as we go" -we should be anticipating our needs as we implement these
5603692535 changes.
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174 Good idea
5603684657
System service seems important and something that should be
5603680129 invested in.
5603679368
5603678809 Yes we need to keep up with technology
Good use of new technology as long as it is cost effective is a good
5603678078 thing.
5603677539
5603674458 I agree totallly.
5603674434
5603673400 Dont know
5603673376 Good

5603672984 I do agree
5603671299 Don’t know
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632 Very important to take advantage of any innovation.
S'assurer d'une production respectueuse de
l'environnment(conservation de nos arbres, et de nos cours d'eau),
5603668126 et d'une distribution tout aussi respectueuse.
5603667328 keep things up to date
5603667280 Plan seems to be appropriate.
5603666933 Eliminating or reducing power outage is important
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925 I believe that we should move forward to cope with the changes.
5603661725 Seems well thought out
5603660840
Given the description, it seems that it would be important moving
forward in keeping with providing more effective/efficient service
5603660088 and troubleshooting.
5603660014 Its good
5603659261 none
Cooperate with providers of alternative solutions. Learning in
these matters in a two-way street. However, protect the larger
5603658586 system
5603657522
5603656664
5603655605 sounds appropriate
There always should be a backup plan, although the efficiency of
solar power leaves much to be desired (based on how much power
5603654288 is utilized and wasted by customers).
5603653137 can't comment
5603653067
5603652815 Needs must be consumer driven.
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034 This is the part where GSH can really add value
Wonderful. Move forward with the best and most efficient
5603634029 technological enhancements available to date.
5603626198 Same as the others. Necessary and must proceed
5603625871 Sounds like a system that functions well
5603625394 None
5603623005 good
5603621778 Given our harsh winters it is very important.

5603621405 Service what you have better. Current customer service is pitiful.
5603620577 Agreed again.
5603619555 Not sure if it is needed.
The increase in alternative generation, wind etc, has to be a part in
our traditional system and will of course increase costs but has to
5603619420 be seen in short time pain for long term gain.
5603619178
remote sensors etc. should save money, therefore cost the
5603616195 consumer less
5603615549 Good
5603615469 Needs to be done.
5603615033 Good plan
5603614188 Part of the service....continue as projected.
That the plan is thought out and reflective of recent trends towards
5603613148 sending power to the grids
5603613126
5603612703 none
5603612182
5603611988 Money invested in infrastructure is always a great idea
5603610977
5603609923 Sounds great
5603609759 ok
5603609723 SSI is probably the most important
5603609565
I know nothing of your business and financing so I am at a loss to
5603608793 give any ratings.
Excellent people like that hydro is looking at ways to restore power
5603608627 quicker and and promote solar energy
5603607653
I am always glad to hear of any method to return power to me or
any one else faster, especially being disabled and if the elevator is
out for long ,or so many things like heat, keeping food at the right
5603607466 temp.
5603605715 sounds like a smart move
5603605545 Ok
You need to hold up your end of the agreement with your delivery
partners. We saw what can happen when we had the severe power
5603603947 failures over half of North America several years ago.
5603603490
5603603188 No comment
I'm glad to see this point as I briefly touched upon it in previous
5603602767 comments.
5603601822 progressive
5603601197 undecided

5603600828 As with everything else, it seems necessary
With the changes in how electricity is generated, seems important
5603600690 to invest in system service.
5603600289
5603599579 Really not sure but as I said important to keep things running well.

5603597140
5603596750
5603596629
5603595420

Reroute powers used in case of power outages and adding system
modifications and enhancements. Also, adding new ways to
increase the efficiency of troubleshooting and diagnosis.
Yikes
I do not know enough of your cost or recovery system now.
na

Great, having access to the grid with green energy is a sound
5603595172 initiative and is responsible stewardship of our resources.
5603594108 the needs are changing and it is better to be ahead of the curve
Having experience the July 2018 outage, the flexibility in re- routing
5603593658 allows for service repair which was done very prompty
5603592389 sounds good
5603592063 Good risk management approach
How could increasing more customers with self sustaining solar
power be advantageous in the future, because all the customers
5603591397 who did it in the past did not have their proper payback.
5603590899
5603590415 It is what it is...if it needs your attention than so be it!
5603589152
5603588861 Maintenance
The right timing to do some of your plans are critical, example
5603588032 would be during the cold months.
5603586086 Like it
You have to do what you have to do. People don’t like change but
making them aware and knowledgeable will allow for
understanding and for most part public patience during the system
5603585297 renewal.
we should keep updated to the technology , waiting to do so
5603584348 becomes more costly down the road
5603583886
5603583439 Agree
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355
5603577885 Fine.

5603577567 Reliable service
5603577249 It's always good to prepare for unforeseen circumstances.
If there is overproduction in other energies sources does GSU pass
5603577003 that on to it's customers ?
5603576829 As long as the costumer don’t pay more.
5603576350
Adding components to the system that allow for customer
generated power feed are in keeping with our societal demand for
5603575091 more choice and the dire need to treat the environment better
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310
If the resources are there to increase the amount of power from
5603573214 wind or solar, they should be taken advantage of
5603573116 Seems rational
5603572707
This needs to be in place to protect customers and serviceman to
5603572279 give hem the most up to date information on our systems

5603571440
5603571108
5603570775
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958
5603564523

5603563541
5603563020
5603562796
5603562614
5603562501
5603561531
5603560671
5603560533

It is good to have a system in place to better trouble shoot and
maintain. It allows for a faster recovery but more reliable.
Seems reasonable
It makes sense to me

We need to keep up with the times.
Backup systems should be installed and maintained.
I dont think were at a point where people generating power is wide
spread enough. I think investments into power storage
unit...batteries...would be a good idea. This could help with
temporary outages, storing generated electricity, and draw energy
during off peak to use during on peak to bring down costs
No opinion.
Makes sense
great that the system is allowing people to generate their own
power
no comment
Sounds reasonable
Bravo. Look to the future and upgrade wherever possible.
Definitely pay attention to self producing power people may do
now and in the future.

5603560337 Very important
Minimizing down time and integrating technology are important so
5603559955 it appears logical
5603559519
5603559476 Yes agree with Sudbury Hydro this is an appropriate initiative
5603559393
If we do not make the necessary changes to generate power
through solar or other means, eventually, people will build with
renewable free sources and greater sudbury hydro will be
5603559025 obsolete.
It is imperative to keep up with new technology to ensure that we
5603558791 are as efficient as possible - greener than in the past years
5603558732 Its good
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
I think all roof tops should have solar panels to have their own
energy. This will cut the cost on the hydro system and better for
5603556800 the environment.
5603556477 Seems like great planning.
5603555959 Important
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381 Good
5603555247
5603555069 Save for a rainy day
5603555012 Must be done
It is unfortunate that as a community the costs to innovate our
service system are prohibitive. I appreciate that Sudbury Hydro is
making allowances for people who are contributing to the
5603554966 electricity grid as opposed to taking from it.
It’s a great plan, the city is getting more populated and we need to
5603554812 be ready for demand increases
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809 Plans for system service looks good.
5603553284
This generation of electronics can’t survive to long without power,
5603553211 this includes industry.
5603552317
5603551128 Very important
5603548868 Sounds like a good plan.
5603548738

5603548222
5603547631
5603547394
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867
5603545570
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197
5603543753
5603543111
5603542349
5603542246
5603541504
5603540844

keep improving a little each year keeping cost down
approved

Sounds good

Sounds appropriate.
do not allow customers to feed into the system

Necessary but not critical

Think this is important as power is so critical in some areas such as
5603540233 hospitals so allowing for certain areas to get priority is critical
We must keep up with new trends and future needs - e.g. - electric
5603540123 cars etc.
5603539792 Especially for green energy purposes this needs to stay current.
5603539781 it seem well thought out
Great, less time I can be without power the better. Like that
5603539452 system recognizes those who use our sources of power.
As someone who does not understand how to integrate customerfed/generated power into a commercial grid, it would be totally
stupid of me to offer a thought. It's great that folks can generate
sufficient power to feed back into the grid, but I cannot begin to
5603538950 understand or appreciate what issues this causes.
5603538881 They are as they should be
5603537599
5603533967 Reasonable
5603532709
5603520556 Good.
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746 I agree with changes to accommodate renewable energy.
I believe alternative systems are very important and should be part
5603514420 of your mandate
5603513933 This is a good use of money

5603513326
5603512741
5603512680
5603510755
5603510589
5603510156
5603509669
5603509292
5603508826
5603508213
5603508055
5603507414
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170
5603504124
5603503579

Not keen on this topic
Again, seems like a necessity to cope with a changing city.
Good
Ok

no idea

Sound strategy.
The upgrade to Coniston failed this winter is it safe to surmise that
the fix that was supposed to address the problem of only one main
line to Coniston was not fixed. I would love to be able to generate
5603503055 my own power
5603502436
5603501301
5603501136
5603500874
5603499896

Sounds to me like you guys are on the ball with this stuff. Good job!

None
Seems like it’s a step in the right direction
This sounds like a wise investment
I think it is a good idea, more people should have grants to have
5603499655 solar power
You need to keep up with technology. People seem have lost their
5603499606 patience and need everything done instantly.
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201 These things are needed to keep the system running smoothly
Planning for the unexpected is always good, many don’t make
5603498129 room for these but they are valuable when needed
5603497878
5603497641 We think you are on the right track
5603496892 good
Plans are necessary to maintain service with the technological
5603496723 advancements available.
5603496188 It’s important
5603495712 compromised......how???
5603495694
5603495634 Very important to have reliable electricity

5603495426 na
5603495358 Sounds good...looking after and contributing to the system
5603495258 Makes sense with future needs and direction
Difficult to comment but I don't agree with the huge payments we
are making to those that are generating solar power because of
rebated provided in the first place. This was a huge mistake and
5603495097 continues to be one.
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111 Sounds logical
Sounds reasonable but remember you can’t get everything all at
5603493826 once.
5603492980 seems necessary in prudent planning
5603492906
5603492493 I agree with the explanation provided
5603492260
5603492225 Definitely needed
5603491909 Reliable electricity is top priority
necessary evil. This past winter saw the snow budget explode
5603491791 Keeping ahead of this investment is good
5603491350
5603490607 Seems a bit complicated for laymen input
If what you are saying is correct , the flexibility , safety and
troubleshooting will be improved then it seems like a wise
5603489844 investment
5603489624 It's a very good idea.
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618 not sure
5603488422 Pay as you go.
5603488244 Excellent idea
5603488176
5603487577 No thoughts, technology is important for keeping the lights on.
the citizen would appreciate to be ensured a smooth transition and
to be informed when the anticipated modifications are being made
5603486769 so we can be prepared in advance to ensure short-time outages
5603486662 Very good
5603486071
5603485815
Sounds like you are preparing for failures to happen so that you
5603485814 can control the outcome
5603485676
5603485488 .
5603485360 Good idea. lessens the impact of outages to the customers

5603485024

A little bet scary because there will be a shortage and worse it
5603484698 might loss power in some areas.
5603484597
5603484471 Also, reasonable changes based on user demand/use
5603484131 Very positive
5603484127
It is nice to see that the system service investments include remote
sensors and controls to help reduce down time when there is an
5603483627 outage.
5603483359
5603483327 I find that it's well thought out as is!
5603483293 Sounds fine.
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815
The way that this initiative has been described, we have little
5603481838 choice but to support it.
5603481766
5603481675
Investments in system services technologies must meet
requirements of a business case demonstrating the cost savings of
the investments. If approved those cost savings should be tracked
5603481238 and as part of the project and savings returned to the budget line.
5603480563
5603480386
5603480355
5603480134
5603480051

Seems like it's well thought out and will be a benefit to everyone.

Good
Appropriate
Good
Great. Be more remote to save money and allow renewable
5603479480 energy to be used. Little bit at a time .
5603479440 Great
5603479201 Great idea
I bundled this with the whole 'System'. We need to have the
reliability AND the flexibility to handle increase demand, more
5603478577 frequent outages and ability for customers to 'feed the grid'
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648

This should be maintained while passing along cost as a result of
“urban sprawl” to the consumer. If someone chooses to live
outside the city centre they should pay for the cost of the
redundancy to their power.
Most appropriate
Sounds necessary
Appropriate
You have to keep up with technology for efficiency .
Can't comment given lack of knowledge

5603477159
5603477088
5603476922
5603476478
5603475723
5603475540
5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918 don't like it
I think having our community generate power should be
encouraged and we should connect to them. In the long run this
5603473862 might be the most viable and sustainable sourcr
5603473624
5603472969 Agree with all points
5603472352 Really needs to happen
5603472305
5603471813 The less intrusive the better
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022
5603470970 Good to think long terme while setting up operations
5603470903
5603470858
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259 Good
5603470224 important to be able to deliver services in any circumstances
first... don't accept any more midro-fit system. they cost us a
bloody fortune. 2nd... add new technology by yourself... don't pay
5603469638 others to finance it.
5603469139
5603469006 Unsure
If remote sensors work, that would be great. Human power would
still be required, however, if the problem could be diagnosed
promptly by a system and the correct crew, number of workers
and equipment sent out promblems could be resolved in a more
5603468881 efficient manner.
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972
5603467479 It’s critical to maintain proper infrastructiure

5603467225 it sounds reasonable and responsible
If you can keep costs competitive you might reduce the number of
5603467000 people that are generating their own power.
5603466943
5603466935 Good idea
5603466580 Keeps you wondering
I think the system service objective should make it easier for
people to go off grid. Saving the public money; and better for the
5603466030 environment if people are generating thier own power.
5603465791
5603465679 This is an important component of the overall plan.
The idea of sensors is good so long as it's not taking away peoples'
livelihoods...if you're replacing people with technology - that's not
5603465611 always a good thing.
5603465540 Important.
5603465534 Again remote access will reduce cost of repair in the long run
5603465391 I can not said to much because I don’t have enough information
These system enhancements ensure that all future developments
5603465015 are prepared for.
Sounds logical... but technological advances, at the rate they are
5603464813 going could significantly shorten the lifespan of today’s measures.
5603464464 Sounds good

5603464213
5603464186
5603463604
5603463593

5603463585
5603463411

5603463329
5603463252
5603462811
5603461947
5603461564

Adding modifications to the distribution system to ensure that it
continues to provide reliable electricity service while addressing
anticipated future needs seems like a good idea.
It is required.
This service sounds important.
It is definitely a good idea to maintain reliable service to the
customer. This should always be a priority
From what I know about customers who generate power and sell it
back to hydro is that it is outrageously costly and that cost is
downloaded to us.
Good
need redundancy for unpreventable system failures but if capital
assets are upgraded this requirement should be minimal
Once again, seems like required work.
It is important to stay up with the system, if you let it get away for
you, you’ll end up paying more
Great idea

5603461326
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472
5603460459

I think it's good to modify in order to have some ability to repair
problems.
Subjective as to level required
Agree

Would be good to know more about green energy.
It would be great to be able to increase the amount of power
generated by users and added into the grid. Expenditures to make
5603459797 this easier would be acceptable.
I think system service is going to be more efficient in the future if
you can assess and fix the problem fron a control area that would
5603459430 save your cost on labor
5603459297
Redundancy is always a good thing. Especially with the type of
storms we are seeing like the one in July 2018. New tech 'as you
5603459279 go' is a wise investment.
5603459104
Changes to address anticipated future needs are not a top priority
5603459032 in my opinion.
5603458172
5603458169
5603457882 great
5603457731
5603457716 seems critical to me
I think that if a system can be designed and constructed to
streamline and automate it so that crews don't need to be
dispatched, which would save time AND money, then this is
certainly a proactive measure. Anytime you can expedite a fix for a
5603457349 root cause in service disruption, is definitely a plus.
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702 Adequate
5603456299
5603456256 Whatever you do try to limit the cost.
5603456141
You have given a overall thrust but no details on the plans
5603456079 themselves so once again, Ican't comment.
5603455998 Good planning is essential.
5603455871
5603455837 Good
5603455797 Ok
Plan looks good. Happy to see expenditure down from previous
5603455767 years.
5603455385
5603454856 Sounds good

5603454432 Continuity is critical for customers
5603454403
I really like that you have put thought about future needs rather
5603453567 then just being shortsighted
5603453519 Not sure
5603453004
5603452731
5603452618 Plans are necessary for upgrades
5603452358
I like the idea of a redundant system and the ability to repair issues
5603452338 remotely.
I like that we will prepare for consumers who becoming able to
5603451991 feed back into the grid.
5603451985 Slowly but sure
5603451844 Seems ok
5603451498
5603451326
5603451306 It’s important to maintain services
5603451295 Sound reasonable
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027
I remember the long term outage when grid was compromised in
the past. Not willing to go through that again if it is possible to
5603450771 deal with now.

5603450697
5603450541
5603450279
5603450209
5603450064
5603450020
5603449909
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798
5603448776
5603448541
5603448229
5603447962

Remote systems like remote meter reading, thermostat/AC
control, non payment remote disconnections or power limiters?
Repairs are important !
We must keep up with new technology.
Right on.
very good
I think they seem fair and are “up with the times”.

Good
That is a great idea.

Investments have to be made to insure that the system can handle
5603447884 the needs of future users.
5603447713 No comment
5603447535 Great!

5603447469
5603447257
5603447111

This makes sense if more separate and smart systems are going to
be integrated.
important if the system is improved using new technology or
methods
Since the government grants for solar feeds are going down, more
interested in the remote sensors portion.
hopefully it works

5603447017
5603447011
5603446857
5603446798 Important
5603446639 It is needed it we what to stay on top of things

I think it is a good direction that GSU is planning to undertake. It is
responsible and wise to increase the number of customers who
generate their own power through solar and other means.
apprpriate
everything needs to be upgraded
Not sure yet

5603446477
5603446164
5603445259
5603445068
5603444898
5603443825 I think this is the right response

System service is very important, especially given the rising
necessity in modifying our habits due to climate change. Green,
renewable energy is something that I believe we should be
focusing on, as well as ensuring there are contingencies in place in
case a short-term outage occurs. While it is still too early to tell if
climate change is causing more severe weather patterns, it is still
important to ensure there are redundancies in place to
5603443180 accommodate for a short-term power loss.
5603442908 I agree that these investments are needed.
5603442767
5603442579
5603442122 It will help
5603441970
5603441948 No thoughts
5603441922
This should be shared by new build and those who will use.
5603441625 Redundancy should be limited.
5603441555 This is a safe and sound energy management approach
5603441553
Sounds sufficient, I'm supportive of smart grid initiatives. Green
energy is important not only to address generation constraints in
the province, but also to provide homeowners the option to earn
income or offset energy cost. Further, by reducing the overall
system power demand, losses would also decrease on the
5603441346 distribution system which is always a plus!

5603441337
5603441301 Appears to be appropriate.
we should do little bits now, because we can't afford to do alot
5603441235 later.
Good. Change is inevitable. New systems will provide customer
5603441164 assurance in the long run.
5603440961 Need more info
5603440889 none
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327 very important
5603440138 Great we need this
5603439968 Sounds good.
5603439853
as a corporation YOU are responsible to keep the system running
as the BEST system in the world, as you are responsible of the
population you deserve in a harsh country, you cannot be
5603439755 compliance, as people lives are in play.
5603439694 No comment
5603439435
Supporting distributed power generation is a must and it has to be
5603439374 a top priority. We're in a period of rapid change.
5603438865
5603438672 don't care
5603438526
5603438517 This seems reasonable.
5603438373 hydro needs to upgrade
5603438198

5603438086
5603437876
5603437869
5603437808
5603437462
5603437286

FIrst of all I believe that customers have too long a payback on
green initiatives they install and feed back to the grid. Where is
the investment by Sudbury Hydro in green initiatives?
Seems fine.
I agree with planning for the future and starting small upgrades
now
Again, cost have to be watched
N/A

I think this is a good idea, especially because we typically have
5603437178 outages a lot through out the year due to weather.
5603436978
5603436744
I like the idea that you are recognizing customers who might use
5603436713 solar power.

i think solar is the future. many homeowners can't afford it even
though it can profit the hydro companies. system service should
5603436422 be done as it is required.
I think people would be ok with more residential downtimes during
the day when they are at work. I'd rather see the money spent
5603436402 elsewhere on other upgrades.
5603436260
5603436211 seems reasonable
Sounds like a great plan but again as long as the consumers don't
5603436198 pay the price for all these services
5603436182 It’s great
I believe that the system needs to be built to accommodate an
ever growing decentralised production. Such as potentially
providing at no or low cost to the owner of solar and other self
power production the equipment needed for the grid to control
the input of the power back on to the grid. with the goal to
5603436065 maximise this form of power production.
5603435785 Fixing problems as you go seems logical.
5603435704 This seems very important as well
5603435676
5603435567
5603435516 Good
5603435405
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953
5603434684
5603434650
5603434633
5603434520
5603434429

5603434324
5603434229
5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072
5603432896
5603432878

safety, reliability, and redundancy are key in a power grid system.
New technology is always needed.
Thats a bonus
It a must
None
I do not have enough knowledge...
Necessary
Upgrading is definitely needed as we require out hydro, especially
in the North where we rely on furances, electric heaters, hot water
etc.
Good idea
Sounds appropriate.
Not well enough informed
Do what has to be done in an efficient manner.
That I need to review to make a decision
Love the remote sensors
sounds good
Not sure

5603432846 That's the way to integrate us..
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336
I think this is wonderful. And very much needed especially with the
5603432321 shift like you said to solar panel homes and businesses.
5603432320 Seems critical to ensure power is available consistently.
5603432192
this starts the questions as to why someone has to feed into the
system and can't just generate their own power - not by using fuels
thought -- and be self sufficient --- we have enough windmills
ruining our landscape and creating more power than we can use so
why not let individuals create their own power at their own
expense and not have hydro be a part of it - is the cost worth the
5603432131 expense
Continue to support new technologies and customers generating
5603432126 own power
I like the idea of helping customers who what to rely on other
5603431679 means of power
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
I think it is a minor priority compared to the other plans previously
5603430948 mentioned.
If there are technological advances which better the system why
5603430845 not?
5603430704 Sounds good
5603430549 Might be a good solution
I'm confused about people generating their own power and
feeding into the system. I would need more information to
5603430539 comment.
5603430295 very costly
5603430204
5603430151 non
5603429957
5603429934 Makes sense.
You need to upgrade system to accommodate customers who
generate their own power and also upgrade your equipment to use
5603429926 more renewable energy also.
5603429869
5603429798 should invest in the system service
5603429716
5603429715 Faster to restore power outage, I would say it’s good

5603429632
5603429477
5603429469 Good.
5603429069
5603428999
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818
5603428299

5603428284
5603428213
5603427947
5603427903
5603427894
5603427501
5603427500
5603427418
5603427407
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965

Do hat needs to be done so as not to compromise they system.
Excellent

We have to stay ahead
I think having surplus is a very good thing
I think spreading the required changes out makes sense because
putting it off leads to having a huge expense that either gets
ignores leading to trouble, or causes financial problems that either
greatly increase rates or cause other things to be ignored.
.
Interesting and forward thinking
maintaining is important
Everything is critical for a commodity such as hydro.
More green please.
Better for down time
Important!

This is a required service.

Of course, you need to be prepared and ready to react should any
situation arise. Training staff and making sure that the system is
5603426742 large enough and detailed enough to accept more upgrades.
5603426722 Appropriate must continue updating
5603426696
Sad part is the middle and low class always take the brunt of the
5603426330 cost for improvements.
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062 NA
5603425997 It's a good plan
5603425632
5603425519 Anticipating diversity seems prudent
5603425509
5603425498 Positive.
5603425296 Important to stay ahead of technology.

5603425282 Good plans
5603425151
System Service investments can also include remote sensors and
controls which assist us in diagnosing and repairing problems from
a control centre without sending a crew to a trouble site. These
5603424779 measures allow the power to be restored more quickly.
Whomever attempts or wants to connect to SUDBURY hydro to
“sell” us their power generation MUST meet SUDBURY Hydro
Requirements as to supplying “safe” power such as correct voltage
and phasing “SAFELY “ not at SUDBURY Hydro’s cost of equipment
5603424721 and manpower
I am a little unclear as to what System Service really is even after
5603424552 reading the description.

5603424455
5603424428
5603424375
5603424359
5603424275
5603424104
5603424060

I don't have any idea how much effect private solar energy has on
our system but from my own info It can't be of great consequence
you know what your doing, yoour the experts, I trust you have
looked, anallysed everything
N/a
Seems fully considered to mitigate risks and redundancies.
This description appears well thought out and places continuation
of service to customers as a priority.
Not quite sure yet
need to keep up new technology

We do need to make use of Solar and Wind Power, it's there, it's
free. I have a south facing roof but solar panels are very expensive
to install - so it's out of reach for me, but Hydro should go green
5603423833 wherever its applicable and appropriate.
Our community is growing and some neighborhoods are very old.
5603423832 We have to spend money to stay with the times.

5603423779

5603423694

5603423692
5603423555
5603423529
5603423444

Remote sensors, when operating correctly could be an ideal
solution rather than sending costly technicians to diagnose the
problem, however when sensors don't work properly then a tech
still needs to diagnose the problem hence diagnostics costs
Something needs to be done regarding the reliability of
distribution. The amount of times I've been without hydro in the
past year is ridiculous. Hopefully these system enhancements you
speak of will help this
Upgrades need to be done for the company to be more efficient.
Just don't like how much all the upgrades could cost the
consumer...meaning me!
It is important to keep the system working.
If it provides great service I am all for it

5603423345 No thoughts
5603423289 All good for savings
5603423274
5603423213
As mentioned before. Preventative maintenance is key to
5603423207 sustaining a product for many years worry free
Becoming more important as weather changes are causing
environmental havoc. Diversity will allow quicker recovery from
5603423159 natural catastrophic events.
5603423158 Sounds goods
5603423139
5603423091 Reliability is good
Sounds good. I like the inclusion of considering future options for
5603423055 consumers considering other means.
5603422990 That this question is way too broad
5603422980
5603422792 Have to keep up so not to be behind no
5603422441
5603422336
Everything should be brought into a more modern way of thinking.
If new green energies are developed, they should be considered,
and adapted so they work in tandem with what is currently
5603422304 available.
5603422162 no opinion
Need to make sure that power outages does not take longer then
5603422091 expected due to damages and such
5603421828
5603421825 Good ideas and I hope to see them implemented.
5603421648
5603421606 Upgrade as needed and save
The reliance on electricity is too high for a catastrophic failure. The
need to enhance systems to have power restored quickly ought to
5603421437 be of paramount importance.
This sounds good. I especially like how you will address customers
who generate their own power. This (in my opinion) will be a major
5603421204 future direction.
5603421194 I like the plan
5603421054 Yes this works.
5603420964
5603420791 Good project
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
All of your rationales make sense, the only thing that doesn't is the
cost of delivery on our bills and the extra fees that keep climbing
5603420669 every year.

Good! Like that the power can be back on more quickly during an
5603420653 outage
Business continues to evolve and investment changes need to be
5603420609 made
5603420522 The plans are very solid and sounds well thought out
5603420498 Sounds reasonable
5603420448 Maintaining current service is an important part of the business.
5603420413 Speculative.
5603420362 Reliable delivery is essential
Service and repairs lower overall operating costs just like
maintenance on a car or plane. It is a requirement. Up grades at
appropriate times also lower operating costs there is an initial
5603420333 construction cost.
People are so dependent on electricity that keeping up with
5603420325 demand is vital
5603420318 Unsure
I don't completely understand the second paragraph above. I
thought that using solar panels and feeding into the system was a
positive and not only cost saving/money making for the consumer
but also a benefit to the hydro provider in gaining alternate
sources of energy. We need to put more resources into developing
5603420310 these alternatives.
5603420277
5603420127
5603420107 seems reasonable
5603420098
5603419712
I think this approach is excellent to manage future needs and
5603419653 continue to properly manage outages.
5603419643 It would be a good investment
5603419630 it is needed
5603419541 very good plan
5603419457
5603419244
With the increase in technology there is an increase in the need for
5603419241 hydro therefore that is a sound business idea.
5603419176 It makes sense to do this. We need to maintain distribution.
5603419081 It’s good.
5603419076 Good
Good to have foresight and with the times and changes in the
different ways electricity system changes . Hopefully to avoid a
5603419062 crisis situation
5603418993
5603418922 gives people more options.

I appreciate the heads up to the possible disruption but I think this
5603418809 is necessary as for changes goes
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726
As I see it, Hydro is a business, and as such, it should oversee
changes well in advance. We own a business, and we oversee
what changes we need, at what pace we can go; we do not have
people with special skills, yet we manage very well. Income versus
5603418680 expenditures.
5603418602
5603418597 NA
5603418555 Sounds OK to me
5603418530 Good
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312 Go for it.
Decentralized generation by customers will be critical in coming
5603418297 years - Expenditures to support are absolutely necessary.
5603418213 Doesn’t seem like there’s any options.
Anything that will shorten power outages and allow workers to get
the grid back on track seems logical, given the increase in storms
during the last few years. Special equipment that will allow for
5603418188 various generating systems such as solar and wind is also necessary.
5603418130
5603418072 Good, it actually suggests savings ultimately.
5603418043
5603417809 Great. Allows an alternative in the case of an outage.
5603417694
5603417633 Makes sense
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
5603416918 Modernizing the system is imperative.
i think it should be more affordable for consumers to go solar. that
5603416811 would help everybody.
5603416754 Have to do what is necessary to keep up with progress
5603416608
5603416583 You need to be able to integrated new technologies into the grid
5603416564
5603416490 like it

5603416486

I would love to generate my own power and be a part of this
5603416464 programme.
5603416457
For better communication and stable power to stay I. Contact with
5603416431 life changes in today's technology
5603416407 Yes
Green energy is the future and with the rising costs of hydro, more
people will be leaning towards ‘making their own’ to offset costs,
5603416260 it’s a good idea to try to be a step ahead.
5603416254
5603416203 this seems to be a very rational way to go
5603416201
5603416159 More accuracy in energy usage would be ideal
Seems very appropriate. A power outage is convenient and
5603416109 stressful - rerouting is key for CGS
5603416084 ...
5603416009
Electricity is so important these days that any outage is critical especially to at risk consumers...like the elderly or
5603415935 physically/mentally challenged individuals
5603415933 The modifications seem reasonable.
5603415816
5603415813 Good.
Smart to invest in services for customers. And the stability of the
5603415771 system
5603415694
Definitely...the way the world operates is changing and investment
5603415691 is required to keep up with the environment.
Any modifications to the distribution system to lower our costs
5603415582 should be utilized.
5603415574 Sounds reasonable
5603415438 Need to keep system functional and modernized
5603415390 Needed to help customers during short-term outage + ...
5603415384 I feel the same
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206 Good planning
5603415152
5603415115 Very good
Critical, ensure customer are not without power, required to cut
down on power outage time which can cost customers money or
5603415023 more costs for labor to diagnose and fix issue
5603414966

5603414845
5603414803
5603414732
5603414640
5603414639

Maintaining excellent service is always what consumers look for,
no matter what technology is in use.
Again improvement

k
NA
As long as there is no interruption or increase in cost to the
5603414539 customer
5603414527 Keeping up with new technology isn’t optional
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361 No comment
5603414336 If it keeps the power on, go ahead.
5603414320
Invest more into enabling you to "cope" with customers who
generate their own power. The future of power is not a distribution
system. The future of power is the individual homes and GSU
5603414291 should be looking at that scenario and positioning itself accordingly.
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246

5603414236
5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147
5603414145
5603414139
5603414130
5603414129
5603414108
5603414061

5603414054
5603414015
5603414014
5603414007

Solar power or other means !? Is that even a thing anymore ? If this
is required, people generating through such means and reaping its
benefits should be charged for this specifically, not the general
public, who would rather rely on GSH to generate our electricity for
us through a centralized system.
Modifying the system is smart planning for future needs and
accommadating green initiatives
Sound good
Good idea
Need more details
Great! Accommodating customers with solar is important!
no comment
it is alright
It is a good plan in regards to safety and timely repairs through
diagnostics sensor systems.
Some of this stuff will probably need to be done; the "as you go"
way, but anything that doesn't need to be done that way, should
be shelved for later discussions.
Smart
Change with time and staying upt to date
Great so far

5603413980
5603413943 It appears to be preparing for the future
Allowing for redundant systems is crucial for dealing with
5603413928 unexpected issues.
5603413916
5603413836 Sounds good to me.
5603413823 important
5603413793 I appreciate these efforts
5603413561 Good
5603413527
5603413425
5603413398 Nah
5603413304 I need more info.
5603413266
5603413242
5603413235 Please continue to incrementally improve.
I agree 100% - little by little as time goes by is the way to go
5603413130 because trying to do it all at once would not be feasible.
5603413123 Very good idea for the next generations
5603412976
5603412954 Again is logical.
5603412832 Sounds reasonable.
Don't go hog wild on a project that will be abandoned and all that
5603412802 money spent in an avenue that is defunct.
5603412791 Awesome
5603412784
Solar power can be a way for the future. Important that the
5603412734 system can handle this generation of power.
There should be more incentives for renewable energy and solar
5603412685 panels
5603412610
5603412608
Good to plan for the future, when more customers will (hopefully)
use solar and other means. Spread the costs over time to ensure
5603412601 no huge costly issues down the road
5603412540 No thoughts
5603412522 What is written sounds reasonable.
5603412521 Good
5603412507
5603412497 Important
5603412495
5603412484 na

5603412440
5603412421

5603412420
5603412397
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376

You should have probably explained the 4 sections before asking
questions as I answered form something like this in an earlier
questions. I do feel redundancy and re-routing is important as well
as high peak demands form eventual Super-Chargers for electric
vehicles, and more customers installing battery packs to help offset
high on-peak energy costs.
It’s a good plan
Its a good idea to be proactive but shouldnt be done at the
expense of the customer who no say, affordability should be
number one concern since gsu holds monopoly on electricity in
sudburu
To quickly fix outages i think it needs upgrading

This sounds very preventative maintenance which would be lower
5603412366 on my priority scale when building a budget.
5603412332 Good
5603412329
5603412313 I think your plans are on the right track for system service upgrades
This is essential as our daily lives have become dependant on
5603412304 reliable service
5603412202 Good plan.
5603412201
5603412170 Making upgrades “as we go” is good
5603412145
this is a big one, you need to be able to upload to the grid, it's the
5603412144 future
5603412142 Appropriate
5603412138
5603412132 All improvements are important.
Down time is a killer. Having the ability to reroute and flex with
5603412130 surges means less outages and downtime
5603412104 It seems to be necessary
5603412042 I agree with the plan
5603411998
5603411984 The plan is good
5603411980
5603411957
5603411953 I stated this in the previous page.
5603411935
5603411918 Expansion is great
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867

5603411844 Good planning to add new technology as you go
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805 Not sure
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748
Need to make sure the cost to upgrade is less than the cost of the
5603411747 renewable Energy projects
5603411691 Get the work done
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581
Happy to see you've addressed the issue of more customers adding
5603411548 power to the grid via solar and other means.
It makes sense to do smaller jobs consistently rather than a large
5603411442 job all at once
I think we should be more proactive with the solar power and not
continue on a "as we go" basis. Everyone is trying to reduce their
5603411362 environmental footprint and I think GSU should do the same.
5603411357
Upgrades as you go seem like the best approach to spread costs
5603411323 out over a longer period.
5603411291 Important
5603411283
I think that if it helps run things note efficiently and with a reduced
5603411258 cost, then it's a good thing.
5603411254 N/a
5603411241 very important
5603411181 Seems ok
5603411159 Valid
5603411156 Appropriate
5603411083 It’s very important to stay on top of it...ahead of it
5603411056
Hydro is one of the high priority services that we take for granted
5603411014 and Hate when their is a disruption.
given the extreme weather the area will be experiencing in the
5603410980 future, system redundancy is vital
This is fairly crucial. Redundancy in power delivery should be an
5603410979 industry standard?
5603410892

Highly important especially with the amount of outages we have
5603410873 had
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818 Work remotely!
Seems appropriate given the likelihood that more customers will
likely be generating their own power but will still need connection
5603410806 to the grid.
5603410800 Necessary to adapt.
Not sure I understand what you are trying to say - seems a lot of
5603410789 gobbily gook...
5603410772 I think new technology that brings value is good.
5603410735 Good.
5603410657 Really good idea , helping customers to go green .
5603410648
Do what needs to be done to keep our system operating efficiently.
need a reliable system
On track
No comment
Very good plan. upgrade for the future and make it easier for solar
5603410516 and other source of power.
5603410512 I believe it to be necessary
5603410627
5603410621
5603410600
5603410517

I think this is great. If more residents were solar and feeding back
5603410503 into the system, this in essence should reduce costs
5603410498 None
5603410494
5603410492 Sounds good
5603410475 How can you stage technology introductions?
5603410464
5603410430 important to update and maintain the system service
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426
when the system goes down for too long, this is not good. controls
have to be in place to reassure the power comes back on in a
5603317885 timely fashion
5603308258 Seem to be balanced
Electricity is very impoRtant for our survival. You need to look at
5603300117 alternative ways to make sure the outages are not lengthy
5603296288 as long my hydro don't go up I am fine

I think allowing enhancement for customers to generate their own
power and still use your system makes sense. It should fall under
energy conservation or greening the environment. Remote sensors
makes sense but balancing the cost of a human evaluation and cost
with electronic is required. Electronics will be limited and age and
5603295897 break in the long run. How has this being factored in.
5603244359
5603218091 I am not sure about this as the cost is going to be too high.
5603206447
Strict adherence must be controlled re external forces wanting to
connect, and feed the system. In other words, NO shoddy, make
5603199464 dos allowed to connect.
Great! Make it more accessible for your customers to do a energy
sharing thing if they have solar power means. If a company wanted
to get set up with that and produce and excess of needed energy
that they use, could the surplus go to GSU and decrease the cost all
around. Energy sharing should be the way of the future :)
No thoughts on this
Excessive.
Less interruptions the better.
Sounds like a good plan

5603180939
5603168548
5603166129
5603162489
5603150367
5603101900
5603091597 sound
5603086522 .
5603078647
5603047716
5603046498
5603043646
5603029144
5603026349

Again, this is necessary and critical to ensure efficient service
Same as my last comment.
the plan seems reasonable
NA

Great ideas in order to reduce time without power during outages.
Will eliminate man hours if there are tools put in place in order to
5603023072 system-diagnose without having to send a crew.
5603005636 same response
5603003964
5602998900
5602985471
5602981075
5602978210
5602957258

we always need to think about our anticipated future needs
build in gradually in steps.
A good service plan is always welcome.
It's a good plan.
I think it is great.
Important but not critical

You should not be "coping" with changes in the industry such as
customers generating their own power. This should absolutely be
5602957247 encouraged! Plan for this now.
it sounds reasonable but I do not feel qualifies, One thing though,
people, companies or other entities should not be allowed to feed
power to the grid (solar power, wind power etc) and be paid for it
at higher than market rates and also unless the additional power is
needed. we (not Sudbury Hydro specifically) have been paying
exorbitant rates for power we don't need. I am all for green power
5602950802 if it is cost effective and we need the power.
5602947157
5602943012 restoring power more quickly is great
5602938777 Green Energy is a good thing.
5602933094
5602891031
this seems the way of the future - monitoring and responding to
5602875841 make an efficient system
These upgrades are very necessary and will be done with
5602874114 customers in mind
5602861395
5602861079 Good sounds reasonable
5602840206 "Keeping up" with the changing needs is appropriate.
5602830812
5602829706 Sounds good.
5602828619
Eliminating power outages and shortening outages when they
5602824787 occur is important.
5602817573
As populations grow, communities develop, with further needs for
reliable service, spending more time on educating the public on
solar and other alternative means of receiving clean renewable
energy is priority. Capitalizing off managing all basic essential
services without providing alternative options then resulting in
billing all residents for changes where alternatives could have been
5602793115 offered is not ethically just or right.
5602787510
5602784569 Sounds good
5602776030 N\a
5602770157 Good problem solving.
Should Sudbury Hydro be considering more alternative means of
5602730365 electricity such as solar or wind?
5602663819 Sounds good to me.
5602646471 The plan sounds fine.
5602643955 Good plan
5602637654 I need to do more research into this.

5602633107
5602625613
5602608989
5602607435
5602600365
5602576572

Suitable
Sounds reasonable.
na
YOU ARE PREPARING US FOR THE FUTURE CHANGES
This is very interesting info to read about on the system service.
We all want our power to be restored more quickly when it
happens.
not sure
needs to be done
Seems to be appropriate
Unsure

5602574661
5602563831
5602562741
5602561570
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
5602531729 good
5602528955
Safety and convenience is key. Especially if you are able to
5602524379 diagnose a problem without sending workers in right away.
5602522408 a
5602521403 great
5602520985 Not enough info provided
5602515923 again, what else can you do but plan for it?
With extreme weather events increasingly happening, a
5602515517 preventative approach seems important.
5602507768 Very important.
5602502045 Smarter more flexible system sounds like a good thing.
5602479438
5602435869 This should be addressed in a cost/benefit manner.
5602433596 No comment
important to increase redundancy to improve reliability.
Consideration should be given to feed in "tariffs" to help
modernize the system to those who generate through solar power
5602429989 etc.
5602412735 The redundancy piece is important.
5602403584
Adding the described functionality to the system since it will
become more necessary in the near future to introduce more
5602401086 renewable and local power generation to the grid.

Monitoring remotely is very much in tune with a 1980's
management system. Gome are the days when we would put a
linesman near a pole with a walkie talkie to chat with the Great
McVay. The joy of moving with the times is the speed at which IT
becomes outmoded. To tell. within 100 yards, where a line is
5602397224 broken will get repair crews near enough to spot the sparks.
This would seem to be a benefit to all. Make sure it’s not an excuse
to charge solar/renewable owners for the privilege of contributing
power and using the grid. Some/many? Solar customers might
prefer being off-grid altogether, but I’m not sure if that is an option
here for those living within your service area. Make sure you
communicate anticipated changes clearly to customers so that we
5602391819 can weigh in at all stages.
5602390182
5602389243 We could be those new costomers

5602385852
5602381543
5602378220
5602367643
5602360702
5602359591

That you're throwing out a deliberately confusing amount of
information, and that the results of your survey will be unreliable.
I like them,
Good plan.
All required, it seems.
Okay

Customers demand safe reliable continuous power. They do not
prepare for delays even though they are well advised in advance. It
will cost more but shorter delays and spaced out will give the utility
5602356970 less grief.
5602351642
As technology is getting more advance you guys should give
5602351466 owners a better rate if they use solar energy.
5602328231
Go 'green'. All 'green'. asap. I do automation myself; big fan - can't
5602326214 have enough of it.
5602322086 Good
5602321699
People expect quick fixes when there is a power outage. It sounds
like these improvements will help staff assess evaluate and resolve
5602317911 issues faster.
5602316275 On point.
Investing here lets you defer maintenance and replacement
5602307819 elsewhere.
5602307401 Building in redundancy is smart.
5602297738
5602284632 Sounds like good planning there.
5602284106 Sounds reasonable

5602281803
5602275012
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959
5602261620

Hiring drone operators to inspect part of the system should also be
part of the service maintenance program.
Appropriate

sounds good
Not sure
Progressive and must be done to ensure outages as short as
5602259545 possible.
Smart grid technology is a great investment and can significantly
5602256745 help with outage response and demand/load management.
Keeping up with technology is important on an ongoing basis
5602253330 rather than retrofitting/upgrading in the future.
5602253307 Not sure
5602249717
5602243196 good plan, glad to see solar enhancements
5602187910
Sounds good,no one likes long outages which causes stress for all
involved. Trying g to get workers to solve outages with remote
5602157586 access is often difficult to do.
5602106178
5602102950 IMPORTANT
Seems like alot of system outages are related to obstructions (i.e.
trees). Increasing connectivity to ensure no outages occur is good.
Given our dependancy on technology as a means to do business,
5602101458 this is essential.
5602066769 Agree with pay as we go
I believe making system service work as smoothly as possible is the
5601996619 best solution.
5601910195 Na
5601885863 Necessary!
5601875625 Needed
5601874109
5601853784 need to upgrade before it becomes a problem...
It is necessary. When our power is out, a rerouting strategy would
be helpful and alos while working on the lines. Summer time
without power is fine but when its -40C, it is a little cold to be
5601688323 without heat.
5601681107
5601653127 Sounds good, seems necessary
I think it is great! We need reliable electricity services, our power
5601642435 has gone out a lot the past few months and this would stabilize it.
It is important for crews to have the technology they need to be
5601521920 able to do their jobs safely
5600934776 Important for reliability.
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Respondent ID
5608774731
5608392240
5608391622

How critical would
you say
investments in
System Service
are? Would you
say ...
Response
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5608387388 Very Critical
5608318089

5608259448 Somewhat Critical
5608245418
5608235127 Somewhat Critical

5608232580 Very Critical
5608231956 Somewhat Critical
5608220418 Somewhat Critical
5608217930
5608214170
5608205903
5608203094
5608199027
5608194623
5608187209
5608151209
5608146413
5608127771
5608118280
5608115667
5608111878
5608109096
5608101940
5608095922
5608039628
5608038016
5608034410

Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Why do you give it this rating?
Because of power interruptions
IT'S NOT BEEN HAPPENING
I give this rating because consuming less power while increasing
the amount of solar for customers will be very beneficial in the
long run.

This is a prudent investment to maintain system reliability in the
future. as an ongoing expenditure, this spending could get very
costly in the future if a constant amount of work in upgrading
infrastructure and control was left to get behind.
Unsure not enough info
"Keeping the lights on" should be sudbury hydros main concern,
so investments that will enable this to happen more efficiently
and reliably are paramount.
Not sure of the degree of future increases to be provided by
those who add power to the system.

Cannot rate not knowing what and how changes effect the
system.
Necessary to maintain and upgrade the system.

Not really something i can answer

All citizens deserve this essential service.

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Do not fall behind
Faster, easier service should save money!

5608027935
5608020873
5608018568
5608002775
5607981932
5607973614
5607971273
5607966268
5607958422

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5607957588 Somewhat Critical
5607946663

5607936513
5607934862
5607923175
5607918892
5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018
5607838698
5607829881

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

I don't know how immediately critical it is, but I have (not in
Sudbury) lived without power for a while!

Upgrading the old 4kv system will give more of an adequate
opportunity to provide customers with a more reliable system

Innovation is the key to sustainability
Minimize long power outages.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5607829767 Very Critical
5607829662 Somewhat Critical
5607825947
5607821194
5607806892 Somewhat Critical

5607806037
5607801688
5607795857
5607779308
5607770311
5607763278
5607754971
5607735776

not critical
I guess that needs to be done
have more government assistance

Can't Rate
Very Critical

to accommodate residents and businesses in case of outage, it
limits the the waiting time of no power, especially critical during
fall and winter season

If it helps maintain power and develop with technology, then it
would be a good service ice
To be honest, I believe you may need to make all these changes
but the rates keep going up. I believe the real problem is the big
salaries at the top. Cut those substantially and I would have no
complaint about the actual costs to run Hydro

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5607727406 Very Critical

N/A
Nobody likes to go without electricity and secondly, if upgrades
are needed to buy electricity from customers that are using solar
energy then I am for it.

5607724671 Somewhat Critical

I assume this is an ongoing capital expense so I rate it this way.

5607713316 Very Critical
5607711806
5607697810 Somewhat Critical

You are looking to the future with a very proactive approach.

5607691675 Not Very Critical
5607683177 Very Critical

5607622800
5607622170
5607618549
5607618339

Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482
5607589576

Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

People contact Hydro when there is an outage, That will already
narrow down the trouble shooting area

I have never been concerned with power outages. At most they
last an hour here or there. We are more then capable of handling
brief power outages or even outages that last a day or two. I do
like the investment in solar customers and what i assume to be
net metering programs. Long term renewable energy is critical
1

Because it’s important to maintain hydro to costumers with the
less time possible

Somewhat Critical

5607588238
5607575700
5607574089
5607569996
5607569944

Somewhat Critical

I will say 'somewhat with emphasis' - it is important as we need
to change along with the times - it will enhance the system

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

because i believe it is
Depends who taking the cost
Don't get too far ahead of what is needed.

5607569136
5607550925
5607547354
5607544770
5607542750

Somewhat Critical

I don't have an explanation for my rating but I assume to make
this work there needs to be some give from the customers end

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5607529159 Very Critical
5607525394 Can't Rate
5607521668
5607521205
5607520712
5607520658

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical

it is important because more and more renewable energies will
be used to help the environment
Safety and accessibility are my two main components to the
investments

5607517990 Somewhat Critical
5607501898 Very Critical
5607500927 Somewhat Critical
5607497985
5607497711
5607497501
5607497480
5607496953
5607496836
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931

Not Very Critical

Services must be available when required.
Again, a balanced approach is demonstrated.
Critical seems like an overstatement. Maybe appropriate would
be a better description.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Seems like something that can be done gradually.

Somewhat Critical

Very Critical

5607392196 Very Critical

This builds satisfied customers
It is critical to restore power as soon as possible, especially in the
winter months.

5607369858
5607356998
5607356693
5607307048
5607289714
5607261674

Very Critical

As I stated above, planning ahead and making these necessary
upgrades little by little is very critical as opposed to doing it all in
one shot would be immensely costly.

5607155401
5607148829
5607138145
5607126826
5607118162
5607109518
5607070174
5607066340
5606960772
5606866592

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

5606866519 Somewhat Critical
5606865564 Somewhat Critical
5606862426

5606848133
5606821110
5606778350
5606775700

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

seems fair
incorporating technological innovation and increasing capacity
while potentially reducing future costs is key to long term success
required

It is important but there are alson others priority.
Always have to upgrade systems.

It's important to support activities that are open to alternate
forms of energy.

It is important to me that power outages/disruptions be
avoided/minimized if system service upgrades achieve that goal
then to me it is critical provided the system upgrades are
reasonable and necessary
Everybody wants the service to be reliable.
Don't know current condition

5606729929
5606707543 Very Critical
5606704822 Very Critical
5606701343 Very Critical

5606697662
5606697542
5606695838
5606693342
5606683447

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5606679199 Very Critical
5606668545 Somewhat Critical
5606609047

5606582883 Somewhat Critical
5606565661
5606544873

5606530149 Somewhat Critical
5606529390 Very Critical
5606521578 Somewhat Critical
5606515031 Very Critical

5606498033 Somewhat Critical
5606457870 Very Critical
5606377731 Somewhat Critical
5606374916 Somewhat Critical
5606368851 Very Critical
5606362865

reliability is key to having hydro ensure a clean and consistent
plan for everyone in Greater sudbury
Pay now save later
Safer and less power outage
i believe that “proper preparation prevents puss poor
performance” so planning for the future and building with the
mindset of “what if” is good.
I want reliable service.
It is important to stay ahead of change.
see previous comments
Maintaining reliable and consistent service is a good thing. We
rely on it so much that we only realize how much when it is
interrupted.

Operational efficiencies are achieved which will reduce costs and
improve reporting on your end. Minimizing downtime for temp
rerouting is a nice feature.

I support it and hope that this has been an ongoing project from
the major blackout that was experienced in the earlier this
century. I also like the idea of implementing changes 'as we go'
since it sounds more cost effective than making a major change
all at one time. Since customers generating their own power
should alleviate some stress from the system, perhaps GSH in
conjunction with the city, should look at grants and rebates to
households that want to install solar panels or other unobtrusive
sources of power generation.
no too sure
It is important that service is restored quickly in the event of any
outage
It's somewhat critical. We do need to put our portion in. Believe
me it is no fun being in a power outage for 3 days. It is amazing
how you do manage and do appreciate what you have.
See above.
Not everything is critical to the highest degree. Specialists need to
be realistic
No comment
People always need power. It's the age we live in. Especially
emergency services.

5606358921
5606358297 Somewhat Critical
5606352864
5606349846
5606338466 Very Critical

Important but, again, not as critical as maintaining infrastructure

No comments

5606313190
5606305765
5606291857
5606282880
5606276523
5606270446
5606246635
5606243694
5606240215
5606235091
5606227560
5606169747
5606145524

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Green energy is very important and our system needs to be
prepared for this, as well as, energy from wind farms and to use
these energy appropriately and not waste it or sell it.
Good Plan. Planning for the future and also unloading capacity
needs by being creative.
obvious

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Need to keep everything up to date.
We want it to be maintained efficiently.
it is required to serve new customers especially.

Very Critical
Very Critical

Outages should be short.
It just is

5606141207
5606138657
5606136667
5606135737
5606133735
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893
5606117473
5606077871
5606050032
5606046919

Very Critical

As equipment becomes obsolete, it becomes harder to re[lace if
you wait too long

Somewhat Critical

Government funding for renewable energy ?

5606333428 Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5606027567 Very Critical
5606019346
5606007319
5606003891 Somewhat Critical
5605999905

know zip about this
.
WILL SEE IT HAPPEN
Investments to ensure reliable service delivery helps to deal with
emergency power outages and help to improve community safety
for residents and institutions (e.g. hospitals, schools, old age
homes etc.)

5605999230 Very Critical
5605997788 Somewhat Critical
5605954398
5605944845 Not Very Critical

5605944757
5605943593
5605935878
5605929744
5605898796
5605895298

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

5605889475 Very Critical
5605888440
5605877568 Somewhat Critical

5605859907 Not Very Critical

5605857712 Very Critical
5605842218 Very Critical
5605834173 Very Critical
5605827346 Very Critical
5605825610 Not Very Critical
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923
5605770359 Very Critical

We are becoming more and more reliant on our technology these
days, wether it be “smart” homes and their gadgets or just plain
want of watching tv. Getting power back ASAP when something
goes wrong is high on most people’s list as it is my own.
Needs to be done
People already pay too much
Because it is going to come to us at a cost of what? Don’t you
think our rates are high enough? Pure capitalist corporate greed
right there!
Investment must be made now for the future
Energy efficiency
Hope your people are reasonable: same word.
We are a society completely dependent upon power generation.
If it cannot be generated, maintained, and accessed, we will be
reverting to the early 1900's in short order.

Because I told you — all I see is your CEO is getting another
unnecessary raise, and our bills are going up, up, up! Customers
have paid more than enough over the years to cover all of the
maintenance infrastructure costs. I don’t care what you try to tell
me. You invested your money poorly than. You paid our money
out in your CEOs wages instead of putting it aside to grow
interest to be able to pay for the needs of the future. Not buying
your excuses anymore. I will be paying more and more, that’s the
bottom line.
It seems that we have had more power interruptions in the last
10 years than in the previous 50 years that I have lived at the
same address.
Stagnation will result in failure of the system and much higher
costs later on.
More cost effective if some things can be done remotely than
having to have crews go out and do them.
Ensures objectives are met.
THESE SYSTEMS SHOULD HAVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED YEARS AGO
IF THINGS WERE BEING KEPT UP TO DATE

Investments in System Service are definitely needed/important.

5605766635
5605762727
5605754961
5605751987
5605736775
5605720737
5605715168
5605711665
5605710753
5605701839
5605697401
5605696231
5605693202
5605692713
5605691499
5605689578
5605688115
5605671879

Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Have to adjust to changing input of power sources.
Not enough information provided

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605668215 Somewhat Critical

5605667945 Very Critical
5605649793
5605643288 Very Critical
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605
5605551802 Very Critical
5605545450 Very Critical
5605539178 Somewhat Critical
5605519256
5605513558
5605508744
5605506200
5605504568
5605482165
5605477871
5605474132
5605465929
5605450050

Because this is important stuff to take into consideration
as above
It is something that can be worked on over time
See above

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Service is critical
why not
Not really sure what the current status is of the system service
and what impacts the improvements will have. For example: if
the current system is a 5/10, will the improvements make it a
5.5? a 7? or a 9?
Because, I believe that unless you have a vision of where you
want to be and how you want to provide this service, one can
easily lose focus of what they are trying to achieve and this could
cost us more in long term.

Reliability
old tools and technology can cost you more to maintain them
than buying new ones
anything that allows the ability for generated power (green
energy) to be supplied to the grid.
In planning for the future needs of our area it means that there
are some guessing involved.
Encourages new technologies.
our society needs reliable power

Very Critical

Investment is important for the future

Very Critical

n/a

Very Critical

5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747
5605416220
5605415683
5605410634
5605404971
5605399087

Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical

5605395655 Very Critical
5605338455 Somewhat Critical
5605326811
5605324793
5605323531
5605323310
5605321593
5605318701
5605318102
5605317490
5605315159

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Things need to be done safely and we also need power.

Supplying power to your customers is why you exist.
As I already said, SOLAR PANELS to provide extra energy in case of
Power Failures !!!
in spending a reasonable amount without compromising the
system seems like a good approach

Can't Rate
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605311781 Very Critical
5605291825 Somewhat Critical
5605286962 Very Critical
5605274533 Somewhat Critical

5605270154 Somewhat Critical
5605265287 Very Critical
5605260496 Not Very Critical
5605260445
5605253943
5605253232
5605239806

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605230815
5605227438
5605223663
5605222107
5605221688

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

It's very important to prevent a blackout situation
It is important that costs be controlled

Always good to know problems are arrising to prepare properly
utilities providers have to stay up to date with technology to
provide the best service to there customers.
As mentioned above, Less time spent troubleshooting mean less
down time and less overhead
I can't speak for others, but purchase and maintenance on solar
or other means of power is just not in our budget. Where some
others have made the investment, may not require Hydro
services... for now.
N/A
More storms causing outages nowadays. People get pissed off
waiting for their power to be restored.
Very critical from a safety point and a cost saving measure
We have to keep up
As a North American society we have become very reliant on
electricity.

Because it will better the sevice

5605208036
5605196421
5605193279
5605189004
5605188579
5605145259
5605128315
5605126505

Not Very Critical
Very Critical

because it doesn't seem like a majorly important thing?
reliable power is necessary

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Keep the grid stable

5605124841 Very Critical
5605123235 Very Critical
5605122768 Somewhat Critical

5605121295 Somewhat Critical
5605116822 Very Critical
5605115345 Somewhat Critical

5605114112 Somewhat Critical
5605112772 Somewhat Critical
5605110526 Somewhat Critical
5605105613
5605102632 Very Critical
5605099908 Very Critical
5605097643
5605096234 Somewhat Critical

5605095826
5605093147
5605076106
5605062132
5605054024
5605037259
5605033990
5604977142
5604972361
5604971290

I'm a believer

The ability to properly manage customer-generated power is
critical to maintaining a stable electrical distribution system.
Proper switching control is critical in maintaining worker safety.
backfeeding and green energies are becoming more prevalent
and should be taking into consideration
I think other things already covered are more critical, but I do like
the reasoning behind this category and hence consider it
somewhat critical for the near future.
Change is constant with modern technology: Sudbury Hydro has
to be forward thinking in this regard.
?
GSU seems to have a responsible plan in place and so far it has
served its customers well. We know that infrastructure is aging
and needs constant attention and innovation to prepare for
obselecense.
I think future investment into this category will be required but
not critical at this time.

It ensures the well being of the entire system that everyone
would benefit
With more extreme events expected, more outages will occur.
Seems appropriate

Very Critical

I see more and more solar panels on homes, was not sure how
that impacted the system, now I have a better understanding

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

It’s good to add other services to the grid.
Need a reliable consistent feed.

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Again, because the costs will redound on the customer

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Seems reasonable

5604970615
5604970509
5604969420
5604964729
5604950035

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5604936179 Very Critical
5604931460 Very Critical
5604924668 Somewhat Critical

5604915293
5604909239
5604905767
5604883728
5604883529
5604872872
5604867918
5604867813
5604867754
5604859615
5604858779
5604851827
5604848208
5604839413
5604837274
5604835309
5604826591
5604825747

Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Keeping up with modernization usually means less cost further
down the line.

Important but not as high as first item.
We should always be prepared and ready
Sudbury's energy system should be resilient and shift generation
to renewable sources.
in order to keep a business aspect to keep costs down and better
service

How do you expect the public to give you ra kings when no
specific information is provided to formulate opinion for ranking

same as previous response

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

I believe its important to keep up with new technology.

Very Critical

Because it is necessary

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Must be ready for any future changes

5604821304 Very Critical
5604819422

5604819196 Very Critical
5604818609 Somewhat Critical
5604815539 Very Critical

Being able to quick identify an issue and know where to deploy
staff is critical.
Reliable service is important to all of your customers. When there
is a power outage we all, domestic and commercial customers
expect that you have the tools and resources to restore power as
efficiently as possible.
Overall it is somewhat critical.I think it is a beneficial investment
for the future.
Preparing for the future is more cost effective than dealing with
major problems when they occur

5604811533
5604803318
5604795035
5604792676

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5604763520
5604757859
5604753267
5604748154
5604745166

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604732195 Somewhat Critical
5604728491 Very Critical
5604725181

We need to redundancy in the system to help in times of outages
due to things like accidents (eg. cars hitting poles and ice storms).
This will be more critical in the future as people move from using
fossil fuels to electricity for heating and cooling purposes. It is
also important to modify the system to accommodate more
generation from residential and commercial users installing solar,
wind and/or geothermal technology.

power loss can be dangerous
Technology is changing and so is the use of power. Alternate
energies (solar, wind, etc.) will continue to grow and should, as
much as possible, be integrated to existing power distribution
networks.
Up-to-date technology is essential.
See above
because it should be maintained for all of its customers
continued service for repairs and outages is very important
especially during the winter months.
Have to keep up with new and changing developments
As solar panels become more affordable, I imagine more people
will invest.

5604722046
5604712345
5604710647
5604695107
5604694190
5604693305
5604681552
5604665547

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical

its a good idea to futureproof

5604660921
5604650745
5604648056
5604645011
5604644641
5604617929
5604580830
5604579320
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282
5604572516
5604567581
5604565759

Very Critical

SS is necessary in maintaining seamless service, which should be
your goal

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Answered with #11
Without the system service supply ceases to exist

5604564384
5604564110 Very Critical
5604562235 Can't Rate
5604559118
5604558353
5604556311
5604550977
5604548452
5604545909
5604537180
5604528304
5604528108
5604523934
5604516420
5604515658
5604511739
5604494852

5604488672
5604473955
5604471236
5604468558
5604467158
5604465323
5604464793

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

5604464423 Very Critical
5604462800 Very Critical

5604461238
5604458998
5604458850
5604458118
5604456825
5604456206
5604455333
5604454794

Power is essential for most personal and industey activities.
I just do
Again if doesnt effect customers rates then can be critical
especially in a winter storm wt no heat!

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

no comment
This investment is need it
Important to stay on top of things.

But, it is sort of wasted money. If people want and are going to
start changing the way they get energy, and you are creating
areas for access, that you not only have to spend money on
building, maintaining, and repairing only to lose those areas as
customers, doesn't it make more sense to invest in change.
Speed of repair important
As above
Nice to have rather than must have

These investments are all critical to ensuring reliable services and
facilitating the generation of power by others means by
customers.

Again our weather patterns are changing. Outages seem to be
more common. New subdivisions have underground wiring is
much better for disasters etc. Newer connections and newer
technology make for safer and quicker repairs.

It all about cost and savings

5604454643 Very Critical
5604454389 Somewhat Critical
5604452409
5604451777
5604449790
5604445511
5604445137
5604444817
5604438782
5604436303
5604433973
5604433870
5604428179
5604425041
5604423029
5604421868
5604402821
5604385649
5604382979

Somewhat Critical

maintaining the present service is critical while enabling room for
future upgrades

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

My Rating is given by what I have just read.
I don't know how 'up-to-date' GSH already is.

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

unexpected lose of power is devastating to a lot .
If it’s got to be done it’s got to be done

Somewhat Critical

5604381442 Somewhat Critical
5604380765

Na
Having the ability to generate one's own power (solar) may be
more cost effective for future generations
I think it is high priority to keep customers up and running and
happy.
I don’t have enough information
Interesting initiatives - better for your crews

5604380186
5604379360
5604376786
5604374978
5604374219

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5604371497
5604371168
5604370174
5604369096
5604367587
5604366101
5604365563
5604365493
5604365338

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604362719
5604362389
5604362369
5604361429
5604361134
5604361072

Very Critical

It's critical. But some of the issues important to customers are not
being addressed.

Very Critical

No outages

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Can deal with outages. Is a minor inconvenience.

Somewhat Critical

This seems to me like a very important investment given the need
to transition to better sources of power and create a reliable
system.
Start to tame the rising cost of electricity.

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

As we depend on stable electrical services it isa priority

5604360735 Very Critical
5604360302
5604359886
5604359618
5604359399
5604358063
5604356320
5604354043
5604353831
5604353463
5604351809
5604350778

Somewhat Critical

Based on my aforementioned answers above.
It is a means to an end. By spending money now, could reduce
costs in the future

Not Very Critical

See above explanation.

Very Critical

Service to customers

5604350762
5604349957
5604347004
5604346129
5604345925
5604345162
5604344502
5604343451
5604342950
5604340786

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604339893
5604334758
5604333207
5604332694
5604331048
5604330996
5604328843

Very Critical
Very Critical

5604327835
5604327467
5604326548
5604326270
5604325071
5604324433
5604322291
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172
5604317462
5604317168

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

System reliability is very important.

solar itegration into the grid will become more popular as rates
increase
It’s a needed service

Always have to be ready for future ways
We need reliable service.
We need to reduce dependency on the “grid”.
I think the more prepared we can be for alternate/multiple
energy sources feeding the system the better.

Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Because getting hydro up and running faster is very imperative

Reliability to the customer sure be a priority
very good thoughts about System Service

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

We can’t as a community afford to do it all at once

5604316253
5604315383
5604315029
5604314300
5604312196
5604308420
5604307604
5604307213
5604306433
5604306302
5604306068
5604306035
5604305829
5604304577
5604304068
5604304041
5604303717
5604303303
5604302723

Very Critical

This ensures there are plans in place to fix issues should they arise
and budget to deal with the anticipated outages.

Somewhat Critical

To ensure system is ready for future changes.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

We cannot have long power outages, in any season.

Very Critical

Because the system needs more reliability.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

important to stay relevant to the times

Very Critical

For future generations

5604302611 Very Critical
5604302439
5604301061 Very Critical
5604300658
5604297834 Very Critical
5604296499
5604296104
5604295239
5604293929
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
5604291940
5604291033
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889

While power failures is inevitable, reducing the probability is
essential.

Very Critical

Important to be able to accommodate changing use and demand.

Very Critical

Delivery is your core business so of course it's crucial.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Again, planning for things that may or may not happen.

5604288381 Somewhat Critical
5604288118
5604287719 Very Critical
5604287470
5604287115

Improvements are important, but cost must continue to be
considered.
Keeping power outages to a minimum is critical

5604287048 Can't Rate
5604286310
5604285785 Very Critical
5604285749

5604285387 Somewhat Critical
5604285094
5604284237 Very Critical
5604283171 Very Critical
5604282722
5604282608 Can't Rate
5604281650
5604281095 Can't Rate
5604280537 Very Critical

5604280459 Very Critical
5604280357 Not Very Critical
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972 Somewhat Critical
5604277206
5604277185 Somewhat Critical
5604276799
5604276409 Very Critical
5604275680 Very Critical
5604275558 Somewhat Critical
5604275500

5604274690
5604274662
5604273968
5604273863
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

nobody likes to lose power

Customers rely on Hydro but I also feel we have a role to play. For
example reducing consumption, changing habits amd priorities
In today's reliance on electricity, being able to restore services as
quickly as possible is imperative
Again reliability is key. Also the shorter the outages the better

Providing a flexible grid and opportunities for home owners to
generate power is key to future
Climate Change scientists tell us we only have 11-12 years before
we have catastrophic changes to the environment. We need to
move as quickly as we can to incorporate the changes that are
and will be needed to get to net zero buildings, individual power
generation, and how all of that will be incorporated into the
current systems.
I feel we have a great service program and team within Greater
Sudbury

Good
Difficult to gauge the importance
There needs to be failsafes in place obviously - particularly in the
winter months.
Changing word need to keep up with demands.
Important but bill to high
Depending on the outage, it's always nice to have your power
restored almost instant but going a few hours without hydro is
not the end of the world!!

It’s impossible to have the least amount of downtime

5604272124
5604271907
5604271746
5604271645
5604271581
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235
5604271105
5604271098
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728
5604270253
5604270221
5604270152
5604269953
5604269839
5604269687
5604269611

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Just the way I feel
not sure

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

because this is very important

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Na

5604269511 Very Critical
5604269461
5604269344 Somewhat Critical
5604269322
5604269306
5604269295
5604269261
5604269147
5604268994
5604268978
5604268944
5604268932
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538
5604268525
5604268129
5604268103
5604254904
5604254758
5604250673
5604249464
5604241489

Like all systems, we must keep up with the times.
Risk management is a good investment.

Cost aside, keeping ahead of the curve in system services is
important.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Having power back up speedily after a power shortage is critical.
There are other areas that need more attention

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

This is not needed in the immediate future.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Focus on green.

5604235771 Very Critical
5604235317
5604231423 Very Critical
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701 Very Critical

5604163090 Somewhat Critical
5604162592 Very Critical
5604152890
5604151377 Very Critical

5604143185 Not Very Critical
5604125629 Somewhat Critical

5604125146 Somewhat Critical
5604123573
5604120030

5604117306 Somewhat Critical

5604116144
5604114778
5604107995
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191
5604087065
5604084394

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604077480 Somewhat Critical
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433 Somewhat Critical
5604062671
5604061713 Somewhat Critical

It is important but shouldn’t be the highest priority that it raises
rates so that low income families suffer from the company’s
investments
better service at less cost.
Electricity is an essential service
Because to have service restored a lot faster is good, you still
have to dispatch teams a lot of the time because damage is
caused by outside sources

There is a limit on investing in "state of the art" systems: last
year's technology may last a little longer and upgrades can be
postponed. We are not obliged to purchase the feed in power
and so if investing to do this is expensive, there is no benefit for
those who don't generate.

Do not need mirco producers screwing up the grid for others.
Question would be: how much energy do micros provide to the
grid? If not significant, they should be removed and force to store
their own power with batteries.
It's very critical to keep everything flowing perfectly during
outages and to make sure to lower these occurrences
Times change and new technology should be as well
System enhancements are a necessity.

We need to be prepared.
This plan seems to increase efficiency and adaptability
If things need to be prioritized, I feel this is a slightly lower one
than the first two. It's not reasonable for everything to have the
highest priorty.

Necessary
Somewhat critical to reduce outage time lengths.

5604061086
5604055096
5604044456
5604042635
5604040258
5604040020
5604039143
5604032280
5604029848
5604027854

Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Can't Rate

Important part of service
Should be based on return on investment
I don't believe what you say you'll do is what will happen

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

need power
It is important
Reduce wait time for power outages.
its good things
Reliance on grid

5604027433
5604027174
5604026488
5604026130
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376
5604020803
5604020547
5604020224
5604020123
5604019955

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

I'm just not sure how "critical" this is. Renewable energy such as
solar has been around for a number of years now and yet I don't
see any great push to solar.

Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604018768 Somewhat Critical
5604017808
5604017463 Very Critical
5604016188 Somewhat Critical
5604012720

5604010773 Can't Rate
5604010523
5604003848
5604002610 Very Critical
5604002058
5604001844 Somewhat Critical
5604000138 Very Critical
5603989836 Somewhat Critical
5603972575 Somewhat Critical
5603971458 Very Critical
5603965342 Very Critical
5603955878

better access to problem areas
To keep pace with changes, these modifications make sense.

I'm not knowledgeable enough to give my opinion on this matter.
But if a plan is in place to make things easier to repair such as
sensors, that to me sounds like a good investment for Sudbury
Hydro and it's customers.

accommodating consumers demands and needs is critical to
saving the planet

Keeping the system current allows for changes in user trends.

5603955740
5603948545
5603942687 Very Critical
5603940742
5603939181 Not Very Critical
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776
5603931035 Somewhat Critical
5603930966 Not Very Critical
5603928938

5603928380
5603927701
5603927144
5603926785
5603925775
5603924827
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
5603916190
5603912059
5603908660
5603907138
5603906616

Not Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

This is becoming a growing concern and GSU needs to be on top
of the issues

It is important to be able to monitor things from a control centre
but it should be looked into how often a crew is sent anyways.
Don't understand it sufficiently.

Very Critical
Very Critical

Answer to Question #13

Very Critical

It’s important

Very Critical

?

Very Critical

save dollars

5603901309 Not Very Critical
5603894521
5603892723 Very Critical
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425 Very Critical
5603878303
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147
5603854129
5603853917
5603850070
5603844505

I like the plan.

I have lived in my current location in Sudbury for the last 18 years
with almost zero interruptions in electrical delivery

Somewhat Critical

have been through outages and they were handled effectively

Very Critical
Very Critical

its important

Very Critical

Provides for contingencies when needed

5603839719 Very Critical

A system that is properly and effectively maintained isn't much of
a system

5603838201 Somewhat Critical
5603829389 Very Critical

5603827620 Very Critical
5603826947
5603824518 Very Critical
5603823777 Somewhat Critical

5603819038 Not Very Critical
5603815509
5603813865 Very Critical
5603812361 Somewhat Critical
5603811387 Can't Rate
5603809247 Very Critical

5603807838 Somewhat Critical
5603803545
5603799607 Very Critical
5603797713 Somewhat Critical
5603795594
5603795045 Somewhat Critical
5603794864 Somewhat Critical
5603794723 Somewhat Critical
5603793990 Not Very Critical
5603793624

5603791335 Somewhat Critical

5603790413
5603789161
5603789068
5603787264
5603783584

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Plants should be maintained for efficiency. Search for new sites
for plants (hydro, nuclear, …).

Things can often change more quickly than we can predict. Better
to be ready, or at least partially so, in advance if at all possible.
Need to ensure the overall reliability of the system.
This budget must have been in the works for years. What is
allocated depends on other project being on time and on
schedule.
Good service, good customer relations.
No mention of how many of the modifications are focused on
renewable energy.
can't properly assess your plans
If somewhat lowering the level of expenditures still enables
Sudbury Hydro to somewhat guarantee service during critical
times, then the goals of controlling costs and maintaining service
are met.
Reliable electricity and maintenance is highly important to
everyone, even though they complain about the cost
important to reduce power outages
Important work but not essential.
It is important to improve services and cut expenses Thinking
more outside the box
I would guess only a small percentage of residents add power to
the grid. Going off grid is very expensive.

While they are not pressing like other investments, upgrading
slowly is required to move forward with more green electrical
paths as well as more reliable and efficient.
Anything we can do to prevent outages and improve green power
being fed back into system sounds great to me!

no comment

5603782515 Very Critical
5603777291 Somewhat Critical
5603774037
5603745694 Somewhat Critical

I remember the blackout in 2003 and was caught at the airport in
Halifax. Couldn't fly to Toronto because there were no lights, gas
stations were shut down, and there were so many issues. I would
hate to see something like this again

Upgrade are a fact of life and need to get done before the need
arises
Company maintenance and upgrades are part of being a
company. Think of the little guy before you push the costs down
the line to the customer.

5603735624
5603732849
5603732602
5603729467
5603728003
5603726674

Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical

Monitor costs

5603725461
5603723462
5603722140
5603719277
5603717379
5603713646
5603710170
5603708430
5603708297
5603706458

Very Critical

Need improved service to keep up with technical changes.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Needs to be done to avoid a major cost in the future

5603706139
5603705662
5603705356
5603703860
5603701394

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical

5603698999 Very Critical
5603698726
5603696326
5603696171
5603696031
5603693093
5603692894
5603692535
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174

Somewhat Critical

ok
Don’t think it is as critical as the other 2

More people creating their own energy means less of a drain on
the system. Cleaner air etc..

important
You can't do these upgrades and changes without a large sum to
invest.
People need power but if they are generating their own then
don't feed into the system

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

Based on your assessment

5603684657

5603680129 Very Critical
5603679368
5603678809 Somewhat Critical
5603678078 Very Critical
5603677539

5603674458
5603674434
5603673400
5603673376
5603672984
5603671299
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical

5603668126 Very Critical
5603667328 Somewhat Critical

5603667280 Very Critical
5603666933
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925
5603661725
5603660840
5603660088
5603660014
5603659261

Very Critical

This seems to be the part where you can respond to increased
use of renewable energy which is a priority for me.

We still need crews to do some repairs so updating is good

I give this rating because any long term outages are extremely
hard to deal with. We are all spoiled with all the conveniences
that come with our hydro. Short term outages we can deal with.
Dont know
Low future costs
Don’t know

L'investissement sera toujours plus onéreux. Il nécéssitera de
bonnes études du milieu.
I view this as being part of reliability and renewal and as such,
system upgrades should be incorporated at this time to bring the
distribution system to todays standards.
Need a system that can respond to maintenance requirement
without creating outages

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5603658586 Somewhat Critical
5603657522
5603656664
5603655605 Somewhat Critical

Its important
N/A
Again, many priorities, many plans, each deserving a fair
assessment

if it is important enough to be an item in the budget, stick to it

5603654288 Very Critical
5603653137 Can't Rate
5603653067
5603652815 Somewhat Critical
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034 Very Critical

5603634029 Very Critical
5603626198 Somewhat Critical
5603625871
5603625394
5603623005
5603621778

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603621405 Not Very Critical
5603620577 Somewhat Critical
5603619555 Not Very Critical

5603619420 Somewhat Critical
5603619178
5603616195 Very Critical
5603615549
5603615469
5603615033
5603614188

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

5603613148
5603613126
5603612703
5603612182
5603611988
5603610977
5603609923
5603609759
5603609723

Very Critical

There always should be a backup plan to any service and with
every company.
I don't have the expertise to comment. Crews seem to respond
quickly, even without the monitoring.
See above.

This is supporting a transition to more modern approach to grid
control and operation
Why would anyone not. We must grow and always do what is
best to maintain one our most necessary and important Service
System on our community/city.
Important to invest in ensuring all the systems in place are
running as they should be
need consistent power
Same question being asked differently. Just do more with less,
like the rest of us.
Not top priority but logical to ensure upgrades occur correctly.
People need to have options.
Not sure it is needed.
In the present environmental debate energy generation has a
high priority but it is impossible to replace an existing system too
fast without creating additional problems. Conservation in our
use of electricity can be promoted even more "aggressive"
through education.

important to save money that can be passed on to the consumers
Better management of the system will save money in the future.

Being prepared for future trend and existing situations is
responsible

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

Will save money
Keeping the power flowing

5603609565
5603608793
5603608627
5603607653
5603607466
5603605715
5603605545
5603603947
5603603490
5603603188
5603602767
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828
5603600690
5603600289

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

5603599579 Somewhat Critical
5603597140
5603596750
5603596629
5603595420
5603595172
5603594108
5603593658
5603592389
5603592063
5603591397
5603590899
5603590415
5603589152
5603588861
5603588032
5603586086
5603585297

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603584348
5603583886
5603583439
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355
5603577885
5603577567

Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

I know nothing of your business and financing so I am at a loss to
give any ratings.
Its the way of the future to modernize

will save us in the long run
See above.

see previous answers
its a must have
as above
Seems important, but maybe not critical.
Same as before wish I had more knowledge but if it involves
keeping things on track it is important.
Minimizing the outage time and adding system enhancements
should be top priority.
Solar power a problem

because i believe in changes as long as it works

N/A

we can only do so much and the technology is ever changing, can
we always be on top of it?

Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

It's good to have the temporary rerouting of power.

5603577249 Somewhat Critical
5603577003 Very Critical
5603576829 Can't Rate
5603576350
5603575091 Somewhat Critical
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310
5603573214 Somewhat Critical
5603573116 Very Critical
5603572707
5603572279 Very Critical

5603571440
5603571108
5603570775
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958
5603564523
5603563541
5603563020
5603562796
5603562614
5603562501
5603561531

Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603560671 Very Critical
5603560533
5603560337
5603559955
5603559519
5603559476
5603559393

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Not at the cost of increased costs to consumers every year. My
income does not go up 2.5 % a year
Can’t say
Priority number one is still point 1 in this plan. System service is
secondary.

ALways good to have things run smoothly without down time.
Need the service to reach the people who use it
This has a safety aspect and is crucial for thats
Anything that has to do with the power grid is critical as we
depend on it in many ways in our life. As simple as making a cup
of coffee in the morning to boiling water for a babies bottle, to
drying our cloths, heating up food, etc...
It makes sense

Always appreciate a quick solution when outages happen
Cost.
It's the future, need to start working on it slowly now
Because I don’t believe it to be a critical service.
need to keep systems up to date

A reduction of 1% is not terrible but system have to continue to
be a priority.
Although I say they are all very critical. I believe they all work
together.
Necessary requirements

5603559025
5603558791
5603558732
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800
5603556477
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247
5603555069
5603555012
5603554966

Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

It’s a good plan.
Only makes sense.

Very Critical

Keep updated

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Why do you think
Fees are gonna go up
People need electricity to live.

5603554812 Very Critical
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809 Very Critical
5603553284
5603553211 Very Critical
5603552317
5603551128 Very Critical
5603548868 Somewhat Critical
5603548738
5603548222
5603547631
5603547394
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867
5603545570
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197
5603543753
5603543111

Waste of precious money in my opinion. Let's make the change
to renewable and free power sources. We have the technology
and apparently the resources to do just that.
Important to be innovative

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Upgrading services is the only way to progress our infrastructure.

This does not need an explanation, we need reliable power and
quick repairs as needed.
Cause hydro outage in coniston happens enough
Keep the system up to date with the latest technology.

service has been good at my end not sure what goes behind the
seens though

Somewhat Critical

It’s advancement

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

It is important to think ahead and plan for the future.

5603542349
5603542246
5603541504
5603540844
5603540233
5603540123
5603539792
5603539781

5603539452
5603538950
5603538881
5603537599
5603533967
5603532709
5603520556
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746
5603514420
5603513933
5603513326
5603512741
5603512680
5603510755
5603510589
5603510156
5603509669
5603509292
5603508826
5603508213
5603508055
5603507414
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170
5603504124

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

Change is inevitable. If you fail to plan - plan to fail.

People are the first to complain when without power. Need a
system that recognizes compatibility with other sources of power.
See above.
We need to keep things above par

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

We need to reduce fossil fuel use
Because our energy demands are changing

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Always good to plan ahead

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

We got to keep low rate

Somewhat Critical

5603503579 Very Critical
5603503055 Very Critical

5603502436 Very Critical
5603501301

Plan for worst case scenarios, ensuring consistent power
management is important.
spend a winter day without power!!!!!!
Restoring power more quickly in an outage is really important and
getting ready for solar panel users sounds like a good move too.

5603501136 Somewhat Critical
5603500874 Very Critical
5603499896
5603499655
5603499606
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical

5603498129 Very Critical
5603497878
5603497641 Very Critical
5603496892 Very Critical
5603496723
5603496188
5603495712
5603495694
5603495634
5603495426
5603495358
5603495258

Very Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5603495097 Somewhat Critical
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111 Very Critical
5603493826
5603492980
5603492906
5603492493
5603492260
5603492225
5603491909

It"s always good to improve and plan for the future to meet the
needs of what the consumer has come to expect.
Better future
If not done responsibly, this type of investment can result in
unnecessary costs in future budgets.
We need hydro and keep up to date in all ways

Global warming, more disasters, need to ensure services are
available in any circumstance
To keep up with the times
all aspects of a service are critical
It’s important to maintain the equipement and be proactive
before problems arise.
I think more people will opt for solar as prices decease
don't understand reasoning
Very important to be a reliable electricity producer
We have to keep up with the times.

The question is impossible to answer without historical data.

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

.
It seems as though your wish list is going to cost me a lot of
money.
seems reasonable

Somewhat Critical

Because the system needs ongoing maintenance

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603491791 Somewhat Critical
5603491350
5603490607 Can't Rate
5603489844 Somewhat Critical

Maintaining what we have is Critical, service is secondary
It would be too easy to say that all initiatives are all very critical,
but money shortfalls are difficult to project. Plan for the worst
and hope for the best.

It should improve delivery service and create a more robust
monitoring and response system

5603489624
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618
5603488422
5603488244
5603488176

Very Critical

People need a reliable power grid.

Can't Rate
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

not sure
Expenditures in other areas. Don’t stretch too thin.
Breakage or fire

5603487577 Somewhat Critical
5603486769
5603486662
5603486071
5603485815
5603485814
5603485676
5603485488
5603485360
5603485024
5603484698
5603484597
5603484471
5603484131
5603484127

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Needs to be done

Somewhat Critical

Good

Very Critical
Very Critical

Reliability important

5603483627 Somewhat Critical
5603483359
5603483327
5603483293
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815
5603481838
5603481766
5603481675
5603481238
5603480563
5603480386
5603480355
5603480134

Don’t want to see the technology be purchased and not be used
to its fullest. Would be comforting to know as a GSU customer
that thought research is put into this project before purchasing.
if the timeschedule is planned ahead we can all benefit with the
investments to a system service
The service has to be improved

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

The ability to reroute power during outages is a great idea and
could make many customers appreciate this investment
It seems especially important in light of newer sources of
electricity but also instrumental in restoring service.
Can’t make everything critical in the same year.??

Somewhat Critical

Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

See previous

5603480051
5603479480
5603479440
5603479201
5603478577
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648
5603477159
5603477088
5603476922
5603476478
5603475723
5603475540
5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918
5603473862
5603473624

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603472969
5603472352
5603472305
5603471813
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022
5603470970
5603470903
5603470858
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259
5603470224

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603469638
5603469139
5603469006
5603468881
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972
5603467479

Not Very Critical

Immediately, not important.... past 5-10 years maybe because we
are all using less hydro and should have same capacity we have
today in 10 years.

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

It is important, but not critical.

Very Critical

That’s how I run my business

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

All part of the main System in my opinion.

Because it will pay off in the long run.

no real reason

Very critical. Investing in remote sensors and automation will
reduce call-outs and troubleshooting time.

Not Very Critical

N/A

Not Very Critical

Not as critical as previous investments

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Good idea

5603467225
5603467000
5603466943
5603466935
5603466580
5603466030
5603465791
5603465679

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

it is day to day type of work that is important but not overly costly
You have to ensure everyone has reliable service.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

We need reliability
Still unaware of the outcome
Don't know.

Somewhat Critical

5603465611
5603465540
5603465534
5603465391

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

This is where I think it falls in order of priorities
again, so long as you're not putting too much emphasis on
sensors and technology then it makes sense to invest in it

5603465015 Very Critical
5603464813 Somewhat Critical
5603464464 Somewhat Critical
5603464213 Not Very Critical
5603464186 Very Critical
5603463604 Very Critical

5603463593
5603463585
5603463411
5603463329
5603463252
5603462811
5603461947
5603461564
5603461326
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472
5603460459

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Minimizing down time is a very important aspect of service
provision.
Don’t think that ‘future technology’ has been defined sufficiently
to justify large investments.

More resource should go to making home greener ie solar panel
Very important
For safety reasons and to prevent going over budget with
overtime pay.
Making sure the customer does not experience an interruption to
their service for a longer period than is necessary is very
important.

see above
You have to stay on top to provide the best systems
Customer service...hydro is important, we all need it

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603459797 Very Critical
5603459430 Very Critical
5603459297
5603459279 Very Critical
5603459104

This could result in less demand on the system in the long run.
The quicker the problem is resolved the better, less calls for you
guys

5603459032 Not Very Critical
5603458172
5603458169
5603457882 Somewhat Critical
5603457731
5603457716 Very Critical
5603457349
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702
5603456299
5603456256
5603456141
5603456079
5603455998
5603455871
5603455837
5603455797
5603455767
5603455385
5603454856
5603454432
5603454403
5603453567
5603453519
5603453004
5603452731
5603452618
5603452358
5603452338
5603451991
5603451985

Somewhat Critical

5603451844
5603451498
5603451326
5603451306
5603451295
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027
5603450771

Reasons stated above.

we again need to invest in the future
sounds like it is a must
Again, what is very critical that it needs to be dealt with asap?

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Same

Need power

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Have to keep up with change and be ready for growth

Very Critical
Can't Rate

It is important to get done
I'm not sure

Somewhat Critical

Reliable hydro is a must

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Cost should not be a factor

Very Critical

Ensuring quick repair and getting systems up again are critical

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

No knowledge on those systems

Very Critical

Makes sense

5603450697 Not Very Critical

the investment summary only speaks to expenditures and ignores
savings and benefits arising from those expenditures.

5603450541
5603450279
5603450209
5603450064
5603450020

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5603449909 Very Critical
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798

5603448776 Somewhat Critical
5603448541 Very Critical
5603448229
5603447962
5603447884 Not Very Critical
5603447713 Somewhat Critical
5603447535 Very Critical
5603447469

5603447257
5603447111
5603447017
5603447011
5603446857
5603446798
5603446639

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603446477
5603446164
5603445259
5603445068
5603444898
5603443825
5603443180

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate

Very Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical

5603442908 Somewhat Critical
5603442767

Less power outages

repairs are not easy when outages occur
Given that we must be aware of our power usage and it’s affect
on the grid, new renewable sources should be considered and
offered to customers to help offset our reliance.

Good to be ready for future changes. Although solar is completely
unreliable and almost as ridiculous of a source of energy as wind,
some people will insist on using it so you have to be ready I guess.
Safety and quick restoration of power

These expenditures look like add ons to required expenditures to
ensure system reliability.
No comment
The system needs to be brought up to date.

Not sure how many other "special" users would be hooking up
(ex. solar/wind)....there seems to be a lack of government
incentives to take this on. Nice to plan for the future though.
important to keep system current
Again more concerned about repairing infrastructure.

Ensures future
I believe it to be very critical for the greater Sudbury area because
it makes sense and it will lower the financial burden to the
citizens over the long run.
Management obviasly have the customer in mind
investing in future
Need more info. ie. Job losses due to crew replacement.
This ensures limited disruption to service.
Same as above
I may tap into some of this myself..having the ability to lessen my
bills is a good thing.

5603442579
5603442122 Very Critical
5603441970
5603441948 Somewhat Critical
5603441922
5603441625 Not Very Critical
5603441555 Very Critical
5603441553

5603441346 Somewhat Critical
5603441337
5603441301 Somewhat Critical

5603441235 Can't Rate

5603441164
5603440961
5603440889
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327
5603440138

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Very Critical
Very Critical

5603439968 Somewhat Critical
5603439853
5603439755 Very Critical
5603439694 Somewhat Critical
5603439435
5603439374 Very Critical
5603438865
5603438672 Somewhat Critical
5603438526

5603438517
5603438373
5603438198
5603438086
5603437876

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

I would be curious to know what causes disruption first prior to
resolving issue through redundancy.
required in order to maintain redundancy and reliability
Its important to stay ahead of the curve with respect to the use of
technology, incorporation of green energy sources, and
maintaining system reliability.

no numbers, no costs.. they seem to be in the next section each
time... not sure if we can read ahead to answer
Electricity and water are staples in our homes and lives. Although
most of us count on services without a thought, we want it to be
accessible and safe.

Yes we need this the future
Gotta do it the best you can without it being a side-door profit
grab.
as above

It's adaptation for the future we can't avoid. What about also
putting in storage systems?

This seems important given that it helps avoid problems (which
are expensive) , distribute costs over time and move toward more
sustainable infrastructure. It also helps avoid on site labour costs
which are SUPER expensive!

Need this to stay up to date.

5603437869
5603437808
5603437462
5603437286
5603437178
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713
5603436422
5603436402
5603436260
5603436211
5603436198
5603436182

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Hydro costs are high and people paying these costs should have
reliable predictable service

Somewhat Critical

It’s important because I believe it is a necessary

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

once again #8.

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5603436065 Somewhat Critical

Although important this kinds of upgrades should be
implemented firstly as part the network rehabiltain funding. and
secondly as standalone upgrades.

5603435785 Very Critical
5603435704 Very Critical
5603435676
5603435567
5603435516 Somewhat Critical

Keep the system working while you do most needy upgrades first

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

safety, reliability, and redundancy are key in a power grid system.

5603435405
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953

5603434684 Not Very Critical
5603434650 Can't Rate
5603434633
5603434520 Somewhat Critical
5603434429
5603434324
5603434229
5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very important for a on going hydro flo
Again, saving should given towards consumers. Hydro rates are
astronomical and in all honesty, there are not a lot of issues with
system service or failures
I do not have enough knowledge...
Important to keep up withthe times
Definitely need to spend the money, just spead out the rate
increases.
It’s important. The outages are minor
You have to allow for this!
Not well enough informed

That I need to review to make a decision

5603432896 Somewhat Critical
5603432878 Somewhat Critical
5603432846 Somewhat Critical
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336
5603432321
5603432320
5603432192
5603432131
5603432126
5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
5603430948
5603430845
5603430704
5603430549
5603430539

To keep us safe on maintaining our structures.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

It would be a more efficient way to restore power after a power
outage.
Looks important.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Early detection/correction. Supporting new tech
Need to keep things running smoothly

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5603430295 Somewhat Critical
5603430204
5603430151 Somewhat Critical
5603429957
5603429934 Very Critical
5603429926 Very Critical
5603429869
5603429798 Very Critical
5603429716
5603429715 Very Critical
5603429632
5603429477
5603429469
5603429069
5603428999
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818

for people that want to generate their own electricity need
enhancements

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical

Always worry about increased costs
Not clear on this portion.
Like I said I am on a pension and it does't provided me with
many changes .

We need to invest money to use more renewable forms of energy.
in case of power failure, would be able to redistribute power in
faster time

It is important to keep up with new technology or you will be left
behind and the customers/service will suffer
We rely heavily on this utility.

5603428299
5603428284
5603428213
5603427947

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603427903
5603427894
5603427501
5603427500
5603427418
5603427407
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965

Very Critical

upgrades and maintain at critical factors to a reliable service

Very Critical

Everything is critical for a commodity such as hydro.

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Maintenance is important!

5603426742
5603426722
5603426696
5603426330
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062
5603425997
5603425632
5603425519
5603425509
5603425498
5603425296
5603425282
5603425151
5603424779
5603424721
5603424552
5603424455
5603424428
5603424375
5603424359

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

Same as above

Required to maintain reliability.
Because as much as we need this plan, there are other things
critical to the city that may not seem as important until a problem
comes up.

Not Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

NA

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Important.
not as critical as renewal

Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

N/A
Not sure if SUDBURY Hydro is producing a surplus???
Blackouts are critical matters in my own case.

5603424275
5603424104
5603424060
5603423833
5603423832
5603423779
5603423694
5603423692
5603423555

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603423529
5603423444
5603423345
5603423289
5603423274
5603423213
5603423207
5603423159
5603423158
5603423139
5603423091
5603423055
5603422990
5603422980
5603422792
5603422441
5603422336

Very Critical

Same as above comments

The system needs the appropriate change so we can have great
service

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Worry about cost. Utilities going up

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Maintenance is key for longevity

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Our lives depend on it.

Very Critical

It is imperative that this be donej

5603422304 Very Critical
5603422162 Somewhat Critical
5603422091 Not Very Critical
5603421828
5603421825
5603421648
5603421606
5603421437
5603421204
5603421194
5603421054
5603420964

It is nice to see the administration being proactive and
cooperative with regards to customers generating their own
power and feeding into the grid. That is the way of the future and
I'm happy to see Sudbury Hydro acknowledging this and
preparing for it, as opposed to basing decisions strictly on profit
above all else.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

New, more efficient technologies are being developed, and must
be considered to lessen our impact on global warming

Rerouting power during outages and finding losses of power
efficiently are critical.

It's important t stay ahead of the curve

5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
5603420669
5603420653
5603420609
5603420522
5603420498

Somewhat Critical

5603420448
5603420413
5603420362
5603420333

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5603420325 Very Critical
5603420318 Somewhat Critical

5603420310 Very Critical
5603420277
5603420127
5603420107 Somewhat Critical
5603420098
5603419712

5603419653
5603419643
5603419630
5603419541
5603419457
5603419244
5603419241

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Again it is just a required part of the business

It’s important to ensure maintenance of current service and to
make use of alternative energy sources
Costs are justified
as mentioned above
Power interruptions are not only inconvenient but can be
dangerous.
Hopefully system service will commit to finding more cost
effective and environmentally conservationist ways of generating
energy.

allowing for redundancy and additional sources of electricity
makes sense

I believe this has the most immediate and noticeable impact on
customers. I will say that GSU has been excellent in their
management of outages and hope to see this great responsive
work continue!
for future development
important issue that works with the other commttments

Somewhat Critical

5603419176 Somewhat Critical
5603419081 Somewhat Critical
5603419076 Very Critical
5603419062 Very Critical
5603418993
5603418922 Very Critical
5603418809 Very Critical
5603418776
5603418743

It is pretty important for the future to take a look at these things.
Redundancy is good
It prevents being caught unaware of where things are heading
with the industry.
people need to be confident in their energy company.

5603418726

Have not heard anything negative about our electricity service
except for the cost.

5603418680
5603418602
5603418597
5603418555
5603418530
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312

Not Very Critical

5603418297
5603418213
5603418188
5603418130
5603418072
5603418043
5603417809
5603417694

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical

Being proactive is great.

5603417633
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
5603416918
5603416811
5603416754
5603416608
5603416583
5603416564
5603416490
5603416486

Very Critical

Upgrading infrastructure without full replacements is a more
appropriate way to make sure that equipment will remain usable
for the longest time

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Fix the inefficiencies first
it is important, but not critical

Very Critical

We have to keep up with the times.
Stability and ability to integrate customer generation are very
important.
System reliability should always be of primary concern.

Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

It's no fun when the internets go dead. :)
Lack of information as to what is required

Very Critical
Very Critical

5603416464 Very Critical
5603416457
5603416431 Very Critical
5603416407 Somewhat Critical
5603416260 Somewhat Critical
5603416254
5603416203 Very Critical
5603416201
5603416159 Very Critical

Electricity is important and we need the coordination of services
to get us there.

Yes
Might as well spend the Mo way now and have the system work
more efficiently in the future.
it is a must

5603416109
5603416084
5603416009
5603415935
5603415933
5603415816
5603415813
5603415771
5603415694
5603415691

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

emergency preparedness is critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Important to keep the grid safe and protected

Very Critical

Failure to do so is evident with the roads for example...

5603415582
5603415574
5603415438
5603415390
5603415384
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206
5603415152
5603415115
5603415023
5603414966

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

It all depends what the enhancements and modifications are.
Keep a reliable system
Planning process
Still the same

Very Critical

Keep rates low

5603414845
5603414803
5603414732
5603414640
5603414639
5603414539
5603414527
5603414423
5603414400

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Service friendliness and cost effectiveness are key to success.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

k

5603414361
5603414336
5603414320
5603414291
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246
5603414236
5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

I feel the other issues already addressed are more important

Very Critical

See above

Very Critical
Very Critical

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

again planning for future needs but not at a critical stage
Things have to be kept up

5603414145
5603414139
5603414130
5603414129
5603414108
5603414061
5603414054
5603414015
5603414014
5603414007
5603413980
5603413943
5603413928
5603413916
5603413836
5603413823

Very Critical

Support green energy.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

no control of system service

Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Same as above and it is cost saving in the long run
Not as important as the other two listed before this.
Its not super important but a good idea for sure.

5603413793
5603413561
5603413527
5603413425
5603413398
5603413304
5603413266
5603413242
5603413235

Very Critical
Very Critical

Like before everything needs to be upgraded

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Have experienced the value of rerouting especially in the summer
when experiencing partial outages due to animals (squirrels)

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Na
Need more information

Somewhat Critical

I don't want blackouts 20 years from now.
It needs to be addresses as time goes by. Not once you realize it's
broken or missing valuable components.

5603413130 Very Critical
5603413123 Very Critical
5603412976

5603412954 Very Critical
5603412832 Somewhat Critical

I have lost power in the winter in my house for for an entire day
because of a problem with a remove power line, so waking up
with my two small children the house was freezing. There was
nothing that could be done and I had to leave for the entire day
with them. From what I understand, these sort of upgrades could
possibly offer a temp reroute of power so something like this
doesn't happen, which is totally necessary, especially in winter.
It is a complex system!

5603412802 Not Very Critical
5603412791 Can't Rate
5603412784
5603412734 Somewhat Critical
5603412685 Very Critical
5603412610
5603412608
5603412601
5603412540
5603412522
5603412521
5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603412440
5603412421
5603412420
5603412397
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
5603412366
5603412332
5603412329

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Not technical enough to know any better. Hydro has often
gone in different directions, i.e., attaching electrical boxes to
control the power consumption of home owners during the day,
at great expense, and then to abandon these projects, leaving the
electrical box still connected to the home owner's furnace at
home. What a waste of money, some salesman did a number
on the Engineers at Sudbury Hydro, wonder how many other
unrealistic projects were under gone in the past and are kept
secret from users. If SR is needed, then stretch it over 10 years
not 5 years and get a mortgage for it; homeowners must get a
long term mortgage to pay for their home, can't pay for things
over a short time like 5 years.... this is UNREALISTIC. Hydro users
are being squeezed out of their home due to the high cost of
Hydro. No Hydro EE should make over $75,000 a year. Neither
should the Office Executives, reduce their wages and salaries.

Should maintain the integrity of the system.
Reducing costs of how electricity is produced and put back into
the system

Maintaining and upgrading critical systems are important and
allow for anticipation of future needs
No thoughts
It's needed

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

na
I am looking at building a house in the next 5 years with battery
systems to divert energy usage from the grid away form
expensive on-peak hours and help allow for renewable energy
sources and electric vehicle charging.
Refer to previous answer

See above

5603412313
5603412304
5603412202
5603412201
5603412170
5603412145
5603412144
5603412142
5603412138
5603412132
5603412130
5603412104
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984
5603411980
5603411957
5603411953
5603411935
5603411918
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867
5603411844
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748

Keeping the system access services upgraded is somewhat
important

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Not as important as other sections.

Very Critical

Spread the cost

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

it's a huge priority
It’s important

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

All improvements are important.
Don't want to lagg behind the curve
The system is critical so should be the investments.

Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical

Can't Rate

5603411747 Somewhat Critical
5603411691 Can't Rate
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581
5603411548 Very Critical
5603411442 Very Critical
5603411362 Very Critical
5603411357

I am concerned that the renewable energy projects will end up
costing money For all customers in the long run.

Would like to see more incentives for customers who recontribute to the grid via renewable sources.

5603411323 Somewhat Critical
5603411291 Very Critical
5603411283
5603411258
5603411254
5603411241
5603411181
5603411159
5603411156
5603411083
5603411056
5603411014
5603410980
5603410979
5603410892
5603410873
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818

Changes in technology allow our system to be efficient
Again, sustainable and continuity of service
Same as above

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

It is a critical service
system redundancy to minimize outages
See above

Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5603410600 Somewhat Critical
5603410517 Somewhat Critical
5603410516 Somewhat Critical
5603410512 Very Critical
5603410503
5603410498
5603410494
5603410492
5603410475
5603410464
5603410430

Investment towards improvement and optimization of
cost/service should always be a priority.

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5603410806 Somewhat Critical
5603410800
5603410789
5603410772
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627
5603410621

It is important work to complete, yet doesn't sound like mission
critical components that must be addressed immediately.

Save costs!
Likelihood of power interruptions with aging infrastructure so
mitigations and changes will be needed.
Because adapting to variables is necessary and definitely helps to
becoming reliable.
I think it can be done incrementally
Stay modern.

need reliable system
A slow build on technology upgrades will keep the utility
competitive
It's important to make it easier when people create their own
energy and feed it into the system.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

it's important for the environment and for costs to the consumers

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5

Somewhat Critical

Not even detail

5603410388
5603410361
5603352426
5603317885 Very Critical

5603308258
5603300117
5603296288
5603295897
5603244359
5603218091
5603206447

5603199464
5603180939
5603168548
5603166129
5603162489
5603150367
5603101900
5603091597
5603086522
5603078647
5603047716
5603046498
5603043646
5603029144
5603026349

5603023072
5603005636
5603003964
5602998900
5602985471
5602981075

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

again, when system is down very circuital to get back up and
running
upgrading as you go with planned expenditure is better than
waiting for crisis and having to purchase equipment ASAP which
doesn't give time for thoughtful procurement
Same above
See above description.

Not Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Everything must be done within reason, except in extraordinary
cases. But, allaowances must be made for these unforseen issues.

It's excessive.
It's important

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

.

Very Critical

Modernization requirement

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Based on what you say is important
best guess

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5602978210 Very Critical
5602957258 Not Very Critical

It is a great idea to eliminate outage times, but I do feel as though
there are other high priority items like repairing substations and
ensuring the safety of all employees and the public.
again same response
future needs are important
We need hydro. Plain and simple.
In event of failure the hydro has to come back on quickly
It's important to not have any disruptions to services.
So not having a tech go out in bad weather when you can just fix
something remotely is a benefit to me. The problem gets fixed
faster and the tech gets to enjoy more time with family.

5602957247 Very Critical

5602950802 Very Critical
5602947157
5602943012 Can't Rate
5602938777 Very Critical
5602933094
5602891031

5602875841
5602874114
5602861395
5602861079
5602840206
5602830812
5602829706
5602828619
5602824787
5602817573
5602793115
5602787510
5602784569
5602776030
5602770157

5602730365
5602663819
5602646471
5602643955
5602637654
5602633107
5602625613
5602608989
5602607435
5602600365
5602576572

Very critical if it is done with a high emphasis on preparing and
encouraging households to be contributing their own energy from
solar or water.
Electricity is a requirement, we all use it.You have a monopoly is
your service area, customers can't go to the competition is
unsatisfied. Service must be a priority. many of your employees
know act exactly as if they know a) they job is secure or that
there are no or little consequences for poor performance and b)
the customer has no alternative.

Renewable Energy is something that I believe in.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

smart grids are important - knowing where outages are and
responding quickly. I remember last year Walmart had to dispose
of all its food after an extended outage. We all pay the costs in
the end.
For reasons above

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Same answers as earlier.

Somewhat Critical

Only so much money to go around.

Very Critical
Not Very Critical

Please see previous comments.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Safety 1st.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

I think that there is a need to move towards some alternative
form of electric generation such as solar or wind.
It needs to get done, but it doesn't happen overnight.

Necessary for quick resolution of system issues

WE DO NOT WANT TO COMPROMISE THE GRID

5602574661
5602563831
5602562741
5602561570
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
5602531729
5602528955
5602524379
5602522408
5602521403
5602520985
5602515923
5602515517
5602507768

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5602401086 Very Critical
5602397224 Somewhat Critical

5602391819
5602390182
5602389243
5602385852
5602381543

Don't know

Somewhat Critical

5602502045 Somewhat Critical
5602479438
5602435869
5602433596
5602429989
5602412735
5602403584

From reading the last above paragraph. We'd like to avoid the
grid being compromised and not to have prohibitive costs for
upgrades.
just because

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5602378220 Somewhat Critical
5602367643 Somewhat Critical

Having a flexible system is important if it help reduce the length
of outages.
These investments can improve efficiency but are not mission
critical.
If it lowers our hydro bill I m all for it
Redundancy measures help ensure reliability.

Investing in managing this technology should be high priority.
We believe this is consistent with Customer priorities for
maintaining costs
We’ve had several recent incidents of unanticipated power
failures for a large # of people e.g. last year’s microburst, and
climate changes may make these types of events even more
frequent and less predictable, so investment in service
improvement is warranted. Just be transparent about proposed
changes, costs, anticipated outcomes
We are in great need of electricity
See above
This will make the system resilient .
The description as given includes "off-grid" contributors - solar
panels, etc., that submit surplus to the system - as well as
consumers. This is encouraging.
Core business.

5602360702 Somewhat Critical
5602359591

5602356970
5602351642
5602351466
5602328231
5602326214
5602322086
5602321699
5602317911
5602316275
5602307819
5602307401
5602297738
5602284632
5602284106

Somewhat Critical

There have been upgrades going on for a long time. The newer
products have been well tested and last longer. Hopefully repair
and maintenance will reflect that. There are more electronic
sensors now that provide on line problem areas.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5602281803 Very Critical

5602275012
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959
5602261620
5602259545

Very Critical

5602256745
5602253330
5602253307
5602249717
5602243196
5602187910
5602157586
5602106178
5602102950
5602101458
5602066769

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

If we're not looking to the future what's the point?
Avoid cost-prohibitive upgrades in the future

Reliable service is top of my list.

Important to be prepared for outages & expansion
The system must have integrity
Remote areas are often forgotten until delivery is compromised.
I experienced a power outage last winter, and as a handicapped
person it was very difficult to leave my apartment. Reliability is
very important to me.

As above
If the grid doesn't get 'smarter', than it will become a lot more
difficult for LDCs to respond to or prepare for future technology
advancements, particularly in the case of self-generated power,
energy storage and EVSE installation.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5601996619 Very Critical
5601910195 Can't Rate

It is important to keep the system up and running

Reliance on technology to do business.
Need to respond quickly to issues
If the service and updates are not kept up the we risk loosing our
electricity
#NUM!

5601885863 Somewhat Critical
5601875625 Very Critical
5601874109
5601853784 Somewhat Critical
5601688323 Somewhat Critical
5601681107
5601653127 Somewhat Critical
5601642435 Very Critical
5601521920 Somewhat Critical
5600934776 Very Critical

No super critical but essential for us to not lose power while staff
is working on lines.
Seems necessary
We need to stabilize the power outages but investing in the
system service.
Provide a reliable electrical distribution network.

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
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Attachment 11 (of 18):
1-SEC-9 Attachment 11: Question 11

To what degree do you
think that the proposed
level of investment in
System Service is
appropriate? Would you
Respondent ID say ...
Response
5608774731 Somewhat Appropriate
5608392240 Very Appropriate
5608391622 Very Appropriate
5608387388 Very Appropriate
5608318089

Why do you give it this rating?
If the trucks need replaced it should be done for
safety reasons

I give this rating because the little changes will go a
long way.
Ongoing system upgrading is a necessary cost to the
system to meet future needs

5608259448
5608245418
5608235127
5608232580
5608231956
5608220418
5608217930
5608214170

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Inot enough info
Because it is the most important.

5608205903
5608203094
5608199027
5608194623

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

What are these changes and what do they effect?

5608187209 Can't Rate
5608151209 Very Appropriate
5608146413 Somewhat Appropriate
5608127771
5608118280
5608115667
5608111878
5608109096
5608101940
5608095922
5608039628
5608038016
5608034410

Very Appropriate

Stay ahead of the curve.

Again id have to read more into this but seems to
have my attention

I trust the expertise of Greater Sudbury Utilities
employees.

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5608027935 Somewhat Appropriate
5608020873
5608018568 Very Appropriate

We pay for hydro and also subsidize it
Technology is the way of the future, hopefully

I would consider this as a priority as was surprised to
see a slight decrease.

5608002775 Somewhat Appropriate
5607981932 Very Appropriate
5607973614
5607971273 Can't Rate
5607966268
5607958422
5607957588
5607946663
5607936513
5607934862
5607923175
5607918892
5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018
5607838698
5607829881
5607829767
5607829662
5607825947
5607821194
5607806892

5607806037
5607801688
5607795857
5607779308
5607770311
5607763278
5607754971
5607735776
5607727406

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

it sounds like a reasonable thing to me

My priority is service, and long term cost. I don't
know if this is adequate or not...
antiquated system needs replacement

Cost is consistent
There are other ways for cost savings.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

controlling cost is important

Can't Rate

Can't Rate
Not Very Appropriate

To be honest, I believe you may need to make all
these changes but the rates keep going up. I believe
the real problem is the big salaries at the top. Cut
those substantially and I would have no complaint
about the actual costs to run Hydro

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5607724671 Very Appropriate
5607713316 Very Appropriate
5607711806
5607697810 Somewhat Appropriate
5607691675 Not Very Appropriate
5607683177 Very Appropriate

Les investissements sont importants
I explained in number 14
Costs on check help with future expenditures. Also
allows for changes outside budgets.
We need to prepare for the future!

Perhaps money should be spent on improving hydro
electric generating dams & solar power

5607622800
5607622170
5607618549
5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482
5607589576

5607588238
5607575700
5607574089
5607569996
5607569944
5607569136
5607550925
5607547354

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

The dollar value seems low. A million dollars doesn't
go very far these days As noted before, i am not an
expert, so i trust that the leaders and boards allocate
and budget to the best of their expertise.
Very-1

No customer interruption the better
don't know

Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5607544770 Very Appropriate
5607542750 Somewhat Appropriate
5607529159
5607525394
5607521668
5607521205
5607520712

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

5607520658
5607517990
5607501898
5607500927
5607497985
5607497711
5607497501
5607497480
5607496953
5607496836
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate

if its less than the past 5 years when everything
seems to be increasing, then its very appropriate imo
because i believe it is
It comes down to who’s actually paying for it
Budget is less than previous .

The money that is being proposed is for this is a fair
amount but not overly crazy
it should be enough to keep up with the demand
down the road
To stay updated

Again, we need to spend the money in order to see
the results wanted in the end.
See above.
A balanced approach is apparently.
Because it makes sense.

A 1% difference isn't a huge one.

5607392196 Very Appropriate
5607369858
5607356998
5607356693
5607307048
5607289714
5607261674
5607155401
5607148829
5607138145
5607126826
5607118162
5607109518
5607070174
5607066340
5606960772
5606866592
5606866519
5606865564
5606862426

Very Appropriate

5606848133
5606821110
5606778350
5606775700
5606729929

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5606707543
5606704822
5606701343
5606697662
5606697542
5606695838
5606693342
5606683447

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

It is less than the past 5 years and therefore
reasonable.
It’s less than the past 5 years where it was 11% of the
budget as opposed to the now 10%.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

seems fair
in line with previous budget
required

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Important for future generation

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5606679199 Very Appropriate
5606668545 Somewhat Appropriate
5606609047

5606582883 Can't Rate
5606565661
5606544873

Everyone likes low cost electricity

Seems right.

It seems reasonable that you are maintaining fairly
consistent expenditures for this item
Makes sense to spend the amounts listed.
Don't know current condition
Any bit of investment for a project like this is
fantastic.
Must move forward at a safe cost as well
System betterment
See above
I believe in the plan.

see previous comments
It is less by 1%, so it really is the same amount of
spending.

Your job is to set a budget and adhere to it, based on
your annual operating needs, therefore, whatever
you've allocated here is perfect for all areas.

5606530149 Very Appropriate
5606529390 Somewhat Appropriate
5606521578 Somewhat Appropriate
5606515031
5606498033
5606457870
5606377731
5606374916
5606368851
5606362865
5606358921
5606358297
5606352864
5606349846
5606338466

5606333428
5606313190
5606305765
5606291857
5606282880
5606276523
5606270446

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

undecided
it is appropriate and consistent also lower than the
past 5 years
See above.
It has to be done at reasonable pace
No comment
As always, balance is necessary for hydro bills.

Very Appropriate

You are continuing to enhance the system

Very Appropriate

No comments

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5606246635 Very Appropriate
5606243694
5606240215
5606235091 Very Appropriate

5606227560
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207
5606138657
5606136667
5606135737
5606133735
5606124105
5606120981

This plan seems sound, cost effective and responsible.

I feel the budget should be at least 11%, green
energy is increasing everywhere and is the energy of
the future especially with global warming, reducing
the budget on this could reduce the efficiencies we
see with green energy and our system so it seems.
Important

Costs money to upgrade services
We agree with the above statement.
there is a 1% decrease in expenditures from previous
5 years.

You are in the service business.

Very Appropriate

Service delivery is critical to gaining customer
feedback and ensuring needs are being met. Like this
survey for example. Collect feedback every day

Very Appropriate

Again, doing the job and within budget

Somewhat Appropriate

10% is a good number, not very excessive

Somewhat Appropriate

5606118893
5606117473
5606077871
5606050032
5606046919

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5606027567 Very Appropriate
5606019346
5606007319
5606003891 Very Appropriate
5605999905
5605999230 Very Appropriate
5605997788 Very Appropriate
5605954398
5605944845 Very Appropriate

5605944757 Not Very Appropriate
5605943593
5605935878
5605929744
5605898796
5605895298

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5605889475 Somewhat Appropriate
5605888440
5605877568 Somewhat Appropriate

zip
.
MORE WORK IS NEEDED
Slight reduction in system service facilitates other
capital improvement initiatives and helps to control
cost to consumers

You have to give to receive bit saving along the way
never hurts.
Controlling cost seems to be working
Electricity is still too costly

Not on my dime it is not good. My rates are already
through the roof. I try to adhere the offpeak time
usage, but then I get dinged with delivery charges
that aren’t fair and other regulatory fees. I have
literally paid more in fees the one time when I wasn’t
home and used no water or power, but I still paid
wastewater fees as well. How is that? You are crooks
in my opinion, but I can’t obviously do anything
about it. I am glad there is a survey, but I believe this
will fall on deaf ears anyway, making my point moot.
This is a requirement to deal with new power coming
online. Makes sense
Not sure of costs but this seems appropriate

Hope your people are reasonable: same word.
Might suggest a higher expenditure for future energy
sources.

5605859907 Not Very Appropriate
5605857712 Not Very Appropriate

If you can’t afford to do it without increasing our
rates don’t do it. It costs too much!
Shouldn't skimp on this

5605842218 Very Appropriate

You must always run a business with thought to
customers cost. If costs increase to much you could
see a reduction in profits by consumer usage.

5605834173 Very Appropriate
5605827346 Very Appropriate

5605825610 Not Very Appropriate
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923
5605770359 Very Appropriate
5605766635
5605762727
5605754961
5605751987
5605736775
5605720737
5605715168

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5605711665 Somewhat Appropriate
5605710753 Very Appropriate
5605701839
5605697401 Very Appropriate
5605696231
5605693202
5605692713
5605691499
5605689578
5605688115
5605671879
5605668215

Can't Rate

Because you've still managed to keep costs low!
Consistent level of investment.
'ONCE THESE SYSTEM SERVICE WERE INITIATED
UPKEEP SHOULD HAVE BEEN MINIMAL AND ALL
THESE EXCESS FUNDS WOULDN'T HAVE TO HAVE
BEEN SPENT ON UPGRADES

The proposal above makes sense to me.

Another great find for a more purposeful budget
would have been nice to get it to 9%
If anything increase this spending
System has to be maintained

again, just concerned that we as consumers will have
trouble dealing with increases in our billing, however
change is needed.
Fiscally responsible
Money needed for system renewal.
Not enough information to form an informed opinion.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5605667945 Very Appropriate
5605649793
5605643288 Somewhat Appropriate
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605

5605551802 Somewhat Appropriate

thats what is required
See previous note.
I like that the percentage is going down from 11 to
10 and the dollar figure seems realistic.

Seems ok as long as risks to reliability as a result of
spending reductions have been reviewed and
deemed tolerable for the time being

5605545450 Very Appropriate
5605539178 Very Appropriate
5605519256
5605513558
5605508744
5605506200
5605504568
5605482165
5605477871
5605474132
5605465929
5605450050
5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747
5605416220
5605415683
5605410634
5605404971
5605399087

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Future

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

5605395655 Very Appropriate
5605338455 Somewhat Appropriate
5605326811 Very Appropriate

5605324793
5605323531
5605323310
5605321593
5605318701
5605318102
5605317490
5605315159
5605311781
5605291825

I think Hydro company will benefit in time from these
changes, also, aside of this the customers can benefit
in time as well
I agree.
I assume that sudbury hydro has studied the entire
budget for savings?
Similar budget and continuing service.
no reason

Somewhat Appropriate

It needs to be done.

Sure would be nice if big huge corporations are
willing to dish-out thousands of dollards to Sudbury
Hydro to make sure that these Solar Panel Farms
arise in more empty Lands across Grreater Sudbury
instead of only the Federal & Provincial Goverments
!!!
If it is less then previous years
again, reducing the cost when everything rises in
cost is commendable.
For changes in the industry and new form of
generating electricity to be innovative and
competitive, little more funding would be required

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

10% is reasonable.
It is important that costs be controlled

5605286962 Very Appropriate
5605274533
5605270154
5605265287
5605260496
5605260445
5605253943
5605253232
5605239806
5605230815
5605227438
5605223663
5605222107
5605221688

5605208036
5605196421
5605193279
5605189004
5605188579
5605145259
5605128315
5605126505

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

upgrading keeps later costs down.
Again, less cost is always a good thing AS LONG AS
quality of service is not effected

Don' know
Only a 1% difference.
no knowledge of this
Gradual implementation is good
See previous comments

Again balance is important.

i'm not fully sure exactly what to put here as system
redundancy doesn't seem to exist (my power goes
out for a day and nothing is present to back it up lol...
we have to wait for fixes, as they happen) and
allowing consumers feed back into the "grid" seems
pretty stupid. why do we electrical customers have a
portion of our bill going to pay for people who want
renewable energy (or not just want, but can afford it).
important

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5605124841 Very Appropriate
5605123235 Very Appropriate
5605122768 Very Appropriate

The budget numbers seem to be in-line with past
experience.

5605114112 Very Appropriate

seems fair
It's not a significant reduction in terms of % or
numbers.
See above comment.
Seems appropriate
The budget line is dropping and the first priority is
being seriously targeted which hopefully translates
into less patch jobs and more efficiences in the
system and delivery.

5605112772 Somewhat Appropriate

Have to assure the proper infrastructure is in place
prior to support and keep cost low on this.

5605121295 Very Appropriate
5605116822 Very Appropriate
5605115345 Very Appropriate

5605110526
5605105613
5605102632
5605099908
5605097643
5605096234
5605095826
5605093147
5605076106
5605062132
5605054024
5605037259
5605033990
5604977142
5604972361
5604971290

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Appears in line with previous expenditures
Important to fund this aspect.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Seems appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Looks reasonable.
Need reliability day in day out.

Can't Rate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604970615 Can't Rate
5604970509 Somewhat Appropriate
5604969420
5604964729 Very Appropriate
5604950035 Very Appropriate
5604936179 Somewhat Appropriate
5604931460 Very Appropriate
5604924668 Somewhat Appropriate

5604915293 Can't Rate
5604909239 Very Appropriate
5604905767 Somewhat Appropriate
5604883728 Somewhat Appropriate
5604883529 Very Appropriate
5604872872
5604867918
5604867813
5604867754
5604859615
5604858779
5604851827
5604848208
5604839413
5604837274
5604835309

Within budget
Less cost sounds good, but is it an appropriate
amount

Again, based upon information provided, it is totally
necessary and reasonable.
Try to lower the cost further.
GSH is the best run service in Sudbury anything to
make better just adds to it
No clue what service investments have been made or
for that matter have been stopped to achieve a 1%
reduction

Work requires to be done. I would not want an
increase of over 4%

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I believe things need to be taken care of then
neglected because it ends up costing more
N/a

Very Appropriate

You know the need

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Again a slight decrease in the budget

5604826591
5604825747
5604821304 Somewhat Appropriate
5604819422

I'd rather see preventative maintenance done to
reduce emergency issues.

5604819196 Somewhat Appropriate

This is appropriate because as you improve the
whole system you would expect that unplanned
disruptions would decrease and therefore the
associated costs.

5604818609 Somewhat Appropriate
5604815539 Very Appropriate

If this is the amount that needs to be spent in order
to enhance the function of restoring power than that
is fine. Again, the hope would be that the investment
now results in reductions in the future.
Definitely in line with previous years

5604811533
5604803318
5604795035
5604792676
5604763520
5604757859

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5604753267 Very Appropriate
5604748154 Can't Rate
5604745166 Can't Rate
5604732195 Can't Rate
5604728491 Can't Rate
5604725181
5604722046
5604712345
5604710647
5604695107
5604694190
5604693305
5604681552
5604665547

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604660921 Very Appropriate
5604650745
5604648056 Very Appropriate

We need to continue to invest at high levels to be
prepared for the transition to the electric economy.

why less than past years
Seems reasonable.

I believe this to be very important to the consumer.
dont ;know what the numbers were before or where
money is allocated
would need more information to give a proper
evaluation

As solar panels become more affordable, I imagine
more people will invest.

seems appropriate
Aging systems need constant addressing. New tech is
critical and necessary, since it should offer dramatic
improvements
It’s very important to try and keep costs down

5604645011
5604644641
5604617929
5604580830
5604579320
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282
5604572516
5604567581
5604565759
5604564384

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

Without the system service supply ceases to exist

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5604564110 Can't Rate
5604562235
5604559118
5604558353
5604556311
5604550977
5604548452
5604545909
5604537180
5604528304
5604528108
5604523934

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604516420
5604515658
5604511739
5604494852

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604488672
5604473955
5604471236
5604468558
5604467158
5604465323
5604464793

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

I do not have comparisons for similar work on which
to base a rating.
We have to pay our bills or we get our service cut off.
That's pretty important?
Same answers as prior responses..

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604464423 Very Appropriate
5604462800 Very Appropriate

High
Customers want good service, I think most don't
mind an increase now and then as long as the service
is there.

I guess it is good but again, if people could generate
their own power you could be a part of saving the
planet.
Gotta look forward
As above
Not enough info to be more insightful

The investment in system service is very appropriate
as it helps to control cost while also ensuring services
are reliable.

5604461238
5604458998
5604458850
5604458118
5604456825
5604456206
5604455333
5604454794
5604454643
5604454389

Somewhat Appropriate

5604452409
5604451777
5604449790
5604445511
5604445137
5604444817
5604438782

Very Appropriate

5604436303
5604433973
5604433870
5604428179
5604425041
5604423029
5604421868
5604402821
5604385649
5604382979

Very Appropriate

5604381442
5604380765
5604380186
5604379360
5604376786
5604374978
5604374219

Can't Rate

5604371497
5604371168
5604370174
5604369096
5604367587
5604366101

Not Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate

We would all like to buy 5 star products but
sometimes a 4 1/2 star product will do the job. Here
again it is nice to read that your budget has
decreased.

Cost and savings

very little change in % of budget to maintain same
service

Always room to save money
Going by what I have just read.
Again, it's just smart business to plan ahead and be
prepared.

we need reliable power sources.

Needed
more info required to formulate an educated opinion
on this
Customer priorities. A good thing
I don’t have enough information

I believe more should be allocated to invest in
System Service.

5604365563 Very Appropriate
5604365493 Very Appropriate
5604365338 Somewhat Appropriate
5604362719
5604362389
5604362369
5604361429
5604361134
5604361072

Not Very Appropriate

Address customer concerns at the local, personal
level.

Somewhat Appropriate

N/A

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Ok as long as cost is controlled

5604360735 Very Appropriate
5604360302 Somewhat Appropriate
5604359886

5604359618
5604359399
5604358063
5604356320
5604354043
5604353831
5604353463
5604351809
5604350778
5604350762

Based on your belief this is consistent with Customer
priorities for controlling costs and customer charges.
Less money spent is better!

Can't Rate

Not sure because I don't know how this will affect
the general public and their prices/inflation costs.

Can't Rate

Not easy to measure

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5604349957 Somewhat Appropriate
5604347004
5604346129 Somewhat Appropriate
5604345925 Somewhat Appropriate
5604345162 Not Very Appropriate
5604344502 Can't Rate
5604343451 Very Appropriate
5604342950
5604340786
5604339893
5604334758
5604333207

If this percentage has been sufficient in the past, it
should be adequate in the coming years

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

System investment is a must to ensure lajevity.

Because it’s somewhat appropriate. Instead of
sending crews could one employee go out and use a
drone to survey power loss? Being in northern
Ontario access to some areas requires time and
machinery.

Perhaps more needs to be done to get us to a carbon
neutral economy.
Hard to rate a budget without seeing the whole
picture
You're are decreasing costs
Less than in the past & much needed investment
Current systems don’t address green energy.

5604332694
5604331048
5604330996
5604328843
5604327835
5604327467
5604326548
5604326270
5604325071
5604324433
5604322291
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172
5604317462
5604317168

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Taking the customer into consideration
very good thoughts about System Service

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604316253 Can't Rate
5604315383
5604315029 Very Appropriate
5604314300
5604312196
5604308420 Somewhat Appropriate
5604307604
5604307213
5604306433
5604306302
5604306068
5604306035
5604305829
5604304577
5604304068
5604304041
5604303717
5604303303
5604302723

Because upgrades are important

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

10% seems appropriate for system service
Cannot determine if this is an appropriate amount,
and it seems slightly low.
Important to be prepared for the future.

This expenditure should not be any lower than 10 per
cent.

Very Appropriate

It's an important investment

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

important to stay relevant to the times

Very Appropriate

For future generations

5604302611 Very Appropriate
5604302439
5604301061 Very Appropriate
5604300658
5604297834 Very Appropriate

Keeping a fail safe system is important to existing
customers

5604296499 Not Very Appropriate
5604296104
5604295239
5604293929 Can't Rate
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605

5604291940
5604291033
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889
5604288381
5604288118
5604287719
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I feel that more funds should be devoted to
upgrading system to accommodate industry changes,
especially with climate change issues. It would be
amazing to see our utility company take the lead on
some of these initiatives and be proactive in its
planning to anticipate sweeping changes that will
need to be made.

No idea.

Again, communicating the plans, initiatives of GSU or
any business is essential to build customer
confidence.

Very Appropriate

The allocation seems reasonable.

Somewhat Appropriate

We need to be ready for the future

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

5604285387 Somewhat Appropriate
5604285094
5604284237 Somewhat Appropriate
5604283171 Somewhat Appropriate
5604282722
5604282608 Can't Rate
5604281650
5604281095 Can't Rate
5604280537 Somewhat Appropriate
5604280459 Can't Rate

good amounts
Seem a little high but I am confident it has been
thoroughly analyzed.

Reliability is key for all aspects of Sudbury hydro and
this just adds to it.

All investment must be weighed agains monthly cost
to consumer
Without seeing plans for what this realistically
means, it's hard to judge.

5604280357 Somewhat Appropriate
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972 Somewhat Appropriate
5604277206
5604277185 Somewhat Appropriate
5604276799
5604276409 Very Appropriate
5604275680 Can't Rate
5604275558 Can't Rate
5604275500

5604274690
5604274662
5604273968
5604273863
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
5604272124
5604271907
5604271746
5604271645
5604271581
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235
5604271105
5604271098
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728
5604270253
5604270221
5604270152
5604269953
5604269839
5604269687
5604269611
5604269511
5604269461

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

I understand that it is a needed program but these
issues can also be reduced with System upgrades.

Good
Difficult to gauge
You know more about this than me. Again I’d put my
faith in your expertise
I don’t have an opinion

Don't fully understand the customers with solar
panels, do we buy electricity from them, do we pay
more for the electricity? Who gets this electricity?
Hard to rate this section.

Looks goof

we still get outages
Don't know enough about the costs involved.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

No reason
No matter what it will be expensive

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

sounds great

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Na
Again can't argue with lower projected costs.

5604269344 Somewhat Appropriate
5604269322
5604269306
5604269295
5604269261
5604269147
5604268994
5604268978
5604268944
5604268932
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538
5604268525
5604268129
5604268103
5604254904
5604254758
5604250673
5604249464
5604241489
5604235771
5604235317

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I think its important to not cut back on costs here.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I would think it is an appropriate budget.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Focus on green.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604231423 Can't Rate
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701 Very Appropriate

5604163090 Somewhat Appropriate
5604162592 Can't Rate
5604152890
5604151377 Very Appropriate
5604143185 Somewhat Appropriate
5604125629 Somewhat Appropriate

5604125146 Can't Rate

I have no experience in assessing costs for a project
of this magnitude in this industry.

It is important but shouldn’t be the highest priority
that it raises rates so that low income families suffer
from the company’s investments

Essential service.
Cause advancements are good but it doesn’t always
replace what currently works.

11% of the budget or 10% - meaningless. Every year
need not be uniform. A public appeal for a
particularly large infrastructure investment where
the benefits and costs are communicated to the
public offers more transparency.

5604123573
5604120030

5604117306 Can't Rate

5604116144 Somewhat Appropriate
5604114778 Very Appropriate
5604107995 Somewhat Appropriate
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191 Somewhat Appropriate

I Do not know the inputs impacting system service.
How much power does mirco producers bring to the
grid? Need to know more.
It's a little high but from my opinion outages are
becoming more common so we need to upgrade the
best we can to fight then
although the rate is lower by 1% than previous year,
the upgrades are still needed
More should be invested in the future.

5604087065
5604084394
5604077480
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433
5604062671
5604061713
5604061086
5604055096

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Nice to see it drop 1%. This saving can be invested
somewhere it is needed more.
See previous answer.
Just seems reasonable.

Somewhat Appropriate

Good budgeting

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Consistent with customer priorities.
Costs less than it did before

5604044456
5604042635
5604040258
5604040020
5604039143
5604032280
5604029848
5604027854
5604027433
5604027174
5604026488
5604026130
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376
5604020803

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

its all speculation and negotiated behind closed
doors as to what the number will be
you know what is needed
It is important
This is a reasonable cost.
its good things
Good cost control
It's ok as proposed.

Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

5604020547 Somewhat Appropriate
5604020224
5604020123 Very Appropriate

I would prefer to see greater investment in system
service over new access.

5604019955 Somewhat Appropriate
5604018768 Somewhat Appropriate
5604017808
5604017463 Can't Rate
5604016188 Somewhat Appropriate
5604012720

5604010773 Somewhat Appropriate
5604010523
5604003848
5604002610 Very Appropriate
5604002058
5604001844 Somewhat Appropriate

5604000138 Can't Rate
5603989836 Somewhat Appropriate
5603972575 Very Appropriate

5603971458
5603965342
5603955878
5603955740
5603948545
5603942687
5603940742
5603939181
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776
5603931035
5603930966
5603928938

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate

if its the best bang for the dollar
The amount of investment seems commensurate
with the scope.

Same as prior suggestion, how much more will this
affect our rates as your plan is set forward in
motion? Only time will tell.

money is fabricated and so is budget planning.. the
cost will never be what is proposed
Again less is better
Should be a bigger part of the budget. Technology
and reliability are required for the future...

I like the plan

Somewhat Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

5603928380 Somewhat Appropriate
5603927701 Can't Rate
5603927144 Very Appropriate
5603926785

5603925775 Can't Rate
5603924827 Very Appropriate
5603924791

11% maybe more appropriate.

It is good that it is less than before but we need to
look at cost savings everywhere we can.
Again, can't rate the actual costs.

Again, I don't know enough about the intricacies of
budgeting. Why is it important to reduce if it is so
important a priority?

5603924093
5603918131
5603916190 Very Appropriate
5603912059
5603908660 Very Appropriate
5603907138
5603906616 Very Appropriate
5603901309 Can't Rate
5603894521
5603892723 Not Very Appropriate
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425 Very Appropriate

It’s is a great idea

always looking for improvements.
How can any normal customer provide feedback to
this question
I am unsure you can make it work moving forward
with a reduced overall budget.

5603878303
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147
5603854129
5603853917
5603850070
5603844505

Somewhat Appropriate

happy that it is less than last year, maybe it could be
less yet?

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

just do
Seems good.

5603839719
5603838201
5603829389
5603827620
5603826947
5603824518
5603823777

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603819038 Somewhat Appropriate
5603815509
5603813865 Very Appropriate

5603812361 Can't Rate

Any reduction in cost as long as the job is getting
done without cutting corners is a good thing ....
unfortunately there is not enough information
provided to be able to make a judgement or offer an
opinion as to whether that reduction should be more
or in fact less
Don't go beyond 11 years please.
See above answer
Explained in the above 2 paragraphs.

Here again. Asking about things I have no clue about,
but if that is the budget, you work with what you get.
Keep everyone on task and have good planning.

I don't know the degree of focus on renewable
energy, and accommodating customers - residential,
industrial, commercial - who are making
efforts/investments to generate their own power.

5603811387 Can't Rate
5603809247 Very Appropriate

5603807838
5603803545
5603799607
5603797713
5603795594
5603795045

can't properly assess your plans

Very Appropriate

If somewhat lowering the level of expenditures still
enables Sudbury Hydro to somewhat guarantee
service during critical times, then the goals of
controlling costs and maintaining service are met.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Sounds reasonable
reasonable

Very Appropriate

Good balancing of money.
Thinking more outside the box And look for
alternatives which are more cost saving

5603794864 Very Appropriate
5603794723 Can't Rate
5603793990 Somewhat Appropriate
5603793624
5603791335 Very Appropriate

Upgrades cost money
Since I believe this is a priority, the percentage seems
reasonable overall.
Again I am trusting this has been looked over many
times and is a true cost. That's why I am for it.

5603790413
5603789161
5603789068
5603787264
5603783584
5603782515
5603777291
5603774037
5603745694

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603735624
5603732849
5603732602
5603729467
5603728003
5603726674
5603725461
5603723462
5603722140
5603719277
5603717379
5603713646
5603710170

Can't Rate

This seems like a good ratio
Sure upgrade at your own expense....not the
customer. I think sudbury working class is tired of
paying for distribution costs....and now this. It is
unacceptable.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Costs are being maintained

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Improvement is a need
Same as above.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Plan appears reasonable

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

ok

Somewhat Appropriate

no comment

5603708430
5603708297
5603706458
5603706139

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

5603705662
5603705356
5603703860
5603701394
5603698999
5603698726
5603696326
5603696171
5603696031
5603693093
5603692894

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I believe the percentage also helps to keep costs in
line to the consumer

Would love to see more spent here
keep rates from increasing if what is required is
within allowed limits.
Repetitive
It will be beneficial to customers in the future.
Again good job

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603692535
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174
5603684657
5603680129
5603679368
5603678809
5603678078
5603677539

Can't Rate

5603674458
5603674434
5603673400
5603673376
5603672984
5603671299
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632
5603668126
5603667328

Very Appropriate

As long as it makes financial sense

I appreciate that you believe that you are working
within boundaries of what consumers would
interpret as "controlling cost" but I cannot gauge the
expected impact of these figures (again, not enough
information in layman's terms).

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

I think this is very important.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Not sure

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

We need our hydro to keep running with only short
term outages.
Dont know
Keeping low costs
Don’t know

Si nous voulons conserver notre qualité de vie!
consider residential electrical billing

5603667280
5603666933
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925
5603661725
5603660840
5603660088
5603660014
5603659261

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603658586 Very Appropriate
5603657522
5603656664
5603655605 Somewhat Appropriate

5603654288
5603653137
5603653067
5603652815
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034

5603634029
5603626198
5603625871
5603625394
5603623005
5603621778

It might be more expensive in the short term, but
less expensive overall if upgrades are bundled with
renewal work.
Appears reasonable

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Its good
N/A
Cost control essential for customers Hydro paying
electric heat.

if it is important enough to be an item in the budget,
stick to it
Depends on how you invest that money and if the
backup plan is effective (or as good or better than
what is in place).

See above.

Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603621405 Not Very Appropriate
5603620577 Somewhat Appropriate
5603619555 Not Very Appropriate
5603619420 Somewhat Appropriate

We can't "put on the shelf" what needs to be done
today. If we don't do what is "RIGHT" today, what
will our children/community say tomorrow?

I feel this survey has a goal and the questions and
structure of the survey are politically motivated.
These numbers you are casting up are meaningless
to people doing this survey.
Generally a good idea.
Not sure what you mean by service initiatives and
what it entails.
It could be a higher amount but one would have to
see specific numbers.

5603619178
5603616195
5603615549
5603615469
5603615033
5603614188

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

5603613148
5603613126
5603612703
5603612182
5603611988
5603610977
5603609923
5603609759
5603609723
5603609565

Very Appropriate

5603608793
5603608627
5603607653
5603607466
5603605715
5603605545

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603603947
5603603490
5603603188
5603602767
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828

Somewhat Appropriate

not sure i understand the system service investment
part
If it saves money it's good.

It's investing Into the preventing of complications

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603600690 Not Very Appropriate
5603600289
5603599579 Can't Rate
5603597140 Somewhat Appropriate
5603596750 Somewhat Appropriate
5603596629 Somewhat Appropriate
5603595420 Somewhat Appropriate
5603595172 Very Appropriate
5603594108 Very Appropriate

Help keep budget in check
Again, reasonable
I know nothing of your business and financing so I am
at a loss to give any ratings.
Its consistent with priorities

it will save us in the long run
Cost controls are necessary and to budget this way is
good.

same
its important
consistent with past

Seems like 10% may still be a bit high, and maybe
should gradually drop every couple of years.

It should be more to try to increase the system’s
enhancements.
Not a realistic projection
We must keep up with progress without going over
board on convenience with no purpose
Access is important from the point of view of
revenue and customer cost distribution.

5603593658 Very Appropriate
5603592389 Very Appropriate
5603592063 Very Appropriate
5603591397 Somewhat Appropriate
5603590899
5603590415 Somewhat Appropriate
5603589152
5603588861 Somewhat Appropriate

5603588032 Can't Rate
5603586086 Not Very Appropriate
5603585297 Very Appropriate
5603584348
5603583886
5603583439
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355
5603577885
5603577567
5603577249

sounds like it will save customers money in energy
The level is appropriate in some aspects. The time
frame is not.
N/A

You are asking me what is ok to increase rates, I can
not take all your dollars calculation and under stand
them, also if your time periods are right or wrong.

Very Appropriate

your expenditure projections seem to be better

Somewhat Appropriate

Important

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

If you can do it with less everyone wins

5603577003 Can't Rate
5603576829 Somewhat Appropriate
5603576350

5603575091 Very Appropriate
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310
5603573214 Somewhat Appropriate
5603573116 Somewhat Appropriate
5603572707
5603572279 Very Appropriate
5603571440 Very Appropriate
5603571108 Somewhat Appropriate
5603570775 Somewhat Appropriate

High expenditures which would already be built into
other areas we already rated

While it is important, getting the bones of the
infrastructure strengthened is of utmost importance

Less expenditures put out helps keep the costs to the
consumer down
Same level as previous years.
Safety
The system needs to be updated to support the
higher demand from the customer.
It reduces costs

5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958
5603564523
5603563541
5603563020
5603562796

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603562614 Somewhat Appropriate
5603562501 Very Appropriate
5603561531 Very Appropriate

5603560671
5603560533
5603560337
5603559955
5603559519
5603559476
5603559393
5603559025

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603558791
5603558732
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800
5603556477
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247
5603555069
5603555012
5603554966

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Must continue to control cost.
Percentage reflects importance

need to keep systems up to date and allow for future
expansion

do not fall behind. stay at this level to ensure your
product gets delivered safely and efficiently.
Can only do so much with what we have.
No strong opinion on this area

Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

Use the funds to go green
Need some level of investment in innovation and not
only renewal

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

As long as our billing doesn’t go up in cost.
Based on numbers provided.

Very Appropriate

Keep updated

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

It meets the needs of the community

5603554812 Very Appropriate
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809 Very Appropriate
5603553284
5603553211 Somewhat Appropriate

I would pay more to have no interruptions or
minimal at least

5603552317
5603551128 Very Appropriate
5603548868 Very Appropriate
5603548738
5603548222
5603547631 Very Appropriate
5603547394 Somewhat Appropriate
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867
5603545570 Somewhat Appropriate
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197
5603543753
5603543111
5603542349
5603542246
5603541504
5603540844
5603540233
5603540123
5603539792
5603539781
5603539452

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

keeping consumer cost down as well as your own is
important

The lower your cost the less tricklesdown to your
consumer

It is good to know that you are taking into
consideration cost to the consumer.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603538950 Can't Rate
5603538881
5603537599
5603533967
5603532709
5603520556
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746
5603514420
5603513933
5603513326
5603512741
5603512680

Stop with the questions
Very important to keep the system updated.

Very Appropriate

We pay for the things that are important.

Because I do not have all the facts at hand to offer a
knowledge-based response.
Controlling costs and improving service is important

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I don't know enough

5603510755
5603510589
5603510156
5603509669
5603509292
5603508826
5603508213
5603508055
5603507414
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170
5603504124

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

5603503055 Very Appropriate
5603502436 Very Appropriate
5603501301

5603501136 Very Appropriate
5603500874 Very Appropriate

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

The change is minimal - and addresses anticipates
needs.
As a senior I cannot afford to generate my own
power I will have to depend on Sudbury Hydro
It seems like you did your homework.

Improvements that help the consumer in every way
is always a win-win. It's even better if the consumer
participates in helping to improve their usage ways.
Same answer
My ignorance of the costs of such work prevent me
from rating this level of investment appropriately.
I find it very well.

Very Appropriate

5603498129 Very Appropriate
5603497878
5603497641
5603496892
5603496723
5603496188
5603495712
5603495694
5603495634
5603495426
5603495358

All these per cent are getting expensive

Somewhat Appropriate

5603503579 Very Appropriate

5603499896
5603499655
5603499606
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201

Just is

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Most important with our economy, state of global
warming and increase in natural disasters
As indicated before to keep the system at top level of
operation
do what is needed
It is a reasonable price increase
It’s totally necessary

It is hard to say exactly how much

5603495258 Very Appropriate

5603495097 Somewhat Appropriate
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111 Very Appropriate

1% saving! Nice work and I'm sure this saving with all
the others will be passed along to the consumer?

Sounds good

5603493826 Can't Rate
5603492980 Somewhat Appropriate
5603492906

There are too many questions in this survey frankly.
seems reasonable

5603492493 Somewhat Appropriate
5603492260
5603492225 Very Appropriate

Attention should be given to population growth

5603491909 Very Appropriate

5603491791
5603491350
5603490607
5603489844
5603489624
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618
5603488422
5603488244
5603488176

Happy to see this is lower than the total capital
budget over the past 5 years. Have you included the
potential new customers in this calculation???

Somewhat Appropriate

It is very hard to predict the future. Planning with a 5
year plan is good, but might not be enough to stem
off a disaster. You might want to consider where do
we want to be in 10, 20, or 50 years.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

See above.

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603487577 Very Appropriate
5603486769 Very Appropriate
5603486662 Somewhat Appropriate
5603486071
5603485815
5603485814 Very Appropriate
5603485676
5603485488 Somewhat Appropriate
5603485360 Somewhat Appropriate
5603485024

Economic outlook is so appropriate

Seems reasonable. Technology for these
improvements is not cheap.
very well invested
Costs are still very high

Again if you don’t invest in your services, its more
expensive down the road

5603484698 Very Appropriate
5603484597
5603484471 Very Appropriate
5603484131 Very Appropriate
5603484127

1%increase is fine

Safety and reliability

5603483627
5603483359
5603483327
5603483293
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815
5603481838
5603481766
5603481675
5603481238
5603480563
5603480386
5603480355
5603480134
5603480051
5603479480
5603479440
5603479201

Somewhat Appropriate

I believe spending a similar amount of 10% from the
budget compared to the past 5 years where it was at
11% is being conservative by keeping the amount
consistent.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

I don’t know

5603478577
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648
5603477159
5603477088
5603476922
5603476478
5603475723
5603475540
5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129

Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

It perhaps should be more. Because as I've kept
saying - it should be part of 'THE SYSTEM' in the big
picture.

Like anything else budgets are very important.

5603473918
5603473862
5603473624
5603472969
5603472352
5603472305
5603471813
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

just a general response

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

5603470970 Somewhat Appropriate
5603470903
5603470858
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259 Very Appropriate
5603470224 Very Appropriate

5603469638 Not Very Appropriate
5603469139
5603469006 Somewhat Appropriate
5603468881 Very Appropriate
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972
5603467479 Very Appropriate
5603467225 Very Appropriate

N/A

Still an integral part in getting hydro to customers

Important
cut out the micro-fits and spend your money on your
own green initiatives, maybe wait a while as new
technology emerges that is quite capable of
supplying hydro 24hr a day.

The improvement is important going forward, but
not essential for current services.

5603467000
5603466943
5603466935
5603466580
5603466030
5603465791
5603465679

Can't Rate

Always need to invest for future users
it is responsible and reasonable planning
If you believe the amount is appropriate then I have
to agree with you.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Costs
See what and when
Dont know.

Very Appropriate

5603465611
5603465540
5603465534
5603465391

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

This is less than previous years.
it's important to ensure distribution channels are
kept up to date and safe.

5603465015 Very Appropriate
5603464813 Somewhat Appropriate

Managing change while controlling expenditures is a
sign of solid planning.
See above...

5603464464 Somewhat Appropriate
5603464213 Can't Rate
5603464186 Very Appropriate
5603463604
5603463593
5603463585
5603463411
5603463329
5603463252
5603462811

Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603461947
5603461564
5603461326
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472

Very Appropriate

5603460459
5603459797
5603459430
5603459297
5603459279
5603459104
5603459032
5603458172
5603458169

Important, and required.
If you save on time, you save on money (overtime
pay).
This investment amount should not decrease.

lower priority
You have proven staying ahead pays dividends
It's like everything else...if you want good service it
will cost

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Controlling cost is important. Individual salaries often
seem high relative to education levels.
More would be better.
Anytime a percentage goes down thats good

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603457882 Somewhat Appropriate
5603457731
5603457716 Very Appropriate

5603457349 Somewhat Appropriate
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702 Very Appropriate
5603456299
5603456256 Somewhat Appropriate
5603456141

Seems in line with previous expenditures.

a balancing act between the future and keeping our
bills affordable
it cost less
A lot of these concerns seem to be a regurgitated
sequence of questions that can only be answered
through common sense and responsible spending
practices. You must act in the same manner as if you
were spending your own money. Do I need to
purchase this now, or can I put it off a while longer?

Controlling costs is very important to me

5603456079
5603455998
5603455871
5603455837
5603455797
5603455767
5603455385
5603454856
5603454432
5603454403
5603453567
5603453519
5603453004
5603452731

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Same

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Need power
I feel this is an area that we can cut costs.

5603452618
5603452358
5603452338
5603451991
5603451985
5603451844
5603451498
5603451326
5603451306
5603451295
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027
5603450771
5603450697
5603450541
5603450279
5603450209
5603450064
5603450020

Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

important

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I’m glad it’s going down in price

Necessary investment for the future of hydro
reliability

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

Again, if it needs to be dealt with, deal with it.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Trying to control costs

5603449909 Not Very Appropriate
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798
5603448776 Somewhat Appropriate
5603448541 Very Appropriate
5603448229
5603447962

Ok
controlling costs are very imprtant
Given the fact that the population is told to be self
aware of their usage and footprint on our planet, I
believe this number should be higher.

See above comments.

5603447884
5603447713
5603447535
5603447469
5603447257
5603447111
5603447017
5603447011
5603446857
5603446798
5603446639

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603446477
5603446164
5603445259
5603445068
5603444898
5603443825

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

also makes sense to control this cost.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Controlling costs

Very Appropriate

5603443180 Not Very Appropriate

5603442908
5603442767
5603442579
5603442122
5603441970
5603441948
5603441922
5603441625

Expenditures have to be made to keep the system
current.
No comment
It seems appropriate.

Somewhat Appropriate

It has to be done.

I believe that it is somewhat appropriate because it
appears as though GSU is abiding by the customer
priorities for controlling costs.
better for custermers
Avoiding long outages is a plus
the importance of the system
I believe it should be higher, given my reasoning
above.
I like the idea of being able to look after myself and
possibly get back if I have more than I need. Win-win.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603441555 Somewhat Appropriate
5603441553

5603441346 Somewhat Appropriate
5603441337
5603441301 Very Appropriate
5603441235 Can't Rate

Seems appropriate
I would agree with the proposed allocation of 10% if
we are on a good path of success and achievement of
the objectives, but if we are not I would maintain 11%
Sufficient, as long as system reliability can be
maintained or improved in terms of SAIDI and SAIFI
indicators.

1% savings... i hope to see this reflected on my bill.

5603441164
5603440961
5603440889
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327
5603440138

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603439968 Somewhat Appropriate
5603439853

5603439755
5603439694
5603439435
5603439374
5603438865
5603438672
5603438526

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603438517
5603438373
5603438198
5603438086
5603437876

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603437869
5603437808
5603437462
5603437286
5603437178
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate

Less is good, but budgets change throughout this
process. Expectations can fluctuate. The equipment
and labour and safety is important, whatever the
cost.

Looks good
Gotta do it the best you can without it being a sidedoor profit grab.

as a corporation YOU are responsible to keep the
system running as the BEST system in the world, as
you are responsible of the population you deserve in
a harsh country, you cannot be compliance, as
people lives are in play.

It's a priority.

Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

This work seems to be important and reflective of
smart planning but not critical so the amount
described seems reasonable.

Seems right
Seems like cost controls have been considered which
is fair

Somewhat Appropriate

I believe it is important

Very Appropriate

it is consistent with controlling costs.

5603436422 Very Appropriate
5603436402 Somewhat Appropriate

as long as the public doesn't have to pay for it out of
their (our) pockets when Hydro companies rake in
the profits every ear, then i stand by my answer in #8

5603436260
5603436211 Somewhat Appropriate
5603436198 Can't Rate
5603436182 Somewhat Appropriate

5603436065
5603435785
5603435704
5603435676
5603435567
5603435516
5603435405
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953
5603434684
5603434650
5603434633
5603434520
5603434429

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603434324
5603434229
5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Although important this kinds of upgrades should be
implemented firstly as part the network rehabiltain
funding. and secondly as standalone upgrades.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

I do not have enough knowledge...

Somewhat Appropriate

Lower than last year but still couldne lower

Somewhat Appropriate

10% allowance for system services

People are trying as it shows to keep the lights out
etc. If we keep on track I don't see the 5 year amount
being necessary at this point.
Importance
Not well enough informed

That I need to review to make a decision

Somewhat Appropriate

5603432896 Can't Rate
5603432878 Somewhat Appropriate
5603432846 Somewhat Appropriate
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336

not sure what the total cost would be so no comment

5603432321 Somewhat Appropriate

Again important for the shifting in our society etc
Controlling cost is good was long as service isn't
compromised.

5603432320 Somewhat Appropriate

5603432192
5603432131 Somewhat Appropriate

5603432126 Somewhat Appropriate
5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
5603430948
5603430845
5603430704
5603430549
5603430539

Somewhat Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603430295 Somewhat Appropriate
5603430204
5603430151 Somewhat Appropriate
5603429957
5603429934 Can't Rate
5603429926 Very Appropriate
5603429869
5603429798
5603429716
5603429715
5603429632
5603429477
5603429469
5603429069
5603428999
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818
5603428299
5603428284
5603428213
5603427947
5603427903
5603427894
5603427501
5603427500
5603427418
5603427407

Not Very Appropriate

Perhaps should be higher than the past 10 years,
optimistically hoping for incorporating newer
technologies
Not sure why this one would go down in costs
instead of up

All about cost.
Seems fair to customers
It's not clear to me.
I know we need change and updates but a the
present time in my life it not possible.

Spending money to save money in the long run
makes.
should keep the budget at 11%. again would pay for
system service quicker

Very Appropriate

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Same as above
a estimation not a expert

5603427279 Very Appropriate
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965 Somewhat Appropriate
5603426742
5603426722
5603426696
5603426330
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062
5603425997
5603425632
5603425519
5603425509
5603425498
5603425296
5603425282
5603425151
5603424779
5603424721
5603424552

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603424455
5603424428
5603424375
5603424359

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603424275
5603424104
5603424060
5603423833

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603423832
5603423779
5603423694
5603423692
5603423555
5603423529
5603423444

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Can't Rate

Same as last

This should be a priority.
I feel it's needed but afraid at what cost and at what
loss. Need more clarity on the subject.

Not Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

NA

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Important.
only a 1% drop.

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

N/A
Good plan...holding down costs

Spread over a period of 5 years it's not as painful to
consumers as a one-shot rate increase.

It appears as though the budget planning is in line
with last year's. I would assume that the scope of
the work required is well known and planned
properly.

Same as previous expenditure comments. You know
best.

Don’t know

5603423345 Somewhat Appropriate
5603423289 Somewhat Appropriate
5603423274
5603423213
5603423207
5603423159
5603423158
5603423139
5603423091

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603423055
5603422990
5603422980
5603422792
5603422441
5603422336
5603422304
5603422162
5603422091
5603421828
5603421825
5603421648
5603421606
5603421437
5603421204

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603421194
5603421054
5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
5603420669
5603420653
5603420609
5603420522
5603420498

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603420448
5603420413
5603420362
5603420333
5603420325
5603420318

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

Need to invest. Even if not alot

I am sure much research was done to come up with
numbers that work

Best as I can figure. Hard for the average consumer
know the actual impact.

Somewhat Appropriate

Cost

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Better to invest now, then when it is too late.

Very Appropriate

Important technology

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Again I like any plan where the costs are lower than
the previous year

Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Required

Seems appropriate, it is near the same as previous
years and would most likely require similar funding
as previous years
Good value
Service saves on capital costs.
I trust your judgement

5603420310 Very Appropriate
5603420277
5603420127
5603420107 Somewhat Appropriate
5603420098
5603419712

5603419653 Very Appropriate
5603419643 Somewhat Appropriate
5603419630 Somewhat Appropriate
5603419541 Very Appropriate
5603419457
5603419244
5603419241 Somewhat Appropriate
5603419176 Somewhat Appropriate
5603419081 Somewhat Appropriate
5603419076 Very Appropriate

5603419062
5603418993
5603418922
5603418809
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726
5603418680
5603418602
5603418597
5603418555
5603418530
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Maintaining costs at about the same level.

seems reasonable

Could even be a little bit higher as I do believe
reliability is essential in delivering power to the
community.

it's all part of the overall plan, can't do one and not
the other

I think it is pretty important to maintain and think
about the future.

It sounds like Sudbury Hydro is on top of Costs and
keeping things in control while still providing service
standards.
its appropriate.

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Fix the inefficiencies first
I can't object

Very Appropriate

We need to spend the money.

5603418297 Somewhat Appropriate
5603418213 Very Appropriate

5603418188 Very Appropriate
5603418130

5603418072 Very Appropriate

Feels like more investment might be necessary here.

A 1% cut to the budget shouldn't be of major
concern, especially when money is spent diligently.
If the System Service can adequately be done for a
reduced percentage of the capital budget, then it
should be.

5603418043
5603417809
5603417694
5603417633
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
5603416918
5603416811
5603416754
5603416608
5603416583
5603416564
5603416490
5603416486
5603416464
5603416457
5603416431
5603416407

Somewhat Appropriate

Again keeping costs down

Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Fiscally responsible
Sounds reasonable

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

It seems reasonable

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603416260
5603416254
5603416203
5603416201
5603416159
5603416109
5603416084
5603416009

Very Appropriate

Always better to spend a little more now for a longer
payoff- than to save a little now and have to spend
triple in 10 years to upgrade again.

Very Appropriate

as part of the whole it seems very appropriate

5603415935
5603415933
5603415816
5603415813
5603415771
5603415694
5603415691

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603415582
5603415574
5603415438
5603415390

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Controlling cost is important but not at the expense
of safety

Safety and service need to be maintained

Very Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

With the new technology available and remote
access there should be a significant savings.
System needs to be kept reliable
Depending on the planning process

5603415384
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206
5603415152
5603415115
5603415023
5603414966

Somewhat Appropriate

In neutral

Very Appropriate

Good planning

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603414845
5603414803
5603414732
5603414640
5603414639
5603414539
5603414527
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361
5603414336
5603414320
5603414291
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246
5603414236

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147
5603414145
5603414139

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

I trust that it is based on a good assessment and
evaluation of current and historical requirements.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Don't have enough info.

Not Very Appropriate

Invest more in the future. Simple.

Not Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603414130 Not Very Appropriate
5603414129 Somewhat Appropriate
5603414108

5603414061 Somewhat Appropriate

like to see percentage at 8% to give consumers a
break

Consistent with the past budgets.
it was 11% for the last 5 years, where did the money
go for those years. the amount in the budget is
lower for the next 5 years, how do we know that you
will not return and increase hydro prices to offset for
System Service.

I dont understand how this effects the bottom line,
but is adjustments to budget allow for the amounts
to be used in higher priority areas than this would be
appropriate to me.

5603414054
5603414015
5603414014
5603414007
5603413980
5603413943
5603413928
5603413916
5603413836
5603413823
5603413793
5603413561
5603413527
5603413425
5603413398
5603413304
5603413266
5603413242
5603413235
5603413130
5603413123
5603412976
5603412954
5603412832

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Great savings

Should be higher investment

Needs $ in order to meet needs

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Na
Need more information

Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Not enough information to form an opinion.
It's got to be done.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603412802 Not Very Appropriate
5603412791 Very Appropriate
5603412784
5603412734
5603412685
5603412610
5603412608
5603412601
5603412540
5603412522
5603412521

I believe it could be less than 10%, possibly as low as
8%.
.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Seams reasonable!
Projects of this nature need to be stretched out into
15 years, not 5, it is unreasonable to expect
Customers/consumers to be drained financially to
offset Hydro costs. The Hydro Debt Retirement was
to have been finalized in 2016, What happened, it is
still on the books, if we are still paying for Hydro
One's high priced CEOs and executives, this has to
stop. I want to buy my hydro from Quebec or
Manitoba who know how to manage their hydro and
customers!!!!

Cost control important especially when it will impact
the end user.
Very appropriate

Slightly lower to offset renewal projects
No thoughts
It's important

5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484
5603412440
5603412421

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

na

Again high numbers to provide bonuses to high level
executives such as Kathleen wynne who bought into
the hydro game..

5603412420
5603412397
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
5603412366
5603412332
5603412329

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Realistic

5603412313
5603412304
5603412202
5603412201
5603412170
5603412145
5603412144
5603412142
5603412138
5603412132
5603412130
5603412104
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984
5603411980
5603411957
5603411953
5603411935
5603411918
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867
5603411844
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

It may need to be done for the future of the system

Very Appropriate

Control cost

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

need to spend more on this
More can always be done

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

All improvements are important.

Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

Can't Rate

Seems like the right amount.

Keep costs under control.

5603411747
5603411691
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581
5603411548
5603411442

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603411362
5603411357
5603411323
5603411291
5603411283
5603411258
5603411254
5603411241
5603411181
5603411159
5603411156
5603411083
5603411056

Somewhat Appropriate

System enhancements to accommodate and
encourage solar panels should be a priority

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

It appears as if costs reflect the work required.
Clear sight

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Again, sustainable and continuity of service
More savings

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603411014 Somewhat Appropriate
5603410980 Can't Rate
5603410979 Can't Rate
5603410892
5603410873 Very Appropriate
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818 Somewhat Appropriate
5603410806 Very Appropriate

5603410800
5603410789
5603410772
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627
5603410621

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Not sure

I really wouldn’t want System Service to be cut at all
unsure
I would need to see outage trends over the last five
years to see if this is reasonabl

Consistent with customer priorities for controlling
cost!
Relatively small amount of the budget.
As to before, people who work in this sector would
know way better on how to budget than I would.

These are all the same questions

reliability

5603410600
5603410517
5603410516
5603410512
5603410503
5603410498
5603410494
5603410492

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603410475 Can't Rate
5603410464
5603410430 Somewhat Appropriate
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426
5603317885 Somewhat Appropriate

Keeping a 10% investment will keep everything stable
Don't know

Impossible without details of why this is necessary
when earlier the reference is made to antiquated
WW2 age plant

god to see costs are close or under from previous
years

5603308258
5603300117
5603296288
5603295897
5603244359
5603218091
5603206447
5603199464
5603180939
5603168548
5603166129
5603162489

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate

Balance for customer satisfaction and rate control
Still not sure how it could be less

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Seems reasonable

5603150367
5603101900
5603091597
5603086522
5603078647
5603047716
5603046498

Somewhat Appropriate

To keep the system up to date and working properly

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

dont know enough
.

Very Appropriate

Reasonable cost

5603043646
5603029144
5603026349
5603023072
5603005636
5603003964

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Who knows? I would need to understand it well.
best guess

Not Very Appropriate

Very expensive.

waste of money and time
at 10% it is ecential for future needs
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5602998900 Very Appropriate
5602985471 Very Appropriate
5602981075 Very Appropriate

if you want good reliable service you have to invest.
Sounds like you're saving.
Anything that helps save money is pretty good in my
books.

5602978210
5602957258
5602957247
5602950802
5602947157
5602943012

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5602938777
5602933094
5602891031
5602875841
5602874114
5602861395
5602861079

Not Very Appropriate

it sounds good
their should be more incentives at all levels of
Government to reduce our carbon footprint & I think
renewable energy is the way to go.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

not a huge change so it's ok
I believe you are keeping the customer in mind

Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropriate

5602840206 Can't Rate
5602830812
5602829706 Very Appropriate
5602828619
5602824787 Somewhat Appropriate
5602817573

5602793115
5602787510
5602784569
5602776030
5602770157
5602730365

I do not fee qualified.

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

I'm finding a lot of redundancy and overlap in the
survey. You keep asking if your business plans are
appropriate for the changing requirements. I feel we
are not able to critique your specific financial
planning on these categories.
Experts have told you so. Hard to comment on any of
this without knowing more.

As populations grow, communities develop, with
further needs for reliable service, spending more
time on educating the public on solar and other
alternative means of receiving clean renewable
energy is priority. Capitalizing off managing all basic
essential services without providing alternative
options then resulting in billing all residents for
changes where alternatives could have been offered
is not ethically just or right.
Perhaps invest more
It's the cost of doing business.

5602663819
5602646471
5602643955
5602637654
5602633107
5602625613
5602608989
5602607435

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

5602600365 Somewhat Appropriate
5602576572
5602574661
5602563831
5602562741
5602561570
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
5602531729
5602528955
5602524379
5602522408
5602521403
5602520985
5602515923
5602515517
5602507768

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5602502045
5602479438
5602435869
5602433596
5602429989
5602412735
5602403584

Very Appropriate

Without knowing all the details I choose to trust the
experts you employ to make these decisions.

Limited knowledge

YOU WILL NOT KNOW THE RESULTS OF THE SYSTEM
SERVICE RIGHT AWAY
It's about 10% of the total capital budget and
important to control costs.
not sure

Unsure

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5602401086 Not Very Appropriate
5602397224 Somewhat Appropriate

Seems like a small price to pay for having a system
that is modern and flexible.
Same reason as above.
If it lowers our hydro bill I m all for it

This has the appearance of reducing investment into
green technologies rather than controlling costs to
me therefore I don't believe this to be the
appropriate response given current events.
We believe this is consistent with Customer priorities
for maintaining costs.

5602391819 Can't Rate
5602390182
5602389243 Can't Rate
5602385852 Somewhat Appropriate

Can’t tell if this is an increase or decrease in
investment or enough $ to do what is necessary

5602381543 Somewhat Appropriate

See above
I think this process needs to be finalized as soon as
possible

5602378220 Very Appropriate

Hoping for best outcome, looking at the budgets of
most families and the changing climate, this plan
seems to prepare the service for the environment.

5602367643 Can't Rate
5602360702 Somewhat Appropriate
5602359591

5602356970
5602351642
5602351466
5602328231
5602326214
5602322086
5602321699
5602317911
5602316275
5602307819
5602307401
5602297738
5602284632
5602284106
5602281803
5602275012
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959
5602261620
5602259545

Very Appropriate

I think you should rethink the content of this survey.

Maintaining proper hydro service comes at a cost. As
I mentioned earlier finding problem shouls get easier
helping to delay downtime. Parts inventory I am sure
is up to date which also keeps costs down.

Not Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Maybe you should buy some lottery tickets. ;-)
Similar funding to the past

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5602256745 Very Appropriate
5602253330 Somewhat Appropriate
5602253307 Can't Rate
5602249717

It’s necessary
Based on what I know, this is a best guess

Again, smart grid tech will become more and more
important in the future, so any investment now will
help.

5602243196 Somewhat Appropriate
5602187910
5602157586
5602106178
5602102950
5602101458
5602066769

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5601996619
5601910195
5601885863
5601875625
5601874109
5601853784 Somewhat Appropriate
5601688323
5601681107
5601653127
5601642435
5601521920
5600934776

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

If you can manage at this percentage, then that is
good

Cost benefit is good.
If the cost will effectively control cost then yes this is
crucial

very appropriate as it will control cost for the
customers.

I think this is very appropriate for this service.
To help with some of the aging infrastructure.
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Attachment 12 (of 18):
1-SEC-9 Attachment 12: Question 12

Given this brief description, what are your thoughts about our
Respondent ID plans for General Plant investments?
Open-Ended Response
5608774731 I think the people who work there know needs, to keep the plant going
5608392240 Necessary
5608391622 HOW DOES IT COST MORE AND MORE EVERY YEAR
Having the appropriate vehicles while working on the job will be a huge
impact. Also less pollution that will be going into the air is very
5608387388 beneficial.
5608318089
5608259448
5608245418
5608235127
5608232580
5608231956

As long as investment in general plant is necessary and reasonable

I don’t know
Having modern equipment is obviously important.
Maintenance of auxiliary equipment is critical.
These things must be done. Continue the practice of all vehicles be
5608220418 coloured Sudbury Hydro Red.
5608217930
5608214170

5608205903
5608203094
5608199027
5608194623
5608187209
5608151209
5608146413
5608127771
5608118280

As components age and wear there comes a time when it is not
economically feasible to continue to repair or operate equipment so it
only makes for good business sense to look at up grades.
Operate the vehicle until they no longer function.
Agree
it is needed
Saftey is a very big thing and if change and upgrades are needed i dont
see the issue
Great step in the right direction.
My thoughts are; outdated equipment is a hazard. I think that this is an
important investment in the well being of workers.
Employees safety is a top priority.

If implemented correctly and only necessities are purchased or
5608115667 upgraded it seems like a reasonable idea
5608111878
5608109096 Normal upkeep
5608101940 well clearly need to upgrade equipment no last for ever
5608095922 Again they're necessary
5608039628
5608038016 Good
We should invest as money becomes available but also we should be
ensuring that all equipment is in good order to ensure the safety of the
5608034410 workers.
5608027935 Sounds good.

5608020873
5608018568 great
it sounds like a good idea you need to do what you have todo in order
5608002775 to keep everybody safe
5607981932 ancillary support is very important and realistic
5607973614
5607971273 Excellent
5607966268
5607958422
5607957588 Probably appropriate.
5607946663
5607936513 more emphasis needs to be placed in this area
5607934862 employees require the appropriate tools to work safely
5607923175 na
Ability to respond quickly to interruptions is key to customers and being
5607918892 able to do so effectively and safely should be a high priority.
5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018
5607838698
5607829881
5607829767
5607829662
5607825947
5607821194

Should be staged in order to not replace fleet all at the same time/year.
The vehicles need to be updated
Spend more on the trucks
Maintenance is a priority to keep cost down
essential
Good

I think with the amount of money they make from customers, they
5607806892 should have more than enough to cover those costs themselves
To be honest, I believe you may need to make all these changes but the
rates keep going up. I believe the real problem is the big salaries at the
top. Cut those substantially and I would have no complaint about the
5607806037 actual costs to run Hydro
5607801688 Vehicles must be efficient and in Excellent working order
5607795857
5607779308
5607770311 Ok.
5607763278 Two thumbs up
5607754971
5607735776 Le plan semble correct
I agree the equipment needs to be replaced but not across the board.
5607727406 The need to replace equipment should be assessed yearly per unit.
5607724671 This is the cost of doing business - and makes sense.

5607713316 Sounds great
5607711806
with increased storms causing power outages, this is a sound plan. Also
5607697810 safety should always be top priority
I fully recommend spending money on tools, trucks and most of all
5607691675 SAFETY equipment for your workers
Reduce your companies carbon footprint! It's very important to me
5607683177 your customer
Upgrading equipment is critical. Focusing on this area is high on the list
5607622800 of priorities
5607622170 I’d like to know more about the costs.
A needed priority that must be addressed for the safety of your
5607618549 employees and the public.
5607618339 New and up to date trucks are a top priority.
5607615785 Keeping a good fleet is always important
5607613721 It’s needed when we need fixing
5607613079 ok
5607604923
5607595482 Makes senae
5607589576
5607588238 this is always important - safety of employees and public
5607575700
5607574089 not too sure
5607569996 You fleet is probably already stacked
5607569944 Ok
5607569136 Updating is important to maintain safety and efficiency
5607550925
General Plant investments seem to be the important cost that should be
5607547354 incurred for ensuring worker safety.
I feel this is where maybe some money can be saved by....does Sudbury
Hydro have to replace trucks. Have you looked at rentals or leases for
5607544770 cost savings.
5607542750 Unsure
these items are important because you cannot be cost efficient unless
5607529159 you do this
5607525394 If the older trucks are still in working order than why buy new ones
I think it is crucial in maintaining the plant and being as efficient and
5607521668 proactive as possible
5607521205 Vehicles need to be safe so I agree that fleets should be taken care of
5607520712 Pros outweigh cons
This isn't something people generally realize that is needed so I believe
5607520658 this is good.
The plans for the General Plant investments is important for the
5607517990 effectiveness and safety of workers.

It is important for every aspect to be up to date. Employees also require
5607501898 updated equipment to effectively do their jobs.
Investment in any tools to maintain infrastructure and stay current /
cutting edge is extremely important to work quicker and more
5607500927 efficiently.
5607497985 Again this makes sense
5607497711
5607497501 Safety first
5607497480 No comment.
5607496953
5607496836 Reasonable
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931 This also is needed and is essential
I approve of the plans as worker safety and reliability of the system are
5607392196 of utmost importance.
I completely agree with the plans for the general plant investments.
5607369858 Things get old and updates or replacements are needed.
5607356998
5607356693 Seems reasonable.
Growing pains are typical as time moves forward. All things need
5607307048 replacing
5607289714
5607261674 reasonable
out of the budget areas so far, probably the area where savings could
5607155401 most easily be found if required
5607148829 good
5607138145 Still needed but maybe not a priority
5607126826
5607118162 Is this a priority?
We are living in an electronic world now and it is important to have
5607109518 equipment etc up to date so that we too can be part of society.
5607070174 Agree 100%.
5607066340
5606960772
5606866592 It is necessary to replace the fleet once repair costs get too high,
5606866519 Sounds necessary
5606865564 None at this time
5606862426
If they are reasonable and necessary that is fine so long as things such
as vehicles and electronic devices are not being replaced simply to have
something that is “shiny and new” you risk negative public perception if
things like new vehicles appear to be unnecessary or too fancy for their
5606848133 purpose

5606821110 important to maintain and upgrade general plant equipment
5606778350 As long as there is limits placed on the spending, it needs to be done.
5606775700 I agree but keep costs low to consumers please
5606729929
They seem crucial for the future plans proposed and thus it is required
5606707543 to have plant investments as well.
5606704822 We need investment to protect assets
5606701343 You need the tools to succeed

5606697662
5606697542

5606695838
5606693342
5606683447
5606679199
5606668545
5606609047

Replace only as they need replacing and fix what can be fixed. No need
to be buying new vehicles/computers/new phones etc every 2-3 years.
Workers shouldn’t be driving company vehicles on personal time or
having expenses paid unless on emergency overtime. That
mileage/gas/meals paid is coming at a cost to the electricity users.
I believe in this plan.
This is something that needs to be done. It is imported to make sure
that the trucks and equipment are working in order to make sure that
there is hydro
Make sure we are going with the most cost effective companies to
deliver those services.
limit your needs as we must limit ours to continue to pay for this
necessary service
Reasonable and appropriate.
you don't need a whole new fleet...

Two ways to handle fleets, repair and maintain until the fleet depletes
to no value OR replace/upgrade before major repairs come up. Given
the specialty nature and required safety features of bucket trucks and
pole-line equipment and rail-line equipment, these should be upgraded
first. Your on-road passenger vehicles should be the last items replaced,
5606582883 "driven into the ground".
5606565661
5606544873
Especially in light of the fact that malfunctioning equipment could cost
people their lives, maintaining a properly functioning fleet of service
vehicles is very important. However, if the money is being budgeted for
new vehicles so a member of upper management can get a new vehicle
or the current and functioning pickup trucks we see on the roads can be
traded in for newer models, then no I don't see this area as critical. Also,
when dealing with software, I would expect cost effective programming
to be invested in and not the cheapest software that will require a
5606530149 costly upgrade in one year.
5606529390 I totally agree with your plans
5606521578 meh

5606515031 It is important to work with equipment that is efficient.
5606498033
My answer to this is the same as my response to the previous
5606457870 questions. These investments are necessary.
5606377731 Remember that people have to pay for this, be realistic
5606374916 No comment
5606368851 Your employees need their tools, I get it.
5606362865
5606358921
Appreciate the focus on ensuring the workforce has the equipment they
5606358297 need to stay safe while being efficient and effective
5606352864
5606349846
5606338466 No comments
5606333428 I agree with making sure we have uptodate and safe equipment
5606313190 Reasonable.
5606305765 none
5606291857
5606282880
Great that you have taken into account that people that work for hydro
5606276523 have reliable equipment and vehicles. I’d say it’s a great necessity
5606270446
5606246635
5606243694
5606240215
5606235091
5606227560
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207
5606138657

You have to keep up to date and maintain your equipment and services.
if new equipment is required purchase it.

up to date equipment is essential.
Good plan

safety and reliability should be top priority

Sometimes it is cheaper to purchase new rather than continually repair,
5606136667 safety of workers should be priority
5606135737
5606133735 Make your buildings and vehicles more energy efficient
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893 common sense strategy
It sounds reasonable, but also ensure that employees are held
accountable for the maintenance and care of these vehicles and
buildings so that they are able to be kept in service for as long as
5606117473 possible, therefore reducing the costs.
5606077871

5606050032 .
5606046919 GOOD PLANS
Maintaining and upgrading general plant structures and equipment
5606027567 helps to ensure worker safety and ensures effective service delivery
5606019346
5606007319
5606003891 a reliable fleet of modern vehicles is critical for system maintenance.
5605999905
Makes sense. In an evolving world, we need up to date tools to keep up
5605999230 with out ever expanding world
5605997788 Safety is priority
5605954398
5605944845 Moslty all the vehicles are still brand new why replace them

I hate it. You need new tools and trucks and buildings? So do I. I have to
pay for my own stuff, but now I have to pay for yours as well? It is up to
you to afford those costs being as you run that business. But oh I know,
we’ll be paying for all your nice new toys and tools, etc. At an inflated
cost of what, hidden in rate increases of exactly how much over how
many years? Do you really feel good or right about doing this to loyal
customers of years and years? Well obviously you must, but this really
has to stop. We need another company or two to come in and
deregulate hydro or put a cap in fees/rates because you get away with
increasing rates however you want. We need competitions so we can
5605944757 shop around, and eventually prices may drop. I hope.
5605943593 Needed to make sure the work is done correct.
5605935878 Vehicles should be in good order and working properly
5605929744 Yes and no. Save what you can to reduce tax payer costs on vehicles.
5605898796
Everyone knows JUNK is junk. All require replacement; BUT, NOT if only
5605895298 paint is needed.
5605889475 It is a necessary evil. Make them electric where possible.
5605888440
5605877568 Good we need to stay up to date
That is your problem to pay for that, not ours. We pay more than
enough for the service we receive as it is. And how much is all of this
going to cost us? I want to know, but boy am I cringing. Time to move
out of Sudbury perhaps? If you can’t afford the things your company
5605859907 needs maybe sell off the company to someone else.
Equipment must be well maintained and replaced as necessary. Severe
outages often occur in challenging conditions requiring proper
5605857712 performance of men and machines.

Only logical action to take, you can not run a efficient business with
derelict equipment. The safety of your employees, time delays form
breakdowns and inefficient equipment, fast times achieved by more
efficient equipment all favor replacement of utility trucks. Plus the cost
reductions of buying by a group versing individual replace adds to the
5605842218 investment.
It only makes good sense to have an up to date fleet of service vehicles
5605834173 and any other equipment required to service the system.
5605827346 I agree.
THESE ARE NOT INVESTMENT COSTS, THESE ARE COSTS THAT SHOULD
BE FACTORED INTO THE COST OF DOING COSTS ON A DAILY BUSINESS
5605825610 OPERATION
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923
It is important to have tools, vehicles, software, etc. that are modern
5605770359 and in working order.
5605766635
5605762727 I’m all for safety and protecting your employees....
5605754961 maintenance is key so you have to have good tools and equipment
Honestly, fix the roads first. Our roads destroy vehicles. The investment
is required to improve the general plant, but hold off on the fleet until
5605751987 we can get better roadways
5605736775 Workers need the proper equipment to do their jobs safely
5605720737 Should be done on a regular basis
5605715168
it's important that the vehicles that hydro employees use are safe and
5605711665 reliable and that software is continually updated.
5605710753 It’s essential
5605701839
5605697401 Reasonable.
Description is too brief and incomplete. Yes, trucks will need
replacement but certainly that is not the only expense. How much of
the budget will go into replacing trucks? 100%, 80%, 50%, 30%. That is
5605696231 critical information that is not shared in these brief summaries.
5605693202
5605692713 It's great
5605691499
5605689578 Good
5605688115 .
5605671879 great planning
5605668215 The ideas seem reasonable. Utility trucks should be safe and efficient.

We can't let our Electrical General Plant , equipment become like our
city roads. We have to maintain, invest or we risk facing a major
5605667945 problem for future generation at a much higher cost.
5605649793
5605643288 I think outdated things should always be replaced, for safety reasons.
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605
Having the right tools and equipment are important in being safe and
efficient. Is a maintenance strategy in place to ensure repair versus
replace decisions are being made wisely? Are business cases thorough
in assessing cost versus benefit of new technologies? Has risk of doing
5605551802 nothing been considered?

5605545450
5605539178
5605519256
5605513558
5605508744

just make sure you invest wisely, considering all constraints and risks.
Make sure when you improve one part of the company/department will
not increase the cost of another dept or burden
This should be a long term plan over time.
Sudbury Hydro needs to have safe vehicles for it's employees.
Good to maintain operations.
agree

5605506200 Safety always first, but not only employees, general public as well.
5605504568
If the equipment is being used often it should be replaced, if it is only
5605482165 used a couple of times a year then it should be repaired and kept.
5605477871
5605474132 Sounds good.
5605465929
5605450050
5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747
5605416220
5605415683
5605410634
5605404971

they dont last forever and replacement and upkeep needs to be done
you know what needs to get done and are dong it

Necessary
All buildings need some changes once in a while.
Provided money is spent wisely ... I'm ok with the investments.

5605399087 Your last statement just above kind of explains it all don't you think.

5605395655
5605338455
5605326811
5605324793
5605323531
5605323310
5605321593
5605318701
5605318102
5605317490
5605315159
5605311781
5605291825
5605286962
5605274533
5605270154
5605265287
5605260496
5605260445

Somehow get corporations like VALE to help with some of that cost
since they use a shit load of Hydro more then what residents use !!!
If they are truly need then proceed
I agree entirely
Agree
N/a
Very good.
buy the trucks
It makes sense that outdated equipment be replaced
Agree
Important
A necessary part of running a business.m
workers need the proper tools to do their jobs.
Safety is key, if the old equipment is not functional or not safe to use/up
to todays code it would be best to replace them.
Very important. Without the equipment, the work cannot get done. Do
not make any cuts on this category.
You have to get to the work site safely and in a timely manner.
Do not know enough
Good plan.

5605253943 You must have the tools to perform the work safely and efficiently
if fleet is in need of required updating this is viable, however
5605253232 redeployment of fleet is also an option
5605239806 Seems good
Are staff operational costs included in the general plan investment
plan? Is there cost savings to outsourcing any of the costs associated
5605230815 with General Plan investments?
5605227438
5605223663 Needed
I have experienced delay in replacing a neighbourhood transformer
because a bucket truck could not access site when it showed up. It was
determined that access was so limited no piece of equipment could be
5605222107 found to access site. Bottom line - still need people with climbing spurs.
5605221688
well, with tech constantly changing it's hard to avoid associated costs.
just sucks when money is being dumped into buying new fleet trucks
5605208036 and stuff when the old ones work just fine LOL
5605196421 equipment is needed to fix and run utilities
5605193279
5605189004 Need to keep the infrastructure solid to keep the grid stable

this is where the resources are required to make the other investment's
5605188579 installations possible
5605145259
5605128315
5605126505
5605124841 Again, a necessary component of overall system reliability.
You can't make a western sandwich without breaking an egg, spend and
5605123235 live within your means.
5605122768 i agree with spending in these areas
Sounds good and appropriate to me (you need what you need to get
5605121295 the job done that everyone wants you to do "pronto").
Updating outdated equipment is essential for a safe work environment
5605116822 and reliability.
5605115345 Ok
There will always be a need to keep equipment accessible and in good
5605114112 repair.
5605112772 Important to stay on top of current assets.
5605110526 Necessary, but the cost of doing business will never go away.
5605105613
Perhaps more should be done at looking at alternative equipment with
5605102632 a view to reducing overhead costs
5605099908 Employees need tools to perform their work.
5605097643
5605096234 It is a requirement for doing business
Something that must be done. Workers can't do their jobs effectively if
5605095826 they do not have the necessary equipment.
5605093147
5605076106 This is required to have a reliable service.
Safety of employees is key, otherwise make due with what you have.
Seems like we have way too many employees for the equipment you
have. If it works, keep using it as we can't all have the latest and
5605062132 greatest.
5605054024
5605037259 If it ain't broke, don't fix it - just more costs
5605033990 excellent
5604977142
5604972361 Reasonable
5604971290 I think it is sufficient for this stage.
5604970615 Yes. Keep the equipment up to date
5604970509 ok
5604969420
Worker safety must be number one priority. Obviously system
5604964729 reliability is important as well.
Reusing and recycling existing buildings and making sure we maximize
our resources. Regular maintenance on the equipment and proper care
5604950035 will ensure longevity for our vehicles

Yes, its important to stop using inefficient vehicles and keep workers
5604936179 safe.
5604931460 No investment to future means higher costs down the road
5604924668 None

Based on the brief description - you don’t need new modern looking
building to house yourselves ... as for fleet replacements ...this is
ongoing - each vehicle each equipment each tool has a life expectancy &
maintenance schedule —- if you did not adhere to it or totally
disregarded it then you shouldn’t be in charge .... this should not even
be an issue - the maintenance & replacement of vehicles & equipment
& tools should be accounted for as regular operations —- stop throwing
money away on decorative buildings that people can sit in just to make
5604915293 them feel important — stop wasting precious funds
5604909239 Good idea
It is important to keep updating equipment to ensure efficiency of the
plant and to make sure equipment is ready to go at a moments notice.
5604905767 Worker safety has to remain a priority.
Why weren't the equipment upgraded every year. A few trucks at a
5604883728 time. It sounds like every truck in your fleet requires to be changed.
5604883529 n/a
5604872872
The life of the worker should be a priority. They have the right to work
5604867918 with safe and proper equipment.
5604867813 UNKNOWN
5604867754
5604859615
5604858779
5604851827 You can fix trucks to last longer, where needed.
5604848208
I think you give great detailed information in these paragraphs - not
sure what you want people to say - I am beginning to feel you are
looking for PR to push these plans - I like doing survey's that help
provide information to a business or government that help them make
5604839413 decisions - feeling a lot like a PR stunt
5604837274 The quick restoration of power is essential
Look at saving money. Many hydro trucks left running for long periods
of time while the works are on break (at least it looks like they are on
break). With the high cost of gas turning off the trucks could save a lot
5604835309 of money
5604826591
5604825747
5604821304 Looks good.
5604819422

In any business you have to keep up to your general plant to keep it
fresh and reliable. For your workers having a utility or bucket truck that
5604819196 is "falling apart" demoralizes them and makes their job harder.

5604818609
5604815539

5604811533
5604803318

If the safety of workers is jeopardized due to outdated vehicles then the
investment is needed. The costs associated with using outdated vehicles
such as: repairs, injuries of employees and delays in restoring power
would be significantly higher than the cost to replace now.
Very important
General Plant investments must be continued and, perhaps, expanded.
If we do not do this, we will not be prepared for the increased demand
for electricity as people move from fossil fuels due, in part, to carbon
pricing - something that I personally feel is necessary and is moving too
slowly.
That sounds expensive but safety is important

5604795035 Another important investment. Fleet investments could consider leasing
5604792676 you have to upgrade for safety of workers
Good, fully functional and safe equipment is paramount to public safety
5604763520 and employees.
In general, I agree that new vehicles provide safer, more efficient work
sites. However, we need to be sure that the work requirements dictate
5604757859 the equipment selected not the other way around.
It is necessary to maintain the proper equipment as mentioned for
5604753267 safety and reliability of services.
5604748154 Safety of employees is a main concern and should never be jeopardized
sounds good as long as all vehicles are maintained always to insure
5604745166 efficiency and safety
5604732195 definite requirement
5604728491 Sounds ok
5604725181
5604722046 Sounds appropriate
5604712345 Have you conducted a climate change vulnerability / risk assessment?
5604710647 Essential component
5604695107
5604694190 You need the right equipment to do the job.
Equipment must be kept up-to-date at all times. safety should always be
5604693305 number one
5604681552 makes sense
5604665547
5604660921 Safety first
5604650745

5604648056

You should try and keep the costs down and have your own mechanics
servicing your fleet on a daily basis, ensure your drivers are maintaining
daily logs of everything, if there’s any small repairs to be done you
would have your own shop repairing all vehicles, daily maintenance is
the key to ensuring lengthy use of vehicles. Have a fleet manager with a
spare bucket truck, spare pick ups, and have daily greased units,
checked hydraulics, making sure the new computerized engines are up
to par, etc... understandable with all the MTO requirements it’s a no
brainer that you will need to upgrade some of your fleet and I know
that it’s easier to rent a lot of the equipment but in the long run a good
investment starts with the employees taking care of their
equipment/units/truck/pick ups, if you had your own repair shop with
your own mechanics/technicians you would save way more money due
to any shop/retail parts store see you coming there markup just went
up another 50-100% because they know you will have no choice to pay,
if it was all done in house you would save millions
Are you looking into some green investments. Some changes which will
affect the future of the environment?
makes sense
good
Good plan
No Comment

5604645011
5604644641
5604617929
5604580830
5604579320
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282 Sounds good
5604572516
my knowledge is limited on thus subject. seems reasonable as
5604567581 presented.
5604565759
5604564384

5604564110 Investing strategically usually is more effective than playing catchup.
5604562235 Hire more competant people. Pay them less :)
There important.. just like my job, takes longer with out proper
equipment which ends up costing company more in long run and effects
clients as well.. also if not maintained can be safety issues. No amount
5604559118 of money is worth a loved ones life!
5604558353 Firm believer that safety and SAFE equipment is required for workers.
5604556311 Reliable equipment and tools, maintained buildings are important.
5604550977
5604548452

I see this as essential- but I also see it as something that happens one
time and then nothing else happens for a while. You don’t need new
trucks annually. So this shouldn’t be an ongoing burden on the budget5604545909 other than the portion it would take to maintain these investments.
5604537180 Good to keep an update on equipment!
5604528304
5604528108
5604523934 It is need it for safety and speed of repair
Over time equipment breaks down and wears out. They all have a
lifetime, so must be replaced at some point. Sounds like that time has
5604516420 come.
5604515658 required
5604511739 No thoughts
5604494852 Everything needs to be upgraded at one time or another
Again, I think you should scrap it entirely, and save more money in the
5604488672 long run and be a part of something that saves future generations.
Equipment and real estate must be maintained and upgraded to meet
5604473955 the demands of tomorrow s
5604471236
5604468558 Investing in the tools for better maintenance is a good thing
5604467158 Seems reasonable
updates are required to maintain infrastructure and are a necessary
5604465323 part of operations
5604464793
The investments proposed for the General Plant are quite vague. I
support safe places to work for employees; however, who decides
which vehicles are inefficient and/or unsafe? Does the whole fleet need
to be replaced? What are the other proposals for changes to the land,
5604464423 buildings, tools, equipment, electronic devices and software?
5604462800
Any project large or small are done more efficiently when workers have
5604461238 access to the proper tools.
5604458998
These cost need a detailed look as replacements often occur because
they always have. A review of equipment and work processes for
5604458850 efficiency and effectiveness is needed.
5604458118 OK
5604456825 Hope it works
5604456206 necessary
5604455333 Sounds good.
5604454794
5604454643 stay in the 21 century
5604454389 Once again part of daily business
5604452409 employees safety should not be jeopardized

5604451777
5604449790
5604445511 replace as needed
I believe as a General Manager that it is important to upkeep tools,
equipment and means to continue to completely day to day operations
and tasks. With that said, I don't believe in fixing something that isn't
broken. That could lead in unnecessary costs. I say replace/upgrade
what's critical, but if something is working great and it won't really
5604445137 affect daily operations, keep it a little longer.
5604444817 Not all at once i hope
You don’t give a $ as to how much this investment will cost. I suppose
5604438782 in moderation and only if needed.
I would just hope that good maintenance has been applied and nothing
is replaced unless it needs to be.... ie: safety issues. Good quality
5604436303 equipment lasts a long time with good quality care.
5604433973
5604433870 sounds good
5604428179 Worker safety is important
Delay the repurchase rate as much we can, reducing annual
5604425041 depreciation cost. Fix than replace.
Usually if you buy in bulk you get a better deal. Shop around for better
pricing. Repair and reuse what you can though. Treat the spending like
5604423029 you would in your own household.
very expensive but equipement i needed to do the job & keep the job
5604421868 going well.
“Gee it sucks that there doesn’t appear to be any other choice” - what
alternatives are there? To say anything less then get the machinery, is
5604402821 to say ‘worker safety doesn’t matter’ given the way it’s framed.
5604385649
5604382979
5604381442 Keep workers safe -Always!!
5604380765
I know what it's like to try to get around with an old beater been there
upgrades are always the best way to go. better service and quicker
5604380186 repairs safety for all the workers.
5604379360 Ok
5604376786 Obviously replenishing old and outdated equipment is essential.
5604374978
5604374219 Not sure
Seems good you are able to cut back in this area while still maintaining a
5604371497 solid fleet capable of meeting demands.

I believe this is underfunded and it is a key component for everyone.
The economic impact of a long power outage can be very damaging to
5604371168 everyone.
Trucks are nicer st GSU than City. As long as the investment is made at
the right time and is keeping overall lifecycle costs minimized it’s
5604370174 sensible
5604369096
As said before I believe that everything must be upgraded or changed
5604367587 before errors occur
5604366101
5604365563 I drive for a living- good safe equipment is crucial
5604365493 Adequate modern equipment is a necessity
In agreement, workers need to be able to use equipment that is in good
5604365338 working condition and reduce any risk to employees.
5604362719 Not enough information to make an informed decision
5604362389
5604362369 Heart of the system
5604361429
5604361134 needs to be done
5604361072 Crucial for workers to be safe
5604360735 I totally agree with your plans for General Plant investments.
5604360302 If trucks are needed, buy them!
5604359886
I think this is good - it is never a good idea to work with older
equipment. However, I don't know if it's plausible to purchase
5604359618 everything at once. Perhaps in stages?
5604359399
5604358063 Ok
5604356320
5604354043 n/a
5604353831
Vechicles and equipment should be capital money only not part of
system upgrade. This equipment should be updated every year with
5604353463 capital allotment.
Keeping equipment up to date ensure not only better service but most
5604351809 importantly safety to the workers.
5604350778 It seems necessary
5604350762 a bit at a time
5604349957 Safety first, but I better not see granite countertops in the bathrooms.
5604347004
Absolutely agree, we need to make sure the employees of GSU can
5604346129 work safely!
I think your people are your best investment. It is important to ensure
they can do their job efficiently and effectively to service your
5604345925 customers. They also need to feel safe in their job.
5604345162 Could they be electric vehicles for around town?

5604344502 Needed...can’t keep up and provide service without the necessary tools

5604343451
5604342950
5604340786
5604339893
5604334758
5604333207
5604332694
5604331048
5604330996
5604328843
5604327835

Continuously repairing dilapidated vehicles and buildings can become
more costly than replacing. I think it is a good expenditure.
You need reliable equipment to deliver our service
I see them as unavoidable expenses.
I'm sure it would make a diffrence
Of lesser importance and should be considered as such
na

Much safer plan for all workers

* for the fleet - lease at shorter terms, with possibility of renewals. *
revisit the actual need for space (if there was an actual audit of required
space (building, storage, etc), you'd be surprise what would actually be
5604327467 needed when a dollar figure is added per square footage.
5604326548
5604326270 Safety first
5604325071 I need more information.
5604324433 Very important for efficient and reliable repair service
5604322291 very good thoughts about General Plant investments
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172 Not seeing. Value as a consumer
5604317462
Without appropriate safe equipment the job can’t be done correctly so I
5604317168 think this is a logical plan
5604316253 Important to the functionality and maintenance of the system.
5604315383
5604315029 Should occur over a long period of time, not all at once.
5604314300
5604312196
5604308420 Nothing
5604307604 Everything must be kept in good repair.
If the general plant is upgraded to fit in with the modern codes and
5604307213 safety requirements would be a great investment.
5604306433
5604306302
5604306068
5604306035 Fine
5604305829
5604304577

very good, the services that are offered are only as good as the tools
5604304068 used
5604304041 No comment
5604303717
5604303303 Fod future generationz
5604302723
This is also a vital part of the system. This is just as important (if not
5604302611 more important) as having a good grid system with redundancy.
5604302439
1/ getting rid of vehicles which are not up to par, is obviously
adviseable, however, the employees who operate these vehicles should
also be help accountable on how they treat it. Because as you know, if it
isnt there's, they don't treat it the same. There is nothing wrong with a
little incentive for employees if they maintain new up to date vehicles
5604301061 with care
5604300658
5604297834 energy efficiency is key
Important, but important to review for other efficiencies that can be
5604296499 created.
5604296104
5604295239
5604293929 Be very careful not to overpay for these investments.
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
5604291940 Sounds like good policy and a necessary part of any business plan.
5604291033 No opinion
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889
5604288381
5604288118
5604287719
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749
5604285387
5604285094

The plant investments will allow the basis for further improvements.
Cost of doing business

Seems good

Reasonable.

Keeping equipment current is very important as long as there is a
5604284237 process for determining the actual needs

Good idea as technology is always evolving and keeping up with it is a
must. Makes things easier for employees and more reliable for
5604283171 customers
5604282722
5604282608 none
5604281650
5604281095 Don’t need fancy ones
Need equipment that works but should be weighed against cost to
5604280537 operate vs capital cost of new
5604280459 Can you move to electric vehicles?
Needs to be done, as mentioned the equipment is outdated and
5604280357 dangerous for staff and the public.
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972 Good
5604277206
Stay in business costs. Should ensure continuous improvement process
5604277185 to minimize costs and the length an asset lasts
5604276799
5604276409 Safety comes first, so sounds good to me
5604275680 Again good idea
5604275558 Ok
5604275500
Good to see you are focused on employee safety, I believe each piece of
equipment should be replaced if it's at the end of the life cycle or not
5604274690 functioning to do the job properly.
5604274662 Seems to be what is important to ensuring quick efficient service
5604273968 Appear to be req6
I would suggest paying more for trucks that are more efficient when it
5604273863 comes to gas prices. Hybrid might be a good idea
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
5604272124 Na
It is key to have the proper tools in which to perform tasks. You can
invest as much as you want in new lines and poles, but without a
functional bucket truck, the upgrades to the lines will be of no value if
5604271907 they cannot be serviced as required.
I feel without the proper equipment, work can not get done efficiently.
5604271746 It is a necessity.
5604271645 you should budget year to year for such expenditures.
5604271581 Without a reliable fleet you can't do your job.
5604271494
5604271467

General plant investement are also a great investement in my opinion
as it will definitely make the workers jobs a bit easier with updated
5604271235 technology and systems.
5604271105 Excellent, time for upgrades.
5604271098 I like
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728 Sounds reasonable
5604270253 We need good equipment to do a good job
5604270221
5604270152 some trucks could probably be used a little longer
I think everyone has right to a comfortable work environment with the
5604269953 tools necessary but I think these should be kept to a minimum.
5604269839
5604269687 Na
With everything growing and expanding new and or more equipment is
5604269611 needed to do the job
5604269511
5604269461
5604269344
5604269322
5604269306
5604269295
5604269261
5604269147
5604268994
5604268978
5604268944

I would like to know what determines the service life of your fleet?
ok
Ok.
Renewed and updated equipment is much needed
Pass
Sounds like a plan!
I think it is a must .
Good

It's understandable that you need to maintain equipment and trucks but
would hope that you will keep the taxpayer in mind when purchasing
new vehicles and not go overboard. It's common place to see City of
Sudbury employees driving around brand new vehicles and this can
5604268932 leave a bad taste in your mouth as a taxpayer.
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538 Focus on green.
5604268525 Brilliant
5604268129 No thoughts
5604268103
General plant investment could be possible if the building present
location was sold for a larger premise outside city limits were taxes and
5604254904 maintenance cost were lower .

A necessary operating cost. Employees require safe and functional
5604254758 equipment in order to properly do their job.
5604250673 excellent plan
5604249464 Yes. Good
I hope that you are negotiating to get the best price & service for the
5604241489 trucks. Sudbury has one of the highest vehicle prices in the province
5604235771 Good
5604235317
I would think that replacing vehicles would have always been a part of
your budget and financial planning. Being as your vehicles are
depreciated and that the depreciation allows you to distribute their
costs over a reasonable life span that the replacement costs would
5604231423 already have been accounted for.
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701 Amazing plans
I believe worker safety is important as well as production. If neglect was
the cause of poor conditions the cost should be covered by the
5604163090 company not the consumer.
5604162592 safety and efficiency are priorities.
5604152890
5604151377 Keeping equipment up-to-date is important.
As long as vehicles that can be repaired and maintained or not being
5604143185 replaced. Only replace the vehicles that need replacing.
5604125629 Good
This sounds more like maintenance than investments. Maintenance is a
5604125146 requirement.
5604123573
5604120030
5604117306 Required to provide service to customers and the grid
5604116144 It's good to always have updated equipment and facilities
pretty usre in order to continue disribution there are needs for other
5604114778 equipment in the general plant
5604107995 Has to be done, no way around it.
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191 pretty cool
5604087065 I agree, an once of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
5604084394 Other parts of the DSB seem more critical than "new trucks".
5604077480 Sounds like they are needed, can't be avoided.
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433 Great
5604062671
5604061713 Good plan.
5604061086 The new vehicles should be more fuel efficient.

5604055096
5604044456
5604042635
5604040258
5604040020
5604039143
5604032280
5604029848

Should be part of "sustaining capital", but in general should be again on
a case by case basis, looking at return on investment.
stopped reading all this nonsense no thoughts

good
It is important
Sounds reasonable.
its good things
Get new trucks
Equipment and buildings are required to keep things running so they are
needed for the day to day. Its important to keep them running and in
5604027854 good condition
Just like system renewal, this is something you must continue investing
5604027433 in, albeit wisely.
5604027174 .
5604026488
5604026130 appropriate
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376 dfsdf
5604020803
A proper investment plan that challenges assumptions on historical
general plant investments would be ideal. Past capital investments that
5604020547 have lain dormant and underused should not be repeated.
5604020224
This all sounds reasonable. Will they be hybrid vehicles? Better of our
5604020123 environment?
5604019955 needs to be in first rate shape
5604018768 Capital investment is required in maintaining plant and fleet.
5604017808
5604017463 Need to have working equipment, not top of the line.
5604016188 Much pretty
5604012720
Like any other vehicles, they only provide the means to operate like
they should for such a period of time. It's like anything else, eventually
they must be upgraded to work efficiently in order to provide the
upmost service without jeopardizing the health and safety of the
5604010773 workers and the consumer.
5604010523
5604003848
I agree that safety comes first and this would also make the fleet more
5604002610 efficient.
5604002058
5604001844 not sure

5604000138

I'll take a used truck or car off your hands. upgrading is necessary and
you should pass off a vehicle to someone who can appreciate the need
for proper and working equipment
need the tools to do the job. proper investment is that is always
required.
Unfortunately a necessity
Low on the priority scale. Maintain what you have.
I agree

5603989836
5603972575
5603971458
5603965342
5603955878
5603955740
5603948545
5603942687 this is standard in the business. Right tool for the job.
5603940742
Spend more money on front liner workers (trucks etc). Don't waste
5603939181 money on electronic software and devices
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776
I hope you have a fleet manager that is knowledgeable on equipment
5603931035 longevity and repairs etc
5603930966 N/a
5603928938

Utility trucks are definitely a priority and safety in the workplace is
number one. If they can sell off anything not of use anymore to cut
5603928380 costs or find ways to bargain new purchases.
5603927701 Has to be done proactively
5603927144 Sounds good
5603926785
You can't do the job if vehicles are breaking down. Do you do your own
5603925775 maintenance or is it sub-contracted?
Equipment needs to be kept up to date so the work can be done
5603924827 properly
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
5603916190 Needs to be done Safety is important
5603912059
5603908660 I agree
5603907138
5603906616 upgrading is good
The description provided above illustrates a typical maintenance
5603901309 scenario which would be required for any similar business
5603894521

There are always opportunities to do more with less but you need the
right tools to make staff time effective. I would encourage GSU to use
this strategy to ensure the right infrastructure is in place to make your
teams and staff strong and focused. Are vehicles and equipment
stored indoors? Using this strategy can increase life cycle of equipment
5603892723 by 20%.
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425
5603878303 worker safety and reliability make sense
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147 none
5603854129 Equipment needs to be kept up to date.
5603853917
Not spending on necessary improvements to plant does not equate to
saving money. In the long run, not keeping up with improvements
5603850070 actually costs more.
5603844505

5603839719

Given asset amortization tables to me replacement of assets needed to
support day to day operations is simply an ongoing expense which is
necessary to manage and easy enough to anticipate so there are no
unpleasant surprises one year over another
Use charities like methods also; maybe lottery. Electricity is the most
useful utility of all. Cristal Falls, in West Nipissing, is a good site for
hydro electricity - in passing thought.
Worker safety and efficiency are important.
Common sense....safety of workers is paramount.

5603838201
5603829389
5603827620
5603826947
5603824518 These plans are appropriate.
5603823777 fine

Saftey first. Here again making sure you are getting the best for your
5603819038 investment, that equipment is utilized and not just stock piled.
5603815509
5603813865 You need the best tools and facilities to be effective for your customers.
Are any of the new fleet vehicles going to be electronic or hybrid? Will
new buildings or refurbishment of existing buildings include renewable
5603812361 energy??
You open yourself to law suites and added expenses if your equipment
5603811387 is not in proper working order.
Very important to have the appropriate and safe tools to get the job
5603809247 done safely.

Like with the necessity to maintain and renew infrastructure, it is also
5603807838 important to maintain equipment and assets that support operations.
5603803545
This is an important aspect. In order for your workers to do their job to
5603799607 the best of their ability they require sufficient resources
5603797713 important to maintain the equipment
5603795594
5603795045 Sounds important.
5603794864 Good
5603794723 Worker safety is priority, measures should be taken seriously
5603793990 It's a good investment
5603793624
I've seen some of the trucks, and some do look like they require an
upgrade. I think safety of workers and the public should be a top
5603791335 priority as you seem to be putting it.
I agree! Its a computer world and have to update regularly. Trucks and
5603790413 tools need to be in top condition as this is a dangerous environment.
5603789161 safety should be a high priority for both the workers and the public
Without proper equipment the upgrades cannot be done. Safety should
5603789068 be too priority, if it wasn't for the workers the job wouldn't get done
5603787264 no comment
5603783584 Need to be done to reduce power loss
5603782515
5603777291 I agree 100%
5603774037
5603745694 Awesome. Streamlining everything would be the way to go
Sounds like the company has not planned well for the future and now
5603735624 the customer will have to pay for all of these corporate costs.
5603732849
5603732602 Cost of doing business
5603729467 Workers need proper tools
5603728003
5603726674 Help the consumers again savings
5603725461 Good.
5603723462
5603722140 It is part of doing business.
5603719277 Definitely required to provide efficient service
5603717379
5603713646 Always need to modernize
5603710170 ok

5603708430
5603708297
5603706458
5603706139

Again have to be planned/budgeted for but are important and hopefully
all forms of acquiring are looked at from out right purchase to leasing
none
As needed.
Crucial- all workers deserve to be safe.
I hope that vehicles are selected in a prudent manner. Their costs can
vary considerably. there must be a responsible way to replace vehicles a
few at a time to control the cash outlay.

5603705662
5603705356
5603703860 Needed
5603701394 good
Every piece of equipement has a 'shelf' life so it comes as no surprise
5603698999 new is needed.
5603698726 Good idea
5603696326

5603696171 Some spending now may prevent a lot of spending in the future?
5603696031
5603693093 Do what needs to be done to provide the services expected
5603692894 Have to keep up with new concepts and services
Makes sense; aging equipment impairs safety (and worker safety should
5603692535 be paramount) and effectiveness.
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174 How expensive will this be? Does the cause justify the means?
5603684657
5603680129 If this is required to be efficient and keep workers safe it is important.
5603679368
5603678809 Sounds like this is going to cost us again on top of everything else
Safety is the most important thing.Spend what is needed to ensure all
workers are 100 per cent safe. Newer vehicles are more efficient and
hopefully better for the enviroment. Maybe electric vehicles are a
5603678078 possibility for some staff?
5603677539
5603674458 Replace when necessary; Repair when possible.
5603674434
5603673400 Dont know
5603673376 Good
5603672984 All workable equipment must be used to the end of it's life span.
5603671299 Don’t know
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410

Must ensure safety of employees by providing good equipment and
5603668632 surroundings.
Si vos besoins ont été soupesés, bien étudiés. Aucun abus de votre
5603668126 part! Je ne peux qu'être d'accord!
5603667328 infrastructures must be maitained
5603667280 Plan seems appropriate.
5603666933 Need proper equipment to do your work
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
It’s important that we have good equipment to work with and keep
5603661925 employees safe.
5603661725 Safety first!
5603660840
5603660088 Worker safety is always important.
5603660014 Good
5603659261 good for the worker
Extend life of equipment by ensuring top-level fleet management and
preventative maintenance. Your employees may be the cause of
5603658586 damage and excessive wear and tear. Keep track of your inventory.
5603657522
5603656664
5603655605 maintaining equipment is important
Cost of doing business should not be borne on the customer;
consequently, spend away as you see fit, but don't attach it to my bill. I
want to pay for energy that I use (just like paying for a meal at a
5603654288 restaurant without paying extra for repairs to the restaurant).
5603653137 Sounds like general maintenance that should always be done.
5603653067
5603652815 Satisfactory.
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034 Again, pretty standard and needs to be done
We must do what "must" be done. At this point I must say that due
diligence must be maintained when spending tax payers hard earned
money. A good example where due diligence is often overlooked is
when paving contractors compromise the integrity of the pavement by
not adding the specific amount of tar; only to make more money at less
cost. I know first hand that this fraud does exist. This aspect of city
5603634029 investment must no be ignored, and must be addressed.
Similar to the others, I don't have the expertise to weigh the loss of a
5603626198 bucket truck to the degradation of an old plant. All seems critical to me

5603625871
5603625394
5603623005
5603621778
5603621405
5603620577
5603619555
5603619420
5603619178
5603616195
5603615549
5603615469
5603615033
5603614188
5603613148
5603613126
5603612703
5603612182

Maintenance is always needed to ensure proper function
None
good expenditure
Truck replacement too.
So you want a new truck.Suck it up butter cup. I drive a 12 year old
truck. With proper maintenance any vehicle is safe.
Agreed. Sometimes you need to spend to continue to provide safe
services.
Sell the old truck to retain some money to buy the new trucks.
Very important for the safety of workers and the reliability of the
service.
agree
I think that the plan is good.
Needs to be done.
You have to do what you have to do
120 years of experience will likely keep this in budget
Sounds like regular overhead to run a company
prompt return to service is very important

Without core machinery to facilitate repairs in a safe and speedy
5603611988 manner, the whole infrastructure falls apart
5603610977
5603609923 Great idea!
5603609759 ok
5603609723 As important as SSI
5603609565
I know nothing of your business and financing so I am at a loss to give
5603608793 any ratings.
5603608627 Must be done
5603607653
5603607466 very much needed to deliver the service we want.
5603605715 its always best to stay up to date, and more efficient
5603605545 Cost control is necessary
5603603947 Keep up to date.
5603603490
5603603188 No comment
why are you asking this question? If you don't have the equipment, you
5603602767 can't do the job. Let's move on.
5603601822 must continually upgrade
5603601197 appropriate
5603600828 Tools and supplies are essential
5603600690 It's easy to recognize a need to invest in the proper tools.
5603600289
Well you would know more than I do but usually we know when
5603599579 vehicles are finished/

5603597140
5603596750
5603596629
5603595420

5603595172
5603594108
5603593658
5603592389
5603592063

5603591397
5603590899

Tools, truck fleet and electronic devices which are not parts of the
distribution system and needed for restoration of power service.
Storms are increasing so will use of trucks etc. Need to be responsible
here
the plant was upgraded not so long ago. To my mind.
na
Sound operation plan. No vehicle last for ever and GSU has an
opportunity to invest in more economic vehicles for their fleet. Sound
capital investment to keep operation cost down.
false economy running stuff into the ground
With more extreme weather events, SH needs to be able to respond
quickly and effectively. Updated vehicles allow this
sounds good
Worker safety is important. Effective maintenance is key to extending
life of equipment
What are the criterias for confirming that a truck is at the end of its life?
Replacing them a couple at a time would be easier to sustain than
putting a whole new fleet together at once.

I guess if you need to buy or upgrade your vehicle then it needs to be
5603590415 done...budget for it instead of uping the price of hydro!
5603589152
5603588861 Keep running
5603588032 Boy who ever is making these plans out must be in a whiz.
5603586086 Likenit
5603585297 Absolutely
5603584348 safety of employees is important
5603583886
5603583439 Probably needed
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355
5603577885 Just the cost of doing business.
5603577567 Great idea
You can't do your job efficiently if you don't have the tools to do it. This
5603577249 also affects employee safety. Upgrading is important.
How are the investments for general plant depreciated over the next 5
years ? and what does the provincial government subsidize in taxpayer
5603577003 dollars for building and equipment ?
5603576829 Can’t say
5603576350
Providing employees with safe tools is good for everyone. The clients
get better service, the employees know that they are valued. All
5603575091 around, good policy.

5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310
outdated vehicles that can cause injury to employees is never a good
5603573214 idea. Employees are expected to have a safe working environment.
5603573116 No comments
5603572707
5603572279
The safety of all involved, well maintained equipment, updated, and in
good use ensure the safety of everyone, home safe, people and family is
5603571440 at the top.
5603571108 Have to do...part of doing business
5603570775 It's sensible
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958 Reasonable
5603564523 Must stick to the budget.
5603563541 Lower priority. Everyone is made to do more with less.
Equipment and worker and public safety should always be at the
5603563020 forefront of any job or business.
Reasonable but what category does salary fall into? Specifically
5603562796 executive salaries, maintain if reasonable or cut.
5603562614 important to have equipment in good working order
5603562501 no comment
Wonder if it would be cheaper to replace the fleet with white trucks so
5603561531 no special paint jobs are required?
Always upgrade. developments in new equipment that is safer and
5603560671 more efficient is required to protect the safety of your employees.
5603560533 Must modernize to save.
5603560337
Again it seems necessary but would focus on maximizing useful of lives
5603559955 of capital and not replacing expensive items until clearly required
5603559519
5603559476 Reliable safe equipment is essential for an efficient organization
5603559393
5603559025 It is the cost of doing business
Always important to have safe equipment for employees health and
5603558791 safety
5603558732 Theyre good
5603558558

5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800
5603556477
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247
5603555069
5603555012

This a good investment.
ok
Makes sense.

Good to keep good equipment.best to keep
Who cares
Better training for employees on safety

Ensuring equipment is reviewed for efficiency is a priority in maintaining
5603554966 the fleet while ensuring the needs of the community are met.
5603554812 Those things are essential to keeping up on maintenance
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809 these plans look good.
5603553284
5603553211 Safety is a priority, investments in this area should always be top priority
5603552317
5603551128 Worker safety is vital
Very good idea. Employee safety is very important and keeping your
5603548868 equipment up to date will save you money for the long term.
5603548738
5603548222
5603547631 keeping up with new equipment is part of the business
5603547394 ceo higly paid to much
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867
To save money don’t give a vehicle to managers and others and you will
have more for your service trucks. Most people have to drive their
5603545570 personal cars a company vehicle is a privilege not a necessity
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197
You need to replace aging vehicles to ensure the system can be
maintained and repaired in a timely fashion, while keeping your workers
5603543753 safe and supplied with the equipment they require to do the job.

5603543111 worker safety is very important in this industry
5603542349
5603542246
Sounds like this is very important to make sure we keep on getting
5603541504 electricity
5603540844
5603540233 If new vehicles are needed then yes but I feel only replace those
Successful companies constantly upgrade their critical equipment - it
5603540123 saves money in the long run.
5603539792 Important to keep workers in the field safe.
5603539781 it is relatable to the other upgrades planned
Trucks don't last forever and can appreciate new ones make it easier for
workers to complete their jobs. Weather keeps getting worse and
5603539452 people do not want to wait forever for power to be restored.
Fleet maintenance is extremely critical. But so is training your fleet
operators to ensure they treat their assigned vehicle as though they
owned it. It is far too common to see operators drive as though it is not
important that they "care" for the condition of their vehicle or how they
handle it. Plus they waste fuel by letting vehicles idle for extended
5603538950 periods of time.
5603538881 Updating and upgrading in all aspects is always needed
5603537599
5603533967 Reasonable
5603532709
5603520556 Good.
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
It's a balance. It doesn't have to be the newest, but should be well
5603517746 maintained
5603514420 Seem well founded
It’s important to have safe equipment so that workers are protected
5603513933 and can do their job effectively and safely
5603513326
5603512741
5603512680
5603510755
5603510589
5603510156
5603509669 Good idea
Seems like an essential need and worker safety should not be
5603509292 compromised to save some money.
5603508826
5603508213 Sounds like it needs to be done

5603508055
5603507414 Ok
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170 no idea
5603504124
5603503579 Good plan - equipment must be maintained and replaced.
this winter when Coniston lost it's power you did not not have the
5603503055 proper truck to reach the problem of our power outage
5603502436 This is important stuff.
5603501301
5603501136 None
5603500874 Unsure

5603499896
5603499655
5603499606
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201
5603498129
5603497878
5603497641
5603496892

Equipment replacement is necessary for any enterprise. Good planning
and appropriate execution can minimize cost “surprises”.
I think it is wise to have the proper equipment
Everyone needs a new vehicle ounce and awhile

Everything has to be upgraded over time
Employee safety and public safety are immeasurable
In order to keep up with good maintenance all equipment must Be
maintained and replaced as needed
good
It is important to keep the equipment up to date for reliability and
effectiveness
Also important
how many are really required?

5603496723
5603496188
5603495712
5603495694
5603495634 Very good
5603495426
5603495358 Good maintenance is an asset
5603495258 Also basic infrastructure need

5603495097 Spending money on these investments is inevitable and are cyclical.
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111 Efficient
5603493826 I. Think you should continue to be diligent in your mechanical upkeep.
5603492980 seems reasonable
5603492906
5603492493 consideration for outsourcing

5603492260
5603492225 Definitely needed
I understand and agree that specialized vehicles are required, as long as
they are used consistantly and effectively. Nothing bothers me more
than to see a vehicle sit at a job site for weeks, not doing being
5603491909 productive. Time is money.
You have customers, both commercial and consumer driven. Both
require hands on maintenance to maintain level of service. The right
5603491791 equipment pays for itself in service and customer relations.
5603491350
5603490607 Reasonable
equipment , tools , staff are integral part of operational requirements, I
would suggest there would be less importance on building and lands
unless they are directly connected to d3livery of safe electricity, ie sub
5603489844 stations meeting required specification etc
5603489624 Upgrading your equipment is a part of doing business.
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618
5603488422 Obviously worker safety and contentment is paramount.
5603488244 Need to update
5603488176
5603487577 No thoughts.
maintenance is always a cost included to general use of equipment and
5603486769 vehicles so the investments are not wasted
5603486662 Good.
5603486071
5603485815
Cant be working in an environment that is falling apart, its a safety
5603485814 hazard
5603485676
5603485488
Its a necessary evil. If you don’t have the proper tools to fix a job, you
5603485360 can’t fix it quickly or cheaply
5603485024
5603484698 There’s a a lot of things needed
5603484597
5603484471 Efficiency is the best was to provide safe services.
5603484131
5603484127
General Plant seems critical therefore the investment is definitely a
5603483627 good idea.
5603483359
5603483327 Sounds necessary for worker safety
5603483293 You need reliability with service and techy upgrades are costly.

5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815
5603481838 Everything needs to be upgraded over time.
5603481766
5603481675
5603481238 Makes sense.
If it makes everything run better in the long run, which will help keep
5603480563 cost as low as they are (in proportion to other distributors), looks good!
5603480386
5603480355 Good
Agree that investments to improve worker health and safety are
5603480134 appropriate
5603480051 Interesting
5603479480 Still think budget is way to high for this
5603479440
5603479201
5603478577
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648
5603477159
5603477088
5603476922
5603476478
5603475723

Need to protect workers and have adequate functioning equipment
Seems like a good idea
Obviously essential. no bucket - no work.

Good plan.
Such upgrading should be included in yearly routine

Appropriate
Safety is a major concern for everyone.
In order to be a reliable business safety, training is required and a
5603475540 priority.
5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918 survey
At some point we have to replace and stop doing band aid solutions. I
agree with the replacement. Capital investment upfront with hopefully
5603473862 long term gains down the road
5603473624
5603472969 Agree
5603472352 Agree
5603472305
5603471813 Not critical

5603471779
5603471383
5603471022
5603470970 Businesses need money to make money
5603470903
5603470858
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259 Required
5603470224 unsure how to respond
trucks are at the end of their service life when servicing costs exceed 3
year averages. Otherwise, all your guys are looking for is a shinny new
truck to pull up at TimHortons with! Properly serviced they should be
good as new. This survey is going well beyond your estimated time and
5603469638 I hope you budget better than you can manage my time!
5603469139
Unsure but of corse replacing outdated equip ten times is important but
again at what cost. I don’t think the rates we as customers are paying
5603469006 are appropriate compared to other provinces and countrys
5603468881 Fleet maintenance should have always been a part of the yearly audit.
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972
5603467479 Maintenance program required to maintain proper service.. so yes
5603467225 I agree these are necessary upgrades and reasonable
You have to maintain equipment that is reliable and meets
5603467000 requirements to operate safely.
5603466943
5603466935 Costs for new equipment
5603466580 Still gonna need a guy to service
If things need to he replaced to be more efficient and save money then
5603466030 thats good.
5603465791
This is an important aspect. If there are equipment deficiencies that
5603465679 effect efficiency and worker safety, it has to also be a priority.
it sounds like this has a lot to do with safety of workers and job sites
5603465611 and this is definitely important
Stupid question. Of course its important, but only you know the state of
5603465540 the Plant.
5603465534 Sustainable energy = investment
5603465391 Is good if is invested in the right way

Equipment should always be kept relevant in order to address safety
5603465015 and efficiency.
Think that investments such as specialized trucks are a little excessive.
Many times I see many line trucks at a work site sitting idle...realize that
during an emergency, these will likely be needed...if you don’t need a
5603464813 line truck, use a cheaper conveyance.p
5603464464 Sounds good
I think large companies should go back to the trains for main
5603464213 transportation and keep the price of oil lower.
Very important to be able to conduct service repairs, etc. on a regular
basis. Just like any job - if you don't have the proper tools, you can't do
5603464186 a good job. Also very important to protect workers.
5603463604 Equipment last much longer when it is respected by the employees.
It is difficult to maintain any system without appropriate, functional
5603463593 equipment.
Again, it is critical to keep equipment up to date. But all of these
improvements cost a great deal of money and these costs are passed
down to the customer and we are already paying exorbitant rates. I
would prefer you explain what you are doing to keep these costs to a
5603463585 minimum.
5603463411 Good
5603463329 require proper and reliable tools and equipment to do the job
5603463252 Again, necessary work.
Outdated equipment cost money in added maintenance repairs and
5603462811 ultimately become a safety issue
5603461947 Safety first
5603461564
5603461326 I think you need the proper equipment to deal with all the issues.
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472
5603460459 Agree that efficiency is important.
Worker safety should be a top priority. I would also say that the workers
who use the equipment also have a responsibility to take care of the
equipment they use. Expenditures due to misuse should be their
5603459797 responsibility.
5603459430 The safety of employees should be first priority
5603459297
5603459279 Essential replacement at end-of-life
5603459104
5603459032 Health and safety of workers is paramount.
5603458172

5603458169
5603457882 great
5603457731
5603457716 i believe preventive maintenance is a must

I used to work for Bell (when it was good) and spent some of my many
years as a lineman. I also spent a number of years working as a cable
repair technician. I know the importance of having the proper gear,
tools, trucks, etc. to get the job done, and done right. No question
there. However, what is the turnaround time for vehicle equipment?
Can a few more years be squeezed out of the current fleet? Do you
replace line trucks because you can recoup the money from the already
overburdened customer? I notice that GSH never has old heavy
equipment trucks? Employees need to treat company tools, equipment,
vehicles with respect and not abuse them. I have seen first hand what
5603457349 employees are capable of when it comes to this company property.
5603457064
5603456932
I find that too many employees have a vehicle at their disposal full time.
5603456702 The vehicles should be left at the yards to be used during business hours.
5603456299
5603456256 Like I said before watch the cost to limit hydro increases.
5603456141
I will give the same sort of answer as before. You are asking me/us to
judge the effectiveness of a detailed plan wothout giving us the details.
5603456079 This is very annoying!
5603455998 I assume vehicles are the most fuel efficient or electric.
5603455871
5603455837 Good plan
5603455797 Good need power
I feel some years the budget for this may have to be higher than other
5603455767 years. Do not need new trucks every year. This area is going to fluctuate.
5603455385
5603454856
5603454432
5603454403
5603453567
5603453519
5603453004
5603452731
5603452618
5603452358
5603452338

Have to update or be left looking for equipment at the point it is needed
Makes sense
I like it, since it will directly help the employees
Sounds good

efficiency and safety is important
I'm on board if it increases safety and productivity

5603451991
5603451985
5603451844
5603451498
5603451326
5603451306
5603451295
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027
5603450771

Sounds necessary.
The right equipment and tools are always a must
Seems ok

Maintenance is important

If general plant is requiring updates, then update.
Failed to mention that the service area includes Cache Bay and Sturgeon
Falls and the associated travel wear and tear and plant in those
communities. For a while Sudbury Hydro had the largest bucket truck I
have seen, making it awkward to operate on roadways without the
knuckle blocking traffic in additional lanes. Need to properly size
5603450697 equipment.
5603450541
5603450279 If needed , should be done !
5603450209 Obviously we must have the proper tools.
5603450064 Very good , sounds like a good plan.
5603450020 good
5603449909 I believe them to be a necessary component to doing business.
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798
5603448776 Good plan.
5603448541 I agree, again for safety
5603448229
5603447962
5603447884 Employees must have safe reliable equipment..
5603447713
5603447535 It seems right.
5603447469
5603447257 You have to keep up an aging fleet and get with the times.
5603447111 very important to support the system
5603447017 Agree would not like to see workers hurt because of un-safe equipment.
as long as the old was are finished we should get new ones so we can
5603447011 respond to issues in a timely manner
5603446857
5603446798 Necessary for service
5603446639 I think this is important
As with other trades, vehicles and tools have a lifespan. It is appropriate
5603446477 for GSU to retool themselves with newer vehicles.

specialized equipment investments are critical for employee safety and
5603446164 welbeing
5603445259
5603445068 Of course. If its broke you fix it and if it's done replace it.
5603444898
5603443825 Good investment - the necessary tools
I believe that efficiency is very important in this day and age, especially
with the rising cost of virtually everything (gas, power, etc.). If
equipment, technology or software is available that is proven, through
rigorously tested evidence, to be more efficient than current, this is a
5603443180 definite priority to move forward on.
As long as these replacements are done smart. Electric vehicles? Save
gas? Only replace what is necessary. If the vehicle can last another
year, don't scrap it. Use it. Others that are not going to last - use for
parts on vehicles you are using another year..Many people use their
vehicles til they can't anymore. They can't afford to go out and buy
5603442908 another..same mentality..
5603442767
5603442579
5603442122 It will help maintain everything
5603441970
5603441948 No thoughts
5603441922
What have been past costs? Shouldn’t end of life be part of plan as
5603441625 opposed to necessitating extra funds?
This area is also a must because without the necessary tools and proper
5603441555 structures, none of the other objectives will ever be reached
5603441553
Agreed. I'm not familiar with the conditions of the assets, but assuming
the are requiring more repairs, a new capital investment to replace
5603441346 failing assets is a good use of funds.
5603441337
5603441301 Appears to be required
we did not know things would break down eventually, therefore we
5603441235 now need new things.
Safety is paramount. The General Plant must be maintained always
especially for workers but also for people and animals that can't have
5603441164 access.
5603440961 Unclear
5603440889 none
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327 very important

5603440138 It needed
5603439968 I don't fully understand it but I guess we have to trust you.
5603439853
as a corporation YOU are responsible to keep the system running as the
BEST system in the world, as you are responsible of the population you
deserve in a harsh country, you cannot be compliance, as people lives
5603439755 are in play.
5603439694 Repair when needed
5603439435
Other than adding power storage and bolstering against climate change,
5603439374 I don't think this plant investments need to be made a top priority.
5603438865
5603438672 fine
5603438526
This seems understandable. Just try to get a good price on the trucks
5603438517 and make sure they're well built!
5603438373 hydro needs everything up to date to serve customers best so yes
5603438198
You should be looking at decreasing the cost of fleet and maybe do
5603438086 cost/benefit of outsourcing
Replacement of outdated equipment is important as long as funds can
be transferred if budget is not required. Sometimes extraneous
5603437876 purchases occur just to reach budget targets/forecasts.
I agree that we need reliable and updated equipment as long as it meets
the bare minimum standards needed to operate and we aren’t buying
5603437869 excessive technology we aren’t equipped to use
5603437808 As long as cost are kept in mind
5603437462 N/A
5603437286
I don’t think this is overly necessary. It sounds like more so in the future
5603437178 we would benefit from this - not at this time
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713 they make sense in terms of worker safety .
replace what needs replacement and repair where required. as long as I
don't have to contribute out of my pocket more than my ACTUAL use of
5603436422 the hydro
5603436402 Probably the lowest priority thing I've read so far. 9% seems about right.
5603436260
5603436211 replacement of trucks seems logical over time
5603436198
5603436182

Spending in this area is important if to improve safety and or increase
5603436065 efficiency as having the right tool will save money overall.
5603435785 You cannot conduct an efficient service without the required tools
5603435704 Again, maintaining and upgrading old equipment is very important.
5603435676
5603435567
5603435516 appropriate
With safety and reliability in mind, replacement of utility trucks that are
5603435405 at the end of their service life seems like a logical decision.
i think this is required to allow the workers to complete the repairs and
5603435220 maintenance
5603435095 Im not sure
5603434953 Buy Canadian prodcts
5603434684 None
5603434650 I do not have enough knowledge...
5603434633
5603434520 Safety always first. Maintenance of equipment vital
5603434429
Cut some of the top guns pays. They make ridiculous amounts of
money and bonuses. Also many are ready for pension too. Time to
5603434324 move on and give others a chance in life.
5603434229 Unnecessary
5603434155
5603434031 Not well enough informed
5603433795 Keep up with best equipment.
5603433716
5603433428 That I need to review to make a decision
5603433124
5603433118 Not that important yet
5603433072
5603432896 vehicles are a requirement to perform work around city
5603432878 Not sure
5603432846 I'm willing to go with the flow!!!!!!
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336
5603432321 I think this too is important.
5603432320 Necessity.
5603432192
5603432131 is renting a better idea
5603432126 Plan maintenance to minimize number of vehicles needed

5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
5603430948
5603430845
5603430704
5603430549

I believe this is important to ensure the safety of Lineman in order for
them to do their job efficiently and safely.
Rather repair when feasible than wait until there is a catastrophic
failure.
Required
Safety for workers always

We all need to replace vehicles at some point. No need to be excessive
5603430539 though. Have an appropriate schedule... replace 1 or 2 per year?
Everybody needs to update all there need that they use every day I
5603430295 know but on a pension it is not possible at this time .
5603430204
5603430151 non
5603429957
5603429934 Makes sense.
5603429926 Employees need to have dependable, safe equipment to do their work.
5603429869
should invest so that workers can have safe reliable equipment to work
5603429798 with
5603429716
5603429715 Good plan
5603429632
5603429477
5603429469 Good.
5603429069 Investing in safety is never a bad thing.
5603428999 Customers do not pay me to replace my service trucks.
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818 Spend
5603428299 Maintaining equipment and vehicles is important but not critical
I think investment is better suited in Green initiatives, but where safety
5603428284 is involved other upgrades should be done.
5603428213 Environmental and wildlife impact concerns
5603427947 Neutral
5603427903 sounds appropriate
5603427894
5603427501 It is a good start, but more investment will be required.
5603427500
5603427418 Not pleased, fleet overspent.

5603427407 We need everything updated with the current times
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965 Good plan.
So long as the workers don't get to use these vehicles as personal at the
cost of the taxpayer. Of course, equipment should be kept safe for use
5603426742 by all workers.
5603426722 Again I agree
5603426696
If employees would take better care of the equipment and not abuse it.
I'm sure the concerns of workers safety and reliability would not cost so
5603426330 much.
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062 NA
5603425997 I like it
5603425632
5603425519 Indifferent
5603425509
5603425498 Not sure.
Fleet management is important for the workers and the success of the
5603425296 system.
5603425282 good
5603425151
System Service investments can also include remote sensors and
controls which assist us in diagnosing and repairing problems from a
control centre without sending a crew to a trouble site. These measures
5603424779 allow our power to be restored more quickly.
5603424721 Good plan ..good safe equipment is a necessity

5603424552
5603424455
5603424428
5603424375

I've worked in gov't buildings and I know that anytime (every time) a
contractor is hired to make improvements to land and buildings,
expenses go up and quality goes down. Companies bid on these
projects, get approved, and then 60% of the way in they indicate they
need more money. Bucket trucks and specialized vehicles will be
purchased full price from some dealership and three will be some offthe-board compensation given somewhere for that. I have zero
confidence in any gov't institution's ability to manage themselves in an
ethical or sound manner.
You need good equipment to provide good service
its all necessary buying land, tools etc...
N/a

5603424359 It makes sense and seems to be well considered.

5603424275
5603424104
5603424060

5603423833

5603423832
5603423779

I have some concerns..... Please don't confuse this with buying a new
vehicle simply because the owned ones is/are old. I would only
prioritize vehicle replacement if serviceability or safety were severely
compromised. I have no concerns with tool & equipment purchases.
I'm a bit against electronic devices, despite their ease of access and
convenience, it creates a dependency on them and makes it difficult to
'go back'
Safety is priority
should always be updating equipment when in need
Why are you even putting this question in this survey? It's part of doing
business to have equipment that works, so repair, renew, redo when
you need to!
You have to spend money to stay current. We can't expect to continue
to spend money on old vehicles, plants, etc. We have to invest to stay
current.
Worker safety is paramount, they need the proper equipment to
complete their duties.
Worker safety is of the upmost importance. Vehicles only have so many
years so I agree with this
Only replace vehicles when absolutely necessary..

5603423694
5603423692
5603423555
5603423529 Change is good
5603423444
5603423345 None
5603423289 Good all around for future savings and costs
5603423274
5603423213
In order to maintain the distribution system you need trucks and other
5603423207 things to be maintained to help with the distribution

While safety of field service people is a big priority, it should be
balanced with actual need. negotiations with automakers and suppliers
should be vigorous to reduce costly bells and whistles. Also inventory
management must be top of mind (no idle generators sitting around) 5603423159 and employees should respect vehicle use (as if it was their own).
5603423158 Sounds good. Could it be spread out over 10 years instead of 5?
5603423139
5603423091 Whatever helps
5603423055 A necessity.
5603422990 ok
5603422980
As long as the cost is considered although some equipment does not
5603422792 necessarily need repacing
5603422441
5603422336

5603422304
5603422162
5603422091
5603421828
5603421825
5603421648
5603421606
5603421437
5603421204
5603421194
5603421054
5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674

Worker safety is important. Things should be brought up to date as
needed so that no one is using outdated equipment.
no opinion
Make sure all equipment is up to date and working
Always important to stay with the times.
It’s the cost of doing business and it’s necessary
It's the cost of doing business. Safety must be considered a top priority.
Worker safety is important. I believe your plans are sound.
Total agreement
Upgrade to more efficient vehicles.

Again, I have no issues with maintenance and upgrades, my issues are
5603420669 all about administrative waste.
5603420653 Needed!
5603420609 Can’t do the work without the tools
5603420522 Safety is the utmost important so this plan sounds very important
Plant and vehicles must be maintained properly to provide continued
5603420498 reliable service
It is important to keep workers safe while on the job performing critical
5603420448 duties

5603420413
5603420362
5603420333

5603420325
5603420318

Buy used, well-maintained, less eaxpensive equipment like your
customers have been forced to do based on rising utility costs.
Important to stay up to date
All saves money in the end
A necessary investment. Can't do the job without the right tools. I have
observed your workers in the field from time to time as it is very
interesting to watch. I have to say they look after their equipment far
better than city employees.
Unsure

I agree that general plant improvements are important for worker
safety as well as system maintenance. It is also an opportunity to find
more environmentally appropriate items e.g. electric or otherwise
5603420310 energy efficient vehicles, energy efficient buildings.
5603420277
5603420127
5603420107 these expenses seems reasonable
5603420098

5603419712
5603419653 This sounds fair - it is important to ensure the safety of line workers.
Investment in the equipment/buildings used to complete standard
5603419643 operations is a necessity.
5603419630 very good plan.
5603419541 good plan,
5603419457
5603419244
5603419241 Ensuring worker safety leads to lower costs in the long run.
I think this is very important for workers to be able to continue to work
5603419176 by having new equipment and trucks.
I know it’s important because parts that affect the day to day are still
5603419081 important and without safety things can happen and we don’t need that.
5603419076 Investing in tools and people always a good thing
By having up to date equipment you provide for the safety of the work
force and allow your workers to work efficiently and with ease. It will
also help the workforce morale and end frustration with inferior tools
5603419062 to complete their jobs.
5603418993
5603418922 workers need proper tools to get the job done.
5603418809 MOST DEFINITELY NEED
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726
5603418680 This sounds like a logical decision.
5603418602
5603418597 NA
5603418555 I like it. we have to keep moving forward
Overall investment to upgrade all thing so it’s functional and energy
5603418530 efficient would be good.
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312 Has to be done.
Seems fine. Vehicles/facilities should be replaced when maintenance
5603418297 cost begins to outweigh cost of replacement.
5603418213 Need to know the time line for replacing new vehicles once purchased.
It's nice to replace vehicles however, having access to a good mechanic
5603418188 and body shop could prove way more cost efficient.
5603418130

There is nothing wrong with outdated trucks. You don't mention how
old the trucks are before replaced. I suspect that your idea of a trucks
"end of service life" would not be close to the truck's actual end of
service life. You are not using unsafe vehicles, so to suggest that they
5603418072 "jeopardize worker safety" is a stretch.
5603418043
5603417809 Important to keep equipment current.
5603417694
5603417633 None
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
Fleet and facilities maintenance is a concern for all enterprises. Cost of
5603416918 doing business
5603416811 those trucks should last many many years if upkept regularly
Safety first broken worn out equipment may cause injuries or worse to
5603416754 staff
5603416608
5603416583 ok
5603416564
5603416490 very important to have reliable equipment
5603416486
Tools and equipment need to be maintained and serviced well to keep
them functional. I understand that the equipment and trucks need to
5603416464 be replaced.
5603416457
Well if it's going to help with growing technology that is happening in
life now a days, we might as well grow big now or grow nothing at all in
the future with risk of problems in our water, electricity, and in our
5603416431 community of communicating and staying healthy
5603416407 Yes
5603416260 Good
5603416254
5603416203 very good
5603416201
5603416159 Very important, to avoid infrastructure conflicts
5603416109 GReat
5603416084 ....
5603416009
5603415935 Good idea - safety and reliability is important
5603415933 Worker safety is incredibly important.
5603415816

5603415813 Good.
5603415771 You need the right tools to do the job properly and safely
5603415694
5603415691 Definitely agree with maintaining the tools required to do the job.
5603415582 Sounds good.
End of life replacement is expected. Are there alternatives for
5603415574 replacement that could have better longevity?
Equipment needs to be kept functional. Need to be smart about it. If
5603415438 equipment can be repaired at a feasible costs hope this is done
A plan should be made to replace some items every year so that on a
5603415390 long term everything is replaced every 20 years and not all at once.
5603415384 If needed I guess
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206 I like it
5603415152
5603415115 Very good
5603415023 Seems reasonable
5603414966
It is necessary to provide equipment replacement at the end of service
5603414845 life, in order to maintain high quality of service and safety standards.
5603414803 Good
5603414732
5603414640 Not sure
5603414639 NA
5603414539 It makes sense that items need to be upgraded as they get old
5603414527 Worker safety is paramount and not optional
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361 Very necessary
5603414336 If it keeps the power on, go ahead.
5603414320
5603414291 Sounds nesessary.
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246

5603414236

Modern vehicles are very efficient and reliable and can last past their
depreciation with good maintenance. Shops doing maintenance work
should be monitored for the work that is actually required and quality
of work, to monitor these maintenance costs closely and reduce costs,
before capital purchases are made to renew these fleets. Outdated or
inefficient vehicles do not always jeopardize worker safety...do you
mean you have been compromising on worker safety all along !? Focus
should be on controlling maintenance costs and extending life.
general plant investment is a requirement but you can get great used
equipment from other utility companies I'm sure
They are required
Good idea

5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147 They are definitely required
5603414145 Required for the jobs being done.
5603414139

why didn't you spend money to replace these vehicles in the last 5
years. looks like poor management by GSP. or were you paying salary
5603414130 increase to your CEO and CAO instead of spending on trucks.
5603414129 I don't see any investment necessary by now.
5603414108
These are standard requirements and expenses during business
5603414061 operation.
I understand that the utility trucks and fleet management is important.
Workers need the right tools to do their jobs. Within reason without
5603414054 over expenditure.
5603414015 Important for quick action.
5603414014 More efficiency
5603414007 Great so far
5603413980
5603413943 Required expenditure
5603413928 Seems less important
5603413916
5603413836 yes to more plants and trees
5603413823 important in order to maintain
5603413793 These are important tools necessary to provide service
5603413561 Good
5603413527
5603413425
5603413398 Na
5603413304 It seems like a great plan
5603413266
5603413242
5603413235 Please do them.

5603413130
5603413123
5603412976
5603412954
5603412832
5603412802
5603412791
5603412784
5603412734
5603412685
5603412610
5603412608

I agree - if you keep the equipment being used in tip top shape, it will
only benefit everyone.
Correct
Again, all logical
Yes everything wears out eventually!
You never asked us before about this, and now you ask?
Awesome
Safe equipment and working environment is required.

Keeping equipment and trucks current is important, but specialized
trucks are VERY expensive, and a properly run shop can assist in
extending the useful service life of these vehicles for less cost while
maintaining safety.
No thoughts
What is written sounds reasonable.
New structures are needed

5603412601
5603412540
5603412522
5603412521
5603412507
5603412497 Important
5603412495
5603412484 NA

I'm not aware of and deficiencies with the current vehicle fleet or
5603412440 worker procedures, so I can't really comment on something like this.
5603412421 It’s good
Buy vehicles that are economical.. you do not need high end vehicles
5603412420 base models and such..
5603412397 Not sure
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
Fair, however I think in this modern society we replace things too often
to ensure smooth running of operations which causes waste and
perhaps money spent that isn't critical. Ensure a balance and firm
guidelines on what needs to be replaced when. Replacing things just-in5603412366 case sounds costly.
5603412332 Good
5603412329
5603412313 I have no comments on this item
Upgrading physical assets is very important. When it costs too much to
5603412304 maintain these items then it is essential to upgrade
5603412202 Employee safety is number 1.
5603412201

5603412170 Replacing older vehicles is good but new does not always mean better
5603412145
this workers safe the cost of doing buisness, need this to keep the
5603412144 workers safe
5603412142
5603412138
5603412132 Need good tools and its the cost of doing business.
5603412130
5603412104
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984
5603411980
5603411957

Equipment in disrepair is a safety issue and would hinder services
Also needed for the operation
Very appropriate.

5603411953
5603411935
5603411918
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867
5603411844
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748

You have to invest to continue to grow as a company. I think it’s great.

The plan is good

Obviously thing is eventually needed

An ongoing investment in this area is needed

Not sure

If you need the trucks and equipment you need the trucks and
5603411747 equipment.
5603411691 I’ve said what needs to be said
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581
More information would be needed to fully understand this cost centre
5603411548 breakdown.
Is it really a safety concern with older vehicles? Could they not just be
5603411442 properly maintained rather than replaced?
GSU should upgrade their vehicles to electric and/or hybrids. Employee
5603411362 and public safety is important.
5603411357

It's easy to overspend on new vehicles to satisfy staff complaints. Care
must be taken to ensure the replacements are actually necessary, and
5603411323 not merely desired.
5603411291 Well planned
5603411283
5603411258 Seems ok.
5603411254 Great
5603411241 only where absolutely needed
5603411181 Extend service life through maintenance
5603411159 Valid as worker safety is important, and right tools for the right job
Need the right tools to do the job, as long as cost benefit ratios are
5603411156 considered as well as safety and keeping up with technology
5603411083 It’s necessary to upgrade outdated equipment
5603411056
5603411014 Thumbs up
replacement policy should be studied to reduce cost of vehicle
5603410980 replacement before its end of life
5603410979 Seems reasonable
5603410892
Very essential to have proper equipment to use when power outages
5603410873 occur
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818 Must support the day to day. IPAD
5603410806 Seems appropriate
5603410800 Just as important, being preemptive is being reliable.
5603410789 Sounds reasonable
5603410772 Sounds reasonable.
5603410735 Sure.
Somewhat good , as long that we get our money worth out of theses
5603410657 these vehicles.
5603410648
5603410627 Be proactive and make long term investments. No bandaid solutions.
5603410621 none
5603410600 Upgrades need to happen to keep everyone safe and efficient
What is the criteria for fleet sizing
(replacement/modification/maintenance)? What is the level of critical
5603410517 spares for the components listed?
5603410516 When Equipment get old, it is necessary to change.
5603410512 I believe it is necassary
5603410503 it's a necessity
5603410498 None
5603410494
5603410492 No opinion

5603410475
5603410464
5603410430
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426
5603317885
5603308258
5603300117
5603296288

Need current equipment for service and safety of employees
repair first before buy new utility trucks

you need the proper equipment to do the work
part of the infrastructure required to do business
It creates job, make sure you buy Canadian
don't matter
Always good to have a long term maintenance and replacement
5603295897 approach.
5603244359
5603218091 Im ok with it.
5603206447
What has to be replaced, must be, as long as there's a competitive
5603199464 bidding done.
5603180939 Ok.

5603168548
5603166129
5603162489
5603150367
5603101900
5603091597
5603086522
5603078647
5603047716
5603046498
5603043646
5603029144
5603026349

5603023072
5603005636
5603003964
5602998900
5602985471

The General Plant Investments is a much needed plan as without the
updated or safe equipment, GSU cannot complete jobs or repairs
Overall good.
Updating equipment to work efficiently is important.
Upkeep and replacement of equipment is essential
cant comment
.
Necessary
You say it's needed right?
seems reasonable
NA
Harsh on the environment to run fleet that is no longer performing to
industry standards. Important to have safe bucket trucks for employees.
i understand general plant is necessary
people need to get around and vehicles are eccential..so is new land
and tools
Yes update these trucks as long as they aren't being used for employee
private use.
Sounds good.

It's important to replace equipment when needed to ensure the safety
5602981075 of the workers and being able to maintain service to the customers.
Needs to be done. I would like to know that the workers are working
5602978210 with safe [roducts.

5602957258 A must
5602957247 Yes... everything needs maintenance.
I agree equipment and buildings must be maintained or replaced as
needed. there always should be a good call as to weather something is
5602950802 more cost effectively repaired or it it time to replace,
5602947157
5602943012 i agree
5602938777 Is their a bidding process by Companies who supply you with Equipment.
5602933094
5602891031
5602875841 these seem nice to have but less important
5602874114
5602861395
5602861079
5602840206
5602830812
5602829706
5602828619

I believe the equipment required to keep is in service is very important
Good equipment better service
See # 15
Sounds good.

5602824787 General Plant Investments need to be made to keep workers safe.
5602817573
As any organization, a capital replacement plan should be replaced
when items are legally deemed unsafe/expired. Residents do not want
5602793115 to pay for unnecessary upgrades. (IE facelifts to corporate offices)
5602787510
5602784569 Try to move to electric vehicles
5602776030 Na
5602770157 In agreement.
5602730365 The fleet needs to be maintained.
Good. Get rid of the oldest items to reduce maintenance costs and
5602663819 improve safety.
5602646471 If vehicles need to be replaced, then this is important.
5602643955 Good plan
When equipment reaches end of life function it is a no brainer that
replacement is imperative . Are there more efficient modern
replacements in the market? Electric vehicles that are not cost
5602637654 prohibitive??
5602633107 Necessary
5602625613

Makes sense. GSU cannot endanger staff by using equipment that is
past it's service and safety life. GSU must plan for and be prepared for
the "worst case" scenario vis a vie outages etc., and equip itself in such
a fashion that it can address the worst case scenarios independent of
5602608989 other sister organizations (such as Ontario Hydro).
5602607435 na
5602600365 EMPLOYEES NEED A SAFE PLACE TO WORK
5602576572
Very necessary investment. We want all trades people to work in a safe
environment. All vehicles are now at the end of their service life. They
5602574661 could be replaced
5602563831 safety first
5602562741
5602561570 Hopefully replacements are only made when necessary
5602545777 No comment
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
5602531729 good
5602528955
Like all vehicles, they come to the end of their life so this is simply
5602524379 logical. Employee safety is key.
5602522408 a
5602521403 great
5602520985 Lots of funds spent on trucks
5602515923 its the cost of doing business
5602515517 Again, seems like general operational costs
5602507768 Pertinent to the continued use of utilities.
Safety of staff is very important and if old tools/trucks are jeopardizing
5602502045 this then they should be replaced.
5602479438
5602435869 Safety is involved so these investments are not "discretionary".
5602433596 If it lowers our hydro bill I m all for it
5602429989 agree
Fleet and electronic/software upgrades should be planned with a view
5602412735 to saving costs.
5602403584
These investments are definitely necessary, but what is missing from
this description is the fraction of vehicles that are reaching their end of
5602401086 life at this time.
To quote a long dead manager "The Roads Must Roll." Unless, of course
we want to revert to spurs and pole monkeys. If the lines were in
ground, on service tunnels, as seen in more modern (third world) areas
than here, we wouldn't need cherry pickers at all. trade in the monkeys
5602397224 for rats.

Yes - the workers need the best and most efficient tools to do their jobs
so they can stay safe. Newer might also be more efficient, have fewer
emissions, be more cost-effective in the long run. Perhaps a somewhat
gradual transition to newer equipment as long as safety is not
jeopardized. I know that we are all good at making do, making it last,
5602391819 but I think this would be a wise investment overall.
5602390182
5602389243 If it would help in more rapid restauration
5602385852 None. You made this "brief survey" way too long.

5602381543

5602378220
5602367643
5602360702
5602359591

Since you are looking mostly at utility truck replacement, I would
recommend you seriously consider EV's or fuel cell vehicles. I know
Japan is using fuel cell vehicles for specialized construction equipment,
such a choice would give you flexibility in fuel cost and type, Hydrogen
fuel cells could be charged during times of low electrical draws,
This is "office supplies" on the road. Having seen many crews on the
side of various highways, it is important for the crews to have available
to them the best tech and tool set.
If they are working. Keep them.
Okay

Workers need to be safe. New and proper equipment will make that
happen. I have heard of donating equipment for schoold and training
centres. At auction some smaller communities could benefit from used
5602356970 equipment thst they can refurbish at a lower cost than new.
5602351642
5602351466 Yes invest in more vehicles
5602328231
Maybe some things can be repaired just one more time before trading
them in. What about renting our unused equipment? lots of businesses
must use these things regularly, while you might be able to spare some
5602326214 equipment between weather events?
5602322086 Good
5602321699
Staff need to know rheircvehicles and the equipment on them will work
well and safely. Old trucks and worn out equipment is a disaster waiting
5602317911 to happen
5602316275 You need the tools to do the job.
I'm skeptical about your statement. It's easy to claim safety concerns
but is there really, truly a safety issue? Service life of vehicles is always
higher than advertised. It's often if not always more cost effective to
keep "outdated" and "inefficient" vehicles than to incur large capital
costs to replace them. New trucks are shiny and fancy, but it's
5602307819 superficial.

5602307401 Have to keep the workers safe.
5602297738
5602284632 Proper equipment is necessary
Wherever possible, purchases should be coordinated with other users
5602284106 to obtain bulk purchase advantage
The safety of workers is paramount. It takes time to train and injured
workers cost the company money while they are recovering. It goes
5602281803 without saying, the death of a worker has long term consequences.
5602275012 Appropriate
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959 sounds good
5602261620 Not sure
5602259545 Must be done, safety first. Reliable service.
5602256745 Seems adequate.
Worker safety should be more important than investing in
5602253330 infrastructure.
5602253307 Don't know
5602249717
5602243196 any consideration for electric vehicles?
5602187910
Workers need to be safe in the work environment. Equip.ent should be
5602157586 replaced when outdated or at end of use.
5602106178
5602102950 NEED TO BE DONE
Reliable equipment is necessary for technicians to properly and safely
5602101458 do their job.
5602066769 Without such difficulties to carry out improvements
Every business needs to update and stay with the times to ensure on
5601996619 going services
5601910195 Na
5601885863 necessary
5601875625 Good
5601874109
5601853784 it seems like a good business plan given the information provided
It is necessary for workers to get to the route of the problem. Reliable
vehicles are essentials. Lets hope the cost of new trucks out way the
cost of repairing the old trucks. Hopefully not all trucks need to be
5601688323 replaced as this could affect the cost for customers.
5601681107
They are an essential component of maintaining the system. Sounds
5601653127 necessary.
People need to be efficient while doing there jobs and this will help with
5601642435 that.

5601521920 Important to have the most up to date equipment.
The need to have reliable equipment to maintain and repair the
5600934776 network.
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Respondent ID
5608774731
5608392240
5608391622

How critical would
you say General
Plant
investments are? W
ould you say ...
Response
Why do you give it this rating?
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

5608387388 Very Critical
5608318089

5608259448 Not Very Critical
5608245418
5608235127 Somewhat Critical

5608232580 Somewhat Critical
5608231956 Very Critical
5608220418
5608217930
5608214170
5608205903
5608203094
5608199027
5608194623

Very Critical

5608187209
5608151209
5608146413
5608127771
5608118280
5608115667
5608111878

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

This rating is super important in regards to the
workers safe environment and the impact that it will
make in the long run. A well worth it investment.

This is one area where demand should drive
expenditure. Trucks, service equipment, and
software are areas where proper maintainance can
prudently extend the service life of equipment. This
is one area that Hydro utilities could really do their
research and make prudent choices about software
systems that last.
Not enough info
I work in transportation and while I wish my
employed could provide us with shiny new engines
all the time, I know it's not realistic. So while brand
new equipment all the time would be nice, it isnt
necessarily realistic.
Modernization of the fleet will improve service and
SAFETY.

The safety of the work personal is top priority.
Must know what’s happening
its needed
Nothing lasts forever and our saftey and the
employees sactey the extra things needed help make
progess faster and efficient

As stated in question 16.

5608109096 Very Critical
5608101940 Very Critical
5608095922
5608039628
5608038016
5608034410
5608027935
5608020873
5608018568

Somewhat Critical

Vehicles must be replaced, however company pickup trucks need not be luxury end trucks

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5608002775 Somewhat Critical
5607981932 Somewhat Critical
5607973614
5607971273 Very Critical
5607966268
5607958422
5607957588 Not Very Critical
5607946663

5607936513 Somewhat Critical
5607934862 Somewhat Critical
5607923175 Can't Rate

5607918892
5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018
5607838698
5607829881
5607829767
5607829662
5607825947
5607821194
5607806892

Broken equipment sets backlogs

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

important
it needs to be done not to jeoperdize the safety of
everybody
good planning, budget wise,must be maintained
Important safety and distribution

Not critical but needed...

needless spending has to be stopped and re-routed
to areas in the company that require upgrades

Safe efficient supply of energy is crucial to customer
satisfaction, in order to do so it is necessary to
maintain an efficient fleet of vehicles and qualified
staff to ensure fast response time

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

it needs to be done

Not Very Critical

I think that money should be spent elsewhere

5607806037 Can't Rate

To be honest, I believe you may need to make all
these changes but the rates keep going up. I believe
the real problem is the big salaries at the top. Cut
those substantially and I would have no complaint
about the actual costs to run Hydro

5607801688 Very Critical
5607795857
5607779308
5607770311 Somewhat Critical
5607763278 Not Very Critical
5607754971
5607735776 Can't Rate

5607727406 Somewhat Critical
5607724671 Somewhat Critical
5607713316
5607711806
5607697810
5607691675
5607683177

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

To be honest I didn't really read any of it I'm in it for
the iPad ;)
N/A
As I explained in number 16 I do not feel that
equipment has to be replaced just because it is near
the end of the projected need to replace it. It should
be replaced when the need arises
Knowing the plant allows for proper re-investment in
items that wear out.
Worker safety and system reliability depend on
appropriate equipment.

Safety of workers is number one with me!!!

Equipment and vehicles are an absolute must. Aging
equipment costs money to maintain, as parts
become harder to find, and downtime goes up. This
stuff is often out in bad weather...heavy rains,
thunder, snow, extreme cold, blowing snow.... the
worst of the worst conditions. Vehicles and
equipment must be reliable, safe and economical to
maintain in order to keep crews working and safe.
keep spending money here
3

5607622800
5607622170
5607618549
5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482
5607589576

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5607588238
5607575700
5607574089
5607569996
5607569944

Very Critical

never compromise safety of your staff or the public responsible thing to do

Can't Rate
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

cannot rate this one not sure
It can’t critical every single year
Safety

Good equipment means good electricity

Somewhat Critical

5607569136 Very Critical
5607550925
5607547354 Very Critical

5607544770 Somewhat Critical
5607542750 Somewhat Critical
5607529159 Somewhat Critical
5607525394 Not Very Critical
5607521668 Very Critical
5607521205
5607520712
5607520658
5607517990
5607501898
5607500927
5607497985
5607497711
5607497501

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

5607497480
5607496953
5607496836
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931
5607392196

Not Very Critical

Very Critical

To ensure safety and reliability and efficiency to
allow job to be done

I gave it this rating because I know the cost of a
trucks and they can easily run up to $100,000
especially with the needed modifications.

save money and maintain safe working conditions
Extra purchases equals to extra cost for the
customers
Safety and functionality
They are important, but other infrastructure and
systems are a higher priority...
Needed to get the job done and done right.
See above.
Balanced approach is apparent.
This is not critical but is appropriate.

Because it wasn't expressed what makes the vehicles
potentially outdated or inefficient.

Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5607369858 Very Critical
5607356998

Utmost importance....reasonable.
Worker safety is extremely important. The utility
trucks must be updated in order to maintain worker
safety and the quick restoration of power.
Safety of employees using the equipment is
important.

5607356693 Very Critical
5607307048 Somewhat Critical
5607289714
5607261674 Very Critical

because u cant sit back and neglect this fact

5607155401 Not Very Critical
5607148829 Somewhat Critical

presumably the technological innovations (software
to operate and troubleshoot remotely, etc.) would
make crews and this sort of equipment less
necessary or not required in the same numbers
felt lik it

5607138145
5607126826
5607118162
5607109518
5607070174
5607066340
5606960772
5606866592

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

5606866519 Very Critical
5606865564 Can't Rate
5606862426
5606848133
5606821110
5606778350
5606775700
5606729929
5606707543
5606704822
5606701343
5606697662
5606697542
5606695838

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5606693342 Very Critical
5606683447 Somewhat Critical

5606679199 Very Critical
5606668545 Somewhat Critical
5606609047
5606582883 Somewhat Critical
5606565661
5606544873

Is this first thing on your list?
Necessary.

When the power goes out, everyone wants it back on
a.s.a.p.

I don’t have enough information to comment on the
necessity of this item
Equipment in all areas require updates.
Don't know current condition

Protect investment
The way of life
See above
Maintenance of system assets is important.
It is important that customers keep getting these
services
see previous comment
Safety reasons. Want everyone to be safe when
repairing and maintaining and for the public.

See above comments.

5606530149
5606529390
5606521578
5606515031
5606498033
5606457870

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5606377731 Somewhat Critical
5606374916 Somewhat Critical

5606368851 Very Critical
5606362865
5606358921
5606358297 Very Critical
5606352864
5606349846
5606338466 Very Critical
5606333428
5606313190
5606305765
5606291857
5606282880
5606276523
5606270446

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical

5606246635 Somewhat Critical
5606243694
5606240215

Especially in light of the fact that malfunctioning
equipment could cost people their lives, maintaining
a properly functioning fleet of service vehicles is very
important. However, if the money is being budgeted
for new vehicles so a member of upper management
can get a new vehicle or the current and functioning
pickup trucks we see on the roads can be traded in
for newer models, then no I don't see this area as
critical. Also, when dealing with software, I would
expect cost effective programming to be invested in
and not the cheapest software that will require a
costly upgrade in one year.
meh
Safety 1st
See previous answers to survey questions.
Same answer, has to be done in a reasonable and
responsible manner. Be careful what the actual costs
will entail
No comment
I'm sure the union has something to say about it as
well. Employee safety would otherwise be at risk. I
understand it has costs. Hopefully, the cost is
managed properly and Hydro won't pay inflated
prices for nothing. Please bargain shop.

Employee safety is critical

No comments
it is important to keep staff and the systems working
well
Not as important.

See above comment
Safety comes first.
this spending could be spread over the entire 5 years
not all at the same time..

5606235091 Very Critical
5606227560 Very Critical
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207
5606138657
5606136667
5606135737
5606133735
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893

Very Critical

We all depend on the personnel and good equipment

Very Critical

Safety first

Somewhat Critical

Very Critical

5606117473 Very Critical
5606077871
5606050032 Somewhat Critical
5606046919 Somewhat Critical

5606027567 Very Critical
5606019346
5606007319
5606003891 Very Critical
5605999905

5605999230 Very Critical
5605997788 Somewhat Critical
5605954398
5605944845 Not Very Critical

5605944757
5605943593
5605935878
5605929744
5605898796

Invest within the constraint of budgets.
Focus on the environment

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

5605895298 Not Very Critical

5605889475 Somewhat Critical

without this equipment, the service provided will
suffer when there are outages.

TIME WILL TELL
Regular plant and equipment upgrades help to
prevent emergency power outages and to effectively
restore power when outages occur. They also help
to avoid spikes in delivery costs to consumers over
the long term.

No sense in doing all these upgrades if our means to
keeping these new upgrades running are run down to
the ground, or can’t perform the new up to date
needs the new technologies require.
Safety
Most plant are still operative
I don’t want to pay yet another increase so I will live
with old infrastructure, blackouts, brownouts and
whatever else comes my way.
Plant investment is needed but not top priority

More information required. Hope your people are
reasonable: same word.
Hate the $$$ spent but understand the need. But
repair as best as possible first (my own car is 15 yrs
old and still going strong).

5605888440
5605877568 Not Very Critical

5605859907 Not Very Critical

5605857712 Very Critical
5605842218 Very Critical
5605834173 Very Critical

5605827346 Very Critical

5605825610 Very Critical
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923
5605770359 Very Critical
5605766635
5605762727 Very Critical

5605754961 Very Critical
5605751987
5605736775
5605720737
5605715168
5605711665

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605710753 Somewhat Critical
5605701839
5605697401 Somewhat Critical
5605696231 Can't Rate
5605693202

Again who do you think is going to end up covering
those costs? We the customers are! I already cant do
my laundry when I need to. Weekends and evenings
don’t work for me. Those hours don’t work as
offpeak for a lot of us. We don’t all work 9 to 5. It’s
unfair, but I can’t really do anything about it, and you
know it. I am so frustrated with the rates as it is. I can
not even use lights or any hydro but still pay a
ridiculous delivery fee. When does it stop?
When my lights go out, I expect a rapid response by
repair crews and they rely on having properly
functioning equipment.
ineffective equipment will cause costly delays and
safety issues
can't be good if you don't have the tools!
Modern and reliable equipment and tools are
essential to good productivity and safe operations.
WITHOUT YOUR FRONT LINE PEOPLE AND THE
EQUIPMENT THEY UTILISE YOU DON'T HAVE A
BUSINESS

N/A
Your equipment is key to the continued service you
provide
without the right tools and equipment time is lost
and employee's safety could come in to play I fully
understand this need
I would have said critical, but i feel the money should
be spent on anything but the fleet
See above

Infrastructure is necessary for maintenance of the
system
Prudent planning.
Insufficient information

5605692713
5605691499
5605689578
5605688115
5605671879

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605668215 Very Critical
5605667945 Can't Rate
5605649793
5605643288 Very Critical
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605

5605551802 Somewhat Critical

5605545450 Very Critical
5605539178 Somewhat Critical
5605519256
5605513558
5605508744
5605506200
5605504568
5605482165
5605477871
5605474132
5605465929
5605450050
5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747
5605416220
5605415683
5605410634
5605404971
5605399087

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

You need relaible equipment
Utility trucks should be safe to keep workers safe.

Really depends on the risk assessment, generally
there is always an ability to defer some of this type
of spend.
sometimes only by redesigning/improving physical
space will lead to process improvement, and lower
workload. Toyota company invented LEAN and SIX
SIGMA and one of the biggest improvements was
physical space, sounds little but high impact
This should be a long term plan over time.
I like to think that your employees can be assured of
safe vehicles.
Need to ensure operations.
to keep the system working

Very Critical

Future

Very Critical

We need these.

Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical

Newer things are sometimes more efficient.

5605395655 Very Critical
5605338455 Can't Rate
5605326811 Somewhat Critical
5605324793
5605323531
5605323310
5605321593
5605318701
5605318102
5605317490
5605315159
5605311781
5605291825
5605286962

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5605274533 Very Critical

5605270154 Very Critical
5605265287 Very Critical
5605260496 Somewhat Critical
5605260445
5605253943
5605253232
5605239806

Without General Plant investment, what would
Sudbury Hydro use to fix all the problems once the
fleet trucks are all dead, tools are no longer useful
???
I am not qualified to comment
without going overboard this sounds like good
planning
Safety and well being of our workers comes in order
for high quality work to be achieved

Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605230815 Somewhat Critical
5605227438
5605223663 Somewhat Critical
5605222107 Very Critical
5605221688

Safety is very important
This seems a good place to try to cut costs
Trucks in the shop are not productive
workers need to be able to do their jobs safely.
This fall into a safety matter. If the equipment is not
up to par then it should not be used
Looking at the life expectancy of these machines,
some may need replacing or repairing. The cost of
these only increase in time and cannot fall short of
cash if it's needed.
Just as long it is cost effective.
Can't work with outdated plant and equipment.
Dangerous!
Plant should be continually upgraded
We need to keep up
You need the equipment to do the job. Is leasing an
option to reduce costs? Some staff use the bucket
lifts to moonlight as tree pruners... wondering if
these non-essential, moonlighting activities increase
the use and decrease the shelf life of the equipment?

Workers need the tools - even climbing spurs training.

5605208036
5605196421
5605193279
5605189004
5605188579
5605145259
5605128315
5605126505

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

again, the importance with keeping up with
technology, meaning, tools to identify issues and
shoot fixes, especially for technicians, in order to
more effectively do their job... pretty important.
backbone of the system

Very Critical
Very Critical

5605124841 Somewhat Critical
5605123235 Very Critical
5605122768 Not Very Critical
5605121295 Somewhat Critical
5605116822 Very Critical
5605115345 Somewhat Critical

5605114112
5605112772
5605110526
5605105613
5605102632

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5605099908
5605097643
5605096234
5605095826
5605093147
5605076106
5605062132
5605054024
5605037259
5605033990
5604977142
5604972361
5604971290

Very Critical

Not Very Critical

Can't operate a reliable network without the
necessary tools.
not as critical as some other areas but still important
to focus on as required
Again, some previous items are very critical, so this
does not get the top rating.
See above comment
I think more of these can be deferred than the other
expenditures
If the larger expansions and improvements are
attended to the general plant demands may be
lower. For the time being regular processes will need
to continue and provide adequate means to deliver
service wherever it is needed.
Important to stay on top of current assets.

As stated above
Again, if the equipment doesn’t work, issues won’t
get fixed.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Need to have reliable trucks

Very Critical
Not Very Critical

It’s required to give a reliable service.

Not Very Critical
Very Critical

see above

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604970615
5604970509
5604969420
5604964729
5604950035
5604936179

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604931460 Very Critical
5604924668 Somewhat Critical

5604915293 Not Very Critical
5604909239 Somewhat Critical
5604905767 Somewhat Critical
5604883728
5604883529
5604872872
5604867918
5604867813
5604867754
5604859615
5604858779
5604851827
5604848208
5604839413
5604837274
5604835309
5604826591
5604825747

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Better equipment means more effective servicing of
the system. You don't need a BMW if a Ford does the
job.

Workforce safety is key.
Mindful planning will stretch our resources

No investment now will mean higher costs later

As express above — the maintenance & replacement
of equipment vehicles tools etc should it be
considered general plant investments - they are
ongoing daily expenses —- as for structures of offices
suck it up .... yiu can’t have a new glass tower to sit in

Somewhat critical but should of been done over the
years.

Very Critical
Can't Rate

You can't put a value on life.
uNKNOWN

Somewhat Critical

You can fix trucks so,reduce cost.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Must keep equipment up to date

5604821304 Very Critical
5604819422

5604819196 Very Critical

Without the right tools employees can't safely and
efficiently do their jobs.

See my previous answer about demoralized workers,
also safety should be your #1 priority including safety
on the road. To me nothing says more about a
business than their fleet of vehicles. If you hire a
contractor and he turns up to do the work in a truck
that's rusty and falling apart that's a reflection on the
pride he puts into his work.

5604818609 Very Critical
5604815539
5604811533
5604803318
5604795035
5604792676

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5604763520
5604757859
5604753267
5604748154
5604745166

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604732195
5604728491
5604725181
5604722046
5604712345
5604710647
5604695107

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5604694190 Somewhat Critical
5604693305 Very Critical
5604681552 Somewhat Critical
5604665547

5604660921
5604650745
5604648056
5604645011
5604644641
5604617929
5604580830
5604579320
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282
5604572516
5604567581
5604565759

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

These are day to day requirements that enable
people to do their job properly so i believe the
investment is necessary.
Equipment must be in good condition to respond to
emergencies
See my answer to #16.

A efficient and reliable general plant is essential to
delivering power consistently and reliably to
customers.
Again, these can be planned
As above
common sense
infrastructure repairs in a timely and cost efficient
manner is important. To accomplish this you need
up to date reliable equipment and vehicles.
I don't have enough info to give an opinion
Sounds appropriate

The men working the lines are the most important
part of the chain.
you need to maintain the fleet
Safety first. Everything costs money, which is why
we create budgets. But we should never lowball the
value of our workforce
Answered in#16
Safety is important

5604564384
5604564110
5604562235
5604559118
5604558353
5604556311
5604550977
5604548452

5604545909
5604537180
5604528304
5604528108
5604523934
5604516420
5604515658
5604511739
5604494852

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5604488672 Very Critical
5604473955 Very Critical
5604471236
5604468558 Very Critical
5604467158 Not Very Critical
5604465323 Very Critical
5604464793

5604464423 Somewhat Critical
5604462800
5604461238 Very Critical
5604458998
5604458850 Somewhat Critical

It is more expensive to maintain outdated euipment
than it is to invest as needed.
I'm not an investor
Same answer as above..

New vehicles that get the job done quicker, safer,
and more efficiently sounds like a win-win. I would
assume then that if you can get more done, that you
would create more revenue? Save dollars in some
other way as a result, maybe?

High
Shoddy equipment means shoddy work.

People need energy, it is not fair that not everyone
has access. But again that doesn't mean we should
stick to our old ways, we should embrace progress.
See above
As above
I drive a 10 year old vehicle....all good....make sure
you maintain.

I gave this a rating as somewhat critical as I don't
exactly know what is being proposed for plant
investments. However, I do believe in ensuring a safe
workplace for employees is critical. As well, investing
in electronic devices and software that is aimed at
improving efficiency, thereby reducing hours and
costs, are important.

I am a firm believer in preventive maintenance.

5604458118
5604456825
5604456206
5604455333
5604454794
5604454643

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5604454389
5604452409
5604451777
5604449790
5604445511
5604445137
5604444817

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5604438782 Somewhat Critical
5604436303
5604433973
5604433870
5604428179
5604425041
5604423029

Can't Rate

Again, part of everyday business, keeping trucks
efficient and reliable
safety should be a priority

Money
Safety and maintenance are of importance. As far as
land need ??? Can’t rate
I'm not privy to the age of equipment/trucks etc. or
any maintenance information.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

5604421868 Somewhat Critical

5604402821
5604385649
5604382979
5604381442
5604380765
5604380186
5604379360
5604376786
5604374978
5604374219

it is all critical

savings could maybe be had. I have seen one person
in many hydro trucks heading to same job..?

Very Critical

The way it’s framed suggests it’s unsafe if the
equipment isn’t obtained. So, people get hurt,
lawsuits, liabilities, of course workers with lost time,
manpower shortages. What else can one do?

Very Critical

Keep workers and society safe -Always!

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

I think it's near the top of the priority list.
For the same reasons you give

Somewhat Critical

5604371497 Somewhat Critical
5604371168 Very Critical
5604370174 Somewhat Critical
5604369096
5604367587 Very Critical

Hopefully with other upgrades, the budget for this
category can continue to shrink.
Needs to be properly maintained in order to provide
the best service for customers.

5604366101
5604365563 Very Critical
5604365493 Somewhat Critical
5604365338 Somewhat Critical
5604362719
5604362389
5604362369
5604361429
5604361134
5604361072

Replacing equipment on a revolving basis is essential

Not Very Critical

Based on the info provided this is not readily
apparent as a crucial concern

Very Critical

Heart of the system

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5604360735 Very Critical

Safety before anything else.
Based on your plans for General Plant investments as
outlined above.

5604360302
5604359886
5604359618
5604359399
5604358063
5604356320
5604354043
5604353831
5604353463
5604351809
5604350778
5604350762
5604349957
5604347004
5604346129
5604345925
5604345162
5604344502
5604343451
5604342950
5604340786

Somewhat Critical

Maintenance vehicles are needed to do the work
Just have to weigh the cost of new vs fixing old ones

Very Critical

See above.

5604339893
5604334758
5604333207
5604332694
5604331048
5604330996
5604328843

Not Very Critical
Very Critical

Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

System integrated is very impotant.

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

To keep employees safe!
See above

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

It’s a needed expenditure

Needed to provide uninterrupted service
Worker safety is number 1
Alternatives approaches and more efficient
technologies may serve to lower costs - I would
ensure these considerations are made before earmarking this investment critical.

5604327835 Very Critical
5604327467
5604326548
5604326270
5604325071
5604324433

Very Critical

Less accidents. Safer for workers.
There could be some significant cost savings looking
into this.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Customer concerns

5604322291 Somewhat Critical
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172 Somewhat Critical
5604317462
5604317168 Somewhat Critical

5604316253 Very Critical
5604315383
5604315029 Somewhat Critical
5604314300
5604312196
5604308420 Somewhat Critical
5604307604 Very Critical
5604307213 Somewhat Critical
5604306433
5604306302
5604306068
5604306035 Somewhat Critical
5604305829
5604304577
5604304068 Very Critical
5604304041 Somewhat Critical
5604303717
5604303303 Very Critical
5604302723

5604302611 Very Critical
5604302439

very good thoughts about General Plant investments

It’s necessary
It allows workers the ability to safely provide and
remedy any challenges that may arise and continue
to provide quality service.

Spread expenses out over a longer period of time.

We cannot let things become as deteriorated as our
roads!

It's infrastructure investment. Part of any capital
budget.

the first 3 plans aren't achievable without plan #4

Without the workers doing the actual
installation/maintenance of the grids, we may as well
not have a grid! If these workers can be more
efficient and safe, then all the better.

5604301061
5604300658
5604297834
5604296499
5604296104
5604295239
5604293929
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
5604291940
5604291033
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889

Very Critical

It is criticial however you need to emplore standards
for employees operating them as well, or you will be
in the same boat as before and costs will fly out the
window and very quickly

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical

Necessary to continue service delivery

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

I do not know the status of equipment etc.

5604288381 Very Critical
5604288118
5604287719 Somewhat Critical
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048 Can't Rate
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749
5604285387 Very Critical
5604285094
5604284237 Somewhat Critical
5604283171 Somewhat Critical
5604282722
5604282608 Can't Rate
5604281650

If left to degrade, service and employee moral will
decay.
Equipment needs to be upgraded / replaced as
required

This kind of investment is necessary to ensure
customer service.

Need to have proper reliable equipment to keep
system in good working order.

5604280459 Somewhat Critical

Those who use equipment that belongs to the city or
workplace abuse them
Need to ensure costs are controlled
worker safety is important, environmentally friendly
initiatives too

5604280357 Very Critical

Safety is a big factor in deteriorating equipment.

5604281095 Very Critical
5604280537 Somewhat Critical

5604280157
5604278990
5604277972 Not Very Critical
5604277206
5604277185 Somewhat Critical
5604276799

5604276409 Very Critical
5604275680 Somewhat Critical
5604275558 Somewhat Critical
5604275500

5604274690
5604274662
5604273968
5604273863
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
5604272124
5604271907
5604271746
5604271645
5604271581
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235
5604271105
5604271098
5604270957
5604270746

Not sure why
Need to stay in business
Safety of employees should always be top priority, so
making sure they have the equipment they need is
vital
If you don’t have proper tools reliable can’t fix
problems in an efficient manner
Important but bill to high
As long as equipment is used to the end of life cycle
and not taken out of service so you always have
"shiny & new"

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

New trucks are not absolutely necessary

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

don't know what your annual budget is.
As above - but maybe electric vehicles?

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5604270728 Very Critical
5604270253 Very Critical
5604270221
5604270152 Not Very Critical
5604269953 Not Very Critical
5604269839
5604269687 Not Very Critical
5604269611 Very Critical
5604269511 Very Critical
5604269461
5604269344 Somewhat Critical

need to have "the tools for the job" to response to
customer needs.
No questions, it will be necessary
only the worst equipment should be replaced

Na
Safety is of the upmost importance.

5604269322 Somewhat Critical
5604269306 Very Critical
5604269295 Somewhat Critical
5604269261

Invest in a good hiring staff, and hire subcontractors.

From the description, it seems like you will require
specialized trucks soon.

5604269147
5604268994
5604268978
5604268944
5604268932
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538
5604268525
5604268129
5604268103

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Focus on green

5604254904
5604254758
5604250673
5604249464
5604241489
5604235771
5604235317
5604231423
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

cost or convenience is always a concentration ,

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical

Very Critical

5604163090 Very Critical

5604162592 Very Critical
5604152890
5604151377 Somewhat Critical
5604143185 Somewhat Critical
5604125629 Somewhat Critical
5604125146 Somewhat Critical
5604123573
5604120030
5604117306 Very Critical

Safety first

No equipment no project no service.

We need electricity to keep homes warm and people
fed
hydro has to evolve as our modern world is
demanding to provide safe conditions for employees
and good reliable service for customers.

Because having a reliable vehicle to get to where
things need to be done, is important.
Maintenance is a requirement.

Without good equipment you get poor results in
client service and servicing the grid

5604116144 Not Very Critical
5604114778 Very Critical
5604107995 Somewhat Critical
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191 Somewhat Critical

It's important to have these things but shouldn't be a
yearly thing
you cannot upgrade a delivery system without
making sure the place its made is in order
More efforts and money should be put towards
automation.

5604087065
5604084394
5604077480
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433
5604062671

Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

Safety is important, you cannot do the job without
the best available equipment.
See previous answer.
as per 16. above.

Somewhat Critical

Safety is impt

5604061713
5604061086
5604055096
5604044456
5604042635
5604040258
5604040020
5604039143
5604032280
5604029848
5604027854

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Can't Rate

Somewhat critical to replace outdated equipment.
Getting more efficient vehicles is important.

Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

need power
It is important
Minimal effect on the consumer.
its good things
Old equipment can be dangerous

5604027433
5604027174
5604026488
5604026130
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376
5604020803
5604020547
5604020224
5604020123
5604019955

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

ugh

See above. Employees must have reliable tools to do
their job properly and safely.

Very Critical

Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5604018768 Somewhat Critical
5604017808
5604017463 Not Very Critical
5604016188 Somewhat Critical

can't fix if you don't have the tools
Service will be affected if this infrastructure is
neglected.

5604012720
5604010773
5604010523
5604003848
5604002610
5604002058
5604001844
5604000138
5603989836
5603972575
5603971458
5603965342
5603955878
5603955740
5603948545
5603942687
5603940742
5603939181
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776

Very Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

Very Critical

grease the machine!
Necessary evil.

right tools for the job are necessary.

Not Very Critical

5603931035 Very Critical
5603930966 Not Very Critical
5603928938

5603928380 Very Critical
5603927701
5603927144
5603926785
5603925775
5603924827
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
5603916190
5603912059
5603908660
5603907138
5603906616

Health and Safety for all involved is what it's all about.

Staff must be able to conduct their work with reliable
equipment

Safety of the workers is the most important. They
risk their lives in bad weather conditions, long hours
and rely on their vehicles and tools.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Important, but not highest on level of importance.

Very Critical
Very Critical

See answer to Question #16

Very Critical

It’s important

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603901309 Somewhat Critical
5603894521

upgrading is good
Keeping equipment current and efficient should
lower ongoing operating cost

5603892723 Very Critical
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425

5603878303
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147
5603854129
5603853917
5603850070
5603844505

You need good tools. Major costs come from staff
time wasted using outdated approaches,
infrastructure and equipment.

Very Critical

again equipment at the end of its life requires
maintenance that can be more expensive than
replacement

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

need the latest equipment etc
Reliable equipment is crucial.

Very Critical

5603839719 Very Critical
5603838201 Somewhat Critical
5603829389 Very Critical

5603827620 Very Critical
5603826947
5603824518 Very Critical

5603823777 Not Very Critical
5603819038 Very Critical
5603815509
5603813865 Very Critical

5603812361 Can't Rate
5603811387 Somewhat Critical
5603809247 Very Critical
5603807838 Somewhat Critical
5603803545
5603799607 Very Critical
5603797713 Very Critical
5603795594

You don't have much of an operation if you don't
effectively manage and maintain your General Plant
Many appliances need electricity: heating, stove,
fridge, ...
Safe working enviroment is a happy working
environment...therefore very likely leading to a more
productive working environment.
Overall reliability fo the system requires the proper
tools.
sounds like you're doing ok, but still need to budget a
bit for new equipment or infrastructure if something
breaks down etc.
Having appropriate equipment that is available and
functioning is important.
Important to utility operations.
No knowledge as to new fleet vehicles being
electronic or hybrid, and new buildings or
refurbishment of existing buildings including
renewable energy
see aove
It is important to maintain operational assets to
avoid huge increases down the road.
Requirement to be able to perform the job
must maintain equipment

5603795045 Very Critical
5603794864 Somewhat Critical
5603794723 Very Critical
5603793990 Very Critical
5603793624
5603791335 Very Critical

You need properly functioning equipment to do work.
All Work needs to be prioritized. Everything is critical
that we can’t do it all at once
If employees don't have the resources to fix power
outages, it affects everyone.
You can't put an amount on safety of people, for this
reason it's critical.
Its about safety and having the update equipment
and tools!

5603790413
5603789161
5603789068
5603787264
5603783584
5603782515
5603777291
5603774037

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Need the proper equipment to do the work

5603745694
5603735624
5603732849
5603732602
5603729467
5603728003
5603726674
5603725461
5603723462
5603722140
5603719277
5603717379
5603713646
5603710170

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

The plant should get upgraded before it breaks down

5603708430
5603708297
5603706458
5603706139
5603705662
5603705356
5603703860
5603701394

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

no comment

Very Critical
Very Critical

For safely maintaining systems

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

Cost cost
Upgrade as required.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Required to provide proper efficient service

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical

5603698999 Somewhat Critical

okk
Safety is very important and anything affecting it has
to be given resources in order to handle

Safety above all else.

Too similar
Costs to maintain older equipment can be higher
than buying new.

5603698726 Very Critical
5603696326
5603696171
5603696031
5603693093
5603692894
5603692535
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174
5603684657
5603680129
5603679368

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Again some spending now may prevent significant
future costs
Same as above

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603678809 Not Very Critical
5603678078 Very Critical
5603677539

5603674458
5603674434
5603673400
5603673376
5603672984
5603671299
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632
5603668126
5603667328
5603667280
5603666933
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925
5603661725
5603660840
5603660088

Safety is very important to everyone. And if vehicles
break down and we need a worker then we could
potentially wait some time before power is restored

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

See answer above.
The fleet are usually replaced too often in my
opinion and spending too freely and high paying
positions leads to surveys to ask us to pay more for
hydro

It could be critical if it isn't repairable and must be
replaced. Depending on the situation I'm between
Critical and Somewhat Critical.
Dont know
Keeping costs low
Don’t know

Sécurité de tous!
thank god!
Safety and reliability are top priority.
Workers need the proper tools/equipment

5603660014 Not Very Critical
5603659261 Can't Rate
5603658586 Somewhat Critical
5603657522
5603656664
5603655605 Somewhat Critical
5603654288 Somewhat Critical
5603653137
5603653067
5603652815
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034
5603634029
5603626198

Its good
N/A
New trucks are great until they're used for
questionable driving practices by jerks.

Not Very Critical

can't fix things without proper equipment
As per my comment in 16.
General maintenance is good, but isn't critical to
delivering services.

Somewhat Critical

Must be considered with the overall plan.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

We must always do the best we can do.

5603625871 Somewhat Critical
5603625394 Somewhat Critical
5603623005 Somewhat Critical

The buildings, vehicles and systems need to function
well in order for everything else to function
effectively

5603621778 Not Very Critical
5603621405 Somewhat Critical

not as important as consistent delivery of power
I'm sorry but this survey is more or less to tell us our
rates will be increasing to an extreme.
Plants need to be reliable.

5603620577
5603619555
5603619420
5603619178
5603616195

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Using old equipment if newer enhancements are put
in place would only create more complications.
Employees need to be safe.
It has to do with human activities and service.

5603615549
5603615469
5603615033
5603614188

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Not Very Critical

Very Critical

5603613148 Not Very Critical
5603613126
5603612703 Very Critical
5603612182

need a safe working environment
If you could keep the trucks for a year longer it would
be good.

This monies should always be rotating to
replacement based on your knowledge of how long
your equipment and will last.
plant goes done no service

5603611988
5603610977
5603609923
5603609759
5603609723
5603609565

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603608793 Can't Rate
5603608627 Very Critical
5603607653
5603607466 Very Critical
5603605715
5603605545
5603603947
5603603490
5603603188
5603602767
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828
5603600690
5603600289
5603599579

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Again it’s part of the bigger picture, core
infrastructure is what holds the power grid together,
stop investing in one spot and that could be the
failure that breaks the whole system down
Will help save money for customers
Specialty vehicles are expensive
I know nothing of your business and financing so I am
at a loss to give any ratings.
Safety is priority

its always best to stay up to date, and more efficient
Necessary business decisions are to be made.

see above
progressive
as above
Proper tools and systems are important.
Same reason
These are the tools you use to service the customer
as fast as possible in high quality standards.
We need hydro

5603597140
5603596750
5603596629
5603595420

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

5603595172
5603594108
5603593658
5603592389
5603592063

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603591397
5603590899
5603590415
5603589152
5603588861
5603588032

Very Critical

These changes are inevitable. The timing/ scheduling
must be approached appropriately.

Somewhat Critical

N/A

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Necessary investments to keep operations cost low.

sounds like we could use the change

5603586086 Very Critical
5603585297 Very Critical
5603584348 Very Critical
5603583886
5603583439 Somewhat Critical
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355

cost of human lives have no price, a disabled
employee is a financial burden to GSH

5603577885 Somewhat Critical
5603577567 Somewhat Critical
5603577249 Very Critical

Can not fix things without the proper equipment.

5603577003 Very Critical
5603576829 Can't Rate
5603576350

Consumer hydro costs should go down in this area

5603575091 Very Critical
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310

5603573214 Very Critical

5603573116 Somewhat Critical
5603572707
5603572279
5603571440 Very Critical
5603571108 Somewhat Critical
5603570775 Very Critical
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958 Not Very Critical
5603564523 Somewhat Critical

5603563541 Not Very Critical
5603563020 Very Critical
5603562796 Somewhat Critical

If employees are using improper equipment, the
whole system suffers

Employees are expected to have a safe working
environment so WSIB doesnt have to become
involved
Maintain what you have until something comes
along that will keep or lower cost of electricity
production

Trucks that breakdown delay service restoration

Critical is a big word for a reliable vehicle.
Costs.
I work with old equipment. We need to keep using it
until it breaks. If people are safe, these things can be
used awhile longer

5603562614 Somewhat Critical
5603562501 Somewhat Critical
5603561531 Somewhat Critical

5603560671
5603560533
5603560337
5603559955
5603559519
5603559476
5603559393

Very Critical
Very Critical

old equipment/vehicles cost more to maintain than
new equipment. efficiencies achieved through
purchases of newer equipment pay for themselves.
Old stuff cost more to run and maintain.

Somewhat Critical

Important to maintain infrastructure

Very Critical

5603559025 Very Critical
5603558791 Very Critical
5603558732 Very Critical
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800
5603556477
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247
5603555069

For the customers, it is imperative to restore power
as quickly as possible. Good working equipment is
the key.
Agree that this is an important element to ensure
that employees are able to do their job

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

The workers need to be kept safe while working.
Based on required updates/upgrades.

Very Critical

Keep in excellent condition.

Not Very Critical

5603555012 Somewhat Critical
5603554966 Somewhat Critical
5603554812
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809
5603553284
5603553211
5603552317
5603551128
5603548868
5603548738
5603548222

need equipment in good working order

Very Critical

If employees would take better care of the
equipment, it would last longer .

You can’t do the right job without the right tools

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Same as above
Long term efficiency.

5603547631
5603547394
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867
5603545570
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197
5603543753
5603543111
5603542349
5603542246
5603541504
5603540844
5603540233
5603540123
5603539792
5603539781
5603539452
5603538950

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

invest little by little

Somewhat Critical

Advancement and growth

Very Critical
Very Critical

Same as above.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603538881 Very Critical
5603537599
5603533967 Somewhat Critical
5603532709
5603520556 Somewhat Critical
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746
5603514420
5603513933
5603513326
5603512741
5603512680
5603510755
5603510589
5603510156
5603509669
5603509292
5603508826
5603508213
5603508055

Makes good business sense.

Poor habits create waste of resources.
Where they work and the tools to do the job are very
important

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Fairly quick and easy to solve if under invested.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Hydro is important

Very Critical

5603507414
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170
5603504124
5603503579
5603503055
5603502436
5603501301

Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5603501136 Somewhat Critical
5603500874 Can't Rate
5603499896 Very Critical
5603499655
5603499606
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201
5603498129
5603497878
5603497641
5603496892

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Limited equipment leads to limited services.
LOL spend a winters day without Hydro
You need the tools to do the job.
Ot's important to prioritize and be efficient and
prepared.
Unsure
It is important to maintain fleet requirements.
Well you need new or nearly new equipment I know
how much things cost.

Very Critical
Very Critical

Safety should always come first

Very Critical
Very Critical

Cannot service efficiently if not maintained
all aspects of a service are critical

5603496723 Very Critical
5603496188
5603495712
5603495694
5603495634
5603495426
5603495358
5603495258
5603495097
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111
5603493826
5603492980
5603492906
5603492493
5603492260
5603492225
5603491909

If you need to get new vehicles

It is important to ensure the quality of services.

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

It’s not safe or cost effective to use old equipment

Very Critical

Always need to be on top of things

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Obvious question and answer.

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

..
Continue to repair and maintain.
seems reasonable

Somewhat Critical

less expensive to outsource

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

not the highest prirority

5603491791 Somewhat Critical
5603491350
5603490607 Somewhat Critical
5603489844 Very Critical
5603489624 Very Critical
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618
5603488422 Can't Rate
5603488244 Somewhat Critical
5603488176
5603487577 Can't Rate
5603486769 Very Critical
5603486662 Somewhat Critical
5603486071
5603485815
5603485814 Somewhat Critical
5603485676
5603485488
5603485360 Very Critical
5603485024
5603484698 Somewhat Critical
5603484597
5603484471 Very Critical
5603484131
5603484127

5603483627
5603483359
5603483327
5603483293
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815
5603481838
5603481766
5603481675

Your customers demand perfection and you need the
tools to provide that type of service

Having the right equipt. etc required to do the job
related to equipment, men , tools ( software
included) it is the cornerstone of your service
Its needed.

Not aware any issues, if no issues, status quo... Easy

Can’t put a price on safety.
it is part of the investments to make the
modifications and are utilize for better quality
Need new facility to get better service

Have to have the tools for the job for efficiency and
worker safety
Good

Not Very Critical

Not all equipment is broken or needs replacement,
the budget should be used in more critical parts of
the system

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Worker safety should never be compromised
Up to date for everything has to be done.

Somewhat Critical

5603481238
5603480563
5603480386
5603480355
5603480134
5603480051
5603479480
5603479440
5603479201

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603478577 Somewhat Critical
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648
5603477159 Very Critical
5603477088
5603476922
5603476478
5603475723
5603475540
5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918
5603473862
5603473624

Required, but can be deferred occasionally in order
to make budget available for higher priorities.

All the previous work has to be implemented by
someone and they need equipment to it.

Very Critical

Keeping up with advancing technology alway pays
back

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

Price has to be paid for safety.
Eliminate all serious injuries

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603472969 Somewhat Critical
5603472352 Somewhat Critical
5603472305
5603471813 Not Very Critical
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022
5603470970 Very Critical
5603470903
5603470858
5603470700
5603470409

survey

General Plant investments play a supporting role but
not the key role (which is delivering electricity)

N/A

Important to have the necessary equipment to
provide good services

5603470259 Somewhat Critical
5603470224 Can't Rate

5603469638 Very Critical
5603469139
5603469006 Somewhat Critical

5603468881 Very Critical
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972
5603467479 Very Critical

5603467225
5603467000
5603466943
5603466935
5603466580

Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

5603466030 Very Critical
5603465791

5603465679 Very Critical
5603465611
5603465540
5603465534
5603465391
5603465015

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603464813
5603464464
5603464213
5603464186

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5603463604 Somewhat Critical

Things need to be reliable not brand new but reliable

It MUDT be operational, and proper budgeting and
service will achieve that and I hope you're already
doing that, if not you should be getting a pink slip.

These vehicles carry staff = important These
vehicles are on the road with other drivers &
pedestrian = important These vehicles support staff
while they are working in the public = important

Do what’s required to maintain quality service
safety matters, software updates are required,
building infrastructure is as important as the hydro
infrastructure.
Everyone depends of reliable service.
Maintaining equipment is important
How much
If its falling apart then it needs to be put back
together.

It is a priority to stay modern, minimize equipment
failure and break down. It also enhances employee
safety, morale, and overall wellness.
safety is important for those working there in all
work environments
See above.

Safety first!
Hard to justify big expenditure items without a usage
study.

It's about the lack of respect towards the employers
equipment.

5603463593
5603463585
5603463411
5603463329
5603463252

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603462811
5603461947
5603461564
5603461326
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472
5603460459
5603459797

Very Critical
Very Critical

Efficiency and safety are genuine concerns; upgrades
and replacements are often very necessary

proper equipment equals safety
Being modern, you work smarter not harder,
obsolete equipment causes problems as part become
unavailable
Safety is priority

Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Again being financially stable is important.
Worker safety is very important!

5603459430
5603459297
5603459279
5603459104
5603459032
5603458172
5603458169
5603457882
5603457731
5603457716

Somewhat Critical

If the equipment is not safe it should be upgraded
your employees should feel safe at all times

5603457349
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702
5603456299
5603456256
5603456141
5603456079
5603455998
5603455871
5603455837
5603455797

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Reasons stated above.

Somewhat Critical

need upgrades as we all do from time to time

Very Critical

Not Very Critical

i believe preventive maintenance is a must
Nothing is so critical that it needs to be addressed
immediately, unless of course it's an emergency.
How often does that arise?

Somewhat Critical

We need the trucks to do the job!

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Ok

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Need power

5603455767 Very Critical

Cannot operate without safe vehicles and equipment.

5603455385
5603454856 Somewhat Critical
5603454432 Somewhat Critical
5603454403

5603453567
5603453519
5603453004
5603452731
5603452618
5603452358
5603452338
5603451991
5603451985
5603451844
5603451498
5603451326
5603451306
5603451295
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027

equipment must be continually assessed and
renewed to be ready to handle emergencies
Nature of the equipment would dictate criticality.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Because even though it is helping the employees out
I do believe that sometimes they are also the ones to
take the most advantage of such items
Investments are important

Very Critical

important for service and safety

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Safety first

Somewhat Critical

5603450771 Very Critical
5603450697 Somewhat Critical
5603450541
5603450279 Somewhat Critical
5603450209 Very Critical
5603450064 Somewhat Critical
5603450020 Very Critical
5603449909 Very Critical
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798

5603448776 Very Critical

How could the current system get to this state?
Shouldn't this have been dealt with in the past?
stuff wears out.

If the funds are available .. should be taken care of
Continued un-interrupted service.
You have to upgrade maintenance vehicles as
necessary.
you cant rely on old equipment
Without proper equipment - down time would eat
away at efficiencies.

Important to have good and updated equipment to
keep up with the changing times/

5603448541 Very Critical
5603448229
5603447962
5603447884 Somewhat Critical
5603447713

5603447535 Somewhat Critical
5603447469

5603447257 Somewhat Critical
5603447111 Very Critical
5603447017
5603447011
5603446857
5603446798
5603446639

5603446477
5603446164
5603445259
5603445068
5603444898
5603443825
5603443180
5603442908
5603442767
5603442579
5603442122
5603441970
5603441948
5603441922
5603441625

Safety

Employees of our power infrastructure should of the
equipment of the day at their disposal.
New vehicles are expensive and often vehicles are
relaxed too soon instead of being maintained
properly and kept longer.
There should be a model of spending for vehicles,
technology etc....what is the life span of a typical
vehicle and the maintenance etc...associated costs
for this and then plan for those expenditures. I
suppose that some unforseen circumstances happen
with respect to this but work in a cost contingency
plan.
without the special equipment the serving would be
slower and need more man hours

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Better equipment can help to restore services quickly

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

If old are warn out they will need updating.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

It is somewhat critical because it needs to be done.
However, not all vehicles and tool changes need to
be done at the same time in the same year.

Very Critical

Safety first!

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

These are the tools required to deliver service
Same as above.
as said above..

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

Should be ongoing budget.

5603441555 Not Very Critical
5603441553
5603441346 Somewhat Critical
5603441337
5603441301 Somewhat Critical

5603441235
5603441164
5603440961
5603440889
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327
5603440138

Can't Rate
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Very Critical
Very Critical

5603439968 Somewhat Critical
5603439853

5603439755 Very Critical
5603439694 Somewhat Critical
5603439435
5603439374 Not Very Critical
5603438865
5603438672 Somewhat Critical
5603438526

5603438517 Not Very Critical
5603438373 Very Critical
5603438198
5603438086 Not Very Critical

Although very important, this investment would fall
behind the others. Have to work harder to extend
the life expectancy of the general plant or find way
to provide the required maintenance at a lower cost
so as not to impose too greatly on the overall capital
budget
Agreed.

unfortunately, this seems to be a new way of
thinking for hydro? hopefully if you start planning for
the future now, we won't be in such dire need in
5/10/25 years.

Need to invest in our future
Gotta do it the best you can without it being a sidedoor profit grab.

as a corporation YOU are responsible to keep the
system running as the BEST system in the world, as
you are responsible of the population you deserve in
a harsh country, you cannot be compliance, as
people lives are in play. You are the planner, you
should know what you are doing!

I have on info on condition of equipment. I'm sure
you guys know what you need here.

Critical is a strong word. These investments seem
necessary, unfortunately vehicles and upgrades are
not very exciting.

Should look at reduced costs due to outsourcing

5603437876 Somewhat Critical
5603437869 Somewhat Critical
5603437808 Somewhat Critical
5603437462 Somewhat Critical
5603437286

5603437178
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713
5603436422
5603436402
5603436260
5603436211
5603436198
5603436182

Not Very Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

I just think that there are more important things that
are needed, and for example the trucks and stuff
currently being used are okay.

repairs when power is out is important.

Somewhat Critical

5603436065 Somewhat Critical
5603435785 Very Critical
5603435704 Very Critical
5603435676
5603435567
5603435516 Somewhat Critical

5603435405
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953

Workers deserve proper equipment to do their job

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603434684 Not Very Critical
5603434650 Can't Rate
5603434633
5603434520 Very Critical
5603434429
5603434324 Not Very Critical
5603434229 Not Very Critical

Spending in this area is important if to improve
safety and or increase efficiency as having the right
tool will save money overall.
See above. Good tools should produce good results

without properly functioning equipment you risk the
safety of employees and pedestrians. it is very critical
that General Plant gets the funding it requires.

Must buy from our resources
Because most equipment can be used passed so
called end of service.. if vehicle and equipment are
properly maintenance,they can be used to its
maximum. Military does it on regular basis with all
it's equipment and aircrafts. So can hydro
I do not have enough knowledge...
Safety important
Wages are way out there, surprised Doug Ford hasn't
come in with his axe swinging.
Unnecessary

5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072

Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical

Not well enough informed

Very Critical

That I need to review to make a decision

Not Very Critical

5603432896 Somewhat Critical
5603432878 Somewhat Critical
5603432846
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336
5603432321
5603432320
5603432192
5603432131
5603432126
5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
5603430948
5603430845
5603430704
5603430549
5603430539

vehicles are a requirement to perform work around
city

Can't Rate

It's a lot to think about and I haven't had a chance to
do that yet !!!

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Maintaining equipment is very important!!
Required to do business.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Maintenance and repair are high priority

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603430295 Somewhat Critical
5603430204
5603430151 Somewhat Critical
5603429957
5603429934 Very Critical

5603429926 Somewhat Critical
5603429869
5603429798 Very Critical
5603429716
5603429715 Very Critical
5603429632

Monitoring is the key.
Has to be done
You need trucks for emergency repairs.
we all know that we need to upgrade but it must be
done gradually

Workers can't do their jobs if equipment is faulty.
Dependable equipment prevents downtime.
safer equipment means safer work

5603429477
5603429469
5603429069
5603428999
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818
5603428299
5603428284
5603428213
5603427947
5603427903
5603427894

Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603427501 Very Critical
5603427500
5603427418 Not Very Critical
5603427407 Somewhat Critical
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965 Very Critical

5603426742
5603426722
5603426696
5603426330
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062
5603425997
5603425632
5603425519
5603425509
5603425498

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Again, need up to date, functional equipment

Environmental improvements are critically needed
now.
Same as above
service repairs are important

Everything is critical for a commodity such as hydro.

Worker and public safety should be the highest
priority.
Let's not loose sight that these extra expenses should
be monitored by an independent agency so that
there is no mistrust or mismanagement

Can't Rate

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

NA

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5603425296 Somewhat Critical
5603425282 Very Critical
5603425151

A good fleet Maintenance and Management system
should flow the equipment as required.

5603424779 Somewhat Critical
5603424721 Very Critical
5603424552 Not Very Critical
5603424455
5603424428
5603424375
5603424359
5603424275
5603424104
5603424060

5603423833
5603423832
5603423779
5603423694
5603423692
5603423555
5603423529
5603423444

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603423345 Very Critical
5603423289 Somewhat Critical
5603423274
5603423213
5603423207 Somewhat Critical
5603423159 Very Critical
5603423158 Not Very Critical
5603423139
5603423091 Somewhat Critical
5603423055 Somewhat Critical
5603422990 Somewhat Critical
5603422980

5603422792 Not Very Critical
5603422441
5603422336

5603422304 Very Critical

8/10
As stated the workforce requires good equipment
and work places
Can't equate cost of a life with cost of a piece of
equipment.

as described above.

Because, it's simple, if a truck breaks down, you need
to repair or replace, surely you have Mechanics on
hand who are capable to give advice.
Same as previous comment

Extra costs to consumer...
Investment is always needed
Need to always look at opportunities. To save an
stay on top. Cost ??

Trucks and equipment are important parts to the
everyday running
Cost containment in this are is more manageable if
done with integrity.
See my answer to 16 above

For the same reasons already stated in your proposal
above.

The use of equipment that is still functional should
be considered instead of everything bran newn

Everything stated in the description is important so
that everything works together more efficiently.

5603422162
5603422091
5603421828
5603421825
5603421648
5603421606
5603421437
5603421204

Not Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5603421194 Somewhat Critical
5603421054 Very Critical
5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
5603420669 Somewhat Critical
5603420653 Very Critical
5603420609 Somewhat Critical
5603420522 Somewhat Critical
5603420498 Can't Rate
5603420448
5603420413
5603420362
5603420333
5603420325
5603420318

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical

5603420310 Very Critical
5603420277
5603420127
5603420107 Somewhat Critical
5603420098
5603419712

5603419653 Somewhat Critical
5603419643 Somewhat Critical
5603419630 Very Critical
5603419541 Somewhat Critical
5603419457
5603419244
5603419241 Very Critical

Spend some money now to save some later.

Important to repair or replace when it is a need
rather than a want

As above, and because stuff does wear out and need
to be replaced

Maintenance of vehicles is important for providing
safety to workers
See above
Reliability is important
Everything is not a necessity
Can't do without it
Could lead to cost savings and environmental
preservation

outdated machinery needs to be replaced

It is critical to maintain equipment properly, most
notably the fleet of utility trucks, however again
reliability is most critical in my opinion.

need the ground workers, service trucks in order to
provide optimum service

5603419176 Very Critical
5603419081 Very Critical
5603419076 Very Critical
5603419062 Very Critical
5603418993
5603418922 Very Critical
5603418809 Very Critical
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726

5603418680
5603418602
5603418597
5603418555
5603418530
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312
5603418297
5603418213

Somewhat Critical

Once again outdated equipment is costly in repairs
and downtime.
workers safety.

If the equipment is outdated and we suffer a major
storm, restoration would be more efficient and safer
for all those involved.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Fix the inefficiencies first
We can't operate with obsolete equipment

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Because its importan.t
Necessary expenditures for operation.

5603418188 Not Very Critical
5603418130

5603418072 Not Very Critical
5603418043
5603417809
5603417694
5603417633
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
5603416918
5603416811
5603416754
5603416608

The front line workers need safe equipment and
trucks to work.

I'd rather see GSU make good use of existing
buildings and vehicles. Spend on power generation
first and later upgrade, relocate and purchase.

Publicly funded organizations always think they need
newer, better and sooner than necessary.

Somewhat Critical

If equipment is not kept current you are unable to
respond efficiently to outages.

Very Critical

Having proper, safe equipment is important

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

A balanced long term plan works for me
Necessary to do business

5603416583
5603416564
5603416490
5603416486
5603416464
5603416457
5603416431
5603416407

Somewhat Critical

5603416260
5603416254
5603416203
5603416201
5603416159
5603416109
5603416084
5603416009
5603415935
5603415933
5603415816
5603415813

Not Very Critical

Yes
Replacing old, worn out vehicles and equipment is
necessary eventually.

Very Critical

must be ready to respond when needed

5603415771
5603415694
5603415691
5603415582
5603415574
5603415438
5603415390
5603415384
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206
5603415152
5603415115
5603415023
5603414966

Very Critical

You need the right tools to do the job properly and
safely

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Part of doing business
Need to keep workers safe
Planning
I'm neutral

Very Critical

Good planning

5603414845
5603414803
5603414732
5603414640
5603414639
5603414539
5603414527
5603414423

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

has to be done

Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

safety and reliability is important

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

The level of investment should guarantee to support
the minimum requirement of the above plan.

5603414400
5603414361 Very Critical
5603414336 Not Very Critical
5603414320

5603414291 Somewhat Critical
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246
5603414236 Not Very Critical

5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603414145 Somewhat Critical
5603414139
5603414130 Not Very Critical
5603414129 Not Very Critical
5603414108

5603414061 Very Critical
5603414054 Very Critical
5603414015 Very Critical
5603414014 Very Critical
5603414007
5603413980
5603413943
5603413928
5603413916
5603413836
5603413823
5603413793
5603413561
5603413527
5603413425
5603413398

Somewhat Critical

worker safety

Because it is something that can not be ignored.
Common sense demands that when something is
broken you fix it. The real brilliance is in budgeting
small every year for the rainy days.

don't think it is critical but it is necessary. you don't
need a brand new truck if you can get one only a few
years old, etc
So that there is reliable energy use

Important, but sometimes we replace things that are
not truly at the end of their lifespan.
explained above.

Keeps staff shortage to a minimum due to unsafe
work or accidents. Reduce maintenance repairs on
equipment. allows for efficient production and
operation.
Pretty important that crews have the tools they need
to fix things.
Its needed
As before needs upgrading to keep up with system
needs

Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical

Has to happen

Na

5603413304 Very Critical
5603413266
5603413242
5603413235 Very Critical

5603413130 Somewhat Critical
5603413123 Not Very Critical
5603412976
5603412954 Very Critical
5603412832 Very Critical

The changes are needed

Worker safety.
Depends on what turn around time you decide a
particular piece of equipment should reach it's endof-life.

These are again all necessary daily and need to be
reliable and readily available.
No equipment - no service!

5603412802 Somewhat Critical
5603412791 Can't Rate
5603412784

Safety is a Concern to all Sudburians and workers.

5603412734 Somewhat Critical
5603412685
5603412610
5603412608

Safe equipment and working environment is required.

5603412601
5603412540
5603412522
5603412521
5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484
5603412440
5603412421

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Keeping equipment and trucks current is important,
but stretching some of these upgrades to a time past
the 5-year renewal project, then bumping this up
moreso to make up for the 5 year reduction in
funding sounds appropriate to smooth costs
No thoughts
It's needed

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

5603412420 Not Very Critical
5603412397 Can't Rate
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376

5603412366 Not Very Critical

NA

Its critical but again this money will come from us the
consumer which has no say and will have to pay due
to dependance on electricity

As long as the service can be provided and long term
viability is controlled then watch the spending to
make things prettier or high tech.

5603412332
5603412329
5603412313
5603412304
5603412202
5603412201
5603412170
5603412145
5603412144
5603412142
5603412138

Somewhat Critical

5603412132
5603412130
5603412104
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984
5603411980
5603411957
5603411953
5603411935
5603411918
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867
5603411844
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748
5603411747
5603411691
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581
5603411548
5603411442
5603411362
5603411357

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

Employee safety.

Very Critical

Necessary to keep the lights on

Very Critical

read comments above

Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Need good tools and its the cost of doing business.
Need them to provide thebservices
You can't operate with outdated equipment.

Very Critical

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical

Can't Rate

Somewhat Critical
Can't Rate

Safety is always a big factor.

Can't Rate
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

More information would be needed

5603411323 Very Critical

Can't fix lines if the crew doesn't have a truck to drive
there.

5603411291
5603411283
5603411258
5603411254
5603411241
5603411181
5603411159

Somewhat Critical

Still important

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

It's good to keep thing running well in all ends.

5603411156 Somewhat Critical
5603411083 Somewhat Critical
5603411056
5603411014 Very Critical

5603410980
5603410979
5603410892
5603410873
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818

Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5603410516 Not Very Critical
5603410512 Very Critical
5603410503
5603410498
5603410494
5603410492
5603410475
5603410464
5603410430

Essential to any business operation
replacement policy should be studied to reduce cost
of vehicle replacement before its end of life
See above

Very Critical

5603410806 Somewhat Critical
5603410800
5603410789
5603410772
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627
5603410621
5603410600
5603410517

Depends on improvements, costs, value add
infrastructure. Difficult to rate this one as it seems
quite broad
Same as above

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical

Must support the day to day.
Important but investments need to be prioritized in
light of other capital requirements.
Because being preemptive is necessary to being
reliable.

Keep it going.

have none
Safety and efficiency
Depends on the state of the Equipment. No need to
change Equipment that is still good.
You can't provide the right service with the wrong
tools

Little option

5

5603410388
5603410361
5603352426
5603317885 Somewhat Critical
5603308258 Somewhat Critical

5603300117 Very Critical
5603296288 Not Very Critical
5603295897 Somewhat Critical
5603244359
5603218091 Not Very Critical
5603206447

5603199464 Very Critical
5603180939 Not Very Critical
5603168548 Very Critical
5603166129 Somewhat Critical
5603162489 Somewhat Critical
5603150367 Somewhat Critical
5603101900
5603091597
5603086522
5603078647
5603047716
5603046498
5603043646
5603029144
5603026349

Maintaining fleet and ensuring trucks are in good
working order makes them last longer
Needs to replaced in a controlled way
Business needs to keep running, and workers have
to. Are sure they get there in a timely manner and
safely

Continue with a well planned and balanced approach.

Don't need a broken down Hydro truck in front of my
place, nor any other place for that matter. Once
costs to maintain hit a certain level, time to replace.
(My wife keeps insisting I stop fixing my 12 year old
van, and buy new - fine if you have the money.) I'm
assuming the improvements of new trucks and
equipment have come a long way over the years.
(For myself, needing an engineering degree to
operate the newer vehicles, leaves me driving my
older one!)
It's critical to the continuation of service
It's important to quickly get power back on when
there are interruptions.
Can't do necessary work without the required
equipment

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

keep up with I.provenents due to growing population
.

Very Critical

Workers need the proper tools and equipment

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Sounds like a plausible guess is all.
best guess

5603023072 Very Critical
5603005636 Not Very Critical
5603003964 Somewhat Critical

Cannot preform duties without the safe and proper
tools for the job, like bucket trucks.
same as above
hare to work without tools or vehicles

5602998900
5602985471
5602981075
5602978210
5602957258
5602957247

Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5602950802 Somewhat Critical
5602947157
5602943012 Can't Rate
5602938777 Very Critical
5602933094
5602891031

5602875841 Not Very Critical
5602874114
5602861395
5602861079
5602840206
5602830812
5602829706
5602828619
5602824787
5602817573

Safety

people need the right tools and equipment to get
their job done.

Worker safety is always #1.

i think extending the life of these things is reasonable
if it results in an improved system overall

Somewhat Critical

Im sure not all equipment requires replacement

Very Critical
Can't Rate

See # 15

Somewhat Critical

Only so much money to go around.

Very Critical

5602793115 Somewhat Critical
5602787510

5602784569 Very Critical
5602776030 Somewhat Critical
5602770157 Very Critical

5602730365
5602663819
5602646471
5602643955

Its all part of the overall reliability of the grid.
Need for repair crews to be well equipped.

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

As any organization, a capital replacement plan
should be replaced when items are legally deemed
unsafe/expired. Residents do not want to pay for
unnecessary upgrades. (IE facelifts to corporate
offices)

Very critical. It's very crucial to be making the right
decisions regarding where the money is invested.
Green vehicles will be better for the environment,
and will cause a snowball effect for other companies
to purchase electric vehicles

Infrastructure needs 2 be built into the formula.
Equipment at the end of their life should be replaced.
Equipment should be maintained properly as long as
possible.
It won't all fail today.

5602637654
5602633107
5602625613
5602608989
5602607435
5602600365
5602576572

Very Critical
Very Critical

Needed for provision of service, maintenance

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Very Critical

TO GIVE THE BEST YOU NEED THE BEST

5602574661
5602563831
5602562741
5602561570
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
5602531729
5602528955
5602524379
5602522408
5602521403
5602520985
5602515923
5602515517
5602507768
5602502045
5602479438
5602435869
5602433596
5602429989

Very Critical
Very Critical

These vehicles that need to be replaced could be
done over time, let's say possibly a 2 or 3 year
period.
jobs

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Unsure

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

5602412735 Somewhat Critical
5602403584
5602401086 Somewhat Critical
5602397224 Somewhat Critical

5602391819 Very Critical
5602390182
5602389243 Very Critical
5602385852 Somewhat Critical

Important, should be in every year's budget
Safety is very important.
Same reason as above.
If it lowers our hydro bill I m all for it
Some upgrades should be done annually where
needed and based on budget.
This is a necessary expenditure.
We believe this is consistent with Customer priorities
for maintaining costs
Worker safety comes first. Let’s be an example.
Especially if modernization also reduces overall costs,
improves efficiency, reduces emissions.
Wishing for new development on West End of
Vermillion Lake
see above

5602381543 Very Critical

5602378220 Very Critical
5602367643 Not Very Critical
5602360702 Somewhat Critical
5602359591

5602356970
5602351642
5602351466
5602328231
5602326214
5602322086
5602321699
5602317911
5602316275
5602307819
5602307401
5602297738

Very Critical

Asking a person to stand 30-40 feet above ground
while exposed to the elements and selfish drivers
who put the crews' lives at risk, it is amazing the
offenders don't face more serious consequences in
court. The crews provide a service to society - similar
to that of first responders - that is often dismissed. I
can only hope they've got the best equipment at
hand to get the job done safely and with little time
lost.

Compensation rates are astronomical. No one wants
to see or hear about a worker off the job because his
ewuipment failed.

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

Obviously everything has some importance.
If trucks need replacing, this must be done

Very Critical
Very Critical
Not Very Critical
Very Critical

5602284632 Somewhat Critical

5602284106
5602281803
5602275012
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959
5602261620
5602259545

Repairs of vehicles in the last years of their life, tend
to be most expensive and to cost the most in lost
manhours.

Somewhat Critical
Very Critical
Somewhat Critical

Very Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5602256745 Somewhat Critical
5602253330 Very Critical

Proper equipment is needed to run the operation
No one can have all brand new stuff all the time.
Sometimes maintaining good equipment is a better
investment.
Because it underpins the safety of workers.

As above
While a lot of these things are important, I believe
that grid stability is the most important and IT
services, fleets, etc are not as critical, but still
important.

5602253307 Can't Rate
5602249717
5602243196 Somewhat Critical
5602187910
5602157586 Very Critical
5602106178
5602102950 Somewhat Critical
5602101458 Somewhat Critical
5602066769 Somewhat Critical

5601996619
5601910195
5601885863
5601875625
5601874109
5601853784

Very Critical
Can't Rate
Somewhat Critical
Very Critical

5601688323
5601681107
5601653127
5601642435
5601521920

Not Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical
Somewhat Critical

5600934776 Very Critical

Every worker needs to be safe at there choice of
work.
NEED EQUIPMENT WORKING
I don't understand how regularly maintained vehicles
would be inefficient?
Necessary
With out updating equipment and buildings you put
your employees safety at risk, and will have many
interruptions in service
Na

I think changing the old equipment such as
transformers or getting a rerouting path for power is
a little more important at this time. With new
equipment, you could maybe determine the problem
remotely and not have to send workers with
expensive trucks.

It is important but not critical.
If you don’t, there is a risk to not have a reliable
electrical distribution grid.
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Respondent ID
5608774731
5608392240
5608391622
5608387388
5608318089

To what degree do
you think that the
proposed level of
General Plant
investment
is appropriate?
Would you say ...
Response
Why do you give it this rating?
Very Appropriate
If needs fixing, fix it, before it really goes down
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
te
WE NEED THE TRUCKS
Having the percentage less than the past 5 years is a
much better option to save.
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropria It is consistent with my observation that the Utility can
save money with careful budgeting in this area.
5608259448 te
5608245418
Unsure
5608235127 Very Appropriate
5608232580
5608231956
5608220418
5608217930
5608214170
5608205903
5608203094

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

It is in line with how I answered the last question.
Well within the previous 5 year budget plan.

Can't Rate
How is the 8% reduction realized ?
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5608199027 te
5608194623 Very Appropriate
5608187209 Can't Rate
5608151209 Very Appropriate
5608146413 Very Appropriate

Cant rate this as i would have to loom more into it

5608127771 Very Appropriate
5608118280
Somewhat Appropria
5608115667 te
5608111878
5608109096 Very Appropriate
5608101940 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5608095922 te
5608039628

It is extremely important to maintain equipment.

maintain yourself
Service trucks are necessary to maintain and repair
the system

Somewhat Appropria
5608038016 te
Somewhat Appropria
5608034410 te
Somewhat Appropria
5608027935 te
5608020873
5608018568 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5608002775 te
5607981932 Very Appropriate
5607973614
Somewhat Appropria
5607971273 te
5607966268
5607958422
Somewhat Appropria
5607957588 te
5607946663

5607936513
5607934862
5607923175
5607918892
5607913684
5607906319
5607850659

appropriate
it sounds good to me
cost control definitely be always addressed

I am worried about underinvestment and long term
costs.

needless spending has to be stopped and re-routed to
Not Very Appropriate areas in the company that require upgrades
Somewhat Appropria
te
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria Saving money is important but not at the cost of
te
efficiency
Somewhat Appropria
te
Somewhat Appropria
te

Somewhat Appropria
5607850018 te
5607838698
Somewhat Appropria
5607829881 te
I agree with the proposal
5607829767 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5607829662 te
5607825947
5607821194
5607806892 Can't Rate

5607806037 Can't Rate
5607801688 Very Appropriate
5607795857
5607779308
5607770311 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5607763278 te
5607754971
Somewhat Appropria
5607735776 te
5607727406 Very Appropriate
5607724671 Very Appropriate
5607713316 Very Appropriate
5607711806
5607697810 Very Appropriate

To be honest, I believe you may need to make all
these changes but the rates keep going up. I believe
the real problem is the big salaries at the top. Cut
those substantially and I would have no complaint
about the actual costs to run Hydro

Because

C'est approprié
I am pleased that costs are going down!
It is very good plan.
Sounds reasonable, given all the competing demands
for money.

More money should be spent on safety equipment &
5607691675 Not Very Appropriate TRAINING for the first line workers
5607683177 Very Appropriate

5607622800
5607622170
5607618549
5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923

not an expert. Why reducing by 8%? I hope its
because previous investments have modernized our
equipment so we are able to reduce capital
investments for a period of time. hopefully this
doesn't create a reduction in service, safety, response
Not Very Appropriate times etc.... for GSU workers.
Very Appropriate
1
Somewhat Appropria
te
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Good équipement makes for good work
Somewhat Appropria
te
Somewhat Appropria
te

Somewhat Appropria
5607595482 te
5607589576
its a savings
5607588238 Very Appropriate
5607575700

5607574089 Can't Rate

cannot rate this one not sure

5607569996 Not Very Appropriate This is too high of a cost
Somewhat Appropria
Ok
5607569944 te
Somewhat Appropria
Lower budget cost
5607569136 te
5607550925
5607547354 Very Appropriate
I think spending more money on General plant
5607544770 Not Very Appropriate investment is not the greatest solution.
5607542750 Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria i think your employees have up to date equipment
and tools to work with
5607529159 te
5607525394 Very Appropriate
Because updates are a must - keeping the costumers
informed in terms of the budget aids in having the
community’s support as it is a safety net knowing
updates are/will be completed

5607521668 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
.
5607521205 te
5607520712 Very Appropriate
Needed and cost efficient
5607520658 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5607517990 te
It is important to ensure that equipment is of the
highest quality.
5607501898 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
A balanced approach is apparent.
5607500927 te
Just seems right.
5607497985 Very Appropriate
5607497711
5607497501 Very Appropriate

5607497480
5607496953
5607496836
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931
5607392196

Can't Rate

Seems like a big cut, but the description made it sound
like it could potentially put workers lives at risk. So I'm
unsure as to the importance of it.

Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5607369858 Very Appropriate
5607356998

It is significantly less than the last 5 years.
From 17% to 9% of the capital budget is a huge
decrease.

5607356693 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5607307048 te
5607289714
again reasonable
5607261674 Very Appropriate
reflection of technological innovation in this budget
perhaps?
5607155401 Very Appropriate
good
5607148829 Very Appropriate
5607138145
5607126826
5607118162
5607109518
5607070174
5607066340
5606960772
5606866592

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Good work
Low cost!

Very Appropriate

I don't understand how this is a budget item that can
5606866519 Not Very Appropriate be reduced.
5606865564 Can't Rate
5606862426
I am happy to see cost control measures being
implemented
5606848133 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5606821110 te
Somewhat Appropria Non-hydro related items also need updating as long as
there are strict guidelines in place and followed.
5606778350 te
don't know current condition
5606775700 Can't Rate
5606729929
to have more and proper plant investments can only
Somewhat Appropria gurantee better and safer work which is what is
always required.
5606707543 te
Somewhat Appropria
Spend responsibly
5606704822 te
Somewhat Appropria The powerlines still need to upgrade they're in pretty
bad shape in Sudbury compared to west nip
5606701343 te
5606697662 Not Very Appropriate
I believe in the plan.
5606697542 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5606695838 te
5606693342 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
see previous comment
5606683447 te

I though it would be an increase, not a decrease based
on the description of replacing the fleet.
5606679199 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5606668545 te
5606609047
Sounds like you have a detailed plan in place, so I
support it.
5606582883 Can't Rate
5606565661
5606544873
It sounds like you take your responsibility to safety,
service and the budget seriously and have, hopefully,
looked at the most cost effective, not always just the
cheapest, options for this area.

5606530149 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
Trucks that break down are of no use to anyone
5606529390 te
Somewhat Appropria
seemed likely
5606521578 te
we cannot be efficient working with out dated
equipment
5606515031 Very Appropriate
5606498033
See above. Again "pay me now or pay me later".
Emergency repairs always cost more in materials,
manpower and health. Costs always rise, so putting
things off costs more in the end. Not maintaining
and/or upgrading may result in further maintenance,
as failures compound. And if it becomes necessary to
borrow then there is the added cost of financing
repayment.
5606457870 Very Appropriate
Sounds respectable for the public purse
5606377731 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
No comment
5606374916 te
Same as above
5606368851 Very Appropriate
5606362865
5606358921
5606358297 Not Very Appropriate Concerned about dated equipment for workers
5606352864
5606349846
No comments
5606338466 Very Appropriate
Not sure it is appropriately if we really need as much
work as it says above, do not want people working in
Somewhat Appropria unsafe conditions or for hydro fires to start because of
things not being updated.
5606333428 te
Potential Savings here dependent on how cost saving
5606313190 Not Very Appropriate measures can be pushed into place.

Somewhat Appropria
none
5606305765 te
5606291857
5606282880
5606276523 Very Appropriate

I like that the numbers are lower then previous years.

5606270446 Very Appropriate

Costs must be maintained at an affordable level.

5606246635 Very Appropriate
5606243694
5606240215

there is an 8% less spending than 5 previous years

5606235091 Very Appropriate
5606227560 Very Appropriate
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207 Very Appropriate
5606138657
5606136667 Very Appropriate
5606135737
Somewhat Appropria
5606133735 te
5606124105
5606120981
Somewhat Appropria
5606118893 te
5606117473 Very Appropriate
5606077871
Somewhat Appropria
5606050032 te
Somewhat Appropria
5606046919 te

Plants need to be up to date in order to provide a high
level of reliability.
Keep plants modern and environmentally friendly

Investment in the right places
Continue safety practices

.
NO COMMENT
This will help to realize the planned capital
improvements over the next five years while providing
cost control to consumers.

5606027567 Very Appropriate
5606019346
5606007319
Somewhat Appropria
5606003891 te
5605999905
It is what it has to be
5605999230 Very Appropriate
Nice to hear some savings have been found
5605997788 Very Appropriate
5605954398
Give consumers a break
5605944845 Very Appropriate

5605944757
5605943593
5605935878
5605929744
5605898796

This is going to be reflected in my bill with s rate
increase of what? Say I pay $300 a month hydro/water
now. In five years I can expect to be paying upwards of
Not Very Appropriate $1,000?
Somewhat Appropria
te
Progress :)
Somewhat Appropria
te
Cost in this area should be controlled
Somewhat Appropria
te

More information required. Hope your people are
5605895298 Not Very Appropriate reasonable: same word.
Somewhat Appropria
See answers above.
5605889475 te
5605888440
Somewhat Appropria
5605877568 te
You know where you are top heavy — right at the top.
There are some big unnecessary salaries there. Give
those jobs to people willing to do them for a
reasonable rate of pay. That’s where the money goes.
Let us the customer vote on who can be CEO, etc than
5605859907 Not Very Appropriate since we pay their wages. Too too heavy. Change that.
Somewhat Appropria Depending on the current condition of equipment and
when replacement is scheduled.
5605857712 te

5605842218 Very Appropriate
5605834173 Very Appropriate

You must always strive to be the most efficient to
keep your business functioning properly. Poor
equipment result in inefficient productivity.

It's terrific that you can still find savings in some areas!
Level of investment should meet needs as a priority.
Somewhat Appropria Insufficient investment could lead to increased costs in
the future.
5605827346 te
NO FRONT LINE SERVICE NO BUSINESS
5605825610 Very Appropriate
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923
The summary above makes sense.
5605770359 Very Appropriate
5605766635
Great job trimming the budget in order to use the
capital elsewhere
5605762727 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria I think this could have been 10% as this stuff is key for
smooth operations
5605754961 te

5605751987 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5605736775 te
5605720737 Very Appropriate
5605715168
5605711665 Very Appropriate
5605710753 Very Appropriate
5605701839
5605697401 Very Appropriate
5605696231 Can't Rate
5605693202
5605692713 Very Appropriate
5605691499
5605689578 Very Appropriate
5605688115 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5605671879 te

5605668215 Can't Rate
5605667945 Very Appropriate
5605649793
5605643288 Very Appropriate
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605
5605551802 Can't Rate
5605545450 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5605539178 te
Somewhat Appropria
5605519256 te
5605513558 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5605508744 te
Somewhat Appropria
5605506200 te
5605504568
5605482165 Very Appropriate
5605477871
5605474132 Very Appropriate
5605465929
5605450050 Very Appropriate
5605444398 Very Appropriate

Increase this spending, but not on trucks

Fiscally responsible
Necessary for renewal budget.
Insufficient information

why not
No idea as to the current condition of the existing
fleet of utility trucks and other "plant" assets.
Again, we are improving while improving in our
efficiencies. It's a win / win.

Need to see the current situation regarding tools and
fleet versus requirements.
if the calculation it's showing right this will be a great
investment for long term
It sounds good.
I really don't know what the demand is here so can't
comment.
Large decrease in budget.
we cannot spend a lot of money in each of the areas

It is directly related to the rates
n/a

5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747 Can't Rate
If it's needed, do it!
5605416220 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5605415683 te
5605410634
5605404971
5605399087 Very Appropriate
All levels of General Plant Investment is very
Important !!!
5605395655 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
Less than previous years
5605338455 te
I wish every one, who provide services to the
community, could do the same
5605326811 Very Appropriate
Not knowing the extent of the need, 10% would be
better...
5605324793 Very Appropriate
5605323531
5605323310 Can't Rate
5605321593
Well as long as they are making progress and it's
cheaper, it makes sense
5605318701 Very Appropriate
5605318102 Very Appropriate
This seems one of the appropriate places to try to
lower costs
5605317490 Very Appropriate
5605315159 Very Appropriate
5605311781 Can't Rate
5605291825 Very Appropriate
Building new can be cheaper then maintaining
outdated equipment.
5605286962 Very Appropriate
5605274533 Very Appropriate

Again, safety is key, a saving in this is also a surprise
I'm quite surprised to see such a large decrease in
budget for this category. I say bring it up a bit to allow
wiggle room for upcoming years. (Beyond the 5 year
budget).

5605270154 Very Appropriate
5605265287 Very Appropriate
5605260496 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
Very important to keep up reliability by modernization.
5605260445 te
To maintain services
5605253943 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5605253232 te
Keeps costs down
5605239806 Very Appropriate

See previous comments - equipment depreciates and
needs to be replaced. Wondering if the services were
outsourced to private businesses if the costs would be
more manageable, or if leasing options may be a more
Somewhat Appropria affordable option... unable to comment intelligently
without knowing the intricacies of the budget....
5605230815 te
5605227438
Somewhat Appropria
5605223663 te
Have to balance budget.
5605222107 Very Appropriate
5605221688

5605208036 Can't Rate
5605196421 Very Appropriate
5605193279
5605189004 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5605188579 te
5605145259
5605128315
5605126505

i'm just going to click CANT RATE on all of these types
of questions... on paper, it seems great that less is
being spent... however, what's necessary is something
i don't know. i cannot objectively comment.
system controls are good

It appears this category is an excellent target for cost
Somewhat Appropria control measures re: extending useful life for various
vehicles, buildings, tools, etc.
5605124841 te
Somewhat Appropria
5605123235 te
5605122768 Not Very Appropriate seems high based on allocations to other areas

5605121295
5605116822
5605115345
5605114112
5605112772
5605110526
5605105613

I'm a little concerned about the degree of reduction in
this category, but I have no information about the
Somewhat Appropria state of your equipment that needs major repairs or
replacement, so it's hard to assess this.
te
Very Appropriate
See above comment
Somewhat Appropria
te
Seems like a lot less money
Very Appropriate
Again, staying below last years budget is great!
Somewhat Appropria This is where costs should be under control. Asset
te
management.
Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropria
It appears costs are being kept as low as possible
5605102632 te

5605099908
5605097643
5605096234
5605095826
5605093147
5605076106

Somewhat Appropria Hard to say given, I’m not sure how old the fleet is for
example. Life cycle isn’t defined in this survey.
te
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Seems like an appropriate percentage
I think you are being realistic in your projections

Very Appropriate

This cost is very reasonable.

5605062132 Not Very Appropriate
5605054024

I'll believe it when I see it - 8% reduction seems
5605037259 Not Very Appropriate improbable.
5605033990 Very Appropriate
5604977142
Reasonable
5604972361 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604971290 te
Like the lower %, but I do not know if this is an
appropriate amount.
5604970615 Can't Rate
5604970509 Can't Rate
5604969420
Essential expenditures, not to mention you are
spending less than past five years which actually is
surprising.
5604964729 Very Appropriate
We need to be mindful of our resources
5604950035 Very Appropriate
Good to see this cost is significantly lower.
5604936179 Very Appropriate
To give GSH a better the backing it needs to move
forward
5604931460 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604924668 te
5604915293 Not Very Appropriate Same explanation as above
5604909239 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604905767 te
5604883728 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5604883529 te
5604872872
Somewhat Appropria
The more you wait the more you pay
5604867918 te
UNKNOWN
5604867813 Can't Rate
5604867754
5604859615

5604858779

Somewhat Appropria
Seems right to me ,
5604851827 te
5604848208
Somewhat Appropria
5604839413 te
Somewhat Appropria The total decrease in % of capital budget from all 4
areas is encouraging for rates
5604837274 te
Somewhat Appropria
5604835309 te
5604826591
5604825747
Somewhat Appropria I fear cost cutting will put service and employees in
jeopardy.
5604821304 te
5604819422
General plant is important and has to be continuously
renewed, correct maintenance of it can extend its life
cycle and thus reduce your renewal costs over the
long term
5604819196 Very Appropriate
I believe this is an appropriate amount.
5604818609 Very Appropriate
A very reasonable percentage
5604815539 Very Appropriate
We need to continue investing. I know my view is not
likely one that is shared by many, but I know if we do
not do this now, it will cost us more in the future
Somewhat Appropria when others are trying to catch up too. Let's be
leaders and not followers.
5604811533 te
5604803318 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5604795035 te
Somewhat Appropria
keeping costs down good for custormers
5604792676 te
Somewhat Appropria
Seems a bit low when compared to previous budgets.
5604763520 te
5604757859 Can't Rate
Wow! Looks like even with proposed General Plant
modifications, there is a reduction is budgetary
Very
Appropriate
expenses.
5604753267
5604748154 Very Appropriate
dont know enough about the numbers
5604745166 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
must be done
5604732195 te
5604728491 Can't Rate
5604725181
Sounds appropriate
5604722046 Very Appropriate
5604712345 Can't Rate
5604710647 Very Appropriate
5604695107

5604694190 Very Appropriate
5604693305 Very Appropriate
5604681552 Very Appropriate
5604665547
Somewhat Appropria
5604660921 te
5604650745
5604648056 Very Appropriate
5604645011 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604644641 te
Somewhat Appropria
5604617929 te
Somewhat Appropria
5604580830 te
5604579320 Can't Rate
5604575629
5604574821
Somewhat Appropria
5604574282 te
5604572516
5604567581 Can't Rate
5604565759
5604564384
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604556311 te
5604550977
5604548452
5604564110
5604562235
5604559118
5604558353

5604545909 Can't Rate
5604537180 Can't Rate
5604528304
5604528108
5604523934 Very Appropriate

5604516420 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604515658 te

How do the percentages compare to what we are
paying management and inside workers?
sounds good

Frontline equipment is critical for success, and funds
allocated for this should not be compromised
Answered in#16
Safety is important

It sounds as though it is time for some capital
investment.
I cannot rate
Same as before.. very repetitive questions!

I think I need more info— like, why is this being spread
out over five years? I’m curious about how these
numbers are being broken down.

Because it is need it
Sounds like you are doing things right, if your coming
in under budget from other years that is a good thing.

5604511739
5604494852
5604488672
5604473955
5604471236
5604468558

Somewhat Appropria
te
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Costs are lower that is always a good thing.
Very Appropriate
See above
Very Appropriate

Above

5604467158 Not Very Appropriate Refer to my previous comment
5604465323 Very Appropriate
5604464793
The proposed level of investment is appropriate;
Somewhat Appropria however, I'm not sure what this all entails (as above in
Question 16)
5604464423 te
5604462800
Again here I believe we need to keep the plants in
Somewhat Appropria working order with repair parts on hand for a quick
repair.
5604461238 te
5604458998
Somewhat Appropria
5604458850 te
5604458118 Can't Rate
Everything you do to save time, money etc... is
appropriate
5604456825 Very Appropriate
less cost is always seen as positive
5604456206 Very Appropriate
5604455333 Very Appropriate
5604454794
5604454643 Very Appropriate
5604454389 Not Very Appropriate
safety is being addressed
5604452409 Very Appropriate
5604451777
5604449790
Somewhat Appropria
5604445511 te
5604445137 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604444817 te
Somewhat Appropria
From what I’m reading
5604438782 te

5604436303 Very Appropriate
5604433973

I think because of the significant increases in the
charges for electricity in the 2 decades, upgrades in
metal that have occurred that have significantly
prolonged it's life and decreased the cost of its
maintenance in the same time period.

5604433870 Very Appropriate
5604428179 Very Appropriate
5604425041 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604423029 te

5604421868 Very Appropriate

we do need proper working equipment to be sure the
job gets done asap when problems rise..

Projections are seldom accurate, and cost increases
Somewhat Appropria are typically ... dramatic... and so it’s my hope that this
projection includes some buffer.
5604402821 te
5604385649
5604382979
Keep workers and society safe -Always!
5604381442 Very Appropriate
5604380765
Cost control helps everyone.
5604380186 Very Appropriate
I don’t have enough information
5604379360 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria Why so much of a reduction in budget. Will enough
outdated equipment and vehicles be replaced
5604376786 te
5604374978
Somewhat Appropria
5604374219 te
5604371497 Very Appropriate

5604371168
5604370174
5604369096
5604367587
5604366101
5604365563

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

I believe risking our system far outweigh cost control.
There needs to be a different rate structure for small
business, large business and residents.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

New improved equipment should have a longer useful
life than older units

5604365493 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604365338 te
Do not have sufficient info.
5604362719 Can't Rate
5604362389
Somewhat Appropria
Dont know
5604362369 te
5604361429
Somewhat Appropria
5604361134 te

5604361072 Very Appropriate

The decrease in % of beudget is impressive. As long as
it protects the people working for GSHydro so they
can help Sudbury
Based on present day technologies regarding new
vehicles.

5604360735 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
Less money spent is better!
5604360302 te
5604359886
I'm not sure how this would affect the general
consumer.
Can't
Rate
5604359618
5604359399
5604358063 Can't Rate
5604356320
5604354043 Very Appropriate
5604353831
Somewhat Appropria
5604353463 te
5604351809 Very Appropriate
5604350778 Very Appropriate
5604350762 Can't Rate

If that’s the number you come up with then that’s
Somewhat Appropria what it is. Just remember, we hold you accountable. I
can’t argue without looking into your finances.
5604349957 te
5604347004
5604346129 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
See above
5604345925 te
Somewhat Appropria
5604345162 te
Need to see the whole picture and how much is has
been done
5604344502 Can't Rate
You have cut this cost by 8%
5604343451 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
Not sure what type of changes to building are needed
5604342950 te
5604340786
5604339893 Very Appropriate
5604334758 Very Appropriate
5604333207
Somewhat Appropria
5604332694 te
5604331048 Not Very Appropriate
5604330996
5604328843
Somewhat Appropria
Investing in Plants will help everyone
5604327835 te

Somewhat Appropria
5604327467 te
5604326548
Somewhat Appropria
5604326270 te
Somewhat Appropria
5604325071 te
Somewhat Appropria
Equipment reliability in very important
5604324433 te
Somewhat Appropria
very good thoughts about General Plant investments
5604322291 te
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172 Very Appropriate
5604317462
5604317168 Very Appropriate

It’s nice that’s it’s gone down in cost over past years

5604316253 Not Very Appropriate
5604315383
Somewhat Appropria
5604315029 te
5604314300
5604312196
Somewhat Appropria
5604308420 te
5604307604 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604307213 te
5604306433
5604306302
5604306068
Somewhat Appropria
5604306035 te
5604305829
5604304577

This should be higher.

5604304068 Very Appropriate
5604304041 Very Appropriate
5604303717
5604303303 Very Appropriate
5604302723

the first 3 plans aren't achievable without plan #4

5604302611 Very Appropriate
5604302439
5604301061 Very Appropriate
5604300658

Phased in is appropriate.

It cannot be any lower.

Seems light again.

Happy and safer employees makes a system run much
better.

5604297834 Very Appropriate
5604296499 Very Appropriate
5604296104
5604295239
5604293929 Very Appropriate
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605

Seems to be an accurate assessment.

Again, a standard practice for a business to plan for
wear and replacement.

5604291940 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604291033 te
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889
5604288381 Very Appropriate
5604288118
Somewhat Appropria
Again, cost of doing business
5604287719 te
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048 Can't Rate
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749

My knowledge is limited in the costs related to this.
5604285387 Very Appropriate
5604285094
Somewhat Appropria
5604284237 te
Somewhat Appropria It is a necessary cost of any business or corporation to
have top notch reliable maintenance equipment
5604283171 te
5604282722
5604282608 Can't Rate
5604281650
5604281095 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
Need to ensure costs are contolled
5604280537 te
Hard to judge without seeing the exact details.
5604280459 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
Thought more would be allocated
5604280357 te
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972 Can't Rate
5604277206

5604277185 Very Appropriate
5604276799
5604276409 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604275680 te
5604275558 Can't Rate
5604275500
5604274690 Very Appropriate
5604274662 Very Appropriate
5604273968 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604273863 te
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
5604272124 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5604271907 te
5604271746 Very Appropriate
5604271645 Very Appropriate

Lower is good as long as we are not just pushing a
problem out and making it larger
Whatever it takes on the safety front.
I worry that hydro pricing will increase drastically with
all the updating.

It’s ok

like to see expenditures go down where possible.
You know what you need to do the job - if it's less
than before, great.

5604271581 Can't Rate
5604271494
5604271467
Somewhat Appropria
5604271235 te
5604271105 Very Appropriate
5604271098 Very Appropriate
5604270957
5604270746
I don't know how appropriate this is.
5604270728 Can't Rate
I agree
5604270253 Very Appropriate
5604270221
Somewhat Appropria
don't waste good equipment
5604270152 te
I think considering all the other increases in needs that
5604269953 Not Very Appropriate this should be scaled back
5604269839
Na
5604269687 Very Appropriate
5604269611 Very Appropriate
Hard to argue with a lower projected cost.
5604269511 Very Appropriate
5604269461
Somewhat Appropria
5604269344 te

5604269322 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604269306 te
Somewhat Appropria
5604269295 te
5604269261

I think a reduced budget is applicable here. Many ways
to get the work done here, especially with the number
of contractors that would go into a bidding war to
work with you.

Since you are at the end of life of some of your
equipment, I would assume this budget would
increase.

5604269147 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604268994 te
5604268978
5604268944 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604268932 te
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
Somewhat Appropria
Focus on green
5604268538 te
5604268525 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604268129 te
5604268103
Somewhat Appropria
5604254904 te
Somewhat Appropria
5604254758 te
5604250673 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
Good
5604249464 te
5604241489 Very Appropriate
5604235771 Very Appropriate
5604235317
Somewhat Appropria
5604231423 te
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701 Very Appropriate
Food goes to waste, hospitals go down, electric heat
homes homes freeze and crime goes up during
blackouts
5604163090 Very Appropriate

5604162592 Very Appropriate
5604152890
5604151377 Very Appropriate

5604143185 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604125629 te

5604125146 Can't Rate
5604123573
5604120030
5604117306 Can't Rate
5604116144 Very Appropriate
5604114778 Very Appropriate

because safety and efficiency is utmost importance.
Seems reasonable.
Because bodies need to be taken to where the repairs
need to be done. Reliable vehicles are required to do
that.

9% now, 17% last 5 years. Again meaningless unless
accompanied by real information such as what are
depreciation cost etc.

For all the reasons stated before, need more data
It shows me that we already have the highest quality
for equipment and facilities

They seem to be prioritizing other investments of the
plan.
5604107995 Very Appropriate
5604095358
5604090772
Somewhat Appropria
5604089191 te
I agree 100%
5604087065 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604084394 te

5604077480 Very Appropriate
5604076141
5604071119
Somewhat Appropria
5604070433 te
5604062671
5604061713 Very Appropriate
5604061086 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604055096 te
5604044456 Can't Rate
5604042635
5604040258 Very Appropriate
5604040020 Very Appropriate
5604039143 Very Appropriate
5604032280 Very Appropriate
5604029848 Very Appropriate

The fact that it's 12% less than historical, suggests
work has already been done successfully.

Goid budgeting
Consistent with controlling costs.
Costs less than it did previously.

ugh
need power
It is important
It is minimal.
its good things
Happy about this policy

5604027854 Very Appropriate
5604027433 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604027174 te
5604026488
5604026130 Very Appropriate
5604023394
5604023256
Somewhat Appropria
5604022376 te
5604020803
5604020547 Very Appropriate
5604020224
5604020123 Very Appropriate
5604019955 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5604018768 te
5604017808
5604017463 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5604016188 te
5604012720

5604010773 Very Appropriate
5604010523
5604003848
5604002610 Very Appropriate
5604002058
5604001844 Very Appropriate
5604000138 Can't Rate
5603989836 Very Appropriate

The amount proposed seems low however.

if its the best price
Seems commensurate with the type of
equipment/infrastructure being upgraded.

Completely makes sense that safety in the number
one issue for everyone involved in the process of
providing customer service for our city.

dollars are to hard a concept for the public to really
grasp. asking us is almost an insult
If the fleet can be maintained at half the price then it
is a no-brainer.

5603972575 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603971458 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603965342 te
5603955878
5603955740
5603948545
Great plan
5603942687 Very Appropriate
5603940742
Somewhat Appropria
5603939181 te

5603939123
5603936936
5603931776

Customers maybe too price focused not
understanding cost to maintain and replace needed
5603931035 Not Very Appropriate equipment.
5603930966 Not Very Appropriate
5603928938
Somewhat Appropria If you can keep to this budget without compromising
employee safety then that is great.
5603928380 te
Can't rate actual costs.
5603927701 Can't Rate
5603927144 Very Appropriate
5603926785
Nor knowledgable about such things
5603925775 Can't Rate
5603924827 Very Appropriate
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
It’s important and needs to be done The longer you
wait the more it will be
5603916190 Very Appropriate
5603912059
Somewhat Appropria
5603908660 te
5603907138
improvements
5603906616 Very Appropriate
Cannot comment as I am not aware of current
physical condition of assets
5603901309 Can't Rate
5603894521
This is difficult to rate given the information provided.
A reduction of some amount is not out of the question
if staff time is reduced as a result of effective retooling
/ work strategies.
5603892723 Can't Rate
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425
same as above
5603878303 Very Appropriate
5603873980
5603869939
Somewhat Appropria
just do
5603862147 te
Somewhat Appropria
Seems ok
5603854129 te
5603853917
5603850070 Very Appropriate
5603844505

5603839719 Can't Rate

SImilar explanation for the same answer provided in
previous questions

8% is good. Canada has lots of water.
Somewhat Appropria Environmentalists are mostly trouble-makers, idiots;
don't listen to them! - they don't care about humans.
5603838201 te
5603829389 Can't Rate
Efficiency goal seems assured
5603827620 Very Appropriate
5603826947
Explained in the above 2 paragraphs.
5603824518 Very Appropriate
5603823777 Very Appropriate

5603819038 Can't Rate
5603815509

5603813865

5603812361
5603811387
5603809247
5603807838
5603803545

I have no idea what you have spent on previous years,
or all the projects that are needed or not needed. I do
not even know enough about this to have an opinion.

Spend it now or you will be hiring contractors at
extremely high rates to complete the work. You may
end up with a lack of continuity in your local
Very Appropriate
distribution system.
Same as above - No knowledge as to new fleet
vehicles being electronic or hybrid, and new buildings
or refurbishment of existing buildings including
Can't Rate
renewable energy
Somewhat Appropria Don't know what similar industries budget for this
te
work.
Very Appropriate
It is important to maintain operational assets to avoid
huge increases down the road.
Very Appropriate

It seems you have been able to lower costs.
Impressive
5603799607 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
important to maintain the equipment
5603797713 te
5603795594
Sometimes you have to make do with older
equipment.
Very
Appropriate
5603795045
Sounds like you’re doing things right
5603794864 Very Appropriate
5603794723 Very Appropriate
I think replacing trucks and software is important. Not
so sure the actual office buildings need to be
upgraded.
5603793990 Very Appropriate
5603793624

5603791335 Very Appropriate

You've looked at the cost and it seems appropriate for
the numbers presented in other areas.

5603790413 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603789161 te
5603789068 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603787264 te
5603783584 Very Appropriate
5603782515
5603777291 Very Appropriate
5603774037
Somewhat Appropria
5603745694 te
5603735624 Can't Rate
5603732849
Somewhat Appropria
5603732602 te
5603729467 Very Appropriate
5603728003
Somewhat Appropria
5603726674 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603725461 te
5603723462
5603722140 Very Appropriate
5603719277 Very Appropriate
5603717379
Somewhat Appropria
5603713646 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603710170 te

If we are spending less than previous years, great!

no comment

The costs seem to be on par with upgrades of this
nature

Why so much lower than in the past few years?
Your doing well

Is this good for the customers if so great
Sameas above.

Seems to be appropriate

ok
As it sounds like the past 5 year plan had a higher
percentage alloyed so the fleet must be in very good
shape and someone has crunched the numbers as to
keep the plan working but also spread the dollars
across a longer time period

5603708430 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603708297 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603706458 te
What does the General Plant do?
5603706139 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5603705662 te
5603705356
Same
5603703860 Very Appropriate
5603701394 Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropria
It would appear that it's needed to get the job done.
5603698999 te
Somewhat Appropria
Good job again.
5603698726 te
5603696326
Somewhat Appropria
5603696171 te
5603696031
Somewhat Appropria
5603693093 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603692894 te
5603692535 Can't Rate
5603688337
5603687107
Somewhat Appropria
5603685174 te
5603684657
5603680129 Very Appropriate
5603679368
Somewhat Appropria
5603678809 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603678078 te
5603677539
Somewhat Appropria
5603674458 te
5603674434
Somewhat Appropria
5603673400 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603673376 te
5603672984 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603671299 te
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632 Very Appropriate
5603668126 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603667328 te

Make sure buildings, vehicles etc. don't deteriorate
too quickly, some attention is still required

Same as previous

Not enough information.

It sounds like you are estimating the amount you need
and not over-spending in this area.

Cost control works for me

Replace when necessary; Repair when possible.

Dont know
Keeping costs low

Don’t know

Votre rendement est prioritaire!

Safety and reliability are top priority. Spending can
5603667280 Not Very Appropriate only be cut if these priorities are maintained.

5603666933
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925
5603661725
5603660840
5603660088

Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603660014 Not Very Appropriate
5603659261 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5603658586 te
5603657522
5603656664
Somewhat Appropria
5603655605 te
5603654288 Very Appropriate

Goodi
N/A
Everything needs attention, for greater or less

a reduction of 8% over previous budget
Keep costs low so that there is more profit and
electricity rates can remain within reason.
If you can make the maintenance work by lowering
costs by 8%, that is significant savings.

5603653137 Very Appropriate
5603653067
5603652815 Can't Rate
5603652362
5603651446
Somewhat Appropria
5603646034 te
Have already answered this question
5603634029 Very Appropriate
5603626198 Very Appropriate
A huge decrease in spending on this area
5603625871 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603625394 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603623005 te

5603621778 Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
Same answer
5603621405 te
Reviewing the provided information seems to moving
in the right direction. Savings.
5603620577 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
Need to keep employees safe.
5603619555 te
Somewhat Appropria It looks like a big decrease but I must assume there
are good reasons for it without further information.
5603619420 te
5603619178

cost control very important as well
5603616195 Very Appropriate
If it saves money I'm for it.
5603615549 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603615469 te
5603615033 Can't Rate
5603614188 Not Very Appropriate
5603613148 Very Appropriate
5603613126

I'm guessing that you based this on your last 10 years
of operations costs.

5603612703 Not Very Appropriate plants must be kept in top shape
5603612182
I think it should be around 1.5 million a year . Usually
when companies do the expenditures for certain
amounts of time and money, they are hesitant to put
the actual amount that would be appropriate. If we
are to have state of the art hydro grids with plants
Somewhat Appropria that are mediocre we just as well turd the power off
now
5603611988 te
5603610977
Good on the budget
5603609923 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603609759 te
reasonable
5603609723 Very Appropriate
5603609565
I know nothing of your business and financing so I am
at a loss to give any ratings.
5603608793 Can't Rate
Safety is a priority getting power on as quickly as
possible is a priority
5603608627 Very Appropriate
5603607653
I feel it could even be a little higher and system
renewal a little less.
5603607466 Very Appropriate
its always best to stay up to date, and more efficient
5603605715 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603605545 te
Again I support management decisions. Sudbury Hydro
has a great track record and if you see this necesssary
I support it.
5603603947 Very Appropriate
5603603490
Somewhat Appropria
5603603188 te
Somewhat Appropria
see above
5603602767 te
I like it
5603601822 Very Appropriate

5603601197 Very Appropriate
5603600828 Can't Rate

cost reduction

I believe that the investment for safe vehicles, modern
Somewhat Appropria tools, and proper systems is vital. 9% seems a bit too
low.
5603600690 te
5603600289
Just not too sure.
5603599579 Can't Rate
I think you have to invest more in upgrading your
Somewhat Appropria software and hardware tools to be sure they are the
most modern and efficient ones.
5603597140 te
Somewhat Appropria
Big difference in cost
5603596750 te
5603596629 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5603595420 te
Needed to ensure smooth operation.
5603595172 Very Appropriate
5603594108 Very Appropriate
5603593658 Very Appropriate
changes need to be made to our system to make it
better
5603592389 Very Appropriate
5603592063 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria The financial requirement may be exact. The timing of
the changes must be re-adjusted.
5603591397 te
5603590899
Somewhat Appropria
N/A
5603590415 te
5603589152
Somewhat Appropria
5603588861 te
I am completely confused reading all the dollars and it
would be much easier looking at these in a chart
forum.
5603588032 Can't Rate
5603586086 Not Very Appropriate
5603585297 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria here again , upgrades should have been done in the
earlier years to offset such increase in expenditures
5603584348 te
5603583886
Somewhat Appropria
Agree
5603583439 te
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355

The cost of things have to reach a breaking point
where no one can afford you product. It is good the
some parts go down.

5603577885 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603577567 te
Efficiency, safety, quality of service.
5603577249 Very Appropriate
Trending in the right direction
5603577003 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603576829 te
5603576350

5603575091 Can't Rate
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310

I don't know enough about the replacement costs to
comment. That said, employees should always has the
right tools and safe tools to do their job. Especially
one as critical and potentially dangerous as working
with electricity.

Less money put out is always a benefit to keeping
customers happy
5603573214 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria Would like to know why it was so high in previous
years
5603573116 te
5603572707
5603572279
5603571440 Very Appropriate
5603571108 Very Appropriate
t keeps costs down
5603570775 Very Appropriate
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria Newer equipment can eat up the budget, but should
provide maintenance for years to come.
5603564523 te
Somewhat Appropria I appreciate the reduction is spending. I think it is
more in line with reality.
5603563541 te
5603563020 Very Appropriate
Seems significantly reduced from previous years
5603562796 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria need equipment in good working order but must be
cost effective
5603562614 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603562501 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603561531 te

This has to be increased. not upgrading your
5603560671 Not Very Appropriate equipment costs us dearly in the end.
Have to spend to make.
5603560533 Very Appropriate
5603560337

5603559955
5603559519
5603559476
5603559393
5603559025
5603558791
5603558732
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800
5603556477
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247

Very Appropriate

Given the large drop as % of overall budget I suspect
thorough analysis was done to determine this wasn’t
as important as it was 5 years ago.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Same reason as above
Agreed

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Cutting costs is very good.
Based on numbers provided.

Very Appropriate

Keep cost down

5603555069 Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603555012 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603554966 te
5603554812 Very Appropriate
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809 Very Appropriate
5603553284
5603553211 Very Appropriate
5603552317
5603551128 Can't Rate
5603548868 Very Appropriate
5603548738
5603548222
Somewhat Appropria
5603547631 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603547394 te
5603546833

You spend to much

Excellent. I appreciate the management of these
tensions.
It’s a reasonable rate

I don’t really understand
Very important.

hydro is still costly for the home owners

5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867

Somewhat Appropria
I’m all for cost control
5603545570 te
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197
Somewhat Appropria
Are you sure this will be adequate?
5603543753 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603543111 te
5603542349
5603542246
5603541504 Very Appropriate
5603540844
Somewhat Appropria
5603540233 te
5603540123 Not Very Appropriate Should have a higher priority.
5603539792 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603539781 te
see above
5603539452 Very Appropriate

5603538950 Can't Rate

Your people are responsible, so their attitudes have to
be positive, showing concern for the assets they use.
Any rating I could offer would require me to know
what their attitudes are, and I do not have that
capability. Good and conscientious staff make for
easier fleet management.
Keeping costs down while improving is always
appropriate

5603538881 Very Appropriate
5603537599
Somewhat Appropria
5603533967 te
5603532709
5603520556 Very Appropriate
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
It's less
5603517746 Very Appropriate
5603514420 Very Appropriate
5603513933 Very Appropriate
5603513326
5603512741

5603512680
5603510755
5603510589
5603510156
Just is
5603509669 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603509292 te
5603508826
Somewhat Appropria
5603508213 te
5603508055
How many vehicles do you need to change for 4.6
millions
5603507414 Can't Rate
5603506806
5603505150
Somewhat Appropria
5603504170 te
5603504124
I would trust the evaluation of administration re the
plant maintenance needs.
5603503579 Very Appropriate
I cannot recall hydro outages the like of which we
have experienced in the area
5603503055 Very Appropriate
Saving money...
5603502436 Very Appropriate
5603501301
It"s great if supply and demand doesn't end up costing
Somewhat Appropria the consumer more than they can afford - electricity is
a need as much as it is a luxury.
5603501136 te
Same as above
5603500874 Can't Rate
I do not think I can rate this accurately as I am not
aware of costs. However, I can say that land
acquisition should not be a big budget concern.
5603499896 Can't Rate
5603499655 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
Hope you planned for all your needs
5603499606 te
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201 Very Appropriate
Long term planning is the best
5603498129 Very Appropriate
5603497878
Better to distribute the cost now
5603497641 Very Appropriate
it's needed
5603496892 Very Appropriate
Cost control is important. Using existing tools etc. Is
important if not necessary to be replaced.
5603496723 Very Appropriate
It’s an area to save
5603496188 Very Appropriate
5603495712 Can't Rate
5603495694

Somewhat Appropria
Very appropriate
5603495634 te
5603495426
5603495358 Very Appropriate
5603495258 Very Appropriate
5603495097 Very Appropriate
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
Somewhat Appropria
5603494111 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603493826 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603492980 te
5603492906
Somewhat Appropria
5603492493 te
5603492260
5603492225 Very Appropriate
5603491909 Very Appropriate

these investments are obvious and cannot be avoided.

...
Again, it feels like you plan to spend way more than is
economically feasible.
seems reasonable

Because the system could be maintained to last longer

Reducing costs are high priorities
You obviously have the statistics to back up these
numbers. Good for you in maintaining a stats
database.

5603491791 Very Appropriate
5603491350
Somewhat Appropria
5603490607 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603489844 te
Somewhat Appropria
Money is tight all around.
5603489624 te
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618
As above
5603488422 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5603488244 te
5603488176
If retiring current equipment, assuming its get sold off,
does the money get reinvested into this portion of the
budget?
5603487577 Very Appropriate
qualified workers are most important to ensure better
usage of equipment and vehicles
5603486769 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
Good service
5603486662 te
5603486071

5603485815
5603485814 Very Appropriate
5603485676
5603485488
5603485360 Not Very Appropriate need to spend the money
5603485024
More jobs
5603484698 Very Appropriate
5603484597
5603484471 Very Appropriate
5603484131
5603484127

5603483627 Very Appropriate
5603483359
5603483327 Very Appropriate

9% is good considering there is no need to replace
equipment that is already in good working condition

You know the aging of equipment, fleet etc and you
have to spend where necessary.
5603483293 Very Appropriate
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815
Somewhat Appropria
5603481838 te
5603481766
5603481675
5603481238 Very Appropriate
5603480563 Very Appropriate
5603480386
Somewhat Appropria
Good
5603480355 te
This will maintain or improve fleet and equipment
5603480134 Very Appropriate
Very
Appropriate
5603480051
Somewhat Appropria
5603479480 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603479440 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603479201 te
You have to cut back somewhere.
5603478577 Very Appropriate
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655

5603477648

Somewhat Appropria Would like to see a detailed expenditure plan to
comment further.
5603477159 te
Needed
5603477088 Very Appropriate
5603476922
Somewhat Appropria
5603476478 te
Somewhat Appropria
Budgeting is part of any companies concerns.
5603475723 te
Can't
Rate
5603475540
5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
Somewhat Appropria
survey
5603473918 te
5603473862 Very Appropriate
5603473624
Somewhat Appropria
5603472969 te
5603472352 Can't Rate
5603472305
Somewhat Appropria
N/A
5603471813 te
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022
Somewhat Appropria
Cost control is key, but equipment is important also
5603470970 te
5603470903
5603470858
5603470700
5603470409
Somewhat Appropria
Is required
5603470259 te
5603470224 Can't Rate
keep up[ the good work and reduce my hydro cost
with the savings!
5603469638 Very Appropriate
5603469139
Somewhat Appropria
5603469006 te
This should be increased. If the fleets are at the end of
their lives, start by replacing the fleet while servicing
5603468881 Not Very Appropriate the best of the worst.
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972

5603467479 Very Appropriate

5603467225 Very Appropriate

Keep up what was already invested
As stated above these are necessary expenditures.
Decreasing the amount allocated allows more money
for the more critical projects yet there is still enough
for general plant investment as well.
If you feel the amount is appropriate then I would
agree with you.

5603467000 Can't Rate
5603466943
Somewhat Appropria
Same as above
5603466935 te
Something always goes wrong
5603466580 Can't Rate
Dont know.
5603466030 Can't Rate
5603465791
5603465679 Very Appropriate
it sounds like you're putting money over
5603465611 Not Very Appropriate safety/efficiency in the workplace. not smart.
Only you know if the expenditures made in the past
will be enough to lower the future costs.
5603465540 Can't Rate
5603465534 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
Is done right can be okey
5603465391 te
Once again costs are being efficiently managed.
5603465015 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603464813 te
5603464464 Very Appropriate
5603464213 Not Very Appropriate
Maintenance is required, no doubt about it.
5603464186 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
High equipment abuse.
5603463604 te

5603463593
5603463585
5603463411
5603463329

The distribution of this investment amount will need
Somewhat Appropria to be monitored more carefully than before to avoid
te
unnecessary expenses, but would be manageable.
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
te
just a bit concerned this may be less than required
Somewhat Appropria
te
Very Appropriate
You’ve proven it works to stay ahead
Very Appropriate
Your plans seems reasonable.

5603463252
5603462811
5603461947
5603461564
5603461326 Very Appropriate
5603461187
5603460884

5603460543
5603460472

Somewhat Appropria
These are high level numbers. Hard to fully assess
5603460459 te
Somewhat Appropria
As long as the needs are being met, this is acceptable.
5603459797 te
Safety first
5603459430 Very Appropriate
5603459297
5603459279 Very Appropriate
5603459104
Seems in line with priorities.
5603459032 Very Appropriate
5603458172
5603458169
Somewhat Appropria
catch 22
5603457882 te
5603457731
you know best what you need
5603457716 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
No response.
5603457349 te
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702 Very Appropriate
5603456299
Somewhat Appropria
5603456256 te
5603456141
5603456079 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
Ok to your needs.
5603455998 te
5603455871
Somewhat Appropria
5603455837 te
Somewhat Appropria
Need power
5603455797 te
I feel this may not be appropriate as expenses can
very greatly from year to year. Some years you may
not have to buy vehicles or update as much
equipment as other years. Where you have to update
more equipment, we have to be prepared for this
amount to fluctuate. The costs may be low for 3 or 4
5603455767 Not Very Appropriate years and extremely high for 1 year.
5603455385
Somewhat Appropria
important
5603454856 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603454432 te

5603454403

Somewhat Appropria
I like that it’s gone down
5603453567 te
Somewhat Appropria
You need to make money
5603453519 te
5603453004
5603452731
Somewhat Appropria
cost should be within reason
5603452618 te
5603452358
Somewhat Appropria
5603452338 te
5603451991 Very Appropriate
Sometimes you have no control
5603451985 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603451844 te
5603451498
5603451326
Somewhat Appropria
5603451306 te
5603451295
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027

5603450771 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603450697 te
5603450541
Somewhat Appropria
5603450279 te
5603450209 Very Appropriate
5603450064 Very Appropriate
5603450020 Very Appropriate

I am getting the impression that Sudbury Hydro has
been run without accountability for a long time.
seems reasonable.

I believe it to be consistent
You know your business.
cost control

Again, this is a question that is best suited for your
Somewhat Appropria Cost Controllers to determine if those budgets are
achievable for your business development growth.
5603449909 te
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798
See above.
5603448776 Very Appropriate
5603448541 Very Appropriate
5603448229

5603447962

Somewhat Appropria As long as the replacement of equipment is necessary
it should happen. No "wish" list items
5603447884 te
5603447713
It’s not over the top.
5603447535 Very Appropriate
5603447469
What happens if some catastrophy happens such as
Somewhat Appropria flooding or ice damage...will insurance or
municipalities cover you ?
5603447257 te
Very
Appropriate
5603447111
Looks like good cost control.
5603447017 Very Appropriate
5603447011 Very Appropriate
5603446857
Not sure of costs per vehicle
5603446798 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5603446639 te
Somewhat Appropria
Same as above.
5603446477 te
cost control obviously should be a major
Somewhat Appropria consideration, however not by compromising
employee safety and security
5603446164 te
5603445259
Makes sense
5603445068 Very Appropriate
5603444898
Based on the size of the system
5603443825 Very Appropriate
I do think more funds should be provided towards
General Plan, especially if new and more efficient
technologies/software/equipment are available, but I
Somewhat Appropria understand the difficulty in assigning funds based on a
limited funding pool.
5603443180 te
Somewhat Appropria
Reuse, recycle..
5603442908 te
5603442767
5603442579
5603442122 Very Appropriate
5603441970
Somewhat Appropria
5603441948 te
5603441922
Somewhat Appropria
Ok
5603441625 te
This is in line with my answer to #17
5603441555 Very Appropriate
5603441553
Somewhat Appropria If this is believed to be consistent with customer
priorities then go for in in the OEB application.
5603441346 te

5603441337
5603441301 Very Appropriate

5603441235 Can't Rate

what were you spending the other 8% on every year, if
you just now realized vehicles will need to be
replaced??
Continual upgrades are always maintained by expert
personnel.

5603441164 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603440961 te
5603440889 Can't Rate
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
Somewhat Appropria
5603440327 te
Ant investment is good
5603440138 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria Gotta do it the best you can without it being a sidedoor profit grab.
5603439968 te
5603439853

5603439755 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603439694 te
5603439435
5603439374 Can't Rate
5603438865
Somewhat Appropria
5603438672 te
5603438526

5603438517 Very Appropriate
5603438373 Very Appropriate
5603438198

as a corporation YOU are responsible to keep the
system running as the BEST system in the world, as
you are responsible of the population you deserve in a
harsh country, you cannot be compliance, as people
lives are in play. You are the planner, you should
know what you are doing!

The dollar value seems high when compared to the
system access costs, which seems to be more
important... but maybe this work it just more costly ...
I recognize that you're proposing a significant
reduction from previous years - so with that in mind
the proposal seems appropriate.

This cost should be a focal point for cost reduction.
Somewhat Appropria Either outsource or find better ways to manage this
part of the business.
5603438086 te

Somewhat Appropria
5603437876 te
I appreciate cost control measures but with a
significant drop in costs when discussion seems to be
Somewhat Appropria about buying new equipment, it makes me curious
about what this budget was spent on before
5603437869 te
5603437808 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603437462 te
5603437286
Somewhat Appropria
This sounds good
5603437178 te
5603436978
5603436744
you are meeting concerns about cost.
5603436713 Very Appropriate
keeping costs low is important
5603436422 Very Appropriate
5603436402 Very Appropriate
5603436260
Somewhat Appropria
5603436211 te
5603436198
5603436182
Spending in this area is important if to improve safety
Somewhat Appropria and or increase efficiency as having the right tool will
save money overall.
5603436065 te
Somewhat Appropria
Not sure why the total has dropped so much
5603435785 te
5603435704 Very Appropriate
5603435676
5603435567
Somewhat Appropria
5603435516 te

5603435405
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953

I would think that the proper maintenance of service
vehicles would cost more that the 9% noted above,
Somewhat Appropria but I have confidence that this has been reviewed by
professionals and is the right decisions
te
Somewhat Appropria
te
Somewhat Appropria
te
Very Appropriate

5603434684 Not Very Appropriate
I do not have enough knowledge...
5603434650 Can't Rate
5603434633

Savings from past year. Great
5603434520 Very Appropriate
5603434429
Somewhat Appropria Lower maintenance now with computers and less man
power. Bonuses need to go.
5603434324 te
5603434229 Not Very Appropriate Unnecessary
5603434155
Not well enough informed
5603434031 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5603433795 te
5603433716
That I need to review to make a decision
5603433428 Very Appropriate
5603433124
5603433118 Not Very Appropriate
5603433072
Somewhat Appropria
5603432896 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603432878 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603432846 te
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336
Somewhat Appropria
5603432321 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603432320 te
5603432192
Somewhat Appropria
5603432131 te
5603432126 Very Appropriate
5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
5603430948 Very Appropriate
5603430845 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603430704 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603430549 te

need to ensure vehicles are in proper operating order
Not sure
LIke I said before, go with the flow...

A bit expensive!
As long as it is managed effectively and service isn't
compromised.

Look for ways to decrease maintenance costs

Seems good for us

Somewhat Appropria
Great to see a huge reduction.
5603430539 te
You are asking the same question we read you but
Somewhat Appropria the people can afford to repair roads at this time so
why ask the same thing .
5603430295 te
5603430204
Somewhat Appropria
5603430151 te
5603429957
5603429934 Can't Rate
Better equipment for employees means less
downtime, better moral, more productivy.
5603429926 Very Appropriate
5603429869
5603429798
5603429716
5603429715
5603429632
5603429477
5603429469
5603429069
5603428999
5603428992
5603428912

Not Very Appropriate should keep it at 17% as it would pay for itself quicker
Very Appropriate

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropria
5603428818 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603428299 te
5603428284
5603428213
5603427947
5603427903
5603427894

Spending on green power generation should be
Not Very Appropriate increased.
Somewhat Appropria
te
Same as above
Somewhat Appropria
te
Somewhat Appropria
te
?

Somewhat Appropria
5603427501 te
5603427500
5603427418 Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603427407 te
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212

5603427122
5603427013

The reduction in expenditures may impact safety
5603426965 Not Very Appropriate issues.
Somewhat Appropria It's all part of the same plan, one part can almost not
go without the other.
5603426742 te
5603426722 Very Appropriate
5603426696
5603426330 Not Very Appropriate
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
Somewhat Appropria
NA
5603426062 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603425997 te
5603425632
5603425519 Very Appropriate
5603425509
5603425498 Very Appropriate
Proper fleet management should maximize this
expenditure.
5603425296 Very Appropriate
5603425282 Very Appropriate
5603425151
Somewhat Appropria
8/10
5603424779 te
Somewhat Appropria Not sure of exactly what condition existing equipment
is in
5603424721 te
5603424552 Can't Rate
Sudbury has done an excellent job keeping consumer
rates reasonable. Please continue.
5603424455 Very Appropriate
5603424428 Very Appropriate
5603424375 Can't Rate
5603424359 Very Appropriate

5603424275
5603424104
5603424060

5603423833
5603423832
5603423779

I'm satisfied that the costs were reduced. This tells me
Somewhat Appropria that the major upgrades have been addressed or
te
replaced, and now it is just 'small items'
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
te
If you truly believe this is appropriate and you can sell
it to your Customers as needed, well, you run the
Very Appropriate
system.
Very Appropriate
Again, we have to invest to stay current.
Very Appropriate

5603423694 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603423692 te
5603423555
Somewhat Appropria
Priorities for customers count
5603423529 te
5603423444
Same answer. Need to continue to look at way to
stay on top. No investment means we lack behind
Very
Appropriate
and may cost us more in the long run
5603423345
Somewhat Appropria
5603423289 te
5603423274
5603423213
Somewhat Appropria If the trucks and other things can be maintained with
less capital then this should be done
5603423207 te
5603423159 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5603423158 te
5603423139
Somewhat Appropria
5603423091 te
I have no idea how to rate this.
5603423055 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5603422990 te
5603422980
Somewhat Appropria
Same answer, cost
5603422792 te
5603422441
5603422336
Seems lower then it should be considering the ageing
5603422304 Not Very Appropriate technology that is used.
5603422162 Can't Rate
5603422091 Not Very Appropriate
5603421828

I don’t think that much money needs to be spent and
Somewhat Appropria having someone review spending could save
customers some money.
5603421825 te
5603421648
Somewhat Appropria
5603421606 te
5603421437 Very Appropriate
5603421204 Very Appropriate
Again love the fact this will cost less than the previous
year
5603421194 Very Appropriate
5603421054 Very Appropriate

5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
5603420669
5603420653
5603420609
5603420522
5603420498
5603420448

Somewhat Appropria
te
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Part of the requirements to run the business
Somewhat Appropria
te
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
te
This seems appropriate

5603420413 Not Very Appropriate See above
Nice to see costs decrease
5603420362 Very Appropriate
5603420333 Very Appropriate
I trust you know what you need. No waste please
5603420325 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603420318 te
Energy and cost saving in the long run.
5603420310 Very Appropriate
5603420277
5603420127
Somewhat Appropria
values seem reasonable
5603420107 te
5603420098
5603419712
I believe this is a fair percentage of the capital budget
for this purpose.
5603419653 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603419643 te
5603419630 Very Appropriate
same as all the other answers. Need all working
together
5603419541 Very Appropriate
5603419457
5603419244
5603419241 Very Appropriate
I think it is very important to have the best equipment
and trucks for workers to be safe.
5603419176 Very Appropriate
5603419081 Very Appropriate
5603419076 Very Appropriate
Cost control and still achieving goals gives you
customers confidence in the operation of your
company
5603419062 Very Appropriate
5603418993

5603418922 Very Appropriate
5603418809 Very Appropriate
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726
5603418680 Very Appropriate
5603418602
Somewhat Appropria
5603418597 te
5603418555 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603418530 te
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312 Very Appropriate

its appropriate.

Fix the inefficiencies first
We need it.

IT's the right thing to do.
Unless the fleet and facilities are all relatively new, it
seems like this reduction might allow for deterioration
5603418297 Not Very Appropriate of facilities.
Somewhat Appropria
5603418213 te
I believe your priorities are in the right place for
reasons given.
5603418188 Very Appropriate
5603418130
Reducing your budget here is a good idea. Or are you
Somewhat Appropria reducing the budget or only the percentage of a larger
budget?
5603418072 te
5603418043
Somewhat Appropria
Again keeping costs down
5603417809 te
5603417694
5603417633 Very Appropriate
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
If this level of spending is thought to be sufficient to
maintain a safe workplace and represents a
responsibly developed long term plan I'm all in.
5603416918 Very Appropriate
wow! all these millions flying everywhere. Seems a
5603416811 Not Very Appropriate little out there
Sounds reasonable
5603416754 Very Appropriate
5603416608
5603416583 Very Appropriate
5603416564

5603416490 Very Appropriate
5603416486
I trust that you will spend the money wisely.
5603416464 Very Appropriate
5603416457
5603416431 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
Yes
5603416407 te
If vehicles or equipment are unsafe or unreliable, then
replacement is necessary that being said- I haven’t
Somewhat Appropria seen a GSU vehicle that looks worn out or more than a
few years old.
5603416260 te
5603416254
5603416203 Can't Rate
5603416201
5603416159 Very Appropriate
5603416109 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603416084 te
5603416009
safety and reliability is important
5603415935 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603415933 te
5603415816
Somewhat Appropria
5603415813 te
You need the right tools to do the job properly and
safely
5603415771 Very Appropriate
5603415694
Somewhat Appropria
Hope it's enough so we don't fall behind.
5603415691 te
It is much lower, but we do not know why. Have big
expenditures such as land or buildings been met. Not
enough info to rate this
5603415582 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5603415574 te
5603415438 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
Do the planning well
5603415390 te
Somewhat Appropria
We need hydro
5603415384 te
5603415317
5603415275
Great thinking
5603415206 Very Appropriate
5603415152
Somewhat Appropria
5603415115 te

Somewhat Appropria
5603415023 te
5603414966

It is very important to be consistent with Customer
priorities for cost control.
5603414845 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603414803 te
5603414732
Somewhat Appropria
5603414640 te
5603414639 Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603414539 te
5603414527 Very Appropriate
5603414423
5603414400
Somewhat Appropria Some equipment does not need replacement but
maybe upgrading to better standards
5603414361 te
5603414336 Not Very Appropriate
5603414320
5603414291 Not Very Appropriate
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246
5603414236 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603414221 te
5603414191 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603414189 te
5603414168
5603414147 Very Appropriate
5603414145 Very Appropriate
5603414139

15% is a happy medium and allows for the unforseen.

seems to be ok but like to see 7 or 8 %

Upgrades need to be kept up

Under the previous budget!

it was 17% in the last 5 years, where did the money go
5603414130 Not Very Appropriate to replace this equipment.
5603414129 Not Very Appropriate
5603414108
I am not versed on actual cost expenditures and how
they were used in the past or life of infrastructure.
Somewhat Appropria however I trust this report has had the opportunity to
allocate to appropriate needs with in energy dist.
5603414061 te

5603414054
5603414015
5603414014
5603414007
5603413980

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

I think that's quite the reduction compared to the last
5 years.
.
Saving money is what's needed

Somewhat Appropria
5603413943 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603413928 te
5603413916
5603413836 Very Appropriate
5603413823 Very Appropriate
Necessary
5603413793 Very Appropriate
Seems to be too much for that. I see the criticality of
Somewhat Appropria that, but the lines and the infrastructure itself seems
more critical.
5603413561 te
5603413527
5603413425
Somewhat Appropria
Na
5603413398 te
The proposal is definitely required
5603413304 Very Appropriate
5603413266
5603413242
Seems cheap.
5603413235 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
See above.
5603413130 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603413123 te
5603412976
5603412954 Very Appropriate
Reasonable
5603412832 Very Appropriate
Make these changes over a longer period of time not
all at once, where it depleats the whole fleet at once,
Somewhat Appropria stagger the changes over 15 years. What did Hydro do
in the past?
5603412802 te
Can't
Rate
5603412791
5603412784
Somewhat Appropria
5603412734 te
5603412685
5603412610
5603412608
Good to see this amount is lowers quite a bit for the
next 5 years while renewal is undertaken. I would
expect this receive a significant boost once 5-year plan
is completed.
5603412601 Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropria
No thoughts
5603412540 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603412522 te
It's good
5603412521 Very Appropriate
5603412507
Somewhat Appropria
5603412497 te
5603412495
Somewhat Appropria
NA
5603412484 te
5603412440 Can't Rate
5603412421 Very Appropriate
5603412420 Not Very Appropriate
5603412397 Can't Rate
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
Somewhat Appropria
5603412366 te
5603412332 Very Appropriate
5603412329
Somewhat Appropria
5603412313 te
5603412304 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603412202 te
5603412201
5603412170 Very Appropriate
5603412145
Somewhat Appropria
5603412144 te
5603412142
5603412138

Refer to other comment

Don't know if less equipment replacement is required
than in the past.
Keep costs in line

not everything has to go up

Need good tools and its the cost of doing business.
5603412132 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603412130 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603412104 te
Somewhat Appropria
Equipment must be kept up to date.
5603412042 te
5603411998
5603411984 Very Appropriate
5603411980
5603411957

Somewhat Appropria
5603411953 te
5603411935
Somewhat Appropria
5603411918 te
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867

The budget for this area is significantly less, but may
be sufficient if investment in past has kept the plant
and equipment in good shape

5603411844 Can't Rate
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805 Can't Rate
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748
Somewhat Appropria
Seems to be in line with what you’ve been doing.
5603411747 te
5603411691 Can't Rate
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581
More information would be needed
5603411548 Can't Rate
5603411442 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603411362 te
5603411357
Appears as if costs are being controlled to required
levels.
5603411323 Very Appropriate
Perhaps this is moving towards efficiencies
5603411291 Very Appropriate
5603411283
5603411258 Can't Rate
5603411254 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603411241 te
5603411181
5603411159
5603411156
5603411083
5603411056

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
If improvements are needed, they're needed
Very Appropriate
Excellent cost cutting

5603411014 Not Very Appropriate Maintaining equipment and worker safety is critical

5603410980 Not Very Appropriate 929,000 seems high
Money from this line item can be moved to capital
projects.
5603410979 Very Appropriate
5603410892
5603410873 Very Appropriate
5603410857
5603410829
Somewhat Appropria Consistent with Customer priorities for the cost
control. IPAD
5603410818 te
Somewhat Appropria
Amount of capital seems appropriate
5603410806 te
Same as last budgeting question, those who work in
the sector would know more on how and where to
budget than I would
5603410800 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603410789 te
Lower is better if we get the same value.
5603410772 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
Infrastructure is needed.
5603410735 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603410657 te
5603410648
5603410627 Very Appropriate
5603410621 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria This will be a cyclical charge as equipment becomes
outdated
5603410600 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603410517 te
Don't know the state of the Equipment
5603410516 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
5603410512 te
Replacement and upgrading of equipment is quite
costly so this is not an outrageous amount
5603410503 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603410498 te
5603410494
Somewhat Appropria
5
5603410492 te
Somewhat Appropria
Benchmarked with what?
5603410475 te
5603410464
5603410430 Not Very Appropriate
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426

5603317885 Very Appropriate

great to see costs are well below and almost half of
last period
Seems like it is a thoughtful exercise in plant upgrades
and replacement

5603308258 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
Sounds good
5603300117 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603296288 te

It seems as I move forward in this survey that the goal
is to cut expenditures. Call it customer priorities or
what ever it seems to me as a company you are better
Somewhat Appropria placed to make decisions, are you not? Should I be
thinking about changing companies?
5603295897 te
5603244359
5603218091 Not Very Appropriate
5603206447

5603199464 Very Appropriate
5603180939 Not Very Appropriate
5603168548 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603166129 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603162489 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603150367 te
5603101900
Somewhat Appropria
5603091597 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603086522 te
5603078647
5603047716 Very Appropriate
5603046498
Somewhat Appropria
5603043646 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603029144 te
Somewhat Appropria
5603026349 te
5603023072 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5603005636 te

Making sure the replacements are better made, more
or less the same cost, will last longer sounds ideal.

It's good because it is less than what it was before.

Without working equipment work can't be completed

.
Source delivery

What if all the info you give is accurate?
best guess

same

Somewhat Appropria at 9% of the total dubget to maintain proper vehicles
and tools is well worth it
5603003964 te
5602998900
5602985471
5602981075
5602978210
5602957258

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

One part of your system has to support the others.
Shows a saving.
Again saving money.

Spending the same amount on equipment and on the
updates to the system service?
Can't
Rate
5602957247
Somewhat Appropria
5602950802 te
5602947157
this is good
5602943012 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
as long as worker safety isn't compromised.
5602938777 te
5602933094
5602891031
Somewhat Appropria
this is a big drop but perhaps necessary
5602875841 te
Customer cost are extremely important and keep
below budget is the right thing to do
5602874114 Very Appropriate
5602861395
5602861079 Very Appropriate
See # 15
5602840206 Can't Rate
5602830812
Only so much money to go around.
5602829706 Very Appropriate
5602828619
Somewhat Appropria
Cost control is important, but so is safety.
5602824787 te
5602817573
As any organization, a capital replacement plan should
be replaced when items are legally deemed
unsafe/expired. Residents do not want to pay for
unnecessary upgrades. (IE facelifts to corporate
5602793115 Not Very Appropriate offices)
5602787510
5602784569 Not Very Appropriate Invest in green!!
Somewhat Appropria
5602776030 te
Need to plan for the future growth needs within the
system.
5602770157 Very Appropriate
you seem to be doing a good job in maintenance of
the equipment.
5602730365 Very Appropriate
Trust.
5602663819 Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropria
5602646471 te
5602643955 Not Very Appropriate

To maintain system efficiency, and ultimately be cost
effective and provide safe working conditions, cleaner
environment.
Limited knowledge

5602637654 Very Appropriate
5602633107 Very Appropriate
5602625613
Somewhat Appropria
5602608989 te
Somewhat Appropria
Do better at making your stuff last longer.
5602607435 te
YOU ARE ABLE TO BRING DOWN THE PERCENTAGE OF
THE CAPITAL BUDGET
5602600365 Very Appropriate
5602576572
Ongoing necessary expenditure.
5602574661 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
why not
5602563831 te
5602562741
Somewhat Appropria
5602561570 te
Somewhat Appropria
Unsure
5602545777 te
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
Somewhat Appropria
5602531729 te
5602528955
5602524379 Very Appropriate
5602522408 Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5602521403 te
5602520985 Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5602515923 te
5602515517 Can't Rate
5602507768 Very Appropriate
5602502045 Very Appropriate
5602479438
5602435869 Very Appropriate
5602433596 Very Appropriate

Seems like a reasonable number but no idea how
much a new bucket truck costs.
Seems that monies have been shifted for
infrastructure renewal.
If it lowers our hydro bill I m all for it

Somewhat Appropria
5602429989 te

5602412735 Very Appropriate
5602403584

Some general plant upgrades should continue, but
priority is being given to other capital expenditures
over the next 5 years in terms of total budget.

Again, not knowing the rate of replacement, this
seems reasonable, assuming that the majority of the
Somewhat Appropria fleet replacements were completed on previous
budgets.
5602401086 te
Somewhat Appropria We believe this is consistent with Customer priorities
for maintaining costs
5602397224 te
Of course the apparent cost reduction is attractive,
but if there will be significant changes in the other
areas, those changes will need to also be
accommodated by a General Plant improvements and
Somewhat Appropria modernization. Give our workers what they need to
keep themselves and keep us safe.
5602391819 te
5602390182
5602389243 Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropria
see above
5602385852 te
5602381543 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria If this decrease addresses the concerns I mention in
my answer to # 17, ok.
5602378220 te
5602367643 Can't Rate
5602360702 Can't Rate
5602359591
I believe in proper preventative maintenance but not
Somewhat Appropria changing somethingfor the sake of having new. If it
works and ain,t broke why change it.
5602356970 te
5602351642
Somewhat Appropria
5602351466 te
5602328231
Out of reasons. Sorry.
5602326214 Can't Rate
Cost savings
5602322086 Very Appropriate
5602321699
5602317911 Very Appropriate
5602316275 Very Appropriate
5602307819 Not Very Appropriate
5602307401 Very Appropriate
5602297738

5602284632
5602284106
5602281803
5602275012
5602273740
5602267847

Somewhat Appropria Keeping costs down for customers is good, but must
te
be balanced with needed upgrades
Can't Rate
Do not know enough about operations
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5602262959 Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5602261620 te
5602259545 Can't Rate
Not knowing what condition the fleet is in, what state
the IT systems are in, what state other properties are
in, it's hard to say if this is a good amount or if the
Somewhat Appropria decrease will end up hurting the ability for one
department to perform their work.
5602256745 te
Somewhat Appropria
5602253330 te
5602253307 Can't Rate
5602249717
Somewhat Appropria
5602243196 te
5602187910
Somewhat Appropria
Keep equip.ent safe.0
5602157586 te
5602106178
Somewhat Appropria
5602102950 te
Cost benefit is good.
5602101458 Very Appropriate
5602066769 Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropria
5601996619 te
5601910195 Can't Rate
5601885863 Very Appropriate
5601875625 Very Appropriate
5601874109
Somewhat Appropria
5601853784 te

Again failure to maintain will lead to failures in future
Safety of employees, by updating equipment and
buildings is just as if not more important
Na

5601688323 Not Very Appropriate As long as the cost is low for customers.
5601681107
Somewhat Appropria
5601653127 te
I am not sure what to rate this item.
5601642435 Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropria
5601521920 te
5600934776 Very Appropriate

If you don’t, there is a risk to not have a reliable
electrical distribution grid.
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Respondent ID
5608774731
5608392240
5608391622

Given everything we’ve
discussed, to what
degree do you think that
the overall
proposed level of
investment is
appropriate? Would you
say ...
Response
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

5608387388 Very Appropriate
5608318089

5608259448 Somewhat Appropriate
5608245418
5608235127 Somewhat Appropriate

5608232580 Not Very Appropriate
5608231956 Very Appropriate
5608220418 Very Appropriate
5608217930
5608214170

5608205903 Very Appropriate

5608203094 Somewhat Appropriate
5608199027

Why do you give it this rating?
Fix it the best way possible but watch costs
Necessary

I give this rating because the level of investment is
much lower than it was intended to be so leaving
that said, everyone should be accepting of that as
it will save much money on a hydro bill. The
increase I think is fair, but with the changing planet
it is only fair for a increase that will benefit the
Hydro.

Although it is maybe less of an increase than the
first attempt at budgeting, it is imperative that
every expenditure is critically appraised for its
overall contribution to system reliability and
meeting the needs of customer base.
It seems logical
If sudbury hydro serves 47000 customers, then
$6.52 per year is just over $300,000 per year. I
dont know how that would come anywhere even
close to covering the upgrades discussed in this
survey.
GSU needs to maintain it's need to be in the
forefront of the industry.

If this is the confirmed cost estimate actually to
be added yearly it is very reasonable.
Money could be frozen at the administrative level
or have all admin raises capped at 2% while
locking earning to a maximum of $150,000

5608194623 Very Appropriate
5608187209 Very Appropriate
5608151209 Very Appropriate
5608146413 Somewhat Appropriate

5608127771 Very Appropriate
5608118280
5608115667 Very Appropriate
5608111878
5608109096
5608101940
5608095922
5608039628
5608038016
5608034410
5608027935
5608020873
5608018568
5608002775
5607981932
5607973614
5607971273
5607966268
5607958422

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

because its needed
If needed to better our community and citizens
tha i dont see an issue

I am old enough to remember paying 4.3 cents a
kilowatt hour 24-7! All the changes in rates, time
of use, and the adjustment factor, leaves me
wondering just how smart are these new meters. I
could read the old meter but cannot read the
smart one. Again I have to trust the expertise of
Greater Sudbury Utilities.

I have reduced my Hydro by 40% over the last five
years
Rates always seem to be rising

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

great
sounds reasonable to me
it is lower than the the rate of inflation

Very Appropriate

5607957588 Somewhat Appropriate
5607946663

5607936513 Somewhat Appropriate
5607934862 Somewhat Appropriate
5607923175 Can't Rate
5607918892 Very Appropriate
5607913684 Can't Rate
5607906319 Very Appropriate

$6 / year is small compared to result of even 1 day
of power failure. This customer would prefer to
avoid delaying needed work until it becomes
critical.
needless spending has to be stopped and areas in
the company that need upgrading should be given
priority

Don,t think anyone can complain about 50 cents a
month
Exact numbers are not being provided. Have a
feeling of something being hidden.
If it is 0.52/month, why is this a question

5607850659
5607850018 Not Very Appropriate
5607838698
5607829881 Somewhat Appropriate

5607829767 Very Appropriate
5607829662 Somewhat Appropriate
5607825947
5607821194

5607806892 Not Very Appropriate

Keep cost down, maintenance at a spreadable rate
it needs to be done, essential in cost and services
to communities. I think it’s a great plan and
proposal

Adding money onto a bill that’s already high
enough is not in my best interest rest, even if it’s a
small amount

5607806037
5607801688
5607795857
5607779308
5607770311
5607763278
5607754971
5607735776
5607727406
5607724671

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

To be honest, I believe you may need to make all
these changes but the rates keep going up. I
believe the real problem is the big salaries at the
top. Cut those substantially and I would have no
complaint about the actual costs to run Hydro
Lower costs than previous years

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

It's in my budget

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

C'est correct
I still feel there could be less cost to us
This is a cost increase that can be justified.

5607713316
5607711806
5607697810
5607691675
5607683177

Very Appropriate

The amount of the increase seems manageable to
the vast majority of customers.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5607622800 Can't Rate
5607622170 Not Very Appropriate

5607618549 Not Very Appropriate
5607618339 Very Appropriate

Cost factor is within my budget
Capital costs are rising. Ultimately we pay the bill
for it. $6,25 seems more then reasonable to
maintain or improve the level of service we
receive.

These funds could be provided through existing
revenue and reduction in salary and bonuses
received by upper management. Customers
cannot afford an increase in their bills.

1

5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482
5607589576

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5607588238 Very Appropriate
5607575700
5607574089 Very Appropriate

5607569996 Not Very Appropriate
5607569944 Very Appropriate
5607569136
5607550925
5607547354
5607544770
5607542750
5607529159

Very Appropriate

Everything is increasing in cost and customers
expect you to keep up with the times, change is
necessary. It is economically responsible.
i trust it is
There we go! You make more than imaginable in
profits yet you’d sink a family for the upgrades.
This is very corrupt
Needed
I think this is a great idea and I look forward to
learning more

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5607525394 Very Appropriate

5607521668 Very Appropriate

5607521205 Very Appropriate

5607520712 Very Appropriate
5607520658
5607517990
5607501898
5607500927
5607497985
5607497711
5607497501
5607497480
5607496953

It’s needs to get done

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

i do not think this increase in rates bad at all
As long as the cost to customers do not increase at
a high rate
Because it is keeping the costumers in mind such
as the cost, when strategically planning for the
investment
I think the rate increase is minimal and if it does
take care of all the mentioned needs then it is
worth the investment
I feel as though the plan is transparent. Knowing
that the requirements exceed usual budgets, I
don't mind paying an extra $0.52 as GSU is being
honest and forthcoming about it.
Its affordable and worth it if we will actually see
the changes being made.
See above.
Very reasonable cost.
I can afford $6.25 a year.

If it is necessary that is not a large increase.

5607496836 Very Appropriate
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931 Very Appropriate
5607392196 Very Appropriate
5607369858
5607356998
5607356693
5607307048
5607289714
5607261674

5607155401
5607148829
5607138145
5607126826
5607118162
5607109518
5607070174
5607066340
5606960772
5606866592

Very Appropriate

The increase seems reasonable and consistent
with expectations

This ensures an efficient service
The increase is extremely low, hardly noticeable.
$0.52/month is quite low I would say to help
maintain overall system reliability.

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate

5606866519 Somewhat Appropriate
5606865564 Very Appropriate
5606862426

5606848133 Somewhat Appropriate
5606821110 Somewhat Appropriate
5606778350 Somewhat Appropriate
5606775700 Can't Rate
5606729929
5606707543 Very Appropriate

reasonable for what it covers
the breakdown of the budget seems reasonable
and the cost per residential bill is modest
no sure

Because the cost to the users is very minimal
Increases are minimal. Good deal.

If the numbers quoted in the question are
accurate, it seems reasonable. However, is this
accurate?
Very reasonable increase

I would hope that cost savings could be found that
kept expenditures for the next five years to 5%
higher than the previous 5 years
The investment is required. Don't like it requires a
cost increase to accomplish it.
I agree but keep costs low to consumers please

5606704822 Very Appropriate

Sudbury has been doing a great job and i trust they
will invest properly in the company

5606701343 Very Appropriate

The cost of everything is going up the way of life

5606697662 Not Very Appropriate
5606697542
5606695838
5606693342
5606683447
5606679199
5606668545
5606609047

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5606582883 Very Appropriate
5606565661
5606544873

5606530149 Very Appropriate
5606529390 Very Appropriate
5606521578 Somewhat Appropriate
5606515031
5606498033
5606457870
5606377731
5606374916

Electricity shouldn’t be for profit since electricity
has become a basic necessity. Seniors and those
on a fixed income can’t afford to pay raises to
CEO’s, and managers upon managers who are
already making well beyond what a regular person
requires to stay in their homes. Our bills are
already too high, covering administrative costs and
raises to millionaires.
It is a sound level of investment to assure reliable
service.
It is a very reasonable increase.
lower is always better
This is reasonable.
very worried if I can afford this.
If everyone chips in $6.25 per residence, to ensure
long-term stability of a key service like hydro, it's a
fair trade-off.

I think a $6.25 increase for the year is reasonable,
so long as the market cost of power generation
doesn't increase drastically.
no reason

Very Appropriate

Customer priorities and service reliability is key

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

See previous answers.
Reasonable if it can be kept at that quote
No comment
The increase seems reasonable. Most should be
able to afford $7/month. Equal to 1 less coffee
per week.

5606368851 Very Appropriate
5606362865
5606358921
5606358297 Somewhat Appropriate
5606352864
5606349846
5606338466 Very Appropriate

Concerned with the significant reduction in
general plant

No comments

5606333428 Somewhat Appropriate

5606313190 Very Appropriate
5606305765 Somewhat Appropriate
5606291857
5606282880

I understand things need to be completed, and
inflation occurs, however it just seems like
everything continues to increase in Sudbury, water
is ridiculous, property taxes are going up, gas just
went up and now Hydro. I feel for people who do
not make decent income, such as the working
class poor, as this will take away from eating food,
or doing things for themselves.
We need to invest in existing infrastructure;
Otherwise we have the same problem that we
currently do with our roads.

5606246635
5606243694
5606240215
5606235091
5606227560
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207
5606138657

Very Appropriate

Thinking all that has to be done over the next 5
years...we can afford an extra 1.00 per
month...12.00 a year to help upgrade all our hydro
services
It is a reasonable cost that can be absorbed.
not a big burden on customers with increase of
$6.25/year.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

A small price to pay for reliable electricity.
The focus is in the right areas

Very Appropriate

Very reasonable cost increase

5606136667
5606135737
5606133735
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893
5606117473
5606077871
5606050032
5606046919

Very Appropriate

Not much of an increase, maybe in future years
the cost will decrease

5606276523 Somewhat Appropriate
5606270446 Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

reasonable. & necessary o

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

.
DISTRIBUTION COSTS SHOULD BE LOWER

5606027567 Very Appropriate
5606019346
5606007319
5606003891 Very Appropriate
5605999905

5605999230 Very Appropriate
5605997788 Somewhat Appropriate
5605954398
5605944845 Not Very Appropriate

5605944757 Not Very Appropriate
5605943593 Somewhat Appropriate

5605935878 Very Appropriate
5605929744 Not Very Appropriate
5605898796

It is important to ensure current and future
capacity for effective energy delivery and not wait
until parts of the system break down and to have
to deal with costly power outages and emergency
repairs that could have been avoided by good
planning and implementing responsible capital
management decisions.

We have to be able to give to receive and stay up
to date with more efficient means of energy, $0.52
is something I can swallow if all these updates and
upgrades are actually achieved in the end
Costs rise but there usually savings to be found.
Bo need to increase bills
Stop increasing our bill by anything. I pay waste
water. How ridiculous is that? I have on peak
hours as a residential user and the hours don’t
work for my needs. How fair is that? But now so
still have to pay more? Why? So you can
apparently offer me better service? So when you
have upgraded everything my rate will not go up
anymore? No in five years everything will be old
already again and we start all over once again. It
just never stops. I am dissatisfied with Greater
Sudbury Hydro for so many reasons but nothing
ever changes. I can just guarantee that my bill will
indeed go up.
The proposed plan sounds well thought out,
structured over time and minimal cost to the
consumer
Any level of increasement is going backwards in
reducing costs to residents.

5605895298 Not Very Appropriate

5605889475 Very Appropriate
5605888440
5605877568 Very Appropriate

More information required. Hope your people are
reasonable: same word. I hope you pay little
attention to the answers TOO little information
with questions. Surveyors ask "Do you want clean
air"? "Yes", is the reply. But, NO costs or
consequences, job gone now you become a
hungry BIRD watcher.Maybe air was clean enough.
This is a reasonable amount. I would be prepared
to spend more if there was more investment in
fully green renewable energy solutions.

5605859907 Not Very Appropriate

I am only hearing here comes another rate
increase, that’s what I am hearing. Made up
delivery costs, and ridiculous on peak/off peak
hours. I do want to live “off the grid” but that is
not feasible, so pay through the nose it shall be.
Yeah, not happy!

5605857712 Somewhat Appropriate

Nothing is getting cheaper. The increased cost is
affordable if all commitments can be met and
there are no unforeseen circumstances.

5605842218 Very Appropriate

You can pay a little now, or a lot later. I prefer a
small increase now to a large increase later.

5605834173 Very Appropriate

5605827346 Somewhat Appropriate
5605825610 Very Appropriate
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923
5605770359 Very Appropriate
5605766635
5605762727 Very Appropriate

This is a very critical system that can't fall into
disrepair.I would hope most people would agree
there has to be investment so that this does not
happen! For all the interactions I've had with
Sudbury hydro over the years, I would have to say
it's been a pleasant experience,very professional!
Should make the appropriate investment on a go
forward basis to ensure reliability.Small price to
pay for peace of mind!
IT WOULD BE EXCELENT IF YOU CAN STAY WITHIN
THE BUDGETED ESIMATES PROPOSED

The outlined increases are not too bad for the
average consumer.
I can live with this much of an increase

5605754961

5605751987 Very Appropriate
5605736775 Very Appropriate
5605720737 Very Appropriate
5605715168

5605711665 Very Appropriate
5605710753 Very Appropriate
5605701839
5605697401 Very Appropriate

5605696231
5605693202
5605692713
5605691499
5605689578
5605688115
5605671879

Can't Rate

We need to keep on top of this grid. Investment is
required. Spending is appropriate
The system needs to be maintained and upgraded
to keep the power on

because the impact financially is not as great as I
expected when I began the survey...hopefully your
predicted level of impact will be as you say
It all seems reasonable
So far it sounds like a reasonable plan.
Insufficient information to make an informed
opinion on this. Everything has been
oversimplified. No rational person SHOULD make
ratings based on such incomplete level of
information.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5605668215 Can't Rate
5605667945 Very Appropriate
5605649793
5605643288 Very Appropriate
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605

5605551802 Very Appropriate

thats what is required

Survey did not provide sufficient detail on the
existing conditions and the anticipated outcome of
the plan on the existing conditions. We are all
aware of our electricity costs and in my household,
we try to utilize the non-peak times for cleaning
and laundry to keep costs down. A $10 per year
increase to fund the plan would not be
unreasonable, provided the plan had sufficient
outcomes that supported the increase.
The rate increase, if accurate, is very reasonable
and affordable.

Consumer cost is high now, minimal increases are
acceptable assuming risk has been properly
considered.

5605545450 Very Appropriate

I rather to pay little now than to get big bills in
future or to have electrical outage every month

5605539178 Somewhat Appropriate

Hydro costs are high enough. As it is, there are
many people that cannot afford to pay their bills.

5605519256 Somewhat Appropriate

I'd like to see a spreadsheet of all costs considered.

5605513558
5605508744
5605506200
5605504568
5605482165
5605477871
5605474132
5605465929
5605450050
5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747
5605416220

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Increase in budget but not very impactful per bill
it makes sense

Very Appropriate

It is directly related to rates.

Very Appropriate

Looks good.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5605415683 Somewhat Appropriate
5605410634
5605404971
5605399087 Very Appropriate

My reason is #20, below.
I'm a strong believer that money doesn't need to
be spent to better systems. However, minimal
spending is ok.

I agree with 90% of the plan.

5605395655 Can't Rate
5605338455 Somewhat Appropriate

If most of that money is coming from DONATIONS
from the Federal & Provincial Goverment, why
raise our Residential Bills ??? If all the money
came only from The City of Greater Sudbury, then
it would be more understandable to raise the
Residential Bills!!!
Seems like a very manageable rate increase

5605326811 Very Appropriate

taking in the rate of inflation this is very good

5605324793 Very Appropriate
5605323531
5605323310 Can't Rate

As a customer who turn off most devices when
leaving the home to try and keep the cost low and
affordable, an extra 7$ feel like a good investment
for the better of the network

5605321593
5605318701 Very Appropriate
5605318102 Somewhat Appropriate

5605317490 Somewhat Appropriate
5605315159 Very Appropriate

Well they are maintaining reliability while trying to
save consumers as much as possible
Trying to lower the average customer bill or at
least maintain what is already being paid would be
more appropriate

5605311781 Very Appropriate

The changes are not completely out of the normal
range of change and advancements

5605291825 Very Appropriate

It would be nice to hold rates steady but some
increased is necessary over the time period.

5605286962 Very Appropriate

6.25$ a year is very reasonable for the upgrades.

5605274533 Somewhat Appropriate

For a $6 increase a year to be able to do all of
these great thing would be good. It would be nice
if the government would subsidize this but if we as
tax payers have to pay this then so be it

5605270154 Somewhat Appropriate

5605265287
5605260496
5605260445
5605253943
5605253232
5605239806

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5605230815 Somewhat Appropriate
5605227438
5605223663 Somewhat Appropriate
5605222107 Somewhat Appropriate
5605221688
5605208036 Not Very Appropriate

It would be easier to put a comment if all figures
were presented at once, with previous to
upcoming budget. Knowing what was spent in the
past, and what was saved in the end help make a
full decision on what to do for upcoming budgets.
Knowing the state of machinery makes a large
difference too in knowing if there should be
upgrades to better technology or if what we have
is good enough.
Great that you are keeping the cost to the
consumer is low while maintains overall system
reliability.
Anything to cut cost
I can afford it to keep the system reliable.
To maintain a reliable service
Seems fair
The work has to be done - and no one likes an
increase - no matter how small the increase....

I would like to see if efficiencies are explored
thoroughly.
bill increases. of course.

5605196421 Very Appropriate
5605193279
5605189004 Very Appropriate
5605188579 Somewhat Appropriate
5605145259
5605128315
5605126505
5605124841 Very Appropriate
5605123235 Very Appropriate
5605122768 Very Appropriate

5605121295 Very Appropriate
5605116822 Very Appropriate
5605115345 Very Appropriate

5605114112 Very Appropriate

5605112772 Somewhat Appropriate
5605110526 Not Very Appropriate
5605105613
5605102632 Somewhat Appropriate
5605099908 Very Appropriate
5605097643
5605096234 Somewhat Appropriate

5605095826 Very Appropriate
5605093147
5605076106 Very Appropriate

updates are necessary to keep things running
smoothly

I feel these costs are justified in order to keep the
electricity on.
Sounds good.
it doesnt sound link it will effect individual bills to
much
This does not seem inordinate to me, and would
be very appropriate as long as you are not
lowballing the needs in some categories to offset
your proposed increase in others.
The small cost increase is inconsequential
compared to the gains in reliability.
It seems appropriate
This is not an unmanageable increase and
hopefully lower income households will not be
overwhelmed by it.
I think this is appropriate on the provided
information. I would like to read more about
comparative market research on similar location
and city populations.
You basically advising us that our rates are going
up and ... Said information is why.
Do not have a great deal of knowledge on this
subject but numbers can be manipulated
Clients have to expect some increases and this
sounds reasonable.
Electricity is already too expensive
I think Sudbury Hydro is doing the best you can to
keep costs down and good/efficient service. Keep
it up
This is a very low cost to customers.

5605062132 Not Very Appropriate
5605054024

5605037259
5605033990
5604977142
5604972361
5604971290

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604970615 Very Appropriate
5604970509 Somewhat Appropriate
5604969420

5604964729 Very Appropriate
5604950035 Very Appropriate

5604936179 Not Very Appropriate
5604931460 Very Appropriate
5604924668 Very Appropriate

5604915293
5604909239
5604905767
5604883728
5604883529
5604872872

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

Public can't shoulder such ongoing increases
(added to the usual cost of living, inflation rates
that will also increase the monthly bills) with other
increases in taxes, water, insurance... Cuts to
administration salaries may be in order as the
Hydro industry seems to be top heavy and to pay
top heavy also. If we need to sacrifice (by paying
more) then you have to sacrifice by limiting
salaries, overtime, benefits, ... We are all in this
together!!!!

Hah! I knew, as my previous answers indicate,
that the costs would redound on the customer.
Seniors have fixed incomes - get it????

Reasonable

NOW THAT YOU FINALLY TELL ME MY COSTS, I
THINK THAT THIS RATE IS QUITE REASONABLE.
Reliability is more important than cost.

This seems a small price to pay for the
improvements and ongoing upkeep/maintenance
that you have outlined.

I don't like any cost increase. In last few months,
there was some talk on the news about GSU
having surplus profit to be able to increase it's
Dividend to the city. Instead distribute the surplus
profit back to customers to help them with
renewable energy generation.
little cost to secure future costs
Do. It agree with spending more to get less .... trim
fat & have qualified people making business
decision not political decisions

6.25 per year per household is reasonable

5604867918
5604867813
5604867754
5604859615
5604858779
5604851827
5604848208
5604839413
5604837274

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

Do it now or it will be more costly later
UNKNOWN

Very Appropriate

That raise is minimal for what you are doing

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604835309 Somewhat Appropriate
5604826591
5604825747

5604821304 Somewhat Appropriate
5604819422

5604819196 Very Appropriate

5604818609 Somewhat Appropriate
5604815539 Very Appropriate
5604811533
5604803318
5604795035
5604792676

Not Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604763520 Very Appropriate

the $6.25 increase per year is reasonable
Looks for savings anywhere you can. Turn off
trucks, dispatch only the number of trucks
available etc

It "takes money to make money" hopefully these
proposed investments are enough to sustain good
quality service.
You have managed to make savings where
possible without affecting what is important to
your customers, ensuring that when we flick that
switch the lights come on.

As a consumer it is difficult to determine whether
that is an appropriate budget. Consumers pay a lot
for hydro and at the end of the day that is the
main focus. If hard evidence can be shown
throughout the 5 years that the investment has
been successful in providing a higher level of
service with reductions in cost to the consumer
then that will be beneficial. It would be nice to see
whether the approximate impact of $0.52/month
or $6.25 per year is accurate and if it is higher than
it should be communicated to the consumer.
A reasonable increase
An increase of $6.25 per year is trivial given the
future demand for electricity.

6.25 per year is not to hard on most people
I am satisfied with GSU projected impact and
would gladly pay the bit extra to maintain a well
functioning system.

5604757859 Somewhat Appropriate

5604753267 Somewhat Appropriate
5604748154 Somewhat Appropriate
5604745166 Somewhat Appropriate
5604732195
5604728491
5604725181
5604722046
5604712345
5604710647
5604695107
5604694190
5604693305
5604681552
5604665547

Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604660921 Very Appropriate
5604650745

5604648056 Very Appropriate

5604645011
5604644641
5604617929
5604580830
5604579320

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Is the spending sufficient enough? If there have
been years of underspending and "band-aid"
repairs, it may be necessary to catch-up. In years
gone by, when the power went out, most office
workers and professionals could continue working.
With everyone dependent on computers and WiFi, that is no longer the case; productivity drops to
near zero.
I would prefer to see expenditures less than 11%
higher. I know your numbers reflect what appears
to be a low impact to us, but for people on a fixed
income, and with the cost of living increases for
everything else, is there any way you could lower
the impact?
Instilled don’t think I should pay for new
development in sudbury
if all that you plan to invest will happen - it makes
sense
reasonable increase to maintain the system
running efficiently

Sounds appropriate

a modest increase is OK
Lets keep in mind the notion of profit, which can
probably be lowered by degrees, in order to keep
customer costs down. This is supposed to be an
essential service, not a luxury for the few who can
afford it
Get rid of the union and you will save millions,
stop paying OT for stupidities, have cuts and salary
freeze, you will save big bugs
Capital expenditures for aging processes and
machines is a hard pill to swallow but imperative
for the future

5604575629
5604574821
5604574282 Somewhat Appropriate
5604572516
5604567581 Somewhat Appropriate
5604565759
5604564384
5604564110 Very Appropriate
5604562235 Can't Rate

5604559118 Very Appropriate

5604558353 Very Appropriate

5604556311 Very Appropriate
5604550977
5604548452
5604545909 Somewhat Appropriate
5604537180 Very Appropriate
5604528304
5604528108
5604523934 Very Appropriate

5604516420
5604515658
5604511739
5604494852

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604488672 Not Very Appropriate
5604473955 Somewhat Appropriate
5604471236

The cost per consumer is very low given the scope
of investment which will occur.
Sounds like a great time!
I would definitely be willing to pay 52 cents a mnth
for these upgrades and maintenance no problem.
If that in fact is the monthly amount and it doesnt
end up to be way more or a percentage wt
amount of hydro used.
If the increase is that minimal for customers, I
don't see it causing any issue if there's
improvement in our services overall!
This increase is peanuts compared to what the
Provincial Government is downloading or cutting
related to other services.

I think there’s still work to be done- or perhaps
more transparency needed.

It is good
Again it if the rates do not increase time to time
then there is not surplus in which to make these
investments. Same with taxes, some people think
there is a steady flow of money?

I truly believe that any substantial amount of
money should always be spent on investing for the
future. Because of all the change that is inevitable
and crucial, and your own concerns for your
business, any money spent to maintain old ways is
a loss, for businesses and customers.
R u prepped fore cars

5604468558 Very Appropriate
5604467158 Somewhat Appropriate
5604465323 Very Appropriate
5604464793

5604464423 Can't Rate
5604462800

5604461238 Very Appropriate
5604458998
5604458850 Somewhat Appropriate
5604458118 Somewhat Appropriate
5604456825
5604456206
5604455333
5604454794
5604454643
5604454389
5604452409
5604451777
5604449790
5604445511
5604445137
5604444817
5604438782

5604436303
5604433973
5604433870
5604428179
5604425041
5604423029

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Price increase seems minor
Not totally certain

I cannot rate at this time as I would need to know
what is the current impact of similar past
investments on a typical residential bill. In
particular, the overall expenditure in the next 5
years is 11% higher than the previous so what was
the previous level of expenditure?
It unfortunate that there will be an increase but
the saying of "if you want to play,you have to pay "
holds true.

Savings and great services is what people are
looking for

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

important to keep service affordable to all

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Fair budget i feel
Given these figures that I’m read

Somewhat Appropriate

Any business would ideally want to be maintaining
a profit while keeping customers satisfied. Without
knowing anything about "the books".... it's difficult
to compare and assess past, present and future
decisions on expenditures.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604421868 Very Appropriate
5604402821 Somewhat Appropriate

11% increase over 5 years is reasonable

we need to have reliable services ,this price is not
a lot to replace all for service.It is worth & for a
worthy cause to pay a bit more.
It seems like a nice thought.

5604385649
5604382979

5604381442 Somewhat Appropriate
5604380765
5604380186 Very Appropriate
5604379360 Can't Rate
5604376786 Very Appropriate
5604374978
5604374219 Can't Rate
5604371497 Somewhat Appropriate

5604371168 Very Appropriate
5604370174 Very Appropriate
5604369096
5604367587 Very Appropriate
5604366101
5604365563 Very Appropriate
5604365493 Very Appropriate
5604365338 Very Appropriate

5604362719 Not Very Appropriate
5604362389
5604362369 Very Appropriate
5604361429
5604361134 Very Appropriate

5604361072 Very Appropriate

I really doubt it will be under $7.00 per year....I'm
not sure what all those entries are on my bill
above and beyond the electricity i am using every
month.... And condering that this survey has
already taken me well above 20 minutes of my
time thus far, I very much distrust your
approximations...
I think it's a rate that people can handle.
I don’t have enough information
Reasonable increase...as long as that is where it
actually lands

Very small price to pay for quality. Imagine one
single power outage could cause more damage
than $6.25.

As long as the numbers are truthful and accurate good job and thank you!
Keeping customer's costs reasonable should
always be a priority

Many areas initially mentioned were not
addressed at all, several vague allusions so not
provide a sufficient impression of need, and local
concerns that have been raised numerous times
over the winter have not been addressed at all.
Good investment

I am very impressed that it has not increased our
bills exponentially and it sounds like a responsible
plan overall.

5604360735 Very Appropriate
5604360302 Very Appropriate
5604359886

5604359618
5604359399
5604358063
5604356320
5604354043
5604353831
5604353463
5604351809
5604350778
5604350762

Very Appropriate

Given all this information, if the average consumer
is paying less than $10 annually (as stated), I think
it's worth it. Being able to introduce all things
mentioned would be a great thing. However,
prices are already very high, so anything higher
would not go over well with the general public (in
my opinion).

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5604349957 Very Appropriate
5604347004
5604346129 Somewhat Appropriate

5604345925 Somewhat Appropriate
5604345162 Very Appropriate
5604344502 Somewhat Appropriate
5604343451 Somewhat Appropriate

5604342950
5604340786
5604339893
5604334758
5604333207
5604332694
5604331048

As a customer who is heating his home with
electricity instead of gas, I would normally wish to
pay less for my heating, but, under the
circumstances of present day living and rising
costs, I have to say it is unavoidable.
It is a small increase, that will help the future
infrastructure

Very Appropriate

Great job on keeping increases lowered. It looks to
be right on track with cost of living

I understand the need to maintain equipment,
lines, poles, etc., but I also think you need to
ensure the impact on your customers is minimal.
$0.52/month could probably be reduced.
Everything goes up..cost is minimal
I'm still going to see an increase in my bill but it is
a bearable increase.
Personally, we can afford 6.25 per year. How can I
disagree with reliable service & worker safety.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

not likely to keep up with inflation rate

5604330996
5604328843
5604327835 Somewhat Appropriate
5604327467
5604326548
5604326270
5604325071
5604324433

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604322291 Somewhat Appropriate
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172 Not Very Appropriate
5604317462

5604317168 Very Appropriate

5604316253 Somewhat Appropriate
5604315383
5604315029 Very Appropriate
5604314300
5604312196
5604308420 Somewhat Appropriate

5604307604 Somewhat Appropriate
5604307213 Somewhat Appropriate
5604306433
5604306302
5604306068
5604306035
5604305829
5604304577
5604304068
5604304041
5604303717
5604303303
5604302723

Somewhat Appropriate

It sounds like you're trying to make things safer
and better for all involved
Reasonable given the span of land the GSH covers.

Think that is fair
very good thoughts about General Plant
investments

I pay enough - learn to do more with less just like
every other sector
Seems like a lot of thought and logic went into
these decisions by experts in the field. It’s nice to
know so much work goes into running every
smoothly and effectively
The math does not add up. The amount of
increase is likely to be much higher than indicated
above.
Fair amount to be paid given the amount of work
that is required.

We can manage a greater increase. $6.25 per year
is a negligible amount. It should be higher to
ensure dependable service.

I believe you'll need more money to complete all
of these requirements.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

constant improvement is necessary

Very Appropriate

For future generations

5604302611 Very Appropriate
5604302439

5604301061 Very Appropriate
5604300658
5604297834 Very Appropriate
5604296499 Very Appropriate
5604296104
5604295239
5604293929 Very Appropriate
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
5604291940 Very Appropriate
5604291033 Somewhat Appropriate
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889
5604288381 Very Appropriate
5604288118
5604287719 Very Appropriate
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048 Somewhat Appropriate
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749
5604285387 Very Appropriate
5604285094
5604284237 Somewhat Appropriate
5604283171 Somewhat Appropriate
5604282722
5604282608 Can't Rate
5604281650
5604281095 Can't Rate

This is a reasonable rate increase to maintain an
important service
Everything needs to work effectively in the 4
components mentioned. Implementing what to
do when problems occur is crucial as this will be
new to some people

Proposed increase is only very minimal in all the
circumstances. Thank you.

Overall a very fair assessment that covers lots of
critical areas

Focused on the viability and sustainability of GSU.

The amounts are in keeping with industries I am
familiar with.

Small increase when spread out over five years

You can't fix what's broken with having the money
to do it.

Very reasonable. Services come at a cost.
An 11% increase seems high.
Not a bad price for a more reliable efficient power
system

5604280537 Very Appropriate

As long as increases are reasonable ie < 10.00 per
month I believe it would be well received

5604280459 Not Very Appropriate

People need to change their behaviours and
habits. We need to look what's critical to our
existing lifestyle and to the future of the planet.
$6.25 per year is a very small increase. It's the cost
of a latte and snack. We should do more to ensure
that things are modernized, efficient,
environmentally-friendly. I am a senior, own my
own home, and am concerned about what we're
leaving behind for our children and grand-children.

5604280357
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972
5604277206
5604277185
5604276799
5604276409
5604275680

Somewhat Appropriate

5604275558
5604275500
5604274690
5604274662
5604273968

Somewhat Appropriate

Thoughts funds could be invested somewhat
better, two of the programs seemed to be skewed.

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

Is it enough

Don’t know enough about it to say
It's good the rate is a little lower but I still think
pay yo much for service charges

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5604273863 Somewhat Appropriate
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
5604272124 Somewhat Appropriate

5604271907 Very Appropriate
5604271746 Somewhat Appropriate
5604271645 Very Appropriate

As long as you’re being efficient and spending
money where you think is absolutely necessary

It is crucial to invest now for the future. Spending
money now will save in the long as it becomes
more costly to replace and maintain outdated
infrastructure.
Nobody wants to pay more, however, the amount
proposed is not high and affordable.
because it is reasonable

5604271581
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235
5604271105
5604271098
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728

Somewhat Appropriate

As long as it's re-investing and not some sort of
hike without any attendant benefit to the
consumer, it's not too much.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate

5604270253 Somewhat Appropriate
5604270221
5604270152 Somewhat Appropriate

5604269953 Somewhat Appropriate
5604269839
5604269687 Very Appropriate
5604269611 Very Appropriate
5604269511 Very Appropriate
5604269461
5604269344 Somewhat Appropriate

5604269322 Very Appropriate
5604269306 Somewhat Appropriate
5604269295 Very Appropriate
5604269261
5604269147 Very Appropriate

5604268994 Somewhat Appropriate
5604268978
5604268944 Very Appropriate

Just a feeling
I don't like to spend money, only if it really
necessary. I think hydro will always be expensive
a little cheaper per year is probably better and
decrease the wage of your CEO
We as consumers only know what we are told,
however having paid hydro for 20 years, the price
has increased far more than 6.25 a year
Na
This seems like an appropriate rate increase,
accounting for infrastructure upgrades.

Everything discussed here is to me positive change
and optimization; for an approx increase of $6, I
think that it is well worth to invest in such
initiatives.
Change is good and required to advance
It is a reasonable increase, in order to sustain and
improve the current system.
I would make an increase of 10 dollars per year
per house hold to make sure we do the upgrades
and have a reliable system in place.

5604268932
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538
5604268525
5604268129
5604268103
5604254904
5604254758

Somewhat Appropriate

5604250673
5604249464
5604241489
5604235771
5604235317

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604231423 Somewhat Appropriate
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701 Very Appropriate

5604163090 Somewhat Appropriate

5604162592 Somewhat Appropriate
5604152890
5604151377 Very Appropriate

5604143185 Not Very Appropriate
5604125629 Somewhat Appropriate

My property is vacant for a large portion of the
year yet I pay at least $100 a month to keep the
pipes from freezing and to keep the water on. I
find these prices high, especially for distribution
and for waste water charges. I'm not thrilled to
hear my bill will be going up again.

Focus on green.

This is a reasonable increase given the need for
change

I do not have the experience or knowledge to
assess this project. I understand that you would
like approval or suggestions.

It is important but shouldn’t be the highest priority
that it raises rates so that low income families
suffer from the company’s investments
because the budget should be streamlined to
provide al that is necessary while eliminating
wasteful practises.
Minimal increases to residential bills.
You kept saying that each section was lower than
previously expected yet there is an increase in
what needs to be paid out. This does not make
sense.

5604125146 Can't Rate
5604123573
5604120030

5604117306 Not Very Appropriate

5604116144
5604114778
5604107995
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

5604087065 Very Appropriate

5604084394 Very Appropriate

5604077480 Very Appropriate
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433 Very Appropriate
5604062671

5604061713 Very Appropriate
5604061086 Very Appropriate
5604055096 Can't Rate
5604044456 Can't Rate
5604042635

"11% higher than the previous 5 years" I'm willing
to pay 20% higher if that is required and is value
delivered for money received. On the other hand,
0% higher than the previous 5 years is not
acceptable if value for money is not delivered.
There is no information provided, nor might I have
the skills to determine if it was provided, if the
monopoly enjoyed by GSH delivers value for
money.

I would like to see rates decrease or stay the
same. This moves in the opposite direction. The
amount of change is irrelevant.
To keep the city running strong it's a small amount
to keep everyone happy. Some people will not like
it but in the long run it'll be worth it
6.25$/year is very reasonable.

Keeping rising cost minimal is always nice. Prices
do go up with rising cost but this seems
appropriate.
It seems to be an appropriate amount of
investment for not that much more money for me
to pay.
I'm happy to pay slightly more than I am now to
ensure the ongoing provision of and improvement
to services.

Reasonable for all expenses

I believe the priorities have been identified in the
plan and a balance has been found in keeping the
increase in expenditure to a reasonable amount.
Lower than budget estimate is good.
Can't rate- I would need to see more detail on
specific projects and justifications
this survey means nothing, hydro will do what
hydro wants

5604040258
5604040020
5604039143
5604032280
5604029848
5604027854

5604027433
5604027174
5604026488
5604026130
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376
5604020803
5604020547
5604020224
5604020123
5604019955

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Please refer to my earlier response. Global
adjustment is a much bigger issue and I can live
with a $6 annual increase in distribution charges.

Very Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5604018768 Very Appropriate
5604017808
5604017463 Can't Rate
5604016188 Somewhat Appropriate
5604012720

5604010773 Very Appropriate
5604010523
5604003848
5604002610
5604002058
5604001844
5604000138
5603989836

need power
It is important
Very minimal increase in monthly bills.
its good things
Keeping cost down

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603972575 Very Appropriate
5603971458 Somewhat Appropriate
5603965342 Somewhat Appropriate
5603955878
5603955740

if spent right cost should go down in future
This is a small price to pay for a reliable system.

That increase is reasonable knowing that if action
is not taken now that it will simply be more costly
if this project does not go forward now rather then
later.

This is a minimal cost and would provide a huge
benefit for this nominal investment.

Do us all a favour and fire the dog fuckers

Amounts to a very modest increase while
maintaining and adapting the system as required.
If it truly is that small increase per person per
month, then that sounds reasonable

5603948545
5603942687
5603940742
5603939181
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776
5603931035
5603930966
5603928938

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

5603928380 Somewhat Appropriate

5603927701 Somewhat Appropriate
5603927144 Very Appropriate
5603926785

5603925775
5603924827
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
5603916190
5603912059
5603908660
5603907138

this is understandable

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very reasonable cost

People on fixed incomes can't afford any increases
in their utility bills. I hope that money isn't going
into some CEO's pocket while someone else goes
without basic electricity in their home.
$6.25/year sounds like a reasonable increase to a
hydro bill. However, in the past, the actual
increase has often exceeded the proposed one. I
am skeptical that it will be so little.

I would be willing pay $1.00/month to meet
priorities, provided that overall efficiencies are
maintained or bettered.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603906616 Very Appropriate

5603901309 Somewhat Appropriate
5603894521
5603892723 Very Appropriate
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425
5603878303 Very Appropriate
5603873980

we dont want anymore increases, we have
efficiency.
I am doubting the current estimate and would be
interested in understanding the level of detail
generated for the estimate and the amount of
contingency included.
It could be higher.

a cost off $6.25 per year is affordable to prevent
future events that could cost more

5603869939
5603862147 Somewhat Appropriate
5603854129 Very Appropriate
5603853917
5603850070 Very Appropriate
5603844505

5603839719 Can't Rate
5603838201 Somewhat Appropriate
5603829389 Very Appropriate
5603827620 Very Appropriate
5603826947
5603824518 Very Appropriate
5603823777 Very Appropriate
5603819038 Somewhat Appropriate
5603815509
5603813865 Very Appropriate
5603812361
5603811387
5603809247
5603807838
5603803545
5603799607
5603797713
5603795594

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

things have to get done and be taken care of
Seems reasonable

Not in a position to judge again for reasons
outlined earlier when responding that way to
previous questions
Use the most efficient system to produce
electricity; not wind mills, nor solar panels.
Costs rise over time...your projections seem
reasonable and acceptable

Inevitable because everything goes up in price
With the information I am given, sounds
reasonable.

Good to see you are making efforts to reduce cost
of investment.

Sounds reasonable
reasonable cost increase

5603795045 Very Appropriate

I understand there is a cost for improved reliability.

5603794864 Very Appropriate
5603794723 Somewhat Appropriate

The numbers look like you’re going in the right

5603793990 Very Appropriate
5603793624

I think most households could afford more, like $1
a month, but the money needs to be used wisely.

5603791335 Very Appropriate

I think it's given priority to necessities and started
to look forward, costs will always be increasing
and the proposed amount is reasonable.

5603790413 Very Appropriate

If that is the true extra cost per residential bill I am
okay with it. As long as there is no surprises!

5603789161 Not Very Appropriate
5603789068 Very Appropriate

5603787264 Somewhat Appropriate
5603783584 Somewhat Appropriate
5603782515

5603777291 Very Appropriate
5603774037
5603745694 Somewhat Appropriate

rates continue to rise on everything hydro is just
another disappointment the average person does
not make the money of the upper personelle at
hydro maybe saving some money there would
allow for less increases to our hydro bill

no matter the rating no matter the percentage you
give it always comes out higher if the average
customer pays 125 dollars a month within the
next 5 years you can almost double that

The increase to cover the cost is min and if it may
lead to control cost or even reduce home owners
cost then I'm in favor

5603735624
5603732849
5603732602
5603729467
5603728003
5603726674
5603725461
5603723462
5603722140

Not Very Appropriate

That is not a significant increase
Frightening for the company...crushing for the
customer.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Keep up the great work

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Upgrades are needed
Keep up with the times.

5603719277
5603717379
5603713646
5603710170
5603708430
5603708297

Very Appropriate

Plan reasonable and required to maintain service

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

ok
The increase isn’t out of line

Very Appropriate

5603706458 Somewhat Appropriate
5603706139 Very Appropriate

5603705662 Somewhat Appropriate
5603705356
5603703860 Very Appropriate

All costs are increasing for all taxes and services.
At what point does your service become
unaffordable?
Providing this information is accurate and the
costs are not going to skyrocket.
hydro rates have skyrocketed over the last number
of years so I cannot accept any increase in my
hydro bill higher than the rate of inflation.
Important

5603701394 Very Appropriate

5603698999 Very Appropriate
5603698726 Very Appropriate
5603696326
5603696171
5603696031
5603693093
5603692894
5603692535
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174
5603684657

If we want things to run smoothly, changes need
to be paid. Change costs money. It's just common
sense.
On the whole cost has been kept to an affordable
price

Very Appropriate

Expenditure levels are not significantly higher.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Seems responsible

Somewhat Appropriate

5603680129 Somewhat Appropriate
5603679368

5603678809 Somewhat Appropriate

It sounds like 6.25/yr for the types of
improvements you have described is more than
reasonable.
It's all going to cost and people are already upset
with prices and debt repayment and now adding
this...

5603678078
5603677539
5603674458
5603674434
5603673400
5603673376

Very Appropriate

Lets all pay a bit more per year.Lets face it $6.25 is
not much.Most people can afford that.Drink a few
less tim hortons coffees for a start.

Very Appropriate

$6.25 per year is totally do-able.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603672984
5603671299
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632
5603668126
5603667328

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Dont know
Keeping costs low
Maintaing the system to the reliable levels is
critical.
Don’t know

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603667280 Somewhat Appropriate
5603666933 Very Appropriate
5603665564

Le quotidien dépend de l'électricité!
$6.25/yr is fine with me
While it is desirable to minimize customer costs,
we should ensure it doesn't impact on safety or
reliability.
I can live with this type of increase

5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925
5603661725
5603660840
5603660088
5603660014
5603659261

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

5603658586 Somewhat Appropriate
5603657522
5603656664
5603655605 Somewhat Appropriate

5603654288 Somewhat Appropriate
5603653137 Somewhat Appropriate
5603653067
5603652815 Somewhat Appropriate
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034 Very Appropriate
5603634029 Very Appropriate
5603626198
5603625871
5603625394
5603623005
5603621778
5603621405

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

5603620577 Very Appropriate
5603619555 Somewhat Appropriate

5603619420 Somewhat Appropriate
5603619178
5603616195 Very Appropriate
5603615549 Very Appropriate

Its good
N/A
Budget yourselves carefully. Serve the customers,
not yourselves.

I don't mind an increase of 6.25$ per year
It's not a large increase, although I would like to
see my bill being only $6.25 more per year. Every
company can trim fat, and that needs to be a
consideration as well (not just on spending).
I hate paying more for anything :)
Reasonable.

The plan tackles asset integrity and modernization
updates.
We must do what is best.
I'm not an expert in this area. I believe your
statements in what is needed
No one ever wants an increase in their bill
seems ok
This survey is a farce.
Seriously that is more than reasonable. I would be
willing to pay upwards of $20/year improvements.
Need to be fiscally responsible.
All I can say that I trust in our
accounting/budgeting system and has to be
accepted as formed on opinions of experts and
people involved in providing the service.

expected a much higher cost to us consumers
In the long run it will save money.

5603615469 Somewhat Appropriate
5603615033 Somewhat Appropriate
5603614188 Very Appropriate

5603613148 Not Very Appropriate
5603613126
5603612703 Can't Rate
5603612182

5603611988 Very Appropriate
5603610977

5603609923 Very Appropriate
5603609759 Very Appropriate
5603609723 Very Appropriate
5603609565

5603608793 Can't Rate
5603608627 Very Appropriate
5603607653
5603607466 Very Appropriate
5603605715 Very Appropriate
5603605545 Somewhat Appropriate

5603603947 Very Appropriate
5603603490
5603603188 Somewhat Appropriate

5603602767
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603600690 Somewhat Appropriate

I think you should adjust your 75% investments to
not increase costs to your customers.

I would rather spend the money now and have
reliable power grids for when the weather gets bad

Great to see the there may be improvements to
help customers save money
Keep the costs lower than city council!!!!
The more I read this survey, you sound like a used
car salesman trying to sell your product to the
customer and your trying to look good and pat
your own backs.
These upgrades need to be done
it is reasonable ,in fact low.
Its what is needed and will help us in the long run

I think this is a reasonable figure and probably
doesn't keep up with inflation. By doing our part I
think we can offset this minor increase in our bills.
No comment
People get fed up with increases when we see
waste, extraordinarily high salaries, CEO's making
a ton of money and making poor decisions. Paying
debts caused by bad CEO decisions, etc., that's
what frustrate rate payers. Again, do what you
need to do, but spend smart.
it is current
reasonable

Seems like an appropriate level of investment.

5603600289

5603599579 Somewhat Appropriate
5603597140 Very Appropriate
5603596750 Can't Rate
5603596629
5603595420 Somewhat Appropriate

5603595172 Very Appropriate
5603594108 Very Appropriate
5603593658 Very Appropriate
5603592389 Very Appropriate
5603592063 Very Appropriate
5603591397 Somewhat Appropriate
5603590899
5603590415 Somewhat Appropriate
5603589152
5603588861 Somewhat Appropriate
5603588032 Very Appropriate
5603586086 Not Very Appropriate

5603585297 Very Appropriate

5603584348 Very Appropriate
5603583886
5603583439 Somewhat Appropriate
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355

We always hae to work to keep costs at levels we
can control and not heep it all on consumers but
within reason we know all things costs money .
The increased is acceptable when compared to the
planned results.
Actual cost is always more

You must invest in equipment,tools and
infrastructure to maintain a excellent level of
service to your customers. To me this is consistent
with a well maintained and managed service.
That is not a substantial increase to maintain the
good service we receive

The work requires to be done. The time duration
requires to be lengthened.
When everything is said and done if you need to
upgrade...so be it!!

I like these figures and the impact would be
acceptable.

Given what the service does for the community
and in keeping account of itself to the user I am
respectful for the governance and the system
operations people for doing their jobs to work
within the acceptable costs. Other city services are
spiraling and without the due diligence that your
service is providing, thanks
overall increase seems very reasonable , looking at
each category the estimated increases seemed
higher.

5603577885 Very Appropriate
5603577567 Somewhat Appropriate

5603577249 Very Appropriate
5603577003 Very Appropriate

5603576829 Not Very Appropriate
5603576350

5603575091 Very Appropriate
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310
5603573214 Somewhat Appropriate

5603573116 Not Very Appropriate
5603572707
5603572279

5603571440 Very Appropriate
5603571108 Somewhat Appropriate
5603570775 Very Appropriate
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958 Very Appropriate

No one likes to pay more but we need hydro.
Seems like a very fair price to pay ($0.52) to
provide all of the proposed
investments/improvements.
If hydro executives and management can stick to
the proposed plan
Because it is not the responsibility of the customer
to pay but to the company itself. I’ll agree to it if
we are shown what cost saving was done
internally. I’m pretty sure that some CEO will get a
good raise from 6.25$ times millions.

While some customers may struggle to cope with
the increased rate, most should be able to deal
with it as electricity is critical to everything we do
in business and personally. Hopefully there are
measure in place to help clients who struggle with
these costs.

The majority of your customers could afford that
amount of investment
Need to get electricity costs under control.
Ontario pays the highest rates for electricity than
any other province or state in the USA or Canada...
look it up.

It is worth every penny put in, you have to invest
in something that essentially became a necessity
of life that can so easily be lost. Other cuts in the
higher management would help as well by being
more reasonable as well.
Hopefully it will maintain service reliability

6+$/year x 5yrs is doable and acceptable for the
best service.

5603564523 Somewhat Appropriate
5603563541 Very Appropriate

5603563020
5603562796
5603562614
5603562501

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603561531 Very Appropriate

5603560671 Somewhat Appropriate
5603560533 Very Appropriate
5603560337

5603559955 Very Appropriate
5603559519
5603559476 Very Appropriate
5603559393

Stay on budget....
I think it's good. Reflects my personal needs.
It’s not a 3-5 or more percent hike to the bill. This
is actually very affordable as long as that is the
actual increase in the end bill.
Cost per year seems reasonable
been over charged for years
I’m assuming that the extra cost will go to
upgrades and not to increases wages
Nobody will say they will gladly pay more for a
product. It is always we pay too much. Wrong way
of thinking. Everything has a price and in order to
ensure that we the customer are taken care of we
must pay for the service. Yes we have to pay more
and |I would gladly do that in order to get reliable
energy.
Seems reasonable.

It’s difficult for a consumer to fully comprehend
the depth of the entire electricity system but
you’ve laid out the plan and all considerations
clearly. Without knowing the breakdown of all
underlying costs and decisions, it’s challenging to
determine appropriateness of a plan. But the plan
is clear and well considered with historical analysis
performed and a fresh view on priorities. I’d have
thought there would be more technological
advancements or green initiatives but perhaps this
is done on the generation end and less so on the
distribution end.

5603559025 Not Very Appropriate

5603558791 Very Appropriate
5603558732 Very Appropriate
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800
5603556477
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247
5603555069
5603555012

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Agree that sometimes investments are needed to
ensure that plants, equipment are renewed

It delivers to the customer while keeping the cost
low.
Seems to make sense.

Very Appropriate

Keep on track

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Too high

5603554966 Somewhat Appropriate
5603554812
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809
5603553284
5603553211
5603552317
5603551128

Considering that wages are not going up anytime
soon, especially for the retirees on fixed
incomes,in my opinion, it is not very appropriate.
The rest of our monthly expenditures are all rising
close to 5 % ....Taxes, water bill, insurance rates,
heating, food. If you look at only one of these
expenses, it does not look like that much of a hike
, but, when you look at all of these monthly
expenses rising, you are left with less and less
disposable income.Eventually you will be living
with a deficit every month.

Very Appropriate

It is difficult to estimate these costs while
maintaining service and creating a responsible
strategic plan.
It’s a reasonable increase to keep infrastructure
upgraded

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603548868 Very Appropriate

6.25 is a low cost for safety and efficiency
Small increase is fine to offset the cost of the
upgrade I don't want to experience power
outages that could have been prevented.

5603548738
5603548222
5603547631 Somewhat Appropriate
5603547394 Somewhat Appropriate
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867
5603545570 Very Appropriate
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197
5603543753 Very Appropriate
5603543111 Very Appropriate
5603542349
5603542246
5603541504 Very Appropriate
5603540844
5603540233 Somewhat Appropriate

5603540123 Somewhat Appropriate
5603539792 Very Appropriate
5603539781 Somewhat Appropriate

5603539452 Very Appropriate

5603538950 Somewhat Appropriate
5603538881
5603537599
5603533967
5603532709
5603520556
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746
5603514420
5603513933
5603513326

Very Appropriate

the cost is still going up not down

People take utilities for granted while seniors
understand more but can’t afford it

You have given this a great deal of consideration.
very appropriate if in fact it is only a $6.25 a year
increase

Maybe the increase should be greater to better
prepare for the future and minimize avoid unnecessary costs in the future.

A bargain as far as I am concerned! If I give you
$10 a year, can you do something about the
potholes!!!
We have to know that costs go up and accept it.
But as long as the increases are reasonable, noone should complain.
My food costs more. Without electricity to cook it
would leave me very hungry

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

It's logical

5603512741
5603512680
5603510755
5603510589
5603510156
5603509669
5603509292
5603508826
5603508213
5603508055
5603507414
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170
5603504124

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Just is

Somewhat Appropriate

If it only 52 cent per month

Somewhat Appropriate

5603503579 Very Appropriate

5603503055 Very Appropriate

5603502436 Somewhat Appropriate
5603501301

5603501136 Somewhat Appropriate
5603500874 Very Appropriate

5603499896 Somewhat Appropriate
5603499655 Very Appropriate
5603499606 Very Appropriate
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495

5603498201 Very Appropriate
5603498129 Very Appropriate
5603497878

The cost is limited - and impact of the investment
substantial.
sure beats having to buy my own hydro generating
system. I would get solar panels if I was working
It sounded up to now that you were going to save
money, but now your not. So, I would say it is
needed to maintain your reliability, but I refuse to
be happy about it.
Rising costs are expected but hopefully it still
remains affordable or consumers will be forced to
find alternatives for supply.
Better to work with today’s research
I believe that a responsible business should be
able to accomplish all budgetary requirements
without the need to increase costs to customers.
Even if the increase is relatively insignificant.
As long as I see that it is not more than .52 cents
per month.
Everything is costing more. I believe that your
costs are getting hirer too.

If we want to continue to have access to
uniteruped hydro service than we should expect to
pay for this
Looks like hydro is looking to the future and cares
about responsibility

5603497641 Very Appropriate
5603496892 Very Appropriate
5603496723
5603496188
5603495712
5603495694
5603495634
5603495426
5603495358
5603495258

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603495097 Can't Rate
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111 Very Appropriate
5603493826
5603492980
5603492906
5603492493
5603492260
5603492225

For all the reasons given previously. Better to
have a plan in place for the future than to get hit
with major expenses later.
it's needed
Costs to customer is reasonable for services
offered.
Sounds reasonable to me
must be vigilant

An in-depth historical review is the only way to
truly determine whether these investments are
appropriate. Of course, you think they are and we
have no way to argue with you providing the
details. Very difficult to expect comments. This is
a fiscal spending report and there should not be an
expectation that we comment as we don't have
the facts.

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Again, super important for the future
I don’t think this figure is accurate considering all
of the things I’ve just read.
seems reasonable

Not Very Appropriate

We already pay too high electric bills

Very Appropriate

5603491909 Very Appropriate

5603491791 Very Appropriate
5603491350
5603490607 Very Appropriate

$6.25 per year is a reasonable amount. Even
though we are at a fixed income, this household
could adjust to the increase.
You have done your due diligence on your
numbers and budgeting, as a taxpayer, I applaud
your work
Individual increases are reasonable

5603489844 Somewhat Appropriate

5603489624 Very Appropriate
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618
5603488422 Somewhat Appropriate
5603488244 Very Appropriate
5603488176

5603487577 Somewhat Appropriate

5603486769 Very Appropriate
5603486662 Somewhat Appropriate
5603486071
5603485815
5603485814 Very Appropriate
5603485676
5603485488
5603485360 Somewhat Appropriate
5603485024
5603484698 Somewhat Appropriate
5603484597
5603484471 Very Appropriate
5603484131
5603484127

5603483627 Somewhat Appropriate
5603483359

I say this only because I can't provide an adequate
opinion without greater knowledge, I would say
this though it is important that the GSU does not
allow the system to decay because they were not
willing to come forward with the actual needs. It
has happened in our roads due to lack of a political
will to set the tax rate at levels required
Because you are supplying an essential service and
at the same time keeping the customers bills
affordable.

Good plan
More customers on the system

If ended up over budget, will we being seeing a
major increase after this 5 year period on our bills?
to keep these levels of investments as low as
possible we need to make sure that it is properly
managed with qualified and professional staff
Can always find better uses for capital

But there could be an increase. The customer base
could tolerate it
Power plant is important for all canadian.

It is difficult to plan a budget, the opinion of
multiple sources should be highly considered.

5603483327 Very Appropriate

5603483293 Very Appropriate
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815
5603481838 Somewhat Appropriate
5603481766
5603481675
5603481238 Very Appropriate
5603480563 Very Appropriate
5603480386
5603480355 Very Appropriate

5603480134 Very Appropriate
5603480051 Very Appropriate
5603479480
5603479440 Somewhat Appropriate
5603479201 Somewhat Appropriate

5603478577 Very Appropriate
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648
5603477159 Somewhat Appropriate
5603477088 Somewhat Appropriate
5603476922
5603476478 Very Appropriate
5603475723 Very Appropriate

All that needs doing and replacing seems
reasonable and even in some case necessary; also
the increase per year is reasonable and cannot be
considered hardship for anyone.
Overall you have a better idea than I on costs.
Appreciate the invite to comment but keeping the
system up to date is important for all of us.

Falls within reasonable cost increase threshold.

It sounds very viable
Liabilities related to historical equipment and
aging fleet have to be addressed, and it is less
expensive to do this in a planned manner

I would say increase this slightly to replace the
aging equipment

We need to make the upgrades and the increase in
cost to customers seems minimal.

It should be upgraded yearly to reduce costs
rather than being neglected for yearly

It wont be much of an impact on customers.

5603475540 Somewhat Appropriate
5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918 Not Very Appropriate

5603473862
5603473624
5603472969
5603472352
5603472305
5603471813
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022

Very Appropriate

With all improvement there is a cost Will the
money come out of your reserve fund or the
customers bills?

survey
Good reliable sustainable service that is critical to
residents comes at a cost I am willing to pay.
However I still think there should be premiums
paid to those who wish to locate their homes in
remote areas which puts pressure on current
service levels

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

5603470970 Very Appropriate
5603470903
5603470858
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259 Very Appropriate
5603470224 Somewhat Appropriate

5603469638 Very Appropriate
5603469139
5603469006 Somewhat Appropriate

5603468881 Not Very Appropriate
5603468740
5603468313

N/A

Not a fan of cost growth but am a fan of upkept
services that are reliable

Not too bad price.

Fair enough considering the friggin City cannot
manage as well as you do. BUT - do not rebate the
city any more money... all they will do with it is
blow it. Those rebates belong to the taxpayers and
MUST be rebated directly back to us... Get it!

We the public should be paying more. Aside from
storms, I have no tolerance for power outages,
which cause a loss of foods or other immediate
expenditures that far exceed $6.25. An increase of
$100 for 1 year would provide sufficient monies to
allow the utility to improve their resources.

5603467972
5603467479 Very Appropriate
5603467225 Very Appropriate
5603467000 Very Appropriate
5603466943
5603466935 Somewhat Appropriate
5603466580 Somewhat Appropriate
5603466030 Somewhat Appropriate
5603465791
5603465679 Very Appropriate
5603465611 Somewhat Appropriate

5603465540 Not Very Appropriate

5603465534 Very Appropriate
5603465391 Somewhat Appropriate
5603465015
5603464813
5603464464
5603464213

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603464186 Very Appropriate
5603463604 Somewhat Appropriate

5603463593
5603463585
5603463411
5603463329
5603463252

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Responsible stewardship costs
I've given my reasons previously
Being a pensioner, it is important to keep costs
down.
Cost control
Everything but my wage is going up. Need to
decrease costs for tax payer.
This is not much of an estimated increase
I think $6.35/household is a reasonable price to
pay
The proposed rate increase is approximately the
cost of two Lotto 649 tickets 20% of a case of beer
a year. Hardly onerous on any household I would
think.
Sudbury always behind the time and ends up
costing more due to crumbling infrastructure
As long as our bills don’t go up to much
The proposed levels are addressing all important
aspects of the business.
Where is the Agilis balance sheet?

Everything is "very appropriate", but it also has to
remain affordable. With all cost of living costing
more, and our pensions remain consistent, we
need to be able to afford it.
Because of the word "approximate".
Given the advances that have been made
technologically since much of our electrical
infrastructure was put into place it would be
foolish not to make some concessions in other
areas to facilitate an overall Renewal. As long as
the cost to the customer is not adversely affected
this plan appears to be a functional strategy.
A balanced approach has been presented.
this small amount of increase is admirable

5603462811
5603461947
5603461564
5603461326
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472
5603460459

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

5603459797 Very Appropriate

5603459430
5603459297
5603459279
5603459104
5603459032
5603458172
5603458169
5603457882
5603457731
5603457716

5603457349
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702
5603456299
5603456256
5603456141
5603456079
5603455998
5603455871
5603455837

It has been shown if you do not stay abreast of
modernism you pay a price for not doing so. You
might save now but eventually it come back to
bite you. Investing early saves money
Like everything else everything goes up

Very Appropriate

6.25 is reasonable.
Very appropriate, but a higher increase, if
necessary, would also be acceptable.
I think that when you want something operate
properly and keep everyone safe in the process its
going to cost money hydro is a necessity of life

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

For reasons previously stated.

Somewhat Appropriate

small amt

Very Appropriate

i can afford it

Somewhat Appropriate

I call b.s.! There is more to it than 0.52 cents per
month. Take some of my advice and use a bit of
discretion in your implementation of your
decisions. Cost-cutting while balancing the
requirements of upgrades and network
construction and not just spending money willynilly as to not pass on the debt to Joe Public is key.
I don't want to pay more. Nobody does.

Very Appropriate

the increase is rteasonable

Very Appropriate

Keep the increase low.

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Required

Somewhat Appropriate

5603455797
5603455767 Somewhat Appropriate
5603455385
5603454856 Somewhat Appropriate
5603454432 Very Appropriate
5603454403
5603453567 Very Appropriate
5603453519 Somewhat Appropriate
5603453004
5603452731
5603452618 Somewhat Appropriate
5603452358
5603452338 Somewhat Appropriate
5603451991 Very Appropriate
5603451985 Very Appropriate
5603451844 Very Appropriate
5603451498
5603451326
5603451306 Somewhat Appropriate
5603451295
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027

5603450771
5603450697
5603450541
5603450279
5603450209

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603450064 Very Appropriate
5603450020 Very Appropriate

5603449909 Somewhat Appropriate
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798
5603448776 Very Appropriate
5603448541 Very Appropriate

I do not think enough is being budgeted for
maintaining equipment and trucks.
The impact in dollars on residential sounds small
and would be easily handled.

For such a little amount added to my monthly bill,
I believe a lot can be done
Appropriate

this cost is reasonable or the consumer

Normal inflation

Sudbury Hydro has been managed poorly
apparently, so it stands to reason it needs to be
fixed. If it waits, we pay more later.

$6.25 /yr is not much ..
The cost of doing business has to somewhat keep
up to annual inflation.
good reliable service with great cost savings
Price increases typically get passed onto the end
users, it’s a necessary evil. However, your plan
seems strong.

Seems like you've struck a balance between
expansion and reliability which is good.

5603448229
5603447962

5603447884 Can't Rate
5603447713
5603447535 Very Appropriate
5603447469

5603447257 Very Appropriate
5603447111 Very Appropriate

5603447017 Somewhat Appropriate
5603447011 Somewhat Appropriate
5603446857
5603446798 Somewhat Appropriate
5603446639 Very Appropriate

5603446477 Very Appropriate

5603446164 Somewhat Appropriate
5603445259
5603445068 Very Appropriate
5603444898
5603443825 Very Appropriate

5603443180 Very Appropriate

5603442908 Can't Rate
5603442767
5603442579
5603442122 Somewhat Appropriate

Not knowing the equipment that needs
replacement nor any expansion plans it is very
hard to rate whether the planned expenditures
actually matches the needs of the system. The
customer has to rely on the planning staff of the
utility to make the right decisions.
It seems appropriate.
This is not a huge amount of money. I would forgo
my tim horton coffee a few times per year to
make up this $6.25
keeping electricity affordable is very important to
industry and individuals
It doesn’t sound like a lot but with electricity rates
going up any increases is noticeable.

All costs going up. Nice to have some not as high
I would say it is very appropriate if the typical
residential bill truly does rise by only $.52 per
month or $6.25 per year.
some increases in rates are inevitable, but
improvements to facilities should be undertaken
to reduce losses
It's a small price to pay if it will keep our utility
consistent and available.
There needs to be meaningful investment
I am more than happy with this increase. I would
even be happy to pay $1 or $2 extra on my bill
every month to be able to achieve even more
efficiencies and investigate additional green,
renewable energy sources.
People are sinking in debt and payments.
Whatever can be done to stop the rise in our costs
should be done.

5603441970
5603441948 Somewhat Appropriate
5603441922
5603441625 Somewhat Appropriate
5603441555 Very Appropriate
5603441553

5603441346 Very Appropriate
5603441337
5603441301 Very Appropriate

5603441235 Can't Rate

5603441164
5603440961
5603440889
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327
5603440138

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603439968 Somewhat Appropriate
5603439853

5603439755 Very Appropriate
5603439694 Somewhat Appropriate
5603439435

Some areas apply.
An annual increase of $6.25 is very reasonable for
the expected service.
We need to put money into the system to ensure
it remains reliable and provides Sudbury with a
reliable electrical supply to foster economic
growth and stability.

i'll have to go back, or do it again... i saw saving
small percentages , yet now i read increases in
cost.
The increase you are proposing is minimal in light
of all the changes that have to occur. This is an
essential service. I'm surprised your increase is so
small knowing the extent of everything you need
to do.

Looks in line
Gotta do it the best you can without it being a sidedoor profit grab.

as a corporation YOU are responsible to keep the
system running as the BEST system in the world, as
you are responsible of the population you deserve
in a harsh country, you cannot be compliance, as
people lives are in play. You are the planner, you
should know what you are doing! As a corporate
entity, you are social accountable to the people
you are deserving, specially the people on low
income, fixed income, pensioners, etc ....

5603439374 Very Appropriate
5603438865
5603438672 Somewhat Appropriate
5603438526
5603438517 Very Appropriate
5603438373 Very Appropriate
5603438198
5603438086 Very Appropriate
5603437876 Somewhat Appropriate

5603437869 Somewhat Appropriate
5603437808 Very Appropriate
5603437462 Somewhat Appropriate
5603437286

5603437178 Very Appropriate
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713 Very Appropriate

5603436422
5603436402
5603436260
5603436211
5603436198
5603436182
5603436065

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

This increase is trivial, considering the challenges
we will be facing. What happens when electric
vehicles are everywhere and are charging every
day? Are we ready for that?

The cost per customer is really small. It as much as
a fancy coffee from Starbucks!

It probably needs to increase in the upcoming
years though

This low of an increase will go unnoticed by most
consumers, though it is frustrating that with costs
already so high they need to still go up

That sounds good, the overall investment isn’t too
much & I think everyone could benefit from it.

the cost is reasonable.
residential bills should not have to go up. as is #8,
the 6 figure annual bonuses need to stop. the
profits alone could feed a small poverty-stricken
country - you have the money. use it. stop taking
it from those of us who can't afford two nickels to
rub together.

Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate

5603435785 Somewhat Appropriate
5603435704 Very Appropriate
5603435676

Inline with normal cost of living increase
You are not giving us the projected annual
increase over 10 years. One year could be
misleading. Please be more specific in your
projections

5603435567
5603435516 Somewhat Appropriate

5603435405 Very Appropriate

5603435220 Somewhat Appropriate
5603435095 Very Appropriate
5603434953 Very Appropriate

5603434684
5603434650
5603434633
5603434520
5603434429
5603434324
5603434229
5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072
5603432896
5603432878
5603432846
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336

Not aware of details
rates will always go up, especially as the existing
infrastructure ages. I am surprised the total
investment will not increase more than the
average 6.25$/year
as long as the increase in our bills are reasonable i
agree with updating the system. it is required but
its hard for the consumer to pay for it.

Not Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

Because I find Sudbury Hydro wastes money
especially paying their Executives and employees
atrocious wages! Equipment doesn't need to be
replaced as often as they claim, not if regular
maintenance is kept up regularly. The military is an
example of how it uses equipment that is years
and years past their so-called expiration date but
with maintenance there able to continue using this
equipment.
I do not have enough knowledge...

Somewhat Appropriate

Not too much of an increase

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Regulate the increase to customers.
Improvements are needed

Can't Rate
Very Appropriate

Not well enough informed

Very Appropriate

That I need to review to make a decision

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603432321 Somewhat Appropriate
5603432320 Somewhat Appropriate

seems to be sufficient
We have to think of the future.

I would like to trust that it will only impact our
billing in that small of capacity
Keeps costs in check.

5603432192
5603432131 Somewhat Appropriate
5603432126 Very Appropriate
5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
5603430948 Very Appropriate

5603430845
5603430704
5603430549
5603430539

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603430295 Somewhat Appropriate
5603430204
5603430151 Somewhat Appropriate
5603429957
5603429934 Somewhat Appropriate
5603429926
5603429869
5603429798
5603429716
5603429715
5603429632
5603429477
5603429469

Somewhat Appropriate

Projected annual increase for consumers is
acceptable

Safety, it always comes down to safety.
Residential increases must be as transparent as
possible and not be prohibitive to the average
home owner.
Never like increase on costs
Your predicting a manageable increase.
It is in the interest of the people they are the one
paying all these bills to upgrade and repair it in
everything that we have but the money is not
there for pensioners right know .

if investment is for work needed its a good thing

Cost of living increases every year and electricity is
no different.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate

5603429069 Very Appropriate
5603428999 Not Very Appropriate
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818 Somewhat Appropriate
5603428299 Somewhat Appropriate

5603428284 Somewhat Appropriate
5603428213 Somewhat Appropriate
5603427947 Very Appropriate

Re-investing is part of maintaining a healthy
system.

I would support more investment in clean power
generation, but otherwise, the modest costs are
reasonable.
Reasonable outlook

5603427903
5603427894
5603427501
5603427500
5603427418
5603427407
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603426965 Very Appropriate

5603426742
5603426722
5603426696
5603426330
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062
5603425997
5603425632

not an expert

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

A larger rate increase would allow for additional
investment,

I agree only because I know this needs to be done.
The fact that our bills will go up even if it's only
$6.25, things add up for all of us and some will not
be willing to add more to their budget. If you take
into account the price of gas for the vehicles and
the price of food! People can't feed their families
right now and you see this by the amount of
people using "food kitchens" for help. As much as I
agree, I don't think that is will be possible for
everyone and I don't want to have to increase my
share to support this plan.

Not Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603425519 Very Appropriate
5603425509
5603425498 Very Appropriate
5603425296 Very Appropriate
5603425282 Very Appropriate
5603425151
5603424779 Not Very Appropriate
5603424721 Very Appropriate

NA

Rational and reasoning presented seem realistic
and logical

7/10
Sounds reasonable

5603424552
5603424455
5603424428
5603424375

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603424359
5603424275
5603424104
5603424060

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603423833 Very Appropriate
5603423832 Very Appropriate

5603423779 Somewhat Appropriate
5603423694 Very Appropriate
5603423692
5603423555
5603423529
5603423444
5603423345
5603423289
5603423274
5603423213

Go back to my previous answers where, a few
questions into this "survey" I stated that it felt like
I'm being primed by GSH to justify a price hike and
whammo, here it is. $6.25 seems like a reasonable
number to you I'm sure but here's what I think: 1.
there should be price decreases and not increases
as hydro is ridiculously priced as it is; 2. I call
bullsh*t on that $6.25. I have zero faith in GSH's
ability to hold to that number and before long,
that $6.25 will turn into $62.50 and the five years
will turn into 10 years and by the end of the 10
years it'll be $125.00. This will happen when you
start doling out contracts and budgets get blown
out of the water and timelines get pushed back
and expenses will rise. When that happens, you'll
send out another survey explaining why you're
having to increase rates again.
It's affordable. Near rate of inflation.

I’m very cost conscious when it comes to hydro
costs. That amount in my bill is more than
acceptable for the level of renewal being outlined
here.
$0.52/month is more than satisfactory.

Well, at $0. 52 pr month, why would I not give it
the best rating? Am I dreaming?
The expected increase appears reasonable
It is appropriate if executed with knowledgeable
professionals, planners, designers, contractors and
consultants, otherwise cost overruns will adversely
affect budgets and time constraints

Very Appropriate

Keeping costs down for the consumer should be a
priority for you.

Very Appropriate

It’s reasonable

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Short term pain. Long term gain

5603423207 Somewhat Appropriate
5603423159 Very Appropriate

5603423158 Very Appropriate
5603423139
5603423091 Somewhat Appropriate
5603423055 Very Appropriate
5603422990 Somewhat Appropriate
5603422980
5603422792 Somewhat Appropriate
5603422441
5603422336

5603422304
5603422162
5603422091
5603421828
5603421825
5603421648
5603421606
5603421437

Somewhat Appropriate
Can't Rate
Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603421204 Very Appropriate
5603421194 Very Appropriate

5603421054
5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674
5603420669
5603420653
5603420609

I wouldn’t mind a raise in price of the $6.25 if it
meant after upgrading the services a cheaper rate
could be offered
With hydro costs escalating over the past decade
this assessment sounds reasonable.
Very few people will argue with a rate increase of
6.25 per year if it means the plans as outlined for
distribution system maintenance can move ahead.
Seems ridiculous that this survey was necessary to
justify an increase of 6.25/yr when we don't get
surveys to justify other Sudbury Hydro cost
increases.

It takes into account the consumer’s perspective.

Upgrading is always a good thing

It isn't raising the bill too much, but if it starts too,
some people may not be able to afford their hydro.

Manageable and needed.

$6.25 per year is not something that I would worry
about.

Very Appropriate

I could live with this increased cost if I had too
Offset some of this by having commercial
customers and construction firms pay fully for the
work.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Based on info provided

5603420522 Not Very Appropriate
5603420498 Can't Rate
5603420448 Somewhat Appropriate

5603420413 Can't Rate
5603420362 Very Appropriate
5603420333 Very Appropriate
5603420325 Very Appropriate
5603420318 Somewhat Appropriate
5603420310 Very Appropriate
5603420277
5603420127
5603420107 Somewhat Appropriate
5603420098
5603419712

5603419653 Very Appropriate
5603419643 Somewhat Appropriate
5603419630 Very Appropriate
5603419541 Very Appropriate
5603419457
5603419244
5603419241 Very Appropriate
5603419176
5603419081
5603419076
5603419062
5603418993

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603418922 Very Appropriate
5603418809 Very Appropriate
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726

5603418680 Somewhat Appropriate
5603418602

I am sure the increase will be much higher and we
as customers have no recourse. I have consistently
tried to reduce consumption to no avail. Bill keeps
going up.
Reliable power comes at a cost
For the amount that electricity impacts are lives
it's a needed cost
I think it will have long term benefits for moderate
increase in costs.

values seem reasonable

I believe this is a fair increase to manage needs will not have a noticeable impact on the average
customer.

sounds reasonable as long as the spending is done
in a smart way.

I am willing to pay a bit more money a month to
ensure a bright future.

Great! A small increase for long term gain.

sounds like these things need to be addressed.
I honestly would be willing to pay more. I’m
surprised that it is this low.

A small hike is inevitable for profitability...and
profits should equal maintenance.

5603418597
5603418555
5603418530
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Very Appropriate

5603418297 Very Appropriate
5603418213 Somewhat Appropriate

5603418188 Very Appropriate
5603418130

5603418072 Not Very Appropriate
5603418043
5603417809 Somewhat Appropriate
5603417694
5603417633 Very Appropriate
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931

5603416918 Very Appropriate
5603416811 Somewhat Appropriate
5603416754 Very Appropriate
5603416608
5603416583 Very Appropriate
5603416564
5603416490 Can't Rate

Investment on further infrastructure is pointless if
you cannot fix the current inefficiencies
seems like the right thing to do

Small pain for long term gain.
While I'm never happy to see a bill increase, this
seems modest. I have no issue with increased
investment, provided it is done efficiently, and
with an eye on incorporating more green energy.
Decentralized solar generation by the customer
should be embraced, and I have no doubt
significant investment in our current system are
necessary.
Improvements are necessary in maintaining
reliable and efficient generating systems. The
proposed increase in very small and should't cause
much of a stir.
Sudbury Hydro should be trying to live within its
means, and the means of the residents and
business owners it serves. An 11% increase is
unacceptable.
Very fair increase.

Everyone complains until the lights go out. System
stability for $10 more a year seems like a good
deal to me.
Reasonable price considering the work that needs
to be done

5603416486
5603416464 Very Appropriate
5603416457
5603416431 Not Very Appropriate
5603416407 Somewhat Appropriate

5603416260 Somewhat Appropriate
5603416254
5603416203 Very Appropriate
5603416201
5603416159 Somewhat Appropriate
5603416109 Very Appropriate
5603416084 Somewhat Appropriate
5603416009

5603415935 Very Appropriate
5603415933 Somewhat Appropriate
5603415816
5603415813 Very Appropriate
5603415771 Very Appropriate
5603415694
5603415691 Very Appropriate
5603415582 Can't Rate
5603415574 Somewhat Appropriate
5603415438
5603415390
5603415384
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206
5603415152
5603415115
5603415023
5603414966

has to be done

An increase to our already inflated bill is never
good, but I see the value in the long term
investments.
the increase is reasonable and is needed

The increase of .52 Is extremely affordable for the
recommended changes

"The approximate impact on a typical residential
bill would be $0.52/month or $6.25 per year." ~
Sounds good to me!

The overall raise in billing is reasonable and not a
burden to rate payers

I don't believe we will only have to pay .52 cents in
increased costs.

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I feel that the increase in the cost mentioned
above is very reasonable
It is needed
It is what it is

Very Appropriate

Good planning

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603414845 Very Appropriate
5603414803 Somewhat Appropriate
5603414732
5603414640 Somewhat Appropriate

It is a very fair estimate and I trust that any future
savings from these improvements will be passed
on back to the consumers, in the long run!

5603414639
5603414539
5603414527
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361
5603414336
5603414320

Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603414291 Somewhat Appropriate
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246

5603414236 Somewhat Appropriate

5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603414145 Somewhat Appropriate
5603414139

5603414130 Not Very Appropriate
5603414129 Somewhat Appropriate
5603414108
5603414061 Very Appropriate

Nobody likes increased costs.

Well $6.25 is really not that much in my opinion. If
the GSU came out and said $20.00 with major
investment in green energy it would have a real
positive result on the future of the GSU and
customers impression of the utility. The times are
a changing.

Should track population and inflation, with a focus
on reducing costs with more automation and
higher productivity.
If you can stick to the budget that would be great
but past experience tells me the city of sudbury
has come out terribly. I have lived in Ottawa,
London, Peterbourgh, Barrie and Sudbury is the
most expensive city I have lived in for Property
Taxes, Water and Sewer, roads department an
embarassment ,and electricity. The service and
planning leaves consumers with a bad taste in
their mouths.
That is doable

Reasoning seems valid, and the cost to the
consumer is not enormous.
your $6.25 increase per year does not make any
sense, did you use one residential home with 1
person living in house.

The information received seems sound and just

5603414054 Can't Rate
5603414015 Not Very Appropriate
5603414014 Very Appropriate
5603414007 Very Appropriate
5603413980
5603413943 Somewhat Appropriate

5603413928
5603413916
5603413836
5603413823
5603413793
5603413561
5603413527
5603413425
5603413398
5603413304
5603413266
5603413242
5603413235

I'm not sure if that $6.25 is compounded annually?
or how that's compounding in terms of
percentage. i.e. year one $6.25; $12.5 year two;
18.75 year three; $25 year 4, $31.25 year 5. I'm
not sure if that is in alignment with rate of
inflation etc.
I would value a more reliable service over lower
bills.
As long as the budget stays like this it's a great
investment

Somewhat Appropriate

Would seem like a slightly higher amount paid by
each customer would allow for more appropriate
level of investment

Not Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Affordable
We must keep up with the best standards.

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Na
To maintain the level of services it’s a must

Very Appropriate

Hydro is cheap.
The system needs a large upgrade, but at what
cost. We realize it has to be done but how will this
affect the community...

5603413130 Somewhat Appropriate
5603413123 Very Appropriate
5603412976

5603412954 Very Appropriate
5603412832 Very Appropriate

Upgrades are necessary because if they're not
done, the failures in the system would over time
just be more costly and dangerous anyway.
Very low cost factor for a necessary service!

5603412802 Not Very Appropriate
5603412791 Can't Rate
5603412784
5603412734 Very Appropriate
5603412685
5603412610
5603412608

5603412601 Very Appropriate
5603412540 Very Appropriate
5603412522
5603412521
5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Not technical enough to know any better.
Hydro has often gone in different directions, i.e.,
attaching electrical boxes to control the power
consumption of home owners during the day, at
great expense, and then to abandon these
projects, leaving the electrical box still connected
to the home owner's furnace at home. What a
waste of money, some salesman did a number on
the Engineers at Sudbury Hydro, wonder how
many other unrealistic projects were under gone
in the past and are kept secret from users. If SR is
needed, then stretch it over 10 to 15years not 5
years and get a mortgage for it; homeowners must
get a long term mortgage to pay for their home,
can't pay for things over a short time like 5
years.... this is UNREALISTIC. Hydro users are
being squeezed out of their home due to the high
cost of Hydro. No Hydro EE should make over
$75,000 a year. Neither should the Office
Executives, reduce their wages and salaries.

I expect small increases over time due to inflation,
and $0.52 increase annually is small enough. If
this data in the survey can be presented to
customers I would think it would even allow for a
monthly increase of up to $1.
No thoughts
I say "very appropriate" IF the approximate impact
is what is to be expected.
Witout energy we can't do anything

Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate

NA

5603412440 Somewhat Appropriate
5603412421 Very Appropriate

5603412420
5603412397
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
5603412366
5603412332
5603412329
5603412313
5603412304
5603412202
5603412201

Not Very Appropriate

I'm not saying the current rates of investment are
off in anyway, I just feel that enough of the budget
has to be put towards green energy and higher
peak demands with more electricity being
consumed per average household and electric
vehicles (cars, motorcycles, bikes, scooters) and
electric heating/cooling needs increasing with how
much or weather swings. I do think that
customers could stomach a higher investment
though closer to $15-20/year if that also meant
more rebates for things like: - adding green
energy sources - installing schedule enabled
battery packs to shift grid energy load to off-peak
hours - installing electric vehicle chargers on their
property for public use - more robust program for
renters to do heating/cooling efficiency upgrades
(windows, doors, AC units, heating units, etc.) as
most landlords aren't willing to absorb those costs,
but are normally willing to allow certified
contractors to do the work if the renter pays for it

This is not an accurate amount there are over
300k+ that hold accounts with you i have 5
accounts with you alone this increase will be much
higher and i will end up paying 150 to 200 more a
month which is 1800 to 2400 more. Thank you
glen thalbit and kathleen Wynne

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Sounds fair

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

To maintain a good standard of services

5603412170 Somewhat Appropriate
5603412145
5603412144 Very Appropriate
5603412142

Investments seem to be required.

Controlling costs help seniors stay in their homes
hydro is well priced if used properly

5603412138
5603412132 Very Appropriate

5603412130
5603412104
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984
5603411980
5603411957
5603411953
5603411935
5603411918
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

Cost of having power.
With every government we stretch maintenance
to the limits. It's just a fact of life. We need to
update, upgrade and retrofit to stay ahead.
$0.52/month is by no means excessive.

Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603411844 Very Appropriate
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805 Can't Rate
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748

5603411747 Very Appropriate
5603411691 Can't Rate
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581
5603411548 Somewhat Appropriate
5603411442 Very Appropriate

It seems that investment in all areas has been well
thought out, and it would be a reasonable increase
in rate for consumers

It’s $6.25 Is not very much money and I’d be
willing to pay that or more to keep things going
and safe.

The increase per customer is quite reasonable

5603411362 Very Appropriate
5603411357

5603411323 Somewhat Appropriate
5603411291 Very Appropriate
5603411283
5603411258
5603411254
5603411241
5603411181
5603411159
5603411156
5603411083
5603411056

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603411014 Can't Rate
5603410980 Not Very Appropriate

5603410979
5603410892
5603410873
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818
5603410806

Very Appropriate

Given the current trend of rates increasing, and
never decreasing, costs need to be controlled to
avoid needless expense to rate payers, especially
those on fixed incomes.
it's worth the cost
As long as, like I've been saying, there's an efficient
and responsible spending plan.

Again, sustainable and continuity of service
Reasonable
A 11% increase is significant. Makes you wonder if
previous DSPs missed the boat
11% is high
Cost of living is rising, cost of electricity delivery
and generation is factored here as wel

Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5603410800 Very Appropriate
5603410789 Somewhat Appropriate
5603410772
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627

I currently receive a $5-10 rebate on my GSU bill
every month. Instead of offering this rebate, those
monies should be used to convert to more
sustainable and greener energy sources. Although
it is more expensive up front, it will result in
significant, long term savings for all Canadians.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

IPAD
Impact on bill is reasonable
Because if that's what has been found to being
needed by people who live in this form of work
then that's what we need.
What has been done internally to become more
efficient? This wasn't discussed.l
Because I want to.

5603410621 Very Appropriate
5603410600
5603410517
5603410516
5603410512

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603410503
5603410498
5603410494
5603410492
5603410475
5603410464
5603410430
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

Seems very high
That is not an outrageous amount. People spend
more than that a week in coffee. I think it's very
reasonable.

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5

Somewhat Appropriate

5603317885 Very Appropriate

5603308258 Very Appropriate
5603300117
5603296288
5603295897
5603244359
5603218091
5603206447

worth the cost
This plan should keep the grid safe and reliable for
the customers

Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

when cost are low for me the consumer I am
happy to pay the minimal amount
i'm willing to pay a bit more for the assurance of
reliable electricity and quick repair
We all have to pay for the services, I just hope that
the CEOs are also paying

Not Very Appropriate

5603199464 Very Appropriate
5603180939 Somewhat Appropriate

5603168548 Somewhat Appropriate

5603166129 Somewhat Appropriate
5603162489 Somewhat Appropriate
5603150367 Somewhat Appropriate
5603101900

Wages will always be going up, and this hasn't
been brought up yet. But 11 % for 5 years works
out to about the cost of inflation.
Unfortunately to keep things running, costs
increase which has to be flowed thru customer
charges
If these numbers are 100% accurate and it would
only impact our bills by $0.52/month than its ok. I
do not have great faith that that is all it will be
though.
You have to spend money to make money

5603091597 Somewhat Appropriate

5603086522 Very Appropriate
5603078647
5603047716
5603046498
5603043646
5603029144
5603026349

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5603023072 Very Appropriate
5603005636 Not Very Appropriate
5603003964 Somewhat Appropriate
5602998900 Very Appropriate
5602985471 Very Appropriate
5602981075 Very Appropriate
5602978210 Very Appropriate
5602957258 Somewhat Appropriate

5602957247 Somewhat Appropriate

5602950802 Not Very Appropriate
5602947157
5602943012 Very Appropriate
5602938777 Somewhat Appropriate
5602933094

NY higher and I would not be able to keep up with
increasing g costs. on a meager disability pension
and I own my home. not sure how much longer i
can afford to stay.
Hydro already profits enough from customers. The
cost for maintenance, upgrades and equipment
should not come primarily from the pockets of
customers but perhaps take into account current
profits and inflated salaries of upper managers and
CEOs
I am willing to pay more for improved and
continuous service
I like that the increase sounds doable
best guess
NA
all very important upgrades to make, and the cost
to consumers is relatively low for the proposed
changes.
i think you could sharpen your pencil to find true
savings
all costs keep going up and only $6,25 dollars per
year is worth the investments
support other segments of the organization
Sounds reasonable.
It's important to maintain and upgrade the system
and equipment as needed.
If we expect the best we need to make sure we get
the best.

I would not mind paying more into a system that is
forwardly thinking and acting to moving towards a
system that encourages renewable energy sources
from residential households
overall in Ontario rates are already too high. You
need to figure out a way to to what you need to
do, while controlling costs and at least maintaining
rates
as long as does not go any higher than 52 cents a
month
Controlling cost & keeping an efficient system is a
challenge.

5602891031
5602875841 Somewhat Appropriate
5602874114 Very Appropriate
5602861395
5602861079 Very Appropriate

5602840206 Somewhat Appropriate
5602830812
5602829706 Very Appropriate
5602828619
5602824787 Somewhat Appropriate
5602817573

5602793115 Not Very Appropriate
5602787510

5602784569 Very Appropriate
5602776030 Somewhat Appropriate
5602770157 Very Appropriate

5602730365
5602663819
5602646471
5602643955
5602637654
5602633107
5602625613

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

I would pay more for a good system
Again I believe you are keeping the customer in
mind with minimal cost

I assume you have technical and business
expertise to analyze and prepare a plan to achieve
a fitting and reliable service for the future.
Only so much money to go around.

Please see the multiples of previouscomments
related to 'proposed level of investment'.
Not that much of a markup. I would be happy to
pay even more than that if you funded green
initiatives
We are a growing community with increasing
hydro needs.
One has to expect that costs will rise and that the
customer will have to shoulder the cost difference
from previous years. Remember that as Sudbury
has an aging population, many people are on a
fixed income. It is important that costs be
considered in this light.
Trust.

Dollar impact per resident is quite low

5602608989 Very Appropriate
5602607435 Can't Rate
5602600365 Somewhat Appropriate
5602576572
5602574661 Very Appropriate
5602563831
5602562741
5602561570
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
5602531729
5602528955
5602524379
5602522408
5602521403
5602520985
5602515923

Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

End users are hostages to the grid we are attached
to. It is "pay now or pay later"...but in the end we
will pay for the service we get. Cost increases are
inevitable, the challenge for GSU is to keep said
cost increases within an economically reasonable
factor that the end users ( the customers) can
handle while maintaining the GSU system and
maintain a high degree of reliability and modernity.
IT TAKES TIME TO FIND OUT THE PROS AND CONS
OF ANY NEW PROPOSAL
We want a reliable overall system with ongoing
upgrades.

The extra cost is minimal to what we are paying
now
No comment

Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

5602515517 Somewhat Appropriate

5602507768 Very Appropriate

A difficult question to ask members of the public
that trust GSH to study, evaluate and make the
right decisions about our electricity system. We
only have the experiences and opinions related to
reading and paying our bill, unless our daily
activities include other related expertise. Great to
ask public input, but would be more relevant to
ask questions we can answer. There are so many
professionals and groups in our community that
could provide more in-depth and informed insights
and ideas.
Worth it to the average consumer to increase
$6.25 over the course of the year to ensure a well
maintained utility.

5602502045 Very Appropriate
5602479438
5602435869
5602433596
5602429989
5602412735
5602403584

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate

I have no issues with a less than $10/year increase.
Higher investments are expected because of the
age of infrastructure.
If it lowers our hydro bill I m all for it
The increase seems reasonable.

5602401086 Very Appropriate

The rate increase is small compared to my yearly
electricity bill. Furthermore we should be trying to
improve our energy efficiencies in the home so
that any change on our bill will not be noticeable. I
strongly support investments to improve the
energy infrastructure and adopt carbon neutral
alternatives when possible.

5602397224 Very Appropriate

The rates must increase. Users must pay, or forfeit
the benefit. If users properly managed their usage,
they would have energy costs as low as mine.

5602391819 Somewhat Appropriate
5602390182
5602389243 Very Appropriate

5602385852 Somewhat Appropriate

5602381543 Somewhat Appropriate

5602378220 Very Appropriate

I’d like to think we can handle a bit more increase
but I know this is likely impossible for so many esp.
as our overall customer costs in other areas are
likely to increase, the proposed amount appears to
me to be a fair compromise but I’m not sure I have
enough info to evaluate any of this, not having
thought about it in much detail until now, and
being a relatively recent customer in this area.

Time for everyone to have access to electricity
I don't for a second believe that the "average"
customer will pay anything like such a small
addition. Neither do you.
Cost is an important consideration, but we need to
be expedient as well. With climate change and
technical improvements moving forward,
sometimes and investment now pays itself
forward.
Seeing how people waste electricity - lights on,
appliances left running during holidays away, etc.,
it is a wonder that only $6.25 per year per
residential bill will meet the challenges of the
investment plan.

5602367643 Not Very Appropriate
5602360702 Can't Rate
5602359591

5602356970 Somewhat Appropriate
5602351642
5602351466 Can't Rate
5602328231

5602326214 Not Very Appropriate
5602322086
5602321699
5602317911
5602316275
5602307819
5602307401
5602297738

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Very Appropriate

So, you want to charge us more for you to
continue to deliver core services. How do you
expect us to respond? You’re a monopoly and will
do whatever you choose.

We do not speak of msjor weather events that can
cause havoc and power outages. Some funds
need to be set aside to prepare for disasters, for
specialized equipment, employee
overtime,rerouting power from other souces etc.

Not much more than a lottery ticket. Shall I buy
one for you too? Many of us can afford much
more than that. I hope you get some $ from
various tax streams rather than just from
electricity consumers. That's how other
infrastructure gets built.
Improvements are needed, and these are very
cost-effective
Thw increase is very reasonable
Price is low it's manageable.

5602284632 Somewhat Appropriate

Explained this way, the increase to customers
makes more sense

5602284106 Very Appropriate

While an 11% increase sounds unrealistic when
interest rates are less than 3% & wages are quite
stagnant, if your prediction of dollar change on
bills is accurate, it is probably acceptable.
However, I am sceptical about your forecast.

5602281803 Very Appropriate
5602275012 Very Appropriate
5602273740

In these basic terms where it impacts the monthly
statement, it is easier to determine tolerance of
rate increases. That being said, I doubt very much
that rates will re-normalize once the 5 year
investment plan comes to completion. Like the
taxes to pay for WWII, once the users become
used to the idea, why stop the cashflow?

5602267847
5602262959 Somewhat Appropriate
5602261620 Very Appropriate
5602259545 Can't Rate

5602256745
5602253330
5602253307
5602249717
5602243196
5602187910
5602157586
5602106178
5602102950

Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate
Can't Rate

As long as this is the very best bang for our dollar I
think appropriate.
Keeping prices down for users while continuing to
invest in infrastructure for the future is always
hard, but this number seems adequate.

Very Appropriate

Very Appropriate

5602101458 Very Appropriate
5602066769 Very Appropriate

5601996619
5601910195
5601885863
5601875625
5601874109

should be higher

Very Appropriate
Can't Rate
Very Appropriate
Very Appropriate

5601853784 Somewhat Appropriate
5601688323 Somewhat Appropriate
5601681107
5601653127 Very Appropriate
5601642435 Very Appropriate
5601521920 Very Appropriate
5600934776 Very Appropriate

NOT EXPENSIVE
IF this is the real impact on a customer's bill, this is
reasonable.

Keeping distribution costs low while being able to
ensure equipment, buildings and systems are
updated efficiently is a great plan
Na

upgrading is never a waste...need to be proactive.
People don't realize you need upgrading until
something goes wrong and then it is too late.

Sounds good to me!
I think the costs described above are very
appropriate.
If we do not invest, we run a risk of not having this
reliable energy system.
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Attachment 16 (of 18):
1-SEC-9 Attachment 16: Question 16

Thinking about everything
that we’ve discussed about
the Distribution System
Plan, how confident are you
that Greater Sudbury Hydro
will continue to provide safe,
reliable, cost effective
electricity by implementing
the investments associated
with our Plan? Would you
Respondent ID say ...
Response
Why do you give it this rating?
I have lived in Sudbury for lot of years and hydro has
always been reliable
5608774731 High Degree of Confidence
5608392240 High Degree of Confidence
5608391622 Low Degree of Confidence
I have been a customer for many years and the
improvements are much needed.
5608387388 High Degree of Confidence
5608318089

I question the Utility's decisions sometimes in regards
to expenditures. I see somewhat different priorities
than corporate decisions. Not sure who paid for the
new traffic light / crosswalk across from the employee
parking lot. It is absurd to put a crosswalk across from
the parking lot when there is a set of traffic lights
within a block of the front doors of the office building.
The only reason it was put there was to access that
parking lot that holds about 35 employees cars of the
Utility. It is a very "priviledged" crosswalk and either
the Utility paid for it or we paid for it out of City
taxes...it is completely unnecessary. This is one
"glaring" example of questionable priorities of the
5608259448 Medium Degree of Confidence Utility.
5608245418
5608235127 Medium Degree of Confidence Ok
Dont see how you could implement any of these
upgrades at an increase of only $6.52 per year for
47,000 customers.
5608232580 Low Degree of Confidence
5608231956 High Degree of Confidence

5608220418 High Degree of Confidence

The proposals appear to be carefully thought out and
outlined in a simple and concise manner.

5608217930
5608214170
5608205903 High Degree of Confidence
5608203094 High Degree of Confidence
5608199027
5608194623 High Degree of Confidence
5608187209
5608151209
5608146413
5608127771
5608118280
5608115667
5608111878
5608109096
5608101940

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

GHS is looking to the future in a progressive manner.
Good so far.

Because its you guys we count on to keep us warm
and see at night

It's my level of trust!

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

No problems in my area

5608095922 Medium Degree of Confidence I'm not sure if I agree with the cost effective statement
5608039628
5608038016
5608034410
5608027935
5608020873
5608018568

Medium Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

5607936513
5607934862
5607923175
5607918892
5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018
5607838698
5607829881

Medium Degree of Confidence Reliablily is a priority in a Hydro Utility
High Degree of Confidence
Can't Rate
High Degree of Confidence
Plan seems appropriate
Low Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

High Degree of Confidence

great
I have confidence they will do what best for there
customer
5608002775 High Degree of Confidence
hopefully management and the board will be
5607981932 Medium Degree of Confidence competent and qualified
5607973614
5607971273 High Degree of Confidence
5607966268
5607958422
Details needed are not present.
5607957588 Can't Rate
5607946663

Low Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

5607829767 High Degree of Confidence
5607829662 High Degree of Confidence
5607825947
5607821194
5607806892 Low Degree of Confidence

5607806037 Can't Rate
5607801688 High Degree of Confidence
5607795857
5607779308

I like dealing with Sudbury hydro, great business and
service

Until I understand the plans better I don’t have
confidence that is benefits customers!
To be honest, I believe you may need to make all
these changes but the rates keep going up. I believe
the real problem is the big salaries at the top. Cut
those substantially and I would have no complaint
about the actual costs to run Hydro
Because of current stats

We've had very good service from in all our time here
5607770311 Medium Degree of Confidence in the city.
5607763278 High Degree of Confidence
5607754971
J'ai confiance
5607735776 High Degree of Confidence
I have had excellent service so far
5607727406 High Degree of Confidence
You are community driven and it shows.
5607724671 High Degree of Confidence
You’ve taken many important considerations into
account.
5607713316 High Degree of Confidence
5607711806
5607697810 Medium Degree of Confidence
5607691675
5607683177
5607622800
5607622170
5607618549
5607618339
5607615785

Medium Degree of Confidence Past experiences
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
Low Degree of Confidence
Very likely for low degree of confidence
Low Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
Never had any issues yet

5607613721 Medium Degree of Confidence
5607613079 High Degree of Confidence
5607604923
5607595482 High Degree of Confidence
5607589576

5607588238 High Degree of Confidence
5607575700
5607574089 High Degree of Confidence
5607569996 Low Degree of Confidence
5607569944 High Degree of Confidence

5607569136 High Degree of Confidence
5607550925
5607547354 High Degree of Confidence
5607544770

I am a supporter 100% of Sudbury Hydro. They are
very effective at keeping us in power during some
challenges in the past. They are someone you can
always count on - you know they are there to help,
and help they do out there in the dark :) It is a safe
feeling.
i have confidence it is
Cost effectiveness is the priority and you increase the
cost every single year!
Good so far.
I love my service with GSU! I've been a customer over
2 years now and have no complaints !

5607542750 Medium Degree of Confidence
I think the level of service is pretty good
5607529159 High Degree of Confidence
5607525394 Medium Degree of Confidence

5607521668
5607521205
5607520712

5607520658
5607517990
5607501898

Because I always see them working hard and keeping
the community as informed as possible. This survey as
an example, has allowed me to gain new knowledge
High Degree of Confidence
for the GSU Future plans
Can't Rate
I don't have an opinion either way
High Degree of Confidence
GSU hasn't let me down yet.
It's hard to say I am confident as i have not seen the
changes being made yet. Once this system will take
place or at least start, then the level of confidence will
Medium Degree of Confidence increase.
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
Hydro crews work very hard.
The plan is transparent and well laid out and
presented.
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
I think you mean what you are saying.

5607500927
5607497985
5607497711
5607497501 High Degree of Confidence
5607497480 High Degree of Confidence
5607496953
5607496836 High Degree of Confidence
5607496666
5607495944

Because service and reliability in my circumstances
have been great.

5607495931 High Degree of Confidence
5607392196 High Degree of Confidence

5607369858 High Degree of Confidence
5607356998
5607356693 High Degree of Confidence
5607307048 Low Degree of Confidence
5607289714

It seems logical to have confidence in the people who
are experts in this area.
I have confidence in the measures taken to determine
priorities and plan the future.
I am very confident that GSH will continue to provide
safe, reliable and cost effective electricity by
implementing the investment plans I’ve just read.

5607261674 High Degree of Confidence

because they seem to be taking care of business in a
very efficient way

5607155401 High Degree of Confidence

the breakdown of the budget seems reasonable and
the cost per residential bill is modest for the gains that
are hoped for/expected

5607148829 Medium Degree of Confidence hummmm
5607138145
5607126826
5607118162
5607109518
5607070174
5607066340
5606960772
5606866592

Medium Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

I hope this will happen .
GSH always delivers low cost product.

High Degree of Confidence

Hydro in general continues to increase in cost,
5606866519 Medium Degree of Confidence however, wages have not kept up with these increases.
5606865564 Medium Degree of Confidence
5606862426

If you maintain the investment approach outlined in
this survey It seems reasonable however to me there
are no guarantees that the investment approach will
be maintained over five years so I am cautiously
5606848133 Medium Degree of Confidence optimistic
5606821110 Medium Degree of Confidence
Sounds like a reasonable plan.
5606778350 High Degree of Confidence
don't know current condition
5606775700 Can't Rate
5606729929

5606707543 High Degree of Confidence
5606704822 High Degree of Confidence
5606701343 High Degree of Confidence

The proposed changes allow for a better future of all
hydro needs throughout the city. Change and
development can only mean greater things
throughout the next few years for our home.
Its been proven in the past
Excellent job so far

5606697662 Can't Rate

Electrical companies are already overcharging so there
really isn’t a need to raise bills of residential users or
non profit organizations. Increase the costs to for
profit businesses. Stop overcharging hospitals and
people who just don’t want to become homeless.

5606697542 High Degree of Confidence
5606695838 High Degree of Confidence

I believe in GSU's employees and management group.

5606693342 High Degree of Confidence

We are depending on maintaining effective services.

just because it works on paper doesn't mean it will be
5606683447 Medium Degree of Confidence implemented and be completed as planned
GSH has provided consistent and reliable service for
years. WAY better that Hydro One!!!!
5606679199 High Degree of Confidence

5606668545 Low Degree of Confidence
5606609047
5606582883 High Degree of Confidence
5606565661
5606544873

5606530149
5606529390
5606521578
5606515031
5606498033

you are not looking at what you pay your employees.
Way too high. A summer student making 30$ an
hour...Really!!! you have been paying your employees
an extreme amount of money for what they do and Im
talking about the administration office.
You've been doing this for over 120 years, our sole
provider, keep it up, thank you.

I want to leave room for the unexpected events that
Medium Degree of Confidence inevitably occur and impact the projected budgets.
High Degree of Confidence
i can only hope that my portion of my bill doesn't
increase
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
it's necessary.

5606457870 High Degree of Confidence
5606377731 High Degree of Confidence

If they continue to follow the plan as proposed, then
we should be able to count on a good result.
I have to believe that educated and sensible decisions
can be made moving forward

5606374916 Medium Degree of Confidence No comment
I have never had an issue...ever. Great service,
reliable service.
5606368851 High Degree of Confidence
5606362865
5606358921
Overall I think the priorities and plans are going in the
right direction
5606358297 High Degree of Confidence
5606352864
5606349846
No comments
5606338466 High Degree of Confidence
5606333428 High Degree of Confidence
Well lead.
5606313190 High Degree of Confidence
5606305765 Medium Degree of Confidence
5606291857
5606282880

5606276523 High Degree of Confidence
5606270446 High Degree of Confidence
5606246635 High Degree of Confidence
5606243694
5606240215
5606235091 High Degree of Confidence

5606227560 High Degree of Confidence
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207 High Degree of Confidence
5606138657
5606136667 High Degree of Confidence
5606135737
5606133735 High Degree of Confidence
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893 High Degree of Confidence
5606117473 Medium Degree of Confidence
5606077871

I am trusting that you will in fact over the next 5
years...will stay true to your word and upgrade
everything you have stated which I am hoping by the
end of year 5...our hydro rates will be lower due to all
the upgrades.
So far you have provided a good service.
system has been pretty efficient since i have been
acustome.

You have a good track record.
It’s been reliable would like to see more investment in
hydro pole maintenance and beautification.
Underground lines bs. Overhead pole conversion for
older neighbourhoods

I have lived here over 40 years, never had hydro
problems
Increases are not excessive

need to get it done

5606050032 Medium Degree of Confidence .
GOOD PLANNING FOR FUTURE
5606046919 High Degree of Confidence
As a New Sudbury customer of the past three years,
we have experienced very minimal power outages and
reliable service delivery
5606027567 High Degree of Confidence
5606019346
5606007319
5606003891 High Degree of Confidence
5605999905
I feel confident that they will, but with new upgrades
such as these, things are bound to go wrong here and
there. Hopefully they can fix those issues fast and
effectively if they should happen and we won’t be left
in the dark
5605999230 High Degree of Confidence
From what you are telling me. Also have watched
your team at work in the field.
5605997788 High Degree of Confidence
5605954398
The less electricity you use you still pay through the
nose
5605944845 Low Degree of Confidence

5605944757 Low Degree of Confidence
5605943593 Medium Degree of Confidence

5605935878 High Degree of Confidence
5605929744 Can't Rate
5605898796

My hydro is already sketchy. It is not reliable. It is far
from cost effective, and will just continue to rise.

We have not had many issues over the years with
service and power outages have been restored
promptly

More information required. Hope your people are
5605895298 Medium Degree of Confidence reasonable: same word.
You've done a good job so far.
5605889475 High Degree of Confidence
5605888440
5605877568 High Degree of Confidence

5605859907 Low Degree of Confidence

My electricity and water haven’t been cost effective
for years. They are s basic necessity. They shouldn’t
cost such much. Wages go up, we make a little extra,
you raise our bill. What’s the incentive? There is none!
New people move here, more houses get built, our bill
goes up. You would think with more people paying
bills the rates should go down, but nope, up and up
they got. I am fed up with it. You pretty much have a
monopoly on the service, so I am stuck. Put up and
shut up? Not fair, but as if I can change it. We know
we are being railroaded, but until a better company
comes along...

5605857712 Medium Degree of Confidence The spotty performance overt the last few years.
Striving to maintain a smooth functioning business
with proper upgrades are essential to keep costs low
and services great.
5605842218 High Degree of Confidence
I believe you are an excellent business model! If only
the Greater city of Sudbury could be this efficient!
Kudo's to you Sudbury Hydro!
5605834173 High Degree of Confidence
See answer above. Would think most people would be
5605827346 Medium Degree of Confidence prepared to pay up to $10/year.

5605825610 High Degree of Confidence
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923
5605770359 High Degree of Confidence
5605766635
5605762727 High Degree of Confidence
5605754961

5605751987 High Degree of Confidence

THROUGH PAST EXPERIANCES WITH SUDBURY HYDRO
YOU RUN A VERY SAFE AND RELIABLE SERVICE

I feel that Greater Sudbury Hydro is doing a good job
overall.
You’ve never let me down before....

Ive had no problems yet... aside from a high bill.
Also, stop subsidizing corporate and other business
customers.... residential users should come first

5605736775 Medium Degree of Confidence I don’t know the whole plan
5605720737 Medium Degree of Confidence
5605715168
5605711665 High Degree of Confidence

because it's a good plan if it can all be implemented

5605710753 High Degree of Confidence
5605701839
5605697401 High Degree of Confidence

5605696231 Low Degree of Confidence
5605693202

You remain transparent in your plans and provide
communication in many forms for your customers
Expect them to do the very best they can.
This survey is a red flag. It seems to try to get support
from people that are likely very willing to provide
decent to good responses on this type of on-line
surveys based on statement that aim to bias public
opinion.

5605692713 Medium Degree of Confidence
5605691499
5605689578 High Degree of Confidence
5605688115 Medium Degree of Confidence
because they always have
5605671879 High Degree of Confidence

5605668215 High Degree of Confidence

5605667945 High Degree of Confidence
5605649793

The current level of service in Capreol is very, very
good. If the plan is to improve service, then I would
expect that the service we currently receive would not
be negatively impacted.
To date, your record speaks for itself. I'm very
confident of the level of service we receive from
Greater Sudbury Hydro.

5605643288 Medium Degree of Confidence
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605
5605551802 Medium Degree of Confidence Hard to rate this question without all the facts.
only by sending out this survey I can see that it's a
smart step
5605545450 High Degree of Confidence
High
Degree
of
Confidence
I am a satisfied customer.
5605539178
There's always room for improvement in every plan
5605519256 Medium Degree of Confidence and the cost to the consumer should be top priority.
5605513558 Medium Degree of Confidence Seems like a good plan but can never be too sure.
the plan looks good but unforeseen occurrences can
5605508744 Medium Degree of Confidence happen
5605506200 Medium Degree of Confidence
5605504568

5605482165
5605477871
5605474132
5605465929
5605450050
5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774

High Degree of Confidence

The percentage is low

High Degree of Confidence

The people in charge know what they are doing.

5605419747
5605416220
5605415683
5605410634
5605404971
5605399087
5605395655
5605338455

Medium Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
I think Greater Sudbury Hydro does a good job!
Low Degree of Confidence
Safe yes, reliable maybe, cost effective TBD

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

High Degree of Confidence
Can't Rate
High Degree of Confidence

5605326811 High Degree of Confidence

You have not let me down yet
As I said before, we are very pleased with your past
performance and judging by what you are proposing,
we have no reason not to be confident

More details should be provided on your bills to
5605324793 Medium Degree of Confidence understand how the customers money is being used
5605323531
5605323310 Can't Rate
5605321593
I don't have high confidence when any projects are
5605318701 Medium Degree of Confidence done in Sudbury
5605318102 Medium Degree of Confidence

I would have to do more research into the plan and
know more about it before giving it a higher degree of
5605317490 Medium Degree of Confidence confidence.
5605315159 Medium Degree of Confidence
I’ve never been given reason to doubt
5605311781 High Degree of Confidence
5605291825 High Degree of Confidence
new equipment make it easier and safer for workers
to do there jobs.
5605286962 High Degree of Confidence
Based on the plans, everything appears to be in line to
make some really great changes
5605274533 High Degree of Confidence
It looks like a lot of thought was put into this plan
from a large management team. I just hope all your
figures add up.
5605270154 High Degree of Confidence
5605265287 High Degree of Confidence

5605260496 High Degree of Confidence
5605260445 High Degree of Confidence
5605253943 High Degree of Confidence
5605253232 High Degree of Confidence
5605239806 High Degree of Confidence

We would like to trust we are getting the best service
Obviously you have given this a lot of thought and
planning.
I have great confidence in managers at Sudbury hydro
Keeps the system safe and secure

There will always be things outside your control - and
those things may impact reliability and costeffectiveness. With increased building and road
construction, additional costs may be incurred. More
buildings may translate to more paying clients wondering if the costs of getting the additional clients
equals the anticipated payments from those new
clients. If it is not revenue neutral, why is being done
5605230815 Medium Degree of Confidence again?
5605227438
5605223663 Medium Degree of Confidence

I am not convinced of cost efficiencies have been
5605222107 Medium Degree of Confidence thoroughly explored.
5605221688
well, my power both at home and at work is relatively
unreliable... i doubt it'll get any better. no offence...
just speaking subjectively.
5605208036 Low Degree of Confidence
good straight forward plan
5605196421 High Degree of Confidence
5605193279
5605189004 High Degree of Confidence
5605188579 High Degree of Confidence
5605145259
5605128315
5605126505

5605124841 High Degree of Confidence

I've had an excellent experience with Sudbury Hydro
over the past 20 years. I've experienced very few
power outages here in New Sudbury and my
expectations are that Sudbury Hydro will continue to
provide excellent service with the proposed plan.

I would say High degree, however things change and I
would prefer question before any faith (Socratic
5605123235 Medium Degree of Confidence theory). But keep up the good work! .
if everything goes accoding to plan then it should work
5605122768 Medium Degree of Confidence out well.

5605121295 High Degree of Confidence
5605116822 High Degree of Confidence

In general, I feel that electricity service has been of
good quality, particularly over the last several years,
so I have some confidence that this will continue.
Sudbury Hydro has always been a reliable and cost
effective provider of electricity.

5605115345 Medium Degree of Confidence Ok
5605114112 High Degree of Confidence
Has always provided good and reliable service. Good
turnaround time for large geographic area.
5605112772 High Degree of Confidence
5605110526 Can't Rate
5605105613
My costs keep going up each year even though I try to
5605102632 Medium Degree of Confidence conserve energy
GSU covers a large area, I wish there was a level
between high and medium but I was recently affected
by a power outage for over 24 hours so I know we
5605099908 Medium Degree of Confidence aren’t quite there yet.
5605097643
You have a plan and are presenting it
5605096234 High Degree of Confidence
5605095826 High Degree of Confidence
5605093147
Sudbury Hydro is running very efficiently.
5605076106 High Degree of Confidence

5605062132 Low Degree of Confidence
5605054024

5605037259
5605033990
5604977142
5604972361
5604971290

Low Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

5604970615 High Degree of Confidence

You state "will continue..." but you are not reliable, or
cost effective. This is a fallacy. I loose power in New
Sudbury 5-8 times per year! that is not reliable. You
are not accountable to anybody or organization and
have a monopoly. I can't go to a competitor who
charges less or provides better. Give your heads a
shake... you need to improve and improve a lot if you
wish to gain my confidence and that of my
neighbours. Your service is so poor, that I am actively
considering a gas generator back up unit (at $4000.00)
to back my house.
Because the Liberal Party, for the past decade, has
fleeced customers. I have no confidence that things
will change for the better

Seems well thought out
I have always been satisfied with my electrical service.
I see no reason to change.

5604970509 High Degree of Confidence
5604969420
5604964729 High Degree of Confidence

I feel you already do a good job so I am confident with
the plans as outlined.

I would want to believe that the people in charge will
5604950035 Medium Degree of Confidence not spend freely and respect a budget set up for them
I have not seen much from GSU in providing discounts
or other initiatives to regular home owner customers.
5604936179 Medium Degree of Confidence Instead it mostly seems focused on business users.
Track record speaks for itself
5604931460 High Degree of Confidence
5604924668 Medium Degree of Confidence

5604915293
5604909239
5604905767
5604883728

Low Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

5604883529 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604872872
5604867918 High Degree of Confidence
5604867813 Can't Rate
5604867754
5604859615
5604858779
5604851827 High Degree of Confidence
5604848208
5604839413 High Degree of Confidence
5604837274 High Degree of Confidence

Having met people from Greater Sudbury Hydro I do
not feel they have the qualifications to make such
decisions that have such an impact

Because I believe they have a plan to give customers
best service
UNKNOWN

You have been doing it in the past so I am sure that it
won't change in the future.

feel it is a good plan

Overpayment of the higher ranks could be reduced or
stop giving them raises and thus money could go
5604835309 Medium Degree of Confidence towards the upgrades needed or to lower hydro costs.
5604826591
5604825747
I fear cuts will have to be made and the plan will not
5604821304 Medium Degree of Confidence be followed.
5604819422

5604819196 High Degree of Confidence

It seems to me to be a well balanced plan, and by the
way, congratulations on bringing The Kathleen
Substation upgrade in on time and under budget.
That's why I gave my rating because you have proved
that you are capable of completing the big projects
efficiently.

Evidence of the success of the investment should be
openly communicated to the end consumer. We need
to be notified as to the benefits that we will have as
the end consumer. When that is communicated then
5604818609 Medium Degree of Confidence our confidence can be solidified.
5604815539 High Degree of Confidence
I feel the budgeted increases for components of this
plan are too low to ensure we are well positioned for
the future. I feel we need to at least match the
5604811533 Medium Degree of Confidence percentages in the previous budget.
5604803318 Can't Rate
5604795035 Medium Degree of Confidence
seems like a good plan
5604792676 High Degree of Confidence

5604763520 High Degree of Confidence

So far, I have been satisfied. The power is reliable and
I've not experienced any lengthy outages.

5604757859 Medium Degree of Confidence See above
5604753267 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604748154 High Degree of Confidence
5604745166 Low Degree of Confidence
5604732195 High Degree of Confidence
5604728491
5604725181

cost of electricity is high and I am wondering if all is
done to bring costs down

Dealings with GSH have not always inspired a high
degree of confidence.
Medium
Degree
of
Confidence
5604722046
I am uncertain whether or not GSH is considering the
impacts of climate change in their day to day
5604712345 Medium Degree of Confidence operations.
5604710647
5604695107
5604694190
5604693305
5604681552
5604665547

Medium Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

its been high quality thus far

5604660921 High Degree of Confidence
5604650745

You should not have the option of furnishing us with a
substandard utility

Need to ensure nothing goes wasted, watch for theft,
treat your employees with respect, you will never be
able to get rid of the union but you can get rid of your
blue collars with their hands in their pocket so deep
they almost feel their toes, make the necessary cuts to
wasted stuff. Shop around for PPE try and make deals
when shopping for equipment/vehicles, get our stupid
government to ensure everything is established that
GSU can do their job properly, safely and in a timely
matter, the government doesn’t need to soak you dry
in all the taxes you’re a business like everyone else in
business but the government needs their share right?
So why not get the PM to ensure that all of ON can get
breaks so that generation dealers can give the small
consumers breaks, it all starts with someone needing
5604648056 Medium Degree of Confidence to find repairs to the wholly bucket
5604645011 Medium Degree of Confidence I would like to see more climate responsible changes
5604644641 High Degree of Confidence
5604617929 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604580830 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604579320 Can't Rate
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282
5604572516
5604567581
5604565759
5604564384
5604564110
5604562235

Medium Degree of Confidence Possible price increases
High Degree of Confidence

High Degree of Confidence
Low Degree of Confidence

I have consistently recwived good service.
I am not confident in this plan

Just unsure.. budgets can get stretched or projects can
be under budgeted or over.. also the government
seems to play a role as well and have their hands in
our pockets I'd like to have confidence but at this
5604559118 Medium Degree of Confidence point all I have is hope.
5604558353 High Degree of Confidence

5604556311
5604550977
5604548452
5604545909
5604537180
5604528304
5604528108
5604523934
5604516420
5604515658
5604511739
5604494852

High Degree of Confidence

I believe the GSH is well managed and has come a long
way from where we used to see a dozen Hydro
vehicles every morning at local restaurants, for their
extended breakfast breaks.Internal productivity is a
key component to the execution of the above
elements.

Low Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

Like everything, prices go up...

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

High
I like what you are saying.

In the future if you do not have enough customers,
you will have no money for repairs everywhere, we
customers will pay for it. If we can't, more people
might switch over faster. I truly believe your best
solution is to spend money in creating areas of access
5604488672 Medium Degree of Confidence to renewable energy, we all win.
I live in an ignored part of town. A wind storm brings
5604473955 Medium Degree of Confidence down U insulated live live. Insulation eroded off
5604471236
5604468558 Medium Degree of Confidence Seems you do have a plan in place
5604467158 Medium Degree of Confidence Nothing in life is guaranteed
5604465323 High Degree of Confidence
5604464793

5604464423 High Degree of Confidence
5604462800

5604461238 High Degree of Confidence
5604458998

By reaching out to customers to gather their thoughts
via this survey, it shows that this company wants to
provide safe, reliable and cost effective electricity.

Just reading your facts and figures presented shows
me that all is in good order and under control.

5604458850 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604458118 High Degree of Confidence
You will do a great job
5604456825 High Degree of Confidence

5604456206
5604455333
5604454794
5604454643
5604454389

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

5604452409 High Degree of Confidence
5604451777
5604449790

the allocation of money in your budget was explained
well

5604445511 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604445137 High Degree of Confidence

We have lived here for ten years Compared to other
parts of canada ive always felt our hydro bill was quite
reasonable
5604444817 High Degree of Confidence
You just mentioned that the consumer cost would go
up in the question prior to this one . It would not be
5604438782 Medium Degree of Confidence cost efficient for customers.
I'm very confident because if the GSH's product
(electricity and it's availability and delivery) becomes
anything other than safe, reliable and cost effective,
then it will slowly move down on the list as an
effective competitor for energy.
5604436303 High Degree of Confidence
5604433973
5604433870 High Degree of Confidence
I worry about external influence either from large
5604428179 Medium Degree of Confidence corporations or government
5604425041 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604423029 High Degree of Confidence

5604421868 High Degree of Confidence

5604402821 Low Degree of Confidence
5604385649
5604382979

5604381442 High Degree of Confidence

I have been without last minute power outages here
there, but was told mainly due to hydro one old
equipment.My bills have always been straight forward
no problems, never an issue with hydro. Sudbury
Hydro has kept thenselves with pride to do a great job
for their customers.!
The best indicator of future behaviour is past. I’d like
to believe it’s going to be effective.. I just don’t have
the faith in the utility company to do what it sets out
to do. I sincerely hope I’m proven wrong.

I am confident that all customers will pay for it -whether we want to or not, and that this survey is to
have the respondent feel that they have a say!....

5604380765
5604380186 Medium Degree of Confidence I say medium but hope for high degree.
5604379360
5604376786
5604374978
5604374219
5604371497
5604371168
5604370174
5604369096
5604367587
5604366101
5604365563

Medium Degree of Confidence It sounds OK
High Degree of Confidence
Well laid out plans, reasonable increase.
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

Haven't been disappointed so far.

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

Any major unforeseen event could wreak havock on
5604365493 Medium Degree of Confidence the best plans
5604365338 High Degree of Confidence
Sudbury electricity costs are higher than father north
communities like SSM or Thunder Bay. Also, the level
of positive interaction with the customer and
perceived availability and care are much higher than
Sudbury.
5604362719 Low Degree of Confidence
5604362389
Never had a problem.
5604362369 High Degree of Confidence
5604361429
5604361134 High Degree of Confidence

5604361072 High Degree of Confidence

My past experiences have been great thus far, I trust
you will continue to uphold that relationship.

Because of what you have outlined above in all stated
items, I can have no other reason but to continue to
have a high degree of confidence in Greater Sudbury
Hydro in what their future plans are for continuing to
provide safe, reliable, cost effective electricity to its
High
Degree
of
Confidence
customers.
5604360735
There are always power outages, but better
5604360302 Medium Degree of Confidence equipment and service can help this situation
5604359886
The only reason I'm not rating this "high degree" is
because often we run into road blocks for various
reasons and not everything is able to be done.
However, I have confidence that whoever is in charge
5604359618 Medium Degree of Confidence will opt for the most important issues to get done first.
5604359399

5604358063 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604356320
5604354043 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604353831
5604353463 High Degree of Confidence
5604351809 High Degree of Confidence
5604350778 Medium Degree of Confidence
Past History
5604350762 High Degree of Confidence

5604349957 High Degree of Confidence
5604347004
5604346129 High Degree of Confidence

Looks to be a viable plan although... asking me what I
think makes me wonder why I’m not working for you.

I am skeptical that all of the increases are needed, and
that they might be a way to recoup some of the
5604345925 Medium Degree of Confidence savings that the gov't put in place.
5604345162 High Degree of Confidence
5604344502 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604343451 Low Degree of Confidence
5604342950 Can't Rate
5604340786
5604339893 High Degree of Confidence

The distribution costs are still ridiculously high in
comparison to actual usage costs
Sounds like a great plan. Ask me when you've
completed the plan within budget.

5604334758 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604333207
5604332694 High Degree of Confidence
not enough info to decide
5604331048 Can't Rate
5604330996
5604328843
Greater Sudbury Hydro has always been safe and
reliable.
High
Degree
of
Confidence
5604327835
5604327467 High Degree of Confidence
5604326548
5604326270 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604325071 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604324433 Medium Degree of Confidence 120 years of reliability
5604322291 High Degree of Confidence

very good thoughts about General Plant investments

5604318484
5604318399
5604318172 Low Degree of Confidence
5604317462
So far the service has been great and I believe this
plan will help maintain a great level of service
5604317168 High Degree of Confidence
The service is likely to continue to be provided as
efficiently as reasonable, but the costs are likely to
increase substantially, and be much higher than
5604316253 Medium Degree of Confidence indicated above.
5604315383
Place great emphasis on customer opinions.
5604315029 High Degree of Confidence
5604314300
5604312196
5604308420 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604307604 High Degree of Confidence

Your plans are well organized, now workers need to
faithfully do their jobs.

5604307213 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604306433
5604306302
5604306068
5604306035 Medium Degree of Confidence Need money
5604305829
5604304577
plan the work and work the plan
5604304068 High Degree of Confidence
5604304041 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604303717
5604303303 High Degree of Confidence
5604302723

5604302611 High Degree of Confidence
5604302439
5604301061 High Degree of Confidence
5604300658
5604297834 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604296499 High Degree of Confidence
5604296104
5604295239

Up to now, the service has been extremely good and
power failures are at a minimum. This plan seems to
carry on that same level of service if not making it
better.

5604293929 High Degree of Confidence
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605
5604291940 High Degree of Confidence

I've no doubt about provision of services continuing.

Again, communication is the key to building
confidence and loyalty.

5604291033 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889
Historically: reliability has not been an issue.
5604288381 High Degree of Confidence
5604288118
Past history
5604287719 High Degree of Confidence
5604287470
5604287115
Rates are already high, and the greedy companies will
5604287048 Medium Degree of Confidence never lower then back.
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749
Very comprehensive plan. Excellent explanations of
the Investments.
5604285387 High Degree of Confidence
5604285094
As long as they stick to the plan, do not go over
budget, and have a responsible manager overseeing
the process to ensure this
5604284237 High Degree of Confidence
Shows investment for improving and maintaining
current system
5604283171 High Degree of Confidence
5604282722
5604282608 Can't Rate
5604281650
5604281095 Can't Rate
5604280537 High Degree of Confidence

5604280459 High Degree of Confidence

5604280357 High Degree of Confidence
5604280157
5604278990

Have shown in my experience to be able to do this
I am very satisfied with the service so far and think
your plan is good, but I also think we need to do more,
and we need to do it quickly. I am concerned about
things like future storms, flash floods, droughts. We
need to plan for this.
Investing in upgrades and construction safety as well
as outage support seems like we are on the right track

5604277972 Can't Rate
5604277206
5604277185 High Degree of Confidence
5604276799
5604276409 High Degree of Confidence

Good focus on priorities

5604275680 Medium Degree of Confidence I’m hearing one side of the story
Don't think anything is going to change CEO and
government are to greedy
5604275558 Low Degree of Confidence
5604275500
5604274690 High Degree of Confidence
5604274662 High Degree of Confidence
5604273968 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604273863 Medium Degree of Confidence Keep costs low and downtime low
5604273574
5604273495
5604273246
5604272161
Medium Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
past experience was positive.
I have never had a real problem with you folks except the billing department a couple of times. The
service is good.
5604271581 High Degree of Confidence
5604271494
5604271467
5604271235 High Degree of Confidence
5604271105 High Degree of Confidence
5604271098 High Degree of Confidence
5604270957
5604270746
Based on past performance.
5604270728 High Degree of Confidence
High
Degree
of
Confidence
no choice
5604270253
5604270221
it will probably be alright
5604270152 High Degree of Confidence
5604269953 High Degree of Confidence
5604269839
5604272124
5604271907
5604271746
5604271645

5604269687 Medium Degree of Confidence Na
5604269611 High Degree of Confidence
Keep on keepin' on
5604269511 High Degree of Confidence
5604269461

5604269344 Medium Degree of Confidence

5604269322
5604269306
5604269295
5604269261
5604269147
5604268994
5604268978

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

Haven't had a reason to question my confidence in
them yet (also I apologize for any grammatical errors,
as I was completing this survey on the phone).

Due to my experience with GSH.
I have never been disappointed in the past.

5604268944 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604268932 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538 Medium Degree of Confidence Focus on green
5604268525 High Degree of Confidence
5604268129 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604268103
5604254904 High Degree of Confidence
5604254758 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604250673 High Degree of Confidence
5604249464 Medium Degree of Confidence It always comes to us paying more
5604241489 Medium Degree of Confidence
5604235771 High Degree of Confidence
5604235317

5604231423 High Degree of Confidence
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701 High Degree of Confidence

We have always been able to depend on these
services and expertise of the Greater Sudbury Utilies.
I am confident that the experts that work in this field
will make the proper decisions and prioritise in order
to meet future needs.

5604163090 Medium Degree of Confidence Usually rates go up after these talks

because there are expenses in this modern world that
play havoc with budgets but it is important to stick to
5604162592 Medium Degree of Confidence your resolutions.
5604152890
The plan sounds good, but a lot depends on how the
5604151377 Medium Degree of Confidence plan is implemented.
People receiving the necessities of life is very
important, maintaining our current way of life is
5604143185 Medium Degree of Confidence important.
5604125629 Medium Degree of Confidence

5604125146 High Degree of Confidence
5604123573
5604120030
5604117306 High Degree of Confidence
5604116144 High Degree of Confidence
5604114778 High Degree of Confidence

Greater Sudbury Hydro has no reason not to want to
be able to deliver electricity. Of course it will be safe,
reliable and cost effective.

You have been in the Sudbury market for years and
have the footprint to continue.
I've never had any issues with GSU previously

I've only started with GSU last year. I don't have any
5604107995 Medium Degree of Confidence past experiences to base myself off of.
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191 Medium Degree of Confidence

5604087065 High Degree of Confidence
5604084394 High Degree of Confidence

5604077480 High Degree of Confidence
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433 High Degree of Confidence
5604062671

5604061713
5604061086
5604055096
5604044456
5604042635
5604040258

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
Can't Rate
High Degree of Confidence

After reading this short information survey I am happy
to see that Sudbury Hydro has customer cost and
upgrades as top priority.
Historically reliable.
As I've never had a negative experience with GSH and
realize hydro costs are an ongoing necessity of life, I
simply expect it to continue.

Good plan
Seem to have the priorities identified and focusing on
important things to get done to deliver a reliable
system.
Sounds like it's a good plan.
ugh

past history
I don't know enough about the company to have a
5604040020 Medium Degree of Confidence high degree of confidence

5604039143
5604032280
5604029848
5604027854

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

5604027433 High Degree of Confidence
5604027174 High Degree of Confidence
5604026488
5604026130 High Degree of Confidence
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376
5604020803
5604020547
5604020224
5604020123
5604019955

The plans for improvement are logical and reasonably
priced.
its good things
Maintaining service levels and low cost
GSU has always been reliable so I don't see that
changing in the future. Your plan seems to be well
thought out.

Medium Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
Can't Rate

don't know how good your management is
I am a new resident of Sudbury, so I do not any
5604018768 Medium Degree of Confidence experience with GSH.
5604017808
Because they don't have a choice.
5604017463 High Degree of Confidence
5604016188 High Degree of Confidence
5604012720
Putting this plan in action would most likely be
beneficial to the consumers of electricity and the front
line workers of the Greater Sudbury Hydro. Safety
should always be the main concern of everybody
involved.
5604010773 High Degree of Confidence
5604010523
5604003848
5604002610 High Degree of Confidence
5604002058
5604001844 Medium Degree of Confidence

5604000138 Can't Rate
5603989836 High Degree of Confidence
5603972575 High Degree of Confidence
5603971458 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603965342 Medium Degree of Confidence

If I was a part of the planning process my opinion
would be educated and therefore may hold merit
Seems like the numbers have been crunched and add
up appropriately

5603955878
5603955740
5603948545
5603942687 High Degree of Confidence
5603940742
5603939181 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776
5603931035 High Degree of Confidence
5603930966 Low Degree of Confidence
5603928938

no complaints

Reasonable increase with little customer impact
maintains and increases GSU capacity

A lot of companies have budgets and don't keep to
them and it is the low income earners that suffer
5603928380 Medium Degree of Confidence when they overspend and increase the utility bills.
I feel that Greater Sudbury Hydro does a good job
delivering electricity; I have confidence that they will
continue to deliver. I just worry about the cost to
consumers and hope that the increases are fair and
not just going to profit the management of the
company.
5603927701 High Degree of Confidence
5603927144 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603926785
5603925775 High Degree of Confidence

You can't do anything else than do the right thing.

5603924827 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
5603916190 Medium Degree of Confidence Looks like a lot has to be done
5603912059
5603908660 High Degree of Confidence
5603907138
because they do need to have improvements to save
money.
5603906616 High Degree of Confidence
Best way to predict the future is looking back at the
past. SUDBURY hydro has provided reliable service to
my family.
5603901309 High Degree of Confidence
5603894521

5603892723 High Degree of Confidence
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425
5603878303 High Degree of Confidence
5603873980
5603869939

GSU is part of our community. You have skin in the
game. You are communicating with the community,
seeking input and feedback. Please do not be afraid to
do what you know is the right thing to do.

because of past experience with hydro

5603862147 Medium Degree of Confidence just do
5603854129 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603853917
5603850070 High Degree of Confidence
5603844505

5603839719
5603838201
5603829389
5603827620

Basically a straight line projection ... you have
managed effectively for the most part and barring an
unforseen environmental or other catastrophy will
likely continue into the unforseen future as you have
in the past by continuing to be extremely well
compensated for the work you do. Whether that
work could be done more efficiently or effectively or
at a lower cost by people who more dedicated to
"public service" than "serving themselves" at the
public expense and by staff who are more truly are
more deserving is impossible to know or judge based
on the information provided ... my take based on an
off hand comment I overheard by one of the most selfcentred and self-serving individual I know, while
talking to a friend as to why she went to a lot trouble
to work at Sudbury Hydro was that working there is
like being on a "gravy train" ... this impression is
further reinforced by this survey which at least
viscerally feels more designed to maintain and extend
Medium Degree of Confidence the "gravy train" than anything else
Stabilizing the cost is important. Simplify the PREMedium Degree of Confidence AUTHORIZE PAYMENT form (easy to fill).
Because there are other elements in the mix. But I
remain hopeful.
Can't Rate
Again, your projections look appropriate and well
researched
High Degree of Confidence

5603826947
5603824518 High Degree of Confidence
5603823777 High Degree of Confidence

5603819038 High Degree of Confidence
5603815509
5603813865 High Degree of Confidence

Past history.
Sudbury hydro has been my only provider so I have no
issues. I have nothing to compair to, I am only a single
homeowner with low costs.

Climate change is already affecting Sudbury. It will
soon have greater impacts on service, equipment and
systems. No one at this time can foresee those
impacts. There is only one area of this plan that
renewable energy is even mentioned. This concerns
5603812361 Medium Degree of Confidence me greatly.
Infrastructure costs are always subject to unknown
scenarios. Best laid plans never really materialize
5603811387 Medium Degree of Confidence when they hit the real world.
5603809247 Medium Degree of Confidence

5603807838 High Degree of Confidence
5603803545
5603799607 High Degree of Confidence
5603797713 High Degree of Confidence
5603795594

5603795045 High Degree of Confidence
5603794864 High Degree of Confidence
5603794723 High Degree of Confidence
5603793990 High Degree of Confidence
5603793624

I fully agree with Sudbury Hydro’s priorities and plans
as outlined. Makes best use of resources, wile
planning for future needs.

I believe GSH has their communities as top priority.
reasonable approach
Based on my experience in Sudbury the electrical
supply is very reliable. Reading your plan it sounds like
you are taking all the important things into
consideration. P
Hydro seems to be on the right path to doing things
I've never had a problem before

Looking forward, while may cost a bit more now, will
ultimately save us money and grief from an
emergency repair situation. Also, looking forward and
upgrading things "as you go" or with other upgrades
will be cost effective.
5603791335 High Degree of Confidence
I never believe everything till I see it. Sometimes
5603790413 Medium Degree of Confidence customers get the shaft.
5603789161 Medium Degree of Confidence we are very confident that the bills will continue to rise
5603789068 High Degree of Confidence

5603787264
5603783584
5603782515
5603777291
5603774037
5603745694
5603735624
5603732849
5603732602
5603729467
5603728003

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

will always provide safe and reliable service prices will
rise fix and low income families will be the ones even
so called middle class with everything rising soon it
will be difficult to live I would not like to be the kids of
today there life style will be work no play to ends meet

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
Low Degree of Confidence

I’m sure everything was estimated prosperly

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

5603726674 Medium Degree of Confidence Think of customers satisfaction
5603725461
5603723462
5603722140
5603719277
5603717379
5603713646
5603710170
5603708430

Medium Degree of Confidence How quick can you keep up with the times?
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

Plan appears to make sense

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

ok
The plan looks good

5603708297 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603706458 Medium Degree of Confidence

5603706139 Can't Rate

History with big organizations saying one thing and
doing another. I’d say low to medium degree of
confidence.

5603705662 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603705356
Great team
5603703860 High Degree of Confidence
5603701394 Medium Degree of Confidence

5603698999 High Degree of Confidence
5603698726 High Degree of Confidence
5603696326

I trust the experts know what they're doing and are
aware of what the outcome of the implementations
will be (or near to).
I've needed you in the bast and you were there fairly
quickly to restore my power

5603696171 High Degree of Confidence
5603696031
5603693093 High Degree of Confidence
5603692894 High Degree of Confidence

This rating is largely based on the past where to my
knowledge no significant problems have occurred
Very dependable company

Because this information is being provided in a survey
form, rather than as a business plan, so there is not
Medium
Degree
of
Confidence
enough
information or detail to relay confidence.
5603692535
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603684657
5603680129 High Degree of Confidence
5603679368

The information you have provided makes sense.

5603678809 Medium Degree of Confidence Again it's going to cost the consumer...
It sounds like you know what you are doing.
5603678078 High Degree of Confidence
5603677539
By maintaining overall system reliability and keeping
the costs affordable.
5603674458 High Degree of Confidence
5603674434
5603673400 Medium Degree of Confidence Dont know
Well managed
5603673376 High Degree of Confidence
5603672984 Medium Degree of Confidence It may increase my monthly Hydro bill
5603671299 Medium Degree of Confidence Don’t know
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632 High Degree of Confidence
Convaincre les citoyens d'investir dans une énergie
propre! Et fournir votre distribution!
5603668126 High Degree of Confidence
excellent workers who care about the city's electrical
infrastructure/grid
5603667328 High Degree of Confidence
Good track record.
5603667280 High Degree of Confidence
5603666933 High Degree of Confidence
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925 High Degree of Confidence

5603661725 High Degree of Confidence
5603660840
5603660088 High Degree of Confidence
5603660014 Medium Degree of Confidence Its good
N/A
5603659261 Low Degree of Confidence
5603658586 High Degree of Confidence
5603657522
5603656664

Keep it up. Yours is a large extended organisation.

5603655605 Medium Degree of Confidence sounds like a good plan, hope you can stick with it
The larger a company, the more bureaucracy, which
makes it difficult to stay within budget or to meet
5603654288 Medium Degree of Confidence expectations.
5603653137 High Degree of Confidence
5603653067
5603652815 Medium Degree of Confidence Continual increases without changes in service.
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034 High Degree of Confidence
I am giving this rating only to note that if the
Distribution Plan is done with integrity, then all of
Sudbury will benefit.
5603634029 High Degree of Confidence
5603626198 High Degree of Confidence
Always hard to know if money is actually allocated in
5603625871 Medium Degree of Confidence the ways it is proposed
5603625394 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603623005 Medium Degree of Confidence great work
5603621778 Low Degree of Confidence
My experience with Sudbury Hydro has been dismal at
best. No company has a lower rating of my opinion.
The corporate image you have is in need of repairs
Low
Degree
of
Confidence
more than your poles.
5603621405
I have no doubt this appears a healthy plan.
5603620577 High Degree of Confidence
5603619555 Medium Degree of Confidence Fees keep going up.
All that is in the future and we will see how things
work out; I do know that we have a good system
because I have it 24\7 and hardly was ever without
the service. The estimate of the $ 6.25 increase on
5603619420 Medium Degree of Confidence my yearly bill is nice to see but.........
5603619178

5603616195 High Degree of Confidence
5603615549 High Degree of Confidence
5603615469 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603615033 Low Degree of Confidence
5603614188 High Degree of Confidence

Nothing to say.

I feel that all these changes will be bringing up the
already high cost of hydro

I haven't had any issues with service but the 75% feels
like you haven't really planned well o er the last
Medium
Degree
of
Confidence
planning
period.
5603613148
5603613126
lengthy done times are rare now adays
5603612703 High Degree of Confidence
5603612182
th
5603611988 High Degree of Confidence
5603610977
Well planned out
5603609923 High Degree of Confidence
5603609759 High Degree of Confidence
Looks good on paper
5603609723 High Degree of Confidence
5603609565
I know nothing of your business and financing so I am
at a loss to give any ratings.
5603608793 Can't Rate
Sudbury hydro ia a good company
5603608627 High Degree of Confidence
5603607653
5603607466 High Degree of Confidence
there's always something that throws a wrench in any
5603605715 Medium Degree of Confidence plan, but I"m sure they will do there best
5603605545 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603603947 High Degree of Confidence
5603603490
5603603188 Medium Degree of Confidence No comment

5603602767
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828

I've been back in Sudbury since 1990 and the worker's
at hydro have been there, absolutely without question
to get things resolved. The problem is higher than the
workers. It's the selling off of hydro, the connection to
unreliable grids, it's the need for self-sufficiency, and
it's the people who have power. The last are the ones I
Medium Degree of Confidence don't have confidence in.
High Degree of Confidence
good utility
High Degree of Confidence
experience
High Degree of Confidence

5603600690 High Degree of Confidence

It seems like Greater Sudbury Hydro cares about
reliability, and I trust that they will continue to.

5603600289
Well we often see people high on the ladder make
too much money so you have to look seriously at
some very high salaries but if Sudbury Hydro consider
all things and are honest and have integrity I think
they can look at budget and do the best they can to
keep costs from spiking too much and diligently work
5603599579 Medium Degree of Confidence their budget.

5603597140 High Degree of Confidence
5603596750 Can't Rate
5603596629
5603595420 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603595172
5603594108
5603593658
5603592389
5603592063

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

From the past experience, you will be able to face the
challenges specially after completion of the plan.
Everything is good except cosy effective electricity

Because of the 5 year plan. It looks like a sound plan
with a sound budget.

When the length of time to make the changes are
adjusted and when the cost of the work is more
dispersed, then the effectiveness would be more
5603591397 Medium Degree of Confidence appropriate.
5603590899
5603590415 Medium Degree of Confidence N/A
5603589152
5603588861 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603588032 High Degree of Confidence
5603586086 Low Degree of Confidence

5603585297 High Degree of Confidence

5603584348 High Degree of Confidence
5603583886
5603583439 High Degree of Confidence
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708

You’ve made a plan and kept to it, and if changes are
made it’s not done without again I say due diligence to
the consumer, which we are all part of.
have been very satisfied with the past and current
services provides by GSH. Nice to see that GSH is
thinking forward.

5603580355
5603577885 High Degree of Confidence

Sounds really good on paper. Hope it works out.

5603577567 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603577249 High Degree of Confidence

5603577003 Can't Rate
5603576829 Low Degree of Confidence
5603576350

5603575091 High Degree of Confidence
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310
5603573214 High Degree of Confidence
5603573116 Low Degree of Confidence
5603572707
5603572279
5603571440 High Degree of Confidence
5603571108 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603570775 High Degree of Confidence
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039

For reasons given in question #19. The plan needs to
be executed and those responsible held accountable
for shortfalls in the plan ?? no excuses and with this
survey we have a right to know where we are trending
at least on a quarterly basis
Their just money hungry thieves.
Over time, GSH has proven that they provide a reliable
safe service. I expect that to continue. The empirical
evidence backs that up

I feel that Greater Sudbury Hydro has the interest of
its customers as a high priority
Rates should not be going up... stay within a budget!!

Upgrades are necessary to maintain areliable level of
service

5603566958 Medium Degree of Confidence Haven't seen the fruits of this yet!
5603564523 Medium Degree of Confidence Outages can be very costly to the consumer.
I would like my neighborhood dealt with before I can
say with high confidence. The conditions have been
5603563541 Medium Degree of Confidence terrible for years
They have done a good job o far with substandard
equipment.
5603563020 High Degree of Confidence
Past experience
5603562796 High Degree of Confidence
not confident will be cost effective
5603562614 Low Degree of Confidence

5603562501 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603561531 Medium Degree of Confidence A lot of information to go through in 20min
Your plan covers all the items needed to succeed. I
believe we could pay a little more (I am retired) in
order to ensure that we get the best product safely &
efficiently.
5603560671 High Degree of Confidence
Great plan if adhered to.
5603560533 High Degree of Confidence
5603560337

5603559955 High Degree of Confidence
5603559519
5603559476 High Degree of Confidence
5603559393

5603559025 Low Degree of Confidence
5603558791 High Degree of Confidence
5603558732 High Degree of Confidence
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800 High Degree of Confidence
5603556477 High Degree of Confidence
5603555959 High Degree of Confidence
5603555938
5603555394

It’s clear there was a lot of consideration and
consultation in rolling out the plan, which is all that
can be asked by consumers. Without having expertise
in the field, it’s difficult to tell how modern or fresh
the deployment strategy is but from the information
provided and service received to date, there is no
reason to doubt your plans or vision.

I have no doubt that Greater Sudbury Hydro will
continue to provide safe and reliable electricity. I
doubt very much that it can produce cost effective
electricity by implementing most of those
investments. To me, it looks like the same old mouse
running to try to catch up and the consumer saving,
saving, saving to try to pay those high bills. Please
think about making changes to the way we produce
power, have discussions, search for experts in the
field. That , to me, is progressive thinking. That, to
me would be money well spent on hydro ceo wages.
This is a Responsible plan

Everything that has been said, it sounds promising to
both the city and the customer.
Seems like a sound, thought out plan.

5603555381 Medium Degree of Confidence Keeping everything updated
5603555247
5603555069 High Degree of Confidence
5603555012 Medium Degree of Confidence

It is difficult to know the future and manage costs
given the appetite and ability of Sudbury consumers
with competing interests for household budgets to
Medium
Degree
of
Confidence
buy
more with less.
5603554966
It looks like an appropriate budget
5603554812 High Degree of Confidence
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809 High Degree of Confidence
5603553284
Safety and quality are considered in your plan
5603553211 High Degree of Confidence
5603552317
5603551128 Medium Degree of Confidence Overpriced
Keep up the good work.
5603548868 High Degree of Confidence
5603548738
5603548222
the job is getting done everyone is staying safe
5603547631 High Degree of Confidence
5603547394 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867

When it comes to how my money is invested I get a
5603545570 Medium Degree of Confidence bit Leary about staying on budget
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197
It is a well thought out plan.
5603543753 High Degree of Confidence
5603543111 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603542349
5603542246
5603541504 High Degree of Confidence
5603540844
5603540233 High Degree of Confidence
5603540123 Medium Degree of Confidence May not be enough of an increase ?
5603539792 High Degree of Confidence

5603539781 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603539452 High Degree of Confidence

5603538950 Can't Rate
5603538881 High Degree of Confidence
5603537599
5603533967
5603532709
5603520556
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746
5603514420
5603513933
5603513326
5603512741
5603512680
5603510755
5603510589
5603510156

Stated aims are great. Living up to them is the proof
we need to be able to pass judgement. No rating.
I have always had confidence

Medium Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

Track record

5603509669 Medium Degree of Confidence That’s just my answer
5603509292 High Degree of Confidence
5603508826
5603508213
5603508055
5603507414 Medium Degree of Confidence If you keep you rate low
5603506806
5603505150
we are living in Sudbury from 2014 and during this
period of time, 5 years, we never had any issue with
the GSH, so that's why I would say "High Degree of
Confidence".
5603504170 High Degree of Confidence
5603504124
5603503579 High Degree of Confidence

Consistent service delivery - good planning - good job!
you were supposed to have fixed the hydro
distribution problems to our town but that's not
5603503055 Medium Degree of Confidence exactly what happened!
It sounds like you have thought of all your needs and
are adjusting for the future
5603502436 High Degree of Confidence
5603501301

Costs are always rising and things usually end up
costing more than what is projected - what should be
5603501136 Medium Degree of Confidence affordable is only in theory never reality.
Great service
5603500874 High Degree of Confidence

5603499896 High Degree of Confidence
5603499655 High Degree of Confidence
5603499606 High Degree of Confidence
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495
5603498201 High Degree of Confidence
5603498129 High Degree of Confidence
5603497878

5603497641 High Degree of Confidence

I believe that the current delivery system provides a
safe and reliable service. Responsibly replacing and
upgrading equipment will ensure continued good
service. I know GSH employees work hard to keep the
system working well.
I think you know what you are doing

Because they are thinking ahead and this is just good
business sense
Strong plan
We have faith and confidence in Sudbury Hydro to put
the customers first. In thinking and planning ahead
can only benefit the public.

5603496892 Medium Degree of Confidence sometimes people screw up
Seems to be on the right path, giving effective services
without unreasonable costs passed down to the
customers.
5603496723 High Degree of Confidence
5603496188 High Degree of Confidence

I rarely get an outage and expect this in the future

5603495712 Medium Degree of Confidence hoping
5603495694
5603495634 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603495426
5603495358 High Degree of Confidence
5603495258 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603495097 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111 Medium Degree of Confidence Hope it is all as good as it sounds
Too many things on your wish list.
5603493826 Low Degree of Confidence

5603492980 High Degree of Confidence
5603492906

i feel they have good reputation

5603492493 Medium Degree of Confidence Need to control expenditures
5603492260
5603492225 High Degree of Confidence
Greater Sudbury Hydro has done it's best for the 60+
years of my life, and I would expect that to continue
for the remainder of my life.
5603491909 High Degree of Confidence

5603491791 High Degree of Confidence
5603491350
5603490607 High Degree of Confidence

You know what you are doing, you have the right
number of management vs employees to maintain the
status quo and it is working for you.

Based on previous service
recent past history has shown their inability to provide
5603489844 Medium Degree of Confidence stable electricity in our town
You deserve it.
5603489624 High Degree of Confidence
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618
Start high... stay high. Let’s see if this goes south.
Djdjhdhhdhd
5603488422 High Degree of Confidence
5603488244 High Degree of Confidence
5603488176
5603487577 High Degree of Confidence
in order to maintain high standards of services we
need to invest in the best workmanship
5603486769 High Degree of Confidence
5603486662 Medium Degree of Confidence Delivery costs still high
5603486071
5603485815
Cost of hydro is already outrageous, how will you keep
5603485814 Medium Degree of Confidence it from skyrocketing
5603485676
5603485488
5603485360 High Degree of Confidence
5603485024
I’ll gave this rate because i dont have enough
information about this plan but I am approve to this
project. il will support it
5603484698 High Degree of Confidence
5603484597
5603484471 High Degree of Confidence
5603484131
5603484127

5603483627 High Degree of Confidence
5603483359

Greater Sudbury Hydro has a history of providing a
reliable service and I believe they will continue to do so

I appreciate the thought that is evident in trying to
update needed resources or replace outdated ones all
with keeping an eye on not raising rates beyond a
small amount.
5603483327 High Degree of Confidence
You seem to have a handle on what needs what,
dollarwise.
Medium
Degree
of
Confidence
5603483293
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815
5603481838 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603481766
5603481675
Based on past history of the utility.
5603481238 High Degree of Confidence
5603480563 High Degree of Confidence
5603480386
5603480355
5603480134
5603480051
5603479480
5603479440
5603479201
5603478577
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648

Medium Degree of Confidence Good idea
High Degree of Confidence
As stated above
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

:)

5603477159 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603477088 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603476922
5603476478 High Degree of Confidence
I have been a customer for over 40 years.In all that
time my power went out only once after a major
storm and it was out for less than 24 hours.
5603475723 High Degree of Confidence
Given the rapid cost of living in Ontario I am reluctant
5603475540 Medium Degree of Confidence to believe costs won't be higher

5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918 Low Degree of Confidence
5603473862 High Degree of Confidence
5603473624
5603472969 High Degree of Confidence
5603472352
5603472305
5603471813
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022
5603470970
5603470903
5603470858
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259

dont think you can deliver

Medium Degree of Confidence
Low Degree of Confidence

N/A

High Degree of Confidence

Good plan

High Degree of Confidence

Thinking of things

5603470224 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603469638 High Degree of Confidence
5603469139

you're not lying to me right? OK then, it all sounds
good so that's why.

I just think that no mater what the customers opinion
we will continue to be gouged on electricity prices.
But maybe I am wrong.
5603469006 Low Degree of Confidence
I don’t believe enough $$ have been requested, it
feels like we will always be playing catch-up and
5603468881 Medium Degree of Confidence running poor.
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972
5603467479 High Degree of Confidence
I have no complaints about my services, nor have I had
any in the past.
5603467225 High Degree of Confidence
I have never had an issue with reliability.
5603467000 High Degree of Confidence
5603466943
Past service
5603466935 High Degree of Confidence
5603466580 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603466030 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603465791

5603465679 High Degree of Confidence

5603465611 High Degree of Confidence
5603465540 High Degree of Confidence
5603465534 High Degree of Confidence
5603465391 Medium Degree of Confidence

Appears to be a good plan and soliciting customer
feedback is good as well.
seems like you've put a lot of thought and research
into this plan and that it's not just a shot in the dark
(no pun intended)
Haven't let me down in 48 years of service.
Makes common sense to invest in the future of our
community

5603465015 High Degree of Confidence

GSH is meeting all needs and preparing for future
developments.

5603464813 High Degree of Confidence

Think we have a good, not great, system. Can $$$$ be
saved? You can always save through technological
efficiencies. How many employee suggestions have
been utilized over the past year?

5603464464 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603464213 Medium Degree of Confidence

5603464186
5603463604
5603463593
5603463585
5603463411
5603463329
5603463252
5603462811
5603461947
5603461564

Don't know what your budgets are, so hard to agree
to a "high" degree if we don't know what it is going to
Medium Degree of Confidence cost the consumer.
High Degree of Confidence
Other than inflation, GSH has always delivered.
I prefer to keep my expectations low so as to not be
Medium Degree of Confidence disappointed.
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
An excellent team at GSU!
High Degree of Confidence
business plan looks well thought out
Decreasing lots of budget items in the current climate
seems extremely difficult.
Low Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
You show you have a plan and are executing it
High Degree of Confidence
Had no problems yet...keep up the good work

5603461326 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472

There are some months I use almost 0 electricity yet
still pay 25$ would be nice if there was more price
5603460459 Medium Degree of Confidence scaling.
The plan appears to be well thought out.
5603459797 High Degree of Confidence

5603459430 High Degree of Confidence
5603459297
5603459279 High Degree of Confidence
5603459104

5603459032 Low Degree of Confidence
5603458172
5603458169
5603457882 High Degree of Confidence
5603457731
5603457716 High Degree of Confidence

I think its a good plan as long that the project gets
done in that budget because you never know when
hiccups happens

Require transparent independent third party
evaluation in order to form a well informed opinion.

seems very professional
sounds like you have sound plans

Because being in the public, I have no vision to how
money us being spent. Is there any transparency when
it comes to these issues? I have to place my trust in
people I don't know to make the correct decisions and
5603457349 Medium Degree of Confidence hope that due diligence is being asserted.
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702 High Degree of Confidence
5603456299
I trust you guys.Electricity is very important to the
people of Sudbury
5603456256 High Degree of Confidence
5603456141
I have confidence in the supply integrity of GSU, but I
cannot say if it is because of money spent or required
to be spent.
5603456079 Can't Rate
Past experience
5603455998 High Degree of Confidence
5603455871
5603455837 High Degree of Confidence
5603455797
5603455767 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603455385
5603454856 Medium Degree of Confidence You have plans in place for all areas.
5603454432 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603454403
There is always room for improvement even though
5603453567 Medium Degree of Confidence this is, I believe, a step in the right direction
5603453519 Medium Degree of Confidence Medium...

5603453004
5603452731
5603452618 Medium Degree of Confidence cost effective upgrade is a must
5603452358
5603452338
5603451991
5603451985
5603451844
5603451498
5603451326
5603451306
5603451295
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027

Medium Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
You can't afore to loose
High Degree of Confidence

High Degree of Confidence

5603450771 Can't Rate
5603450697 High Degree of Confidence
5603450541

As we are in this position now, not sure if current
management is able to change.

5603450209 High Degree of Confidence
5603450064 High Degree of Confidence

They are now doing a great job , hoping the great
service continues
I believe our service is very good now. So any
improvements that are made would be a bonus.
I am a very satisfied customer.

5603450020 High Degree of Confidence

i have had and continue to have excellant service

5603450279 High Degree of Confidence

5603449909 High Degree of Confidence
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798
5603448776 High Degree of Confidence
5603448541 High Degree of Confidence
5603448229
5603447962
5603447884 High Degree of Confidence
5603447713
5603447535 High Degree of Confidence
5603447469

Great track record and have a good grasp of customer
service and a knowledge of what customers want.

Focus seems to be on maintaining a reliable network.

Have been a customer of Greater Sudbury Hydro for
40+ years...no complaints
I believe that maintenance is priority.

5603447257 High Degree of Confidence
5603447111 High Degree of Confidence

Why would the service change or be degraded if a
good financial and infrastructure plan is put in place.
I've had no issues with Sudbury Hydro over the last
many years even with some major power lines
down....we have to understand that our power lines
and access is not perfect and there are people behind
the distribution of it.
we have a good track record with you and have had
no problems

What about unknown incidents or weather events not
5603447017 Medium Degree of Confidence really a mention as to how those are handled.
5603447011 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603446857
Thoroughness of llan
5603446798 High Degree of Confidence
5603446639 High Degree of Confidence
I give it a medium degree of confidence because of
politics and unexpected changes at local provincial and
5603446477 Medium Degree of Confidence federal levels.
I believe that management and employees are
dedicated to providing the best service to keep
customers confidence in the system
5603446164 High Degree of Confidence
5603445259
The majority of our problems come from older or
weaker equipment/ports. Upgrading WILL improve
much of the current problems.
5603445068 High Degree of Confidence
5603444898

5603443825 High Degree of Confidence

5603443180 High Degree of Confidence

5603442908 Low Degree of Confidence
5603442767
5603442579
5603442122 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603441970
5603441948 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603441922

There appears to be a plan to invest to ensure the
ongoing operation and future operation of the system
I have not had an issue with Greater Sudbury Hydro
since I started my account and I appreciate the
transparency provided in this survey as well.
Everyone is afraid of higher costs. We do need the
system but should be pushing for greener, more
affordable lifestyle.

5603441625 High Degree of Confidence
5603441555 High Degree of Confidence
5603441553

5603441346 High Degree of Confidence
5603441337
5603441301 High Degree of Confidence

To date my experience with GSH has been excellent
and hope to keep it that way.
The plan seems to address priorities. Assuming the
replacement of end of life assets is considered high
priority.

Low for past and existing, as it seems nothing was
done to prepare you for the future needs of
customers and company.
5603441235 Low Degree of Confidence
Everyone should be content that you are seeing to our
5603441164 Medium Degree of Confidence needs efficiently and at a low cost.
5603440961
5603440889
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327
5603440138

Medium Degree of Confidence
Can't Rate

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

You ha e a plan system I the works
It's a corporation with corporation's main goal being
5603439968 Medium Degree of Confidence making a profit... customers be damned.
5603439853
You are the planner, you should know what you are
doing! As a corporate entity, you are social
accountable to the people you are deserving, specially
the people on low income, fixed income, pensioners,
5603439755 Medium Degree of Confidence etc ....
5603439694 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603439435
I see you planning for gradual adaptation when what
we really need is to do what we need to guarantee
power delivery in the near future, while planning for a
much different future both in terms of operating
5603439374 Medium Degree of Confidence conditions and population demands.
5603438865
cost effective doesn't enter into anything Sudbury
Hydro undertakes.
5603438672 Low Degree of Confidence
5603438526
Mostly because you've done this so far. No reason to
doubt!
5603438517 High Degree of Confidence
5603438373 High Degree of Confidence
5603438198

5603438086 High Degree of Confidence
5603437876 High Degree of Confidence

Good at service levels

I am hopeful that with these investments, past issues
like very large delivery fees (sometimes almost half
my bill) and unexpected power outages when no
5603437869 Medium Degree of Confidence inclement weather exists will be controlled.
5603437808 High Degree of Confidence
5603437462 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603437286

5603437178 High Degree of Confidence
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713 High Degree of Confidence

I have never had any complaints about Sudbury hydro.
I have always had great experiences & I am always
satisfied

because, no matter what the public says, hi ranking
officials of the "corporation" are still going to bask in
the profits off our backs and out of our wallets and
5603436422 Medium Degree of Confidence meager and pathetic salaries
5603436402 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603436260
5603436211 High Degree of Confidence
5603436198
5603436182
5603436065 High Degree of Confidence
Not sure how reliable your figures are. Who has come
5603435785 Medium Degree of Confidence up with these numbers? Internal or external?
5603435704 High Degree of Confidence
5603435676
5603435567
Based on past experiences
5603435516 High Degree of Confidence
I have had very little to no complaints with the service
provided by Sudbury Hydro. I have full confidence that
the additional investments to help create a better
system.
5603435405 High Degree of Confidence
5603435220 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603435095 High Degree of Confidence
5603434953 Medium Degree of Confidence

There are no issues with providing us with electricity
at this time without this new investment plan. So if
you can do it now you can sure as hell do it with this
5603434684 Medium Degree of Confidence so-called new plan
I do not have enough knowledge...
5603434650 Can't Rate
5603434633
5603434520 Medium Degree of Confidence Could save even more
5603434429
Cannot live without hydro, so we need to keep the
plants in tip top shape in order for the customers to
be content .
5603434324 High Degree of Confidence
Haven’t seen much change good or bad but I’ll give
5603434229 Medium Degree of Confidence benefit of the doubt
5603434155
I don't foresee anything other than increasing costs
and highr rates for service
5603434031 Low Degree of Confidence
5603433795 High Degree of Confidence
5603433716
5603433428 Medium Degree of Confidence That I need to review to make a decision
5603433124
5603433118 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603433072
never had an issue with Sudbury hydro
5603432896 High Degree of Confidence
5603432878 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603432846 High Degree of Confidence
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336

Because they have so far and I am a returned
customer to GSH :)

5603432321 Medium Degree of Confidence I would hope that it stays cost effective!
No issues in the past, why wouldn't it continue?
5603432320 High Degree of Confidence
5603432192
5603432131 High Degree of Confidence
5603432126 Medium Degree of Confidence Invest more into transition to green energy initiatives
5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415

5603431206
5603430948 High Degree of Confidence

5603430845
5603430704
5603430549

5603430539

It's a private business model which invariably means
profit. Private profit often corrupts and the victims
Medium Degree of Confidence become those who rely on these services.
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
New equipment means better service
Based on past experience, we have not had issues
with receiving service. Only the cost increases are
High Degree of Confidence
concerning.

5603430295 Medium Degree of Confidence Cost
5603430204
5603430151 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603429957

5603429934 High Degree of Confidence

GSH has a reputation as one of the best local utilities
in the country. I've seen nothing to suggest otherwise.

5603429926 Medium Degree of Confidence Often plans fall through. Hopefully, not this time.
5603429869
5603429798 High Degree of Confidence
5603429716
5603429715 High Degree of Confidence
5603429632
5603429477
If everything talked about is implemented efficiently
and reliably then there should be no problems.
Unfortunately I do not have a high degree of
5603429469 Medium Degree of Confidence confidence in many things these days.
5603429069 High Degree of Confidence
5603428999 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818 Can't Rate
5603428299 High Degree of Confidence
5603428284 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603428213 Medium Degree of Confidence Trust no one
5603427947 High Degree of Confidence
5603427903 Medium Degree of Confidence Govt in power is questionable as far as abilities
5603427894

5603427501 Medium Degree of Confidence Everything is critical for a commodity such as hydro.
5603427500
5603427418 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603427407 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
Investment seems reasonable.
5603426965 High Degree of Confidence
It will all depend on the people who are in charge.
They will set their own priorities on what is to happen
5603426742 Medium Degree of Confidence in the city.
5603426722 High Degree of Confidence
5603426696
5603426330 Low Degree of Confidence
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062 Medium Degree of Confidence NA
5603425997 High Degree of Confidence
5603425632
5603425519 High Degree of Confidence
5603425509
5603425498 High Degree of Confidence
5603425296 High Degree of Confidence

Again, appears well reasoned based on evidence

Renewal is high priority, all the rest falls into place,
reduced system maintenance etc..

5603425282 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603425151
6/10
5603424779 Low Degree of Confidence

5603424721 High Degree of Confidence

5603424552 Low Degree of Confidence
5603424455 High Degree of Confidence
5603424428 High Degree of Confidence
5603424375 Medium Degree of Confidence

Sudbury has always had an excellent power supply and
excellent maintenance of the system as far as I know
Name a gov't contract that came in on time and on
budget. Of your options above, I wish there was a
"No Degree of Confidence" option.
I can live with the consequent increase. Continued
good service is essential

5603424359 High Degree of Confidence
5603424275 High Degree of Confidence

Thank you for being open and transparent with your
plans and seeking customer input.

5603424104 Medium Degree of Confidence
Medium Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
Please refer to the above answer.
High Degree of Confidence
Because I believe in you
High Degree of Confidence
I never have full confidence in companies sticking to
5603423694 Medium Degree of Confidence their budget plan
5603423692 High Degree of Confidence
5603423555
Always trusted you guys
5603423529 High Degree of Confidence
5603423444
5603424060
5603423833
5603423832
5603423779

5603423345 Medium Degree of Confidence None
5603423289 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603423274
5603423213

5603423207 High Degree of Confidence

If I don’t have confidence in my electrical company to
provide quality product at cheap prices then there
would be no reason for me to continue to get that
service

5603423159 Medium Degree of Confidence Wary of inflated budgets.
It's a good plan
5603423158 High Degree of Confidence
5603423139
5603423091 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603423055 High Degree of Confidence

Past history has been good so far. It seems this will
continue and perhaps improve.

5603422990 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603422980
They do a great job already
5603422792 High Degree of Confidence
5603422441
5603422336
It took up to 2 days for my hydro to be returned after
the down burst. I understand this is a low time frame,
but feel it could have been better if the crews
5603422304 Medium Degree of Confidence dispatched were better equipped.
5603422162 Can't Rate
5603422091 Medium Degree of Confidence

5603421828
5603421825
5603421648
5603421606
5603421437
5603421204

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

5603421194 High Degree of Confidence
5603421054 High Degree of Confidence
5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674

Greater Sudbury hydro has been good in the past for
us and we believe they will continue

You seem to have covered all the bases & made the
cost to the customer a priority

Just don't pass on these costs to the customer, your
5603420669 Medium Degree of Confidence profits should be reinvested in these projects.
5603420653 High Degree of Confidence
Seem to have pretty good historical performance and
want to see that it continues
5603420609 High Degree of Confidence
5603420522 Medium Degree of Confidence

I have confidence That hydro will continue to keep
5603420498 Medium Degree of Confidence reliable service to all customers
5603420448 Medium Degree of Confidence

5603420413 Low Degree of Confidence

If you ran this business as frugally as average
Sudburians run their homes, then I could provide a
higher rating. Alas, we know how this story ends.

I still hear how hydro bosses keep getting huge raises
5603420362 Medium Degree of Confidence and more and more appear on the sunshine list
5603420333 High Degree of Confidence
Your a trusted utility
5603420325 High Degree of Confidence
5603420318 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603420310 High Degree of Confidence
5603420277
5603420127

Based on past history and the appropriateness of
investment plans.

power outages in this area seem more frequent than
they should be greater focus should be placed on
5603420107 Medium Degree of Confidence updating these areas in New Sudbury
5603420098
5603419712

5603419653 High Degree of Confidence
5603419643
5603419630
5603419541
5603419457
5603419244
5603419241

Keep up the great work!

Medium Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
Plan sounds good.

High Degree of Confidence

5603419176 High Degree of Confidence

Greater Sudbury hydro has done a terrific job so far so
I do think they will keep it up. I have confidence about
that.

Because I look at my bill and see what I pay for what I
actually and the costs of the things is way more. I
think there should be an incentive for a single person
owning their own home solely not based on income.
Yes I own a home and my income might be more than
some, but I run my household with one income. Talk
5603419081 Medium Degree of Confidence about distribution, distribution of my income.
5603419076 High Degree of Confidence

5603419062
5603418993
5603418922
5603418809
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726
5603418680
5603418602

5603418597
5603418555
5603418530
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

Everything I have read convinces me that things are
on the right track to achieve your goals
solid plan

Can't Rate

Can't Rate
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

High Degree of Confidence

Investment on further infrastructure is pointless if you
cannot fix the current inefficiencies
Always been happy with Sudbury hydro

Its allways been pretty reliable.
Never had any significant issues in the past. Don't see
5603418297 Medium Degree of Confidence anything changing.
I’d be more confident if it wasn’t Sudbury considering
the constant mismanagement with city management
and staff. They seem to have a way of interfering and
5603418213 Medium Degree of Confidence complicating processes.

5603418188 High Degree of Confidence
5603418130

5603418072 Can't Rate
5603418043

I've been a GSH customer all my life and I have always
been very satisfied. According to your proposed plan,
you are preparing for tomorrow, today.
I suspect that Sudbury Hydro could provide the above
at no increase in "investment" aka expenditure from
existing budget.

5603417809 Medium Degree of Confidence Hoping all falls through as planned.
5603417694
5603417633 High Degree of Confidence
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
Past experience.
5603416918 High Degree of Confidence
we will see how long it takes for our bills to climb
5603416811 Medium Degree of Confidence higher and higher because of these plans
Upgrading is important
5603416754 High Degree of Confidence
5603416608
5603416583 High Degree of Confidence
5603416564
5603416490 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603416486
5603416464 High Degree of Confidence
5603416457
5603416431 High Degree of Confidence
5603416407 Medium Degree of Confidence

I hope and pray that everything that needs to be
completed will be completed.
I find they have a great way of trying new ways to
make energy into electricity

I don’t fully trust anything any for profit company says
in regards to cost savings or increases. Ie- only
$6.50/year, but once work starts ends up being
5603416260 Medium Degree of Confidence $600/year.
5603416254
past history and good plan insures confidence
5603416203 High Degree of Confidence
5603416201
5603416159 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603416109 Medium Degree of Confidence

5603416084 High Degree of Confidence
5603416009
Wait and see if all goes according to plan - or will
5603415935 Medium Degree of Confidence there be more cost downloaded on the resident...
5603415933 High Degree of Confidence
5603415816
5603415813 High Degree of Confidence
I am sure that all considerations have been made and
that the customers interests have been the forefront
of the decisions
5603415771 High Degree of Confidence
5603415694
in my opinion, GSU has been reliable in the past and
therefore I am confident.
5603415691 High Degree of Confidence
An 11% increase cannot trickle down to .52 cents a
month.
5603415582 Can't Rate
5603415574 High Degree of Confidence
Hydro system in Sudbury as been very reliable in the
past.
5603415438 High Degree of Confidence
We have rarely power outages
5603415390 High Degree of Confidence
5603415384 Medium Degree of Confidence As I said we cant stop progress
5603415317
5603415275
Plans
5603415206 High Degree of Confidence
5603415152
5603415115 High Degree of Confidence
5603415023 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603414966
5603414845 High Degree of Confidence

The overall Plan looks very credible and practical.
I would hope it is higher, but accounting for issues
5603414803 Medium Degree of Confidence along the way
5603414732
5603414640 High Degree of Confidence
5603414639 Low Degree of Confidence
5603414539 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603414527 High Degree of Confidence
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361 High Degree of Confidence
5603414336 High Degree of Confidence
5603414320
5603414291 Can't Rate

I see a lot of this investment being implemented in my
area

5603414289
5603414283
5603414246
5603414236 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147

Low Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

Track record with this city and its absurd taxation.
Because of the week trained people

High Degree of Confidence

I always question whether money is truly being spent
5603414145 Medium Degree of Confidence wisely.
5603414139

5603414130 Low Degree of Confidence

projected price increases do not make sense. not sure
the money collected will be used properly.

5603414129 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603414108

5603414061 High Degree of Confidence

5603414054
5603414015
5603414014
5603414007
5603413980
5603413943
5603413928
5603413916
5603413836
5603413823
5603413793
5603413561
5603413527
5603413425

I am confident that they would be interested in being
most efficient resulting in most profits over time.

I think not replacing utility trucks and doing general
Medium Degree of Confidence plant upgrades in 5 years is a little optimistic.
High Degree of Confidence
Sound good man.
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
I trust you guys

Medium Degree of Confidence
Low Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

My experience to date is that you are reliable

5603413398 Medium Degree of Confidence Should have buried services
I trust Sudbury hydro to continue offering great
services
5603413304 High Degree of Confidence
5603413266
5603413242

5603413235 High Degree of Confidence

Because of investments in all areas of infrastructure.

Greater Sudbury Hydro is not normally very helpful in
my past experience. I don't have great confidence in
their capabilities to properly execute the plan. But I
suppose we will see and I hope I am proven wrong.
Good luck with the survey and Distribution System
5603413130 Medium Degree of Confidence Plan :)
5603413123 High Degree of Confidence
5603412976
5603412954 High Degree of Confidence
5603412832 High Degree of Confidence

Our power supply reliability has always been first class!

5603412802 Can't Rate

Hydro will do what they want anyway.... they have
always done, BUT THIS TIME, SINCE YOU ARE
WANTING A SURVEY DONE, LEARN FROM THIS, DO
NOT SQUEEZE YOUR CUSTOMERS, we have been
tortured long enough, Hydro should have learnt to
stagger changes over longer terms, 5 years is too
short. WE CANNOT AFFORD YOU ANYMORE. DO NOT
RAISE RATES, IT IS NOT AFFORDABLE. REMOVE HST
FROM OUR BILLS..... THIS IS MANDATORY, IT WAS
NEVER ON THE BILLS UNTIL ABOUT 8 YEARS AGO, it
must be REMOVED, WE CAN'T AFFORD THESE CEOS
and Executives WITH THEIR HIGH PAYING JOBS
anymore. BE BRAVE, Do something about this.

5603412791 Medium Degree of Confidence Appropriate
5603412784
Initial budgets are never accurate. There are always
5603412734 Medium Degree of Confidence additional and unforeseen costs added.
5603412685
5603412610
5603412608

5603412601 High Degree of Confidence

Reliability has been quite good so far, and it sounds
like there is a solid plan in place to maintain reliability,
replace aging infrastructure, and plan for the future

5603412540 Medium Degree of Confidence No thoughts
5603412522 High Degree of Confidence
I've never had problems with service and upgrades are
needed
5603412521 High Degree of Confidence
5603412507

5603412497 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603412495
NA
5603412484 Low Degree of Confidence
GSU has been mostly competent in restoring service
during outages, but still is lacking in the customer
service and notification department during an outage.
On Easter weekend for example, I couldn't get through
to the outage line after an hour of trying and only got
an update through the actual workers near the Kelly
Lake Sub-Station. The GSU Twitter posted updates
well after the outage had started with no real details
5603412440 Medium Degree of Confidence until well after it was fixed.
5603412421 High Degree of Confidence
Unless in fact i can be contacted and provided a signed
confirmation that the increases i see will benefit me as
a owner of multiple properties then i do not support
this increase and i dont really matter only if i can pay
it...
5603412420 Low Degree of Confidence
5603412397
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
Sounds like you have a good plan.
5603412366 High Degree of Confidence
5603412332 High Degree of Confidence
5603412329
5603412313 High Degree of Confidence
Political influence has provided interference with
5603412304 Medium Degree of Confidence progress at GSH in the past.
Plan seems to be appropriate.
5603412202 High Degree of Confidence
5603412201
Maintaining the grid
5603412170 High Degree of Confidence
5603412145
they are professional run
5603412144 High Degree of Confidence
5603412142
5603412138
5603412132 High Degree of Confidence
Impressed you asked me. I am confident
5603412130 High Degree of Confidence
5603412104 High Degree of Confidence
It has been reliable in the past.
5603412042 High Degree of Confidence
5603411998
5603411984 High Degree of Confidence
5603411980
5603411957
5603411953 High Degree of Confidence
5603411935

5603411918 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867

5603411844 High Degree of Confidence
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805 Can't Rate
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748

5603411747
5603411691
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581
5603411548
5603411442
5603411362
5603411357

High Degree of Confidence
Can't Rate

I feel that Sudbury Hydro provides a safe and reliable
service, and with thoughtful investment will continue
to do so

We have had a house in Sudbury for a couple years
now and we’ve had no problems with Hydro very
confident we are.

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

5603411323 High Degree of Confidence

GSH's history of reliable service provides confidence in
the future.

5603411291 Medium Degree of Confidence Believe it when I see it but it's worth the effort
5603411283
5603411258 High Degree of Confidence
5603411254 High Degree of Confidence
5603411241 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603411181 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603411159 High Degree of Confidence

5603411156 High Degree of Confidence
5603411083 High Degree of Confidence
5603411056

Offering information and surveys such as this involve
community and bring awareness to others that don't
know
I like that it’s obvious that the costs savings helps
offset the money that needs to be spent

5603411014 Medium Degree of Confidence I am being cautiously optimistic
enough investment going into plan that is should be
effective
5603410980 High Degree of Confidence
I trust that those involved in the process are mire
equipment than the average citizen to make
recommendations
5603410979 High Degree of Confidence
5603410892
5603410873 High Degree of Confidence
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818 Medium Degree of Confidence IPAD
Key areas for investment seem to be identified
5603410806 High Degree of Confidence
Because they above all residents would know alot
more of what's needed and how things should be than
the average citizen.
5603410800 High Degree of Confidence
5603410789 High Degree of Confidence
I've never had a problem.
5603410772 High Degree of Confidence
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627
5603410621
5603410600

Medium Degree of Confidence Save is money.
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

you are the experts...
The numbers seem to add up

5603410517 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603410516 Medium Degree of Confidence I'm worried about the cost effective part.
5603410512 Medium Degree of Confidence

Just hoping they can deliver in the 5 year time frame
5603410503 Medium Degree of Confidence planned
5603410498 High Degree of Confidence
5603410494
5
5603410492 Low Degree of Confidence
5603410475 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603410464
5603410430 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426
5603317885 High Degree of Confidence

nice to see a break down in numbers that are
understandable

5603308258 High Degree of Confidence

A lot of thought and planning has gone into the
proposed investments in the plan

5603300117 Medium Degree of Confidence I still have to see it
5603296288 Low Degree of Confidence
5603295897 Can't Rate
5603244359
5603218091 Medium Degree of Confidence
5603206447
So far it's been working!
5603199464 High Degree of Confidence
5603180939 High Degree of Confidence
I'm not sure what the outcome will be and there are
5603168548 Medium Degree of Confidence always changes.
Everything is already overpriced. I do not have great
confidence that it will all of a sudden be cost effective.
5603166129 Low Degree of Confidence
Overrun costs are always an issue and recouping that
money from the customers will always be the first
method of collection thus the stated amount above
5603162489 Medium Degree of Confidence could be higher.
Past experience with the utility
5603150367 High Degree of Confidence
5603101900
5603091597 Medium Degree of Confidence cant control outside elementts
5603086522 Medium Degree of Confidence .
5603078647
Proven past service record
5603047716 High Degree of Confidence
5603046498
People make things safe. If they care and understand
5603043646 Medium Degree of Confidence their job. So how can I really know?
5603029144 Medium Degree of Confidence not familiar with details / best guess
5603026349 Medium Degree of Confidence NA
Excellent plans in place
5603023072 High Degree of Confidence
as history has proven itself. what you are saying today
will change tomorrow.
5603005636 Low Degree of Confidence
so far the utility has provided safe, reliable and cost
effective electricity in the past and that should
5603003964 Medium Degree of Confidence continue into thefuture
its fairly reliable and well managed today.
5602998900 High Degree of Confidence
Hydro has been very reliable.
5602985471 High Degree of Confidence
5602981075 High Degree of Confidence

5602978210 High Degree of Confidence
5602957258 High Degree of Confidence

I think that if you are taking the time to consider
everything and acting on it, it is the best investment
we can make.

5602957247 Medium Degree of Confidence
I hesitated on low vs medium vs high and settled on
medium mainly due to the cost effective part . This is
Medium
Degree
of
Confidence
where
the entire Ontario system has failed.
5602950802
5602947157
your customers are important to you
5602943012 High Degree of Confidence
My service interruptions are very minimal.
5602938777 High Degree of Confidence
5602933094
5602891031
5602875841 High Degree of Confidence
5602874114
5602861395
5602861079
5602840206
5602830812
5602829706
5602828619

High Degree of Confidence

I am impressed at GSH's ability to keep rates low so far
I believe your doing the right steps to keep us in
service without a huge expense to us

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

So far so good.

5602824787 Medium Degree of Confidence
5602817573

5602793115 Low Degree of Confidence
5602787510

Greater Sudbury Hydro should not be the only single
independent central contact for distribution, rather
remain linked with the City of Greater Sudbury should
issues arise and residents need to contact alternative
means for follow up to receive services as well act as a
board with several support structures rather a single
manager/operator.

Hydro is privatized, and not in control of the city, so it
is bound to be more about profit than to be costeffective in saving the customer money. Hydro isn't a
5602784569 Medium Degree of Confidence luxury, it's a necessity; please keep the cost low
5602776030 High Degree of Confidence
Getting more efficient all the x.
5602770157 High Degree of Confidence

5602730365 High Degree of Confidence

We have not had any major issues with blackouts or
brownouts. I would hope that this would continue.

5602663819 High Degree of Confidence
5602646471 High Degree of Confidence
5602643955 Medium Degree of Confidence
5602637654 High Degree of Confidence
5602633107 High Degree of Confidence
5602625613
5602608989 High Degree of Confidence
5602607435 Can't Rate
5602600365 High Degree of Confidence
5602576572

5602574661 High Degree of Confidence
5602563831
5602562741
5602561570 High Degree of Confidence
5602545777 High Degree of Confidence
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298

Trust.

Have never experienced significant or extended
outages

HAVE ALWAYS HAD A GREAT RELATIONSHIP WITH
STAFF MEMBERS
This is how I feel today and continue to have
confidence in Sudbury Hydro commitment to its'
customers.

No comment

5602531729 Medium Degree of Confidence
5602528955
5602524379 High Degree of Confidence
5602522408 High Degree of Confidence
5602521403 Medium Degree of Confidence
5602520985 Medium Degree of Confidence
5602515923 Medium Degree of Confidence
Because that's what we expect.
5602515517 High Degree of Confidence
5602507768 Medium Degree of Confidence Still affected by outages.

5602502045 High Degree of Confidence
5602479438
5602435869 High Degree of Confidence
5602433596 High Degree of Confidence

To date power to my house, place of business, family
homes, etc... has been reliable. Seems that focus is on
the right components to keep it reliable.
Based on my previous experience.
If it lowers our hydro bill I m all for it

concerned about the
planning/engineering/construction timeframes for
substation renewal etc may extend beyond the 5 year
5602429989 Medium Degree of Confidence capital planning period.
5602412735 Medium Degree of Confidence
5602403584

I am still concerned about weather related outages in
the coming season, and I am not clear on how this
Medium
Degree
of
Confidence
plan
will address that issue.
5602401086
If I didn't have confidence that GSH would continue to
provide a secure and economical service, I would have
to become even more self reliant, investing personal
capital in even more generating systems and power
storage devices.
5602397224 High Degree of Confidence

We need to emphasize demand side management,
efforts towards 100% renewables in a very short
period of time, and becoming a climate resilient
community. The proposed changes need to take into
account that we need to make serious reductions to
our emissions, right now. So GSHydro must be
proactive and be willing to make bold changes that
will only be more safe and economical in the long run.
The community will support this. But we need as
much information and opportunity for education and
input as possible so we can make informed choices, as
we are counting on your expertise. This is a crucial
5602391819 Medium Degree of Confidence time, so let’s plan well for short-term and long-term.
5602390182
5602389243 Can't Rate
5602385852 Medium Degree of Confidence Because I don't think it's fair to rate it "low".

5602381543 High Degree of Confidence

I have found that our local utility has provided
excellent service to the Sudbury Community, I may
want them to move forward a bit faster given my
belief that climate change will have a major impact on
Sudbury, but I see a pretty good plan going forward.

5602378220 High Degree of Confidence

Transparency is a best-practice for communication
with customers. This survey, and the DSP, seem to
provide insight and input. My recommendation would
be to have this survey available in French and
Anishinabemowin, as not all residents of Sudbury and
West Nipissing speak English. Ce serait temps de
respecter la francophonie du grand Sudbury et
Nipissing Ouest.

5602367643 Medium Degree of Confidence
5602360702 Can't Rate
5602359591
5602356970 High Degree of Confidence
5602351642

To me it appears that you have covered all the bases.

5602351466 Medium Degree of Confidence
5602328231
5602326214
5602322086
5602321699
5602317911
5602316275

Seems like not a lot ($6/year). If there is work to be
Medium Degree of Confidence done, do it sooner rather than later.
High Degree of Confidence
Everything seems very well thought out
High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

5602307819 High Degree of Confidence

IMO GSH could continue to provide safe, reliable, cost
effective electricity by implementing lower
investments than planned.

5602307401 Medium Degree of Confidence
5602297738
If you can’t control costs it won’t work. Residential
5602284632 Medium Degree of Confidence customers can’t afford many more price hikes
Too often decisions made by service providers seem
arbitrary & not in the service of long term thinking- &
not a reflection of respect for those who provide the
5602284106 Medium Degree of Confidence income to support the system.

5602281803
5602275012
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959
5602261620
5602259545

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
Can't Rate

Once the consumer agrees to the rate increases, the
pressure is now on Hydro to deliver the goods.

As above

5602256745
5602253330
5602253307
5602249717
5602243196
5602187910
5602157586
5602106178
5602102950
5602101458

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence
Low Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

High Degree of Confidence
High Degree of Confidence

5602066769 High Degree of Confidence

5601996619 High Degree of Confidence
5601910195 High Degree of Confidence

I have appreciated learning about the system via this
survey
Reading over the distribution plan shows there has
been a lot of thought put into the customers as well as
safety of employees and the service well known from
GSU
Because

5601885863 Medium Degree of Confidence
5601875625 Medium Degree of Confidence
5601874109
5601853784 Medium Degree of Confidence
5601688323 High Degree of Confidence
5601681107
5601653127 High Degree of Confidence
5601642435 High Degree of Confidence
5601521920 High Degree of Confidence
5600934776 High Degree of Confidence

I think with any of the new investments that it will
increase the confidence in Sudbury Hydro.
I like it.
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Overall how would
you rate your
experience as a
Respondent ID customer of GSH?
Response
5608774731 Extremely Satisfied
5608392240 Very Satisfied

5608391622 Somewhat Satisfied
5608387388 Very Satisfied
5608318089

5608259448 Very Satisfied
5608245418
5608235127 Very Satisfied
5608232580 Very Satisfied
5608231956 Extremely Satisfied
5608220418 Very Satisfied
5608217930
5608214170

5608205903 Very Satisfied

5608203094 Extremely Satisfied
5608199027
5608194623 Very Satisfied
5608187209 Extremely Satisfied

5608151209 Very Satisfied
5608146413 Extremely Satisfied

Why do you give it this rating?
It has been very reliable a few glitches but not
many
THE RATES ARE HURTING MY HOUSEHOLD, AND
AS A SINGLR EARNER IN THE HOME VERY HARD TO
MAINTAIN.
I give this because I feel satisfied and I have never
had a problem with my Hydro.

Power is reliable and costs seem for the most part
to be as reasonable as I have ever lived. The
lighting in the back lane is a little bright as the
original 55W low pressure sodium lighting that was
in the lane has largely been replaced now with 250
or 400W HPS lamps. It's pretty bright in my
backyard all night
Never had issues with the service
Never had any major service disruption that lasted
any significant length of time
You're not perfect. But the again who is?

Very few power outages over the past years. The
outage situations in our area were the results of
animals tripping the system apparently. When
there has been a problem the system has been
restored in short order.
Reliable billing and power provided so far. To help
public perception separate your billing from water
wastewater especially if since they aren't the same
employer

I wish it was more user friendly, as a first time
customer I had a hard time understanding it all and
knowing when my first bill will be.

5608127771
5608118280
5608115667
5608111878
5608109096
5608101940
5608095922
5608039628
5608038016
5608034410
5608027935
5608020873
5608018568

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5607913684
5607906319
5607850659
5607850018
5607838698
5607829881
5607829767
5607829662
5607825947
5607821194
5607806892

?
No major problems to date

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5608002775 Very Satisfied

5607981932
5607973614
5607971273
5607966268
5607958422
5607957588
5607946663
5607936513
5607934862
5607923175
5607918892

Never had a problem with service.

Very Satisfied

great
never really had a big problem in quite a while and
hope it stays that way
I still object to the time of use rates that are
awkward to take advantage by the stay at home
family

Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Excellent service and reliability

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Not notified of energy saving programs available
for low income seniors. Not notified of
approximate restoration times when an outage
occurs. Unless I have a social media account.

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Calls are always answered
no complaints, great service

Somewhat Satisfied

High rates
We never run out of electricity. You're fast with
the repairs and give us fair warning when you'll
shut off the power.

5607806037 Very Satisfied

5607801688 Extremely Satisfied
5607795857
5607779308

5607770311 Extremely Satisfied
5607763278 Very Satisfied
5607754971
5607735776 Very Satisfied
5607727406
5607724671
5607713316
5607711806
5607697810

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Haven't had any issues. Perhaps you should
consider discounts fo seniors and/or loyalty to
longstanding customers.

very rare power outages and when they happen,
they are quickly resolved. good customer service
when contacting GSU.

À date, je n'ai pas de problème
Because I"m very satisfied. Extremely is too strong
a word
I like how you invest in your customers Reliable service

Somewhat Satisfied

5607691675 Very Satisfied

they responded to a concern that I had promptly

5607683177 Somewhat Satisfied

I have had some had experiences with your
customer service and a hard time getting through
the the trouble line. Only 3 bad experiences

5607622800 Very Satisfied
5607622170 Somewhat Satisfied
5607618549 Somewhat Satisfied

5607618339
5607615785
5607613721
5607613079
5607604923
5607595482
5607589576
5607588238
5607575700
5607574089

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Service has been stable. installation and set up at
my newly built house was easy. staff are friendly
and knowledgeable.
Also as a business user,
everything runs as i would expect.

3

Have witnessed first hand the outstanding job GSH
did during last summer’s wind storms to restore
and repair electricity infrastructure and an amazing
job communicating through social media accurate
updates of work progress, etc.

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

GSH is always there when we need them

Extremely Satisfied

very satisfied

5607569996
5607569944
5607569136
5607550925
5607547354
5607544770
5607542750
5607529159
5607525394

Not Satisfied at All
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

It’s the cost and reliability. It’s not there, but we
pay as if it where!!! Families are seriously
suffering and you seem to worry about shutting
power if bills are late! You think about that!
Any problems have been dealt with quickly.
Love my service thus far !!

Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5607521668 Extremely Satisfied
5607521205 Very Satisfied

5607520712 Very Satisfied
5607520658 Very Satisfied
5607517990 Very Satisfied

5607501898 Extremely Satisfied
5607500927 Very Satisfied

5607497985 Very Satisfied
5607497711
5607497501 Extremely Satisfied

5607497480 Very Satisfied
5607496953
5607496836 Extremely Satisfied
5607496666
5607495944
5607495931 Extremely Satisfied
5607392196 Extremely Satisfied

we have good service at a reasonable price
Because they are always willing to help should we
have questions regarding our bill.
I haven't had any major issues, so I am content
with my service
Even with the outages we've encountered GSH has
always been quick to repair and respond.

I have never had a problem and hydro has always
been quick to respond to outages in my area.
Service has always been good but have almost
reached the point that we may not be able to
afford our home because of cost.

Because everything's been good so far and I've
never had an issue. So in saying, if I had a specific
issue I don't know how the response and help
would be.

we have had no issues.
Any outages are rectified as quickly as possible.

I’ve never had a problem with them. Even when
there are power outages, they work as quick as
possible to restore it. Everyone I’ve ever spoken
with was always quite pleasant. I really don’t have
anything bad to say about GSH.

5607369858
5607356998
5607356693
5607307048
5607289714
5607261674

Extremely Satisfied

5607155401
5607148829
5607138145
5607126826
5607118162
5607109518
5607070174
5607066340
5606960772
5606866592

Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

have had no issues and few service interruptions
expensive

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

We never had any problem with electricity.

Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied

5606866519 Somewhat Satisfied
5606865564 Very Satisfied
5606862426

5606848133
5606821110
5606778350
5606775700
5606729929

Very reliable.

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

5606707543 Extremely Satisfied
5606704822 Extremely Satisfied
5606701343 Extremely Satisfied

I have had issues with receiving my billing in the
past. This is currently resolved, but I'm cautious.

We had a power outage this past winter in the
south end on a Sunday I was disappointed that
your web site did not have any real time
information about it I understand that you cannot
always predict when power will be restored but
the site could acknowledge the outage give the
parameters of the outage and give an estimated
time for repairs
Service is good.
neither positive nor negative

Fantastic customer support and team to work
with. Also cleaned up the city during the storm last
year better then anyone else could! Bravo.
I have had reliable service at a fair price
I have no issues so far excellent service

5606697662 Extremely Satisfied
5606697542
5606695838 Extremely Satisfied

5606693342 Very Satisfied
5606683447 Very Satisfied
5606679199 Very Satisfied
5606668545 Somewhat Satisfied
5606609047
5606582883 Extremely Satisfied
5606565661
5606544873

5606530149
5606529390
5606521578
5606515031
5606498033

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

5606457870 Extremely Satisfied

5606377731 Somewhat Satisfied
5606374916 Somewhat Satisfied
5606368851 Extremely Satisfied
5606362865
5606358921

I’ve had only two power outages, that I’m aware
of, in 4 years, both which lasted less than 3 hours
in duration. Power was restored quickly.

A few years back, 50000$ was given to a charity
instead of being kept for the services it was meant
to pay.
few power outages and most were resolved fairly
quickly
Have had no real complaints.
your website could improve
Great customer service response time, a full team
is in place to assist in all areas.

I believe service and customer service can always
be improved. Also, I think that the actual price/
kWh should reflect the household using the power.
I don't agree with TOU pricing as it does not reflect
the waste or savings of the households. The fact
that we are always stuck paying the highest rates
when people are getting ready for work and
cooking dinner, even if they do what they can to
save throughout the day is wrong. Even if GSH
can't do anything to fix this, I am still paying GSH
for the electricity used.
No problems
Prices could be better

No problems, pleasant immediate response when
calling for any reason.
Electric cars will cost the consumer higher prices to
charge battery often. I have electric heating in my
home and that is bad enough.
Expensive

5606358297 Extremely Satisfied
5606352864
5606349846
5606338466 Extremely Satisfied
5606333428 Very Satisfied
5606313190 Extremely Satisfied
5606305765 Somewhat Satisfied
5606291857
5606282880

5606276523 Very Satisfied
5606270446 Extremely Satisfied
5606246635 Extremely Satisfied
5606243694
5606240215
5606235091 Very Satisfied
5606227560
5606169747
5606145524
5606141207
5606138657
5606136667
5606135737
5606133735
5606124105
5606120981
5606118893
5606117473
5606077871
5606050032

Even though we were nearly "ground zero" during
last year's microburst in New Sudbury and were
without power for nearly 4 days we have huge
respect for the workers of Sudbury Hydro and all
your efforts to get and keep the power on and
communicating throughout the whole process

No comments
Good communication from GSU regarding all
matters.

Now that you have shared all that needs to be
upgraded with me and others I will be extremely
satisfied once all has been upgraded.
So far we have had no problems.
never had any issue with the utility company.

Extremely Satisfied

No issues
Because I don’t have to call you and my bills are
accurate

Extremely Satisfied

Never had issues

Very Satisfied

Never had issues, prices are comparable

Somewhat Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5606046919 Very Satisfied
5606027567 Very Satisfied
5606019346
5606007319

.
GOOD SERVICE ANSWERING QUESTIONS ON
PHONE
Experienced very few power outages in the past
three + years

5606003891 Very Satisfied
5605999905

5605999230 Extremely Satisfied
5605997788 Very Satisfied
5605954398
5605944845 Not Satisfied at All

5605944757
5605943593
5605935878
5605929744
5605898796

Not Satisfied at All
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5605895298 Very Satisfied
5605889475 Very Satisfied
5605888440
5605877568 Extremely Satisfied

Since living here I’ve had very few power
interruptions. Those have have come we’re
planned and notices were given. Th few times we
had back storm caused failures. Power always
seemed to be responded to faster then that of
hydro one customers.
Have not had any problems with hydro.
Pay too much

I have had my bill triple in the last couple of years.
I use less, have appliances that are new and energy
efficient. I try to watch peak hours, but my rates
go up. Where is the savings for me? All I keep
seeing is rate increase after rate increase. The
increases are not justified. On peak hours is not
fair. Change it please. Weekends are not when I
want to be stuck in the house doing my washing
and drying, and certainly not after 7 pm.
Businesses are open during onpeak hours, but I
want to use hydro at that time without paying
onpeak rates. And why do I jay wastewater? I
already pay for water as it is, and I don’t think I
should have to. How do you know how much
water I use anyway? I didn’t use any at all last
summer but still paid for it and wastewater. Your
bills are ridiculous. Corporate greed at it’s finest!
No issues

Treated fairly by reasonable people hope this
continues .Had to call to get this survey WWW
should go directly to survey on site.
It costs a lot more anywhere in Ontario than the
rest of Canada...otherwise very satisfied.

5605859907
5605857712
5605842218
5605834173

Not Satisfied at All
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

5605827346 Very Satisfied
5605825610 Very Satisfied
5605824890
5605817033
5605811923

5605770359 Extremely Satisfied
5605766635
5605762727 Extremely Satisfied
5605754961
5605751987 Very Satisfied
5605736775 Very Satisfied

5605720737 Not Very Satisfied
5605715168

My bill has nearly tripled since I have been paying
hydro/water. I think it is ridiculous and unfair.
Delivery fees are unnecessary and again totally
unfair. I really am not s happy camper. What is
offpeak hours is not suitable for my needs. I think
that is not right at all. I need to do my laundry
during the day on a weekday not on an evening or
weekend — during the day! I can’t though because
I can’t afford onpeak rates! I am disgruntled with
my service and my rates, but frustrated because
there isn’t really anything I can do about it. There
are no other providers. Your CEOs are paid too
much money. We pay their salaries. We should get
a vote on the top amount they can make, and who
gets voted in as CEO. We pay, we should have a
say.
Many outages over the last few years.
good service with no problems
you guys rock in every regard!
There is always room for improvement, e.g. no
outages.
THE WAY THE SERVICE IS DELIVERED IS VERY
SATISFACTRY AND RELIABLE

I've been pleased with the service being offered.
The only complaint I have is that I could not pay
with my credit card when I had Hydro visit my
house to do an inspection prior to my electrician
switching my service from 60 amp service to 90
amp service.
Because the only time you’ve screwed up with my
hydro was over thirty years ago
I NEED a lower priced hydro bill. Be robin hood...
no more handouts for businesses
Very few power outages
Signing up for my account online was difficult and
counterintuitive, and the customer service rep I
had to call said she gets these calls a lot.

5605711665 Extremely Satisfied
5605710753 Extremely Satisfied
5605701839
5605697401 Very Satisfied
5605696231
5605693202
5605692713
5605691499
5605689578
5605688115
5605671879
5605668215

Somewhat Satisfied

Have not experienced as many outages as at my
previous address.
I would give a higher rating but this survey is a
HUGE red flag for me.

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5605667945 Extremely Satisfied
5605649793
5605643288 Very Satisfied
5605639153
5605631738
5605552605
5605551802 Very Satisfied

5605545450 Extremely Satisfied
5605539178 Very Satisfied
5605519256 Somewhat Satisfied
5605513558 Very Satisfied
5605508744
5605506200
5605504568
5605482165
5605477871
5605474132
5605465929
5605450050
5605444398
5605439375
5605435614
5605432774
5605419747
5605416220
5605415683

so far we have had no problems with our service
Better than my experience with Hydro One

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

safe reliable cheap power
The Town of Capreol was pretty good too
I've never had an issue and the response time to
emergencies is very reasonable.

Rating would be higher if Ontario did not have
such high rates.
never had any problems, in addition I received a
box with some bulb lights and others from
affordability program
I am.
I would like a senior's discount so that we can stay
in our home.
Billing could be more consistent
very few problems would like to have solar panels
and be on grid

Very Satisfied

No problems

Very Satisfied

Not too many times without hydro.

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

We have had no trouble with GSH.

5605410634
5605404971
5605399087 Extremely Satisfied

5605395655 Extremely Satisfied
5605338455 Very Satisfied
5605326811 Very Satisfied
5605324793
5605323531
5605323310
5605321593
5605318701
5605318102

Very Satisfied

5605317490
5605315159
5605311781
5605291825
5605286962

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Very few problems over 30 years. Those that
appeared were handled quickly.
GSH are indeed the Fastest at responding to calls
about Blackouts!!! As I said earlier, GSH workers
are all SERIOUS & They Don't Mess Around or Slack
off !!! Only if the Contractors that gets hired by
City of Greater Sudbury would learn to be more
Serious instead of Slacking Off!!!
we never had to complain about the services,
which is unusual.
Still doesn't have credit payment options without
additional fees

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5605274533 Very Satisfied

5605270154 Very Satisfied
5605265287 Extremely Satisfied
5605260496 Very Satisfied
5605260445 Somewhat Satisfied
5605253943 Very Satisfied
5605253232 Somewhat Satisfied

Not sure
Always had good service with GSH customer
service representatives, except had one bad
experience with the outside crews and they never
fixed or gave us what we thought was a reasonable
explanation
No problems yet knock on wood.
Always have fast friendly service.
For the most part power outages have been
resolved quickly. The only reason I have Very
Satisfied instead of Extremely is because there was
a power outage a few months ago where I called
the emergency line found on the website and it
Out of service, there was no way to contact.
Telephone service is good. No long waits and
questions answered in a timely and
comprehensive fashion.
All of my dealings with this company been a good
experiance
Too many 2 to 10 second outages in recent
years.Very annoying.
very few power interruptions

5605239806 Very Satisfied
5605230815 Very Satisfied
5605227438
5605223663 Somewhat Satisfied
5605222107 Very Satisfied
5605221688

5605208036
5605196421
5605193279
5605189004
5605188579
5605145259
5605128315
5605126505

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

You offer good service and try to keep costs down
I need the service provided.

More effective use of manpower and equipment is
necessary.
because the price is becoming unaffordable and
you're going to raise the pricing even more, when i
still get power cuts both at home and work... when
it's at work, i get sent home and lose quite a bit of
money.
very reliable

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5605124841 Extremely Satisfied
5605123235 Very Satisfied
5605122768 Somewhat Satisfied

5605121295 Very Satisfied
5605116822 Extremely Satisfied
5605115345 Very Satisfied
5605114112 Extremely Satisfied

5605112772 Very Satisfied
5605110526 Somewhat Satisfied
5605105613
5605102632 Somewhat Satisfied

5605099908 Very Satisfied
5605097643
5605096234 Very Satisfied

No issues encountered over almost 20 years of
service.
Nobody gets 100% in my class!
bills have been very high on occasion
I had a bad experience with GSH about 25 years
ago -- but I should let bygones be bygones and
probably should have selected "Extremely
Satisfied", although I don't want you to get too
confident and start resting on your laurels, bo
"Very Satisfied" it is.
always reliable and cost efficient

I have not had any problems with billing or service.
I have always received good and reliable service.
Will always be concerned about costs and inflation.

As mentioned my costs keep rising
I’ve had some power outages, but not many.
During one of them it wasn’t easy to figure out
who to contact and when. I eventually figured it
out but it could’ve been clearer.
No power outages. Could be cheaper.

5605095826 Very Satisfied
5605093147
5605076106
5605062132
5605054024
5605037259
5605033990
5604977142
5604972361
5604971290

Extremely Satisfied
Not Satisfied at All

I have had very reliable power for the last 30 years
at this location.
Constantly loose power (5-8 times per year!)

Not Satisfied at All
Somewhat Satisfied

Because my bills are astronomically high

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Good service

5604970615 Extremely Satisfied
5604970509 Very Satisfied
5604969420

5604964729 Extremely Satisfied
5604950035 Very Satisfied

5604936179 Not Very Satisfied
5604931460 Extremely Satisfied
5604924668 Very Satisfied

5604915293 Somewhat Satisfied
5604909239 Very Satisfied
5604905767
5604883728
5604883529
5604872872
5604867918
5604867813

When we have had power outages, the response
from your teams has been excellent.

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

IN 50 YEARS I HAVE NEVER HAD TO COMPLAIN
location has few unplanned outages and decent
voltage stability

I have no complaints. The only thing is the black
squirrels tripping your system, and having to reset
my clock. LOL. It seems to only happen in
summer/fall not since last fall. Basically good
reliable service and good rates.
We could always pay less for our utilities
I would like to see some incentive/cost sharing
from GSU for shifting home owners to renewable
energy generation.
no issues

as I have stated throughout this survey — very
little specific information is provided - no one can
provide specific nor replies to specific enquires standard “party line” is provided & nothing further
..... even with this survey information is provided
with an eye dropper how you would expect
intelligent opinions & suggestions to be
forthcoming is beyond me
Best rates..Your company exceeds expectations!
Keep up the great work!

They do their best

5604867754
5604859615
5604858779
5604851827
5604848208
5604839413
5604837274
5604835309
5604826591
5604825747

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

5604821304 Very Satisfied
5604819422

5604819196 Extremely Satisfied

5604818609
5604815539
5604811533
5604803318
5604795035
5604792676

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Never in over 40 yrs have we had a problem with
you. Our friends not so much

Have had no electrical issues

Very few interruptions with good re-activation
times.
The one time that I had a problem it was resolved
efficiently by professional staff who wanted to
help.
I am on the equal billing and have contacted GSH a
few times to get an explanation of how the bill is
laid out as I find it difficult to understand as to
whether I owe money or not. I still do not fully
understand.
Very reliable
I have never had a problem.

5604763520 Very Satisfied

never had a problem with my service
I do experience the occasional power failure (short
ones), but not enough to cause frustration. An
ideal system would have no power failures,
therefore, it is not possible to receive the highest
rating.

5604757859 Very Satisfied

Service has been mostly reliable. Repair crews are
dispatched promptly during failures.

5604753267 Somewhat Satisfied

Everything has been good over the years until
recently. I submitted a request to the
Affordabilityfund in March. Still no response. I
called again May 5th and still no response. I am
not happy that I am not getting what others who
have praised the program got. Please look into this
lack of attention to a long-time customer.

5604748154 Very Satisfied

I didn't Like the smart meter i had as incentive.

5604745166 Somewhat Satisfied
5604732195 Very Satisfied
5604728491
5604725181

5604722046 Somewhat Satisfied

5604712345 Somewhat Satisfied
5604710647 Very Satisfied
5604695107
5604694190 Very Satisfied
5604693305 Extremely Satisfied
5604681552 Very Satisfied
5604665547

5604660921 Somewhat Satisfied

I came from the City of Sherbrooke in Quebec so
you can imagine why. Cost of electricity there and
here are not comparable
never had any major issues with Sudbury Hydro

Had some trouble with having billing put in our
name when we purchased the house. Was
multiple times given wrong information about
when/ how the billing changes would be made.

I had a bad experience several years ago when GSH
cut off my power because I was late paying my bill.
I simply forgot to pay the bill before I went on
vacation. While out of province, GSH tried to reach
me over the phone and by placing notices on my
door. I came home after vacation to no power,
spoiled food in my freezers, and a significant reconnection fee. When I called GSH to explain the
situation, and that I had never forgotten to pay a
bill in the past, and that it should have been
obvious with the accumulation of notices on my
doorknob that I was out of town, GSH responded
that it didn't matter, that they treat good and bad
customers the same - with disconnection. Since
then, GSH has had a bad reputation in my opinion
however unrelated that is to electricity distribution.

Had a few unexplained short power outages the
last few years.
I have had some issues with power outages but
overall pretty happy.

There has been some miscommunication at times.
We consider ourselves reliable customers, with
regard to bill payment. That you do not allow for a
grace period, or an opportunity to explain our
situation without penalty, given our consistency as
a small business, seems a bit unforgiving

5604650745
5604648056 Very Satisfied
5604645011
5604644641
5604617929
5604580830
5604579320
5604575629
5604574821
5604574282
5604572516
5604567581
5604565759
5604564384

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

I answered this question basically in all the
answers I gave through survey
No issues regarding supply. Rising costs are a
concern

I don't know

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5604564110 Extremely Satisfied
5604562235 Somewhat Satisfied

I have never had a problem which wasn't resolves
quickly and satisfactorily.
We need power to live

5604559118 Somewhat Satisfied

I am satisfied but also understand theres a debt us
customers are paying.. I dont have any issues wt
the company as when I call they are helpful, speak
English and no long wait time.. when I had electric
heat for a yr it was absolutely discusting the price
that is charged but now that I have gas I dont
really have complaints like I did.

5604558353
5604556311
5604550977
5604548452
5604545909
5604537180
5604528304
5604528108

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5604523934 Extremely Satisfied

5604516420
5604515658
5604511739
5604494852
5604488672
5604473955

Never had any issues in all my time as a customer.

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

I like sudbury hydro I have one account with
Ontario hydro and 3 with sudbury hydro I like
sudbury the best
I have had no problems and if I have an inquiry, a
phone call usually answers the question or fixes
the problem.

I have had no issues.
Answered above

5604471236
5604468558 Extremely Satisfied
5604467158 Somewhat Satisfied
5604465323 Extremely Satisfied
5604464793

I have had no problems
Good service..decent price

5604464423
5604462800
5604461238
5604458998
5604458850
5604458118
5604456825
5604456206
5604455333
5604454794
5604454643
5604454389

Very Satisfied

I give it this rating as I have had minimal concerns.

Extremely Satisfied

I have had no issues

5604452409
5604451777
5604449790
5604445511
5604445137
5604444817
5604438782

Very Satisfied

5604436303
5604433973
5604433870
5604428179
5604425041
5604423029
5604421868

Somewhat Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

5604402821 Somewhat Satisfied
5604385649
5604382979

I have never had any problems
I'm pleased with the response time for power
failures

Never had a problem
Reliable service.
Glad to have it because of ease but it's cost is a
deterrent. It's a necessity so other than choosing
to use it at off-peak times, it's essentially out of my
control.

as I stated earlier never an issue have I had.
Cressy substation and area has had numerous
issues where I’ve lost power for seemingly
senseless/ needless reasons. A wire fire? Seems
avoidable.

5604381442 Not Very Satisfied
5604380765

5604380186 Extremely Satisfied

5604379360 Somewhat Satisfied

As previously indicated, customer service leaves
much to be desired....It pales in comparison to my
experience with Hydro One and all other utilities
and services I have dealt with in the past. By the
way, looking at question 26 below, I see there is no
box to provide additional information... What
about non-binary gender?... Trans?.... Opportunity
to self define?... Sorry....for that reason i refuse to
respond! The system creating this survey also
needs to upgrade to be inclusive!..... And wow!
As i refuse to answer question 26, just like that, I
cannot continue the survey as it is required! I feel
growing distrust.... I have no other choice but to be
forced into a binary gender.... that is awful!

I say this because if I have any question and I call
GSU I am always greeted with a friendly voice and
all my questions are answered very thoroughly.
I get frustrated at how much I pay for electricity
and yet other people get rebates that have a
higher income than I do
I’ve had no big issues. During the storm in summer
2018, repairs done quickly and efficiently...outage
less then a day

5604376786
5604374978
5604374219
5604371497
5604371168
5604370174
5604369096
5604367587
5604366101
5604365563
5604365493
5604365338

Extremely Satisfied

5604362719
5604362389
5604362369
5604361429
5604361134
5604361072

Not Satisfied at All

dependable service
Never had any issues
See previous answers. I would go with another
provider over GSH if at all possible.

Very Satisfied

Great job!

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5604360735 Very Satisfied
5604360302 Somewhat Satisfied
5604359886

5604359618 Very Satisfied
5604359399
5604358063 Very Satisfied
5604356320
5604354043 Very Satisfied
5604353831

5604353463 Somewhat Satisfied
5604351809 Extremely Satisfied

Because electricity charges have risen over the
years, and I heat my home with electricity, and am
a senior on a fixed income!!!
My Bill's have increased significantly over the past
few years without a real reason

Customer service has always been great when I
have an issue or concern. I always think there's
room for improvement, but I have no complaints.

Rate increases through the years have been
substantially. Better management is critical for the
future.

5604349957
5604347004
5604346129
5604345925
5604345162
5604344502
5604343451

Very Satisfied

Time of day billing make me have to choose
between being comfortable And keeping my bills
affordable.
Have bee there when needed
Never had an issue yet and cheaper than hydro
one.

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Not Very Satisfied

Lower the distribution costs

5604342950
5604340786
5604339893
5604334758
5604333207
5604332694
5604331048
5604330996
5604328843
5604327835
5604327467
5604326548
5604326270

Very Satisfied

Our service has been very reliable with service
restored as quickly as possible hydro is disrupted.

5604350778 Somewhat Satisfied
5604350762 Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Always great Customer service at all times.

5604325071 Very Satisfied
5604324433 Very Satisfied
5604322291
5604318484
5604318399
5604318172
5604317462
5604317168
5604316253
5604315383
5604315029
5604314300
5604312196
5604308420

Extremely Satisfied

5604307604
5604307213
5604306433
5604306302
5604306068
5604306035
5604305829
5604304577
5604304068
5604304041
5604303717
5604303303
5604302723
5604302611
5604302439

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5604301061
5604300658
5604297834
5604296499
5604296104
5604295239
5604293929
5604293485
5604293343
5604292960
5604292605

Extremely Satisfied

I keep my cost low by time of use information
very good thoughts about Greater Sudbury Hydro
Distribution System

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Our service has always been very reliable. Thank
you!

Very Satisfied

Need more reliable power

Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

easy setup, reliable service,

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Any issues i have had, have been resolved very
efficiently

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied

5604291940 Very Satisfied

No problems in billing or service.

If I have ever had an issue or question, I have
phoned and my concerns were addressed.

5604291033
5604289957
5604289385
5604288889
5604288381
5604288118
5604287719
5604287470
5604287115
5604287048
5604286310
5604285785
5604285749
5604285387
5604285094

Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Overall service has been very good

Somewhat Satisfied

Your rates keep increasing

Extremely Satisfied

Excellent service to daye.

Very Satisfied

I have not had any issues that would rate a high or
low response. I am like many, finding our bills too
high overall.
Haven’t had any issues which says it all. Haven’t
had any issues at all

Somewhat Satisfied

hydro bills can be costly

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Never had a problem

5604284237 Somewhat Satisfied
5604283171
5604282722
5604282608
5604281650
5604281095
5604280537

5604280459 Extremely Satisfied

5604280357
5604280157
5604278990
5604277972
5604277206
5604277185
5604276799
5604276409
5604275680
5604275558
5604275500
5604274690
5604274662
5604273968
5604273863
5604273574
5604273495

I think you're doing an excellent, reliable job.

Extremely Satisfied

Never had a issues, bills seem reasonable, service
for shut downs has been great, lines to the house
are in good shape, and meters are up to date.

Very Satisfied

Incentive program is great

Extremely Satisfied

No issues

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

No issues
No reason

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

No issues

5604273246
5604272161
5604272124 Somewhat Satisfied

5604271907 Extremely Satisfied
5604271746 Extremely Satisfied
5604271645 Very Satisfied

5604271581 Very Satisfied
5604271494
5604271467

5604271235 Very Satisfied
5604271105 Very Satisfied
5604271098 Very Satisfied
5604270957
5604270746
5604270728 Very Satisfied

5604270253
5604270221
5604270152
5604269953
5604269839
5604269687
5604269611

Somewhat Satisfied

Electricity is supplied with few to no interruptions
in service. The Customer Service Centre is always
pleasant and knowledgeable when calling about an
inquiry.
previous experiences with GSU
I wasn't thrilled when you went to monthly billing
form quarterly, and my rates tripled over a few
years, but I also appreciate your promotions on
saving energy. As said, your invoicing department
on occasion needs a reality check - I pay my bills
online on the date they are due - your invoicing
department in the past has had a one day delay,
and then had the nerve to charge interest. Other
than that, all good.

I rate it as very satisfied seeing as though when I
had first called for hydro, the ladies on the other
line were absolutely wonderful, and beyond
helpful answering all the questions I could possibly
think of! The only reason I am not extremely - is
because of the service I had received once when I
had called in due to my bill being late in the mail.
Other than that, service is great, and the people
are great as well. :)

I would be extremely satisfied if my bill was lower.
Because I live out of the city, I do not like that I pay
so much money for delivery charges. It really
frustrates me. Sorry.

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

a bit pricey sometimes

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Na

5604269511
5604269461
5604269344
5604269322
5604269306
5604269295
5604269261

Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5604269147 Extremely Satisfied
5604268994 Very Satisfied
5604268978
5604268944 Somewhat Satisfied
5604268932
5604268892
5604268839
5604268821
5604268811
5604268538
5604268525
5604268129
5604268103
5604254904
5604254758
5604250673
5604249464
5604241489
5604235771
5604235317
5604231423
5604226382
5604215288
5604166701
5604163090

Have never had an issue with service nor billing.

Not Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

For the last three months I have had reliable
coverage.

High costs for a property that was built efficiently
and sits vacant.

Focus on green.

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5604162592 Very Satisfied
5604152890
5604151377 Extremely Satisfied

5604143185 Very Satisfied
5604125629 Very Satisfied
5604125146 Very Satisfied
5604123573
5604120030

That’s how I roll
because there seems to be fluctuations in hydro
on certain days and times.
Haven't had any problems.
I would love to have more affordable access to
residential solar panels and/or wind turbines.
Because I'm very satisfied.

5604117306 Somewhat Satisfied
5604116144 Extremely Satisfied
5604114778 Very Satisfied

5604107995 Very Satisfied
5604095358
5604090772
5604089191 Very Satisfied
5604087065
5604084394
5604077480
5604076141
5604071119
5604070433
5604062671
5604061713

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5604061086 Very Satisfied

5604055096
5604044456
5604042635
5604040258
5604040020
5604039143
5604032280
5604029848
5604027854
5604027433
5604027174
5604026488
5604026130
5604023394
5604023256
5604022376
5604020803
5604020547

Somewhat Satisfied
Not Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Although your bills are supposed to be easy to
read they are still not the easiest. I work with
seniors and constantly I have to discuss their bills
with them so they understand them. Know your
market and the expectations, especially with
seniors.
Never had any issues
always taken care of, outages are dealt with in a
timely manner and staff are great
The only contact I've had were through the phone
and the staff were really pleasant to speak too.

I have had no problems except for a small billing
mistake on my part.

No issues

Not the cheapest utility, had some long outages in
winter, and need more renewable energy source
options.
Power in my neighborhood is less reliable than
other parts of the city (South end/Moonglo)
costs are way too high
past history
Good service. High rates.
its good things
You do a good job
I never had any problems with service.

5604020224
5604020123 Extremely Satisfied
5604019955 Very Satisfied
5604018768 Very Satisfied
5604017808
5604017463 Somewhat Satisfied
5604016188 Somewhat Satisfied
5604012720

5604010773 Somewhat Satisfied
5604010523
5604003848
5604002610 Somewhat Satisfied
5604002058
5604001844 Very Satisfied
5604000138 Somewhat Satisfied

5603989836 Somewhat Satisfied
5603972575
5603971458
5603965342
5603955878
5603955740
5603948545
5603942687
5603940742
5603939181
5603939123
5603936936
5603931776

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

the best rate would be free
I have not had any issues, and initial set-up of
services was very easy.
Fees very high for those of us that have electric
heating.

Given the fact that my dwelling is ran by electric
heating, just heating an apartment can end up
costing quite a bit. Imagine heating a house at the
rate of electricity. I now have support from the
Ontario Energy Support Program which I'm
thankful for. It has made ca difference in the
amount that I pay monthly, especially of course
during the long winter months that we get.

We seem to have too many random power outages

my lights turn on but your website for bill payment
and tracking sucks
the service is good. but the billing system needs
updating. It has been like this since I became a
customer and has been (in the works) since then.
Bills are confusing and don't really give how much
a customer has paid into or owes when you are on
equal billing.
I have always had reliable service with minimal
lengthy disruptions

5603931035 Extremely Satisfied
5603930966 Not Very Satisfied
5603928938
5603928380
5603927701
5603927144
5603926785
5603925775

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603924827
5603924791
5603924093
5603918131
5603916190
5603912059
5603908660
5603907138
5603906616
5603901309
5603894521
5603892723
5603891268
5603888967
5603886425

Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied

Interruptions are infrequent and quickly resolved.
A special helpline or website for interruptions
would be nice showing map of affected areas and
possible times to rectify issue.
Pay too much
We have had a few power outages but they have
been fixed very quickly.
Reliable power provided.

I'm never "extreme" with anything.
except for the smart meters. They should all be
tested to see if they are working properly

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Limited service interruptions

Extremely Satisfied

5603878303 Extremely Satisfied
5603873980
5603869939
5603862147 Very Satisfied
5603854129 Very Satisfied
5603853917
5603850070 Very Satisfied
5603844505
5603839719

5603838201 Somewhat Satisfied
5603829389 Very Satisfied

i have aways received an immediate response to
questions or emergencies

just do
Peak hours for Time of use in winter is difficult
between 6-8 am and 5-7 pm.

The meters should not be used for spying, or,
reduce the limit behind a customer's back.
Because I am.

5603827620
5603826947
5603824518
5603823777
5603819038
5603815509
5603813865

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603812361 Somewhat Satisfied
5603811387
5603809247
5603807838
5603803545
5603799607

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

5603797713
5603795594
5603795045
5603794864
5603794723
5603793990
5603793624

Very Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603791335 Extremely Satisfied
5603790413
5603789161
5603789068
5603787264
5603783584
5603782515
5603777291
5603774037
5603745694
5603735624
5603732849
5603732602
5603729467
5603728003
5603726674

Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

For all the reasons mentioned earlier in this
survey....plus, Sudbury Hydro, in my opinion, is a
solid community minded company that provides
excellent customer service.
Few outages experienced.
Never had any issues.

Not enough focus on renewable energy encouraging customers to use it, or of you
incorporating it into the system.
Power outages, although rare, seem to be of
longer duration in the last couple of years.
No complaints!
I have never had any issues.
always room for improvement but happy with the
current state of affairs

Because I’m satisfied
Always good service

Costs seem to be reasonable, there are options for
keeping costs even lower with peak time charges.
Never had an issue other than when power goes
out.

Very Satisfied

Never had an issue

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

Too costly.

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

No issues, website & smart meter are great.

Somewhat Satisfied

Costs are high

5603725461
5603723462
5603722140
5603719277
5603717379
5603713646
5603710170

Very Satisfied

Very reliable. Good service.

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

No issues

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603708430 Very Satisfied
5603708297 Somewhat Satisfied
5603706458 Very Satisfied

5603706139 Somewhat Satisfied
5603705662 Very Satisfied
5603705356
5603703860 Extremely Satisfied
5603701394 Very Satisfied

5603698999 Extremely Satisfied

5603698726 Very Satisfied
5603696326
5603696171
5603696031
5603693093
5603692894
5603692535
5603688337
5603687107
5603685174
5603684657

5603680129
5603679368
5603678809
5603678078
5603677539
5603674458
5603674434

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

ok
As we have only had few outages during this time
period that we had to generate our own power
due to outages
Service availability.
What was with all the giveaways last year. Fridges,
stoves, insulation etc. Seems wasteful and not a
good use of my money.
never had to worry about extended power
outtages. reliable power supply.
Good ethics
I've never had a problem with billing or power
restoration. Paying the bill is easy and always
accurate. It was easy to set up and they were
friendly.
Extremely (the high score) gives the impression of
perfection. No one and no thing is perfect.
No major problems in over 30 years. Rates are
competitive and for the affordable
Never had a complacent

Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied

I find the bill for electricity a bit high but I don't go
by time of use etc... I could bring it down.

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Hydro is almost always up

Extremely Satisfied

Because I'm extremely satisfied!

5603673400
5603673376
5603672984
5603671299
5603671289
5603671089
5603669410
5603668632
5603668126
5603667328
5603667280

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

5603666933
5603665564
5603664909
5603664753
5603664625
5603661925
5603661725
5603660840
5603660088
5603660014
5603659261

Extremely Satisfied

Never had any issues. Quick response when
needed

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Always quick to respond to emergencies.

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

5603658586 Extremely Satisfied
5603657522
5603656664
5603655605 Very Satisfied

5603654288 Somewhat Satisfied

5603653137 Very Satisfied
5603653067
5603652815 Very Satisfied
5603652362
5603651446
5603646034 Extremely Satisfied

5603634029 Very Satisfied
5603626198
5603625871 Very Satisfied
5603625394 Somewhat Satisfied

Dont know
Rates are lower than hydro one
Don’t know

Votre effficacité!
no major problems so far

Its good
N/A
I've always had satisfactory service, product and
people.

so far , no issues
At one time you paid for the energy used; now
there are so many add-ons that the 'extras' far
exceed energy used. There's something wrong
with the ratio.
Power outages have been few and far between
and generally caused by weather or accidents
outside your control.

To me , they have always done their best. I also
thing we should move forward as best we can,
with the best technology that is available.

5603623005 Very Satisfied

5603621778 Very Satisfied

5603621405 Not Satisfied at All
5603620577 Extremely Satisfied

5603619555
5603619420
5603619178
5603616195
5603615549
5603615469
5603615033
5603614188

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

5603613148 Somewhat Satisfied
5603613126
5603612703
5603612182
5603611988
5603610977
5603609923
5603609759
5603609723
5603609565
5603608793
5603608627
5603607653
5603607466

Extremely Satisfied

Satisfied as we don't have too many interruptions
but very discouraged with all this info. which will
result in higher bills.

I do lots of business with many businesses and
have done so for many years. No one has been so
rude in corporate policies and customer services. I
had a doctor tenant that had his hydro cut off and
had to leave the hospital to defend his wife and 5
month old baby from having the hydro cut off. It
was all a Sudbury Hydro mistake. At no time was
any apology issued nor even acknowledged. You
are a bad act that stays in business because you
are a utility. Your staff are deplorable. Your
website software is more in need of investment
than the wires that carry electricity.
Always help when I need it. Few outages.
We have electricity and when it goes out, except
for the big hail storm quite a few years ago, the
power outage is fairly short.
Never had any problems.
prices always seemed high per month
The lights stay on.

My bill continuously grows even though my usage
drops. I work with your limitations of time
restrictions but see no benefit personally.

have suffered very few lengthy power outages

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

so far

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Service is great, but the cost is very high.
Every body can make improvements

Extremely Satisfied

good service no problems

5603605715 Very Satisfied
5603605545 Very Satisfied

5603603947
5603603490
5603603188
5603602767
5603601822
5603601197
5603600828

5603600690
5603600289
5603599579
5603597140
5603596750
5603596629
5603595420

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Reliability and in addition our rates for electricity
are very competitive with other jurisdictions.

see previous response
no problems
never any problem with service or outrages

Very Satisfied

I have had no major issues aside from small power
outages from time to time with no updates on
twitter or anything...but I have been very satisfied.

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

No issues.
Hydro is good I don't like hydro poles

Somewhat Satisfied

5603595172 Extremely Satisfied
5603594108 Very Satisfied

5603593658 Very Satisfied
5603592389 Extremely Satisfied
5603592063 Extremely Satisfied

5603591397
5603590899
5603590415
5603589152
5603588861
5603588032
5603586086

no body is perfect but you guys do your best :) any
time I have an issue.

I have not had any major failures with my power
supply.

GSH responded promptly to an issue with one of
their subcontractors ( ALMAC). Unfortunately I still
see them doing work for GSH
i'm happy with the service

Very Satisfied

Because the customer service I received was
better than expected each time I had an issue.

Very Satisfied

Very satisfied

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

5603585297 Very Satisfied

Other than being sent a notice of
disconnection(which was explained to me as being
generated automatically) for a late payment. I am
confident in the continued efficient and proper
service of this utility

5603584348 Extremely Satisfied
5603583886
5603583439 Very Satisfied
5603583433
5603581244
5603580708
5603580355

5603577885
5603577567
5603577249
5603577003
5603576829
5603576350

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Not Very Satisfied

5603575091 Extremely Satisfied
5603574826
5603574750
5603574675
5603574310
5603573214 Extremely Satisfied
5603573116 Somewhat Satisfied
5603572707
5603572279
5603571440
5603571108
5603570775
5603570376
5603569382
5603568264
5603568039
5603566958
5603564523

Somewhat Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603563541 Somewhat Satisfied
5603563020 Very Satisfied
5603562796 Extremely Satisfied

5603562614 Somewhat Satisfied

GSH has always tried to provide us with a
reasonable cost of electricity . GSH has shown
very innovative thinking. Excellent team of
employees in all departments.

No major complaints but also not very much
contact to warrant an extremely satisfied rate.

Cost … as a retiree on fixed income
We pay too much.
I have always been served very well by staff. The
service has always been excellent.

I have always been treated well when I have
moved by the women in the office
No issues with electricity except cost

Previous experience dictates what we put as an
answer. Biggest part is communication.
We have never had any reason to complain

Short outages
Continued service.
I have deteioritng lines, power surges that
destroyed my router and flicker my lights, the cost
is quite high
No trouble or rare outages
good service but distribution fees are to high and
should not be paying a 1% retirement fee

5603562501 Very Satisfied
5603561531 Very Satisfied
5603560671 Extremely Satisfied
5603560533 Very Satisfied
5603560337

5603559955 Very Satisfied
5603559519
5603559476 Extremely Satisfied
5603559393

5603559025
5603558791
5603558732
5603558558
5603558371
5603558139
5603556971
5603556800
5603556477
5603555959
5603555938
5603555394
5603555381
5603555247
5603555069
5603555012

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Service itself has been excellent. Bill
communication has not always been clear so that
would be only area that would prevent “extremely
satisfied”

I have been a hydro customer for approx. 40 years.
I have never had a problem except for the power
outages due to storms, etc.

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

I never had any problems.
Nothing significant to report.

Very Satisfied

Rates are decent.

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Hardly any disruption

5603554966 Somewhat Satisfied

5603554812
5603554123
5603553885
5603553809
5603553284
5603553211
5603552317
5603551128

Never have problems. Power outages are minimal
and service is great.
Knock on wood. Haven’t had a problem.

Very Satisfied

Like all people, I would like something for nothing.
😀😀 I do appreciate that every time I turn on a
light switch, the lights come on.
The only change I could see GSH is upgrading the
website to make bill paying and account setup
easier. I found it annoying to drive to the office to
get automatic withdrawals set up when many
other businesses allow you to do this online

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

Too expensive

5603548868
5603548738
5603548222
5603547631
5603547394
5603546833
5603546451
5603546195
5603546185
5603545867
5603545570
5603544362
5603544358
5603544197

Extremely Satisfied

5603543753
5603543111
5603542349
5603542246
5603541504
5603540844
5603540233

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

i haven't had any issues other than high cost

Extremely Satisfied

Good service and pleasant staff

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

We have enjoyed excellent service from GSH.

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603540123 Extremely Satisfied
5603539792 Very Satisfied
5603539781 Very Satisfied

5603539452 Extremely Satisfied
5603538950 Extremely Satisfied
5603538881
5603537599
5603533967
5603532709
5603520556
5603520518
5603519763
5603517826
5603517746
5603514420
5603513933
5603513326

Never had a problem with your service. Power
outages are always handled quickly.

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Good service, reliable, responsive to power
failures, good value compared to other providers.

When the power goes out, has not been too long a
wait and at some point I find out why it went out.
It usually is because of weather which you have no
control over. I appreciate what your staff does for
me. Thank you.
I get my power so I cannot complain.
Have had a few hiccups over time but generally
very satisfied

5603512741
5603512680
5603510755
5603510589
5603510156
5603509669
5603509292
5603508826
5603508213
5603508055
5603507414
5603506806
5603505150
5603504170
5603504124
5603503579

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Just is

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

5603503055 Somewhat Satisfied

5603502436 Very Satisfied
5603501301

5603501136 Somewhat Satisfied

No problems to date.
this winters experience has made me realize how
vulnerable we are to failures in the system
especially in the North
I wish prices were lower, of course, but, I must say
that in the past we had blackouts more often and
they lasted longer than they do today. It used to
be 2 or 3 blaclouts a year but now it is not near
that. So, you guys are doing much better than
before.

It's very expensive but it is a necessity so sacrifices
are made to keep the lights on - whenever I have
had to call, the customer service reps have always
been friendly and helpful.
Never have had any issues, great customer service
when calling in.
Great service but costs keep rising.
I have had no bad experiences with SGH,

5603500874
5603499896
5603499655
5603499606
5603499156
5603498508
5603498495

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

5603498201
5603498129
5603497878
5603497641
5603496892
5603496723

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

They do respond to all problems in a timely fashion
and this is a very important part of customer
service
Never had an issue

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

good but not perect
Great service.

5603496188 Extremely Satisfied
5603495712 Somewhat Satisfied
5603495694
5603495634 Very Satisfied
5603495426
5603495358 Very Satisfied
5603495258 Very Satisfied

5603495097
5603494996
5603494495
5603494242
5603494111
5603493826
5603492980
5603492906
5603492493
5603492260
5603492225

Delivery fees are extremely high where I live.

Somewhat Satisfied

I participated in the hours of use program that was
offered last summer. I was to receive a
programmable smart thermostat as a result of my
participation. 9 months later, still no thermostat.

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Rarely have issues
So far so good.
seems reasonable

Somewhat Satisfied

should have lower hydro bills

Somewhat Satisfied

5603491909 Extremely Satisfied

5603491791 Extremely Satisfied
5603491350
5603490607 Very Satisfied
5603489844 Somewhat Satisfied
5603489624 Somewhat Satisfied
5603489619
5603489409
5603488618
5603488422 Very Satisfied
5603488244 Extremely Satisfied
5603488176
5603487577 Extremely Satisfied

We are solely dependent on electricity for all
power needs. The few interuptions have been due
to weather (lightning strikes hitting transformer,
tornado, exceccive wind)
You deserve this rating. I feel very lucky to live in
an area where the service is very good.
Except for the occasional interruption, power is
reliable.
As mentioned previously the problems with
delivery of service in out community
Very costly for you to come on our property to do
any repairs.

Never had a problem
Knowledge able of information asked br customers
No complaints.

5603486769 Very Satisfied
5603486662 Very Satisfied
5603486071
5603485815
5603485814 Very Satisfied
5603485676
5603485488
5603485360 Extremely Satisfied
5603485024
5603484698 Very Satisfied
5603484597
5603484471 Very Satisfied
5603484131
5603484127

have not suffered from any extreme outbreaks of
power outage
I had no complaints

Hogh cost for a single person

I have never had any problems with services or
billing
My bill is confusing

5603483627
5603483359
5603483327
5603483293
5603483250
5603483243
5603483231
5603482894
5603482856
5603482815
5603481838
5603481766
5603481675

Very Satisfied

I haven't had any issues with the service provided
from gsh

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

My opinion.

5603481238
5603480563
5603480386
5603480355
5603480134
5603480051
5603479480
5603479440
5603479201

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

5603478577 Very Satisfied
5603478389
5603477736
5603477655
5603477648
5603477159 Somewhat Satisfied

Very few outages. Usually resolved in a reasonable
timeframe when they do occur.

Always easy to talk to

I'm not extremely satisfied about anything! get
over yourself.

5603477088 Somewhat Satisfied
5603476922
5603476478 Extremely Satisfied
5603475723 Extremely Satisfied
5603475540 Very Satisfied
5603474829
5603474559
5603474130
5603474129
5603473918 Somewhat Satisfied

5603473862
5603473624
5603472969
5603472352
5603472305
5603471813
5603471779
5603471383
5603471022
5603470970
5603470903
5603470858
5603470700
5603470409
5603470259
5603470224
5603469638
5603469139
5603469006

Very Satisfied

Electric wiring should be underground for more
safety
Never experience a shortage
Like I said our hydro is very efficient.
Always have power given our raging winters and
hot summers

that's how I feel
I recently had a lamp post bulb burnt out and
although they told me 2 weeks for replacement it
was done in a few days. Thanks I sure appreciate it

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

N/A

Extremely Satisfied

No issues yet

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

No issues yet anyways

Somewhat Satisfied

5603468881 Somewhat Satisfied
5603468740
5603468313
5603467972
5603467479 Very Satisfied
5603467225 Extremely Satisfied

5603467000 Very Satisfied
5603466943
5603466935 Very Satisfied

So far so good.

Too many power outages and I use gas heat and
no AC.

I have no reason to complain I am a satisfied
customer
I have had Ontario Hydro and they are much more
expensive with no improvement in reliability.
Rarely have any issues

5603466580
5603466030
5603465791
5603465679
5603465611
5603465540
5603465534
5603465391
5603465015

Somewhat Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

5603464813 Extremely Satisfied
5603464464 Very Satisfied
5603464213 Very Satisfied

5603464186 Extremely Satisfied
5603463604 Extremely Satisfied
5603463593 Very Satisfied

5603463585 Extremely Satisfied
5603463411 Extremely Satisfied

5603463329 Very Satisfied
5603463252 Very Satisfied
5603462811 Very Satisfied
5603461947 Extremely Satisfied
5603461564
5603461326 Somewhat Satisfied
5603461187
5603460884
5603460543
5603460472

5603460459 Somewhat Satisfied
5603459797 Extremely Satisfied
5603459430 Very Satisfied
5603459297

Its expensive.
I have never had any issues.
Lights are still on.
I rarely have power interruptions

Outages have been quickly corrected. Bills are
straightforward and error free (I think)...

Sudbury Hydro is always on the scene when major
catastrophes occur, and work diligently to restore
power as soon as possible.
Never had to make a complaint as of this date.
(Might have jinxed it)
I haven't had any issues with service or supply
since I became a customer
This question doesn't make any sense since you
have a monopoly on this service. We have no
other choice whether we feel you are doing a
great job or not.
general doing a good job. Only takeaway was some
call centre issues which I believe have been
corrected
You have to continue to climb the ladder, top
marks leaves nothing to shoot for.
Had no issues...keep up the good work

I am gone half the time and use no energy yet pay
high costs during those months. The energy
saving package was well done.
I have never had any issues dealing with GSU.
My experience with GSH as always been
professional

5603459279 Very Satisfied
5603459104
5603459032 Very Satisfied
5603458172
5603458169
5603457882 Somewhat Satisfied
5603457731
5603457716 Extremely Satisfied
5603457349 Somewhat Satisfied
5603457064
5603456932
5603456702 Extremely Satisfied
5603456299
5603456256 Very Satisfied
5603456141

5603456079 Very Satisfied
5603455998 Extremely Satisfied
5603455871
5603455837 Very Satisfied
5603455797

5603455767 Somewhat Satisfied
5603455385
5603454856 Extremely Satisfied
5603454432 Very Satisfied
5603454403

5603453567 Very Satisfied
5603453519 Very Satisfied
5603453004

I have been provided reliable service for many
years.

I think we pay too much
i have had no problems especially since wynn
reduced the bills
No reason.

No problems a reasonable cost

What a clueless question. My rating says
everything it needs to say. Whoever designed this
questionnaire and questions has determined that
meaningful input is not required and that the
objective is to support future rate increases. This
assumes a customer base that is, in general, a
rubber stamper. Sorry, I am not one of those after
being involved in electrical and utility matters for
many years for a large industry.
Great service !

I find there are a lot of pwer outages (brown outs)
pwr out for a couple seconds and back. I find the
cost of electricity has gone up exponentially.
all dealings with GSH have been handled quickly
and efficiently

They have helped me understand a few things, but
only when I’ve asked a specific question they don’t
exactly go out of their way to explain everything so
you fully understand
I have no complaints

5603452731
5603452618 Very Satisfied
5603452358

5603452338
5603451991
5603451985
5603451844
5603451498
5603451326
5603451306
5603451295
5603451199
5603451183
5603451131
5603451027
5603450771

Not Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Never had any issues

Consistent bill increases. Also the remaining
balance after last years equal billing term was over
was rolled into my new equal billing plan. I would
have rather paid the remaining balance in full but
was told that that was not an option.
Never had any problems

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

5603450697 Very Satisfied
5603450541
5603450279 Extremely Satisfied
5603450209 Extremely Satisfied
5603450064 Extremely Satisfied
5603450020 Extremely Satisfied
5603449909 Extremely Satisfied
5603449632
5603449439
5603449071
5603448798
5603448776 Very Satisfied
5603448541 Extremely Satisfied
5603448229
5603447962

I have had electricity issues in the past.
Still unhappy that GSH disconnected our power a
decade ago by mistake in February at -35C , and
attempted to also bill us $40 for the re-connection.
Forgiven but not forgotten.
They are doing excellent work !
Because we are very satisfied with your service
and reliability.
havent had an issue and service is great
I’ve always been very satisfied with the quality of
work and service GSH provides.

It has been reliable.

5603447884 Extremely Satisfied
5603447713

5603447535 Very Satisfied
5603447469
5603447257 Very Satisfied
5603447111 Extremely Satisfied

5603447017
5603447011
5603446857
5603446798
5603446639

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

As a customer I realize that there are times when
the service is down. I believe that the Utility has
responded in a timely manner to these downtimes
that are unplanned. When corresponding with the
utility they have polite and accommodating.

When there are outraged they don’t last long and
information is provided to customers.
No issues and have had good response during
some crazy weather.

Other than one issue when I never received a bill
and sudbury hydro immediately sent a disconnect
notice. When I had never missed a payment in
over a decade without a more friendlier notice
being sent first I haven’t had issues with GSH.

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603446477 Somewhat Satisfied
5603446164 Extremely Satisfied
5603445259
5603445068 Somewhat Satisfied
5603444898

I am somewhat satisfied because I have not had to
complain over a number of years. When I was
installing a garage a number of years ago, GSU had
to relocate some hydro-poles. They were wanting
to charge me an unreasonable amount of money
to relocate the poles. When I compared with other
electrical companies that work for GSU, I was
being charged about 400% more. It is only after I
consulted with a city counsellor that the price
dropped by 200% (still too expensive.)

Outages or flickering is problematic.

5603443825 Very Satisfied

I have experienced minimal interruption in service.

5603443180 Extremely Satisfied

Same answer as before in "confident" question.
Costs are rising beyond what is affordable. I am
looking into solar panels, home upgrades
(windows, sliding door, etc..)

5603442908 Somewhat Satisfied

5603442767
5603442579
5603442122
5603441970
5603441948
5603441922
5603441625
5603441555
5603441553

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603441346 Very Satisfied
5603441337
5603441301 Extremely Satisfied

5603441235 Somewhat Satisfied

5603441164
5603440961
5603440889
5603440580
5603440540
5603440333
5603440327
5603440138
5603439968
5603439853
5603439755
5603439694
5603439435
5603439374
5603438865
5603438672
5603438526
5603438517

You charge to much

Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Not Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Few issues.
No complaints

Reliability of our power supply has dropped in
recent years due to many failures at Cressey MS.
An increase in system reliability by upgrading the
system and the substation to facilitate faster
switching and greater reliability would be key
increasing customer satisfaction. Your team is very
quick to address streetlight issues and vegetation
issues when we have phoned in concerns.

I'm happy to have electricity, would love to not
have to pay some of the country's highest rates.
I like the fact you keep up with the times. My
payment is automatic. I can check all the
particulars through the website. I had changes
made a few years ago and the lady was wonderful
and helped me very much. I also like email so I can
read at my leisure. Thank you.

No problems
No one's perfect.

5603438373 Extremely Satisfied
5603438198

5603438086 Very Satisfied

5603437876 Very Satisfied

5603437869 Somewhat Satisfied
5603437808 Very Satisfied
5603437462 Very Satisfied
5603437286
5603437178
5603436978
5603436744
5603436713
5603436422
5603436402
5603436260
5603436211
5603436198
5603436182
5603436065

Extremely Satisfied

5603435785
5603435704
5603435676
5603435567
5603435516
5603435405
5603435220
5603435095
5603434953

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Service levels are great and now that the poles
have been replaced I am expecting less power
outages.
Only complaint is notices of missed
payment/disconnect notice less than a month
after a missed payment.
I’ve had some unexplained costs and unexpected
outages that created doubt in the service at times
for me. I do wish we had multiple options for
hydro providers to consider other offers.

I have always had great experiences & no
complaints.

currently, i have no issues with my service

Somewhat Satisfied

Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603434684 Somewhat Satisfied
5603434650 Very Satisfied
5603434633
5603434520 Somewhat Satisfied
5603434429

apart from what seems to be reduced power at
dinner hour I have not had any reason to complain
about service.

based on experiences
service is great,

I have not had any issues with my electricity I just
have issues with the rates
No complaints

5603434324
5603434229
5603434155
5603434031
5603433795
5603433716
5603433428
5603433124
5603433118
5603433072
5603432896
5603432878
5603432846
5603432700
5603432690
5603432381
5603432359
5603432336

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603432321 Somewhat Satisfied
5603432320 Very Satisfied
5603432192

5603432131
5603432126
5603431679
5603431678
5603431532
5603431415
5603431206
5603430948
5603430845
5603430704
5603430549

Bills are a little high but understand that the costs
involved are not cheap to run the place. We have
the low rate time options now which is fair.
No complaints. Easy for service hook up

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603430539 Very Satisfied

5603430295 Somewhat Satisfied
5603430204
5603430151 Somewhat Satisfied

never had any issues
NO Issues, that's the way I like it .

I wish it were cheaper! I also would like to trust
that our meter is being read correctly. I worry that
we are paying more than we should for a tiny
basement apartment.
No major issues.

I had a problem and they came in winter, dug up
the snow and replaced my cable quite quickly

Debt repayment seems to be an issue.

Minimal issue with service. But value is concerning.
I find the service is good but I have my reservation
on how it is done and applied in certain cases .

5603429957
5603429934 Extremely Satisfied
5603429926 Very Satisfied
5603429869
5603429798 Extremely Satisfied
5603429716
5603429715
5603429632
5603429477
5603429469
5603429069
5603428999
5603428992
5603428912
5603428818
5603428299

Somewhat Satisfied

5603428284
5603428213
5603427947
5603427903
5603427894

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

5603427501
5603427500
5603427418
5603427407
5603427279
5603427278
5603427212
5603427122
5603427013
5603426965

There is always room for improvement.

I find it odd that at times my distribution cost is
higher than the electricity cost

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

I have never had an issue with GSU
There is a lack of online options for some things
such as requesting electricity disconnects for
house repair, requiring an in person visit during
business hours, this is very difficult for those who
work full time.
Never or few issues
improvement is always possible

When delivery charges are larger than the actual
used hydro, my confidence is shaken. The current
system is old and needs replacing, what have I
been paying for during this time and why I am
paying for the upgrade as well. Maintaining what
we had should have been priority. Not waiting for
catastrophic failure to invest in change and
upgrades.

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied

5603426742 Somewhat Satisfied

Outages have been rare.
I've had previous problems that were not
addressed and I was not satisfied with their fix.

5603426722
5603426696
5603426330
5603426194
5603426181
5603426167
5603426062
5603425997
5603425632
5603425519
5603425509
5603425498

Very Satisfied

5603425296
5603425282
5603425151
5603424779
5603424721
5603424552

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

5603424455 Very Satisfied
5603424428 Extremely Satisfied
5603424375 Not Very Satisfied

5603424359 Extremely Satisfied

5603424275 Extremely Satisfied
5603424104 Very Satisfied
5603424060 Very Satisfied

5603423833
5603423832
5603423779
5603423694

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603423692 Extremely Satisfied
5603423555
5603423529 Extremely Satisfied
5603423444
5603423345 Somewhat Satisfied

Very few short term weather or accident related
stoppages

6/10
Very reliable
Solid reliability is offset by rising costs.
nobody is perfect. There is always room for a little
extra service,
Rates are too high even though I have energy
efficient appliances
Any time I’ve ever had an issue GSH stat have been
courteous and efficient. In a time when customer
service is on the decline, this does not seem to be
an issue at GSH.
I've never had any service issues. I like the layout
of my ebill and and very conscious of my
consumption. I feel I'm rewarded with this
awareness by paying less on my bill.

Because I had a nice experience with your
Customer Service people on the phone a few years
ago, they were very helpful.

Was able to enjoy many upgrades due to special
rebate offers over the years.
Great service
Always room to Save. Consumer As difficult
living with high billing

5603423289 Very Satisfied
5603423274
5603423213

5603423207
5603423159
5603423158
5603423139
5603423091

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

5603423055 Extremely Satisfied
5603422990 Somewhat Satisfied
5603422980
5603422792 Very Satisfied
5603422441
5603422336
5603422304 Somewhat Satisfied
5603422162 Somewhat Satisfied
5603422091 Somewhat Satisfied
5603421828
5603421825 Very Satisfied
5603421648
5603421606 Extremely Satisfied
5603421437 Very Satisfied

5603421204 Very Satisfied
5603421194 Very Satisfied
5603421054 Somewhat Satisfied
5603420964
5603420791
5603420725
5603420702
5603420674

From the staff in the office to the workers I have
spoken to around town or at my home or at work I
have nothing but positive comments and respect
for them. They are always professional and a great
group of individuals.

Have never really had any real problems. Reliable
service.

They resolved most of my issues

Had issues with equal billing, didn't like how it was
changed.

Prices could come down but the service is good.

I have only had one negative experience and that
was related to a billing issue (i.e. signed up for
email bill notifications and did not receive the
notification - therefore bill was paid late).
I honestly believe that they have my best interests
at heart

5603420669 Somewhat Satisfied
5603420653 Extremely Satisfied
5603420609
5603420522
5603420498
5603420448
5603420413

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

5603420362
5603420333
5603420325
5603420318
5603420310
5603420277
5603420127

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603420107 Somewhat Satisfied
5603420098
5603419712

5603419653
5603419643
5603419630
5603419541
5603419457
5603419244
5603419241

Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603419176
5603419081
5603419076
5603419062
5603418993
5603418922
5603418809
5603418776
5603418743
5603418726

Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

My rates keep going up, and as a consumer I am
just debating how much longer I can stay in my
home when utility costs are through the roof. I am
sure you have heard this before.
Has been good, but costs are a concerns for most
customers
Rates are high .
My opionion...average
We experience outages in Coniston quite a bit
Your always there we need you.
Reliable service for the most part.

as mentioned, frequent unexplained power
outages in this area

Communication through social media is top notch,
response to outages are great, reliability is good
(not great, but better than Hydro One which my
parents use).

no issues at this time

I have only had one problem and hydro came asap
to help fix it. They are also very fast at getting
power to others when power does go out like in a
storm.

Never have had a problem
staff have always been friendly with me.

5603418680 Very Satisfied
5603418602
5603418597 Somewhat Satisfied
5603418555 Very Satisfied
5603418530 Somewhat Satisfied
5603418438
5603418313
5603418312 Very Satisfied
5603418297 Very Satisfied

5603418213 Somewhat Satisfied

5603418188 Very Satisfied
5603418130

5603418072 Somewhat Satisfied
5603418043
5603417809 Very Satisfied
5603417694
5603417633 Very Satisfied
5603417410
5603417365
5603417341
5603417203
5603416945
5603416931
5603416918 Extremely Satisfied
5603416811 Somewhat Satisfied
5603416754 Extremely Satisfied
5603416608
5603416583 Extremely Satisfied
5603416564
5603416490 Somewhat Satisfied
5603416486

I have not had any problems, but as a senior, I find
the rates a bit daunting.
Rate high after monthly billing
I never give a top rating, so very satisfied is great.
Not a big fan of the high monthly water and
electricity bill.

allways had good service.
Bills seem fair, no issues with service.
Overall the service is great. Too many brief
disruptions in the summer months during clear
days that are hard to reason out. That’s why this
rating and not a step above.
Fast reliable service amid changing weather
patterns. Prices are still higher than I like to pay
however I am in favor of your plan.
My electricity bill is extremely high, and I have
little control over that. However, I find the online graphs and data per user very clear and
helpful.
Always pleadanyto deal with.

No issues with service ever, except for occasional
windstorms
sure, we have pretty reliable hydro but at the end
of the day, it all boils down to cost
No issues that haven't been corrected immediately
Very good communication when there are
outages/problems and quick to resolve

5603416464 Somewhat Satisfied
5603416457
5603416431 Extremely Satisfied
5603416407 Very Satisfied

5603416260
5603416254
5603416203
5603416201
5603416159
5603416109
5603416084
5603416009

Somewhat Satisfied

I mean, who likes paying bills? Also we moved
from southern Ontario and EVERYTHING is more
expensive here- hydro included.

Very Satisfied

consistent service always

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

5603415935 Very Satisfied
5603415933 Very Satisfied
5603415816
5603415813 Extremely Satisfied
5603415771
5603415694
5603415691
5603415582
5603415574

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603415438 Extremely Satisfied
5603415390 Extremely Satisfied

5603415384
5603415317
5603415275
5603415206
5603415152
5603415115
5603415023
5603414966
5603414845
5603414803
5603414732

We haven't been in Sudbury long enough to say.

Extremely Satisfied

So far has been reliable - outages have not lasted
too long and addressed fairly quickly - Cost is
always an issue - LOL

I have only had good experienced with GSU. Very
helpful staff

Rates are too high......

Never had any issues with the system. I find rates a
bit high but if it gives us reliability so be it.
You are there when we need you
No problems and they sent a bucket truck to try to
help me save my parrot out of a tree in which I
was crying & upset for which I will always be
grateful so I gave yous lottery tickets for being
grateful .

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

I have no issues in the past.
Always helpful

5603414640 Somewhat Satisfied

5603414639
5603414539
5603414527
5603414423
5603414400
5603414361
5603414336
5603414320

Not Satisfied at All
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5603414291 Very Satisfied
5603414289
5603414283
5603414246
5603414236 Somewhat Satisfied

5603414221
5603414191
5603414189
5603414168
5603414147

Ever increasing prices, shoddy 'smart meters' and
atrocious customer service. If I could use a
different company, I would.

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

5603414145 Very Satisfied
5603414139

5603414130 Somewhat Satisfied
5603414129 Somewhat Satisfied
5603414108

5603414061 Extremely Satisfied
5603414054 Very Satisfied
5603414015 Very Satisfied
5603414014 Very Satisfied
5603414007 Somewhat Satisfied
5603413980
5603413943 Very Satisfied
5603413928 Somewhat Satisfied
5603413916

You are a Utility. The fact that I don't really think
about you is actually a testement to how well you
do your job. Its not like we have any choice.

Nothing out of the ordinary here.
As I have only been a customer with GSH for 1 1/2
years unfair to stay bad or good so this rating is in
the middle
Customer service is good

No problems, but bills are still more expensive
than they should be.
money collected not distributed properly. theses
repairs should have been done in the last 5 years.
poor management.

No issues to date and participated in the
affordability fund and am now saving 20% on
heating bills.
Haven't had major issues with the service; ability
to fix or rectify outages.
Nothing wrong so far

Too much fluctuations in my bill over the years
I have a problem with the water costs

5603413836
5603413823
5603413793
5603413561
5603413527
5603413425

Somewhat Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

5603413398 Somewhat Satisfied
5603413304 Very Satisfied
5603413266
5603413242
5603413235 Very Satisfied

5603413130 Not Very Satisfied
5603413123 Very Satisfied
5603412976
5603412954 Very Satisfied

5603412832 Extremely Satisfied

5603412802 Not Very Satisfied
5603412791 Very Satisfied
5603412784

GSU went in and changed one of my hydro meters
and ever since my bill has tripled every month for
that 1 meter??

Have had issues with tree contractors and buried
cable requirements in the past
Never had any issues

No blackouts so far.

When you call Greater Sudbury Utility to make any
type of arrangements, you often end up with
someone that flat out says 'if you don't pay by this
date your services will be cut off' even though you
are attempting to be due diligent in making a
payment arrangement. My utilities (hydro and
water) have created an enormous amount of
financial stress on the low - middle class families.
I've also called to say that i didn't understand why
my hydro was so high compared to others and
requested for them to send someone out to check
out what's going on and they never send anyone.
So for all I know I've been overpaying my hydro
this whole time because they won't check for any
issues that could potentially generate a higher
reading or give me advice on what things in my
home are sucking up so much hydro.
Expensive in comparaison of in other province (qc)

Other than a severe storm outage have had very
few short outages. Some were pre- arranged for
maintenance but with short down time!
The high cost of electricity in this city; I want to
buy my hydro from Quebec or Manitoba, they
seem to manage very well.

5603412734 Very Satisfied
5603412685
5603412610
5603412608

5603412601
5603412540
5603412522
5603412521
5603412507
5603412497
5603412495
5603412484

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Some billing issues a while back that took more
than one call to resolve, but otherwise good.
No thoughts
Never any problems

Somewhat Satisfied

5603412440 Somewhat Satisfied
5603412421 Very Satisfied

5603412420 Not Satisfied at All
5603412397
5603412382
5603412379
5603412376
5603412366 Very Satisfied

When I moved in to my new place (upstairs
apartment) as a renter, I had to relay on purely
electric heating and cooling. GSU could not
provide my with any sort of estimated power
consumption numbers from the previous tennants
so I would have a rough idea of what it would cost.
All they could provide me was an "average for the
area" which includes all the other houses that have
Natural Gas Heating and full AC Central Air
systems. Basic information like the previous
consumption for a meter rounded to 10 kW along
with temperature history should be available for
comparison sake. I was also placed at a rate of
$130/month, then a few months later was
dropped to $122/month because of lower
electricity usage, but once Winter came around
where I'm using only baseboard heaters, my usage
skyrocketed and now that $122/month isn't
coming close to covering the costs of electricity
and will likely lead to a huge monthly increase
coming in to the Summer instead of just staying at
the $130.
Complicated to deal with had a water valve bust
for 1 grand of water usage never was re-emburced
a few years back

5603412332
5603412329
5603412313
5603412304
5603412202
5603412201
5603412170
5603412145
5603412144
5603412142
5603412138
5603412132
5603412130
5603412104
5603412042
5603411998
5603411984
5603411980
5603411957
5603411953
5603411935
5603411918
5603411908
5603411870
5603411867

Very Satisfied

5603411844
5603411829
5603411827
5603411805
5603411803
5603411790
5603411748
5603411747
5603411691
5603411653
5603411633
5603411622
5603411619
5603411607
5603411581
5603411548
5603411442
5603411362
5603411357
5603411323
5603411291

Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

No major problems.

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

knowledgable staff when I call, good service

Had zero issues!
Because I am very satisfied.

Very Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

I have never had a problem with Sudbury Hydro

Somewhat Satisfied

Extremely Satisfied
Not Very Satisfied

We haven’t had any issues.

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Haven't had a reason to complain yet.
No real issues

5603411283
5603411258
5603411254
5603411241
5603411181
5603411159
5603411156
5603411083
5603411056
5603411014
5603410980

Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

I'm not completely happy with the billing scheme.

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Never had any problems with my service

5603410979 Very Satisfied
5603410892
5603410873 Very Satisfied
5603410857
5603410829
5603410818 Somewhat Satisfied

5603410806 Very Satisfied

5603410800 Extremely Satisfied

5603410789
5603410772
5603410735
5603410657
5603410648
5603410627
5603410621

5603410600
5603410517
5603410516
5603410512
5603410503
5603410498
5603410494

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

No major issues to complain about
I’ve had no issues

Whoever runs your twitter account during outages
deserves a raise. It’s always appreciated knowing
that, during an outage, someone is communicating
with the public.

IPAD
No negative experiences. However information on
capital improvement, rate increases etc. is not
always clear so communication should be
improved.
Because they are beyond reliable, and when
anything happens are quick to remedy the
situation, on top of keeping the customers
informed of the issue.
Sudbury Hydro has always been on my "good" list.
Customer service people there are excellent
Expensive but necessary.

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

The direct billing system for multi-unit buildings is
lacking in ease of use for the client
No major issues

5603410492
5603410475
5603410464
5603410430
5603410388
5603410361
5603352426
5603317885

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5/5
It is a utility service; emotionless

Somewhat Satisfied

Very Satisfied

5603308258 Extremely Satisfied

5603300117 Extremely Satisfied

5603296288 Not Satisfied at All
5603295897 Somewhat Satisfied
5603244359
5603218091 Very Satisfied
5603206447
5603199464 Very Satisfied
5603180939 Very Satisfied
5603168548 Very Satisfied

5603166129 Somewhat Satisfied
5603162489 Very Satisfied
5603150367 Very Satisfied
5603101900

5603091597 Somewhat Satisfied

5603086522 Not Very Satisfied
5603078647
5603047716 Extremely Satisfied
5603046498

5603043646 Somewhat Satisfied

never had any issues before
Streamling over the yrs/pre authorized payment
plans/excellent customer service
Every time that I called, I did get service in French
as requested and the rep was very pleasant,
respectful,and resolved my issues
my bill always 200$ and up and half the people in
my complex is less then 40$ and they have
everything running all the time

Have had issues that took time to clear up,
especially recently.

I am happy with the service not going down often
and when it does power is usually restored in a
timely fashion.

prices have continued t increase while my
income.e is much lower due to medical issues.
unable to work anymore. will I be able to afford to
stay in my home in ne t 5 yrs??, big worry.
Because of the high costs and difficulties with rude
customer service reps when my street was under
construction and being charged for water usage
that I didn't use!
Service interruption have always been rectified
quickly and efficiently

I was late paying my bill a few times some years
ago... and they insist that I have to go pay in
person. I did not find this helpful at all!!

5603029144 Very Satisfied
5603026349 Very Satisfied
5603023072 Very Satisfied

5603005636
5603003964
5602998900
5602985471
5602981075
5602978210
5602957258
5602957247

Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5602950802 Somewhat Satisfied
5602947157
5602943012 Very Satisfied
5602938777 Extremely Satisfied
5602933094
5602891031

5602875841 Very Satisfied
5602874114 Very Satisfied
5602861395
5602861079 Extremely Satisfied
5602840206
5602830812
5602829706
5602828619
5602824787
5602817573
5602793115
5602787510
5602784569
5602776030

No major issues with power outages. However,
subsidising lower income customers should stop.
Our household income does not allow us to qualify
for any hydro subsidies but that does not mean
that we have a high family income. All of the
subsidies are putting an unfair strain on us.

i can hardly afford all the increases to my hydro. i
use very little but i might as well use it willy nilly
because there is no reason why i should pay for
the hydro i actually use. stop with the all these
fixed costs.
have not had any troubles yet
reliability,accessability and co-operation.
No problems.
I'm very happy with everything.

satisfied with service, power is reliable and few
power out situation.
it sounds good
minimal outages

i think more up to date outage communication
would improve your customer service - the tweets
you sent out during the last outage were awesome
I have no complaints what so ever, I believe you’re
doing a great job

Very Satisfied

Extremely is a "perfect" descriptor; very is
appropriate.

Very Satisfied

Few outages and they were resolved quickly.

Somewhat Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5602770157 Very Satisfied

No issues 2 date where l reside.

5602730365 Extremely Satisfied

As was stated before, we have not suffered from
blackouts or brownouts. This is important in view
that we are senior citizens. One senior is over 90
years of age and the other is in the 60s.

5602663819
5602646471
5602643955
5602637654
5602633107
5602625613
5602608989
5602607435

Very Satisfied

We have had outages, but not for too long. Mailed
bills arrive on time. Not forced to go paperless.

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

5602600365 Extremely Satisfied
5602576572

WHEN TALKING ON THE PHONE TO THE OFFICE
GIRLS THEY ARE VERY NICE TO TALK TO AND CAN
ALWAYS ANWER YOUR QUESTIONS

5602574661
5602563831
5602562741
5602561570
5602545777
5602544859
5602542342
5602540298
5602531729
5602528955
5602524379
5602522408
5602521403
5602520985
5602515923
5602515517
5602507768
5602502045
5602479438

Very Satisfied

Having worked in the public sector I feel every
company has room for some improvement.

Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Have never had pronlems with GSH
I am pleased with the service

5602435869
5602433596
5602429989
5602412735

Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied

Power has been reliable with very few disruptions.
There not always so friendly
no major issues.

5602403584
5602401086 Very Satisfied
5602397224 Extremely Satisfied

5602391819 Very Satisfied
5602390182
5602389243 Very Satisfied
5602385852 Somewhat Satisfied
5602381543 Extremely Satisfied

5602378220 Very Satisfied
5602367643 Somewhat Satisfied
5602360702 Somewhat Satisfied
5602359591

5602356970 Extremely Satisfied
5602351642
5602351466 Very Satisfied
5602328231
5602326214 Somewhat Satisfied
5602322086 Extremely Satisfied
5602321699

5602317911 Extremely Satisfied
5602316275 Somewhat Satisfied

5602307819 Somewhat Satisfied
5602307401
5602297738
5602284632 Somewhat Satisfied

Simple - if I weren't satisfied, I would not be a
customer.
I have not had any serious issues or complaints
about billing and service, and any inquiries have
been handled efficiently by friendly GSU staff. I did
not realize that GSH was a GSU company until
today, so I need to educate myself better on all
these issues and proposed changes!
No problems
Bills keep going up, no matter how careful I am
Sudbury Hydro is responsive and reliable.
Every concern has been addressed in a timely
fashion to better understanding, if not exact
satisfaction.
Hate time of use periods.
We did have one transformer give out years ago, it
tried to reset and power surge fried some
electronics. Though it took a while we were
compensated. Since then no problems.

Very few outages and kept up-to-date with bill
inserts

We are very fortunate to live in a society that
offers such high standards in electricity service.
We have lost power a few occasions for a couple
to a few hours.
Your GS < 50 kW rates should be higher relative to
residential. Also, consider a greater difference
between peak and off-peak rates.

Prices are kind of high. However past power
outages have been dealt with quickly

5602284106
5602281803
5602275012
5602273740
5602267847
5602262959
5602261620

5602259545
5602256745
5602253330
5602253307
5602249717
5602243196
5602187910
5602157586
5602106178
5602102950

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Overall, my experience has been that the system is
reliable.
There's never been a power outage yet.

Very Satisfied
Very Satisfied

Very Satisfied
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied

Very Satisfied

5602101458 Extremely Satisfied
5602066769 Very Satisfied
5601996619 Extremely Satisfied
5601910195 Very Satisfied
5601885863 Very Satisfied
5601875625 Somewhat Satisfied
5601874109
5601853784 Very Satisfied
5601688323
5601681107
5601653127 Extremely Satisfied

5601642435 Somewhat Satisfied
5601521920 Extremely Satisfied
5600934776 Extremely Satisfied

When there is an outage, I appreciate the
recording that comes on that identifies problem
and estimated time of outage. On occasion when
this doesn't happen, it's frustrating. Status update
is essential for peace of mind especially living in
the country.

Rates are reasonable as compared to Ontario
Hydro. GSU updates on social media are timely and
relevant. GSU has good communications with
clients.
Recently required service and it was prompt and
well done
I have always had great customer service, fast
answers and super service.
NA
Takes too long to get back on line if service
interruption

Our power has gone out a lot this past year and we
are hoping with the new investment systems that
it changes.
Never had any issues with reliability.
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Your Input Is Important
Dear Customer,
I am pleased to invite you to share your thoughts on Greater Sudbury Hydro’s (GSH) investment
priorities for the coming years. Your input will help shape our Distribution System Plan, or DSP,
which will describe how we operate and what we will invest in during the 5-year period from 20202024. The DSP will form the basis for our rate application to the Ontario Energy Board, which will
establish our electricity distribution rates for the next 5 years.
A critical part of the planning process is getting our customers’ input on the DSP before we submit
the rate application. I would like to invite you to share your comments by completing this survey. The
survey should take about 15 to 20 minutes. If you complete the survey by answering all
questions marked with a * and provide your contact information, you will be entered into a
draw for one of two (2) iPad Pros. Winners will be selected at random from eligible survey
respondents† and will be notified by a member of our Team at GSH within a week of the draw.
Please be assured that your survey responses are confidential. You will not be identified as the
source of any feedback that you provide. Decision Partners, an independent research company
hired by GSH, will collect the data and produce a summary report. The report will not identify anyone
as the source of any feedback. Decision Partners will conduct the random draw and provide the
winners' names to GSH separately from the survey results (see contest rules below). †† If you prefer
to complete a paper survey and mail it in, you can request one from Decision Partners at (519) 3443232 or from GSH at 705-675-7536 or 705-753-2341.
On behalf of our Team at Greater Sudbury Hydro, I’d like to thank you for taking the time to learn
about our DSP and providing your feedback through this survey. Your input is important to us. We
look forward to hearing from you!
Thank you in advance for your participation.
Frank Kallonen
President and CEO
Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
The survey is open to all Greater Sudbury Hydro residential and commercial customers, however,
the draw is limited to residential customers only, one entry per customer account. Prize will be
awarded to the person listed as the contact name associated with the customer account.
†

If you would like more information on Decision Partners’ Privacy Policy, you can view it at:
www.decisionpartners.co/privacypolicy.pdf.
††
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Background on Greater Sudbury Hydro
Greater Sudbury Hydro provides electricity to over 47,400 customers within the City of Greater
Sudbury and the Municipality of West Nipissing. Over 120 years ago, Sudbury became the first
community in Ontario to own and operate its own electricity generating facility. The peak
demand for electricity has evolved from the original 75 thousand watts (75 Kilowatts) to a high of
200 million watts (200 Megawatts) and now is about 150 million watts (150 Megawatts), but the
motivation remains to keep GSH customers at the leading edge of innovation.
From the original steam-powered plant, we have moved to 30 substations controlled by the latest in
computerized equipment. This system supplies safe, reliable electricity to residential and
commercial customers, ensuring the community has the electrical infrastructure to grow and prosper
in an evolving energy marketplace.
At Greater Sudbury Hydro, we’re proud of our over 120-year history as Responsible,
Responsive and Reliable electricity distributors to the homes and business we serve.

Sudbury and Ontario’s
First Community Owned Power Plant

GSH Distribution Territory
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Distribution as a Component of Your Electricity Bill
Three of the major cost components of your monthly bill are:
•
•
•

Electricity Generation: costs related to power plants, wind turbines and solar energy that
produce electricity.
Electricity Transmission: the cost of getting the electricity from generators and transporting
it over high voltage power lines to local distribution companies like ours.
Electricity Distribution: Our costs for connecting customers like you to the electricity
system and delivering power through the network of lower voltage power lines and
transformers that are in your community and neighbourhood.

This graphic illustrates
how electricity gets to
your home.

For a typical residential customer
our charges for distribution are
approximately 17% of your total
bill.
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Background on the Distribution System Plan
Greater Sudbury Hydro's Distribution System Plan or DSP describes how we will manage and invest
in all facets of the distribution system that we operate over a 5-year period from 2020 – 2024, from
repairing, replacing and upgrading parts of the existing system, to building out the system to connect
new customers. The distribution system includes substations, low-voltage lines and
transformers, and connections to homes and businesses, including connections to local
electricity generators. It does not include the facilities that generate electricity or the system of high
voltage transmission lines that bring electricity from the generators.
To manage the distribution system, GSH collects and analyzes data on the existing system and
potential changes to the system needed in the future to meet customer service goals. A Capital
Expenditure Plan is included in the DSP that describes how we make these investment plans and
set priorities for capital investments for the next five years to best achieve these goals.
With the DSP, GSH seeks to optimize investments to:
•
•
•
•
•

reflect regional and smart grid considerations for the next 20 years;
serve present and future customers;
place greater focus on delivering value for money;
align our interests with those of our customers; and
support the achievement of public policy objectives, such as promoting renewable energy.

Kathleen Substation before Renewal

Kathleen Substation after Renewal
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Priorities for Managing our Distribution System
In recent research, we asked some of our customers to tell us what they think our priorities for the
next 5 years should be in terms of our responsibility for managing the distribution system. We’d like
to get your feedback on each of these priorities.
Please rate each priority, on a scale of 1 (Low Priority) to 5 (High Priority), in ensuring that Greater
Sudbury Hydro continues to be a Responsible, Responsive and Reliable distributor of electricity.
*1. Maintaining and upgrading our distribution infrastructure (circle one)
Low Priority – 1

2

3

4

5 – High Priority

Can’t Rate

*2. Ensuring continued reliability of our service (circle one)
Low Priority – 1

2

3

4

5 – High Priority

Can’t Rate

*3. Being prepared for green energy initiatives, renewable energy (circle one)
Low Priority – 1

2

3

4

5 – High Priority

Can’t Rate

*4. Controlling distribution costs and limiting rate increases (circle one)
Low Priority – 1

2

3

4

5 – High Priority

Can’t Rate

5. (optional) Do you have any other top priorities not listed above?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Introduction to DSP Investments
We know that Customers are keeping a close eye on their electricity bills. So, controlling costs is a
critical part of our proposed DSP. Our Team is looking at increasing our spending in System
Renewal – replacing or upgrading parts of the system such as substations, poles, transformers and
wires to extend their life and ensure we can continue to provide customers with reliable electricity.
To offset this, our Team is looking to reduce spending in the other areas from what we were initially
considering.
There are four different types of investments that are covered in the DSP.
1.
2.
3.
4.

System Renewal
System Access
System Service
General Plant

We'll cover each, one at a time.

Forecast Capital Expenditures by Investment Category
(2020 – 2024)

SYSTEM RENEWAL
SYSTEM ACCESS
SYSTEM SERVICE
GENERAL PLANT

Copyright © 2019 Decision • Partners Canada Inc.
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1. System Renewal
Our proposed plans for Investments in System Renewal involve replacing or upgrading parts of the
system such as poles, transformers and wires to extend their life and ensure the distribution system
can continue to provide customers with reliable electricity. These are built to modern standards to
ensure worker and public safety. Standard materials are used to reduce costs. System Renewal
investments enable us to meet the ever-increasing requests for connection to the electricity system
from those who use and generate electricity.
A key component of our System Renewal plan is replacing parts of substations that are at the end of
their service life. This includes power transformers, which are among the most critical assets we
manage. If these transformers fail, the results can include extended outages and lack of electricity
service to essential institutions such as hospitals, along with high costs for replacement. GSH also
has several substations that were built right after World War II, and they are reaching their end of
life. We are very conscious that these important parts of the system need attention in a timely
manner. Making these investments a bit at a time enables us to effectively manage the costs. For
these reasons, they are our highest priority for investments in the DSP.
*6. Have you heard about or seen any construction related to our System Renewal program?
(circle one)
yes
no
(optional) If so, briefly tell us what you have heard or seen?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
*7. Given this brief description, what are your thoughts about our plans for System Renewal?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

*8. How critical would you say that investments in System Renewal are? Would you say ...
(circle one)
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

Not Very Critical

Can’t Rate

(Optional) Why do you give it this rating? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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System Renewal Investment Summary
•
•
•
•

Expenditures for all of these System Renewal initiatives are expected to average about $7.6
Million per year over the next 5 years for a total of about $38.2 Million.
This will take about 75%, of our total capital budget over that 5-year period.
This is more than in the past 5 years where System Renewal accounted for 63% of the
budget.
We believe this is consistent with Customer priorities for maintaining system reliability.

*9. To what degree do you think the proposed level of investment in System Renewal is
appropriate? Would you say ... (circle one)
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate

Can’t Rate

(Optional) Why do you give it this rating? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

2. System Access
Our proposed plans for investments in System Access include changes to the distribution system
that are needed to connect new customers to the system.
Historically, a large proportion of our System Access investment has been focused on responding to
requests from the Road Authority (e.g., the City of Greater Sudbury, Ministry of Transportation) to
relocate poles to accommodate road construction work. Our plan includes investment to
accommodate construction work, connect new residential and commercial customers and maintain
electricity meters.
*10. Given this brief description, what are your thoughts about our plans for System Access?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

*11. How critical would you say investments in the System Access are? Would you say ...
(circle one)
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

Not Very Critical

Can’t Rate

(Optional) Why do you give it this rating? ______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Copyright © 2019 Decision • Partners Canada Inc.
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System Access Investment Summary
•
•
•
•

Expenditures for System Access initiatives are expected to average about $655,000 per year
over the next 5 years for a total of about $3.3 Million.
This will take up about 6% of our total capital budget over that 5-year period.
This is less than the past 5 years where it was 9% of the capital budget.
We believe this is consistent with Customer priorities for maintaining costs.

*12. To what degree do you think that the proposed level of investment in System Access is
appropriate? Would you say ... (circle one)
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate

Can’t Rate

(Optional) Why do you give it this rating? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

3. System Service
Our proposed plans for investments in System Service involve modifications to the distribution
system to ensure that it continues to provide reliable electricity service while addressing anticipated
future needs. System Service investments also focus on creating enough redundancy in the system
to allow us to temporarily reroute power. This might be needed in the case of a short-term outage, to
close off part of the system to safely effect repairs, or when there is a major loss to part of the
system. System Service investments can also include remote sensors and controls which assist us
in diagnosing and repairing problems from a control centre without sending a crew to a trouble site.
These measures allow your power to be restored more quickly.
We are also adding some system enhancements that will enable us to cope with changes in the
industry such as the increasing number of customers who generate their own power through solar or
other means and feed it into the system. Without adding new technology to the system “as we go”,
the grid could be compromised, and the cost to do all necessary upgrades in one shot would be
prohibitive.
*13. Given this brief description, what are your thoughts about our plans for System Service?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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*14. How critical would you say investments in the System Service are? Would you say ...
(circle one)
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

Not Very Critical

Can’t Rate

(Optional) Why do you give it this rating? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

System Service Investment Summary
•
•
•
•

Expenditures for Service initiatives are expected to average about $972,000 per year over
the next 5 years for a total of about $4.9 Million.
This amounts to about 10% of our total capital budget over that 5-year period.
This is less than the past 5 years where it was 11% of the budget.
We believe this is consistent with Customer priorities for controlling cost.

*15. To what degree do you think that the proposed level of investment in System Service is
appropriate? Would you say ... (circle one)
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate

Can’t Rate

(Optional) Why do you give it this rating? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

4. General Plant
Our proposed plans for investments in the General Plant include modifications, replacements or
additions that are not part of the electricity distribution system itself, such as: land and buildings;
tools and equipment; the utility truck fleet; and electronic devices and software used to support dayto-day business and operations activities.
A primary element of the General Plant investment plan is replacement of utility trucks that are at the
end of their service life. We require specialized vehicles, such as bucket trucks, to complete many
daily activities. These vehicles are an essential component in the quick restoration of power, the
efficient construction and maintenance of the distribution system and the safety of both employees
and the public. Outdated, inefficient vehicles could jeopardize worker safety and ultimately, the
reliability of the distribution system.
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*16. Given this brief description, what are your thoughts about our plans for General Plant
investments?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

*17. How critical would you say General Plant investments are? Would you say ... (circle one)
Very Critical

Somewhat Critical

Not Very Critical

Can’t Rate

(Optional) Why do you give it this rating? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

General Plant Investment Summary
•
•
•
•

Expenditures in the General Plant category are expected to average about $929,000 per
year over the next 5 years for a total of about $4.6 Million.
This amounts to about 9% of our total capital budget over that time.
This is a significantly less than the past 5 years where it was 17% of the capital budget.
We believe this is consistent with Customer priorities for cost control.

*18. To what degree do you think that the proposed level of General Plant investment is
appropriate? Would you say ... (circle one)
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate

Can’t Rate

(Optional) Why do you give it this rating? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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The Bottom Line: How this Affects Your Electricity Bill
Overall Investment Summary
•

•
•

Considering the combined investment decisions described in each of the four categories we
have discussed, the overall proposed level of expenditure in the next 5 years is about 11%
higher than for the previous 5 years.
The approximate impact on a typical residential bill would be $0.52/month or $6.25 per year.
This level of investment is lower than our initial budget estimates, based in part on our desire
to respond to Customer priorities for keeping our distribution costs as low as possible while
maintaining overall system reliability.

*19. Given everything we’ve discussed, to what degree do you think that the overall proposed
level of investment is appropriate? Would you say ... (circle one)
Very Appropriate

Somewhat Appropriate

Not Very Appropriate

Can’t Rate

(Optional) Why do you give it this rating? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
*20. Thinking about everything that we’ve discussed about the Distribution System Plan, how
confident are you that Greater Sudbury Hydro will continue to provide safe, reliable, cost
effective electricity by implementing the investments associated with our Plan? Would you
say ... (circle one)
High Degree
of Confidence

Medium Degree
of Confidence

Low Degree
of Confidence

Can’t Rate

(Optional) Why do you give it this rating? ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
*21. What is the best way for GSH to communicate with you about the DSP? (Check all that
apply)

☐ Bill insert
☐ GSH website
☐ Newspapers
☐ Radio
☐ Social media
☐ Television
☐ Other (please specify) _________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Copyright © 2019 Decision • Partners Canada Inc.
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Closing
To finish the survey and before we move on to your entering your name into the draw, we have just
a few general questions.
*22. What kind of an electricity customer are you? (Select One)

☐ Residential
☐ Small Business (Described on bill as GS<50 business. Not a high user of electricity. Example:
office, retail, restaurant, small shop, etc.”)

☐ Large User (Described on bill as GS>50. High user of electricity. Example: Large retail or mall,

industrial, manufacturing, etc.)

*23. Are you a participant in the microFIT program (you have "micro" renewable electricity
generation such as solar panel installations)? (circle one)
yes
no
*24. Approximately how long have you been a customer if GSH (at your current residence or
other previous residences? (circle one)
Less than 2 years

2-5 years

6-10 years

11-15 years

More than 15 years

*25. Overall, how would you rate your experience as a customer of GSH? (circle one)
Extremely
Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Not Very
Satisfied

Not Satisfied
at All

(Optional) Why do you give it this rating? _____________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

*26. What is your gender? (circle one)

Male

Female

*27. What is your approximate age? (circle one)

20s

*28. Do you have children under 18 living at home? (circle one)

30s
yes

40s

50s

60+

no

*29. Please provide your postal code: _________________
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Thank You and Entry into the Promotional Draw
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts with us on our proposed DSP. With your input,
we’re committed to putting the best possible plan forward to the Ontario Energy Board. And of
course, we will continue to work every day to bring you safe, reliable electricity at a reasonable price.
The results of this research will help our team finalize our DSP and how we communicate about it
with the community. Highlights from this research will be included in our Cost of Service filing which
is available as a public document upon completion. If you have questions about the research,
contact Kim Howlett <khowlett@decisionpartners.co> or at 519-344-3232.
If you wish to be included in the promotional draw for one of two Apple iPad Pro tablets,
please provide your name and contact information below. Only those Greater Sudbury Hydro
Customers who complete the survey in full and correctly answer the skill-testing question are eligible
for entry into the draw. Only one entry per customer service account is permitted. See full entry rules
below.
If you do not want to be included in the promotional draw you can just leave the entry data blank
when sending in your survey.
Contact information will be separated from your survey responses and only the winners’
contact information will be forwarded to Greater Sudbury Hydro.
Please return your completed survey to Decision Partners in the envelope provided or send it to
them at the following address:
Kim Howlett, Decision Partners
P.O. Box 22073
Twin Lakes Postal Outlet
Sarnia Ontario N7S 2Y0
Canada
Draw Entry
Account holder name (first and last):
___________________________________________________________________________
Account holder service address:
Street: _____________________________________________________________________
City: _______________________________________________________________________
Please enter your phone number or e-mail below as the best way to contact you if you are selected
as the winner of an iPad Pro.
Phone Number: _____________________________________________________
E-mail: _____________________________________________________
* Skill-testing Question: What is (3 x 5) – 8? ____________

Copyright © 2019 Decision • Partners Canada Inc.
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Contest Rules
Starting on May 3, 2019, (the “Contest Start Date”) every residential customer account holder of
Greater Sudbury Hydro who completes the Distribution Service Plan Survey in full (answering all
questions not marked as “optional”) and completes the entry form will be eligible to be entered into
the draw. Upon completion of the Survey, account holders may choose to be entered into the
contest by providing their contact information and correctly answering the skill-testing question.
Surveys must be received by 11:59:59 p.m. on June 14, 2019 (the “Contest Closing Date”). Limit of
one entry per residential customer account number. The contest may be extended without advance
notice, at the sole discretion of Greater Sudbury Hydro. If that occurs, the contest closing date
extension would be posted on sudburyhydro.com.
Prize
Prize consists of one iPad Pro as identified in product description. Two (2) prizes are available to be
won. The draw for both winners will take place at the same time.
Draw
On or about 12:00 p.m. EST on June 21, 2019, or one week after the closing date of the contest, two
(2) winning entries and 2 alternates will be randomly selected from all the eligible entries received
within the contest period. The selection will be done by Decision Partners, and the names of winners
provided to Greater Sudbury Hydro. To win, the selected entrant must have correctly answered the
mathematical skill-testing question on the entry form. The selected entrant will be notified by phone
or email within the first week following the draw. Acceptance of the prize must be confirmed by
return phone or email within two weeks (14 days) of email notification.
If the skill-testing question is answered incorrectly or if a prize notification message is returned as
undeliverable, an alternate entry will be randomly selected from the pool of eligible entries. If the
selected entrant cannot be reached or does not confirm acceptance of the contest rules and prize
within two weeks of the first attempt of notification, his/her opportunity to win the prize will be
forfeited and another selected entrant will be randomly drawn.
Once drawn, the account holder’s name will be withdrawn from the subsequent draws. The rest of
the entries will remain eligible to be drawn for the subsequent contest draws.
Once confirmed, the prize will be held for pick-up at the Customer Services offices of the Contest
Sponsor located at 500 Regent Street, Sudbury, ON for a period of one month. Pick-up
must take place during office hours (Monday to Friday, 8:30 am to 4:25 pm) and the winner will be
required to provide identification and sign a consent form indicating that they have read the rules and
agree to abide by them. Alternate arrangements can be made for delivery when the winner is
contacted.
General Rules
This contest is open to Greater Sudbury Hydro's (the “Contest Sponsor”) residential customers with
an account in good standing at the time of the draw. Entrants must be residents of Ontario who have
reached the age of majority. The contest excludes employees, agents and representatives of
Greater Sudbury Hydro, its advertising and promotional agencies, their respective affiliated
companies and anyone with whom such employees are domiciled.
Chances of winning depend on the number of eligible entries received by the Contest Closing Date.
Entries are subject to verification and will be declared invalid if they are incomplete, altered or
tampered with in any way. This contest is subject to all applicable Federal, Provincial, and Municipal
laws and regulations. All decisions of the judging organization are final, and the Contest Sponsor
Copyright © 2019 Decision • Partners Canada Inc.
All rights reserved.
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and its affiliates shall not be held responsible for any errors or negligence that may arise or occur in
connection with the contest. No communication will be entered into except with the selected entrant.
By entering this contest, all entrants consent to the use of their name, city of residence, audio/video
image, statements, and/or photograph in any related publicity without compensation. By accepting
the prize, the winner agrees that Greater Sudbury Hydro, and/or those acting under the authority of
Greater Sudbury Hydro, may use each or any of the winner's name, picture/portrait likeness and/or
voice, for advertising and promotional purposes in connection with this contest without further
consideration, unless prohibited by law. The Prize is non-transferable and cannot be redeemed for
cash.
By entering the contest, the winner agrees to be contacted by the Contest Sponsor. By entering the
contest, each entrant acknowledges that the Contest Sponsor, its affiliates and their respective
representatives accept no responsibility for and shall be released from any loss, damages or claims
arising from or caused by the contest or prize awarded. The winner also will sign a form of
declaration confirming compliance with the contest rules and regulations and releasing the Contest
Sponsor of all liability that could result from the awarding or use of the Prize. The winner will be
required to authorize the release and subsequent use of their photograph and name.
All entries and survey responses become the property of the Contest Sponsor upon receipt and will
not be returned. The Contest Sponsor is not responsible for any lost, late, damaged, destroyed or
misdirected entries. No responsibility will be taken for any failure of the website during the promotion
or for any problems or technical malfunction of a telephone network or lines, computer online
systems, servers, access providers, computer equipment, software, failure of any e-mail, online or
internet entry to be received by the Contest Sponsor due to technical problems or traffic congestion
on the internet or at any website, or any combination thereof including any injury or damage to an
entrant’s or any other person’s computer related to or resulting from playing or downloading any
material in the promotion. The Contest Sponsor reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to cancel or
suspend the internet portion of this contest should a virus, bug or any other cause beyond the
reasonable control of the Contest Sponsor corrupt the security or proper administration of the
contest. Any attempt to deliberately damage any website or to undermine the legitimate operation of
this promotion is a violation of criminal and civil laws, and should such an attempt be made, the
Contest Sponsor reserves the right to seek remedies and damages to the fullest extent permitted by
law - including criminal prosecution.
The personal information gathered about entrants for this contest will be used only for administration
of their Greater Sudbury Hydro Account and this contest and will not be used or disclosed for any
other purpose except as permitted or required by law. You may view and read Greater Sudbury
Hydro privacy policy at www.sudburyhydro.com. You may view and read Decision Partner's privacy
policy at www.decisionpartners.co/privacypolicy.pdf.
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Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
Tab 4
Interrogatory 10
Page 1 of 1

1

1-SEC-10

2

Question:

3

[Ex.1-7-2, p.6] The Applicant states: “The cost performance result projected for

4

2018 is $671 per customer which is comparable to LDC’s with similar service

5

territories and customer base”. Please provide a list of LDCs that the Applicant is

6

referring to and their comparable cost per customer.

7
8

Response:

9

The list of comparable LDC’s with either similar customer base and/or service

10

territories is based on the 2018 Sector-Wide Consolidated Scorecards of

11

Electricity Distributors and is as follows:

12

•

PUC: $690/Customer

13

•

North Bay Hydro: $695/Customer

14

•

Guelph Hydro: $669/Customer

15

•

Northern Ontario Wires: $695/Customer

16

•

Waterloo North: $819/Customer

17

•

Thunder Bay Hydro: $682/Customer

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
Tab 4
Interrogatory 11
Page 1 of 1

1

2-SEC-11

2

Question:

3

[Ex.2] Please update the following Appendices to include 2019 actuals:

4
5

a. 2-BA

6

b. 2-AA

7

c. 2-AB

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Response:
a) Please see the updated Chapter 2 Appendices live models included with this
submission. Also, please see Attachment 1 for a PDF version of 2-BA
b) Please see the updated Chapter 2 Appendices live models included with this
submission. Also, please see Attachment 2 for a PDF version of 2-AA
c) Please see the updated Chapter 2 Appendices live models included with this
submission. Also, please see Attachment 3 for a PDF version of 2-AB

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
Tab 4
Interrogatory 11
Attachment 1
Page 1 of 1

Attachment 1 (of 3):
2-SEC-11 Attachment 1: Appendix 2-BA

File Number:
Exhibit:
Tab:
Schedule:
Page:

EB-2019-0037

Date:

Appendix 2-BA

Fixed Asset Continuity Schedule 1
Accounting Standard
Year

CCA
Class 2
12
CEC
N/A
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
8
10
10
8
8
47
47
47

OEB
Account 3 Description 3
Computer Software (Formally known as
1611
Account 1925)
Land Rights (Formally known as Account
1612
1906)
1805
Land
1808
Buildings
1820
Distribution Station Equipment <50 kV
1830
Poles, Towers & Fixtures
1835
Overhead Conductors & Devices
1840
Underground Conduit
1845
Underground Conductors & Devices
1850
Line Transformers
1855
Services (Overhead & Underground)
1860
Meters (includes Smart Meters)
1860
Meters (Stranded Meter Adjustment)
1915
Office Furniture & Equipment (10 years)
1920
Computer Equipment - Hardware
1930
Transportation Equipment
1940
Tools, Shop & Garage Equipment
1955
Communications Equipment
1980
System Supervisor Equipment
1985
Miscellaneous Fixed Assets
1995
Contributions & Grants
1330
WIP - Capital Inventory
Work in Process
2055
Sub-Total
Less Socialized Renewable Energy
Generation Investments (input as negative)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,651,923
858,551
10,129,357
17,547,706
19,238,774
42,056,154
20,841,500
21,270,552
29,393,620
12,342,930
8,935,155

2013

Cost

Smart Meter
Adjustment to
Opening Balance

Opening
Balance
$

CGAAP

$

$
-$
$
44,315
$
162,988 $
$
5,258,637
$
1,961,496 $
$
2,262,459
$
1,573,529
$
42,117
-$ 15,309,085
$
1,127,820
$
544,625
$ 182,935,121 -$

244,892

6,519,180
7,076,701

Additions

4

144,773

$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,045
26,006
227,203
359,532
1,205,310
1,001,409
670,006
615,323
1,030,063
1,068,305
107,883

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
72,016 $
$
$
$
$
-$
$
573,625 $
645,641 $

31,740
341,013
533,800 -$
77,672
912
59,389

-$
$
$
91,312 $

1,247,332
616,758
381,029 -$
7,259,839 -$

16,502

Closing Balance

$

$
$
$
$
$
$

204,815

Disposals

6

$
Less Other Non Rate-Regulated Utility
(129,739.00)
-$
Assets (input as negative)
Total PP&E
$ 182,805,382 -$
91,312 $ 7,259,839 -$
645,641 $
Depreciation Expense adj. from gain or loss on the retirement of assets (pool of like assets), if applicable6
Total
Net of WIP and Cap Inv 1330 and 2055
$ 181,132,937 -$
91,312
$

10
8

Transportation
Stores Equipment

Opening Balance

3,041,587 -$
9,045
884,557
10,356,560
17,907,238
20,444,084
43,057,563
21,511,506
21,885,875
30,423,683
13,411,235
15,562,219
7,076,701
76,055
708,815
5,720,421
2,055,670
2,263,371
1,632,918
42,117
16,556,417
1,744,578
352,029
189,458,007

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
$

Accumulated Depreciation
Smart Meter
Acc Amort Adj
to Opening
Additions

2,124,829 -$

4,624,661
11,226,788
9,065,588
28,314,245
12,176,065
11,662,374
17,956,844
6,500,462
6,817,800 -$
$
41,714
47,096 -$
3,864,505
1,467,291 -$
1,307,813
1,274,630
42,117
4,003,411
$

83,269 -$

291,999

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
1,047,669 -$
5,868,347
-$
101,801 -$
-$
4,125 -$
-$
-$

250,763
218,938
362,174
553,772
233,875
412,721
464,862
213,036
485,967

$

364,313

4,631,483 -$

3,590,424

25,948.00
3,564,476

-$

114,511,409

129,739
189,328,268 -$

64,281.00
114,447,128

$

4,631,483 -$

-$
187,231,661 -$

3,564,476
114,447,128

$

4,631,483

-$
-$
-$

159,278
88,606
3,316,591

-$

2,526
107,662
159,278
88,606
82,180
26,377

$

-

-

Less: Fully Allocated Depreciation
Transportation
Stores Equipment
Net Depreciation

Closing
Balance

Disposals 6

$

541,490

$
$
$
$
-$
4,875,424 $
-$ 11,445,726 $
-$
9,427,762 $
-$ 28,868,017 $
-$ 12,409,940 $
-$ 12,075,095 $
-$ 18,421,706 $
-$
6,713,498 $
-$
8,351,436 $
$
5,868,347 -$
-$
44,239 $
-$
256,559 $
-$
4,023,783 $
-$
1,560,022 $
-$
1,389,993 $
-$
1,301,007 $
-$
42,117 $
$
4,367,724 -$
$
$
$
$
-$ 113,470,350 $

9,045
884,557
5,481,136
6,461,512
11,016,321
14,189,546
9,101,565
9,810,780
12,001,977
6,697,737
7,210,783
1,208,354
31,815
452,256
1,696,638
495,648
873,378
331,911
0
12,188,693
1,744,578
352,029
75,987,657

$
$

-

Net Book Value

2,500,097

-

$

-

$
90,229 -$
-$ 113,380,121 $

39,510
75,948,147

$

73,851,540
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Date:

Appendix 2-BA

Fixed Asset Continuity Schedule 1
Accounting Standard
Year
CCA
Class 2
12
CEC
N/A
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
8
10
10
8
8
47
47
47
47

OEB
Account 3 Description 3
Computer Software (Formally known as
1611
Account 1925)
Land Rights (Formally known as Account
1612
1906)
1805
Land
1808
Buildings
1820
Distribution Station Equipment <50 kV
1830
Poles, Towers & Fixtures
1835
Overhead Conductors & Devices
1840
Underground Conduit
1845
Underground Conductors & Devices
1850
Line Transformers
1855
Services (Overhead & Underground)
1860
Meters
1915
Office Furniture & Equipment (10 years)
1920
Computer Equipment - Hardware
1930
Transportation Equipment
1940
Tools, Shop & Garage Equipment
1955
Communications Equipment
1980
System Supervisor Equipment
1985
Miscellaneous Fixed Assets
1995
Contributions & Grants
2440
Deferred Revenue5
1330
WIP - Capital Inventory
Work in Process
2055
Sub-Total
Less Socialized Renewable Energy
Generation Investments (input as negative)

CGAAP

2014

Cost
Opening
Balance
$

Accumulated Depreciation
Additions 4

IFRS Adjustments

Disposals 6

Closing Balance

3,041,587

$

48,679

$

$
9,045
$
884,557
$ 10,356,560
$ 17,907,238
$ 20,444,084
$ 43,057,563
$ 21,511,506
$ 21,885,875
$ 30,423,683
$ 13,411,235
$
8,485,518
$
76,055
$
708,815
$
5,720,421
$
2,055,670
$
2,263,371
$
1,632,918
$
42,117
-$ 16,556,417
$
$
1,744,578
$
352,029
$ 189,458,007

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

13,655
23,467
1,483,778
404,330
1,247,408
761,569
634,437
676,225
1,397,763
1,078,441
81,420

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$

-$

4,174,040

-$
-$

7,654,666
4,664,180

-$

63,531

$
$
$
$
$
$

273,292

16,556,417
-$

$

29,499
225,667 -$
85,032
64,352
94,894

-

$
$

898,557

-$
334,789 -$
7,786,847 -$

388,438
378,423
1,040,153

$
Less Other Non Rate-Regulated Utility
(129,739.00)
-$
Assets (input as negative)
Total PP&E
$ 189,328,268
$ 7,786,847 -$ 1,040,153 $
Depreciation Expense adj. from gain or loss on the retirement of assets (pool of like assets), if applicable6
Total
Net of WIP and Cap Inv 1330 and 2055
$ 187,231,661
$

10
8

Transportation
Stores Equipment

Opening Balance

3,090,266 -$
22,699
908,024
11,840,338
18,311,568
21,691,491
39,645,093
22,145,942
14,907,434
27,157,266
14,489,676
8,503,407
76,055
738,314
5,672,796
2,140,702
2,327,723
1,727,812
42,117
898,557
1,356,140
308,395
196,204,701

$
$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
$
$
$
$
-$

IFRS
Adjustments

2,500,097

-$

4,875,424
11,445,726
9,427,762
28,868,017 $
12,409,940
12,075,095 $
18,421,706 $
6,713,498
2,483,089 $
44,239
256,559
4,023,783
1,560,022
1,389,993
1,301,007
42,117
4,367,724 -$
113,470,350 $

274,849

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$

307,419
222,693
392,465
470,866
246,920
258,623
389,940
239,870
489,326
4,005
138,700
221,239
94,957
81,423
28,750

4,367,724 -$

0

1,073,730
2,103,984
1,162,596
27,415

-

-$

3,862,043

-$

25,948.00
3,836,095

-$

$

$

90,229
113,380,121

-$

3,836,095

Less: Fully Allocated Depreciation
Transportation
Stores Equipment
Net Depreciation

-$
-$
-$

221,239
94,957
3,519,899

$

Net Book Value
$

315,320

$
$
$
$
-$
5,182,842 $
-$ 11,668,419 $
-$
9,820,227 $
-$ 28,265,153 $
-$ 12,656,860 $
-$ 10,229,735 $
-$ 17,649,049 $
-$
6,953,368 $
-$
2,945,000 $
-$
48,244 $
-$
395,259 $
345,309 -$
3,899,714 $
-$
1,654,979 $
-$
1,471,416 $
-$
1,329,757 $
-$
42,117 $
-$
0 -$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
345,309 -$ 116,987,085 $

22,699
908,024
6,657,495
6,643,149
11,871,264
11,379,939
9,489,082
4,677,699
9,508,217
7,536,308
5,558,407
27,810
343,056
1,773,082
485,722
856,307
398,055
0
0
898,557
1,356,140
308,395
79,217,616

$

129,739 $
196,074,962 -$
194,410,427

Closing
Balance

Disposals 6

Additions

2,774,946

-

$

-

$
116,177 -$
345,309 -$ 116,870,908 $

13,562
79,204,054

$

77,539,520
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Fixed Asset Continuity Schedule 1
Accounting Standard
Year

CCA
Class 2
12
CEC
N/A
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
8
10
10
8
8
47
47
47

OEB
Account 3 Description 3
Computer Software (Formally known as
1611
Account 1925)
Land Rights (Formally known as Account
1612
1906)
1805
Land
1808
Buildings
1820
Distribution Station Equipment <50 kV
1830
Poles, Towers & Fixtures
1835
Overhead Conductors & Devices
1840
Underground Conduit
1845
Underground Conductors & Devices
1850
Line Transformers
1855
Services (Overhead & Underground)
1860
Meters
1915
Office Furniture & Equipment (10 years)
1920
Computer Equipment - Hardware
1930
Transportation Equipment
1940
Tools, Shop & Garage Equipment
1955
Communications Equipment
1980
System Supervisor Equipment
1985
Miscellaneous Fixed Assets
2440
Deferred Revenue5
1330
WIP - Capital Inventory
Work in Process
2055
Sub-Total

MIFRS

2015
Accumulated Depreciation

Cost
Opening
Balance

Additions 4

Disposals 6

Adjustment
through RE

Closing Balance

3,090,266

$

114,873

$

3,205,139 -$

2,774,946 -$

$

22,699

$

13,433

$

36,133

$

-

$
908,024 $
$ 11,840,338 $
$ 18,311,568 $
$ 21,691,491 $
$ 39,645,093 $
$ 22,145,942 $
$ 14,907,434 $
$ 27,157,266 $
$ 14,489,676 $
$
8,503,407 $
$
76,055
$
738,314
$
5,672,796 $
$
2,140,702 $
$
2,327,723 $
$
1,727,812 $
$
42,117
-$
898,557 -$
$
1,356,140
$
308,395 $
$ 196,204,701 $

32,055
1,320,994
163,382
1,620,239
723,791
576,756
615,640
1,362,817
1,147,045
161,684

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
1,615,330 $

940,079
12,977,639
17,043,314
23,057,552
39,751,321
22,697,380
15,286,348
27,513,406
15,481,539
8,665,091
76,055
738,314
6,056,346
2,210,368
2,332,809
1,935,313
42,117
2,225,598
1,203,631
312,154
199,336,450

$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
$
$
$
-$

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$

254,179
617,563
25,318
236,726
1,006,677
155,182

756,834 -$
69,666
5,086
207,501

373,284

1,327,041

-$
375,715 -$
7,940,471 -$

-$
-$

152,509
371,955
3,193,392 -$

183,692
1,431,637

$
Less Other Non Rate-Regulated Utility
(129,739.00)
-$
Assets (input as negative)
Total PP&E
$ 196,074,962 $
7,940,471 -$ 3,193,392 -$ 1,615,330 $
Depreciation Expense adj. from gain or loss on the retirement of assets (pool of like assets), if applicable6
Total
Net of WIP and Cap Inv 1330 and 2055
$ 194,410,427
$

2440

Transportation
Stores Equipment
Less Deferred Revenue included in 4245 Other Revenue

Disposals 6

Additions

$

Less Socialized Renewable Energy
Generation Investments (input as negative)

10
8

Opening Balance

5,182,842
11,668,419
9,820,227
28,265,153
12,656,860
10,229,735
17,649,049
6,953,368
2,945,000
48,244
395,259
3,899,714
1,654,979
1,471,416
1,329,757
42,117
116,987,085

Adjustment
through RE

189,313

-$
$

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$

378,626
371,811
428,840
486,605
259,530
278,978
416,435
268,103
494,933
4,005
127,485
268,827
97,478
84,894
36,310

$

53,365

-$

4,138,808

116,177
116,870,908 -$

13,562.00
4,125,246

$
$
$
$
$
$

188,409
504,083
17,606
163,290
772,802
111,440

$

301,267

$

2,058,896

-$
$

$

-

-$

Less: Fully Allocated Depreciation
Transportation
Stores Equipment
Net Depreciation

4,125,246

-$
-$
$
-$

268,827
97,478
53,365
3,812,306

$

2,058,896

$

Net Book Value

2,964,259
-

$

240,880

$

36,133

$
$
86,243 -$
5,647,712 $
755,573 -$ 11,284,657 $
-$ 10,060,658 $
-$ 28,247,675 $
-$ 12,898,784 $
-$ 10,345,423 $
-$ 17,292,683 $
-$
7,110,030 $
-$
3,439,933 $
-$
52,250 $
-$
522,743 $
-$
3,867,274 $
-$
1,752,457 $
-$
1,556,310 $
-$
1,366,067 $
-$
42,117 $
$
53,365 -$
$
$
$
$
669,330 -$ 118,397,667 $

940,079
7,329,927
5,758,656
12,996,894
11,503,647
9,798,596
4,940,926
10,220,723
8,371,509
5,225,158
23,805
215,571
2,189,072
457,911
776,499
569,246
0
2,172,233
1,203,631
312,154
80,938,784

$

129,739 $
199,206,711 -$
197,690,926

Closing
Balance

-

$
129,739
669,330 -$ 118,267,928

$

-

$
$

80,938,784

$

79,422,998
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Appendix 2-BA

Fixed Asset Continuity Schedule 1
Accounting Standard
Year
CCA
Class 2
12
CEC
N/A
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
8
10
10
8
8
47
47
47

OEB
Account 3 Description 3
Computer Software (Formally known as
1611
Account 1925)
Land Rights (Formally known as Account
1612
1906)
1805
Land
1808
Buildings
1820
Distribution Station Equipment <50 kV
1830
Poles, Towers & Fixtures
1835
Overhead Conductors & Devices
1840
Underground Conduit
1845
Underground Conductors & Devices
1850
Line Transformers
1855
Services (Overhead & Underground)
1860
Meters
1915
Office Furniture & Equipment (10 years)
1920
Computer Equipment - Hardware
1930
Transportation Equipment
1940
Tools, Shop & Garage Equipment
1955
Communications Equipment
1980
System Supervisor Equipment
1985
Miscellaneous Fixed Assets
2440
Deferred Revenue5
1330
WIP - Capital Inventory
Work in Process
2055
Sub-Total

MIFRS

2016
Accumulated Depreciation

Cost
Opening
Balance
$

3,205,139

Additions 4
$

13,239

$
36,133 $
$
940,079
$ 12,977,639 $
$ 17,043,314 $
$ 23,057,552 $
$ 39,751,321 $
$ 22,697,380 $
$ 15,286,348 $
$ 27,513,406 $
$ 15,481,539 $
$
8,665,091 $
$
76,055
$
738,314 $
$
6,056,346 $
$
2,210,368 $
$
2,332,809 $
$
1,935,313 $
$
42,117
-$
2,225,598 -$
$
1,203,631 $
$
312,154 $
$ 199,336,450 $

9,046
1,397,010
564,645
1,421,202
1,328,908
637,498
588,883
1,580,395
487,742
176,681

Closing
Balance

Disposals 6
$

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$

24,168
202,408 -$
116,135
14,533
63,599
915,758
127,760
400,952
8,239,046 -$

414,216
865,564
26,264
295,297
1,210,146
236,618

345,601

3,393,707

Opening Balance

3,218,379 -$

$
45,178
$
940,079
$ 14,374,649
$ 17,607,959
$ 24,064,538
$ 40,214,665
$ 23,308,614
$ 15,579,934
$ 27,883,655
$ 15,732,662
$ 8,841,772
$
76,055
$
762,482
$ 5,913,153
$ 2,326,503
$ 2,347,341
$ 1,998,912
$
42,117
-$ 3,141,356
$ 1,331,391
$
713,106
$ 204,181,790

$
$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
$
$
$
-$

2,964,259 -$
5,647,712
11,284,657
10,060,658
28,247,675
12,898,784
10,345,423
17,292,683
7,110,030
3,439,933
52,250
522,743
3,867,274
1,752,457
1,556,310
1,366,067
42,117
53,365
118,397,667

100,191

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$

381,661
373,750
442,628
555,625
271,383
227,520
391,233
281,720
500,080
3,174
97,085
317,896
98,547
85,984
43,078

$

70,037

-$

4,101,520

-$

$
$
$
$
$
$

256,421
761,929
15,631
172,157
978,479
188,211

$

345,601

$

2,718,429

Less Socialized Renewable Energy
Generation Investments (input as negative)

$
Less Other Non Rate-Regulated Utility
(129,739.00)
-$
129,739 $
Assets (input as negative)
Total PP&E
$ 199,206,711 $
8,239,046 -$ 3,393,707 $ 204,052,051 -$
Depreciation Expense adj. from gain or loss on the retirement of assets (pool of like assets), if applicable6
Total
Net of WIP and Cap Inv 1330 and 2055
$ 197,690,926
$ 202,007,553

10
8

2440

Transportation
Stores Equipment
Less Deferred Revenue included in 4245 Other Revenue

Closing
Balance

Disposals 6

Additions

4,101,520

-$

4,101,520

Less: Fully Allocated Depreciation
Transportation
Stores Equipment
Net Depreciation

$

3,064,450

$

153,928

$
$
45,178
$
$
940,079
-$
6,029,373 $
8,345,276
-$ 11,658,408 $
5,949,551
-$ 10,246,865 $ 13,817,674
-$ 28,041,371 $ 12,173,294
-$ 13,154,537 $ 10,154,078
-$ 10,400,786 $
5,179,148
-$ 16,705,437 $ 11,178,218
-$
7,203,540 $
8,529,123
-$
3,940,012 $
4,901,759
-$
55,424 $
20,631
-$
619,828 $
142,654
-$
3,839,569 $
2,073,584
-$
1,851,004 $
475,499
-$
1,642,294 $
705,047
-$
1,409,145 $
589,768
-$
42,117 $
0
$
123,401 -$
3,017,955
$
$
1,331,391
$
$
713,106
-$ 119,780,758 $ 84,401,032
$

129,739
118,267,928 -$

Net Book
Value

-

$
129,739
2,718,429 -$ 119,651,019

$

-

$
$ 84,401,032
$ 82,356,535

-$
-$
$
-$

317,896
98,547
70,037
3,755,113
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Appendix 2-BA

Fixed Asset Continuity Schedule 1
Accounting Standard
Year
CCA
Class 2
12
CEC
N/A
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
8
10
10
8
8
47
47
47

OEB
Account 3 Description 3
Computer Software (Formally known as
1611
Account 1925)
Land Rights (Formally known as Account
1612
1906)
1805
Land
1808
Buildings
1820
Distribution Station Equipment <50 kV
1830
Poles, Towers & Fixtures
1835
Overhead Conductors & Devices
1840
Underground Conduit
1845
Underground Conductors & Devices
1850
Line Transformers
1855
Services (Overhead & Underground)
1860
Meters
1915
Office Furniture & Equipment (10 years)
1920
Computer Equipment - Hardware
1930
Transportation Equipment
1940
Tools, Shop & Garage Equipment
1955
Communications Equipment
1980
System Supervisor Equipment
1985
Miscellaneous Fixed Assets
2440
Deferred Revenue5
1330
WIP - Capital Inventory
Work in Process
2055
Sub-Total

MIFRS

2017
Accumulated Depreciation

Cost
Opening
Balance
$

Additions 4

3,218,379

$
45,178 $
$
940,079
$ 14,374,649 $
$ 17,607,959 $
$ 24,064,538 $
$ 40,214,665 $
$ 23,308,614 $
$ 15,579,934 $
$ 27,883,655 $
$ 15,732,662 $
$
8,841,772 $
$
76,055 $
$
762,482
$
5,913,153 $
$
2,326,503 $
$
2,347,341 $
$
1,998,912 $
$
42,117
-$
3,141,356 -$
$
1,331,391 $
$
713,106 $
$ 204,181,790 $

Closing
Balance

Disposals 6
$

6,845
98,814
410,103
2,211,039
1,421,372
897,610
798,636
2,065,242
487,400
63,282
11,018

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$

324,354
645,617
59,535
135,008
1,032,217
192,521

743,656 -$
107,409
31,337
138,470

89,757

707,219
122,843
61,985
8,969,843 -$

2,479,009

Opening Balance

3,218,379 -$

$
52,023
$
940,079
$ 14,473,463
$ 18,018,062
$ 25,951,223
$ 40,990,420
$ 24,146,689
$ 16,243,562
$ 28,916,680
$ 16,027,541
$ 8,905,054
$
87,073
$
762,482
$ 6,567,052
$ 2,433,912
$ 2,378,678
$ 2,137,382
$
42,117
-$ 3,848,574
$ 1,454,234
$
775,091
$ 210,672,623

$
$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
$
$
$
-$

3,064,450 -$
6,029,373
11,658,408
10,246,865
28,041,371
13,154,537
10,400,786
16,705,437
7,203,540
3,940,012
55,424
619,828
3,839,569
1,851,004
1,642,294
1,409,145
42,117
123,401
119,780,758

62,369

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$

395,305
333,677
485,009
498,205
286,279
243,330
426,703
291,416
505,488
3,725
79,836
364,728
100,903
88,277
48,130

$

92,007

-$

4,121,372

-$

$
$
$
$
$
$

219,207
598,712
46,266
107,455
793,078
115,914

$

89,757

$

1,970,389

Less Socialized Renewable Energy
Generation Investments (input as negative)

$
Less Other Non Rate-Regulated Utility
(129,739.00)
-$
129,739 $
Assets (input as negative)
Total PP&E
$ 204,052,051 $
8,969,843 -$ 2,479,009 $ 210,542,884 -$
Depreciation Expense adj. from gain or loss on the retirement of assets (pool of like assets), if applicable6
Total
Net of WIP and Cap Inv 1330 and 2055
$ 202,007,553
$ 208,313,559

10
8

2440

Transportation
Stores Equipment
Less Deferred Revenue included in 4245 Other Revenue

Closing
Balance

Disposals 6

Additions

4,121,372

-$

4,121,372

Less: Fully Allocated Depreciation
Transportation
Stores Equipment
Net Depreciation

$

3,126,819

$

91,559

$
$
52,023
$
$
940,079
-$
6,424,678 $
8,048,785
-$ 11,992,085 $
6,025,977
-$ 10,512,667 $ 15,438,557
-$ 27,940,864 $ 13,049,556
-$ 13,394,550 $ 10,752,139
-$ 10,536,661 $
5,706,901
-$ 16,339,062 $ 12,577,618
-$
7,379,042 $
8,648,500
-$
4,445,500 $
4,459,554
-$
59,149 $
27,924
-$
699,664 $
62,818
-$
4,114,540 $
2,452,512
-$
1,951,907 $
482,005
-$
1,730,571 $
648,107
-$
1,457,275 $
680,108
-$
42,117 $
0
$
215,408 -$
3,633,166
$
$
1,454,234
$
$
775,091
-$ 121,931,741 $ 88,740,882
$

129,739
119,651,019 -$

Net Book
Value

-

$
129,739
1,970,389 -$ 121,802,002

$

-

$
$ 88,740,882
$ 86,511,557

-$
-$
$
-$

364,728
100,903
92,007
3,747,748
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Appendix 2-BA

Fixed Asset Continuity Schedule 1
Accounting Standard
Year
CCA
Class 2
12
CEC
N/A
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
8
10
10
8
8
47
47
47

OEB
Account 3 Description 3
Computer Software (Formally known as
1611
Account 1925)
Land Rights (Formally known as Account
1612
1906)
1805
Land
1808
Buildings
1820
Distribution Station Equipment <50 kV
1830
Poles, Towers & Fixtures
1835
Overhead Conductors & Devices
1840
Underground Conduit
1845
Underground Conductors & Devices
1850
Line Transformers
1855
Services (Overhead & Underground)
1860
Meters
1915
Office Furniture & Equipment (10 years)
1920
Computer Equipment - Hardware
1930
Transportation Equipment
1940
Tools, Shop & Garage Equipment
1955
Communications Equipment
1980
System Supervisor Equipment
1985
Miscellaneous Fixed Assets
2440
Deferred Revenue5
1330
WIP - Capital Inventory
Work in Process
2055
Sub-Total

MIFRS

2018
Accumulated Depreciation

Cost
Opening
Balance
$

Additions 4

3,218,379

$
52,023 $
$
940,079
$ 14,473,463 $
$ 18,018,062 $
$ 25,951,223 $
$ 40,990,420 $
$ 24,146,689 $
$ 16,243,562 $
$ 28,916,680 $
$ 16,027,541 $
$
8,905,054 $
$
87,073 $
$
762,482
$
6,567,052 $
$
2,433,912 $
$
2,378,678 $
$
2,137,382 $
$
42,117 $
-$
3,848,574 -$
$
1,454,234
$
775,091 $
$ 210,672,623 $

Closing
Balance

Disposals 6
$

6,766
177,907
3,212,785
1,893,729
892,446
346,772
701,650
2,507,448
507,505
121,034
3,543

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$

414,665
628,970
1,113,283
35,688
233,500
1,172,314
187,613

212,220 -$
101,717
28,921
167,840
3,718
1,214,036
-$
136,009
9,807,974 -$

129,335

137,803
4,053,171

Opening Balance

3,218,379 -$

$
58,790
$
940,079
$ 14,651,370
$ 20,816,182
$ 27,215,982
$ 40,769,583
$ 24,457,772
$ 16,711,712
$ 30,251,814
$ 16,347,433
$ 9,026,088
$
90,616
$
762,482
$ 6,649,937
$ 2,535,629
$ 2,407,599
$ 2,305,222
$
45,835
-$ 5,062,611
$ 1,316,431
$
911,100
$ 216,427,426

$
$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
$
$
$
-$

3,126,819 -$
6,424,678
11,992,085
10,512,667
27,940,864
13,394,550
10,536,661
16,339,062
7,379,042
4,445,500
59,149
699,664
4,114,540
1,951,907
1,730,571
1,457,275
42,117
215,408
121,931,741

45,500

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
$

400,836
369,056
532,556
520,326
298,564
261,546
472,850
300,891
510,554
4,453
44,835
413,257
93,206
90,557
54,129
186
115,823

-$

4,297,478

-$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

402,541
515,078
975,380
22,727
194,745
917,646
106,300

$

129,335

$

3,263,752

Less Socialized Renewable Energy
Generation Investments (input as negative)

$
Less Other Non Rate-Regulated Utility
(129,739.00)
-$
129,739 $
Assets (input as negative)
Total PP&E
$ 210,542,884 $
9,807,974 -$ 4,053,171 $ 216,297,687 -$
Depreciation Expense adj. from gain or loss on the retirement of assets (pool of like assets), if applicable6
Total
Net of WIP and Cap Inv 1330 and 2055
$ 208,313,559
$ 214,070,156

10
8

2440

Transportation
Stores Equipment
Less Deferred Revenue included in 4245 Other Revenue

Closing
Balance

Disposals 6

Additions

4,297,478

-$

4,297,478

Less: Fully Allocated Depreciation
Transportation
Stores Equipment
Net Depreciation

$

3,172,319

$

46,059

$
$
58,790
$
$
940,079
-$
6,825,514 $
7,825,857
-$ 11,958,600 $
8,857,582
-$ 10,530,145 $ 16,685,838
-$ 27,485,809 $ 13,283,773
-$ 13,670,387 $ 10,787,385
-$ 10,603,462 $
6,108,250
-$ 15,894,266 $ 14,357,548
-$
7,573,633 $
8,773,801
-$
4,956,054 $
4,070,034
-$
63,602 $
27,014
-$
744,499 $
17,983
-$
4,398,462 $
2,251,475
-$
2,045,113 $
490,516
-$
1,821,128 $
586,471
-$
1,511,404 $
793,819
-$
42,303 $
3,532
$
331,231 -$
4,731,379
$
$
1,316,431
$
$
911,100
-$ 122,965,467 $ 93,461,959
$

129,739
121,802,002 -$

Net Book
Value

-

$
129,739
3,263,752 -$ 122,835,728

$

-

$
$ 93,461,959
$ 91,234,428

-$
-$
$
-$

413,257
93,206
115,823
3,906,838
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Appendix 2-BA

Fixed Asset Continuity Schedule 1
Accounting Standard
Year
CCA
Class 2
12
CEC
N/A
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
8
10
10
8
8
47
47
47

OEB
Account 3 Description 3
Computer Software (Formally known as
1611
Account 1925)
Land Rights (Formally known as Account
1612
1906)
1805
Land
1808
Buildings
1820
Distribution Station Equipment <50 kV
1825
Storage Battery Equipment
1830
Poles, Towers & Fixtures
1835
Overhead Conductors & Devices
1840
Underground Conduit
1845
Underground Conductors & Devices
1850
Line Transformers
1855
Services (Overhead & Underground)
1860
Meters
1908
Buildings & Fixtures
1915
Office Furniture & Equipment (10 years)
1920
Computer Equipment - Hardware
1930
Transportation Equipment
1940
Tools, Shop & Garage Equipment
1955
Communications Equipment
1980
System Supervisor Equipment
1985
Miscellaneous Fixed Assets
2440
Deferred Revenue5
1330
WIP - Capital Inventory
Work in Process
2055
Sub-Total

MIFRS

2019
Accumulated Depreciation

Cost
Opening
Balance
$

3,218,379

Additions 4
$

$
58,790 $
$
940,079 $
$
2,954,574 $
$ 20,781,600 $
$
$ 27,215,982 $
$ 40,769,583 $
$ 24,457,747 $
$ 16,711,738 $
$ 30,251,814 $
$ 16,347,433 $
$
9,026,088 $
$ 11,731,379 $
$
90,616
$
762,482
$
6,649,937 $
$
2,535,629 $
$
2,407,599 $
$
2,305,222 $
$
45,835 $
-$
5,062,611 -$
$
1,316,431 $
$
911,100 $
$ 216,427,426 $

Less Socialized Renewable Energy
Generation Investments (input as negative)

Disposals 6

Smart Grid Adj Closing Balance

-

$

6,524
33,068
1,988,015 -$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$

2,134,988
944,617
433,360
677,149
1,742,133
399,878
148,145
242,329

354,980

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$

394,635
854,127
12,461
93,442
871,628
98,216

144,362 -$
81,475
264,515
1,833
1,698,479
89,473
567,671 -$
8,201,056 -$

181,016

793,279
3,653,785

$

881,028

$

48,224

$

29,720

$

958,972

$
Less Other Non Rate-Regulated Utility
(129,739.00)
-$
Assets (input as negative)
Total PP&E
$ 216,297,687 $
8,201,056 -$ 3,653,785 $
958,972 $
Depreciation Expense adj. from gain or loss on the retirement of assets (pool of like assets), if applicable6
Total
Net of WIP and Cap Inv 1330 and 2055
$ 214,070,156 $
7,543,913
$

10
8

2440

Transportation
Stores Equipment
Less Deferred Revenue included in 4245 Other Revenue

Opening Balance

3,218,379 -$
65,314
940,079
2,987,642
22,414,635
881,028
28,956,335
40,860,073
24,878,646
17,295,444
31,170,543
16,649,096
9,174,233
11,973,707
90,616
762,482
6,613,283
2,617,104
2,407,599
2,599,457
47,668
6,761,089
1,405,904
685,492
221,933,670

$
$
-$
-$
$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
$
$
$
-$

3,172,319 -$
1,719,546
12,108,882
10,530,145
27,485,809
13,670,387
10,603,462
15,894,266
7,573,633
4,956,054
4,955,683
63,602
744,499
4,398,462
2,045,113
1,821,128
1,511,404
42,303
331,231
122,965,465

Disposals 6

Additions
30,490

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
$

62,057
430,251
44,051
574,888
537,970
306,024
276,078
514,767
310,715
517,651
347,134
4,630
10,733
433,925
96,629
91,012
63,370
463
198,360

-$

4,454,481

-$

$
$
$
$
$
$

$

345,190
-$
223,042
799,779
9,811
61,501
585,212 -$
56,239

$

181,016

$

219,712,535

Less: Fully Allocated Depreciation
Transportation
Stores Equipment
Net Depreciation

65,937

5,425

-$

2,122

2,261,790 -$

73,485

129,739 $
221,803,931 -$

Closing
Balance

Smart Grid Adj

$

15,569

$
$
$
$
-$
1,781,603 $
-$ 12,193,943 $
-$
109,988 $
-$ 10,881,991 $
-$ 27,224,001 $
-$ 13,966,600 $
-$ 10,818,039 $
-$ 15,829,246 $
-$
7,828,109 $
-$
5,473,705 $
-$
5,302,818 $
-$
68,232 $
-$
755,233 $
-$
4,651,370 $
-$
2,141,742 $
-$
1,912,140 $
-$
1,576,896 $
-$
42,766 $
$
529,591 -$
$
$
$
$
-$ 125,231,641 $

65,314
940,079
1,206,039
10,220,692
771,040
18,074,344
13,636,071
10,912,046
6,477,405
15,341,297
8,820,987
3,700,528
6,670,890
22,384
7,250
1,961,913
475,362
495,460
1,022,561
4,902
6,231,498
1,405,904
685,492
96,702,029

$
129,739
122,835,726 -$

4,454,481

-$

4,454,481

-$
-$
$
-$

433,925
96,629
198,360
4,122,287

$

2,261,790 -$

Net Book Value

3,202,810

-

$
129,739
73,485 -$ 125,101,902

$

-

$
$

96,702,029

$

94,610,633
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Appendix 2-BA

Fixed Asset Continuity Schedule 1
Accounting Standard
Year
CCA
Class 2
12
CEC
N/A
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
8
10
10
8
8
47
47
47

OEB
Account 3 Description 3
Computer Software (Formally known as
1611
Account 1925)
Land Rights (Formally known as Account
1612
1906)
1805
Land
1808
Buildings
1820
Distribution Station Equipment <50 kV
1825
Storage Battery Equipment
1830
Poles, Towers & Fixtures
1835
Overhead Conductors & Devices
1840
Underground Conduit
1845
Underground Conductors & Devices
1850
Line Transformers
1855
Services (Overhead & Underground)
1860
Meters
1908
Buildings & Fixtures
1915
Office Furniture & Equipment (10 years)
1920
Computer Equipment - Hardware
1930
Transportation Equipment
1940
Tools, Shop & Garage Equipment
1955
Communications Equipment
1980
System Supervisor Equipment
1985
Miscellaneous Fixed Assets
2440
Deferred Revenue5
1330
WIP - Capital Inventory
Work in Process
2055
Sub-Total

MIFRS

2020
Accumulated Depreciation

Cost
Opening
Balance
$

3,218,379

$
$
$
$

65,314
940,079
2,987,642
22,414,635

Additions 4
$

$

$
881,028
$ 28,956,335 $
$ 40,860,073 $
$ 24,878,646 $
$ 17,295,444 $
$ 31,170,543 $
$ 16,649,096 $
$
9,174,233 $
$ 11,973,707 $
$
90,616
$
762,482
$
6,613,283 $
$
2,617,104 $
$
2,407,599
$
2,599,457 $
$
47,668
-$
6,761,089 -$
$
1,405,904
$
685,492 $
$ 221,933,670 $

580,000

$

2,783,837 -$
1,525,594
1,550,337
778,584
754,468
998,783
547,642
174,862
500,000

Closing
Balance

Disposals 6

330,867

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$

501,865
888,305
28,476
186,313
935,407
149,699

450,000 -$
85,000

375,000

18,000
1,082,100
564,000 -$
10,229,007 -$

554,817
3,950,749

Opening Balance

3,798,379 -$

3,202,810 -$

$
65,314 $
$
940,079 $
$ 2,987,642 -$
$ 24,867,605 -$

1,781,603 -$
12,193,943 -$

$
881,028
$ 29,980,064
$ 41,522,105
$ 25,628,754
$ 17,863,599
$ 31,233,920
$ 17,047,038
$ 9,349,095
$ 12,473,707
$
90,616
$
762,482
$ 6,688,283
$ 2,702,104
$ 2,407,599
$ 2,617,457
$
47,668
-$ 7,843,189
$ 1,405,904
$
694,675
$ 228,211,928

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
$
$
$
-$

109,988
10,881,991
27,224,001
13,966,600
10,818,039
15,829,246
7,828,109
5,473,705
5,302,818
68,232
755,233
4,651,370
2,141,742
1,912,140
1,576,896
42,766
529,591
125,231,641

-$

3,274,945

62,718
469,779

$
$
-$
269,017 -$

1,844,320
12,394,705

-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
-$
$

44,051
620,695
578,973
318,129
283,988
548,065
322,507
523,884
361,981
4,630
4,833
400,461
95,297
90,021
68,938
555
207,802

-$

4,663,838

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

$

10
8

2440

Transportation
Stores Equipment
Less Deferred Revenue included in 4245 Other Revenue

4,663,838

-$

4,663,838

Net Depreciation

$

$

523,434

$
65,314
$
940,079
$
1,143,321
$ 12,472,900

-$
154,040 $
726,988
-$ 11,094,632 $ 18,885,433
-$ 27,080,719 $ 14,441,386
-$ 14,261,573 $ 11,367,181
-$ 10,950,543 $
6,913,055
-$ 15,616,754 $ 15,617,166
-$
8,028,897 $
9,018,142
-$
5,997,589 $
3,351,506
-$
5,664,799 $
6,808,909
-$
72,862 $
17,754
-$
760,066 $
2,416
375,000 -$
4,676,831 $
2,011,452
-$
2,237,039 $
465,065
-$
2,002,161 $
405,439
-$
1,645,835 $
971,623
-$
43,321 $
4,347
$
737,393 -$
7,105,796
$
$
1,405,904
$
$
694,675
2,831,242 -$ 127,064,237 $ 101,147,690
408,055
722,255
23,156
151,483
760,557
121,719

$
129,739
125,101,902 -$

Less: Fully Allocated Depreciation
Transportation
Stores Equipment

Net Book
Value

72,135

Less Socialized Renewable Energy
Generation Investments (input as negative)

$
Less Other Non Rate-Regulated Utility
(129,739.00)
-$
129,739 $
Assets (input as negative)
Total PP&E
$ 221,803,931 $
10,229,007 -$ 3,950,749 $ 228,082,189 -$
Depreciation Expense adj. from gain or loss on the retirement of assets (pool of like assets), if applicable6
Total
Net of WIP and Cap Inv 1330 and 2055
$ 219,712,535 $
9,665,007 -$ 3,395,932 $ 225,981,610

Closing
Balance

Disposals 6

Additions

-

$
129,739
2,831,242 -$ 126,934,498

$

-

$
$ 101,147,690
$ 99,047,112

-$
-$
$
-$

400,461
95,297
207,802
4,375,882
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Appendix 2-BA

Fixed Asset Continuity Schedule 1
Notes:
1

Tables in the format outlined above covering all fixed asset accounts should be submitted for the Test Year, Bridge Year and all relevant historical years. At a minimum , the applicant must provide data for the earlier of: 1) all historical years back to its last
rebasing; or 2) at least three years of historical actuals, in addition to Bridge Year and Test Year forecasts.

2

The "CCA Class" for fixed assets should generally agree with the CCA Class used for tax purposes in Tax Returns. Fixed Assets sub-components may be used where the underlying asset components are classified under multiple CCA Classes for tax
purposes. If an applicant uses any different classes from those shown in the table, an explanation should be provided. (also see note 3).

3

The table may need to be customized for a utility's asset categories or for any new asset accounts announced or authorized by the OEB.

4

The additions in column (E) must not include construction work in progress (CWIP).

5

Effective on the date of IFRS adoption, customer contributions will no longer be recorded in Account 1995 Contributions & Grants, but will be recorded in Account 2440, Deferred Revenues.

6

The applicant must ensure that all asset disposals have been clearly identified in the Chapter 2 Appendices for all historic, bridge and test years. Where a distributor for general financial reporting purposes under IFRS has accounted for the amount of gain
or loss on the retirement of assets in a pool of like assets as a charge or credit to income, for reporting and rate application filings, the distributor shall reclassify such gains and losses as depreciation expense, and disclose the amount separately.
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Appendix 2-AA
Capital Projects Table
Projects
Reporting Basis
System Access
Meter Installations
Overhead Services
System Betterment
Underground Services
City Roadwork
Coppercliff Gardens Rebuild
Sub-Total
System Renewal
Failed Transformers
System Betterment
Major Substation Repairs
Emergency Plant Maintenance
Vanier Lane Road
Algonquin Rebuild
Sunnyside
West Nip 4 to 12 Conversion
Pole Replacements
Pine St- 4kV Rebuild
Beatty
Copper Cliff Rebuild/ Evans Road Rebuild
3F7
3F10
Lo-Ellen Park Rebuild
Vanier Lane Rebuild - Phase 2
Woodbine / Agincourt
Harju/ Pennala
West Nip 4 to 12 Conversion
Raft LK
Chapman/Stafford Rebuild
Beverly Drive Rebuild
Griffith St.
Crescent Park/ Gordon Ac Rebuild
Brebeuf Front Lot
Mcdonell/Rix Falconbridge
Voltage Conversion/Tear Down in West Nip
West Nipissing (MS37)
Fourth Ave Minnow Lake
Bloor St
Ester (Long Lake Rd to Treeview)
Lavoie St.
Mountview Cres
Struthers St.
Hay St. (Cache Bay)
Rear Line Marymount to St. Anne's Rd
Mildred St.
Madeleine St
Martin Ave
Somers St.
Cressey Station Voltage Conversion
Coniston Edward Station
Hudson St. 11F5
Lansing Ave.
Croatia Road 20F5
Jarvi/Lammi's/Hannah Lake Rd 20F3
West Nipissing Voltage Conversion
Lasalle Park Manor Underground
Holland Road - 2017
Lincoln Road Rebuild
Tedman
9M4 Transfer Conductors (Martindale Pioneer Rd.)
Kathleen Voltage Conversion
Clearwater Lake Road
Copper Cliff 25F4
Fourth Avenue Coniston 31F1
Kathleen Station MS2
West Nipissing4-12kvconver
Ferguson Avenue
Capreol Rebuild
Regent Voltage Conversion
Notre Dame Composite Pole Replacements
MS30/MS31 Grounding Improvements/ Switching
Hawthorne (Vine to Beatrice)
Copper Cliff Feeder Rebuild
Capital Site Restoration
Tedman Voltage Conversion
Gemmell MS11 (T1)
Cressey MS3 Rebuild/Voltage Conversion
Battery Bank Replacements
Pole Rebuilds
Cable Testing/Rejuvenation
Sub-Total
System Service
System Betterment
Southlane Road
44KV Motorized Switches
Cambrian Heights Dr-UG Extension to College Boreal
44KV Motorized Switches/VBM
West Nipissing (MS37)
Bancroft 44kv Extension
Lasalle MS7 Relay Upgrades
11F7 - Falconbridge Rd to Moonlight Ave; New Ckt

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

CGAAP

CGAAP

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

150,948
484,101
135,832
770,881

117,775
138,646
50,577
119,099
360,002

133,409
326,146
117,965
159,247

120,024
140,168
158,156

MIFRS

172,058

147,711
181,239
207,517
115,584
311,204

174,862
150,500
114,911
122,400
275,000

823,488

736,767

590,406

963,255

837,673

173,492

552,325

438,522

230,949

533,204

180,301

350,000

150,948
332,236

177,018
639,556
279,054

252,251
302,638

177,299
760,379
234,114

326,146

158,156

207,517

509,595

577,726

402,189
180,000
326,547

2,711,566
150,948
332,002
508,535

126,563
121,589
116,006
296,055
546,967
151,066
476,226
140,241

3,243,835
25,288
166,094
330,212

534,584

176,067
170,919
177,299
146,179
153,024

2020 Test Year

207,884

458,280
150,050
402,031
178,745
136,291
173,085
354,547
167,471

786,099

152,796
129,537
252,251

2019 Bridge
Year
MIFRS

133,235
172,245
117,526
178,425
368,773
155,288
352,628

2,585,335
252,251

188,460
450,886

162,576
154,003
221,473
130,208
245,047
139,340
166,651
116,572
199,934
176,166
118,304
115,207
187,907
138,066

293,715
122,682
354,270
174,998
366,949
140,045
395,943
204,197
134,537
175,290

470,104
515,434
295,360
925,622
234,909
3,324,676
119,795

140,855
333,295
1,542,314
435,561
346,118
157,570
268,238
128,294
133,846
511,675

3,881,766

3,429,316

7,154,986

4,385,584

2,333,837
1,305,701
120,000
494,292
100,462
5,613,028

177,299

326,146

158,156

207,517

57,456

155,748
138,081

EB-2019-0037

Lorne @ Martindale Ave; Complete 12kV and 44kV Feeder Ties
Melvin to Kathleen MS; New 44kV Ckt/Rebuild
2017 44KV To Coniston (Allan/Edward)
Sunnyside Rebuild
Dash MS19 T1/T2 Relay Upgrades;Purchase Equipment
Continue 44kV build down Government Rd to Hwy 17 - Coniston 31F2
Science North
West Nipissing Voltage Conversion
Cressey MS3 Rebuild/Voltage Conversion
Gemmell MS 11
9M2 Extension
Sunnyside 12 kV Feeder Relocation
Sub-Total
General Plant
Vehicles
Building
Control Room Electronic Mapping
Tools and Equipment
Enterprise Bus
Outage Management System (OMS)
Sub-Total
Miscellaneous
Total
Less Renewable Generation Facility Assets and Other Non-RateRegulated Utility Assets (input as negative)
Total

130,189
563,481
1,051,713

991,485

521,594

891,596

533,800
176,906
367,399

225,667
1,364,323

756,834
1,312,438

1,078,105
673,596
6,225,633

1,589,990
1,250,069
7,391,586

2,069,273
1,554,539
7,635,327

6,225,633

7,391,586

7,635,327

526,833

419,590
802,525
553,972

177,299

2,365,359

684,989

1,983,604

89,177
191,285
532,440
464,138
346,811
1,681,307

202,408
1,342,565

743,656

212,220

144,362
242,329

450,000
300,000

1,661,109
1,199,430
7,743,091

743,656
1,439,848
8,714,946

212,220
1,007,375
9,649,976

386,691
784,135
8,503,268

400,000
1,150,000
133,000
9,415,007

7,743,091

8,714,946

9,649,976

8,503,268

9,415,007

116,135

Notes:
1 Please provide a breakdown of the major components of each capital project undertaken in each year. Please ensure that all projects below the materiality threshold are included in the miscellaneous line. Add more projects as
required.
2 The applicant should group projects appropriately and avoid presentations that result in classification of significant components of the capital budget in the miscellaneous category.
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Appendix 2-AB
Table 2 - Capital Expenditure Summary from Chapter 5 Consolidated
Distribution System Plan Filing Requirements
First year of Forecast Period:

2020

Plan

System Access
System Renewal
System Service
General Plant
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Capital Contributions
Net Capital Expenditures
System O&M

$

Actual

$ '000
1,594
5,846
2,088

Historical Period (previous plan1 & actual)
2015
2016

2014

2013

CATEGORY

Var

Plan

Actual

Var

2,122

%
33.1%

$ '000
1,979

1,724

3,044

-47.9%

3,961

4,197

1,051

-49.7%

1,149

595

Plan

%
-12.9%
6.0%
-48.2%

Actual

Var

Plan

Actual

Forecast Period (planned)
2017
Var

Plan

2018

Actual

$ '000
1,757

%
2,028 15.4%

$ '000
1,503

%
1,907 26.9%

$ '000
1,544

1,643

3,678

3,541 -3.7%

5,277

4,588 -13.1%

5,054

897

1,077 20.0%

371

364 -1.9%

1,799

Var

Plan

%
6.4%

2019

Actual

Var

Plan

2

Actual

2020

Var

$ '000
1,644

%
2,000 21.6%

$ '000
1,883

%
2,071 10.0%

1,920

4,247 -16.0%

7,780

7,538 -3.1%

6,772

5,158 -23.8%

5,702

2,587 43.8%

1,025

934 -8.8%

843

2,498 196.4%

1,610

2022

2023

2024

1,951

$ '000
1,983

2,015

2,049

9,009

6,871

7,449

8,164

874

657

738

80

2,428

1,256

-48.3%

2,317

1,753

-24.3%

3,171

2,246 -29.2%

1,932

1,767 -8.5%

1,727

995 -42.4%

999

415 -58.5%

1,155

1,265

907

1,384

902

1,020

11,956

7,473

-37.5%

9,406

8,270

-12.1%

9,504

8,892 -6.4%

9,083

8,626 -5.0%

10,124

9,472 -6.4%

11,448

10,886 -4.9%

10,653

10,201

-4.2%

10,497

12,742

10,895

11,104

11,313

(704)

(1,247)

77.2%

(851)

(878)

3.2%

(744)

(1,256) 68.9%

(711)

(883) 24.1%

(706)

(757) 7.3%

(965)

(1,236) 28.1%

(1,095)

(1,698) 55.1%

(1,082)

(1,102)

(1,123)

(1,143)

(1,165)

11,253

6,226

-44.7%

8,555

7,392

-13.6%

8,760

7,635 -12.8%

8,372

7,743 -7.5%

9,418

8,715 -7.5%

10,483

9,650 -7.9%

9,558

8,503 -11.0%

9,415

11,639

9,773

9,961

10,149

7,350

-8.0%

8,118 $

6,672

-17.8%

8,544 $

7,499 -12.2% $

8,989

7,543 -16.1% $

8,382

7,579 -13.7% $

7,890 $

8,002

9,510 $

9,701

7,988 $

$

$

$

$

7,667 -8.5%

$

8,786

$

475 -58.9%

2021

1.4%

$

9,141 $

9,324 $

Notes to the Table:
1. Historical “previous plan” data is not required unless a plan has previously been filed. However, use the last OEB-approved, at least on a Total (Capital) Expenditure basis for the last cost of service rebasing year, and the applicant should include their planned budget in each subsequent historical year up to and including the Bridge Year.
2. Indicate the number of months of 'actual' data included in the last year of the Historical Period (normally a 'bridge' year):

Explanatory Notes on Variances (complete only if applicable)
Notes on shifts in forecast vs. historical budgets by category
Refer to Exhibit 2, Tab 2, Schedule 2 for variance analysis.

Notes on year over year Plan vs. Actual variances for Total Expenditures
Refer to Exhibit 2, Tab 2, Schedule 2 for variance analysis.

Notes on Plan vs. Actual variance trends for individual expenditure categories
Refer to Exhibit 2, Tab 2, Schedule 2 for variance analysis.

$

9,895
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1

2-SEC-12

2

Question:

3

[Ex.2-2-1, Attach 1, p.53] With respect to the metrics in Table 1:

4
5

a. Who is responsible for approving the targets?

6

b. Have the targets changed over the years? Please provide details.

7

c. Are the listed performance measures how the Applicant’s Board of

8

Directors measures the utility’s performance? If not, please explain what

9

metrics or measures are used.

10
11

Response:

12

a) With respect to the metrics in Table 1, GSHi’s Board of Directors is

13

responsible for approving the targets. The Distribution System Plan (DSP)

14

was formally approved by GSHi’s Board on October 28, 2019.

15
16

b) No, the targets for the metrics in Table 1 have not changed over the years.

17
18

c) GSHi’s Board of Directors (BOD) use the performance metrics in the OEB

19

Scorecard, GSU’s corporate Scorecard (provided in GSHi’s Business Plan in its

20

initial submission) as well as GSHi’s Financial Statements to measure the utilities

21

performance.

22
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1

2-SEC-13

2

Question:

3

[Ex.2-2-1, Attach 1, p.60-75] Please update the following figures to include 2019

4

reliability information:

5
6
7
8

a. Tables 10-14 (Note: Please provide an excel version of the updated Table
11)
b. Figure 10, 11, 22 and 23

9
10
11
12
13

Response:
a. Updated Tables 10-14 are shown below. A live Excel version of the Updated
Table 11 has also been provided with this submission.
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Year

SAIDI

Including Loss of Supply, Major Events
2015
1.53
2016
1.29
2017
2.53
2018
2.67
2019
2.40
5 Year Rolling Average
2.11
Excluding Loss of Supply, Including Major Events
2015
1.01
2016
1.19
2017
1.65
2018
2.61
2019
1.89
5 Year Rolling Average
1.59
Excluding Loss of Supply, Excluding Major Events
2015
1.01
2016
1.19
2017
1.65
2018
1.39
2019
1.89
5 Year Rolling Average
1.39

1
2
3

SAIFI
1.99
0.91
1.97
1.59
1.14
1.72
1.25
0.87
1.34
1.55
1.03
1.31
1.25
0.87
1.34
1.41
1.03
1.29

Table 1 (Updated) Service Reliability Statistics

4

5
6

OEB
CODE
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
SAIDI SAIFI SAIDI SAIFI SAIDI SAIFI SAIDI SAIFI SAIDI SAIFI
Unknown/Other
0.14 0.45
0.11 0.27 0.03 0.08 0.43 0.51 0.06 0.11
Scheduled Outage
0.34 0.14
0.35 0.11 0.47 0.14 0.25 0.07 0.15 0.06
Loss of Supply
1.03 0.88
0.52 0.75 0.10 0.04 0.88 0.64 0.05 0.04
Tree Contacts
0.02 0.02
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00
Lightning
0.01 0.09
0.02 0.05 0.15 0.12 0.64 0.36 0.01 0.01
Defective Equipment
0.23 0.83
0.18 0.29 0.20 0.16 0.19 0.26 0.49 0.79
Adverse Weather
0.35 0.10
0.31 0.41 0.14 0.13 0.10 0.04 0.55 0.35
Adverse Environment 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.02
Human Element
0.00 0.08
0.01 0.06 0.13 0.15 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01
Foreign Interference
0.11 0.12
0.04 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.09 0.06
Major Event
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.22 0.14
Description

Table 2 (Updated) Historical (2014-2019) Outage Cause Data

2019
SAIDI SAIFI
0.00 0.01
0.45 0.12
0.51 0.11
0.01 0.01
0.00 0.01
0.95 0.48
0.11 0.16
0.00 0.00
0.11 0.04
0.25 0.21
0.00 0.00
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# of Interruptions by Cause
Unknown/Other
Scheduled Outage
Loss of Supply
Tree Contacts
Lightning
Defective Equipment
Adverse Weather
Human Element
Foreign Interference
Adverse Environment
Major Event
1
2

2014
48
222
46
10
10
89
17
6
59
9
0

2015
46
198
29
8
7
73
32
6
40
4
0

2016
23
198
4
3
10
61
18
12
50
8
0

2017
36
136
30
4
15
57
16
4
34
2
0

2018
36
154
3
1
2
88
41
2
48
21
25

2019
9
154
11
8
5
71
42
7
74
3
0

2014
21,179
6,439
41,739
1,101
4,362
39,666
4,938
3,693
5,752
68
0

2015
12,838
5,017
35,635
203
2,224
13,678
19,718
2,967
2,736
26
0

2016
3,685
6,701
1,881
85
5,771
7,649
6,154
7,206
2,487
1,776
0

2017
24,366
3,544
30,610
1,112
17,234
12,242
1,679
930
2,913
22
0

2018
5,143
2,858
1,835
9
475
37,780
16,711
301
2,980
1,118
6,772

2019
266
5,708
5,515
400
264
23,020
7,889
1,799
10,093
22
0

Table 3 (Updated) 2014 -2019 Number of Interruptions by Cause

3

# of Customer Interruptions
by Cause
Unknown/Other
Scheduled Outage
Loss of Supply
Tree Contacts
Lightning
Defective Equipment
Adverse Weather
Human Element
Foreign Interference
Adverse Environment
Major Event
4
5

6
7

Table 4 (Updated) 2014 -2019 Number of Customer Interruptions by Interruption Cause
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2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Unknown/Other
Scheduled Outage
Loss of Supply

6,642
16,391
49,004

5,151
16,452
24,603

1,567
22,221
4,683

20,698
11,715
42,058

2,824
6,955
2,476

225
21,519
24,623

Tree Contacts
Lightning
Defective Equipment
Adverse Weather
Human Element
Foreign Interference
Adverse Environment
Major Event

775
482
11,031
16,528
159
5,218
215
0

274
1,089
8,365
14,710
356
1,818
33
0

114

1,058
30,365
8,913
4,782
133
1,061
27
0

28
516
23,487
26,291
229
4,325
2,057
58,491

437
131
45,513
5,516
5,158
12,102
48
0

# of Customer-H ours
Interruption Cause

1
2
3

by

7,346
9,587
6,453
6,241
2,606
763
0

Table 5 (Updated) 2014 -2019 Number of Customer-Hours of Interruption by Interruption Cause
b. Updated Figures 10, 11, 22 and 23 are shown below:

4

5
6
7

Figure 1 (Updated) GSHI 2007-2019 SAIFI Reliability Indices (Excluding Loss of
Supply & Major Events)
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1
2
3
4
5

Figure 2(Updated) GSHI 2007-2019 SAIDI Reliability Indices (Excluding Loss of Supply & Major
Events)
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1
2

Figure 3 (Updated) Historical SAIFI by Cause Code (Percentage)
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1
2
3
4

Figure 4 (Updated) Historical SAIDI by Cause Code (Percentage)
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1

2-SEC-14

2

Question:

3

[Ex.2-2-1, Attach 1, p.76] With respect to the Applicant’s Cost Efficiency &

4

Effectiveness Performance:

5
6

a. Please update Table 15 to include 2019 data.

7

b. Does the Applicant believe that it is meeting its own targets? If so, please

8

explain.

9
10
11

Response:

12

a) An updated Table 15 to include 2019 data is provided below:

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

b) GSHi is focused on delivering sustained long term results for customers.
We believe that prudent renewal of aged and failing distribution assets
combined with an appropriate maintenance program will ensure reliability
and the best possible value for customers. GSHi’s current DSP, as
compared to previous asset management planning, represents a
significantly more sophisticated level of understanding of the balance
between maintaining assets for longevity and maintaining predictable
costs for customers. In fact, this application describes serious efforts
towards data-driven asset management that will benefit future versions of
the DSP.
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EB-2019-0037
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1
2
3
4
5
6

GSHi believes that adhering to the annual plans for capital and O&M
spending is critical to current and future performance both from a reliability
and financial perspective. A lack of attention to prudent asset management
now will undoubtedly drive larger and longer outages that will require a higher
level of future spend if we simply push current capital remediation to future
years.

7
8
9
10
11
12

GSHi recognizes that increases to prospective investments in both capital
and O&M has an impact on both rates and an impact on customers.
Proposed renewal of the municipal substations included in this application,
together with continued attention to appropriate renewal of other distribution
system assets, will contribute toward a lower level of spending than would be
the case if these assets were otherwise not renewed as planned.

13
14
15
16

GSHi will continue to be concerned about financial impacts on customers.
GSHi will always work hard to wring as much value from assets as is prudent
based on our understanding of asset management best practice. GSHi is
committed to balancing today’s costs against future costs and performance.

17
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1

2-SEC-15

2

Question:

3

[EX.2-2-1, Attach 1, p.94] With respect to the Scoring Matrix:

4
5
6
7
8

a. Please confirm the matrix is only used for project prioritization after
selection.
b. Please explain why the prioritization process does not account for the cost
of the project.

9

c. Please provide a similar matrix used to prioritize projects in 2018 and

10

2019. Please explain any variations from the list that occurred during

11

actual project execution.

12
13

d. If so, please provide a similar ordered list of prioritized projects and their
cost for each year between 2021 and 2024.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Response:
a) The capital project scoring matrix is used by Sudbury Hydro as a tool to
measure the extent to which prospective investments are aligned with the
organization’s asset management objectives/goals prior to selection.
Prospective investments are evaluated against three performance
outcomes, namely Customer Focus, Operational Effectiveness and
Financial, and their associated sub-criterion. Investments that provide the
greatest benefits and highest levels of risk mitigation will receive a higher
prioritization ranking and preference for inclusion in the proposed capital
expenditure plan.
b) The prioritization process does not explicitly account for the cost of the
project. The scoring matrix is intentionally cost-agnostic in an attempt to
measure the extent to which prospective investments are aligned with the
organization’s asset management objectives/goals. When the prospective
investment(s) have been evaluated, it is at this point where project costs
become relevant during the project selection process.

1
2
3
4
5
6
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c) For a similar matrix used to prioritize projects in 2018 and 2019, please
see the following attachments:
2018: Attachment #1
2019: Attachment #2

7
8
9
10
11
12

Prior to the commencement of the yearly construction cycle, the
Engineering Department meets with Operations, Stores and the Control
Room to map the various Capital projects to the projected internal staffing
capabilities. Following this initial mapping exercise, these same groups
meet weekly to iterate and adjust the schedule as required to meet
commitments and obligations.

13
14
15
16

During actual project execution in 2018, both of the planned rebuilds
which would have affected Glenn St and Clyde St were deferred until 2019
due to labour resource constraints and were necessarily re-prioritized for
the following year.

17
18
19
20
21
22

In 2019, a planned rebuild of Dennie St was deferred due to difficulties
with organizing outages on the Hydro One-owned 9M8. The original
rebuild was intended to coincide with outages required to put the renewed
municipal substation Capreol MS32 into service. Instead, the rebuild
plans were re-engineered and reduced substantially in their scope to suit
the concerns of downstream customers on the affected feeder section.

23
24
25

Finally, the planned rebuild which would have affected Dew Drop Rd was
deferred due to labour resource constraints and was necessarily reprioritized for 2021.

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

d) For an ordered list of prioritized projects and their cost for each year
between 2021 and 2024, please see the following attachments:
2021:
2022:
2023:
2024:

Attachment #3
Attachment #4
Attachment #5
Attachment #6
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Attachment 1 (of 6):
2-SEC-15 Attachment 1: Project Prioritizing 2018

CRITERION
Description
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6a
N6b
N7
N8a
N8b
N9
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23
A24

Meter Installations
Emergency Plant Replacement
Failed Transformers
Major Repairs to Substations
System Betterment
Overhead Services
Underground Services
City Road Work
Subdivision
Commercial
Renewable Generation
Kathleen MS2; Purchase Major Equipment, Rebuild/Commission New Station
Laforest Ave - Tie 17F6 to 2F1 (S12761 to S12774)
Kathleen Make Ready (B3,B5, B8 from voltage conversion plan)
Capreol MS32 Rebuild; Detailed Design, Preliminary Studies, Tenders
Dash MS19 T1/T2 Relay Upgrades; Detailed Design
Glenn St (S18839 to S18846) 32F1
Clearwater Lake Rd 20F5
Sunnyside/Sandy Cove Rd/ Lammi's Rd; relocate 3ph from rear bush onto Sunnyside 20F3
Fourth Ave, Coniston (S18406 to S18429) 31F1
South Bay Rd 10F5
Rear lot H-structures in Copper Cliff 25F4/25F1
Clyde St (S18853 to S18823) 32F1
Ferguson Ave (S19122 to S19116 & S19057 to S19063) 32F2
West Nipissing; Misc Pole Testing Poles, Waterfront Dr
Cable Testing/Rejuvenation
Melvin to Kathleen New 44kV Circuit - Services
Carmello/Moonlight 9M4 Transfers - Services
Kathleen MR - Adie/Perkovich
Tedman Voltage Conversion MR
SCADA SmartVu; Purchase and Implementation
Building
Vehicles
Tools and Equipment
Innovation

SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENT

FINANCIAL

BUSINESS
EFFICIENCY

PACED ASSET
REPLACEMENT

RELIABILITY
PERFORMANCE

SYSTEM CAPACITY

OPERATIONAL
FLEXIBILITY

3

4

2

3

2

2

2

0.53

5
3
3
3
3
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
4
1
2
2
1

1
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
4
5
4
4
2
2
5
5
5
2
4
2
2

2
4
4
4
3
3
4
2
3
2
2
3
4
4
2
2
2
2
4
4
1
1
2
1
5

1
5
1
3
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
4
3
3
1
1
3
3
1
1
3
1
1

1
5
5
5
5
2
2
4
4
2
2
5
2
3
2
3
1
1
5
5
4
1
1
1
2

1
3
3
3
3
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
3
3
3
1
1
1
1

2
5
3
3
5
5
2
2
4
3
2
5
2
3
2
1
1
1
3
3
5
1
1
1
1

0.45
0.81
0.65
0.73
0.80
0.71
0.55
0.63
0.64
0.53
0.53
0.76
0.55
0.66
0.53
0.45
0.35
0.35
0.73
0.73
0.63
0.21
0.41
0.28
0.30

Project Total
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Attachment 2 (of 6):
2-SEC-15 Attachment 2: Project Prioritizing 2019

Description
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6a
N6b
N7
N8a
N8b
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25

Meter Installations
Emergency Plant Replacement
Failed Transformers
Major Repairs to Substations
System Betterment
Overhead Services
Underground Services
City Road Work
Subdivision
Commercial
Capreol MS32; Purchase Major Equipment, Rebuild/Commission New Station
Regent Voltage Conversion - Make Ready; Transformer Replacements/Resinsulation
Cressey Voltage Conversion - Make Ready; Transformer Replacements/Resinsulation
Tedman Voltage Conv Part 1
New PME-11 SG beside existing SG62 - Tie 9F2 and 19F7
Gemmell MS11 (T1) ; Detailed Design, Preliminary Studies, Tenders
Dash MS19 T1/T2 Relay Upgrades; Purchase Equipment/Commissioning
MS30/MS31 Grounding Improvements/Switching
44kv dip Bancroft to Moonlight
Hawthorne (Vine to Beatrice) 17F5
Dew Drop Rd 20F5
Dennie St (S19363 to S18985) 32F2
Clyde St (S18853 to S18823) 32F1
Glenn St (S18839 to S18846) 32F1
Ferguson Ave Rebuild (cont)
Continue 44kV build down Government Rd to Hwy 17 - Coniston_31F2
Copper Cliff MS25 Land Purchase
Lower Coniston MS30 Land Purchase
Kelly Lake upgrade undersized 12kV conductor
West Nipissing; Waterfront Dr Rebuild, Voltage Conversion Work
Building
Vehicles
Tools and Equipment
Substation Security
Enterprise Bus

SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENT

FINANCIAL

BUSINESS
EFFICIENCY

PACED ASSET
REPLACEMENT

RELIABILITY
PERFORMANCE

SYSTEM CAPACITY

OPERATIONAL
FLEXIBILITY

3

4

2

3

2

2

2

0.53

3
3
3
3
3
3
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
4
4
5
4
4
5
5

3
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
4
4
4
4
3

5
3
3
3
1
5
4
1
1
3
3
4
3
3
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
2
5
5
4
4
3
2
2
3
5

3
3
3
3
3
5
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

5
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
2
2
3
2
2
3
5

0.80
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.65
0.81
0.71
0.64
0.64
0.63
0.63
0.66
0.55
0.55
0.66
0.76

3
3
1
2
2
5
1

4
5
2
4
2
1
2

2
2
1
2
1
1
5

1
3
1
3
1
1
1

5
2
1
1
1
1
2

4
3
1
1
1
1
1

4
2
1
1
1
1
1

0.61
0.55
0.21
0.41
0.28
0.44
0.30

Project Total
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Attachment 3 (of 6):
2-SEC-15 Attachment 3: Project Prioritizing 2021

CRITERION
Description
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7a
N7b
N8
N9a
N9b
N10
N11
N12
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22

Meter Installations
Emergency Plant Replacement
Failed Transformers
Major Repairs to Substations
Battery Bank Replacements
System Betterment
Overhead Services
Underground Services
City Road Work
Subdivision
Commercial
Renewable Generation
Intangible Assets (Hydro-Driven Easements)
Capital Site Restoration
Cressey MS (T1 & T2); Purchase Major Equipment, Rebuild/Commission New Station
Moonlight MS18; Detailed Design, Preliminary Studies, Tenders

Robinson MS15 Relay Upgrades; Detailed Design

Lasalle 9M2 Extension

VC Station Capital Switching

Stewart/Marie/Wilson/Windle 24F1
Dew Drop Rd 20F5
West Nipissing Voltage Conversion
Lansing Ave (Maley to Madison) UG Renewal 7F5
Attlee Ave (S4306 to S4290) 17F5
Velray/Claudia Cres (S4175 to S3974; S3960 to S30728; S3973 to S3966)11F3
Peter St (S30988 To S 15535) 25F3
Caruso St (B18361 to S18513) 30F1
Dublin/Arthur 3ph tie
Forest Lake Rd (S9251 to S9281) 20F5
Maley Dr Rebuild - (S20203 to H01480) 7F5
New Sudbury Centre - Replace 350mcm from S4408 to TRP187 11F1
Cable Testing/Rejuvenation
Building
Vehicles
Tools and Equipment
OMS - Add New Features

SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENT

FINANCIAL

BUSINESS
EFFICIENCY

PACED ASSET
REPLACEMENT

RELIABILITY
PERFORMANCE

SYSTEM CAPACITY

OPERATIONAL
FLEXIBILITY

Project Total

3

4

2

3

2

2

2

0.53

5

1

2

1

1

1

2

0.45

3
3
3
5
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
2
2
4

4
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
2
5

2
4
3
3
2
4
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1

3
5
5
4
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
1
3
1
1

2
5
5
2
3
5
2
4
3
4
4
4
2
2
3
4
4
2
3
1
1
1
4

2
3
3
1
4
3
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
3

2
5
5
2
5
3
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
4
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
5

0.53
0.81
0.80
0.72
0.53
0.66
0.53
0.63
0.62
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.53
0.53
0.50
0.63
0.63
0.53
0.45
0.21
0.41
0.28
0.63

Project Cost
($)
178,359
333,078
357,000
183,600
122,400
586,046
150,500
122,400
280,500
0
0
18,360
15,300
150,000
4,378,519
153,000
51,000
459,000
86,700
318,921
464,550
250,000
210,466
192,649
321,149
322,815
188,113
287,432
151,310
169,743
142,840
102,000
306,000
459,000
86,700
40,000
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Attachment 4 (of 6):
2-SEC-15 Attachment 4: Project Prioritizing 2022

CRITERION
Description
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7a
N7b
N8
N9a
N9b
N10
N11
N12
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21

Meter Installations
Emergency Plant Replacement
Failed Transformers
Major Repairs to Substations
Battery Bank Replacements
System Betterment
Overhead Services
Underground Services
City Road Work
Subdivision
Commercial
Renewable Generation
Intangible Assets (Hydro-Driven Easements)
Capital Site Restoration
Moonlight MS18; Purchase Major Equipment, Rebuild/Commission New Station
Marttila MS8; Detailed Design, Preliminary Studies, Tenders
Robinson MS15 Relay Upgrades
Lasalle 9M2 Extension
Centennial Voltage Conversion - Make Ready; Transformer Replacements/Resinsulation
West Nipissing Voltage Conversion
Ridgemount/Gagne/Claude 18F1
Kelvin/Melbourne 7F5
Paquette St (S1568 to S1576) 7F3
Beatrice Cres 17F5
Northshore Dr (S6347 to S6368)19F3
Roy Ave (S1897 to S1880) 16F4
Attlee, Roland, Carmen 16F4
Redfern Cres 16F4
Kingslea Cres 16F4
Leon Ave 16F4
Cable Testing/Rejuvenation
Asset Management Software
Building
Vehicles
Tools and Equipment

SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENT

FINANCIAL

BUSINESS
EFFICIENCY

PACED ASSET
REPLACEMENT

RELIABILITY
PERFORMANCE

SYSTEM CAPACITY

OPERATIONAL
FLEXIBILITY

Project Total

3

4

2

3

2

2

2

0.53

5

1

2

1

1

1

2

0.45

3
3
3
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
2
2

4
5
5
4
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
2
4
2

2
3
3
3
2
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
2
1

3
5
5
4
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
1
3
1

2
5
5
2
3
5
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
1
1
1

2
3
3
1
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

2
5
5
2
5
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

0.53
0.80
0.80
0.70
0.53
0.73
0.62
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.63
0.45
0.60
0.21
0.41
0.28

Project Cost
($)

181,926
339,739
364,140
187,200
124,800
597,767
150,500
122,400
286,000
0
0
18,000
15,606
150,000
2,693,405
150,000
120,000
459,000
522,800
200,000
214,349
120,000
124,400
150,000
147,292
163,749
230,829
192,000
133,504
144,747
100,000
500,000
312,120
468,180
88,434
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Attachment 5 (of 6):
2-SEC-15 Attachment 5: Project Prioritizing 2023

CRITERION
Description
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7a
N7b
N8
N9a
N9b
N10
N11
N12
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23

Meter Installations
Emergency Plant Replacement
Failed Transformers
Major Repairs to Substations
Battery Bank Replacements
System Betterment
Overhead Services
Underground Services
City Road Work
Subdivision
Commercial
Renewable Generation
Intangible Assets (Hydro-Driven Easements)
Capital Site Restoration
Marttila MS8; Purchase Major Equipment, Rebuild/Commission
Paris MS13; Detailed Design, Preliminary Studies, Tenders
West Nipissing Voltage Conversion
Hawthorne (Barrydowne to Auger) 11F3
St. Andrew's Ave 11F3
Hildegarde Ave/Delaware Ave 11F3
Patrick Ave/Sharon Ave 11F3
Canterbury Ave 11F3
Lauzon/Wedgewood/Grandview (S1999 to S30773)16F4
Lasalle 9M2 Extension
Nipissing St (West Nipissing)
Robinson 15F3
Niemi,kivinen,golf course renewa line 20F3
Lynwood Dr 11F2
Afton St 11F2
Vine Ave 11F2
Downland/Maureen S4376 to S4387 17F5
Chief Lake S9227 to S9233 20F5
Event Monitoring/Work Dispatch
Silver Lake Rd (S959 to B20347) 20F2
Building
Vehicles
Tools and Equipment

SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENT

FINANCIAL

BUSINESS
EFFICIENCY

PACED ASSET
REPLACEMENT

RELIABILITY
PERFORMANCE

SYSTEM CAPACITY

OPERATIONAL
FLEXIBILITY

Project Total

3

4

2

3

2

2

2

0.53

5

1

2

1

1

1

2

0.45

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
1
2
2

4
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
2
4
2

2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
2
1

3
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
1
3
1

2
5
5
3
2
2
2
2
2
4
3
5
4
4
2
2
2
4
4
2
2
1
1
1

2
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1

2
5
5
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
3
3
4
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1

0.53
0.80
0.80
0.62
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.63
0.53
0.72
0.64
0.64
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.65
0.63
0.27
0.53
0.21
0.41
0.28

Project Cost
($)

185,565
346,534
371,423
190,800
127,200
609,722
150,500
122,400
291,500
0
0
18,000
15,918
150,000
2,301,978
150,000
175,000
206,614
79,973
171,555
156,873
113,889
228,449
459,000
500,000
333,627
500,376
213,038
70,485
68,984
185,200
54,291
200,000
325,824
318,362
477,544
90,203
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Attachment 6 (of 6):
2-SEC-15 Attachment 6: Project Prioritizing 2024

CRITERION
Description
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7a
N7b
N8
N9a
N9b
N10
N11
N12
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25

Meter Installations
Emergency Plant Replacement
Failed Transformers
Major Repairs to Substations
Battery Bank Replacements
System Betterment
Overhead Services
Underground Services
City Road Work
Subdivision
Commercial
Renewable Generation
Intangible Assets (Hydro-Driven Easements)
Capital Site Restoration
Paris MS13; Purchase Major Equipment, Rebuild/Commission New Station
West Nipissing MS36; Detailed Design, Preliminary Studies, Tenders
West Nipissing Voltage Conversion
Little Italy/Copper Cliff 25F4
Southview (B11085 to B10669) 15F3
Armstrong (B572 to S434) 24F1
Moonlight Beach/Dube/Navanod 6F2
Roger St 6F2
Blyth/Colby 24F3
Montel/Virginia 24F1
Cranbrook Cres 15F1
Ramsey Lake Rd (S6563 to S6577) 10F5
Desloges (S8424 to S8444) 21F1
Brady St S17889 to S17877 3F5
Diane Ave S1426 to S1435 7F4
Ida St (S9089 to S9101) 24F3
East St 31F2
Latimer S689 to S31366 24F1
rebuild 9M3 eastward feeders outside Dash MS
Howey Dr (S6284 to S6289) 19F3
Drummond St 17F3
Integration Analytics Platform - Upgrades
Building
Vehicles
Tools and Equipment

SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENT

FINANCIAL

BUSINESS
EFFICIENCY

PACED ASSET
REPLACEMENT

RELIABILITY
PERFORMANCE

SYSTEM CAPACITY

OPERATIONAL
FLEXIBILITY

Project Total

3

4

2

3

2

2

2

0.53

5

1

2

1

1

1

2

0.45

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
2
2

4
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
4
2
2
4
2

2
3
3
3
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1

3
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
1
1
3
1

2
5
5
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
4
4
2
1
1
1

2
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

2
5
5
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
3
2
1
1
1
1

0.53
0.80
0.80
0.62
0.60
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.75
0.69
0.63
0.27
0.21
0.41
0.28

Project Cost
($)

189,726
353,465
378,851
194,400
129,600
621,917
150,500
122,400
297,000
0
0
18,000
16,236
150,000
2,314,793
200,000
175,000
745,479
344,886
246,759
274,889
148,778
187,899
117,353
197,471
147,892
250,548
97,748
141,302
160,337
206,716
169,671
169,648
150,663
75,009
100,000
324,730
487,094
92,007
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1

2-SEC-16

2

Question:

3

[Ex.2-2-1, Attach 1] Please provide a table that shows for all material capital

4

projects and programs undertaken since 2013, the total cost of the project as

5

budgeted, and the final cost of the project. Please provide an explanation for all

6

material variances +/- 10%.

7
8

Response:

9

a)

10

As discussed with the counsel for SEC, the response for this interrogatory will be filed in

11

advance of the Settlement Conference as soon as Greater Sudbury Hydro is able.

12

Greater Sudbury Hydro endeavors to file the response by March 16th, 2020.
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1

2-SEC-17

2

Question:

3

[Ex2-2-1, Attach 1] For each material 2020 capital project, please provide the forecast in-

4

service date.

5
6

Response:

7

The below table lists the material 2020 capital projects along with their forecast in-

8

service date:

9
Project Name

Forecast
Service Date

Big Nickel Mine Rd - Brennan St to Spruce St; New 3ph Ckt, 3F2/3F8 03-Feb-20
Tie
Tedman Voltage Conv Part 2

06-Mar-20

Ted/Reg/Cress VC Station Capital Switching

27-Mar-20

Haig St Rebuild - Cressey Stn to Caruso Club; Upgrade to 336mcm, 08-Apr-20
double feeder egress
CKSO Rd

01-May-20

South Bay Rd

08-May-20

Gemmell St New 12kV Double Ckt (S4317 to B3809) 11F2

30-Jun-20

Lasalle 9M2 Extension

08-Jul-20

Attlee Ave (S4317 to S4574) 17F5

31-Jul-20

Sunnyside (S9919 to S9887)-Relocate 3ph from bush (S10389 to 11-Sep-20
S9939 via Edgewater/Pearson Rd) 20F5
West Nipissing Voltage Conversion
Gemmell

MS11

(T1);

Purchase

23-Oct-20
Major

Equipment,

Rebuild 31-Dec-20

Commission
OMS
10

31-Dec-20

In-
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1

2-SEC-18

2

Question:

3

[Ex.2-2-1, Attach 1, p.127-137] Please provide a table that shows, for each major

4

asset category, the number of assets replaced or forecast to be replaced and the

5

cost to do so, for each year between 2013 and 2024.

6
7
8

Response:

9

a) For a table showing, for each major asset category, the number of assets

10

replaced (and the cost to do so) for each year between 2013 and 2019,

11

please see Attachment #1.

12
13
14
15
16

For a table showing, for each major asset category, the number of assets
replaced (and the cost to do so) for each year between 2020 and 2024,
note that the below table represents data associated with prospective
investments that have been tabled as part of GSHi’s DSP wherein
planned asset removal/refurbishment is part of the project scope.

2020

2021
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2022

2023

2024

2020-2024

Units
Average
Total
Units
Units
Units
Units
Units
Units
Units
Units
Units
Units
Asset Category in Inventory
Units
Units
Replaced Replaced Replaced Replaced Replaced Replaced Replaced Replaced Replaced Replaced
(number)
Replaced Replaced
(number)
(%)
(number)
(%)
(number)
(%)
(number)
(%)
(number)
(%)
(number) (number)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Substation
Transformers
Pad Mounted
Transformers
Pole Mounted
Transformers
Submersible
Transformers
Vault
Transformers
Overhead Line
Switches
Pad Mounted
Switchgear
Pad Mounted
Junction
Enclosures
GSU Wood
Poles
GSU Concrete
Poles
Bell Wood
Poles
Hydro One
Wood Poles

43

1

2.33%

2

4.65%

1

2.33%

1

2.33%

1

2.33%

1.2

6

1,440

3

0.21%

9

0.63%

9

0.63%

1

0.07%

0

0.00%

4.4

22

3,232

63

1.95%

76

2.35%

73

2.26%

77

2.38%

81

2.51%

74

370

16

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0

131

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0

2,173

30

1.38%

16

0.74%

17

0.78%

19

0.87%

39

1.79%

24.2

121

80

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0

70

1

1.43%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0.2

1

11,755

157

1.34%

184

1.57%

172

1.46%

189

1.61%

267

2.27%

193.8

969

120

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0

2,695

29

1.08%

9

0.33%

5

0.19%

36

1.34%

48

1.78%

25.4

127

349

0

0.00%

25

7.16%

24

6.88%

41

11.75%

0

0.00%

18

90

Sudbury Hydro is unable to provide a ‘per-unit’ cost for a prospective
investment until such time as the project is completed and the unitization
process has been applied. However, Sudbury Hydro can supply the total
estimated capital cost for the replacement of the units shown in the prior
Table for a given year. These estimated costs are as follows:
2020: $5,296,596
2021: $7,570,074
2022: $5,496,075
2023: $6,145,156
2024: $6,322,841
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Attachment 1 (of 1):
2-SEC-18 Attachment 1: Assets replaced between 20132019

2013
Asset Category Units Replaced
(number)
Substation
Transformers
Pad Mounted
Transformers
Pole Mounted
Transformers
Submersible
Transformers
Vault
Transformers
Overhead Line
Switches
Pad Mounted
Switchgear
Pad Mounted
Junction
Enclosures
GSU Wood Poles

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Cost

Units Replaced
(number)

Cost

Units Replaced
(number)

Cost

Units Replaced
(number)

Cost

Units Replaced
(number)

Cost

Units Replaced
(number)

Cost

Units Replaced
(number)

Cost

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

1

$115,944.49

1

$290,714.83

2

$1,012,107.30

1

$505,858.88

62

$498,799.09

59

$555,138.40

75

$708,986.34

61

$618,679.85

39

$796,296.98

46

$703,457.71

37

$704,313.45

142

$486,700.39

205

$850,666.84

146

$618,347.04

127

$731,899.08

160

$1,364,770.94

207

$1,803,989.66

143

$1,037,819.42

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

10

$169,342.49

8

$215,414.22

5

$82,661.39

6

$53,101.57

4

$22,875.03

2

$50,362.57

7

$206,406.81

2

$89,939.44

2

$86,906.90

5

$121,687.55

0

$0.00

2

$54,805.26

4

$146,942.18

2

$43,782.61

2

$13,239.25

2

$13,719.34

7

$26,893.85

0

$0.00

1

$2,426.02

0

$0.00

2

$8,104.65

276

$1,149,825.10

185

$1,193,558.62

273

$1,596,516.46

271

$1,226,090.14

480

$2,386,998.69

312

$1,893,729.59

232

$2,134,988.01

GSU Concrete
Poles

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

Bell Wood Poles

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

Hydro One
Wood Poles

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00

0

$0.00
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1

2-SEC-19

2

Question:

3

[Ex.2-2-1, Attach 1, Appendix A] With respect to the Asset Condition

4

Assessment:

5
6

a. Please explain how the methodology used in the 2019 ACA differs from

7

that in the 2011 ACA filed in the Applicant’s previous cost of service

8

application.

9
10

Response:

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

The 2019 ACA uses Kinectric’s up-to-date methodologies to develop Health
Index (HI) distributions and to estimate condition-based action plans. The
methodology used in the 2019 ACA includes the concept of an Age Limiter (AL),
which at the time was not part of Kinectric’s methodology in the 2011 ACA.
In the 2019 ACA methodology, the final HI assigned to an individual asset is
limited by the asset’s age. An Age Limiter (AL), which is equal to the cumulative
survival probability at a given age of an asset group, is compared to the
calculated HI. If the calculated HI is less than or equal to the AL, the final HI
assigned is the calculated HI. Otherwise, the final HI assigned is equal to the AL.
Note in using the AL that it is possible that condition data (i.e. test results,
inspections, loading, etc.) may be good and thus the calculated HI is high.

1

2
3
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1

2-SEC-20

2

Question:

3

[Ex.2-2-1, Attach 1, p.60-75] With respect to assets replaced in the system

4

Betterment program:

5
6

a. Under the system renewal subcategory, for each year since 2013, please

7

provide the number and type of asset that has been replaced or is forecast

8

to be replaced.

9
10
11

b. How does the Applicant forecast the amount of work and costs for the
program in 2020 to 2024?

12
13

Response:

14

a) The table below is a modified version of Table 45 from the Distribution

15

System Plan showing the number of corresponding units that were

16

installed under the ‘System Betterment’ program.

2013
Asset Category

1
2
3
4
5
6

Substation
Transformers
Pad Mounted
Transformers
Pole Mounted
Transformers
Submersible
Transformers
Vault
Transformers
Overhead Line
Switches
Pad Mounted
Switchgear
Pad Mounted
Junction
Enclosures
GSU Wood
Poles
GSU Concrete
Poles
Bell Wood
Poles
Hydro One
Wood Poles

2014

2015

2016
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2017
2018
2019

Units
Units
Units
Units
Units
Units
Units
Installed Installed Installed Installed Installed Installed Installed
(number) (number) (number) (number) (number) (number) (number)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

2

2

0

4

3

1

35

15

30

24

17

18

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

26

41

48

45

64

41

21

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

138

41

94

78

51

38

39

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

GSHi began tracking asset removals in 2015 and shows the relevant
removals from 2015 through 2019 in the second table where the removal
reason was ‘Rebuild’. System Betterment is itself a subset of ‘Rebuild’.
Please note that asset removals specific to System Betterment-related
projects cannot be untangled from the values shown in the table below:
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2013
Asset Category

1

Substation
Transformers
Pad Mounted
Transformers
Pole Mounted
Transformers
Submersible
Transformers
Vault
Transformers
Overhead Line
Switches
Pad Mounted
Switchgear
Pad Mounted
Junction
Enclosures
GSU Wood
Poles
GSU Concrete
Poles
Bell Wood
Poles
Hydro One
Wood Poles

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Units
Units
Units
Units
Units
Units
Units
Replaced Replaced Replaced Replaced Replaced Replaced Replaced
(number) (number) (number) (number) (number) (number) (number)

0

0

0

1

1

6

1

N/A

N/A

25

13

18

8

2

N/A

N/A

90

141

117

104

91

N/A

N/A

0

0

0

0

0

N/A

N/A

0

0

0

0

3

N/A

N/A

4

4

3

4

2

N/A

N/A

4

0

1

0

0

N/A

N/A

0

0

0

0

0

N/A

N/A

304

401

375

311

174

N/A

N/A

0

0

0

0

0

N/A

N/A

0

0

0

0

0

N/A

N/A

0

0

0

0

0

2
3

b) This investment is intended to capture the costs associated with

4

replacement/refurbishment of distribution system assets that for varying

5

reasons were either not planned or anticipated for a calendar year but are

6

nonetheless important for the utility to address proactively.

7
8

As the exact location of an asset that will ultimately be contemplated for
replacement/refurbishment with this prospective investment is unknown,
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1
2
3
4

•

5
6

•

7
8

•

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

•

distribution system assets that have typically been addressed by this
investment type have exhibited some of the following characteristics:
Poor asset location (e.g., conflicts with driveway, legal right of the utility
to occupy the space is absent);
Assets that have been discovered to have been damaged by wildlife
(e.g. woodpeckers);
relative proportion of assets with “Very Poor” or “Poor” Health Index (HI)
results;
present construction (are transformers ‘underslung’?, clearances to
ground are too low?, etc.)

To forecast a yearly 2020-2024 program cost under “System Betterment”,
Sudbury Hydro considered its historical costs dating to 2013. The
program costs for the years 2013 through 2018 inclusive are as follows:

16

2013 - $452,844

17

2014 – $252,883

18

2015 - $756,753

19

2016 – $531,897

20

2017– $978,438

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

2018 – $474,468

28
29

For each year thereafter, program costs are expected to increase with the
rate of inflation, approximately 2% per annum.

The forecast cost for the 2019 and 2020 capital programs of $574,555 per
year seeks to strike a balance between the average value of this grouping,
which is $574,547 and the large variability in program costs, where in
2017 the incurred costs were as high as $978,438 yet in 2013 incurred
costs were as low as $252,883.
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1

2-SEC-21

2

Question:

3

[Ex.2-2-1, Attach 1] Please explain in detail how the Applicant forecasts the cost

4

of its capital project and programs.

5
6

Response:

7
8
9

Details of how GSHi forecasts the cost of its capital project(s)/program(s) is
provided below:

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

•

System Access – Meter Installation

These mandatory connection or upgrade projects are customer demand-driven
and must be connected within a timeline prescribed by the OEB. GSHI must
adhere to DSC requirements, including providing an Offer to Connect and a
supply connection as described in Section 7.2 Connection of New Services in the
DSC.
To forecast a ‘Test Year’ program cost under “Meter Installation”, Sudbury Hydro
looked back at its historical costs dating to 2013. The program costs for the
years 2013 through 2019 inclusive are as follows:

22

2013 - $103,867

23

2014 – $117,775

24

2015 - $152,796

25

2016 – $176,067

26

2017– $63,282

27
28
29

2018 – $120,024
2019 – $147,711

30
31

Per the customer growth forecast, an appropriately-sized spending envelope is
crafted to ensure sufficient funds are available to connect prospective load/REG

1
2
3
4
5
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customers expediently. The forecast cost for the 2020 capital program of
$174,862 seeks to strike a balance between the average value of this grouping,
which is $125,931 and the variability in program costs, where in 2016 the
incurred costs were as high as $176,067 yet in 2017 incurred costs were as low
as $63,282.

6
7
8

•

System Access – Overhead/Underground Services

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

These mandatory connection or upgrade projects are customer demand-driven
and must be connected within a timeline prescribed by the OEB. GSHi must
adhere to DSC requirements, including providing an Offer to Connect and a
supply connection as described in Section 7.2 Connection of New Services in the
DSC.

19

2013 – Overhead Services: $112,732; Underground Services: $90,863

20

2014 – Overhead Services: $138,646; Underground Services: $119,099

21

2015 – Overhead Services: $129,537; Underground Services: $105,773

22

2016 – Overhead Services: $170,919; Underground Services: $146,179

23

2017 – Overhead Services: $133,409; Underground Services: $117,965

24

2018 – Overhead Services: $140,168; Underground Services: $96,081

25

2019 – Overhead Services: $181,239; Underground Services: $115,584

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Projected spending is dependent on new customer load/REG connections
requests. Lower (or negative) growth than forecast will result in less spending
required to connect prospective customers to the distribution system. Similarly,
higher growth than expected will require increased spending in excess of the
budgeted amount.
The 2020 capital program forecast cost of $150,500 in Overhead Services and
$122,400 in Underground Services are both in line with the average historical

To forecast a ‘Test Year’ program cost under “Overhead/Underground Services”,
Sudbury Hydro looked back at its historical costs dating to 2013. The program
costs for the years 2013 through 2019 inclusive are as follows:

1
2
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value of these groupings, which are $143,807 for Overhead Services and
$113,077 for Underground Services.

3
4
5

•

System Renewal – Emergency Plant Replacements

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Replacing defective distribution assets is almost always required the moment a
failure occurs. Occasionally, it may be possible to feed the same customers by
closing existing bus-breaks and supplying electricity from an adjacent feeder.
Otherwise, the defective asset(s) must be replaced. This service restoration work
is a top priority.

16

2013 - $23,965

17

2014 – $279,054

18

2015 - $34,677

19

2016 – $234,114

20

2017– $509,595

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

2018 – $577,726
2019 – $46,633

To forecast a ‘Test Year’ program cost under “Emergency Plant Replacements”,
Sudbury Hydro looked back at its historical costs dating to 2013. The program
costs for the years 2013 through 2019 inclusive are as follows:

This prospective investment will help to ensure that there are sufficient funds
available to procure needed equipment to enact important repairs to failed
distribution system assets (not including transformers). Customers have
repeatedly demonstrated that they expect high service reliability and are not
tolerant of longer duration outages. By ensuring high availability of
construction materials, crews can quickly make repairs to get customers back
on in the event of an unplanned service disruption.

1
2
3
4
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The forecast cost for the 2020 capital program of $326,547 seeks to strike a
balance between the average value of this grouping, which is $243,680 and the
large variability in program costs, where in 2018 the incurred costs were as high
as $577,726 yet in 2015 incurred costs were as low as $34,677.

5
6
7

•

System Renewal – Major Substation Repairs

8
9
10
11

To forecast a ‘Test Year’ program cost under “Major Substation Repairs”,
Sudbury Hydro looked back at its historical costs dating to 2013. The program
costs for the years 2013 through 2019 inclusive are as follows:

12

2013 - $332,236

13

2014 – $211,887

14

2015 - $302,638

15

2016 – $116,135

16

2017– $33,197

17
18
19
20
21

2018 – $112,098
2019 – $131,077
The forecast cost for the 2020 capital program of $180,000 is in line with the
average value of this grouping, which is $177,038.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

•

General Plant – Tools and Equipment

Tool and equipment expenditures are prioritized and paced on an as-needed
basis based on input from GSHi employees. Significant input is received from
the Garage Mechanics, P&C Dept, Engineering Dept and line personnel, among
other field staff. Failure to procure suitable new and/or refurbished tools may
hinder GSHi’s ability to continue to provide excellent electricity service delivery to
its customers.
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1
2
3
4

To forecast a ‘Test Year’ program cost under “Tools and Equipment”, Sudbury
Hydro looked back at its historical costs dating to 2013. The program costs for
the years 2013 through 2019 inclusive are as follows:

5

2013 - $77,762

6

2014 – $85,032

7

2015 - $69,666

8

2016 – $116,135

9

2017– $107,409

10
11
12
13
14

2018 – $101,718
2019 – $81,475
The forecast cost for the 2020 capital program of $85,000 is in line with the
average historical value of this grouping, which is $91,313.

15
16

System Betterment

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

This investment is intended to capture the costs associated with
replacement/refurbishment of distribution system assets that for varying reasons
were either not planned or anticipated for a calendar year but are nonetheless
important for the utility to address proactively.
As the exact location of an asset that will ultimately be contemplated for
replacement/refurbishment with this prospective investment is unknown,
distribution system assets that have typically been addressed by this investment
type have exhibited some of the following characteristics:
• Poor asset location (e.g., conflicts with driveway, legal right of the utility
to occupy the space is absent);
• Assets that have been damaged by wildlife (e.g. woodpeckers)
• relative proportion of assets with “Very Poor” or “Poor” Health Index (HI)
results
• present construction (are transformers ‘underslung’?, clearances to
ground are too low?, etc.)

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
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1
2
3
4

To forecast a yearly 2020-2024 program cost under “System Betterment”,
Sudbury Hydro considered its historical costs dating to 2013. The program costs
for the years 2013 through 2018 inclusive are as follows:

5

2013 - $452,844

6

2014 – $252,883

7

2015 - $756,753

8

2016 – $531,897

9

2017– $978,438

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

2018 – $474,468

17
18

For each year thereafter, program costs are expected to increase roughly with a
rate of inflation of 2% per annum.

The forecast cost for the 2019 and 2020 capital programs of $574,555 per year
seeks to strike a balance between the average value of this grouping, which is
$574,547 and the large variability in program costs, where in 2017 the incurred
costs were as high as $978,438 yet in 2013 incurred costs were as low as
$252,883.

19
20
21

•

System Renewal – Failed Transformers

22
23
24
25

To forecast both a 2019 and 2020 program cost under “Failed Transformers”,
Sudbury Hydro looked back at its historical costs dating to 2013. The program
costs for the years 2013 through 2018 inclusive are as follows:

26

2013 - $207,884

27

2014 – $173,492

28

2015 - $552,325

29

2016 – $438,522

30

2017– $230,949

1
2
3
4

2018 – $533,204
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The forecast cost for the 2019 and 2020 capital program of $350,000 is in line
with the average value of this grouping, which is $355,729.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

•

System Renewal – Battery Bank Replacements

Achieving the replacement of defective/obsolescent distribution assets during
planned, major station maintenance work is the most cost-effective way to
operate for GSHi. This investment will ensure that the battery bank(s) located at
our substations will be of adequate size to provide power to system protection
relays in the event that normal supply is lost. The ability of these protection relays
to operate dependably and reliably cannot be overstated. In respect of both
public and worker safety, this investment requirement is a top priority.
Historical spending on battery bank replacements for the years 2013 to 2019 is
as follows:
2013:
2014:
2015:
2016:
2017:
2018:
2019:

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$91,119
$55,295

Major Station Maintenance activities are scheduled on a four-year cycle.
During maintenance, crews will test and assess the ability of the battery bank(s)
to provide backup power in the event they are needed to provide power to
micro-processor-based protection relays. Depending on these test results, a
decision to defer replacement of the battery bank until the next cycle can occur.
The forecast cost for the 2020 capital program of $120,000 will ensure that the
battery bank(s) located at our substations will be of adequate size to provide
power to system protection relays in the event that normal supply is lost. The
ability of these protection relays to operate dependably and reliably cannot be
overstated.

1
2
3
4
5
6

•

General Plant – Buildings
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To forecast a yearly 2019 and 2020 program cost under “Buildings”, Sudbury
Hydro considered its historical costs dating to 2013. The program costs for the
years 2013 through 2018 inclusive are as follows:

7

2013 - $176,906

8

2014 – $1,364,323

9

2015 - $1,312,438

10

2016 – $1,342,565

11

2017– $101,852

12
13

2018 – $21,465

14
15
16
17
18
19

Yearly investment requirements are partially based on historical needs and seek
to incorporate building requirements as prescribed through codes, standards
and regulations. Any codes, standards or regulations that may emerge and that
require GSHi to incur costs to meet the requirements will be considered at the
appropriate time. Other planned investment(s) in the yearly capital expenditure
plan may need to be deferred accordingly.
The years 2014 through 2016 saw GSHi incurring significant costs, especially in
comparison to 2013, 2017 and 2018, as projects related to major building
energy retrofits and compliance with the Accessibility for Ontarians with
Disabilities Act, 2005 were completed. With these projects completed, future
costs relating to ‘Buildings’ are expected to be reduced significantly.
The capital forecast cost of $465,000 (2019) and $300,000 (2020) seeks to strike
a balance between the average value of this grouping, which is $719,924 and the
large variability in program costs, where in 2014 the incurred costs were as high
as $1,364,323 yet in 2018 incurred costs were as low as $21,465.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

•

System Renewal – Cable Testing/Rejuvenation

Historically, because most of the underground cable sections in GSHi’s service
territory are relatively short in length and are installed in conduit, they were
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

physically removed from service and new cables were installed following an
outage event.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

For a program cost of $100,000, the intent is to test and rejuvenate as many
cable segments as practicable.
Factors that may affect the timing and/or priority of the project include:
- Availability of the Testing Service Provider;
- Availability of the Rejuvenation Service Provider;
- Competitive pricing from service providers (will not proceed if noncompetitive);
- Availability of internal GSHi staff to provide ancillary support to service
providers (e.g. isolation switching);
- Customer requirements (from consultations) regarding scheduling of
planned outages
-

34
35
36
37

The challenge with this approach is that it is not sustainable when there are a
number of cables that are either at or approaching their life expectancy.
Unexpected outages can consume a signification portion of an O&M budget and
lead to poor reliability. With the help of the novel testing method developed in
partnership between Natural Resources Canada and Energy Ottawa, it will be
possible for GSHi to transition from reactive-based cable maintenance to
condition-based cable maintenance. With use of the sophisticated testing
procedure, it is possible to identify cables whose condition has deteriorated due
to the presence of water treeing within the cable itself. With this new asset data
available to augment existing condition evaluations, an improvement in being
able to correctly select and prioritize prospective underground System Renewal
investments in particular is expected.
Cable sections that are ultimately targeted by this investment will not necessarily
have a record of poor performance. It is expected that the majority of the cables
that will require rejuvenation will have surpassed their expected in-service life of
40 years.

•

General Plant – OMS

As an example of how software is budgeted at GSHi, a cost estimate of $440,000
(spread over 2020 and 2021) which reflects the recent price quotations received

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
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by GSHi from prospective vendors for OMS software was cited in the Distribution
System Plan.
•

System Access – Road Authority Work

The City of Greater Sudbury and the Ministry of Transportation can each
undertake annual vehicle right of way construction work within GSHi’s various
operating districts. It is often requested that GSHi relocate existing distribution
system plant that conflicts with proposed construction work. This investment is
needed to cover the anticipated costs to complete relocation work at the
request of the relevant Road Authority (RA).
Typically, Road Authority requests have a project schedule and indicate a date
by which GSHi has been requested to have its plant removed from the affected
area. If possible, when a System Renewal driver exists and a re-location request
is known well in advance, the work will be deferred to ensure cohesion with the
appropriate Road Authority’s construction schedule.
Upon a request by a Road Authority, GSHi is obligated to complete distribution
system plant relocations as per the Public Service on Highway Act. Every year,
the City of Greater Sudbury hosts a meeting with regional partners, of which
GSHi is one, to discuss its short and long term capital spending plan for its roads,
bridges, culverts and sewer infrastructure. The City’s plans are incorporated into
GSHi’s Asset Management Process to ensure both party’s construction
schedules are properly aligned. Additionally, GSHi attends meetings hosted by
the MTO to learn about and align the provincial body’s planned construction work
with GSHi’s own Asset Management Process. Construction activities relating to
a request from a RA have a relatively high priority rating as they are not
deferrable and must be completed immediately.
System Access-related investments that are needed to comply with statutory
orders for the relocation of distribution system assets from Road Authority rightof-way’s can tend to be volatile and unpredictable. Despite the efforts put forth
by all interested parties to plan for road work as comprehensibly as possible,
situations inevitably arise that either accelerates or delays construction
schedules for prospective right-of-way work. Accordingly, the timing and
quantum for System Access investments is monitored continuously to ensure
that sufficient business capacity exists to meet the expectations of the
appropriate Road Authority. These projects cannot be deferred once the RA has
notified GSHi of its intent to proceed with its road construction schedule.
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1
2
3
4

To forecast the annual budgets for 2020-2024 under “Road Authority Work”,
Sudbury Hydro considered its historical costs dating to 2013. The program costs
for the years 2013 through 2019 inclusive are as follows:
2013 - $484,101

5

2014 – $360,002

6

2015 - $81,302

7

2016 – $153,024

8

2017– $159,247

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

2018 – $172,058
2019 - $311,204
The forecast annual budget for 2020 capital of $275,000 seeks to strike a
balance between the average value of this grouping, which is $245,848 and the
large variability in program costs, where in 2013 the incurred costs were as high
as $484,101 yet in 2015 incurred costs were as low as $81,302.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

•

General Plant – Vehicles

To forecast both a 2019 and 2020 program cost under “Vehicles”, Sudbury Hydro
looked back at its historical costs dating to 2013. The program costs for the
years 2013 through 2018 inclusive are as follows:

23

2013 - $533,800

24

2014 – $225,667

25

2015 - $756,834

26

2016 – $202,408

27

2017– $743,656

28
29
30
31

2018 – $212,220
The forecast cost for the 2019 and 2020 capital program of $450,000 is in line
with the average value of this grouping, which is $445,764.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

•

System Renewal – Municipal Substations
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As these projects are 2-5 years out, GSHi has historically contracted for
services the year prior to construction. Some preliminary work has been
completed by GSHi staff for budget development processes. It is our practice
to complete the detailed engineering and begin tendering equipment Q3 and
Q4 of the year prior to construction. At that point, a Class ‘A’ budget is
developed and built into the following year proposed capital expenditure
budget.
•

System Renewal, System Service – Other Capital Expenditures

Other prospective capital expenditures, such as those investments budgeted for
2020 to proactively replace poles on a paced basis, are costed by Project
Coordinators employed by the Engineering department.
Guided by GSHI’s ISO Management System, a vital component of prospective
investment estimation involves a formal ‘Design and Development’ review
between the responsible Project Coordinator (Engineering Technologist) and an
Operations Supervisor. The Project Coordinator will produce a design using the
appropriate USF distribution standards and/or GSHi-approved standards. These
standards are digitized inside our corporate Superion financial system which
facilitates the correct selection of materials for a given design. Design
verification is subsequently accomplished by the Supervisor, Engineering’s
review of design outputs. Finally, the prospective work order (complete with
approved standards) is reviewed and approved prior to the formal ‘PreConstruction Review’ meeting with the pertinent Operations department staff.
This review occurs for all jobs over $50,000 to review the scope of the job prior to
the release of the work order package.
Budgeted program amounts for the years 2020 through 2024 inclusive can be
found in the Distribution System Plan in the following location(s).
5.4.3.2.1.2 System Renewal – Pole Rebuilds pgs. 227-231 (2020)
5.4.3.2.2.1 System Renewal – Lines pgs. 262-267
(2021)
5.4.3.2.3.2 System Renewal – Lines pgs. 280-285
(2022)
5.4.3.2.4.2 System Renewal – Lines pgs. 294-300
(2023)
5.4.3.2.5.2 System Renewal – Lines pgs. 310-316
(2024)
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1

2-SEC-22 ACM

2

Question:

3

[Ex.2-2-6] With respect to the proposed ACM:

4
5
6

a. Please confirm that the Applicant is seeking approval of an ACM for each
of 2021, 2022, 2023 and 2024.

7
8

b. For each of the ACM projects, the Applicant has included 2 years of

9

capital expenditures. Please explain what the 2 numbers represent (i.e.

10

capital expenditure, in-service additions, etc.).

11
12
13

c. Please provide information to justify the prudence of the forecast costs for
the proposed ACM projects.

14
15
16

d. Please provide any internal business case for each of the proposed ACM
projects.

17
18
19

e. Please provide a revised version of Appendix 2-AA to include 2021 to
2023 capital spending.

20
21

f. Please provide the annual bill impact associated with the proposed ACM

22

projects. Please provide separate bill impacts for each year related to

23

each individual project.

24
25
26

Response:
a) Confirmed.

27
28

b) The costs in the years are described as follows:
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1
2

1) Cressey (MS3) Station Rebuild – 2020 Test Year ($250,000) Some of

3

the detailed planning and design work prior to commencement of this

4

substation rebuild (costs not submitted for ACM treatment). Cressey

5

(MS3) Station Rebuild – Year 1 ($4,465,219) – Costs incurred primarily

6

to rebuild the substation and replace both transformers. Cressey (MS3)

7

Station Rebuild – Year 2 ($522,799) – Costs to complete voltage

8

conversion work, considered part of this substation rebuild as it is

9

contingent on the substation rebuild being complete. See 2-VECC-19,

10

Attachment 5 for the preliminary detailed project construction costs for

11

this substation rebuild.

12
13

These investments will contribute toward the conversion of a total of

14

10,125 customers (26.55 MW of load) from the existing 4.16kV

15

distribution system to a 12.47kV distribution system at locations

16

throughout GSHI’s contiguous service territory in the City of Sudbury.

17
18

2) Moonlight (MS18) Station Rebuild – Year 1 ($153,000) – Some of the

19

detailed planning and design work prior to commencement of this

20

substation rebuild. Moonlight (MS18) Station Rebuild – Year 2

21

($2,693,405) – Costs incurred primarily to rebuild the substation and

22

replace the transformer. See 2-VECC-19, Attachment 6 for the

23

preliminary detailed project construction costs for this substation

24

rebuild.

25
26

As part of this prospective investment, the existing power transformer

27

18T1 will be upgraded from its present rating of 5/6.7MVA. The design

28

will be comprised entirely of underground, pad-mounted structures and

29

will be fully weather-protected. The investment will also allow for

30

increasing numbers of connection requests, either from load and/or
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1

generation, to the 18F1, 18F2 and 18F3 distribution feeders. The

2

prospective investment is expected to maintain and/or improve

3

SAIDI/SAIDI5 and SAIFI/SAIFI5 reliability indices while providing

4

GSHI’s Control Room greater operational flexibility to plan for quick

5

restoration of service after an outage event.

6
7

3) Marttila (MS8) Station Rebuild – Year 2 ($150,000) – Some of the

8

detailed planning and design work prior to commencement of this

9

substation rebuild. Marttila (MS8) Station Rebuild – Year 3

10

($2,301,977) – Costs incurred primarily to rebuild the substation and

11

replace the transformer. See 2-VECC-19, Attachment 7 for the

12

preliminary detailed project construction costs for this substation

13

rebuild.

14
15

As part of this prospective investment, the existing power transformer

16

8T1 will be upgraded from its present rating of 5/6.7MVA. The design

17

will be comprised entirely of underground, pad-mounted structures and

18

will be fully weather-protected. The investment will also allow for

19

increasing numbers of connection requests, either from load and/or

20

generation, to the 8F1, 8F2 and 8F3 distribution feeders. The

21

prospective investment is expected to maintain and/or improve

22

SAIDI/SAIDI5 and SAIFI/SAIFI5 reliability indices while providing

23

GSHI’s Control Room greater operational flexibility to plan for quick

24

restoration of service after an outage event.

25
26

4) Paris (MS13) Station Rebuild – Year 3 ($150,000) – Some of the

27

detailed planning and design work prior to commencement of this

28

substation rebuild. Paris (MS13) Station Rebuild – Year 4 ($2,314,793)

29

– Costs incurred primarily to rebuild the substation and replace the
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1

transformer. See 2-VECC-19, Attachment 8 for the preliminary detailed

2

project construction costs for this substation rebuild.

3
4

As part of this prospective investment, the existing power transformer

5

13T1 will be upgraded from its present rating of 5/6.7MVA. The design

6

will be comprised entirely of underground, pad-mounted structures and

7

will be fully weather-protected. The investment will also allow for

8

increasing numbers of connection requests, either from load and/or

9

generation, to the 13F1, 13F2 and 13F3 distribution feeders. The

10

prospective investment is expected to maintain and/or improve

11

SAIDI/SAIDI5 and SAIFI/SAIFI5 reliability indices while providing

12

GSHI’s Control Room greater operational flexibility to plan for quick

13

restoration of service after an outage event.

14
15

Additional details and justification for the proposed projects are provided in

16

the DSP – see Exhibit 2, Tab 2, Schedule 1, Attachment 1 of the initial

17

application. Within this document, the details of each project can be found

18

in the following sections:

19
20

•

5.4.3.2.1.9 – Cressey MS3 Rebuild/Voltage Conversion

21

•

5.4.3.2.3.1 – Moonlight MS18 Station Rebuild

22

•

5.4.3.2.4.1 – Marttila MS8 Station Rebuild

23

•

5.4.3.2.5.1 – Paris MS13 Station Rebuild

24
25

c) GSHi’s forecasted costs are based on a number of factors including

26

GSHi’s recent experience with similar projects and the expected size and

27

scope of the substation rebuilds. These budgets are subject to change as

28

at this time, GSHi has not performed detailed planning, obtained quotes

29

for the procurement of major components, or obtained quotes for
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1

contracted work that is expected for these types of projects. As these

2

projects are 2-5 years out, GSHi has historically contracted for services

3

the year prior to construction. Some preliminary work has been completed

4

by GSHi staff for budget development processes. It is GSHi practice to

5

complete the detailed engineering and begin equipment tendering Q3 and

6

Q4 of the year prior to construction. At that point, a Class ‘A’ budget is

7

developed and built into the following year proposed capital expenditure

8

budget.

9
10

d) GSHi has justified these substation rebuilds within its DSP, and has not

11

otherwise developed an internal business case. Additional details and

12

justification for the proposed projects are provided in the DSP – see

13

Exhibit 2, Tab 2, Schedule 1, Attachment 1 of the initial application. Within

14

this document, the details of each project can be found in the following

15

sections:

16
17

•

5.4.3.2.1.9 – Cressey MS3 Rebuild/Voltage Conversion

18

•

5.4.3.2.3.1 – Moonlight MS18 Station Rebuild

19

•

5.4.3.2.4.1 – Marttila MS8 Station Rebuild

20

•

5.4.3.2.5.1 – Paris MS13 Station Rebuild

21
22

e) GSHi has included this as Attachment 1 to this response.

23
24

f) The following tables summarizes the total revenue by rate class as well as

25

the monthly bill impact related to each individual project, for a typical

26

customer in the rate class.

27

2021 (Year 1)
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Page 6 of 6

Cressey (MS3) Station Rebuild

1

2

TOTAL REVENUE CUSTOMER/CONNECTION - SERVICE CHARGE
RATE CLASS
BY RATE CLASS
TYPICAL CUSTOMER (A)
RATE RIDER (B)
0.28
Residential
145,537
1
General service less than 50kW
39,051
1
0.78
General service 50 to 4,999kW
50,156
1
8.36
Unmetered scattered load
393
289
0.11
Sentinel lighting
336
360
0.08
Street lighting
6,891
9,958
0.06
242,364
9.67

Total Capitalized = $4,465,219
MONTHLY BILL IMPACT TYPICAL CUSTOMER (A*B)
0.28
0.78
8.36
31.79
28.80
597.48

2022 (Year 2)
Cressey (MS3) Station Rebuild
Total Capitalized = $522,799
Moonlight (MS18) Station Rebuild
Total Capitalized = $2,846,405
MONTHLY BILL IMPACT TOTAL REVENUE CUSTOMER/CONNECTION - SERVICE CHARGE
RATE CLASS
TYPICAL CUSTOMER (A*B)
BY RATE CLASS
TYPICAL CUSTOMER (A)
RATE RIDER (B)
Residential
109,814
1
0.21
0.21
General service less than 50kW
29,465
1
0.59
0.59
General service 50 to 4,999kW
37,845
1
6.31
6.31
Unmetered scattered load
297
289
0.09
26.01
Sentinel lighting
253
360
0.06
21.60
Street lighting
5,200
9,958
0.04
398.32
182,874
7.30

2023 (Year 3)
Marttila (MS8) Station Rebuild

3

TOTAL REVENUE CUSTOMER/CONNECTION - SERVICE CHARGE
RATE CLASS
BY RATE CLASS
TYPICAL CUSTOMER (A)
RATE RIDER (B)
Residential
79,919
1
0.15
General service less than 50kW
21,444
1
0.43
General service 50 to 4,999kW
27,542
1
4.59
Unmetered scattered load
216
289
0.06
Sentinel lighting
184
360
0.04
Street lighting
3,784
9,958
0.03
133,089
5.30

Total Capitalized = $2,451,977
MONTHLY BILL IMPACT TYPICAL CUSTOMER (A*B)
0.15
0.43
4.59
17.34
14.40
298.74

2024 (Year 4)
Paris (MS13) Station Rebuild

4

TOTAL REVENUE CUSTOMER/CONNECTION - SERVICE CHARGE
RATE CLASS
TYPICAL CUSTOMER (A)
BY RATE CLASS
RATE RIDER (B)
Residential
80,336
1
0.16
General service less than 50kW
21,556
1
0.43
General service 50 to 4,999kW
27,686
1
4.61
Unmetered scattered load
217
289
0.06
Sentinel lighting
185
360
0.04
Street lighting
3,804
9,958
0.03
133,784
5.33

Total Capitalized = $2,464,793
MONTHLY BILL IMPACT TYPICAL CUSTOMER (A*B)
0.16
0.43
4.61
17.34
14.40
298.74
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Attachment 1 (of 1):
3-SEC-22 Attachment 1: Chapter 2 Appendix 2-AA
with 2021-2024

Appendix 2-AA
Capital Projects Table

Projects
Reporting Basis
System Access
Meter Installations
Overhead Services
System Betterment
Underground Services
City Roadwork
Coppercliff Gardens Rebuild
Sub-Total
System Renewal
Failed Transformers
System Betterment
Major Substation Repairs
Emergency Plant Maintenance
Vanier Lane Road
Algonquin Rebuild
Sunnyside
West Nip 4 to 12 Conversion
Pole Replacements
Pine St- 4kV Rebuild
Beatty
Copper Cliff Rebuild/ Evans Road Rebuild
3F7
3F10
Lo-Ellen Park Rebuild
Vanier Lane Rebuild - Phase 2
Woodbine / Agincourt
Harju/ Pennala
West Nip 4 to 12 Conversion
Raft LK
Chapman/Stafford Rebuild
Beverly Drive Rebuild
Griffith St.
Crescent Park/ Gordon Ac Rebuild
Brebeuf Front Lot
Mcdonell/Rix Falconbridge
Voltage Conversion/Tear Down in West Nip
West Nipissing (MS37)
Fourth Ave Minnow Lake
Bloor St
Ester (Long Lake Rd to Treeview)
Lavoie St.
Mountview Cres
Struthers St.
Hay St. (Cache Bay)
Rear Line Marymount to St. Anne's Rd
Mildred St.
Madeleine St
Martin Ave
Somers St.
Cressey Station Voltage Conversion
Coniston Edward Station
Hudson St. 11F5

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

CGAAP

CGAAP

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

150,948
484,101
135,832
770,881
207,884
150,948
332,236

117,775
138,646
50,577
119,099
360,002
786,099
173,492
177,018
639,556
279,054

152,796
129,537
252,251

534,584
552,325
252,251
302,638

176,067
170,919
177,299
146,179
153,024

133,409
326,146
117,965
159,247

823,488
438,522
177,299
760,379
234,114

2020 Test
Year
MIFRS

2021

2022

2023

2024

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

174,862
150,500
114,911
122,400
275,000

178,359

172,058

147,711
181,239
207,517
115,584
311,204

150,500
117,209
122,400
280,500

181,926
150,500
119,553
122,400
286,000

185,565
150,500
121,944
122,400
291,500

189,726
150,500
124,383
122,400
297,000

736,767

590,406

963,255

837,673

848,968

860,379

871,909

884,009

230,949
326,146

533,204
158,156

180,301
207,517

509,595

577,726

350,000
402,189
180,000
326,547

357,000
410,232
183,600
333,078

364,140
418,437
187,200
339,739

371,423
426,805
190,800
346,534

378,851
435,342
194,400
353,465

458,280
150,050
402,031
178,745
136,291
173,085
354,547
167,471
126,563
121,589
116,006
296,055
546,967
151,066
476,226
140,241
133,235
172,245
117,526
178,425
368,773
155,288
352,628
162,576
154,003
221,473
130,208
245,047
139,340
166,651
116,572
199,934
176,166
118,304
115,207
187,907
138,066
293,715
122,682
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120,024
140,168
158,156

2019 Bridge
Year
MIFRS

Appendix 2-AA
Capital Projects Table

Projects
Reporting Basis
Lansing Ave.
Croatia Road 20F5
Jarvi/Lammi's/Hannah Lake Rd 20F3
West Nipissing Voltage Conversion
Lasalle Park Manor Underground
Holland Road - 2017
Lincoln Road Rebuild
Tedman
9M4 Transfer Conductors (Martindale Pioneer Rd.)
Kathleen Voltage Conversion
Clearwater Lake Road
Copper Cliff 25F4
Fourth Avenue Coniston 31F1
Kathleen Station MS2
West Nipissing4-12kvconver
Ferguson Avenue
Capreol Rebuild
Regent Voltage Conversion
Notre Dame Composite Pole Replacements
MS30/MS31 Grounding Improvements/ Switching
Hawthorne (Vine to Beatrice)
Copper Cliff Feeder Rebuild
Capital Site Restoration
Tedman Voltage Conversion
Gemmell MS11 (T1)
Cressey MS3 Rebuild/Voltage Conversion
Battery Bank Replacements
Pole Rebuilds
Cable Testing/Rejuvenation
Moonlight MS18
Stewart/Marie/Wilson/Windle 24F1
Dew Drop Rd 20F5
West Nipissing Voltage Conversion
Lansing Ave (Maley to Madison) UG Renewal 7F5
Attlee Ave (S4306 to S4290) 17F5
Velray/Claudia Cres
Peter St.
Caruso St.
Forest Lake Rd
Maley Dr Rebuild
New Sudbury Centre
Marttila MS8
Centennial Voltage Conversion
Ridgemount/Gagne/Claude 18F1
Kelvin/Melbourne 7F5
Paquette St
Beatrice Cres 17F5
Northshore Dr
Roy Ave
Attlee, Roland, Carmen 16F4
Redfern Cres 16F4
Kingslea Cres 16F4

2013

2014

2015

2016

CGAAP

CGAAP

MIFRS

MIFRS

2017
MIFRS
354,270
174,998
366,949
140,045
395,943
204,197
134,537
175,290

2018
MIFRS

470,104
515,434
295,360
925,622
234,909
3,324,676
119,795
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2019 Bridge
Year
MIFRS

140,855
333,295
1,542,314
435,561
346,118
157,570
268,238
128,294
133,846
511,675

2020 Test
Year
MIFRS

2,333,837
1,305,701
120,000
494,292
100,462

2021

2022

2023

2024

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

4,378,519
122,400

124,800

127,200

129,600

200,000

175,000

175,000

150,000
522,800
214,349
120,000
124,400
150,000
147,292
163,749
230,829
192,000
133,504

2,301,978

102,000
153,000
318,921
464,550
250,000
210,466
192,649
321,149
322,815
188,113
151,310
169,743
142,840

100,000
2,693,405

Appendix 2-AA
Capital Projects Table

Projects
Reporting Basis
Leon Ave 16F4
Paris MS13
Hawthorne (Barrydowne to Auger)
Hildegarde Ave/Delaware Ave 11F3
Patrick Ave/Sharon Ave 11F3
Lauzon/Wedgewood/Grandview
Nipissing St (West Nipissing)
Robinson 15F3
Niemi Kivinen Golf Course Renewal Line 20F3
Lynwood Dr 11F2
Downland/Maureen
Silver Lake Rd
West Nipissing MS36
Little Italy/Copper Cliff 25F4
Southview (B11085 to B10669) 15F3
Armstrong (B572 to S434) 24F1
Moonlight Beach/Dube/Navanod 6F2
Roger St 6F2
Blyth/Colby 24F3
Montel/Virginia 24F1
Cranbrook Cres 15F1
Ramsey Lake Rd (S6563 to S6577) 10F5
Desloges (S8424 to S8444) 21F1
Diane Ave S1426 to S1435 7F4
Ida St (S9089 to S9101) 24F3
East St 31F2
Latimer S689 to S31366 24F1
Rebuild 9M3 Eastward Feeders Outside Dash MS
Howey Dr (S6284 to S6289) 19F3
Sub-Total
System Service
System Betterment
Southlane Road
44KV Motorized Switches
Cambrian Heights Dr-UG Extension to College Boreal
44KV Motorized Switches/VBM
West Nipissing (MS37)
Bancroft 44kv Extension
Lasalle MS7 Relay Upgrades
11F7 - Falconbridge Rd to Moonlight Ave; New Ckt
Lorne @ Martindale Ave; Complete 12kV and 44kV Feeder Ties
Melvin to Kathleen MS; New 44kV Ckt/Rebuild
2017 44KV To Coniston (Allan/Edward)
Sunnyside Rebuild
Dash MS19 T1/T2 Relay Upgrades;Purchase Equipment
Continue 44kV build down Government Rd to Hwy 17 - Coniston 31F2
Science North
West Nipissing Voltage Conversion
Cressey MS3 Rebuild/Voltage Conversion
Gemmell MS 11
9M2 Extension

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

CGAAP

CGAAP

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

2019 Bridge
Year
MIFRS

2020 Test
Year
MIFRS

2021

2022

2023

2024

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

144,747
150,000
206,614
171,555
156,873
228,449
500,000
333,627
500,376
213,038
185,200
325,824

2,314,793

200,000
745,479
344,886
246,759
274,889
148,778
187,899
117,353
197,471
147,892
250,548
141,302
160,337
206,716
169,671
169,648
150,663
2,711,566
150,948
332,002
508,535

3,243,835
25,288

2,585,335
252,251

3,881,766

3,429,316

7,154,986

4,385,584

5,613,028

8,922,385

6,871,391

7,061,296

7,991,742

177,299

326,146

158,156

207,517

57,456

58,605

59,777

60,972

62,192

166,094
330,212
188,460
450,886
155,748
138,081
130,189
563,481
1,051,713
526,833
419,590
802,525
553,972
89,177
191,285
532,440
464,138
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Appendix 2-AA
Capital Projects Table

Projects
Reporting Basis
Sunnyside 12 kV Feeder Relocation
Robinson MS15 Relay Upgrades; Detailed Design
Second Ave, Coniston - Renewal, 44kV Extension
Dublin/Arthur 3ph tie
Event Monitoring/Work Dispatch
Sub-Total
General Plant
Vehicles
Building
Control Room Electronic Mapping
Tools and Equipment
Enterprise Bus
Outage Management System (OMS)
Asset Management Software
Integration Analytics Platform - Upgrades
Sub-Total
Miscellaneous

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

CGAAP

CGAAP

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

2019 Bridge
Year
MIFRS

2020 Test
Year
MIFRS
346,811

2021

2022

2023

2024

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

51,000
459,000
287,432

120,000
459,000

459,000
200,000

991,485
533,800
176,906
367,399

521,594
225,667
1,364,323

891,596
756,834
1,312,438

177,299

2,365,359

684,989

1,983,604

1,681,307

856,037

638,777

719,972

62,192

202,408
1,342,565

743,656

212,220

144,362
242,329

450,000
300,000

459,000
306,000

468,180
312,120

477,544
318,362

487,094
324,730

400,000

40,000

116,135

500,000
100,000
1,078,105
673,596

1,589,990
1,250,069

2,069,273
1,554,539

1,661,109
1,199,430

743,656
1,439,848

212,220
1,007,375

386,691
784,135

1,150,000
133,000

805,000
207,060

1,280,300

795,906

911,824

122,040

511,743

299,000

Total
Less Renewable Generation Facility Assets and Other Non-RateRegulated Utility Assets (input as negative)

6,225,633

7,391,586

7,635,327

7,743,091

8,714,946

9,649,976

8,503,268

9,415,007

11,639,450

9,772,887

9,960,827

10,148,767

Total

6,225,633

7,391,586

7,635,327

7,743,091

8,714,946

9,649,976

8,503,268

9,415,007

11,639,450

9,772,887

9,960,827

10,148,767

Notes:

‐
1 Please provide a breakdown of the major components of each capital project undertaken in each year. Please ensure that all projects below the materiality threshold are included in the miscellaneous line.
2 The applicant should group projects appropriately and avoid presentations that result in classification of significant components of the capital budget in the miscellaneous category.
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1

3-SEC-23

2

Question:

3

[Ex.3-1-1, p.2] Please update the following tables and appendices to include

4

2019 actuals:

5
6

a. Tables 3.1, 3.3 and 3.5

7

b. Appendices 2-IB and 2-H

8
9

Response:
a) The tables below reflect the results of the updated load forecast. Note that
there has also been an update to the CDM adjustment.

10
11
12
13

Table 3.1
Normal Forecast

14

kWh
Residential
GS < 50
GS > 50
Street Light
Sentinel Light
USL
Total

2014 Actual
401,059,652
144,307,855
378,009,413
7,654,363
438,854
1,346,883
932,817,019

2015 Actual
378,767,131
138,792,580
362,799,633
7,541,644
428,604
1,276,038
889,605,630

2016 Actual
363,718,803
135,472,797
350,224,516
7,520,842
426,193
1,219,818
858,582,969

2017 Actual
354,425,141
132,427,313
352,367,387
7,471,833
412,948
1,179,515
848,284,136

2018 Actual
375,861,349
138,106,022
360,554,580
7,471,085
403,671
1,134,622
883,531,330

2019 Actual 2019 Normalized 2020 Forecast
375,135,885
366,005,500
367,560,506
135,948,289
135,033,868
137,321,531
347,530,976
344,784,406
346,591,109
7,481,252
7,481,252
7,448,452
372,542
372,542
366,104
1,133,887
1,133,887
1,109,725
867,602,831
854,811,454
860,397,426

15
16

Table 3.3
Normal Forecast

kW

17

GS > 50
Street Light
Sentinel Light
Total

18
19

Table 3.5

2014 Actual 2015 Actual 2016 Actual 2017 Actual 2018 Actual 2019 Actual 2019 Normalized 2020 Forecast
936,619
910,216
894,192
882,488
887,145
846,327
858,491
862,989
21,396
21,075
20,946
20,884
20,878
20,902
20,898
20,807
1,212
1,182
1,176
1,137
1,111
1,028
1,027
1,010
959,227
932,473
916,314
904,510
909,134
868,257
880,417
884,806

Customers / Connections

1
2
3
4
5

Customers
Residential
GS < 50
GS > 50
Street Light
Sentinel Light
USL
Total

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
Tab 4
Interrogatory 23
Page 2 of 2

2014 Actual 2015 Actual 2016 Actual 2017 Actual 2018 Actual 2019 Actual 2020 Forecast
42,636
42,712
42,797
42,818
42,890
43,011
43,121
3,989
4,015
4,051
4,071
4,132
4,167
4,194
508
517
508
508
496
501
500
9,736
9,753
9,748
9,786
9,862
9,917
9,958
413
405
398
384
381
366
360
332
322
311
303
292
294
289
57,614
57,723
57,812
57,869
58,052
58,256
58,422

b) Please see the updates to 2-IB and 2-H in the revised Chapter 2
Appendices Excel file submitted with the interrogatory responses.
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1

4-SEC-24 Updated Appendix 2-JA, 2-JB, 2-JC, 2-K

2

Question:

3

[Ex.4] Please update the following appendices to include 2019 actuals:

4
5

a. 2-JA

6

b. 2-JB

7

c. 2-JC

8

d. 2-K

9
10

Response:

11

These appendices have been updated and are included in the live model of the

12

Chapter 2 Appendices filed with this interrogatory submission. They have also

13

been included as Attachments 1 – 4 (respectively) to this response. GSHi notes

14

that its original application submission for this appendix contained a formula error for the

15

2020 FTE count. Appendix 2K originaly showed a 2020 FTE count of 111 and it should

16

have been 107.

17

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
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Attachment 1 (of 4):
4-SEC-24 Attachment 1: Updated Appendix 2-JA

File Number:
Exhibit:
Tab:
Schedule:
Page:

TO BE UPDATED AT THE DRAFT RATE ORDER STAGE

EB-2019-0037

Date:

Appendix 2-JA
Summary of Recoverable OM&A Expenses

Reporting Basis
Operations
Maintenance
SubTotal
%Change (year over year)
%Change (Test Year vs
Last Rebasing Year - Actual)

$
$
$

2013 Last
Rebasing Year
OEB Approved
CGAAP

5,993,671
1,994,623
7,988,294

2013
2013 Last
Rebasing Year
Actuals
CGAAP

$
$
$

2014

4,735,948 $
2,614,037 $
7,349,986 $
-8.0%

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2014 Actuals

2015 Actuals

2016 Actuals

2017 Actuals

2018 Actuals

2019 Bridge
Year

2020 Test
Year

CGAAP

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

4,884,928 $
1,787,401 $
6,672,329 $
-9.2%

5,487,597 $
2,011,058 $
7,498,655 $
12.4%

5,377,304 $
2,165,933 $
7,543,237 $
0.6%

5,851,330 $
1,815,396 $
7,666,726 $
1.6%

5,738,060 $
1,840,611 $
7,578,672 $
-1.1%

6,138,110 $
1,863,409 $
8,001,520 $
5.6%

24.4%

Billing and Collecting

$

Community Relations

$

Administrative and General

$

SubTotal

$

2,114,055

$

1,866,995

$

2,075,374

$

$

524,978

$

39,448

$

3,835,190

$

4,502,707

$

4,942,813

$

4,910,478

$

5,949,245

$

6,894,680

$

7,057,636

$

6,815,280

$

-

%Change (year over year)

15.9%

2.4%

1,839,665

$

2,305,885

$

2,043,287

$

65,137 -$

0

$

2,217

$

5,313,723

$

4,935,242

$

4,922,433

7,619,608

$

6,980,746

$

7,363,109

-3.4%

11.8%

-8.4%

2,431,550

$

2,491,373

$

9,126 -$

10,484

$

$

4,877,206

$

5,632,977

$

7,358,095

$

8,247,918

5.5%

-0.1%

%Change (year over year)

2,614,941

-

12.1%

%Change (Test Year vs
Last Rebasing Year - Actual)
Total

7,086,590
2,054,449
9,141,039
14.2%

19.6%
$

13,937,539

$

14,244,666
2.2%

$

13,729,965
-3.6%

$

14,313,935
4.3%

$

15,162,845
5.9%

$

14,647,472
-3.4%

$

14,941,781
2.0%

$

15,359,615
2.8%

$

17,388,957
13.2%
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Attachment 2 (of 4):
4-SEC-24 Attachment 2: Updated Appendix 2-JB

File Number:
Exhibit:
Tab:
Schedule:
Page:

EB-2019-0037

Date:

Appendix 2-JB
Recoverable OM&A Cost Driver Table¹ꞏ³
Last Rebasing Year
(2013 Actuals)

OM&A
Reporting Basis

Opening Balance²
Labour Complement & Burdens
Other Post Employment Benefit Costs
Costs Allocated from Affiliates
Succession Planning/Training
Bad Debt Expense
Productivity and Business Planning
Governance
Vehicles & Material Costs
Conservation & Demand Management
Tree Trimming
Construction Write Offs
Insurance
Monthly Billing Deferral Account
Smart Meter Disposition
Locates Contract
Cost of Service Amortization
OEB Quarterly Assessment
Deferral Account Write-Offs
Pole Attachment Costs
Cybersecurity Costs
Monthly Billing Costs
Contract Labour
Other Miscellaneous
Closing Balance²

$
-$
$
-$
$
-$
-$
$
-$
$
-$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$

CGAAP
13,937,539
1,147,029
895,111
489,637
94,791
148,447
165,577
524,978
261,813
149,843
0
1,240,010
218,669
23,147
14,244,666

2014 Actuals

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
-$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$

CGAAP
14,244,666
190,636
98,028
310,633
196,451
45,528
485,530
233,369
47,521
1,240,010
9,772
193,488
13,729,965

2015 Actuals

$
$
-$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
-$
-$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$

MIFRS
13,729,965
299,528
137,689
560,798
300,209
202,552
25,689
45,929
73,634
75,984
0
161,377
32,530
14,313,935

2016 Actuals

$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$

MIFRS
14,313,935
182,849
65,099
263,927
431,626
31,687
155,016
65,137
178,012
87,257
0
73,876
15,088
15,162,845

2017 Actuals

$
$
-$
-$
$
-$
-$
$
-$
$
-$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

MIFRS
15,162,845
447,777
295,590
134,616
165,364
185,405
289,086
185,489
61,402
46,503
229,750
272,066
52,588
89,592
14,647,473

2018 Actuals

$
-$
-$
$
$
-$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
-$
$

MIFRS
14,647,473
209,090
32,162
60,362
105,580
19,637
74,126
34,324
459,500
202,650
89,205
12,332
14,941,781

2019 Bridge Year

$
$
-$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
-$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$

MIFRS
14,941,781
353,777
229,202
86,526
136,181
267,726
77,870
71,988
81,673
118,485
20,504
229,750
202,650
49,713
86,076
138,286
63,952
15,359,614

2020 Test Year

$
$
-$
$
$
-$
$
-$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$
$
$
-$
$
$

MIFRS
15,359,614
973,874
5,795
813,851
160,904
164,592
122,143
16,183
38,213
87,170
90,000
40,000
49,713
58,939
65,246
50,383
40,009
17,388,957

Notes:
1 For each year, a detailed explanation for each cost driver and associated amount is requied in Exhibit 4.
2 Opening Balance for "Last Rebasing Year" (cell B15) should be equal to the OEB-Approved amount. For purposes of assessing incremental cost drivers, the closing balance for
each year becomes the opening balance for the next year.
3 If it has been more than four years since the applicant last filed a cost of service application, additional years of historical actuals should be incorporated into the table, as
necessary, to go back to the last cost of service application. If the applicant last filed a cost of service application less than four years ago, a minimum of three years of actual
information is required.
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Attachment 3 (of 4):
4-SEC-24 Attachment 3: Updated Appendix 2-JC

File Number:
Exhibit:
Tab:
Schedule:
Page:

EB-2019-0037

Date:

Appendix 2-JC
OM&A Programs Table

Last Rebasing Last Rebasing
Year (2013
Year (2013 OEBActuals)
Approved)
Programs
Reporting Basis

Customer Focus
Billing and Collecting
Customer Premises
Communication
Energy Conservation
Sub-Total
Operational Effectiveness
Administration
Innovation
Governance
Business Excellence
Bad Debt Expense
Load Dispatching
Maintenance of General Plant
Meter Expense
Meter Maintenance
Miscellaneous Distribution Expense
Operation Supervision and Engineering
Overhead Distribution System Maintenance
Overhead Distribution System Operations
Property Insurance
Station Maintenance
Station Operations
Tree Trimming
Underground Distribution System Maintenance
Underground Distribution System Operations
Sub-Total
Public Policy Responsiveness
Regulatory Expense
Monthly Billing
Pole Rental Increase
Cyber Security
OEB Assessments
Sub-Total
Miscellaneous
Total

CGAAP

CGAAP

2014 Actuals

2015 Actuals

2016 Actuals

2017 Actuals

2018 Actuals

CGAAP

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

MIFRS

1,738,947
631,688
52,869
2,423,504

1,577,130
732,102
18,705
524,978
2,852,916

1,752,112
654,395
36,776
39,448
2,482,731

1,856,195
639,409
31,477
65,137
2,592,219

2,536,846
44,200
319,900
375,108
556,850
171,027
971,684
672,584
1,621,806
1,093,324
865,289
131,909
175,489
563,579
514,476
211,334
110,191
10,935,596

3,031,112
36,334
179,320
289,865
503,903
537,460
655,266
1,291,732
223,740
1,005,458
687,512
839,837
150,757
142,328
634,883
252,663
227,743
140,758
10,830,671

3,259,334
32,593
379,511
323,262
535,960
552,433
612,594
64,262
300,785
1,396,115
826,736
745,796
157,754
139,364
553,649
486,032
265,298
85,634
10,717,113

3,432,081
38,814
383,330
(16,530)
720,297
411,924
630,226
29,633
605,910
1,272,057
1,048,582
831,338
112,643
206,220
559,941
440,104
278,921
228,419
11,213,910

486,839

450,384

424,514

486,839
91,600
13,937,539

450,384
110,695
14,244,666

424,514
105,607
13,729,965

418,207

418,207
89,599
14,313,935

1,923,886
617,858
54,349
(0)
2,596,093

1,792,603
548,479
259,157
2,217
2,602,456

2,012,617
676,212
260,935
9,126
2,958,890

3,585,593
7,905
37,674
416,156
382,000
662,937
596,385
684,736
38,011
647,476
1,206,344
1,029,371
820,969
108,201
141,830
581,621
618,116
334,835
155,364
12,055,523

3,074,326
35,618
44,161
224,264
250,684
718,974
538,953
789,018
20,138
546,630
1,545,119
843,319
799,709
183,645
95,146
795,266
432,627
418,722
108,136
11,464,454

2,937,649
137,664
58,870
197,416
146,867
705,809
585,270
732,334
16,311
589,896
1,406,927
863,299
700,582
139,276
146,483
780,293
506,752
300,771
146,009
11,098,477

444,377

502,816

497,863
272,066

444,377
66,852
15,162,845

502,816
77,747
14,647,472

769,929
114,485
14,941,781

2019 Bridge Year 2020 Test Year

MIFRS
1,804,715
669,418
254,724
(10,484)
2,718,372

MIFRS

Variance
(Test Year vs.
2018 Actuals)

Variance
(Test Year vs. Last
Rebasing Year
(2013 OEBApproved)

MIFRS

MIFRS

2,092,875
510,500
271,673
2,875,048

80,258
(165,712)
10,738
(9,126)
(83,842)

353,928
(121,188)
218,804
451,544

2,693,060
248,023
130,858
197,195
414,592
671,966
648,794
748,206
42,612
755,590
1,458,671
846,513
793,545
128,817
78,909
929,821
625,237
264,587
110,893
11,787,890

3,075,941
378,595
114,675
293,689
250,000
774,805
577,620
790,446
3,267
951,727
1,704,944
907,904
908,149
141,473
280,685
1,147,175
538,067
318,489
154,946
13,312,597

138,292
240,931
55,805
96,273
103,133
68,996
(7,650)
58,112
(13,044)
361,831
298,017
44,605
207,567
2,197
134,202
366,882
31,315
17,718
8,937
2,214,120
-

539,095
378,595
70,475
(26,211)
(125,108)
217,955
406,593
(181,238)
3,267
279,143
83,138
(185,420)
42,860
9,564
105,196
583,596
23,591
107,155
44,755
2,377,001
-

502,735
272,066

657,576
272,066
82,698
61,200
40,000
1,113,540

159,713
82,698
61,200
40,000
343,611

170,737
272,066
82,698
61,200
40,000
626,701

87,772
17,388,957

(26,713)
2,447,176

(3,828)
3,451,418

774,801
78,551
15,359,615

Notes:
1 Please provide a breakdown of the major components of each OM&A Program undertaken in each year. Please ensure that all Programs below the materiality threshold are included in the miscellaneous line. Add more Programs as
required.
2 The applicant should group projects appropriately and avoid presentations that result in classification of significant components of the OM&A budget in the miscellaneous category
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TO BE UPDATED AT THE DRAFT RATE ORDER STAGE

EB-2019-0037

Date:

Appendix 2-K
Employee Costs

Number of Employees (FTEs including Part-Time) 1
Management (including executive)
Non-Management (union and non-union)
Total
Total Salary and Wages including ovetime and incentive pay
Management (including executive)
Non-Management (union and non-union)
Total
Total Benefits (Current + Accrued)
Management (including executive)
Non-Management (union and non-union)
Total
Total Compensation (Salary, Wages, & Benefits)
Management (including executive)
Non-Management (union and non-union)
Total

Last Rebasing
Year (2013 OEB
Approved)

Last Rebasing
Year (2013
Actuals)

16
82
98

15
79
94

2015 Actuals

15
79
94

2016 Actuals

17
80
96

2017 Actuals

18
82
99

2018 Actuals

18
84
102

2020 Test
Year

2019 Bridge Year

18
82
100

18
83
101

18
89
107

$
$
$

1,821,045
5,844,920
7,665,965

$
$
$

1,707,454
6,080,523
7,787,977

$
$
$

1,962,963
6,477,564
8,440,527

$
$
$

1,974,270
6,400,056
8,374,325

$
$
$

2,241,687
6,590,524
8,832,211

$
$
$

2,361,673
6,731,389
9,093,062

$
$
$

2,463,787
6,818,813
9,282,600

$
$
$

2,433,555
6,954,530
9,388,085

$ 2,431,457
$ 7,722,175
$ 10,153,632

$
$
$

524,621
1,881,862
2,406,483

$
$
$

478,087
1,702,546
2,180,634

$
$
$

490,741
1,619,391
2,110,132

$
$
$

533,053
1,728,015
2,261,068

$
$
$

605,255
1,779,442
2,384,697

$
$
$

637,652
1,817,475
2,455,127

$
$
$

640,585
1,772,891
2,413,476

$
$
$

693,563
1,982,041
2,675,604

$
$
$

$
$
$

2,345,665
7,726,782
10,072,448

$
$
$

2,185,541
7,783,069
9,968,611

$
$
$

2,453,704
8,096,955
10,550,659

$
$
$

2,507,322
8,128,071
10,635,393

$
$
$

2,846,942
8,369,966
11,216,908

$
$
$

2,999,325
8,548,863
11,548,188

$
$
$

3,104,371
8,591,705
11,696,076

$
$
$

3,127,118
8,936,572
12,063,690

Note:
1

2014 Actuals

If an applicant wishes to use headcount, it must also file the same schedule on an FTE basis.

632,179
2,007,765
2,639,944

$ 3,063,636
$ 9,729,940
$ 12,793,576
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1

4-SEC-25 Vacancies: 2013-2019

2

Question:

3

[Ex.4-4-1, p.5, Table2] With respect to vacancies, please provide the actual

4

vacancies on an FTE basis for each year between 2013 and 2019.

5
6

Response:

7

Please see below for the vacancies since 2013. For the vacancies noted for

8

GSHP, this is the FTE vacancy allocated to GSHI.

9
Company
Vacancies

10

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Total FTE Vacancies - GSHP

1.40

1.49

1.44

0.50

0.13

0.32

0.46

Total FTE vacancies -GSH

4.25

3.63

3.13

4.42

3.50

7.04

3.88

Total FTEs vacancies

5.65

5.12

4.56

4.92

3.63

7.36

4.33
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1

4-SEC-26

2

Question:

3

[Ex.4-4-1, Appendix 2-K] Please provide a revised version of Appendix 2-K, as

4

updated in SEC-24(d), that includes two rows showing the amount of

5

compensation costs charged to OM&A versus capitalized.

6
7

Response:

8

Please see attachment 1 to this interrogatory response.
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Attachment 1 (of 1):
4-SEC-26 Attachment 1: Updated Appendix 2K

Updated Appendix 2K with Capital & OM&A Split
Last Rebasing
Revised for
Last Rebasing
Year (2013
Rebasing Year
Year (2013
Board
2013
Actuals)
Approved)
Number of Employees (FTEs including Part-Time)1

Management (including executive)
Non‐Management (union and non‐union)
Total

16.3
86.2
102.5

16.3
81.8
98.1

2014 Actuals

2015 Actuals

2016 Actuals

2017 Actuals

2018 Actuals

2019 Bridge
Year

15.4
78.5
93.9

16.5
79.6
96.1

17.6
81.7
99.4

18.1
84.3
102.4

18.0
81.9
99.9

17.6
87.0
104.7

14.6
79.2
93.8

2019 Bridge
updated

2020 Test Year

17.9
82.8
100.8

17.6
89.5
107.1

Total Salary and Wages including ovetime and incentive pay

Management (including executive)
Non‐Management (union and non‐union)
Total

$
$
$

1,821,045 $
6,095,351 $
7,916,396 $

1,821,045 $
5,844,920 $
7,665,965 $

1,707,454 $
6,080,523 $
7,787,977 $

1,962,963 $
6,477,564 $
8,440,527 $

1,974,270 $
6,400,056 $
8,374,325 $

2,241,687 $
6,590,524 $
8,832,211 $

2,361,673 $
6,731,389 $
9,093,062 $

2,463,787 $ 2,362,824 $
6,818,813 $ 7,270,559 $
9,282,600 $ 9,633,383 $

2,433,555 $
6,954,530 $
9,388,085 $

2,431,457
7,722,175
10,153,632

$
$
$

524,621 $
1,944,095 $
2,468,716 $

524,621 $
1,881,862 $
2,406,483 $

478,087 $
1,702,546 $
2,180,634 $

490,741 $
1,619,391 $
2,110,132 $

533,053 $
1,728,015 $
2,261,068 $

605,255 $
1,779,442 $
2,384,697 $

637,652 $
1,817,475 $
2,455,127 $

640,585 $
614,334 $
1,772,891 $ 1,890,345 $
2,413,476 $ 2,504,680 $

693,563 $
1,982,041 $
2,675,604 $

632,179
2,007,765
2,639,944

$
$
$

2,345,666 $
8,039,446 $
10,385,112 $

2,345,665 $
7,726,782 $
10,072,448 $

2,185,541 $ 2,453,704 $ 2,507,322 $ 2,846,942 $ 2,999,325 $ 3,104,371 $ 2,977,158 $
7,783,069 $ 8,096,955 $ 8,128,071 $ 8,369,966 $ 8,548,863 $ 8,591,705 $ 9,160,905 $
9,968,611 $ 10,550,659 $ 10,635,393 $ 11,216,908 $ 11,548,188 $ 11,696,076 $ 12,138,063 $

3,127,118 $
8,936,572 $
12,063,690 $

3,063,636
9,729,940
12,793,576

Total Benefits (Current + Accrued)

Management (including executive)
Non‐Management (union and non‐union)
Total
Total Compensation (Salary, Wages, & Benefits)

Management (including executive)
Non‐Management (union and non‐union)
Total
Total Employee compensation in Capital
Total Employee Compensation in OM&A

1,771,785.04
8,196,825.52

1,765,073.28
8,785,585.72

1,944,950.27
8,690,442.81

2,018,247.10
9,198,660.99

2,091,066.78
9,457,121.59

2,405,917.39
9,290,158.68

2,226,789.23
9,836,900.28

2,431,281.00
10,362,294.88
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1

4-SEC-27

2

Question:

3

[Ex.4-4-1, Appendix 2-K] Does the Appendix 2-K include GHSi employees only,

4

or does it also include allocated FTE that are employees of GHSP?

5
6

Response:

7

Appendix 2-K includes both GSHI and allocated FTE employees from GSHP.

8
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1

4-SEC-28

2

Question:

3

[Ex.4-2-1, p.8-9] With respect to the Business Process Improvement and System

4

Integration Project (BPI/SI):

5
6
7

a. Please provide a copy of the findings and analysis conducted by MNP
LLP.

8
9

b. Please provide a copy of the Compass Study.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Response:
a. As stated in Exhibit 4, Tab 2, Schedule 1, pages 8-9 of GSHi’s 2020 Cost
of Service application, between 2013 and late 2015, GSHi worked closely
with consulting firm MNP LLP to perform a review of its processes and
systems to identify and implement change to increase organizational
efficiency and effectiveness. This project involved documenting GSHi’s
significant business processes, analyzing process issues, and then
identifying process improvements in a series of process maps. In total, 61
process maps were created. Of these, 5 have been included as
Attachments 1-5 to this interrogatory response to serve as a
representative sample of the work completed.
In late 2015, the MNP project had progressed to a state where GSHi was
confident it could continue implementing the improvement strategies
identified without the assistance of the consultant. The process maps built
during the project were then used to assist the organization in its transition
to ISO 9001:2015. Today, these process maps continue to be important
reference guides for process improvement planning.
The knowledge
gained and the maps developed form part of the documentation used for
GSHI’s ISO program which continues on the work of continuous
improvement in the organization.
In addition to the aforementioned process maps, a project charter created
in 2014 by MNP has been included as Attachment 6 to this interrogatory
response and a spreadsheet which contains all identified improvement
opportunities is included as Attachment 7 to this response.
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Interrogatory 28
Page 2 of 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Although the latter document was last updated in 2015, improvement
efforts are ongoing at GSHi, as it is committed to enhancing its operations
to the benefit of its customers. The ISO system and the non-conformance
tools within it continue the work that began with the BPI/SI project. The
priority placed on objectives and the content of the strategies identified to
achieve them continues to evolve in order to align with changes in public
policy, resource availability and workforce capacity.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

b. The Siemens Compass Study was included as an attachment to the DSP
in the original application. The DSP can be found at Exhibit 2, Tab 2,
Schedule 2, Attachment 2 and the Compass Study is included as
Appendix J to that document (pages 880 – 1359 of the DSP and pages
951 – 1429 of Exhibit 4). Due to its size and for printing purposes, GSHi
prefers not submit it again with this interrogatory response.
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Attachment 1 (of 7):
4-SEC-28 Attachment 1: Sudbury Hydro - Process Map GIS Update

Corresponding ISO:
Prepared by:

Update GIS

GIS (GIS)

IM.01

GIS.01
Obtain New/Updated Info

GIS.02
Update Map

GIS.03
Manually Update Attributes
& Delete Old Data

GIS.04
Create/Revise Schematic
Underground & Operating
Schematics

GIS.05
Give Work Orders, Small
Maintenance, OTC, Etc.
Back to Source

GIS.06
Export Electric Map
Done on an as needed basis,
usually 1-5 times a week

EN.01
Schematics to Engineering

EN.02
Stamped

Control Room (CR)

Engineering (EN)

IM.04

CR.01
Send to Control Room

Improvements (IM)

IM.01 – Manual updating of attributes does not
always capture certain details. Need to ensure
attributes being updated include number, length and
size of conductor (style line drawing) from the Ops
update print.
IM.02 – Currently no identifier for a 3 way or 4 way
switch for transformers on transformer data sheet
used to update GIS system. Consider including check
box on transformer data sheet to ID switch type
(include in as-builts AB/12).
IM.03 - GIS can’t search by meter number for account
info. Consider interfacing GIS with NorthStar to
ensure linked to customer account information.
IM.04 - Deleted data is not currently captured
anywhere once it is removed from the GIS system.
Need a way to capture deleted data (i.e. backup GIS
system regularly and store off-site).

IM.05 - Customer owned secondary not part of data
in GIS. Consider including customer owned secondary
as data included in GIS, if capable.
IM.06 - Work Orders don't always get revisions/as
builts/fuse information missing/GIS cannot determine
difference between revisions and original schematics.
- As builts – Ops => GIS => Project Coordinator.
- Underground work orders should have schematic
with them (add to design checklist)
- Include fuse information
- Better definitions of old & new schematics, ensure
GIS receives colour copy (colour printer, in progress)
- Create engineer standards for drawing (in progress)
IM.07 - Take Sheets are difficult to read on the 3rd
copy/info sometimes missing (i.e. address)/lack of
keeping info current and timely.
- Produce electronic take sheets
- 2nd copy to GIS instead of 3rd

IM.08 - Streetlight Sheets often have a gap in data
and GIS not receiving sheets.
- Data may be available in paper form, should be
moved to database
- Karen sends weekly streetlight report to GIS
IM.09 - Hand Drawn Sheets Small Maintenance - GIS
is not receiving the sheets (impacts locates as well).
- Electronic copy would be better
- Map transformer database update process
IM.10 - Offer to Connect Form is sometimes missing
drawings when received by GIS.
- Ops needs to forward drawing that comes with OTC
form to GIS
IM.11 - Microfits lack timeliness/need specific info on
which account is 'sell' and which is 'buy'.
- Develop process to get buy/sell account information
to GIS
- Need to make priority for qualified people

IM.12 - Switching Orders are not being received by
GIS/open points are not being provided. Need to
create more accountability for switching orders and
open points provided to GIS.
IM.13 - Pictures are not taken by anyone qualified to
enter in proximity of a transformer. Neila to inform
Kerry/Jim if pictures are required.
IM.14 - Net Metering (new process) is providing
insufficient information to GIS. Consider providing
training to create accountability for this new process
to ensure information required for GIS is clearly
defined and communicated to staff.

GIS.07
Create Map Package

GIS.08
Inform ArcMap Users via
E-mail of New Map on
Server
This way they can update
their local maps
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Attachment 2 (of 7):
4-SEC-28 Attachment 2: Sudbury Hydro - Process Map HR Recruiting

Corresponding ISO:
Prepared by:

C.01

HR.M.01
Approve Job Posting

HR.M.02
Discuss Job Posting
Approach
Discussion between HRM/
and Supervisor/VP. Usually
post in Northern Light, GSHI
website & the EDA's website.

Improvements (IM)

A

IM.01
HR.A.01
Create a Draft Job Posting
Posting is sent to Supervisor/
VP for approval

C

HR.A.02
Post Job & Open Resume
Acceptance Period
2-Week application period.
Receive resumes in the mail
or front office

Supervisor/VP (S/VP)

Human Resources (HR) Human Resources (HR)
Admin (A)
Manager (M)

Human Resources – Recruiting – External (1 of 3)

HR.A.03
Conduct Preliminary
Screening of Resumes

HR.A.05
Prepare Interview Package
Pull standard
interview questions,
update and send to HRM
and/or Supervisor/VP for
review

HR.A.04
Send Resumes to Hiring
VP/Supervisor for Screening

S/VP.01
Screen Applicants
Determine if
applicants are
qualified

Qualified

S/VP.02
Select Candidates
to Interview
HRM also has
input on candidate
selection

HR.A.06
Schedule Interviews
Contact applicant re:
availability, send meeting
request to interview team,
book a meeting room and
collect (3) references.

S/VP.03
Approve Interview
Package

C.02
Not Qualified (Re-post)
IM.01 – Not consistent, Sometimes HRA conducts
preliminary screening, sometimes sends to VP/
Supervisor for screening.
IM.02 - Grid not always created prior to the interview
(would like to ensure it is).
IM.03 – Can occur before or after interview. TBD level
of effort involved in scheduling

C.01 – Approval required before job can be posted.
C.02 – Approval required on Interview package before
interview occurs..
C.03 – Approval required by CEO prior to proceeding
with hire.
C.04 – Approval of offer letter required

Note: Occasionally Supervisor will notify the
unsuccessful candidates.

HR.A.07
Coordinate External Skills
Testing

Corresponding ISO:
Prepared by:

Human Resources – Recruiting – External (2 of 3)

Supervisor/VP (S/VP)

Human Resources (HR)
Admin (A)

Human Resources (HR)
Manager (M)

IM.02

A

HR.M.03
Create Evaluation Grid

HR.M.04
Participate in 1st Interview
Rep from HR,
VP/Supervisor
(and often an
unionized crew
member) interview
candidates

IM.03
HR.M.06
Manage External
Skills Testing
Test results are incorporated
into the candidates
evaluation grid. Tests are
administered at the GSHI
office. Results are received
same-day.

HR.M.07
Contact Candidate’s
References
Contact the 3 references
that were provided.
HRM and/or the HRA will
make the calls.

HR.M.08
References OK?

No

HR.M.05
Complete Evaluation Grid
An evaluation grid is
completed by each
interviewer for every
candidate interviewed

Yes

HR.A.08
Schedule 2nd Interview
HRA co-ordinates
a meeting between
the selected candidate
and the CEO/VP.

Yes

S/VP.04
Select Candidate for
Hire
HRM consulted.

D

No

C

B

Corresponding ISO:
Prepared by:

Supervisor/VP (S/VP)

Human Resources (HR) Human Resources (HR)
Admin (A)
Manager (M)

Human Resources – Recruiting – External (3 of 3)
No

HR.M.08
Review and Approve
Medical Assessment

No

HR.M.10
HRM Reviews and Approves
(Letter also signed by VP)

D

HR.M.11
Notify Selected Candidate
and Send Job Offer Letter
(Occasionally supervisor
notifies)

Candidate Accepts
Job Offer?

Yes

HR.M.12
Discussion on Contact Start
Date/Rate of Pay
Process defined in the CBA

HR.M.13
Notify Unsuccessful
Candidates
(Occasionally supervisor will
notify)

Onboarding

HR.A.12
File Interview
Notes & Grids

HR.A.13
Send E-mail Notification to
Staff and Post on Bulletin
Boards
Also send a copy to West
Nippissing Office

Yes

Yes
C.04
HR.A.09
Book Medical Assessment
(If required) a medical
assessment is conducted by
a 3rd party disability firm.
Results are usually sent
same-day.

HR.A.10
Prepare Offer Letter

No
C.03

B

S/VP.05
2nd Interview Occurs
The purpose of
this meeting is
a final approval
meeting (with CEO).

Yes

HR.A.11
Unique?

No
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Attachment 3 (of 7):
4-SEC-28 Attachment 3: Sudbury Hydro - Process Map Managing Project Costs (Capital)

Corresponding ISO:
Prepared by:

Managing Project Costs - Capital
3 Part “Take Sheet” Form
IM.09

IM.05
IM.11
VD.01
Allocate Materials in HTE

Estimate

VD.02
Issue Materials to
Project

“Pick”

VD.03
Pick-Up Materials
From Yard
(Materials Issued at
Beginning of Project)

VD.04
Complete “Take Sheet” - to
Ops Supervisor

VD.15
Issue to Project at End of
Project

VD.05
Give to Stores

Non-Inventory Items

Various Departments (VD)

Estimates are componentized
Comp #1 (Job Order)
- Labour
- Materials
- Contractors
- Vehicles

“Cage”

Comp #2
- Labour
- Materials
- Contractors
- Vehicles

VD.06
Give to Ops
(Materials Issued at
Beginning of Project)

VD.14
End of Project

IM.02

“Concrete”
IM.04

IM.01

VD.07
Order Materials
Direct to Site
(Materials Issued When
Contractor Returns Pick
Sheet)

VD.08
Contractor Gives
“Packing Slip” to Stores

Material Allocated
Not Issued

Material Allocated
& Issued
VD.17
Complete Return Sheet,
“Deallocate/Issue
Materials”

VD.09
Issues Material to Work
Order

IM.03

IM.07

IM.06
IM.10
IM.08
VD.10
Allocate Materials Required

VD.11
Significant Change to
Materials?

No

VD.12
Take Sheet or Direct to
Stores

VD.13
Materials Issued

Improvements (IM)

Yes

IM.01 – Estimate changes if material cost changes (if
there is a big price fluctuation (e.g. copper) or if more
material is required:
- Variance report is done manually
- Which material cost increases do you pass onto the
customer?
Better E-mail distribution/availability of NEDBC pricing
list (to Project Coordinators).
IM.02 – Require more people to order concrete,
ensure more staff are trained and available.

IM.03 - When contracted materials are ordered
through Stores, share PO with Engineering to provide
visibility or training of PC to find PO in HTE

IM.06 - ‘Big’ vs. ‘Small’ projects – which (6 wk.
appropriate?)

IM.09 - OEB budget reporting not in sync w/ project
budget. Currently project coordinators manage to
estimated project cost.

IM.07 - Timing on issuing direct to contractor
IM.04 - Online summary of hours by work order on
screen, done on dashboard.
IM.05 - Conduct a preconstruction meeting to talk
about estimate assumption (especially hours)

IM.08 - Crews are not aware of issued vs. allocated
variances for big job orders. Taking materials from
stores instead of the cage. Crew should get issued vs
allocated variance report for big job orders. Make
crews aware of the impact.

IM.10 - Significant contractor change – does estimate
get updated?
IM.11 – Most materials are issued to project early in
the project, so material costs are not inline with %
compete

VD.16
Completion of Work Order
“Deallocated Material”

Note: Ideal – ability to track % Project complete actual
vs. Estimate
Limitations:
- Most materials are issued to project early in the
project, so material costs are not inline with %
compete
- Take sheets from contractors are often delayed
- Labour charged to wrong work order
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Attachment 4 (of 7):
4-SEC-28 Attachment 4: Sudbury Hydro - Process Map Procurement - Materials (Inventory Items)

Corresponding ISO:
Prepared by:

Procurement – Materials (Inventory Item) (1 of 2)

C.01

IM.01

Stores (ST)

ST.01
Weekly MRP Run (HTE)

ST.02
Stores Uses Judgment to
Adjust List Produced by
Sunguard to Determine
What Actually Needs to be
Ordered

ST.04
Validate Report
Do we want to order –
discussions w/ engIneering
as req’d)
Inventory checks
‘curious materials’

ST.05
Validate Vendors

ST.06
Consolidate Purchase
Orders
(costs $120 to create
purchase order – not cost
effective to order place
order if <$1000/vendor)

A

IM.03

IM.04

IM.02

Allocations

Improvements (IM)
Issues (IS)

ST.03
Get Report
Re-order Report
Includes vendor based on
Solo source
Last vendor
Contract

Relive Allocations

IM.01 - manual interaction - Dave’s knowledge/
experience is utilized heavily. IFRS will clean some of
this up

IM.04 – Overall increase frequency of tendering for
materials so vendors already have contracts to
facilitate re-order process.

IM.02 – information on take sheet can be wrong, and
it has proven difficult to fix at the source (i.e.
employees filling in take sheet properly

IM.05 – Verbal orders are a risk

Note: Most material ordered during the week is
received within 36 hours

C.01 – Max/min amounts are re-examined to ensure
amounts are appropriate

Note: Allocations do not have anything to do with
procurement, except it does impact re-order reports

IM.03 – The yard needs to be better organized to
simplify completing take sheet

Note: Two yr blanket contracts for ~500 of 700
commonly ordered items

Note: Electronic time sheets need ability to tie time to
materials

Corresponding ISO:
Prepared by:

Procurement – Materials (Inventory Item) (2 of 2)

IM.05

ST.010
Get Receiving Report in
Sunguard

Stores (ST)

ST.09
Call Vendor, Place Order

Admin. Services Clerk
(ASC)

VP Corporate Services
(VP.CS)

A

ST.07
Create Purchase
Requisition

ST.08
Assign Purchase Order

VP.CS.01
Approves Requisition

VP.CS.02
Sign PO

ASC.01
Generate PO Print

ASC.02
Mail PO
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Attachment 5 (of 7):
4-SEC-28 Attachment 5: Sudbury Hydro - Process Map Substation Maintenance (Planned and Unplanned)

Corresponding ISO:
Prepared by:

Lines (LI)

Substation Maintenance - Planned & Unplanned

IM.04

OP.10
Execute the OTO
IM.01

OP.01
Planned Maintenance

Operations (OP)

Four Year Schedule

IM.05

OP.02
Determine if Portable Sub is
Needed

OP.03
Prioritization of Annual
Projects
(Schedule)

OP.12
Coordinate Outside
Contractor (Testing)

OP.11
Change to the
Schedule?

OP.04
Unplanned Maintenance
Failure

OP.05
Test Equipment and Assess
Condition

OP.06
Determine if Portable
Sub. is Needed

OP.09
Review With
Control Room
IM.02

Engineering (EN)

OP.07
Design Discussion
(Timing Consideration)

OP.08
- Coordination Study (only
for 4 year schedule not
unplanned failure)
- Select Components
- Equipment Specs
- Data Integration,
- Engineer Approved &
Stamped Drawings if
Changes

IM.06
IM.03
EN.01
Build as Designed

Control Room (CR)
Improvements (IM)

OP.13
Capture Test Data in
Spreadsheet

CR.01
Scheduling OTO
(Prescribed)

IM.01 – Currently no Protection Studies are
completed for upcoming substation maintenance.
Perform Protection Studies for upcoming substation
maintenance.
IM.02 – Changes to design drawings are not always
formally approved and stamped by the Engineering
team. If there are changes to the design drawing,
Engineering approval should be obtained and
drawing should be stamped to indicate evidence of
approval and date of approval.

IM.03 – Scheduling of substation maintenance is not
integrated with the capital plan and other builds.
Substation maintenance schedule should be
coordinated with capital plan and other builds to
increase efficiencies.
IM.04 – Issues in communicating schedule changes to
crews. Improve communications with respect to
coordinating schedule changes (i.e. email
notifications, memos, updated schedules circulated,
etc.)

IM.05 - Better communication of substation
maintenance results to asset management. In
addition, the results are currently communicated via
PDF. This is not ideal as it does not interface well with
other software systems being used. Consider
automating the process of sharing substantion
maintenance results with asset management. Data
should be captured in a shareable form – potentially
GIS - and easily integrated with other systems.

IM.06 - Changes to design are supposed to be signed
& approved on the date the change is made. This is
not occurring in all cases. If there are changes to the
design drawing, Engineering approval should be
obtained and drawing should be stamped to indicate
evidence of approval and date of approval.

CR.02
Contact Control Room
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Attachment 6 (of 7):
4-SEC-28 Attachment 6: Business Process Improvement
and System Integration Project - MNP - 2014
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND GOALS

The objective of the BPISI Project is to perform a review of the processes and systems across the
Greater Sudbury Hydro organization to identify and implement change to increase organizational
efficiency and effectiveness. In the analysis of the processes and operations of the organization the
following lenses will be used to analyze the impacts of any potential change:
•
•
•
•

Financial
Regulatory
Employee work/life balance
Customer satisfaction

Upon analysis of the processes and systems across the organization, recommendations will be made for
change. Some recommendations may be small changes (i.e. efficiencies at a process level) while others
may be more transformational in nature (i.e. organizational change or an IT system change). Any
potential quick wins identified will be analyzed and if a reasonable benefit is identified, will be
implemented throughout the project in order to reap benefits early. In addition to opportunities identified
with GSHI, there will be consideration given to potential opportunities to collaborate with other local
utilities to increase overall efficiency and effectiveness.
Knowledge transfer will be a critical element of this project and will be incorporated into the project in two
ways:
•
•

Knowledge transfer for upcoming executive retirements
Process/methodology knowledge transfer to GSHI staff to provide them with the skills required to
continually identify and assess opportunities and implement change

A performance metrics baseline will be developed early in the project to enable the ability to monitor
progress throughout the project. As the project progresses, additional performance metrics may be
developed to support this monitoring and provide a mechanism for better organizational reporting.

Project Goals
The following project goals have been identified and should be reviewed on a periodic basis to ensure
that deliverables are addressing these needs.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Continuous Improvement – Increasing and fostering the continuous improvement environment
across all staff and departments
Information for Decision Making – Timely and relevant information for all decision-makers
IT – audit trail for data start to finish, understanding process and data flows, integration of current
IT systems in place that do not interface, upgrade control room IT
HR – streamlining processes to reduce duplication of work, automation of processes
Finance/Accounting – streamlining roles between departments (i.e. Accounting and
engineering), availability of timely information for decision making, continuing efforts on the
paperless environment initiative
Billing & Customer Service– improving collections effectiveness, consideration of alternative
collections methods, improve reporting
Competitive Business – solutions for product mix challenges, improving culture and
communication with regulated business
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regulatory – information reporting and efficiency, system improvements to reduce time spent on
gathering required data, streamlining of rate application process
Risk – shift in risk assessment process to be preventative vs. detective, efficiencies in gathering,
processing and communicating risk information to employees
Communications – changing from reactive to proactive, focus on internal and external
communications, use of social media tools, shaping attitudes for utility support from residents
Stores - Upgrade to Stores system and better management of inventory levels
Procurement - Improved vendor management for procurement function
Budgeting - Availability of budgeting information 1 year in advance
Performance Management - Use of a balanced scorecard for the entire organization

The Project Charter for the Business Process Improvement and System Integration (BPISI) Project will
evolve over time. Although the objectives of the project and the mechanics of the project delivery have
been planned, as the project progresses, findings are consolidated and recommendations are made, the
details of the change will be more fully defined and the activities related to the implementation of these
changes will be detailed.
The first nine months of the project have a clear set of objectives, deliverables and timelines for expected
outcomes, however the remainder of project will become clearer as recommendations for change are
developed.

PROJECT SCOPE

The scope of the project includes the functions outlined in the functional business model below. This
model will be revised and detailed in the first phase of the project, but for planning purposes, it provides a
functional framework to begin data collection and an understanding of the business.
Electrical Distribution
Systems

Communications

Human Resources

Engineering

Communications

Quality
Management
Systems

Technical
Services

Metering &
Operations

Garage

Fleet
Management

Information
Technology
Information
Technology

Risk
Management
Systems
Human
Resources
Admin

Corporate Services
Billing &
Customer
Service
Finance &
Accounting
Admin
Regulatory
Affairs

Conservation
Demand
Management

Competitive
Services

Conservation &
Demand
Management

Competitive
Services

Inventory
Control, Stores
& Warehouse
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PROJECT DELIVERABLES

To reach the project goals and objectives, a number of deliverables have been identified over the five
project phases. The table below outlines deliverables at each phase, which are highlighted in the
following section.
Phase I
Project Planning
• Project Charter
• Detailed Project
Plan
• Business model
• Technology
Inventory
• Stakeholder
Engagement
Plan
• Performance
Metrics Baseline
• Communications
Plan
• Executive
Knowledge
Transfer
Framework

Phase II
Current State
Assessment
• Individual
Process
Assessment
• Current State
Assessment
Report
• Technology and
Information
Blueprint

Phase III
Analysis
• Future state
design factors
• Future state
business model
• Priorities
assigned to
processes
• Business
analytics
framework

Phase IV
Implementation
Planning
• Detailed
implementation
plan
• Identification of
quick wins
• Technology
strategy
• Change
Management
Plan

Phase V
Detailed Design
and
Implementation
• Future state
process design
• Develop a
customizable
dashboard
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PROJECT TIMELINE

The BPISI project commenced in October, 2013 and is scheduled to continue through 2016. To support
the management of the project, a phased approach will be taken as shown in the diagram below.
PLANNING
Oct 2013
Project
Planning

• Process &
Technology
Inventory

• Performance
Measures
Baseline
• Executive
Knowledge
Transfer
Framework
Phase 1

Jan 2014

DIAGNOSIS AND REDESIGN
Jul 2014
Apr 2014

Oct 2014

IMPLEMENTATION
2015

Project Plan

2016
Milestones

Phase 2

Current State
Assessment
Report

Current State Assessment

• Process and Technology Assessment and Documentation
• Current GSHI Performance Measures Review & Validation

• Complete Executive Knowledge Transfer and
documentation of information

Phase 3

Analysis

• Process prioritization
• Future state design
factors and key KPIs
identification

Phase 4

Implementation
Planning

• Project Portfolio
• Technology Strategy
• Change Management
Plan
• Project Measurement
Framework

Implementation
Plan

Phase 5

Detailed Design and Implementation
Years 2 and 3

Quick Wins
(Benefits identified through the course of the current state assessment
and implemented with minimal effort)

• Design Future State Process

• Align technology with process changes
• Implement changes
• Implement change management activities

Project Management, Knowledge Transfer, Change Management
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PROJECT TEAM

The diagram to the right
provides a visual of the
combined MNP-GSHI project
team.
The MNP team has been
developed in four sub groups.
The Core MNP team will
provide project leadership and
guidance.
The MNP Productivity Support
Team will provide expertise in
process review.
The MNP Subject Matter
Advisors will provide expertise
in process workshops and the
MNP Sudbury Liaison Team will provide additional on-the-ground support.
The GSHI Steering Committee will have the following participants:
•
•
•
•
•

Frank Kallonen, President & CEO
Brian McMillan, VP Electrical Distribution Systems
Nancy Whissell, VP Corporate Services
Dawn Bates, Human Resources Manager
Josey Frescura, VP Competitive Services

The GSHI Working Group will have the following participants:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frank Kallonen, President & CEO
Wendy Watson, Communications Officer
Tom King - Risk Management Officer
Kerry Taylor, Engineering Manager
Catherine Huneault, Accounting Supervisor
Paula Tarini, CDM Supervisor
Jodie Koski, Customer Service Supervisor
Erin Connelly, Accountant
Claude Quesnel - Operations Supervisor
Craig Makela - IT Supervisor
Mark VandeRydt, Engineering Supervisor
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PROJECT ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

To provide a view of the roles and responsibilities for the BPISI project related to the deliverables, a RACI
chart will be used. The RACI chart provides a simple view of who is responsible, accountable, consulted
and informed for each deliverable. This chart has been developed for the first phase of the project and will
be updated for future project phases.
Deliverable

R(esponsible)

A(ccountable)

C(onsulted)

Project Charter

MNP

Steering
Committee &
Working Groups

Working Groups

Business Model

MNP

Steering
Committee

Working Groups

Process Inventory

MNP

Steering
Committee

Working Groups &
Operations Staff

Detailed Phase II
Project Plan

MNP

Steering
Committee

Working Groups

Executive
Knowledge
Transfer
Framework

MNP

Steering
Committee

I(nformed)

• All Staff

• Brian McMillan

• Board of Directors

• Nancy Whissell

• Shareholder (City
of Greater
Sudbury)

• Frank Kallonen
• Dawn Bates

Stakeholder
Engagement Plan

MNP

Steering
Committee

N/A

Communications
Plan

MNP

Communications
Officer

Working Groups

Technology
Inventory

MNP

IT Supervisor

Working Groups &
Operations Staff

Performance
Metrics Baseline

MNP

Steering
Committee

Working Groups &
Operations Staff

• Union
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PROJECT COMMUNICATIONS

To ensure timely and frequent project communications the following activities will be used to keep the
Steering Committee and Working Group aware of the project progress.
•

A status report will be developed and distributed on a bi-weekly basis to the Steering Committee
and Working Group members. This report will communicate and track project progress

•

A bi-weekly status meeting will be held to review the status report and discuss any issues and/or
project risks. Participants in this meeting will include the MNP Project Manager, the GSHI
Steering Committee and Working Group members as relevant to the current project activities.

•

Any time a significant risk or issue is identified it will be addressed, as required and not deferred
until the next meeting
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PROJECT RISKS

A risk register will be maintained over the course of the project. The register will log any issues and risks
and identify actions related to each. The following project risks have been identified. This list will be
monitored on an ongoing basis.

ID

Risk Name

Description

Resource
1.0
Availability

GSHI resource/staff
availability when required,
including retirees could
impact the project
schedule

2.0 Buy-In

Lack of staff buy-in to the
project could stall
implementation efforts
and desired continuous
improvement

3.0 Scope

If process reviews are
insufficiently detailed,
issues and solutions may
not be fulsome. However
if too detailed, the project
budget and timeline will
be insufficient.

4.0 Sustainability

5.0

Regulatory
change

Implementati
6.0 on Scope
Creep

There is a risk that GSHI
will be unable to maintain
improvements in the longterm
Regulatory changes during
three year project horizon
may impact the project
recommendations,
direction and timeline.
During the
implementation of
recommendations there is
a risk that consulting
support may be used on
non BPISI activities and/or
at a level that will
unnecessarily diminish
budget

Likelihood

H

H

M

H

M/M/L

M

Impact

Mitigating Actions

L

• Provide advance notice to key
resources when required
• Collaborative scheduling and
flexibility in timing of meetings

M

• Ongoing communication,
collaboration and involvement
• Use of working groups
• Use of communication plan

L

• Ongoing communication with
project team
• clear articulation of objectives
of the review

M

• Use of working groups
•Design and implementation to
be a collaborative process
with staff
• Focus on training
• Elimination of workaround
options

H

• Staying up-to-date on
regulatory changes
• Performing an impact analysis
of new regulation and
integrating into approach

H

• Monitor implementation
activities at each status
meeting
• Align expectations for
implementation support for
each implementation project.
• Identify level of support for
each implementation project at
its commencement
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Attachment 7 (of 7):
4-SEC-28 Attachment 7: GSHi Improvement
Opportunities - Consolidated Tracker

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

Benefit Ranking

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

Validated? (Y/N)

Priority

1

Accounting, Budgeting &
Reporting

ABR1

Budget

Active

IM.01

Responsible parties require the budget template at
an earlier point in the existing process

Send out budget template at the same time as parties are informed of
budget responsibilities

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

2

Accounting, Budgeting &
Reporting

ABR1

Budget

Active

IM.02

Require a way to automate the manual entry of
information into SunGard

Automation process needs to be created

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Accounting, Budgeting &
Reporting

ABR2

Managing Receivables

Active

IM.01

Overall streamline within the managing receivables
process

-

-

N

Y

Y

Y

-

ABR2

Managing Receivables

Active

IM.02

Flagging and matching process for receivables is
performed manually by Accounting staff.

-

-

N

N

Y

Y

-

ABR2

Managing Receivables

Active

IM.03

Triplicate copies of the invoice

Determine how many copies are required

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Lack of communication

CDM needs to communicate better with accounting on any received
payments

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Report could be done quarterly instead

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Analyst could perform this task themselves

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

#

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Process Stream

Accounting, Budgeting &
Reporting
Accounting, Budgeting &
Reporting
Accounting, Budgeting &
Reporting
Accounting, Budgeting &
Reporting
Accounting, Budgeting &
Reporting
Accounting, Budgeting &
Reporting
Accounting, Budgeting &
Reporting

Map ID

Process

Active /
Implemented /
Dead

Improvement
ID

Issue

Opportunity

General improvements to consider:
- Systems can be streamlined – are all three systems needed?
- Can all functionality be found in one system?
- Implement miscellaneous receipts module in AS400
- Consolidate system to use only AS400 (can Northstar functionality go
into AS400 & deposit quickly)
- Receivables in Northstar: protection can be included in bill
Automate the flagging and matching process to reduce the possibility of
errors and increase efficiencies.

ABR2

Managing Receivables

Active

IM.04

ABR3

Month End Reporting & Financial Statements

Active

IM.01

ABR3

Month End Reporting & Financial Statements

Active

IM.02

ABR3

Month End Reporting & Financial Statements

Active

IM.03

Review should take place earlier

Accountant 1 should review expenditure listing prior to month end.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

ABR4

Payroll

Active

IM.01

Currently distribute paper copy paystubs

Create email paystubs

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Need to ensure attributes being updated include number, length and size
of conductor (style line drawing) from the Ops update print. (Training on
this)

M

M

Y

N

N

Y

2

Consider including check box on transformer data sheet to ID switch type
(include in as-builts AB/12).

L

M

Y

N

N

Y

1

Detailed AP aging report may not be required every
month
Quarterly Interest Rates are sent to the Business
Analyst by the accountant

11

Maintaining Distribution
System

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

IM.01

Manual updating of attributes does not always
capture certain details.

12

Maintaining Distribution
System

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

IM.02

13

Maintaining Distribution
System

Currently no identifier for a 3 way or 4 way switch
for transformers on transformer data sheet used to
update GIS system.

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

IM.03

GIS can’t search by meter number for account info.

Consider interfacing GIS with NorthStar to ensure linked to customer
account information.

H

M

Y

N

Y

Y

3

14

Maintaining Distribution
System

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

IM.04

Deleted data is not currently captured anywhere
once it is removed from the GIS system.

Need a way to capture deleted data (i.e. Archive GIS system regularly and
store off-site).

H

H

Y

N

N

Y

3

15

Maintaining Distribution
System

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

IM.05

Customer owned secondary not part of data in GIS.

Consider including customer owned secondary as data included in GIS, if
capable. Should also include on work orders consistently. Training is
required.

L

H

Y

N

N

Y

1
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Status

Implementation Complexity

Categorized Based on Previous Maps

QW

QW

2020-03-09

17
18

Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System

Opportunity

Validated? (Y/N)

Priority

Status

Active /
Implemented /
Dead

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

Process

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

Maintaining Distribution
System

Map ID

Benefit Ranking

16

Process Stream

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

#

Implementation Complexity

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

Work Orders don't always get revisions/as
builts/fuse information missing/GIS cannot
determine difference between revisions and original
schematics.

Training on/ Quality Control;
- As builts – Ops => GIS => Project Coordinator.
- Underground
work orders should have schematic with them (add to design checklist)
- Include fuse information
- Create engineer standards for drawing (in progress)

L

M

Y

N

N

Y

1

QW

Improvement
ID

Issue

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

GIS1

Update GIS

Implemented

-

N/A

Better definitions of old & new schematics, ensure GIS receives colour
copy (Colour printer has been acquired).

L

M

Y

N

N

Y

1

QW

GIS1

Update GIS

Implemented

-

N/A

Include schematics, with work prints

L

M

Y

N

N

Y

1

QW

IM.06

19

Maintaining Distribution
System

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

IM.07

Take Sheets are difficult to read on the 3rd
copy/info sometimes missing (i.e. address)/lack of
keeping info current and timely.

- Produce electronic take sheets
- 2nd copy to GIS instead of 3rd

H

H

Y

N

N

Y

3

20

Maintaining Distribution
System

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

IM.08

Streetlight Sheets often have a gap in data and GIS
not receiving sheets.

- Data may be available in paper form, should be moved to database
- Karen sends weekly streetlight report to GIS

H

H

Y

N

N

Y

3

21

Maintaining Distribution
System

GIS1

Update GIS

Implemented or
Inactive

Billing City needs backup

Reconcile streetlighting to GIS

H

H

Y

N

N

Y

3

22

Maintaining Distribution
System

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

IM.09

Hand Drawn Sheets Small Maintenance - GIS is not
receiving the sheets (impacts locates as well).

- Provide copy, an electronic copy would be better
- Map transformer database update process (training)

L

M

Y

N

N

Y

1

QW

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

IM.10

M

Y

N

N

Y

1

QW

Update GIS

Implemented

L

M

Y

N

N

Y

1

QW

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

L

M

Y

N

N

Y

1

QW

GIS1

Update GIS

Implemented or
Inactive

- Ops needs to forward drawing that comes with OTC form to GIS
(training)
- Develop process to get buy/sell account info to GIS
- Need to make priority for qualified people
Need to create more accountability for switching orders and open points
provided to GIS. Training on this is required.

L

GIS1

Offer to Connect Form is sometimes missing
drawings when received by GIS.
Microfits lack timeliness/need specific info on which
account is 'sell' and which is 'buy'.
Switching Orders are not being received by
GIS/open points are not being provided.

-

Link between scada and GIS.

H

H

Y

N

N

Y

3

-

Pictures are not taken by anyone qualified to enter
in proximity of a transformer.

Neila to inform Kerry/Jim if pictures are required.

L

H

Y

N

N

Y

1

Net Metering (new process) is providing insufficient
information to GIS.

Consider providing training to create accountability for this new process
to ensure information required for GIS is clearly defined and
communicated to staff.

H

M

Y

N

N

Y

3

West Nippissing has no formal process to date

TBD

H

M

Y

N

N

Y

2

Enforce by not providing permits until they are closed.

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

Consider updating the attributes in GIS with the associated information.

H

H

Y

N

N

Y

3

Calculations may need to be more sophisticated in the future (ie. better
training and equipment to allow for a thorough calculation checks as
opposed to SPIDA Calc.). Commscope is good software for this, takes into
account catenary. Would make this more cost effective.

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System

-

IM.11

GIS1

Update GIS

Implemented

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

IM.12

GIS1

Update GIS

Active

IM.13

MDS1

Third Party Attachments (New)

Active

IM.01

31

Maintaining Distribution
System

MDS1

Third Party Attachments (New)

Active

IM.02

32

Maintaining Distribution
System

MDS1

Third Party Attachments (New)

Active

IM.03
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Often do not receive notification from 3rd Party
upon completion.
Currently there is no sharing on GIS with pole
inventory. GSHI has a database that outlines each
3rd party attachment.
SPIDA calculations are currently outsourced, which
is expensive.
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QW

QW

QW

2020-03-09

Benefit Ranking

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

Validated? (Y/N)

Priority

Status

Process Stream

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

#

Implementation Complexity

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

IM.04

Need better way to flag invoices for accounting and
better way to audit poles.

Implement new process

L

H

N

N

Y

Y

1

QW

Implemented or
Inactive

-

The City commits to tree trimming in certain areas,
which is sometimes delayed.

Work with City to find a way to ensure that commitments are fulfilled.
Implement performance measures. (Contract is up right now).

M

H

N

N

N

Y

2

Tree Trimming

Implemented or
Inactive

-

Complaints from customers asking for GHSI to do
more than what they are required to do or bylaws
that prevent GSHI from touching City’s trees.

Communications to customers about tree trimming requirements/bylaws.
(Nothing can be done about this).

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

MDS3

Third Party Attachments (Pole Changes or Rebuilds)

Active

IM.01

Need training on Joint Use Request forms for staff and third parties.

M

H

N

N

N

Y

2

MDS3

Third Party Attachments (Pole Changes or Rebuilds)

Implemented or
Inactive

Joint Use Request forms are not always filled out
correctly.

Consider having the Project Coordinator track permits and manage the
whole process.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Consider adding additional answering services in Sudbury and designating
a specific answering service for locates process.

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

Implement controls around locates calls being closed out in the App to
ensure timely response.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

Map ID

Process

Active /
Implemented /
Dead

33

Maintaining Distribution
System

MDS1

Third Party Attachments (New)

Active

34

Maintaining Distribution
System

MDS2

Tree Trimming

35

Maintaining Distribution
System

MDS2

36
37

Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System

Improvement
ID

-

Issue

N/A
One answering service in Sudbury (after hours) –
often confused by the locate process and calls are
not made appropriately.

Opportunity

38

Maintaining Distribution
System

MDS4

Locates

Active

39

Maintaining Distribution
System

MDS4

Locates

Implemented

40

Maintaining Distribution
System

MDS4

Locates

Active

IM.02

Locators do not properly use the App.

41

Maintaining Distribution
System

MDS4

Locates

Active

IM.03

42

Maintaining Distribution
System

Sometimes emergency locates calls in the App are
not closed out. Skews tracking of the response
times.

MDS4

Locates

Active

IM.03

Is a confirmation e-mail sent to 1Call?

Consider sending a confirmation email to 1Call.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

43

Maintaining Distribution
System

MDS4

Locates

Active

IM.04

Opportunity to get rid of some of the unnecessary notifications from
answering service by revising the contact requirements. (Now rectified)

L

M

N

Y

N

Y

1

QW

44

Maintaining Distribution
System

Answering service tracks billing differently than
GSHI, major rate gaps between the two as well. CK
the billing.

MDS4

Locates

Implemented

-

N/A

Check streetlight contract - is it under maintenance contract with City.

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

45

Maintaining Distribution
System

MDS4

Locates

Implemented or
Inactive

-

Not billing for locates for 3rd Party Plants /
Streetlights (There is a streetlight locate WF). 4
different afterhours WFs.

On the App would be good to have options to put under streetlights / 3rd
party.

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

46

Maintaining Distribution
System

MDS4

Locates

Active

IM.05

Forms are filled out on-site and scanned for the
Accounting Clerk.

M

N

N

N

Y

2

MDS4

Locates

Implemented or
Inactive

-

Accountant creates a manual spreadsheet and
determines % met in 5 days.

-

N

N

N

Y

1

MDS4

Locates

Active

IM.06

Not harnessing the Apps potential

-

N

N

N

Y

1

MDS4

Locates

Active

IM.07

N/A

CAC would like scanned or e-mailed copies to improve efficiency.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

1

MDS4

Locates

Active

IM.08

Require a way to confirm and reconcile the billing

Proper training on charging time to correct WF.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

1

47
48
49
50

Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
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IM.01
-

N/A

3 of 13

Review script provided to answering service to ensure appropriate detail
(ie. Areas of service).
Need to train locators on how to use the App properly. (Have training
material in place and overall decrease number of people with locator
responsibilities).

It would be beneficial to have the App generate a report as proof and tie
M
this report to a work order. Future state - paperless process map to
determine business requirements.
Opportunity to have the App generate reports in OEB format, this would
reduce the summarizing.
Opportunity for App to generate reports in OEB format, this would reduce
the summarizing

2020-03-09

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

Validated? (Y/N)

Priority

MDS6

Protection Study

Active

IM.01

Currently the process of transferring data into
coordination software (LightTable) is onerous and
manual.

Consider automating this process to achieve efficiencies. Provide training
to staff on LightTable, applications in Milsoft.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

MDS6

Protection Study

Active

IM.02

N/A

Develop form to provide instructions to program relays.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

MDS6

Protection Study

Active

IM.03

Lack of definition around zone-end protection.

Define appropriate zone-end protection.

M

L

N

N

N

Y

2

MDS6

Protection Study

Active

IM.04

N/A

Should stamp and sign coordination sheet

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

MDS6

Protection Study

Active

IM.05

N/A

Determine what is missing from MF form.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

MDS6

Protection Study

Active

IM.06

N/A

Adjust relay calibration sheet to allow for test results sign-off.

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

MC1
MC1

Electricity Billing
Electricity Billing

Active
Active

IM.01
IM.02

Should automate bill schedule
Require workflow management software

Automatically notify owners of bill cycles that work has began
Engineering looked at partner soft, what are the other options?
Promote OEB advocacy re: deposits, 2011 ruling stating deposits must be
applied to outstanding bill before disconnect.
Assess removal of deposits (GSHI has 3 years of history).

-

-

N
N

N
N

N
N

Y
Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Implement shorter collection timelines.

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

Implement IVR for collections (1st Notice).
Way to automate the manual entry of information into SunGard
‘Manual’ installation (no tablet) - not as good in Northstar (tries to backfill
data)
Tablets can enable: move check and reads
Consider updated construction standards on-line
Encourage Telpay/PAP – Telpay is better, won’t be NSF. Possibility to
initiate a competition among staff.
Encourage proper payee usage. Include message on first bill. IVR to
remind to update pay information. When change of address info is
provided, educate customer.
Encourage e-bill & e-post. Advertise and communicate etc.
All pertinent information needs to be included in the inventory in
NorthStar
Verify if annual or automated for sample service orders

M
-

M
-

N
N

N
N

N
N

Y
Y

2
-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N
N

N
N

N
N

Y
Y

-

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

M

H

N

N

N

Y

2

M

H

N

N

N

Y

2

-

-

N

N

Y

Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

Y

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Map ID

Process

Active /
Implemented /
Dead

Improvement
ID

Issue

Opportunity

57
58

Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
Maintaining Distribution
System
Meter to Cash
Meter to Cash

59

Meter to Cash

MC2

Collections

Active

IM.01

N/A

60

Meter to Cash

MC2

Collections

Active

IM.02

61

Meter to Cash

MC2

Collections

Active

IM.03

62
63

Meter to Cash
Meter to Cash

MC2
MC3

Collections
MDMR Sync

Active
Active

IM.03
IM.02

N/A
Require better understanding of collection statistics,
for root cause analysis.

64

Meter to Cash

MC3

MDMR Sync

Active

IM.02

Manual process

65
66

Meter to Cash
Meter to Cash

MC3
MC3

MDMR Sync
MDMR Sync

Active
Active

IM.03
IM.04

N/A
N/A

67

Meter to Cash

MC4

Process Payments

Active

IM.01

Lack of Telpay usage.

68

Meter to Cash

MC4

Process Payments

Active

IM.02

Customers are not changing account number and
not choosing the correct payee.

69

Meter to Cash

MC4

Process Payments

Active

IM.03

Lack of e-bill & e-post usage.

70

Meter to Cash

MC5

Metering

Active

IM.01

N/A

71

Meter to Cash

MC5

Metering

Active

IM.02

72

Meter to Cash

MC7

Complex Commercial Metering

Active

IM.01

N/A
Installation of meters gets forgotten because the
current trigger is a phone call (informal), which
sometimes gets lost in translation. Need a better
trigger to notify metering of need for 3phase
metering and start process .

73

Meter to Cash

MC7

Complex Commercial Metering

Active

IM.02

74

Meter to Cash

MC7

Complex Commercial Metering

Active

IM.03

No record of meter passwords is maintained.

IM.04

Often notification to say the meter is ready to be
installed is last minute.

52
53
54
55
56

75

Meter to Cash

MC7

Complex Commercial Metering
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Active

Manual process

Metering is not currently a topic covered in the
planning meeting.
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Opportunity to add to design checklist, project coordinator should notify
metering if there is going to be a big time lag between initiation and need
for installation
Engineering clerk could distribute drawings at this point, provide work
order to metering to ensure they are aware of required meter
installations.
Consider maintaining a record of meter passwords in the GIS system, if
possible.
Notify metering when operations is notified.

Status

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

Maintaining Distribution
System

Benefit Ranking

51

Process Stream

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

#

Implementation Complexity

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

QW

QW

2020-03-09

IM.05

No trigger to install meter.

Consider using site visit as trigger to install meter.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

IM.06

Offer to Connect form is not provided to metering
early enough in the process to facilitate scheduling.

Provide the Offer to Connect form to metering once it is completed.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

Dave uses judgment to adjust list produced by HTE
to determine what actually needs to be ordered.
This is a subjective and manual process. Dave's
knowledge and experience is heavily utilized for this
step.

Consider implementing a step in the IFRS process to standardize this
process. Deeper analysis required around the various decisions that Dave
has to make, can any be automated?

H

H

N

Y

N

Y

3

Consider providing additional training to staff completing the take sheets
to fix the issue at the source. Barcoding is the better solution for this
issue. GSHI tablets have barcode scanners built into them already, just
require the software. The payback could be huge.

M

H

N

N

N

Y

2

The yard needs to be better organized to simplify completing take sheet
to ensure no errors. Barcoding could resolve this issue as well.

M

H

N

N

N

Y

2

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Need to increase accountability of staff to follow the proper process.

M

L

N

Y

N

Y

3

Consider a step to track non-inventory items.
N/A

L
-

L
-

N
N

Y
N

N
N

Y
Y

2
-

Need a suppler pre-screening process.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Consider automatically generating this form from test/standard data
form. Have documentation in one place, combine with spec sheets, issues
could be resolved in HTE.

H

H

N

Y

N

Y

3

H

H

N

Y

N

Y

3

H

H

N

Y

N

Y

3

Including more information in HTE on a timely basis will increase visibility
for engineering team and improve communication.

L

L

N

Y

N

Y

2

Develop a checklist/form for required new vendor information. Consider
implementing a control to have one person in charge of setting up
vendors to prevent multiple records for same vendors. All information
from the required form should be inputted into the HTE system.

L

L

N

Y

N

Y

2

Improvement
ID

Issue

Complex Commercial Metering

Active

Procurement

Implemented or
Inactive

-

During the close out step, information on take sheet
can be wrong, and it has proven difficult to fix at the
source (i.e. employees filling in take sheet properly).

-

Issues are arising with completion of take sheets.

-

N/A

79

PPAP

PPAP1

Procurement

Implemented or
Inactive

80

PPAP

PPAP1

Procurement

Implemented or
Inactive

81

PPAP

PPAP1

Procurement

82

PPAP

PPAP1

Procurement

Implemented or
Inactive
Implemented or
Inactive

-

Verbal orders are a risk
Paper work is sometimes completed after the
materials have been procured, instead of following
the proper process.
Currently non-inventory items are not tracked.
Do vendors need to be pre-approved?
Currently, there is no supplier assessment process in
place.
Currently the MF paper form and equipment
approved metric & spec sheets are prepared
manually by Dave and Brian using an ESA template.
Slight variations to an approved product requires
tremendous amount of work – whole process has to
be redone. There are similar documents in multiple
places.

83

PPAP

PPAP1

Procurement

Implemented or
Inactive

84
85

PPAP
PPAP

PPAP1
PPAP1

Procurement
Procurement

Active
Active

IM.01
IM.02

86

PPAP

PPAP1

Procurement

Active

IM.03

87

PPAP

PPAP1

Procurement

Active

IM.04

88

PPAP

PPAP1

Procurement

Active

IM.05

Currently all support is kept in hard copy.

89

PPAP

PPAP1

Procurement

Active

IM.06

90

PPAP

PPAP1

Procurement

Active

IM.07

Currently all support is kept in hard copy.
Lack of communication between procurement and
engineering resulting in materials sometimes
procured before approval.

91

PPAP

PPAP1

Procurement
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Active

-

IM.08

Vendors are not always set-up prior to orders being
made.
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Opportunity

Overall increase frequency of tendering for materials so vendors already
have contracts to facilitate re-order process.
Create accountability during the order process, ensure agreement is put
in writing

Consider inputting data into Golf system and use controls over materials
info in HTE for engineering visibility.
Consider adding electronic engineering stamps on files.

Status

Priority

PPAP1

Active

Validated? (Y/N)

PPAP

MC7

Complex Commercial Metering

Active /
Implemented /
Dead

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

78

Meter to Cash

MC7

Process

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

77

Meter to Cash

Map ID

Benefit Ranking

76

Process Stream

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

#

Implementation Complexity

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

2020-03-09

PPAP1

Procurement

93

PPAP

PPAP1

Procurement

94

PPAP

PPAP2

Purchasing & Accounts Payable

95

PPAP

PPAP2

Purchasing & Accounts Payable

96

PPAP

PPAP2

Purchasing & Accounts Payable

97

PPAP

PPAP2

Purchasing & Accounts Payable

98

PPAP

PPAP2

Purchasing & Accounts Payable

99

PPAP

PPAP2

Purchasing & Accounts Payable

100

PPAP

PPAP2

Purchasing & Accounts Payable

101

PPAP

PPAP2

Purchasing & Accounts Payable

102

PPAP

PPAP2

Purchasing & Accounts Payable

103
104
105

PPAP
PPAP
PPAP

PPAP2
PPAP2
PPAP2

106

Rates, Regulatory & CDM

107

Implemented or
Inactive
Implemented or
Inactive
Implemented or
Inactive
Implemented or
Inactive
Implemented
Implemented or
Inactive
Implemented or
Inactive
Implemented or
Inactive
Implemented or
Inactive
Implemented or
Inactive

-

-

-

N

Y

N

Y

-

-

-

N

Y

N

Y

-

Examine scheduling capabilities in HTE for allocation purposes.

H

L

N

Y

N

Y

4

N/A

-

-

N

Y

N

Y

-

Implement scheduling plan/meetings.

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

Create accountability for staff to update all contact files in HTE on a biweekly or monthly basis.

-

-

N

Y

N

Y

-

Ensure timing of award aligns with Board meetings (i.e. bi-monthly).

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Formalize the process of reporting on vendor timeliness.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Finalize and implement RFQ/RFT template as soon as possible.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Ensure that mail is passed along to Accounts Payable in a timely manner.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N
N
N

N
N
N

N
N
N

Y
Y
Y

-

Consider automating the monthly metering process and/or increasing the
frequency to weekly or daily.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Consider asking IESO if the files can be provided directly in PRN Text File
format.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Improve communication between departments about '0' generation
readings.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Someone in accounting could be validating the daily statements

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Approvals for purchases is not being correctly
documented.
Currently no formalized approval process for new
materials purchases.

Consider adding controls to prevent purchases from a vendor with
incomplete information in the HTE system.
Consider implementing a formal approval process for all new materials
with a protocol for requirements in place.

Allocating materials is currently a manual process.
Materials may sit in inventory If there is a delay in
the start of the project.
Need better communication between the
departments involved (engineering, operations,
stores) regarding upcoming projects that have been
scheduled.
Updates to contract files in HTE are not occurring
regularly.
It is unclear if timing of award aligns with Board
meetings.
Currently no formal mechanism for reporting on
vendor timeliness.
Standard template for RFQ/RFT is not yet finalized.
Mail does not reach Accounts Payable and it is
difficult to meet the 30 day pay period when this
happens.
It can be a lengthy wait for authorization from the
departments.
N/A
N/A
N/A
Three Phase FIT and microFIT information is not
being read daily, need to incorporate into the net
system load settlement (however difference is
somewhat insignificant). Metering is currently going
out once a month to collect this information
(manual process).
Files often come in different formats, customer
service has to convert these files to the same
format, PRN Text File.

IM.01
IM.02
IM.03

RRC1

IESO Settlement

Active

IM.01

Rates, Regulatory & CDM

RRC1

IESO Settlement

Active

IM.02

108

Rates, Regulatory & CDM

RRC3

Regulatory Reporting (IESO)

Active

IM.01

N/A

109

Rates, Regulatory & CDM

RRC3

Regulatory Reporting (IESO)

Active

IM.02

Daily statements require validation

110

Rates, Regulatory & CDM

RRC3

Regulatory Reporting (IESO)

Active

IM.03

Require application to automate

111

Rates, Regulatory & CDM

RRC4

Rates

Active

IM.01

Useful to have information already in OEB format

112

Rates, Regulatory & CDM

RRC4

Rates

Active

IM.02

Custom applicable tool required

6 of 13

Increased accountability within the various departments, get mail back to
accounts payable ASAP.
Standard template being developed (very early stages)
For ETF create file instead of cheque.
Overall ability to go paperless and B2B in the future?

IT could create an application to automatically validate the invoice, check
against calcs etc.
Compile the required information in realtime and in OEB format (for
appendices)
CustomerFirst could hire an economist or develop a custom application
tool.

Status

-

Opportunity

Purchasing & Accounts Payable
Purchasing & Accounts Payable
Purchasing & Accounts Payable
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-

Issue

Implemented or
Inactive
Active
Active
Active

-

Priority

PPAP

Improvement
ID

Validated? (Y/N)

92

Active /
Implemented /
Dead

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

Process

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

Map ID

Benefit Ranking

Process Stream

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

#

Implementation Complexity

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

QW

2020-03-09

Validated? (Y/N)

Priority

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

H

L

Y

N

N

Y

4

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

H

L

N

N

N

Y

4

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

Checklist outlining design criteria could be implemented at this step.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

When obtaining applicable plans/drawings from
City, 'Vault Agreements’ are not being concluded.

Devise a way to ensure that ‘Vault Agreements’ are concluded.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

IM.03

During the 'Design Development Review with
Ops/Metering' should be validating with ‘Metering’
as well as ‘Control Room’ for 1500-3000kW. Extra:
Define “validate”, who is appropriate to make feeds
loading / switching decisions?

Ensure that the design development review is validated with both
Metering and the Control Room.

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

-

E-mail sent to stores is redundant with HTE release.

Stop sending e-mails to store and rely HTE release. Some items pose a
problem due to longer delivery time.

-

-

N

Y

N

Y

-

Streamline the receiving of the ‘Connection Authorization’. Improved
coordination between engineering/metering/operations.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

Ensure signature is acquired.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

Project coordinator can perform more of the project cost analysis. Provide
cost accounting with a complete file.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

2

Improvement
ID

Issue

Opportunity

Rates, Regulatory & CDM

114

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS1

Design

Implemented

-

No standard ‘new project sheet’ for this initial visit.

115

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS1

Design

Implemented or
Inactive

-

Legal/easement information is not easily tracked
and archived.

116

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS1

Design

Implemented or
Inactive

-

Cost of City materials/information is expensive and
adds up quickly.

117

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS1

Design

Implemented or
Inactive

-

Drawing design and building a bill of materials is
time consuming exercise and often results in errors.

118

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS1

Design

Implemented or
Inactive

-

Concrete orders are missing.

RDS1

Design

Implemented or
Inactive

-

It is difficult to co-ordinate correct attendance at the
pre-construction meetings.

An actual checklist of standard design considerations would be a useful
tool.
Incorporate legal/easement information into GIS. Large undertaking, with
limited accuracy, would still have to validate, could be used for references
purposes only.
Negotiate a fee for complete access to city materials (CAD files, plans,
drawings etc.).
Nirvana would be a bill of material that changes as you design the
drawing. Automate this process. (Newmarket Hydro is attempting to do
this). Need to ensure this information is correct, value in not being
automated at this time.
Notify Eng with PO that was given to fill any concrete orders. For the most
part, have developed a work around for this. Biggest issue is that
accounting does not receive the packing slip.
Ideal attendance would include; crew, foreman, supervisor and project coordinator.

RDS1

Design

Active

IM.01

Improving efficiency around the 'Initial Site Visit'.

RDS1

Design

Active

IM.02

120

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System

Rates

Active

IM.03

N/A

Provide board with final document

Status

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

Active /
Implemented /
Dead

113

119

RRC4

Process

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

Map ID

Benefit Ranking

Process Stream

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

#

Implementation Complexity

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

QW

QW

121

Renewing Distribution
System

122

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS1

Design

Active

123

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS1

Design

Implemented or
Inactive

124

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS1

Design

Active

IM.05

RDS1

Design

Active

IM.06

RDS1

Design

Active

IM.10

RDS1

Design

Implemented or
Inactive

-

N/A

Define validate. Who is appropriate to make feeder loading switching
determinations, distribution engineer? Control operations? PC?

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

RDS1

Design

Implemented

-

Improving efficiency around the 'Initial Site Visit'.

“Design considerations” checklist could be implemented at this step.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

RDS1

Design

Implemented

-

Should be validating with ‘Metering’ as well.

Should be validating with ‘Metering’ as well.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

125
126
127
128
129

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
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When GSHI 'Receive Connection Authorization from
ESA' and the 10 day clock begins, there is a need for
improved co-ordination.
Supervisor should be signing off before recovery of
cash and signing agreement.
Cost accountant currently initiates a lot of the
analysis and file closures.
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Active /
Implemented /
Dead

Improvement
ID

Issue

Implementation Complexity

Benefit Ranking

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

Validated? (Y/N)

Priority

Status

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

Design

Implemented

-

Receive Engineering Supervisor’s Approval on Final
Drawing' needs to happen earlier in the process.

Get supervisor approval prior to signing/collecting money.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

RDS1

Design

Implemented

-

Developer contacts project co-ordinator directly
instead of the Supervisor in most cases. Should go
through Supervisor.

Project co-ordinator to flow all requests through supervisor.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

RDS1

Design

Implemented

-

Improving efficiency around the 'Initial Site Visit'.

It would be beneficial to have a design criteria checklist to go over for site
visits. Perform site visit prior to construction meeting.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

RDS1

Design

Implemented or
Inactive

-

Improving efficiency around the 'GIS Extraction to
CAD'.

-

-

Y

N

N

Y

-

RDS1

Design

Implemented

-

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

Review and implement terms around maintenance deposit. Develop a
trigger/tracking to know when this is required.

L

L

N

N

N

Y

2

Implement feedback from stores. All done by email, this should be
happening now.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Stores are very reliant on one person.

Begin knowledge transfer on stores activities.

M

H

N

N

N

Y

2

N/A

Potential replacement of SPIDA calc in 2015

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

Should tendering apply when it is the developer
who pays?

Review policies to determine requirements and implement change.
Economic evaluation based on lower of developer cost or our estimate.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

IM.09

HTE has space to note construction deposit – issues
harnessing full potential of this feature.

Use HTE to full potential by including notes in construction deposits. PC
should write a notation in comments portion of the WF in HTE

-

-

N

Y

N

Y

-

N/A

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Perform construction verification prior to closing project in HTE.

L

H

N

Y

N

Y

1

M

H

N

Y

N

Y

2

M

H

N

Y

Y

Y

2

M

H

N

Y

Y

Y

2

L

H

N

Y

N

Y

1

#

Process Stream

Map ID

130

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS1

131

Renewing Distribution
System

132

Renewing Distribution
System

133
134
135
136
137
138

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System

Process

Implemented or
Inactive

RDS1

Design

RDS1

Design

RDS1

Design

RDS1

Design

Active

Implemented or
Inactive
Implemented or
Inactive

139

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS1

Design

Implemented

140

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS1

Design

Active

141

142
143
144
145
146

Renewing Distribution
System

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System

IM.08
-

Improving 'Developer Agreements'.
Is two years long enough for 10% maintenance
deposit? May consider 5 years to align with
developer timelines.
No confirmation that stores have receipt of material
release.

RDS10

Daily Scheduling

Active

IM.01

Schedules can be altered through the night/ early
morning hours due to the following; vehicles
(downed trucks, truck availability and scheduled
maintenance), people (sick days, training, overtime
hours) new jobs (trouble/emergency calls),
materials (missing materials) and work deficiencies
(locates, outside contractors and control room).

RDS2

Construct & Project Close

Active

IM.03

Construction verification is not always performed
prior to closing a project in HTE.

Opportunity

Opportunity to develop a high level multi-phase design. Has been
resolved.
Review agreement to increase specifics. Ensure all developer expectations
are outlined in agreement accordingly.

RDS2

Construct & Project Close

Active

IM.04

No formal trigger to start project variance analysis.

Need trigger to start analysis. Possible for Operations or GIS to Update
HTE status to “Complete”.

RDS2

Construct & Project Close

Active

IM.05

Adjustments identified in quantity variance report
are not dealt with by the source individual.

Return adjustment to source to fix as a training mechanism. A process
change as well.

RDS2

Construct & Project Close

Active

IM.05

In addition, all adjustments are currently made
without a focus on higher dollar value items.

RDS2

Construct & Project Close

Active

IM.06

N/A

Develop thresholds for Adjustments in costing based on a predetermined
materiality level.
Consider creating a Work Form on all job orders closed. Project
Coordinator needs to open those that are required.

Copy of Attachment 7 - GSHi Improvement Opportunities - Consolidated Tracker - 2015 (003).xlsx
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QW

QW

QW

QW
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IM.07

RDS2

Construct & Project Close

Active

IM.08

RDS2

Construct & Project Close

Active

IM.09

RDS2

Construct & Project Close

Active

149
150

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System

N

Y

Y

Y

1

QW

M

H

N

Y

N

Y

2

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

IM.10

Perform as built estimate.

Consider the use of the fixed asset module to streamline this process.

H

R

N

N

Y

Y

3

Book meetings (weekly) between Project Coordinator + Accounting to
review newly closed projects and analysis. This will require a trigger.

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

Implement a control to ensure WF are closed in HTE upon completion of
report. Review date fields in HTEand sue to track status.

L

M

N

Y

N

Y

1

QW

Begin to report on 60 day window (project 'complete’ to project ‘close’)
to determine ISO performance.

L

M

N

Y

N

Y

1

QW

Investigate workflow in Sunguard and trigger civil completion.

M

H

N

Y

N

Y

2

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS2

Construct & Project Close

Active

IM.11

152

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS2

Construct & Project Close

Active

IM.12

Report complete but WF are not closed in HTE.

RDS2

Construct & Project Close

Active

IM.13

RDS2

Construct & Project Close

Active

IM.14

154

H

Line/material allocated/recorded to wrong job
order.
Lack of training for new project coordinators on
processes.

151

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System

L

Run non-inventory report in 2 week wait period so that it is included in
initial analysis. Possibility to include on the engineering close out
checklist.
Provide training for all staff to ensure a comprehensive understanding of
job order coding.
Create a reference manual for various processes for new project
coordinators to refer to on the job.

Non-inventory report is not included in initial
project variance analysis.

Lack of communication between Project
Coordinator and Accounting staff on project close
and analysis.

153

Status

Active

Priority

Construct & Project Close

Validated? (Y/N)

RDS2

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

Renewing Distribution
System

Opportunity

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

147

Issue

Benefit Ranking

Map ID

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

Improvement
ID

Process Stream

148

Process

Active /
Implemented /
Dead

#

Implementation Complexity

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

Currently not reporting within 60 day window to
determine ISO performance.
Lack of formal accountability for a variety of shared
process.

155

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS4

Legal Process (Hydro Driven)

Active

IM.01

Design process is on going throughout the entire
legal process. Need to determine how far along the
design process to go without legal approval.

Develop guideline as to how much design is completed prior to legal
approvals. (Inquiry with the lawyer on this).

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

156

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS4

Legal Process (Hydro Driven)

Active

IM.02

Where a 3rd party survey is required, GSHI often
proceeds without a binding agreement.

GSHI should obtain an agreement to grant on title prior to proceeding
with ordering survey. (GSHI’s lawyer is currently providing them with a
legal opinion on this option and whether or not it protects GSHI).

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

157

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS4

Legal Process (Hydro Driven)

Implemented

-

Legal Instructions E-mail to Lawyer - Currently lots
of back and forth, information is rarely correct the
first time around.

Develop a standard form, Suggestion: PC provides legal requirements and
details to ES Clerk and Clerk completes a standard form. PC then approves
the standard form. (Utilize an updated tax/street roll index and use as a
template to populate).

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

RDS4

Legal Process (Hydro Driven)

Active

IM.03

Incorporate legal description information into GIS.

H

H

Y

N

N

Y

3

RDS4

Legal Process (Hydro Driven)

Active

IM.04

Essential to have a JO taken out.

L

M

N

Y

N

Y

1

RDS5

Legal Process (Inquiry)

Active

IM.01

Need to review why not

L

M

N

N

N

Y

2

Update Mindoka. Ensure accuracy.

M

H

N

N

N

Y

2

Review process or find ways to work more closely with lawyers. Carrie has
developed a process to ensure that follow up letters are sent. Resolved.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Involve engineering, control room, operations and substation team when
developing requirements to get a broader view of the potential design.
(Create standards for redundancy, depth etc.).

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

158
159
160

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System

161

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS5

Legal Process (Inquiry)

Implemented or
Inactive

-

162

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS5

Legal Process (Inquiry)

Implemented or
Inactive

-

163

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS6

Substation Maintenance & Rehabilitation

Implemented

-

Copy of Attachment 7 - GSHi Improvement Opportunities - Consolidated Tracker - 2015 (003).xlsx

Improved efficiency in GIS pertaining to legal
descriptions.
If a JO is not taken out ENESC does not know to
track it.
GSHI does not currently charge for easement
searches
Cannot trust Mindoka for easement information.
Need to search government system to obtain
accurate information.
Need to obtain copies of registered documents from
lawyer, usually have to chase them down for this
piece.
Lack of interdepartmental involvement in new
substation design process.
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Active /
Implemented /
Dead

Improvement
ID

Implementation Complexity

Benefit Ranking

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

Validated? (Y/N)

Priority

Status

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

Substation Maintenance & Rehabilitation

Implemented

-

N/A

Approved Structure Protection Specification. Need to develop a minimum
standard.

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

RDS6

Substation Maintenance & Rehabilitation

Implemented

-

N/A

Ensure vendors have substantial substation experience to avoid
complications (reference checks and oversee/inspect the job as required).

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS6

Substation Maintenance & Rehabilitation

Implemented or
Inactive

-

Currently no Protection Studies are completed for
upcoming substation maintenance.

H

H

N

N

N

Y

3

167

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS6

Substation Maintenance & Rehabilitation

Implemented

-

Changes to design drawings are not always formally
approved and stamped by the Engineering team.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

168

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS6

Substation Maintenance & Rehabilitation

Active

IM.05

GIS is not provided with relevant information

Provide with the relevant information

L

M

Y

N

N

Y

2

169

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS6

Substation Maintenance & Rehabilitation

Active

IM.06

No ground grid analysis is performed.

Ground grid analysis should be performed. Do not have the proper tools
at the moment, either acquire tools or contract out going forward. Some
employees are being trained on this already.

M

H

Y

N

N

Y

2

170

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS6

Substation Maintenance & Rehabilitation

Active

IM.02

Scheduling of substation maintenance is not
integrated with the capital plan and other builds.

Substation maintenance schedule should be coordinated with capital plan
and other builds to increase efficiencies.

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

171

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS6

Substation Maintenance & Rehabilitation

Active

IM.03

Issues in communicating schedule changes to crews.

Improve communications with respect to coordinating schedule changes
(i.e. email notifications, memos, updated schedules circulated, etc.).

L

L

N

N

N

Y

2

172

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS6

Substation Maintenance & Rehabilitation

Active

IM.04

Better communication of substation maintenance
results to asset management. In addition, the results
are currently communicated via PDF. This is not
ideal as it does not interface well with other
software systems being used.

Consider automating the process of sharing substation maintenance
results with asset management. Data should be captured in a shareable
form – potentially GIS - and easily integrated with other systems. Must
check against Asset Management Assessment Plan.

H

H

Y

N

Y

Y

3

173

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS6

Substation Maintenance & Rehabilitation

Active

IM.01

Changes to design are supposed to be signed &
approved on the date the change is made. This is
not occurring in all cases.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

RDS6

FIT

Active

IM.01

(Duplicate) Improved checklist should be utilized

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

RDS6

FIT

Active

IM.02

(Duplicate) N/A

Need to check if distribution capacity is available.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

RDS6

FIT

Active

IM.03

(Duplicate) Often a hold up to get city permit.

Customer applies for a building permit and arranges city inspection, GSHI
needs permit before connecting. Sometimes there is a holdup to get city
permit, need to ensure the permit has been granted.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

RDS6

FIT

Active

IM.04

(Duplicate) Additional database is maintained

Use GIS for info instead of maintaining generation database.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

RDS6

FIT

Active

IM.05

Require proper commissioning test

Create process and train for implementation of a commissioning test.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

RDS7

Substation New Design

Implemented or
Inactive

Currently no standards exist for the engineering
analysis performed in relation to the work order.

Standard principals/guidelines for work orders should be developed to
ensure consistency. Standards may be general. (Rural vs. Urban)

M

M

N

Y

N

Y

2

#

Process Stream

Map ID

164

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS6

165

Renewing Distribution
System

166

174
175

176

177
178
179

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System

Process
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-

Issue

10 of 13

Opportunity

Perform Protection Studies for upcoming substation maintenance. (Study
is currently underway, experiencing a problem with the numbers in
Milsoft).
If there are changes to the design drawing, Engineering approval should
be obtained and drawing should be stamped to indicate evidence of
approval and date of approval.

If there are changes to the design drawing, Engineering approval should
be obtained and drawing should be stamped to indicate evidence of
approval and date of approval.
Provide checklist of information required before connections, such as SLD,
permits etc.

QW

QW

2020-03-09

184
185
186
187

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System

RDS7

Substation New Design

Active

IM.01

Need to perform a soil test at this stage

Train employees on soil tests and ensure that they are performed as
required

M

H

Y

N

N

Y

2

Active

IM.03

No legal process for property acquisition

Create a standard process

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

Active

IM.02

GIS is not provided with relevant information

Provide with the relevant information

L

M

Y

N

N

Y

2

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

Active /
Implemented /
Dead

Improvement
ID

Issue

Opportunity

RDS7

Substation New Design

Implemented

-

N/A

Approved Structure Protection Specification. Need to develop a minimum
standard.

RDS7

Substation New Design

Implemented or
Inactive

-

Engineering approval of Protection Specification
2204 must be obtained as per ESA requirement.

Ensure documentation of Engineering approval of Protection Specification
2204 is kept to meet ESA requirements. (Abide by this now).

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

RDS7

Substation New Design

Implemented

-

New substation design does not currently consider
the outside fence requirements.
Currently no formal process for electrical design of
new substations.

Consider including outside the fence requirements in the design of new
substations. Stamp.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

A formal approval process should be developed for the electrical design.

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

RDS7

Substation New Design

RDS7

Substation New Design

Implemented or
Inactive
Implemented or
Inactive

-

Issues in booking contractors on a timely basis.

Civil tender process should be examined to determine if it can be
performed earlier.

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

188

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS7

Substation New Design

Implemented

-

N/A

Ensure vendors have substantial substation experience to avoid
complications (reference checks and oversee/inspect the job as required).

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

189

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS7

MicroFIT

Implemented or
Inactive

-

Welcome Letter and Form are sent to the customer
but formal requirements are not explicitly outlined.

Consider providing a checklist to customer with requirements. Already
included in the welcome letter.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

190

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS7

MicroFIT

Implemented or
Inactive

-

Site meeting and assessment does not include a
check of distribution capacity. Site checks are done
after the digital offer to connect form is completed.

Need to check distribution capacity during site meeting and assessment
process. Need to do the site check prior to the digital offer to connect
form. Distribution capacity is already checked.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

RDS7

MicroFIT

Active

IM.01

Improved checklist should be utilized

Provide checklist of information required before connections, such as SLD,
permits etc.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

RDS7

MicroFIT

Active

IM.02

N/A

Need to check if distribution capacity is available.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

RDS7

MicroFIT

Active

IM.03

Often a hold up to get city permit.

Customer applies for a building permit and arranges city inspection, GSHI
needs permit before connecting. Sometimes there is a holdup to get city
permit, need to ensure the permit has been granted.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

RDS7

MicroFIT

Active

IM.04

Remove use of paper form

Change filing mechanism to be electronic

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

RDS7

MicroFIT

Active

IM.05

Additional database is maintained

Use GIS for info instead of maintaining generation database.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Additional training for ESC.

H

H

N

N

Y

Y

3

Automation of the offer to connect forms could be done on tablet.

H

H

N

N

Y

Y

3

191
192

193

194
195

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System

196

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS8

Connections

Implemented or
Inactive

-

197

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS8

Connections

Implemented or
Inactive

-
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A new connection may be for an customer that
already exists in NorthStar, but there is currently no
way to validate this.
The Offer to Connect process is not automated
(paper forms are used).

11 of 13

Status

Priority

RDS7

Validated? (Y/N)

183

Substation New Design

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

182

RDS7

Process

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

181

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System

Map ID

Benefit Ranking

180

Process Stream

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

#

Implementation Complexity

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

QW

QW

QW

2020-03-09

RDS8

Connections

Active

200
201
202

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System

RDS8

Connections

RDS8
RDS8

Although the customers name in the system not the
person you met on-site necessarily

It would be ideal to be able to search a customer database and tell if you
already have the customer set-up. Alternatively, everything could go
through the call centre and at that point they collect all account
information and THEN send to Carrie/Mike.

-

-

N

N

Y

Y

-

Duplication of work

Could these two OTC forms be integrated? Could the by digital as well?

-

-

N

N

Y

Y

-

Require confirmation

-

-

N

N

Y

Y

-

Require confirmation

-

-

N

N

Y

Y

-

Improvement
ID

-

IM.01

Active

IM.02

Connections

Active

IM.03

Connections

Implemented or
Inactive

Issue

OTC’s paid by the Dalron and SalDan accounts are
never truly confirmed
OTC’s paid by the Dalron and SalDan accounts are
never truly confirmed

-

OTC is not always signed by customer

Determine if it needs to be? – if so, when? Need to establish a policy)

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

ESC preps schedule by department (metering or
operations). Schedules are done one day in advance,
3 o’clock cut off for jobs. When ESC is away, there is
no schedule. No way of ensuring that teams receive
the schedule when it is sent to the printer for pickup.

The schedule could be streamlined into ONE single email. So there is
certainty around everybody having received the schedule. Additionally,
ensure that someone is trained on prepping the schedules in order to
support the ESC when he/she is away. (ESC has since implemented this Email).

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

Better customer service is required.

Operations/Metering crews could contact customer to notify they are on
the schedule and a representative will be there soon. Keep customer
informed of when the work will be done, close the loop. Increase visibility
on the current schedule to allow for this.

H

H

N

N

N

Y

3

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

203

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS8

Connections

Implemented

204

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS8

Connections

Active

205

Renewing Distribution
System

RDS8

Connections

Implemented or
Inactive

RDS9

Fleet Management

Active

IM.01

N/A

RDS9

Fleet Management

Active

IM.02

N/A

Include next service mileage number in the log book
Integrate zones into streetlight map in GIS.
Tag materials with bar codes and link to GIS to better track allocations to
specific jobs

IM.04

-

The main challenge in this process is not having the
customer account set up prior to the service being
done.

208

Renewing Distribution
System
Renewing Distribution
System
Streetlighting

SL1

Streetlight Maintenance

Active

IM.01

Zones are not integrated in GIS

209

Streetlighting

SL1

Streetlight Maintenance

Active

IM.02

N/A

210

Streetlighting

SL1

Streetlight Maintenance

Active

IM.03

Tablets are not being fully utilized

211

Streetlighting

SL1

Streetlight Maintenance

Active

IM.04

Require more options

212

Streetlighting

SL1

Streetlight Maintenance

Active

IM.05

213

Streetlighting

SL1

Streetlight Maintenance

Active

IM.06

Improved communication

214

Streetlighting

SL2

Streetlight Capital

Active

IM.01

Improving efficiency around the 'Initial Site Visit'.

215

Streetlighting

SL2

Streetlight Capital

Active

IM.02

City lighting does not meet RP-8 standards.

206
207
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Better tracking is required

12 of 13

Set up the account first, when it comes time to do call have utilize a
tablet to enter time in etc. This would eliminate on the job the passing of
paper back and forth. Note it is important that that paper comes to CS to
validate.
Consider a program to track GPS on vehicles to determine when
maintenance is required

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

L

M

N

N

N

Y

2

L

M

N

N

N

Y

2

“Design considerations” checklist could be implemented at this step.

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

Update Streetlight contract with City.

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

Tablets should be used during this process to reduce paperwork and
expedite updating of databases. Tablets could provide best route for
repair, group remapping in outlying areas and how to group jobs by area.
Options to classify temporary close (e.g. if further work is required, type
of work).
Track actual work completed and ten business day window to complete
work.
May require communication to GIS if removal or significant change
(pertaining to LEDs).

Status

Implemented or
Inactive

Priority

Connections

Validated? (Y/N)

RDS8

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

Renewing Distribution
System

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

198

Opportunity

Benefit Ranking

Map ID

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

Process Stream

199

Process

Active /
Implemented /
Dead

#

Implementation Complexity

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

QW

QW

2020-03-09

Streetlight Capital
Streetlight Capital

Active
Active

IM.02
IM.02

218

Streetlighting

SL2

Streetlight Capital

Active

IM.03

219

Streetlighting

SL2

Streetlight Capital

Active

IM.04

220

Support

COM1

Freedom of Information

Active

IM.01

221

Support

COM1

Freedom of Information

Active

IM.02

222

Support

HR

Recruiting (Internal & External)

Active

IM.05

223

Support

HR

Recruiting (Internal & External)

Active

IM.01

224

Support

HR

Recruiting (Internal & External)

Active

IM.02

225

Support

HR

Recruiting (Internal & External)

Active

IM.03

226

Support

HR

Recruiting (Internal & External)

Active

IM.04

227

Support

HR

Recruiting (Internal & External)

Active

IM.06

228

Support

HR2

On-Boarding & Orientation

Active

IM.01

229

Support

HR2

On-Boarding & Orientation

Active

IM.02

230

Support

HR2

On-Boarding & Orientation

Active

IM.03

231

Support

HR2

On-Boarding & Orientation

Active

IM.04

232

Support

HR2

On-Boarding & Orientation

Active

IM.05

233

Support

HR2

On-Boarding & Orientation

Active

IM.06

Injury Response Reporting

Copy of Attachment 7 - GSHi Improvement Opportunities - Consolidated Tracker - 2015 (003).xlsx

Active

Status

SL2
SL2

RM1

Priority

Streetlighting
Streetlighting

Support

Consistent sign off by City regardless of PC responsible.
Upgrade Software.

L
M

M
H

N
N

N
N

N
N

Y
Y

1
2

QW

Subcontract lighting design.

M

H

N

N

N

Y

2

Review administrative streetlight process for efficiencies. Require further
investigation, opportunity for incorporating barcoding.

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

N/A

Provide timeline to requestor to provide payment with fee estimate.

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

N/A
External skills testing can occur before or after the
interview. Scheduling causes problems.
No formal process around confirming the need to
hire, currently a verbal agreement.

Develop an annual WF and job order for each FOI request.
Create a standard process around external testing, determine whether it
is best to do to prior to or following the interview.
Create an approval form for documenting decision to hire. President and
CEO could sign off on the intention to hire.

Not consistent with preliminary screening,
sometimes HRA conducts preliminary screening,
sometimes sends to VP/Supervisor for screening.

Establish concrete process around preliminary screening expectations .

Improvement
ID

216
217

234

Validated? (Y/N)

Active /
Implemented /
Dead

Related to NorthStar? (Y/N)

Process

Related to HTE? (Y/N)

Map ID

Benefit Ranking

Process Stream

Related to GIS? (Y/N)

#

Implementation Complexity

Opportunities (Revised & Final)

IM.01

Issue

City lighting does not meet RP-8 standards.
City lighting does not meet RP-8 standards.
Lighting design is time consuming and could be a job
on its own.
PCs are making a takesheet, the info is manually
passed to stores, who then manually input this info
onto another similar takesheet.
Typo/errors/duplication of effort, overall
opportunity for improvement.

Do not always interview (would like to).
Evaluation Grid' not always created prior to the
interview.
Candidates do not sign any form of job offer
acceptance at this point.
Would like to review power line summer student
checklist to confirm if adequate.
Would like to review what is to be attached to all
packages.
Supervisor is not consistent with notifying IT.
Review and complete Phase I of
applicable ‘Orientation Checklist’
with employee is documented by hand.
Training is sometimes missed and HR does not
receive 'Confirmation of Completion'.
During 2/4/6 month performance reviews lack of
information on casual hours.
N/A

13 of 13

Opportunity

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

L

M

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

L

H

N

N

N

Y

1

QW

Could train the HR personnel involved on how to input in AS400.

M

M

N

N

N

Y

2

Within a 2 week period, RMO should audit to ensure that training
requirements have been met.

M

H

N

N

N

Y

2

Initiate tracking of monthly casual hours.

M

L

N

N

N

Y

3

Completing the investigation and document findings process should be
relocated into GOLF

-

-

N

N

N

Y

-

Establish consistency around need for internal interviews.
Upon intent to hire, create a roll-specific evaluation grid to be
implemented during the interview process.
Add signature portion for the new employee beside VP’s signature on ‘Job
Offer Letter’.
Would like to review power line summer student checklist to confirm if
adequate.
Ensure that all pieces of the package are included when handed out to the
new employee
HR would like to proactively remind supervisor to notify IT.

2020-03-09
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1

4-SEC-29

2

Question:

3

[Ex.4-4-1, p.3] Please explain why the Applicant does not use any performance

4

pay compensation strategies.

5
6

Response:

7

Fundamentally, GSHi does not believe performance pay compensation systems

8

deliver long-term, sustained benefits to organizations, especially when

9

considering their potential impact on those in senior and complex roles.

10

GSHi’s understanding, based on careful (and continuous) review of best

11

practices in this area, is that there is much evidence to suggest that performance

12

pay compensation systems can in fact diminish performance.

13

For example, in his highly-regarded management book Good to Great, author

14

Jim Collins summarizes the results of extensive research on the topic by stating

15

that:

16

“We found no systematic pattern linking executive compensation to the

17

process of going from good to great. The evidence simply does not

18

support the idea the specific structure of compensation acts as a key lever

19

in taking a company from good to great.”

20
21

Likewise, in his book Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us,

22

author Daniel H. Pink lays out a number of problems with what he calls the

23

“carrot and stick” approach to motivation. Pink’s argument, as well as his

24

thoughts on what truly inspires exceptional performance, are discussed

25

succinctly in the following article: https://blog.mcquaig.com/7-problems-with-

26

employee-incentives (Also included as Tab 4, Interrogatory 29, Attachment 1).

27

The idea that performance pay systems are problematic is by no means new. In

28

the September/October 1993 edition of the Harvard Business Review, Alfie

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
Tab 4
Interrogatory 29
Page 2 of 2

1

Kohn’s article entitled Why Incentive Plans Cannot Work answers the question

2

“Do rewards work?” this way:

3

Research suggests that, by and large, rewards succeed at securing one

4

thing only: temporary compliance. When it comes to producing lasting

5

change in attitudes and behavior, however, rewards, like punishment, are

6

strikingly ineffective.

7

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
Tab 4
Interrogatory 29
Attachment 1
Page 1 of 1
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7 Problems With Employee Incentives

Nov
 By Kristen Harcourt  Employee Engagement, Productivity, Coaching and Development  0 Comments

For over a century the prevailing management wisdom in many companies has been that, in order to get improved performance from
employees, you have to reward the behavior you want and punish the behavior you don’t. This philosophy has been built into compensation
models, employee incentive plans, performance management programs, ingrained in the very fabric of many companies.
The problem is that it doesn’t work. In fact, following the practice of offering carrots and sticks can actually have the opposite effect, and
decrease performance.
In his book Drive, Daniel Pink presents the research of a number of psychologists and behavioral economists, dating back as far as the 1940s,
who argue that the long-trusted theory that rewards and punishment are our most effective motivational tools is, in fact wrong.
https://blog.mcquaig.com/7-problems-with-employee-incentives
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Why don’t carrots and sticks work?

7 Problems With Employee Incentives





Pink provides seven key reasons why rewards and punishment don’t work
to effectively
motivate today’s workforce. Here's what Pink identified
as some problems with incentive programs:

They can extinguish intrinsic motivation
Intrinsic motivation is that internal drive, often described as passion, that focuses us on a task and keeps us engaged regardless of the
challenges we face. Pink cites several studies that showed how rewards actually snuffed out this passion. One such experiment on school
children offered a portion of a group of children a reward in the form of a certificate if they chose to draw during a free play period. Drawing was
an activity they already chose to do because they enjoyed it. The experiment showed that those children who were rewarded with a certificate
for drawing actually began to draw less than their peers who continued to do it for no reward. For these children drawing was no longer about
the drawing, but about the reward and that was not enough to sustain them.

They can diminish performance
In 2009, the London School of Economics looked at over 50 studies of corporate pay for performance programs and concluded that these plans
can result in worse performance. Behavioral studies conducted in India showed that the higher the reward, the worse participants performed in
a series of skill-testing games. Creating a focus on the reward causes a reduction in results.

They can crush creativity
By focusing people on a reward we actually make them less creative according to Pink. The reward tends to narrow a person’s focus, which is
fine when there is a clear path to a solution, but makes them less effective when the task requires a level of creativity – something most jobs in
today’s economy require.

They can crowd out good behavior
By adding a reward, Pink argues, we remove a person’s ability to make a decision based on morals, interests and values and force them to make
it based on the reward. This has a tendency to devalue the activity itself. As an example, studies of blood donations – a typically altruistic venture
– show that in jurisdictions where people are paid to donate blood, donations are consistently lower than jurisdictions where they are not paid.
Read More: Motivate your employees without giving everyone a raise

They can encourage cheating, shortcuts & unethical behavior
https://blog.mcquaig.com/7-problems-with-employee-incentives
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Rewards tied to sales quotas, revenue targets and other short-term, extrinsic targets can encourage bad behavior and cheating. Examples in the
book include Sears imposing a sales quota on its auto repair staff that lead to customers being over charged for unnecessary repairs; Enron’s




setting of large revenue goals potentially leading to the behavior that brought the company down; and Ford’s push to have the Pinto meet
certain weight targets and deadlines resulting in skipped safety checks.

They can become addictive
One of the more interesting problems of incentives is that, just like a drug addiction, the introduction of rewards for completing a task creates
the need for the same or greater rewards for future tasks of the same nature. These rewards quickly become less about a bonus and more
about what is due, meaning a greater reward is needed to encourage improved performance each time.
Pro Tip: Check out these 6 hacks to boost employee engagement

They can foster short-term thinking
Rewards also have a tendency to limit long-term thinking. They encourage people to focus on immediate tasks – what’s required to get the
reward – at the expense of longer-term consequences or opportunities. Pink references studies showing that public companies that spend more
time focusing on quarterly earnings typically have poorer long-term growth rates.
So, if carrots and sticks (extrinsic motivation) no longer deliver results in the modern workforce, what is the right kind of employee
incentive?
Pink argues it’s a focus on fostering the intrinsic motivation within each of us by focusing on autonomy, mastery and purpose. To make this
focus on intrinsic motivation work, companies, managers and HR need to better understand their team, and determine what will create that
drive for each person.

https://blog.mcquaig.com/7-problems-with-employee-incentives
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Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
Tab 4
Interrogatory 30
Page 1 of 1

1

4-SEC-30

2

Question:

3

[Ex.4-5-1, Attach 2, Table ES-1] Please provide a table that shows for each

4

category of service (i.e. “Nature of Service”), the total cost of the service, and the

5

amount allocated to the Applicant (GHSi).

6
7

Response:

8
9

Preamble;

10

GSHi would like to note that in its original submission of Exhibit 4 – Tab 5 –

11

Schedule 1 and Exhibit 4 – Tab 5 – Schedule 1 – Attachment 1, and the Chapter

12

2 Appendix 2-N, GSHi did not include costs related to IT and a few other small

13

amounts in 2013 actuals through 2016 actuals. GSHi has updated Chapter 2

14

Appendix 2-N for these changes.

15

budget was used in its initial submission of Exhibit 4 – Tab 5 – Schedule 1 and

16

Exhibit 4 – Tab 5 – Schedule 1 – Attachment 1, and the Chapter 2 Appendix 2-N.

17

GSHi has updated Chapter 2 Appendix 2-N for the final post settlement Board

18

Approved Budget figures with this submission. These updates can call be found

19

in Attachment 1 of this submission as well as in the Chapter 2 Live Models

20

included with this submission. GSHi would like to note that this has not changed

21

GSHi’s explanation for the variances between the 2020 Test Year vs. 2013

22

Board Approved or the 2018 Actual vs. 2020 Test Year.

GSHi also noticed that the pre-settlement

23
24

Response:

25

Please see Attachment 1 of this interrogatory for tables that show for each

26

category of service from 2013-2020, the total cost of the activity and the amount

27

allocated to the Applicant.

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
Tab 4
Interrogatory 30
Attachment 1
Page 1 of 1

Attachment 1 (of 1):
4-SEC-30 Attachment 1: Appendix 2-N

File Number:
Exhibit:
Tab:
Schedule:
Page:
Date:

Appendix 2-N
Shared Services and Corporate Cost Allocation

1

Year: 2013 Board Approved

Shared Services
Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Greater
Sudbury Hydro
Greater
Sudbury Hydro
Greater
Sudbury Hydro
Greater
Sudbury Hydro

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
83%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$748,948
$897,724

100%

$144,339

$144,339

86%

$288,060

$335,463

87%

$244,314

$282,378

100%

$155,842

$155,842

79%

$214,767

$271,733

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

33%

$316,896

$965,425

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

77%

$773,456

$1,000,220

61%

$1,571,801

$2,595,977

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.

50%

$29,400

$58,800

50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors

50%

$44,200

$88,400

83%

$568,175

$686,988

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Hydro
Plus Company not
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement
Garage/Fleet
Affiliate
Services
Streetlight
Affiliate
Maintenance
Building Services and
Affiliate
Occupancy Costs
Building Services and
Affiliate
Occupancy Costs

Materials Issued/Time record of staff
Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery
Time of staff as recorded in the work order system
Market Rate applied to square footage
Cost recovery based on square footage

12%

$160,000

$1,191,103

100%

$680,000

$680,000

260%

$90,627

$34,798

31%

$307,503

$678,220

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

To

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

Price for the
Service
%

Amount
Allocated
$

EB-2019-0037

Year:

2013 Actual

Shared Services
Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
83%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$590,981
$709,835

100%

$152,403

$152,403

84%

$206,278

$245,569

85%

$241,761

$283,733

100%

$128,830

$128,830

79%

$214,767

$271,733

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

46%

$435,302

$956,502

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

75%

$630,090

$839,231

63%

$1,517,288

$2,420,803

59%

$9,959

$16,801

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Hydro
Plus Company not
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Cost recovery based on square footage

50%

$36,334

$72,667

93%

$334,691

$359,427

93%

$97,387
$1,310,440

100%
276%
82%

$473,038

$473,038

$90,627

$32,855

$119,904

$665,341

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

To

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

Price for the
Service
%

Cost for the
Service
$

Year:

2014 Actual

Shared Services
Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
87%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$663,490
$765,976

100%

$128,923

$128,923

84%

$195,967

$233,294

98%

$302,013

$308,491

100%

$140,822

$140,822

76%

$224,083

$295,475

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

46%

$438,485

$953,002

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

79%

$659,493

$830,221

78%

$1,688,936

$2,175,005

91%

$28,664

$31,441

50%

$32,593

$65,187

$313,416

$347,815

$49,275

$963,454

$332,352

$332,352

$90,627

$32,324

$117,967

$688,540

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Plus Company not
Hydro
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Cost recovery based on square footage

90%
95%
100%
280%
83%

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

To

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

Price for the
Service
%

Cost for the
Service
$

Year:

2015 Actual

Shared Services
Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
83%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$848,144 $1,028,005

100%

$149,384

$149,384

84%

$270,254

$321,731

99%

$238,347

$240,868

100%

$131,659

$131,659

91%

$234,618

$259,150

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

47%

$484,699

$1,022,493

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

76%

$745,077

$974,196

79%

$1,894,586

$2,402,748

0%

$0

$8,682

50%

$29,769

$59,848

$381,610

$381,610

$65,876

$1,113,917

$414,682

$414,682

$90,627

$103,759

$354,639

$686,914

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Plus Company not
Hydro
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Cost recovery based on square footage

100%
94%
100%
87%
48%

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
Service Offered
From

To

Pricing Methodology

Price for the
Service

Cost for the
Service

%

$

Year:

2016 Actual

Shared Services

Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Greater
Sudbury Hydro
Greater
Sudbury Hydro
Greater
Sudbury Hydro
Greater
Sudbury Hydro

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
78%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$1,016,646 $1,300,620

100%

$200,011

$200,011

86%

$334,749

$389,832

97%

$233,641

$240,868

100%

$150,826

$150,826

79%

$225,367

$285,098

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

47%

$464,252

$991,138

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

78%

$682,969

$877,018

82%

$1,928,911

$2,366,183

72%

$16,943

$23,607

50%

$28,764

$57,529

$433,464

$476,540

$78,488

$1,191,749

$484,459

$484,459

$61,234

$22,025

$189,399

$826,877

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Hydro
Plus Company not
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Stores/Procurement
Hydro
Garage/Fleet
Services
Affiliate
Streetlight
Maintenance
Affiliate
Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Affiliate
Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Affiliate

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff
Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery
Time of staff as recorded in the work order system
Market Rate applied to square footage
Cost recovery based on square footage

91%
93%
100%
278%
77%

Year:

2017 Actual

Shared Services

Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
83%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$1,087,083 $1,304,397

100%

$257,177

$257,177

89%

$354,869

$398,730

98%

$262,107

$266,640

100%

$127,692

$127,692

81%

$225,217

$279,471

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

48%

$498,270

$1,030,362

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

54%

$373,787

$695,541

75%

$2,073,049

$2,761,191

86%

$50,033

$58,045

56%

$35,251

$63,474

$476,299

$518,848

$91,752

$1,128,205

$503,246

$503,246

$59,807
$109,606

$18,309
$701,013

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Plus Company not
Hydro
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage
Occupancy Costs
Cost recovery based on square footage

92%
92%
100%
327%
84%

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

To

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

Price for the
Service
%

Cost for the
Service
$

Year:

2018 Actual

Shared Services

Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
83%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$1,080,877 $1,300,485

100%

$253,456

$253,456

89%

$334,947

$376,345

98%

$336,231

$341,999

100%

$126,387

$126,387

81%

$208,255

$258,552

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

48%

$546,047

$1,138,785

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

54%

$336,708

$626,129

75%

$2,130,734

$2,850,615

94%

$88,110

$93,437

56%

$50,230

$90,414

$474,928

$512,900

$101,083

$1,208,358

$483,837

$483,837

$59,807
$144,563

$21,558
$822,329

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Plus Company not
Hydro
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate
Greater
Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage
Building Services and Cost recovery based on square footage

93%
92%
100%
277%
82%

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

To

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

Price for the
Service
%

Cost for the
Service
$

Year:

2019 Bridge

Shared Services
Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

75%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$1,184,661 $1,571,440

100%

$284,117

$284,117

77%

$363,748

$474,547

98%

$268,142

$272,780

100%

$127,126

$127,126

79%

$212,120

$268,638

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

41%

$500,740

$1,215,446

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

54%

$342,260

$635,813

75%

$2,152,088

$2,869,852

96%

$174,124

$181,794

56%

$97,678

$175,821

$493,513

$535,428

$138,399

$1,379,939

$449,755

$449,755

$61,235

$19,798

$135,794

$772,101

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Plus Company not
Hydro
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Cost recovery based on square footage

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
Service Offered
From

% Cost
Allocation

To

Pricing Methodology

92%
90%
100%
309%
82%

Price for the
Service
%

Cost for the
Service
$

Year:

2020 Test

Shared Services
Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

75%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$1,539,617 $2,039,769

100%

$285,986

$285,986

74%

$355,076

$479,832

98%

$380,388

$386,966

100%

$117,494

$117,494

80%

$211,901

$264,519

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

51%

$721,563

$1,401,140

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
Hydro
related services
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

54%

$392,144

$729,272

76%

$2,455,443

$3,228,782

91%

$128,628

$141,641

50%

$109,675

$219,350

$527,359

$580,080

$104,738

$1,347,616

$441,246

$441,246

$61,235

$19,798

$132,773

$755,178

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Plus Company not
Hydro
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Cost recovery based on square footage

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

% Cost
Allocation

To

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

91%
92%
100%
309%
82%

Price for the
Service
%

Cost for the
Service
$

Year:

Variance Analysis

Shared Services
Name of Company
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Hydro
Plus Company not
otherwise allocated
Affiliate
Greater Sudbury Board of Directors
Hydro
Affiliate
Greater Sudbury Stores/Procurement
Hydro
Greater
Affiliate
Garage/Fleet
Sudbury Hydro
Services
Greater
Affiliate
Sudbury Hydro

Streetlight
Maintenance

Greater
Affiliate
Sudbury Hydro

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs

Greater
Affiliate
Sudbury Hydro

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs

2020 Test Year

Variance
2020/2013 BA
%
$

2018 Actual
$

2020 Test
Year
$

Variance
2018/2020 Test
%
$

748,948

1,539,617

106%

790,669

$1,080,877

1,539,617

42%

458,740

144,339

285,986

98%

141,647

$253,456

285,986

13%

32,530

288,060

355,076

23%

67,016

$334,947

355,076

6%

20,129

244,314

380,388

56%

136,074

$336,231

380,388

13%

44,157

155,842

117,494

-25%

(38,348)

$126,387

117,494

-7%

(8,893)

214,767

211,901

-1%

(2,866)

$208,255

211,901

2%

3,646

316,896

721,563

128%

404,667

$546,047

721,563

32%

175,516

773,456

392,144

-49%

(381,312)

$336,708

392,144

16%

55,436

1,571,801

2,455,443

56%

883,642

$2,130,734

2,455,443

15%

324,709

29,400

128,628

338%

99,228

$88,110

128,628

46%

40,518

44,200

109,675

148%

65,475

$50,230

109,675

118%

59,445

Materials Issued/Time record of staff

568,175

527,359

-7%

(40,816)

$474,928

527,359

11%

52,431

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

160,000

104,738

-35%

(55,262)

$101,083

104,738

4%

3,655

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

680,000

441,246

-35%

(238,754)

$483,837

441,246

-9%

(42,591)

Market Rate applied to square footage

90,627

61,235

-32%

(29,393)

$59,807

61,235

2%

1,428

Cost recovery based on square footage

307,503

132,773

-57%

(174,730)

$144,563

132,773

-8%

(11,790)

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

Affiliate

2013 Board
Approved
(BA)
$

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

Service Offered

To

Note:
1

ꞏ

Pricing Methodology

p
Costs
Allocated
%

Amount
Allocated
$

This appendix must be completed in relation to each service provided or received for the Historical (actuals), Bridge and Test years.
The required information includes:
Type of Service:

Services such as billing, accounting, payroll, etc. The applicant must identify any costs related to the Board of Directors of the parent

ꞏ

Pricing Methodology:

Pricing Methodology includes approaches such as cost-base, market-base, tendering, etc. The applicant must provide evidence

ꞏ

% Allocation:

The applicant must provide the percentage of the costs allocated to the entity for the service being offered. The Applicant must also provide
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1

4-SEC-31

2

Question:

3

[Ex.4-5-1, Attach 2, Table ES-1] Please provide a table that shows for each

4

category of service (i.e. “Nature of Service”), the total cost of the activity, and the

5

amount allocated to the Affiliates.

6
7

Response:

8
9

Preamble

10

GSHi would like to note that in its original submission of Exhibit 4 – Tab 5 –

11

Schedule 1 and Exhibit 4 – Tab 5 – Schedule 1 – Attachment 1, and the Chapter

12

2 Appendix 2-N, GSHi did not include costs related to IT and a few other small

13

amounts in 2013 actuals through 2016 actuals. GSHi has updated Chapter 2

14

Appendix 2-N for these changes.

15

budget was used in its initial submission of Exhibit 4 – Tab 5 – Schedule 1 and

16

Exhibit 4 – Tab 5 – Schedule 1 – Attachment 1, and the Chapter 2 Appendix 2-N.

17

GSHi has updated Chapter 2 Appendix 2-N for the final post settlement Board

18

Approved Budget figures with this submission. These updates can call be found

19

in Attachment 1 of this submission as well as in the Chapter 2 Live Models

20

included with this submission. GSHi would like to note that this has not changed

21

GSHi’s explanation for the variances between the 2020 Test Year vs. 2013

22

Board Approved or the 2018 Actual vs. 2020 Test Year.

GSHi also noticed that the pre-settlement

23
24
25

Response:

26

Please see Attachment 1 of this interrogatory for tables that show for each

27

category of service from 2013-2020, the total cost of the activity and the amount

28

allocated to the Affiliates.
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Attachment 1 (of 1):
5-SEC-31 Attachment 1: Appendix 2-N

File Number:
Exhibit:
Tab:
Schedule:
Page:
Date:

Appendix 2-N
Shared Services and Corporate Cost Allocation

1

Year: 2013 Board Approved

Shared Services
Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Greater
Sudbury Hydro
Greater
Sudbury Hydro
Greater
Sudbury Hydro
Greater
Sudbury Hydro

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
83%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$748,948
$897,724

100%

$144,339

$144,339

86%

$288,060

$335,463

87%

$244,314

$282,378

100%

$155,842

$155,842

79%

$214,767

$271,733

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

33%

$316,896

$965,425

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

77%

$773,456

$1,000,220

61%

$1,571,801

$2,595,977

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.

50%

$29,400

$58,800

50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors

50%

$44,200

$88,400

83%

$568,175

$686,988

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Hydro
Plus Company not
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement
Garage/Fleet
Affiliate
Services
Streetlight
Affiliate
Maintenance
Building Services and
Affiliate
Occupancy Costs
Building Services and
Affiliate
Occupancy Costs

Materials Issued/Time record of staff
Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery
Time of staff as recorded in the work order system
Market Rate applied to square footage
Cost recovery based on square footage

12%

$160,000

$1,191,103

100%

$680,000

$680,000

260%

$90,627

$34,798

31%

$307,503

$678,220

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

To

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

Price for the
Service
%

Amount
Allocated
$

EB-2019-0037

Year:

2013 Actual

Shared Services
Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
83%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$590,981
$709,835

100%

$152,403

$152,403

84%

$206,278

$245,569

85%

$241,761

$283,733

100%

$128,830

$128,830

79%

$214,767

$271,733

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

46%

$435,302

$956,502

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

75%

$630,090

$839,231

63%

$1,517,288

$2,420,803

59%

$9,959

$16,801

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Hydro
Plus Company not
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Cost recovery based on square footage

50%

$36,334

$72,667

93%

$334,691

$359,427

93%

$97,387
$1,310,440

100%
276%
82%

$473,038

$473,038

$90,627

$32,855

$119,904

$665,341

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

To

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

Price for the
Service
%

Cost for the
Service
$

Year:

2014 Actual

Shared Services
Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
87%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$663,490
$765,976

100%

$128,923

$128,923

84%

$195,967

$233,294

98%

$302,013

$308,491

100%

$140,822

$140,822

76%

$224,083

$295,475

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

46%

$438,485

$953,002

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

79%

$659,493

$830,221

78%

$1,688,936

$2,175,005

91%

$28,664

$31,441

50%

$32,593

$65,187

$313,416

$347,815

$49,275

$963,454

$332,352

$332,352

$90,627

$32,324

$117,967

$688,540

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Plus Company not
Hydro
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Cost recovery based on square footage

90%
95%
100%
280%
83%

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

To

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

Price for the
Service
%

Cost for the
Service
$

Year:

2015 Actual

Shared Services
Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
83%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$848,144 $1,028,005

100%

$149,384

$149,384

84%

$270,254

$321,731

99%

$238,347

$240,868

100%

$131,659

$131,659

91%

$234,618

$259,150

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

47%

$484,699

$1,022,493

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

76%

$745,077

$974,196

79%

$1,894,586

$2,402,748

0%

$0

$8,682

50%

$29,769

$59,848

$381,610

$381,610

$65,876

$1,113,917

$414,682

$414,682

$90,627

$103,759

$354,639

$686,914

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Plus Company not
Hydro
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Cost recovery based on square footage

100%
94%
100%
87%
48%

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
Service Offered
From

To

Pricing Methodology

Price for the
Service

Cost for the
Service

%

$

Year:

2016 Actual

Shared Services

Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Greater
Sudbury Hydro
Greater
Sudbury Hydro
Greater
Sudbury Hydro
Greater
Sudbury Hydro

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
78%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$1,016,646 $1,300,620

100%

$200,011

$200,011

86%

$334,749

$389,832

97%

$233,641

$240,868

100%

$150,826

$150,826

79%

$225,367

$285,098

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

47%

$464,252

$991,138

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

78%

$682,969

$877,018

82%

$1,928,911

$2,366,183

72%

$16,943

$23,607

50%

$28,764

$57,529

$433,464

$476,540

$78,488

$1,191,749

$484,459

$484,459

$61,234

$22,025

$189,399

$826,877

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Hydro
Plus Company not
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Stores/Procurement
Hydro
Garage/Fleet
Services
Affiliate
Streetlight
Maintenance
Affiliate
Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Affiliate
Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Affiliate

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff
Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery
Time of staff as recorded in the work order system
Market Rate applied to square footage
Cost recovery based on square footage

91%
93%
100%
278%
77%

Year:

2017 Actual

Shared Services

Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
83%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$1,087,083 $1,304,397

100%

$257,177

$257,177

89%

$354,869

$398,730

98%

$262,107

$266,640

100%

$127,692

$127,692

81%

$225,217

$279,471

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

48%

$498,270

$1,030,362

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

54%

$373,787

$695,541

75%

$2,073,049

$2,761,191

86%

$50,033

$58,045

56%

$35,251

$63,474

$476,299

$518,848

$91,752

$1,128,205

$503,246

$503,246

$59,807
$109,606

$18,309
$701,013

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Plus Company not
Hydro
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage
Occupancy Costs
Cost recovery based on square footage

92%
92%
100%
327%
84%

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

To

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

Price for the
Service
%

Cost for the
Service
$

Year:

2018 Actual

Shared Services

Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

% Cost
Allocation
83%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$1,080,877 $1,300,485

100%

$253,456

$253,456

89%

$334,947

$376,345

98%

$336,231

$341,999

100%

$126,387

$126,387

81%

$208,255

$258,552

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

48%

$546,047

$1,138,785

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

54%

$336,708

$626,129

75%

$2,130,734

$2,850,615

94%

$88,110

$93,437

56%

$50,230

$90,414

$474,928

$512,900

$101,083

$1,208,358

$483,837

$483,837

$59,807
$144,563

$21,558
$822,329

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Plus Company not
Hydro
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate
Greater
Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage
Building Services and Cost recovery based on square footage

93%
92%
100%
277%
82%

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

To

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

Price for the
Service
%

Cost for the
Service
$

Year:

2019 Bridge

Shared Services
Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

75%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$1,184,661 $1,571,440

100%

$284,117

$284,117

77%

$363,748

$474,547

98%

$268,142

$272,780

100%

$127,126

$127,126

79%

$212,120

$268,638

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

41%

$500,740

$1,215,446

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

54%

$342,260

$635,813

75%

$2,152,088

$2,869,852

96%

$174,124

$181,794

56%

$97,678

$175,821

$493,513

$535,428

$138,399

$1,379,939

$449,755

$449,755

$61,235

$19,798

$135,794

$772,101

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Plus Company not
Hydro
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Cost recovery based on square footage

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
Service Offered
From

% Cost
Allocation

To

Pricing Methodology

92%
90%
100%
309%
82%

Price for the
Service
%

Cost for the
Service
$

Year:

2020 Test

Shared Services
Name of Company
Service Offered
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

75%

Price for the Cost for the
Service
Service
$
$
$1,539,617 $2,039,769

100%

$285,986

$285,986

74%

$355,076

$479,832

98%

$380,388

$386,966

100%

$117,494

$117,494

80%

$211,901

$264,519

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

51%

$721,563

$1,401,140

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
Hydro
related services
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

54%

$392,144

$729,272

76%

$2,455,443

$3,228,782

91%

$128,628

$141,641

50%

$109,675

$219,350

$527,359

$580,080

$104,738

$1,347,616

$441,246

$441,246

$61,235

$19,798

$132,773

$755,178

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Plus Company not
Hydro
otherwise allocated
Greater Sudbury
Board of Directors
Hydro
Greater Sudbury
Hydro
Stores/Procurement

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors
Materials Issued/Time record of staff

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Garage/Fleet
Services

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Streetlight
Maintenance

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Market Rate applied to square footage

Greater
Sudbury Hydro Affiliate

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs
Cost recovery based on square footage

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

% Cost
Allocation

To

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

91%
92%
100%
309%
82%

Price for the
Service
%

Cost for the
Service
$

Year:

Variance Analysis

Shared Services
Name of Company
From
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate
Affiliate

Affiliate

Affiliate

Service Offered

Pricing Methodology

To
Greater Sudbury Executive/Finance/Co Time Records
mmunications/Innovat
Hydro
ion
Greater Sudbury
No current activities identifiable with affiliates; therefore
Regulatory
Hydro
100% assigned to Greater Sudbury
Greater Sudbury HR
HR - Directly assigned where possible, number of
Hydro
employees for other costs; 2nd tier allocation to
reallocate portionassociated with shared services/
Greater Sudbury Risk Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Quality Management
Hydro
Greater Sudbury Insurance
Hydro
Greater Sudbury IT
Hydro

97% of costs allocated to Greater Sudbury, based on
time records
QMS - Costs of the Plus Company directly assigned to
Greater Sudbury, as the other affiliates pay for their
own programs directly
Revenue

Greater Sudbury Any costs of the
Hydro
Plus Company not
otherwise allocated
Affiliate
Greater Sudbury Board of Directors
Hydro
Affiliate
Greater Sudbury Stores/Procurement
Hydro
Greater
Affiliate
Garage/Fleet
Sudbury Hydro
Services
Greater
Affiliate
Sudbury Hydro

Streetlight
Maintenance

Greater
Affiliate
Sudbury Hydro

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs

Greater
Affiliate
Sudbury Hydro

Building Services and
Occupancy Costs

2020 Test Year

Variance
2020/2013 BA
%
$

2018 Actual
$

2020 Test
Year
$

Variance
2018/2020 Test
%
$

748,948

1,539,617

106%

790,669

$1,080,877

1,539,617

42%

458,740

144,339

285,986

98%

141,647

$253,456

285,986

13%

32,530

288,060

355,076

23%

67,016

$334,947

355,076

6%

20,129

244,314

380,388

56%

136,074

$336,231

380,388

13%

44,157

155,842

117,494

-25%

(38,348)

$126,387

117,494

-7%

(8,893)

214,767

211,901

-1%

(2,866)

$208,255

211,901

2%

3,646

316,896

721,563

128%

404,667

$546,047

721,563

32%

175,516

773,456

392,144

-49%

(381,312)

$336,708

392,144

16%

55,436

1,571,801

2,455,443

56%

883,642

$2,130,734

2,455,443

15%

324,709

29,400

128,628

338%

99,228

$88,110

128,628

46%

40,518

44,200

109,675

148%

65,475

$50,230

109,675

118%

59,445

Materials Issued/Time record of staff

568,175

527,359

-7%

(40,816)

$474,928

527,359

11%

52,431

Hourly charge out rate based on full cost recovery

160,000

104,738

-35%

(55,262)

$101,083

104,738

4%

3,655

Time of staff as recorded in the work order system

680,000

441,246

-35%

(238,754)

$483,837

441,246

-9%

(42,591)

Market Rate applied to square footage

90,627

61,235

-32%

(29,393)

$59,807

61,235

2%

1,428

Cost recovery based on square footage

307,503

132,773

-57%

(174,730)

$144,563

132,773

-8%

(11,790)

Telephone systems, PCs and ERP, by unweighted
number of users; telephone sets by weighted number
of users reflecting complexity of the units; systems for
customer information and billing by factors related to
that function; costs directly assigned where specifically
identified with an affiliate or function.

Greater Sudbury Accounts
AP - Time tracking for activities identifiable with one
Hydro
Payable/Payroll/Acco affiliate; number of invoices for other costs Payroll unting
Time tracking for activities identifiable with one affiliate;
number of employees for other costs
Accounting - A time estimate for forecast; time records
for actual
Greater Sudbury Customer Billing and Detailed analysis of each costcomponent, with different
allocation methods, including number of bills, call
Hydro
related services
volumes, number of meters, and space occupied on
the shared bill. Direct assignment where applicable.

Affiliate

2013 Board
Approved
(BA)
$

For redistribution of costs which were allocated by
other methodologies to the Plus Company. In
proportion to the allocation of other costs.
50% cost of two boards, (GSHi and GSU), plus direct
assignment of two independent directors

Corporate Cost Allocation
Name of Company
From

Service Offered

To

Note:
1

ꞏ

Pricing Methodology

p
Costs
Allocated
%

Amount
Allocated
$

This appendix must be completed in relation to each service provided or received for the Historical (actuals), Bridge and Test years.
The required information includes:
Type of Service:

Services such as billing, accounting, payroll, etc. The applicant must identify any costs related to the Board of Directors of the parent

ꞏ

Pricing Methodology:

Pricing Methodology includes approaches such as cost-base, market-base, tendering, etc. The applicant must provide evidence

ꞏ

% Allocation:

The applicant must provide the percentage of the costs allocated to the entity for the service being offered. The Applicant must also provide
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1

5-SEC-32

2

Question:

3

[Ex.5-1-1, p.2] With respect to the Applicant’s long-term debt:

4
5

a. Please provide information to justify the prudence of entering into a

6

$3.25M promissory note with its affiliate, Greater Sudbury Utilities. Please

7

detail the due diligence the Applicant undertook before entering into the

8

agreement.

9
10

b. Please provide information to justify the prudence of entering into a

11

financing agreement with TD Bank in 2018.

Please detail the due

12

diligence the Applicant undertook before entering into the agreement.

13
14

Response:

15

a. The OEB publishes Cost of Capital parameters on an annual basis. The

16

updated cost of capital parameters are calculated based on the formulaic

17

methodologies documented in the Report of the Board on the Cost of Capital

18

for Ontario’s Regulated Utilities, issued December 11, 2009. GSHi

19

understands that the OEB considers the cost of capital parameter values

20

released to be reasonable and representative of market conditions for a given

21

year. Understanding the above, GSHi entered into an agreement with its

22

affiliate at the published cost of capital long-term debt rate.

23
24

At the time of submission of these interrogatory responses, GSHi is actively

25

investigating the arranging of third-party debt financing. In doing so, GSHi

26

would endeavor to replace the $3,250,000 of Affiliated Debt entered into in

27

October 2019 with third party debt. GSHi estimates that $5,500,000 in

28

external debt will be arranged by April 1, 2020 at a rate of 2.42%, which

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
Filed:10 March, 2020
EB-2019-0037
Tab 4
Interrogatory 32
Page 2 of 2

1

compares to the Cost of Capital deemed long-term debt rate that is currently

2

in effect of 3.21%. As terms have not been finalized, these are provided as

3

placeholder figures only and are subject to change. This differs from the debt

4

structure proposed in the initial application. As such, GSHi submits as part of

5

these interrogatory responses an updated Chapter 2 Appendix 2-OB.

6
7

b. GSHi did not enter into a financing agreement with TD Bank in 2018,

8

however it did enter into a financing agreement with TD Equipment

9

Finance Canada Inc. in 2015 in the amount of $971,604. The finance term

10

was for 10 years at a fixed interest rate of 4.33% and is secured by the

11

underlying specified assets under financing. This was a market rate of

12

interest at the time (the OEB’s deemed long-term debt rate was 4.77% in

13

2015).

14
15

The OEB publishes Cost of Capital parameters on an annual basis. The

16

cost of capital parameters are calculated based on the formulaic

17

methodologies documented in the Report of the Board on the Cost of

18

Capital for Ontario’s Regulated Utilities, issued December 11, 2009. GSHi

19

understands that the OEB considers the cost of capital parameter values

20

released to be reasonable and representative of market conditions for a

21

given year. Understanding the above, GSHi entered into an agreement

22

with TD bank at a rate that was less than the deemed long-term debt rate

23

in the year. At the time, GSHi determined that the debt rate arranged was

24

a fair and competitive market rate.
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1

5-SEC-33

2

Question:

3

[Ex.5] Please provide the Applicant’s 2019 regulated ROE.

4
5

Response:

6

GSHi’s preliminary 2019 regulated ROE is 6.80%, which compares to the

7

approved deemed ROE from GSHi’s last CoS Decision of 8.98%. This

8

preliminary ROE is calculated on preliminary, unaudited figures that are subject

9

to change.

Greater Sudbury Hydro Inc.
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Question:

3

[Ex.9-1-4, p.2] Please provide further details regarding the 20116 costs related to

4

the transition to IFRS sought for recovery.

5
6

Response:

7

Regarding the $41,598 deferred in 2016, these staff salaries pertained to the

8

IFRS transition year of 2015, as the work was performed in both 2015 and 2016.

9

These salaries were incurred to perform IFRS transition tasks not limited to: the

10

creation and implementation of A2 (GSHi’s capital asset module, which

11

interfaces with its general ledger), componentization of assets, analyzing

12

historical asset data, calculating one-time adjustments to re-value assets and

13

establish new useful lives for substations, programming changes required with

14

the system, and preparing one-time IFRS transition notes for financial

15

statements. The salaries were incremental as one additional Accountant was

16

hired temporarily as a full-time staff was off-desk working on IFRS transition

17

matters.

